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The Apiary Par-Excellence
Apiary of Wm. Babberger, Canon City, Colorado

From 25 to 45 colonies make up the apiary. One season he harvested 23,000 sections of No.

1 honey from 25 colonies.

This photograph took second prize in our picture contest recently decided. See "Far West

Department.

"
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Americau Bee Jourual
1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is $:. 00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada. Ji.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union, 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci2"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of December. IQI2.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line g times iic a line
6 " I2C 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Oa., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
New Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak. the best shipping-point for all
sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

We HAVE THE GOODS
At money-saving prices. We defy quantity,
Quality, and prices. Our Catalog will tell it

all. Send list of Goods for Quotations.
Fine Cockerels. Barred and White Ply-

mouth Rocks, and White Wyandotte. Si. 50

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

NOTICE^
I have moved from Jacksonvile,

Ark. to Attalla, Ala., where I will
continue to breed fine Bees and Queens,

Three Band,
Golden Italians,

and Carniolans
All bred in separate yards. Untested

—

one, $L00; six, $.5.00; twelve, $9.00.
Tested—one, $L50; si.x, $8.00; twelve,
$15.00. For Queens in larger quantity
and Nuclei, write. Let us book your
order now, so you will get your Queens
when you want them. No disease of
any kind. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE.

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

Your Name and Address will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and so transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $L00; or with a year's subscription to the American''Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal^ Hamilton, Illinois.

SURE, Old Combs areValuable
IF SHIPPED TO US FOR RENDERING

We Extract 991 Percent of Wax
And then Pay you Highest Market Prices, or 2 cents addi-

tional in Trade
YOU CAN'T APPROACH THAT FOR PROFIT

We need great quantities of Comb and Extracted Honey
Write us

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men"

304 Walnut Street, CENCINNATI, OHIO

jAoooooccoscoeocoGOQoeosiooosccisoscococceccoeceosisoooo

I NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price,

if you buy them once, you will buy again.

s

We also manufacture Hives, Brood- 8

Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking. a

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
|
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Some Good
BEE - LITERATURE

At Half Price

$4 Worth for Only $2
(All Postpaid)

List No. 1

American Bee Journal, 1 year $1.00

(or Gleanings in Bee Culture)
" Southern Bee Culture," by J. J.

Wilder 50

.3 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"

at 2,5c 75

2 Copies "Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50

(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)
1(10 Copies "Honey as a Health-
Food" 1.25

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

List No. 2
"Langstroth on the Honey-Bee "..$1.20

2 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"

at 25c 50

2 Copies " Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50

(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)
" Southern Bee Culture," by J. J.

Wilder 50
" Pearce Method of Bee-Keeping " .50

" Hand's 20th Century Bee-Keep-
ing " 50

20 Copies "Honey as a Health-
Food" 30

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

White Sweet Clover Seed
I have a good supplv of this seed>

unhulled, which I can supply at the fol-

lowing prices just as soon as the or-

ders come in :

By mail, 1 pound, postage paid, 30

cts. ; 2 pounds, 50 cts.

By express or freight, f. o. b. Sand-
point, Idaho, at these prices: 5 pounds
for 80 cts. ; 10 pounds, $1.50; 25 pounds,

$3.50; or 100 pounds, $13.00.

Both as a honey-plant and soil-re-

storer sweet clover is hard to beat.

Every bee-keeper should not only sow
it himself, but should encourage others

to grow it.

Special Bee-Literature Offers

Ask for my circular containing spe-

cial offers of bee-literature. And if

you want any bee-papers or other mag-
azines, send me your list and I can
quote you a price that will save you
some money, I am sure. Address,

George W. York,

^ Publisher and Subscription Agent,

5^ ;J02 S. IJoyer Ave.,

Sandpoint, Bonner Co., Idaho

CO

American l^ee Journal

Booking Orders for 1913

lintested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,
purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them

:

American Bee Journal—
I'icntUntef!

:

—Last October I purchased three queens of you
for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of thisseason will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg., July 4. lou. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
Gt'fitlemeii : —'Y\\e queen you sent me came in trood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro*
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis.. July 31. 1012. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemen : —\ bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her I Italianized 1150 colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico, July 10, 1912. J. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid, 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year-both for $1.15; or mailed Free as a premium for

sending us one new subscription at $1.00.

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, 8>^ inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-82

thick. The smaller end is 1% inches long, yi. inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending
like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-

circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,

says : "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

>?3
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The Fruit-Growers'

Guide Book
is a complete En-
cyclopedia of hor-
ticulture. It has
300 pages, and is

well illustrated.

All about spray-
i n g, fungicides,
insecticides ; how
to can Fruits,Veg-
etables, etc. It was
written for the
man with a thou-
sand trees, as well
as fortheone with

a few trees in the dooryard. It is the

result of years of study and travel.

The Fruit Crower.published month-
ly, is filled with up-to-date matter on
horticulture.

THE GUIDE BOOK, regular price $1.00

FRUIT GROWER, one year • 1.00

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, one year 1.00

We club all three of these sent to

one address for $1.50, or we will

send the first two for $1.00.

Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, III.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Early (FROFALCON) Queens

"ITALIANS"
February and March deliveries—for Untes-
ted, $i.5o each: April, $1.25. Tested Queens.
50 cts. additional ; Select Tested. Jt.oo extra.
Breeders, prices on application.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
257-Q Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.

Or Berkeley, Cal.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY!
Bees Plore BeaatifnI. More Gentle, More industrious,

Tbe Best Honey-Gatherers.

r^@^ Universal Exposition, St. Louis,t^ HIGHEST AWARD.
Extra Breeding (Queens. %i: Selected, $2;

Fertilized, $1.50; lower prices, per doz.. so or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

ANTHONY BIAGCI,
Pedevilla near Bellinzona,
Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically, Switzerland Re-
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER. OREGON.

is the best, handsomest and most valuable

fruit growers' paper published in the world.

It is handsomely illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOP RIVER, OREGON.

White Sweet Clover Seed
Sweet Clover is rapidly becoming one of the most useful things that can be

grown on the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is well known to bee-keepers, but

its worth as a forage-plant and also as an enricher of the soil is not so widely

known. However, Sweet Clover is coming to the front very fast these days.

Some years ago it was considered as a weed by those who knew no better. The
former attitude of the enlightened farmer today is changing to a great respect

for and appreciation of Sweet Clover, both as a food for stock and as a valuable

fertilizer for poor and worn-out soils.

The seed should be sown either in the fall or early in the spring. 20 to 25

pounds per acre of unhulled seed is about the right quantity to sow. We can

ship promptly at the following prices for the white variety:

Postpaid, one pound lor 30 cents, or 2 pounds for 50 cents.

By express f. o. b. Hamllton—S pounds for 80c; 10 pounds

lor $1.50; 25 pounds lor $3.50; 50 pounds lor $6.50; or 100

pounds for $12.00.

We can also furnish the yellow biennial seed. This variety blooms about

two weeks earlier than the white which makes it preferred by some bee-keepers.

For the yellow seed add one cent per pound to the above prices on the white

variety. Seed will be shipped promptly on receipt of order.

American Bee Journal,
Hamilton, Illinois.

Bind Your American Bee Journal

Like A Book.
You have probably desired, for a
long time, some method of binding
your American Bee Journal so that
vou could keep your back copies in a
handy, convenient and readable form.

We are glad to announce that in the
Big Ben Binder we have at last found
a simple and satisfactory binder for
the American Bee Journal. It is the
only practical magazine binder on the
market that has the appearance of a
regular bound book. No punching of
holes is necessary. All that is re-

quired is to make a slight slit in the
back with a pen-knife.

The Big Ben Binder holds 36 copies of
the American Bee Journal. The Big
Ben Binder is no experiment. It is a
proven success. Binding your Ameri-
can Bee Journal in the Big Ben Binder
is as simple as filing papers. You can
now have your American Bee Journal
in the form of a handsomely bound
book, ready to refer to at any time. A
splendid addition to your library and
the very thing for your reading table.
The binder is made in handsome
pebble black cloth, with the name
American Bee Journal stamped in
real gold leaf on the front cover.

We are Selling these binders to our readers at cost price. We have had a large
quantity of binders made up in advance and we have thus been able to secure a very
low selling price from the manufacturers.

The Big Ben Binder will be sent you. securely wrapped and carriage charges pre-
paid, to any point in the United States, on receipt of only 75c. Stamps or personal
check accepted. Or

Jl'e tvill send you the Binde?- absolutely free on receipt of ttvo nezv subscribers

or renezval ajinual subscription, accompayiied

-with $IJO.

Make Your Hens Lay
You can double your egjr yield hy feeding fret^b-tiit, raw bune. It V jepjr yield hy feeding fret;b-i.iit, raw lioiie. It -

contains over four times as much egg aiaklDj? material as grain and
takes tlie place of hugs and worms in fowls' diet. That's why It
gives more eggs—greater fertiUty. stronger chicks, larger fowls.

- LATEST ~
MODEL

ciit.-i easily and rapidly all large and .small bones with adhering ^
meat and gristle. Automatiealty adapts to y.iur strength. Never clogs. Sent on '

10 Days* Freo Trial. No money down. Send for our free books today.
^^^JJ[^AJ"^2^^^^^^^Bo^4^^^^^^^MILFORDJASS^^^

MANN'S BONE CUTTER
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Editorial Comments
the soft maple is in bloom, so they may
go to work gathering pollen as soon as

taken out.

Eueouragement
Our thanks are due to the Editor of

Gleanings in Bee Culture and to a

number of friends who have privately

written complimentary letters on the

present appearance of the American

Bee Journal. We do not propose to

spend time and take space singing our

own praise, for deeds are better than

words. We are highly gratified with

the support we are securing.

Ventilatiou lu Cellar Winteriiiff

At the Toronto meeting, the question

of cellar ventilation elicited consider-

able discussion. The climate of Onta-

rio shows much variation, from the

southwestern corner, which is almost

as far south as the south line of Michi-

gan to the northeastern limit, which is

farther north than the north line of

New York State. For that reason, the

discussion was animated, and opinions

varied. Mr. R. E. L. Harkness, who
lives in the extreme east of the prov-

ince, gave a very interesting account

of his method of cellar wintering. He
leaves his colonies in the cellar as late

as May; once they remained until the

11th. He does not lose any bees, and

finds most of them with two or three

combs of brood, when brought out.

All the ventilation he gives come
through the door leading into the main

part of the cellar, which is contigious

to his bee-cellar. But his colonies are

not piled in tiers, filling up all the avail-

able space, as with most of us. He has

shelves, and the hives are placed on

those shelves without any bottom-

board. The number of cubic feet of

unoccupied space is therefore greater

than in most bee-cellars, where we
place the hives in tiers of four or five.

The result is that the temperature is

more equable, and the need of active

ventilation lessened. When colonies

are piled in tiers there is a sufficient

amount of heat developed to greatly in-

crease the temperature. If ventilation

is given from outside, there are possi-

bly places where the degree. may be

lowered to 38 or less, while other spots

are still too warm, owing to the emis-

sion of heat from the clusters. Mr.

Harkness' method is therefore the best.

It requires a larger cellar than most of

us have been in the habit of using, but

it evidently pays, in the long run.

Taking all things in consideration,

ventilation of bee-cellars cannot be

overdone, provided the proper degree

of temperature is maintained. Cellar

wintering becomes dangerous only

where the outside temperature is so

high that it is impossible to keep the

cellar cool, or where the cellar is so

poorly ventilated that the air becomes
foul. Iv should be added, however,

that although it is generally considered

that the temperature in the cellar

should not go above 45 degrees, yet a

temperature of 50 degrees or more
may be all right provided there be a

constant flow of fresh air.

If the cellar can be kept cool enough

to maintain quietude, authorities agree

that it is best to keep the bees in until

A Profitable Crop
The Kansas Industrialist, published

by the Agricultural College of Man-
hattan, gives,"in its number of Nov. 2,

the record of a yield of $27 worth of

honey from one colony, produced in

the apiary of Wm. R. Lewis. His 10

colonies gave him $1.50 worth in all for

the season.

Advertising' Honey
One of the most profitable things for

advertising honey locally is a public

demonstration with a hive of bees or a

single comb in an observing hive. A
demonstration of this kind, with full

explanations, made in front of a gro-

cery at Guelph, Ont., attracted so large

a concourse of people that the street

was blocked to traffic for a while.

Field days for apiary demonstration,

when extracting honey, if properly ad-

vertised, will attract hundreds of peo-

ple, who will thereaftergain confidence

in the producer who thus discloses the

secrets of the bee-hive to the consumer.

Too little is known of our industry by
the masses.

Comb v.s. Extracted Honey
Not so very long ago there was a cry

that more attention should be given to

extracted honey. Producers of comb
honey were made to feel that perhaps

they were making a mistake, and no
doubt some of them seriously consid-

ered the question whether it might not

be to their interest to change from
comb honey to extracted. That was
only a year or two ago. Now comes a

cry of an opposite character. "The
demand is for comb honey, bee-keepers

should realize that extracted is a drug
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on the market,"and"should see that the

demamd for comb is supplied."

This is a little confusing. "Has there

been so much change in so short a

time? and if so, why ?" are questions

easily asked, but difficult to answer.

Without attempting a full answer, we

may at least consider one phase in the

case, the market reports, although it is

possible, even with p'ain figures, to

make wrong deductions. Suppose we

compare the reports of September,

1910, with those of the same month in

1912, taking in each case the highest

quotation of those who quote by the

pound in the market reports of the

American Bee Journal. In 1910 the

average price of comb honey was 77

percent higher than that of extracted.

In 1912 it was 67 percent higher. So

far as these figures indicate, they show

that in the past two years the price of

comb honey, as compared with ex-

tracted, instead of rising, has fallen.

A Visit to Ontario

On Nov. 11, the Editor started for

the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention

at Toronto. The Ontario Agricultural

College at Guelph was visited, c?i route,

and a very pleasant day was spent with

the apiary students and teachers who

showed us the well-known trait of

Canadian hospitality.

The college apiary is composed of

only a few colonies, but great care v/as

taken of them for wintering. The

hives, gathered in groups of four, are

packed in large outer cases, with warm
absorbents, one entrance on each side

of the case.

An hour or two spent in the office of

the Provincial Apiarist, Mr. Pettit, in-

dicated the methodical manner in

which the bee inspection is conducted

in Ontario. The card system is used.

Every bee-keeper visited during the

season is recorded upon a separate

card, which shows the number of colo-

nies he possesses, the style of hive

used, the condition of the bees at the

time of the visit, the race of bees, etc.

By this method the central office will,

after a few years, possess an exact

record of the state of bee-culture in the

Province. Of course, the changes must

be noted, but the most difficult work is

surely in getting the original record

established. Centers of infection of

disease will be clearly delineated, and

the planning of inspection work made
more easy, as the task continues. An-

other very good plan for success in

eradicating foul brood is that of having

two blanks, for report by the deputy

inspector and the apiarist. The deputy

fills out the first blank, and upon it is

an agreement to treat the diseased

colonies with a specified time, which

the apiarist is required to sign. The

second blank is a statement which he

is to date, sign and forward, that he has

treated the diseased colonies as per

promise. This acts as a reminder, and

I am told that they are much less likely

to defer or neglect treating their bees

when they know that an account is

kept of the work through this method.

The inspectors who do not have some

such plan would do well to write Mr.

Pettit, at Guelph, for sample copies of

these blanks.

The meeting at Toronto was well at-

tended, probably as many being pres-

ent as in the largest State meetings on

this side of the line.

Synopsis of the meeting is given

elsewhere in this Journal. Two things

loomed up in the mind of the listener.

The alarming European foul brood

is not much feared by the man who

keeps pure, active Italian bees. From

all sides came the assertion that black

bees are unable to cope with the dis-

ease as do the Italians. Whatever

might be the differences of opinion on

the methods to pursue in inspection, no

one differed in regard to the advis-

ability of keeping a good breed of

Italians.

The other great point brought out is

the gain of co-operation. The Ontario

bee-keepers have a honey-sale's com-

mittee, and we gleaned, from the

statements made, the evidence that by

each apiarist reporting the amount of

his crop to this committee, the mem-

bers became informed of the extent of

the crop. Following the advice of this

committee, the price was maintained,

and none of the members present

secured less than 12 cents per pound

for their extracted honey, when a few

years ago many sold it as low as 8

cents. We may well look up to our

Canadian friends for example in this

matter. The United States cover a

much larger territory now, but there is

no reason why co-operation cannot be

secured as well in a large field as in a

comparatively small one.

By rising early on the morning of

the second day, we were enabled to

visit the Ontario Horticultural Exhibit,

at the beautiful exhibition grounds, on

the shore of Lake Ontario. We have

seen nothing finer anywhere, in fruit,

apples, pears, etc., in vegetables and in

honey. Two large pyramids of honey

were conspicuous, mainly extracted

honey, for this is the staple product of

Canadian apiarists. Middlesex county,

represented by six exhibitors, had the

most dainty display that we have ever

seen anywhere.

Freight Rates and Honey

We call the attention of our readers

to the article bearing this title in our

contributions. Mr. Smith is a railway

agent and speaks knowingly. The
railroad managements are often to

blame for arbitrary rates, charging

much more for a short haul where

there is no competition than for a long

competitive haul. But Mr. Smith

touches the weak spot in honey pack-

ing by the average bee-keeper, unless

he has had long experience. Any one

who has handled shipments of honey

and beeswax from all parts of the

country knows how often a package

arrives at a destination without any

marks whatever, or worse, perhaps with

the name of a big soap or cereal firm

which has not been erased from the

box. If we desire to secure better

rates, we should learn to pack our

goods carefully, distinctly, and in ac-

cordance with schedules. Until we
are careful ourselves we must not

blame others for being careless.

Parcels Post

The new parcels post law is in force

from and after the first of Januaiy. A
few months' trial will most likely con-

vince our retail trade that they are in

no danger of losing their customers

from this cause. The rates are still

too high, and evidently aim to protect

the Express companies; but this is an

entering wedge, and we will soon catch

up with other nations which have led

us in this years ago.

The maximum weight that may be

sent is 11 pounds, in one package. The

rate for the 11 pounds is

:

Within the delivery limits of your

Post-office, 15 cents.

Within 50 miles,? .35 cents
150 " .46 "

300 " .57 "

600 " .68 "
" 1000 " .79 "

" 1400 " 1.00
" 1800 " 1.11 "

For all distances greater than 1800

miles, the rate is the same as the inter-

national rate, or $1.32 for the maximum

of 11 pounds.

But we are still above the interna-

tional rate in "samples of merchan-

dise." You may send samples of your

goods in lots not exceeding 12 ounces

to the end of the world, in the Univer-

sal Postal Union, for one-half cent per

ounce, or 6 cents for the 12 ounces,

with a minimum rate of 2 cents ;
but

you cannot send the same package

within the United States, in the third

zone, less than 300 miles, for less than
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7 cents, or one cent more than the in-

ternational postage.

Four ounces of "samples of mer-

chandise" will go to the end of the

world for 2 cents, but the same pack-

age within the limits of our own rural

route will cost 4 cents.

It is worse than ridiculous that the

Japanese, or any other nation, be able

to send us 4 ounces of samples for less

money than we can send the same
amount within our own town.

The people of the United States will

not be satisfied with our postal law

until we can deliver any postal matter

at least as cheafly ivit/iin the limits of

our ozvn country as in the Universal

Postal Union, We are still behind all

other civilized nations, in this respect.

We owe it mainly to the graft of the

express traffic.

Feeding' Lump Sugar
Feeding lump sugar is good in many

circumstances, but we suggest that, for

spring, it is a better plan to dilute the

Sugar and feed it warm. There is very

little danger of inciting robbing, for its

odor is light. Warm and diluted food

is of importance during the cool days

of spring. It has a tendency to induce

breeding, and this watery food saves

the bees many trips to the water-

trough. Many old bees are chilled at

the season when they are of the most

value, by trips in quest of water for

brood-rearing. Some loss is avoided

by the use of this thin, warm syrup.

But for winter, dry food is best.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Iowa Bee-Keepers The first meet-
ing of the Iowa State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, held in Des Moines Dec. 12

and 13, 1912, was a success in every
way. Between 40 and 50 bee-keepers
were present.

Besides the different addresses from
bee-keepers at the meeting, talks were
given by the State Entomologist and
by Prof. Kennedy, of the Extension
Department, both of whom gave every
encouragement to bee-keepers towards
securing what they want from the Leg-
islature.

State grading rules for comb honey
were adopted. The necessity for these
was evident, as sections offered for
sale on the Sioux City market were
exhibited at the meeting, some of which
contained less than 11 ounces of honey,
and could not even be graded as culls.

One section was shown which actually
had scales of foul brood present.

The necessity for an appropriation
to fight diseases was made plain. Iowa
has now a very efficacious law, but no
appropriation to carry it out. Ameri-
can foul brood is reported as present
in at least 34 counties. In addition to
an appropriation of $10,000 for inspec-
tion, the Association will ask for a

chair in bee-keeping at the State Agri-
cultural College, an extension lecturer,
better premiums and facilities for ex-
hibiting at fairs and an Assistant in

apiculture under the direction of the
State Entomologist, this Assistant to

be State Inspector. Legislation will

also be asked, prohibiting the trans-
portation of bees from one county to
another, or from other States without
a certificate of inspection.
Demands for inspection became so

insistent last summer that the Gover-
nor and the Executive Council sent
Mr. Pellett through the State on tours
of inspection, his expenses being borne
out of the General Funds.
This shows that it is high time that

the disease situation be immediately
dealt with, in Iowa, with vigor.

This can be accomplished in only

one way, the appointment of an effi-

cient inspector and deputies with sufK-

cient funds at their disposal that the

work be not hampered financially.

Every progressive Iowa bee-keeper
must impress upon the representative

and senator of his district the need of

such appropriation. The Governor has

already promised his support.

The officers elected for the ensuing
year are : President, Frank C. Pellett,

of Atlantic; Vice-President, J. W.
Stine, of Salem ; Secretary, S. W. Sny-
der, of Center Point; Treasurer, C. H.
True, of Edgewood.
Directors—H. B. Miller, of Marshall-

town, A. H. Bonney, of Buck Grove,
E. C. Wheeler, of Marshalltown.

Redwood Lumber tor Bee-Hives.—On
page 237 of Gleanings in Bee Culture,

April 15, 1912, M. D. Price speaks of

buying hives made of redwood which
were 1.5 years old, and were as sound as

a dollar. Commenting upon this, Mr.
H. Vogeler, of Oakland, Calif., sent

us a newspaper clipping from the Sat-

urday Bee, of Sacramento, which says;

" Redwood is easily worked, takes a beau-
tiful polish, and is one of the most durable
of the coniferous woods of California. It

resists decay so well that trees which have
Iain 500 years in the forest have been sent to
the millandsawed into lumber. The wood is

without resin, and offers a strong resistance
to fire. Insects seldom injure it because of
an acid element it contains."
"Redwood timber." says Dr. Hermann

von Schrenk. of the Bureau of Plant Indus-
try. " possesses lasting Qualities scarcely
equaled by any other wood. Although very
light and porous, it has antiseptic proper-
ties which prevent the growth of decay-pro-
ducing funui. So far as is now known, none
of the ordinary wood-rotting fungi grow in

redwood timber. It is because of its resis-
tance to most forms of decay that the red-
wood reaches such a great age."

Mr. Vogeler states that he has seen

hives 40 years old made of redwood
and as good as new.
Some one will say: How can they

tell that a dead tree has been lying in

the forest .")00 years. We asked the
same question when we visited the big
sequoias. But the answer was at hand,
for our attention was at once called to
younger trees apparently of that age,
and already six or eight feet in diam-
eter growing right where the head of
the giant luust have struck in its fall.

But the California climate is especially

adapted to the durability of wood, for
the rainy season is short.

When all is said, however, the red-
wood has wonderful lasting qualities.

We see no reason why it should not be
used extensively for hive making, since
our white pine forests are rapidly dis-

appearing.
^

Pecos Valley Meeting.—The members
of the Pecos Valley Association met in

annual convention at Roswell, New
Mex., at 9 o'clock, Nov. 12, 1912, R. B.

Slease, president, presiding.
About 2.500 colonies of bees in Cha-

ves county, and not far from that num-
ber in Eddy county, were represented.
Some of the leading orchardists of

the section attended. Mr. Robert J.

Beers, of Roswell, a very successful or-

chardist, spoke in the interests of api-

culture, and recognized the honey-bee
to be of great value in the growing of

large and perfect crops of fruit.

R. B. Slease was for the fourth time
elected President of the Association;
Vice-Presidents, Henry Adams, of

Greenfield, Edward Scoggin, of Hope,
M. N. Cunningham, of Carlsbad. Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Henry C. Barron.
The proposed amendments to the Na-

tional constitution were approved ex-

cept Section 3, Article IV, as it was
deemed advisable to have all member-
ships fall due in January of each year,

thus simplifying records.
Henry C. Barron was elected dele-

gate to the National convention to be
held at Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 12 and
13, 1913.

The matter of supplies was taken up
and discussed to some extent. Spray-

ing with arsenic while the fruit-trees

are in bloom, was recognized by the

bee-keepers as a great damage to the

bee-industry. Several hundred colo-

nies were killed in the spring of 1912,

in the Pecos Valley.
Henry C. Barron, Sec.

Honey Selling in Australia—Good-
fellow's idea of marketing honey is to

ship it to Sydney to an agent, part of

whose business is to ship it to Good-
fellow's own local storekeeper, to sup-

ply Goodfellow's own immediate neigh-

bors, and to ship it to towns aiid vil-

lages, up the line, beyond Goodfellow's
own railway station.

Now, dear editor, just say, " Look
here Goodfellow, there are 5,0o0,000

people in Australia, and they have a

gob apiece, and they are, every one,

ready to stick good honey in it at a

bigger price than they pay for the

blackest of treacle or handsomest of

golden syrup. Just you get busy and

get the chap that lives alongside of you
to eat honey ; see that the folks in your

near-by towns, and the people on the
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roadside, get the honey habit, and keep
your products away from the big
smoke, where they don't eat it, but
try to sell it in just such out-back
places as you live in. The prosperous
people of our land can better afford to

eat honey at decent prices than the
poorer paid artisans, etc., of Britain
and the ' Continong ' can, and those
same decent prices, plus extra packing,
extra carrying and extra commissions."

Yours ever, G. R. Harrison.
"Glen Havard," Ourimbah, N. S. W.

—Australia?! Bee Bulletin.

Portrait Photographed Through the
Eye of a Bee.—Our readers know, as

everybody does, that if you look into
the eye of any one you will see your
picture there. The IBritish Bee Journal,
in its Nov. 7 issue, gives an enlarged
reproduction of a small portion of the
eye of a bee, some 240 facets, with, in

each of them greatly magnified, the face
of Mr. James Bancroft, as photographed
by Mr. Watson.

"To obtain a portrait of Mr. Bancroft was
simple enougii, as was also the procuring of
a few of Mr. Bancroft's bees and dissecting
some of their eyes; but setting up an eye so
that the portrait could be seen through it

and photographed was a somewhat different
matter. First, a dissected eye had to be

mounted so that it could be placed upon the
stage of a microscope for observation. Next,
a transparent positive, on a reduced scale
of the portrait, had to be made to be seen
through the eye. Then an apparatus was
necessary for enabling a strong light to be
thrown through the portrait and the eye. on
to a sensitive photographic plate."

It must not be supposed that an in-

sect sees separate images of objects, as
repeated in each facet. Only one im-
pression reaches the brain, as is the
case with human beings, even though,
in the case of the bee, several thousand
impressions are made on the numerous
facets of their compound eyes.

This article, in the British Bee Jour-
nal, is well worth, by its interest, the
price of a year's subscription.

Shaking Bees Out of Box-Hives
When bees are transferred from box-
hives to movable-frame hives, the usual
way has been to drum them out, mak-
ing the bees run up into an empty hive
placed over the full one. Now they
are reversing the performance in Ger-
many, where box-hives are still the
common thing. An empty hive is

placed upside down upon the ground,
and the full hive over this. The two
are strapped together, and then both
are lifted and jarred upon the ground

until the bees are shaken out. Of
course, care must be taken not to jar
hard enough to break the combs loose.
It is said that this takes only a third as
much time as drumming.

A New Honey-Strainer.—Most ex-
tracted honey, if strained at all, is

probably strained through a single
thickness of cloth. The difficult thing
is to know just how fine a mesh the
cloth should have. If it is coarse, par-
ticles of wax, etc., will pass through it.

If it be fine, all the impurities, large
and small, accumulate upon it, and in a

little while it becomes clogged so that
the honey passes through too slowly.
Those of us who had opportunity to
try the first extractors ever made still

remember that the sieves provided at

the bottom of these machines by the
first manufacturers had to be removed
because they clogged at once.
The illustration, given in Bienen-

wirtschaftliches Bienenzeitung, page
237, shows a strainer, invented in Ger-
many, intended to overcome the diffi-

culty.

It has three strainers. The upper
one is quite coarse, taking out only the
larger particles of foreign matter. The
middle one is a little finer, and the

A large straw-hive imitation, with a modern hive and an old-time straw-skep. in front of the apiary building at the Minne-
sota State Fair. September. 1012. The small straw skep was furnished by N. E. France, judge of the Apiary Exhibit. Our
readers are aware of the fact that Minnesota leads all other States in the amount of premiums paid tor honey and apiary exhib-
its. At the left of the picture is Superintendent Scott Lamont, whose portrait we gave in the August number, page 233. The
gentleman by his side is the State Apiary Inspector. J. Alf Holmberg. The lady on the right hand. Miss Johnson, was employed
to do the apiary manipulations, which she did very creditably.
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lower one is fine enough to leave the
honey entirely clean. With this ar-

rangement a large amount of honey
will pass through before there is any
clogging. The lower one is the most
inclined to clog, and so an extra lower
strainer goes with each apparatus. The
whole apparatus is 40 inches high, and
the strainers are a foot in diameter.
Each strainer may be taken out sep-
arately. It is called " Fix," " fix " be-

ing the German word for " quick." It

sells in Germany for about $5.00.

Even with this improvement upon
the initial methods, the work of strain-

ing thick honey is probably anything
but "quick." ^
Manipulation of the Wax Scales by

the Honey-Bee.—We received some time
ago, from the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, through the cour-
tesy of Dr. Phillips, a pamphlet on the
above-named subject, by D, B. Casteel,

of the University of Texas. We found
it so interesting that we tried to secure

tion as manufactured by the Weed pro-
cess.

They build their homes in an im-
provident manner, " settling in the dry
season where the rainy season will

wash them out, or making their home
in the rainy season where in the dry
season the sun will melt their combs

;

in holes in the earth, between rocks, in

the walls of kouses, under a fairly

dense bush, under a palm leaf in the
open."

The color of these bees is very simi-
lar to that of the Italians.

nan's Handicraft and Nature's Pro-
visions for Vegetation.—The accompa-
nying picture shows the north half of

the immense power plant now being
built at tbe foot of the Keokuk bluffs,

opposite Hamilton, for the big dam
across the Mississippi River, just be-

tween the two cities. This photograph,
which was specially taken for the
American Bee Journal by courtesy of

The River Bottom is a Natural Seed Bed.

two of the cuts illustrating the subject.

These we are unable to get. Those of

our readers who may be interested
should write to the Department of

Agriculture and ask for Circular No.
161, Bureau of Entomology.

The Nyasa Bees The British Bee
Journal contains a series of articles

concerning the Nyasa bee. The Nyasa
Land is situated west of Portuguese
and German South Africa and east of
Rhodesia.
These bees are smaller than the com-

mon honey-bee. The writer, L. W. J.

Deuss, reports their cells to number
65.6 to the square inch, while our bees
have only 57.6 in the same space. Their
drone-cells number 49.2 per square
inch, while ours have only 37, or a
fraction under this. It appears, how-
ever from the report, that they can and
do use without difficulty comb founda-

the Mississippi River Power Company,
also illustrates the contrast of Nature's
work and man's handicraft, to which
few people have given a thought. This
part of the Mississippi Riverbed, which
is 12 feet, more or less, below the sur-

face, was, for the first time in the exis-

tence of the stream, laid bare by the
building and pumping out of a 35-acre
coffer-dam in May, 1911. H'i/kui liro

icecks itftt'r the icatcr zcas pumped out^

honey-plants and weeds, such as sweet
clover, persicarias, hearts-ease, Span-
ish-needles or bur-marigold, cockle-
burs, rag-weeds and aquatic plants
sprung up spontaneously wherever
man's foot did not trample.
Think of it! This means that the

entire bed of the mammoth Mississippi
River, 1500 miles in length, and aver-
aging more than a mile in width, must
be at all times covered with drifting

seeds which await only an opportunity
to grow. Does this not indicate, bet-

ter than anything else that we might
mention, the plentifulness of Nature's
provisions ?

The magnificent structure in the
background, of which only one-half
shows in the photo, is the largest power
house in the world, and is connected
with the big dam shown in our issue

of May, 1912. It is the work of Hugh
L. Cooper, hydraulic engineer of im-
perishable fame. This work is next in

magnitude to the Panama Canal, and is

creating a lake 65 miles in extent in

lieu of the shallow Des Moines rapids
of the Mississippi. It will enable ships
of greater draft than formerly to de-
scend the Upper Mississippi to New
Orleans, thence to reach Panama.
The 30 big arches at the base of the

building, which are the intakes for the
turbines of 10,000 horse-power each,
will be completely submerged, and the
river bed shown in the picture will

then be 50 feet under water. The
smaller buildings are temporary shops
within the coffer-dam. The earth wall
which hides the base of the buildings
in the background was a temporary
coffer-dam dividing the area originally

into two sections.

A full view of the entire works, from
the Keokuk bluffs, will be given in this

magazine ere long.

Youth Restored to Joaquin Miller by
Honey and Hominy.—Hominy and honey
may once more be regarded as some-
thing good to eat. Joaquin Miller, the

California poet, has made the dicovery.
Upon the homely diet of his fore-

fathers he has entirely recovered from
his recent illness, and at the age of 75

years has undertaken what he consid-
ers the greatest poem he has ever

worked upon.
The explanation has come in the an-

nouncement of his daughter, Juanita,

that his diet for the past year has been
restricted to hominy and honey. She
says that her father has eaten it as

often as three times a day, and during
the past few months he has urged the

food upon his visitors.

A large pan of the food has become
a sort of an institution at the Miller

home on the " Heights," back of Fruit-

vale. Questioned about his health, the

poet declared that he never felt better

in his life.

The poet is advancing the contention

in his new poem that " God's way with

man will not be done until these two
seas are made as one," referring to the

merger of the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans through the medium of the

canal.— Ciiuinnali Fast

Meeting of National Association Dele-

gates Notice is hereby given that the

Delegate meeting of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association will be held in

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 12 and 13, 1913.

While all sessions will be open to the

members and visitors, some sessions

will be devoted ivliolly to business,

through the delegates.
' At least one

session each day will be set aside for

the members to discuss such subjects

as may be decided upon later, notice of

which will be given out by the Secre-

tary.

The subjects that will likely be se-

lected for discussion will be of national
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character rather than pertaining to the
production of bees and honey.

E. D. TowNSENii, C/iiu'imaii.

Remus, Mich., Oct. 1.

More About the Tin Section Reply-
ing to your invitation on page 327 of
the November issue of the American
Bee Journal, I beg to submit the fol-

lowing :

A most radical change was made in
the production of comb honey through
the evolution of the sanitary comb-
honey package. The section holders
have grooves, thoroughly protecting
the side and edges of tin sections, so
that cleaning them is avoided. The
package keeps honey from harmful
contamination, and reaches the con-
sumer as inviting as it leaves the
apiary.
The lithographed top with its cellu-

loid disk will make the package a quick
seller. Shipped at fourth-class freight
rates in 50-pound containers made of
corrugated paper, it will reach con-
signee in perfect condition, no leakage
of honey, and every package salable
for the highest market price.
The cost of production is the main

question. The closest estimate at
present on labor and material is that
the package will cost about 3 cents
more to produce and market than the
wooden section. Each package should
bring at least 5 cents more on the
market than the wooden section.

Paul Hunten.
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bee-keepers enjoy from the National
Association ?" by E. B. Tyrrell, Secre-
tary National Association. Followed
by discussion.

11:15 a.m.
—"Should the manufactur-

ers and bee-keepers be more in sympa-
thy with each other ?"

A paper from The A. I. Root Com-
pany, followed by discussion.
A paper from some bee-keeper of a

scientific nature. Banquet at 12:00 m.

Afternoon Session.

Election of officers for the ensuing
year.

2:00 p.m.
—

" My method of handling
bees at swarming time," by Lee G.
Simmons, Vice-President, Ellensburg.
Followed by short discussion.
2:30 p.m.

—"Weather conditions fa-

vorable for the secretion of nectar in

bloom," by S. King Clover. Followed
by discussion.
2:30 p.m.—Paper from F. C. Fischer.
We will discuss ways and means of

enlarging the membership of the Asso-
ciation, and of making the meetings
more educational, enthusiastic and en-
tertaining.

The Washington Honey-Producers
will hold their annual election of offi-

cers and other business necessary to

be transacted on the lUth, following the
bee-keepers' convention, at D a.m., in
the Court House, by order of the Presi-
dent and Secretary.

J, B. Ramage, Sec.

Washington State Meeting Follow-
ing is the program of a two-days' con-
vention which will be held by the
Washington State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation Jan. 8 and 9, at North Yakima :

FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY, JAN. 8.

Morning Session, 9 a. m.

Meeting called to order by A. E.
Burdick, President, after which annual
reports of the President, Treasurer,
and Secretary will be given.

10 a.m.—Address of Welcome by A.
J. Splawn, Mayor.
Response by President A. E. Burdick.
Paper from Miss A. A. Byers, Chelan

county.
Afternoon Session.

1:30 p.m.
—"Spring management of

bees," by Robert Cissna. Followed by
discussion.
2:15—Address by George W.York,

President National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation.

3:00 p.m.
—"Preparing bees for win-

ter," by Virgil Sires. Followed by dis-
cussion.
Paper from C. P. Dadant, of Hamil-

ton, 111.

Paper from A. G. Kuykendall, of
Grandview.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, JAN. 9.

Morning Session.

9:00 a.m.
—"Should we produce a

larger percentage of comb honey ?" by
C. W. Higgins, of Wapato. Followed
by discussion.

10:00 a.m.
—

" What has been the suc-
cess of the Honey-Producers' Associa-
tion in handling the 1912 crop ?" by A.
E. Burdick, President.
10:30 a.m.—"What benefits do the

August Number Attracts Attention.—
The New Zealand Farmer, a large
monthly of 100 pages, published at

Auckland, N. Z., reproduces in its No-
vember edition a Jacstmi/e of the C. C.
Miller method of queen-rearing, taken
from the cover of our August number,
with a short description of this method.
Dr. Miller is appreciated abroad as well
as at home.

Death of Paul Mickwitz We are ex-
ceedingly sorry to be informed of the
sudden death of Mr. Paul Mickwitz,
of Helsingfors, Finland, who formerly
spent two years in the United States to

practice bee-culture with leading api-

arists. Mr. Mickwitz, who was with us
for three months, was a young man of
great ability. His earnestness and in-

tense desire to foster progressive bee-
culture in Finland induced him to im-

The Late Paul Mickwitz.

port Carniolan bees there. His trip of
the past summer was mentioned in our
columns, page 341. and the present
number contains three small snapshots
sent to us by him. He had promised
us an account of his trip. Our hearty
sympathy goes to his family.

The Texas Fairs—The State Fair of
Texas, held annually at Dallas, and the
Texas Cotton Palace of Waco have
been very liberal in the encourage-
ment given the bee-keeping industry.
The making of premium lists has been
referred to the Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association, and superintendents and
judges chosen by the latter body have
been recognized by the Fair Associa-
tions.

The exhibits have been truly repre-
sentative of the bee-keeping industry
of Texas. This year's exhibit was the
best that has been held. Mr. T. P. Rob-
inson, of Bartlett, president of the Texas
association, is Superintendent of the
Bee and Honey Exhibit at the State
Fair, and Mr. W. H. Laws, of Beeville,

The Julian Alps—Carniola.
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holds a like position at the Cotton Pal-
ace.

Mr. Wilmon Newell, State Entomolo-
gist, kindly loaned a most instructive
exhibit and display, with mounted
specimens, of the work and habits of
the wax-moth.

All grades of Texas honey were
shown most attractively, and every
operation of modern bee-keeping was
constantly being explained to the visit-

ing crowds. This educational work
was carried on without intermission
by a committee of bee-keepers who
gladly gave their time and paid their

own expenses during the entire fair.

The spirit shown by these men and
their painstaking work in e.xplaining
the simplicities of bee-keeping to in-

terested farmers cannot but give Texas
bee-keeping a great and immediate
impetus.
An octegenarian retired bee-keeper,

Major W. P. Hough, of Floresville,

added a touch of real art to the exhibit

by displaying some wonderful crea-

tions in beeswax. Major Hough
owned the first factory for the manu-
facture of bee-hives in Texas, and is

well known to the fraternity of 30 years
ago. His advancing years have made
necessary a cessation of active work.
He still loves bees, and insists that the
true medium of art is beeswax.
He had on exhibition two large

models of the Alamo, one showing the
fall and massacre in 1836, and the
other as it appears today. These were
in bas-relief on a background of wax.
Wax of different colors was used for

trees and figures in a manner surpris-

ing to one who had never seen the dec-
orative possibilities of pure beeswax.
Another of Major Hough's creations

was a curio hive made entirely of bees-
wax with glass paneled sides in the
shape of the bust of a prominent Texas
bee-keeper, and containing a full colony
of bees.
Mr. L. W. Avant, of Atascosa, ex-

hibited at the Cotton Palace a section
of comb in which the cells were made
of paper which had been filled and
capped by the bees. This was wonder-
ful to visiting bee-keepers, as showing
what bees can be forced to do by intel-

ligent management.
A large exhibit of bee-keeper's sup-

plies was displayed by the Southwest-
ern Bee Company of San Antonio.
This enterprising firm has been award-
ed diplomas by the Texas Fairs for
four successive years, and by its ef-

forts has done much to make these
annual e.xhibitions a success.
These expositions are doing great

good for the development of Texas
bee-keeping, and just now are of great
value because work on a new appro-
priation at the next session of the Leg-
islature is the " order of business," and
anything that will place the industry
prominently before the people will be
of assistance.

Bur and Brace Combs.—Referring to
Mr. SchoU's article in this number on
brace-combs, we agree with him that
they are mainly due to a crowded con-
dition. Narrow top and bottom bars
encourage the bees to build them be-
cause they can more easily join one
story with the next. The bees evi-

dently aim to make continuous combs

Brushiing Bees into Shipping-Cases.—P.
MiCKWiTZ—(See opposite page.)

from bottom to top of the hive. The
more different stories we have, the
more brace-combs will be built, other
conditions being equal. The more
stories we have, the more combs we
will have to scrape in the spring.

Ohio State Meeting.—The following
is the program of the Ohio State Bee-
Keepers' Association, which will be
held Jan. 14 and 15, 1913, at Townsend
Hall, Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio:

PROGRAM.
Tuesday 2;oo p.m.

President's Address.
Discussion.
Report of Secretary.
Report of Treasurer.
Result of Apiary Inspection in Hamilton

County—Fred W. Muth.
With the Apiary Exhibit at County Fairs—

Glenwood Board.

Ti'ESDAY. 7:30 P.M

Apiculture at the University— Prof. J. S.

Hine, Ohio State University.
Address—Organization— E. B. Tyrrell. Sec-

retary National Bee-Keepers' Association.
Address—C. P. Dadant. Editor American

Bee Journal.

Live Bee Demonstration— E. R. Root. Edi-
tor Gleanings in Bee Culture.

Wednesday. 9:30 a.m.

Plorida Bee-Keeping—J- B. Marchant.
Queen-Rearing—J. C. Mosgrove.
My Experience with E^uropean Foul Brood

—B J. Holden.
Ohio Apiculture— Impressions of a Farm-

ers' Institute Lecturer— Prof. W. A. Ma-
theny. Ohio University.

Wednesday. 1:00 p.m.

A Woman's Way with Bees—Mrs. Jessie
Goodrich.
Wax Rendering—H. H. Root.
Production of Comb Honey—A. A. Doeges.
Production of Extracted Honey—H. C.

Quirin.

Eastern Illinois Meeting The East-
ern Illinois Bee-Keepers' convention
will be held in St. Anne, 111., Feb. 4 and
5, 1913, including evening session on
the 4th. Those who have promised,
and others that we expect are C. P.

Dadant, I. E. Pyles, A. L. Kildow,
Frank Shupe, Walter Sorensen, H.
Roorda, N. A. Timmons, J. Roberts
and others. We want to make this
meeting as important as the State con-
vention, and want our picture "took"
for the bee journals. Come and be one
of us, and bring your questions. We
expect good speeches, but the ques-
tion-box will prevail.

H. S. DuBY, Sec. fro tern.

G. T. Willis, Pres.

Apiary Inspectors.—A meeting was
called for Tuesday evening, Dec. 31, at

the Normal School Building of Cleve-
land, Ohio, for the purpose of forming
a permanent organization of Apiary
Inspectors of the United States and
Canada. A change is contemplated in
the constitution of the Association of
Economic Entomologists forthe affilia-

tion of Apiary Inspectors, if the latter

desire it.

We will keep our readers informed
of such action as may be taken.

Apiculture at the Oregon College.—

A

two-weeks' short course in apiculture
will be given during January at the
Oregon Agricultural College by Mr.
H. F. Wilson, Assistant Professor of
Entomology.
The course will comprise the follow-

ing subjects

:

'Location and Care of the Apiary,
The Bee-family and their Development,
The f-'roductive Glands of the Honey-
Bee, Hives and Implements, Manipula-

;'
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tion and Management, Feeders and
Feeding, Swarms and Swarming.
Queens and Queen Introduction,Trans-
ferring of Bees, Bee-Diseases.
On Jan. 2|) the members of the Ore-

gon branch of the National Association
will hold their semi-annual meeting at

Corvallis, and on the same date the
students will give a demonstration,
illustrating the correct and incorrect
methods of handling bees. For further
information address,

H. F. Wilson.
Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg.

can have the honey for gathering it,

and a market at our doors, there is no
use importing any honey at all. Let's
get togetherand furnish it all ourselves.

Geo. W. Williams. Sec.

M.^SON T. NiBLACK, 7'ri'S.

Indiana Neeting The meeting of the
Indiana branch of the National Asso-
ciation will be held in Indianapolis,
Ind., in the Palm Room of the Claypool
Hotel Jan. 24, 19i:i The foul brood
conditions, and what has been accom-
plished, and will be accomplished, will

be discussed by C. H. Baldwin, State
Entomologist.
Other speakers and their subjects

will be:
Outlook for Indiana Honey and De-

veloping Home Resources—D. W, Er-
baugh, Ernest Root.
Marketing Indiana Honev—John C.

Bull, Geo. W. Williams.
Co-operation and Organization—E.

B. Tyrrell.

We have invited Dr. Phillips, Geo.
Demuth, and C. P. Dadant, and fully

expect some of them to attend. We
are expecting a live meeting, and are
making a special effortto develop more
fully Indiana's honey resources. In-

diana buys carloads of honey from the

West every year, much of which is in-

ferior to the home product. When we

National Bee-Keepers' Convention.—
Following is the program of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association to be
held at Cincinnati. Ohio, Feb. 12 and 13 :

At 10 a.m. Feb. 12, the meeting will

be called to order, and the proper com-
mittees appointed, including the com-
mittee on credentials. Meeting will

then adjourn to enable the delegates to

file their credentials with this commit-
tee.

At 1 p.m. the meeting will again be
called to order, when the regular busi-

ness will be taken up by the delegates.
This meeting will be open to all mem-
bers, but the voting can only be done
by the regularly elected delegates.
At 7 p.m. the meeting will be called

for a general program, in which all

visitors will take part.

At 8 a.m., Feb. 13. the delegates will

again take up the business matters, and
should they be able to conclude their

business before noon, the balance of
the time will be taken up with a gen-
eral program.

At 1 p.m. there will begin another,
general meeting of all present.
Headquarters have been arranged

for us by the Cincinnati Chamber of

Commerce, and a list of hotels and
their rates will be given in full in the
February bee journals.

E. B. Tyrrell, Sec.

Bee-I^eping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Queen-Cells in Sections

In scraping sections two sections
were found with a queen-cell down i«

one corner, the cell showing that a

queen had hatched. No other brood
had been present. Unfortunately this

is nothing so very unusual Some
years, more than two queen-cells have
been found in sections, and the ques-
tion is raised whether these were su-

persedure-cells or swarming-cells, with
the uncomfortable feeling that they
may have been the latter, and that a

swarm may have taken its departure
without being noticed. When queen-
cells are found in sections it is quite
likely that other brood will be present,
and if the section is not entirely filled

with foundation that brood is almost
certain to be drone-brood.

Of course, the use of excluders
would entirely prevent the queen from
going up to lay in the sections, yet we
do not consider it advisable to use ex-
cluders, for the trouble we have with
brood or queen-cells in sections is less

than would be the trouble of excluders.
But if we should use small starters in

sections, or anything less than sections
filled with foundation, we would no
doubt be obliged to use excluders.
When any one complains that he has
trouble with brood in sections, it is a

pretty safe guess that his sections are

not filled with foundation. And there
are plenty of other reasons for full

foundation in sections.

Another Cooling Cup

When the next warm weather comes
try making a combination of fruit juice

and ginger ale if you wish a delectable,

refreshing beverage.

Use these proportions : Four or-

anges, three lemons (rind and juice),

one tablespoonful of extracted honey,
,'^ teaspoonful of pulverized cinnamon,
}i grated nutmeg, 24 cloves, a pinch of
ground allspice, a cupful of flaked pine-
apple, 2 cupfuls of iced water and a pint
and a half of ginger ale.

Stick the cloves into the oranges
through the outer skin and leave for 2

hours in a cold place. Rub the yellow
zest of the lemon into lump sugar,

using one lump for each lemon. Put
the sugar into a glass jar, strain in the
lemon juice, then add the cinnamon,
nutmeg, allspice, honey and pineapple.
Cover and put in the ice-box until ready
to serve.

Then turn it into a cold bowl, add
the strained juice from the clove-stuck
oranges, the 2 cupfuls of iced water
and the ginger ale. Serve, while it

effervesces, in small punch cups. Sip
a mouthful at a time, or straws may be
used. A cupful of grape juice may be
incorporated with good results.

—

C/ii-

caffo /x'l-corif- //craM.

Report and Questions from Washington

On two occasions during the past
summer I had two large swarms settle

on the same branch close together.
They were quite low, and I placed two
hives on a table close under, the en-
trance of a hive coming in contact
with each swarm. The bees at once
began to go in, and in less than one-
half hour they left one hive and clus-

tered around the other. I placed the
empty hive above, and they went in

and remained.

1. I did not put on a super, and have
been wondering how I will handle
them in the spring. I am planning to
divide, and if I do, where shall I look
for the queen ?

2. Providing there is brood in both
hives, can I make two colonies by re-

moving the upper body ?

3. A number of people keep bees
here, and the place is too crowded. I

have 27 colonies, and think I can do
better with one-half of them, or less.

As I cannot sell the bees to any one
outside of the neighborhood—which
would be the same as keeping them—

I

have decided to kill part of them, those
that gave no surplus. If I can keep the
old comb that has pollen in it where it

will not mold or candy, would it do to

feed the bees in the spring ?

4. When would be the best time to

do so ?

5. Would heating the comb injure

the honey for feeding ?

6. Is pollen and bee-bread the same ?

7. Is there any way to separate hone y
from bee-bread so it will be fit for

table use ? I have melted the comb in

the oven and drained off the honey,
and while it /oo/;s clear and nice, I im-
agine it does not taste good.

A great many bee-keepers ask me
questions about bees, and when I tell

them what a fine thing the Bee Journal
is to keep one posted, they say they do
not have time to read, or make some
other foolish excuse for not taking a

paper; even saying it is not worth
while. Yet they are willing to learn

from others. Some folks are odd;
don't you think so ?

Mrs. Gertrude L. Goodwin.
Roy, Wash.

It is no uncommon thing for a large

swarm to cluster on two separate
branches close together, having the

appearance of two separate swarms,
when in reality there is but one.

It looks as if that were the case with
your swarm, as all the bees preferred

the one hive, the one with their queen
probably. Still it may be that you
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A Michigan Girl in Cuba.

know that they were two separate
swarms—bees often do freakish things.

In that case, one of the queens would
be killed as soon as they united.

1. If there is brood in both stories,

she may be in either story. If in only
one story she will be with the brood.

2. Yes, but one part will be queen-
less. By looking for eggs after three
or four days you can tell which is the
queenless one (there will be no eggs
in that one), then a queen may be
given, or, if you prefer, you may let

them rear one for themselves. Instead
of killing part of your colonies better

unite.

3. Yes, even if it is somewhat candied.
4. Any time after bees are flying

freely in the spring.

5. No, unless the honey is burned in

heating, then it would be unwholesome
for winter stores.

(5. Yes, pollen is gathered from the

flowers, and after stored in the hives it

is called either pollen or bee-bread.

7. When honey mixed with bee-bread
is heated the flavor of the honey is

likely to be affected—the greater the
heat the more the honey will be af-

fected.
The best way is to extract the honey.

If this is not possible, the combs may
be broken up and the lioney strained
out through cheese-cloth.

Yes, it takes all sorts of folks to

make a world, and some are surely odd.

moved the brood-chamber of a strong
colony to a new location, leaving the
honey super on the old stand, from
which one frame was removed, and the
frame inserted as shown in the photo-
graph, with 28 empty cells made of

pure wax, by dipping a rounded stick

in it while melted, and repeating this

dipping and cooling until you get just

what is wanted.

In the evening these cells were
grafted without royal jelly, and for the
first and only time, with me, the entire
28 were accepted and sealed. The
morning that the last one was capped
over, a visitor happening along wished
to see the cells, and the first thing I

saw, on removing the frame, was a
queen dodging around among the cells,

and one cell torn open. I thought I

recognized the queen as coming from
another hive, and sure enough it was
the same lady. She was a young queen,
and had been laying nicely for about
a week, and had plenty of honey in her
home, so why she should leave it I do
not know. She was captured and
dropped into a queenless colony, was
accepted, and is still there doing good
work.
The frame was then photographed as

shown, and afterward the one cell re-
grafted and accepted. Taking the find-
ing of the queen just when I did. to-
gether with the number of ripe cells I

got from this batch, I think the whole
operation is my luckiest. In trying to
have the queen, mother of the larvje
in the cells, shown in the photograph,
most of the bees were driven from the
frame the lady is holding, and even
then it is impossible to pick her, with-
out knowing just where she is. The
lady is a Michigan girl, and it was her
first association with bees — some
nerve, hey! D.W.Millar.

Yes, the lady surely does show nerve
to sit quietly without sign of veil or
gloves while her picture is being taken.
Is it not possible that this is at least
partly owing to her confidence in the
man who stands close by ?

Even though the scene be laid in far

away Cuba, a home touch is given to it

by that copy of the American Bee Jour-

nal on her lap.

E\R Westernw Bee-I^eping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

Queen-Rearing in Cuba

Although rather disappointed in the

two pictures enclosed, I am sending
them on account of the luck I had
with the batch of queen-cells shown
therein. The picture is taken in an
orange grove, where I have my queen-
rearing outfit. At 10 o'clock a.m. I re-

Spraying and Bees

The bee-keeping industry has been
seriously injured in nearly all the com-
mercial fruit districts of Colorado the
past season. In the Canon City dis-

trict the loss was the greatest on ac-
count of the fruit men spraying during
full bloom for the leaf roller. Some-
where from 600 to a 1000 colonies and
their increase were destroyed, as well
as the honey crop.
The effect on the bee-industry will

be to drive the bee-keepers out to the
alfalfa districts. The losses from spray-
ing were so general this year in all the
fruit sections of Colorado that bee-
keeping was a loss to those engaged
in it.

It is possible to move the bees three
or four miles away from the orchards
during bloom and bring them back for
alfalfa bloom, if alfalfa is not grown
for a cover crop in the orchards, in

which case the later sprays will poison
the bloom beneath the trees. This can

be remedied by cutting the alfalfa or
clover before blooming. It is practi-

cally impossible to get all to do this,

however, and I have recommended for
all bee-keepers to leave the fruit dis-

tricts.

The effect on the fruit crop will be
revealed later. It is probably true that
other insects do some of the cross
fertilizing, but where thousands of
acres of orchards are grown, the
bees are most necessary. It is my opin-
ion that fruit-men and bee-men will

have to get together, and I hope they
will soon.

The bee-men secured a law several
years ago forbidding the spraying of
fruit trees while in bloom with any
substance injurious to bees, but the
fruit-men seem to resent this, and the
clause in the law was changed so the
bee-men have no protection except to

move out of flight range of the or-

chards.
Spraying fruit during full bloom is
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the most destructive to bees; colonies
being wiped out in a very few days.

The spray falling on blooming clover
seems to act more slowly, some colo-

nies not dying until early fall.

Surplus Combs of Pollen

The average bee-keeper will put

away a generous number of well-filled

combs of honey for supplying colonies

that may become short of stores dur-

ing the spring months. But does the

average bee-keeper realize that pollen

is as necessary (if not more so in cer-

tain localities) as honey ? And why do
not bee-keepers store surplus combs
filled with pollen ? Partly because
they do not understand the conditions
which cause the bees to fill their combs
with pollen.

At the present time I can think of

but two distinct conditions under
which the bees store combs of pollen.

A large colony rendered queenless will

do it for lack of brood to use it.

Did you pver notice that a colony
operated for extracted honey, with

more chambers added above than the

bees can fill, will store great quantities

of pollen in the lower hive ? What we
need in this year of 191.3, is more thor-

ough experimental work along this

line. The bee-keeper who derives his

livelihood from the honey sold cannot
do experimental work as satisfactorily

as specially trained men. We must get

the spirit of progress, so evident

among farming operations, injected

into the ranks of the bee-keeping fra-

ternity.
-«-•-•

Disinfectant for Foul Brood—Inspection

As the laws relative to inspection of bees,
etc.. say that the inspector or party handling
diseased material must disinfect clothing,
tools, etc.. what do you use ? What is the
method of using?
What is your method of treating foul

brood ?

What time of year is best for first inspec-
tion, second inspection, and is a third one
necessary in one season ? T. D. Saffel.
Farmington. New Mexico.

A weak solution of carbolic acid has
been used by many inspectors as a dis-

infectant. Its efficiency lies only in

the washing away of any honey that

may adhere to the hands, clothing, or
hive tools. The odor of carbolic acid

is disagreeable to bees and to people
alike, and that might keep the bees

from working on hive tools, etc., that

have been washed in this solution. The
best disinfectant is plenty of soap and
water for the hands and hive tools, not
forgetting to see that no spots of honey
on the clothing are missed by the soap
?nd water.
My treatment of foul brood is gov-

erned by conditions. I have used the

single shake upon starters, and the

double shake upon drawn comb with
success. I have not practiced saving
the brood as much as some do, because
of the danger of starting robbing. The
average small bee-keeper cannot be
trusted with the brood-saving process
at all. And many of the so-called

practical bee-men spread foul brood
among their own and their neighbors'
bees by the same process.
Most colonies that were ordered

to be treated this past season have
been either shaken once or twice, the

old combs burned, and the hives burned
out with coal oil.

The first inspection can best be done
in April or May. This depends largely
upon local conditions and season.
There should be considerable brood in

the hive, say five or six combs, so that
if the disease is present it will have
shown up. After ten days to two
weeks a second inspection should
be made to see if directions for treat-

ment have been carried out. A third
inspection may be needed late in the
summer in a few cases, if there is a

large percentage of diseased colonies
in the locality. This will depend
greatly upon local conditions.

You, as an inspector, will find that
the spread of the disease can be largely
prevented by visiting the apiaries in

the fall, winter, and spring for a super-
ficial inspection to determine whether
colonies weak or dead from the dis-

ease are exposed to robbers. The
combs need not be lifted or the clus-

ters of bees disturbed, but much good
may be done by caring for the disease
at this critical time, and before robbing
occurs.

*-•-

Ttie Apiary, Par-Excellence

The writer has visited a thousand
apiaries, and four come to his mind as

being worthy of admittance to the
model class. Without hesitation or
mental reservation, I will say that the
"Apiary Babberger " is the prize taker
of the four in the model class.

Mr. Wm. Babberger, the creator of

this little /loney garden, is a German
artist-photographer. He has the artis-

tic temperament to the extent that he
is uncompromising in his denunciation
of low bee-culture ideals. He would

say, as did Whistler, when a pot-boile
artist excused his cheap work by com
plaining, " Well, a man must live.'

Whistler replied, " Not necessarily."
Mr. Babberger would say, "If you

cannot feed the artistic side of your
nature as well as your body by bee-
culture, better quit the bees." Pleasure
must flow from all he does, or he will

not do it long. Old world folks live a
richer, fuller life than do we hurried,
practical Americans.

If you could have taken supper with
Mr.and Mrs. Babberger and "bilbschen,"
as it was my pleasure not long ago,
you would have realized as I did the
beauty of just common things. The
delight in plants, and shrubs, and flow-
ers is one of Mr. Babberger's charac-
teristics. It is a little Dutch garden
that encloses his honey garden, and is

all that one could wish along this line.

From 2.5 to 4.5 colonies make up the
apiary. One season he harvested 2300
4x5 sections from 25 colonies. Glass
panes are used for inner covers, and
Mr. Babberger likes them very much.
He says very few are broken, and they
require cleaning but once in two years.

A goodly number of Canon City resi-

dents have become interested in bees
through admiring this little garden of
delight. All indoor workers can im-
agine the pleasure Mr. Babberger takes
in this opportunity for outdoor exer-
cise among his bees and in his garden.

When Dr. Phillips was in Canon City
about a year ago, the Fremont county
bee-men met him in Mr. Babberger's
studio. Mr. Babberger had a pile of
his honey in the center of the studio,
and any one could see that he took as
much pride in the e.xcellency of his
honey as in the artistry of his photo-
graphs.

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Tex.

Bur and Brace Combs

There is a diversity of opinion re-

garding bur combs, some bee-keepers
claiming that they are of considerable
value in causing the bees to enter the
supers more readily. It is also argued
that they are valuable as ladders for the

bees while storing in the surplus boxes
above the brood-chamber.
On the other hand, they are " a nui-

sance "in the minds of probably the
majority of progressive bee-keepers.
When frames are handled a great deal,

these brace-combs not only hold them
together and make them difficult to

handle, but result in smashing many a

valuable bee. On this account alone
bur or brace combs should not be tol-

erated. Another objection is that they

help to cut off the communication
from one story of the hive to another,
materially interfering with the storage
of honey in the supers, and crowding
the brood-nest with honey at the ex-

pense of the supers above. This is a

serious question since it not only con-

cerns the loss of surplus in the supers,
but also that loss due to the weak con-
dition of the colonies as a consequence
of the queen being crowded out of egg-
laying room. This is of the utmost
importance where late flows may be
obtained, or with colonies going into
winter quarters underthese conditions.
Such colonies, although they have
packed their brood-nest full of honey,
are weak in bees, as a rule, and these
bees are old ones.

This is contrary to our idea of the
conditions necessary for wintering
safely, and especially for building them
up promptly for early honey-flows. To
obtain the best results in this direction
there are none better than colonies
that have been able to rear a large

quantity of healthy brood late in the
fall. This insures a lot of young bees
that will live well into the following
season, when, really, bee-life is the

most valuable. Each bee in early

spring is worth several later on, as

they are most needed in early brood-
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rearing and the building up of colo-
nies.

The following letter is in line for

just such information

:

"Dear Sir:—Please let me know
through either of the three bee journals

of the United States, what success you
have had with your Scholl s/ia/loiv ex-

tracting and brood frames as regards
bur and bf'ace combs. Are you troubled
any with these, especially with your
frames with top-bars, -'4-inch wide and
>^-inch thick ? How do you overcome
this difficulty ? Please give us an arti-

cle on bur and brace combs in dii'isible

brood-chamber hives: also in deep /ih'es,

as this is a great trouble where one
has to change fratncs from one hive to

another. Do you think a thick top-bar,
'4 or % inch, will overcome this trou-

ble ? Do you find these bur and brace
combs in frames only '4 or ^s inch
thick by ^i or % inch wide ?

" I wish you would have all your divis-

ible brood-chamber articles in pamph-
let form like Doolittle'sbook, ' A Year's
Work in an Out-Apiary.'"

Wm. p. Fritz.
Canastota, N. Y., Nov. 25.

What is the cause of bur combs ? A
crowded condition of the hive, or, in

other words, a lack of room. How-
ever, they are also constructed during
the time of scant nectar supply, when
the flow is not sufficient for good super

work. Another cause may be improper
spacing of the frames, either too wide
or too close spaces, which the bees fill

up with combs. My experience has
taught me that the most accurately-
made hives give the best satisfaction in

the matter of bur combs and ease of
handling.

Remembering, as a first precaution,
that a crowded condition results in the

most bur combs, we must try to prevent
such a condition. By paying close at-

tention to the colonies, providing the
necessary amount of room, and keep-
ing the bees busy and contented, the

trouble may be obviated to a great ex-

tent.

Another thing that should receive
more attention is proper "spring
cleaning " of the hives. At this time
the frames should be scraped clean of

the small bur and brace combs that

may have been started. This provides
nice, clean frames for each manipula-
tion throughout the busy season, and
prevents the bees adding to and en-
larging those that had already been
begun. With a properly constructed
hive-scraping tool this work is not
difficult, when it is done before the
colonies have become populous in the
very early spring. At this time, too,

the combs are light in honey, and brit-

tle. They are sticky, and harder to

clean off later.

We have not had any trouble with
the ^-inch thick by ^s-inch wide top-
bars of our shallow frames, with the
proper manipulations of the colonies
as suggested. Far more trouble have
we had with the thinner, flat, wide, top-
bar shallow frames. The most trouble
is given by the old style all-wood
frames with very thin 'j -inch thick
and 5i-inch wide top-bars. Thick top-
bars f4-inch thick and 1% inches wide
are to be recommended for deep
frames, but these are too thick and
heavy, as well as too expensive for

sh'illow frames. The Ji-inch thick

top-bar, %-inch wide Hoffman self-

spacing frame, otherwise known as the

Scholl shallow frame, has given us the

best all-around satisfaction.

We believe most emphatically in

providing as much free communication
between the various stories of the hive

as can probably be obtained by cutting

down the width of the top-bars, but

being careful not to go to the other

extreme of getting them too narrow or

too thin. This ensures better super

work, and a consequent larger yield of

surplus honey.
Having been asked by dozens of bee-

keeping friends for information, in

pamphlet form or in book form, on the

subject of divisible brood-chamber
hives, I have already made the begin-

ning of such a work, which will come
out some time this year.

Send
"Buying Cheap Goods to Save Money is Like Stopping tlie Clocl( to Save Time

It Pays to Buy LEWIS BEEWARE— Always tlie Same— Always Standard o. b.

for Annual Catalog; which will tell

who is your neare.st Distributer.
liewls Company, Watertown, Wis.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie-^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

Danger from Bees

This is the best time of the season to

move bees from one location to an-
other. Bees, if not properly packed
and handled, are very dangerous, yet
some people are very careless with
them, or around them, and each season
has its victims from the stings of bees.

A beggar went to the back-door of
one of our Dixie bee-keepers the past
season and asked for a lunch. While it

was prepared he removed the cover of
a near-by hive of bees and was stung
to death before he could get away. D.
B. Badgeley, a wealthy farmer near
Parkersburg, W. Va., was stung to
death by a swarm of bees last June.

Mrs. R. W. Herlong, of Fort White,
Fla., had a mare and colt stung to death
the past season, and several members
of the family barely escaped death at

the same time. The colt and mare
were grazing in the apiary, and in some
way upset a colony. The bees attacked
them, and in their effort to escape they
upset 5 more colonies. Not only were
the horses stung to death, but the furi-
ous bees took possession of the entire
town until night. It was stated the
next morning that there were a half

bushel of dead bees on the ground
around the animals.

One man who had to take refuge be-
tween the corn and fodder in a crib
near by, said that he could hear the
rats running through the corn below
him squealing from the effects of stings.

That tragedy will never be forgotten
by the people of the town. If bees can-
not be securely prepared for moving
by some one who has had experience,
they should by all means be moved at

night. I have had much experience
moving bees, and on several occasion^,
in spite of my care, I have had narrow
escapes from accidents.

Timely Suggestions

The bees have now begun their win-
ter sleep, and seemingly their quarters
are as destitute of living objects as

cemeteries. It makes me lonesome to
visit their quarters, where only a few
weeks ago there was so much activity.

But only a few weeks more and we will

witness the same.
While we rest as they do, we should

formulate plans, get familiar with other
bee-keepers' methods, make large de-

posits in our bank of bee-keeping
knowledge, so that during the busy
season next year we may draw heavily

from it. Do all the necessary moving
of bees, and the establishing of outer

apiaries, building of honey-houses,
work-shops, etc. Then, too, make a

list of the bee-supplies needed for next
season, and get tfiem in readiness. It

will lighten the rush which is sure to

come later.

Happy New Year

As it is customary to offer New
Year's greetings, I now fall in line and
wish a happy and prosperous New Year
to every bee-keeper in Dixie, as well as

to our other readers. If I could say

the word or do the thing that would
cause the mantle of prosperity to fall

on every one, I would do it, but it is

beyond my grasp, dear reader. How-
ever, it is within your reach, and it is

just whether you will try or not. The
old adage is true, " Where there is a

will there is a way." We need men in

our business who have a fixed will to

do things and succeed.

Back to Florida

It is now the first of December, and
I am getting ready to go to Broden-
town, Fla., for the winter, where I hope
to catch up with my hunting and fish-

ing, so that when I return next spring

I will be ready for the busy season.

This season has been my busiest one,

and I have had no vacation. I am not
mentally nor physically broken down,
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but I stand in need of rest, and I look
forward to a change with happy antici-

pation, I don't expect to be idle dur-

ing my stay in Florida, for I will have
lots of writing to do aside from my
correspondence, as I expect to write
on extensive bee-culture, and cover a

broader field than any writer has ever
before covered.

I have operated a large number of

apiaries for years, and during the past

season I ran the number up to 40, con-
sisting of over 2000 colonies. The
future seems much brighter to me than
the past, and I am looking forward to

vvrhere my apiaries may number nearly
100. I expect to write solely from the

standpoint of extensiveness.

Chunk Honey—8 or 10 Frame Hives

"Mr. Wii.dek; — I think I would like to
produce chunk honey, for it appeals to me
as being the cheapest way to produce comb
honey. What size of hives do you use r" I

am thinking of changing from the 8 to the lo

frame hive. Do you think this would be
advisable?" J. Wade Dickson.
Westminister. S. C.

There is nothing like trying a thing
out and settling it for yourself. If you
run a part of your bees for chunk
honey and a part for comb honey in
sections, you could not go very far
wrong. But I believe that where these
two methods of producing honey are
tested side by side, the former will win

;

especially is this true where a bee-
keeper produces honey mostly for his
own use and the near-by market, be-
cause he can leave it on the hives and
remove it as he sells it. Then, too, it

is not so troublesome to produce, and
more of it can be produced by the
same number of colonies.
But if comb honey is produced for a

distant market, section comb honey
would be the best. Comb honey in 1-

pcund sections is known on all the
markets. It will not granulate so soon
as chunk honey. In fact, it does not
granulate at all on our southern mar-
ket, and this is a very strong point in
its favor.

Almost all of the honey produced in

the South granulates too early, or be-
fore it can be consumed, and usually a
lot of it is left over at the end of the
season. This, of course, is detrimental
to its sale.

Now about the 8 or 10 frame hives. I

use the 8-frame hives, because a single
story furnishes sufficient brood-nest
for the bees in many of my apiaries,
where brood-rearing is never at a very
great pitch, owing to certain condi-
tions which always prevail. The 8-

frame single-story hive with a shallow
extracting super makes a more ideal
brood-nest, and one that can be ex-
amined better and quicker. Even if

the 10-frame hive gave a better brood-
nest, I could not get the first frame out
or the last one in as quickly. The hive
is just too small for so many frames,
and this reason alone would prohibit my
adopting it. No doubt in some locations,
especially where the main honey-flow
is short and heavy, and by the methods
of some bee-keepers, the 10-frame hive
is the best, but I doubt if it would be
advisable to change from one size of
hive to another, and in many cases it

would be too much of a "mix up " to

adopt both.

[Friend Wilder's statement that the

10-frame hive is "just too small for so

many frames," and that he cannot " get

the first frame out or the last one in as

quickly" with the 10-frame hive as with

the 8-frame does not appeal to us.

Properly made hives should have the

same space, pe>- frame, whether they

are 12-frame hives or 6-frame. His

lightning methods of handling bees,

and his bee-keeping by proxy may make

the 8-frame hive more desirable to him
However, we would like to hear from

him whether he does not have more
swarms and smaller ones from the 8-

frame than from the 10-frame. We
have always considered the 10-frame

hive as scanty enough, and our expe-
rience is that a colony in a 10-frame
hive will fill its wide superas quickly
as the 8-frame super will be filled by
the colony in a smaller hive.

—

Editor.]

Mr. Wilder .Amongst the Oranges,

Conducted by J. L. Ever, Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Alfred Pike's Record Crop

" What is believed to be a record yield in
alsike clover in York county, and probably
in the Province of Ontario, has been grown
and harvested on the farm of Alfred Pike,
of Box Grove, in Markham township From
7J4 acres of land. Mr. Pike has thrashed 66}^
bushels of uncleaned clover seed. This was
sold to a city firm at Sua bushel, or S731 for
the whole lot. or nearly 8100 an acre. The
average price of farm land in Markham
township does not reach that amount, and
the one crop would pay for the land and
leave a small margin over, Mr. Pike is a
successful farmer, but the yield and the
prices quoted will probably stand as a rec-
ord for some time."

The gentleman referred to in this

clipping is well known to the writer,

and the facts given are beyond ques-
tion. Some few years ago, while we
were still on the farm, we thrashed lUO

bushels from 10 acres, but the price at

that time was about $ti.00 per bushel.

Yield and price combined, it certainly

looks like a record breaker, as it has
been a long time since alsike reached
$11 a bushel. One of my apiaries was
in reach of that field of alsike, and for

some reason that yard gave me the
highest average of any this season.
Alsike certainly pays the farmer as
well as the bee-keeper, even if yields
and prices are not apt to be on a par
with the example under consideration.

Experiences as a Foul Brood Inspector

Mr. J. E. Crane, of Vermont, well
known to the fraternity all over the
continent, is writing for Gleanings in

Bee Culture some experiences encoun-
tered while acting as foul brood in-

spector in his State. Many of his

reminiscences are of a humorist na-
ture, and have to do with queer hives,

frames and fixtures. The writer of

these notes has traveled around on in-

spection work for four years, and met
with many experiences like those that

Mr. Crane tells about.

When reading Mr. Crane's last arti-

cle, one of the best things that hap-
pened while I was at the work came to
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my mind. A certain section was badly
infected with foul brood, nearly every
apiary visited being diseased within a

radius of seven or eight miles from
where we believed it had spread. A
bee-keeptr of the neighborhood was
taking me around. He was a splendid
fellow in every respect, much afraid of

offending any one, and in great fear of

taking me to some place where there
might be danger of not being well re-

ceived. After we had about covered
the district, I asked him if he knew of

any more bees in the community that

might be infected. He replied rather

hesitatingly that about live miles away
a hotel-keeper lived who had about 40

colonies in box-hives, and that he had
threatened what he would do to any-
body "that would come around and
fool with his bees."

While my friend naturally wished to

know if disease was in the apiary, he
questioned whether we had better

bother with him, as the man had the

reputation of being a fighter. To make
a long story short, he was afraid that

the inspector, being a little fellow,

might get hurt. I jokingly told my
friend that the dog that barked the

loudest was generally the slowest to

bite, and assured him that we would
go to the place at once. As we drove
up to the hotel, about a dozen men
were standing around. Before my
friend had introduced the proprietor to

me, I had picked him out. He was a

typical saloon man, very portly, and
with a cigarin the corner of his mouth.
After my being introduced as "the in-

spector sent out by the Government to

inspect bees," hewas cordiality personi-

fied in his manner towards me, and I

was assured that it gave him the great-

est pleasure to have me call, and he
would at once show me his apiary. I

suspected a joke, as I noticed a rather
peculiar smile on his face, when he
spoke of his "apiary." He took me
behind the hotel. What a sight met
my eyes ! Forty or more boxes, not
hives, were standing on scantling, with
a few auger holes in the tops of most of

them, over the strongest of which were
placed a few sections as an invitation

to go above and work. I looked at the

outfit, and he looked at me, a huge grin
covering his face as he remarked,
"Now go ahead and inspect the bees,

will you ?"

About one-third of the colonies had
died during the winter, and as this was
in May, the moths had not yet de-

stroyed the combs. I asked him what
he was going to do with these boxes
of combs in which the bees had died.

And he said, " Nothing, do as you like

with them." The bottom-boards were
loose; in fact, the bo.xes were sitting

on old planks, so I at once upturned
them and thoroughly e.xamined all of

the combs, breaking them out to do so.

As dead bees were all through the
yard, not one of the hives e.xamined
showing a foul brood scale, I did not
care to look into the hives that had
living bees in them, and told him so.

With a still more expansive smile, he
told me that he wanted his bei-s exam-
ined—the combs of the dead colonies

would be melted up anyway.'and it'was

the bees he was particular about. Of
course, the joke on his part was in the

thought that the said bees, located as

they were, could not be examined.
I replied that it would give me great

pleasure to abide by his wish ; in fact,

I would be more satisfied myself to ex-

amine eTeiy colony for him. Imagine
his surprise when I blew smoke in at

the entrance of the first hive in the

row, gave the hive a rap or two, and
then upturned it. The combs were
spread apart, and one with brood was
taken out of the center of the brood-
nest. The bees were pure blacks, and
as all know who have handled them,

they will, especially early in the season,

stampede when thoroughly frightened.

As I wore no veil, and received no
stings, I kept turning one hive over

after another as if in love with the job,

and the look on my hotel friend's face

can better be imagined than described.

Before I was through, he shouted from
the far corner of the yard, " You'll do
old man," and there was something
said about "come in and have a drink."

Neither my friend nor myself accepted

the invitation, as both were on the
" water wagon."

Coal Cinders

Coal cinders in front of hives (page

361). It is a good idea, and a cheap

way of solving a difficulty encountered

by any one who has out-yards situated

on very rich soil, where the grass

grows provokingly fast when the bee-

keeper is so rushed with work that he

hates to stop and swing the scythe or

run the lawn mower. Then, unless the

work is done early in the morning, the

operator gets a hot reception, for

nothing angers bees more than to go
among them in the daytime swinging a

scythe, and once in a while giving a

hive a whack with the end of the same.

In many localities coal cinders can

be had in any quantity, and I hope to

try this plan myself next season, in at

least one yard. I have tried salt, and
while it kills the grass, it takes a large

quantity to properly fix a large apiary,

at some cost, while the coal cinders

can be had for nothing.

he may pass the heavy hive and be a

a bit doubtful about the lighter, only to
find in the spring that his "heavy"
colony is either dead or suffering with
dysentery, while the "light" colony
will be in fine shape and have stores
left. Even old timers are sometimes
fooled on this question, and in this

northern section I doubt if anything
causes so much winter losses as allow-
ing colonies to go into winter quar-
ters with heavy combs of pollen in the
brood-nest.

The Short Course in Bee-Keeping

The Provincial Short Course in Bee-

Keeping, to be held in Guelph at the

Ontario Agricultural College on Jan.

7 to 18, 1913, bids fair to out-distance

all previous efforts in this uirection.

In a draft of the program sent me re-

cently, I notice the names of several

friends from over the line who are to

take part in the lectures and demon-
strations. Among them are Tyrrell,

House, Clark and others. From Onta-

rio a number of our well-known men
are billed also. For the last two days

of the gathering enough might be pres-

ent to have an old-time convention. I

think Mr. Pettit has something of that

nature in view by the way he has ar-

ranged the program. Information can

be obtained by writing Mr. Pettit at

the Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.

Pollen and Weight of Hives for Winter

Miss Wilson speaks of combs being

filled with pollen, and says that when
this is the case hives weighing 50

pounds are none to heavy (page 362).

That weight is none too heavy, even if

there was no unusual amount of pollen

present, but the purpose of this com-
ment is not so much to criticise her
estimate as to emphasize the fact that

often colonies starve by reason of the

owners failing to remember that heavy
combs of pollen are not "winter
stores." A colony that has all new
combs, and consequently little pollen

in them, may often weigh much less

than another colony with old combs
and a great amount of pollen.

The beginner often does not under-

stand this, and when he lifts the hives

Feeding Sugar Dry

A controversy is taking place be-

tween Editor Root and A. C. Miller as

to the qualities of a certain sugar,

known variously to the trade as "A,"

"Coffee A," "Coffee," and "Empire
A." Mr. Miller has proven that the

bees can use this sugar even when not

a bit of water is mixed with it. Can
this sugar be obtained in Ontario?

While we do not anticipate using

much of it, what a boon it would be

for early spring if a colony was found

short of stores. Place the sugar so

the bees could get at it, and the work
would be done—no danger of chilling

the brood, to say nothing of the dan-

ger of feeding liquid food early in the

spring, during times of inclement

weather. I want to know more about

this sugar as soon as possible.

The Weather in Ontario

On Nov. 21, our bees in York county

had a good flight, and a little pollen

was brought in by some colonies from
scattered dandelion that were still in

bloom in sheltered locations. Pollen

at so late a date is a record for "our

locality," and such a condition is not

likely to be duplicated for years. Since

then the bees have had no flight, but

the weather has been milder than usual

for this season of the year, until today

(Dec. 12) we are having wintery weath-

er, the thermometer getting down near

zero. We have had almost no snow
in this section, but north and east of

us quite a lot of the beautiful has fallen.
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Convention® Proceedings

Ontario Meeting
BV J. L. BVER.

The Annual Convention of the On-
tario Bee-Kecpers Association, was
held as per schedule, in Toronto, on
Nov. 13, 14 and 15. The first session
opened with a full house, our efficiimt

President Mr. Denis Nolan, occupying
the Chair. Aside from the number of
Ontario bee-keepers present, both men
and women, the latter more in evi-

dence than usual- we had a splendid
representation from "over the line"
among whom we will mention the
editor of this Journal. Mr, and Mrs.

House and another lady, whose name
I cannot recall, from Camillus, N. Y.,

Mr. and Mrs. Clark of Borodino, N.
Y., and our old friend who is as much
a Canadian as a Yankee, Mr. Her-
shiser of Buffalo.

The President in his opening ad-
dress referred to the tact that in many
parts of Ontario the crop had not been
good during the last season, but to

offset this the demand for honey was
very keen and prices very good. In
a few of the western counties of the
Province the crop had been very
heavy, and in these favored localities

the bee-keeper had reaped a rich har-

vest. The grant from the Government
had been increased, and judging from
the attitude of the Department, it

looked as if we could get help from
there whenever it was needed. This
year for the first time- the Association
had put up a collective exhibit at the
Horticultural Show, which was in
progress at the time of the meeting.
Owing to the urgent demand for hon-
ey, many apiarists had sold ail their
crop quite early, and as a result it

was hard to get as much honey for
this exhibit as was desirable; never-
theless, the exhibit was very credit-

able indeed, as the President declared,
this being the first attempt in that
line of work.

Only one County had placed an ex-

hibit—namely Middlesex, it being
among the fortunate ones in securing
a good crop this year. Their exhibit
was a credit to the County and to the

people who did the work of gathering

the goods and arranging such a tasty

display of the products of the hive.

Middlesex County has a splendid rec-

ord for bee-keeping, and has the men
and wumen who know how to take

advantage of the opportunities that

nature has put in their reach in the

way of securing large quantities of as

delicious honey as is produced in any
country in the world,
Mr. Tyrrell of Detroit, Editor of the

Review, was unable to be present to

the great regret of all of us, but in

his absence he did the next best thing

and sent splendid papers bearing on

the subjects that had been allotted to

him- namely: "Improved methods of

selling honey," and "Problems con-

fronting the National."

The paper on selling honey was es-

pecially good, and I regret that it is

too lengthy to appear in a short

synopsis like this article. The quali-

ties of a salesman are not acquired

in a day, any more than man can be

a good bee-keeper without special

preparation. As the paper pointed out

many good bee-keepers are very poor

salesmen, and here came a good point

in favor of organization for disposing

of the bulk of the honey crop. Good
salesmen must be neat in appearance,

able to talk convincingly and entliu-

siastically about the wares they are

representing, but it does not pay to

exaggerate or make claims that can-

not be substantiated by the goods. As

an illustration in the methods of so-

liciting a sale as compared with an

effort rather to discourage than buy

Mr. Tyrrell mentioned how one clerk

will say after a purchase has been

made:

—

"Nothing else that you want?" while

another would say "Here Is a nice ar-

ticle that you need " or words to that

effect. Generally speaking the man

who adopts the latter method will be

the better salesman.

In his paper on the problems of the

National, Mr. Tyrrell gave a thorough

history of the Association for a num-
ber of yeais, stating the reasons thai

led up to the change of constitution

as it is at present.

At the close of the discussion the

feeling of the meeting seemed to be

adverse to the Ontario Association be-

coming a branch of the National and
accordingly no steps were taken to

that end. While as a matter of senti-

ment many would like to affiliate with

the National, it was felt that as a

matter of business there was nothing

to be gained by taking the step under

discussion. One minor objection

raised- was that the name, "National"

is not appropriate for a society doing

business in two countries.

At present everything in the bee-
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keeping line seems to be booming to

such an extent over here that we imag-

ine there are no difficulties to need
serious consideration aside from the

fight against European Foul Brood
and in so far as that work is con-

cerned, we have to depend on our

government for financial assistance.

The soiling of honey and other k'n-

dred problems are not problems at all

just now, as it is not a question of

where we can sell honey, but rather

how much we can supply. My own
inclinations lead me to desire affilia-

tion with the National, but this is a

question of majority rule.

Mr. Morley Pettit, the Provincial

Apiarist, gave an address on the Foul

lirood Situation in Ontario. Briefly,

he said that American Foul Brood is

be'ng held in check and in many lo-

calities is wiped out altogether. As
to European Foul Brood, however.

Mr. Pettit franl- v ga,ve it as his

opinion that it would sweep all ove'-

the Province, no matter how much in-

spection was done. The only remedy
known and advised^ is that all black

colonies be Italianized with a good

vigorous strain of that rice of bees

From what I can learn, good Carnijl-

ans are just as good to fight th.;

disease, but owing to their color being

somewhat like that of the black bees

for beginners at least, it is iiuch safer

to Italianize. The motto in regard to

italianizing is "do it now" for most

assuredly black bees go under in a

hurry when this scourge strikes

them. While there was a lot of dis-

cussion on this matter of European
Foul Brood, for the first time in my
remembrance, "starved brood' was
not mentioned. One man who defend-

ed black bees last year, and has since

gotten European Foul Brood among
them said to me, "No one need ever

suggest starved brood to me any more
as the cause of this curse."

As the greater part of one session

was devoted to the matter of running

out apiaries with the aid of automo-
biles, one may be justified in thinking

that bee-keeping has reached the most
advanced stage of any period on rec-

ord in Ontario. Mr. H. G. Sibbald, who
is one of our most successful men-
uses a Ford, five passenger car, and
is highly pleased with this innova-

tion. Seven or eight, who were pres-

ent at the meeting, are also using

motors in different types, and all

seemed to think they were a paying
investment, especially where one does

not need to travel much in the winter.

Mr. Enos Farr, of Low Banks, uses
a motor truck and carries extractor
engine, etc., from one yard to another
Mr. Chrysler of Chatham, and Mr.
Miller of London- also use motor
trucks, but they haul all the honey
home to be extracted, having a large
room at home with full equipment
for rapid work. Both use a frame of the
Heddon type, and it was pointed out
that with loose hanging frames, the

combs would get damaged in transit.

Personally, while admitting that both

friend Miller and Chrysler are making
a success with their methods, if this

scribbler had to adopt similar plans

he would soon go out of business. On
the other hand I feel sure that neither

of them would consider for a moment
the thought of keeping bees as I do

so that what is good for one man Is

useless for another—a fact that would
explain many differences of opinion

not only in bee-keeping but all other

callings as well. No doubt many are

in the same position as myself in the

possibility of adding an automobile

equipment to our plans. I could not

afford one if I wanted it "real bad,"

which is not the case yet, and I am
such a "botcher" with machinery that

an engine to be satisfactory to me
would have to be almost absolutely

"fool-proof." Even if I had an auto, 1

would still be at the expense of a

horse, as living in the country, we
would need means of traveling in the

winter months. Then during the past

wet fall' at the time our feeding was
done, some of the roads were so bad

that an auto would not have served

when it "ought to," and the horse

would have had to be in service again.

When I can afford an auto as a lux-

ury, likely one will be bought

—

that

time is a matter of conjecture, but as

I consider the matter from a purely

financial standpoint, old Dobbin will

have to do our traveling for a few
years yet. 'i*'4

J. E. Dunn gave an instructive talk

on preparing bees for winter, and Mr.

Harkness spoke from the standpoint

of winter and spring management. One
thing in which Mr. Harkness' meth-

od is out of the ordinary, and as a

result created some discussion, is that

he winters in the cellar, and before

putting the bees Inside, the regular

cover is removed and a rim about two
inches or more deep is set on the hive.

Inside of this rim a sealed comb of

honey is laid flat, and over all a few

thicknesses of burlap. While he meets

with good success by this plan yet tc

my mind he must have a perfect cel-

lar- as in a cellar too cold there

would be too much exposure of the

bees prepared in that manner, when
the bottom boards are also removed.

The plan did not meet with much ap-

proval. The preparing of a large num-
ber of colonies in that way would
mean a lot of "fussing." I would pre-

fer having that extra amount of honey
in the brood nest instead of on top

of the frames. In connection with Mr.

Harkness' address the usual discus-

sion as to ventilation of bee cellars

came up again, with the result, as

viewed from an impartial standpoint,

that fresh air, and lots of it, got the

best of the bargain.

The Hon. James Duff, Minister of

Agriculture for Ontario, addressed the

meeting. He paid a splendid tribute

to our esteemed President, Mr. Nolan
and we bee-kepers appreciated Mr.
Duff's kind words very much. En-
couragement was given from the De-
partment he represents and under
which bee-keeping comes. With a

President thoroughly in touch with
the Minister in charge of this depart-

ment- it seems likely for us to get

any needed help. Bee-keeping as a

business, in the eyes of the "powers
that be" has made wonderful progress
during the past few years and bids

fair to keep up the pace for some years

to come.
A. D. Mcintosh, B. S. A., of Sterling,

Ontario, told us what we can expect

of the District Representatives: "Find

out what you want and then ask for

it." Mr. Mcintosh gave ample assur-

ance that in so far as he is concerned,

the things asked for will be given to

the extent that lies in the power nf

the District Representative.

Mr. J. W. Clark of Cainsville, the

well known Buff Orpington man, gave

a practical talk on Bees, Fruit and
Poultry although Mr. Clark said that

he would perfer the subject to be

headed. Poultry- Fruit and Bees, yet

he demonstrated that the right man
could be very successful in all three

lines combined, no matter in which

order the callings were given prefer-

ence.

Mr. Sladen of Ottawa, lately from

England, gave a splendid paper on the

•subject of Bee-Breeding. Naturally, on

a technical subject of this nature- an

extensive synopsis is necessary, and

as no notes were taken, readers of the

Journal will have to wait until the

paper is published in full, and it will

no doubt be. at an early date. Officers

for next year are almost the same as

last year. The places of two Directors

lately deceased, David Chalmers and

Mr. Switzer were filled by other men
Mr. Nolan of Newton Robinson, is re-

elected president and Mr. Pettit, of

Gueliih College, is secretary in place

of Mr. Hodgetts. w-ho was overburd-

ened with work. The usual resolutions

were passed and the meeting ad,iourn-

ed to meet at the call of the Execu-

tive.

Engravings for Sale.
We are accLimulatiiitf Quite a large stock

of bee-yard ensravings and other pictures

used from time to time in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be
used by bee-keepers in their local newspa-
pers, on their letterheads. on souvenir cards,

or in other profitable or interesting ways.

It we can sell them it will help us to pay tor

others that we are constantly having made
and using iu these columns. ^ ^ ... . ,We do not have a catalog or printed list ot

the engravings, but if you will let us know
just which you want we will be pleased to

quote you a very low price, postpaid. Just
look through the copies of the Bee Journal
and make your selection. Then write to us.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.
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Outdoor Wintering

BY C. M. DOOLITTLE.

" Ilive in about 45 degrees north latitude,

and iiave a cellar tliat I consider unht for

wintering bees. For the the last two win-
ters I have lost heavily by trying to winter
my bees therein, so I have concluded to

leave them outside this winter. Will you
please tell us somethiiik: about the winter-
ing of bees on the summer stands, as I see
you live in about the same degree of latitude
that I do. I also note that you often answer
Questions for different ones in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal."

While I am an advocate of cellar

wintering of bees in this locality, and
believe that there is a great saving in

both stores and bees by so doing, yet

if I did not have a cellar suitable for

bees, and did not feel free to construct

such a cellar, I should certainly winter
them on the summer stands. In fact,

we have those within 1.5 and 20 miles

of where I reside, who claim that bet-

ter results can be had by outdoor win-
tering than through cellaring, as brood-
rearing is started from six weeks to

two months earlier when the bees are

wintered out than when in the cellar,

and this early brood causes the colony
to reach the flow of nectar from clover

in a much stronger condition than
when brood-rearing is started shortly

before the bees are taken out of the

cellar.

There is some truth in this, if the

winters are not too severe, but when
we have a winter like the last (that of

1911-12), when the bees did not fly after

October, and had to exist through
January and the most of February in a
temperature of from zero to 25 degrees
below a large share of the time, the

most of this kind of "poetry" seems
like idle talk to all who fail to prop-

erly protect their colonies left out. A
slight protection may be all right for

Ohio and Pennsylvania, but in this

northern latitude the heat of the bees

must be depended upon for warmth;
hence the whole plan of wintering
must be based on conserving their heat

to the largest possible extent.

In my early days of bee-keeping
there was a man wintering his colonies

outdoors who was very successful, and
I went to see him quite often. I re-

member that he placed special stress

upon abundant protection. He said

that many who thought their bees
properly protected did not realize what
true protection was. In those days

many acres of timothy grass were
saved for seed about here, as we could
then raise it cheaper than they could
in the West. In threshing this ripened

grass for the seed, there was a large

accumulation of chaff which was very
fine, yet would " stand up " under mois-
ture, keeping light and fluffy so that

evaporation was very rapid instead of

becoming wet, damp, and soggy as

other chaff, especially that from oats.

He used 5 inches of this dry, fluffy

chaff around the sides, back, and under

the hives, with 8 inches of the same
over the top, and between the chaff'

and the frames of the brood-nest were
2 to 4 thicknesses of old cloth cut the

proper shape, from anything which had
become valueless for further use in its

original form. Over this chaff was a

vacant space of 3 or 4 inches, then a

roof over the whole hive to keep out

the rain and snow. Cracks about one-

sixteenth of an inch were left near the
" gable ends" of this roof, so that the

moisture never condensed on any of

the inside parts in the shape of frost to

melt during the sunshiny days of win-

ter, and run into the packing, as is

usually the case where no special means

r

Manner of Protecting the Iintrance
FOR Outdoor Wintering.

are provided for the escape of this

moisture, which is thrown off by the

bees to a greater or less extent in ac-

cordance with the amount of honey
consumed. Where the weather is very
cool, or drops to zero or below for any
length of time, the bees consume much
stores for " fuel," and with this in-

creased consumption more moisture is

thrown off, and in all ordinary ways of

wintering this moisture condenses on
the inside walls of the hive in the shape
of frost, or in the packing where an in-

efficient amount is used.

On the first mild day when the sun

strikes the hive, this frost is turned

into moisture, often of sufficient

amount to run out at the entrance in

the shape of water, or soak into the

packing and make the bees uncomfort-
able during the rest of their confine-

ment.

In addition to this packing and
cover, the entrance of each hive was
left quite large, and over it was a sort

of vestibule or storm-door, made of a

piece of board 8 inches wide, and as

long as the front of the hive, up to the

cleat on which the cover rested. This

board was sawed from corner to cor-

ner, so that each of the two pieces

made of it were at a point at the top

end, which went under the cleat, and 8

inches wide at the bottom, resting on
the alighting-board, which projected

out that far in front of the entrance.

On the slanting sides of these two
pieces was nailed a board wide enough
for the whole length of these slanting

sides except Js inch at the top, and

long enough for the two uprights to

be even with the sides of the hive.

In this way all rain, snow, and wind
were excluded from the entrance, as

the ;s inch, short at the top, came un-

der the projecting cleat, excluding the

storms and winds, while it gave plenty

of pure air for the breathing of the

bees. The packed and properly pro-

tected hive was so warm inside, and in

the vestibule, that the bees could bring

nearly all the dead bees, which died of

old age, out on to the floor or on the

alighting-board, and the dampness
which usually collects where dead bees

accumulate on the bottom-board of the

hive was avoided. The objection to

this vestibule is that when there comes

a day warm enough for the bees to fly,

it must be removed, or the bees will

come out therein and worry themselves

to death trying to get out.

But this man said that any of his

family could do this were he not at

home to attend to such removal him-

self, exceptionally. By nailing a strip

on the cleat on which the coyer rested,

to give a downward projection of half

an inch, this front board to the vesti-

bule might be j-s of an inch narrower

than the slanting uprights, and the

bees would not be shut in, even if there

were no one present when it was warm
enough for a flight. This man was

always successful in wintering his bees,

and were I to go back to outdoor win-

tering, I should certainly try this plan.

Borodino, N. Y.

Freight Rates and Honey

BY B. r. SMITH, JR.

To a very large percent of the honey-

producers a freight tariff and classifi-

cation is something unknown. This

statement is based upon instances like

the following : A and B met at a con-

vention, and B wanted some basswood
honey for his own use, and asked his

friend A to send him 100 pounds. As B
wanted a cream can, A was to ship it

in a new one. The honey came through

in good shape, but the freight was $4.18

per 100 pounds because the can was

not boxed; while if it had been boxed
it would have been only $1.38. They
both blamed the railroad.

In another case a farmer moved to a

new locality and produced about 1000

pounds of comb honey, but as he had
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no market there, he wrote to a mer-
chant in his old home town and made
a sale of the entire lot at a certain
price delivered. The shipment arrived
in good condition, although the cases
were not crated, but the rate was $3.00
per 100; while, if properly packed, it

would have been $1..50 per 100 pounds.
That man thinks the railroad stole $15.

I read a statement not long ago that
"no one but suckers paid the first-class
freight rate ; because, if they knew how,
they could get the article into a cheaper
class." I have also heard a great many
times that the rates were made as high
as the traffic would stand, and while
that statement at one time was well
founded, it is not true today. The
items that are taken into consideration
today are weight, size, volume, liability
to damage, liability to damaging other
freight, equipment required, claims
and value. It is not the large shipper,
the man who packs his honey carefully
and well, whotriesto send itto his cus-
tomers as cheaply as possible, who
makes it hard to get a reduction in the
honey-rates, but it is the little producer,
who does not know how to pack his
honey properly.

COMPARING RATES.

Comparing honey-rates with the
rates on niaple syrup is about as close
a comparison as we can find. In car
lots maple syrup is 5th class, while
honey is 4th. Glycerine, another liquid,
but worth a great deal more than
honey, and I hardly think the volume
is any greater when put into barrels,
takes 4th class rate; linseed oil, 5th
class; paints in oil, 5th class; syrups
of fruit for soda fountains, 5th class.
These articles compare with honey in
value, weight, bulk, liability to damage,
etc., yet all have a cheaper r^e.

In looking over the tarififs of one
company whose lines traverse Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, South Dakota,
Wyoming, Montana and Colorado, and
there is quite an amount of honey
moved in those States, we find eight
special commodity rates on syrups and
molasses and one on honey. Seven
exceptions to classification on syrups
and none on honey.

What causes honey-rates to be higher
than on other goods of like nature
when put up in the same style package ?
Honey in glass is billed as 2d class,
less than a carload; but crushed fruit,
preserves and jellies in glass, 4th class.
I once asked a claim clerk the cause
of this, and his answer was :

" Did you
ever see crushed fruit or jellies packed
like that ?" pointing to a case of honey
in Mason jars that was leaking all over
the freight house. " Ninety percent of
the jellies and crushed fruits that we
handle are put up by packers who
know their business, but you cannot
say that of honey shippers." Just last
week I saw a shipment of some
500 pounds of comb honey packed in
old oil cases; some of the sections
were flat and some on edge, with two
or three thicknesses of newspaper for

a cushion. Some in topless oil cans
and cans set in cases. Cases marked
with a lead pencil, and nothing to dis-
tinguish the top from the bottom.

Just such cases as this help to keep
up the rate. It is scarcely believable
the way some freight is offered for
shipment, and I am sorry to say some
of it is accepted; packages of consid-
erable value wrapped in newspapers
and tied with a light string, very fragile
goods with hardly any protection.
Many do not realize the amount of

business handled by the large com-
panies. Walk into the shipping depart-
ment of some large shipper and see
what they send out daily. Then there
are sometimes 50 or more of these
large firms at one railway center. Your
small shipment may go to the freight
house with 20 dray loads of all kinds
of freight, checked and receipted for
on a platform, placed in the proper car,
and also in the proper order in that
car. A shipment from Chicago to
States in the Rocky Mountains is

transferred some two or three times
en I'oule.

PACKING.

Do not think that because a ship-
ment is going by freight any old box
will do. Some writer, not very long
ago in one of our bee journals said :

"Any old lumber would do for cases
for extracted honey." Probably it

would if it was just going a short dis-
tance without any transfer. Out of five

shipments going about 900 miles, with
three transfers, three arrived with
damage to contents, and one with cans
badly jammed. These cases were all

built with new lumber, cement-coated
nails, and well put up, but I know
from handling some of my own cases
that they are heavy, and it is very easy
to break the case and not handle them
very roughly either.

MARKING.

Practically all stations are supplied
with marking pots and brushes. Tags
should be avoided as much as possi-
ble. We receive a great many notices
in this division that there is an "over "

at a certain freight station without any
marks of any kind, giving a description
of the contents, and trying to locate
the station to which it belongs. All
old marks should be removed or blot-
ted out, and agents and freight handlers
are not supposed to mark your freight
for you. During 1910 one express
company accumulated 4395 pieces of
express from which marks were gone,
and for which they were unable to find
owners. They probably paid for the
most of them.
My only idea in writing this is that it

may help the little producer to put his
honey in shape so that when the Na-
tional tries to get the rates to which
we are entitled, the railroads will not
be in a position to say, " We cannot
give them on account of the large
amount of damage we pay yearly on
this article."

Cowley, Wyo.

An Easy Way of Getting Wax
from Small Quantities of

Comb
BY ARTHUR C. MILLER.

Wax rendering on a small scale, as
experienced by the bee-keeper of a few
colonies, is apt to prove such a sloppy,
disagreeable job that it is often shunned
after the first trial. The writer well
recalls the attempt of one man to get
the wax from about a bushel of old,
black comb. His wife was away, fortu-
nately, and after getting the fire going
well in the kitchen stove, he put on
the wash-boiler, half filled it with water,
and as soon as it was hot he began
putting in the comb. Soon he had a
fine, black pudding, and he commenced
bailing it out with the laundry dipper,
and poured it through the best wire
sieve into a nice, clean pail. It dripped
on the stove and floor, clogged up the
sieve, overflowed, and bedaubed every-
thing he touched. After several hours
of hard work, soaked with perspiration,
tired and mad clear through, he had a
few fragments of a nasty, black sub-
stance supposed to be wax.
The next two days were spent in

cleaning up, and when his wife re-
turned he had a most beautiful excuse
for having bought sundry new house-
hold utensils. Now, if you want to get
any old combs, just suggest to him
that he extract the wax from them, and
he will give them to you and then,
"with a smile which is childlike and
bland," he will softly open his most
vicious colony, give it an accidental
kick, and as you take a hurried depart-
ure you may wonder whether you
really heard him say something or not.
But despite his opinions, it really is

possible to render a small lot of comb
easily and well. The first requisite is

a convenient kettle to melt the comb
in; the second, a boiler of water; the
third, a wooden butter firkin or lard
tub

; and fourth, a strainer. The latter
is a combination of a piece of chicken
wire, inch mesh or less, and a. piece of
cheese-cloth.
The process is this: Fill the kettle

half full of water, and as soon as it

begins to boil put in the comb, adding
a little at a time and stirring it in.

When the kettle is nearly full, and the
wax and water begin to boil, remove
the kettle from the fire and pour the
contents onto the strainer. The latter
is adjusted in this manner: The wire-
cloth is laid over the top of the lard
tub and pushed down in the middle
until it is basin-shaped ; then four or
fire wire nails or staples are driven in
the edge of the tub to keep the wire
from going in further. A piece of
cheese-cloth is then spread over the
wire-cloth, and the strainer is ready.
The contents of the kettle are slowly
poured onto this.

When the strainer is about level full
it is allowed to drain for a few min-
utes, then boiling water is poured on,
a dipperful at a time, and from time to
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time the mass is gently pressed with a

flat stick or paddle. When most of the

wax seems to be out (and really is if

the water treatment is thorough), the

cloth is picked up by the four corners

and its contents dumped out, the cloth

replaced, and the process continued

with more from the kettle. The small

amount of wax left in the refuse from

the strainer is not worth the labor of

recovering.
The larger the tub the more water

can be used, and therefore the better

the results. The kettle for melting the

wax should be- only so large as may be

conveniently handled and poured from.

And if the work is to be done in the

kitchen, cover the floor with several

thicknesses of newspaper and save

trouble from any stray drops of wax.

And itezYi- go out and leave the kettle

of wax on the stove.

Refining the wax is merely a matter

of remelting it and pouring it through

finer and thicker cloth one or more
times.
Providence, R. I.

Can We Permanently Elimi-

nate Foul Brood?

BY FRANK C. PELLETT,

/inva State Insfiector of Apiaries.

While the writer has not had a long

experience as an inspector, it has be-

come apparent that the elimination of

bee-diseases is no easy matter. If all

the people who keep bees were scien-

tific in their methods as are most of

the extensive bee keepers, it would not

be impossible. The practical bee-

keeper, however, needs no inspector

as far as he is personally concerned.

Usually he has one or more neighbors

who have a few colonies that must be

transferred before it is possible to look

into them. These same neighbors

would not know foul brood if they

saw it, and if they knew it was present

would make no effort to rid themselves

of the disease.

When the disease once presents itself

in a localitj the only way to get rid of

it is to carefully examine every colony

of bees far and near. In Iowa every

eighth farmer keeps bees. This means
that nearly 30,000 farmers must be

looked after beside the thousands of

town's people who are also bee-keepers.

Foul brood is now known to be pres-

ent in 32 counties, or about one-third

of the State. In order to ensure a

clean up it would be necessary to in-

spect all the bees within a radius of

several miles of each diseased apiary.

Very probably the disease is present in

many localities where it is as yet un-

known, for I think it is safe to say that

not one bee-keeper in ten would recog-

nize it.

Until we get different laws, we will

continue to clean up one locality after

another, only to have it break out

again from some new source of conta-

gion. Personally, I would advocate

the passage of a law by the federal con-

gress that would prohibit the shipment

of bees from one State to another

Mr. Pellett"s Son Investigating.

without a certificate of health signed

by some duly recognized State or gov-

ernment inspector. Then we s-hould

have State laws similar in intent re-

garding the transportation of bees

from one county to another. I have

read the statement from N. E. France,

that they have apparently accomplished

the result of getting the disease all but

stamped out of portions of Wisconsin
only to have it reappear from this

cause.

In Iowa the bee inspection is in the

hands of a State Inspector whose office

is separate from that of the State Ento-

mologist. It seems to me that the

better way is to place the work under

the direction of the entomologist. In

most States deputies from his office

visit every county every year in con-

nection with nursery inspection. It

should be possible to secure men com-
petent to do the work of both nursery

and bee inspection. However, this

plan could hardly be expected to work
unless the State Entomologist had an

assistant in apiculture who should de-

vote his whole time to the develop-

ment of bee-culture and teaching this

subject during the school year. He
would be directly responsible for the

success of the inspection work, and

would do a considerable part of it him-

self. In localities where the disease is

present every colony of bees should be

looked after until the disease is eradi-

cated. This will require a lot of work,

and it will be easier, in my opinion, to

getasufficientincreaseof the appropria-

tion for the State Entomologist's office

to support this additional work than to

get a separate appropriation.

The Iowa law, at present, provides

that not to exceed $1000, in any one

year, shall be expended in beeinspec-

tion. The amount is hopelessly in-

sufficient to do the work needed where
there are 30,000 bee-keepers scattered

over .56,000 square miles of territory.

The bee-keeping industry in Iowa is

of sufficient importance to justify an

assistant in apiculture at the State Ag-
ricultural College, and the develop-

ment of a school of bee-keeping to-

gether with regular short-course fea-

tures in this same line. It seems to me
that the bee-keepers of Iowa will find

this the line of least resistance.

I would like to see the matter of

laws relating to interstate shipment of

bees, together with uniform inspection

laws taken up and thoroughly thrashed

out by the National Association at its

coming session. It should also be de-

termined whether it is not time to re-

quire bee-keepers shipping honey to

produce a certificate of inspection. Dr.

Phillips called attention some time ago

to the fact that disease is being widely

spread through interstate shipment of

honey from diseased apiaries.

Atlantic, Iowa.

Uniting Bees

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

In September American Bee Journal,

page 273, appears an article on uniting

bees in which I disclaimed the ability

to write all that could be said upon the

subject. That the article was not ex-

haustive is shown by the fact that a

Tennessee correspondent asks for

further light, mentioning specifically

five different points.
. .

First, the various methods of uniting,

and the general principles underlying

the same, I hardly know what I can

add to what I have already given, page

273. . ,
Second—What are the best times of
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the year to unite? That question may
be considered from two different stand-
points. Viewed from the side of the

bees, it may be said that they will unite

most kindly when honey is coming in

freely, and that for more than one rea-

son ; honey is such a plentiful article

that they are not suspicious that any
one will want to steal it, so they are
not in an aggressive attitude; robbing
has not been going on, and they are
not suspicious of strangers that may
enter; they are so busy gathering and
storing the precious liquid that they
have not time to be on the lookout for
intruders. This might be understood
to mean that bees should be united
only when storing a surplus, which
would be a mistake.

In my locality there is gnerally no
surplus stored until the flow from white
clover. Yet almost any time before
that, when bees are flying daily, they
may be united just as well as in the
clover harvest; for whether they are
working on willows, maples, dande-
lions, or fruit bloom, even if they get
only enough for their daily needs for
brood-rearing, they are getting enough
to keep them fully occupied. I suspect
it is the older bees that do most of the
fighting, and when there is no work
a-lield to occupy their minds they are
on the lookout for anything unusual
and inclined to resent it. The very
worst time is probably just at the close

the harvest, or indeed at any sud-

den stoppage of the harvest, for then
the field-bees, suddenly stopped from
their labors, are trying every entrance,
crack and crevice, thus stirring up re-

sistance to any intruder; and of course
any added bees are intruders.
The question may also be consid-

ered, not with regard to the peaceful-
ness of the bees in uniting, but with
regard to the time most profitable for
the bee-keeper. Generally two colonies
are united because one or both are too
weak to be continued profitably alone,
and this uniting may be in the fall or
in the spring. There is advantage in

uniting in the fall instead of waiting
until spring; because the united col-

ony will consume less in wintering
than the two separate colonies, and
also because the united colony is more
certain to live through the winter than
the two separate.

Third— " In the spring, when you
have all the colonies you want, and the
bees will keep swarming in spite of all

you can do, wouldn't it be good prac-
tice to put two or more of these
swarms into one hive ?" Yes, if you
refer to prime swarms only. If you
refer to after-swarms, then I must say
I am skeptical about their issuing " in

spite of all you can do." For you can
take the plan so often given in these
columns, putting the swarm on the
old stand with the mother colony close
beside it, and moving the old colony
to a new stand some eight days later.

And to the question whether in such a
case there would be danger of all the
queens being killed, I quote tradition
as saying no, although I cannot quote
from my own experience.
Fourth—If a swarm has been hived a

week or more, another swarm will not
be as likely to unite with it peaceably
as when both swarms are hived on the
same day. Still, they may unite peace-
ably even when a week apart. Neither
is the uniting likely to be so successful
when one swarm has a laying queen
and the other a virgin as when both
queens are of the same kind.

Fifth— I prefer the newspaper plan
of uniting two colonies to any other,

although it is not unlikely I may be a

little partial to my own baby. For
uniting swarms of the same kind issu-

ing on the same day, of course there is

no need of the trouble of the newspa-
per plan

;
just dump the two swarms

into the same hive.

Marengo, 111.

Put More Work into Fewer

Bees
BY EDWARD F. BIGELOW.

This slogan, originated by the late

Mr. Hutchinson, of Flint, Mich., is only
partly right, and if accepted literally is,

in my opinion, wholly erroneous. To
keep more bees is the bee-keeper's
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AROUND His Modern. WellPainted Hives He Puts Protective Packing Boxes.' -Photographed by Edward F. Bigelow.)

temptation and danger, unless he will

do as Mr. E. Vanderwerken, of Stam-
ford, Conn., does—put more work and
thought into the bees themselves. In

number of colonies, do not exceed the

limit that can receive careful and con-

tinuous attention.

Mr. Vanderwerken's apiary of 22 col-

onies is the most efficient honey-pro-

ducer for that number that I have ever

seen. He has strong colonies, some of

them 3 and 4 stories, full 10-frame dove-

tail hives. He has achieved success;

first, by hard and persistent work, and
secondly, by keeping the bees warm.
His apiary is undoubtedly not intended

as an example of spotless whiteness

and neatness, but as an example of

efficiency. Around his modern, well-

painted hives he puts protective pack-

ing boxes, with leaves and paper clip-

pings between the walls of the box
and those of the hive. To cover the

topmost hive he uses the ordinary >^-

inch covering board ; on that he piles a

liberal heap of old carpets and bed-

quilts, and over these puts a roof on

which he has tacked tar paper. He
keeps the bees as carefully protected in

the hottest weather as in the coldest

winter.

Here, then, are two valuable sugges-

tions: Put more work into your colo-

nies, and keep the bees thoroughly

warm during every minute in the year.

Arcadia, Sound Beach, Conn.

Isle of Wight Disease—A New
Name for an Old Trouble

BY GEO. W. BULLAMORE.

The literature of bee-keeping in Eng-
land shows that, from time to time,

this country has been swept almost

clear of bees. Writing in 1827, Bevan,

in "The Honey-Bee," said:

"In the winter of 1782 -3, a general

mortality took place among the bees in

this country, which was attributed to

various causes; want of honey was not

one of them ; for in some hives consid-

erable store was found, after the bees

were gone. Some were of opinion

that it arose from the preceding being

a bad breeding year, and thought the

bees died of old age. Others attributed

it to the moistness of the spring of

1783, which rendered the providing of

pollen difficult, for without pollen no
brood can be reared. The difficulty of

collecting pollen was ascribed to the

continual closing of the flowers over

the anthers, the want of sun to burst

the anthers, and the washing away of

the pollen by the frequent showers
after they did burst. The fatal influence

ascribed to the wetness of the spring

of 1783 seems to be improbable; though
the wet might have afifected the quan-

tity of bees bred, it was not likely to

put a stop to their breeding altogether,

and the young bees ought at any rate

to have escaped the desolating evil, if

it were old age alone ;
yet wherever the

mortality once made its appearance

every bee became its victim."

Modern bee-keeping commenced with

the introduction of the frame hive in

1860, and the first few seasons were

wet and cold. We find the bee-keepers

of that period relating their experi-

ences in the columns of periodicals,

and using the language of the modern
bee-keeper who describes his losses

from Isle of Wight disease. The most
noticeable feature seems to have been
crawling bees, but the bees also dwin-

dled or were found dead in a heap, on
the floor-board.
There were serious losses during a

run of wet years that terminated in

1883, and during the abnormal bee-

seasons that have been experienced in

the present century similar troubles

have afflicted the bee-keeper. The bee-

keepers of the Isle of Wight were the

first to succeed in calling attention to

the deadly nature of the malady, and
have therefore been credited with hav-

ing originated it.

According to systematic meteoro-
logical observations we get long irreg-

ular spells in which wet years predomi-
nate, alternating with similar spells in

which dry years predominate. Bee-

keeping is boomed in the dry years,

and troubles other than foul brood are

kept in the background during the wet
spell. The -Isle of Wight disease has

always been with us and, favored by
wet weather, has from time to time
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swept across the country. Unfortu-
nately modern methods of bee-keeping
materially assisted the present epidemic.
Under the old system, islands of

healthy bees were left by the disease
which passed around them. In 1911,

healthy apiaries still existed on the
Isle of Wight. Such apiaries quickly
restock a district in favorable seasons,
but under the modern system, bees are
imported into a dwindling apiary, and
the disease is kept going until the api-
aries which escape the first wave of
contagion are also involved.
Microscopic examination of a crawl-

ing bee shows that the cells lining the
stomach are being destroyed by a para-
site. These parasites, which are in the
cells, are believed to be the young
stages of Xosema ap/s, a protozoon
first described by Zander in 1907. The
protozoa bear the same relationship to
animal life that the bacteria bear to
vegetable life. Unfortunately the life

history of nosema cannot be studied
apart from the living bee, but it is

thought that these young forms, after
changing into spores, escape into the
bowel and are voided during cleansing
flights. Bees so infected must be a
potent source of infection in wet sea-
sons when much of the water used in

the hives is obtained from paths and
foliage in or near the apiary. Fresh
apiaries become involved through the
straying of bees and swarms.
There is good evidence that affected

bees sometimes do good work in a
favorable season, butthe stock is liable
to die suddenly after being packed
down for the winter. In other cases
they come through winter and then
dwindle badly in the spring. A heavy
loss of bees is the only symptom.
Nosema disease has been called ma-

lignant dysentery, but there is no evi-
dence on this side that dysentery is an
invariable accompaniment of the trou-
ble. That the unhealthy condition of
the bee is conducive to dysentery I

feel well assured. My own personal
experience is that dysentery is asso-
ciated with the presence of yeasts
which I have always found in large
numbers in dysenteric matter.
From all countries where bee-keep-

ing is practiced we get accounts of
troubles which are suspiciously like
nosema disease, and I think there is

great danger of this malady being
spread through its real nature not be-
ing understood. Wholesale losses of
colonies are attributed to the bees be-
ing old, and never to the bees being
sick.

Spring dwindling is sharply marked
off from paralysis, although it cannot
matter much whether the bee is unable
to fly away from the hive or unable to
fly back to it. Losses are attributed to
the use of poisonous sprays on fruit
trees, and although arsenic is bad for
bees, I cannot forget that before the
days of fruit spraying, poisonous nectar
or frozen pollen was postulated to ac-
count for " poisoned " bees. The pos-
sibility that losses were due to the ma-
lignancy of a neighbor has not been
overlooked.
As to plants, a list that included all

those which have been suspected at

one time or another of poisoning bees,
would include most plants that yield
nectar. The fact that a large number
of colonies are attacked at about the
same time seems to be the foundation
for these statements.
A feature which was supposed to dis-

tinguish the Isle of Wight disease
from all other diseases was the rapidity
with which it spread through an api-
ary or a district. Thetrue explanation
of this seems to be that the early cases
attracted no attention. These, how-
ever, caused a general infection, and
with the advent of conditions unfavor-
able to the bee, the disease rapidly
manifested itself in the affected colo-
nies. The destruction of the first col-
ony that shows signs of paralysis is

also of little use, as the ground is

soiled, and some of the sick bees have
probably been attracted to other hives.

Little is to be gained by the hap-
hazard use of drugs. We know practi-
cally nothing of their action on the
bee, and the impossibility of adminis-
tering them in definite quantities ren-
ders the bee an unsatisfactory patient.
Reported cures must be received with
caution, as enquiry may show that the
colonies to which the testimonial re-

lates died out after it was given. The
only satisfactory procedure appears to
be the clearing out of the apiary, and
the restocking it with healthy bees
after disinfecting hives and appliances.
If the apiary can be started on a fresh
site so much the better. If this is not
possible, the site should be kept clear
of bees as long as possible, and might
be dug over with advantage. Then if

your neighbor does not insist on keep-
ing up a dwindling apiary, success as a
bee-keeper may again be possible.
Some of the early cases of Isle of

Wight disease were diagnosed as
paralysis or maikrankheit. Paralysis
is said to be a disease of warm cli-

mates, but its ravages in Florida and
California may have some relationship
to rainy seasons and swampy ground.
It is hoped that observations may be
made from this standpoint. If this dis-

ease is specifically distinct from the
Isle of Wight disease, some definite
means of distinguishing the one from
the other is badly wanted.

Albury, Herts, England.

[Is it not probable that the different

names. May disease, mal-de-maggio,

maikrankheit, paralysis, vertigo, and
the so-called constipation, are different

names for the same malady, in perhaps

more or less virulent stages ?

L'Apicoltore, of Milan, a few years

ago, gave out reports concerning this

disease, showing it to be very destruc-

tive in the province of Ancona. Hamet,
in his CoursD'Apiculture, reported the

same disease, under the name of verti-

go, as very damaging in northern

France, between 18.50 and 1865. In both

cases, some kinds of blossoms were
blamed for the trouble. But the ap-

parition of the same disease both in

Florida and California, where the

floras are entirely different, and its ex-

istence in our northern States, occa-

sionally in spring, would indicate that

we must seek the original spread of

the trouble more in peculiar atmos-

pheric conditions than in the nature of

the blossoms which furnish the stores.

Bevan, himself, whom our corres-

pondent quotes, mentions the name of

"vertigo "to describe a trouble much
resembling the Isle of Wight disease :

" This disorder is said to occur more
between the end of May and the end
of June, and to be marked by a loss of

power in the hind quarters, by a dizzy

manner of flying, and by irregular mo-
tions, such as starting, falling down,
etc."

The fact that Xosema aj'i's has been

fed to colonies, in some cases, without

producing the disease indicates that

conditions must be favorable to its

spread before the disease becomes
dangerous.

—

Editor.]

Use of the Bee-Escape for Ex-

tracting Honey
Read at the Illinois State Meetiiie

BY L. C. DADANT.

To the enthusiastic bee-keeper, work
about the apiary has its fascinations as
well as its drawbacks. In my judgment
the most fascinating is putting on su-
pers when the flow is on, and when the
bees are fairly rolling in the honey.
The most disheartening is feeding in

June, when all colonies are on the
point of starvation, and seem likely to

starve for the rest of the summer. But
the hardest and most trying work is

taking off honey by brushing bees
after the crop is over and every bee is

intent on doing all the mischief it can.
Through the columns of the bee

journals, and at various convention
meetings, noted and practical bee-
keepers have made the assertion that
they would rather take off honey by
brushing than by using bee-escapes. I

believe the conditions under which
these men work must differ markedly
from the conditions with us. Very
probably they take off their honey at a

time when there is still a light flow,

and it may be that their super combs
are well sealed throughout. Then the
bees are more easily removed or
smoked down than when there are
empty, or partly empty, combs in the
supers. Even with combs well sealed
there is bound to be trouble.

When bees are crowded for room
they nearly always build bur or brace
combs and fill them with honey. Tak-
ing out the frames from every super to

brush the bees, or even taking the su-

pers apart is bound to tear up some
comb, make the honey run, daub, up
some bees, and very quickly start

robbing. No sooner is robbing started
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than some of the quietest colonies will

become veritable demons, and the

pleasure of taking off honey will be-

come the most strenuous job one can
undertake.
Taking off honey when there is still

a substantial flow is relatively pleasant

work, as there are few cross bees and
little robbing going on. But in a

honey dearth, when one has to brush
and brush, when a hive has to be kept

open for fifteen, twenty, or even thirty

minutes at a time, that is when one
really earns the honey he is getting.

To my mind the bee-escape is one of

the most useful of modern bee-imple-
ments. With an apiary of 30 to 100

hives, yielding from one to five tons of

honey, we feel that we can make more
rapid headway, save time, trouble, loss

and temper by using the bee-escape
throughout.
There is little doubt that more honey

is taken from the hives today without
the use of bee-escapes than with them.
Probably the most serious objection
offered to them by the practical api-

arist is that they are not handy for use
in out-apiaries. The fact that they
have to be put on the hives the day be-

fore extracting necessitates an extra
trip. When the apiary is at a great
distance this is certainly objectionable.
Many extensive bee-keepers, however,
are now using automobiles or motor
cycles, and with the help of these ma-
chines the time lost in going back and
forth is reduced to a minimum, and
can easily be made up in the time saved
by using the escapes.

In putting on escapes we usually be-
gin about 2 or 3 o'clock in the after-

noon, depending upon just how warm
the weather is. Should the weather be
exceedingly hot, and the hives exposed
to the sun, there is danger of the sur-

plus combs melting down and being
destroyed. One must remember, of

course, that as soon as the escape-board
is put on, the circulation in the upper
part of the hive practically ceases. As
soon as the bees in the upper story
find themselves shut off from the en-
trance they seek a place of exit.

By next morning they are down in

the brood chamber, and the supers are
free of bees and ready to be taken off.

We have found that on cool nights
bees go down better than on warm
nights, as they seek the cluster for
warmth. However, if it is very cool,

and the temperature hovers around
the freezing point, the bees will not go
down very well, and very often a small
bunch will cluster in the upper super
for warmth.

That the supers should be bee-tight
is a very important item. Just as soon
as the escape-board is in place, and
the bees start down, the supers are left

practically without any defense, and
the robbers are not slow to discover
this and make merry with the stores
they find so easily.

The time it requires to put on es-

capes is from one to two minutes per
hive, depending upon how tight the
super sticks to the hive, and just how
good a joint the super makes with the
escape. With us there is an over-abun-
dance of propolis, and the lower edge
of the super is well gummed. If the
weather is warm the propolis mashes
out of the wav, but if the weather is

cool it sometimes forms lumps and
holds the super up from the board
high enough to allow a bee to pass
under.
Before we used the bee-escapes in

our apiaries we were always sure to

have several bad cases of robbing at

extracting time. Since we have adopted
their use it is a very uncommon thing
to have a single colony in danger at

any time, and the honey-house is not so

heavily besieged by robbers. Nearly
every bee-keeper realizes what a bad
case of robbing means, and dozens of

anti-robbing devices have been in-

vented with more or less success. The
best safeguard is to nip it in the bud
and prevent any bee from securing
stolen sweets.

When the escape is put under several

supers in one tier, the bees are a little

slower to vacate thern than when put
under but one super. Very often, how-
ever, we have put them under four and
five supers (shallow supers), and have
had the bees go down in 12 to 18 hours.

Usually the bee-escapes are put on all

of the hives at one time, and the single

supers removed first,leaving the higher
tiers for the last, so as to give ample
time for the bees to descend. Occa-
sionally a colony refuses to leave the
supers ; several things may be respon-
sible for this. Brood in the supers is

certain to keep the bees above, as they
always protect their brood and keep it

warm. The presence of a queen in the

super will always prevent their de-
scending. A hole in the bee-escape
board, allowing the bees to pass back
and forth, destroys the value of the es-

cape. This objection may seem un-

necessary, but it is not uncommon for
the escape-board to either have a small
knot hole or a crack caused by the
shrinkage of the wood. A particle of
comb, a dead bee, a cobweb, or a straw
in the escape spring renders the escape
ineffective.

Another objection to the escapes
raised by many bee-keepers is that in

cold weather the honey becomes stiff

as soon as the bees have left the supers,
making extracting a much harder job.

To my notion, handling heavy honey
is preferable to brushing bees that are
numb and fly just far enough to light

and crawl over the bee-keeper.
These drawbacks are usually very

easily overcome. When queen-exclu-
ders are used there is never any fear
with either the queen or brood above.
With a little care the escape-board can
be made bee-tight, and the springs kept
free of obstructions.

When the escape is used there is no
need of handling the frames in the api-

ary, as this is all done in the honey-
house. When the escapes are first put
on. the lower super is pried loose, and
if there is any dripping honey it drips
on the escape-board and is all licked
up clean by morning, or by the time
the supers are ready to be taken off.

I am unable to give any information
in regard to using bee-escapes for the
production of comb honey, as our ex-
perience has been with extracted
honey exclusively. However, it seems
to me that they would be even more in-

dispensable to the comb-honey pro-
ducer than to the bee-keeper who runs
for extracted honey alone.
Hamilton, III.

Send Questions either to the office of the .American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

He does not answer bee-keepine Questions by mail.

Feeding Bees in a Cellar

Is there any possible way of feeding bees
in a cellar? I think some of my coioniesare
too sliort of stores for winter
My cellar is rather warm this year on ac-

count of a new furnace. I have a separate
apartment for the bees with plenty of fresh
air. but it is still too warm at this date; the
temperature keeps up to 55 and 65 degrees.
The bees are very quiet yet.

1 thought of giving each colony syrup sep-
arately in a sort of little tray so arranged
that the bees could not drown. Would the
bees come to get this syrup or could it be
given in some otiier way? How and when
could it be done so that half of the bees
would not rush out of the hives? My hives
are put in two rows, one on top of the other
and all the covers are off. Ste. Martine.

Answer.—With a big lot of fresh air for
the bees you will likely find that they will
winter well at 55 or 60 degrees, although they
will consume more stores than at a lower
temperature. Still, as you say. the increas-
ing cold will bring down the temperature.
Better not let it go below j^; degrees.

If I understand correctly, your hives are
raised in front by r-inch blocks, and that
makes a space of at least an inch under the
bottom-bars— possibly an inch and a half.
That allows you to put a shallow dish of
feed under the frames, and if your colonies
are reasonably strong they ought readily to
come down to the feed at 55 or 60 degrees.
If it is much colder than that, and the colo-
nies are rather weak, they will not be likely

to come down to the feed. Instead of the
proposed wire-screen over the syrup you
may do better to cover the syrup with cork-
chips. You will get these from your grocer.
He gets them as packing for grapes in cold
weather, and generally throws them away.

If feeding below does not prove a success,
you can feed above. Edwin Bevins re-
ports excellent success with lump sugar.
Wet the lumps by sprinkling water upon
them, but do not make them wet enough to
dissolve the sugar. Then lay the lumps
directly on the top-bars over the cluster of
bees.

Wintering—Space Above the Frames

Is the following plan good : I have a 'i-inch
board over the brood-frames. There is a ->8-

inch strip all around the outside of the
board, and at each end a 2x7 inch opening.
A piece of wool carpet is placed over the
whole board. Also a center opening in the
board 5 inches in diameter is closed by the
carpet. This hole is made just right to set a
feeder in, and can be used to give winter
feed without disturbing the cluster very
much. The whole top is then packed with
a 6-inch chaff cushion.

I think the end openings in the board are
large enough to carry off all the condensed
moisture that may accumulate. Some bee-
keepers advocate putting !i-inch strips over
the frames, and the carpet immediately over
this. Which plan do you think best ? or is

one as good as the other ? My bees are
packed in winter-cases with 6 inches of
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planer shavings all around the hives. I

bridge ovei the entrance and allow a ^ixb
inch space. What do you think of this man-
ner of wintering? Indiana.

Answer.—Your plan should work well, as
also the plan you mention with the Winch
strips. Very likely you would find no ma-
terial difference in results between the two.
Your plan does not give quite so free a pas-
sage for the air. but likely it gives passage
enough.

A Frame-Lifter

Is there anything like a frame-lifter on the
market ? I was asked by an old bee man to
invent a small tool, one which a man can put
into his pocket, but make it pull the frames
out easily.

I made a little tool from sheet steel. It cuts
the glue between the frames, and in a mo-
ment you can pull any frame with one hand
and place the same frame back again. Your
hand does not come anywhere near the
frame or bees. The tool is 8 inches long,
and weighs about 12 ounces. It grips the
frame in the center, and holdsit so well that
one cannot pull it off with two hands. At
the same time all you have to do is to put
the frame back into the hive with one hand,
touch a little catch with the finger, and off

I. -: s the tool.
','. luld a tool of this kind be worth any-

>...- ^ to the beemen. and do you think it

would pay to have it patented ?

Wisconsin.

Answer.— I don't think a tool of the kind
is in common use in this country, although
frame-tongs are common in Europe. They
are. however. I think, generally for handling
frames in side-opening hives. A tool that
would allow one to lift out a frame with one
hand would likely be valued by some.
Othes would obiect that generally both
hands are free anyhow, and that with one
hand there would be more danger of killing
bees, since there would be more danger of
striking against the other combs or against
the hive-ends. It is a littledoubtful whether
it would be worth while patenting such a
tool, but then I don't know.

Doolittle Plan of Honey-Production

Have you ever tried the methods for
honey-production, described by G. M. Doo-
little. in his book "A Year's Work in the
Out-Apiary?" Ifnotwhvnot? lovvA.

Answer.— I have never followed the plan
fully in all its details, excellent as it is.

There are good plans sometimes given that
it may not be the best to follow; sometimes
because although they may suit my condi-
tions the plans lam already following may
seem so good that I do not think I would
gain enough to make a change. Yet I sup-
pose I have suffered more from being too
changeable than from being too conserva-
tive.

lll-Natured Bees—Saving tlie Scrapings of Comb
Honey

1. It is said that people are better natured
after having eaten, and if this is so. is it not
possible that the same might apply to a col-
ony of bees. It often happens that a colony
which stores a large surplus has a disagree-
able disposition. Is it not possible that this
is due. at least partly, to the fact that such
a colony tries to get along on as little food
as possible, and so we have some colonies
which store a large surplus, and are ill-na-
tured colonies.

2. I once melted up some scrapings which
I got from some sections and other sources
to get purer propolis, as I thought, since I
supposed all but the foul matter, such as
wood, would melt; but to my astonishment
only about one-half changed to a liquid, and
the rest, which I suppose was the propolis,
changed to a black mass.
- When I strained it I found that about one-
half of it was bright yellow beeswax. Would
jt not pay for extensive producers of comb
honey to heat and press their scrapings
when preparing their crop for market, and
so get a large amount of wax ?

California.

Answers.— I. Your facts are all right, but
you are hardly making the right use of them.
It IS true that bees, like folks, are good-na-
tured when well fed. It is also true, perhaps
unfortunately, that some of the best storers
are ill-natured. But it hardly follows that
they are in their worst temper when gather-
ing rapidly. Indeed the opposite is true.
Neither does it seem likely that the bees

are such poor economists as to put them-
selves on short rations when all their
strength is required to store the flood of
sweets that is offered.

2. Yes. you are right. No doubt many a
pound of wax is thus wasted that might be
saved.

Wliat is the Value of a Swarm?

Will you answer the question contained
in the last line of Edward F Bigelow's arti-
cle, on page 3w of the American Bee Jour-
nal; that is. such a swarm as he described
or any other in September. I take it that
to get the true value of such a swarm they
would have to be hived in an empty hive the
same as a June swarm. To help them would
be adding artificially. An answer might be
of benefit to beginners and slow witted peo-
ple like myself. Badger.

Answer.—A slight change in the form of
the question referred to will make it read:

" If a swarm in July
Is not worth a fly.

Can anybody remember
What they are worth in September ?"

Professor Bigelow. of course, refers to
the old rhyme:

"A swarm in May is worth a load of hay;
A swarm in June is worth a silver spoon;

A swarm in July is not worth a fly."

That jingle must have been made for some
locality with which I have no acquaintance.
Taking it. however, at its face value, it it

teaches anything it teaches that the worth
of a swarm as the season advances is a con-
stantly diminishing quantity. In July it

gets down to the zero point, after that it be-
comes a negative quantity, by September
becoming a good deal less than nothing. And
that might be literally true at the time the
doggerel was composed, when all that was
done with a swarm was to dump it into an
empty box or skep and leave it to its own
devices. For the swarm would be worth-
less, and the mother colony would be dam-
aged by the exodus. It is just possible—not
probable— that in the present instance there
was an exception, and that the flow was so
heavy and continued so late that left to them-
selves the swarm might have built combs
and stored enough for winter. The point
that you have in view, probably, is that such
a late swarm would be of no value, only as
value would be given to it by what the bee-
keeper should do for it; and in a general
way you are right. Yet if it should be fur-
nished with combs and stores, so as to win-
ter over, the value of the colony in the fol-
lowing spring might be greatly beyond the
value of the combs and stores furnished.
Yet, again, it might be more profitable still
to return a September swarm to the parent
colony.

White Pine or Cypress?

Which do you consider the best and most
lasting hive material, white pine or cvpress ?

lOWA.
Answer.—My guess would be that pine

should have the preference, but I have had
no experience with cypress.

Cement for Honey Jars

Kindly inform me how the cement is made
which is used for sealing honey jars.

Pennsylvania.
Answer.—Generally, I think, no cement is

used. But I have known it to be used made
of rosin and beeswax, equal parts, or with a
smaller proportion of wax. I suppose para-
fhn might also be used.

A Problem in Cellaring

Will you give me some light on how to
carry bees into the cellar without the bees
flying out and stinging. For years it has
been a mystery to me how to carry bees in,
and sometimes out. without closing the en-
trances. Is there a difference in bees, hand-
ling, location, or what? I am curious to
know.
First. I will give location of bees, cellar,

and mode of carrying them in. Then if you
runout of "don't knows." you may let me
have a guess on the trouble, 'The bees are in
8-frame and Danzenbaker hives iioo colonies)
at an out-yard, located on a farm. They are
in an orchard about 12 rods from the cellar.
On account of mice in the cellar I am obliged

to have wire, four meshes to the inch, over
the entrances when in the cellar, the same
being tacked on early in the fall. Then a
common lath is notched out :!8X4 inches, is
center nailed over the wire, and afterward
pried off in the cellar. On account of in-
equality of bottoms this entrance closer
does not always fit tight against the wire-
cloth or hive.
The bees are carried to the cellar on

what you would probably call a stretcher, 2
colonies to a load. No matter how careful
we were to carry them the 2 rods, the bees
would be all over us. with the entrances
open. Consequently the entrances have to
be closed /ie/i/. -rri-y Unlit when we carry
bees in. It takes about as much time to see
that the hives are closed tightly as it does
to carry them down cellar. Probably 25 colo-
nies are carried near the cellar-door and set
down, then those t^rst carried are taken into
the cellar 'still closed), and later, after the
bees have quieted downsome. theentrances
are opened i to i.'-2 inches. Sometimes this
mode is followed.
Probably 25 to 30 colonies are carried

down and piled near the door. Then the
entrance closers are removed in about one-
half hour or more, a wet rag is placed over
each entrance, and the hives carried in. But
the trouble with this plan is when the wet
rag is removed, the bees pour out of the
hives over me and everything else near.
Many take wing and are lost. Of course,
this is the worst. Sometimes by being very
careful not many will leave the hives.

I have tried every way known to carry
them in. I tried going slow and careful, but
all to no use; they are sensitized beyond de-
gree. If you want a start of these bees you
may have all that you can carry 2 rods with-
out bees escaping with the entrance open.
As to strain of bees, these bees have been
bred from queens of about all of the best
queen breeders. But of late years I have
followed your plan and reared queens from
the best honey-gatherers in the apiary, and
I am with you in that every year. My best
yields are always from my home-bred hor-
nets. One yard I winter outside, but this
yard I place in the cellar, and every year it

is a task I dread; it is worse each year. This
season the bees were cellared Nov. 23, The
distance from the cellar makes the carrying
by one man of one colony too slow, as it

takes nearly one day for two men. Thanks
for any light you can give me. lowA.

Answer.— I will tell you just as nearly as
I can just how my bees were carried into
the cellar this yeir. They were carried in
Nov. 25. in the morning. The cellar had
been wide open the night before. Although
that does not make so much difference at
carrying in as it does at carrying out. still it

is better to have the cellar cool as possible,
so the bees will settle down quietly when
brought in. The average distance of the
hives from the cellar-door was about io>6
rods. Then they were carried a rod or so
farther to their place in the inner room.
Two able-bodied men took about two hours
to carry in the 03 colonies. One of them was
experienced at the business; I think the
other had never carried bees before. Each
man picked up his hive, carried it in his
arms into the cellar, and set it in its place.
You may judge of the quietness of the bees
when I tell you that no sort of protection
was used in the way of veils, gloves, or
smoke, and the entrances were left wide
open. There was one exception: I had
failed to staple on the bottom-board of one
hive, and when the bottom dropped off I

had to use smoke to fasten it on. But I must
hasten to add that thisyear was exceptional.
I think they were never carried before
without veil or gloves, for at least a few
colonies would prove troublesome. I don't
know what made the difference. Perhaps
this year the bees were in an unusually dor-
mant condition.
Now I am not able to say just whyour bees

should act so differently. Some bees are
more irritable than others; but I doubt if

your bees are worse than mine in that re-
spect. Perhaps one secret is in having the
bees undisturbed for a long time before they
are carried, and then being set down so
quickly that they do not have time to get
fully waked up. When they are in the most
quiet condition it takes two or three min-
utes to get them thoroughly aroused, and in
that lime they are in place in the cellar. If
they are stirred up ever so little, they are
easily stirred up a few minutes later, per-
haps hours later. You say you tack a lath
with a ;'8X4 opening at the entrance, prying
it off in the cellar. Closing up so warm is

hardly a good thing, but the important part
is when you tack it on. I should think it

ought to be at least 24 hours before carrying.
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But I'd rather not close the entrance that
way at all.

I have carried bees on a stretcher, as you
do. and sometimes it works well; but it the
bees are easily stirred up the extra jarring
they get when set on the stretcher, even if

the stretcher be cushioned, and the longer
time it takes, makes trouble. That setting
down for a time near cellar-door will not do
unless bees are shut in securely.
You have tried wet rags after the bees are

riled. Try it before. Have the cloths drip-
ping wet. close the entrance before the hive
is touched, and take it away when the bees
have had time to guiet a little in the cellar.
I'hat. of course, means you must have two
or more such cloths. It is possible that my
larger entrances make a difference. Witli
your ";iX4 inch opening very few bees will be
affected by the water; with my 2x12 inch
opening 16 times as many will meet the chilly
cloth to be repulsed by it.

I don't know for sure about it. but I've a
sneaking notion that if I should accept your
challenge to take all I could " carry 2 rods
without bees escaping with the entrance
open." you would have to buy bees to make
a fresh start. And I don't know why you
can't do as well as I can.

Is there Sale for Propolis?

Is there any sale for propolis, and. if so.
tell me^where I can sell it ? I have heard it is

worth Quite a bit. bul never could find out
where to sell it. or how much it is worth.

Kansas.
Answer.— I very much doubt if there is

any market for propolis, but if any one
knows of such a market let him say so.
If you have propolis that has been saved
from scraping frames, sections, etc.. you
may find it a paying job to melt the beeswax
out of it.

Feeding in a Cellar—Drone-Laying Queen

1. I have one colony I transferred in Au-
gust after they had thrown off their second
swarm. It was late in September before I

saw any evidence of a queen. About this
time I saw the queen, seemingly a very large
black one.
Shortly after this drones began to hatch

out in large numbers, and there are a great
many in the hive now. though the last day
or two many were killed off. Saturday, the
14th. I found a queen in frontof the entrance
dead.
Can you tell me whaiyour long experience

would lead you to think was the cause for
these things? I fed this colony quite freely
in September and October.

2. I have two light colonies that need feed-
ing. Can I put them in a cellar and place
feed in a feeder, the feeder being in a screen
wire box one foot square, and fastened over
the entrance in such a manner that the bees
cannot get away from the hive ? Will they

feed and then return to the cluster ? These
colonies are no better than nuclei, but have
splendid young queens, and I have no other
bees to double with them, and wish very
much to save them.

3. Will bees start brood in the cellar if

stimulated with feed while there?
Illinois.

Answers.— I. It looks very much as if the
queen had failed to mate and was a drone
layer. Her death was no loss (assuming
she was the dead queen), as a drone-laying
queen is at least a little worse than no
queen. The bees are now so old they are of
no value, and the best thing is to brimstone
them so as to stop their consuming stores.

2. "The probability is that the bees will
hardly reach the feed so far away, and if

they should they might not get back. They
may reach feed close under the bottom-
bars, but are more likely to reach food
placed over. Wet cube sugar, or lump sugar,
but not enough to dissolve it, and lay it on
the top-bars.

3 Possibly, if the feeding be continued a
longtime; but probably not.

Winter Feeding in Arkansas

In this climate, bees fly nearly every day
in the year. However, there is nothing for
them to get. Now I find that my bees are
light in stores. I winter on out-door stands
and I would like to feed them. Would you
feed sugar or honey? I have some broken
comb honey, and also some nicely sealed
extracting frames with slightly bitter honey
—our fall honey is all bitter— have never fed
any of it. Will you kindly advise what is

best in my case ? Abkansas.

Answer.—Very likely that bitter honey in

sealed combs is just the thing. While the
bitterness hurts it for market. I have never
heard that it is bad for bees.

Feeding Liquid Feed in Winter

Is it too late to feed liquid feed in pepper-
box feeders now ? If so. why? Illinois.

A'NsvvER —Yes and no. It's better to feed
now than to let the bees starve; but its not
considered a fair deal to put off feeding till

bees are in winter quarters It is generally
diflScult to get them to take the feed in win-
ter, and the disturbance is not good for
them.

Ontario County, N. Y., Meeting

The annual meeting of the Ontario
Co., N. Y., Bee-Keepers' Society will be
held in the Court House at Canadaigua
on Jan. 7, 1913. A program is being
prepared. F. Grei.\er, Sctr.

Likes the Journal

I enjoy the Bee Journal more than any
other paper I take. C.M.Page.
East Corinth. Vt.

Prospects Good for White Clover Next
Season

We had a good season, and bees have gone
into winter quarters in fine shape. Best of
prospects for a good white clover crop next
season. Jno. S. Coe.
Boyce. Va.

Poor Season 'just Passed
We had a very poor honey season here,

little surplus, and that is very dark honey-
dew. Colonies are in very good condition
for winter (heavy). V, G. Ashbaugh.
Avalon. Mo.. Nov. 13.

very bright for a good honey season the
coming year. The bee-keepers are prepar-
ing for the next crop, getting hives, supers
and sections in readiness for the new year
and its possibilities.
The demand for frames, and prices on the

other bee-supplies, would warrant that the
bee-men anticipate a good year, and we
wish them a " corking" good one.

John C. Frohliger.
Berkeley. Calif.. Nov. 20.

California Report

As we have been very much favored with
some very early rains, the prospects are

Cement Nails
—

'Wintering

On page 342 of the American Bee Journal
for November. Wm. Muth-Rasmussen writes
in favor of bright or uncoated nails. I must
say I agree with him. In using nails from ^4

to 3 inches in length, there has not been a
time when I did not prefer the bright nails,

but could not get them; and then think of

the cement-coated fingers, worse than prop-
olis. Perhaps if there are more bee-keepers
of the same mind, some dealer will keep the
bright nails in stock.

I would like to know why the bees left in

a hive from which a swarm has issued are

called the parent colony. In nine weeks
there would be nothing in the old hive but
the daughter and grandchildren of the old
queen. Where do you get the parentage ?

All bee books and papers advise a tem-
perature of 40 to 45 degrees. Fahr.. for cellar
wintering. My bee-cellar averages 33 de-
grees. Fahr. .through the winter. The bees
have wintered successfully in this cellar for
years. I use a single-walled Langstroth
hive, with plenty of ventilation top and bot-
tom. In iQoy, as an experiment, I wintered a
very weak colony in this cellar. Only a
quart of bees on nine frames covered by
two thicknesses of burlap and no top. They
came through all right.
South Bane. 'Vt. George E. Morris.

Another Bee-Song

( To the lime of
'

' Cosvy Jones.

'

')

At the Colorado bee-meeting of Dec.

12 and 1-3, 1912, a bee-song, by Eva D.

Henthorne, was sung by .S-year old

Mildred Rose Henthorne. It elicited

much applause. We give one of the

stanzas and the chorus :

William climbed up the cotton-wood tree.

He hustled up the ladder that swarm to see.
The neighbors knew by the way the smoke

rolled down.
That the man in the tree-top was William

Brown.
He climbed up within two feet of the place.
Forty thousand bees stared him right in the

face.
, ., , ,

The limb gave way and he said. I have to

drop.
And I'm going to hit the ground sir. with the

bees on top.
'

Chorus—
William Brown, going to hit the ground, sir

William Brown, with the bees on top.

William Brown, going to hit the ground, sir.

And he's going to hit the ground, sir, with
the bees on top.

Bur Marigold or Spanish-needles (Bidens)

Regarding Spanish-needles, I enclose a

letter from Mr. W. D. Darby, of Marionville.
Mo., with whom I have been corresponding
regarding this plant. He sent me seed of

the tall variety, or Spanish-needle proper.
I raised about two dozen very fine stalks 4

feet tail. Manv of the branches and each
stalk carried over 100 buds, which, by the
way do not open out. Mr. Darby says they
are rich in nectar in his section, but I could
not find a trace of nectar in those I raised.

The plant I wanted is what he calls Spanish
aster, and I hope to get seed of this variety
from Mr. Darby in the spring, enough for a

start.
, , , .J

There are thousands of acres in and
around Chicago, swampy, and apparently
suitable for this plant, and it was my ambi-
tion to give it a start, and replace this wild,

swamp grass with the finest honey-plant
the world has ever known.

, , .. ,

The honey is of the " color of gold, has a

wonderful " honey taste. " and the more you
eat the more you want to eat, as it lacks that

"cloying taste" mentioned by our corn-

syrup friend, Marion Harland. It is very
thick, too thick to run. does not candy as

early as white clover, and weighs about n to

13H pounds to the gallon; 5 gallon cans run
close fobs pounds. I understand the honey
is in much demand commercially for its

highly saccharine contents.
It blooms in Missouri about Aug. 15 to 25.

and lasts until killing frost, which is about
Sept. 20 to 23. making the flow from three to

four weeks in duration. When at its best it

yields a f/ooJ of nectar. I have had colonies
store as much as three gallons in seven days.
Another feature of value is that it gives

honev after the season has closed with
alfalfa, white clover etc.. and does not in-

terfere with the regular season of other
plants. Exceedingly dry weather cuts down
the surplus yield, but it never fails to pro-
duce an abundance for winter stores.
Chicago. III.. Dec. 5. W. O. H. Culley.

Following is the letter from Mr. W. D.

Darby, of Marionville. Mo.

:

Dear Sir-—As to the Spanish-needle, you
sent a tip-top sample, for the blossoms of
this variety never open out. but are rich in

nectar, and the bees work on them in that
bud form. The other is a species of the
above, but of the aster type, and it is a nec-
tar-bearing plant, also. I enclose two buds
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of the Spanish-needle, as I have them by the
acre here, and one of the aster; here known
as .Npanish aster. It is fine for nectar We
have three varieties, but the above is the
i-ffi''

'he third is a smaller aster, and has a
little different seed, and is not so good to
jiroduce nectar.

I had a good honey-flow this season, myhome yard having produced about uoopounds of white clover honey and 600 pounds
ot t<panishneedle; also some smartweed
honey, which is fine. The Spanish-needle is
also fine, and as yellow as gold.

W. D. Darby.
[The above letters refer to some varieties

of Hilcns under the name of asters. We must
not confound the names by using popular
misnomers. Both asters and bidens belong
to the Composite family. Both yield honey.
The flowering yellow bidens may be called
aster, because its rays radiate as do those of
the aster, the latter name being derived
from the Greek word, which means " a star."
But asters have white, purple or blue rays,
while the bidens' blossom either has yellow
rays or is devoid of rays. There are dozens
of varieties of asters, in almost all kinds ot
soils, from the richest to the poorest]

Do Bees Fly in a Straight Line?
In answer to Dr. Miller's question. "Do

bees fly in a bee line?" lam quite sure my
bees donothnd their wayhome as Dr. Miller
suggests by memory of some route they have
traveled before. I have found, by close ob-
servation, that my bees come pretty near

beelTn^'' "?'' °''^
^S*""l '^' Straight as abeeline. I mean by that, that their gen-

fan' ^^h''''''
IS straight. This part of Mon-

on al =!'Hi"'"''''j".^^'
'^'"?*' mountain ranges

L,^? '^?^' ^"'^ ','"5 e'^es me a peculiar

?nni anH'"i
''^eard to atmospheric condi-

Xii'^^Au^^S "" "^'^^' chance to study thispnase of the bees

hnT,'iv'"fl '""'"^F' '''^'?' '" 'he height of thehoney^How, when it is perfectly still, not a

^^•.%J^)ll °} ^f""
stirring, and being at an alti-tude of 3500 feet, the air is quite rare, andone can see at a great distance very easily,the past season my bees were working

n^wi,°"f ' l°" ^ !"=''* of mustard half a mill
??nrr^°Ki

*" aP'ary- H was a solid mass ofyellovv blossoms when there was scarcely
, ?JJ f^

^.'^^ '" bloom. I started from mvjard afoot toward this held, and I couldhear a steady roar of bees all the way, andcould see great numbers of them in the air.

hv .h"» ?h'
'*""'5 'hey were on the blossomsby the thousands. This flow kept up forten days or two weeks. Just as it went out

ot bloom a good-sized field of alsike clovercame into bloom about a mile west of theapiary.

Now, did they go and come by the wa ~f
this mustard field in their flights to theclover? Not a bit of it. I could follow themby sight and sound straight to the clover Iwas across the mustard field four or five
times during this flow, and there was not a

. ?u'°i"^,
/*^e" °'' heard on the way there or

at the field.

Sometime after this quite a quantity ofsweet clover came into bloom about i"/
miles east of the apiary, and the same"
thing was repeated. A bee-line is not a
straight line, but the course is straight. My
bees go and come to the fields in a line like
this.

They would cross a straight line about
every three or four rods. The farthest point

in the bee line to the straight line would be
eight or ten feet. Frank Morgan.
Corvallis. Oreg.. Nov. 18.

Wants, Exchanegs, Etc.

[Advertisements in this department willbe inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-partment. you must say so w hen ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

hSS''°fT''.*^^l'^5'*.^
"'a' Produce5and6band

bees. Untested. $1.00; Tested, S3.00
Robert Inghram, Sycamore. Pa.

HONEY

Bees and Queens from my New Tersev
^''^IM r- , . J. H.M.Cook "^

lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

Lmproved go den-yellow Italian queens for

4ll'A
>eaut.iful hustling, gentle workers

1 A*!/"""
P"" ''^•' E- ^- Lawrence'^'" Doniphan. Mo.

h?pYf^r^^^'^^''°^%^ red-clover Italians,

tP=.»^
business; June i to Nov. 15. Un^

each 5"?''"^-
?5<:i

select. $1.00; tested. $1.25

IHa ^1'^ arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. lAiy H. C. demons. Boyd. Ky.

Golden and ?-band Italians, also gray Car-niolan queens. Tested. $1,00 each: 3 or morewc each. Untested, 7sc each; 3 to 6. 70c each-
6 or more, 65c each. Bees per lb. 81 25- nu-
clei per frame. $1.50. A discount on ordersbooked 30 days before shipment. lAtf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co Tex

XVe will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring. We offer the one-year old queensremoved from these hives at 40c each- 84 ^0
per dozen; 830 per hundred-delivered anytime before June 1. Your money back if not
satisfied. First come first served. Book or-ders now. Spencer Apiaries Co.
''*' Nordhoff, Ca(if.

Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and
beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken
265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
6Ai2t 173 S. Water S t.. Chicago. 111.

Honey for Sale—Clover honey of the
finest quality in new 60-lb. cans at g cts. per
pound. 8Atf J. P. Moore. Morgan. Ky.

For Sale.-i!; carloads ot choice sage
honey by the can or case. Samples of honey
and desirable California souvenir free for a
stamp. C. W. Dayton. C hatsworth. Calif.

For Sale.-Water White Alfalfa. LightAmber Alfalfa. Put up in any size pack-
ages, any quantity. Write for prices
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

._..^ SUPPLIES.
__

For Sale-A full line of Bee-Keepers"
supplies. Agents' prices. Save freight.

Dreamland Farms. Buckingham, Fla.

For Sale—Empty second-hand 60 lb. cans
two cans to the case, good as new. 21; cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co

2146 Central .\ve.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Bee-Supplies—none belter. 15 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.50
100 Hoffman Brood Frames in flat 2"5o
500 No. I Sections 2 50
100 Section-Holders scalloped 2.00
100 Section Slats. M inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation. •

Medium Brood, per pound ; 5qThin Surplus " " ...:. 65
Extra Thin " " 6g
Discount on larger amounts.
.Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed R. H. Schmidt.
R. R. No. 3. Box No. 205. Sheboygan, Wis.

Bee-Supplies for all Bee-Keepers in

anH Vl*;^"i '^^''i?
^"'^ ^^'^^ Oregon. Wholesaleand retail. All we want is an opportunity

Cataln^ Y,"*' 1^]" °" Supplies. Write forCatalog. It will be ready by Jan. i igi3 Itcosts you a postal card only.
C. E. .Shriver. Boise. Idaho.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
\VANTED--Position in an apiary by deaf

lllhf;^' *^° '^ nearly completing a course
in bee-keeping. Address, lAit
X03 American Bee .lournal . Hamilton, III.

Positions WANTED-One Apiarist "Queen
Breeder, one Assistant Apiarist desire en-gagement to work one or more apiaries on
salary or share the IQI3 season. West of theRocky Mts. preferred. References exch

Apiarists. Rt. 3. Box B. Oroville. Calif.

SiTu.^TiON WANTED-By a young man who
has successfully passed his examinations
alter taking a course of lectures and dem-
onstrations in Apiculture at the Ontario
Agricultural College. Any one desiring help
of this kind for the season of IQ13. kindly
correspond with Morley Pettit. Provincial
Apiarist Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Canada. iA2t

POULTRY
Rose COMR White Leghorn cockerels $1 c

gach. Ellen Thornburgh. Perry. Iowa.

Indian Runner Ducks, light fawns, alsodark penciled, white eggers. Si. 00 and up.
R. O. Dickson. Box M. La Harpe, III.

For Sale --White-egg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks. White Orpingtons. White Wyan-
dottes. Houdans. Bronze Turkeys. Ducks
81.25 each. A. F. Firestone. Broadwell. Ohio.

^yANTED—Bee-men and poultry-men to
wijite for my special proposition on the Eu-
reka Case for wintering bees; and White-
Rock eggs or stock before Jan. 15. A sur-
prise for you. B. T. Bosserman.
iA» Rt. 16. Williamstown. Ohio,

MISCELLANEOUS

Gummed Labels in two colors of all va-
rieties. 33 cts. a 1000 up. Pearl Card Co.

_^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Clintonville. Conn.

New Crop white sweet-clover seed, 4 lbs.
by rnail. prepaid. Si 12; 50 to 100 lbs.. 15c per
lb., hulled; unhulled, 3c less. Alfalfa seed,
same price. R. L. Snodgrass.

Rt. 4. .'Augusta, Kan.

Save 50 Percent On

LEWIS BEEWARE
We will sacrifice for cash a large stock

of Lewis Beeware recently purchased
from the Bankruptcy Court. Send for
itemized list. Fantus Bros.

lAtf .525 S . Dearborn St. Chicago.

Crown Bone Cutter
BestKn voiir hens 'ut creen hone

ami p'.'t more <?t;gs. With a

Crown Bone Cutter you
(jan cut up atl scrap bones

easlt; and quiokly, and without
any trouble, and have out bone
fresh every day for your poultry.
Setid Pt once for free catalogue.

WILSON BROS., B018I4
,
Easton.Pa.

Made
Lowest
in

Price

BEE-HIVES OUR SPECIALTY
For IQ13, we will offer you Dovetailed 8-

Frame Hives at rock bottom prices, goc each
and up. Tell us how many you want. Also,
we make the Fireless Chick Brooder. 25
chick size, $1.00; 50 chick size. $2.00.

CHESTNUT HILL MFG. COMPANY
Biglerville, Pa.
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BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
FOR SALE BY

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. Uadaiit.—Intended
mainly lor besrinners. Nearly 200 pagres. and
over 150 picUires. Bound in strong paper cover,
showing: bee-brood in all stages of development
from the newly-laid ese'. This book contains
the fonndatlon principles of bee-keeping-, as Us
name Indicates, Price, postpaid, ,50 cts. ; or free
with the American liee Journal one full year if

paid strictly In advance—by either new or re-
newal subscription at $1.00.

Fifty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller 340 pag-es. bound in cloth, and illustra-

ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr, Mil-

ler himself. It is a g:ood, live story of success-
ful bee-keeping: by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,
$1.00, postpaid ; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year, $1.80; or given Phee as a premium
for sending: 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G, M, Doolittle, — It tells how the
very best Queen-Bees are reared In Nature's
Way, A g-ood authority says: "It Is practically

the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now in print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing
Queens wholesale," Price, bound in cloth, 75

cts,, postpaid; or with the American Bee Jotir-

nal a year—both for Si, 50, The same book bound
In leatherette, ,50 cts,, postpaid ; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year If paid In
advance strictly, by either new or renewal sub-
BCriptlonat $1.00.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic on bce-cultiire has been
entirely rewritten. Fully Illustrated. No apia-
rian library is complete without this standard
work by the " Father of American Apiculture."
Over 600 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1,20; or
with the American Bee Journal a year, $1,110; or
given Fkee as a premium for sending 4 New
subscriptions at $1.00 each,

Bee-Keeper's Cuide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is very
Instructive, interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and scientific. It is perhaps the most
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and also the Botany of bee-
keeping. Bound in cloth, 544 pages, 2ii5 illustra-
tions. Price, postpaid, $1.30; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for$l,90; orgiven
Free as a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E, R. Root.—Over 600 large pages describing ev-
erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-bees. It is a veritable encyclo-
pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1,50; or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2,25; or given Free as
a premium for sending 5 New subscriptions at

$1.00 each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the lateW. Z.
Hutchinson.—The author was an extensive bee-
keeper, and a practical, helpful writer on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth bound.
Price, postpaid, $1,00; or with the American Bee
Journal for a year—both for Jl.SO: or given Free
for sending 3 New sub.scriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. Wilder, of
Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-
er in the State. It is a real hand-book of South-
em bee-keeping. Bound in paper, 145 pages.
Price, postpaid. 60 cts.; or with the American
Bee Journal a year—both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans
Buschbauer.—A bee-keepers hand-book of 138

pages, which is just what German bee-keepers
need. It is fully illustrated and bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1,00; or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $1.70.

The Honey-Money Stories 64-page boolt-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 23

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to interest people in honey as a daily
table food. Price, postpaid, 25 cents ; or with a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal—both for $1,10, Two copies for 36 cts.

The Emerson Binder.— It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will
hold easily 3 volumes (36 copies) of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and
preserves copies from loss, dust, and mutila-
tion. Price, postpaid, 76 cts, ; or with the Amer-
ican Bee Journal a year—both for tl,60; or given
Free as a premium for sending 2 New subscrip-
tions at $1,00 each,

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins
The author is a live English bee-keeper. He
has kept up with the progress in this line

not only in his own country but all over the
world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with an
accuracy which is convincing. Cloth bound
470 pages. Price postpaid $2.00 or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $2.75

British Bee-Keepers' Cuide, by I'homas
W. Cowan.-This is without doubt the standard
work for the English bee-keeper. It is very
much ^condensed, containing 170 pages, and is
nicely illustrated and well bound. Price, post-
paid, $1.00: or with the American Bee Journal
one year. $1.75.

Irish Bee Guide, by J. G. Digges.—Any one
who wishes to become acquainted with the
manner and methods of bee-keeping in the old
coiinlry, and in Ireland particularly, ought to
read this book. Price, $1.00, postpaid; or with
the American Bee Journal for one year, $1,75.

Alexander's Writings on Practical Bee-
Keeping.—The late K. W. .-Mexander is the
man who kept 700 colonies of bees at his home
place in New York. He wrote a series of arti-
cles which have been published in book form.
Ttiey disciiss bee-keeping in broadest terms. 95
pages, paper bound. Price, 50cents. postpaid; or
with the American Bee Journal one year, $1,26,

A Year's Work in the Out-Apiary, by G.
M. Doolittle.—The author is an experienced bee-
keeper, who tells in this little book the require-
ments necessary for keeping bees away from
home. For any one who is intending to keep
bees on a large scale, this book will be inval-
uable, paper bound, contains, contains HO pages.
Price. 50 cents; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal one year, $1,35,

How to Keep Bees, by Anna B. Comstock
-'This is a practical work on bees, written with
the special intent of instructing amateurs in
bee-keeping. The authoress is well versed in
her subject, and has written a book which is

very good for the amateur or suburbanite who
wishes to keep bees in a small way. The book
contains 22S pages. Cloth bound, postpaid, $1,00;

or with the American Bee Journal one year, $1,76,

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, bv L, C. Root,
—This is a modern edition of " Quinby's Myster-
ies," Mr, Quinby is well known to all bee-
keepers. He. with Mr. Langstroth, was re-
sponsible for much of the early growth in bee-
keeping in America. Cloth bound, 220 pages.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal for one year, $1,75.

Townsend's Bee-Book.— If there is one
bee-keeper who can claim the right to a thor-
ough knowledge of bees through practical ex-
perience, it is Mr. E. D, Towmsend, of Michigan,
aiithor of this book. He has kept large numbers
of colonies for many years. He not only ex-
plains to the beginner how to get a start, but
gives much information of great value to the
experienced bee-keeper, HO pages, paper bound
Price. 60 cents; or with the American Bee Jour
nal one year. $1.25.

Biggie Bee-Book—This is a very small
cloih-bound, well gotten up book. Its size is
4x6 1-2 inches, and it was designed to be carried
in the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise Information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
book for use when a person has only limited
time to glvp to bee-keeping. Price by mail, 5C
cents; or with the American Bee Journal one
year, $1,35.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

ofifer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr, Peiro, 4536
Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver. Colo.

Celluloid Queen-Buttons
These are very pretty things for bee-keep-

ers or honey-sellers to wear on their coat,

lapels. They often serve to introduce the
subject of honey, which might frequently
lead to a sale.

Note, — One bee-keeper writes: "I have
every reason to believe that it would be a

very good idea for every bee-
keeper to wear one [of these
buttons], as it will cause peo-
ple to ask Questions about
the busy bee. and many a
conversation thus started
wind up with the sale of
more or less honey; at any
rate it would give the bee-
keeper a superior oppot tu-

nity to enlighten many a person in regard to
honey and bees,"

The picture shown above is a reproduc-
tion of a motto queen-button that we offer
to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the under-
side to fasten it.

Prices—by mail— I tor 6 cts, ; 2 for 10 cts,;

or 6 for 25 cts. -r- .
,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

FERRYS SEEDS
Ferry's Seeds prove their worth at

harvest lime. Alter over fifty yeais

of success, they are pronounced

the best and surest by careh

planters everywhere.

Your dealer sells them.

1913 Seed Annual tree on
request.

D. M. FERRY & CO.^

DETROIT, MICH

Established 1885

WE CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 64-page catalog free, and for

lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best

make of goods for the bee keeper, freight
facilities good. Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COIMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

ARTISTS
[NGRAVERS-ELEaRffiyPEIlS
S42-5S0S.DE(IRB0RNST.
PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!

28 years experience in making everything for the bee-

keeper. A large factory specially equipped for the

purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

HIGCINSVILLE, M )

OMAHA, NEBR.LEAHY MFG. CO.
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USE THE

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOM

AND
CONTROL
Feediug-
Swariniiig
Hreeding
KobbiDg
Queeu-
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Ventilation

Moving

m
^
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^
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Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PPICPQ- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.W-W\t\^K.^. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

[AfilllSPilOeUlWOIIKHlODT
Practical Solutions—No Frills

This is What Has Made Campbell's

Scientific Farmer A Recognized

Text Book on Soil Culture. $1.00aT(ear
The Man WDo Ilonbled Ik

World's Produclivc Area

"The best papt'r I ever read." j. Reeves, Oils, Colorado,

"1 do nor vvanr lo miss a copy, as I file them away for future reference." O. J. Moyer. Beach. N. D.

'I wish 1 had knosvn of it long since. I would like back numbers from January. f912.** A. H.

Nichols. Kansas City, Mo.

"1 talk Campbell, until i am retarded as an old crank." J, W. Croft. Dublin. Texas.

Campbell Correspondence School v^, j
-'*'-;'t ,'/,^>'

GIves a most exhaustive treatise in soil cultureand thegrowingof crops. Studied .^^' , f^
-^

in your home EUsy methods of payment. More than pays for itself as the student '-^':

progresses. Catalog and information free upon request. ^ Vjl'

Campbell Soil Culture Publishing Co., Lincola, Nebr^-' '^

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50.000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid-Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp: 50 copies for 90 cents; 100 copies for
$1.50: 250 copies for 13.00 : 500 for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

COLD FACTS
showed heavy winter losses a year agoWe can look for losses this winter, too. How
about next winter? What are you doing
about it f We suggest the

Buckeye Bee-Hive
as the remedy. One severe winter will save
more than the cost of the hive. You can buy '

them cheaper in January than in June.
Write us about it.

M. H. HUNT & SON
143 Condit St., Lansing. Mich.

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark )

SAVES -,i;j;me^,^
( DEALERS

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,

order from Factory, with complete in-

structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.

Lewistown, Illinois

Golden Italian and 3-Band Long-

Tongued-Bred Clover Queens
FOR SALE.—The 3band queens are of

the A. 1. Root Co. s improved long-tongued
bees which have proven themselves to be
the best of honey-producers. The Goldens

are good bees bred for
beauty. I use the Doolit-
tle and Miller plans for
queen-cells. One untest-
ed queen. 75 cts, ; 12, $7.50;

tJ^^^'l.'"' 50. $25. 00; 100. $45.
Will be ready by April i,

or sooner. Double this
price for tested queens
to be sent the first of June
One lb. of bees. 81 00. with
the priceof queen added :

2 lbs.. S1.75. with price of
queen added. One-frame
nuclei. 81.50; 2-frame.S2 so;
3-frame. 8j 50. To each

nucleus add the price of queen. No personal
checks accepted. All queens arriving dead
will be replaced. lAtf

J. B. ALEXANDER,°CATO, ARK.
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Prepare for Next Season!
And Save 3 Per Cent On All.

Bee Supplies ^^f^alcon^^ Bee Supplies

« / 1 t» hives are made of the best lumber obtainable for the purpose, the knotted parts being cut out, the waste pieces
ralCOn belngusedinaUneof toy blocks requiring only small cuts. Ihis leaves a clear surface, that s why we have

the reputation of making the finest supplies in country.

"falcon" Foundation.
We make it in our own plant. The best grades of pure beeswax only, are used.

Special pricer for quantities.

For Central States. H. -S. Duby. St. Anne. III., and l-red Muth Co. =;i Walnut St., Cincinnati. O.

For West, C. C. demons Bee Supply Co.. 128 Grand Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.

Our old customers who use special size sections, foundation, frames, etc.. should order now-later on when the rush is on

it's hard to take care of you.
A copy of Simplified Bee-Keeping postpaid for the asking. ,,.,.,,
We can give all orders prompt attention. We guarantee satisfaction. A trial will convince you.

Dealers Everywhere Red Catalog Postpaid

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, FALCONER, NEW YORK
IVJicrc the pood bce-hiTcs come from

Do Bees Reason ? A Brief for the insect
If Not How Do Bees Know What To Do With Comb Foundation? Why Do They Fill

Cracks in 'the Hive With Propolis During Hot Weather ? Au Ant Story. Bee Scouts. Re
flex Theory Insufticient. .A Problem for the Breeder. — By Prank G. O'Dell. Lincoln. Neb. •

Characteristics of the Drone Most Apt to Be Transmitted
The First Breeder of Italians in His Locality Tells of His Early E.xperiences. Takes
Issue With Dr. Bonney. and Also Supports Him. Some Theories Upset.—By H. L. Jeffrey.
Woodbury. Conn.

Some Things to Observe In Extensive Bee-Keeping
Advocates steam Heated Uncapping Knife; Portable Extracting Outfits; A Six or Eight
P'rame Extractor. Sells 2000 to 50,000 Pounds of Honey Each Year. Mostly to Consumers
Heats Honey as Soon as Extracted.—By Virgii. Sires. North Yakima. Wash.
These are jnst three of the articles that will appear soon in the Bee-Keepers' Review
There were 74 of them during 1012. We had 64 contributors. They were not articles written
out for pay. either; but those sent in on the spur of the moment, when all the faculties
were tingling, and that kind is always the best. Possibly their fingers were daubed with
propolis when they wrote some of them. But they had an idea they wanted to give you that
had helped them. It came just as they would have told you had you been where they could
talk to you. And that is just the kind of contributors we will have for IQ13. Their articles
will ring with practibility. And the best articles of ten come from most unexpected places.
Send in your Si-^o now. and get full membership in the National, full membership in a
Branch, and the Review each month for a year. Write

The National Bee-Keepers' Association, 214 Hammond BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

(A Beginners' Department to start in the January Number)

Do You Love SWEETS?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

"He who knows what SWEETS— are in the ground, the waters,
the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is
the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? Send $1.00 for a year's subscription to

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest In the Land—

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
to mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard: bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March; untested,

after April 1st. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. Si.25; 5 for $5.00;

Breeders, each Ss oo. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a
bee-man" and a naturalist.

isiAIA3A3/D

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine goc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri

can Bee Journal for one year—both for only

•1.75. Send all orders to the American Bee

Journal, Hamilton .III.
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San Francisco, Dec. 20.—The demand for
comb honey has not been so marked, al-
though plenty has been offered, and the
prices are as follows: Fancy No. i. isfs'ibc;
No. 2. ii;2@i4'4c; dark comb, n@i2C: water-
white extracted, 8@8'.2C; light amber. 7;2@8c
per lb: amber. 6@7.'2c: lower grades, 5@(}C
Beeswax. 27@3oc for nice yellow wax. and
23@26c for dark. .ToHN C. Frohliger.

Los Angeles. Dec. 18.—There is only a
small quantity of honey on the Coast unsold,
but it should move out rapidly, as it can be
bought at very reasonable prices, consider-
ing that the market is bare of white and
water-white sage honey. Wequote: Light
amber sage, 6Kc per lb. : light amber alfalfa.
6c per lb. : white to water-white alfalfa, 7@-
7/<c per lb. All f. o b. Coast, dollar freight
rate by rail.

Light amber sage, b'A@(>Hc per lb. ; t. 0. b.
Steamer San Diego, with boc freit'ht rate to
New York. Honey has been moving forward
steadily, and the indications are that stocks
will be practically exhausted long before
any new honey is available.

Hamilton & Menderson.

Cincinnati. Dec. 17.—There is a big sup-
ply of both comb and extracted honey, and
the sales are slower than they have been
for some time back. This is quite natural.
for Christmas candies and nuts have the
attention of the buying public at this time
of the year. We are selling fancy comb
honey at $3.75 to $4.00 a case; and our best
grades of extracted honey in bo-pounds cans
at from SJs^ioc a lb., according to the quan-
tity and quality purchased. For choice

bright yellow beeswax we are paying 28c a
pound delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Kansas City. Mo . Dec. 18.—The supply of
honey is equal to the demand. The demand
is fair tor both extracted and comb. We
quote as follows: No. i white comb. 24 sec-
tion cases. $3.15 to J3.25; No. 2. $3 00; No. i

amber. S3.00; No. 2. $2 50 to {2.75. Extracted,
white, per pound. 8@85»c; amber. 7@8c. Bees-
wax, 25@28c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Indianapolis. Dec. 17.—White comb sells
at 18c in lo-case lots; No. i white, one cent
less. Amber comb in slow demand, and at
lower figures. Best extracted sells at Ii@i2c
in s-gallon cans. Comb honey seems to be
in excessive demand, and very little is now
being offered by producers. Beeswax is in
good demand, and producers are being paid
30c per pound. ' Walter S. Pouder.

Chicago. Dec. 18,—Honey has sold well
during the first half of December, but stocks
are stilt heavy, and prices being made at less
than quotations herein yiven by people who
do not make a specialty of honey. Hence,
it is difficult to give exact figures. No. i

white comb honey ranges from I5('j ibc per
pound, with the fancy bringing 17c per lb.
No. 2 white from io<5i4c per lb. No. i to
fancy amber. I3@isc per lb. Dark grades
of comb and lots out of condition sell at
from 8@ioc per lb. Extracted honey in new
cans and cases, white clover and linden
brings o@ioc per lb. Other grades of white
honey about 8c per lb. with amber grades

ranging from 7@!8c per lb. Beeswax stead;
at from ,3o@)2c per lb., according to colo:
and cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co

New York. Dec. 18.—Comb honey is getting
well cleaned up. and prices are very firm on
all grades. While some small shipments
are coming in. the bulk of the crop has been
marketed, and from now on receipts will be
next to nothing. We quote fancy white at
lyc. No. I white at 15c. No. 2 white at I3<^i4c,
dark and mixed at 12c per pound.
The market is easy on extracted honey,

and prices are gradulally declining, espe-
cially so on Porto Rican and other West
India honey. Receipts of a new crop have
been quite large recently, and will probably
continue so for several months to come.
The demand is very light, hence the decline
in prices. We quote West India honey at
75c per gallon, white clover at 8/4@oc per
pound. California light amber sage at iSoiic,
buckwheat at 8c per pound.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Denver, Dec. iq.—We quote comb honey
in a jobbing way at the following figures:
Strictly fancy white, $3.15; No, i. S3. 05;
choice. $2.85; No. 2, $2. 70. Extracted honey,
white, i^c; light amber, 8c; strained, 6:'4@7C,
We pay 26c in cash, and 28c in trade for clean
yellow beeswax delivered here.

The Colo. Honey-Producers Ass'n.
F, Rauchfuss, A/er.

Cincinnati. Dec. 20. — The demand for
comb and extracted honey is light with a
good supply. No. i white comb honey sells
in larg:e lots at S3 bo per case of 24 sections;
there is no demand for off grades. White
extracted honey in bo-pound cans is selling
from Q/2@ioc; light amber in barrels, 7@7/^c;
in bo-pound cans. .S(38'jc. Beeswax in fair
demand, sells at S3i per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Boston, Dec. 18.—tancy white comb hon-
ey, ib@i7 per lb. ; No. I. isfG'ibc. Fancy white
extracted. io@iic; light amber. g@;oc; am-
ber. 8@oc. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Co.

i

This is The Time to Buy
Root's Bee Supplies

Next season promises a bumper crop for bee-keepers. Besides the actual cash saving there is con-

siderable advantage in getting your season's supplies early. Orders reaching us during the next few weeks
can have special attention given to particular items. You get the goods early and can put them up at your
leisure at odd moments thereby saving the expense of extra help.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
For cash with orders we offer

three percent in January, and two percent in February.

DISTRIBUTING POINTS
Root's goods may be secured from most of the large distributing centers. Complete stocks are always

on hand at our branch offices and our jobbers aim to carry as large a line as possible to serve bee-keepers in

their territory promptly. Any special items not in stock will be ordered from the factory to come in carload

shipments.

THE STOCK
The well known quality of Root's goods hardly needs mention here. We are not content with making

supplies "good enough." They must be just right and a little better than necessary to answer the requirements
of our standard. Hives, frames, and sections are uniformly acurately cut and finely finished. From the ma-
chine shop to the packing and shipping room every detail is carefully cared for to ensure the entire satisfaction

of every customer. Extractors, smokers, honey-knives, veils, gloves, honey-tanks, every thing used in the

smallest yard or the largest apiary is here ready for your use. Honey labels, letter heads cards, etc., used by
bee keepers made to your order promptly. Special catalog for these on request.

THE A. I. ROOT OOMPANY,
213 Institute Place, Chicago, Illinois

Home Ollice and Factory Mediua, Ohio.
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" If goods are wanted quick -send to Pouder."

Bee-Supplies
Standard hives witli latest improvements. Danzen-
baker Hives. Sections. P'oundation. Extractors. Smok-
ers; in fact, everytliinu used about the bees. My
eauipment. my stock of goods, the quality of my goods
and my shipping facilities can not be excelled.

PAPER HONEY-JARS
Sample Mailed Free

For extracted honey. Made of heavy paper and paraf-

fine coated, with tight seal. Every honey-producer
will be interested. A descriptive circular free. Finest
white clover honey on hand at all times. I buy bees-

wax. Catalog of supplies free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

85Q Massachusetts Avenue.

Protection Hives
The best and lowest-priced double-walled hive on the market. This hive has H ma-

terial in the outer-wall, and is not cheaply constructed of -^s material, as some other hives on

the market. Packing or dead-air space, as you prefer. Remember, winter is approaching.

Get your bees into comfortable quarters before it is here, bend for a catalog.

Liberal early order discounts allowed.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours? ^

THE OLD WAY:--By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

N
N
N
N
M
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Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
N
N
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Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for lAtf

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save you
money

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City,' Mo.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. Sjo to $15. Send 85.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address,

Remington Typewriter Company
;|(fncorpora ted)

^

325 Perry Street7Davenport, Iowa _^.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

Bee-Keepers'

Supplies

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
kiln dried basswood. White Pine
Hives and Supers. lixcellent Ship-
pinii-Cases. Brood-Frames, Separa-
tors, etc.
We invite your correspondence.

Page - Kenkel

Manufacturing Co.
New London, Wi.s.

DAnlltO Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., Bays, '*We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50chaff hives with 7-in, cap,
100 honey-racke, 500 brood-framea
2,000 honey-boieB, and a ^eat dem
of other work. This winter we have
double theamonnt of bee-hlves,eto,,
to make, and we expect tado it with
this Saw, It will do allyou say ii
will" Catalog and price-list tree

Mddnee, W. F, AJOHN BARRSa.
986 Roby St., Eoekfos^ lU.

Poultry Profits And
Honey Money

poultry and egg prices are away up! Big money
in iyi3 for poultry raisers. Why not add (Kis profit-
able business to your own? Go at it the right vsay.
Investigate

CVDUPDC INCUBATORSrnCin^ & BROODERS
World's Standard Equipment. Write tuday i^jc the
greatest free book of the year for poultry men and
poultry women. Tells of Cyphers Company methods
for best results. 244 pa^ee of
richly valuable. practical mfor-
mation. No matter whether
you are sure you want to buy
an incubator or not. send for_
this great Free Book Today.'

Cyphers Incubator Co.
Dept. 83 Buffalo, N. Y.

Ni-w York city, Boston, 11 asfi. «ir» P»Brtrt.-ln»uiitJ9,g

(.hlcago, III. KaDsas V.v, .1lo. Oakland, Cat. London, Fnj;.

^"A Year's Work in an Out-
Apiary" is the name of a booklet by
G. M. Doolittle, the well-known honey-
producer of New York State. He tells

how he secured an average of 1H>^
pounds of honey per colony in a poor
season. It is fully illustrated, and tells

in detail just how Mr. Doolittle has
won his great success as a honey-pro-
ducer. The price of the booklet is 50
cents, postpaid, but we club it with the
American Bee Journal for a year—both
for ^$1.30. Every bee-keeper should
have a copy of this booklet, and study
it thoroughly. Address al! orders to

the American Bee Journal,
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t The Best Time

To Buy Supplies
THE season just past has demonstrated more clearly than ever the necessity for being prepared for a

honey-flow BEFORE it comes. If you wait until the season is upon you, the chances are that the greater

part of tlie crop will be lost while you are impatiently waiting for supplies to arrive. It may seem a

little early now to think of next season's honey harvest; but the fact of the matter is, this is just the time to

order goods for ne.xt season.

We are beginning now to replenish our stocks. We shall have carload orders coming from the factory

very often for the next few weeks. Special orders placed now can have just the attention they need, both here

and at the factory, and you may have your goods sent in one of our cars, thereby saving on transportation

charges. Regular stock will come straight to you from our warehouse in unbroken packages, and you can

put the goods together in your odd minutes, thereby saving the expense of extra help in the spring.

Our usual discounts for early orders apply again this season—six percent for cash orders sent in Octo-

ber, the discount diminishing one per cent per month as the season advances. These discounts mean a con-

siderable saving, and you might as well take advantage of the highest by ordering now. No change of prices

as yet has been announced, and you may, therefore order from your present catalog. If your catalog has been

mislaid, write us at once and we will send another.

If your season's crop of honey is not yet disposed of, we can give you a good price and handle it

promptly. Send samples of extracted and full information as to containers, flavor, quantity, price, etc. We
also handle comb honey.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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WANTED
One Hundred Tons of

BEESWAX
For Our 35th Seasons' Run of

DADANTS FOUNDATION
Get our prices before selling your wax. Get our prices before

buying your foundation and supplies. No shipment too large.

No shipment too small. Send for our prices on working wax
into foundation, also Catalog of Supplies.

Agents wanted ... - Write Today.

[J-L

j^y^j. 7X



Along the Bluffs of the Missouri River
The scene above represents one of the out-apiaries of Mr. J. F. Diemer, of Liberty, Mo.

Mr. Diemer states that this is as good a honey location as it is picturesque.
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1st Nat'l Bank BIdg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Si. 00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico: in Canada. $i.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
oflDecember. ion.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothingless than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line times iic a line
*i " I2C " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ga., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and tilled it with
New Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all
sections of Florida, Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, GA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J, WILDER.

We HAVE THE GOODS
At money-saving prices. We defy quantity,
quality, and prices. Our Catalog will tell it

all. Send list of Goods for quotations.
Fine Cockerels. Barred and White Ply-

mouth Rocks, and White Wyandotte, Si. 50.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

NOT fcTE^
I have moved from Jacksonvile,

Ark. to Attalla, Ala., where I will
continue to breed fine Bees and Queens,

Three Band,
Golden Italians,

and Carniolans
All bred in separate yards. Untested-
one, $L00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9,00.
Tested—one, $1..50; six, $8.00; twelve,
$15.00. For Queens in larger quantity
and Nuclei, write. Let us book your
order now, so you will get your Queens
when you want them. No disease of
any kind. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE.

OWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

Your Name autl Addre.s.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered linconscious. The cut is

the exact size ; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid. $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men "

204 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

SCOGCeOOQCOOOOCiSCCieCOOOCOSOQOOOOOQCOOOOCOOQOOSOOOOO

NARSHFIELD GOODS i

BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture Millions of Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

8
We also manufacture Hives, Brood- S

Frames, Section-Holders and Sliip- X

ping-Cases. §
Our Catalog is free for the asking

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield

&OSC0OSO00OSO80<>QO0QOQC<>SO0O0QO»S0COG<>0»S<l<S0CQ0OeO00Q!

ield, Wis.
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Some Good

BEE - LITERATURE
At Half Price

$4 Worth for Only $2
(AM PostpaidI

List No. 1

American Bee Journal, 1 year $1.00

(or Gleanings in Bee Culture)
" Southern Bee Culture," by J. J.

Wilder 50

3 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"

at 25c 75

2 Copies "Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50

(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)
100 Copies "Honey as a Health-
Food" 1.25

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

List No. 3
"Langstroth on the Honey-Bee "..$1.20

2 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"

at 25c 50

2 Copies " Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50

(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)
" Southern Bee Culture," by J. T.

Wilder 50
" Pearce Method of Bee-Keeping " .50
" Hand's 20th Century Bee-Keep-

ing " 50

20 Copies "Honey as a Health-
Food" 30

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

White Sweet Clover Seed
I have a good supply of this seed

unhuUed, which I can supply at the fol-

lowing prices just as soon as the or-

ders come in

:

By mail, 1 pound, postage paid, 30

cts. ; 2 pounds, 50 cts.

By express or freight, f. o. b. Sand-
point, Idaho, at these prices : 5 pounds
for 80 cts. ; 10 pounds, $1..50 ; 25 pounds,
$3.50; or 100 pounds, $13.00.

Both as a honey-plant and soil-re-

storer sweet clover is hard to beat.

Every bee-keeper should not only sow
it himself, but should encourage others
to grow it.

Special Bee-Literature Offers

Ask for my circular containing spe-
cial offers of bee-literature. And if

you want any bee-papers or other mag-
azines, send me your list and I can
quote you a price that will save you
some money, I am sure. Address,

George W. York,
Publisher and Subscription Agent,

302 S. Boyer Ave.,

Sandpoint, Bonner Co., Idaho

Booking Orders for 1913

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75;J for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal-
Gei!/lemi:n:—Last October I purchased three queens of you

r my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
queens of this season will beof tliis stock ? One of the Queens
lUa m^cf riimarb a I-ilfi niippil T pvpr nwnpd foF rtrnlifirnpcc

for
if queens ot tnisseasonwiii ueoi inis siuuk r wue oi me ijueens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness,
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg.. July 4. 1512. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
()i-iit/eme«:—The Queen you sent me came m eood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-

duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get

it for makintr up my fair exhibit. Please send a fine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis.. July 31. 1012. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemen:— \ bought a queen of you about 3S years ago. and

from her I Italianized 1150 colonies of the finest beauties of

unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico, July 10, 11)12. J. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You

cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The Ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium

Exactly half actual size.

lice postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year-both for Ji.i,?; or mailed Free as a premium for

sending us one new subscription at $1.00,

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, 8>^ inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32

thick. The smaller end is 1% inches long, >< inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending

like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-

circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1003,

says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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FOR SALE!
BEEHIVE MACHINERY.^ T

Make your own bee hives, i Dovetailing
Machine; One i6-inch Planer; Belts. Saws.
Mandrels; food as new. Will sell right.

C. ROUTZAHN, Biglerville, Pa.

YOURS TRULY
"I have received the honey which is the

heaviest in body that I have obtained in my
22 years in the honey business.

" Yours truly.

"A. B. Stfei.e We-t Hartford. Conn."
Samples and prices free.

C. W. DAYTON, OWENSMOUTH, CALIF.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal

free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medical treatment.

Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4.536

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

Early (FROFALCON ) Queens

"ITALIANS"
February and March deliveries— for Untest-
ed, $1.50 each; April. $1.25. Tested Queens,
soots, additional; Select Tested. $1.00 extra.
Breeders, prices on application.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
257-g Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Or Berkeley, Cal

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY!
Bees More Beautifal, Nore Gentle, More Industrioas,

The Best Honey-Gatherers.

(»^^=» Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
11^^ HIGHEST AWARD.
Extra Breeding Queens, $3; Selected. $2;

Fertilized. $1.50: lower prices, per doz., so or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

ANTHONY BIACCI.
Pedevilla near Beilinzona,
Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically. Switzerland Re-
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

iS the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers"paper published in the world.
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-
cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

White Sweet Clover Seed
Sweet Clover is rapidly becoming one of the most useful things that can be

grown on the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is well known to bee-keepers, but

its worth as a forage-plant and also as an enricher of the soil is not so widely

known. However, Sweet Clover is coming to the front very fast these days.

Some years ago it was considered as a weed by those who knew no better. The
former attitude of the enlightened farmer today is changing to a great respect

for and appreciation of Sweet Clover, both as a food for stock and as a valuable

fertilizer for poor and worn-out soils.

The seed should be sown either in the fall or early in the spring. 20 to 25

pounds per acre of unhulled seed is about the right quantity to sow. We can

ship promptly at the following prices for the white variety:

Postpaid, one pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds lor SO cents.

By express f. 0. b. Hamilton—5 pounds for 80c; 10 pounds

lor $1.50; 25 pounds for $3.50; 50 pounds for $6.50; or 100

pounds for $12.00.

We can also furnish the yellow biennial seed. This variety blooms about

two weeks earlier than the white which makes it preferred by some bee-keepers

For the yellow seed add one cent per pound to the above prices on the white

variety. Seed will be shipped promptly on receipt of order.

American Bee Journal,
Hamilton, Illinois.

PROTECTION HIVES
are creatiiig

a seiiNatiou

ill Nortlieru

States from

Maine to

Galitbriiia.

Dead - air

spares or

packiug, as

you prefer.

New Si)ecial

Circular,

sliowiug six-

teen big

Illustrations,

free for the

asking'.

Ask for one.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Make Your Hens Lay
\o\i can double your egg yield by feeding fret;h-cut, rtiw b'.me. It *r Jyour egg yield by feeding fret;h-cut, rtiw b'.me. It

contains over four times as much egg-making material as grain and
takes tiie p.ace of bugs aud worms in fowls' diet. That's why it
gives more eggs—greater fertility, stronger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S •*"" ' ^
MODEL BONE CUTTER

cut,-^ easily and rapidly all large and .'-rdiill bnnes with adhering
meat tiiid gnstle. Aul'imiitirally adajits t.) your strength. Never Clogs.
10 Days' Free Trial. No .•in'ni.v down. Semi for OUT free hooks today.

F. W. MANN CO, Box 348 MiLFORP. MASS

J
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Editorial Comments

Bees in Switzerland

In an article in this issue, Mr. Adrian

Getaz shows his usual good sense of

observation and deduction. Without
taking sides entirely with hira on this

subject, we feel that we must corrob-

orate his statements and those that he

quotes of Doolittle and Benton con-

cerning the remarkable influence of

the drone upon the progeny's charac-

teristics. Italian queens mated with

common drones, under our observation,

have invariably produced cross-tem-

pered bees, while the reverse was the

case in the mating of Italian drones

with queens of common stock.

That the Europeans in general pre-

fer the production of extracted honey
is true. A less value is put upon the

fancy comb honey than in the United

States. Extracted honey is the honey
for the masses, for it can be produced
much more cheaply and in greater

quantities, other conditions being

equal. With its production, the bees

are less inclined to swarm, for they

may be supplied with empty combs,
ad libiliim, and the hives may be made
spacious enough to accommodate the

most prolific queens.

The Swiss prefer their own bees to

other races. We read somewhere, not

long ago, thatthis was due to the pecu-

liar climate and altitude of Switzerland

Moist, cool weather prevails, and the

climatic conditions are very different

from what they are on the south of the

Alps, in what is called Italian Switzer-

land, where the summer climate is

much more similar to that of the

United States.

Dead Larvae Among Live Brood

E. D. Townsend, in the Bee-Keepers'

Review, page 124 (1912), urges the

breeding of a strain of bees which
shall be immune to bee-diseases. As
an argument in favor thereof he offers

that some colonies are more prone to

disease than others, and in that con-

nection has the following which will

especially arrest attention :

" It is nothing strange to open a col-
ony of bees in summer and find a hun-
dred or more dead larvse in the combs,
and this neither of the two diseases
known as foul brood. It will be later

removed by the bees and disappear.
Perhaps the next colony opened will

show no signs of dead brood in their
combs, and would be a more desirable
colony to breed from, from a brood
disease standpoint."

The first thought upon reading that

paragraph, if one knew nothing about

the writer, might be, "Whoever wrote

that knows very little about bees, and
has made a general conclusion upon
very small premises," But E. D. Town-
send is not that kind of a man. He is

a man of long experience, whose word
passes current for its face value. There
is no room to question that in his ex-

perience it is a common thing to find a

colony free from foul brood, and yet

with 100 or more dead larvae scattered

among the living ones. Has anything

of the kind been published before ? If

so, it has escaped our observation.

The question arises, whether the

same thing has occurred to others
who are less careful observers than
Mr. Townsend, or whether it is some-
thing peculiar to Mr. Townsend's
bees. The fact that only part of Mr.
Townsend's bees are affected leaves it

possible that elsewhere none are af-

fected. In any case the matter is of so

much importance that we should have
as much light upon it as possible.

Have others had a like experience ? If

so, may we know something of the

cause and remedy ?

Wintering on Summer Stands

Many bee-keepers are adopting the

method of moving from four to six

hives close together and sheltering

them in a rough outer-case, filling the

space with forest leaves, chaff, straw,

or other material. A very cheap outer
enclosure can be made of wire-netting

surrounding the hives, the space filled

with warm, dry material, with a broad
roof of coarse lumber covering the

whole. The wire-netting, such as is

used for chicken fences, does not need
to be more than 30 to 36 inches in

height. It has the advantage of occu-
pying but little space when piled away
for summer.

Cause of Many Egg.'s in a Cell

An Idaho friend sends a clipping

from the Gem State Rural, which con-
tains the following inquiry:

" Please tell me what was wrong
with a swarm of bees I lost this sum-
mer. The first I noticed wrong, the
queen was laying from one to as high
as 100 eggs in one cell. She filled

every empty cell in the hive the same
way. Only a few eggs seemed to be
fertile; those were drones. In about
three weeks I looked into the hive
only to find a handful of bees and no
queen."

In reply, the Editor quotes a corres-
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pondent who "expresses the view that

the queen was probably a drone-laying

queen. However, he can offer no spe-

cial opinion as to the matter of her

laying from one to 100 eggs in a cell."

The sender desires an opinion from

this quarter. If I may be allowed a

guess in the matter, I should guess it

was a case of laying workers, possibly

preceded by a drone-laying queen. It

is a common thing for laying workers

to lay a plurality of eggs in a cell.

Generally, however, this plurality will

be found in queen-cells or drone-cells,

while possibly only a single egg will

be found in each worker-cell. Some-

times the first intimation of the pres-

ence of laying workers is the finding

of a lot of eggs in one or more queen-

cells. It is just possible that very care-

ful counting might have reduced that

"100 eggs in one cell" to a smaller

number, for it is not the easiest thing

to count such eggs.

As to Bee-Terms
Among editors of bee journals none

is more wide-awake than Rev. J. G.

Digges, editor of BeeKeepers' Gazette

and Irish Bee Journal. He is not only

up to date, but sometimes ahead of

date. Witness the word "beekeeper
"

which he uses. No such word is to be

found in the dictionaries
;
perhaps not

in any dictionary. Instead of that the

word " bee-keeper " will be found. But

Editor Digges says it ought to be
" beekeeper," and with him " beekeeper''

it is. If he has no authority for

the word, he has justification for it.

When two nouns are used together to

name a single object, it seems the right

thing to join the two words by a

hyphen as soon as the use becomes

common, or even before it is common.

Later, the hyphen drops out and the

two words are written together as one.

Thus a house keeper would be written

"house-keeper" for a time, and then

"housekeeper," as it now appears in

the dictionary. By the same rule "bee-

keeper" should become "beekeeper"

whenever its use is common enough,

and in all conscience it seems to be

common enough now. Dictionaries

record what is usage; as soon as

others join Editor Digges in allowing

bee-keepers to do without a hyphen, no

doubt the word "beekeeper" will ap-

pear in the dictionary.

Knowing this up-to-date character

of Editor Digges, one who opens to

page 107 of the Beekeepers' Gazette,

will be somewhat surprised to find

"honey bee," not a single time, as if a

typographical error, but a number of

times. To keep company with it.

"humble qee" appears on the same

page. What authority has he for any-

thing of the kind ? The dictionary

gives " honey-bee " and " bumblebee."

Think of the inconsistency of a man so

far ahead of the dictionary as to write
" beekeeper," and then so far behind

the times as to write in two separate

words what the dictionary joins with a

hyphen, and then to disjoint another

which does not have even a hyphen

!

If that sharp-witted Irishman has

any authority, any justification, any

reason for his course, let him produce

it. If not, a prompt apology will be

expected at this office, postage prepaid.

Ha.s Honey Advanced with Other
Food Products?

The high cost of living is in the air

nowadays, and it is natural that the

bee-keeper should inquire whether he

is getting his share of the advance. It

may be of interest to see how mar-

ket quotations of honey compare dur-

ing a few past years, taking the same

month each year, say September. New
York and Chicago may be taken as

representative ; at least they are two

of the most important markets. Tak-

ing four years, beginning with 1909,

the highest quotations are as follows :

N. Y. N. Y. Chicago Chicago
comb extracted comb extracted

1909 15 S'/z 16 8

1910 16 9>i 17 9

1911 16 lOK 18 9

1912 16 8-4 18 10

If we lump together the four quota-

tions of each year we get

:

1909 47>^

1910 51>^

1911 53'A
1912 52>^

According to that the increase for

the period from 1909 to 1912 is only 10

percent. That does not compare very

well .with the 25, 30, or more percent

advance of most other eatables.

There may be some good reason for

all this, yet it hardly looks as if the

bee-keeper is getting all that should be

coming to him. But just how the

thing can be remedied is one of the

things that "no fellow can find out."

United effort is probably the only

possible and evidently distant solution

of the problem.

A Venomous Error

Some errors die hard. Errors api-

cultural seem especially tenacious of

life. One is reminded of this upon

reading in a leading apicultural journal,

in a scientific article, " Then the cell is

sealed after the bee has deposited in it

a drop of poison." Just exactly how
the drop of poison is deposited in

the cell is not stated, but a full state-

ment, more or less according to popu-

lar belief, would run something like

this: "The poison of the bee's sting

consists of formic acid ; formic acid is

contained in honey; the formic acid in

honey is dropped into the honey from

the bee's sting just before the cell of

honey is sealed." Of those three state-

ments, the central one is true, sand-

wiched between two errors.

A few years ago it was shown—was

it by Dr. Langer ?—that the poison of

the bee's sting was something other

than formic acid. Even if that poison

were formic acid, pure and simple, is

there a particle of proof for the brazen

assertion that just before a cell of

honey is sealed over the bee drops into

it poison from its sting ? In the honey

harvest thousands of cells of honey are

sealed over in a day. If each cell has a

sting thrust into it before the sealing

it ought not to be a difficult thing to

see it. But no one has ever yet claimed

to have had a sight of the performance.

Lately it has been shown by Reiden-

bach that instead of formic acid being

derived from the bee either through

its sting, its blood, or in any other

way, it is developed in the honey itself

by exposing to the air a thin layer of

honey. What more satisfactory proof

could be asked ?

Yet for years to come we are likely

to be told: "Just before a cell of

honey is sealed over a bee drops into

it a ration of formic acid from its

sting ?"

European Foul Itrood

The article on another page by L.

Harris, will be read with surprise by

those who are somewhat familiar with

the literature of European- fouhbrood,

as it has generally appeared in this

country. Yet close readers will be

somewhat prepared for the surprise by

having read what was said by Morley

Pettit, lately quite closely in accord

with the present article. It is difficult

to comprehend by those who are

familiar with European foul brood in

the United States, how it can be possi-

ble for any one to say "the poorest

quality of glue is quite fragrant in

comparison with an advanced case of

European foul brood and if one

gets close down to the entrance and

can exercise his olfactory powers, it

can be detected even if there are only a

few cells diseased." The writer does

not know just what Mr. Harris would

call "an advanced case " of European

foul brood, but is certainly quite famil-

iar with cases having "only a few cells

diseased," and would say that in such

cases not only is it not possible to de-
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ect the disease by an odor at the en-

trance, but not even if the diseased

comb be held close to the nose. Yet

when two such men as Mr. Pettit and

Mr. Harris make statements it will

hardly do to set them aside with a wave

of the hand. It is greatly to be desired

that the matter should be thoroughly

thrashed out by competent hands, and

satisfactory explanation given for such

widely divergent views.

Bee-Diseases iu England

England has not, as yet, any law

concerning bee-diseases. In the British

Bee Journal of Nov. 28, a correspond-

ent opposes the proposed legislation.

The ability of this man can be judged

by the fact that he holds that bee-

keeping in fixed comb hives, or in

skeps, is "the most reasonable and the

most profitable form of bee-keeping."

However, we must acknowledge that

he strikes the right spot when he says

of expert inspectors: "Unless these

men have had the practical experience

of managing numbers of colonies suc-

cessfully, they are surely not fit to be

sent out to exercise compulsory pow-

ers over those of their neighbors ; but

if tliey have had such experience, they
must be worth a great deal more than

they get."

This is the most important point in

making and enforcing laws on any

question. The man who is intrusted

with the execution of the law must be

a practical man with plenty of experi-

ence in the line in which he is to work,

and if he is such a man, he should re-

ceive ample pay for his work.

There is no doubt that laws are

needed, and that where they are prop-

erly enforced by competent men, they

do a great deal of good, so it is out of

the question to agree with the above

named writer about the inexpediency

of laws on bee-diseases, just because

their enforcement may be intrusted to

incompetent men. This applies as well

to laws on any subject where questions

of health are involved. The improper

enforcing of a law does not make that

law improper.

lot of gain to be made by it. I do know
that I made a very material gain.

Within two years I have had stock

from others, but nothing that would
get within sight of my old hornets. If

only they were not so liornctyl"

formed of our needs and of the reme-

dies. As once wrote Montesquieu:
" In a country where the people is

sovereign, the education of the least

citizen is as important as that of the

heir to the throne in a monarchy."

Improvement of Bees
The Editor asked Dr. Miller whether,

in his opinion, we had best continue

much longer the discussion of the non-

improvement question, which seems to

him rather a loss of time. We ask the

Doctor's pardon for printing his private

reply. It is short and to the point

:

"Of course it vvon't do to overdo the
non-improvement discussion, and you
can choke it off at any point you like.

The thing that I have felt important
was for every one of the rank and file

to breed from his best stock, with a

The Parcels Post

The discussion of a question of gen-

eral interest like the parcels post is

hardly of the province of a bee journal.

Yet it is of such vital importance to our

bee-keepers that we may be forgiven

for giving it additional notice. We
have much to learn from our European

friends on this subject, from their fail-

ures as well as from their successes.

The British Bee Journal for Dec. 12

contains a short mention of a package

of honey in tin having been sent by

parcels post and damaged along the

way so that half of the honey was gone
;

very probably with great damage to

the mail. The accident is ascribed to

the policy of abolishing hampers and

replacing them with sacks. In the

number of Dec. 26, page 513, a reply is

made, stating that the hampers are

"coming back again."

In this country of haste and hurry,

where one baggage-man does the work

of three or four, and where laws had to

be made punishing with heavy fines

the " baggage smashers ;" where a

trunk, in one day's journey, gets worse

worn than in a year's travel in Europe,

we are accustomed to the swinging of

the mail-sacks as if they were base-

balls or foot-balls. It seems quite the

thing for a man as practical as Doo-

little to say as he did, in the November
number, page 388: "Of course comb
honey will never be handled by mail

very much on account of the liability

of breakage " So we are stupcfu-d

to see the parcels post preparing to

handle eggs. But, why not ? And why
not comb honey ? Why cannot Uncle

Sam do our shipping better than those

Express companies which have been

robbing us so many years .'' Why could

we not get better treatment from our

own men than from the management

of corporations ?

The new parcels post is a very
" clumsy, inadequate affair." True, but

it is an entering wedge. Let us use it

and take patience. Sooner or later we
will have a uniform rate for all things,

except a few unmailable articles, and

we will be able to learn all the regula-

tions without having to read a whole

book of more or less rational excep-

tions.

The parcels post is our creation, and

we, the people, ought to be able to im-

prove it as we go. It is true that most

of us need to be more thoroughly in-

Sawflust Versus finders

In our correspondence this month is

a letter from a bee-keeper who has

tried sawdust to keep the grass down
in front of his hives. It proved a fail-

ure. There is one great objection to

sawdust. In very dry weather a spark

from the smoker may set it afire. Cin-

ders are surer and safer.

Marlsetinff Honey
An excellent article on this subject,

written by J. C. Frohliger, of Califor-

nia, was read before the Stanislaus Bee-

Keepers' Association and reproduced

in the California Cultivator of Dec. 12.

Contributions of this kind should

be more general, for they enhance the

value and the demand of honey by

calling attention to it. When so much
money is spent upon more or less in-

jurious products like tobacco, whiskey,

and cheap candies, ii ought not to be

difficult to increase the sales of "the

sweetest of all sweets."

Feeding Bees in Cellar

Our readers will appreciate the ex-

cellent article by Mr. Miles on the use

of smoke and the feeding of bees in

cellar wintering. We have neverneeded

smoke in putting the bees in the cellar,

because we have always done the work

on a cold day, and have cooled the

cellar beforehand, as Mr. Miles aptly

suggests. But when taking them out

we have often found it necessary to

use smoke in exactly the way that he

recommends.
At the Ohio meeting a few days ago,

we heard Editor Root, of Gleanings in

Bee Culture, recommend the use of

snow, thrown upon the entrance, to

keep the bees from trying to emerge

while the hives are being carrried in,

in cold weather. He explains that the

snow melts away after the hives are in

the cellar, and does not cause any in-

convenience. However, there are

many instances when snow is not to be

had, in our latitude, even in cold

weather. Its use would also be impos-

sible if we remove the bottom-boards,

which we consider a good practice un-

less, like Dr. Miller, we have a deep

space between the bottom-bar of the

frames and the floor of the hive. In

his case, it would take too much snow

to fill the depth of the entrance.

As to feeding in cellar, we can an-
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swer Mr. Miles' question on candy feed-

ing in the affirmative. We have often

used it on colonies that were short of

stores, either in-doors or out-of-doors,

and it works splendidly, with the ad-

vantage that it does not excite the

bees. It may be laid right over the

frames above the cluster, and they will

come up and cover it. It will slowly

disappear, fulfilling its mission The
recipe is short, and may be found in

the Langstroth-Dadant book, para-

graph 611

:

"Add water to sugar and boil slowly
until the water is evaporated. Stir
constantly so that it will not burn. To

know when it is done, dip your finger
first into cold water and then into the
syrup. If what adheres is brittle to
the teeth, it is boiled enough. Pour
into shallow pans, a little greased, and,
when cold, break into pieces of suit-

able size."

You may use sheets of paper instead

of pans, and may divide the cakes

evenly by marking them before the

candy hardens. Any young lady who
has made "fudge" can make good
candy for bee-feed. Of course, as witli

everything else, it must be made right.

Mr. Miles' suggestions, however, are

all practical, and no one will regret

following them.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Beet Sugar Kills Bees That beet
sugar is fatal to bees and cane sugar
is not, is the conclusion of Prof. J. G.
Sanders, of the Department of Ento-
mology, University of Wisconsin, who,
next semester, will have charge of a
new bee-keepers' course at that insti-

tution.

Of the 40 percent of bees in the State
which died last year, a largepercentage
were starved, he says. He believes
that bees can live on cane sugar, but
die at once if fed on beet sugar. The
danger to bees in beet sugar, he be-
lieves, arises from some chemical con-
stituent that makes it deleterious. He
said the time is coming when an inves-
tigation will be made, and intimated he
would not be surprised if beet sugar
was found to be harmful to human
beings.

—

Exchange.

shorthand, and will appear in the Illi-

nois State Bee-Keepers' Association's
report.
The following officers were elected

for 1913: President, Jacob Huffman,
Monroe, Wis.; Vice-President, C. F.
Kannenberg, Oak Park, 111. ; Secretary-
Treasurer, L. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

The Association voted to join both
the National and the Illinois State As-
sociations. F. B. Cavanagh was chosen
regular delegate to the National con-
vention, with John Kneser as alter-

nate.

It was decided to hold the 1013 meet-
ing during the Live Stock Show at

Chicago. L. C. Dadant.
Secretary- Treasurer.

Eastern Illinois Meeting.—Mr. H. S.

Duby wishes us to announce as part of

the program of the Eastern Illinois

meeting, on Feb. 4 and 5, a haif-hour

debate between himself and the Editor

of the American Bee Journal, 1.5 min-

utes each, on " Small vs. Large Hives."

The Editor had thought of excusing

himself from attending this meeting,

on account of going to so many, but

this might look as if he were."scfared,"

and it would never do. So the chal-

lenge is accepted. The two French-

men will fight it out.
•*•

The Chicago-Northwestern Meeting.—
The Chicago Northwestern Associa-
tion held its Ititli annual meeting at

the Great Northern Hotel on Dec. 19

and 20, 1912. For the first time since
its origin, the Association held its

meeting without the presence of Pres.
George W. York, Vice-Pres. Huffman
occupying the chair.

Although there was not so large an
attendance as at some of its previous
meetings, it made up in enthusiasm
what it lacked in numbers. The pro-
ceedings of this meeting were taken in

Death of Dr. Wm. R. Howard We
are informed of the death, on Dec. 25,

1912, of the above-named scientist at

Fort Worth, Tex. He died while on
duty, in his buggy, responding to a

call. He was 64 years old.

Dr. Howard acquired a name among
bee-keepers by his microscopic and
bacteriological studies of foul brood,

described in a pamphlet of 48 pages,

entitled " Foul Brood, its Natural His-
tory and Rational Treatment," pub-
lished in 1894. He recommended the

McEvoy treatment.

He was a member of the Texas
Academy of Science and of the Ameri-
can Microscopical Society.

^
Bee-Keeping in Schools.—As an illus.

tration of what could be done by nearly
every bee-keeper for the furtherance of
education in bee-keeping, we refer the
reader to the pictures illustrating what
Mr. Coppin, of Wenona, 111., has done.
Mr. Coppin, using the colony of bees
which he had previously exhibited at

the Illinois State Fair, gave interesting

information to the pupils of the We-
nona schools. E. F. Nichols, superin-

tendent of the schools, writes as fol-

lows :

" When the class in zoology came to
the study of bees, presumably one of
the most interesting and profitable
subjects in the work, it was thought
best to get it in as practical way as
possible. The teacher who, in this
particular school, happens to be the
superintendent, went to the distin-
guished ' bee-man,' Mr. Coppin, and
consulted with him as to the best
methods for study. After a brief dis-
cussion, Mr. Coppin invited the teacher
and class to visit him in his apiary.
"The invitation was accepted one

bright morning. Mr. Coppin provided
the necessary paraphernalia for the
young people, in order that they might

Teaching Bee-Keeping.
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Aaron Coppin Explaining the Intricacies ok a Bee-Hhe to a Group of School Childben

go among the bees. He then proceed-
ed to give them a lesson, and explained
to them how the bees could be quieted,

and, took up in a very systematic way
the bees at home; the queen, workers,
and drones ; the usefulness of each was
carefully explained, the comb was ex-

posed, and showed how made and why.
The journey of the bee to the flower
and return created a great deal of in-

terest. The swarming, or the separa-
tion of the colony was worked over
until it was well understood. Many
other things were presented to the
class, and all felt repaid for their jour-
ney to the apiary."

Kansas State Meeting The annual
meeting of the Kansas State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will be held in the
Commercial Club rooms at Topeka
Feb. 4 and .5. We earnestly hope all

persons interested in bees will be pres-

ent, 'the meeting will close with a

banquet Wednesday evening.
O. A. Keene, Sec.

Southern California The bee-keep-

ers of Southern California report a

good meeting at Los Angeles on Dec.

12, 1.3, and 14, 1912. Mr. M. H. Mendle-

son, who was present, says that the

time was too short for the good pro-

gram they had.

Organization is the thing to promote

your interests. But the organization

must be well advertised in order to be-

come universal. We will gladly give

this matter a helping hand.

"23,000 sections" should read "2,300."

Typographical Errors.—" What taffy

are you giving us," asked one of our

subscribers concerning an extra cypher

in the number of sections of honey

harvested from 25 colonies, printed

on the front cover of our January

number. The error was corrected be-

fore the entire edition was printed.

Those who received it with the error

uncorrected may have a laugh at the

printer, as did the readers of the

society column of a daily reporting

that the doctor " lanced the dancers,"

instead of " danced the lancers."

Our European subscribers might

well accuse us of " American exagger-

ation." We plead unintentional guilt

—

Kew Jersey Report. — The Annual
meeting of the New Jersey branch or
the National Bee-Keepers' Association
was held Dec. 20, 1912, at New Bruns-
wick in the Entomological Building of

the New Jersey Agricultural Experi-
ment Station.

This was the livei'.est meeting for a
long time. The weathe was fine, and
there was a large attendance from all

parts of the State. Several interesting
papers were read, which brought for-

ward some new ideas, and caused useful
discussion.

Dr. E. F. Phillips was present and
gave a very instructive talk with lan-

tern views, upon treatment of foul
brood. The views showed an operator
treating a colony, from the first ar-
rangement of the old hive, the new
hive, a super cover as a runway, and
with smoker and record book until the
work was completed and everything
cleared away. A live demonstration
could have been but little more satis-

factory.
Dr. Headlee, the new head of the

Agricultural Station, also addressed
the meeting along the line of pollina-
tion by the bees, and forcasted an in-
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creased demand for bees for this pur- are required by law to exterminate, in

P°«^5" „ ,, „ , . „ .
Iowa, are the following

:

Mr. C. H. Root, of Red Bank, was n i , ^
elected President. Mr. E. G. Carr, the ^'"""^ S'^.^l\ 'f,':"/>"-"«

>^/""'^

present very efficient Secretary, was re-
Canada thistle, Crrcnan arz'e„se.

elected. Mr. Carr was also chosen to R?^ ,'

-\;"'^^"'"«.'-«'"'«''''"<;

represent the bee-keepers at the State ^^''f "^^^Y '/
"^'"'''- "''''"""

Board of Agriculture meeting in Tren-
burled dock A.anex c,;spus.

„„ T7.K Q II 111 11 iniQ A4^ tr \A smooth aocK, Kumex a/Ussimus.
ton I'eb. o, y. Id, II, Wild. Mr. Harold n i u n, , > t .Hr T-ii -1 J 1 1 r> 1 t.

riuckhorn, I lanta^o lanceotata,
ornor, of Philadelphia, Pa., was elect- \\t\a „ ,

J J , .. . iu iTi »; I T> 1- Wild parsnip, /asi/naca sa/n'a.
ed delegate to the National Bee-Keep- tt .^i ,, , ,

, _, °.-
t /" » T-1 Horse nettle, holanum earolinense.

ers meeting at Cincinnati. Ihemem- \r i ^ j ,, ... ,, ,,

bership has about doubled since the \ elvet-weed, -/6«Wo» /A.o/A;«_.//.

summer meeting in July.
Burdock, ArcUum lappa.

In addition to the condemned, the

following are ranged among the nox-
Prolits and Losses.—A carefully made ions weeds:

yearly account of profits and losses in ,..,, , , ^.
. , . r V 1

• Milkweed, or asc!,-pias, morning-
the business of bee-keeping is some- glory, wild timothy, squirrel tail or
ing which we rarely get. Either there wild barley, foxtail, shoofly, chicory,

is no such account kept or the careful dodder and wild carrot.

man who keeps it does not care to give We are glad to see that none of our

it to the public. A great deal more friends, the honey-producers, are in-

satisfaction would be secured out of eluded in the list. One, however, is

the business side of apiculture if each forgotten which has richly deserved

of us would keep a strict account of all the name of noxious. It is the rag-

incomes and expenditures. weed, which infests many stubble-

No. cols. No. cols. No. sec. No. lbs. No. lbs. Total Total e.\p. Cap iuv. Percet
Year Spring: Fall comb extracted wax sales labor sup. bees sup. return

count count produced produced produced rent. etc. appli Jan. 1 capital

1902 9

1903 8 17 466 58.25 35.60 32.00 71

1904 14 24 493 61.62 61.50 77.35 00
1905 12 15 24 4.60 24.80 173.75 *11.5

1906 7 19 62 7.75 18.65 169.75 *06.4

1907 4 12 172 9.00 13.85 179.50 *02.2

1908 11 18 694 127.25 25.50 166..35 61

1909 16 19 58 12.65 36.40 134.75 *17.6

1910 18 22 450 56.25 21.40 158.95 22
1911 20 19 816 106.40 23.05 163.75 51

1912 15 24 1039 133.87 39.30 149.10 63

lO-year averaere 12.3 18.8 417 57.76 30.00 140.53 19.7
* loss.

It took me several years to learn the lesson not to increase too rapidly, also to be sure
that each colony had enough stores at the end of the season to carry them through winter.

The foregoing is a 10-year statement fields and roadsides. Its rank-smelling

of the apiary of Mr. G. W. Fehleisen, pollen causes hay-fever in one form,

who has already furnished some infor- The only plant that will destroy it by

mation in our columns. Studying his overshadowing it is sweet clover.

report, we find the average income of .^

$27.76, all expenses paid, from an aver- observing Hives 250 Years Ago.-
age of 12 colonies, or about $2.25 per .. ^j^^^ j;„,^^^_ t^ ^I^_ Evelyn's; he be-
coiony. This after deducting all ex-

j^^ ^\,t02.A, we walked in his garden,
penses and labor. The gross income ^„j ^ ,^^^1^^ ^^^le ground he hath
is about $4.70 per colony. We would j^j^^^j ,^^^^^ ^j^^r rarities, a hive
like to know how much of the expense

^f ^ees, so as, being hived in glass, you
IS counted as labor. The selling price ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ making their honey
of the honey is about 14 cents per and combs mighty pleasantly.-'-CA'/v's
5^<=tlon. DUny, May J2, J66S.)

It would be interesting to have com-
parative statements of the profits in

producing comb and extracted honey Consular Report of Great Britain.--

. •, ,• , „, The current (Nov. 2ii, 1!)12) wholesale
under identical circumstances. We prices in London of Jamaica honev, in
hope some of our experimenters will nickel-plated screw-cap glasses are:

furnish them to us. Per dozen 1-pound nominal, $1.70 for

one dozen
;
per dozen 1-pound nominal,

"*
$1.64 for three dozen; per dozen 1-

" Unlawful Iowa Weeds and Their Ex- PO"nd nominal, $1.58 for six dozen.
. ^. „ „, . . ^, ^.^, , For extra hne quality, 1-pound nominal,

termination. -This is the title of a
j^^^y gj^^^ j^^^^ t,,^ pr,^^ is >j;i gg per

pamphlet (No. 5) published by the dozen. For original casks, the prices

Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station are $7,30 to $11.25 per hundredweight,

of the Iowa State College of Agricul- Terms are 28 days net.

ture. The weeds which land-owners While the present retail prices of im-

ported honey are little higher than in

1911, the fact that the domestic produc-
tion is so limited will undoubtedly very
materially affect the wholesale rates.

Names of some London importers of
honey are forwarded [and may be ob-
tained from the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce].

Quebec Provincial Association.—We
take pleasure in giving our readers a

portrait of Mr. A. O. Comire, M. D.,

secretary of the Quebec Bee-Keepers'

Association. This Association, organ-

ized 4 years ago, is quite flourishing,

thanks to the efforts of a few devoted

men. They are successfully fighting

diseases, and have six inspectors em-
ployed. The annual meeting took place

Nov. 13, with over 100 members
present.
A very significant indication of the

A. O. Comir^. of St. Francois du Lac, Que,

progressiveness of this Association is

to be found in the following resolu-

tions passed at this meeting:

"That the Minister of Agriculture
be requested to take steps to amend
the law in such a manner that it be
made illegal to keep bees in hives with
fi.xed combs or immovable frames, be-
cause such hives encourage foul brood,
and because it is impossible to treat

the disease conveniently in them."
"That the Minister of Agriculture

be asked to cause the law to be amend-
ed so that inspectors may be author-
ized to destroy at their discretion dis-

eased colonies which the owners refuse

or neglect to treat according to their

instructions, and that said owners may
be indemnified according to the valua-
tion made by the inspector."
"That inspectors who shall be nomi-

nated shall be compelled to undergo
examination before a committee named
by this society."

Mr. Sladen, of Ottawa, gave a lecture
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on "Scientific bee-breeding, improve-

ment of races and italianizing." Mr.

Beaulne gave a talk on the fertilization

of fruit blossoms by the agency of the

bees.

The date of the next meeting is to be

decided by the Board of Directors.

Bees Mentioned in Pepy's Diary.—
Talking of the country above Quins-
borough (Konigsberg, Eastern Prus-
sia, on the Baltic Sea) Mr. Har-
rington told us how they do to get so
much honey as they send abroad. They
make hollow a great fir-tree, leaving
only a small slit down straight in one
place; and this they close up again,

only leave a little hole, and there the

bees go in and fill the bodies of those
trees as full of wax and honey as they
can hold; and the inhabitants at times
go and open the slit and take what they
please without killing the bees, and so
let them live there still and make more.
—(/V/v's Diaiv. Di-c. 11, lMi2, page Tj,

Vol. //.)

It is interesting to notice that the

above, written in England 250 years

ago, concerns a country adjoining

Russia, and that at the same latitude,

56 degrees north, and a few hundred

miles east, are the best honey-produc-

ing districts of Russia, as will appear

from the following consular report

lately (November, 1912) published :

FOREIGN HONEY-PRODUCTION AND TRADE
IN RUSSIA.

At the present time there is scarcely
a province in Russia in which there
do not exist, in one form or another,
apicultural societies which provide spe-
cial courses of study and lectures. In
many districts there are specialists

who devote their time to the spread-
ing of information concerning rational
methods. Much of this activity is due
to the zemstvos—especially to those in

the provinces of Viatka, Kostroma,
Ufa, Kazan, Tula, and to the county
zemstvos of Perm and Kolomna (prov-
ince of Moscow). Unquestionally the
most important factor in the growth
of apiculture is recognition of the fact
that honey is becoming more and more
an important article in the world's mar-
ket. At the beginning of 1912 the
Council of Ministers approved an ap-
propriation of $50,000 in the shape of
loans to those engaged in apiculture
whose honey-yielding crops were poor
last year.

The provinces in which apiculture is

most flourishing in Russia are Viatka
and Perm ; then follow Kazan, Kos-
troma, and Kief. In the first two there
can be noted a real advance in apicul-
ture among land-owners and peasants
alike, which is due principally to the
acti\ity of apicultural societies. The
Kungarskoye Society has a well-ar-
ranged museum, a model experimental
apiary, a mechanical workshop for the
construction of hives, and various other
appliances. There are two apiarian in-

structors in the society.

The initiative and example of the
Kungarskoye Society has been followed
by nearly all the zemstvos of the prov-
inces of Viatka and Perm, which also

have instructors in apiculture. Ameri-
can frame hives of the Langstroth-
Dadant type are rapidly taking the
place of the old log and straw hives
The demand for honey has also im-
proved.
Apiculture in the province of Kazan

has an industrial character. The same
can be said about the province of Kos-
troma, in some of whose counties
nearly all the apiaries are composed
wholly of frame hives ; the number of

colonies in the province reaches 100,-

000, of which 30 percen*- are in frame
hives. Adjoining the zemstvo apiary,

in the city of Kostroma, is a school of
apiculture having more than 100 pupils,

principally peasants. In the province
of Kief, apiculture has greatly advanced.
Statistics show 238,000 colonies in the
province, but probably there are more.
The hives are nearly all of the old type.

The province of Voronezh has in its

12 counties more than 12,000 apiaries,

most of which are owned by peasants,
and are very well kept, as was shown
at the Apicultural Fair held at Voro-
nezh in September, 1912. Of the 4000
persons occupying themselves with
apiculture in Moscow province, 90 per-

cent are peasants.
In other provinces of Russia, includ-

ing also the Polish provinces, apicul-

ture has not advanced to such a pro-
nounced e.xtent, although it can be
considered as fairly average, and the
zemstvos are working hard to improve
its condition.

—

Consul Gen. John H.
Snodgrass, Moscow.

of a closed sac. This character sug-

gests thh name sacbrood."

The name is certainly appropriate.

We wish the names of the other two
diseases were as appropriate. In many
cases these names lead people astray,

and one has to be informed of the his-

tory of the discoveries to understand

the expressions.

This "sacbrood" is said by Mr.
White to be infectious. We are sorry

to hear it. But if it is the same trouble

which has previously been called

"pickled brood," it appears to be of a

very mild nature.

The circular concerning " sacbrood "

is a six-page Bulletin, No. 169, of the

Bureau of Entomology, and may be

had by sending 5 cents to the Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington. Mr.
White deserves the thanks of the bee-

keepers for his untiring efforts.

Bee Statistics lor Austria Accord-

ing to figures compiled by the Bureau

of Statistics of the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture at Rome, there

were in 1910, 1,2,^9,189 colonies of bees

in Austria as compared with 996,139

colonies in 1900. This shows a gain of

over 233,000 colonies, or about 24 per-

cent—a gain of nearly 5 colonies per

thousand inhabitants.

Austria had, in 1910, a population of

a little over 28,000,000. There is, there-

fore, one colony of bees for every 24

inhabitants.

In the same country poultry, in 1910,

reached a total of over 35,000,000. Let

us for a moment compare the two

figures. Figuring chickens at 50 cents

each, and colonies of bees at $5.00, both

of which figures seem conservative, for

this country at least, we have the value

of poultry as $18,000,000, while that of

bees is $6,000,000, making the value of

bees one-third that of poultry in

Austria. ^
Sacbrood The above new name has

been invented by Dr. G. F. White, of

the Department of Agriculture, to de-

scribe the brood disease, which is

neither American nor European foul

brood, and in which the dead larvje can

be removed from the cells without rup-

turing the skin or body wall. "When
thus removed they have the appearance

Program of the National.—The Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' convention will be
held at the Grand Hotel in Cincinnati,
Ohio, Wednesday and Thursday, Feb.
12 and 13, 1913.

The meeting will be called to order
at 10 a.m., Feb. 12, when a Committee
on Credentials will be appointed. The
meeting will then adjourn for the filing

of delegates credentials.

AFTERNOON SESSION— I I'..M.

1. Appointment of a Committee on Resolu-
tions, a Committee on Constitution, an Aud-
iting Committee, and a Committee on Good
of the Order.

2. President's address.
3. Vice-President's report.
4. Secretary's report.
5. Treasurer's report.
6. Directors' reports.
7. Legislative Committee's report.
8. I^roposed amendments.

EVENING SESSION—7 P.M

1. .Address "Needs of the Western Bee-
Keepers"—Wesley Foster, of Boulder, Colo.

2. Discussion.
1,. Address. "Why the production of comb

honey should be increased"—Ernest Root,
of Medina, C)hio.

4. Discussion.

MORNinG SESSION—THURSDAY, 8 A.M.

1. Report of the Auditing Committee.
2. Amendments to the Constitution.
^. Incorporation of the National.
4. Election of Officers and Directors.
5. Report of Committees on Uniform Grad-

ing Rules— Buyers and Producers.
b. Discussion of Uniform Shipping-Cases.
7. Other business.

AFTERNOON SESSION—I P.M.

1. Address. ".Some recant achievements
with suggestions for iQi.i"—Dr. B. N. Gates,
of Amherst. Mass.

2. Discussion.
3. Short talks by the delegates; each dele-

gate will be called on for an address on any
topic he sees tit to select.

4. Question-box.

After much correspondence the
Grand Hotel, located at the corner of
Fourth and Central avenues, has been
selected as our headquarters. The hotel
will hold about 500 people. The rates

for rooms (European plan) are from
$1.00 each person up, without bath, and
$2.00 up with bath. The convention
will be held on the second tloor of the
hotel. All sessions will be open to

the public, but the voting will be done
by the delegates.
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Part of the Bee-Exhihit at the Pecos Vai.lev P"air in New Mexico.

Bee-Keeping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. 111.

Honey Selling and Swarm Catching

Made Easy

" Somewhere I have read that people
who are badly affected by bee-stings
never make a success at keeping bees.
I do not see how any one could suffer
more than I do in that way, and yet I

have done very well in the bee-ijusi-
ness, although I have never carried it

on properly. It has been a side-line
with me, as I have never had help or
been able to handle the hives, to sep-
arate them, and do lots of things I

should have done; partly because
I had not the strength, as I am often
ill, and partly because I have been
busy with other work.

"I had 31 colonies at one time, but
from some cause they fell to a much
lower number; yet I have had a nice
bit of spending money from my bees.
Four years ago I hadabout20 colonies,
and sold over $60 worth of honey, be-
sides giving away some and using some
at home.

" I am more fortunate than some, in
that I sell direct to my friends. I have
been in the habit of driving to the hop
fields and selling to the pickers, and
taking a few sections to dift'erent peo-
ple as they are wanted. They prefer it

to what they buy in stores; they say
the store honey is tasteless and thin. I

get 20 cents, the same price that is

asked by merchants.
" As stings disagree with me, I made

a rig in which I can handle any kind of

bees. You would probably be surprised
if you saw me in my rig, but if you
knew the kind of places where I am
often obliged to go after swarms, you
would not wonder that I made it.

" I had overalls made very large with
straps over the shoulders, and with no
opening except at the waist and the
bottom of each leg, and these were
closed with a draw-string. I could
slip these on quickly when in a hurry,
and could climb well. No danger of
catching a dress on limbs of trees, and
if a cluster fell on me. as they some-
times would, they could not find any
place to crawl in, and generally they
would all go back to the ones still on
the limb.

" For face protection I made a wire
head-rig with a piece of window-
screening. This screening I bent over
a crock, to get the right shape. Then.
I made a hoop from steel like that in
a hoop-skirt, and sewed it near the
bottom. To the bottom of this wire
was sewed a cloth curtain that reached
below my arm pits, and a draw-string
tied it down close. I set in large
sleeves, and with gloves I could handle
a vicious swarm.

"Even if there was not much profit in
it, 1 like to work with bees, and enjoy
watching them take- possession of a
new home. As I am not very young
(61), it has not been easy work for me
to get a swarm from a high place alone.
"Often when reading the Bee Journal

I think how much I would enjoy a

chat with the different ones of the
family, for so they seem to me. Per-
haps there may be something in this
letter that will be of benefit to some of
my friends. We often think that what
we do is very simple and not worth
talking about, while another person
would be pleased to know about it. I

wish I could be with some good bee-
keeper and see him or her handle bees.
What I know has been learned from
experience and by the help of the
journal."

(Mrs.) Gertrude L. Goodwin.
Roy, Wash.

Your letter is very interesting. You
have been able to get such good prices
for your honey, why not devote more
time to your bees, and less to other
work ?

Your bee-dress is a safe one, and I

can imagine that you can tackle any
cross colony, and feel quite serene.
But why do all of that useless climb-
ing ? Why not clip your queens'
wings? Then when those bees swarm,
look for the queen in front of the en-
trance, pick her up and cage her, and
the bees will come back when they get
ready without any interference from
you. Then you can let the queen run
in with the swarm. Doesn't that sound
lots easier than climbing high trees
after swarms on a very hot day? Do
you say you cannot clip a queen ? No
trick at all after you have clipped a
few. Just try clipping a few drones'
wings first if you feel nervous about it.

Honey Confections

It is pleasant to note that the popu-
lar magazines are beginning to recog-
nize the value of honey. Two recipes
that here follow are taken from " Good
Housekeeping," which prefaces them
by saying

:

" A pleasing addition to confection-
ery is honey, and it can be used to ad-
vantage in cake and pastry also. Be-
cause of the predominance of sugar in
honey, less of the other sweetening
substances should be used. A little

salt improves all candy in which much
salted butter is not used.

" Pineapple M.\rshmallo\vs. — Heat
two cupfuls of sugar, half a cupful of
water, and half a cupful of honey over
a slow fire. Then boil rapidly until it

threads, and add 18 marshmallows, cut
in pieces, and the beaten whites of
two eggs. Beat until the mixture is

creamy, then add one cupful of chopped
candied pineapple. When quite firm
pour into an oiled pan and cut into
squares. Roll in cornstarch and pow-
dered sugar.

" Honey Puffs.— Boil three cupfuls
of sugar and one cupful of cream;
when it will almost thread, add one-
fourth cupful of honey. When it

reaches the soft, ball stage, take from
the fire and beat the stiffly beaten white
of an egg into it. Beat one minute
and add half a cupful each of finely
chopped nut meats and chopped can-
died pineapple. Beat until firm and
creamy, and shape into balls between
the fingers with a wet napkin, then
cool. A speck of salt adds to the
flavor."

"HoNEv Gingerbread.—Four cupfuls
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of flour, two heaping teaspoonfuls of

powdered ginger, half a cupful of Sul-

tana raisins, half a cupful of preserved
cherries, a quarter of a cupful of

chopped citron peel, half a cupful of

butter, three-quarters of a cupful of

honey, two eggs, a quarter of a tea-

spoonful of salt, and a quarter of a

cupful of milk. Sift the flour, salt,

baking powder and ginger into a basin,

add the raisins, the peel, and cherries

cut in halves. Melt the butter, honey
and milk together in a saucepan, then
cool and add to the flour with the eggs
well beaten. Mix, turn into a buttered-

and-floured cake-tin, and bake."

—

La-
dies' Home Journal.

•*-*~^

Plan of Requeening—Forming a Part-

nership

1 would like to suggest to "Sub-
scriber," page 343, a plan for requeen-
ing that is absolutely safe, and by
which there is no loss of brood or
stoppage of brood-rearing. The plan
is not original with me, though I do
not now remember where I read it.

When your queen-cells—however ob-
tained—are nearly ready to hatch,

form nuclei with bees obtained wher-
ever you can best spare them. I use
three or four shallow extracting
frames, making the boxes for them
myself from old dry-goods boxes, and
I like rather strong nuclei.

In these allow your young queens to

hatch and mate. But at the time that

you give these nearly-ready-to-hatch,
cells to nuclei, go to the hives which
you wish to requeen, raise half or
more of the brood, after the Alexander
plan, /. c, place it in a hive-body above
the parent colony, with an excluder be-
tween, making sure that the queen and
at least one frame of lirood are in the
lower hive. By the time your young
queens in the nuclei are laying, this

brood in the upper story is all sealed.

Then shake all the bees from it in

front of the entrance to the lower hive-

body, exchanging the excluder for
wire screen. A young queen can now
be safely dropped into the upper hive-
boUy, and by the time a sufficient Dody-
guard of young bees has hatched to

protect her, the old queen can be
hunted out and removed from below.
If you want to be very careful, replace
the wire screen with the excluder for a

few days. When the young queen has
considerable brood, the excluder can
be removed entirely, and there is no
danger that she will not be accepted.
It might be well to examine the lower
hive for queen-cells.
Some advocate allowing the cells to

hatch in this upper brood-chamber,
and to mate from a rear entrance, but
there are more young queens lost that
way, though it is less trouble and ex-
pense in bees than to form nuclei, and
it would be necessary to rear the brood
in the hives to be requeened sooner.
Otherwise if the excluders were left on
so the bees from below could care for
the brood, tlie young queen might be
destroyed. Or if the wire screen were
put in its place a good deal of unsealed
brood would be lost.

Now, Miss Wilson, I wish to put to

you a hypothetical question : Suppose
an elderly lady, who has had years of
experience in bee-keeping, but is hardly

equal to the necessary work, wishes to

take into partnership a younger woman
to help with this work. We will sup-

pose the home, with only these two
women, 100 hives and fixtures, 20 colo-

nies going into winter quarters, and to

be increased indefinitely, also one of

the best bee-locations, with a chance
for a dozen or more out-apiaries in

extra-good locations, and then the at-

tendant hired help. Now, what kind
of a bargain should these two women
make ?

It is not a case of renting the bees

—

half the honey and half the increase

—

but a partnership in which the older
woman is, for the present, manager,
and will work to the extent of her
ability.

Now, please hold out the lamp of

your e.xperience and knowledge to

illumine our bewilderment.
Delight.

As to the right adjustment between
Mrs. A, who owns the bees, and Miss
B, who is to be the partner, there are

so many difTerent conditions and con-
tingencies that it is hard to make any
very intelligent suggestion. If Miss B
knows nothing about the business she

might be glad to spend the season with

no compensation aside from what she
could learn. If she were a very com-
petent bee-keeper, and did nearly all

work, she might be entitled to the

greater part of the proceeds.
As one way to proceed, let the time

spent by Miss B be reckoned at a fair

price, and let that be her pay. That
would be entirely fair, but there would
be no partnership in the case. To be-

come a partner. Miss B must in some
way depend for recompense upon the

success of the business. Suppose, then,

after reckoning as before what will be
a fair remuneration for Miss B, we find

what part of an averaffe crop that will

be, whether it be 25 percent, 50 percent,

or more. For the sake of illustration,

let us suppose it be 50 percent. Then
let 50 percent of the crop be hers,

whether the season be good or bad.

In a year when the crop is twice as

much as in an average year, she will

get double pay. Thus it will be seen
that her reward will depend upon the

success of the season, making her
truly a partner.
Not unlikely you will ask, "What is

an average crop ?" Please don't look
in this direction for any light upon that

question. The average for one locality

is not the same as for another locality

;

indeed, the average for two bee-keepers
in the same locality may be different.

It can be gotten by footing up the
crops of a number of successive years
in the past and striking an average.

It is entirely possible that this solu-

tion of the problem may not at all fit

the case you have in mind, and it must
be left for you to evolve something
that will entirely meet all the con-
ditions.

Two Winter-Weather Recipes

In stormy, winter weather the lips

are often inclined to crack, and the
sensation is frequently very painful,

especially on a frosty day with a cold
wind blowing keenly. If, when this

trouble arises, the lips are rubbed over
with a salve of honey and glycerine
mixed in equal proportions, it will

restore them to a normal condition.
As a preventive, a little rubbed O" will

keep the lips moist and hinder crack-
ing.—D. M. McDoN.^LD, in Brilish Bee
fournal.

For chapped lips, dissolve beeswax
in a small quantity of sweet oil by
heating it carefully. Apply this salve

two or three times a day, and avoid
wetting the lips as much as possible.

To soften and whiten the hands try

the following: Honey, one ounce;
lemon juice, one ounce; eau de co-
logne, one ounce. Apply after bathing.
— Woman s Xational Weekly.
Honey Muffins.—Sift two cupfuls

of flour with two level teaspoonfuls of

baking powder and a quarter of a tea-

spoonful of salt. Rub in two level

tablespoonfuls of butter, two eggs well

beaten, five tablespoonfuls of milk, and
a third of a cupful of honey. Mix and
pour into well-greased muffin tins, fill-

ing half full; bake in a moderate oven.

These may be covered with fruit pud-
ding sauce or whipped cream, and
served for cottage puddings.

—

Cliieago

Record-Heraid.

Eeji Western^ Bee-I^eping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

Wrap Honey Neatly

During the winter days why not put

the honey-house in order ? Mr. Good-
bee-keeper has his packing table cov-

ered with a large sheet of galvanized
iron. At one end of the table is a roll

of wrapping paper and a spool of twine.

Comb honey or pails of extracted, can
be quickly and neatly wrapped. In fact,

the packages he wraps for his custo-

mers are as neat as those put out by
any mercantile house.

Consumers, in these " high cost of

living " days, like to buy of the pro-

ducer direct. Such dealing will in-

crease if every producer creates a

favorable impression by tying up pack-
ages with neatness.

The Leaf Roller

The leaf roller, the spraying for

which caused such a loss of bees in

Fremont Co., Colo., is to be controlled
by spraying the trees early with a solu-

ble oil emulsion. This emulsion will

be applied before the eggs begin to

hatch. Since the eggs hatch just as
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the leaves begin to open, and before
the buds have opened, no bees will be
killed. The Agricultural College, in

its experiments, found that by thor-
oughly spraying with the soluble oil,

95 percent of the eggs were killed or
could not hatch.

A Colony of Bees

A colony of bees is a collective or-
ganization of definite requirements,
responding to the beneficial treatment
and suffering from lack of attention.

Its main needs are well understood,
but some important ones of less promi-
nence are neglected. The weather con-
ditions affect the life of a colony very
much. Early in the season some hives
are well supplied with honey and pol-

len stores while others may be short.

Some localities are destitute of early

pollen from natural sources, and unless
stored pollen is available, little brood-
rearing will result. Many a bee-owner
has wondered why his colonies do not
build up early, when the queens seem
to be young and vigorous. Honey may
be supplied in sufficient quantities, but
the lack of pollen in the hives and in

the fields is very often the cause of this

trouble.

Paste for Labels

A suitable paste for paper labels on
tin cans is prepared from silicate of

soda yi ounce, cornstarch one ounce,
and cold water I'i pints.

Add the starch and silicate of soda
to the water and stir until the whole is

smooth, then place the vessel in an-
other one containing a little water and
heat until the starch is gelatinized.

This paste should be made often, as it

soon loses its sticking properties.
This recipe came from Farmers' Bulle-
tin No. 516, on " Maple Syrup and
Sugar Production." The value of ma-
ple sugar and syrup in the United
States for 1910 is placed above $.5,000,000.

New York, Vermont, and Ohio each
produced more than $1,000,0(10 worth.
Taking the whole country, the honey
industry is far larger.

[We make excellent paste for labels

for tin with ordinary wheat flour and
boiling water. The flour is thoroughly
stirred to avoid grumes or lumps. The
mixture is kept hot and stirred until

of nearly sufficient consistency. Bear
in mind that it thickens in cooling. If

to be kept for a few days, add a little

powdered alum.

—

Editor.]

Moving Bees to Colorado

What do you know about the Salida coun-
try for bees, honey, and fruit ? A friend of
mine and myself are tali^iny of going West.

Is there any trouble about shipping bees
into Colorado from other States ?

What is the value of bees in Colorado?
New Canton. III. W. H. Hyde.

The country around Salida is above
7000 feet altitude, and for this reason
is not desirable for bees or fruit. Some
bees are kept there, but the territory is

limited. It would be advisable for you
to make as extensive a trip as possible
before deciding on any place.

Our law on bee-diseases does not for-

bid the shipping in of bees, but in all

cases of shipment, inspection will be
done at the time of unloading, or very
soon after. In districts where foul
brood is prevalent there is not much
danger, as we still have considerable
disease to spread the contagion. But
in the parts of the State where no foul
brood exists a greater degree of care
would be exercised. Should European
foul brood be introduced in a shipment,
it would be far better to destroy the
whole shipment than to let it get
started. European foul brood, so far,

is unknown in Colorado. Our law ad-
mits of the destruction of material at

the discretion of the inspector.

Bees can be purchased for $2.50 to

$6.00, according to the hives they are
in. Colonies in dovetailed hives, in-
cluding one super, sell from $4.50 to
$5.00.

If you have European foul brood in

your county, you had better not ship
bees here, as it would not be just to
the bee-men of this State, and it would
cause trouble. The same thing ap-
plies to American foul brood, of which

we still have some except in a few
counties of the State.
You will be welcome among us, as we

still need more bee-men in some locali-
ties, but you would be more welcome
to buy an outfit that is already here.

Water Wheel of R. W. Ensley at Read
Coi.o. He Owns His Own Wheels

and Ditches

Sweet Clover

Within range of nearly every Colo-
rado apiary are many acres of waste
land which should be producing nectar
for the bees, by sowing sweet clover.
The time has passed when sweei clover
might be called a weed. The wide,
sandy bottom lands of rivers make an
especially favorable place for it to
thrive.

Mr. Frank Coverdale tells in Glean-
ings in Bee Culture that sweet clover
is worth $4.00 an acre for honey alone.
Why cannot you make $100 by sowing
25 acres to sweet clover within range
of your bees ?

The Gunnison River in Colorado

Hominy and Honey

The newpapers state that Joaquin
Miller, the virile western poet, who is

now past four score years, is living
wholly on a diet of hominy and honey.
Furthermore, he is an apostle of the
new diet, every visitor being offered a
large handful of hominy, dripping with
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honey drawn from an earthen jar. Let
the good work go on, but however
poetic, I do not care to eat hominy and
honey with my fingers.

Fall Feeding

A bee-keeper who has an apiary

located in a district where amber, in-

ferior fall honey is secured, asked me
what to do to ensure better wintering.

His honey is not very suitable for win-
tering bees on account of early granu-
lation. I suggested that he extract the

honey from the brood-nest and feed

sugar syrup. By blending the amber
with white honey, he can dispose of it

in the home market for 9 cents or more
a pound.
The time to do this extracting is at

the close of the harvest. One comb of

honey may be left at the side of the

hive for the bees' feed until the ex-

tracting is done and the feeding begun,

when this comb may be removed. This
feeding, if the weather is warm and the

nights not too cold, will stimulate

breeding, and the hives will be filled

with young bees for the winter. A Nice Comb oe Bees. — I'liotnwraphc-d by Wilniot K. Evans.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie*-

Conducted by J. J, Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

The " Home of the Honey-Bee " at Cor-

dele, Ga.

The building and grounds repre-

sented by this photograph are the
headquarters for my bee-business, and
the apiary was the first one I estab-

lished. .\t first it consisted of but one
colony of bees in a badly decayed box-
hive. At present it consists of 150

colonies of Caucasian bees. This is

where I made the increase for my Geor-
gia bee-business, and where thousands
of queens were reared and mated.
The building is two stories high, and

has nine separate apartments with a

driveway in the center. It has nine
openings or doors from which loading
and unloading can be done. Each
room is of great importance to the

business. I feel that this is my " mas-
terpiece.''

The top story on the front side is my
work-shop, and my work-bench is at

the cluster of windows shown at the

right end, which allows plenty of light

and fresh air. This is the largest room
or hall in the building. Here I keep
my supplies in readiness for use. I

generally call this my hall, because

many interesting bee-keepers' conven-
tions have been held in it.

Apiary Work tor February

Usually we have considerable warm
or sunny weather during this month,
and we should take our first "peep" at

the bees since we put them away for

winter.

Pollen is coming in and the queens
should be very active, with consider-
able brood in the nest. This is the
starting point for every colony, and
the starting point for apiary work.
Therefore, it is very important to make
investigation of every colony, and sup-
ply its needs. Queenless ones should
be united at once with other weak col-

onies. Those short of honey can be
supplied from other colonies which can
spare it, by exchanging an empty comb
for a comb of honey.
The brood-nest should not be dis-

turbed much at this time except to en-

" The Home of the Honev-Bees" at Cordele, Ga.
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large it, and only when the colony is

crowded with stores.
In cases where the bees were not

properly prepared for winter, it may be
neccessary to feed some colonies, such
colonies should be given a feeder
placed in the super on top of the brood-
frames.

I have never found it necessary to
feed for the sole purpose o£ stimulating
brood-rearing, as in most locations
there is plenty of pollen and enough
early nectar for this purpose. Besides
it would incite swarming at too early a
period.

I do not advocate feeding bees any
way, and would never do it if it were
not for utilizing some inferior honey
which I do not care to put on the
market.

Hive Making

It is customary with some bee-keep-
ers to make their own bee-supplies, es-
pecially the e.xterior parts, such as
bottom-boards, hive bodies, supers and
covers. It is a very good practice
where a bee-keeper happens to be a
good mechanic, with plenty of tools
and time, and good soft lumber to
work, such as cypress or white pine.
Yellow pine is not very good for this
purpose, as it is .too hard and warps,
and splits too much.
As this is the time of year when such

work can best be done, we bring the
matter up and produce a photograph
illustrating how the bodies can be cut

The Right Way to Nail Hive-Bodies.

out and set up with accuracy and dura-
bility. The ends are beveled or rab-
beted by machinery or by hand with a
rabbet plane on three edges; the top
edge is to receive a regular tin rabbet,
such as those that are sent out with
regular dovetailed hives, which makes
by far the best frame rest. The rabbet
should be ^s of an inch deep all around
and as wide as the material is thick, so
when nailed up there would be no pro-
jections. For the supers the rabbet
should be but K inch wide on the top
edges, so the shallow frames may rest
on it, and the same for comb lioney
supers, as no tin rabbets are used with
supers. The inside dimensions for the
ends should be 12

'i inches. To get the
outside dimension add twice the thick-
ness of the material. The sides are cut
off square 18-'+ inches long. The ma-
terial should be gotten out or bought
dressed all around, and about thirteen-

sixteenths of an inch thick, which is
now the standard thickness, and 9V
inches deep for hive bodies, 5U for
shallow extracting supers or for supers
for tall sections, and 4-I4 inches wide
for low or square sections. Short or
narrow blocks may be nailed on the
sides and ends for grip. The manner
of nailing up is well illustrated by the
cut. Nail from both ways, using as
many nails as necessary' for a good,
durable body; 8 d flat-headed cement-
coated nails are best.

A Bee-Producer

Dear reader, I want you to turn back
with me to Mr. J. K. Isbell's article on
bee-production in our department, page
367 of the December number, read and
re-read it until we have his method of
bee-production well fixed in our minds
so we can take it up step by step just
as he outlines and carries it out.
Now is the time to take the first step

in this management. It is needless for
me to state what the results will be if

all our colonies are boiling over with
bees at the beginning of the first honey-
flow, and this will be the case if we
carry out his plan, which is simple.
Large crops of honey will be harvested
by every one who will do it. Besides.

a large amount of increase will be
made.

I have traveled extensively over
Dixie, visiting hundreds of our bee-
keepers, and I find that there are but
two methods of production employed.
One is the "let alone" plan and the
other is Isbell's, or a similar one. The
former is carried out more generally,
and can we wonder at dissatisfaction ?
No, indeed.
Bees will never populate their hives

properly without aid. It has been pro-
nounced folly by some of our pro-
moters to "pull back" great colonies
in order to build up weaker ones, but
it is logic to do it if it is done in time,
when all colonies can be built up to
something like uniform strength under
which our greatest crop of honey is
gathered.

I had the pleasure of visiting Mr.
Isbell during the honey-flow, and saw
his bees storing honey under uniform
strength. No weak ones, and none
ahead of the others, but all at work
together. It was magic.
Mr. Isbell is the most wide-awake

and practical bee-keeper I ever had the
pleasure to meet. He has made a great
success with but a small amount of
capital, and we expect to hear more
from him on bee-culture from now on.

Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ontario.

Effect of Size of Hive on Spring Brood-

Rearing

P. C. Chadwick, writing in Gleanings
in Bee Culture in defense of using
smaller entrances in hives than is ad-
vocated by many bee-keepers, inci-
dentally touches upon the size of hives
and their relative merits for brood-
rearing in the spring. He says, " Here
is also the secret of an 8-frame hive.
Warmth is more easily preserved, and,
in consequence, breeding is more rapid,
thus filling the hive much sooner."
While there must be a /imtV to the size
of a hive for the economics of "bee
house-keeping," in my limited experi-
ence it has been conclusively proven
to me that the difference between a 10-

frame and an 8-frame hive, the two
sizes, friend C, is comparing, is not
enough to allow the effect of heat on
brood-rearing to be taken into consid-
eration. By force of circumstances I

have almost all sizes of hives in com-
mon use, from the 8-frame Langstroth
to the 10 and 12 frame Jumbo, and every
spring, XLnthout cxci-flion, the bees in

the 8-frame hives are the last to be
ready for the supers.
While, as I have intimated, there

must be a limit somewhere on the size

of a hive that the bees can use and not
suffer in conservation of heat; just

what that limit is I am not prepared to

say, but it is a fact, in my case at least,

that the colonies in the large hives are
always ready for the supers first. The
only e.xplanation I can give is that the
colonies with the large brood-nests

always go into winter quarters with
much larger clusters than, the smaller
ones. Given a large force of well win-
tered bees in the spring, it is surprising
how they manage to overcome all ob-
stacles in the way of cold, and proceed
to build their brood up rapidly.

" Locality " can hardly help to ex-
plain the difference between Mr. Chad-
wick's experience and my own ; fori
would naturally expect less cool weath-
er in California than in Ontario, at the
time brood-rearing is going on at its

most rapid pace.

Suggestions on Winter Work

"What to Do Each Month," is the
heading of a new department in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, said department
to be conducted principally for the
benefit of bee-keepers. Here in Onta-
rio, during the months of January and
February, the bee-keepers do about the
same thing as their bees—practically
nothing, in so far as real work in the
apiary is concerned.
During February, if mild weather

should prevail to any extent, cellar-
winterers should look after their cel-
lars more carefully than earlier in the
season, provided, of course, their cel-
lars are not self-regulating enough, so
as not to need attention during any
part of the winter. Mr. Sibbald, who
used to winter hundreds of colonies in
the cellar, has more than once not
seen his bees from the time they were
placed into the cellar until he took
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as a near friend, and our most sincere
sympathy is extended to tlie bereaved
family.

The Weather—Prospects

Tlie winter liere in Ontario, to date
(Jan. 11), has been warmer than the
average, and much warmer than last

year. Only once (Jan.il) has it been
real cold, that day being the hrst that
zero was reached. For a few hours it

was 1.5 degrees below, but it gradually
moderated, and the next day it was 2')

degrees warmer. Of course, the winter
is " young " yet, and we may get enough
cold weather before March. Judging
by outward conditions the bees appear
to be wintering nicely, and barring un-
foreseen developments, I look for fair

wintering in general, wherever bees
were properly fed in the fall.

Mr. Byek's "Lovering Yard.'

them out again in April, and he always
wintered successfully.

At the present time I have 250 colo-
nies some 200 miles from my home, all

wintering in three caves side by side,

and nothing will be done in the way of

ventilation from the time they were put
in until they come out in the spring.

While I cannot say how they will come
out, I shall be well satisfied if they win-
ter as well as they did for the past
two seasons, when practically every
colony came out in perfect condition.
Of course, I am well aware that the
majority of winter repositories are not
adapted to a let-alone plan like that,

and in most cases if a man is near his

bees, he can help matters along by
judiciously giving fresh air at night,
during the last six weeks of the bees'

confinement.
As to outdoor wintering, here in our

locality, I seldom trouble myself even
if snow does pile up around the hives
in January and February—indeed, if

the weather is rnd cold, the more snow
the better. On rare occasions we get
a day in February when our bees can
fly, and then, of course, I like to have
the entrances clear if possible.

To beginners I would say, do not
disturb the bees in the least by lifting

covers, packing, etc., at this time of the
year, as you cannot do the bees any
good, and may do them a lot of harm.

*-•-

An Interesting Picture

A spendid picture that on pages 18

and lil of the January American Bee
Journal. Quite a number of the men
shown there have at different times
written to me, and while I have met
but few if any of them face to face, a

chance of looking at pictures is really

the next best thing to having a hand
shake. Not a bad looking bunch,
either— really, they compare pretty
well with an " Ontario crowd."
While on the subject of pictures, I

might add that the one on page 13, en-
titled a "Michigan girl," certainly
shows " nerve," as Mr. Miller says. But
what does Miss Wilson mean when
she says the proximity of the man may

have something to do with the bravery
displayed ? While we know the dear
creatures are "confiding," surely no
woman could expect a man standing
so fai- a:c'ay as the one in the pictufe.

Mice—First Trials at Photography

Some time ago I mentioned the
necessity of being on the lookout for
mice that are apt to bother bees win-
tered on the summer stands. In our
own case this matter is generally looked
after pretty well, as sad experience has

" Asleep "-Another View of Mr. Byer's Ai'Iarv.
Mr. Byer tells us a deer was shot in the middle o( the apiary last fall.

to keep away cross bees. No, I main-
tain that the "Michigan girl" is entit-

led to all the credit, for if the man was
duly interested in her welfare, he would
be close enough to " swat the bee

"

should one be disposed to sting her.

Tribute to Paul Mickwitz

It is a long time since the death no-
tice of any bee-keeping friend came so
unexpectedly and gave me such a shock
as that of friend Mickwitz, in the Jan-
uary American Bee Journal. While he
was with us in our home but a

few days, in some way he seemed at

once to gain the affections of every
member of our family, and we have
often spoken of his visit, in the family
circle. Since he went back to Finland
we have had more or less correspond-
ence, and his letters were always a

pleasure to read. We mourn for him

taught us that one or two " deer mice "

can do a lot of harm during the winter
season. When leaving the Lovering
yard last fall (100 miles from home), a

careful look failed to show the signs of

any mice, but as a precaution, several
traps were placed under the covers of
the packing-cases. During the last

week in January, the friend on whose
place the bees are, wrote me that the
" deer " or " wood " mice had come to

the apiary in large numbers during the
past few days. As there were single
fares on the railroads, I decided to

take a run up there and have a look for
myself, and while I found conditions
not as bad as I expected, still quite a

few mice were in the traps. I placed
oatmeal and strychnine in shallow
boxes on top of the packing, and I

think all mice troubles will be settled

for the present.
As I had just boughta camera, I took
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it with me, and snapped several views
of the yard. As I had never had my
hand on a camera before, and was as
"green as a cucumber" on all matters
pertaining to photography, I was agree-
ably surprised to find that all films de-
veloped fairly well, although in the

process of development one film curled
up, and it will be noticed the fluid
streaked the negative in the picture en-
titled, "Asleep," Never mind, better
luck next time, and may be with per-
severance I will yet be able to take
pictures worth looking at.

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels. Te.x.

This Department Editor's Holidays

During that time of the old year
when " all the world rejoices and makes
merry," this poor scribe was confined
to his bed with a cold to begin with,
followed with a case of that which is
spelled "m-u-m-p-s" (something that
he had escaped from as a boy). On top
of this a severe case of "grippe " got a
grip on me, or I got a grip on the
"grippe," and to still make matters
worse, our family physician told us
that I was on the verge of a case of
pneumonia. Making a strenuous effort
to keep away from any more trouble,
however, with a lot of careful nursing
on the part of the bee-keeper's better-
half, I am nearly well again and able to
do some more scribbling.

I rejoiced during the holidays, al-
though ill. If the Old Year was a good
one, and crops were bountiful and the
harvest profitable, we can not help but
rejoice. If this were not the case, and
we had suffered hardships, it is at this
time we begin to cheer up because we
have at hand a New Year with better
promises in store than in the Old Year.
And it is to be hoped that the year 1913
will be a bountiful one, for prospects
(are already very promising. However,
it is a long time until harvest, and

many a change may take place to make
the --.utcome different from our expec-
tations, yet we hope for the best.

Honey and Good Health

Speaking about my recent illness, it
seems to me that it does not matter
how well we care for ourselves and our
bodies in the selection of foods, and
the way we live regarding the con-
tracting of diseases, often the most
common ones. I have had first one
thing and then another for the last
several years. During my boyhood
days I was always a robust and healthy
fellow, with very few ills to complain
about.

I bring this subject up because a
number of persons have put great
stress on using honey as a health food
and a preventive of diseases. I have
been a strong advocate, for many years,
of a plentiful use of this sweet of Na-
ture. We consume a large amount of
honey in our family; but the judicious
use of it in our food has not given
much proof of what we have claimed
for it.

However, there are exceptions to all
rules, and honey in the daily diet is a
delicious addition to the variety.

Contributed ^ Articles^

European Foul Brood

BY L. HARRIS.

Seeing in your November issue of
the American Bee Journal reference
was made regarding the odor of Euro-
pean foul brood, I cannot resist the
temptation to chip in when I see an
old acquaintance called into question.

I have kept bees for more than 40
years, and my first acquaintance with
foul brood was made over 30 years ago,
when I kept bees in England, and the
greater part of my experience was in
fighting European foul brood.

I have the highest respect and admir-

ation for Dr. Phillips, in the work he
is doing in trying to stamp out this dis-
ease, but when he states that European
foul brood has little or no odor, I en-
tirely disagree with him. I have han-
dled scores of hives infected with foul
brood, and I do not remember ever
having dealt with a case that did not
have the oft'ensive odor "in a more or
less degree," according to the time the
colony had been diseased. Often when
in an advanced stage it was exceed-
ingly offensive, almost unbearable. It
is often compared to the smell of a
glue-pot. I say tht poorest quality of
glue is quite fragrant in comparison
with an advanced case of European

foul brood. It can often be smelled
several yards away from the infected
hive, and if one gets closedown to the
entrance, and can exercise his olfactory
powers, it can be detected even if there
are only a few cells diseased.
During the last three years I have

been acting for the Government of the
Province of British Columbia as Foul
Brood Inspector, and I have discov-
ered a few cases of foul brood. The
first case had been imported "directly "

from eastern Canada by a settler. I
was requested to examine these bees,
and I immediately recognized in it my
old acquaintance, BacillKn pluton, alias
Bacillus alvei, I suppose I ought to say.
There was no mistaking the odor;
furthermore, there was the slight ropi-
ness characteristic of European foul
brood.
The next case was different. The

outward appearance was very much
the same as the European type, except
that the diseased cells presented a
greasy appearance. I was rather puz-
zled because any odor was impercepti-
ble

; it was the first case I had ever
met which was not accompanied by
the offensive smell.

It had the other characteristic always
found in foul brood, the ropiness in a
very marked degree. When the test-
ing stick was applied the decayed mass
would invariably stretch out, from one
inch to an inch and a half before
breaking.
The diseased larvs which were not

actually dried down were in the
stringy condition, there was not the
combination of different forms of dis-
eased larvK in the cells in this type of
foul brood that we have seen in the
European type, and we now know that
this was the case of American foul
brood, or Bacillus larv.-e.

The European type is nearly always
evidenced by different forms of dis-
eased larvs, one cell may contain a
dead larva which is almost black and
dried, retaining something of its origi-
nal form, and being loose in the cell,
can be readily shaken out. We have
seen many of these dried-up larvae out-
side the hive, having been carried out
by the bees (black brood). Another
cell will contain a dead larva which
has turned brown or grey in color,
and is of a soft, gluey substance, and if

we attempt to remove it, will pull out
in strings more or less. These are
the cells which give off the offensive
odor; another larva is of a pap-like or
jelly-like appearance, and is encased in
an extremely thin and tough skin,
pickled brood, yet another may contain
a hard cement-like substance adhering
to the bottom-side of the cell, which is
absolutely impossible to remove with-
out destroying the cell (pickled brood,
dried).

In another cell will be found dried
scales, usually at the base of the cell

;

these have the appearance of little

pieces of dried skin or scurf, and can
be removed with the point of the
needle. This is European foul brood
in its most dangerous stages, and is

easily carried from one colony to an-
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other in different ways, perhaps by the
bees themselves, or may be by the bee-
keeper.
Vernon, B. C.

Excellent Portraits of a Laying

Queen
BY INC. A, DOUGLASS.

Appreciating the fact that the Bee
Journal is desirous of collecting inter-

esting photographs on the subject
of bees, I am sending the enclosed,
showing Mr. Frohliger, of Berkeley,
Calif., demonstrating his colony of

Italian bees to a newspaper reporter,
and to some of the e.iiployees of the
largest department store in San Fran-
cisco, " The Emporium."

It took Mr, Frohliger but a few min-
utes to persuade the gentlemen that his

bees were stingless (?), as you will see
in the picture they have succumbed to

his arguments by accepting a handful.
During his display of a week, in the
grocery department, he kept a 10-frame
standard hive on the roof for renewing
his exhibition. This department store
is in the center of San Francisco, and
it is interesting to state that the bees
stored and capped considerable honey
during their sojourn.
The other pictures, No. 1 and 2,

show a leather-colored Italian queen
wandering over the comb without any

No. I.—Notice the Queen. Presu.mably Undisturbed by the Picture-Taker.

trace of excitement, while pursuing
her vocation. Near the top of picture
No. 3 she is seen with her body in a
cell, depositing an egg, with her reti-

nue of bees surrounding her.

I am a back-lot bee-keeper, and have
7 flourishing colonies in San Francisco.
I enjoy the work, and find my health
much benefitted in the pleasure of this

pursuit. My one aim is to have an api-

P^
No. 2.—Remarkable Photograph of a Queen on a Newly-Built Comb.
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Nore About European Foul

Brood

BY F. \V, L. SLADEN.

I was pleased to see Mr. Morley
Pettit's insistence on bad smell as a

frequent symptom of European foul

brood, in a recent issue of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. In England a stink-

ing smell is considered one of the
chief symptoms of this disease, while
American foul brood is regarded as

odorless. As European foul brood is

said in America to have little or no
smell, and American foul brood is the
odoriferous kind, no little confusion
has been caused on the other side, and
English bee-keepers are inclined to
think they are dealing with a different
pair of diseases.

I recently had an opportunity of

studying an outbreak of European foul
brood among hybrid bees in England.
As long as only a dozen or two larv:e

were affected, there was only a slightly

sour smell when the hive was opened,
but when the disease advanced and 60
or more larvae were rotting, an ex-
tremely strong and penetrating odor
was given off. To me it was a " gamey "

smell, like high meat, but opinions dif-

fer, and when I suggested to my as-

sistant that it was an appetizing odor,
he protested loudly, and had no word
to sufficiently express its offensiveness.

Ottawa, Canada.

No. 3.—Thk Ui tE.N i.N THE Act of Laving an Eg'

Loaf Sugar for Winter Feeding

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

I felt some reluctance about telling
the story of 1912, but Miss Wilson's
account of what occurred at the Dr.
Miller place emboldens me.

In the fall of l;M 1 I packed 85 colo-
nies for winter on the summer stands.
The hives seemed heavy at the time of
packing; but I fear that many were
heavy with something besides honey.
My winter losses amounted to 38 colo-
nies. A few more were so weak that

they died in the spring. My spring
count was about 40 colonies.

When the days began to lengthen
and the cold began to strengthen, last

winter, and the snow got to piling up
around the hives so that the entrances
had to be cleared almost every day, I

began to use cube loaf sugar. Unfort-
unately I did not use enough of it, and
hence my heavy loss of bees.

The season was a poor one for

honey, and the surplus not at all satis-

factory, amounting to about 2200

pounds; two-thirds of it was extracted.

I made an increase of colonies this

season, so that at its close I had 76

colonies. I sold and shipped 5il of

these in November, and lost one by
queenlessness. I have 2-5 packed on
summer stands. 1 sent to Chicago
and secured a hundred-pound drum of

cube loaf sugar. A common tin wash
basin holds about 4 pounds of it when
a little more than level full. I filled a

basin full for each of the 2.') colonies. I

gave the sugar a good sprinkling with
warm water, and then dumped the

basin across the center of the top-bars

after lifting the back ends of the quilts

and chaff cushions. Some of the hives

were so heavy that they seemed "tied

to the ground," but I served all the

colonies alike.

Dr. Miller does not feed the heavy
colonies, but he winters his bees in the

cellar and I winter mine out-of-doors.

The above has been written mainly
with a view to call the attention of bee-

keepers to the use of cube loaf sugar

as winter feed. I am persuaded that

bee-keepers can save many colonies by
its timely use.

Leon, Iowa.

[J. L. Byer tells us that up in Ontario

they feed the bees as much sugar syrup

as they will store in the brood-cham-

ber before winter. They think it pays.

—Editor,]

Notes and Sidelights From tlie

New York State Bee-Keep-

ers' Meeting in Roches-

ter, Dec. 17-1 9, 191

2

BY F. CREIXER.

In an address on foul brood, S. D.

House said that pickled brood was the
fore-runner of foul brood and that the
whole cause of the disease was "filth,"

claiming that some strains of bees,

and particularly the native black or

brown bees, were such poor house-
keepers that they often allowed dead
larvae in the combs a sufficient length
of time to undergo the process of de-

composition. Then the dangerous and
destructive bacilli would develop
spontaneously, and the foul brood
originate.

This idea or theory was later com-
batted by Prof. Burton Gates from
Massachusetts, who claimed that the

foul brood could not thus originate;

there would have to be spores or

germs of the disease present; without

them there could be no beginning of

the disease.

Mr. House further said that the

American Foul Brood was harder to

eradicate than the European. An old

discarded bottom-board had started the

disease again in his yard, the bees

gathering the propolis therefrom,

which contained the spores.

This able speaker could not place

emphasis enough on keeping Italian

bees. It is the only sure way to dis-

pose of the diseases, he said; and il

he had a black colony and he knew the

disease was in the State, he would at

once kill the old queen and after ten

days substitute a ripe queen-cell of

pure Italian blood.

The foul brood inspectors of the

State and others testified that we have
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no race of bees in America whicli is

as immune from disease as the Ital-

ians, the Carniolans being little better

than the blacks.

In a discussion as to how the floor

over a bee-cellar should be built, when
there was no tire kept in rooms above,

some facts were brought out which
might save experimenters many dol-

lars and a deal of annoyance. In the

first place, a floor should never be
packed with sawdust. Mr. Clark Boro-
dino and Mr. Kenyon, of Camillus, ha,d

the same e.xperience, viz: the timbers
which had been surrounded by the

packing material had rutted out with-

in four years, making it necessary
to rebuild the floors, etc. They now
use dead-air spaces using building

paper in addition.

In the discussion of bee-cellars the

out-door wintering problem was in-

cidentally touched on. Mr. Holter
mann laid down a rule on which I

have, myself, been working for sev-

eral years. He formulated said rule

in these few words: "Bees should not

be wintered indoors if they can be
wintered successfully outdoors."
In a way Mr. House, of Camillus,

endorsed this, although he stated that

his bee-cellar wintered his bees with
only Wz per cent loss. He said that

out-door-wiatering was preferable on
account of the protection the bees en-
joyed during the breeding season
(Spring,) after bees usually are

brought out of the cellar; this of

course on the supposition that out-

door wintered bees are well protected
either by regular chaff hives or win-
ter cases. No man could afford to

pack his bees after their being win-
tered in a cellar, just for this "Spring
protection."
Another reason why Mr. Holtermann

has changed from cellar wintering to

out door wintering is, the latter meth-
od gave him more leisure during the
winter. He could pack his bees early,

sometime in October; then he could
turn his back to them 'till April or
May; whereas if they were in an ordi-

nary cellar, the latter would have to

be watched more or less all winter;
and then would come the difficulty of

guessing the best moment to set the
bees out, the robbing afterwards and
other unpleasant features. I confess
I have to agree with Mr. Holtermann
and I find myself building more win-
ter cases all the time. I expected to

build a bee-cellar under my shop,
but I doubt if I will use it for the
purpose intended when I get it done.
I am using my house cellar at pres-
ent and have done so for many years.
The question of the popular section

of the future received some attention
but no agreement was reached athough
it cannot be denied that there is some
clamor among the bee-keepens for
greater uniformity not only as to sec-
tions, but as to all sorts of bee-keep-
ers supplies.

We seldom have a bee-keepers'
meeting without the question: how can
I cure a lazy colony? Various reme-

dies have been recommended. Remov-
ing a couple brood combs and substi-

tuting frames filled with comb or

foundation was added to the list of

remedies, also the changing of supers
i. e.—taking a super in which the bees

are well at work and giving it to the

lazy colony. It was considered an ac-

cepted fact that a loafing colony bent

on swarming and prevented from so

doing proves unprofitable and might
better be allowed to swarm. Mr. Hol-
termann said he gave all his colonies

a large entrance, as a means to pre-

vent swarming, in other words he
keyed up his hives with wedges one
inch thick at the large ends. He lefV

these wedges in summer and winter.

It strikes the writer that, if it is a

good plan to thus have hives arranged,
he would make the bottom board so

from the start and not bother with any
wedges at all; make the space under
the frames high enough to give this

large entrance. In connection with
the bottom board the writer also

wonders how many have found it

necessary, or at least desirable, to

have the sharp point of a nail protrude
above the long cleats of the bottom
boards forming the bee-space under
the brood chamber? A nail on each
side protruding by '4 inch will keep
the hive body from sliding about when
clamped to the bottom board by
hive-staples, hooks or Van Deusen hive

clamps. In moving bees on wagon or
cars some such provision is needed
and when using wedges as Mr. Holter-
mann uses them, his arrangement
svould be inconvenient in moving
bees.

I want to mention Mr. Schamu's
roller bottom-board which the inven-
tor exhibited and explained before the

convention. Dr. Schamu is most enthu-
siastic over his invention, says it will

alleviate the annoyance of bees
swarming and going to the woods; it

saves a separate drone trap, because
it is a drone trap itself, it provides
ample ventilation for any occasion, has
room to place feeders, prevents rob-

bing, etc. It would lead too far to

enumerate all his claims. After actual

test in the apiary we will be in better

position to judge as to the merits of

this expensive addition to our hives
Mr. R. F. Holtermann's address on

extracted honey was listened to with
much interest. Producing extracted
honey is much safer than producing
honey in the comb, because, he said,

with only a moderate honey-flow s

good grade of extra ted honey could
be produced, whereas if comb honey
was produced under like conditions
a poor article would be the result. Es-

sentials in extracted-honey production
were "strong colonies, ventilation,

shade, enough room given in time."

He prefers to use an excluder, does
not extract from brood-combs, uses
as little smoke as practicable. In the

extracting supers he uses eight

frames in place of the usual ten, and
when giving more room he neither

places the empty one under the full

one, nor on top of it, but takes four
frames from the full one, exchanging
for empty combs, raises the four full

combs to the new super to be given
in such a manner that the full coiTibs

are above full combs and form a lad-

der for the bees to ascend. Mr. Hol-
termann prefers to extract after each
flow, to keep the diff.erent honeys
separate, but he takes care that the
last extracting comes Just before the
close of the harvest. He does not like

to open hives for taking honey when
bees are inclined to rob.

During the swarming season the
colonies are looked over once each
week, and when there are indications
of swarming, any queen cells found
are broken down; for this purpose the
bees are dislodged from their combs
at least the greater part so that none
of the cells may be overlooked.
When taking tlie honey, one comb is

taken after another, the bees are
brushed off and the combs placed in

empty hive-bodies to be taken on a
wagon to the extracting room. Two
men work together removing the hon-
ey, one holding the comb, the other
with a brush in each hand brushes off

the bees from both sides of the comb
with one operation. Mr. Holtermann
uses a 12-frame extractor and finds

a 11/2 horse power gasoline engine too

small to do the work. After extract-

ing, the honey is pumped into tanks,

holding 3000 pounds each, left to clear

itself a few days, is skimmed off thor-

oughly, when it is ready to be drawn
off into receptacles.

Mr. French answered the question.

"Shall we advertise honey?" with an
emphatic "yes" but qualified it in this

way: It is out of the question for us
to advertise as the cigarette man does,

or the chewing gum man, or the

patent medicine man, the shredded-
wheat man and others, because there

are not the profits in our business the

other named people can boast of. We
cannot afford to spend money that

way; if we did, honey would be too

high in price, the man of moderate
means could not buy it. We will have
to advertise in a cheap way. Exhibit-

ing extracted honey in attractive

show cases in the grocery stores, he
thought, would be as effective as any
available method. Then we ought to

set forth the comparative value of

honey in our local papers.
Professor Burton Gates of the Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural College spoke
very interestingly about many differ-

ent subjects. He said the stingless

bee was a myth or falsity. There were,

however, strains somewhat disinclined

to sting. About brood diseases and
germs, etc., he said: "The different

organisms whicli produced the differ-

ent diseases had been isolated and if

planted each would produce its certain

disease. Gnarly apples for instance

were not wholly due to imperfect pol-

lenization but also to a fungus de-

stroying the pistil or ovules." Of
the many appliances of later origin

he enumerated several that were a
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great help in the apiary, condemned
others that were not so perfect. He
thought that a good wire imbedder
(electrical) was a good thing. He gave
the practice of having extracted honey
tanlvs in a room below the extracting
room (basement) a "black eye," said
honey should be pumped up and stored
In the attic where it was dry and
warm. He mentioned a new bee candy
which was suitable for wintering bees
and shipping bees without combs. The
formula of the candy was as follows:
7 pounds granulated sugar, 1% pounds
liquid glucose, li/i pint water, % tea-
spoon cream tartar. Let come to a

boiling heat of 238 degrees P, mixture
to be worked on a slab.

Objections were raised by bee-keep
ers to the use of glucose in the candy.
Naples, N. Y. ^^
Big Horn Basin of Wyoming

BY B. F. SMITH, JR.

Upon request, I am going to tell

what I know of this locality. Not both
sides of it however, but just the bright
side. What I might consider the dark
side, no doubt a great many readers of
the "Old Reliable " might consider the
bright.

The spring of 1911, April 26, we
landed in Cowley with a car of house-
hold goods and 17 colonies of bees.
We were one week on the road, travel-
ing 1110 miles from eastern Nebraska.
The bees were very weak, but we com-
menced feeding, and all of them re-

sponded nicely and were in good shape
when the honey-llovv started. The flow
continued until some time in Septem-
ber, and we harvested .32.50 pounds of
honey, and made three divisions and
no swarms. The bees were wintered
in chaff hives, and all but six came
through nicely. Three smothered by
chewing a hole in a sawdust cushion,
and the sawdust blocked the entrance.
Two starved to death, and one died
without any apparent reason. This left

14, to which were added by purchase 18

colonies in 8-frame hives. The colo-
nies purchased were in movable-frame
hives, but combs were built on starters,

and looked as if they had not been
moved for several years.

June 10, 1912, we placed all the brood
with the exception of one comb in
each colony over an excluder. Fifty
Italian queens arrived June 18; 50
divisions were made June 19, and on
June 20 all the brood in the original 32
colonies was again placed over ex-
cluders. Fifty more queens arrived
June 29, and another .50 divisions were
made June 29. The first divisions were
given two combs of brood and one of
honey, as the flow did not start until

June 21. The bees built up very rap-
idly, and the last of July we commenced
to extract from the original stock. Of
the 100 divisions made more than 90 of
them were successful. But 2 or 3
queens were missing upon examination
.5 days after making the divisions.
About Aug. 10, it became apparent

that the first divisions were getting
crowded. We had to send a hurry-up
order for supplies, and extract one or
two combs from the brood-nest. We
ordered .50 full-depth bodies, and gave
all of them full sheets of foundation,
but even this was not enough. We went
to the wood-pile and put in use some
200 frames that we had thrown away.
We used starters in these, as we ex-
pected to discard them again. We
helped the weak ones, and gave the

strong foundation to draw out. It

looked as though we would soon be
short of room again, but the last of

August we had some cool weather and
the storing stopped.

We have for our summer's work 140

colonies which we expect to winter on
the summer stands. They are all in

good shape except .5, which we were
re-queening just as the cold weather
started, and do not think the queens

ever mated. Ordinarily we have the
finest weather up to Thanksgiving, but
this year it has been cold and raw a
great share of the time. We have saved
about 200 combs for feed, and our crop
is about 7<iO0 pounds of extracted honey
and 200 pounds of corob. The flow is

without a break from June until frost,

and even after frost the bees gather on
nice days until we get a very hard
freeze. Bees can be bought here for

$•5.00 in home-made hives, and should
pay for themselves the first year, be-
sides providing a new colony.

Our honey-producing plants are
sweet clover, alfalfa, buffalo-berry, wild
currant and gooseberry, and some years
the wild licorice is an abundant yielder.

The honey, when produced in new
combs, is very clear and heavy, and we
think it is the z>(ry best honey on the
market.
Cowley, Wyo.

"Grease-Weed and a S16.30 Apiary. :

An apiary of 140 colonies, situated in an irrigated district of Wyoming. The natural growth
from a Sin.So investment. Thirty-two colonies, spring of lii:. increased to no.

Bees in Switzerland

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

The information given by Mr. Wid-
mer, page 345 of the December num-
ber of this magazine, concerning Swiss
bee-keeping is very interesting and
correct. There is however there, as
well as here, quite a difference in locali-

ties. Dr. Miller and others have also

noted some difference between the
Swiss methods of bee-keeping and
ours. These raise naturally some im-
portant questions.

ITALIANS VERSUS BLACKS.

Not only in Switzerland, but also in

some other parts of Europe, the gen-
eral opinion is that, taken altogether,

the black bees are better than the Ital-

ians. I think that is an error, and the
apparent inferiority is due to the con-
ditions in which they were placed.

In the first place, the prolificness of

a queen is very often -injured by trans-

portation through the mail, and the
entire race is blamed merely because
of an accidental circumstance. Then
there is the question of mating.
Throughout the whole of Europe the
apiaries are small, numerous, and very
close together compared to America.
Furthermore, the majority of hives are

skeps or box-hives, in which drones
are reared in immense quantities; the
"advanced bee-keepers " destroy their

drones as much as possible, not want-
ing any " useless consumers." There-
suit is what should be expected.
The queens reared, mate -\-ith common
drones of the neighborhood, and in a

few years all traces of Italian blood
disappear.

The third objection has been made
here as well as there, very often. The
Italian bees swarm too much, or rear
brood at the wrong time, or something
like that. This instead of an objection
is an indication of the superiority of

the Italian bees, and of the inferioritj-

not onlv of the black bees, but of the
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Ai'iABV oi L, C. McCarty. of Nampa. Idaho.

'Tills yard was starled in tlie spring of iQio with 70 colonies. There are now 450 colonies

in modern hives. Jhoco worth of comb honey was sold in three seasons."

apiarist himself. The Italians are more
prolific than the blacks. They soon
have their hives full of brood, and then,

having no more room, swarm. What
else could they do ? If their owner
had given them a larger hive, they
would have remained, built up a strong-
er colony, and given far more surplus

than the blacks. But some apiarists,

like many other men, cannot see be-

yond the tips of their noses.

M.\TING ST.^TIONS.

Something has been said about es-

tablishing mating stations such as ex-

ist in Switzerland. The conditions
with us are not the same, .^s stated

above, the apiaries there are small,

very numerous, and close together,

Many have skeps or box-hives, produc-
ing a large number of drones. Under
such circumstances the chances of

having queens mated with the drones
of the same apiary are very slim in-

deed. Furthermore, and worse yet, if

the improved stock is of the same color,

the mismating cannot be detected.

Thus improvement is impossible. To
obviate the difticulty, mating stations

are established in isolated places, the
best of stock installed, plenty of drones
are reared, and the apiarists send their

queens there to be mated. The charges
for it are very moderate.

INFLUENCE OE DRONES.

This brings us to the question
whether the worker-bees derive their
qualities from the drone or the queen
stock. From both likely, but I think
chiefly from tlie drone. In the human
race, and in all of our domestie stocks,
the influence of both sides is equal, as

far as we know. But it takes both
parents to produce the offspring, no
matter whether this is male or female.
With bees it is altogether different.

The unimpregnated queen eggs pro-
duce drones which of course derive
their characteristics from their mother's
stock. Impregnation has invariably
the effect of changing altogether the
sex of the eggs. Such being the male's

power, it looks reasonable to conclude
that the female is more like her father

than her mother.

Occasionally hermaphrodites are

found ; that is. bees possessing organs
of both sexes. Instead of being an in-

termediate or combination of both
sexes, we find invariably some com-
plete female organs associated with

some complete male organ; for in-

stance, a worker's head on a drone's

body. This goes to show that where
the drone influence reached it pro-

duced full female organs.

Coming to' actual facts, we find Doo-
little's assertions published two or

three times in Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture. He introduced the first Italian

queens in his locality. All the mis-

mated queens, either black or Italian

that came during the first year, were
necessarily producing bees of a first

crossing. He says that the bees from
a black queen fecundated by an Italian

drone were invariably gentle, clinging
to the combs, and in every respect
almost like Italian bees. On the other
hand, a cross between a black drone
and an Italian queen gives workers
usually very irascible, as many api-

arists know only too well.

Frank Benton's experience corrob-
orates that of Mr. Doolittle's. It was
published in Gleanings some four or
five years ago.

NON-SWARMING.

It is said that the improved blacks of
Switzerland are almost non-swarming.
I don't doubt it. But it is a question
of management rather than stock. The
European apiarists work exclusively
for extracted honey. There is no dif-

ference in price there between ex-
tracted and comb honey. They use
large hives, mostly the Dadant. Under
such conditions very little swarming
takes place, no matter what the stock
of bees is. Mr. Dadant himself obtains
as good, or even better results, as he
can explain himself more fully.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Use of Smoke and Feeding Bees

in Cellars

BY E. S. MILES.

Having noticed that smoke is not
mentioned in connection with handling
bees in cellars, and having nearly
twenty years experience In cellar win-
tering I cannot help but think that
many bee-keepers are losing the use
of their smoke at one of the most
needed places. There is scarcely a
place where I value smoke more than
in putting bees in and out of cellars
I am reminded of my early care and
caution in getting strong colonies set-

tled in the cellar without smoke years
ago, by the query headed "A Problem
In Cellaring" on page 28, issue of the
American Bee Journal for January.
But as I soon began to discard the
bottom-board while the hives are in

the cellar, as well as to increase my
number of colonies, it became neces-
sary to get them in with less time de-
voted to each hive. In answering the
query referred to. Dr. Miller has given
excellent advice as usual, but if I

were to carry those bees in, I should
not use a wet cloth, not because it will

not be effectual, but because smoke
and a little care in handling the hives
is all that is necessary.

There is another important point in

cellaring bees to avoid having them
fly out .and where conditions are such
that they are likely to do so. This
point is the time of day chosen to do
the work. According to my experience
the ideal time to cellar bees is when
there is moonlight, and begin toward
dusk in the evening. It is then light

enough out of doors to see the hives
and where to walk, yet the bees will

not ordinarily take wing if handled
carefully.

A candle may be set In the doorway
of cellar, or wherever it will best
light the cellar with a dim light. By
having only about the same light in-

side the cellar as outside, the eyes are
not required to re-adjust themselves
every time one goes in or out, and one
is able to work in a light not strong
enough to induce the bees to take
wing. I always want my cellar thor-
oughly aired, and as near the outside
temperature as can be had, before
beginning to carry in. Then I want
two good smokers, with good dry fuel

that will "keep a goin" while I carry
in. If I leave off the bottoms I get

along very well with one smoker for

putting in the cellar. After taking one
smoker down cellar and thoroughly
smokinfT the cellar, I set the smoker
up on end so it will keep going. T

gauge the amount of smoke by myself.

When the smoke becomes so dense in

the cellar that I begin to cough, I

kick the smoker over on its side thus
checking the draft, until some of the

smoke has escaped, when I put the

smoker again in working order, keep-
ing the air of the cellar about as
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smoky as I can breathe without much
difficulty.

This cuts off the odor of angry
bees and also sets the bees to making
the scared hum one hears when they

run to cluster. It is well known thai

when bees are disturbed, a certain

number act as "guards" and rush to

the entrance to attack whatever is dis-

turbing their home. When they are

thoroughly roused, a little of the

poison is ejected which gives the pe-

culiar odor of "angry" bees. This

odor in a close place like a cellar or

a cave seems to have a tendency tc

rouse up other bees, or make them
worse if already partly aroused.

So instead of arousing the bees to a

condition of defense or offense, it is

better to give them a scare, use a lit-

tle intimidation in the way of smoke
it saves time and bees.

I pile my hives five to six high with

11/2 or 2 inch strips under ,each end

and bottoms off. Sometimes an extra

cross colony gets aroused to the point

of crawling out and jumping off when
first set in the cellar, in which case I

do not hesitate to smoke them enough
to make them go back. If, accidentally,

a colony or a pile is jarred so as tc

thoroughly arouse them, I shade my
light to leave them in shadow, for s

time, and also blow a lot of smoke
alongside the pile. Of course I do not

get hot smoke close enough to the

cluster to scatter the bees or make
them run off their combs, but use

enough to thoroughly intimidate them
Some may fear damage to the bees

by this way of doing, but I can assure

them no damage results, at least in

"this locality," and I have used these

methods on hundreds of colonies for

over 10 years. I would not leave bot-

toms on and use screens on entrance

unless mice were very numerous. I

try to trap most of the mice in my
caves, but I have yet to see any dam-
age, excepting once in a while a lit-

tle hole or two in a comb. Not enough
to pay me for bothering with screens

and nothing compared to the damage
bottoms do in the cellar, unless one
takes off the covers.

Feeding: in Cellar.

Another question is, "Can I feed my
bees syrup in the cellar?" The an-

swer is usually "better feed them
enough in the fall to last 'till flowers

come in the spring." This is good ad-

vince but does not fully answer this

question. Many times, for one reason
or other, a colony or more, may not

have enough, and if good comb honey
is not to be had and one does not

know by experience that he can make
candy right, you can feed them syrup
If it is a fairly good colony of bees,

and a cellar with temperature of 44 de-

grees or higher. One winter our bees
were thought to have stores enough
until in March we discovered one col-

ony dead, and on examination found
them starved. We had previously made
a hatch of hard candy, being very

careful to make it just as directed, and
lost every colony we fed with it, so
we concluded to try syrup this time.

We had a fair idea of how many light

or doubtful colonies we had, so we
filled super combs with good thick

syrup, by means of a tin can with per-

forated bottom held tw-o or three feet

above the combs ,which were laid in a
large pan to catch the drip.

We thus prepared a super with three
combs containing about 10 pounds of

good thick sugar syrup for as many
as we expected to find light. After let-

ting these set a few hours over some
receptacle to catch what would drip
off, we lighted our smoker, took our
candle, and after smoking the cellar

fairly well, anJ having our feeding
supers near at hand we began at one
end of the pile of hives and taking off

the top one put it on the proper foun-

dation for a new pile, just the strip

across the next hive to rest on, and
whenever a hive was lifted that we
were in doubt of having plenty to last

six weeks or two months, our assist-

ant would put one of the feeding su-

pers on the strips, then we would sel

the colony on top of the super, and
so on until we piled over all the piles

in the cellar.

The bees were in fair condition ex-

cept some were short of stores, and
as we handled all carefully and
quickly, none were much aroused ex-

cept those which were fed. Every bee
man knows that when a bee gets a

load of sweets, whether from a feed-

er inside the hive or elsewhere, the

rest rush out as though their lives

depended on getting out of the hives

instantly.

Well, as soon as a bee from the

cluster got a lick of that rich syrup
there was a stampede for out of doors
but as the feeding combs were in

place of the bottom board and all tight

between, they simply bumped their

noses and stuck their toes into that

syrup. The three shallow combs di-

rectly below the cluster caught the

whole force as there was no way oul

of the hive except through this super.

There certainly was quite a "hum" in

that cave for a couple of hours, but

after the syrup was taken up, all set-

tled down and every colony came ou(

fine shape. One or two even whitened
their brood combs a little in the mid-
dle, in handling the syrup. Of course
when Vie set the bees out we took them
off of the now empty extracting su-

pers.

If one has the bottoms on in the

cellar it would perhaps be easier to

remove the cover and put the feed-

ing super on top, and the bees would
be all the more certain to find it for

it being on top, although all fair

colonies will find it, as described

above. In a cellar of proper tempera-
ture. If no empty extracting combs
are on hand, one can, by using plenty

of smoke, and working quickly, re-

move the outside combs, fill them and

return them, but this would be toe
much labor perhaps except where one
had only a few hives.
There is one way of feeding, which I

believe, insures perfect wintering in
99 cases out of 100, yet I've never seen
it mentioned in print. Set your colony
in cellar, preferably well up from the
ground, and use a deep entrance or no
bottom, or the regular summer en-
trance may do, as it don't seem to mat-
ter so much about the entrance with
this method. Now have your cover so
it can be taken off easily and quickly
and as soon as your colony is reason-
ably well settled in the cellar, remove
the cover and lay enough good section
honey directly over the cluster to run
them until taken out of the cellar. This
section honey does not need to be
fancy, or number one or any better
than culls, just so it is good ripe
honey. Lay the combs down flat, the
sections will hold the combs a bee
space off the top bars, and after laying
six or eight directly on the top bars,

pile up a small pyramid if necessary,
in order to get plenty on, then throw
one or two thickness of heavy cloth
over all, and let it fall over the sides

of the hive 3 or 4 inches or more. A
couple burlap sugar sacks or an old
grain bag or two wil do.

In the spring set the colony on its

summer stand with an entrance board
reaching the ground, puff some smoke
over the sections, shake what bees are
clustered on them in front and replace
the cover. A colony thus treated will

come through in perfect condition al-

most invariably, but I confess I do not

quite understand why.
I have often wondered how many

who recommend hard candy have made
and used it themselves. I do not doubt
it can be made and used successfully
yet as I said, I have found it very
easy to lose bees when depending on
it. As for me I would choose syrup in

a good cellar in preference to candy
if I had no safe honey to use.

Just one word on feeding, and the
veteran can skip this: When you have
fed your colony what you are quite

sure is plenty, then feed it about five

or ten pounds more If you follow this

rule many a colony will be saved that

would not otherwise be.

Dunlap, Iowa.

Plural Mating of Queens

BV .\RTHUR C. MILLER.

Mr. SchoU's inquiry concerning the
mating of queens, in the September
number of the American Bee Journal,
deserves more than passing notice.

That queens do mate more than once
before commencing to lay is a fact so
well established that it seems almost
unnecessary to re-assert it. But some
bee-keepers seem to be unaware of it.

and so are not infrequently at a loss to
account for the appearance of offspring
of certain queens.
For those unacquainted with the
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laws of inheritance, it may be well to

state that the offspring of a cross be-

tween two pure strains are always uni-

form and generally present an appear-

ance half way between the two parents.

The offspring of the first cross are

designated as the " Fi " generation.

Mate members of the " Fi " together,

and the offspring " F2 " are as varied

as can be imagined; some are like one
of the original pair, some are like the

other, and others are like nothing in

particular.

If, now, we consider a few hypotheti-

cal cases of queens mated more than

once, we will get a little idea of the

possible results to be looked for in

actual experience. Take for example
a thoroughbred Italian queen first

mated with a drone of the same stock,

and next with a pure black drone. Her
offspring will be found as follows:

Part of them will be typical of a pure
Italian stock, and part of them will be

typical of a pure Italian mated to a

pure black; /. c, all one, or all '2band-

ed, or possibly all :!-banded, but quite

dark, the type of one or two bands, or

of three dark bands being determined
by the type of the Italian used. For
instance, a pure golden mated to a

pure black—or a pure Banat or Carnio-
lan for that matter—gives uniform 3-

banded leather-colored " Italians."

If a queen of the same pure Italian

stock be first mated to a similar drone,

and second to a drone of mixed stock,

the results are quite different. Part of

the offspring—not always half, by any
means—will be of the typical pure
stock, and the rest will be all sorts

from " near Italians " to " near blacks,"

or whatever the alien blood was.
As to the cause of the plural mating

of queens, the following hypothesis is

submitted. A queen-bee, like most
animals, has a period of "heat." Before
it appears, she shows no inclination to

fly or mate, and after the period

—

which may last 2(1 days— is over she
never mates. While the period lasts

she may mate one or more times; how
many times I do not know, but I do
know of several instances where they
mated three times. This repeated
mating of some individuals differs in

no wise from individuals of higher ani-

mals. Some individuals will allow the
approach of the male but once, while
others may mate several times before
repulsing the advances of the male.

And so far as Icnown, the behavior has
no relation to the virility of the male.
Providence, R. I.

^^^^ •^
The Use of Lime in Bee-Cellars

BY A. F. BUNNEY.

Returning from the Des Moines con-
vention, the writer got into a discus-
sion with a couple of friends regarding
the use of lime in cellars in which bees
are kept during the winter. I contended
that «/';-,5/«/cfrf lime ceases to take up
moisture as soon as the chemical ac-

tion is finished, and that if a cellar is

well ventilated as it should be, lime is

almost useless, as even freshly-burnt
lime takes up moisture but slowly,

owing to the slaked lime which covers
the unslaked portion.
One of the gentlemen I talked with

uses the air-slaked lime for no other
purpose than to take up moisture, put-

ting it in supers, over the frames, and
on cloth. It merely serves as a pretty
good packing material.

Desiring to fortify my position, I

wrote to Parke, Davis & Company, one
of the largest firms of manufucturing
chemists in the world, and the chief

chemist replied as follows :

"Your letter of Dec. 14, addressed to

Parke, Davis & Company, making some
inquiries regarding the absorption of
moisture by lime, has been referred to

the writer, who happens to be inci-

dentally a very enthusiastic amateur
bee-keeper.
"As I have quite a library of bee-

books, and also read the current jour-
nals on bee-keeping, I recognized at

once the source of this question. It

has been a matter of some interest

and occasionally of some amusement,
to read the articles which appear in

bee-journals from time to time regard-
ing the use of lime in preventing damp-
ness in wintering cellars.

" Ordinary unslaked or burnt lime is

practically anhydrous, or contains only
a very low percentage of moisture. As
soon as moisture comes in contact
with it, it is absorbed with great avid-
ity, thus forming the hydrated oxide of

lime, and the hard lumps crumble into

a powder.
" A hundred pounds of first-class

freshly-burnt lime will absorb many
gallons of moisture either from the
atmosphere or from the floor of the
cellar. As long as the lime is not sat-

isfied, it will continue to absorb mois-
ture if any is present. But as soon as

the lime is saturated with moisture and
converted into powder, it will not ab-
sorb any more water. Of course it

also has a tendency to absorb carbonic
acid gas, and if enough of this is pres-
ent the hydrated oxide of lime will

eventually be converted into calcium
carbonate or lime-stone. This is the
chemistry which underlies the harden-
ing of mortar and its conversion into a

hard cement which holds bricks to-

gether.

"Turning now to the practical end
of this question, there is no doubt if

the hard, freshly burnt pieces of lime
are scattered through a bee-cellar, that
they will continue to absorb moisture
until they are converted into powder.
The more moisture it absorbs the more
slowly will the process take place and
the less efficient the lime becomes.
When it is converted into powder it is

of no use as an absorbent. This an-
swers yourquestion as regards renewal.
A man cannot simply place a bushel, or
a barrel, of burnt lime in a cellar and
expect that it will keep it dry for an in-

definite length of time. To be used
effectually it should be scattered over
the floor or placed around in different

parts of the cellar in shallow trays, and

as soon as it is converted into powder-
ed form it should be thrown out and
new lime distributed.
"One hundred pounds of lime, such

as is purchased from the lime-kilns
and shipped, contains from 10 to 2.5

percent of impurities, consisting of
clay, magnesia, iron and other foreign
substances, so that it will not absorb
over 24 pints of water and (12^ pounds
of carbonic acid.

" Even these results are somewhat
surprising, and the inexperienced bee-
keeper would undoubtedly feel in-

clined to say at once, ' Here is a most
effective and cheap method of remov-
ing all dampness and carbonic acid
gas from my cellar.' The effectiveness
of lime for this purpose, if properly dis-

tributed as above indicated throughout
various parts of the cellar in shallow
tsays, cannot be gainsaid. We must,
however, reduce our estimate when
looked at from a practical view-point

;

for the reason that freshly-burnt lime
will absorb water very readily when
first exposed, but its avidity for water,
and its rate of absorption decreases
steadily as the process proceeds. It

would require many months for 100

pounds of lime to absorb all the mois-
ture of carbonic acid gas necessary to

satisfy its chemical affinity, and the
process would finally become so slow
as to be absolutely useless for all prac-
tical purposes.

"Just when it reaches the limit of

practical and available absorptive
power of either water or gas, is largely
a matter of theory or guess work, and
would depend upon conditions in the
cellar itself. Very excessive moisture
from continued seepage from the floor
or walls would quickly use up the avail-
able power of 100 pounds of lime. On
the other hand it has, I think, been
fairly demonstrated that a reasonable
amount of moisture in the bee-cellar is

not in any way objectionable, and in

this case particularly, if it were some-
what crowded, the principal value of

the exposure of lime would result in

the removal of the carbonic acid gas,

which is well known to bee-keepers
to constitute a disturbing factor, per-
haps even more deleterious in its effects

upon bees than moisture.

"Summing up the entire matter, I

would suggest that the use of lime in

bee-cellars can do no harm, and would
probably be very useful and satisfac-

tory provided it is properly exposed in

sufficiently large quantities, and that
the supply is renewed as soon as the
greater portion of the hard, stony
lumps or particles are converted into
a powder. It might be well to remem-
ber in this connection also that this

lime will continue to absorb carbonic
acid gas long after it has lost the
power of absorbing moisture. In fact,

powdered lime rendered distinctly
moist is better for the absorption of

carbonic acid gas than the dry lime.
" Perhaps also a note of warning

may not be amiss for some of the fra-

ternity who desire to use lime. It is

well known that lime, when reduced to
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a fine powder, is a caustic alkali, and is

very irritating when taken into the
nose, mouth or lungs of animals. It

should certainly prove very much more
irritating when taken into the numer-
ous spiracles or breathing tubes of

bees. One'might set a lot of this irri-

tating powder afloat in a bee-cellar if

he happened to be a little careless in

handling the lime in it."

J. M. Francis.

This leaves but little to say. Mr.
Francis explains fully that " taking up
moisture with a;'id//y does not mean
taking it up with rapidity. Were it so,

a cellar would become as hot as an
oven, as will be apparent when lime is

slaked hurriedly for mortar.
When lime is put into a box, as in

the case of an X-ray machine, which
has a cubic capacity of not over .50

cubic feet, it soon renders the air free

of moisture, but when fresh air is corl-

stantly supplied, as it should be in a

cellar, it will require large quantities of
fresh lime to make a perceptible dif-

ference in the amount of moisture in

the air, and its greatest benefit is its

absorption of carbonic acid gas.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Montana as a Bee-Country

BY WM. SCHULZE.

Reading in the Bee Journal about the
merits and superiorities which certain
sections and localities of some of the
States are said to possess, I have not
yet come across anything that could
beat the prospects which await the
apiarist in certain parts of Montana.

I settled here at Chance two years
ago last fall, and bought from a num-
ber of farmers (ill hives of bees, which
had never had any care or attention.
As it was late in the season, and I was
overcrowded with other work, I could
not spend much time with them, and
consequently did not expect many of
them to pull through the winter nor do
much the following summer. However,
they surpassed my keenest expectations,
producing 40o0 pounds of honey be-
sides 50 percent increase.
Owing to an unsual early approach

of winter, I was unable to build a shel-
ter, and had to let the hives stand out
in the open. My own experience, as
well as those of others back in Wis-
consin, made me fear that I would lose
almost the entire stock ; for the winter
was longer and more severe than any
winter in this part of the State for the
past 10 years. To my surprise I lost

only 15 percent ; of course, the colo-
nies had been weakened considerably.
Neverthless, this season they produced
$600 worth of honey. One little, puny
colony from which I did not expect
anything, produced $10 worth of honey,
besides enough to feed itself through
winter.
The bees had to go a distance of 4

miles to gather the honey down in the
valley, where thousands of acres of
alfalfa are in bloom from June until
September, with an abundance of sweet
clover. Had I been closer to the
alfalfa, and better fixed to take care of
my colonies in an up-to-date scientific

way, I should have at least doubled the
amount. The nectar supply from the

alfalfa and sweet clover is inexhausti-
ble, and in 10 years there has been
only one year when alfalfa was a fail-

ure from the standpoint of the bee-
keeper, and that was caused by a bug
destroying the blossoms. But even in

such a year there is enough sweet
clover and other nectar-bearing shrubs
and plants to ensure against complete
loss.

There is no fear of a drouth, for the
country is well covered with irrigating
ditches from streams which have
always an abundance of water; neither
are there any of the disadvantages and
losses to encounter which sometimes
accrue through periods of too heavy
and continued rainfall. The country
is free from bee-disease, and one of its

greatest advantages is that there is no
need of out-apiaries, as the honey-
bearing crops are so plentiful that one
apiary can be made to consist of as
high as 500 colonies.

So far, I have sold most of my honey
to the local dealers. I intend to pro-

duce extracted honey more exten-
sively, as there is a growing demand
for it, and some of my experiments
have shown that I can harvest ^0
worth from one colony. As I am go-
ing to move down into the valley this
winter, and will be considerably better
prepared to take care of my bees, and
to conduct my business on more im-
proved lines, I expect to effect an in-
crease next year over tkis year's profit
of at least 100 percent.
What do Wisconsin bee-keepers

think of the prospect ? Wouldn't some
of my bee-keeping friends back there
who are discouraged by frequent fail-

ures, and have struggled for many
years with adversities of climate and
conditions, vainly striving to win fame
and fortune in the field of apiculture,
wouldn't they be pleased or willing to
change their unkind and unfavorable
surroundings by emigrating to the
beautiful and nectar-laden alfalfa val-
leys of Montana .'

Chance, Mont.

Send Questions either to the office of the .American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. III.He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Eight and Ten Frame Hives for Wintering

I have 7 colonies of bees. 4 in 8-frame hives
and 1 in lo-frame. At i:3o today the bees of
all the smaller hives were flying while the
others were not. I examined them, and
found one of the colonies dead, though there
was about 30 pounds of nice honey left. In
the dead colonies there was a double hand-
ful of bees, and lots of drones.

I cannot account for this. It looks as if 8-

frame hives were better for wintering in
northern Iowa than the lo-frame. All the
colonies had plenty of honey. Iowa.

Answer.—The number of colonies is

rather small to deduce a general rule; but

even if you had a larger number it is not a

dead open-and-shut affair that the smaller
hives are better winterers. As to that dead
colony in the lo-frame hive, it's about cer-

tain that the size of the hive cuts no figure.

They had no normal laying queen, and had
not had one for weeks, for the dead bees
were few. and pan of them were drones.

You have left then the j S-frame hives and 2

lo-frame hives, and you are evidently of the

opinion that the bees in the latter two were
in too poor condition to fly while the bees in

the smaller hives flew well. Well, as there
were only 2 of them, it might iust happen
that those 2 were poorer than the others.

But did it never occur to you that it might
be that those 2 colonies did not fly hwiusc
they ivcrc in too good condition to ilv? That
would be my guess. December 23 the bees
had not been confined very long, and those 2

colonies were doing so well that they did
not yet feel the need of a flight. .\\. any rate,

wait until spring, and then you can tell with
more certainty which has done the better.

Sugar Syrup With Tartaric Aeld

Yesterday Dec. ^0' I was examining the
colonies I am wintering in the cellar, and I

found one that I concluded had starved.
Tliere was about 12 pounds of sugar in the
combs candied hard. My record shows that
on Sept. 20 this colony had about 15 pounds

of honey. I fed them 20 pounds of sugar
syrup with one ounce of tartaric acid to
each 10 pounds of sugar. I am afraid some
of the rest of my bees will go the same route.
One dislikes to lose them after feeding and
giving them the best care one can.

I have read of some who feed sugar syrup
without using acid, and do not have any
trouble, and it seems that there is little or
no trouble where acid is used. Last fall
some of my bees were carrying out candied
sugar in a week after I fed them.

It is possible that I have not been making
my syrup right. The way I made it was to
place a boiler of water on the stove and let
it come to a boil, then add the acid and stir
it well. I then set the boiler off the stove
and stirred in the sugar. I used 2 pounds of
sugar to one of water. Ohio.

Answer.—I must say there is something I

don't understand about this sugar-acid busi-

ness. There are those who. as you say. in-

sist that no acid is needed, and they are
very emphatic about it. Avery few say that

the sugar hardens in spite of the acid, and
you are one of the unfortunate few. The
time and manner of feeding may have some-
thing to do with it If you feed as early as
-\ugust or the first of September, and use
more water than sugar, I don't believe acid
is needed. Even if you feed heavier syrup,
if you feed it slowly, there should be no
trouble. But with late feeding of thick
syrup, I should feel safer with the acid. I

hardly see why you should fail; you used
more acid than I ever used, and I never had
any trouble, although I have had much ex-
perience. Still it is possible that the mode
of proceeding may have something to do
with it. and I'll tell you how I proceeded,
when I fed late with heavy syrup: Water
was put into a vessel on the stove, and when
at or near the boiling point sugar was
slowly stirred in at the rate of 5 pounds of

sugar to a ouart of water. The stirring was
continued until the sugar was dissolved, so
that the su.gar might not settle to the bottom
and be burned. When the sugar was dis-

solved, an even teaspoonful of tartaric acid
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for every 20 pounds of sugar, previously dis-

solved in water, was stirred into the syrup,

and it was tal<en from tlie fire. I would
hardly suppose that your reversing the or-

der would make any difference; still it

might.

Cappings Mellers

1. Is there any melter that will do fast
work and not iniure the flavor of the honey
that goes through it ?

2. In Feb. is. May i, and Nov. 15 (10081, is-

sues of Gleanings in BeeCulture there were
three melters described. Are any of these
satisfactory ? The honey that comes from
the melter would be put in with the rest and
bottled for a fine trade. Montana.

Answers.— I. Maybe; but as the Scotch-

man says. "I hae ma doots." To do fast

work there must be considerable heat, so

that at least a little of the tine flavor would
be hurt.

2. Carefully managed, they may be as good
as any. But for the finest grade of honey you
will likely find it best to keep out any that

has been heated with wax. Still. I may be

mistaken about this, and if experienced
producers say they secure honey from
melted cappings not at all affected by the

melting. I am ready to stand corrected. The
large experience of Editor Dadant will en-

able him to give valuable information. [Hav-

ing additional inquiries on the subject, we
hope to go into the matter at length in a

month or two.— Editor. 1

Clipping Queens' Wings—Miscellaneous Questions

1. If the queen's wings are clipped and
queen-cells are cut out every 10 days, will
that prevent swarming ?

2. When a clipped queen goes with a
swarm and finds she cannot fly, will she re-
turn to the hive, if it is low on the ground so
she can crawl in easily ?

3. Is the quality of honey of the Carniolans
better than of other races of bees ? I have
been told so. and that they don't gather
honey-dew as much as the other bees. Is
there any truth in the statement ?

4. The other day a book came to me from a
friend in Missouri. It was Dr. Jones' book
on how to prevent swarming by operating.
What do you think of the plan ?

5. Don't you think there is a tendency to
produce extracted honey instead of comb ?

It looks that way to me. I'",xtracted honey
has put the price of comb honey down so
low in this vicinity that it hardly pays.

Illinois.

Answers.-i. The clipping of the queen's
wings will not make a particle of difference

about a swarm issuing. A swarm will issue

exactly the same as if the wings were
whole. Cutting out queen-cells every 10

days may make a great deal of difference

and it may make very little. In the ordinary
course of events a prime swarm is likely to

issue when the tirst queen-cell is sealed. If.

at any time before this, you cut out all cells

that are started, the bees will be likely to

start fresh cells, but this second time they
may not wait for the sealingof cells, and the
oftener you cut out cells the more eager
they may be to swarm, so that finally a

swarm may issue immediately after you
have cut out cells. Sometimes, however,
cutting out cells once or twice in the season
may prevent swarming entirely. I think the

character of the bees has something to do
in the case, some bees being much more
given to swarming than others.

2. Generally she will; but sometimes she
may wander off or enter the wrong hive.

i. The quality of honey gathered from the

same source will no doubt be the same, no
matter what bees gather it. I don't know
whether Carniolans are less inclined than
others to gather honey-dew. I didn't know
it was claimed for them.

4. I think that shaving off the heads of all

sealed brood will be likely to prevent

swarming; but I don't suppose many would

want to use such a plan.

5. The tendency toward extracted or

comb honey is somewhat pendulum-like.

Not so very long ago there were some who
urged that more attention should be given

to extracted, and iust now it is the other

way. Each one must judge what is best for

himself for his own market. The scarcity

of an article is generally supposed to raise

the price, and if all others in your region ex-

tract, that ought to make comb scarce and
high. If, however, others find they can

make more extracting, perhaps you might,

too.

Color of Hives Overstocking—Winter Feeding-

Drone Comb

1. My bees are wintering very well. I

think. We have been having some frost
every night the past two weeks Which is

the best, to paint each hive alike or say
three different colors? Paint one super
white, one red. and the other blue, and then
mix them together when they are put on the
hives ? Some think that when the hives are
all the same color the bees will lose their
location.

2. Is thereany way to judge how many bees
to keep at each apiary? Two years ago I

had an apiary of 45 colonies; they gathered
22 cases of honey, and they had enough to

winter on. A bee-man told me he thought I

ought to keep 150 colonies here at this api-

ary. Would I have gotten as much honey,
per colony, as I did with the 4s ? Then there
would be theextra honey for the isocolonies
to live on. I would have more bees to store
honey, but they would have to have honey to

live.

1. Which is better, to feed bees liquid or
granulated honey in winter putting the
granulated honey right above the cluster of
bees? 1 do not think it would start robbing
so easily. I leave my bees on the summer
stands, and close the entrances to 2 inches.

4 Do you think it pays to put on queen-
excluders where one runs for extracted
honey ? I have an odd sized hive now. but I

hope to get the lo-frame standard size in the
near future, and want things up-to-date.

5. How many drone-cells do you think it is

necessary to have in each hive? Some of
my hives had so much drone-comb that I

melted some of it up and put in founda-
tion. Arizona.

Answers.—No doubt the bees are guided

somewhat by color, as you will easily see

when the sun shines brightly on the front

of a hive which is nearly always in the

shade. The bees plainly show by their hesi-

tation in front of the hive that they note the

difference. So differences in color ought to

be a help about recognizing their hives. But
I suspect that they are guided a good deal

more by form than by color. I have had two
or more nuclei in the same hive, and with

entrances only 6 inches apart I do not be-

lieve there was as much chance for entering

wrong hives as there would be in separate

hives 4 feet apart in a straight row. For in

the latter case all would look alike, while in

the case of the nuclei in the same hive the

entrances at different parts of the hive gave

the bees the advantage of the difi^erent form
at or about the entrance. A tree, a little

bush, or a post, in front of a hive will, I sus-

pect help more about locating entrances

than all the paint you can put on the hives.

2. I have been trying for 50 years, right in

the same location, to learn how many colo-

nies could be kept without overstocking,

and I don't know yet One great trouble is

that no two years are alike as to yield. In a

a poor year there may not be nectar enough
for 25 colonies, while in the very same spot a

good year may give abundance for 100 colo-

nies. And you never can be entirely sure in

advance whether the year will be good or

bad. If the 22 cases made by your 45 colonies

were 22 cases of 24 sections each, that

would be about 12 sections per colony. If

that was all the surplus that could be stored

by decently good bees, it is doubtful that a

larger number would have given so very

much more For you are right in counting

the honey gathered by the bees for their

own use, and it is generally a good deal

more than the amount they put in supers.

Suppose it takes 200 pounds per colony for

their own use. and that each colony yields a

surplus of 100 pounds. Each colony would
then gather 300 pounds, which would be

13.500 pounds for 45 colonies. Now suppose

the field yields 15,000 pounds. There would
be 1500 pounds that would go to waste, and

you might just as well have 5 colonies more
to gather it all. But suppose you plant 150

colonies. They would need 30.000 pounds
for their own use. But the field yields only

15.000. and so you would get no surplus and
would have to feed 15.000 pounds.

3. That's hardly a fair question, for there

ought to be no feeding in winter. But where
there has been such bad management that

certain colonies must be fed in winterer

starve, then the best thing is to give them
combs of sealed honey. If these are not to

be had, and it is a question between liquid

and granulated honey, then like enough the

latter should have the preference, placed as

you say directly on the top-bars over the

cluster.

4. As things are generally managed it pays

to use excluders, for without them the

queen will be likely to lay in the extracting

supers. E. D. Townsend, however, suc-

ceeds without excluders. When a second
super is needed, instead of putting it under
the first he puts it on top. He claims that if

the empty super be put immediately over

the brood-chamber the queen will be likely

to enter it promptly, whereas if it is put on

top, the queen will not go up through the

partly-filled super.

5. 1 doubt that it is really necessary to

have any drone-comb except in those hives

which contain such good stock that you

want to rear drones from them. Some, how-

ever, believe in having perhaps 2 inches

square in each hive.

Yellow Flowers—Yellow Honey—Requeenlng-
Comb or Extracted?

1. I have been told yellow flowers tend to

make cappings yellow too, or. in brief, that
the bees will cap honey from yellow flowers
with a yellow capping. If this is true, please
explain.

2. To requeen all or part of an apiary with
ripe cells from a breeder, I thought of de-
queening about Aug. i and introducing rioe
cells. The bees hatched from eggs laid by
the old queen from Aug. i to 14 when the
new queen would begin to lay), would not, I

think, aid materially in the harvest, which
is about July 10 oris to Aug. 25 or Sept. i.

How would this work ? and how are cells to
requeen with ?

3. Editor Root, in Gleanings in Bee Cul-
ture, bewails the rush of producers to ex-
tracted honey production, predicting a
scarcity of comb in the near future. Should
this hinder or deter me from going into ex-

tracting if I dispose of my whole crop direct
to the consumers, and accompany it with a

printed and verbal propaganda of educa-
tion ? Really, if a bee-keeper is careful in

his producing, extracting, liquefying, etc.. I

can see no reason why any one should pre-
fer comb honey to extracted. It seems to

me that one big mistake of most honey pro-
ducers is to ship out and neglect the con-
sumer trade near home; however. I noticed
several articles in journals on the subject of
developing the home trade. Colorado.

Answers.— I. 'Yes. it is true at least of

some flowers, dandelion, for example. I

suppose the bees get the yellow coloring

from the honey or the pollen.

2. It ought to work all right. Requeening
with cells is all right, only, of course, there
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will be less break in the rearing if laying

queens are given.

3. You have eot the thing down pretty fine,

and you are dead right in your views. If you
are producing a fine brand of extracted
honey, and have a satisfied lot of customers,
don't you go to fooling with comb honey.

Using Sections Again

Sections from %vliich the comb has been
cut have marks of the comb attachment
around the inside, what would be the result
if such sections were placed in the center
of a super over a strong colony of good sec-
tion workers; it being understood that no
foundation is put in, nor any change made
after cutting out the comb ? New Jersey.

Answer.— I never tried it. but my guess
would be that although the bees might not
follow pattern closely, they would generally
come near enough to it to make straight sec-

tions between separators. Of course, the
more of the old comb left the more effect it

would have. If you try it, please report.

Plan for Requeening

I wish you would publish, during this win-
ter, a statement on what you think is the
best method to rear queens for requeening.
I will give my idea:
In the spring, when my bees are well built

up and strong. I would get a nice lot of
queen-cells capped over, select cells from
my best honey gatherers, put them in a
queen-nursery, placing this in a strong col-
ony to hatch, and take care of them until
wanted for introducing into colonies, which
I will make queenless a few days before.

>New York.
Answer.—Your plan, if carried out cor-

rectly, oueht to work all right. Although I

don't believe it is quite so well to have
queen-cells in a nursery as to have the bees
closely surrounding the cells at all times,

yet the nursery is quite a convenience. The
Stanley nursery has the advantage that the

bees are not excluded from the cells, as

they can pass readily through the excluder-
zinc of which the cages are made. If you
use a nursery that does not allow the bees
free access to the cells, then it is best not to

cage the cells until nearly time for the vir-

gins to emerge. It is just possible that you
would do as well to give cells to the queen-
less colonies as to wait for the hatching-

Clipping Queens' Wings

Clipping queens' wings, as I have repeat-
edly read in your journal, is in vogue among
American bee-keepers. I would like to
make a trial of it in the spring, but have
some misgivings. Can one be sure that the
issuing swarm will find and cluster about
the queen, which, perhaps, has fallen upon
the ground a few steps from the bee-house ?

Or can it also happen that the swarm does
not find the queen, and consequently re-
turns to the hive from which it issued ?

Germany.

Answer.—'When the swarm issues, of

course the clipped queen falls on the

ground. If there is no one on hand to pick

up the queen it very rarely happens that

the swarm finds her and clusters about her.

Indeed, in all my experience 1 never knew
such a case. Sometimes the queen will be
found at a little distance with a little clus-

ter about her. perhaps as big as a walnut.

Generally however, she will be entirely

alone. The swarm will return to the hive,

perhaps in less than five minutes, after cir-

cling around in the air for a little time, and
will pay no attention to the queen, even if

she be quite near the hive on the ground, its

only desire apparently being to hurry back
into the hive as soon as possible. Often the

swarm will cluster on a tree, just the same
as if the queen were along, and it may re-

main clustered there s, lo, 15 minutes r

longer In most cases the queen will find
her way back into the hive if she is left to

herself. The business of the bee-keeper,
however, is to pick her up. put her in a cage,

move the old hive away, and put an empty
one in its place, and then when the swarm
returns to let the queen run into the hive

with the swarm.

In Germany, where you use bee-houses, it

would, I suppose, not be possible in many
cases for the queen to find her way back
into the hive; so it would be necessary for

some one to be on hand at the time of
swarming. Even so, it ought to be less

trouble than to manage a swarm whose
queen's wings are not clipped.

Queen-Rearing

On page ^71 of the December issue, under
caption of ' Queen-Rearing Pointers." Frank
F. France says: "This device, as pictured
here, is the invention of H. Perkins, of Arte-
sia. Calif., and is the best device I have yet
seen to do the work required." etc.
We used this method before Mr. Perkins

was heard of here. I am almost sure it is
the modified Doolittle system. We were
very successful in rearing queens by the
method, as outlined therein, also by the
grafting process. Geo. W, Bercaw.
Glendale. Calif.. Dec. 17. 1012.

Good Prospect in 'Wisconsin

Bees went into winter quarters in excel-
lent condition. I predict very successful
wintering. White clover made a strong
growth last fall, and is now covered with a
light snow. I look for a bumper crop of
honey next year. C. Sheldon.
Elroy. Wis.. Dec. 28, 1Q13.

Louisiana Experiences

My bees havedone fairly well this year,
although we have had scarcely any rain
since Aug. lo, consequently I did not have
any fall flow except what the bees got from
cotton. It gave from s to lo pounds in the
super. Swarming, which was 300 percent
this year, has cut the surplus low, although
my colonies averaged S5.25 each in honey
alone, and I have not taken any honey out of
the brood-chambers except the amount that
was at the top of a frame of brood which I

always give to the swarms. This is the
surest way to hold a swarm.
My bees have had a cleansing flight every

week, and some colonies have plenty of
brood yet. but these colonies are the ones
that have plenty of stores and bees.

I cut out and transferred to a pane of
glass. 10x14 inches. Dr. Miller's method of
rearing queens; also the picture of the
frame of cells, and it is one of the pictures
that adorn my home.
The American Bee Journal gets better

and better all the time.
W. R. Cunningham.

Rayville, La., Dec. 11. 1012.

Bees Going into Winter Quarters Short
of Stores

It was not a very good year for honey here
on account of the cold and wet spring, and
the hot and dry summer. I only secured
1700 pounds from 45 colonies, spring count,
and increased to 60.

My bees went into winter quarters in light
condition: they did not seem to get any fall

feed, as it was cut off by early frost. This
is the first time it has ever happened to
me. It caught me unawares, and I fear the
loss will be heavy. The bees had enough
the last of August, but it seems they ate up
their honey instead of bringing any home
after that date. E. M. Lawrence.
Mayfield. N. Y.. Dec. 16. 1Q12.

[Put a cake of sugar candy over the cluster

of each hive which is short of stores.—Ed.

A Sweet Extractor

Did you ever realize how sweet a honey-
man can be at times ? I never did until
someone put into my dress-suit case, the
other.day, a leaky can from which all the
honey h«d not been taken out. and omitted

to put any wrappings around the can. I

found the contents and myself completely
covered with honey before I got through
with the mess. So that is why I especially
admit that I am a sweet extractor.

Edward F. Bigelow.
Sound Beach, Conn.

A Good Season in Ontario, and Getting
Ready for Another

I have been fairly successful with my bees
this year. I secured about 900 pounds from
14 colonies, spring count. ^nd increased to 26
by natural swarming. In the fall of i«ii I

went into winter quarters with 20 colonies
and came out with 13. I bought one in the
spring to make up the 14.

I have 20 colonies, all packed snugly with
a superful of chaff on top; the sides and
roof are covered with tar paper. We had a
splendid honey-flow from clover this year
but the buckwheat was an entire failure. I

got 300 pounds of fall honey from wild plants.
I have sent in my order today for my bee-
supplies, and I am looking forward for a big
crop next year. R. R. Victor Tippett.
Quays, Ont.

The Odor of European Foul Brood

Concerning a letter of Morley Pettit's (De-
cember number, page 350). referring to an
article of Dr. Miller's, page 324, the differ-
ence in odors may be explained on the basis
of mixed infection. The bacillus causes
the death of the larva, which, being under
most favorable conditions of heat and mois-
ture, at once becomes the prey of the ever-
present germs of putrefaction.

It is quite possible that the bacterial flora
of one " locality " may be much more pro-
ductive of malodorous gases than those of
distant " localities." Even in the same
neighborhood, and under seemingly identical
conditions, the predominance of one " breed
of ducks," or the blendingof variousstrains,
may produce great variations in odor.
This appears the most rational explana-

tion of the difference noted by two observ-
ers, neither of whose accuracy can be ques-
tioned. F. A. Stockdale.
Coal City. III.. Dec, 7, igi2.

Kerosene to Prevent Robbing

I see considerable discussion lately in the
bee-journals concerning robbing. The be-
ginner often has to confront this problem.
It is an old and true maxim, that " An ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure."
Many cases of robbing are started by care-
lessly spilling honey about the yard. When
such accidents happen I pour a little kero-
sene over the honey and the bees continue
to pursue the even tenor of their cares with-
out knowing there is any loose honey about
so completely does the kerosene absorb the
aroma. Addison Gould.
Weston. W. Va.

A 'Wisconsin Report

I took 30 colonies out of the cellar last
March with no winter loss. Last summer I

had ID swarms, got 1200 pounds of very fine

comb honey, which I sold for 15 cents a
pound. John Cline.
Darlington. Wis.. Dec. 22, 1012.

'What Influence Bee-Papers Have
Enclosed find check for the .American Bee

Journal for one year. I don't want to miss a
single number. Often I find one item worth
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a year's subscription, and in my inspection
work it is easy to tell without asking if one
takes a bee-paper. I find very few make a
success of bee-keeping who do not take one.
My bees are flying today with the tliermom-
eter at 00 degrees. John L. Bvard.
Marlboro, Mass., Dec, 16. 1012.

California Co-operation

The California Bee-Keepers' Association
will market its members' product in the
future, and we intend to create such a de-
mand on the home market that you of the
eastern portion will never come in competi-
tion with us. It is our belief that California'
can consume all the table honey that we
can ever produce.
No rain yet, and the bees are wintering

very poorly. Geo. L. Emerson.
Los Angeles, Jan. 3, ipn.

A Good Report from Minnesota

Enclosed you will find a picture of my api-
ary of 52 colonies of Italian bees. Like most
of the bee-keepers here, I lost heavily last
winter. Out of 4b colonies I managed to save
26. These 26 were increased to 58 by divid-
ing. I then sold b at a good price. The 52
colonies gave me a surplus of a little over
200 pounds of mostly white clover honey-

not so bad when one considers the awful
condition they were in when taken out of

the cellar, and the cold and backward spring
we had. You will notice the apiary is sit-

uated in an orchard; all colonies facing the
south. I use the lo-frame hives, and run for

extracted honey mostly. I also use the
queen-excluders, as I simply cannot get
alongwithout them. My hives are all num-
bered, and a record is kept of all queens and
colonies.

.'\s I had a little trouble in keeping the
grass down in front of the hives, I tried an
experiment. I put, as you will see in the
picture, six inches of sawdust about two
feet wide in front of the hives, but it was a
failure, as in about four weeks the grass
came shooting up through the sawdust. The
grape trellis you see in the picture, has
every year given a good crop of grapes, but
in all these years I have never once found
that the bees punctured the grapes, as some
foolish writers claim they do.

Gottlieb A. Barbisch.
La Crescent, Minn.

Corn Meal and Honey

Corn-meal pudding and honey make a
licking good combination for old folks. Try
some. Edwin Bevins.
Leon. Iowa, Dec. to, 1012.

Mr. G. a. Barhischs Ai-iarv at La Crescent, Minn,

Queen-Breeding Apiary of J. L. Strong, of Clarinda, Iowa.

Wants, Exchanges, Etc.

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, vou must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Golden Queens that produce 5 and6band
bees. Untested, Ji.oo; Tested, 83.00.

Robert Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtt 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

For Sale—About one hundred black and
hybrid Queens. Will ship any time after
March ist at 40 cts. each, or 12 or more 3^ cts.

each. D. E. Brothers. Attalla. Ala.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for
IQ13; beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E. Lawrence.
iA8t Doniphan, Mo.

Place Your Order Now for early de-
livery. Untested Queens, one for Si. 00; 6 for
$5.40, Tested Queens, one for 81. so; 6 for 88 40.

Write for prices of Nuclei and full colonies.
W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price, Si. 00 each;
Tested, 82.00: Breeders. $5.00 and Sio.oo.

2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,

bred for business; June i to Nov. 1= Un-
tested queens. 75c; select, Si. 00; tested, 8125
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. demons, Boyd, Ky.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested, Si 00 each; 3 or more
00c each. Untested, 75c each; i to 6, 70c each;
6 or more. 65c each. Bees per lb , 81.25; nu-
clei per frame, 81 5o. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. lAtf
Bankston & Lyon. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

We will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring. We offer the one-year old queens
removed from these hives at 40c each; 84.20

per dozen; S30 per hundred—delivered any
time before June i. Your money back if not
satisfied. First come first served. Book or-
ders now. Spencer Apiaries Co.
lAtf Nordhoff. Ca(if.

How About those beautiful untested
three-band Italian queens for 1013 ? We
have them and know how to rear them; 30
years' experience. We rear queens that
make bees that gather us heavy crops of
honey, and we will send you the same kind
at 75c each; $4.25 for 6; 88.00 per dozen. Safe
arrival and satisfaction always guaranteed.

Rialto Honey Co.. Rialto. California.

What One of Our M.^ny Customers
Writes—C. W. Phelps tV Son, Binghamton.
N. Y. £>i\ir Sirs.— I cannot speak too highly
of your Queens. I believe they are equal to
any and surpassed by none. They winter
well, good comb builders, gentle and easy to
handle. One could not wish for a better
strain of bees, I wish to purchase more
breeding Queens this season. Yours truly.

F. B. Stone. Itaska, N. Y., May 8, rji2.

HONEY
Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and

beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken.
265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
bAi2t 173 S. Water St., Chicago, III.

Honey for Sale—Clover honey of the
finest quality in new 60-lb. cans at cts. per
pound. 8Atf J. P. Moore, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Water White Alfalfa, Light
Amber Alfalfa. Put up in any size pack-
ages, any quantity. Write for prices.
iiAtf Dadant&Sons. Hamilton. III.
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SUPPLIES.
For SALE^Shallow extractingsupers. For

prices write to Alvin Buff. Frost. Ohio.

For Sale— Bees. Honey, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. .•\. E. Burdicli. Sunnyside. Wash.

For Sale—a full line of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. Agents' prices. Save freight.

Dreamland Farms, Buckingham. Fla.

For S.iLE—Empty second-hand 60 lb. cans
two cans to the case, good as new. 25 cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central .'^ve.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Bee-Supplies for all Bee-Keepers in
southern Idado and East Oregon. Wholesale
and retail. All we want is an opportunity
to figure with you on Supplies. Write for
Catalog. It will be ready by Jan. i. igis. It
costs you a postal card only.

C. E. Shriver. Boise. Idaho.

BeeSlpplies—none better. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2 00
100 Hoffman Brood Frames in flat 2i^o
500 No. I Sections 2.50
100 Section-Holders, scalloped 2.50
100 Section Slats. '4 inch i.Oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound Sg
Thin Surplus " " 66
Extra Thin " " 6q
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt.
R. R. No. 3. Box No. 2og. Sheboygan. Wis

SITUATIONS.
Help Wanted — Can take two or three

young men. clean in mind and body, for the
season of IQL?. Board given, and more if we
both do well. Address. R. F. Holtermann.
2A3t Bra ntford. Ont.. Canada.

Help Wanted—Young man who is will-
ing to work, to learn the bee & poultry busi-
ness. State your experience and wages ex-
pected in first letter. No one using liquor
or tobacco need apply.

E. L. Lane. Trumansburg. N. Y.

Situation Wanted—By a young man who
has successfully passed his examinations
after taking a course of lectures and dem-
onstrations in Apiculture at the Ontario
Agricultural College. Any one desiring help
of this kind for the season of I«i3. kindly
correspond with Morley Pettit. Provincial
Apiarist. Ontario Agricultural College.
Guelph. Canada. iA2t

POULTRY
Indian Runner Ducks, light fawns, also

dark penciled, white eggers. Si. 00 and up.
R. O. Dickson. Box oi. La Harpe. 111.

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
oloods: Si 00 for 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne. Ham ilton, Illinois.

For Sale — White-egg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks. White Orpingtons, White Wyan-
dottes, Houdans. Bronze Turkeys. Ducks.
J1.25 each. A. F. Firestone, Broadwell. Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS
We Have the Queens Ready Now. and

you can have them by sending us Si. 00 for
one Untested; $5 40 for 6; Si 50 for one Test-
ed; S8.40 for 6. Write for prices of Nuclei
and full colonies. W. I. Littlefield

Little Rock . Ark.

Bees Wanted-CouW take a Carload of
Bees in spring: prefer Lanestroth hives, and
Italian Bees, but open for others. Give par-
ticulars. Address. R. F. Holtermann,
2A3t Brantford. Ont.. Canada.

The Principal Trouble with honey-pro-
duction is bad queens. We know you all
wish to harvest large crops. The best of
untested three-band queens. ;3c each; $4.25
for 6; $8.00 per dozen. Safe arrival and the
Golden Rule to all customers. We know
how. No order too small or too large for our
prompt attention. We can send them quick.
The Golden Rule Bee Co.. Riverside. Calif.

Wanted—A good honey location with or
without bees. Want to trade land for bees.-
residence and cash.

D. E Lhommedieu, Colo, Iowa.

India Paper Edition

WEBSTER'S

Universal Dictionary
This Dictionary Is not published by the

original publishers of Webster's Dic-
tionary, or by their successors.

This is a new Dic-
tionary. It is print-
ed from new type,
new plates.and is an
entirely new work.
It contains no sup-
p 1 e m e n t, no new
words added at the
bottom of the page.
Being new every
word is in its proper
alphabetical order.
It is complete and
unabridged. The
printingof this work
on thin India Paper
is the greatest inno-
vation in the history
of book making, fhe
exclamation of every
one is; "Why has it

never been done be-
fore ?" The old-style
Dictionary m e a s-

ures nearly 6 inches in thickness, and weighs
from 12 to 15 pounds. Printing thesame work
from the same plates on the beautiful India
Paper reduces the bulk to only 1'- inches in
thickness and the weight to within 4 pounds

Special Advance Order
We will enter your order for this beautiful

India paper Dictionary, bound in full flexi-

ble morocco, and ship for your examination,
for a payment of $1.00 on approval, and $3.00
per month thereafter for five months, until
our Special Advance Offer Price of Sib.oo is

paid. This is but little more than the price
of one of the old editions of Webster's Dic-
tionary printed on plain book paper, al-

though the manufacturing cost is almost
double. This price is strictly limited to
the small edition now being printed.

THE RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING COMPANY
542 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.

PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - $1.00

Tested - - SI.25

Breeders S3 to S5.00

We have 50 Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to 15.

Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN PH ARR,
BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

Save 50 Percent On

LEWIS BEEWARE
We will sacrifice for cash a large stock

of Lewis Beeware recently purchased
from the Bankruptcy Court. Send for
itemized list. Fantus Bros.

lAtf 525 S . Dearborn St. Chicago.

Chicken Money
y—and Bee Keeping

poultry. Prices for poultry and eggs
are g'oing higher right along. This

tneans a mighty fin'e addition to your honey
profits. But go into the poultry raistagr'nearw-
est. Avoid experiments. Have tbe rz£:/U tools/

rVDUUD C INCUBATORS
V I rnLIVO & BROODERS
are the World's Standard Equipment—for
results. Used by more well known Poultry
Kaisers, more Poultry Fanciers, more Gov-
ernment Experiment Stations, more State
Agricultural Colleges, than all others com-
bined. No heat or moisture troubles. Sut>-
stantial. fire-proof, dependable.

Let Us Send Oar Free 1913 Book
—244 pages of practical, down-to-now infor-
mation based on actual experiments. It is
almost impossible to fail if you follow these
simple, valuable suggestions and facts.
Eight special chapters ofifer neu; knowledge

that means more money— real success—for
poultry raisers. They are:

Chapter I—What is Possible in Poultry Meat Pro-
duction; Chapter II—What Can be Done in the Way of
Egg Production; Chapter ill—Deep-Litter Feeding
Experiments of 1912; Chapter IV—Quick Maturity in
General-Purpose Fowls: Chapter V — Ages and
Weights of Chickens for Table Use; Chapter W—
How to Establish Prolific E^g-Yield Flocks: Chapter
VII—Today's Best Chance in the Poultry Business;
Chapter VIII—Small Scale Poultry Keeping on a
Practical Basis.

Book also fully explains C^-phers Co.'s Free
Bulletin and Personal Letter Ser\'ice, vrhich
moans direct personal benefit to you—just
when you need nelp
most. Learn how you
can secure this extra
service without a pen-
ny's cost. Write for
the book today. It'sthe^
most helpful, most f^^
valuable Free Poul- L^ *

try Book ever offered.

Cyphers lacobator Co.

DepL 83 Buffalo. N.Y.

Hew Tort City. Boston. Mass..

k Cbicaga, lit., Kansas City, Mo., Oakland. Cat, London. En^.-

Texas Queens are sure to

please,

Italian, CarnJolan, Banat,

Pure, vigorous and no dis-

ease,

You should remember that.

When you wish to order a

queen

You want the very best;

Texas queens always mean
The bees that stand the

test.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN BENITO. TEXAS.

Ask for Our Paper

SUPERIORITV OF THE CARNIOLAN BEE
Explaining the merits of this race
of bees. Best systems of manage-
ment for comb honey and for ex-
tracted honey, and other informa-
tion. Get Acqnsinted With the Herits of Tkis

Race of Bees Before Placiog Yonr Order for

Queens for the Comiog Season

ALBERT G. HANN.
Carniolan Qneen Breeder UnSTOWW, N J.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens are reared by as good a method as
anybody can rear Queens. My stock is

hearty and fine honey-Mtherers. .\\\ queens
shipped by return mail n'ithin jj hours after
I receive the order.

M. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

Circular

Free.
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BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
Fl-IK SALE BY

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman. revised by U. P. Dadaut.—Intended
mainly for beginners. Nearly 300 pages, and
over l.iO pictures. Bound In strong paper cover,
showing bee-brood in all stages of development
from the newly-laid egg. This book contains
the foundation principles of bee-keeping, as its

name indicates. Price, postpaid. 60 cts. ; or free
with the American Bee Journal one full year if

paid strictly in advance—by either new or re-
newal subscription at $1.00.

Fifly Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller .340 pages, bound in cloth, and illustra-

ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-
ler himself. It is a good, live story of success-
ful bee-keeping by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,
$1.00. postpaid ; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year. $1.80: or given Phee as a premium
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DooUttle. — It tells how the
very best Queen-Bees are reared In Nature's
Way. A good authority says; "It Is practically
the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now in print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing
queens wholesale.'* Price, bound in cloth, 75

cts., postpaid; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year—both for Si. 50. The same book bound
In leatherette, 50 cts., postpaid; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year If paid In
advance strictly, by either new or renewal sub-
scrlpttonatfl.OO,

Langstroth on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic on bee-culture has been
entirely rewritten. Fully illustrated. No apia-
rian library is complete without this standard
work by the "Father of American Apiculture.'*
Over 600 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.20; or
with the .\merlcan Bee Journal a year, SI.90; or
given FitEf: as a premium for sending i New
subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is very
Instructive. Interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and scientific. It is perhaps the most
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and also the Botany of bee-
keeping. Bound in cloth. 644 pages. 2115 illustra-
tions. Price, postpaid, $1.20; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for $1.90: or given
Free as a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

A B C & X Y Z of Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 large pages describing ev-
erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-bees. It Is a veritable encyclo-
pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound In cloth.
Price, postpaid, $1.50: orw-ith the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2.25: or given Phke as
a premium for sending 5 New subscriptions at
11.00 each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the late W. Z.
Hutchinson.—The author was an extensive bee-
keeper, and a practical, helpful w-rlter on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth bound.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal for a year—both for $1.80: or given Free
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. Wilder, of
Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-
er in the State. It is a real hand-book of South-
em bee-keeping. Bound in paper. 145 pages.
Price, postpaid, 60 cts.: or with the American
Bee Joumal a year—both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans
Buschbauer.-A bee-keepers hand-book of 138

pages, which Is just what German bee-keepers
need. It is fully Illustrated and bound in cloth.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the American Bee
Joumal a year—both for $1.70.

Tlie Honey-IMoney Stories.—64-page book-
let of short, bright Items about honey. Has 23

fine illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object Is to Interest people in honey as a daily
table food. Price, postpaid. 25 cents ; or with a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal—both for $1.10. Two copies for 26 cts.

The Emerson Binder.— It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will
hold easily 3 volumes (36 copies) of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and
preserves copies from loss, dust, and mutila-
tion. Price, postpaid. 75 cts. : or with the Amer-
ican Bee Joumal a year—both for fl.60: or given
Free as a premium for sending 2 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins
The author is a live Knglish bee-keeper. He
has kept up with the progress in this line

not only in his own country but all over the
world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with an
accuracy which is convincing. Cloth bound
470 pages. Price postpaid $2.00 or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for 52.75

British Bee-Keepers' Guide, by Thomas
W. Cowan —This Is without doubt the standard
work for the English bee-keeper. It is very
much condensed, containing 170 pages, and Is

nicely illustrated and well bound. Price, post-
paid. $1.00: or with the American Bee Journal
one year, $1.75.

Irish Bee Guide, by J. G. Digges.— .\ny one
who wishes to become acnualnted with the
manner and methods of bee-keeping in the old
country, and in Ireland particularly, ought to

read this book. Price. $1.00. postpaid: or with
the American Bee Journal for one year, $1.75.

Alexander's Writings on Practical Bee-
Keeping.—The late E. W. Alexander is the
man who kept 700 colonies of bees at his home
place In New York. He wrote a series of arti-

cles which have been published in book form.
They discuss bee-keeping in broadest terms. 95

pages, paper bound. Price. 50 cents, postpaid: or
with the American Bee Journal one year. $1.2.i.

A Year's Work in the Out-Apiary, by G
M. Doolittle.—The author is an experienced bee-
keeper, who tells in this little book the require-
ments necessary for keeping bees away from
home. For any one who Is Intending to keep
bees on a large scale, this book will be inval-

uable, paper bound, contains, contains 00 pages.
Price. 50 cents: or with the American Bee Jour-
nal one year. $1.25.

How to Keep Bees, by Anna B. Comstock
-This is a practical work on bees, written with
the special intent of Instructing amateurs In

bee-keeping. The authoress is well versed in

her subject, and has written a book which is

very good for the amateur or suburbanite who
wishes to keep bees in a small way. The book
contains 'JtiS pages. Cloth bound, postpaid. $1.00:

or with the American Bee Journal one year. $1.75.

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, bv L. C. Root.
—This Is a modern edition of " Quinby's Myster-
ies." Mr. Quinby is well known to all bee-
keepers. He. with Mr. Langstroth. was re-

sponsible for much of the early growth in bee-
keeping In America. Cloth bound, 220 pages.
Price, postpaid, $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal for one year. $1.75.

Townsend's Bee-Book.— If there is one
bee-keeper who can claim the right to a thor-
ough knowledge of bees through practical ex-
perience, it is Mr. E. D. Townsend. of Michigan,
author of this book. He has kept large numbers
of colonies for many years. He not only ex-
plains to the beginner how to get a start, but
gives much information of great value to the
experienced bee-keeper. 90 pages, paper bound
Price. 60 cents: or with the American Bee Jour
nal one year. $1.26.

Biggie Bee-Book.—This is a very small
cloih-bound. well gotten up book. Its size is

4x6 1-2 inches, and it was designed to be carried
In the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It

contains concise information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
book for use when a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping. Price by mail, 5C
cents; or \vlth the American Bee Journal one
year, $1,35.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
You can get your Bee-Supplies and save

time and FREIGHT. Send for Catalog of

Bees and Queens and Bee-keepers' Supplies

We will buy your honey and

beeswax.

LITTLE ROCK BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY
1015 W. 7th St.

LITTLE ROCK, . . ARKANSAS.

A TRIAL PACKET of

"^•...TOMATO

FREE!
ffou* . CKAf^D FAPIDS

MARKL T TOMA TO wai onj -

,naltdb,M, Cforgt £. Rou^c.
(A* Ed.ior of THE FRUIT
BELT. Amtrica', C-talttI
Fn.it Mag^for. Thi, (omolo

I Mo t Dtlu

itldi ab
PPT. and
. Ta,l.„s

n tht I

kcl In S.K. Ci. .nd.v'idual frailt w„
tiiry anifam <n ihapt. titr. and eelot. Thert ore fm
it molid. and cvl9 tihf a piecf ofbeef-aftah- One grOAi}-

Mith.. MoldOVERTWO THOUSASDDOLLARSwonholtl

The
Wr

Americans Greatest

Horticultural Journal

Showi yoo How lo Make Money Raising Frail: How to Prane

anj Tbin Properly: How lo Cootrot lasects and Plant Diseases by

Splaying: What Varieties lo Plant: How to Set out New Orchards:

How to "Rejuvenate" Old Orchards. THC FPIIT BELT is a Big

[lliutraffd Magazine. FJIed with Good Things Icr ^on.

•Tf»f i I /ArTT'n ^' u,ai*,nd the fruit belt to yoar

IKIAI llrrrK "ddrtu/onht ,cma,nd4r at thU y^ar. op-

trnd lo vaa. by "Fom maiJ FREE, a Inol pacbri of Roi^r '> Grand Raptdt
Marktt fcmaloited. Don't dtlay. tht ttocA •* lunittd .'ddrtii- -

TUr CDITIT DCI T RHZ. HAWKINS BUILDING
inc. rivUll DLL', GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

The sower
has no second chance.

A good beginning is the

only safe rule
;

put your
faith in the best seeds you

can buy. Ferry's have had the

highest reputation for over 50 '

years. For sale everywhere.

1913 Catalogue free on reijuett,

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, IVIichiqan.

SEEDS
Established 1885

WE ( ARRV AN UP-TOUATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 64-page catalog free, and for

lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best
make of goods for the bee-keeper. Freight
facilities good. Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

ARTISTS '

EHGRAYERS-ELECTROiyPERS
542 550S.DEARBORN ST
PONTIAC BLDG. CHICA.GO.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!

28 years e.Kperience in making everything for the bee-

keeper. A large factory specially equipped for the

purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

HICGINSVILLE, MO
OMAHA, NEBR.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi"'""

LEAHY MFG. CO.
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^ Schamu Patent Roller Entrance

HIVE BOTTOM
AND

CONTROL
Feeding
Swarming
lireeding
Robbing
Queen-

mating
Ventilation

Moving

S

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PRIf^PQ- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.t-I\t\f^^. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

Queens That "Are Better"- Italians & Banats
Untested Queens. 75C each; $8.oo per doz. ; two or more doz. in one order. $7.50 per doz.

Tested Queens. S1.25 each: $12.00 per dozen.
Breeder Queens. 3. 00 each. Foreien trade add 5c each extra.

!4 lb Packages of Bees after May jst, $2.00. Select queen wanted and add to this. The ex-

press charges on these will be very small in comparison with charges on frame nuclei.

One-frame Nuclei with Untested Queen. $2.00 each; 2-fr.. S3.00; 3-fr.. $4.00. Full Colony of

Bees in lo-frame hive. $7.00 Add 50c if Tested Queen is wanted: $2.00 if Breeder Queen
is wanted. For 10 or more Colonies or Nuclei, deduct 25c each. Write if interested in
carload lots.

I have successfully shipped Bees and Queens from this place every month of the year.
" Two colonies of bees invoiced by you on Jan. 29 to Matsutaro Sarada. Kobe, arrived
safely on March 23. and are satisfactory.

March 31. 11)12 Masami Yoshimura. Ogaki. Japan
"

Each Colony contained a fine Breeding Queen.
My Bee and Queen Exhibits at the State Fair of Texas were awarded six premiums in loii.

Italians were also awarded First Prize at The Cotton Palace, in Waco. Texas.
" Your Money's Worth " is my motto. Terms are Cash with order. I refer you to Sabinal

National Bank or any business firm in Sabinal.

I have seven yards, and with several hundred nuclei. I can serve many customers I solicit

your trade.

J. A. Simmons, Uvalde Co. Apiaries, Sabinal, Texas

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Healtti-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50.000 copies of the 16-paee pamphlet on

Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
tor honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food." written by Dr. C. C.
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it. etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for
$1.50; 250 copies for $3.00 : 500 for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

The Winter Months are

PLANNING MONTHS
for good bee-keepers. To carefully read
catalogs if they are truthful, is profitable
and enlightening. We try to make ours so.

It lists Qooo QooDS
We can make

Qy|C|( SHIPMENTS
Your name on a postal brines it. If you
raise berries, ask for our berry basket list too

M. H. HUNT & SON
143 Condit St., Lansing. Mich.

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark

)

/ MONEY »
UtALERS

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,

order from Factory, with complete in-

structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.

Lewistown, Illinois

Golden Italian and 3-Band Long-

Tongued Red Clover Queens
FOR S.^LIi—The g-band queens are of

the A. I. Root Co. s improved long-tongued
bees which have proven themselves to be
the best of honey-producers. The Goldens

are good bees bred for
\\rt/ JL beauty. I use the Doolit-

S^^^ tie and Miller plans for
. ^metJ queen-cells. One untest-

ed Queen. 73 cts.; 12. $7.50;
M;.>i3oo; 50. $25.00: 100. $45.W ill be readv by April i.
or stooner. Double this
price for tested queens
to be sent the first of June
One lb. of bees. $1.00. with
the priceof queenadded:
2 lbs.. $1.75. with pirce of
queen added. One frame
nuclei. $1.50: 2-frame.$2 50;

.^^ 3frame. %iso. To each
nucleus add the price of queen . Xo personal
checks accepted AW queens arriving dead
will be replaced, iMf
J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK
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Dewey Foundation Fasteners!
Just What you need for putting starters in your sections. Write for descrip-

tive circular, or better still order one by mail—we guarantee it to be satisfactory.

«^^i^-„t» bee-supplies ready for immediate shipment.
T^alCvTi Better take advantage of the 2 per cent dis-

count that we are allowins this month.

<<^ i.^^tt Foundation made daily in our plant at
7"aiCOil Falconer. N. Y. Place your order now for

foundation so that you can put your starters in during
leisure time.

Big Orders a Specialty. Write for Prices
We can give all orders prompt attention. We guarantee satisfaction

A trial will convince vou.

Price With Other Goods, $1.25.
Postage east of the Mississippi River. i6c. Postage west of the Mississippi River. 24c

Dealers Everywhere Red Catalog Postpaid

W. T. FACONER MFG. CO FALCONER, NEW YORK

ll7iere the good bee-hives come from

Can You Handle Forty Apiaries?
Read this Letter

Br.aijentown. Florida.
Say. friend Tyrrell, you have besieged me with letters and cards from the request you

made to your readers on page 47Q. Well, I never saw or heard of such a flood of mail. I

never had any idea that you had so many subscribers before, and. too. many of them write
the best letters I believe I ever received. Well, it just did me good to look them over, and
I wish you could have been here and gone over them with me.

.And now I want to thank you for what you said, and I assure you that as soon as pos-
sible I will return the favor, not only to you. but your many interesting readers who have
written so many good and cheering letters to me. I declare I don t know just how to e.\-

press myself over the matter, but I must feel something like a great " bit; hearted " fellow
feels at a good old-fashioned hand-shaking at the close of a good meeting, when the good
spirit is at its ebb. J. J. WILDER.

Subscribe for the Bee-Keepers' Review and read this article. One dol-
lar per year. Fifty cents inore for National and Branch membership.

Beginners' Department now established in the Review, with four
contributors to tell what to do each month, no matter where you live.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association
214 Hammond Building, Detroit, Mich.

Do You Love SWEETS?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

•'He who knows what SWEETS
are in the ground, the waters.

the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is

the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? Send $1.00 for a year's subscription to

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a

bee-man " and a naturalist.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest In the Land-

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
Queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. $1.25; 5 for $5.00;
Breeders, each $5.00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine qoc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-

can Bee Journal for one year—both for only

$1.75- Send all orders to the American Bee

Journal. Hamilton J
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Cincinnati, Jan. 20. — The demand for
honey at the present time is rather quiet,
and we do not look for a change until about
the middle of next month. However, we
quote fancy double-decker comb honey at
S3.7S to $4. 00 a case: fancy extracted honey
in 60-pound cans at of?'ioc a pound: and am-
ber extracted honey in barrels at from iiiS'-
8c per pound, according to the quality and
quantity purchased. The above are our
selling prices, not what we are paying. For
strictly choice bright yellow beeswax we
are paying from 28 to 30 cents a pound, de-
livered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

New York. Jan. 20.—Comb honey is fairly
well cleaned up. some little lots are still
arriving, but not of any large size. The de-
mand is fair at unchanged prices. The mar-
ket on extracted honey is decidedly dull.
The high prices this season forfancy stocks,
such as white clover and California sage
have lessened the demand to quite some ex-
tent, and some companies have quit packing
all together. While the supplies are not
large of the above named, they are sufficient
to meet the demand at prices ruling same as
were furnished last. West India honey is
weakened considerably, and is selling now
at around 73@7bc per gallon, accordinti to
quality. Beeswax is quiet at 3o@3ic.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

San Francisco. Tan. 20.—The demand for
comb honey has not been so marked, al-

though plenty has been offered, and the
prices are as follows: Fancy No. i. I5<aii6c;

No. 2, i3M@i4Mc: dark comb. Ii@i2c: water-
white extracted. 8@8'.2C; light amber. 7!4(s'8c
per lb: amber, 6@7^c; lower grades. 5@'f>c

Beeswax. 27@3oc for nice yellow wax. and
23@26c for dark. John C. Frohliger.

Indianapolis. Jan. 20.—White comb sells
at 18c in lo-case lots: No. i white, one cent
less. Amber comb in slow demand, and at
lower figures. Best extracted sells at ii(Si2c
in .s-gallon cans. Comb honey seems to be
in excessive demand, and very little is now
being offered by producers. Beeswax is in
good demand, and producers are being paid
30c per pound. Walter S. Pouder.

Boston. Jan. 21.—tancy white comb hon-
ey, I6@i7 per lb. ; No. i. I5@i6c. Fancy white
extracted. io@iic; light amber. <j@ioc: am-
ber. 8@gc. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Co.

Chicago, Jan. 20. — This past week has
shown renewed activity in the honey mar-
ket, and while the supply is ample the
prices are fairly well maintained. The best
grades of white comb honey bring Ib^i7c
per pound, with a shading of t@3C per pound
on the lower grades, according to quality
and color. Extracted clover and basswood
ranges from q&ioc per pound, with other
grades and kinds at about 8c per pound.
Beeswax steady at from 3o@32c per pound,
according to color and cleanliness.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Mo.. Jan. 20.—The demand
for both comb and extracted honey is still

light, with light receipts. Supply good. We
quote as follows: No. i white comb. 24 sec-
tion cases. $3. 10 to S3. 25: No. 2. $2.75 to $3.00.

No. I amber, 3.00; No. 2. 2.75. Extracted, white,
per pound. 8@8'/2C; amber, 7@8c. Beeswax,
per pound. 25(3280.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Los Angeles. Jan. 15.—Since our last re
port was submitted there has been a little
more inquiry for honey, but the demand has
been so light for some time that holders
have been willing to sell at current prices.
It is very evident, however, that there is not
stock enough on hand to supply the demand
until the new crop comes in, and we look
for a strong market from now on.
We judge that the California output of

extracted honey has been about 150 carloads
of 15 tons each, and of comb about 7 carloads.
These figures are less than half of those for
a normal crop. We quote the present mar-
ket as follows: Light amber sage. 6M@6Hc;
light amber alfalfa. 6V4@6Vic: white to water-
white alfalfa about 7c. All f. o. b. Coast,
St. CO freight rate by rail. Light^mber sage.
bH&'h'Ac: {. o. b steamer. San Diego, with 60c
freight rate. Ha.milton & Menderson.

Denver. Jan. 18 —We quote comb honey
in a jobbing way at the following figures:
No. I. $3.05: choice. $2.«o: No. 2. J2.70 Ex-
tracted honey, white, gc: light amber. 8c;
strained. 6?4@7C. We pay 26c in cash and 28c
in trade for clean yellow beeswax delivered
here.

The Colo. Honey-Producers Assn.
F. Rauchfuss, ^/er.

Cincinnati. Jan. 17. — The demand for
comb and extracted honey is light, with a
good supply. No. I white comb honey sells
in large lots at $3 60 per case of 24 sections.
There is no demand for off grades. White
extracted honey in 60-pound cans is selling
from g'-'@ioc; light amber in barrels 7'S7/ic;
in 60-pound cans. 8@8!2C. Beeswax in fair
demand sells at $33 per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

This is The Time to Buy
Root's Bee Supplies

Next season promises a bumper crop for bee-keepers. Besides the actual cash saving there is con-

siderable advantage in getting your season's supplies early. Orders reaching us during the next few weeks

can have special attention given to particular items. You get the goods early and can put them up at your

leisure at odd moments thereby saving the expense of extra help.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
For cash with orders we offer

two percent in February.

DISTRIBUTING POINTS
Root's goods may be secured from most of the large distributing centers. Complete stocks are always

on hand at our branch offices and our jobbers aim to carry as large a line as possible to serve bee-keepers in

their territory promptly. Any special items not in stock will be ordered from the factory to come in carload

shipments.

THE STOCK
The well known quality of Root's goods hardly needs mention here. We are not content with making

supplies "good enough." They must be just right and a little better than necessary to answer the requirements

of our standard. Hives, frames, and sections are uniformly acurately cut and finely finished. From the ma-

chine shop to the packing and shipping room every detail is carefully cared for to ensure the entire satisfaction

of every customer. Extractors, smokers, honey-knives, veils, gloves, honey-tanks, every thing used in the

smallest yard or the largest apiary is here ready for your use. Honey labels, letter heads cards, etc., used by

bee keepers made to your order promptly. Special catalog for these on request.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
213 Institute Place, Chicago, Illinois

Home Oflice and Factory Medina, Ohio.
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" If goods are wanted quick -send to Pouder."

Bee-Supplies
Standard hives with latest improvements. Danzen-
balter Hives, Sections, Foundation, Extractors. Smok-
ers; in fact, everything used about the bees. My
eQuipment, my stock of goods, the quality of my goods
and my shipping facilities can not be excelled.

PAPER HONEY-JARS
Sample Mailed Free

For extracted honey. Made of heavy paper and paraf-
fine coated, with tight seal. Every honey-producer
will be interested. A descriptive circular free. Finest
white clover honey on hand at all times. I buy bees-
wax. Catalog of supplies free,

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

851J Massachusetts Avenue.

N
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The RELIABLE INCUBATORS and BROODERS
Are the World's Favorite

;}1 Years of Succes.s

SEND FOR CATALOG -IT'S FREE
Address. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER COMPANY

P.O. Box 2, QUINCY, ILLINOIS.
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
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Bee-Supplies
We are Western Ajents for lAtf

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save you
money

0. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. S30 to $?5. Send S5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY, .\ddress,

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated;

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

Bee-Keepers'

Supplies

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
kiln dried basswood. White Pine
Hives and Supers. Excellent Ship-
ping-Cases. Brood-Frames, Separa-
tors, etc.
We invite your correspondence.

Page - Kenkel

Manufacturing Co.
New London, Wis.

J

n A nyr ' Foot-Power

DAIlHLO Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., says- "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 500 brood-framea
2.000 honey-boxes, and a. greaX deaw
of other work. This winter we hav«
double theamount of b?9-hive8.eto.,
to make, and we eipect t3 do it with
thin Saw. It will do all you say It
wiU." Catalog and price-list frea

Addreee, W, f. ftJOHW BARREB,
W6 Eaby 8t, BeakfoKa, SU,

FOR 40 ACRES FREE "V^LfSJ TO YOU
W..uld yen I..- willniK" t" toll your friends ahout
our Land Opening-, and do us a slierht service?
For particulars address J. B. CLARK, LAND
COM'R. LIVE OAK, PERRY & GULP R, R. CO..

Box 507 LIVE OAK, PLA

WOULD YOU
Show this wholly visihie
ypewriter to your friends
(1 let them see wherein it
xcells any $100 Type-
writer made, if we would
send one to you Free ofOne
Cent of Cost for you to
keep forever as yourown ?

Then on a postal card, or
ir in a letter to us. iiimply
.sjy: M.-iil [larticulais,

EMERSON TYPEWRITER CO., Box 53? Woodstock, III.

"A Year's Work in an Oiit-
Apiary" is the name of a booklet by
G. M. Doolittle, the well-known honey-
producer of New York State. He tells
how he secured an average of 114^
pounds of honey per colony in a poor
season. It is fully illustrated, and tells
in detail just how Mr. Doolittle has
won his great success as a honey-pro-
ducer. The price of the booklet is 50
cents, postpaid, but we club it with the
American Bee Journal for a year—both
for ^$1.30. Every bee-keeper should
have a copy of this booklet, and study
it thoroughly. Address al! orders to
the American Bee Journal,
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The Best Time
To Buy Supplies

THE season just past has demonstrated more clearly than ever the necessity for being prepared for a
honey-flow BEFORE it comes. If you wait until the season is upon you, the chances are that the greater
part of the crop will be lost while you are impatiently waiting for supplies to arrive. It may seem a

little early now to think of next season's honey harvest; but the fact of the matter is, this is just the time to
order goods for next season.

We are beginning now to replenish our stocks. We shall have carload orders coming from the factory
very often for the next few weeks. Special orders placed now can have just the attention they need, both here
and at the factory, and you may have your goods sent in one of our cars, thereby saving on transportation
charges. Regular stock will come straight to you from our warehouse in unbroken packages, and you can
put the goods together in your odd minutes, thereby saving the expense of extra help in the spring.

Our usual discounts for early orders apply again this season— three percent for cash orders sent in Janu-
ary, the discount diminishing one per cent per month as the season advances. These discounts mean a con-
siderable saving, and you might as well take advantage of the highest by ordering now. Xo change of prices
as yet has been announced, and you may, therefore order from your present catalog. If your catalog has been
mislaid, write us at once and we will send another.

If your season's crop of honey is not yet disposed of, we can give you a good price and handle it

promptly. Send samples of extracted and full information as to containers, flavor, quantity, price, etc. We
also handle comb honev.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

TjT**'^' ^VjliI



Recovering a Lost Swarm in Iowa
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

American Bee .Touriial

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journalis Sioo a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada, Sr.io;
and in all other countries in tlie Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of^December. 1Q13.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line q times iic a line
b " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 2Sth of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ga., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
Nfw Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all
sections of Florida, Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
Plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! 7,%^f,Z^-
I will avoid all expenses possible and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.
Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive iM story 8 frame. $l45;

10 frame. Si 60 in lots of 5. Best sections per
1000, $4.40; 2000, $8.60; 3000. S12.60; 5000, $20; No. 2.

50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March 20.

Untested, one. $1; six. S5; 12. $<>; 25, Si7.5o; 50.

$34; 100. $65- Tested, one, $1.50: six, S8; 12.

$15. Breeders of either strain, %^. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame S2.50; six
one-frame, S15 ; two-frame S3. 50; six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame.
$3.00; six one-frame, $17. 40: two-frame, $4; six
two-frame 823.40. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteefl,

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

Queens Thai "Are Better"- italians & Banats
Untested Queens. 75c each; S3, 00 per doz. ; two or more doz. in one order, S7.50 per doz.

Tested Queens, $1.25 each : $12.00 per dozen.
Breeder Queens. 3.00 each. Foreign trade add sc each extra.

!2 lb Packages of Bees after May ist, $2. 00. Select queen wanted and add to this. The ex
press charges on these will be very small in comparison with charges on frame nuclei

One-frame Nuclei with Untested Queen. S2.00 each; 2-fr.. S3 00; 3-fr,, $4.00. Full Colony of

Bees in lo-frame hive. S7.00 Add ;oc if Tested Queen is wanted: $2 00 if Breeder Queen
is wanted. For 10 or more Colonies or Nuclei, deduct 25c each. Write if interested in
carload lots

I have successfully shipped Bees and Queens from this place every month of the year.

"Two colonies of bees invoiced by you on Jan. 20 to Matsutaro Sarada. Kobe, arrived

safely on March 23, and are satisfactory.

March 31, 1012 Masami Yoshimura, Ogaki, Japan "

Each Colony contained a fine Breeding Queen.
My Bee and Queen Exhibits at the State Fair of Texas were awarded six premiums in i?ii.

Italians were also awarded First Prize at The Cotton Palace, in Waco, Texas.
' Your Money's Worth " is my motto. Terms are Cash with order. I refer you to Sabinal

National Bank or any business firm in Sabinal.

have seven yards, and with several hundred nuclei. I can serve many customers. I solicit

your trade.

J. A. Simmons, Uvalde Co. Apiaries, Sabinal, Texas

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs— \;ve wnll render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men"

204 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

oooeocosoGooooosoooosoGceososeeGososGosoGeccoscco

NARSHFIELD GOODS
S BEE-KEEPERS:—
8 We manufacture Millions of Sections
K every year that are as good as the best. The

S CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.
" If you buy them once, you will buy again.

1
I

We also manufacture HIves, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

^ Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.

>osososoooseos<sosoeco900ososGOOco90oecooox
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Some Good ^

BEE - LITERATURE
At Half Price

$4 Worth for Only $2
(All Postpaid

List No. 1

American Bee Journal, 1 year $1.00
(or Gleanings in Bee Culture)

" Southern Bee Culture," by J. J.
Wilder 50

3 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"
at 25c 75

2 Copies "Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50
(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)

100 Copies " Honey as a Health-
Food " 1.25

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

List No. 2
"Langstroth on the Honey-Bee "..$1.20

2 Copies "Honey-Money Stories,"
at 25c 50

2 Copies " Songs of Beedom," at

25c 50
(10 Bee-Songs in a copy)

" Southern Bee Culture," by J. J.

Wilder .50

" Pearce Method of Bee-Keeping " .50
" Hand's 20th Century Bee-Keep-

ing " 50
20 Copies "Honey as a Health-
Food" 30

Total $4.00

All the Above List for Only $2

Honey as a Health-Food
This is the title of a IG-page circular,

3>2x6 inches in size, gotten up for sell-

ing honey. It contains an article on
why honey should be eaten, which
gives much valuable information on
honey. It also has many recipes for
the use of honey, both as a food and as
a remedy. It ought to be distributed
freely among honey-customers. The
prices are as follows :

Sample copy free; 10 copies, post-
paid, 25 cents ; .50 copies, 90 cts. ; 100
copies, $1.50; 250 copies, $3.00; .500

copies, $.5.00; 1000 copies, 9.00. Your
business card will be printed free on
the front page on an order of 100 or
more copies.

Special Bee-Literature Offers

Ask for my circular containing spe-
cial offers of bee-literature. And if

you want any bee-papers or other mag-
azines, send me your list and I can
quote you a price that will save you
some money, I am sure. Address,

George W. York,
Publisher and Subscription Agent,

;iOa S. Hoyer Ave.,

Sandpoint, Bonner Co., Idaho

Booking Orders for 1913

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal—
CefitUmen:—Last Octolier I^purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of thisseason will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle, Oreg., July 4. I9i2. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemefi : ^y\\e queen you sent me came in good condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a fine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis., July 31. i')i2. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemen:— \ bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her I Italianized ii5<> colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico. July 10, igi2. J. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.7.5, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
NICKEL PLATED.

Exactly half actual size.

I'rice. postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year— both for $1.15; or mailed Free as a premium for
sending us one new subscription at Ji.oo.

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-
ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of
malleable iron, 8K inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-82
thick. The smaller end is V/i inches long, >2 inch wide, and 7-.32 thick, ending
like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-
circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as
it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,
says : "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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ESTABUSHED
IN 1878

'.NUCLEIQUEENS
Yes. friends. I had to set back in the har-

ness again. Last year I decided to quit the

Queen business. I wrote some prospective

customers to that effect, but here I am with

those beautiful Caucasian Queens, the only

exclusive Caucasian Queen-Breeding Apiar-

ies on the American Continent.

The Gentlesl-HardieslBest Honey

Gatherers
AND THE MOST PROLIFIC BEES ON
EARTH. PRICES GRATIS.

A. D. D. WOOD,
Box 82, Houston Heights, Texas.

Box 61, Lansing, Mich.

S..S. Queens shipped to all parts of the world

C. W. DAYTQN, Chatsworth, Calif.:

We have produced and bought honey in California

tor 20 years, and the six cans we bought of you are

the best we ever tasted.

CLARENCE V. GLASSCOCK & SON,

Santa Paula, Calif.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal

free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medic.\l treatment.

Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need

to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4536

Perrv Street, Chicago, 111.

OUR CATALOG
^

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROIVI ITALY!

B«e! More Beautiful. More Gentle. More Industrious,

The Best Honey Gatherers.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,

„ _ HIGHEST AWARD.
Extra Breeding Queens. Si; Selected. 82;

Fertilized. $1.50: lower prices, per doz.. 50 or

100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write
ANTHONY BIAGCI,

Pedevilla near Bellmzona.
Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically. Switzerland Re-

public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-

sesses the best kind of bees known.

Pkase; mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

s the best, handsomest and most valuable

fruit growers' paper published in the world.

It is handsomely'illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winnini; high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

Is Different From Others. [g]

We Will Mail it to You if You Ask For It. lS

OUR PRICES I
Are Different From Others. ^

Mail us a list of the articles you want, and we g
will quote you. We will save you money. ^
We manufacture hives, sections, shipping-cases, M
brood-frames, etc., berry-boxes and crates. ^

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO., f
Nicollet Island Minneapolis, Minn. ^

^^^^^^^^^^^ESSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

PROTECTION HIVES
are creating

a sen sat ion

in Northern

States from

3Iaine to

California.

Dead - air

spaces or

paclcing, as

you prefer.

New Special

Circular,

showing six-

teen big

illustrations,

free for the

asking.

Ask for one.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

#1 .^ mf© /o. FRUITS, SYRUPSCANS^ and HONEY ^
tLowEsrrcEs

Also Labels, Solder and Supplies I

__., - . ._„ „_J_._ Write today for illustrated prioehst stating IWe ship any size order k.nd -.md .mamity wumed. I

MA TIONAL CAM COMPANY, Dept. 7 , BALTIMORE^J^ [
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Editorial Comments

Cross Yellow Bees
The Editor of Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture, in Jan. 1.5 number, comments
upon the statement that very yellow

bees are often cross. Italian bees,

when pure, are especially gentle. All

imported Italian bees are. The breed-

ing for color ought not to destroy

that quality. Is it not possible that

those cross strains come from a mix-
ture of the Cyprian bees, which were
bred so plentifully years ago on ac-

count of their bright copper-colored

bands and shield ? We gave them a

full trial ourselves, and have since

carefully eliminated them. But why
breed for color in any case ? It is

true, yellow bees sell best. But pro-

lificness and activity ought to be the

qualities selected above all others.

Do Bees Dislike Black?
Mr. John H. Lovell writes very in-

terestingly in Gleanings in Bee Culture

on this subject, and gives good evi-

dence that bees do not dislike black,

but that it is more readily noticed by
them than other colors. Hence, they

will sting a black hat more readily than
a light-colored one. They will cer-

tainly sting a dark woolen hat or felt

hat more than a straw hat. The latter

is made of vegetable fiber, to which
they are accustomed, and which they
mistrust less than the wool, hair or
felt of animals.

Black shows rarely in the fields

above the soil. When looking for an
enemy, they would be sure to mistrust
anything of that color.

On the other hand, the trunk of a

tree, a cluster of their own sisters are

of a dark color. Attention has been
called, in the " Langstroth-Revised Hive
and Honey-Bee," paragraph 417, to the

fact that a swarm may often be induced

to settle on a dark mullen stalk or a

piece of black cloth, tied to a pole in

full view of the apiary. We have per-

sonal knowledge of the value of this

suggestion.

Where is the farmer boy who does
not know that the bumble-bees of a

destroyed nest will rush into the dark
mouth of an empty jug if it is placed at

the spot occupied by their nest imme-
diately after destroying it ? Has the

black hole a fascination for them, or

do they expect to find the enemy
within ?

Foul Brood iu Iowa
A letter received from Mr. Frank C.

Pellett encloses his report to the Gov-
ernor of Iowa as inspector for 1!I12. It

shows the disease in 34 counties. Mr.
Pellett states that the bill, which car-

ried an appropriation for inspection

for 1913, was killed in committee, but

that a slightly different bill will at once
be introduced. It is said that lack of

interest on the part of the bee-keepers

is the cause of failure of the first bill.

Each bee-keeper should take an inter-

est in the matter and write to his rep-

resentative and senator about it.

One of the most sanguine bee-keep-

ers of the State, Mr. A. B. Tackaberry,

of Cantril, writes

:

" The Bee Journal should urge the
bee-keepers to write to representatives,

demanding their support. Iowa is a

sister State, and you should be inter-
ested in its success."

The American Bee Journal has of-

fered to help in every way, but the

Iowa bee-keepers must lead the fight.

Join hands, friends, and you may yet

win this season. Write to your men
that they must support the bee-disease

bill.

Death ol' Graiidiiiotlier Wilson
We realize now a little more than we

ever did before what is meant by "The
Vacant Chair." For more than 14

years our home has been brightened
by the presence of Grandmother Wil-
son. January L'4, after being up through
the day, she went to bed at her usual

Mrs. Margaret Wilson.

bedtime, and at 10 o'clock she very sud-
denly breathed her last without a pang
or struggle. She lacked 22 days of

having rounded out 94 years. Her
beautiful life was an inspiration to us
all, and fragrant memories are left.

c. c. M.

We know that the above lines will
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appeal to the sympathyof every one'of

the subscribers, hence we publish them

just as received from Dr. Miller in a

private letter.

Mrs. Wilson gave the example of a

quiet ending because of a frugal, peace-

ful life. A good example for us all.

Margaret Pringle vvfas born in Per-
wickshire, Scotland, Feb. 15, 1819.

With her father's family she came to

America in girlhood, and to Kentucky
in June, 1838. In the fall of 1841, the

family moved to Jo Daviess Co., 111.,

where, July l!9, 1842, she was married
to John Wilson, who preceded her to

the better land by nearly 24 years. In
1844, she settled with her husband on
the Wilson farm north of Marengo,
where she lived until 1898. The last 14

years of her life were spent at the
home of her eldest daughter, Mrs. C. C.

Miller.
Mrs. Wilson was the mother of eight

children, five of whom are now living.

Mrs. Sidney J. Miller, Mary E. Wilson,
Emma M. Wilson, and John F. Wilson,
of Marengo; and Sirs. Annie Stull, of

Los Angeles, Calif. She also reared
one step-daughter, Eiiza Wilson, who
became the wife of Rev. J. N. Hutchin-
son. Her living grandchildren number
twelve, with one ffreat grandchild.

Eft'ect.s of Feeding Sugar

When a year of failure comes and

the bee-keeper finds the brood-cham-

bers of his colonies empty of stores in

the fall, with no honey on hand to feed

them, it is no small convenience, to put

it mildly, that he may resort to sugar

as a safe substitute for winter stores

In some localities the bees have filled

their brood-chamber with a sort of

honey-dew that is practically poison

for winter stores, and then what a

blessing it is that the unwholesome

stores may be extracted and sugar

syrup supplied in their place! The

American bee-keeper may congratulate

himself upon the low price at which

he can obtain the best granulated

sugar. Pages upon pages in European

bee journals are occupied with discus-

sions as to getting sugar duty free for

the purpose of feeding bees, either

having a law allowing each bee-keeper

to receive free of duty so many pounds

of sugar for each colony, or else hav-

ing denatured sugar at a low price.

The American bee-keeper has no

worry over anything of this kind so

long as he can get all the sugar he

wants at not far from .5 cents a pound.

But the indiscriminate feeding of

sugar is not without its dangers. The

man who feeds sugar at a time when it

will be stored in the surplus compart-

ment is doing a dishonest thing, that

is especially reprehensible because of

the general discredit it brings upon all

hone^, t^oi is the feeding at other

times always without danger. It has

been found that when the brood-cham-
ber has been unusually well stored

with dark honey in the fall, and a good
portion of it left over at the time of

the opening of the white honey har-

vest, some of the dark honey would be

found in the supers, having been car-

ried there to make room for the queen

in the lower story. Of course, there

would be the same danger that sugar

syrup would be carried up under the

same circumstances.

Replacing Honey with Sugar.—But

sugar is not always fed as a matter of

necessity. When honey can be sold at

10 cents a pound and sugar can be

bought for half that price, it seems an

attractive proposition to empty the

honey out of the brood-chamber and

replace it with sugar syrup. Suppose

we figure a little. Here is a colony in

the fall with its store of honey all

ready for winter. Let us extract from

it 30 pounds of honey and feed back in

its place 30 pounds of sugar syrup, 5

pounds of sugar to 2 pounds of water.

In 3ii pounds of such syrup there will

be 21.4 pounds of sugar. We will now
have

:

30 lbs. of honey at 10c $3.00

21.4 lbs. of sugar at 5c 1.07

Profit $1.93

If we have an apiary of 100 colonies,

that would give us $193 pay for the ex-

tracting and feeding, which might all

be done in a week. Even if it would

take 2 weeks, or 12 days, we would have

$16 a day for our trouble. Looks good,

doesn't it ?

But there are things that will cause

some shading down of these figures.

Time and again it has been shown that

when 30 pounds of syrup are fed it

means an addition of considerably less

than 30 pounds to the stores of the

colony. Just why or how this loss oc-

curs does not now concern us ; the

fact of such loss does concern us, and

that fact is well established. Lately, in

a German bee journal, a bee-keeper of

30 years' experience reported that dur-

ing that time he had had 100 colonies

or more nearly all the time, and had

fed thousands of pounds of sugar for

wintering. The bees wintered well,

but he had not failed to notice that a

colony heavy with such stores the first

of October would be very greatly re-

duced in weight two months later,

while colonies which had not been

thus fed, but had gathered their own
stores of honey, showed no apprecia-

ble diminution of weight at the same

time.
An item in the loss is the probable

transformation of some of the syrup

into wax. Whenever we feed bees

plentifully and rapidly, they show a

tendency to produce wax, and often

whiten their combs with new wax,
even though there is but little need of

it. There are those who claim that

wa.x costs only two pounds of syrup or

honey for each pound of wax, but there

are also records of this sort of feeding

requiring some 20 pounds of honey for

each pound of wax. Putting it be-

tween the two, for an average, the wax
produced under such circumstances is

certainly not a profitable investment.

Effect on the Bees.—There is an-

other phase of the subject vastly more
important, that may have resulted in.

heavy loss which the average bee-

keeper has attributed to anything else

rather than the feeding of sugar.

When sugar is fed, the cane sugar

must be changed to inverted sugar,

and that change costs something to

the bee, and a loss to the bee is a loss

to the bee-keeper. Another item, how-
ever, greatly overshadows this. In a

late number of Schweizerische Bienen-

zeitung. Dr. U. Kramer has especially

emphasized it. Analysis showed that

in the winter stores of sugar syrup,

albumen was contained to the amount
of 28 hundredths of one percent in the

unsealed cells and 36 hundredths of

one percent in the sealed cells, or much
the same as in pure honey. Xow,
where did this albumen come from ?

Not from the sugar, but from the body

of the bee itself. This, of course, causes

wear and tear to the bee, and unless

this nitrogenous material is promptly

supplied to the bee, the wear and tear

becomes very serious indeed. Dr.

Kramer considers it clearly shown
that the bees will be weakened thus by

the feeding of sugar if large quantities

be fed too rapidly, or if the feeding be

done during continuously bad weather

when the bees cannot secure pollen, or

so late in the season that pollen is no

longer to be had. He points out that

this explains why it is that bees are so

eager for pollen when sugar is fed, and

why it is that a fine store of pollen will

disappear without any starting oil

brood-rearing, and also why in springj

a colony becomes rapidly decimated]

with continuous feeding of sugar wittil

no pollen available to replace the nitro-^

genous material.

Taking all these things into account

it will be seen that the bee-keeper whoj
figured on a profit of $1.93 may in

some cases sustain a loss to tha^

amount through the replacing of honey

with syrup of sugar, as a result of thel

reduced forces that will be ready toj

enter upon the expected harvest.

There are some, and they are wise,!
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who consider it best to feed sugar

only as a last resort to prevent starva-

tion, and who plan ahead to have on
hand sealed frames of honey to meet

any emergency, so that the last resort

rarely or never happens.

Ventilation of the Hive

We call the reader's attention to the

contribution on the above subject, in

this number, by Mr. Hopkins, of New
Zealand, in answer to Mr. D. M. Mac-
donald, of Scotland.

A courteous discussion between two
men as capable as these cannot fail to

be interesting and to bring out some
valuable points. Though not wishing

to take sides, we ought to state a few

facts connected with this matter.

The contestants do not refer to the

same conditions in their experiments,

Mr. Hopkins lives in a warm country,

37 degrees south of the equator, and
made his experiments during the sum-

mer. The other, Mr. Macdonald, lives

in the north of Scotland, on the coast

close to the North Sea, and near the

58th degree of latitude north, which is

at the same degree as Sitka, Alaska

or the southern part of Hudson Bay.

Although the British Isles have a much
more temperate winter than the same
latitude on the American continent,

yet it is clear that wintering bees must
be a problem there, very much as it is

in the northern United States or Can-
ada, while wintering bees in Auckland,

N. Z., is probably less difficult than in

Richmond, Cairo, or Wichita.

So much for differences in condi-

tions and observations. We also wish
to recall an experience of ours, already

stated in these columns some years

ago, but which will bear repeating.

The winter of 1884-5 was one of the

longest and hardest that we have ever

known. At that time we had no faith

in moisture absorbents. But we tried

to make our bees as warm as possible

by sheltering them on all sides but the

front, which remained open. The up-

per story was filled with dry forest

leaves, but the ceiling of the brood-
chamber remained, as in summer, an
oilcloth thoroughly gummed with pro-
polis and water-proof. However, some
of these gummed cloths had been dam-
aged by the bees and were perforated.

This circumstance resulted in giving
us an unexpected lesson.

The bees were confined to the hive
for months, the temperature in Janu-
ary going as low as —20 degrees Fahr.
(—29 C.) week after week, when the
finest sunshine could not raise the de-
gree above 10 (—12 C.)

On opening the hives, in the first

days of warm weather, we found many
of the colonies with sealed covers in a

pitiable condition,the evaporating mois-
ture having condensed over and around
them. Many of them were literally

soaked with the thawing ice-water. But
the colonies which had openings in

the oilcloth were without exception
dry in the brood-chamber, the moisture
having escaped into the leaves above,

which were in many cases soaked with
it. This experience was made unex-
pectedly for us, with some 400 or 500

colonies in five different apiaries, and
resulted in our accepting Mr. Lang-
stroth's views which are recorded on
pages 351 and 352 of the last edition of

our book. We will quote only a few
words of the conclusions to which he
arrived after the winter of 1855-5(5:

" /« t/ie coldest parts of our country,

if upward absorbents are neglected, no

amount of protection that can be given

to hives, in the open air, will prevent

them from becoming damp and moldy,

even if the frost is excluded, unless a

large amount of lozver ventilation is

given."

In verification of the last part of this

proposition, we have seen populous
colonies wintered safely, but with great

consumption of honey and loss of

bees, in hives which were entirely open
at the bottom, with no bottom-board
whatever.

In our climate, in a hard winter, if

the entrance of the hive is too small, it

often becomes clogged with dead bees

to such an extent as to practically stop

all ventilation.

Tlie Ohio State Convention

As stated in a previous number, the

Editor attended the Ohio State Bee-

Keepers' convention Jan. 14 and 15, at

Columbus. Mild weather greeted us

all the way. The contrast of the win-
ter weather this year with that of the

previous winter is remarkable. An old

friend, now deceased, used to tell us

that " intensities balance each other in

the world," meaning that anything
running to one extreme is sooner or
later followed by the opposite extreme.
The attendance was fair, some 40 or

45 bee-keepers being present. The
same staff of officers was elected, and
we must say that it would be difficult to

find anywhere a better chairman or a

better secretary than the present in-

cumbents. Mr. Chas. H. W. Weber
was elected delegate to the National to

represent the State of Ohio.
In the report of the chief inspector,

Mr. Shaw, it was shown that there are

at least 53 to 54 counties in Ohio in-

fected with American foul brood to a

greater or less extent. The sugges
tion was advanced that the rest of the

counties may show foul brood also

when closely inspected. As the first

work has been done in 1912, it is diffi-

cult to report much progress. But the

statements made will awaken the atten-

tion of the practical bee-keepers and
induce them to be vigilant.

The cost of inspection has been be-

tween 20 and 24 cents per colony. It

is proposed to ask for a $3000 appro-

priation for this work instead of $2000.

The spraying of fruit trees while in

bloom was much discussed. There, as

in many other States, the large or-

chardist excuses himself for spraying

during bloom, under the plea that he

has to begin early if he wishes to spray

his entire orchard in time. They do
not claim that spraying during bloom
is harmless, but that it is more harmful

to the fruit to delay until after the en-

tire fall of the petals. The convention

passed a resolution to appoint a com-
mittee to take up this matter and in-

troduce a bill in the Legislature to for-

bid spraying during the bloom of the

trees.

A very interesting address was given

by Mr. E. R. Root on different subjects

pertaining to apiary management.
Among other statements, he said that

honey which is pumped from one ves-

sel to another, after the crop, granu-

lates more readily than that which is

exposed but little to the air. This re-

minded us that the granulation of the

famous Narbonne honey, which is of

great whiteness, is hastened by stirring

and beating. Not only does it granu-

late faster and more thoroughly, but its

granulation is soft and the color of

increased whiteness. In this country,

where granulation is ratker considered

a defect, this method would probably

not become popular. But there is no

doubt that thoroughly granulated

honey, of fine grain, is of good quality.

Mr. Tyrrell, Secretary of the National,

was present and urged the bee-keepers

to unite with the National. Mr. Tyr-

rell has very winning ways and good
arguments. We trust he may succeed

in organizing the National on a ra-

tional plan.

Bee-keeping, we are told, is getting

more and more into the hands of spe-

cialists. The present conditions of

disease certainly lead in that direction.

The careless apiarist will have to be-

come careful or quit. Shiftless bee-

culture will no longer do.

A New Bee Journal

The California State Bee-Keepers'
Association have decided to publish
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a bee journal. It will be called the

Western Honey Bee, a monthly, and is

to be devoted to the interests of the

bee-keepers of the West. Many suc-

cessful bee-keepers live in that part of

the country, so that plenty of support

for the new bee journal will undoubt-

edly be found.

The editor-in-chief will probably be

Mr. P. C. Chadwick, of Redlands, Calif.,

assisted by such able western men as

J. D. Bixby, L. L. .'Vndrews and Geo. L.

Emerson.
We take pleasure in extending our

heartiest wishes for success to the new
bee journal.

Flower Polliuatlou
Gleanings in Bee Culture contains an

interesting article on this subject by

John H. Lovell, page 771, Dec. 1, 1!)12,

being a friendly reply to atiother inter-

esting article by P. F. X. Ryan in

Gleanings for Oct. 1.5. Mr. Ryan ob-

jects to the claim that bees are at-

tracted to the flowers by their bright

colors, saying that the theory is con-

fronted by many ugly facts. In this

direct connection he says: "Lubbock
makes an assertion similar to Spren-

gel's, that the very arrangement of the

colors, the circular bands and radiat-

ing lines, are all with reference to the

visits of insects. Why, then, I ask, is

the apple blossom painted on the back

and not on the front ? Here, surely, is

an instance of the complete unsatis-

factoriness of their contention."

The observant bee-keeper who is not

a botanist, would be likely to reply to

this, " It may be that the bee does not
see that outside red with its nose
directly in the flower, but to me that

red color is very plainly to be seen

when I look at the tree either from a

distance or' close by. Why may it not

be thus seen by the bee ?" But Mr.
Lovell dees not choose to make such a

reply. Instead of that he takes an en-

tirely different tack, and brings out a

very interesting point as to color in

flowers. He says

:

In New England the whole outside
of the young blossom of the wood
anemone {.Uiemone <jn/>iq/ic/'o/ia),v/hich

blooms the last of .\pril, when winds
are chill and snow still lingers in the
ravines, is often colored purplish red.
Red coloring may be observed on
many other flower-buds, leaf-buds, and
on young leaves in early spring. Be-
cause a pigment is useful in some in-

stances in rendering flowers conspicu-
ous, it does not follow that in other
cases its ro/e may not be entirely dif-

ferent. It is believed that red colora-
tion is often beneficial to plants in
raising their temperature by convert-
ing light rays into heat.

That red coloration does actually
raise the temperature can be shown by

the following experiment : Place some
red leaves, the superficial area of which
has been measured, in a small flask of
water. In another flask containing an
equal quantity of water put a few green
leaves with the same extent of surface
as the red leaves. Place a thermome-
ter in each flask; close them and set
them in the sunlight. After a time the
water in the flask containing the red
leaves will be found to be 4 degrees C.
above the temperature of the water
containing the green leaves. The
water in the second flask will also be a
little warmer than at first, as the green
leaves produce some heat. On a cold
day in springtime, when the air is near
the freezing point, an increase of only
4 degrees C. might be a great benefit
to a plant. In the same way red styles
may aid the growth of the pollen-tubes.

Mr. Ryan objects to the theory that

highly-colored flowers are designed for

insects by saying :
" Where is there a

more highly-colored flower than the

poppy ? and yet it contributes not one
iota of nectar to its insect visitors."

To this Mr. Lovell replies that the

poppy, like the rose, is a pollen flower,

and that bright colors and odors are

as valuable to pollen flowers as to nec-

tar flowers.

Mr. Lovell refers the question to the

bees themselves. He savs : "Let us

put the question to Nature. The way
to question Nature is by experiment. I

repeatedly counted the number of

visits made by the honey-bees to clus-

ters of pear blossoms during a given
interval of time. In one instance 8

visits were observed in 15 minutes. I

now removed all the petals and watched
the denuded blossoms for the same
length of time. There were either no
visits in some cases, or in others only
one or two.

Again, during a certain time the

number of visits made by honey-bees
and bumble-bees to the flowers of the

garden squash were counted. The big

cup-shaped corollas were then cut ofif

close to the green caly.x. The result

was ihe same as with the pear blos-

soms—the naked flowers received few
or no visits.

Like results were shown by experi-

menting with borage.

The fact that the bees visited the en-

tire blossoms but paid no attention to

the denuded ones no.twithstanding

their nectar was left undisturbed, is

conclusive evidence, Mr. Lovell thinks,

"that bright-colored petals are an ad-

vantage in attracting the visits of bees.'

Miscellaneous^ News Items

state Inspection in Texas We are in

receipt, through a friend, of the report

of the Texas State Inspector of bees,

Wilmon Newell, foi the year ending

Aug. .31, 1912. It being too lengthy for

these columns, we will give but the

most important points.

The appropriation of $2,500 was ex-

pended in the inspection of 31,819 colo-

nies in 10 counties. 283 colonies were
found affected with American foul

brood. Of these, 2-30 were treated and
the others destroyed. A very gratify-

ing condition is shown of the decrease

of the disease in some of the counties

inspected since 1911. LTvalde county,

in 1911, showed .58 diseased colonies:

in 1912, only 3.

The above statements show conclu-

sively that prompt and active measures
will eradicate disease where inspection

is conducted in a thorough manner.

Mr. Newell and his assistants are to be

congratulated.

There is no European foul brood, or

at least none reported in Te.xas. This

simplifies the work very much. Al-

though Mr. Newell is evidently very

thorough, it is probably owing to the

absence of this variety, and to the

small number of colonies diseased, that

the cost of inspection is less per colony

than in other States. Texas is doing

the job at the right time.

Bees Need Special Attention. — In-
stead of making the care of bees a part
of the general farm work to be shared
in by any one or all members of the
family, as the passing moment dictates,
let some one member—the one who
takes the most interest i.i bees—be
made responsible for the profit or the
loss from the apiary. This is nothing
more or less than beginning organiza-
tion. With organization, neglect and
loss will disappear, and with all the
modern improvements above enumer-
ated, at the command of the present
day bee-keeper, profit must appear.

—

A'xtr/ia/ii^t:

Kansas Bee-Keepers.—The 10th an-

nual meeting of the Kansas State Bee-

Keepers' Association was held in To-
peka Feb. 4 and 5.

Talks were given by Prof. George
Dean and Prof. S. J. Hunter, both of

which were highly appreciated by

those present. Dr. G. Bohrer, of

Lyons, O. S. Mullin. of Holton. and
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NrR T. Yawata in His Well.Kept Apiarv Near Osaka. Japan
One of the pioneer bee keepers of his country, who, with 20 years' experience, is teaching the mysteries of bee-l^eeping.

Arthur Small, of Topeka, read a num-
ber of articles of interest to bee-

keepers.

The following officers were re-

elected: President, P. R. Hobble, of

Dodge City; Vice-President, Mrs. J. D.

Smith, of Troy; Secretary-Treasurer,

O. A. Keene, of Topeka.

The next meeting will be held about

Feb. 15, 1914.

Worcester County Association of

Nassacliusetts A series of meetings

is scheduled for the members of this

association, one for each spring month
—March 8, April 12, May 10 and June
14. A summer field meeting is also

planned to be followed by monthly
meetings in the fall. A series of meet-

ings of this kind will be of great value,

particularly to beginners.

Honey Costly by Mail.—-In a recent

number of the Spokesman Review, of

Spokane, Wash., appears a letter by
A. E. Burdick, of Sunnyside, Wash.,

with the above heading, and we quote:

My first request for honey by parcel
post came from A. B. Walker, of Ford,
Idaho. Ford is just outside the limits
of the second zone, or a little more
than 150 miles, and would therefore

take the third zone rate, which for 11

pounds is 57 cents. Mr. Ford's request
was for 10 pounds. The container
would call for an additional pound,
which would have to be paid for. The
producer would be satisfied to get $1.00

for the 10 pounds of honey, including
the container, and in this transaction
our dear " Uncle Samuel" is getting by
far too much of the consumer's money.
I would suggest that the parcel post
tarifT schedules need revision down-
ward in the interest of both consumer
and producer.

Eastern Illinois Meeting.—The meet-

ing at St. Anne, although not very

numerously attended, was character-

ized by active discussions. The win-

tering problem was taken up by men
who have had long experience. The
majority give the preference, in out-

door wintering, to apiaries sheltered

from high winds, with packing of ab-

sorbents in the supers and ample ven-

tilation below. Most of those who
spoke use burlap or gunny over the

top of the frames, with forest leaves,

chafT or warm cushions at the top.

The President, Mr. Willis, reported

having the best success with his colo-

nies in a shed facing south, the front

of which is closed in very cold weather

by a hinged front, which is let down in

warm days and serves as an alighting

board.

In a discussion of foul brood, the

universal topic, some one made the

suggestion that the carrion or " high
meat " odor mentioned in the Bee Jour-
nal by Mr. Sladen, might be due to the

dying of brood after a comb contain-
ing some foul brood has been removed
from the hive. Healthy brood, chilled

to death, has exactly the smell of car-

rion, when rotting in a warm tempera-
ture. No one present thought that a

few cells of European foul brood would
give a very pronounced odor.

The large and small hive discussion,

which promised so much interest, was
not very active, each contestant con-
fining himself to one speech.

The Association was unanimous in

favoring active work against foul

brood, and Mr. Kildow, the State In-

spector, answered a number of ques-

tions. As a State appropriation of in-

creased amount is needed, the question

of taxation was raised, and the follow-

ing resolution passed

:

Whereas, The bee-keepers of Illinois

expect increased support from the
State Legislature for the inspection of
bees, also appropriations for the State
Bee-Keepers' Association and for the
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teaching of apiculture in the State Col-
lege of Agriculture,

Jiesohvd. That the Eastern Illinois

Bee-Keepers' Association assembled at

St. Anne this 4th day of February,
1P13, declare their willingness to see
colonies of bees put on the list of tax-
able property.
That we recommend a special tax of

2 cents per colony to be levied on all

colonies of bees living on the 1st day
of April, said tax to be employed for
the above-named purposes.

The officers elected at this meeting

are: President, G. T. Willis; Vice-

President. W. F. Oberland ; Secretary-

Treasurer, H. S. Duby.

Syrup Versus Honey—An article un-

der the title, " Our Great Sugar De-
bauch," by Bailey Millard, appeared in

the Technical World for January, 1013.

Mr. Millard says that our annual

consumption of sugar is 85 pounds per

capita, or nearly five times as much as

that of the average European.
"The quantity of syrup consumed in

cheap city restaurants is incredible.

Many a factory girl and department
store saleswoman makes her entire

luncheon from starchy wheat cakes
swimming in "maple cane"or "corn"
syrup, and no other dish. Most Ameri-
cans satisfy their inordinate craving

for sweets by the same sort of food at

the home breakfast table. This prac-

tice is almost unknown in Europe,
where they have better digestions than

ours Out at Rocky Ford, Colo.,

not long ago they paved a road with

molasses, and the experiment proved
quite satisfactory, as the surface is

free from dust and hard as macadam

—

surely, a better use for 'this 'valuable

food ' than to pave your pancakes thick

with it every morning.

'Dr. Herman Partsch, a well-known
stomach specialist, declares that the

average person eats about three times

as much cane sugar as he should. The
sugar bowl is banished from the table

of his patients, many of whom regain

their health by said banishment. For
the same product he substitutes dates,

figs, prunes and honey."

Massachusetts Bee-Keepers' Meeting.
—A Bee-Keepers' Day for the Hamp-
shire, Hampden, Franklin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held March 20, dur-
ing Farmers' Week in the Entomology
Building, Massachusetts Agricultural
College, at Amherst. Addresses on
"Sacbrood," "Value of bees to agricul-
ture and horticulture," " New methods
for bee-keepers," etc., will be given.

the American Bee Journal and a quota-
tion with complimentary comment of

what we said, page !l, concerning the

spontaneous growth of weeds on the

river bed. We wish to retaliate. The
Mississippi Valley Magazine is the rep-

resentative of a growing cause. We
wish it as lasting a success as that of

the immense valley it represents.

quarters and meeting place will be at
Hotel Whiting. A good program will
be prepared, and we would like to see
many new faces as well as the old ones.

Ira D. B.^rtlett, Sec.

East Jordan, Mich.

North Texas Meeting.—We have been
notified that the North Texas Bee-
Keepers' Association meets the first

Wednesday and Thursday in April at

Greenville. All who are interested are

cordially invited to attend. The pro-

gram has not been completed as this

goes to press, but a large and interest-

ing meeting is assured.

Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Meet-
ing—The Northern Michigan branch
of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will hold their next annual meet
ing at Traverse Citv, Wednesday and"
Thursday, March 19 and 20. The head"

Illinois Inspection.—I desire all the
bee-keepers in the State of Illinois to
send me a postal card, stating whether
or not there is any disease in their
locality, or if they have any suspicion
that any bee-disease exists in their
neighborhood. I will place their name
on my mailing-list and mail thetn my
second annual report or bulletin which
is now in the hands of the printer.
This bulletin should be in the posses-

sion of every one who keeps bees,
whether for profit or pleasure. Also
state if you wish the inspector to visit

your neighborhood the coming season.
A. L. KiLDOw,

Putnam, 111. Chief Inspector.

Death of W. B. Tegetmeier In No-
vember last, when in his 97th year, the
death occurred in London, England,
of W. B. Tegetmeier. .At one time he

Mississippi Valley Magazine. — The
Mississippi Valley Magazine, published

at Quincy, 111., contains a mention of

||aii^ .^^Q^jS^ i "^^B^s^B
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turned his attention to bees, and was
the first to use, or at any rate describe

(1859) the frame hive in England, un-
less we include the obsolete type in-

vented by Munn. In 1858 and 1859 his

observations on the formation of the

cells of the honey-bee were published.

Darwin, in "The Origin of Species,"

records his repetition of Mr. Teget-
meier's experiments in cell production.
A small, anonymous work of 30

pages, written by him, entitled, " Bees,
Hives and Honey," was published in

1865.

At one time, about 1860, Tegetmeier
was secretary of a bee-keeping society,

but appears never to have been con-
nected with the British Bee-Keepers'
Association. Geo. W. Bullamore.

Death of D. H. Coggshall.—The bee-

keepers form a closely related brother-

hood, and take much interest in one

another's affairs. This is the more
true of those in the public eye.

Mr. David H. Coggshall, of Groton,

N. Y., died suddenly in Sayre, while

about to take a connecting train for

Florida.

Mr. Coggshall was born Dec. 1, 1847,

in Groton, in which township he made
his home all his life.

On Feb. 24, 1869, he was married to

Clarinda F. Smith, also of Groton.

The Late D. H. Coggshall. .

;

Three children were born to them,
two of whom reached adult years, Mrs.
H. J. Blanchard, of Groton, and L. L.
Coggshall, of Locke.

It was as an apiarist Mr. Coggshall
was best known. He became inter-
ested in bee-culture in 1861, when he

was given a swarm of bees by his

grandfather, William Smith.
He began a series of experiments

with them, and was very successful.
He branched out in the business, and
at one time had about 800 colonies.
He was the first producer and shipper
of e.xtracted honey in this part of the
State.

Mr. Coggshall bought a place in

Stuart, Fla., about eight years ago,
and had been there every winter since.

He took a great deal of pride in the
place, and built a house in the center of
the three lots which he purchased.
The rest of the property he set out to

citrus fruit trees and cocoanuts. He
also bought another lot adjoining the
St. Lucie River, and built a dock and
boat house for housing his gasoline
launch, which has a capacity of Lj peo-
ple. Without bees, of course, the place
would not have been complete, so he
purchased a few colonies, enough to

keep his own table and his friends
supplied with honey.

Arabian Honey and Wax The fol-

lowing is from a report by Consul
Walter H. Schulz, Aden, Arabia:

" .Arabian honey, which is frequently
mentioned by historians as an impor-
tant export from .\den in early times,
is no longer an item in the export
trade. Small quantities, however, con-
tinue to come from Mokalla, 400 miles
east of Aden, and it is also exported
from that place to India in small quan-
tities. The decline in the honey and
wax industry has been a gradual one
for centuries, and is attributed to a

diminution in the rainfall. The honey
that comes to market in Aden is packed
in gourds and goatskins, and some-
times in hollow pumpkins.

" Wax imports and exports are con-
siderable, but include little or none of
the .-Xrabian wax, consisting largely
of importations from Eritrea and
French Somaliland."

Bee-I^eping <^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, III.

Winter Work

Mr. Byer says, page 52, "Here in On-
tario, during the months of January
and February, the bee-keepers do
about the same thing as their bees

—

practically nothing, ip so far as real

work in the apiary is concerned."
To be sure, Mr. Byer, but isn't there

a lot of work not really included under
the head of work in the apiary that
bee-keepers can profitably do during
winter months ?

Pretty good plan to clean all supers
and hives not in use, and do any re-

pairing that is needed. Make new
hives, frames, supers, etc., if any e.x-

tras will be needed for the coming sea-
son. If you use T-tins have them all

cleaned, too. It gives one a comfort-
able feeling to know that everything is

shipshape and ready for use at a min-
ute's notice.

In this " locality " we like to have our
sections all made, filled with founda-
tion and put into supers, all ready to
set on hives when needed. It is not
pleasant to put in foundation in very
hot weather, when the foundation will

crumple down under your fingers. Of
course, you can do it if you get up
early enough, and use only the early
morning hours, but why not have it all

done before the weather gets warm,
and have a comfortable time doing it ?

Now, Mr. Byer, I venture to say
there is a whole lot of work you do
yourself during these same winter
months. You wouldn't be a bee-keeper
if you didn't. Own up now, don't you
do heaps of planning about the bees
while they are quietly taking their win-
ter nap .''

The winter is an excellent time to
read up on bee-literature, especially to
go over the bee journals that received

only a hasty reading during the busy
season.

[Not only is winter a good time for

this, but the rainy days of March and
April offer another excellent opportu-
nity.

—

Editor.)

A Lady Bee-Keeper of California

I am sending you a couple views of
apiaries, as requested in the Bee Jour-
nal. I feel indebted to a lady tourist
who subscribed for me, and I ought to
/<ass it oil. She saw my bees working
in February last. I showed them to

A Hive Perched on a Pedestal Like a
Sun Dial.

her, as I would to any other traveler,
when I found that she had kept bees 10
years or more (Mrs. J. J. Glessner, of
Chicago). She also gave me the book
" Fifty Years Among the Bees." There
are many who read the Bee Journal in
the West.
The hive on a pedestal looks like a

sun dial, and interests our visitors.
These bees are in the valley. The
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others in the mountains, -J miles away,
will barely live, as the sage failed on
account of the drouth. My 40 years of

bee-culture have all been in California,

with both pleasant and funny experi-

ences. I read " Forty Years Among
the Bees," loaned to me by a bee-

^^^^^^^^^^R^n^^^^^SaHM^B
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nursery stock into California from
these States, was authorized today by
State Horticulturist Cook. Hereafter
no nursery stock from Utah, Idaho or
Wyoming will beadmitted unless wrap-
ped in excelsior or some material which
would not contain the pest, and unless
the containers, both boxes and cars are
fumigated.
The order was issued to further in-

sure the $.50,000,000 alfalfa crop of Cali-
fornia from danger from the weevil.
The quarantine now exists against

alfalfa hay, seed, bees, bee-hives and
nursery stock. It is news to me that
the alfalfa weevil pest may be spread
by the shipment of bees and bee-hives.
Of course, this would apply only to
used bee-hives. Is not this a new way
of keeping Utah and Idaho bees out of
California ?

—

Orcliard and Farm.

Batching Tent at the Out-Yard of a Colorado Bee-Keeper~6o Pound Can Cases
UsED-FOR Chairs and Supports for the Tahle.

A Typical Plains Apiary of the Far West.

chased in many places all over Colo-
rado so that a bee-man could buy
cheaper than to move in a large lot. A
personal investigation is recommended
before a locality is selected.

Alfalfa Weevil Barred

An important amendment to the
alfalfa weevil quarantine now in effect
in California against Utah, Wyoming
and Idaho, to include shipments of

The Colorado Apiary Act

A bill with the following heading is

now before the Colorado Legislature:
" House Bill No. 144, 'A Bill for an

Act,' to establish a division of apiary
inspection and investigation under the
State Entomologist; to provide for
investigations in bee-culture and the
inspection of bees for contagious dis-
eases ; to provide for the prevention
and spread of bee-diseases; to provide
for country apicultural inspectors; to
provide for the transfer of bees from
box-hives ; to provide for the preven-
tion of the poisoning of bees by fruit-
tree sprays ; to provide penalties for
violations of the provisions of this act

;

to make an appropriation for carrying
out this act, and to repeal all acts and
parts of acts in conflict with this act."
The latest word from Hon. O. C.

Skinner, Speaker of the Colorado
House of Representatives, states that
this bill, which was referred to the
Committee on .Agriculture and Irriga-
tion, has been reported out to Com-
mittee of the whole with the recom-
mendation that it pass.

[The bill is too lengthy to be inserted

whole in the Bee Journal. Mr. Foster

can probably furnish copies of it to

parties interested.

—

Editor.]

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels. Tex.

The Need of Pollen in Early Spring
Many of us do not realize the im-

portance of supplying colonies with
pollen early in the spring when the
bees are notable to obtain it from out-
side sources. There are various cir-
cumstances under which bees are un-
able to breed up early, but one of the
chief reasons is the lack of pollen with
which to prepare the larval food. There
are summers during which all the
stored pollen may have been used in
the breeding period, followed by a fall

with no pollen yielding bloomers, and

the bees go into winter quarters with-
out a sufficient supply of this food ma-
terial. This may be followed by a cold,
long, drawn out spring, during whicji
the bees are unable to gather any pol-
len, if there is any to be had.

Many localities are without early
pollen yielders even in favorable spring
seasons. It is apparent, therefore, that
much can be done by the bee-keepers
in furthering the progress of their colo-
nies in early spring, so that they may
be running over with bees for the
honey flow, otherwise they may often

struggle under difficulties. When the
time of heavy breeding is at hand, as-
certain whether the bees have sufficient
pollen in store or are able to get it. If

not, it should be supplied artificially.

The following letter is from W. R.
Cunningham, of Rayville, La.:

" Frie.nd Scholl:^ On Sept. 16, I

hived a late swarm, put it into an ob-
servatory hive and placed it in one
corner of ray living room, cutting a
hole through the wall so the bees
could go in and out. I gave the bees
a deep comb with about 4 pounds of
honey, with the intention of giving
more as they needed it. I noticed on
Jan. 11 and 12 that the workers were
carrying out a few dead larvs. The
thought came to my mind immediately
that I had not supplied them with pol-
len. I gave the colony a tablespoonful
of flour. I had read of Dr. Miller's ad-
vice to feed flour as a substitute for
pollen.

"To my surprise the bees fairly
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rolled in the flour. In about two hours

they had it all stored in the combs, so

I gave them another spoonful. Next

morning that was also gone and 1

save them three more. The elm be-

gan to bloom on the 16th. Since then

all mv colonies have done their utmost

at ga'thering pollen and breeding up

rousing colonies.
,

" After I learned that this colony in

the house was so much in need of pol-

len I thought it best to go out and in-

vestigate mv other colonies. I put a

quart cupful of flour near their usual

feeding place, and you should have

seen those bees scampering over each

other and carrying the pollen home.

Some of them fairly rolled in the flour

and were as white as could be, and

there was a constant stream of bees

flving to and from every colony. It

only took them part of an afternoon to

carrv this amount to the hives.

"Now, I believe that if bee-keepers

were to feed their bees some substi-

tute for pollen in the early spring of

the latter part of the winter, they

would have rousing colonies with

young bees that would be ready to

gather the first honey flow."

[Flour substituted for the missing

pollen in early spring is advised by

most of our text-books. We usually

pack it with the hands, in shallow ,

boxes, located in some sunny, shel-

tered spot, as soon as the bees are able

to fly. But we did not know that such

a procedure was advisable as far south

as Texas or Louisiana. There is no

doubt of the efiiciency of this substi-

tute, if nothing else is to be found in

natural pollen. Pressing the flour

down into small ridges or lumps keeps

the bees from drowning in it.—Editor]

Comb or Extracted Honey?

Well do we remember when bee-

keepers discussed the matter of pro-

ducing more extracted honey than

comb. Some bee-keepers even went

so far as to say that extracted honey

would replace comb honey altogether.

I have been ridiculed for making bulk

comb honey production my specialty.

But the production of honey in the

extracted form has exceeded the de-

mand for it, and there has been a

greater demand for comb honey.

There is always a keen demand for

all the bulk comb honey that bee-keep-

ers produce in connection with ex-

tracted honey ; they have no difiiculty

in disposing of the former, but it takes

them much longer to sell their crop of

the latter. I have bought quite a num-
ber of lots of extracted honey that the

bee-keepers had trouble in selling,

although they had disposed of their

bulk comb honey early in the season.

We are making a specialty of bulk

comb honey, and this may have a ten-

dency to bring us more orders for that

kind but we do not advertise, and in

sending out our price lists we quote

both comb and extracted honey. Even

our letter heads show that we are pro-

ducers and dealers of both.

We are not advocating what kind a

bee-keeper shall produce. Find out

what your market requires. Of course,

there are other circumstances that

must be taken in consideration. Not
all localities are good enough for

comb-honey production, since the

honey flows may not be strong enough,

or the source of honey may not be a

suitable one for fancy comb honey.

In this case it will be better to pro-

duce extracted honey. These differ-

ences are felt more where section

honey is produced, while it is not so

difficult to produce bulk comb honey,

with which we have to do here in the

South to a greater extent.

A word of caution. It is, as a rule, to

the detriment of the apiarist to jump
from one thing to another every time

something new comes up. It costs

money to make rapid changes, and the

change may prove an unprofitable one.

If it is thought that another method is

better, the change should be made
gradually. If there is an advantage in

a change after^-a| fair"trial on a smal
scale, it is still time to make a more
radical change.

*-»-^

Texas Prospects Most Favorable

Up to this time the prospects for a

honey crop in the great Lone Star

State are most favorable. It is to be
regretted that we have planned every

year lately for a good old-time honey
harvest, and have missed our mark.
However, this season begins somewhat
differently. The great amount of mois-

ture from the numerous rains that have
prevailed over almost the entire State

of Texas during last fall and the past

winter, makes the outlook better by
far than it has been for several years.

The bees seem to be in good shape
and well supplied. Sometimes the

season begins well, to end without a

harvest, but it is hoped that this will

not be the case this year.

III., at the
Honey AND BEE Appliance Exhibit of Louis \\ erner, Lyw ar..»mlle

Madison County Centennial Fair -Such exhibits at local hairs help greatly

to educate the public and increase the demand for honey.

Conducted by J, L. Byer, Ml. Joy. Ontario.

Different Climatic Conditions

Our ideas of the climatic conditions

of some other countries are apt to be

at variance with reality. For instance,

I have alwavs thought that Switzerland

had a very mild climate, but judging

by what Mr. Anthony Biaggi, of Bel-

linzona says, some parts of the coun-

try at least have quite severe winters.

I ordered a few queens from Mr.

Biaggi, and writing me a very interest-

ing letter, he says :
" Here on the Ital-

ian slope of the great chain of the

Alps that bound north Italy, we have a

very rigid winter, snow falls in Novem-
ber and remains until March." While

nothing is said about the intensity of

the cold, it must be fairly continuous

or else the snow would not stay so long.

Our weather in Ontario this winter

is rather peculiar, for until Feb. 1 it

was much milder than the average

winter. Since that date until Feb. 11 it

has been quite cold, but at no time

this winter have we had more than 6

inches of snow, and now we have none

at all. How the clover will stand the
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winter remains to be seen, but naturally

we would feel safer if it had a good
covering of snow.

Transferring Bees

A lady bee-keeper in Florida writes

me asking how to transfer bees into

modern hives from "gums." Not
knowing much as to the nature of the

said " gums," 1 was at a loss to advise
what would be the best way. My own
experience in transferring bees has
been with but a limited number of box-
hives, but the following plan is the best

for this job I think, and will apply
equally well to any kind of a "gum." I

think it is useless to advise some com-
plicated plan to a person who has had
but little experience with bees, as fail-

ure is sure to result, no matter how
good the plan may be in the hands of

an expert

:

If I buy a few box-hives I leave them
alone until they are strong enough to

get the notion of swarming. If there
are no openings in the top of the box,
I make some with an auger, or the bo.x

may be turned upside down, providing
the bottom-board is loose. Place a
hive-body full of nice combs over the
box-hive, and if it does not fit exactly,
a few laths or otherthin pieces of wood
can be tacked around the sides where
the two hives join. In a short time the
queen will go above into these combs
and start to lay.

Some day, after having prepared the
colony in this way, take a queen-e.x-
cluder, carefully open the top hive and
lift up a comb or two to see if the
queen is above. If she is on the combs
quietly lift up the top hive with the
combs in it, and slip the queen-ex-
cluder on top of the " gum." Then
place the top hive back over the ex-
cluder.

All that is necessary now is to leave
them alone for 21 days and then take
away the lower hive, placing the top
one on the stand in its place. All
brood will be hatched out of the old
bo.x-hive, and the bees can be smoked
or driven out and the contents broken
up and disposed of as you see fit. There
is nothing new in this plan of trans-
ferring, but I doubt if there is a better
way of transferring when you wish to
save time and avoid a tedious job.

The Inspector's Salary

Much has been said in the past rela-
tive to the inspection of bees. I am
very much in favor of a strict system
of inspection, but if we are to have the
efficiency necessary for this work, the
men who are sent out on inspection
must be remunerated better than they
are now. That statement from the
British Bee Journal, copied in the
American Bee Journal, page 43, gives
my ideas on the matter so forcibly that
I cannot forbear quoting the same
again by way of emphasis: "Unless
these men have had the practical ex-
perience of managing numbers of col-
onies successfully, they are surely not
fit to be sent out to exercise compul-
sory powers over those of their neigh-
bors

; but if they have had such expe-
rience they must be worth a great deal
more than they get."

It is easy to get men tolgo out on

inspection work, but it is not easy, un-

der present conditions, to get men
tropii-lv qualified. Ontario has some
good rnen at present who are acting

as inspectors, but there have been a

few who were not qualified for the

work. The qualified men are, as a rule,

giving their time at a sacrifice, for if

able to inspect efficientlv, they could

make more money devoting the time

to their own interests.

I am speaking from experience, for I

was at the work 4 years myself. The
present allowance is, I believe, the

same as when I was at the work, viz.,

$.5.uO per diem, and you pay your own
hotel bills—livery and railway bills be-

ing paid by the department. This means
about $4.00 a day net, and while that

may sound like a big figure to some,
bear in mind that often a bee-keeper
has to go away from home when one
day's absence may mean many times

$4.00 of loss to him. While I am not a

moneyed man, used to getting a big an-

ual return, I could not afford to go on
inspection work any more. The job

would not tempt me if I were offered

considerably more than the present

remuneration.

Feeding in the Fall

On page .jti of the .American Bee
Journal, the h^ditor writes that J. L
Byer says "that in Ontario they feed

the bees as much sugar syrup as they
will store in the brood-chamber before
winter.'' "They," in this case, means
only a small percent of bee-keepers
who winter on the summer stands, but

the few who practice this plan do
not "think" it pays; they kriozv it

pays. While I know it pays, I have
never put all of my colonies in thaf
condition because of the extra work,
and naiiifd extra cost. I say, " fan-

cied," as I doubt if we have many sea-

SDns when the plan of heavy feeding,

for outdoor wintering in a cold climate,

will not pay good interest on the

money invested, and return the princi-

pal the first season.
Mr. McEvoy contracts his hives when

using this plan, placing his bees on
five or si.x solid combs. At least one
of our most successful men feeds his

10-frame Langstroth colonies all they

will take late in September or early in

October, and he gets it all into the

bees, too, before the clover flow comes
in June. But this is a dangerous doc-

trine to preach, as it would surely lead

to overstocking if all practiced it. But
no danger of that, too much trouble

and too big a bill for feeding to suit

the majority, especially as we have an

occasional winter when the bees come
through fairly well without feeding in

the fall.

Carniolan Bees Preferred

At various times in the past J have

championed the Carniolan bees, and

have often wondered at some of the

bad reports made in regard to them.

I have been forced to the conclusion

that, in some cases at least, mixed
stock must have been tried instead of

a good strain.

In a kindly appreciative letter lately

received from a friend in Nebraska, I

quote the following. It shows that at

least a few appreciate the good quali-

ties of those bees: " I wish to thank

you for bringing the Carniolan bees to

my attention. They have proved very

satisfactory, as they are hardy, winter

well, build up rapidly and early in the

spring, and cap their honey white. It

is a pleasure to handle them, as they

are quiet and gentle after having han-

dled a cross colony of Italians."

Wintering on Full Combs

The editor of one of our bee journals

writes me: "lam with you on the

winter-nest proposition, as I have 127

colonies fed up in the way you advo-

cate—all wintering on the summer
stands."
The plan referred to is that of feed-

ing the colony all they will take in the

fall (brood-nest can be reduced if de-

sired), so that the bees can go into

winter quarters on solid combs. My
friend says that he will report in the

spring as to how they winter; but I

feel pretty sure, even now, as to the

nature of the report, and venture to

forecast that not a single colony will

be the worse for the winter, unless

queenlessness or other causes not re-

lating to wintering affect them.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

Queen and Drone Traps to Control

Increase

Friend Wilder:— I run my bees for
comb honey, and do not wish any
more increase. I haven't the time to

go over the combs every 5 or 6 days
during swarming time to destroy
queen-cells. Can I use queen-traps
over the entrances to confine the
queens to the hives, and when the bees
swarm let them go back, and save the
swarms and get more honey? Should

I kill the queens as I catch them in the

traps, or let them go back in the hive ?

Jefferson, Ga. W. A. Gordon.

Some years ago I tried traps for

keeping down increase, but I was not
successful, and I wonder if any one
has ever been successful with them for

this purpose. The bees will kill the

old queen after several efforts to

swarm, if she is confined there. When
the young queens hatch they swarm
again, and may keep it up for some
time, if the young queens are confined
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in the hives in the same manner. Very
often a small, inferior queen will hatch

out and squeeze through the trap and
away goes the swarm. Another objec-

tion is that young queens cannot get

out to mate, and drone-layers and losses

are sure to be the result.

If the old queens are killed as they

are trapped, and you take out all the

queen-cells except one, the bees will

start more cells and swarm unless the

combs are cleaned of brood. If the

combs containing eggs and young
larvs be removed it involves consider-

able work, and the colony will dwin-
dle down fast. Queen and drone traps

are designed to catch queens and
drones, or to confine drones to certain

hives. They may be placed over the

entrances of hives during the absence
of the bee-keeper at swarming time, so

as to save any swarm that may come
out. The traps should be removed on
his return.

[We believe Mr. Wilder's view is the

correct one. Queen and drone traps

will do for confining the swarm tcm-

forarily, but the killing of the old

queen is often the result of keeping

the traps on too long,

—

Editor.]

How to Hive Bees

Dear Mr. Wilder:— I want to know
your method of hiving bees. I lose
many swarms each season because I

cannot hive them ; or after I hive them
they leave. I will appreciate the infor-

mation you can give me.
Platteville, Ala. John C. Thomas.

The loss our industry sustains each
season from the escape of swarms is

something to lament. This great loss

is mostly borne by those who are just

entering our ranks, and it is the direct

cause of much discouragement. No
one should try to handle bees without
a good bee-veil and smoker. If these
are properly used there is no danger
from bee-stings. A swarm-catcher is

the best thing to hive bees with if used
as directed, but a lot of beginners pre-

fer to climb trees after swarms, and
have all kinds of sad experience. To
such bee-keepers I would suggest that

the ready hive be placed on the ground
or directly under the swarm of bees if

possible. A little earth should be
placed in front of the alighting-board,

and leveled up to it so the bees can
easily march into the hive when they

are placed in front of it.—[A cloth or
coarse gunny sack will serve the same
purpose.

—

Editor.]
A lard can or large tin-pail makes a

good vessel to catch a swarm in, a? the

bees cannot crawl out so easily. If the

swarm is low enough to be reached
from the ground, bench or table, the

can should be held up under the

bees as close as possible. Then the

swarm is quickly jarred off the limb
into the can and dumped in front of

the hive. If the bees settle high up on
the body or limb of a tree, use a pole

of sufficient length and attach the can
or pail to it.

It is not necessary to beat pans, ring

bells, shoot guns, or make any great

noise to settle swarms of bees, nor is

it necessary to dampen them after they

have settled. To keep them hived after

they have marched in is an easy matter.

Fasten an entrance guard or queen and
drone trap over the entrance of the

hive, then the queen cannot escape to

go with the swarm, and it will have to

return and be content. An entrance
guard costs but 15 or 2o cents, and one
may be worth from $15 to $20 to you
during the season. In two or three

days it should be removed, as the bees
will then be contenxed and settled

down to work. A swarm of bees should
be placed on their permanent stand
just as soon as they are hived.

Do Bees Need Salt?--Overdoing It

Friend Wilder: —-I washed some
salty meat some time ago and poured
the water on the ground near the api-

ary, and soon bees were taking it up.

I then gave them some salted water,

and they seemed to prefer it to fresh

water. Augustus Williams.
Barwick, Ga.

I do not know that bees require salt,

hut I don't suppose they would object

to a very small amount of it in their

drinking water. I have tried to run
them away from pub'.ic watering places
a number of times by sprinkling them
heavily, but this had no effect. Very
often when meat is cured a solution
containing considerable sugar is used.

Such might have been the case with
you, and the bees were after the sugar
the water contained.

I remember seeing the " saving
power of salt" tried on a swarm, and it

did not prove very effective. It was a

swarm a distant neighbor hived. As
soon as they were in, he raised the
cover of the hive and gave them a

good salting. He was very anxious
for a start in bees, and thought this the

way to keep them, but they were soon
out on a limb. He sent for me, and on
my arrival he expressed his surprise at

their deserting the hive. He knew they
had been salted enough. On examin-
ing the hive I found it nearly half full

of salt. He told me his neighbor gave
him the instructions to use it, and the

more the better. He had carried out
the instructions.

Erected to the Memory of a Queen-Bee Which Was Accidentally Killed While

Investigating-This Monument Stands Near the Apiary of Mr. Yaw.\ta.
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Convention m) Proceedings

Sidelights on the National
Meeting

The meeting at Cincinnati Feb. 12

and 13 was not very largey attended,
only about 60 bee-Iteepers being pres-
ent. But the meeting was harmonious.
Changes were made in the Constitu-
tion according to the needs of present
conditions. Tlie committees selected

to pa.ss on the publication of the Re-
view made some kindly criticisms,

but recommended to accept the pur-
chase of the publication. It was very
evident every move taken by the
Board of Directors was made in good
faith and without profit to them-
selves, and that an honest manage-
ment is carried on. All are willing to

continue on the same footing. So no
great opposition was shown by any
one of the delegates.

In addition to the changes in the
Constitution, which will be published
in our next number, we will also
publish a new set of honey grading
rules as proposed by two committtes
appointed by the Board of Directors,
a committee of producers and a com-
mittee of dealers.

A resolution was passed to ascer-
tain whether the former incorporation
of the association is still in force. It

it has been outlawed the Secretary is

to secure a fresh incorporation, pro-
vided the cost is less that $.50.

The officers elected are as follows:
President, Burton N. Gates, of Mas-

sachusetts; vice-president, H. A. Sur-
face, of Pennsylvania; secretary, E.

B. Tyrrell, of Michigan; treasurer, C.

P. Dadant, of Illinois. Directors for

three years, E. D. Townsend, of Mich-
igan, Wilmon Newell of Texas and
Wesley Poster, of Colorado; for two
years, J. M. Buchanan of Tennessee;
P. B. Cavanagh, of Indiana.

An enthusiastic resolution was
passed to extend a vote of thanks to

the former General Manager, N. E.

France, for his devoted and disinter-
ested management in past years and
a committee appointed to receive sub-
scriptions for a lasting present to be
given him in token of the esteem in

which he is held. Although many of

the delegates had already left for
their homes, subscriptions to the
amount of $48 were received in a few
minutes and a committee composed of

Dadant of Illinois, Cavanagh of In-
diana and Allen of Wisconsin, was ap-
pointed to handle all subscriptions
for this purpose and select a durable
present.

Mr. France is very modest and for
this reason the committee does not see
fit to solicit any one. Those who are in
favor of this action will please send
their subscriptions to this fund at
once to the chairman of the commit-
tee C. P. Dadant. Hamilton, 111. A list

of the subscription and the use to

which it will be put, will be sent on re-

quest to any one of the subscribers.
A very decided expression was

given to the advisability of holding at

least one meeting a year in which
only bee-keeping subjects will be dis-

cussed, where every one present will

be on an equal footing with everybody
else, without delegate privileges as to

votes and where actual business will

therefore be tabooed. A resolution
was passed instructing the executive
board to prepare at least one such
meeting.

In the afternoon of the second day
the Chamber of Commerce of Cincin-
nati treated the members to a trolley

ride and a visit to the Rockwood Clay
Works and the Cut Glass factory.

The last session of the convention
reached well into the night of the
second day.

Report of the Washington
State Convention

The Washington State Bee-Keepers
Association met at North Yakima,
January 8 and 9, 1913. There were
present some of the most extensive
specialist bee-l^eepers of the state

numbering their colonies by the 400
and ."lOO and more.
The opening session was at about 11

a. m. and Judge Milroy welcomed the
convention to the city in a very pleas-
ing address.

SPRING MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

Robert Cissna, talking on this sub-
ject, advised a careful examination of

the apiary. He marks only the weak
and queenless colonies, and unites,

putting the colony with the queen on
top. Be sure the bees have enough
honey to carry them along. More
loss is occasioned through starvation
in winter than from any other cause.
Peed the weak colonies if worth sav-
ing, with combs of honey taken from
stronger colonies, if you have no extra
combs of honey on hand from the
previous season.

THE NATIONAL ANLl ADVERTISING HONEY

Mr. George W. York, of Sandpolnt,
Idaho, former president of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association, then
spoke on the National Association,
what it is doing, and proposes to do.

He urged that every bee-keeper's or-

ganization become affiliated with the
National, for "In union there is

^

strength"; and there should be the.
fullest spirit of co-operation on the.

part of all.

Pres. Burdick spoke of the Wash-?
ington Honey Producers' Association,!
of which he is manager. They handled!
over a carload of honey the past sea-J
son at an expense of 10 per cent tol

the Association. He believes that!

the parcel post will help when it once
gets under full headway, but it will
need some improvement over its pres-
ent plan of operation. In a co-oper-
ative organization, it is essential that
every member be absolutely loyal,

even if at times they may lose a
little. In the end, success would be
assured.

PREPARING BEES FOR WINTER.

Mr. Virgil Sires said that a goodly
portion of young bees, a good queen,
with plenty of good stores, and
a hive-cover that insures the bees
against dampness, are the essentials
for good wintering.
He favors providing slight upward

ventilation, through a quilt or pack-
ing of some kind. He places at least

four thicknesses of burlap over the
frames, putting the cover on this, and
leaving an air space between the cloth
and the cover. Never place the cover
down tight on the cloth, far better,

use no cloth at all, for when the cloth

gets damp it does not dry out easily.

If there is a space between cloth and
hive-cover dampness more easily es-

capes.
Mr. Sires prepares his bees for win-

ter at the last extracting; or if comb-
honey colonies, when removing the

last supers. If everything is in normal
condition in the brood-chamber at

that time, the hive is covered up for

the winter. There should be at least

2.5 pounds of good honey in the hive,

30 or 40 pounds would be better. If

the brood-chamber has not enough
stores, he removes empty combs ami
replaces them with combs of honey.

In the locality of North Yakima Mr.
Sires believes chaif-hives, or protec-

tion to the hive-body, is a needless
expense.

BEE-KEEPING AT THE STATE COLLEGE.

Prof. A. Melander, the Washington
State Entomologist, of Pullman, Wash-
ington, addressed the convention, say-

ing the agricultural college would be
glad to help the bee-keepers of the

state. He desired to know just what
they would like the college to do for

them. The prospect is that a course

in practical bee-keeping will soon be

installed, and a thoroughly competent
expert employed throughout the year.

Prof. Melander captivated the conven-
tion with his pleasing manner and
evident desire to get in touch with the

bee-keepers of Washington.

I
LIQUEFYING HONEY.

,i

1 Mr. A. G. Kuykendall described his

method of liquefying honey, using a

j.tank with steam-pipes running
jithrough it. Mr. York also explained
;Min detail the methods and equipments
which he used in Chicago, when he
bottled some three car-loads of honey
'during the winter.

Mr. Cissna said he heated his ex-

tracted honey and bottled or canned
t just as fast as it was extracted. It

takes less heat at that time. He
thinks that more honey is consumed
if sold in the liquid form. He uses

I three burner gasoline stove under
^ jacketed can into which the honey
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is put for heating. Great care must be
used not to overheat the honey.

SELLING CANDIED E-\TR.\CTED HONEY.

Mr. Starkey told his experience in

selling candied extracted honey. He
used common pasteboard oyster pails
and put one pound of honey in each.
He rosined the pails, then put the
honey in liquid and let it granulate.
They were soon all sold out in the
grocery stores, and calls came for
more. The pasteboard pail can be
torn off, leaving the solid chunk or
brick of honey, if any prefer it in that
way. They retail at 20 cents each.
This is a simple way to put extracted
honey on the local or home market.

OTHER PAPERS.

Mr. S. King Clover read an interest-
ing paper on "Weather Conditions
Favorable for the Secretion of Nectar
in the Bloom".
Two interesting papers were read.

One by Mr. C. P. Dadant, Editor of
the American Bee Journal, on Educa-

tion in Bee-Keeping and the other by
Mr. E. B. Tyrrell, Secretary of the
National Association, on Benefits of
the National Association to Bee-Keep-
ers.

OFFICERS ELECTED—BANQUET.

The Officers elected for the ensuing
year are:

President, Dr. A. E. Burdick of Sun-
nyside; Vice-president, Lee G. Sim-
mons of Ellensburg; Secretary, J. B.
Ramage of North Yakima; Treasurer,
Robt. Cissna, of North Yakima.
The banquet occurred at 12:00

noon. It was indeed a "banquet".
The wives of the bee-keepers had pro-
vided all the good things to eat they
could think of, and placed it on tables
arranged in the roo s in the court-
house where the meeting was held.
Of all the things to tempt one's palate,
those Washington women surely had
a great abundance. It was a very
enjoyable occasion, and might well be
duplicated in many other places
where bee-keepers' conventions are
held.— Geo. W. York, Sandpoint, Idaho.

Contributed ^ Articles^

Michigan Prospects
BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

{President's address at the Mkhiean Stale
Meeti/ie.)

THE season of 1912 was a peculiar
one in Michigan. The winter, to
begin with, was of more unusual
severity upon bees than for sev-
eral years. The winter was fol-

lowed by a spring of only ordinary
weather for the breeding up of diminu-
tive colonies, the result of a hard win-
ter. Then followed a summer of rain-
fall. But bee-keepers were more fortu-
nate than some of their brother agricul-
turists.

We had very good weather during
the honey-flow from clover, raspberry
and basswood in the latter part of

June and the first part of July. The fall

flow was a failure, with an abundance
of flora at hand, and the weather was so
bad that bees could not take advantage
of it. The shortage of the fall flow of
honey has left many bees in bad shape
for winter; for they did not breed up
as they usually do in a good season.
Many colonies were short of honey for
winter stores, and where not fed, may
starve before spring. The enterpris-
ing bee-keepers, the ones who may ex-
pect good returns from their bees an-
other season, have provided them with
stores to last them until the honey-flow
next June.

It has been said that there is a " sil-

ver lining to every cloud." I know
that there is a silver lining to the cloud
of winter loss, and brood diseases

among our bees, for I see our State
nearly free from the " cheap John " 10-
cent comb honey so prevalent in past
years. These bee-keepers are nearly
" ofif the map," leaving the territory
and market for the more enterprising,
the leading bee-keepers of the future.
The thoroughly posted bee-keeeper is

not afraid of hard winters, or disease
among his bees, for he knows how to
eradicate the disease, or refill his hives
with bees after a hard winter.

During the year much has been
printed about the advisability of pro-
ducing more comb honey instead of
extracted, the comb-honey crop being
short. This agitation will likely cause
more comb honey to be produced an-
other year, and if one is fitted up for
the production of extracted honey I

see no reason for an expensive change
in apparatus.

Michigan's product is the finest

honey in the world, and her intelligent
bee-keepers, whether comb or ex-
tracted honey be produced, will never
have trouble to find a market at the
highest /r/ii: Michigan's 191ii crop
of both comb and extracted honey
will all be sold long before the 11U3
crop is ready for the market. This is

a healthy condition that should be ap-
preciated.
Since our last meeting in Saginaw, a

year ago, we have lost two valuable
members, Hon. R. L. Taylor, of Lapeer,
Mich., and Byron Walker, of Clyde,

111., who claimed Michigan as his

home. The committee which I will

appoint later will kindly see that suit-

able resolutions of sympathy be ex-
tended to the bereaved families.
We need a new law on bee and brood

diseases. Two years ago we secured a
very good law through the Legislature,
which was forthwith vetoed by Gov.
Osborn. We now have a Governor-
elect, who, I am quite sure, knows the
value of the bee to agriculture and
horticulture better than does our pres-
ent Governor, so we hope for better
usage next time. A Legislative Com-
mittee of three members was appointed
at Saginaw a year ago to hold over
until this meeting. We will hear from
them later. I hope something tangible
will come from this committee, as we
are sorely in need of a better law than
we now have for the suppression of
disease among bees.

Northstar, Mich.

An Aastrian's Impressions of

Japanese Bee-Keeping

M
BY ALEX SCHROEDER.

|RS. SCHROEDER and myself
crossed the United States this

year (1912), coming from Jap-
an, where we passed some most
interesting weeks.

On March 23 last, the meeting in

Gifu, Japan, of which your number for
October, 1912, brought such nice pic-

tures, was held by over 700 Japanese
bee-keepers, representing the towns of
Wakajama, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Saga,
Ehime, Kagawa, Kanazawa, Aichi, and
Miye, and proved a very interesting
one. The discussions were animated,
and about most important points, as,

for instance, the uniformity in dimen-
sions of frames and hives, the neces-
sity of having a better race of bees, etc.,

proved that the little Japs are progress-
ing also in this branch of agriculture,

which the Austrian bee-master, Baron
Ehrenfels, called "the Poesie of Agri-
culture."

We had occasion to visit a promi-
nent bee-keeper, Mr. S. Tamura, of

Chiojima, in one of the suburbs of
Kioto, the thousand temple town in

Japan, and found him to be quite up-
to-date. I beg to enclose a photo-
graph taken in his interesting bee-

yard on April 1, with a changeable
weather between sunshine and snow.
Mr. Tamura received us in the Japanese
style of extreme politeness, showed us

all about his yard and magazine of bee-

supplies, which were full of the most
exactly-made implements of all kinds
and tastes.

His hives are made in the American
style. He winters his bees outdoors
in double cases, filling the space be-

tween the body of the hive and the

outer bo.x with rice-bran, and covers
the frames with newspapers. He showed
me a strong Italian colony containing
brood in all stages, and even some be-

ginnings of queen-cells, and provided
with lots of sealed honey.

It was a pity that I could not speak
Japanese, or that he did not know any
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of the European languages. So our
conversation was not very animated,
but still we managed very well. When
I declared the bees of the hive open in

the photograph were "Italian bees,"

and the one to the right " Carniolan
bees," he was very well satisfied, and to

my question, why he had no Japanese
bees, he replied, " No good." He
showed us also a small house where
pictures and illustrations, as well as

diplomas and like printed matter, were

to wet ground, winter and summer,
since then, and they show no sign of

decay.
I do not hesitate to express the opin-

ion that an unpainted cypress hive will

never decay. If not painted, the boards
may warp, as to that I do not know,
but shall another season, as in the
spring I shall put some into use. The
lumber is heavier than pine, but is

easily worked, and being compact
holds nails well. I think it the ideal

Mr. S. Tamura. of Kioto. Japan, in His Ai'iarv.
Italian and Carniolan bees are kept in hives of American style.

exposed in glassed frames, one of them
showing the features of " Langstroth ;"

in another the British Bee Journal
of April 1, 19t)!l, containing the picture
of Mr. Tamura himself.
After we had been shown all about

the yard we were taken into his house,
a small Japanese building, where we
were treated to tea and sweets, and, on
leaving, he presented us with two
glasses of his honey.
We were very well satisfied with our

call, and glad to have been able to

meeta progressive bee-keeper in Japan.
Trieste, Austria.

Cypress or Pine?

BY A. F. BONNEY.

IN
THE American Bee Journal for
January, page 28, Dr. Miller re-

plies to an inquiry that " my
guess would be that pine should
have the preference, but I have

had no experience with cypress."
The writer, not long ago, read that

in the city of New Orleans some cy-
press water pipes were taken up after

lying in the ground for 100 years, and
found to be as sound as new wood.
The cast-iron plugs which united the
log pipes were about rusted away.

I do not doubt this, for cypress logs
are now being dug from the swamps of
the South to be cut into lumber. I

have hives of cypress bought two years
ago which have been sitting in damp

lumber for hive stands and bottom-
boards, and it may prove to be for hives.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

[The above short article was referred

to an old carpenter of great experi-

perience, who was, in his young days,

a builder of sugar mills and plantation

homes in the country of cypress,

Louisiana. He says that although this

wood is a little heavier than pine, with

a closer grain, it is very serviceable

and durable, does not warp, and has

been used largely for shingles and

weather boarding, as well as for in-

side finish. The only possible objec-

tion to its use is the matter of price.

" Good cypress is a high-priced wood in

the North. But white pine will soon

be still higher priced.

—

Editor.]

Ventilation of the Hive
BY ISAAC HOPKINS.

HAVING given much attention to

the ventilation of hives, and en-
deavored by a fairly exhaustive
series of experiments to find out
what part the bees play in it, if

any, and the best method of securing the
most perfect ventilation, I was much
interested in the article on the subject
by your able contributor, D. M. Mac-
donald, in the May, 1012, issue.

There is much in Mr. Macdonald's

statements that I cannot accept, and
even our ordinary experience points
to an opposite conclusion.
What I have to say is chiefly con-

nected with summer ventilation, though
it applies also to our winters, where,
in most districts of New Zealand, the
bees are more or less active all the
year around. I have no experience with
cellar wintering. Where I differ with
Mr. Macdonald, and where I feel sure
he is wrong, is in his insistence that

upward ventilation is necessary to se-

cure " a warm, dry interior (to the
hive), with a supply of fresh, sweet air

enveloping the cluster."

Bees often take up their abode in

buildings, as Mr. Macdonald says,

where there is ample ventilation on all

sides, and the same may be said when
they build in the open, to the branch
of a tree. But this has no bearing on
the question of ventilating, where the

bees are domiciled in a confined space,

this being a ditTerent matter altogether.

We cannot get away from the fact

that bees endeavor to stop every chink
of the hive, except the entrance, with
propolis, whether above or at the sides,

especially toward winter, and in dis-

tricts where I have lived among pine

trees, where gummy substances were
plentiful, the mats or quilts in spring
have been so plastered with propolis

that it has been difficult to tear them
oft' the frames— the hives were hermeti-
cally sealed above the frames. Our
friend has labored hard to prove there

is upward ventilation in hollow tree-

nests and straw skeps after the latter

have been propolized. In this con-
nection, I might ask him why the bees
propolize straw skeps, mats, and chinks
if it is not to stop upward ventilation ?

Hollow-tree nests are common in

the New Zealand bush, and though I

am quite familiar with them, I have
never seen one that afforded means of

ventilation except by way of the en-

trance.

In Gleanings in Bee Culture for Oct.

15, 1911, I gave particulars of a series

of experiments carried out by a friend

of mine (the Rev. J. R. Madan) and my-
self, in the months of January and Feb-
ruary, 1880, in Auckland, N. Z., latitude

37 degrees south. These being our two
warmest months, afforded the best

period of the year for carrying out
such a test, and the results arrived at

were very conclusive, so far as we were
concerned. Our tests were carried out
with a one story and a two story hive.

They were continuous, and e.xtended

over the best part of the two months.
We had as many as 17 thermometers in

use at one time, 12 inside of the hive

and 5 outside. Each of the 12 was in-

sulated, so far as any contact with the

outside air was concerned, as it was
possible to make them, and the hive
was prepared in such a way that each
instrument could be instantly with-
drawn for reading without opening it.

Readings of each thermometer, both
outside and within the hive, were taken
about every hour, from very early in

the morning until late at night, and
noted, together with the direction and
force of wind; infact, toth my friend

and myself being scientifically inclined

as laymen, we endeavored to el.minate

all possibility of error.

We used different kinds of mats over
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the frames, some were very porous,
open scrim (" burlap," 1 think is the
American term), some less porous, two
or three layers of stout paper, enam-
eled cloth, and several times absolutely
hermetically sealed the hive. In all

these cases, while the entrance re-

mained the same, there was practically

no difference in temperature within
the hive. Quoting from one of my
notes made at the time, and mentioned
in Gleanings: "The most notable fea-

tures are, (1), that the temperature at

the top, just under the mat, was always
lower than that, 3 inches below; (2),

that the lower thermometer (near the
bottom-board on one side) was highest
until the sun set ; and (3 ), that when the
external temperature fell there was
always a fall inside the hive."

The difference in the temperature be-

tween the upper and middle parts of

the hive ranged from 3 to li degrees,
and on one occasion 8 degrees. The
two thermometers, one on each side of

the entrance, and projecting inside the
hive, always indicated a difference of

several degrees. This fact, in conjunc-
tion with the results of each phase of

our experiments, pointed unmistakably
to the conclusion that the bees under
all conditions carry out their own ven-
tilation, and that the vitiated air is

driven out of one side of the entrance,
while fresh air is drawn in at the other.

Mr. Macdonald speaks of the car-

bonic acid gas given off by the bees,

and also of moisture within the hive,

both of which must be gotten rid of,

with which I quite agree. It would,
however, be interesting to learn how
our friend arrives at the conclusion
that ' it may be taken as correct that

the consumption by the bees of 24

ounces of honey will produce no less

than 18 ounces of water!"
It seems a most extraordinary state-

ment to say that a given quantity of

honey will produce 75 percent of water
when consumed by bees. When first

gathered, nectar rarely contains more
than 2-5 percent of moisture, and usually

much less ; and as I presume it is the

more ripened article the bees consume
as a rule, more than .50 percent has to

be accounted for, and this amount we
could hardly expect to be supplied by
the conversion of the other constitu-
ents of honey.
Both water and carbonic acid gas are

heavier than the atmosphere, though
both up to a certain point are sus-

pended in it. Carbonic acid gas is

more than half as heavy again as ordi-

nary air, and the average amount in

the air is three-tenths of one percent,

varying a little in different situations.

If the proportion of this gas is greater
within the hive, its tendency will be to

fall to the lower part, and the same
with the moisture; hence, I take it. the
reason why the bees find it necessary
to ventilate downwards, and through
the entrances, rather than upward.
Another experience, mentioned in

Gleanings, is very convincing to me.
In my early days of bee-keeping, 40

years ago, when porous mats and con-
tracted entrances in winter were ad-

vocated, I, of course, followed the gen-

eral rule, and as a result had plenty of

moldy combs to deal with in spring
when first opening up the hives, and
also mild cases of dysentery through
soured food. Later on, I concluded
that the need of some better system of
ventilation was the cause of the trouble,
but it was not until the experiments
mentioned were carried out that I be-
came thoroughly convinced that the
general idea of upward ventilation
was wrong—I have never had a moldy
comb since.

To facilitate perfect \entilation as

indicated and carried out by the bees,

a liberal entrance must always be pro-
vided both in summer and winter, and
this I have advocated and adopted my-
self ever since with perfect satisfaction.

Auckland, New Zealand.

European Foul Brood

M
BY ELGEXE B.VKER.

|Y EXPERIENCE with this dis-

ease has not made me a con-
vert to the generally accepted
theory that Italian bees, and
especially golden Italians, were

most immune.
In the spring of 1911, my apiary,

located near Duarte (views of which
accompany this article), contained ii4

colonies. Ten had golden Italian

queens, three leather colored, and one

an Albino ; all from a prominent east-

ern breeder the previous autumn.

Those in the remaining colonies were
decendantsof Italian queens purchased

at different times in the East, few of

them being purely mated.
Until two years ago European foul

brood was unknown in southern Cali-

fornia. Although a subscriber to all

three bee journals for years, I always

skipped the articles on foul brood, and
consequently very readily diagnosed

the disease as chilled brood. It was

not until a neighboring bee-keeper.

Mr. Blair, sent a frame to Washington
and received the assurance that it was
the genuine European foul brood, that
I knew what was the matter.

It was then late in the season, and in

the meantime I had lost nearly half of
my colonies. I at once sent for our
inspector, Mr. George De Sellem, and
he found all the remaining colonies
affected. He later found the disease
in every apiary he visited in my vicin-

ity. Strange to say, the golden Italians

had been the first to succumb, then
the leather colored, and as far as I

could judge there were only two colo-

nies left that had pure Italian queens
and they were badly diseased.

While Mr. De Sellem is an expert
with American foul brood, at that time
he had had practically no experience
with European, and was undecided
whether to treat them at once or leave

them until spring. We finally decided

to treat some of them at once by the

Alexander plan, and he helped me find

and kill the queens in 24 of them, which
I later requeened with Carniolans pur-

chased from Mr. B. B. Hogaboom.
Twenty-one queens were successfully

introduced, and all the colonies had
plenty of stores for the winter.

When I examined the bees last

spring I found every colony having a

Carniolan queen in fine condition and
perfectly healthy, and all of them have
remained so. Every other colony was
badly diseased, and only 32 colonies

left, all told.

In the same yard were about 60 colo-

nies, owned by IMr. Bliss, from whom I

leased the ground. They were all

more or less diseased the previous sea-

son, and had not been treated at all.

He requested me to care for them, as

he was too busy. I found nearly half

of them dead, and the combs destroyed

by moth worms. By uniting I formed
20 pretty fair colonies, which, in con-
nection with my own. I treated at the

beginning of the flow by placing the
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queen in a clean hive containing empty
combs, or combs witli honey but no
brood, and the brood above an excluder,
removing the most affected combs. In
every case where the colony was strong
the combs were cleaned out and filled

with honey, the new brood below be-

ing healthy. In the weaker ones it

was necessary to repeat the treatment
and requeen with Carniolans.
By way of experiment, one Ital-

ian colony, which had failed to re-

spond to the above treatment twice,

was requeened on Aug. 18—nothing
being done but to remove the Italian

Al'IARY OF KUGENE BAKER. DUARTE, CaL.

and introduce the Carniolan imme-
diately. This colony was the only one
in the apiary having the disease at that
time. On Sept. 30 I examined it, and
to my surprise, every cell was clean,

the new brood being as fine as you
would wish to see. Why the old bees
should do for the Carniolan what they

.\iMAKY IN Southern California Where
Carniolan Bees are Preferred to

Italians.

failed to do for their own queen is be-
yond my comprehension.

I am led to believe that European
foul brood is not carried in the honey,
from tlie fact that a stack of seven 10-

frame hives containing honey and dis-

eased brood taken from colonies for
rendering, was left uncovered by some

careless visitor and robbed out, with
no bad results.

The Carniolans are hustlers, non-
propolizers, gentle, and, handled in the

same manner, I have not found their

swarming propensity more developed
than in any other bees. I am very
much pleased with them so far, and in-

clined to adopt them exclusively.

Mr. Blair found many of his Italian

colonies re-infected this spring, and
after satisfying himself that my Carnio-
lans came through perfectly healthy,

he requeened most of them with Car-
niolans, and he recently told me that

he thought all of his bees were free

from the disease, and that if he had re-

queened with Carniolans instead of
Italians last year, he would have had
more bees and more honey this year.

He has over 100 colonies. Two years
ago he had 216.

Los Angeles, Calif.

but rather a suggestion of the most
promising direction of the market for
honey, either kind of which any bee-
keeper can produce, as he may see the
demand and his locality may permit.
Lyndhurst, N. J.

Some Observations Concerning

Comb vs. Extracted Honey

BY B. KEEP.

TfiE question of comb vs extracted
honey can never be decided in

favor of either to the exclusion
of the other, each has its proper
sphere, and always will have. But

comb honey, by reason of the form in

which it reaches the table (in a small
package), and the manner in which it

is eaten, stands as a luxury. Only a

very moderate quantity can be eaten by
each individual— a little suffices to sat-

isfy, and the cost is more or less sug-
gested by the gingerly small portions
served to each person.
There is, on the contrary, an unlim-

ited field for extracted honey. It is

unnecessary to try to state all its pos-
sibilities. I am not discussing the pro-
duction of either form of honey; that
is a question for each producer to de-
cide for himself.
The demand for comb honey being,

as outlined above, self-limited, it re-

mains for the honey men, both pro-
ducer and dealer, to educate the people
in the use and the possibilities of

liquid honey. When purchased in pint,

quart, half gallon and gallon quantities,

honey does not fall under the head of
luxuries, although it may not be con-
sidered a necessity. When purchased
in those quantities the cost of each
spoonful is not in evidence, and when
a person once becomes acquainted
with the many delicious combinations
possible in consuming it, there is but
little desire for wa.x with it.

Comb honey will always have a de-

mand to be met, but from the nature
of things no great increase can be ex-
pected. Comb honey is a luxury.
Extracted (or liquid) honey is not a

luxury. Will it not then be advisable
to concentrate efforts to popularize
and increase the demand for honey
upon the cheaper, more plentiful, and
more convenient liquid honey? This
is not a reflection upon comb honey.

Eight and Ten Frame Hives

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

ON
PAGE 16, there seems to be a

difference of opinion between J.

J. Wilder and ye editor. Each
is entirely right—from his point
of view. Editor Dadant says,

' Properly made hives should have the

same space, /<•>- fratnc, whether they
are 12-frame hives or 6-frame." Aye,
"should have;" but they don't have;
at least 8-frame hives and 10-frame
don't. And however clear that may
have been in Editor Dadant's mind, the

importance of the matter is sufficient

warrant to go into it a little more fully.

The inside width of an 8-frame hive

is 12's inches. With frames spaced 1;;8

inches from center to center, 2*4 inches
must be added to the width to make it

accommodate two more frames. That
would make the width of a 10-frame
hive W/i inches. Instead of that, the

width of 10-frame hive is 14 V inches!
To put it in other words, to accommo-
date the two additional frames requir-

ing 2-'4 inches, only 2's inches are

added. A shortage of ?s of an inch.

In an 8-frame hive, the 8 self-spacing

frames take 11 inches, leaving a space

of I's inches. That leaves plenty of

room for a dummy at one side. With
the removal of the dummy, the taking

out of the first frame, or indeed of any
frame, is an easy matter. If worst
comes to worst, so much glue having
accumulated as to make it troublesome
to get out the dummy, the dummy may
be omitted entirely. Yet that has not
been found necessary by the writer

during all the years since these hives

were first introduced, although there

are some who prefer to omit the dummy
from the start, allowing a liberal space
at each side of the hive. So it comes
to pass that taking the frames out of an
8-frame hive can never become a very
difficult matter.

In a 10-frame hive, the 10 self-spacing

frames take IS^^ inches. That leaves a

space of Yz inch, or H inch at each
side. The frames may be all crowded
to one side, and with the >^-inch

space left at one side, it seems there

ought to be plenty of room to take out

the first frame. But that y^ inch is not
a constant factor, for glue constantly
crowds the frames a little farther

apart, making the side-space so small

that getting out the first frame becomes
a matter so difficult that Mr. Wilder
well says he prefers to use 8-frame
hives.

The question arises : Why is room
for a dummy allowed in the 8-frame
hive and not in the 10-franie ? Like
enough the craze for economy of ma-
terial suggested in the first place that a

10-frame hive might do with no dummy
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and >2-inch space. But whoever has
tried, side by side, 8-frameand 10-frame
hives, has no doubt concluded that
after there has been some accumula-
tion of propolis, the space in the 10-

frame hive will not do as compared with
the 8-frame.
More important than the question as

to the origin of the limited space in

the 10-frame hive is the question why
this handicap has continued upon it all

these years. If the extra space is a

good thing for the 8-frame hive, it is

an equally good thing for the 10-frame.
If the 10-frame is just as well without
the extra space, so is the 8-frame. Is

there a ghost of a reason why the two
should be different ? In other words,
why there should not be, as Editor Da-
dant says, the same space per frame in

each hive ? Perhaps the answer will

be that there are thousands of hives of

that particular size already in existence,
with covers and other parts to corres-
pond, and it would make confusion to

intoduce a size just a little different.

But that argument hardly appeals to

the bee-keeper, especially to the begin-
ner, however strongly it may appeal to

the manufacturer. In fact, to the prac-
tical bee-keeper it appears little less

than an outrage that this wrong, this

handicap upon the 10-frame hive should
be continued year after year.
The trouble is that the beginner does

not know, while his hives are new, the
trouble in store for him, and after he
has learned about it he has so many
hives on hand that he quietly submits
rather than to have two sizes in the
same apiary. Before he has stocked up
to any considerable extent with hives
measuring 1454 inches, inside measure,
he will do well to demand ll^s. Even
if he has to pay a little more for the
unusual size, it will be money well
spent. Let the 10-frame hive have just

as fair a chance as the 8-frame.
Marengo, III.

[VVe have also a letter from A. C.

Miller, of Providence, R. I , calling at-

tention to the fact that the manufactur-

ers make the 10-frame hive smaller,

per frame, than the 8-frame. The trou-

ble with me is that I have been using a

10-frame hive which has the regular

one-and-one-half inches foreach frame,

and have never given thought to any

other. There is a difference between

what is and what ought to be. Below
is A. C. Miller's letter.

—

Editor.]

In the January issue, page 16, in a

foot-note to Mr. VVilder's comments on
8 and 10 frame hives, you say, " Prop-
erly made hives should have the same
space per frame" etc.

In good old times 10-frame hives
were 20 inches long by 16'4 wide, out-
side, but about <iO or more years ago
the supply men made even figures, and
all hives were made20.xl6 inches. That
lost quarter of an inch is as trouble-
some as an extra inch on a man's nose,
and is at the bottom of such trouble as
Mr. Wilder refers to. Last year, I un-
derstand the manufacturers went back

to the lG'4-inch width. It will make
nice fun for those who use covers like

the "Colorado " and " Metal Topped "

fitted to the 16-inch width.
There will be a loud noise by and by.

The 12-Frame Langstroth Hive

BY R. F. HOLTERM.XNN.

THE report of Mr. Greiner, pages
JG and 57, in connection with
the New York State convention,
interests me. The wedges which
I use, mentioned by Mr. Greiner,

are kept in place by driving a tack
through the thin end, the point of the
tack going through the wedge, and
when inserted, this tack sticks to the
bottom-board or brood-chamber.

In the last lot of hives I have had
made, the wedge idea is embodied in

the hive side. I had to learn that the
space under the combs did no harm
after the close of the honey-fiow.
The third line from the bottom of

the third column, page 57, states that I

use 8 frames in the 10-frame space in

the supers. I may have said what I

did not mean. It should be that I use
/'/ frames in the J2-frame super space.

I value the 12-frame hive to such an
extent that when I buy bees in the 10-

frame hives, I take out the combs and
put them into the 12-frame brood-
chamber, waiting an opportunity to

sell the former. Let no one get the im-
pression that I use a Langstroth hive
less than 12 frames.
The bees appear to be wintering

well here. They had a cleansing flight

late in December, and at present it

looks as if bees would come through
much better than a year ago; however,
it might yet prove to be a very late

spring and bees might suffer.

Brantford, Canada.

The Name of Spanish-Needles

BY JOHN H. LOVELL.

IN
THE American Bee Journal for

December, attention iscalled in an
editorial to Spanish-needles, a most
valuable honey-plant of the Miss-
issippi Valley. Further informa-

tion in regard to the Latin and En-
glish names of this plant, it is added,
will be given later. This species, in

the lowlands of the Mississippi River,
covers large areas, and when it blooms
in September the golden-yellow rays
present a most brilliant display of

color. The flowers secrete nectar in

great abundance, which yields a golden
honey of great excellence and popu-
larity.

Late in the fall of 1912, Mr. Dadant
gathered specimens of the fruit of this

species, and of another taller plant be-
longing to the same genus and growing
in the same situation. The latter spe-

cies has small rays, and it is not at all

conspicuous. The plants had long
been out of bloom, and there would
seem to have been little but dead ma-
terial to collect. These dried speci-

mens were sent to me through Mr. E
R. Root for determination.

The identification of the shorter spe-

cies, or the plant so valuable to bee-
keepers as a source of honey was un-
dertaken first. The material consisted
chiefly of achenes (the so-called seeds)
and involucral bracts. After a careful
examination of all the characters avail-

able, the plant was referred to Bidens
aristosa (Michx.) Britton. In one par-
ticular, however, it differed from the
7th edition of Gray's Manual, the awns
were downwardly instead of upwardly
barbed ; but, according to the Illus-

trated Flora of Britton and Brown,
both forms occur.

Under these circumstances it seemed
desirable to have my determination
verified by an acknowledged authority.

At the Gray Herbarium of Harvard
University, there is ample material of

all the species of Bidens for compari-
son. ."Accordingly I sent part of the

fruit to Prof. M. L. Fernald, w^ho is a

joint author with Dr. B. L. Robinson,
of the 7th edition of Gray's Manual,
and one of the first anthorities on the

American flora, stating that I had iden-

fied the species as Bidens aristosa.

A few days ago I received a letter

from Prof. Fernald, in which he says:

"The fruit you sent was recognized
as that of an anomalous variation of

Bidens aristosa, in which the barbs of

the awns are retrorse instead of as-

cending. I have several times started

to look into the matter, and have been
as often interrupted, so that today, for

the first time, I have actually got down
to the question and followed it through.
For the present the plant had better

pass as Bidens aristosa. In its awns it

shows a distinct departure from that

species, but not in its other characters.

We have considerable material from
Illinois and Missouri, and it seems to

be so abundant that I shall soon pub-
lish it as a variety."'

The species is, therefore, undoubt-
edly Bidens aristosa, under which name
it should pass until it has been de-

scribed as a variety by Prof. Fernald,
when the varietal name should be
added.

.•\s to the English name Spanish-
needles, in view of the fact that there

is another species of Bidens (B. bipin-

nata), which is also called Spanish-
needles, it would no doubt be better to

give the honey-plant another name.
But this is easier said than done. We
understand that in the region of the
Mississippi Valley it is generally called

Spanish-needles. If we change the
name on paper, the farmers and bee-
keepers will still continue to call it by
its old name.

But to what name could we change
it ? Gray's Manual gives no common
or vernacular name for flide/is aristosa,

while Britton and Brown call it tick-

seed sunflower, which is no better than
Spanish-needles. It frequently hap-
pens, indeed, that several different spe-

cies have the same common name. In
this very genus of Bidens several spe-

cies are called beggar-ticks, while a
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variety of plants pass under the name
of thistle and sunflower.

It seems better, therefore, to retain

the name Spanish-needles, but to pre-

fix to it some adjective, such as showy
or yellow, to distinguish it from the
other Spanish-needles (fiidi-ns bipi/i-

nata), which has small heads with the

rays short or none. We suggest that

the honey-plant {Bidens aristosa) be
called large-flowered Spanish-needles,
and that bidois bif'innata be called
small-Bowered Spanish-needles. This
will permit the name to be retained,

and yet prevent confusion.
The tall species of Bidens gathered

by Mr. Dadant. and sent to me is B.

froiidosa L. The flowers are incon-
spicuous because the rays are small or
absent. This is a very common and
widely distributed species, extending
throughout the eastern United States,

and from Florida to Te.xas in the south,

to Nebraska in the Central States, and
northward to British Columbia. Some
of the common names of this plant are
beggar-ticks, stickseed, beggar-lice,

and pitchforks.
No specimens of Bidens bif'tniiala

were received, and this may not occur
at Hamilton, 111. It is not found in

Maine, and is not given in the list of

the plants of Vermont. It extends
southward from Rhode Island to Mex-
ico and tropical America. It may be
distinguished by the following charac-
ters : The long achenes are angled,

usually 4-awned, the awns very unequal,
downwardly barbed, the barbs rather
coarse.
Waldoboro, Maine.

Sacbrood
BY MORLEY PETTIT.

I

HAVE just read your editorial on
page 41 of the American Bee Jour-
nal about dead brood. I can also

say that I never saw any of this

before starting inspecting, and at-

tribute this to the fact that we were
always careful to keep our colonies up
in good shape at home. On inspection

work I have found a great deal of this

dead brood, which is neither of the va-

rieties of foul brood. It has just been
described by a bulletin from the De-
partment at Washington, as being of a

slightly infectious nature, although the

bacterial cause has so far not been
isolated. It has been named sacbrood.
(See page 47.— Editor.)

I have found it mostly in colonies of

black bees, where no new queens had
been introduced for a number of years,

and the stock was run out.

As to bee terms (page 42), I am Irish

enough to have adopted the term
" beekeeper" without the hyphen before

I ever knew that Editor Digges was
doing this. I never took the trouble

to look it up in the dictionary, but de-

cided it was the best way to spell the

word, and after considerable struggle
with proof-readers in getting out my
mailing matter, have succeeded in hav-

ing the term used in all publications
and bulletins from this Department.
You ask, "Has honey advanced with

other food products in prices ?" I claim
that it has not, even in Ontario where
the price has advanced -5 cents per
pound since the Crop Report Commit-
tee started operations about 10 years
ago. It is simply wonderful the amount
of work that can be done by judicious
advertising and holding together on
the part of the bee-keepers.
Guelph, Canada.

Reminiscences of Smoking Bees

M
BY G. C. GREINER.

|Y EARLIEST recollections on
the above subject date back to
the spring of 1876. During the
preceding fall and winter we
had manufactured and sold to

the surrounding bee-keepers with-
in a radius of six or eight miles be-
tween 175 and 200 hives. Nearly all

of these bee-keeping friends were
farmers, keeping anywhere from 1 to

20 colonies in the old style box hives.

For a stipulated fee, we had also
agreed to transfer all these bees into
our new hives as soon as the season
would admit.
To the experienced bee-keeper, the

fulfillment of these contracts would
have been an enjoyable season's work,
but with the exception of a few primi-
tive hints by a bee-keeping friend, we
knew nothing about bees, had never
seen the inside of a hive filled with
bees and depended wholly upon our
prospective experience 'or our bee ea-

ucation. Although we had a little

inkling that bees could be raanageo
with smoke, the existence of a Dec-
smoker made especially for this pur-
pose, was unknown to us, and wnea
we started on our transferring ex-

pedition, we expected that a couple of

little briar-pipes would furnish us
this quieting medium. We were sadly
mistaken. Before we had transferrea
many colonies, we had found by sor-

rowful experience, that smoking to

excess, as was necessary to keep bees
under control, was not the most en-
joyable part of our new venture; it

made us deathly sick. The only way
to remain master of the situation was
to use a little strategy. We would
sly up to a hive, close its flyholes and
other existing openings with rags,

grass or anything handy, set the hive
on the ground bottomside up, and be-
fore the bees had time to realize what
had liappened, would cover the open-
ing with our driving box. This driving
box was provided with a rim two or
three inches wide, and fitted any com-
mon box hive in use.

When this stage of the operation
was reached without mishap, we gen-
erally had the control. After drum-
ming against the hive ten or fifteen

minutes, or until the bees had fillecr

themselves with honey and had enter-
ed the driving box, we would place the
latter on the old stand to catch the
flying bees, and carry the hive a little

to one side, generally in the shade of

some trees after which the remaining
part of the job would be fair sailing.

All in all, our season's work proved
satisfactory beyond our expectations,
and with the exception of a few in-
cidents of an amusing nature, nothing
of great importance transpired. But
the details of some of these little hap-
penings were so impressive, that even
now, after thirty-six years have pass-
ed, I can recall them as vividly as yes-
terday's transactions.
One of our customers, living In the

suburbs of our village, owned a row
of some 18 or 20 colonies, as nearly
as I can recollect, which occupied a
long continuous platform near to and
facing his neighbor's fence. The
hives were placed close, with hardly
room enough between to allow remov-
ing one withoiXt touching (another.
The bees were, as all the rest in this
locality, of the common black German
strain, and this particular lot proved
to be, as we afterward had occasion
to observe the most ferocious fight-
ers we had ever encountered.
We began the job early in the

morning, before many of the bees
were flying, and by the application
of our usual tactics succeeded quite
well in transferring the first two or
three swarms. But with the rising
sun, bees grew livelier. The disturb-
ance at the bench, careful as we tried
to be, was felt all along the line, and
soon some of the more inquisitive oc-
cupants of the hives were buzzing
around our heads. It wasn't very long
before—bing—one had objected in a
very impressive way to our invasion;'
pretty soon another followed suit, and
still another left its mark, and in less
time than it takes to tell it they were
giving it to us right and left. Even
shirt sleeves and pantaloons were of
no account, and they seemed to find
sensitive places almost anywhere. To
remain there would have been pre-
meditated suicide, and an uncondi-
tional flight, that landed us behind
the closed doors of a nearby shop,
was our only salvation. Although this
place of refuge was a grimy dirty
blacksmith shop it seemed to be the
most comfortable place on earth, for
everytime we opened the door to as-
certain the prospects, a few sharp re-
minders from watching sentinels
would convince us that they still held
the fort.

For a time terror reigned supreme.
The owner of the bees, who had been
with us during our early manipula-
tions, admiring our skill and heroism,
had sought shelter in his woodshed
long before the real fun commenced.
Neighbors, too, who had come to the
fence to witness the great feat of
transferring bees from one hive to
another, had found it advisable to
take an unceremonious departure at
an early stage of the fracas, and even
cats and dogs had to fly for the cat-
hole.

Just as we were meditating on the
probabilities of a life sentence, deliv-
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erance in the shape of a tremendous
cloud of smoke appeared from the di-

rection of the woodshed door. The
proprietor of the ranch, taking pity

on our helpless condition, had put
some live coals into a large tin pan
and onto these a quantity of woodpne
accumulations, which sent up a col-

umn of smoke that compared favor-

ably to the puffings of an express lo-

comotive. Holding this pan in front

of himself, it had a magical effect on
the bees. They did not offer to mo-
lest him on his way to the shop, and
when he opened the shop door in a
triumphant way, he said: "There,
take this pan and blow the smoKe
against the hives, that will fix the

devils."

Our friends' advice proved literally

true. After allowing the infuriated

bees a reasonable time to quiet a lit-

tle, and replenishing the smoke pro-

ducing pan with a liberal supply of

fuel from the woodpile, we were en-

abled to resume our work. In due
time we finished the job with no trou-

ble to speak of.

Only a short time ago a bee-keeping
friend, to whom I related the incident,

remarked, after we had a good laugh
over it: "Why don't you write it up
for the bee-paper?" And here it is.

A little later another of our custo-

mers had a similar surprise in store

for us. On a previous visit we had
discussed the benefits and advantages
derived from the use of a properly

constructed bee-smoker. Being some-
what of an inventive genius, he had
fastened over the valve of a common
hand-bellows, such as were used in

those days with the old-fashioneo
charcoal flat irons, a tin can with
perforated top and bottom. This latter

he filled partly with rotten wood and
finished with live coals from the
stove. In opening the bellows the suc-
tion would draw the smoke inside and
closing it would send the smoke out
of the nozzle. With the exception of

the disadvantage that it required both
h!inds to work it, our friend's contriv-
ance would have been quite a formid-
able bee-smoker, if moderately used.
But when we called there at this time,
he was so enthusiastic over his inven-
tion and so eager to demonstrate its

efficiency that he not only blew the
poor bees of an opened hive off the
frames and over the edge of the hive,

but half way across the vard.
LaSalle, N. Y.

[Similar troubles to friend Greiner's

have been the lot of many of the older

bee-keepers. The ancient smoker which

he describes was the only kind used

anywhere until 1873, when Moses
Quinby made the first bellows smoker
that could be used with only one hand.

Very few of our younger men can

have an idea of the difficulties encoun-

tered by the older heads before the

advent of practical bee-smokers and

of comb foundation. We have often

blown smoke upon the bees until we
were dizzy with the work.

Friend Greiner's articles bear the

stamp of experience, and are always

welcome.

—

Editor.]

Dr. Miller*s Answers^

Send Questions either to the office of the .\merican Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, M.^rengo, III.

He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Queen-Excluders—Requeening

1. Will bees store as much honey by using
a honey-board in an 8-frame hive? I have
trouble by the Queen going into the upper
story.

2. What kind of a honej'-board would you
recommend ?

3. Would it be necessary to use a honey-
board on a lo-frame dovetailed hive ?

4. We have a spring and fall honey-flow
here. The queens quit laying before the
fall flow, and do not begin in time to rear
enough young bees to winter. Would re-

queening help this ?

5. Would it be best to requeen twice a

year: also what time of the year ^

6. Please give me the address of a golden
Italianqueen-breeder that would be adapted
for this part of Indiana, and who has no dis-

ease in his apiary ?

7. Does any queen-breeder ensure his

queens free from disease; if so. in what
way? Indiana.

Answers.— I. I suppose you have refer-

ence to a queen-excluder. You will prob-

ably not be able to see any difference in the

amount stored with or without an excluder

if indeed there is any difference at all.

2. There is probably nothing better than

the wood-zinc excluder. But if you are

working for section honey you will find it

not worth while to usean excluder, provided

you use full sheets of foundation in sec-

tions. If you use small starters of founda-

tion it will be better to use an excluder.

3. In this respect there is little difference

between an 8-frame and a lo-frame hive,

although the queen will probably be more
inclined to enter the super over the smaller

hive.

4. I wonder now wjiether you are not the-

orizing just a bit. If there is a fall flow

enough to be called a flow, or enough for the

bees to store any surplus from it. it's about

a sure thing that it will start the queen to

laying, so as to secure a crop of young bees

for winter. Yes. it is easier to start a young
Queen to laying than an old one.

5. I never knew of any one who thought it

paid to requeen twice a year.
6. You will find addresses of queen-breed-

ers in the advertising columns: but I don't
suppose one would be more adapted than
another for any particular part of any State.

7- I'm not sure whether anj- one says so in

so many words, but practically every queen
is so ensured, for no honest man would send
out disease with a queen and say nothing
about it. And yet I suppose it might hap-
pen that disease would be thus carried
sometimes without the sender being aware
of it. The present tendency to make queen-
candy with boiled honey, or with no honey
at all. tends toward safeguarding against
disease.

Charles Chandler and Part of His loo-

CoLONY .A.PIARV aT Emporia, Kan.

Bees On the Hill or In the Valley

I have 7 colonies of bees located in a val-
ley, and a neighbor bee-keeper has his bees
on a high hill, perhaps 175 feet higher than
mine. He says my bees have the advantage
of his. as my bees go up hill empty and down
hill loaded, while with his it is just the other
way.
That is all right, and true as long as my

bees go west or north, but when they go east
they would have to go up first and then
down on the other side, and 1 notice that
they don't go very far that way. Now if I

would place my bees on top of this hill I

think they would go farther south and east
than they do now. .Most of the basswood is

on the hillside, but the best clover is in the
lowlands. Do 5;ou think it would pay to
move my bees higher up for this reason ?

Iowa.
Answer.—It surely must be easier for a

bee or anybody else to carry a load down
hill than up. In actual practice I have some
doubt whether the difference is enough so

that a colony in the lower location would
show a distinctly larger yield than one
higher up. But the matter of distance may
be a much more important factor. Within
a distance of perhaps a mile and a half it is

doubtful that distance counts for much. Be-

30 MILLION * 100000 10 THE ANNUAL OUTPUT OF

SECTIONS B HIVES
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lo THE
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yond that— possibly I should say beyond two

miles—distance counts for a good deal, and

if your source of supply is beyond that there

would no doubt be a gain to move the bees

accordingly.

Splints—Enropean Foul Brood

1. Are those splints used by Dr. Miller for
foundation supports manufactured by some
concern; if so. where can I get them r'

2. If caginii a queen for a certain length of

time, in case of fi^uropean foul brood, stops
the disease, should the disease not come to

an end in fall, as all brood-rearing stops en-
tirely for several months ?

If an apiary has foul brood one season,
will it be free from it next year ? There are
no young diseased larva; from which the
nurse bees can suck the juice and feed it to

healthy ones the next spring. Indiana.

Answers.— I. The A. I. Root Company
make them, and I think also the G. B. Lewis
Company—possibly others.

2. The shortest answer to your question

would be to say I don't know. And that's

expect tliat the disease would begin rather

slowly from these. And observation con-

firms that supposition. In a colony which
has not been badly diseased in the previous

year, the first examination in the following

spring shows very little disease—possibly

none. Subsequent examinations will show
it on the increase, although if I am not mis-

taken there are some cases in which a col-

ony will remain healthy which has been
slightly diseased the previous year. If a

colony has been very badly diseased this

year, next year you may look for it to start

in at the very start with plenty of diseased

larvae, probably because of the millions of

spores that are present.

Now. if there is anything that still puzzles

you. if you will tell me what it is I'll help

with an explanation— if I can.

building up of a colony, with the possibility
of interfering a great deal in case there is

some hitch in introducing. If your are re-

queening for the sake of having better stock
to breed from, it may pay to do so early,

even if it interferes greatly with the honey
crop. But in your case you hardly want to

interfere with the crop of this season. So.
perhaps you will do just as well to leave the
old queens until after swarming, at least, if

not until near the close of harvest.

8-Frame vs. 10-Frame Hives—Special Locality

I. In a locality where there is a very small
fall honey flow, but enough in the spring for

A. L Beaudin. of St. Chrysostome. Canada, with photograph of bee-journals and bee-books;
his home and apiary, and a feeder of his own invention.

the truth. I don't know why caging a queen
should stop the disease. If caging a queen
stops the disease, I don't know why the win-

ter's rest from brood-rearing does not stop

it. But here is the important fact that I do
know. I know that in a large number of

cases cessation of brood-rearing for a week
or so has stopped the disease. Note that I

don't say in all cases, but in the large ma-

jority of cases. I don't hum' that in the great

majority of cases the disease is conveyed
from one cell to another by the nurse-bees

sucking the juices of recently diseased

larvs. That's only a theory, but it is a

pretty satisfactory theory until a better

theory is advanced.
I think, however, that no one has advanced

the theory that the disease is in all cases

conveyed by means of larva; that have been

dead only a short time. It may in some
cases be conveyed through spores in dried-

up scales of larva' that have been dead a

longtime. But I suppose these last cases

are exceiJtional. Now. although I don't

know all about it. if you will allow me to

theorize. I'll tell you what I think is possible

in the case you mention, in early spring or

winter, when brood-rearing begins, there

are no diseased larvce present. But there are

dried scales containing spores. Onewould

them to begin storing a surplus by MarcH i.

which is kept up until the last of .Tune, do
you think the H or lo frame hive would be
better ? They are managed for comb honey.

2. In such a case do you think 8-frame colo-
nies would store surplus sooner, and if so
do you think the lo-frame colonies would
catch up later on ? California.
Answers.—I. I would chance the larger

hive.

2. On the face of it. it might seem that the

8-frame hive would have its brood-chamber
filled sooner, and so surplus would sooner
be stored. In actual practice you will be
likely to find out that it doesn't pan out that

way. A good way will be for you to try both

kinds side by side; or if you have lo-frame

hives you could reduce some of them to 8-

frames by the use of dummies.

Requeening Early in the Season

I have lately bought i6 colonies of black
bees. They went into the cellar on Dec. 12

strong in bees and plenty of good, sealed
stores. They are in fine condition at this
date, but as the hives are of all sizes and
shapes, good for nothing but kindling wood,
I shall transfer to my dovetailed hives.
Do you think it would pay me to requeen

them with good Italian stock early in the
season? Wisconsin.

Answer.—Requeening early in the season

s sure to interfere at least a little with the

Bee-Bread in Honey

1. Can you see bee-bread in extracted
honey ?

2. How does it act when melted ?

1. 'What makes honey form a yeast-like
top when heated? I have had some honey
do this. Is it bee-bread ? I am told it is.

California.
Answers.— I. Ordinarily, no. That is. you

cannot see it with the naked eye. although
in all honey, comb or extracted, I suppose
some pollen can be seen, if a proper magni-
fying glass be used.

2. I don't think you can melt bee-bread.
3. I suppose it is effervescence, occurring

more readily the thinner the honey is. and
pollen may help in the process.

Bees in Box-Hives—No Honey Nor Swarms

1. I have a nice lot of bees, but they are all

in the old-fashioned box gums. During the
honey harvest I raise them '2 inch all
around. Then I let them down in the fall

and daub them up. only leaving room for a
few bees to pass at a time. I fear that they
do not get enough air. Do you think I could
make an openingon the opposite side and
give them plenty of air?

2. One colony keeps carrying out dead
bees. What is the cause of this? Is it be-
cause they don't get air enough ? or do they
die of old age? I love my bees, and have
had good luck with them. I have not lost a
colony in seven years. I am afraid I will
lose two this winter.

3. What is the reason my bees do not
swarm ? I have not had any swarms in four
years. They are always rich and very
strong in the early spring. I am going to
buy some up-to-date hives this winter for
next spring, so I can increase them. I will
make them swarm. West Virginia.

Answers— I It is not easy to say whether
your bees have enough air or not. You say
you let down the hives in the fall and then
daub them up the entrances I suppose),

and " only leave room for a few bees to pass

at a time." The question is whether that
" few bees " means 3 bees. 20 bees, or more.
1 would rather suppose it to mean not more
than half a dozen bees, and that might mean
an entrance of not more than half a square
inch. I should say that was quite too small

an entrance. But you say you have not lost

a colony in seven years; and with such suc-

cess it can hardly be that the entrance is so

small. At any rate, so long as you winter

perfectly it would hardly seem the entrance
can be much at fault. But if the entrance

is less than the equivalent of about 2 square
inches, it will be easy toincrease theamount
of air by making a hole as you suggest at the

bottom of the hive at the opposite side,

although the usual way would be to make
the entrance at the front larger.

2. It is not likely that lack of air makes
the bees carry out their dead. A good many
bees will be dying off all the time from old

age, especially will this appear more promi-

nent if breeding stopped early.

3. I don't know why your bees don't

swarm. Most bee-keepers would be de-

LEWIS BEEWARE MEANS
COOO QUALITY, SCIEN- Send for Annunl Catalog which will tell
TIFIC WORKMANSHIP .^„„ „-|,„ j^ your iiearPNt Diatrlhuter.

EFFICIENT SERVICE «• B. Lewl.s Coiiiiuiny. Watertown, Wis
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lighted to have as little swarming as possi-

ble. There is a difference in the bees them-

selves as to swarming, and it may be that

you are so fortunate as to have a strain of

bees little inclined to swarming. It may be

that your hives are such as to allow the

queens great abundance of room, in which

case there would be little swarming. There

may be some otherreason that I don't know.

Bee-Keeping in Newfoundland

I wish to try bee-keeping here, and would
like to know what kind of bees would be
most suitable for this climate. At present
there are none in Newfoundland (save the

wild bumble-bees. We have plenty of

sunny, hot weather in summer, when they

would do all right, but our winters are

rather long. Still. I believe I could manage
them all right, as I can house them during
the winter. Newfoundland.

Answer.— I wonder if you may not be mis-

taken about there being no bee-hives in

Newfoundland. I don't know anything about

it. only it would be very strange if no one

had introduced them before this. Anyway
you are to be congratulated if there are none

near you. even if they may be farther away.

As there are none within a few miles you

will be able to keep pure stock, at least for

a time. You can hardly go amiss to get Ital-

ians, preferably the leather-colored, as the

darker ones are called.

Beesarekeptsuccessfullyin colder climes

than yours. The severe winters ought to

cut no figure, for cellaring offers the way

out.

It is to be hoped we shall hear from you

after you get started.

A Winter and Summer Bee-House

I have in a convenient place a house 5 feet

wide by 12 feet long. I can put a hive at each
end two on one long side, and one on the
other long side .5 hives in all), leaving room
for a door on the side where 1 put only one
hive. I would put the alighting board on
the outside for each hive, and cut a notch
something like !^xio inches for each en-

trance. How would they do in the summer i

Would they gather as much honey as they
would placed on separate stands? What
has been your experience in bee houses z'j.

placing hives on separate stands i

Kentucky.

Answer.—I have had no personal expe-

rience with houses such as you propose.

Years ago there was much said in their

favor, and Quite a number were in use. The
greater number of those who had them,

however, gradually gave them up, if I am
not mistaken, although a few still think well

of them. On the face of it. it looks as if it

should be just the thing for winter, but I

think the general verdict was against such

houses for wintering. For summer there is

the objection that the bees are not so

promptly induced to fly out as they are

where there is a better chance for the sun's

rays to enter the hives. Yet in actual prac-

tice you will not find much difference.

Old and Young Worker-Bees as Drone-Layers

Do old bees become drone-layers, or do
only the younger ones " go astray .'

"

New Jersey.

Answer.—I don't know. But I have a

strong impression it's only the younger ones.

Some have advanced the theory that laying

workers, in their larval existence, have been

located near queen-cells, and so have been

fed some of the royal jelly as a sort of over-

flow. If that were the true theory, of course

there would be no drone-layers except those

which started in at the business early in

life. But I wouldn't take much stock in that

theory. Nurse-bees are not so careless as

to slop around the soup-dishes in that sort

of style. Besides, if that theory were cor-

rect, laying workers would be just as likely

to appear at all times after young queens
are reared, whereas we know that with

most races of bees no laying workers are

reared unless a colony has been hopelessly

queenless for some time. I don't remember
that I ever saw any other explanation given,

but if you can't find anything better I'll

offer one of my own for what it is worth. It

is that when a lot of nurses are loaded up
with pap. and only a few larvje are left un
sealed, these few are fed so heavily that

they are developed sufficiently to do some-

thing in the egg-laying line. If any reliance

can be put upon this theory it is still true

that no bee could start in as a laying worker
after it becomes old.

Moving Bees by Wagon and Rail—Spreading Brood

Spring Work

I contemplate moving soon, and wish some
advise about preparing my bees for the trip.

Will have 40 miles of very rough mountain
road, then on the train for 50 miles. Bees in

modern hives and light in stores.
1. Will I need any packing over and under

the frames to keep themsolid enough ?

2. Will they need more ventilation than
the usual entrance?

3. How can one tell when bees need addi-
tional ventilation when in transit ?

4. I wish to rear queens as soon as practi-
cable in the spring. How can I tell when
the proper time comes ?

5. How warm should it be by the ther-
mometer when it is safe to handle brood in

ordinary manipulation?
6. \\'hat are the indications when it is safe

and profitable to spread the brood. /. i-..

place an empty comb in the center ?

7. When a lo-frame hive is full of brood,
and the harvest v> days off. is it best to add
another brood-chamber above or strengthen
the weak colonies ?

8. How about it if the harvest is just at
hand? ^ ^

Q. How can a person who has contracted
the " bee-fever " expect to come out alive if

he does not get a good bee journal ?

Your answers to questions have helped
me wonderfully. Kentucky,

Answers.— I. That depends. If you'have

self-spacing frames, they ought to travel

safely just as they are. If they are loose-

hanging frames, they must be secured in

some way so they will not shake around.

One way is to thrust down at each end of

the hive, between each two frames, a small

stick with a small wire-nail driven in at one

end, so that the stick shall not sink down
into the hive. But no sort of packing is

needed either over or under the frames.

2. Again, that depends. It depends upon
what the " usual entrance " is. and what the

temperature is. If your entrances are like

mine. 2x12 inches, no further ventilation will

be needed unless it be quite warm, say

something like 70 degrees. But if your en-

trances, like many entrances, are only H-

inch deep, then you should give extra ven-

tilation unless the temperature be less than

50 degrees, and even at that there might be

some danger. The larger the entrance the

less need for extra ventilation.

3. Not so easy to say. They will be very

noisy, but they'll be noisy anyhow when be-

ing jolted over rough roads. When suffering

for want of ventilation, they may become so

heated that you will easily recognize the in-

creased heat by holding your hand at the

entrance or any other point where air may
escape. But it is rather dangerous to let

them be heated up to that degree. The safe

way is to give them a good showering with

water whenever you are at all suspicious

they are too warm.
4. Not until about the time the most ad-

vanced colonies begin to start cells of their

own accord. Or. to take it on another basis,

not until bees are gathering enough so as to

begin building comb. You can begin a good
deal sooner than either of those times, but
your queens will not be worth rearing.

5. About 70 degrees. Instead of going by
the thermometer.it may be better to say.

don't handle bees any time when bees are
not flying freely. But if you merely lift out
a frame and quickly return it. as when you
want to know in the spring whether brood
is present, then it may be safe St 33 degrees
or less.

6. For some years I have been of the opin-

ion that for me there is no time when it is

profitable to spread brood. Early in the
season, at the time when we want bees to

build up as fast as possible, the bees of their

own accord have all the brood they can
cover. In that case, if brood is spread it

can result only in chilled brood, thus hin.

dering instead of helping the building up. I

don't know whether the bees of others are
different or not. If at anytime your bees
are covering combs that have no brood or

eggs at the outer part of the cluster, it ought
then to be safe and profitable to spread.

But be sure you're right before you go
ahead.

7. Strengthen the weak colonies. Perhaps
not all of them, but as many as you can
make strong enough for the harvest.

8. I don't know. Perhaps in that case it

may be as well to do neither, for generally

with the beginning of harvest there is no
further spreading of the brood-nest, and
the supers will give all the extra room
needed.

<j. I don't know.

Queens Produced by West's Cell Protectors and

Cages— Ditlerence in Weight of Honey

Sections

1. Some one has said that queens develop-
ing from cells given to colonies by means of
West's cell protector or queen cages do not
do well. In 1012 I used this method consid-
erably, and it seems to be the case as as-
serted. What is your opinion as to this ? It

looks a little to me as though such colonies
fill up the brood-chamber well, but do noth-
ing in the supers. In the two cases that I

tried West's protector, the colonies reared
their queen from those queen-cells. The
colonies appeared so quiet as to suggest
their dying off from queenlessness: but
when looking the colonies over preparatory
for wintering outside . queens were found,
and the brood-chamber well stocked with
honey.

1 made it quite a practice, in looking for
surplus queen-cells, to put the best looking
ones in the West protector and introducing
the latter with cells. I have a little stand
for keeping the cells in the protector in an
upright position. I have gotten to be preju-
diced against the " protectors.

"

2. It rather displeases me that my sections
of honey IC12;. while lookiirs well, averaged
in weight only 13 ounces, while about all

the others I weighed in this neighborhood
weighed at least 14 ounces, and sometimes
more.
Are there any reasons evident for such

discrepancy ? In i«i2 I had five times as
much honey than in ion. Pennsylv.^nia.

Answers.—1. Some European authorities

claim that the inmates of the cells receive a

benefit from the close contact of the bodies

of the bees, which benefit is lost when cells

are in nurseries or cages. The Stanley nur-

sery ought to be an exception, for in that the

bees are allowed free access to the cells.

One would naturally suppose that it would

be more harm to a cell from long than from

short confinement in a cage. Moreover I

should expect that the young queen would
be hurt as much by an hour's imprisoment
immediately after being sealed as it would

by a day's imprisonment immediately before

emerging from its cell Indeed. I suspect

that the convenience of a nursery may over-

balance all the harm of the confinement if a

cell be not caged until within a day of the
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hatching of the virgin. At any rate. I have
hadsome excellent queens after such con-
finement. But I should expect a poor queen
from a cell caged immediately after being
sealed.

2. You will probably find that in flush

years, when honey comes in rapidly, combs
will be filled out more plumply than in a

slow flow, perhaps because in a slow flow
the bees have more time to build wax and
seal combs. You will also find that they
will fill combs more plumply if crowded for

room. Like enough you gave the bees more
surplus room than your neighbors did.
Taking one year with another, you are prob-
ably the gainer by it.

Good Results Last Year

I did very well last year. With 14 colonies
I increased to 10. and took off^ 610 pounds of
honey, leaving over a super on each hive, as
I came near losing many by starvation last
spring. W. Ulmer NfooRE.
Lott, Tex., Feb. q.

Bitter Honey

Some 6 or 8 years ago all of our honey was
bitter, f noticed at the same time that
there was honeydew on the box-elder trees.
By rubbing the leaver of the box-elder on
my tongue I noticed the same bitter taste
that was in the honey. I saw the bees suck-
ing the leaves of the box-elder. I have not
had any bitter honey since.

A. M. Broyles.
Rhea Springs. Tenn., Jan. lo.

Keep Weeds Down Around Hives

To keep weeds down in front of and
around hives. I find nothing more satisfac-
tory than common roofing felt (" rubber roof-
ing." as it is sometimes called). Cut in 4-

^
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honey evenly and snow-white, and will

work when other bees do nothing But as

to their gentleness I do not hnd them as

gentle as some claim. I am satished they

are a good all-around bee. iRA Walton.
Gotham. Wis.. Jan. S.

Finding Bee-Trees

The front cover picture of this Journal
shows part of the tree cut away, the swarin

exposed to view, and me hunting for the

queen. After removing lo pounds of honey
and three frames of brood which they had
built in two months. I brushed the bees into

the hive, used smoke on them while doing

Tlie best way to find bee-trees is to follow

up little streams or creeks in the woods
during the dry season. If there are any bees
around, vou are sure to tind their watering
place When vou have found it, watch

my best apiaries, where it burned the honey
house and 41 colonies of bees. It has badly
injured or destroyed our bee-range. Under
the circumstances we have sold some 500

colonies and partly gone out of the bee-busi-
ness for a while until the sages, etc.. grow
again
"Everything was dry as tinder, for they had
no rain until three or four days ago
The greatest cold I haveknownsince I left

the East in 1875. has covered California and
hit the oranges and lemons very hard, prob-
ably ruined half of the crop. Orange and
lemon growers smudged every night for over
a week. They took 75 to 100 carloads of oil

out every day and made solid clouds of

smoke, and yet lost.
Mat. Geo. F. Merriam.

Los Angeles. Calif.

B.F.Schmidt Cutting a Bee-Tree.

This swarm was followed from his yard in

June. 1012 and recovered 2 months later.

where they go. If they fly low down they
are not far. but when they go high up in a

circle their home is quite a distance.
Watch several bees to be sure you get the
right line, and then look at every tree as you
go. low and high, and you will soon find

them.
, ,

. , ,
Another way to locate bee-trees is to set a

bait of thinned honey on a stump or rock,

and near it burn some old combs to attract

the bees. If there are any bees around they
will find the bait in an hour, and you can
watch the direction of their flight easily.

The month of October, or during a dry
season, is the best time to hunt bees with
bait, as at that time there are usually but
few if any flowers for the bees to work on.

B. F. Schmidt.
N. Buena Vista, Iowa, Oct. 12. 1912.

First, the rough side does not attract the
sun's rays near so much as does a surfaced
board, which will help to keep the board
from warping, and also help to keep a cool
hive.
Second, paint will last more than twice as

long, and will not peel, blister nor crack.
Puente. Calif . Jan 10. H. M. Hess.

Crop Below the Average

Our bees for the first time in 10 years did
not come up to the average. I took some
3500 pounds from 29 colonies—all comb honey.
The honey season closed about Aug. 25, and
after that no more honey was gathered. .\11

through September it snowed and rained.
J. D. Kaufman.

Kalispell. Mont.. Jan. 28.

A Tall Bee-Tree

Is this the tallest bee-tree? T. F. Strain,
of Tacoma. Wash., told me he cut a large

tree in 1870. to clear the ground. He did not
know it was a bee-tree It was 350 feet high,

and was 8 feet across the stump. After be-

ing sawed off. the tree stood for two weeks
before it fell, as the wind had to blow before
he expected it to fall- It fell late in the
afternoon, and at supper time a bee was
seen on the window, the first they had ever
seen in that country. L. W. Benson.
Galena. Kan.

California Prospects

To date this has been the driest season
known in southern California for many
years. Since July i but i.tb inches of rain

has fallen, and dry winds have absorbed the
moisture, so that our hills areas brown as

in mid-summer Last week a freeze de-

stroyed millions of dollars worth of citrus
fruits, young trees and vegetables. Pros-
pects for the apiarist are not encouraging.

« Eugene B.\ker.
Los ."Angeles. Calif.. Jan. 14.

Advantages of Redwood Lumber

I am a builder by trade, and have used
many thousand feet of redwood lumber, and
my experience is that it is far superior to
pine in a great many ways. Most of the ma-
terial that is exposed to the weather in the
buildings of wood in California is redwood,
with the rough side exposed to the weather.
Whle it may not look quite so nice to an
easterner, it is all the go here.

The Bee Journal a Great Help

The Bee Journal has be^n a gteat help to

me, and I shall recommend it to all bee-
keepers. Henrv^. Schuchert.
Elgin. III. ^

Apiary DestroyeiJ;*y WSt'

The day after ChristmqSa"^*^'^"^^
some 3 miles from my old home in San Diego
county. With an eastern gale it ran over
three ranges of mountains, finding one of

Good Crop in Illinois

The bees worked good, and there was con-
siderable swarming the past year. My son
started an apiary and had fine success for a
beginner. Our best colony produced 214

pounds of extracted honey. The strong
colonies produced five supers.
Chicago. 111.. Jan. iq. Tim O'Donnell.

Classified Department

Fine Prospects in Vermont

Bees are having an open winter here. We
have had but 2 inches of snow to date. I ex-

pect to see the bees winter the best they

have in years. W'e are looking for a big

yield. I never saw clover look better than
it did last fall. My average was 40 pounds
per colony, but I had to feed some in the

fall. M. C. Young.
Rutland. Vt . Ian. 30.

Mild Winter in France

The year lonwill count among the poorest

for bee-culture in France, and especially in

Brittany, where the winter losses were
great, owing to short stores.

.

We are having a very mild winter Un
Jan. 6 I saw bees bringing in pollen gathered

on furze blossoms. The hazel is in bloom. 1

also saw yesterday some swelling buds ot

pear blossoms. Etienne Giraud.
Le Landreau. France. Jan. 15.

[The above locality is in Eastern France,

near the River Loire, at the 47th degree of

latitude.-EDiTOR.l

Bees in South Dakota

I was in southeastern South Dakota three

weeks last September. They are getting

lots of bees up there. It is going to make a

a good bee-country, lots of hearts-ease,

white clover and alfalfa. .. . t
The bees here were in fine condition tor

winter, and they had a fine flight on Christ-

mas day. I. N- Arnold
Kalona, Iowa. Jan. 8.

[Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEEXS.

N'utmeg Italian Queens, leather color.

After June i, $1.00. A W Yates,
Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that produce sandbband
bees. Untested. $1,00: Tested. $3.00.

lAot Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

Bees and Queens from my Xew Jersey
apiary J H M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St., New York City.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for

IQI3- beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E^ Law-rence
iA8t Doniphan. Mo.

Place Your Order Now for early de-

livery. Untested Queens, one for St. 00: 6 for

is 40 Tested Queens, one for $1.50; 6 for S8 40,

Write for prices of Nuclei and full colonies.

W. J. Littl efield. Little Rock. .\rk.

How About those beautiful untested
three-band Italian queens for 1013 ? " e

have them and know how to rear them; 30

years' experience. We rear queens that

make bees that gather us heavy crops of

honey, and we will send you the same kind

at 75c each; $4.25 for 6; $S.oo per dozen. Safe
arrival and satisfaction always guaranteed.

Rialto Honey Co.. Rialto. California.

Italian Queens ONLV-Untested. Ji.cw.

sel. tested, Slso Bees by pound and half-

pound. Plans, " How to Introduce Queens,

.

15c; "How to Increase." isc: or both 25c

Descriptive list free.
, ,

3-'^?'

E. E. Mott. Glenwood. Mich,

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-

lenge the world on my Goldens and their

honey getting qualities. Price. $1 00 each;
"Tested, $2.00: Breeders, $5.00 and $10.00.

2.^tf J. B Brockwell. Barnetts. \ a.

Queens— Improved red-clover Italians,

bred for business; June i to Nov. if. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. $1.00; tested. I1.25

each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed, i.-^iy H. C. demons. Boyd. Ky.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-

niolan queens. Tested. $1 00 each; 3 or more
00c each. Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6, 70c each:

6 or more, bsc each. Bees per lb . $1.25; nu-

clei per frame. $1 so. A discount on orders
booked 30 davs before shipment. lAtf

Bankston ^; Lyo n. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in Mav. Our slock is northern-bred
and hardy; five yards wintered on summer
stands in luoS and 1000 without a single loss.

F'or prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the Queen-Breeder. Bellevue, Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-

n'olan queens. Tested. $1.00 each; } or more
Qoceach. Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c each:
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6 or more, ft^ic each. Bees per lb . 81.25; nu-
clei per frame. Si. 10. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment, lAtf

C. B. Banltston. Buffalo, Leon Co.. Tex.

MoORE'sStrainand Golden Italian Queens.
Untested. $1.00; six. $5 00: twelve. $0.00. Car
niolan. Banat andCaucasian Queens, select.
$125; six. $6.00: twelve. Sio.oo. Tested, any
kind. St. .so; six. S3. 00 Choice breeders. 8? 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange. Calif.

One of our customers J. A. Carnes. M D..

Mt. Carmsl. Pa writes; "Your bees are
evenly marked: all golden but the tip. They
are the most Gl'^NTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens. 81 00 each. .Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps <S: Son.

3 Wilcox. .St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

We Will requeen all our 2000 colonies
this spring. We offer the one-year-old-
queens removed from thesehives at 4ocents
each, any quantity. Italian stock, delivered
any time before June i. Untested queens,
this year's breeding. 60 cents each; delivery
guaranteed. Book orders now.

Spencer Apiaries Co., NordhofF. Calif.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and

beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken.
265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago. III.

Raspherrv Clover Honey in new oo-lb.
cans at oc Sample. 5c. 3.Ait

J. D. Hull .^ Bro.. Honesdale. Pa.

Wanted—Choice extracted white and
amber honey in barrels or cans. Send sam-
ple and price delivered f. o. b Preston
8Atf M. V. Kacey, Preston. Minn.

For Sale.—Water White Alfalfa. Light
Amber Alfalfa. Put up in any size pack-
ages, any quantity. Write for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

For .Sale—so to 300 colonies, 8-frame: good
condition. E. F. Atwater, Meridian. Idaho.

For Sale—One hundred and twenty-live
eight-frame hives, and five hundred supers
with extracting frames, mostly unused, to
be sold at a bargain. Philip Goode.

.^A3t Lenexa. Kan.

For Sale—About one hundred black and
hybrid (,)ueens. Will ship anv time after
March ist at ao cts. each, or 12 or more 3S cts.
each. D. E. Brother s. Attalla, Ala.

,
For Sale—An ideal bee location, consist

ing of house, barn, and 40 acres of land. For
further particulars, write to j.'Vit

,1. J. Zimmermann (Administor . Alma, Wis.

For Sale—Empty second-hand 6olb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new. 25 cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sale— 304 colonies of Italian-hybrid
bees at Sj 00. Fine location for comb honey.
Right of location to purchaser. Please don't
write unless you mean business. 3Ait

J. B. Marshall. Big Bend. La.

POULTRY
Indian Runner Ducks. light fawns, also

dark penciled, white eggers. Si. 00 and up.
R. O. Dickson . Box 61, La Harpe. 111.

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
oloods : Si 00 for is. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2ATy W. H. Payne, Hamilton. Illinois.

For Sale — White-egg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks. White Orpingtons. White Wvan-
dottes. Houdans. Bronze Turkeys. Ducks
J1.25 each. A. B'. Firestone.

Broadwell. Athens Co.. Ohio.

We Have THE Queens Ready Now. and
you can have them by sending us Si.oo for

one Untested: Ss 40 for 6: 81 50 for one Test-
ed: 88.40 for h. Write for prices of Nuclei
and full colonies. W. .1. Littlefield.

Little Rock. Ark.

The Principal Trouble with honey-pro-
duction is bad queens. We know you all

wish to harvest large crops. The best of
untested three band queens. 75c each; $4 25
for 6; 88.00 per dozen. Safe arrival and the
Golden Rule to all customers. We know
how. No order too small or too large for our
prompt attention. We can send them quick
The Golden Rule Bee Co.. Riverside. Calif,

SUPPLIES.

For Sale—Bees. Honey, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.

For Sale-A full line of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. Agents' prices. Save freight.

Dreamland Farms, Buckingham, Fla.

Bee-Supplies for all Bee Keepers in
southern Idadoand East Oregon. Wholesale
and retail. All we want is an opportunity
to figure with you on Supplies. Write for
Catalog. It will be ready by Jan. i. 1013. It
costs you a postal card only.

C. E. Shriver, Boise, Idaho,

Bee Sri'PLiEs—none better. 3; years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.so
100 Hoffman Brood Frames in flat 2.50
SCO No. I Sections 2.50
100 Section-Holders scalloped 2.00
100 Section Slats. % inch i.Oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound w
ThinSurplus " " 66
Extra Thin " " 6q
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed ^ ^, „ R. H. Schmidt,
R. R. -No. 3, Box No. 209. Sheboygan. Wis,

SITUATIONS.
Help Wanted — Can take two or three

young men, clean in mind and body, for the
season of 1013. Board given, and more if we
both do well. Address. R F. Holtermann
2A3t Brantford. Ont.. Canada.

WANTS AND EXCHANGES
Bees WANTEo-Could take a Carload of

Bees in spring: prefer Lanestroth hives, and
Italian Bees, but open for others. Give par-
ticulars. Address. R. F. Holtermann,
2A3t Brantford. Ont . Canada.

Wanted-A good honey location with or
without bees. Want to trade land for bees
residence and cash.

D. E Lhommedieu. Colo. Iowa.

Eastern Bee-Keepers
Furnishingbee-supplies has been our busi

nessfor 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many peoplewho have made a success of the business.We still furnish them their supplies They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
Weadvocateonly practiclearticles. Let us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

r. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES: Glen Cove. L.I.

WESTERN QUEENS
3-band long-tongued Italians

Prices for May delivery: Untested, i. 00c.
6.84.80; 12. Sq-oo. Tested.i.Si.35; 6,6.50; 12. S12.00.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. "A
trial will convince."

GLEN L. EVANS, Creenleaf, Idaho

The Opfer Hive-Entrance Bee-Feeder.—
In the spring we must feed the bees to have
them strong for clover-bloom. With all the
present feeders this is a troublesome job-
either the hive-bottom or covers have to be
taken off every time we feed. With the En-
trance Feeder shown herewith, all you have
to do is to push it in at the hive-entrance
and leave it there until there is no more
need of feeding. It contracts the entrance,
and that is what you want in spring. The
size of this feeder is 7x8 inches, and !i inch
deep, and holds 5 ounces of feed. You can
feed 100 colonies in about 25 minutes.
In case of foul brood you can feed medi-

cated syrup, and your bees will build up
strong and healthy, and be in good shape
when clover starts, ready to shake on foun-
dation.

I have used 75 of these feeders about 8

years, and today they are as good as ever.
With proper care they will last a life-time.
Inspringor infall most bee-keepers neglect

to stimulate brood-rearing—one of the most
important things in having strong colonies
and good wintering. It does not depend so
much upon the amount of feed as it does
upon regularity every night (unless the
weather is too cold . and you will wonder
where your strong colonies come from.
Some of the many good points of the En-

trance Feeder are these:

1. It is made of heavy galvanized iron and
will last a lifetime.

2. It reduces the hive entrance.
). It reaches where the bees can get at the

feed even in cool weather.
4. It feeds the right amount,
5. It will not cause robbing.
6. It will not disturb the colony while feed-

ing.

7. It permits quick work.
8 The bees will not drown in it.

lamina position to furnish all demands
for these feeders at the following prices,
f, o. b. Chicago: One for2oc; 5 for 18c each;
10 for i6c each. If ordered by mail, add loc
each for packing and postage
Address all orders to-A. H. OPFER,

6259 Patterson Ave., Chicago, III.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.
Small red. Mammoth, timothy, alfalfa,

sweet clover, (white or yellow millet, rape,
blue grass, etc. also seed corn, thorough-
bred, four varieties. Catalog apiary sup-
plies free. Honey new in July and later.

F. A. SNELL,
Milledgeville, - - . Carroll County, III.

Early (FROFALCON )
Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested <.)ueens to June 1st 81.00 each.

After June i. 00c each. Special prices in
large quantities. A 5-pound bucket of
Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by ex|)ress for $1.10.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street. Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Callif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

SUPERIORITY of the
CARNIOLAN BEE

A paper explaining the merits of these
bees, best management for comb and
extracted honey. and other information
FREE FOR THE ASKING,

Bee keepers who boy Qaeens. in dozes lots or more should get

their orders booked early. The breeder can make shipments

more nearly as desired.

ALBERT G. HANN,
Carniolai Queen Breeder. PITTSIOWN. N J

ITALIAINL QUEENS!
$1.00 EACH/«9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens are reared by as good a method as
anybody can rear Queens. My stock is
hearty and tine honey-gatherers. All queens
shipped by return mail within 24 hours after
I receive the order.

M. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.
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First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. UaJaut.-Intended
mainly for beirinncra. Nearly 200 pagres. and
over I.iO pictures. Bound in strong paper cover
showing bee-brood in all stages of development
from the newly-laid ene. This book contaiiis

the foundation principles of bee-keeping-, as its

name Indicates. Price, postpaid. 60 cts. ;
or free

with the American Bee Journal one full year II

paid strictly in advance-by either new or re-

newal subscription atSl.OO.

Fif«y Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.

Miller 340 pages, bound in cloth, and illustra-

ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-

ler himself. It is a good, live story of success-

ful bee-keeping by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,

Jl 00, postpaid : or with the American Bee Jour-

nal a year, $1.80; or given Fkee as a premium
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.— It tells how the

very best Queen-Bees are reared in Nature a

Way. A good authority says: "It Is practically

the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now m print. It is looked upon by many as the

foundation of th'e modem methods ol reanng
Queens -wholesale." Price, bound In cloth, -75

cts., postpaid; orwlth the American Bee Jour-

nal a year—both for$1.50. The same book bound
In leatherette, 60 cts.. postpaid; or free with the

American Bee Journal one full year if paid In

advance strictly, by either new or renewal sub-

scription at $1.00.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic on bee-culture has been
entirely rewritten. Fully illustrated. No apia-

rian library is complete without this standard
work by the "Father of American Apiculture."
Over 500 pages, boiind in cloth. Price, $1.20: or
with the American Bee Journal a year, $1.90: or
given Fhee as a premium for sending i New
subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book Is very
Ihstructive. interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and scientific. It Is perhaps the most
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and also the Botany of bee-
keeping. Bound in cloth, 544 pages. 21)5 Illustra-

tions. Price, postpaid, $1.20: or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for$1.90; or given
Free as a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-

tions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 large pages describing ev-

erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-bees. It is a veritable encyclo-

pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid. $1.60; or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2.25; or given Free as

a premium for sending 6 New subscriptions at

$1.00 each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the late W. Z.

Hutchinson.—The author was an extensive bee-

keeper, and a practical, helpful writer on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth boiind.

Price postpaid. $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal for a year-both for $1.80: or given Free
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. Wilder, of

Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-

er In the .State. It is a real hand-book of South-

ern bee-keeping. Bound in paper. 145 pages.

Price, postpaid, 60 cts.: orwlth the American
Bee Journal a year-both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzueht, b y H a n s

Buschbauer.—A bee-keeper s hand-book of 138

pages which Is just what German bee-keepers
need It is fully illustrated and bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $1.70.

The Honey-Money Stories—64-page book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 23

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its inaln

object Is to interest people in honey as a dally

tablefood. Price, postpaid, 25 cents; or with a

year's snljstnlptlon to the American Bee Jour-

nal—both for $1.10. Two copies for 25 cts.

The Emerson Binder.-It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will

hold easlly3 volumes (30 copies) of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and

preserves copies from loss. dust, and mutila-

tion Price postpaid. 75 ctf ; or with the Amer-
caS'B?e Journal a yeat-b|h forSl.60; or given

Free as a premium fowenjng 2 New subscrtp-

Uons at $1.00 each. f

A Modern Bee Farm. b\ Samuel Simmins
The author is a live Knglish bee-keeper He
has kept up with the progress in this line

no? onl y in his own country but all over the

world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with an
accuracy which is convincing. Cloth bound
470 pages. Price postpaid $2.00 or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $2.-75

British Bee-Keepers' Guide, by Thomas
W. Cowan.—This is without doubt the standard
work for the English bee-keeper. It is very
much condensed, containing 170 pages.-and is
nicely illustrated and well bound. Price, post-
paid. $1.00; or with the American Bee Journal
one year. $1.75.

Irish Bee Guide, by J. G. Digges.-Any one
who wishes to become acquainted with the
manner and methods of bee-keeping in the old
country, and in Ireland particularly, ought to
read this book. Price. $1.00. postpaid; or with
the American Bee Journal for one year, $1.75.

Alexander's Writings on Practical Bee-
Keeping.—The late E W. .Alexander is the
man who kept 700 colonies of bees at his home
place in New York. He wrote a series of arti-
cles w-hich have been published in book form.
They.discuss bee-keeping in broadest terms. 95
pages, paper bound. Price, 50 cents, postpaid: or
with the American Bee Journal one year. $1.25.

A Year's Work in the Out-Apiary, by G
M. Doolittle.—The author is an experienced bee-
keeper, who tells in this little book the require-
ments necessary for keeping bees away from
home. For any one who is intending to keep
bees on a large scale, this book will be inval-
uable, paper bound, contains, contains t;o pages.
Price. 50 cents; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal one year. $1.25.

How to Keep Bees, by Anna B. Comstock
-This is a practical work on bees, written with
the special intent of instructing amateurs in
bee-keeping. The authoress is well versed in
her subject, and has written a book which is
very good for the amateur or suburbanite who
wishes to keep bees in a small way. The book
contains 228 pages. Cloth bound, postpaid. $1.00;
or with the American Bee Journal one year. $1.75.

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, bv L. C. Root.
—This is a modern edition of " Quinby's Myster-
ies." Mr. Quinby is well known to all bee-
keepers. He, with Mr. Langstroth. was re-
sponsible for much of the early growth in bee-
keeping in America. Cloth bound. 220 pages.
Price, postpaid. $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal for one year. $1.75.

Townsend's Bee-Book.^ If there is one
bee-keeper who can claim the right to a thor-
ough knowledge of bees through practical ex-
perience, it is Mr. E. D. Townsend. of Michigan,
author of this book. He has kept large numbers
of colonies for many years. He not only ex-
plains to the beginner how to get a start, but
gives much information of great value to the
experienced bee-keeper. 90 pages, paper bound
Price. 50 cents; or with the American Bee Jour
nal one year. $1.25.

Biggie Bee-Book—This is a very small
cloih-bound. well gotten up book. Its size is
4x5 1-2 inches, and it was designed to be carried
in the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An e.xcellent
book for use when a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping. Price by mail. 5P
cents: orwlth the American Bee Journal one
year. $1.35.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
You can get your Bee-Supplies and save
time and FREIGHT. Send for Catalog of

Bee^ and Queens and Bee-keepers' Supplies

We will buy your honey and

beeswax.

LITTLE ROCK BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY
1015 W. 7th St

LITTLE ROCK, . . ARKANSAS.

A TRIAL PACKET of

...TOMATO

FREE!
Kea>tM GRAND RAPIDS

MARKET TOMATOu»ii ar,g-

tdbyMf Cro'tt E- Rou-t.

Ld.tor of THE FRUIT

indanlly. a Grand Shipper,

the Moit Dtl.r, I 7a./,

Jicf. In S.zr. the indimdaal fmitt unB
ttery uniform in whap€r tite. and color.

i* tolid. and colt like o p.rteofbecfiteai Ox
AT.ct, . toldOVERTWO THOVSASDDOLLARS.
o/ftM Ihoatand •.int. Wt "rt unihi

The
, CiVINC IT AWAY to uitrodatit THE FRUIT BELT. c*rf

America's Greatest

Horticultural Journal

Showt 70a How to Make Money Riising Fniit How to Prase

u>d Thin Properly: How to Coatrol Insecti anil PUat Dueues by

Spiaying: Wtat Varieties to Plant: How to Set oot New Ordiard*:

How to "RejoYenate" Old OrcWds. THE FRUIT BELT b i Bi«

lUustn'id Magazine, FiQed with Good Things it: toa.

Wt ain Mwe>d THE FRUIT BELT to yemt
addrtJit for tha rrmatader cf Iha j*ar, ^p-
en recrip* of 7hrf> Cc&la, arid w« m8

tenj lo yoa. by rrturr, mail FREE, o trtai paehtt edRaa** Oromd Rmgi^
Marktt Tcmato t*td. Don't drtof. th* ttock i* bnattd. ,'ddrtf

Tur roiiiT DCIT R-nz- hawhns buildwc
Inb rKUll DLL.'. GRAUD RAPIDS, MCHlGAJi

TRIAL OFFER

^

Poultry Profits And
Honey Moneyv fl

Poultr\' and egg prices are away upl Big money
in 1913 for poultrj' raisers. Why not add this proot-

able business to your own? Go at it the right way.
InvestigateCWDUFDC INCUBATORS

1 rllbnS &BROODERS
World's Standard Equipment. Write today for the

greatest free book of the year for poultrj- men and
poultry women. Tells of Cyphers Company methods
for best results. 244 pag-es of
richly valuable.practicalir.: r-

mation. No matter wh--' r

you are sure you want to ^ -v

an incubator or not. sen.

this great Fr^e Book Today.!

Cyphers Incubator Co.

Dept 83 Buffalo, N. Y.

NewYortCItT. Boston, Sass. ««'
Chicago, 111 'Kansas t.T, Mo. Oakland. Cal. London. Eog.

Established 18S5

WE CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 04-page catalog free, and for

lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best

make of goods for the bee-keeper. Freight

facilities good. Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

n

ARTISTS •

ENGRAVERS-ELECTROryPERS
542 550 S.DEARBORN ST
PONTIACBLOG. CHICAGO.

EA.^LY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!

28 years experience in making everything for the bee-

keeper. .^ large factory specially equipped for the

purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

HICGINSVILLE,
OMAHA, NEBR.LEAHY MFG. CO.

MD
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This is Tlie Time to Buy
Root's Bee Supplies

Next season promises a bumper crop for bee-keepers. Besides the actual cash saving there is con-
siderable advantage in getting your season's supplies early. Orders reaching us during the next few weekscan have special attention given to particular items. You get the goods early and can put them up at vour
leisure at odd moments thereby saving the expense of extra help.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
For cash with orders we offer

one percent in March.

DISTRIBUTING POINTS
Roof^ goods may be secured from most of the large distributing centers. Complete stocks are alwayson hand at our branch offices and our jobbers aim to carry as large a line as possible to serve bee-keepers inkeepe

come in carload
their territory promptly. Any special items not in stock will be ordered from' the factory to
shipments.

THE STOCK
The well known quality of Roofs goods hardly needs mention here. We are not content with making

supplies good enough." They must be just right and a little better than necessarv to answer the requirements
ot our standard. Hives, frames, and sections are uniformly acurately cut and finely finished. From the ma-chine shop to the packing and shipping room every detail is carefully cared for to ensure the entire satisfactionof every customer. Extractors, smokers, honey-knives, veils, gloves, honey-tanks, every thing used in thesmallest yard or the largest apiary is here ready for your use. Honey labels, letter heads cards etc used bvbee keepers made to your order promptly. Special catalog for these on request.

"

_ THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
213 Institute Place, Chicago, Illinois

Home Office and Factory Mediua, Ohio.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

BEE-SUPPLIES =*' '°"' prices. Discount torUkk i»urri.ltO early orders. Send 25c for
TO-page illustrated bee-book for beginners: a
chapter on foul brood. Catalog free.

J. W. ROUSE. Mexico. Mo.

Orangaized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVEKTISEKS
| Published Monthly by the

California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n
Queen-Breeders' Department

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, 15c a line

Write for particulars

Lo.s Aiig-eles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager
3497 Eagle Street
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PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - $1.00

Tested - . $1.25

Breeders $3 to $5.00

We have 50 Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to 15.
Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN W. PHARR,
BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

Circular
Free.

Texas Queens are sure to

please,

^^^ Italian, Carniolan, Banal,

;.;:^ Pure, vigorous and no dis-

ease,

You should remember that.

When you wish to order a

queen

You want the very best;

Texas queens always mean
The bees that stand the

test.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN BENITO, TEXAS.
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I USE THE I
Schamu Patent Roller Entrance

HIVE BOTTOM
AND

CONTROL
FeediiifT

Swariiiiug
Breeding
Robbing
Queen-

mating
Ventilation

Moving

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

DDI/^CC • S2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.rrCI^CO . $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

^
^

[gE[g^'S^^^sE:^&T^^^^^^^sss^^^s

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, Ot

Tour Name and Addre.ss will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen

your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-

tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact

name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-

scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Foor

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition o£ over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part o£ it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those

selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid-SampIe copy for a 2-cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for

$1.50 ; 250 copies for $3.00 : 500 for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

Two
Months
Till

Swarming
Time
A hive at your shop is worth ten at the
factory—when the swarm is hanging
on the limb. Goods purchased now
can be made ready for later use. We
have them, and they are Root's goods,
too. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT &SON,
143 Condit St., - Lansing, Mich.

P-O-R-T-E-R
Trade mark '

iHONEY
t AT ALL

S-^^^S IWey .
DEALERS

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,

order from Factory, with complete in-

structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.

Lewistown, Illinois

Golden Italian and 3-Band Long-

Tongued Red Clover Queens
FOR S.\LE.—The 3-band queens are of

the .\. 1. Root Co s improved long-tongued
bees which have proven themselves to be
the best of honey-producers. The Goldens

are good bees bred for
beauty. I use the Doolit-
tie and Miller plans for
queen-cells. One untest-
ed queen, 75 cts : i;. $7.50;
25. $n 50; 50. $25.00; 100. $45.
Will be ready by April I.

or sooner. D:uble this
price for tested queens
to be sent the first of June
One lb. of bees. $1.00. with
the price of queen added:
2 lbs.. $1.75. with pirce of
queen added. One-frame
nuclei. $1.50: 2-frame.$2.5o;
3-frame. $150. To each

nucleus add the price of queen . No personal
checks accepted. All queens arriving dead
will be replaced. i.\tf

J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, AR K
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"falcon" Bee-Supplies
Have been manufactured in our plant at Falconer, N. Y., for nearly forty years, becoming more popular every

year, on account of the superiority of workmanship and material put into them to produce the goods. "Falcon"
supplies are sold all over the world, and universally live up to the " Falcon " guarantee of " Satisfaction or

money back." If you have not already looked up your wants for this season it would be a good plan to do so

now, and let us quote you on your list of requirements. It takes a lot of time to put supplies together, and by
purchasing hives and supplies now, it will give you ample time to get them in order before the rush.

TWO OF OUR CONVENIENCES

Comb-holder

Fits to side of hive for

hanging the frames dur-

ing manipulating. Price,

each. 25 cts. Postage east

of Mississipppi, Q cts.:

postage west of Mississ-

ippi. 12 cts.

Page Feeder

Placed over frames;
pronounced the best
spring feeder made.
Price, each. 35 cents.

Postage east of Mississ-

ippi. 16 cts.; west of

Mississippi. 24 cts.

Write for samples of our foundation and Red Catalot' postpaid. All goods guaranteed. .A. trial will convince you.

Distributers everywhere. Factory W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer, N. Y.

Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne. 111., C. C. demons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, FALCONER, NEW YORK
Where the good bee-hives come from

Can You Handle Forty Apiaries?
Read this Letter-

Bkadentown. Florida.
Say. friend Tyrrell, you have besieged me with letters and cards from the request you

made to your readers on page 470. Well, 1 never saw or heard of such a flood of mail. I

never had any idea that you had so many subscribers before, and. too. many of them write
the best letters I believe I ever received. Well, it just did me good to look them over, and
I wish you could have been here and gone over them with me.

And now i want to thank you for what you said, and I assure you that as soon as pos-
sible 1 will return the favor, not only to you. but your many interesting readers who have
written so many good and cheering letters to me. I declare I don't know just how to ex-
press myself over the matter, but I must feel something like a great " big hearted " fellow
feels at a good old-fashioned hand-shaking at the close of a good meeting, when the good
spirit IS at its flow. J. J, WILDER.

Subscribe for the Bee-Keepers' Review and read this article. One dol-
lar per year. Fifty cents more for National and Branch membership.

Beginners' Department now established in the Review, with four
contributors to tell what to do each month, no matter where you live.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association
214 Hammond Building, Detroit, Mich.

Do You Love SWEETS?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

"He who knows what SWEETS
are in the ground, the waters.

the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is

the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these ?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? Send $1.00 for a year's subscription to

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a
bee-man" and a naturalist.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest In the Land

—

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE,
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
Queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested Queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. $1.25; 5 for $5-oo;
Breeders, each $500. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine «oc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-

can Bee Journal for one year—both for only

Ji,75. Send all orders to the American Bee

Journal, Hamilton .1
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Chicago, Feb. 17—Comb honey has sold
freely during: this month, and stoclis have
been reduced, and if this demand keeps up
during the coming month %ve are of the opin-
ion that the yield of 1912 will practically be
all consumed before that of igi3 is in evi-
dence. We think the excellent quality of
honey has been the main factor in the large
volume of sales, many retailers saying they
have sold more honey this winter than they
have for quite a long time, as people will
come back for some more of the same kind
they had before.
Extracted is moving off steadily and may

clean up. Prices on comb has varied, and
is lower by 1(220 per pound than it was in
September and October, and it is too late in
the season now to expect any advance in
price unless the crop is actually about ex-
hausted. Beeswax remains steady at from
3o@32c per pound according to color and
cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

New York. Feb. 15.—The market is prac-
tically bare of comb honey of all grades,
some few small odd lots are coming in yet.
and find ready sale at I4'!?i6c for white, and
ii'gijc per pound for dark and amber, ac-
cording to quality and style of package. The
market for extracted honey has been very
quiet during the past two months, and we
do not see any indications for a better de-
mand, as the supply is more than ample to
meet the demand. California light amber
sage, which was reported tobe of very short
crop in the beginning of the season was held
at high figures, and now it is being offered
quite freely with no buyers. West India
honey. is arriving very freely with very little

demand, and prices are declining right along
the line. We quote California sage, light
amber, at 7!'2®8c per pound; California
alfalfa at 6&6;2C per pound, and West India
at 73@75c per gallon.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

LosAngei.es. Feb. 15.—There is very lit-

tle business in California honey at present,
owing principally to the small stocks on the
Coast. These are in the hands of holders
who are not forcing sales, and the demand
is correspondingly light. We quote the
market as firm but quiet: Light amber sage.
(I'A&bUc ; water-white alfalfa. 767^40. All f.

o. b. Coast with Si. 00 freight rate by rail.
Light amber sage. fi^4@6'»c; f. o. b. steamer
at San Diego, with 60c rate to New York via
Tehjantepec. Hamilton & Henderson.

Kansas City. Mo.. Feb. 14.—The supply
of both comb and extracted honey is large.
The demand fair. W^e look for a better
movement from now on. We quote as fol-
lows: Xo. I white comb. 24 section cases.
8?.io to $3.25; No. 2. $3,00. No. I amber. $3.00;
No. 2. $2. 50 to $2.75. Extracted, white, per
pound. 8@8j2C; amber. 7@7/2C. Beeswax, per
pound. 22@25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Cincinnati. Feb. 20,—The market for hon-
ey has livened up considerably, and we are
selling fancy double decker comb honey at
S 3.75 to $4. 00 a case; fancy extracted honey
in bo-lb. cans at q@ioc a pound, and amber
extracted honey in barrels at from 6,'2@8c a
pound, according to the quantity and qual-
ity purchased. For choice bright yellow

beeswax wearepayineioc a pound delivered
here, or if taken out in trade we allow 32c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston. Feb. i4.-hancy white comb hon-
ey. I6@i7 per lb.; No. i. is<«fit>c. Fancy white
extracted. loSiic; light amber. qSioc: am-
ber. 8@gc. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Co.

Indianapolis. Feb. u.—White comb sells
at 18c in lo-case lots; No. i white, one cent
less. Amber comb in slow demand, and at
lower figures. Best extracted sells at ii(5i2c
ins-gallon cans. Comb honey seems to be
in excessive demand, and very little is now
being offered by producers. Beeswax is in
good demand, and producers are being paid
30c per pound. Walter S. Pouder.

Denver. Feb. is —We quote comb honey
in a jobbing way at the following figures:
No. I. $305; choice. $2.00; No. 2. $2.70 Ex-
tracted honey, white, oc: light amber. 8c;
strained. bh<S7C. We pay 26c in cash and 28c
in trade for clean yellow beeswax delivered
here.

The Colo. Honev-Producers Ass'n.
F. Rauchfuss. ^fer.

Cincinnati. Feb. is. — The demand for
comb and extracted honey is light, with a
good supply. No. I white comb honey sells
in large lots at $3.60 per case of 24 sections.
There is no demand for off grades. White
extracted honey in 60-pound cans is selling
from g'rfsioc; light amber in barrels 7^7j^c;
in M-pound cans. 8@83::C. Beeswax in fair
demand sells at $33 per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

San Francisco. Feb. 14.—The demand for
comb honey has not been so marked, al-
hough plenty has been offered, and the
prices are as follows: Fancy No. i. I5'3'i6c;

No. 2. i3/4@i4j4c; dark comb. Iigi2c: water-
white extracted. 8@8l2C; light amber. 7>4@8c
perpound; amber. 6@73::c-. lower grades. 5@t)C
Beeswax. 27@3oc for nice yellow wax. and
23@26cfor dark. John C. Frohliger.
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A COMPLETE REFERENCE BOOK uptodate. Jan. 1,1913, FOR YOU

THE HIVE AND HONEY-BEE
(Langstroth and Dadanti

It gives reliable information in plain language. Originally written by L. L. Langstroth. the inventor of the
Modern Movable Frame Bee-Hive. Revised to date. Jan. 1. 1&13. by C. P. Dadant. who has produced honey by the tons
and now has over 500 colonies of bees. He began with a few colonies so knows the difficulties of the beginner too. m-

A Practical Work for Beginners and Experts.

Many Write Like This:

Also Used as a Text-book in Schools and Colleges ^<-

My Dear Mr. Dadant:—
After reading your book

carefully I must say it is a

spendid work and contains

much information that the

others leave out, as well as

the practical things.

Very cordially,

Frank C. Pellett,

Atlantic, Iowa, Feb. 4. IQ13.

American Bee Journal SI. 00

The Hive & Honey-Bee 1.20

Value - - - - S2.20

Both postpaid for - Si. 75

c^<-

^<*

American Bee Journal,

HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

U. S. A.

Price, Postpaid, $1.20
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" If goods are wanted Quick, send to Ponder."

Bee-Supplies
Standard hives with latest improvements, Uanzen-baker Hives,
Sections. Foundation. Extractors. Smokers; in fact, everything
used about the bees. My equipment, my stock of goods, the
quality of my goods and my shipping facilities can not be ex-
celled.

PAPER HONEY-JARS
Sample Mailed Free

For extracted honey. Made of heavy paper and parafline coated,
with tight seal. Every honey-producer will be interested. A
descriptive circular free. Finest white clover honey on hand at
all times, I buy beeswax. Catalog of supplies free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
85'i Massachusetts Avenue.

•<S>D

The RELIABLE INCUBATORS and BROODERS
Are the World's Favorite

til Years of Success

SEND FOR CATALOG IT'S FREE
Address. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER COMPANY

p. O. Box 2, QUINCY, ILLINOIS.
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

tYy X X yYYYYYYYYY XX Xy XXXWWy y^

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for lAtf

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save you
money

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2

Prices, im to $!5. Send $5.00 down and
we will send ttie machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated;

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"NONE BETTER"
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, wliite.
kiln dried basswood. Wiiite Pine
Hives and Supers. Excellent Ship-
ping-Cases, Brood-Frames, Separa-
tors, etc.
We invite your correspondence.

Golden or 5 Band, 3 Band Italian and

Carniolan Queens.

Untested Queen, i for St. 00. Tested
Queen, i for Si. so. Nuclei with un-
tested Queen, i frame Sj 50. two for

$1.50. Nuclei with tested Queen, i

frame $1,00. two for Sj 00. Quick ser-
vice and satisfactien guaranteed.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

n A nyrO ' Foot-Power

DAnlltO Machinery
Read what J. 1 Parknt. of Charl-

ton, N. T.. Bays: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50chaffhivea with T-ln. cap,
1(X> honfy-racke, 500 brjod-frames
8,000 honeyboxe^ and a great de^
of other work. This winter we have
double tbeamonct of b3e-hlve8,eto.,
to make, and we expect to do it with
thin Saw It will ao all yon say it
will." Catalog and price-list frea

iiitdnm,W t ftJOHB BARNSS
996 Baby flt.» Ksdiftiido £1L

Market gardeners and large planters
everywhere place absolute confidence
in Ferry's seeds. Professionals make
their profits by knowing where to put
heir trust. Ferry's vegetable and flower
seeds have averaged best lor half a century.
They are pure and they arc vital. For
sale everywhere.

1913 Catalo^e free on application.

D. M. Ferry & Co., De'roil, Mich.

"A Year's Work in an Oiit-
Ai)iary" is the name of a booklet by
G. M. Doolittle, the well-known honey-
producer of New York State. He tells

how he secured an average of 114}i
pounds of honey per colony in a poor
season. It is fully illustrated, and tells

in detail just how Mr, Doolittle has
won his great success as a honey-pro-
ducer. The price of the booklet is 50
cents, postpaid, but we club it with the
American Bee Journal for a year—both
for ^$1.30. Every bee-keeper should
liaveacopyof this booklet, and study
it thoroughly. Address al! orders to
the American Bee Journal



AN ACTIVE SEASON
JUST AHEAD!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory. This brings up our assortment so that we can
nOw furnish almost anything listed in the catalog at once.

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for spring. Frames, and other inside fixsures too. should
be put tok'ether now; and as this is a dull season with most of our customers, the work can be done now with no extra expense.

If you are wanting any special goods, orders ought to be in our hands within the next few days. Other cars wii! be
coming from the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the cars.

(^ur new catalog will be out, probably, before the first of February. If you are not on our mailing list, send us a
postal-card request for this catalog, and it will be mailed as soon as they come from the printers. In the mean time you
may order from the igi2 catalog. If you haven't one on file, a copy will be mailed immediately on request.

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog give us a list of your needs and we
will quote price accordingly.

If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in reslilts.

Our branch is maintaiued for service in this line, and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI,
#

OHIO.
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WANTED
One Hundred Tons ofBEESWAX

For Our 35th Season's Run of

DADANfS FOUNDATION
Get our prices before selling your wax. Get our prices before
buying your foundation and supplies. No shipment too large.

No shipment too small. Send for our prices on working wax
into foundation, also Catalog of Supplies.

Write Today.
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Ainericaii Bee Journal

1st Nat'I Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Sioo a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico: in Canada. Si.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " decis"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
oflDecember. 1013.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

AdTertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothingless than 4 lines accepted,

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line

12c
times lie a line

2 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ga., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
New Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak. the best shippina-point for all
sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern .-Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! 1% ^.f-,,;}^-,
I will avoid all expenses possible and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.
Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive 154 story 8 frame. Si. 45:

10 frame, St. 60 in lots of 5- Best sections per
1000, $4.40; 2000. S8.60: 3000. S12.60; 5000, S20: No. 2,

50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

Try M}/ Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March 20.

Untested, one. Si: six. $5; 12. Si: 25. S17.50: 50.

S34: 100. S65. Tested, one. $1.50: six. S8: 12.

Si5. Breeders Of either strain. S.5. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame S2.50: six
one-frame. S15: two-frame S3 50: six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame.
$3.00: six one-frame. Ji7.4o; two-frame. S4: six
two frame S23.40. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteerl.

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

Queens That "Are Better"- Italians & Banats
Untested Queens. 75c each: $8.00 per doz. : two or more doz. in one order. S7-30 per doz.

Tested Queens. $1.25 each : S12.00 per dozen.

Breeder Queens. 3.00 each. Foreign trade add 5c each extra.

Ji lb Packages of Bees after May ist. $1.50. Select queen wanted and add to this. The ex

press charges on these will be very small in comparison with charges on frame nuclei

One-frame Nuclei with Untested Queen. S2.00 each: 2-fr.. S3.00; 3-fr.. $4.00. Full Colony of

Bees in lo-frame hive. $7. 00 Add ;oc if Tested Queen is wanted: $2 ooif Breeder Queen
is wanted. For 10 or more Colonies or Nuclei, deduct 25c each. Write if interested in
carload lots

I have successfully shipped Bees and Queens from this place every month of the year.

"Two colonies of bees invoiced by you on Jan. 29 to Matsutaro Sarada. Kobe, arrived

safely on March 23. and are satisfactory.

March 31. igi2 Masami Yoshimura. Ogaki, Japan "

Each Colony contained a fine Breeding Queen.
My Bee and Queen Exhibits at the State Fair of Texas were awarded six premiums in 1911.

Italians were also awarded First Prize at The Cotton Palace, in Waco, Texas.
' YoiR Money's Worth " is my motto. Terms are Cash with order. I refer you to Sabinal

National Bank or any business firm in Sabinal.

have seven yards, and with several hundred nuclei. I can serve many customers. I solicit

your trade.

J. A. Simmons, Uvalde Co. Apiaries, Sabinal, Texas

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men "

204 Walnut Street, CIXCr!f> ATI, OHIO

SOOOOOCOOOOCOSOOSOSOSCOOGOSCOQOOeOOiOCCCCCOCOSCOCOSfeO^

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every vear that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

Fra
pi

We also manufacture Hives, Brood- S

rames, Section-Holders and Ship- N

ng-Cases. S

Our Catalog is free for the asking. K

I Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
|
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PRATER-YORK CO.

107 MAIN STREET

Sandpoint, Idaho
Prater-Mvrick Co. have been doing

business in Real Estate, Renting, Loans,
Insurance, etc., in Sandpoint, Idaho,
for a number of years past. Mr. Pra-
ter has been in this county (Bonner)
for nearly Zi) years. For honorable,
upright and square dealing the firm is

well known to all here. Fortunately,

I have been able to acquire the inter-

est of Mr. Myrick in the concern, and
beginning with March 1, 1913, the firm

will be known as " Pr.\ter-York Co.,"

and will continue the same lines of

business.

For readers of the old American Bee
Journal interested in this part of our
great country, we will be glad to an-

swer enquiries, or send out /'r,f Circu-
lar, which gives considerable informa-
tion that is reliable about this locality.

There is much interest manifetsed by
people living in the Eastern and South-
eastern parts of the United States in

this great and growing Northwest,
which is destined to be occupied by
many wideawake people who are
looking for a new home, and where
opportunities for advancement are
greater than in the older and over-
crowded parts of our country. Let us
hear from you, if you are thinking of
making a change. Lots of unoccupied
bee-territory in this county.

Honey as a Health-Food

This is the title of a l(3-page circular,

3J4x6 inches in size, gotten up for sell-

ing honey. It contains an article on
why honey should be eaten, which
gives much valuable information on
honey. It also has many recipes for
the use of honey, both as a food and as

a remedy. It ought to be distributed
freely among honey-customers. The
prices are as follows :

Sample copy free ; 10 copies, post-
paid, 2-5 cents ; 50 copies, 90 cts. ; 100
copies, $1.60; 250 copies, $3.00; 500
copies, $5.00; 1000 copies. 9.00. Your
business card will be printed free on
the front page on an order of 100 or
more copies.

Special Bee-Literature Offers

Ask for my circular containing spe-
cial offers of bee-literature. And if

you want any bee-papers or other mag-
azines, send me your list and I can
quote you a price that will save you
some money, I am sure. Address,

George W. York,

Publisher and Subscription Agent,

;i02 S. Boyer Ave.,

Sandpoint, Bonner Co., Idaho

Untested ITALIAN QBEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,
purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

.American Bee Journal—
6V«//iv/;i-«.—Last October I purchased three queens of you

for my e.xperiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of this season will be of this stock ? One of the Oueens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolilicness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg.. July 4. iQiz. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
(;<•"//;/«<«.—The queen you sent me came in uood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a fine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis.. July 31. leiz. C. R. Bridgman.

.American Bee Journal—
(jentlenifit:—\ bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her I Italianized 1150 colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico. July to. 1Q12. J. W. Houtz.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4..50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The Ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
NICKEL PLATEI>.

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year— both for $1.15; or mailed Free as a premium for
sending us one new subscription at $1.00.

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, %% inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32

thick. The smaller end is VA inches long, Yz inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending
like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-
circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,

says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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CAUCASIANS PROTECTION HIVES
QUEENS ESTABUSHED

IN 1878 NUCLEI

Yes. friends, I had to set back in the har-

ness asain. Last year I decided to quit the

Queen business. I wrote some prospective

customers to that effect, but here I am with

those beautiful Caucasian Queens, the only

exclusive Caucasian Queen-Breeding Apiar-

ies on the American Continent.

The Gentlest-Hardiest-Best Honey

Gatherers
AND THE MOST PROLIFIC BEES ON
EARTH. PRICES GRATIS.

A. D. D. WOOD,
Box 82, Houston Heights, Texas.

Box 61, Lansing, Mich.

P. S, Queens shipped to all parts of the world

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4536

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY!
Bees flore Beautiful. More Gentle, More Industrious,

The Best Honey-Gatherers.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
HIGHEST AWARD.

Extra Breeding Queens. $j; Selected. $2;

Fertilized. $1.50; lower prices, per doz.. '^0 or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

ANTHONY BIACCI,
Pedevitia near Bellinzona,
Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically, Switzerland Re-
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Hartford. Conn.. April 2o.igo7.

Please find enclosed 5ii for six aueens. I

hope to set as good ones as I received before
and if I do I shall want more.

A. W. Yales.

NORWICHTOVVN. CONN.. Sept. 14. I0I2.

I send/you money order for S3- I wish 2
of your fe'rtilized queens. I have seen some
of your bees owned by Mr. Yates atd I like
them.

Allen Latham.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers' paper published in the world.
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful! in winning hiyh prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon reauest.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOd:rIVER, OREGON.

are creating

a .sensation

in Xorthem

States from

Maine to

Caliioniia.

Dead - air

spaces or

packing, as

you jirefer.

Xew Special

Circular,

.showing six-

teen big

illustrations,

free for the

asking.

Ask for one.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

/» 11HfC for FRUITS, SYRUPS
*^^"^w** — and HONEY ^

Also Labels, Solder and Supplies 1
tins I

t

AT VERY
LOWEST PRICES

\MTt\ chin anv civA ncHov* Write today for illustrated price list statingW e snip d.ny SlXe Oraer ^ind and quantity wanted.

MATIOMAL CAM COMPANY, Dept. 7 , BALTIMORE, MD.

Our Main Office and Factory is in Minneapolis.

We manufacture dovetailed hives, supers, sections. siiipDing cases, brood frames
separators, also berry boxes and crates. Catalog Free.

innesota Bee Supply Co.
No. 100 Nicollet Island, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Editorial Comments

Parcel Post ou Queeu-Cage.s
Queen-bees are now to be mailed

according to tbe new rates for all

fourth class matter. This allows a

package of cages weighing up to 11

pounds to be sent at the new Zone

rates.

Do not forget that the stamps made

especially by the Government for par-

cel-post packages, must be used on

queen-cages.

Cages should probably be made

stronger than heretofore, or at least

care should be taken by the shipper to

see that all cages are in good condition

when mailed. They should be tied

securely together when more than one

is sent to the same address. The labels

and wire-screens should be well fast-

ened.

We have often noticed a package of

a half dozen or more cages arrive

untied. In some cases one or more

from such a package would arrive on

the following day or be lost entirely.

The increase in weight of mails should

be taken account of, and cages securely

packed before mailing. This caution

applies to other merchandise going by

mail. Live bees may be mailed only as

samples, and must not have a salable

value, according to the Postal Laws
and Regulations. This does not affect

queen-bees with attendants, but pre-

vents the wholesale shipping of bees

by the pound or more. As long as

mail matter is carried in sacks, bees in

bulk would not transport successfully.

We learn there are some packages now
carried outside the sacks, and whv not

bees by the pound when properly

packed, just as they do by express

The use of hampers for packages, in

combination with the sacks for ordi-

nary mail matter would solve theprob-

lem.

The special parcel post stamps are a

ma'sainc as far as the public is con-

cerned. Postage stamps should be

legal tender on all postal matters.

Let us make our wants known before

the next step is taken by Congress and

the Postal Department to correct and

improve the parcel post regulations

for the benefit of the people at large.

Stimulative Feediiif?

The idea that by feeding a certain

amount every day, or every other day,

the activity of a colony may be greatly

increased is a very attractive one to a

beginner. Yet it seems necessary to

repeat again and again that stimulative

feeding is a two-edged sword by which

more harm than good may be done,

and that there are experienced bee-

keepers who never find it advisable to

practice it. Exception may be .nade of

localities where there comes a dearth

of such duration that the queen stops

or greatly decreases laying. The time

between fruit bloom and white clover

is the one over a large region of terri-

tory in which there is a dearth of pas-

turage. But it seldom happens that

the dearth continues long enough to

affect materially the laying of the

queen, for in the spring of the year it

seems natural for the queen to go right

on laying for some time after a flow

ceases. If the beginner wants to try

stimulative feeding, let him try it on
only a part of his colonies, leaving the

others severely alone after seeing that

they are abundantly supplied with

stores. Then he may be able to tell by

comparison vvheth(.r stimulative feed-

ing is a good thing in his case.

c. c. M.

The beginner will probably ask why
stimulative feeding is called a two-

edged sword. Because there are reefs

in the method that require a good judge

to avoid them.

1. You may feed a colony which is

too weak to take care of what you give

it, be it ever so little, and which may
allow the robber-bees of the vicinity to

take it away. No colony which is

weak and cannot cover more brood
than it possesses, should be fed unless

previously strengthened in some way.

2. In stimulative feeding, there is

danger of over-feeding, feeding enough
to crowd the colony for room, so that

the queen will have to reduce her lay-

ing. This is exactly the reverse of

what we want. Then if the feeding is

done at a time when the new crop is

soon to begin, some of this feed might

be carried up into the super at the first

yield of the harvest.

3. If you feed in early spring, when
the weather is too cold for the bees to

fly, you will lose more bees than you

will gain, for the feed will induce them
to go abroad, for a few hours at least

after each feed.

If your colony has plenty of honey,

some of ivhicli is unsealed^ so that the

bees need not hesitate to supply the

larvae, feeding is a detriment. But if

the supply, though ample, is all

sealed honey, and not in sufficient

quantity to crowd the bees for more
room to breed, you will cause an in-

crease of activity by either uncapping
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some of that sealed honey or by add-

ing some thin, warm food. Warm food

because it will be more readily taken ;

thin food because in spring time the

bees need water to dilute the honey of

which they may make the larval pap.

Some scientists contend that this pap

is produced by the salivary glands of

the head, others that it is produced in

the stomach like the chyle, and is, in

fact. " chyle food." But neither of

them deny that it takes a great deal of

water to produce the pap. You may

ascertain this when you notice that the

strongest and best breeding colonies

are those that send the largest number

of foragers to the water-trough or the

nearest pond. This is why, although

dry sugar is usually taken slowly by

them, we do not consider it a very good

food, for it compels the bees to go re-

peatedly in search of water. In cool

or damp days of spring many bees are

lost in their trips after ca/d ivaUr.

When speaking of thin food, we

mean food containing only 5 to 10 per-

cent more water than winter food, and

that is about two weights of sugar to

one of water. Very thin food is inju-

rious, for the bees cannot evaporate it

in cool weather.

If colonies are short of stores after

fruit bloom, we favor rather repeated

feeding than lump amounts. Repeated

feeding will keep them active and en-

hance laying. Lump feeding may be

too copious, and if the crop comes

suddenly it may cause the placing of

some of this food in the supers. We
remember once giving some destitute

colonies, in May, combs of honey in

the supers, to which they added honey

instead of using it up, within a week,

because the crop began with an un-

expected rush.

Much depends upon location. But if

you live in a country where there is a

very marked shortage of bloom be-

tween fruit bloom and clover, keep

your eyes open and feed if the breed-

ing decreases. Never feed sugar syrup,

if you have good honey to spare.

When the bees carry in honey or

fresh food of any kind, there is an in-

crease in the production of pap, an in-

crease of attention paid to the queen

and a consequent greater number of

offerings of food to her. How much

influence her own disposition to lay

has on these attentions, no one can

tell. However, it must be as with the

hens, the natural tendency Nature has

given them, to begin breeding as spring

opens, is cultivated and increased by

judicious use of warmth and food ap-

propriately given. Judicious feeding

also prevents " starved brood," which

is sometimes mistaken for foul brood.

Mr. B. A. Aldrich, at the Iowa meet-

ing of the past winter, described his

method of stimulative feeding which

consists in using a large feeder with

only a few small holes in it through

which the food passes very slowly so

that the bees do not secure it faster

than it may be consumed in brood-

rearing. This does away with the an-

noyance of having to open the hives

often. c. p. D.

The above had been written when
the following letter was received which

covers some of the points mentioned,

and illustrates the ills of oi'er-fceding

:

In the February number of the

American Bee Journal, Mr. E. S. Miles
says that " when you have fed your col-

ony what you are quite sure is plenty,

then feed it about .5 or 10 pounds more."
I did this very thing to some of my

colonies last winter, and obtained the

worst results from these colonies. I

saved the colonies all right, but the

ones that I fed the most stored the

least honey, and the ones that were fed

little or none at all filled their hives

full.

I am not trying to argue against
spring feeding, but I believe you can
feed too much. I fed a lot of comb
honey that was hardly good enough for

table use, and the bees cleaned up nearly
every bit that I gave them. I believe

now that these bees already had enough
honey to have carried them through,
and that they simply carried this extra
honey down and filled the comb that

they had emptied during the winter,

and that the queen did not have suffi-

cient room to lay her eggs. These
colonies lived all summer (and are

good, strong colonies now, for that

matter), and kept the bottom stories

well filled with honey, but they never
increased.

I examined the frames in July or
August, and found brood in only two
or three frames in each hive, and these
frames were more than half honey. All

the rest of the frames were filled with
honey. The bees never stored any in

the supers.
At present my colonies all seem

strong. They have had several flights

this winter, and I do not expect to feed

them a pound unless something unusual
happens.

I have been handling bees but two or

three years, and I should like to have
the Editor say whether or not it is

possible to feed too much.
Shelbyville, Ky. H. .A. Wells.

This letter is already answered by

the above remarks. There is a very

easy remedy, however, for the condi-

tion which Mr. Wells describes. It is

to remove a frame of honey and insert,

in the center of the over-wealthy col-

ony, a frame of empty, dry comb, or if

such is not to be had, a frame of foun-

dation, or even an empty frame. How-
ever in the last case, the bees would

probably build drone-comb, which

would be injurious, .^fter the empty

comb has been filled with brood the

same operation may be repeated with

another frame of honey, until the col-

ony is sufficiently depleted of its over-

stock. Mr. Miles or Mr. Byer would
have done this without hesitancy.

Often an exchange between an exces-

sively heavy colony and a destitute one
will prove beneficial to both.

In all our manipulations of the apiary

it is necessary to use judgment and

foresight. We should remember that

the advantage of the movable-frame

hive over the box-hive is in the manip-
ulations which it permits.

Wiscon.sin Foul Brood Law
A change in the Wisconsin Inspec-

tion law is now before the Legistature

of that state. We are told that it goes

among the representatives under the

name of " France Bill," so well known
is our good and popular friend N. E
France among the law makers of Wis-
consin. Mr. France would like to see

the inspection of bees placed under the

office of the State Entomologist. This

will sooner or later be the case in every

State, unless a State apiarist be ap-

pointed, as they have done in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. A State Entomologist

must necessarily employ a competent

apiarist to look after this branch of the

already numerous entomological duties.

The fighting of injurious insects, and
L.\TER.

—

K card from INIr. France an-

nounces that the law has passed both

houses unanimously, and needs only the

Governor's signature to become a law.

The Ketiriug of au Old Editor
The Signor And. DeRauschenfels,

for 2.5 years editor of L'Apicoltore, the

oldest Italian bee journal, lately with-

drew from active life. He is 8-5 years

old. He is one of the progressive bee-

writers of the world. In ISKH he pub-

lished " L'.-\pe E La Sua Ccltivazione"

(The Bee and its Culture) with an "At-

las " of bee-culture, in which he repro-

duced the microscopic studies of Barbo,

lithographed by Clerici. He announced

his withdrawal to us in a private letter,

last December, while modestly refus-

ing to send us his photograph, saying

he had none, and claiming to be "un-
worthy of the honor."

We have, however, secured the prom-

ise of that photograph, from an amateur

artist, Signor Arnaldo Cotti, who lives

in the same village, Noceto, near

Parma. This is lucky, for there is no

photographer in this small locality, and

Sig. DeRauschenfels is not in sufficient

health to go to Parma.

This noted apiarist made his retir-

ing bow to the bee-masters of Italy in

the December number of L'Apicoltore,
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using as his last words a parody of the

short and solemn address of the glad-

iators to the Emperor in the old Ro-

man arena: "Moriturus vos salutat
"

(He who is about to die salutes you).

His successor in the editorial chair,

Vincenzo Asprea, selected by the Asso-

ciation, is also an able writer, and we
predict that L'Apicoltore will continue

with him the progressive work that it

has carried on for 4.5 years. The Jan-

uary number still contains some of the

work of Rauschenfels, and our readers

may have an idea of the diversity of

his researches, when we inform them

that, in that number alone, he quotes

foreign bee-journals in 17 different in-

stances, 3 of them being from the

American Bee Journal, and 2 from

Gleanings in Bee Culture.

struction is sufficient to keep the bees

from annoying the neighbors, for the

bees rise above the fence as they take

flight. So slight an obstruction would

appear inadequate, but when we think

it over, we perceive that the bees like a

free, open space, and when once ac-

customed to following a course, they

never hesitate. Many a neighborhood

feud might be prevented by the timely

use of some such protection.

The Bees vs. the Neighbors

Mr. Thos. Buckley, an old, experi-

enced apiarist of Peoria, 111., has a

novel metiiod to protect his neighbors

against his bees, which are located in a

back yard in close proximity to an-

other back yard. He has erected a

fence of wire-netting of about an inch

mesh and 8 feet high. He says the ob-

Trifoliuin luoaruatuiii

The above named clover, crimson

clover, is highly recommended by Prof.

Surface, who spoke quite at length at

the National meeting concerning the

high quality of this peculiar and still

rare clover. When we say "rare "we
mean in the United States, for it is

quite common in Europe. Bonnier, in

his " Nouvelle Flore," mentions it as

"excellent early hay " and "much vis-

ited by the bees." In his " Cours D'Api-

culture"he gives it third rank, men-

tioning only the esparcetand the white

clover before it as honey yielders. In

view of its enriching qualities for the

soil, this clover should be accorded a

trial wherever possible.

Miscellaneous <^ News Items

Water for the Bees I was visiting

in the country. The neighbor's wife

was much incensed. She was a good
old mother, plump and kind hearted,

but on that day she was gesticulating

all alone by the cistern pump, and was
addressing an invisible enemy:

"Isn't that going to stop? What do you
think of it ? C^an't get near the pump ' Those
miserable bees are there all the time, if

you happen to leave a little water in a pail,
at the end of an hour there are hundreds
of them drowned in it."
She threw out a big bunch of bees. \vet

and almost inert. I came near and smiled.
This irritated her still more:
"They'll sting the children: they climb

up one's legs; we might swallow one of
them and that would kill us. I am going to
complain to the police."
She was hardly to blame. I watched and

saw the direction the bees took. They
made a continuous line between the pump
and an apiary of a few hives belonging to a
man not far off. I went to him and explained
to him tliat his bees, during brood-rearing,
needed water to make the pap. He was
much astonished and somewhat displeased
that a stranger should attempt to teach him
something. His bees were thriving, and had
never needed any water. His parents had
kept bees before him. and he ought to know.
However, he consented to place water in a
dish with a a few shavings in it. In a short
time the trouble was ended.—CrcSpieux-
Jamin. in L' Ahcille de tAube.

A jug filled with water, inverted over
a \voolen cloth in a dish will supply
quite a number of colonies with a suffi-

cient amount of water. Capillarity will

draw the water out of the jug into the

cloth in the same manner as the wick
draws the oil from a lamp. It is well

to have the jug slightly raised, so the

air may get in when a vacuum is cre-

ated. Some apiarists use a long trough

with boards floating in it.

St. Lawrence-Jefferson County Fleet-
ing of New York About .jO apiarists
attended the sessions of this live bee-
keepers' association held Feb. 20 and
21 at Ogdensburg. This is a fine at-

tendance for a county organization

;

so large a number is seldom found at

State meetings. Bee-keepers will find
these local meetings very valuable, for
little time is spent to reach them, and
their business sessions are short, giv-
ing the members plenty of time for
their program and informal talks and
discussions.
The prodtiction of extracted honey,

and how he winters his bees in Can-
ada, was interestingly treated by R. F.
Holtermann, of Brantford, Ont. Pro-
ducers of e.xtracted honey are fortu-
nate in hearing this subject treated by
so successful a bee-keeper. Chas.
Stewart, a New York State Inspector,
urged the keeping of Italian bees in
preference to any other kind to ward
ofif European foul brood. His experi-
ence proves pure Italians seldom con-

tract the disease, even when an apiary
is surrounded by infected yards.

Many bee-keepers took active part

in the discussions, among whom are

A. A. French, Chas. S. Phelps, Mr.
Hammond, and N. L. Stevens.
The meeting in 1914 will be held at

Watertown, N. V.

The Census of New Zealand.— Mr.

Isaac Hopkins has a very interesting

report in the New Zealand Farmer on

the "Status of Bee-Keeping in New
Zealand." In that country, census is

taken every five years. The figures for

1911 are as follows :

Bee- Colonies Output Output
keepers of bees, honey, lb. wax. lb.

luOI. ,. . . U.SOb 74.341 1,001.040 31.682

igll 11.002 71.584 1,457.272 28.061

During the preceding 12 months 31,-

73(1 colonies were inspected by the

government inspectors, of which num-

ber 3027 colonies were found to be in-

fected with foul brood. Mr. Hopkins,

in commenting on these figures, states

that while the percentage (10 percent)

diseased seems large, yet it is satisfac-

tory since the inspectors are only

fairly started with their work. The

percent of disease should decrease ma-

terially with each season's inspection.

Although there is a law against

keeping box-hives, there are a number

kept on the sly. They would not prob-

ably exceed 2 percent of the total, how-

ever. ^
National Grading Rules The follow-

ing grading rules were adopted at the

National convention in Cincinnati,

Ohio, Feb. 13, 1913:

Sections of comb honey are to be graded:
first, as to finish; second, as to color of
honev; and third, as to weight. The sec-

tions of honey in any given case are to be so-

nearly alike in these three respects that
any section shall be representative of the
contents of the case.

I.—FINISH.
1. F.XTRA Fancy.—Sections to be evenly

filled, comb firmly attached to the four
sides, the sections to be free from propolis
or other pronounced stain, combs and cap-
pings white, and not more than six unsealed
cells on either side.

2. Fancy—Sections to be evenly filled,

comb firmly attached to the four sides, the
sections free from propolis or other pro-
nounced stain, comb and cappings white,
and not more than six unsealed cells on
either side, exclusive of the outside row.

3. No. I.— Sections to be evenly filled, comb
firmly attached to the four sides, the sec-
tions free from propolis or other pronounced
stain, comb and cappings white to slightly
off color, and not more than 40 unsealed
cells, exclusive of the outside row.

4. Standard —Comb not proje
yond the box. attached to the sid.js, not less
than two-thirds of the way around, and not
more than 60 unsealed cells exclusive of the
row adjacent to the box.

II.-COLOR.
On the basis of color of the honey, comb

honey is to be classified as: first, white;
second, light amber; third, amber; and
fourth, dark.

III.-'WEIGHT.

1. Heavy —No section designated as heavy
to weigh less than fourteen ounces.

2. Medium. — No section designated as me-
dium to weigh less than twelve ounces.

3. Light.—No section designated as light
to weigh less than ten ounces.
In describing honey, three words or sym-
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bols are to be used, the first being descrip-
tive of tlie finisli. the second of color, and
the third of weight. As for example; Fancy
white, heavy K. W. H. ; No. i amber, me-
dium I A. M.!. etc. In this way any of the
possible combinations of finish, color and
weight can be briefly described.

CULL HONEY,
Cull honey shall consffet of the following:

Honey packed in soiled secondhand cases,
or that in badly stained or propolized sec-
tions containing pollen honey, dew honey,
honey showing signs of granulation, poorly
ripened, sour or "weeping" honey; sec-
tions with comb projecting beyond the box,
or well attached to the box less than two-
thirds the distance around its inner sur-
face; sections with more than 60 unsealed
cells, excluslveof the row adjacent to the
box, leaking, injured, or patched-up sec-
tions; sections wtighing less than ten
ounces,

Mrs. Harriet France, a highly respect-
ed resident of Platteville, Wis., died
Feb. 13, 1913, age 78 years, at the home
of her only son, N, E. France. Her life

had been despaired of for some time,
and the devoted care and loving atten-
tion of her family could hold her no
longer. Mrs. France was born July 6,

1834, in the State of New York. When
Iti years old she joined the Methodist
church, of which she has been a de-
voted member.
At the age of 22 she came alone by

lake boats and overland stages to

Platteville, Wis. July 23, 1856, she was
married to Edwin France, formerly of
New York. From here they went by
stage to their pioneer western home in

Iowa, Mr. France farming during the
summer and trapping valuable furs

years Mr. and Mrs. France have re-

sided in Platteville. E. France, aged
84, died five years ago. There is left to

mourn their loss, N. E. France and
wife; also five grandchildren.
This ever kind mother has run the

journey of life well, the path marked
with deeds of kindness and cheer.

Progress in Ontario,—That the de-

partment of bee-keeping at the Ontario

Experiment Station is not going to let

that of the States excel in progress is

evident from what they propose to do

this season.

Mr. Morley Pettit, the director, is

asking for volunteers in the ranks of

the Ontario bee-keepers to aid him in

a series of experiments under the su-

pervision of the department as follows :

1. Method for the prevention of nat-

ural swarming in extracted honey pro-

duction by holding the colony together.

2. Method for the prevention of nat-

ural swarming in comb honey produc-
tion, by artificial shaken-swarming.

3. Method for the prevention of nat-

ural swarming by manipulation of

hives rather than combs.
4. Method of spring feeding to stim-

ulate brood-rearing.
3. Method of packing bees when

taking them from the cellar.

Of these, the first three were tried

The Late Mr. E. France and Wife.

during winter. He became expert with

the rifle. Tlie Iowa ranks of sharp-

shooters for the Civil War being filled,

Mr. France, with his wife and little

boy, returned to Wisconsin in hopes
of here enlisting. It took over two
weeks to make the journey with their

ox team. His health at once failed.

Unable to join the ranks, or return to

their western home, he engaged in sell-

ing sewing machines, and producing
choice fruits and honey. Over 48

last season bv a number of bee-keep-

ers with the result that in the first the

swarming was decreased from 48 per-

cent to 21 percent; in the second the

swarming was reduced from 100 per-

cent to 57 percent; in the third the

swarming was but 14>^ percent as

against 39 percent when the bees were

left to swarm naturally. A resultant

increase in honey with colonies man-

aged according to plans of the depart-

ment was very evident.

The department figures, from statis-

tics gathered last season from the bee-

keeper experimenters, that there is an

annual profit in bee-keeping of 58 per-

cent on capital invested. This, of

course, does not take into account the

cost of labor involved.

Pure Italian stock is recommended
to everj one, owing to its ability to

resist European foul brood.

Spring Notes.—The following from

Morley Pettit, Provincial Apiarist of

Ontario, is applicable to warmer lati-

tudes also.

" If the hive is warm they can spread
out and cover more brood. This means
more young bees will be hatched in

the same time. Then when summer
comes there will be more workers in

the hive to gather honey. Any one
who thinks about this for a moment
will see why all hives should be kept
warmly packed and sheltered from
cold winds during what bee-keepers
call the spring breeding up time, right

up to settled warm weather.

On the other hand, entrances must
not be closed. There is that about
bee nature which does not brook con-
finement, and except when bees are

screened in for moving, they must
have 'free ingress and egress' to

their hives. On bright, cold days it is

well to shade the entrance, however,
lest the sunshine tempt some bees to

come out and be lost on the snow."

Illinois Bulletin Issued.—^Foul Brood

Bulletin Xo. 1, of the Illinois State Bee

Inspection Department, has just been

issued. Copies may be obtained by

addressing Mr. A. L. Kildow, State

Bee-Inspector, Putnam, 111., or by ad-

dressing the American Bee Journal

office, Hamilton, 111.

Death ol Oliver Foster.—Just as we

are going to press, we learn of the

death of Mr. Oliver Foster, of Colo-

rado. Mr. Foster was a large honey-

producer and an authority on comb-

honey produx:tion. .A sketch of his

life will be given in the Mav issue.

Honey-Bread in Europe—The food

value of honey seems to be better un-

derstood in the "old countries " than

over here, and enormous quantities

are used. Cakes and sweet-breads made
with sugar soon become dry and
crumbly, and to get the good of them
they must be eaten when fresh ; but

where they are made up with honey,

they seem to retain their moist fresh-

ness indefinitely. In France, honey-
bread a year or 18 months old is pre-

ferred to that just made. They say "it

has ripened." It is the preservative, or
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An Orchard of Almond Trees-

rather the unchanging quality of honey,
that makes it so popular with the best
confectioners.

—

Exchanf/e.

The Bij-Vanger or Bee-Pirate of Africa.

—In our September and November
numbers for 11112, we made mention of

the bee-eating philanthus of Europe,

and of the experiments carried on by

the celebrated entomologist Fabre.

The South African Poultry Magazine,

published in Johannesburg, in its De-

cember number, contains an article by
G. B. Oettel on these insects :

This season the dry weather has
brought along the familiar yellow-
bodied *<y-;'««4't/-, now more commonly
known as the "Pirate." This insect

haunts the watering places of bees and

entrances of hives, especially those
which are not provided with a fairly
wide porch for shade, and seizes the
bees which are unwary enough to be
about at the time. Her depredations

—

for it is only the female of the species
that commits these raids and onslaughts
on the inmates of the hive—are serious,
and often demoralize the whole apiary.

I have seen whole colonies listless
and "at home," fearful of the attacks
of these horrid insects which hover,
sometimes a dozen at a time, in front
of the entrances, awaiting, the incom-
ing heavily-laden-with-stores-bee, as
she drops over-burdened upon the
alighting-board, preparatory to crawl-
ing inside to disgorge her supplies of
nectar, or to get rid of the huge loads
of pollen collected for the steadily in-
creasing patches of brood which should
now be filling every available space
within the hive.

For the town bee-keeper the only
really effective way to get rid of these
insects is to catch them by means of a
butterfly-net. This is readily accom-
plished by choosing a sunny day for
the time of our operations. Half an
hour spent in this way several morn-
ings or afternoons will soon effect

a clearance. My experience has been
that the pirates quickly find out the
danger zones, and leave them for other
centers wliere their depredations are
not distnrljed. In this connection
several informed me that poultry are
excellent catchers of these pests, par-

An Apiary in California in the Midst ok Almond Blossoms.
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ticularly when the alighting-board of

the hive is-fixed just above the height
of the birds' heads. They look out for
the scuffle which invariably follows
the attack of the pirate, and when both
insects roll of^ on to. the ground, one
peck sees the end of the invader's
temerity, and she herself rests in the
crop of the fowl.

An Illinois Bee-Keeper Passes Away.
—Mr. S. T. Crini, of Dawson, 111., who
died Jan. 14 last, had almost rounded

out his 73d year. Coming from Lou-

doun Co., Va., where he was born Feb.

29, 1840, he spent the last 30 years of

his life in Illinois, keeping bees.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will miss one of its older loyal

members, who stood for the right and

for progress.

at the hands of the Legislature, whose
watchword seems to be economy in

appropriations, but in many cases crip-

pling the legitimate interests of the
State. We have a splendid foul brood
law, and that is all. We did not re-

ceive one cent as an appropriation,
and, more than that, it took the hardest
kind of work to keep them from re-

pealing the law itself.

O. A. Keene, Sec.

Kansas Loses Appropriation. — The
bee-keepers of this State fared badly

A Pleasing Picture of Flowers.—On
the front cover page of this journal is

a picture of wild asters or daisies,

taken by Wesley Foster. He wrote us:

"This little clump of flowers was
growing in an orchard close to one of

the apiaries of Mr. W. P. Collins, of

Boulder, Colo. He is president of the

Colorado Association.

"The bees were busily gathering

pollen from the flowers before I fright-

ened them away in focusing my camera."

Bee-Keeping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson, Marengo. 111.

Manufactured Honey

A loyal sister sends the following,
clipped from a religious periodical,
with a woman's name signed to the
clipping :

Put three pounds of granulated sugar into
a porcelain vessel. Add sufficient water to
moisten and make a thick syrup. When
boiled to a syrup add one iiound of good
honey and let the mixture come to a boil.
Remove from the fire and pour in vessels
desired. The increased quantity will be
found as good as the original pound of
honey, and a great many people like it bet-
ter because of the absence of the honey
comb, which is dissolved.

That woman and that religious peri-
odical might be in better business than
giving publicity to such stuft' as that.
Let us be charitable and attribute it to
ignorance, for no intelligent mother
would be likely to palm off upon her
children a mixture of three parts sugar
to one part honey as being "as good
as " pure honey. That woman is prob-
ably entirely ignorant of the fact that
thousands are injured in health by the
excessive demand made upon their
digestive organs in changing cane sugar
into invert sugar, whereas honey is

ready for direct assimilation without
rnaking any such demand. Taking this
view of the case, a pound of sugar is

not as wholesome an article of diet as
a pound of honey, and neither are three
pounds as good, even though a pound
of honey be added.
That statement that " a great many

people like it better" would be laugh-
able if it were not sad. If we " let the
mixture come to a boil," the sugar part
is as good as ever, but the honey is in-
jured beyond repair. The delicate
flavor and aroma of honey will not
stand boiling. It is a pretty safe guess
that the woman in this case did not
learn from her own children that they

liked the boiled mixture better than
the unboiled honey.
But the reason given why " a great

many people like it better" is "be-
cause of the absence of the honey
comb," and the honey comb is absent
because it " is dissolved !" That's some-
thing new under the sun. Dissolve a

thing and presto, it is gone! Equally
new under the sun is the idea that one
can dissolve wax in hot sugar and
honey. Heretofore the most that could
be done in that way was to melt it.

And if " a great many people " like

honey better with no comb, or with

the comb dissolved, it seems a bit

strange that they will pay a higher
price for honey in the comb than for

the pure honey extracted from the
comb. Poor woman! Poor periodical!

A Sister's Experience in Wisconsin

I started with 2 colonies about h

)'ears ago, and have 28 now. I have
not tried to work for lots of colonies,

but to keep them strong in bees. Two
years ago I took 1.5 colonies out of the

cellar and secured 1200 pounds of honey
and increased my bees to 27 colonies.

Last year, being a very poor year, I

did not get any honey; it was too dry.

This year I had to unite a few colonies,

as I had a few queens laying nothing
but drone eggs. I got about 7U0 pounds
this year. I tend the bees myself.

(Mrs.) George Schmidt.

You were very wise to run for

strength rather than number of colo-

nies, and you certainly did well to get

80 pounds per colony, and nearly
double your number of colonies be-

sides.

Color or Pollen

Miss .Annie D. Betts, who appears to

be one of the keenest observers among
British bee-keepers, reports some ob-
servations upon pollen that are inter-

esting, British Bee Journal, page 33.

Two observers may report two differ-

ent colors of pollen from the same
plant, and both may be right. The
pollen of Erha chie>\a may be quite

pale gray, varying from this to almost
black. This variation is largely due to

the presence, in some of the loads, of

portions of anthers, sand, etc. A great

quantity of such "foreign bodies " is

found in the dark-colored loads, less

or none in the light-colored ones. It

is possible, too, that the color of the

pollen, like the quality of the nectar,

may be affected by soil and climate.

Miss^Betts says

:

It appears that the color of pollen is also

Mrs. G. SiHMiDT IN Her .-^piakv.
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greatly affected by the state of the weather.
I have noticed that loads of chestnut pollen
[Caslancii vuU'iiris) are nearly lemon-yellow
on dry days, but distinctly green shortly
after rain. A writer in the Bienen-Zeitun?
of iHoi. page 171. points out that the color of
pollen varies with its age. and also with the
weather. He describes the pollen of the
opium poppy (Pii/Hrrcr somniffrmu) as green
when young, becoming whitish when older.
He also states that pollen secretes more oil

on its surface on good nectar days; and sug-
gests that the bees use this oil to stick the
pollen together when collecting it. That
they do this consciously is doubtful, espe-
cially in the light of Mr. Sladen's observa-
tions on how the corbicula is filled, but the
more oily pollen would certainly stick to-

gether better; and this may partly account
foi' the enormous loads carried home on fine
days, and the very small ones seen ir. bad
weather (though these last are probably
also due to the scarcity of pollen on such
days).

Some of the differences of opinion as to
the color of pollen have arisen from the cir-

cumstance that a load of pollen, if kept, will
often, as Mr. Macdonald points out. change
color. On one occasion I took from a bee a
load of bright red pollen probably from a
pcLirsoiiiiiin. though I could not trace it). It

was kept in a drop of water on a glass slip
covered with a cover glass, and next day
was no longer red. but yellow. The sub-
stance producing the red color had either
evaporated or undergone some chemical
change. (The drop of water had naturally
dried up in the course of 24 hours.)

Lost All Her Bees

The reason you have not heard from
" Ima" for some time is that she lost

all her bees during the winter of 1911 -

12, and was unable to buy any near to

start over. However, I think this

spring I will buy several colonies, and
you will be hearing from me with a

tale of my experiences, for I expect
caring for the bees, and there is nothing
I like better than to write about them.
John is trying to persuade me not to

get any more bees. He is still very
much afraid of them. " Im.\."

I am sorry that you lost all your
bees, but glad that you have not lost

your interest in them, and hope you
may be very successful in getting that

new apiary started this spring.

say I saw hundreds of cells with from
two to eight eggs in a cell.

Later I looked into the hive and
those cells had just one grub in

a cell, and there were lots of cells

with several eggs in a cell ; even
the sides of some of the cells had eggs
on them. The swarm was very small
by this time, so I gave them hatching
brood from other hives. That queen

Experience With Many Eggs in a Cell

In the February issue of the Arneri-

can Bee Journal is an item entitled,

"Cause of Many Kggs in a Cell."

In the spring of 1911 I had a swarm
of bees whose queen laid drone eggs.

I thought I would requeen the swarm,
but could not find the queen. I tore

the hive all apart, gave them a new
body, looked the frames over very
carefully, and shook the bees in front
and watched them crawl in. I went
back the next day and tried to find her,

but could not.

Thinking that she was dead, I put in

a caged queen. After leaving them
alone for three days I went back and
found the new queen dead. I opened
the hive, and on the first frame I took
out I found the old queen. I shut the
hive up with disgust, and did not go
near it for 10 days. I then found sev-

eral queen-cells and more started from
drone eggs. What became of that old
queen I never knew. In another hive
I had a good queen-cell. I gave it to

them. In two days it hatched, and 10

days later I noticed that the queen was
fecundated. In due time I saw worker
brood capped over, and I can safely

laid several eggs in each cell until the
swarm was strong in bees. That was
one of my best swarms in 1912.

(Mrs.) a. a. Good.
Lakewood, Wash.
This is a plain case of plurality of

eggs in a cell because there was a pro-
lific queen with too few bees to take
care of all the eggs she could lay; just

what usually happens in such a case.

Another View of Mrs. S( h.midt's Ai-i.-^rv.

E^ Western^ Bee-Keeping

Conducted by W'ESLEV Foster. Boulder, Colo.

Bee-Keeping Upon the Divide South of

Denver

There are many more counties in

Colorado where bees assume an im-
portant role than bee-keepers realize.

Upon the divide, south and east of

Denver, is a beautiful country (for the

plains) at an elevation of from 6000 to

7000 feet. This country, slightly roll-

ing, has quite a little timber and a more
abundant rainfall than the lower plains

to the east. The Demonstration train

made three stops— Elbert. Elizabeth,

and Eastonville. Alfalfa is grown
without irrigation, and produces con-
siderable white honey. Sweet clover

helps out more than it is given credit.

The bees undoubtedly gather consider-
able honey from the wild-flower bloom
in the neighboring hills.

Swarming is prevalent from May to

September, and the farmers get little

honey. "The yellow jackets get rid of

the bees," they tell me, but I am of the

opinion that the yellow jackets get rid

of only those colonies that have
swarmed themselves to weakness and
late swarms that are so weak that they

do not get honey in sufficient quantity

to winter. A handful of bees issuing

as a swarm in September is not an un-
common occurrence. What can be
expected of such a colony ?

Nearly every farmer has a few hives,

and those who give them care are get-

ting fair returns. The local market is

not supplied except by honey from the

heavier producing districts.

From my present knowledge of the

markets, I believe that Colorado could
consume a much larger percentage of

our total crop than at present. The
higher price obtainable in the eastern
markets determines where the honey
will go. Colorado markets are now
comparatively destitute of comb honey.
If some of the honey that has been
shipped East was now available for the

home market, a better price would be
realized than was had the past fall.

Bee-men want the money for their

honey, and the local dealers will not
buy the year's supply of honey out-

right, so the honey goes East.

It is possible that I may be a little

hasty in saying that the comb-honey
market is cleaned up in the West, but
I do not know of any quantities at

hand, and I do know that some fair
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markets for comb honey are very
poorly supplied at this writing, March
10. Denver wholesalers quote comb
honey to our Boulder merchants at

$3.50 per case of 24 sections. This
honey will probably grade choice or
better.

The Alexander Plan of Increase is A
Favorite Method in Colorado.

Keep all Wax and Propolis Removed
FRo.M THE Frames.

Sweet Clover Gaining Recognition

The lowlands along the Arkansas
River, near Holly, Colo., are being
taken by sweet clover apparently. This
land is alkali in places, and the farmers
are getting feed value out of the clover
instead of fighting it. Lord Ogilvy,
agricultural editor of the Denver Post,

recommends the growth of sweet
clover on this land. The interest in

this crop is such that it seems a sweet
clover institute would be welcomed.

Shallow Frames for Producing the Home
Supply of Honey

There are probably a few thousand
farmers in Colorado who have bees.

The majority have modern hives ar-

ranged for comb-honey production, or
section-holder supers to put on top of

their box-hives. These farmers use a

ri..\Nr—A Monarch of the Mes.\s.

large part of their honey at home, cut-

ting it out of the honey-boxes and
putting them back on the hive. How
much better it would be for them if

they would use shallow frames in the

supers. More honey would be secured,
and the expense for sections avoided.
This is one of the things being

shown on the demonstration train now
touring Colorado for a month's trip.

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss has advocated
this plan for the farmers for some time.

It is being followed by quite a number.

which it'is not. as it has not the spine-
shaped leaf. The monument plant is

"monarch of the mesas," as no stock
will eat the leaves. Perhaps you can
find the bee on the blossoms.

[Monument Plant

The monument plant has light creamy
blossoms 2 inches in diameter; the

flower stalks growing 2 to 3 feet tall is

visited by scores of bees. A velvety

green leaf makes this a brilliant desert

flower. Any park would be graced by
its presence. The mesas are dotted
here and there with them, and as a

source of honey during May, the monu-
ment plant is important.
Many on first sight call it the yucca,

Honey Recipes

Three thousand copies of the follow-
ing recipes by Mrs. A. Rauchfuss, were
given out on the Colorado Agricultural
College demonstration train carrying a

bee-keeping exhibit

:

HoxEV Brown Bread.—One cup corn
meal, one-half cup honey, one cup rye
meal, one cup sour milk, one teaspoon-
ful salt, one teaspoonful soda. Steam
four hours, then dry in oven 15 min-
utes.

Aurora Honey Cookies.—One cup of
honey, one pint sour cream, one even
teaspoonful soda dissolved in a table-

spoonful of boiling water.
Mix honey, cream and soda together

thoroughly, add a cup of chopped nuts

(any kind desired (.one teaspoonful of
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ground ginger, and a lieaping table-

spoonful of ground cinnamon. Add
flour enough to make a dough stiff

enough to handle easily on the board,
roll out part into buttered tins and
bake in a moderately hot oven until

nicely browned.

Honey Ginger Snaps.—One cup of

butter, one cup of sugar, one cup of

honey, one cup of water, one heaping
tablespoonful of ground cinnamon, one
scant teaspoonful of baking soda.

Sift soda into 1'^ pints of flour,

cream the cup of butter with the sugar,

add other ingredients and more flour

to make a dough that can te rolled

out. Cut into desired shape and bake
in a moderate oven.

Sea Foam Candy. — Two-thirds cup
of honey, three cups granulated sugar,

whites of two eggs, one-half cup boil-

ing water, one teaspoonful of vanilla,

one cup of nut meats.
Boil honey, sugar and water until if

tested in cold water it is brittle. Pour
this in a thin stream over the whites o^

two well beaten eggs, beating the whole
all the time until like a thick cream,
then stir in briskly the nut meats and
vanilla, and pour out into a buttered
dish. After it has hardened cut into

squares.

Spring Meetings of the Colorado Slate

Bee-Keepers' Association

The Western Slope in Colorado is

so remote from Denver, wliere our
conventions are held annually, that few
of our members there can get to them.
A spring meeting of bee-keepers, held
under the auspices of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association, is be-
ing arranged for the Western Slope,
probably at Delta, and one may be held
at Grand Junction. The meeting will

be held in April. Particulars may be
had from the secretary, Wesley Foster,

of Boulder. Notices will be printed in

the local papers. These are aimed to

be bee-keeping institutes for discus-
sion and questions.

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by Louis H. ScnOLi.. New Braunfels. Tex.

Prospects lor an Early Season

The winter here lias been unusually
fair, with very little severe cold weather
as compared with former years. The
cold weather was of short duration,
but much rainy weatlier prevailed,

This tends to bring an early spring,

and early honey-flows. The catclaw,
" guajilla," and mesquite, all early

honey producers, are all three bene-
fited by fall and winter rains. There-
fore, the prospects for a crop from
these sources are very bright.

A peculiar circumstance is that, al-

though the winter has been warm, the
mesquite trees, etc., have not shown
any signs of coming out of their win-
ter dormancy. The buds have not be-
gun to swell, while many trees are in

foliage by the beginning of March. I

have noted this dormant condition of

the mesquite trees in previous years.

When the buds do begin to swell they
develop with such rapidity that the en-

tire mesquite trees are soon covered
with a profusion of luxuriant nectar-

yielding bloom, with hardly time to

get bees in shape for this early flow. I

anticipate such a condition this year
unless late frosts should interfere.

This is hardly to be e.xpected. The
prospects are good, and following the
short crop of last season, the bee-
keepers feel very much encouraged.

dustry of that country, we shall be en-
abled to procure some reliable notes of
existing conditions, which we e.xpect

to give.

There is no doubt but that much nec-
tar is going to waste in many Mexican
localities, which might be profitably

secured by progressive and adventur-
ous bee-keepers. Whether it can be
made to pay is what must be investi-

gated. For this reason it is highly im-
portant that the market situation be
looked into properly, both as to de-

mand that might be worked up for the
product obtained, as well as the price
and distance to market and cost of
transportation.

It is apparent, from the several in-

quiries received, that much interest
would be given to the matter of Me.xico
bee-keeping if conditions there were
not so unsettled. It will be only a

question of time when every thing will

be quiet again in that country, and
this will very likely be followed by
some progress in Mexico's bee-keep-
ing conditions also.

We would be grateful to all who can
give us any information on bee-keep-
ing in Mexico, to kindly write us.

Direct to New Braunfels, Tex.

Bee-Keeping in Mexico

There has been enquiry about bee-
keeping in Mexico, and it has been our
purpose to collect such data as might
be of interest. On account of the pres-
ent disturbances in that country, how-
ever, we have not undertaken this

work. But through the acquaintance
of several friends in Mexico, some of
whom have studied the bee-keeping in-

Net or Gross Weight of Honey Packages

The question of proper weight of

standard honey packages is becoming
more serious each year. It is time the
bee-keepers "get together " and come
to a final agreement regarding this

very important matter. The demand
for packages holding full net weight of
honey to the can or pail is increasing.
The largest buyers of honey are care-
ful to put into their enquiries regard-
ing prices, a proviso of full net-weight
packages, and require a guarantee of

this from producers.

We have experienced some trouble
with a few buyers who did not under-
stand that a certain size package on
the market could not be filled with the
desired amount of honey because that
package was not large enough to hold
it. The only way is to procure pack-
ages that will hold the proper amount.
The pure food laws require it, and
this would not only protect the con-
sumers, but also the bee-keepers who
are aiming to give full value for the
money. Many bee-keepers sell what is
known as s/iorl gallon, half gallon and
quart cans of honey. There would be
nothing wrong with this if it was made
known that these packages were
actually short in weight. But when
the individual containers are not labeled
the discovery is not easily made. But
it is not fair to those producers who
put out the same kind of packages
holding full net weight, 12 pounds to
the gallon, ti pounds to the half gallon,
and 8 pounds to the quart can.

Especially is the difference notice-
able in the crop of an extensive honey
producer. For instance, if one bee-
keeper markets a crop of 50,000 pounds
of honey in the size of packages men-
tioned, and he gives full weight, it

means a loss of several hundred dollars
to the honest packer, as against the
man who gives short weight. Both
producers and buyers are familiar with
the standard size packages of honey,
universally put on the market. There
are the two 60-pound square cans to a
case, ten 12-pound round pails to a
case, and ten 6-pound, and twenty 3-

pound to a case. The producer quotes
his honey at so much per pound for
each according to style of package,
viz. ; so much per pound for two 60-
pound cans to a case, so much for ten
12-pound pails to a case, and so on.
He makes out his invoices, bills, etc.,

for 120 pounds of honey in each case,
and 60 pounds for the ten 6-pound and
twenty 3-pound cans. On his cases
he may also have the same indicative
figures, showing either two 60-pound,
ten 12-pound, ten 6-pound, or twenty 3-

pound cans of honey to the case.

Since the buyers make their orders
in the same manner, or so many cases
of two GO-pound cans, ten 12-pound
pails, or 6-pound, etc., at so much per
pound, it would indicate that both pro-
ducer and consumer allude to actual
contents of honey in each case. It

would be only natural to suppose the
two 60-pound cans of honey to a case
would mean 120 pounds of actual honey,
especially since the buyer is charged
for 120 pounds at so much per pound.
Nothing is said about the weight of the
cans or about a charge for the con-
tainers, or the short weight of honey,
should full weight packages not be
used.

We bring this matter up, first, to aim
at an adoption of proper sizes of
honey packages for all alike; second,
to make it fairer for every bee-keeper,
so one need not lose or be compelled
to compete with others who make use
of short-weight packages, when the
former furnishes full weight, or de-
sires to do so for honesty's sake; and,
third, that no trouble may arise with
reference to complying with the pure
food laws.
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Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Noxious Weeds as Honey-Producers

On page 46 of the February issue, is

given a list of noxious weeds banned
by the State of Iowa, with the state-

ment that none of them, fortunately,
are honey-producers. Mr. Editor, you
had better scrutinize that list again.
What about wild mustard ? If it is the
same mustard that grows here in the
grain fields, that weed is a fine honey-
yielder, as many bee-keepers will be
ready to attest. Then what about
milkweed ? Here is one of our most
profuse yielders of nectar; but in most
localities it is not plentiful enough to

cut much of a figure in the surplus.

It takes quite a heavy toll of bees,

while they are working on the plant,

owing to the peculiar glutinous, stringy
pollen

;
yet I would be glad to have a

few hundred acres within reach of my
bees, as the one locality where it is

plentiful always thrives when it is in

bloom. Then what about the much
maligned Canada thistle ? While we
do not cultivate this plant, neverthe-
less where it is plentiful enough to be
of any account for the bees, it yields

the most delightfully flavored honey
that can be produced, and its color is

in keeping with the flavor—very light.

At the Lovering yard, illustrated in

the February issue, the thistles are
plentiful in the rich bottom land that

surrounds the apiary, and last season
they blossomed freely when basswood
was in bloom. The resultant honey is

a blend of basswood and thistle, and
we are using it on our table in prefer-
ence to any other; in fact, Mrs. Byer,
who is very particular as to the honey
she uses, declares it has spoiled all

chances of her ever preferring any
other honey. A number of friends
who have been at ourplace this winter,
declare it tastes like the "bumble-bee
honey they used to have when they
were young." To all who were brought
up on the farm, it will be needless to

describe what they mean by the phrase,
as it has to be realized to understand
the descriotion.

A Honey House

As the building used at the home
apiary was very old, the foundation
rotten, and the roof beginning to leak,

I decided a year ago to put up a new
building. Being very busy, and unable
to get dry lumber, I decided to build
the house of corrugated iron. This
iron is painted red, and is sold by
manufacturers of metal roofing and
kindred goods. The shingles are also
metallic, and painted the same color as
the siding. How it will last remains
to be seen, but if kept well painted I

am told that the metal will stand the
weather for a long time. It may be
asked, is it not hot to work in it dur-
ing warm weather? We have found

no trouble from that source when the
windows are all open, as is the case
when extracting. The windows are
large, 24x30; there are two in the west
side, one in the east side, in both ends,
and we get all the breeze there is.

When the windows are closed, and the

with 8 feet siding, and the cost, no
counting gravel for floor and walls,

was about $60. This includes all labor
except the hauling of the gravel and
two days' work when I helped to lay

the floor and do a little excavating for
the walls.

Picture Xo. 1 shows the west side of
the building ; the trees on the south
side are Norway spruce that have been-
trimmed up about 25 feet, to allow the
sun to shine in the yard. The other
picture shows the east side, next to the
bees. As will be noticed, the window
on this side is a long way from the
door—a very desirable feature in any
honey house, as the bees do not bother

A Metal Bee-House.

A Corner of Mr. Bver's Apiary.

weather hot—well, it is a good place

then to keep extracted honey.
The windows are screened on the

outside, the screens being removable.
Inside they are closed with a sliding

panel, and bee-escapes can be placed
in frame of outside screens as desired.

The foundation is of concrete, and the

floor is also of the same material, so
there is no danger of the floor break-
ing through. The building is 14x20,

around the door so much, being at-

tracted to the screened windows. In-

deed, when the windows are all opened
a bee seldom tries to get in the door,
even if we are extracting during a

dearth. , Owing to the corrugations in

the siding, it was necessary to put beam
filling of cement concrete mixed fine

along the plate at the top and along the

sills at the bottom, to prevent bees
from getting in the openings. If plain
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iron is made for building purposes,

this could be avoided, as it would nail

down tight to the plates and sills. The
hives right against the building are

some empty ones—only a few of the

occupied ones appearing in the corner
of the yard, with shade-boards leaning

against the entrances.
'*-•-*'

Value of Willows

The different varieties of willows are

Producing extracted honey we have no
sections to fill with foundation, and as

for scraping all the extracting combs,
we do that in April and May on days
not fit to -vork with the bees.

The Odor of European Foul Brood

Regarding smc//s associated with Eu-
ropean foul brood (page 42), to some
people especially on the other side of

Willows are Good for the Bees.

the line, the disease is not repellant

to the olfactory nerves, while here in

Ontario it is obnoxious to an extreme
degree. It was my lot to find the first

bad cases in Ontario, and I agree thor-
oughly with Air. Pettit and Mr. Harris.
After learning the disease with its

characteristic odor, my nose was all

I needed to tell if European foul

brood was present. A badly diseased
apiary could be smelled 100 feet if the

wind was right, and a mildly diseased
colony could be detected by placing
the nose at the entrance. The latter

test is a good one for American foul

brood, too, provided the top of the
hive is sealed closely to avoid upward
circulation.

I have read again what friend Sladen,
of Ottawa, Ont., said about the ques-
tion, and now the whole solution of

the problem is plain to me. Mr. Sladen
admits the smell is " extremely strong,"

and that a " penetrating odor is given
off" from a foul colony, iw/ he further

states that, to /lim, the odor was
" gamey " and "appetizing."

There, you have the situation in a

nut-shell. To friend Pettit, as well as

myself and a number of other Canucks,
the smell of European foul brood is

highly obnoxious. To Dr. Phillips and
a number of other friends, it is a
" gamey " odor, and " appetizing " in its

effect. " Tastes differ, as the old lady

said when she kissed the cow."

all valuable to bee-keepers, as nearly all

yield pollen, and some are very heavy
yielders of nectar. They are very
easily propagated, and will stand very
hard usage in early growth ; in fact,

will flourish under circumstances that

would kill other trees outright. The
view shown in the picture was taken
from our door-step. For years this

flat was pastured closely, and every-
thing in tree life was destroyed. Five
or si,x years ago his flat was left for

hay, and now willows are springing up
all along the banks of the stream, even
if floods of ice do wash against the
young trees every spring.

In the center of the picture the wil-

lows can be seen along the frozen
stream, and down near the brush where
the stream winds along the bank these
willows are 25 feet high.

A camera helps one to appreciate
Nature. The landscape above is the
view shown from our door. While I

have often seen travelers, in the sum-
mer time, stop and take a picture of
these flats, I never appreciated the
beauty of the place until I had taken
a picture myself.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie-^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder, Cordele. Ga.

Bee-Work in Winter

Replying to Miss Wilson, page 8.3, I

would remind her that I spoke of
" real work in the apiary." Yes, I make
plans, "build castles in the air," etc.,

during the winter months. I often
spend the hours from b until 7 o'clock
in bed at this planning, when, in the
summer time, I would be out-of-doors.
I read a lot, and write quite a bit, but
then all this planning, reading and
writing is not real zc'ork to the chap
that is outdoors all summer hustling.

Do Bees Consume More Stores in Mild

Winters ?

My experience is that they consume
less, and at the same time rear more
bees. This had been an unsettled
question with me, but the past winter
has settled it. It was one of the mild-
est winters we have experienced, and
much of the time the bees were as ac-

tive as in spring. They have con-
sumed far less stores than ever before.
The brood-nestcontains lots of honey;
in fact, too much for brood-rearing,
and we have removed it.

From reports, many other Dixie bee-
keepers are experiencing the same
thing (too much honey in the brood-
nest). Remove the heaviest broodless
combs and put empty ones instead.

Owing to the late heavy honey-flow
last fall the bees were a little heavier
with stores than usual, but an unusually
small amount of stores was consumed.

oyster gathering. The beautiful shell

beach for miles along the coast was
our "stamping ground." We visited

orange groves, etc. They were happy
and well spent hours, but the bee in-

dustry was our hobby, and much val-

uable information was exchanged.
There were bee-keepers with me

from all parts of the country, and even
far off Canada was well represented.

The country and climate proved an
attraction to many. They invested in

real estate, and expect to spend the

winters there.

Wintering in Florida

After taking a look at the photo-
graph on page 10 of the January num-
ber of the American Bee Journal, many
bee-keepers wrote me they wished they
could be with me in the land of flow-
ers. A number visited me, and we had
a good time fishing, launch riding and

Apiary Work

The honey-flow is now on in almost
all parts of Dixie. Bees are swarming,
and must have constant attention for
the next few weeks, looking out for

swarms, keeping hives supplied with
plenty of super room. This can best

be done by raising the supers they have
and inserting the new below, next to

the brood-chamber. This should be
kept up for 3 or 4 weeks ; then let them
fill all the supers they have started.

Almost all bee-keepers in Dixie use

but one super for each colony, when
they should have three, so the bees do
not store much surplus and swarm too
much. Plenty of storing room will

check swarming and keep the bees at
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work, and far more honey will be har-
vested. If the hives are elevated from
their bottoms by means of a "s-inch
square strip placed under each side the
same length as the hive, it will give
good ventilation. This will also check
swarming and loafing, or lying outside.
Now is also a good time to make arti-
ficial increase by dividing the colonies
that have started queen cells into two
equal parts; if possible leaving the
queenless part on the old stand.
This equal dividing of brood, bees,

and honey cures colonies of the swarm-
itig impulse, and, as a rule, the two
divisions will store more honey than if

left undivided. They make the best
colonies for the next flow during sum-
mer orfall.

The Orange as a Honey-Plant
This includes all citrus fruit; the

orange, lemon, lime, cumquats, tanger-
ines and grape-fruit. This fruit grows
extensively in many sections of south-
ern Florida, and furnishes abundant
pollen and nectar for the thousands
of colonies that are located there.
In some localities it yields on an aver-
age as much as 50 pounds per colony
of surplus honey, which is a very light
amber, has a heavy body, and very fine
flavor. The taste is correspondingly
exquisite, with the odor of the blos-
soms which cannot be excelled. What
adds much to its value as a honey-
plant is that it begins blooming in Feb-
ruary and lasts for 6 or 8 weeks, cover-
ing a period of time when there are no
other honey-plants in bloom.
The bees build up during this flow,

and at its close the saw palmetto be-
gins blooming. This is the greatest
honey producer along the coast of
Florida. Aside from its value for
honey, it has no equal as a fruit pro-
ducer. Take a look at the photograph,
and see the trees so laden with the de-
licious golden-colored fruit that the
limbs rest on the ground. Nothing
makes a more beautiful picture to me
than groves containing hundreds of
acres of this great fruit. The man
standing on the right is Mr. E. B. Rood,
of Bradentown, Fla. The others are
his fruit pickers, rigged up for busi-
ness. Mr. Rood is an extensive bee-
keeper and fruit grower. Thousands
of people come here from all over the
United States during the fall and win-
ter months and engage in gathering,
sorting and packing this fruit. They
have a delightful time during the win-
ter in this ideal climate, and return the
following spring with a heavier purse.
Many of them are bee-keepers who

appreciate a good thing.

Eight or Ten Frame Hives?

Dear Editor:—On page Iti, of the
January number, you call me out for
preferring 8-frame hives. I do not
allow natural swarming, so the size of
swarms that may go out is of no con-
sideration. Then if you refer back,
you will see that an 8-frame hive-body
and a regular shallow extracting super
compose the brood-nest. Why couldn't

I expect even larger swarms than from
a regular lO-frame hive ?

As has been shown, the 10-frame
hive-body is too small proportionately,

I'lCKiNG Citrus Kriit in the soith.

and is prohibitive of rapid manipula-
tion, especially where there is much
propolis. Nor does a 10-frame super
make an ideal storing department for
iny locations, for it takes the bees too
long to fill outside frames or sections,
and by the time they do, the middle
comb is travel stained. Such is not
the case with an 8-frame super. It is

filled much more quickly and evenly.
In some of my locations where there

is a slow honey-flow, bees store but
little if any in the supers above a 10-

frame brood-nest, and when they do,
they fill a comb at a time, or start on
one side and till one section at a time,
as if plowing a field. The result is any-
thing but satisfactory. I have bees in
many different locations in the South.
I have tried lH-frame hives in all of
them, and they are not satisfactory to

me.

(r\

J)iseasesy^Bees.

Foul Brood
BY J. E. CR.\XE,

l\-rntorn State ins hector.

The greatest drawback to successful
bee-keeping at the present time is t'ott/

brood. There are large areas of our
country that are free from disease, and
others where there is but little disease;
and yet I fear that there is more in

many localities than we now suspect.

Over most of the northern States in-

spectors have been appointed, and are
working each in his own way with but
moderate success. There have been
conventions of inspectors to discuss

the best methods of combating the
evil. While such gatherings are good,
they are often at such a distance that

many inspectors find it difficult to at-

tend.
I have been wondering if a depart-

ment of one of our bee journals might
not be profitably used for the inter-

change of opinions among inspectors,

for the discussion of many points of

interest connected with inspection

work. I believe our methods for the

production of honey, either comb or
extracted, are up to the standard of

what they should be, and it is compara-
tively easy for one to get information.
But when it comes to foul brood, es-

pecially European foul brood, how
many questions I should like to ask
some person with more experience
than myself as to the best method of

meeting the various problems that
come to an inspector or the enterpris-

ing bee-keeper 1 Shall the work of the

inspector be educational rather than
simply to suppress the disease wherever
he may find it ? If the latter I fear it

may not prove of much permanent
value, as to do so would often destroy
every colony in a given district. To
teach the bee-keepers how best to com-
bat the disease, although slower and re-

quiring more patience, may in the long
run produce better results. Some re-

spect should be paid to the intelli-

gence and interest bee-keepers take in

the subject themselves.

Two bills were introduced into our
Vermont Legislature during the past

session for the suppression of conta-

gious diseases among bees. One was
an amendment to our present law that

made it the duty of the inspector to

visit each yard where disease was
found, in 20 days from his first visit,

and burn every diseased colony found.

If he did not do it, he should be re-

moved and another inspector ap-

pointed in his place. This because it

was thought the inspector had not

been severe enough. The other bill
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was introduced from another part of

our State, repealing our present law
for its severity, and a new bill intro-

duced, allowing the inspector to

make but one inspection, and that
only before the first of June. This
because the inspector had been too
severe. It was necessary to appear be-

fore the agricultural committee and see
that neither bill was reported favor-
ably. We have a very good law as it

is, and if bee-keepers will co-operate
with an intelligent inspector, our State
may in time be made comparatively
free from disease.

What is the most practical method
of disinfecting hives or tools with
which we have opened diseased hives ?

I have heard that some thought it

necessary to boil tools in water for
half an hour before going to another
apiary. Yet it would seem that disin-
fection of tools was often quite as
necessary in going from one hive to
another. The boiling method, no
doubt, is sure, but requires so much
time it is doubtful if it is often follow-
ed, or even practical.

Is it ever safe to put one colony into
a hive where there has been disease
without first disinfecting it?
How much dependence can be placed

on Italian bees to control or subdue
European foul brood ?

Is it safe to change comb honey
supers from a diseased hive to a healthy
one ?

Are queens ever of any value that
have been reared in a foul-broody
colony ?

Where shaking is resorted to, is it

necessary to shake on frames of start-
ers as most inspectors advise? Why
not just as well shake into an empty
box and save time and bother ?

Does European foul brood spread in
any other way than through the dis-
eased honey, and if so how ? We know
it moves more rapidly than American
foul brood, but why ? Can any one
tell us? These and other questions
come to me as I think the subject over.
Each individual inspector has experi-
ences that will often throw light on
something of which another can get
no clue.

The Agricultural Department at

Washington has given us a great
amount of technical knowledge of
brood diseases, and the question how
to put into practical work the knowl-
edge we now have is of great impor-
tance.

Middlebury, Vt.

[The foregoing article has struck us

as so timely and judicious that we use

it to open a department hereafter to

be known as "Diseases of Bees." Mr.

Crane is one of our oldest and most
practical apiarists. We find his name
in the American Bee Journal as far

back as 1879, when he was president of

the Addison County (Vt.) Bee-Keepers'

Association. He could already give

good advice, and was probably then

an up-to-date bee-keeper. We urge

apiary inspectors from everywhere to

bring their experiences to this depart-

ment. We want short, pithy state-

ments, so the reader may get at the

facts without loss of time. The dis-

ease question is a serious one.

—

Editor ]

Illinois State Inspection
BY .\. L. KILDOW, CHIEF INSPECTOR.

On entering on my work as State in-

spector, I found that the inspector who
served before me kept no records, and
I had to make a new start.

First, I sent letters to different sec-

tions of the State, enquiring if disease

was known in those parts. With the
replies and information from other
sources I started out. As conditions
became known, and the work broad-
ened, I hired deputies as needed, until

last season I had 10 deputies doing
more or less work. There is need of

more, but our funds will not permit.

Thus we are handicapped to a great

extent. In appointing deputies in dif-

ferent parts of the State, I aim to cut

down expenses, and consequently they

are not expected to go far from home.
The work of the inspector is mainly

educational. It is his duty to teach the

bee-keeper how to detect the various

bee-diseases, how to treat them, and to

so instruct him that he may know the

first symptoms of disease should it

appear in his apiary.

The amateur is the most needy, as

his eyes are not trained to detect

symptoms that would cause a colony to

become worthless. There are many
little points that the inspector can give

to the amateur that otherwise would
take him years to learn, and the sooner

he can be educated the better. The in-

spection work has also been handi-

capped because we had to act the de-

tective, and hunt up the bee-keepers.

As a rule, they have not co-operated

with us. Many appear to be afraid of

the inspector, and would rather not

have their bees examined, for fear dis-

ease might be found, and they would
have to clean up, and the thought of

having to clean up is a " bugaboo."

This only applies to the small bee-

keeper and the farmer, who thinks he

has all he can do without (as he says)

fooling with the bees. As a rule, we
have no trouble with the man who
tries to make something out of his

bees. He is willing to learn. The

specialist knows that he must keep his

colonies in good condition or he is

the loser. If he has never had disease

in his apiary, he is posted as to what it

is, and it is not likely to make head-
way before he discovers it, and he
makes short work of it.

On July 24, I visited the home of a

man who had opposed our foul brood
law, and who is one of Chicago's large

bee-keepers. I had heard that he
would serve an injunction on me if I

came on his place; but for all that I

made the visit. When I arrived at the

house I found him in the midst of ex-

tracting, and very busy. Instead of

serving an injunction, he treated me
with as much respectas I have received

at the hands of any bee-keeper. His
plan in the treatment of foul brood is :

In the spring he goes through all his

colonies (in May), and every colony
that showseven a single cell diseased is

marked, and if it is in the out-yard it is

brought to the home yard, and there

looked after. Every colony is shaken,
and the honey extracted and the combs
melted. While he may never get en-
tirely rid of foul brood, he will so keep
it under control that it will not ma-
terially injure him. Before I left, he
told me that if I could come back the

last of the week he would have more
leisure, and would take me around.
The bees in his home yard are a good
grade of Italians.

Bee-keepers in general should keep
better bees. With disease all around
them they must be up to date in every-
thing pertaining to bee-keeping, if they
wish to realize anything from their

bees. Very few places are overstocked
with bees. My own locality comes the
nearest to it of any that I know; per-

haps this is because I am better ac-

quainted with my own neighborhood.
I do not believe I am over-stating

when I say that ten times as many col-

onies could be kept in Illinois at the
present time, and kept to advantage.
Besides keeping more bees and better

bees, we are advised to keep our bees
better.

This need was plainly demonstrated
to me by finding bees kept in every
conceivable way, some in plain boxes,
others in bo.xes with slats nailed in

top and bottom, some in good frame
hives with no foundation, and the

Where Sage, Sumac. Wild Buckwheat and Orange Bloom, and Cooling Ocean
Breezes Blow Through Mountain Passes Wild.

Nature blessed this land of ours with sunshine, rain, fruit and flowers.—L. L. Andrews.
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combs built crosswise, some in barrels,

and in one case an old trunk was used.
1 did not -go into this. The condition
of the bee-yards varies as much as the
hives.

Besides the regular inspection work
and treatment, it is the plan to have as

many demonstrations or " field days"
throughout the State as the conditions
will justify. In my opinion, this is the
practical and educational part of in-
spection, and I earnestly ask all bee-
keepers for their heartv co-operation.
Putnam, 111.

Contributed Articles^

M

Spraying Trees in Bloom

BY H. F. WILSON,

Assistant Etitomohigist. Oregon Aeriiiiltural
College.

|R. \V. H. \'OLCK. Horticultural
Commissioner of Santa Cruz
Co., Watsonville, Calif., in the
January number of Better
Fruit, under the heading of

"Caterpillars, Codling Moth, Aphids,"
pages 16 and 17, makes the following
statements: "Owing to the very early
attacks of tussock caterpillars, canker
worms and leaf folders, the first spray-
ings should not be delayed until the
blossoms have all fallen, but applied
while the trees are in bloom. The
period from full bloom to the time
when two-thirds of the blossoms have
fallen afj<ears to be the most practical

timing. Sprayiug^ zvitli good arsenicals

•will cause tio injury to the blossoms
Apply the first spraying when the trees

are in full bloom to the time when
two-thirds of the blossoms have fallen."

Note that he states that the time
mentioned appears to be the best. This
recommendation, which is undoubt-
edly given on reliable data and experi-

ments, is a very dangerous one for

both the bee-keeper and the horticul-

turist. Certainly such a practice causes
the destruction of insects which feed

upon the nectar of the blossoms, and
climbing over them in search of it, aid

in pollenization. In localities where it

is followed the honey-bees will be de-

stroyed. One of our local bee-keepers
suffered such loss from the spraying
of a single orchard that he was com-
pelled to move to a different locality.

It is a common recommendation of

this station to suggest bees for the or-

chard and farm, both for cross fertili-

zation of fruits and the surplus honey.
In view of this recommendation, I will

state that in Oregon we have the tus-

sock moth, canker worm, and several
caterpillars which cause more or less

damage to the fruit, but only in one in-

stance have they caused enough dam-
age to make it necessary to consider
methods of control other than those
now in use.

In localities where it becomes nec-
essary to combat these early-feeding

caterpillars, the spray should be ap-

plied before the blossom buds open.
At that time the young caterpillars will

be more easily destroyed than a week
or 10 days later. There may be some
opposition to this extra application on
account of the cost, but surely the

value of the cross-fertilized fruit over

the self-fertilized will be more than the
cost of spraying.
Just how much we can depend upon

the wind and air currents for distribut-

ing pollen is hard to say, but several
investigators have carried on experi-
ments which tend to show that not as
much pollen is distributed in this way
as one would expect.

I suggest that the fruit-growers of
every State be careful about spraying
when the trees are in bloom.

Corvallis, Oreg.

The Iowa Program

BY FRANK C. PELLETT.
' finva State Inspector of Al>laries.

THE Iowa State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation bids fair to become one
of the strong organizations of
its kind. The members are live

wires, and propose to place the
bee-keeping industry on a par with
other agricultural pursuits in Iowa.
Lack of organization has given the
impression that bee-keeping is at a low
ebb. But the census shows nearly
30,m00 bee-keepers on the farms of
Iowa. Those occupying less than three
acres, the limit set by the census bureau
of the smallest area composing a farm,
were not reported by the census enum-
erators.

As a result, while more than half the
number of persons keeping bees was
reported, probably not much more than
half of the number of bees and product
is shown in the census figures. Many of

Iowa's largest honey-producers live in

the towns and occupy less than three

acres of land. Any business in which
40,000 people are engaged, even in a
small way, is worthy of more attention
than has been given by the State of
low^a.

Nothing is being attempted at this
time by the association that all mem-
bers present at the convention did not
agree upon. The things that are now
being urged are

:

First, an appropriation of funds
for bee inspection, to be administered
under the direction of the State Ento-
mologist. It is believed to be the best
plan to take the appointment of inspec-
tors and administration of the funds of
the office entirely out of politics.

Second, the establishment of a chair
of beekeeping at the agricultural col-
lege. The authorities of the school
favor this move, and it might have
been done before had there been any
outside interest apparent to justify it

Third, the employment of a lecturer
on bee-keeping on the extension force
to appear before farmers' institutes and
other assemblies. This has already
been done temporarily by the appoint-
ment of C. H. "True, of Edgewood, for
the present winter season. It is ex-
pected that a regular lecturer will be
permanently employed before long.

Fourth, the passage of a law prohib-
iting the shipment of bees from other
States into Iowa without a certificate

signed by some authorized inspector,
showing that they are free from dis-

ease. The Peterson bill, now pending
in the Legislature, carries this provis-
ion.

Fifth, better premiums and better
facilities for exhibiting at the State
and County fairs. The secretary, act-

ing on instructions from the conven-
tion, has already written to the secre-
tary of every county fair association,
calling attention to the fact that bee-
keeping is not receiving the attention
it deserves at the fairs, and suggesting
a premium list suitable for such exhi-
bitions.

Good results are expected from this

campaign. A committee was also ap-
pointed to confer with the State Fair
board regarding the exhibits at the
State Fair. We expect favorable at-

tention from this body, and hope that a

separate division of bees and hive pro-
ducts will ultimately be established
with a satisfactory place for exhibition

L. L. Andrews With Combs of Honey Ready to Go into House fok Extracting.
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of our products and a creditable pre-
mium list.

As fast as these results are attained
others will be attempted. A bulletin is

now in course of preparation by the
Agricultural College devoted to oppor-
tunities for bee-keeping in Iowa.
The lowabee-keepers welcome scien-

tific bee-keepers, and desire them to

join the association. We fear no com-
petition from this kind of men, and
feel that our interests are mutual. On
the other hand, we already have sev-
eral thousand too many shiftless bee-
keepers who have a few colonies in a

fence corner where the weeds grow 10

feet tall, and which are not examined
from one year to another. Such colo-
nies serve to breed moths and foul

brood sufficient to keep the careful
man on the anxious seat all the time.
Watch the Iowa association move

into the front row. Every bee-keeper
worthy of the name owes it to himself,

and the cause of honey-production, to

join the society and lend his influence

to the work outlined.
Atlantic, Iowa.

Dead Larvae Among Live Brood

BY D. W. MII.L.\R.

IN
THE February Bee Journal, com-
ment is made editorially on "Dead
LarvK Among Live Brood," and
"Causes of Many Eggs in a Cell."

Now. strange to say, I have a simi-

lar case of each in the same hive. The
dead brood has bees hatching all

around, apparently healthy, also eggs
and unsealed brood in adjoining cells.

I have already sent a sample to Wash-
ington just as described. The dead
brood in this form is not uncommon
with me, but never has been fatal, and
the temporary weakness is in time
overcome and the colony none the
worse. It occurs more in weak colo-
nies or nuclei that I am building up.

There are no symptoms of foul brood
so far as I can see, and the depart-
ment at Washington may be familiar
with the cause.

In the hive from which the sample of
brood was sent, I at first thought the
queen was missing and that a laying
worker had developed, as many of the
worker-cells contained from two to

four eggs, but there were no eggs at

all in the drone-cells. Not caring to
unite until I had heard from Washing-
ton, I decided to try the shaking plan
to get rid of the laying worker, but
was not thoroughly satisfied that there
was one, so I took a seat and prepared
to make a thorough search for the
queen once more. She was found, and
was to all appearances a fine one. The
colony I built up from a nucleus reared
and mated the queen, and since the
nucleus was formed there has never
been a change of queen, and she has
never stopped laying, to my knowledge.
Cells with more than one egg are to
be found not only on one frame, but
on nearly every one where there are
eggs at all.

Might not this be a very prolific

queen, and, being weakened, the colony
is short of bees to clean up and look
after a larger brood-nest, and she just

cannot help laying, so gets rid of the
overflow by doubling them up ? When
seen, the queen would give one that
impression, as she seemed to be fertile,

and there were no drones at all in the
hive, and young bees, as I say, hatched
all around the eggs, dead larv;e, and
unsealed brood. The drone-cells, of

which there are a few in the hive,

have no eggs whatever in any of them.
I will not worry about the queen, for I

believe that when other things are ad-
justed she will be all right ; but the
dead brood has had me a guessing for

some time.

Bartle, Oriente, Cuba.

[This may or may not be the same
as Mr. Townsend speaks of. Even if it

never proves fatal, it must weaken a

colony. Please let us know if you

learn more about it. The duplication

of eggs, as you surmise, probably has

nothing to do with the disease.

You speak of n possible laying

worker. When this nuisance appears it

does not appear singly, but in numbers.

The following letters refer to similar

facts. Evidently, when disease is found

the bee-keeper should not at once con-

clude that foul brood is present. In re-

porting these cases it would be well for

the bee-keepers to make note of the

conditions otherwise, whether in time

of scarcity of crop, and whether the

colony has plenty of stores. The asser-

tion of some writers that sometimes

the nurses are stingy and do not feed

the brood sufficiently might have to do

with some of these cases.

The evidences are more and more in

favor of the Italian bees of pure race:
—Editors.]

I had some experience with dead
larviE among live brood last summer.
It was a colony with a black queen.

About one-half of the brood was dead.

The queen was put on trial and con-
victed, and death sentence passed. I

sent for an Italian queen, which ar-

rived about the middle of June. The
black queen was killed, and the new
one introduced, and in a week or 10

days the dead brood was all cleaned

out and the combs filled with nice,

pearly brood. I don't know the cause,

but I hit the remedy.
Festus, Mo. S. B. Reynolds.

About dead brood in one colony and
none in the other. We had the same
thing in our apiary last summer. The
brood was scattered all over the combs
of the affected colony. Some of the

cells were filled with brood and some
not; some dead and others alive. We
became alarmed and moved every comb
that had brood from the hive and gave
other brood combs, but to our surprise

the same thing happened over again.

Then I thought it was owing to lack of

bees, as the colony was not very

strong, and I watched and found this

to be the case. I then sent for another

queen, put her in the hive, killed the

old one, and took all the brood from
the hive, giving half sheets of founda-

tion instead. The new queen com-
menced to lay in three days after we
put her in. The colony drew out the

three frames of starters, the queen
filled everything with eggs, and we
had no more trouble with dead larvae.

We think it the fault of the queen.

I Ottumwa, Iowa. Gregory & Son.

: Concerning dead larvK among live

brood, this is a seemingly natural trou-

ble. I have it to contend with here in

mv section. Your quotation from Mr.

Townsend would be a fair description

of the conditions as they exist in my
apiaries during April, May or June. I

think this trouble is partially or nearly

cured through an application of daily

feed, and I believe breeding from colo-

nies that seem to be free from the

trouble would come nearer to a perma-
nent cure. B. A. Aldrich.
Smithland, Iowa.

L. L. Andrews' Tanks for .Storing Honey.

No Glucose in Bee-Candy

BY W. S. PANGBURN.

I

NOTE with interest that the New
York bee-keepers object to the use

of glucose in bee-candy (page 58),

and they are right. I never read

about that "new discovery" of

making bee-candy, using part glucose,

but what I feel like getting up and say-

ing Xo. It would be a slur to the in-

dustry. Pure honey and pulverized or
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granulated sugar, or loaf sugar, have
given general satisfaction.

I have bought quite a few queens,
some of them coming long distances,
and they were received all right, so far
as candy was concerned.

If we use glucose for bee-candy, and
bee-keepers adopt it generally, the
next thing will be a big advertisement
in the Ladies' Home Journal, or some
other periodical, setting forth the good
qualities of glucose, and stating that
bee-keepers are using it in place of

honey in making bee-candy, showing
they realize its superiority over honey.
Brother bee-keepers, let us keep a

clean record, and for the good of our
business don't mix up with one of the
worst things we have to contend with
and give any chance for censure. The
glucose people are very keen to grasp
these ideas, and would want nothing
better in the way of an advertisement
than to state that we were using glu-
cose in place of honey in making bee-
cpndy. Let us gently lay it on the
table.

Center Junction, Iowa.

[This is right. It is well known that

glucose is neither acceptable nor
healthy for the bees. For wintering,

or for spring feeding, if no good honey
is to be had, the best sugar is none too

good. For mailing queens, glucose

would be deadly.

—

Editor.]

Save Your Beeswax

BY G. M. D00LITTI.E.

WHILE the production of honey
is made the special object in

keeping bees, especially in

northern latitudes, yet in every
apiary enough wax may be ob-

tained to total a handsome figure in

four or five years with but little more
effort than to allow it to waste. Not-
withstanding this, many who are keep-
ing bees allow this wax to be lost, or,

worse still, become a breeder of the
pests that torment the apiarist who is

trying to keep his apiary free from the
wax-moth.
Bur and brace combs are a nuisance

when frames are handled and the sec-
tions put on and taken off. Every one
who is " booked " for a successful bee-
keeper will remove these wherever seen
in any manipulation of the hives, and
especially when preparing supers and
hives, for the next year, which were
used the season previous. As these
are trimmed from frames, honey-
boards, etc., they should be carefully
preserved, as well as broken bits of
comb, and all drone-comb which is

cut out to prohibit the useless rearing
of dronesfrom scrub orgrade mothers.
Then, bees perish often during the

winter, or there may be combs which
from crookedness, or because they are
made up largely of drone-cells, or con-
tain much pollen, or damaged by mice,
are unfit for use again. In all such

cases, the wa.x the comb contains
should be secured by rendering.
Convenient places should be at hand

for the storage of all these pieces of
comb and wax, both in the apiary and
honey-house, so that there will be no
necessity to drop or scatter them
about. I have a little box in the seat
carried with me, when working in the
apiary, so that it is just as easy to drop
all bits of wax and comb in this as to
drop them on the ground. In this way
I preserve any wax which may be
trimmed from frames, combs or honey-
boards. Such pieces are especially
valuable, for they are composed almost
entirely of wax, and the rendering of
them is easy. It is well to keep these
and all other comb to be rendered,
away from moisture and light until the
operation can conveniently be attended
to. The rendering of bits of brace and
bur comb, and other comb in which no
brood has been reared, is a compara-
tively simple matter, since they contain
nothing to prevent the wax readily
separating from the residue, but with
combs full of cocoons, bee-bread and
other foreign matter, the case is dif-

ferent.

For comb which contains little for-
eign matter, the solar wax-extractor is

a great convenience, as it takes all un-
pleasantness out of the house, shop or
honey-house; is handy to drop all bits

of wax and comb into, and if a cloth
strainer is put over the place of

the discharging wax, it comes forth
ready for market. For the rendering
of combs containing cocoons, pollen,
etc. (and those without cocoons need
not be excluded), I have found noth-
ing (after having tried everything
readily at hand for the average bee-
keeper) better than the following:
Take a common cast-iron kettle,

such as is used by nearly all farmers
for heating water, boiling vegetables,
etc., for the hogs or hens, one that
will hold several pails of water; set

the same on three stones, or three
pieces of gas pipe or bars of iron
driven in the ground, so as to raise the
lowest part of the rounding bottom of

the kettle 3 to inchesfrom theground.
Now fit two or more pieces of plank or
board (nailed so the grain of the tim-
ber in them runs crosswise of each
other) so that a rounding surface is

made to fit the inside rounding bottom
of the kettle. With a coach or lag
screw, these fitted planks are screwed
to the end of an "upright" made from
a pole 5 or 6 feet long, or from a 2x4
scantling, the upper part of which has
holes bored in it 4 or .5 inches apart.

Get a pole or scantling 16 feet long,
and mortice a hole through it 3 or 4

feet from the larger end (if it be a pole),

so that it will admit the upper end of
the "upright." Next bore a hole
through the pole at mortice, so that a

bolt of iron will go through it and any
one of the holes in the upright, when
the same is inserted in the mortice.
Drive an iron stake into the ground 3

or 4 feet away from the center of the
kettle as it stands on the stones or iron

stakes, to the top of which is attached
a trace chain, which chain is to be at-

tached to the large end of the pole
when we are ready for it.

Fill the kettle half or two-thirds full

of water and build a fire under it, and
while waiting for the water to boil get
a burlap sack which will hold 3 or 4

bushels, into which place the old
combs, and tie the mouth of the sack
securely. Some think that if these old

combs have been soaked in water 34

hours they will render better, while
others hold that such combs should be
pounded up fine ; but after repeated
trials I am led to believe this to be a

loss of labor.
When the water in the kettle boils,

slowly lower the sack of combs into it,

and as soon as melted, " woik " the

sack one way and the other with an
old hoe, and watch the wax rise. If

all the comb is not in the sack, raise

the upper end, untie, and fill until all

has gone into the sack. Working in

this way, the whole mass of combs
will be reduced to a bushel or so of

refuse, when the sack is to be tied

down as closely as possible.

Now put the plank end of the "up-
right " on the sack, the upper end in

the mortice in the pole, the iron pin in

the right place or hole, and the chain

attached to the anchor iron over the

big end of the pole, when by bearing

down on the small end you can press

the last particle of wax out of that

mass in the burlap sack, as you "rock"
the upright this way and that by carry-

ing the small end of the pole one way
and the other, thus bringing the up-

right to bear, under the great pressure,

on every particle the sack contains.

Having all the wax out, hang a

weight on the small end of the pole,

let the fire go out, and the next morn-
ing take the cake of wax from the

whole top of the kettle. Its thickness

will be in proportion to the amount of

comb you had to render.

To prepare the wax for market, try

this : For every 10 pounds of wax, put

in a suitable sized vessel, allow two
quarts of water and one pint of good
vinegar, and when the whole is melted

over a fire, strain through common
cotton cloth into the vessel you wish

to cake it in, keeping the latter vessel

where it will remain warm enough to

keep the wax liquid for four or five

hours. Just watch it a moment, and
you will see that the whole mass is

moving or working and stirring about,

which it will keep doing to a lesser and
lesser extent as it grows colder. In

this way all particles of dirt which the

strainer did not remove will be found

on the bottom of the hardened cake,

from which it can be scraped with a

dull knife.

If you wish something fancy, have

several tin molds made which will each

hold a 2-pound "brick," and when you
have it all in this way, you can pack it

in a square box. each cake wrapped in

a sheet of butter paper, the same as

they do " prints " of butter when you
can get a fancy or " gilt edged " price

"Buying Cheap Goods to Save Money is Lilce Stopping tlie Clocic to Save Time" ^r."'X-\""7„ur"lrenTes"''nutVm!.;^^^
It Pays to Buy LEWIS BEEWARE— Always tlie Same— Always Standard <;. b. i.eni» c"onipnn>, \vaterto«n. wu.
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for it. If you try this way of saving,
rendering, and putting up wax for mar-
ket, you will never allow more to go to

waste, and may find enjoyment in the
work, far beyond that of sitting down
in the " country store" talking "idle
gossip."
Borodino, N. Y.

European Foul Brood

BV DR. C. C. MILLER.

A
CORRESPONDENT desires the
latest wrinkle in the treatment of
European foul brood. The styles

for 1913 will be mucli the same
as for the past year. There are,

however, new members of the Bee
Journal family who need information
on the subject, and, alas! some of the
old members may find their premises
invaded for the first time this year by
the dreaded visitor. So it may be well
to discuss the subject in a sort of gen-
eral way.

First and foremost, have only strong

colonies. A strong colony may resist

an attack where a weak one succumbs.
So if the disease is in your vicinity, or
within a few miles, and you dread its

invasion, /ccc/ all colonies strong. Any-
way, t/u's IS a faying thing to do if there
ivere mo disease icithin a thousand
miles. After the disease has made its

appearance, you are sure to have weak
colonies. After being attacked by Eu-
ropean foul brood, it is only a question
of time when the strongest colony will

be weak. Little use to attempt any
treatment until the colony is made
strong, either by the uniting of two or
more affected colonies, or by the giv-
ing of sealed brood or bees from
healthy colonies.

Second, if your bees are not of the
best Italian stock, introduce that kind.
It is now quite generally agreed among
foul-brood inspectors that the worst
ravages of the disease occur where
black blood predominates, and that a

strong factor in either prevention or
cure is the introduction of Italian

blood. Some, however, agree with J.

E. Crane, who gives it as his opinion.
Gleanings in Bee Culture, page 85,

"that the ability of bees to resist dis-
ease depends more upon their strength
and vigor of constitution than the
color of their abdominal rings." Even
so, it still remains true that in the
great majority of cases there will be an
increase of strength and vigor of con-
stitution where black or hybrid blood
is succeeded by best Italian blood. In-
deed, Mr. Crane immediately adds to

the words already quoted, " On the
whole it now looks as though the in-

troduction of vigorous strains of Ital-

ian bees might, in skillful hands, prove
a short cut in curing European foul
brood."

Suppose, however, no matter what
the quality or condition of your bees,
that the appearance of the brood is

such as to|make you suspicious. The
first thing to do is to send a sample of
the suspected brood, perhaps a comb
4 inches square, to Dr. E. F. Phillips,

Agricultural Department, Washington,
D. C. If you write him in advance, he
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will send you a tin box in which to
mail the sample, and it will cost you
nothing tor this, nor for what he does
for you afterward. After analysis he
will give you expert opinion as to
what is the matter, if anything, and
probablv add instructions on what to
do.

SHALL THE COMBS BE SAVED ?

Turning now especially to my corres-
pondent, I suspect the question you
want answered is whether it is advis-
able to use the same treatment for Eu-
ropean as for American foul brood,
destroying all combs, or whether it is

better to use the Alexander treatment,
or some modification of it, without de-
stroying any combs. Good authorities
have been very emphatic that the former
is the oilly course advisable, consider-
ing the danger that ignorant or care-
less bee-keepers might by the latter
course spread the disease rather than
stamp it out. I have no quarrel with
any one who thinks this the safer plan.
It certainly is sa/f?; at least in the
hands of the careless. And it would
be safer still not only to burn up all

brood and combs, but to burn as well
all the bees, hives—everything.
Indeed the time was, when that was

the only treatment considered advis-
able for American foul brood, to burn
up the whole thing, lock, stock, and
barrel. Yet nowadays no one advises
to destroy, in all cases, hives and bees;
although it might be advisable if only
a colony or two in the neighborhood
were affected. But such localities are
getting to be more and more scarce all

the time, and the effort is made more
and more to control the disease rather
than to stamp it out entirely. So if it

be the right thing to save the hives
and bees, why not save the combs also
if we can ?

When the combs are destroyed, it is

not the mere waste of so much valuable
material. The heavy set-back to the
colony from having to build up anew
is a matter of greater consideration.
Destroy the combs and you can count
on little from the colony for that sea-
son ; whereas if the combs be left, you
may have a fair surplus.

ALE.XANDER TREATMENT.

If you decide to save the combs, you
may adopt the Alexander plan of treat-
ment. Make the colony strong. Kill
the queen. In 10 days kill all queen-
cells. In 10 days more give a ripe
queen-cell of best Italian stock, or a
virgin just hatched of the same stock.
When brood from the new queen ap-
pears, it will be healthy. This makes
a break in brood-rearing of about a
month's duration.

MODIFIED ALEXANDER TREATMENT.

Good results have been obtained
without so long a break in brood-rear-
ing. Instead of a queen-cell or a virgin
just hatched, a laying young queen may
be given about 20 days after the removal
of the old queen. Another plan, greatly
shortening the period of queenlessness,
has proved well worth trying. At the

time of removing the old queen, or as
soon thereafter as the bees will accept
it, let a queen-cell or a virgin just
hatched be given. This ought to
make a break in brood-rearing of not
more than 10 days. Besides the shorter
time of queenlessness, there is the ad-
vantage in this case that the bees do
not have the discouragement of being
hopelessly queenless, and there is rea-
son to believe that this discourage-
ment is no help to the colony in clean-
ing up the disease.

CAGING THE QUEEN.

The instruction has been to kill the
old queen. Instead of being killed
she might be used elsewhere, but for
the fact that generally a queen does not
do good work after she has been for
some time in a colony badly affected
with European foul brood. In a very
mild case, however, the queen is likely
to be still as good as ever, and as the
only object in removing the queen (un-
less she be replaced by a better one) is

to stop the rearing of brood, there is

no need to remove her at all. Simply
cage her in the hive for a week or 10

days, and then release her. Even if a

certain percent of cases thus treated
should be failures, the simplicity of

doing nothing more than to cage the
queen for a few days may be preferred
to a surer plan involving several times
as much trouble.

RECURRENCE OF DISEASE.

The question has been asked, " How
long does it take to get rid of the dis-

ease entirely ?" Perhaps no one can
answer that question with any degree
of positiveness. It has been said that

European foul brood is more persis-
tent, more difficult to eradicate entirely
than the American variety. Speaking
of foul brood and probably referring to
American, E. D. Townsend says in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, page 45 :

" Once
in a locality, always in that locality.

One can free a hive of the disease, very
probably a yard, but not a locality of

any considerable area." If that be true
of American, it is more emphatically

true of European. Xo matter whether
the combs are all destroyed in the
treatment of the disease, it is likely to
appear again. Yet with proper watch-
fulness there need never be any bad
case, and good crops of honey may be
obtained in spite of it. In the apiary
of the writer a single diseased cell is

considered warrant for treatment, so
there can never be any very bad case.

It should be mentioned, however,
that a very little of the disease is bad
in its effects, for a colony very lightly
affected seems to fall behind another
entirel)' healthy colony to a larger ex-
tent than one would suppose possible
from so small an amount of the dis-

ease.

Marengo, 111.

Color of Queens
BV C. P. DADA.NT.

DR.
KRAMER holds that the color
of queens is lighter when they are
reared from a young mother;
that the queen gets darker in

color as she grows older, and
that her progeny is therefore also
darker.
He holds that the soil of a country

has an influence upon the amount of

mineral contained in the honey, and
that it thereby influences the color of

the bees. A soil rich in potash will

produce lighter. colored bees (accord-
ing to one of his commentators, E.

Van Hay). What do our queen-breed-
ers have to say about this? Some of

them who have reared queens largely
both in the North and the South ought
to have an opinion based upon experi-
ence.

Is it a fact that a queen reared in

a very dark cell will be in general
darker than one reared in a lighter

colored cell ? Or is this because the
light-colored cells are built at the time
of the greatest crop and in a favorable
season ?

The above enquiry was put in type
and a proof-sheet sent to a number of

queen-breeders with a request to give
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their opinion and their experience.

The following have replied kindly to

our request, for which we express our

thanks: J. A.Simmons, J. P.Moore,
Grant Anderson, W. J. Littlefield, A. B.

Marchant, Frank F. France, Quirin-

the Queen-breeder, J. M. Davis, T. S.

Hall, and J. J. Wilder. It would take

too much room to give all the replies

in full, so we will summarize them and
quote only extracts.

All agree that a queen gets darker as

she grows older, but not one thinks

that the daughters of a young queen
will be lighter colored than those of

an old queen.

J. A. Simmons says :
" '1 he inexperi-

enced will often be surprised at having

produced both light and dark queens

from eggs from a evenly-marked queen.

"A queen is darker as she grows
older, I am free to admit. But I have

had such a liking for some good breed-

ers that I continued to use them as

such, after they had become so poor as

to egg laying that they required brood
from other colonies to maintain their

colonies' normal condition, but the

last queens reared from them were
just as prolific and as light as the ones
first reared."

Frank F. France says: "I have no-

ticed that a queen just hatched from a

cell that has been chilled has a darker

tip to the abdomen."

Likewise Quirin writes: "A light

or dark cell, light or dark honey, light

or dark pollen have influence towards
producing either lighter or darker

queens, yet said influence is so ex-

tremely light as not to be noticed for

several generations. Temperature has

a far greater bearing on the color prop-

osition than either food or color of

the comb. Queens hatched in a low
temperature may be good sized, etc.,

but will be darker than if hatched at a

higher degree."

As to the effect of the soil upon the

color of the bees and of the honey,

France thinks it may affect the honey
but not the color of the bees. Mar-
chant says: "I believe that queens
reared in'the North are brighter than

those reared in the South, and possibly

it is the soil that causes this, as the

lands in the North have more potash
than those of the South."

W. J. Littlefield says: "The soil

may or may not influence the color of

the honey, but I am sure the honey has
nothing to do with the color of the

•queens; if it did, in early spring when
we feed back to the bees the dark
honey that is not fit to put on the mar-

I ket, we would get very dark queens;
: then when we feed white sugar syrup
we would get much lighter-colored

queens. The color of the honey, how-
ever, has quite a little to do with the

color of the wax, the darker the honey
the darker the wax will be." (This
last proposition, which is out of the
present subject, deserves a special dis-

' cussion.)
Grant Anderson has " kept bees on

many kinds of soils, and has never no-

ticed any change in the color of the
bees."

J. A. Simmons says: "As my queen-
re'aring experience has been conlined
to soils of a like nature, I cannot deny
Dr. Kramer's statement. This is more
chemistry than I have applied to queen-
rearing. But would not this difference,

if correct, also affect the color of per-
sons eating this honey? Ladies, be
careful or you may change your color,
or be sure to get the kind of honey
that will produce the desired effect.

Queens alike in color and size may be
produced from either light or dark
cells under favorable conditions. It

will be noticed that, very early or late

in the season, when there is but little

honey coming in, colonies made queen-
less and compelled to rear queens pro-
duce smaller and darker queens, in

cells started from dark cell-cups about
the combs, as if they were made from
bits of wax gathered from the combs
already built, and not of their own
secretion. Therefore, it is my opinion
that the season, rather than the color
of the cells, makes the difference in

the color of queens."

T. S. Hall says in part: " There is a

marked difference in the color of some
queens, when the cells are allowed to

get cliilled or the temperature goes be-
low the normal. This we know, for we
have left cells out all night and put
them the ne.xt morning where the bees
could impart the necessary heat, for
the hatching of the queen. The differ-

ent colors of pollen also show in the
golden bees and queens. Pollen gath-
ered from sumac gives the light bees
and queens a golden rich color."

J. J. Wilder says :
" I am inclined to

take side with Dr. Kramer as to the
color of queens and their progeny be-
ing affected by the soil, or even by the
atmospheric condition of a country. I

believe this will explain also why a

queen and her progeny gradually
darken in color as they grow older.

This only applies to our rich colored
Italian stock which is bred up for
color. My opinion is based on experi-
ence from the high mountainous sec-
tion of Georgia to the low sea level

section of Florida. I have always no-
ticed that a bright colored Italian queen
and her progeny gradually darken in
color, but never thought of bringing
the matter up for discussion.

" The color of our Italian stock is

far more easily maintained on the high
and dry ridgy sections of Florida and
the mountainous sections of our coun-
try. This land is rich in potash. Our
principal honey plant in the high sec-
tion is the partridge pea, and it grows
prolific and yields nectar only on land
rich in potash. On the other hand,
on the low, level land of middle
Georgia, where my bee-business is

located, and the soil is rich in lime,
we cannot maintain the color of the
Italian stock. In fact, it is astonish-
ing how fast the color darkens. The
same conditions prevail along the low,
flat, sea level land of Florida, where
the atmosphere is very heavy and salty.

There the yellow bands of the Italians
are so dull in color that they can
hardly be detected.
"My apiaries on the high land of

Florida are stocked with very beauti-
ful colored Italians. I found this
stock there, and it has reproduced
itself up to the present. Very often a
queen and her progeny come out away
ahead of the others in color. My api-
arist calls them our $20 queens, and
points them out to me as we go over
the apiaries. When I return a few
months later, and ask about these ex-
tra-fine colored queens and bees, the
apiarist remarks that they have fallen
off some in color. But they never
change to dark-colored Italians. They
are always bright, and only lose a little

of their extra brightness.
" In conclusion, letme say that this is

a very important question, and if solved
will prove a great help to our industry."
We insert Wilder's letter in full be-

cause it brings out a point worth con-
sidering. The bees of a bright $20-
queen darken in color at different
times. Is not the honey contained in
their honey-sac at the time responsible
in part for this ? Years ago both A. I.

Root and the elder Dadant called at-
tention to the fact that the yellow
bands of the Italian bees are more or
less transparent, and that the color of
the honey harvested by them influences
their appearance without changing
their color.

The sum of the replies indicates that
queens are possibly darker when
reared in unfavorable seasons. That
is probably why darker cells have been
thought to produce darker queens.
As to the unanimous agreement that

queens get darker as they grow older,
is it not possible that this darker ap-
pearance is due to the loss of the
downy hairs of youth and not to an
actual change of color? Very old
queens are always hairless and shiny,
looking therefore much darker than
the young ones.
We believe this question is worth

discussing on account of the all but
unanimous desire to secure bright
queens as well as prolific ones.

Later.—Here is an additional con-
tril)Ution to the same subject which
gives new ideas. Mr. Frohliger uses
some very plain, common-sense talk.

We already know that honey from dif-

ferent localities is of different colors,
sometimes coming from the same kind
of plant.

" The color question has always
been one that bee-keepers would, as it

were, go mad about. Personally, I

have never been a stickler for color,
and have had some of the goldens that
were really a picture to look at and
admire ; but, oh ! how they could use
their sting ; with more than a ven-
geance, too, and I was very glad to get
rid of them without any extra charge.

" I firmly believe that climate, soil,

location and surroundings have a won-
derful effect upon the color, disposi-
tion, and general contour of our bees
as well as upon the human family and
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domestic animals in general. 'Tell me
your company and I'll tell you who
you are arid what you are.'

"The beesaround San FranciscoBay.
subject to the ocean winds, fogs, cold,

etc., are more sluggish than they are
near the central parts of the State, and
away from these natural elements.
Yes. I believe they have a tendency to

get darker, too. Does not the sunshine
have an effect upon those who are out
in it all of the time, and will it not im-
prove the' color of an individual if he
is always out in the sunshine and fresh

air compared to one that is housed up
all the time, and does not the skin and
general complexion change accord-
ingly? Why should not the soil, food
and water have their effect upon the

bees and their products ?

" Why is it that the honey from the
alfalfa raised in the valley is darker
than that on the higher altitudes ? Tell

me why fruit that is produced in the
valleys has a different color and flavor

from that which is produced in the
mountainous regions. If you do not
know this, come out and visit some of

the specialty shows, or ask some fruit-

grower in the mountains and he will

tell you with a great deal of pride, as

well as satisfaction, and prove it, too,

that the mountain fruit is the best in

color, flavor, and general size.

"Here in California we have soils

that are only adapted to almonds, wal-
nuts and certain kinds of berries, but
will not raise grapes and other fruits.

Is it the soil only? I would say not,

as climate and rain and other natural
causes have their wonderful effects,

and if you want to be a successful
rancher, study the conditions of the
soil, your climate, and then plant what
is best. So it is with the bees, put
them where they can get a crop at

short range, and do not expect them to

go 2 to 5 miles and do as well as those
who must only go a stone's throw.

" Give me a strain of gentle bees with
a good deal of enci-gy and long tongues,
and I will not look for color, but
see how much honey they will gather
and how well they will provide and
guard their home. Take care of them
and they will pay you back for every
courtesy extended to them."

Dr. Miller*s Answers^

Send Questions either to the office of the .American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. III.

He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Overstocking—Honey-Boards, Etc.—Dividing

1. I have only had my bees about three
years. The man I bought them from said he
was selling off his bees and was going to Old
Mexico, as that was a great bee-country. So
I bought about one-half of his bees, and he
went away and was gone about two years.
Then he came back and began to increase
his bees again. I have foul apiaries now.
One was doing fairly well, so he has just put
in a Big apiary about one-half mile from
mine. We figure on 5u pounds per colony
here. Now, what would you eastern bee-
men think of being treated this way? It

does not look to me like he or I will get very
much honey by having the bees so close to-

gether. The locations for bees are about
all takenup here, I think. There are some
new locations about I8 miles from here.
This over-crowding does not look very en-
couraging to me. What do you think of it ?

2. How is a honey-board made? Is it just

a board with a bee-escape on the underside?
Would it pay to use these for extracting
honey: put them on in the afternoon before
you expect to extract, and then just take off

the supers and frames together, and wheel
them into the extracting house ?

3. Do milo maize or sorghum yield honey
or pollen ? They are raising a large amount
of milo maize here.

4. Does any one know of something that
could be sown in waste places where irrigat-

ing water runs, or where Bermuda grass
now grows that would produce honey and
also be good for the farmer? There are
several places here where Bermuda grass
grows, when it gets the waste water from
the ranches.

5. Will bees draw out foundation as soon
when it has been in the frame three months
as they would if only in the frame three
weeks? I like to put my foundation in the
frame in the winter time, when I have plenty
of time. This to be new foundation iust

made.
6. When is the best time to make new

swarms ? I worked with a bee-man one
summer before I bought my bees. He made
his new swarms when he was extracting.
But I think it disturbs the bees so much
when they are working hard, and it looks to
me like they will not store as much honey if

torn apart at this time. ARizoN.^.

Answers.— I. My thought about it is that

this sort of thing makes bee-keeping a very

uncertain thing to count on. Years ago I

took the ground that if ever it was to be a

reliable business, a man should have just as

much right to his territory as the man who
keeps cattle or other live stock. .So far as I

now remember not a single man expressed

any agreement with me, although since then

a good many have. There is Quite a general

agreement that a man has a prior right

morally, although some do not even believe

in that. But in matters of business, moral
rights are not very reliable. I have a moral
right to the possession of my horses, but if

I had no legal right to them I doubt if I

would keep them long. Some day bee-

keepers may be advanced enough so that a

man may be iust as safe from interference in

his bee-pasture as he now is in his cow-pas-

ture. At present you have no redress, and
must just grin and bear it—or else bear it

without grinning.

2. Honey-boards were in use long before

bee-escapes were ever heard of. A honey-

board was one placed over the top-bars,

with a bee-space between, there being in the

board, holes or slotsover which were placed

surplus boxes. Latterly a board with an

escape in it is sometimes called a honey-

board, but it is belter simply to call it a bee-
escape. Opinions are divided as to usint
bee-escapes in the way you mention, some
highly approving them and others not be-

lieving them worth while. I suspect that

bee-escapes work better for some than for

others, either because of the difference in

bees or for some other reason.

3. I don't know. I should guess they would
be good yielders of pollen at least.

4. I think sweet clover has been very suc-

cessful in such places.

5. Speaking very strictly. I suppose the

fresher the foundation is the better. But I

have used foundation that had been fast-

ened in four or five years, and I've some
question whether the bees made any great

difference between that and that which had
been put in only four or five days. At any
rate, I believe it good policy to get it ready
in advance as you propose.

h. There is no fixed rule about it. One
would think it best to follow Nature, and
make increase at the time bees swarm
naturally. But nearly every one agrees

nowadays that natural swarming is decid-

edly detrimental to the honey crop. In my
locality it seems much better to have no
increase until at or near the close of the

harvest. In some localities, where there is

a heavy late flow, it may be better to divide

early in the season.

Questions on Requeening, Increase, Etc.

1. I am running for extracted and comb
honey. Before swarming seasons I place
the queen and one frame of brood, and the
balance drawn out combs, in an 8-frame
hive; over this an excluder with the rest of
the brood in the upper story. In o or I2 days
1 cut out all the queen-cells, if there are any.
Why not put the empty hive with the drawn
combs on top without an excluder ? Would
that work just as well or would it cause
more swarming?

2. Which is the simplest way. rear queens
in nuclei, or requeen the selected colonv by
inserting a frame with queen-cells ?

3. Is there any proof that bees sleep to a
certain extent during a honey-flow ?

4. .As a rule, every bee-keeper has some
iveaklings in his yard. I don't care how
much attention he givesthem. To strengthen
them what is your plan, to swap frames or
go to strong colonies, give them a good shak-
ing and leave them with the queen and one
frame of brood in the hive on the old stand,
and out the rest of the brood under the
weak colony ? Very likely there would be
queen-cells started.

5. To melt up cappings and wax scraps,
what would be the simplest way to do ?

ti. Do you think bees will rear workers, if

shaken in a hive with a queen, in a full set

of all drone-combs ?

7. If given full sheets of foundation will

there be any drone cells ?

s. I bought 3 colonies of bees in box-hives
at a sale for Ji.is each, and they were as

heavy as lead. My intention was. a little be-

fore swarming season, to drum out the bees
with the queen and make 2 colonies out of

the parent colony. What would be the best

thing to do ?

Q. In what way is the most honey gained by
extracting, in 3 or 10 frame hives ? I put on
supers over double brood-chambers ?

Missouri.

.\NSWERS.— I. No. the excluder is an impor-

tant part of the stunt. 'Without the excluder

swarming would be hindered to a certain

extent, but not as much as with theexcluder.

2. It is much simpler to hang in the hive a

frame with a aueen-cell, or to put in a

Queen-cell without the frame. Only in that

case you will have to wait 10 days to 2 weeks

before the young queen begins to lay. 'Vou
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also run some risk that the young queen

may fail.

3. I think that has been proven; but I can

not now cite the proof.

4. Early in the season the former plan; at

the approach of swarming the latter.

5. Use a solar wax-extractor.

6. I tried that once, and the bees wouldn't

stay; swarmed out. In other cases, where

there was an excess of drone-comb, they

reared an excess of drones; but in some

cases they narrowed the mouths of the

drone-celis and reared workers.

7. None to speak of; but the bees are

likely to find some little vacancy that they

can fill with drone-cells. Practically speak-

ing, however, there will be no drone-comb if

frames are entirely filled with worker foun-

dation.

8. You can do as you suggest, or you can

wait until the bees swarm, hive the swarm

on the old stand, put the old hive close be-

side the swarm, 8 days later move the old

hive to a new stand, and 21 days after

swarming, when all worker-brood has

hatched out. break up the old hive and give

the bees to the swarm.

0, Without any special care I should ex-

pect more from the 10 framer, because the

colony would likely be stronger. With spe-

cial management there may be no difference.

Increase Without Swartning

I have two strong colonies of bees; in each
hive the brood-chamber is a double lo-frame
brood-chamber, making 20 framts to each.
Now, I wish to know what is the best way

to make" increase" of my bees ? I would
like to avoid the troubles of the usual

swarming, and yet increase my stock.
Illinois.

Answer.—Here is one good way :
Operate

a little before the usual time of swarming in

your neighborhood; or, if you wish to take

a little more pains, operate after queen-

cells are started but before they are sealed,

for with tlie first sealing a swarm is likely to

issue. Set one of the stories on a new stand

putting in it all the frames of brood with ad-

hering bees, and leave the rest of the combs
and bees with the old queen on the old

stand. The hive on the old stand ought to

give a good surplus in a good year, and if

you want to make more sure of it you can

brush back into this hive the bees from

half the combs of the other hive. There is,

however, some danger of aswaim as soon

as the first young queen emerges. You can

prevent this by destroying all queen-cells

but one. Or, you may prevent it by dividing

the brood into two parts, providing you want

the increase.

It may be still better first to put all the

brood in the upper story, with an excluder

between the two stories and the queen in

the lower story. Then, a week later, move
the upper story to a new stand. In this

case there ought to be no danger of swarm-
ing.

Improving Stock

I. I would like to know of some simple way
to improve my bees, without taking too
much time from my other bee-work. 1 pro-
duce both comb and extracted honey, but
mostly extracted. lam surrounded by box-
hive bee-keepers; no chance to get very far
away from all of them. My bees are nicely
marked Italians, but I do not know how
they will compare with the best strains in

the country. They were brought here years
ago. and natural swarming has scattered

them all over the country. There has been
no new blood introduced since the start.

2. Will you tell nie some simple way in
which I can keep a record of my bees—

I

mean a record of queens, etc.. to see if

there is any improvement in them'
3. Where could I get Alley's book on

queen-rearing? Montana.

Answers— L The matter is quite simple.

Keep track of what your bees accomplish,

especially those that are better than the

average, and then breed from the best. If

you continue this year after year you will

not fail of results, even if inferior bees are

all around you. It is possible, however, that

even the best of your bees are not very

good, and in that case it will pay well to

send off to some reliable breeder for a bet-

ter queen.

2. I use a cheap blank book, giving to each
colony its place, and enter there the impor-

tant items, especially the amount of honey
each colony yields. That matter I keep in

a spot on the page by itself, so that at any

time I can glance at it and tell just wliat the

colony has done. This credit may be made
in the apiary at the time the honey is taken

off. For instance, this credit may appear:

24, 24. 24, 15. That means I took away 24 sec-

tions each time at three different times,

and the equivalent of 15 sections at the last

time, makings? sections in all.

3. It is out of print, but you will find the

Alley queen-rearing method in "The Hive

and Honey Bee," latest edition.

Removing Winter Protection in Spring—Keeping

Queens Among the Bees

1. I have aways hesitated to remove the
winter protection chaff tray, etc.) in the
early spring in order to examine colonies.
As you advocate to take the bees out when
hard sweet maple is in bloom, would this

also be a good signal to go by for removing
the winter packing, or, if not, what would
be?

2. I have always been puzzled how to keep
a lot of queens when not having immediate
use for them. You stale on page lit about
the maximum length of time one could keep
queens in cages without danger to their lay-

ing powers. I suppose while so caged they
do not lay any eggs. Even the interruption
in laying while queens are in the mails is

said to be harmful.
3. Suppose one has 3-frame nuclei, could

the seven best frames of a colony be added
to the nuclei without danger to the nu-
clei and queens 'i Pennsylvania.

Answers.—I. If you will look again you

will see that it is the soft maple, not the

hard, that usually gives the signal for taking

bees out of a cellar. The hard maple blooms

a little later. Taking bees out of a cellar is

a different affair from taking away the

wrappings of those that have been wintered

outside. My bees have no wrapping after

being brought out, but some think it pays to

give them protection after that time. At
any rate, if my bees were outdoors and well

packed. I would hesitate about unpacking

them at the time of maple bloom unless I

thought there was danger of their being

short of stores, and even then it might be

worth while to return the packing until

about the time of fruit bloom.

2. In the case you speak of. the queens
were kept in small cages in a small

colony. This was in the spring when there

was no heavy laying yet. and I doubt it the

queens were at all injured by being kept

from laying. My guess would be that a

queen, or a number of queens, might be thus

kept safely for a month, perhaps two
months, in a queenless colony, or a queen-
right colony if the bees would feed her. In-

deed, she might be kept in a candied cage if

the bees did not feed her, only in that case
bees having a queen of their own might be
hostile to her, and this nervous irritation

might be bad for a queen. I am not sure
that it has ever been claimed that the
cessation from laying was an injury to
queens sent through the mails. It doesn't
hurt a queen to remain all winter without
laying. Nor is it likely she is injured by
ceasing to lay in a dearth long continued.
She may be injured by being jarred and
frightened in the mails, by -w/i/Av/ cessation
from laying, and especially by being flung
about when heavy with eggs.

3. Yes. if the bees had been queenless
long enough to be thoroughly aware of
their queenlessness. say two days. It would
be still safer if the bees were taken from
different colonies.

Brood Combs

What do you do with the brood comb after
it is a few years old ? Do you take it out or
leave it in for a life time ? Texas.

Answer.— I have never taken away a comb
from the bees merely on account of its age,

no matter how old. So long as a straight
worker comb remains in good condition I

would rather have it than a new comb. One
reason for that is that the bees themselves
perfer the old comb. Give them an old

black comb side by side with a new comb or

a frame filled with comb foundation, and
they will always choose the old comb first,

either for brood or honey. At least that is

the way my bees have done.

Many others, however, think it well to

have the combs renewed every few years,

some even going so far as to renew them
every 2 years. Especially do they urge this

in regions where foul brood prevails. The
time preferred for this renewal is in the
spring or early summer, the combs taken
away being melted.

Cement Hives—Swarms—Preventing Them—Win-
ter Entrance and Packing

1. I intend to make chaff hives with out-
side walls of cement Ji inch thick, and in-

•

side walls of lumber >« inch thick. The
dead air space is to be filled with dry saw-
dust. Do you think this hive, with a cement
bottom and lumber roof, will answer for
summer and winter ?

2. If I kill the queen to a swarm which
has Settled on a tree, will the swarm return
to the parent hive ?

3. Last summer a swarm returned to a
hive before I could get it. I had planned to
establish a new colony with this swarm, but
it went back into the parent hive. I sus-
pected the queen was too young. What was
the reason the swarm returned ?

4. I'o prevent swarming. I will shove the
pile of supers back so as to make an open-
ing of !4 inch for ventilation along the front.
Will this prevent swarming and affect the
storing of honey ':'

5. Which is the better, thin boards or bur-
lap placed over the brood-chamber for win-
tering? Straw or leaves are to be placed
above.

6. Should the thin boards be made tight or
have a hole cut in the center ?

7. Should the entrance be 1x5 inches, with
a wire-cloth in it to prevent mice entering ?

Indiana.
Answers.— I. I don't know, but from what

little I have read I am afraid you will not

like it. Better try it on a small scale, and
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please reporl how it turns out. Sawdust be-

tween walls is not liked so well nowadays
as something looser, as planer shavings or

crumpled newspapers.
2. As my queens are all clipped, I have

had many swarms come out. and after the

queen dropped on the ground the swarm
would return to the hive after sailing about
in the air for a few minutes. Sometimes
they settle on trees, returning to the hive

after hanging there for a time. Dccasion-
ally they will return to the wrong hive if a

swarm has issued_from it a little while be-

fore and the bees are making a call at the

entrance.

3. I don't know.

4. Ventilating in that way is a help against

swarming, although, of course, it will not

prevent it. I have practiced it much, and
never knew any harm to come from it in the

way of chilling bees. The only harm is that

sections ne.xt to the opening are delayed in

being finished, but not always, fnstead of

shoving the lower section-super back. I

shove it forward. I have used the plan with
extracting-supers. and "stuttered " them;

that is. I shoved the lower super forward,

the next back, the next forward, and so on.

5. I have had no experience, but some
claim one way is better and some the other.

6. Some have a hole in thecenter and some
do not. but in either case there must be
packing, the same as when gunny-sacking is

used.

7. Wire-cloth with three meshes to the

inch is a good thing at the entrance for win-

ter, but not when bees are flying daily.

Introducing Queens

What success do you have introducing
queens ? We lose a great many by the candy
route. This country is so dry they don't
seem to eat her out. We always have to

help her out. and she is often badly dealt
with. Can you tell me some surer way of
introducing? New Mexico.

Answer.—If you help a queen out. the ex-

citement of opening the hive is likely to

stir up the bees so that the queen is in more
danger than when she quietly comes out of

her own accord, when the bees eat out the

candy. Instead of helping her out. you

might wet the candy with water and return

the cage, wetting it more than once if nec-

essary, but leaving the bees to free the

queen.
Yes. I can give you a way of introducing

that is entirely sure, although it is some
trouble, and I have never used it except

with a queen of extra value. Put any num-
ber of frames of brood in an upper story

over an excluder, where the queen can not

lay in them. When all the brood is sealed,

replace the excluder with a sheet of wire-

cloth, put an empty story over it. into which
you will put the frames of brood after you
have brushed off every sinsle bee. Put your
queen upon the combs, close the upper
story bee-tight, and in five days set it on a

new stand, giving an entrance for a single

bee to pass, enlarging the entrance a few

days later. The queen, of course, is per-

fectly safe, as these young bees know no
other mother.
Another way nearly as safe, but easier, is

based on the fact that it is the older bees

that kick up a rumpus with a new queen.
Take from the hive one or two frames of

brood and put them in a new hive. Set this

new hive in place of the old hive, put on i

supers if there are any. and cover over. It

makes little difference whether you fill up
the vacancies in the two hives. Now- set
the old hive on topof all. and put your caged
queen in it. Of course, you have removed
the old queen entirely. After the queen
has been out of the cage two days or more,
return the old hive to its place, giving back
the brood-combs that were removed. The
old bees, as they return from the field,

will accept the situation kindly, having
been queenless since the change. With this
plan you ought not to have one failure in a
hundred.

Wintering Bees on a Porcli in Cliina

I am wintering my bees in a porch at the
back of my house. I covered the open sides
of the porch with paper. It is about I2xti

feet. It has a big window, and a door also
made of paper. I put the hives near the
window and door, surrounded them singly
with boxes 4 feet square, having no bottoms
or tops. They are made of reed matting,
and chaffed with lice husks from the bot-
tom up to 7 or 8 inches above the hives. On
top of the hives I put the supers with a
piece of burlap nailed on the bottom of
each. I put a board in the middle of each
super, in which I cut an opening 4 inches
square, and it is covered with a piece of
glass through which I can feed and inspect
the bees without disturbing them. Then I

placed a thermometer on topof the frames
just under the glass opening, and 1 find the
temperature averages a bout 40 degrees Fahr..
while the temperature in the paper-covered
porch is about 20 degrees Fahr. The out-
side temperature near the porch is about I

or 2 degrees lower. I found no dampness in
the hives, and the bees are active and mov-
ing about in the hives whenever I examine
them through the glass opening.

1. Does the queen, in this condition, still

lay eggs and the colony rear brood ?

2. Do you think my way of wintering satis-
factory ?

3. Would a thermometer put on top of the
frames serve the purpose of approximately
ascertaining the temperature in the hives ?

If yes. what average temperature should it

show during winter, spring, summer and
autumn for a normal colony?

4. In wintering, is it better to leave the
bees in the cold ibut not to the drafts of
cold wind) so that they may not be able to
move or fly rather than to artificially warm
up the hive in order that the bees may not
mistake the artificial warmth for spring. By
flying out they would certainly die.

China.

Answers.—I. The likelihood is you will

find the queens stop laying in the fall and
then begin again perhaps toward the last of

February, or in some cases possibly in Jan-

uary, although this is guessing, and my
dates may be much outof the way. "as I don't

know the climate in your part of China. At
any rate. I feel pretty sure your queens stop

laying altogether for a time, even if the bees

do rot seem entirely dormant.
2. I would guess that a little higher tem-

perature would do no harm, and yet my
opinion is not worth as much as the opinion

of the bees, and if they winter satisfactorily

nothing more should be asked.

3. I suppose you mean the temperature in

thecluster of bees.anda thermometer on top

of the frames would not tell very much about

this. In the human body the temperature
remains nearly-the same whatever the tem-

perature of the surrounding air. It is a good
deal the same with the bees. Indeed, when
there is a fall in the thermometer placed

over the frames, you might find the tem-

perature rising in the cluster, paradoxical

as it seems, just as the colder the day the

hotter the fire in our dwellings. For the

bees have the ability to raise the tempera-
ture in the cluster by increased consump-
tion and activity.

4. Yes. nothing should be done to induce
the bees to fly when they would get chilled.
Indeed, it is sometimes a good thing to
shade the entrance lest the sun shining in
may induce them to fly when the air is too
cold. While the hives should be protected,
there is such a thing as keeping them too
warm.

Renting Bees on Halves—Cellar Ventilation

I- 'let my bees on halves last summer.
Should the man who took the bees have
left enough stores for winter ? Four of my
colonies starved to death before I could at-
tend to them, and 10 more would have
starved within a week if I hadn't fed them.
1 his man told me they had plenty of stores
for the winter. I let him have 28 colonies on
June 5. Wasn't he supposed to return to me
28 colonies in the fall? He returned only 28
colonies with half of the increase, and the
increase was 8 swarms. Now. wasn't this
man supposed to leave my bees in good
shape ready to put into the cellar ?

Now. Doctor, is there any law on renting
bees on halves .-

2. I winter my bees in the cellar, and the
thermometer registers from 40 to 42 degrees.
It is a stone cellar with a cement floor,
and the ceiling has a double floor filled in
between with sawdust. It is 10x14 feet in-
side, and b feet high. I have a 2 foot square
hole in the center of the ceiling for ventila-
tion. I throw a quilt over this box, but still
the cellar seems to be damp. Can you tell
me the cause? The bees are quiet. I find
big drops of water under the cover over the
bees when I feed them. New York.

Answers.—I.—If there is any law about
the matter it must be a State law. But I

very much doubt that there is any law about
it in your State or any other State. The
great probability is that the law would in-

sist on the carrying out of any contract
made in the premises. So the whole thing

depends upon theagreement that was made,
and to make sure about it the agreement
should have been in writing. If there was
an agreement that you should receive back
a certain number of colonies at a specified

time, then that agreement should be carried
out. even if the man to whom the bees were
let should have to buy bees to make out the
number. As to disposal of the increase, a

common custom is to divide it equally, but

that custom is hardly law. You let the man
have 28 colonies, and you say "he left me
only 28 with half the increase, and the in-

crease was 8 swarms." If you mean by that

that you got back the orignal number. 28.

and half of the 8 swarms, or 32 in all. it

would seem right. If, however, he left you
only 28. inclutliiiE half the increase, or only 28

in all. that would seem unusual. As to the

condition of thebees in the fall with respect

to stores, that depends upon agreement.
Unless there was some special agreement to

the contrary, you would get the bees back
in the fall without any feeding, if the season

was so poor that they needed feeding in the

fall. But if they had plenty of stores for

winter in the brood-chamber, and he should

extract some of the honey from the brood-

chamber before turning over the bees to

you. then I should say he was not trying to

play fair.

In a matter of this kind, if there is no

written agreement, the fair thing to both par-

ties is the fair thing to do If you have bees

and I take care of them, I furnish the time

an! perhaps the location and you furnisli
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the bees. If there is no honey I have lost

my time, and you will have to lose your

bees unless you furnish me with honey to

feed them, in which case I would feel com-
pelled to do the work.
But if there is a crop and I make some

money, you are entitled to a part of the
profit.

The custom is for the man who furnishes

the bees to furnish the material, hives, sec-

tions, etc . and the crop and the swarms
are divided equally. This is a fair division

between labor and capital.

2. Regarding the moisture in your cellar,

you have not enough ventilation.

An Ontario Letter

So far this winter lias been mild and favor-
able for bees in this locality, along the south
shore of Lake Ontario. The mercury has
been playing between 4 degrees and 40 de-
grees until Feb. 20. when the thermometer
went up to (jo degrees, and the bees on the
summer stands have nken a good flight,
seeming to be all right- Those in the cellar
are doing fine so far. and remain very quiet.
1 he writer has been a bee keeper close to

50 years as a side issue, and over 10 years for
pleasure .yet still remains as one who has fol-
lowed the old Swiss saying. "Drink, drink,
drink;' in order to accomplish anything in
the bee-fraternity worthwhile.

, , ^ Kev. ,T. M. Wismer.
Jordan Station. Ont.

buildings, and on the west by a high fence.
This is my eighth year as a beekeeper. My
crop, last year, was 0000 pounds of finished
sections, a large portion of which was
fancy. ' Bell E. Berryman.
Central City. Nebr.. Feb. 25.

Discouraged With California

Prospect for a good honey crop in Cali-
fornia is very poor at present. The rainfall
so far has been very light, but we may have
P'entyot rain yet. This has probably been
the coldest winter ever experienced in Cali-
fornia since it was settled by the American
people; but it is too early in the season to
tell whether it has had any bad effect on the
honey-producing plants, such as the sage
and mountain buckwheat.
Last year was very poor.no crop at all.

aiin a great many bees died from paralysis,
i he honey business in California is too un-
certain to be depended upon alone for a
living, and should be run in connection with
something else. L G, Smith.
San Benito. Calif., Feb iq.

Wintered Well Out-of-doors

I am sending this photograph of my apiary
01 100 colonies in their winter quarters. This
IS March 4. and I have not lost a single col-
ony, and they are in splendid condition inevery \yay. I expect to harvest 25,00(1 pounds
ot section honey the coming season.

1 he apiary IS protected on the north by

Early Spring in Nebraska

Up-to-date bees have wintered well. Maple
came near starting in southern Nebraska
over a month ago. My bees were in the cel-

lar from Dec. i to Feb. 20. As there was too
much moisture in the hives. I set them in

clustered groups and protected them from
winds. They enjoyed two fairly nice days
after being set out. T. Hi'l.L.

Tobias, Nebr.

Fears Danger of Spraying

I am in the bee-business in a small way I

wintered 10 colonies on summer stands, and
they all seem 10 be in very good shape from
outward appearace, as I have not opened
any of the hives yet. Yesterday, Feb. 21. I

found the bees bringing in pollen, which is

the earliest that 1 ever knew them to be
bringing in pollen in this part of the coun-
try. We are having a very warm spell just

now. The thermometer registered 72 de-
grees yesterday, which accounts for the
bees being at work so early in the season.

I am fearful that our bees will be short of
stores this spring on account of such a warm
winter, and unless we have a very favorable
spring we will have to do some spring feed-
ing to guard against spring dwindling and
loss.

I have always wintered my bees on sum-
mer stands, and have not lost any so far,

but I always aim to protect them by cover-
ing them well and having a windbreak.

I am very much afraid that the reckless
manner in which the fruit-men have been
spraying will soon put an end to bee-keep-
ing in this part of the country. Bees are
worth more to the fruit-men than to the
owner of the bees, in the way of pollenizing
the Iruit. In the spring of I'Jio my neighbor

had an orchard right by my bees, and when
the trees were in bloom it was cold and the
bees could not get out very much, and the
trees that were closest to the bees were the
only ones that had any apples on.
The owner asked me liow I accounted for

that ? My idea was that the bees did not get
very far from the hives, and only distributed
pollen on the nearest trees, for one part of
the orchard had as much bloom as the
other did. Welch Bibbke.
Cottageville, W. Va., Feb. 22.

A Report from Maine

The outlook for the bee-keeper in this'

great potato country is not very bright at
present. The past summer was too wet
and cool, and bees went into winter quar-
ters rather light in stores, and not up to the
standard in bees.
The winter has been the mildest known in

this section for many years up to February,
with the lightest snow fall. In consequence,
the clover fields are covered with a coat of
ice. Since February came the mercury has
tried to hide, most of the time in the glass
bulb at the bottom of the tube. It is 15 de-
grees below zero today, with a strong wind
blowing.
Bees are wintered in cellars here, but an

open winter like this badly injures the
clover on which we depend for our surplus
honey. If Burbank could be persuaded to

make the potato blossom yield a liberal
quantity of nectar of good quality, this

would be a bee-keepers paradise.
We who have sighed for the sunny skies of

southern California feel a little more con-
tented in our northern homes since that
terrible freeze. We have heartfelt si'mpa-
thy for our brother bee-keepers and the
citrus fruit-growers of that sunny (frost bit-

ten! clime. May they never see anything
like it again. Perhaps there is a lesson hid-

den in the frost and ruin that may reveal it-

self for the good of all. Let us hope so.

Caribou. Maine. Feb. H. O. B. Griffin.

Report from Illinois

I had 22 colonies last spring. My time be-

ing taken up with other business. I made ar-

rangements with J. M. Bent, of Milledge-
ville. to take care of my bees on shares. Mr.
Bent also has an apiary of his own.

I now have =;» colonies. All the increase
is from the 22 except 2 swarms. We got

nearly 3000 pounds of extracted honey and
3';o pounds of comb honey this season. The
picture only shows the west end of my bee-

house. It extends 24 feet east. My bees are
all in a healthy condition at present.
Polo, III. O. L Sauer.

Blossoms of Almond Trees

I am sending you some pictures of the
almond trees in full bloom. There are hun-
dreds of acres of trees just like those here.

The honey from the almond is bitter, but as

it comes in February.it is fine for building
up colonies. What swarming my bees do is

in March, but in toi2 I had 23 colonies and no
swarms. I'hey gave me 2800 pounds of

honey R- V. Bryner.
Oakiey. Calif.. Feb. 26.

Bees Wintering Finely

Bees are wintering finely so far; however
we had one day that was pretty rough on
them. It was warm, and the sun was nice
and warm, but a cold wind was blowing.
There was all of a pint of chilled bees scat-

tered around some of the hives.
Oiirin-the-Queen-Breeder.

Bellevue. Ohio.

Mild Winter in South Dakota

The winter has been very mild for this

part of the country, and there has been no
snow so far. I am afraid the prospect for
clover is not improved by this condition.
My bees are wintered in the cellar, and are
doing well. The thermometer has not va-
ried 5 degrees from 45 since they were put in.

South Dakota. Geo, F. Webster.

Bell E. Berryman's Lone-Tree Ai'iarv Wintering Well.

Early Pollen

Mr. Scholl's comments on the need of
early pollen caused me to remember a pho-
tograph taken in 1006, of bees working on rye
flour. When the bees were examined that
spring, late in March, a number of strong
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colonies with healthy looking queens were
found without brood or eggs, while others
not so strong had brood in all stages, some
of it emerging.
These broodless colonies were looked into

every day for over a week before I discov-
ered that they were entirely out of pollen.
I immediately began feeding rye flour mixed
in coarse sawdust in the boxes, as shown in
the photograph, and in three days 4<j colo-
nies used up is pounds of flour. A large
feeder containing sugar syrup was hardly
noticed while the flour held out.
Three days after they started on the flour,

eggs in plenty were found in the broodless
• colonies. I have found it necessary to feed
them only one spring since, which was when
a severe freeze killed all the bloom and
leaves on the early pollen-bearing trees,
leaving no other source until dandelion
bloom, which came that year in June.
Bees are wintering finely, and there is a

heavy growth of white clover, which seems
to be all right so far. though the ground is
very dry with little snow. We need rain

just as soon as the ground thaws out. to save
the clover. D. G. Little.
Hartley. Iowa.

Brood-Rearing Begins
I found brood in one of my colonies about

Tan. 15, and now over half of them have
started brood-rearing. It is down to nearly
zero now. and has been below several times
this winter. My bees are all on summer
stands. K. R. Victor Tippert.
Quays. Ont. Canada.

L. L. Andrews' Experience
I am enclosing some pictures taken at va-

rious times during my 17 years" experience
among the bees in sunny southern California.
Beginning the business 17 years ago this

winter, by taking 24 colonies from the cliffs
and trees near theborder line of Orangeand
Riverside counties, in the Santa Ana Moun-
tain. I have increased by buying, etc . to

about 1200 colonies. I have made in one sea-
son all the way from a complete failure to
as high as an average of 200 pounds per
colony.
Anticipating a short crop last year. I

shipped two carloads to northern Utah, and
secured a good crop there, after I had taken
the orange honey here. L. L. Andrews.
Corona. Calif.

Bees Winter Well in a Cave

I examined my bees in a cave today. They
are in fine shape, and the temperature is 45
degrees. I have never lost a colony in the
cave yet. The cave is below the level of the
ground, and there are three doors to enter
it. John DtJFFOED.
Atlantic. Iowa. Feb. 10

Bees Getting Flolr for Pollen.
Not Bee-Keeping Alone, but Pleasure,
too. —Mr. Andrews Back FromaIHunt.
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BEES AND QUEENS.

Xltmeg Italian Queens, leather color.
After June I. $1.00. A.W.Yates,

Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that produce 5and6band
bees. Untested. Jr. 00; I'ested. J3.00.
iA9t Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

I.mproveu golden-yellow Italian queens for
1913: beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E. Lawrence.
iA8t Doniphan. Mo.

I SHALL requeen all of my colonies this
spring. Will sell all one-year old queens
for 40 cts. each: $4,20 3 dozen. lAit
Ventura. Calif. E. O. Meserve.

For Sale—Golden untested queens 80 cts.
each, or SB. 00 a dozen. Safe arrival guaran-
teed, D. F. Talley. R.F.D, i. Greenville. Ala.

Select Mated Howe strain Queens. Send
for circular. One untested. $1.00: six for
S4.50; Ss.soperi;. Ready about June 10.

D. G. Little, Hartley. Iowa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. i; Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. Si-oo; tested. $1.25

each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. demons. Boyd. Ky.

Italian Queens ONLv-rUntested. $1.00;

sel. tested, Si-so Bees by pound and half-
pound. Plans. " How to Introduce Queens.'.
I5C; "How to Increase." isc; or both 25c"
Descriptive list free. 3A2t

E. E. Mott. Glenwood. Mich.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. $1.00 each;
Tested. $2.00: Breeders. J5.00 and Sio.oo.

2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

Bees in 14 and i pound packages without
queen. $1.25 and $2.ou. These are young bees
free from disease, and will greatly stimulate
your weak colonies. We will make good
any serious loss in transportation if same is

vouched for by your express agent.
Charles C. Schneider. Dancy. Ala.

Golden Italian Queens, of best strain.
All cells built in strong colonies. No foul
brood or other disease. L'ntested. $i.co;

tested. 5i. so. Cash with order. Booking or-

ders now. Delivery about April i?.

4.-\;^t Ben Robinson. Taylor. Tex.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $1 00 each; 3 or more
00c each Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c each:
6 or more. 65c each. Bees per lb . $1.23: nu-
clei per frame. $1 50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. lAtf
Bankston ^: Lyon. Buffalo. Leon Co., Tex.

Quikin's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our stock is northern-bred
and hardy: five yards wintered on summer
stands in 1008 and 1000 without a single loss.

For prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue, Ohio.

Three Banded It.\ll\n Queens and bees
of Superior Red Clover Strains no other
races in my apiaries'; 15 years a breeder.
After May i. untested queen. Si.*i; tested.
$1.50. Best breeder. $5.00: 2-fr. nucleus. $2.51).

Full colony in lo-fr. Dovetail or Danz. hive.

So. 00. Add price of queens wanted with
nuclei and colonies. Better book orders
now. Circular free. J. W. Leib.
iAit So. Ohio .Ave.. Columbus, Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. Si.ixi each: 3ormore
wc each. Untested, 7Sc each; 3 to 6. 70c each;
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b or more. 65c each. Bees per lb. $1.25; nu-

clei per frame. Si. so. A discount on orders
booked 30 davs before shipment lAtf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

For Sale—Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Barnett. Barnetfs. Virginia.

Moore's Strain and Golden Italian (,)ueens.

Untested. Si. 00; six. S3 00; twelve. Sq.oo. Car-
niolan, Banat and Caucasian Queens, select.

Si. 25; six. $6.00: twelve. Sio.oo. Tested, any
kind. Si 50; six, 58 00. Choice breeders. $300.

Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange. Calif.

One of our customers J. A. Carnes, M. D.,

Mt. Carmsl, Pa writes, "Your bees are
evenly marked: all golden but the tip. They
are the mostGl'^NTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens, Si 00 each. Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps & Son.

3 Wilcox. St.. Binghamton, N. Y.

We Will requeen all our 2000 colonies
this spring. We offer the one-year-old-
queens removed from these hives at 40 cents
each, any quantity. Italian stock, delivered
any time before June i. Untested queens,
this year's breeding, tjo cents each; delivery
guaranteed. Book orders now.

Spencer Apiaries Co., Nordhoff. Calif.

For Good Queens and Quick Sekvk e.

you can't do better than place your order
with me. I am prepared to handle any size
of order at the following prices (Carniolan.
3-band Italian and Golden': One untested
queen. Si 00; six for Ss 4o; twelve for S'j 60.

One tested queen. Si so; six for S8.40; twelve
for Sis. 60 One-frame nuclei, untested queen,
$2.50: six i-frame, $15.00; one-frame nuclei,
tested Queen. Sj 00; six i-frame. S17.40. Full
colonies, one for $7.50; two for S14.00. If more
frames are wanted than are listed, add Si, 00
each for as many frames as are wanted with
nuclei. No disease, and satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. J. Littletield.

lois W. 7th St.. Little Rock. .•\rk.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
"Null's Famous Melilotus Honey."

Sample for stamp. Null Co., Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and
beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken,
265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
6Ai2t 173S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted—Choice extracted white and
amber honey in barrels or cans. Send sam-
ple and price delivered f. o. b Preston
8Atf M. V, Facey. Preston. Minn.

For Sale,—Water White Alfalfa. Light
Amber Alfalfa. Put up in any size pack-
ages, any quantity. Write for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. Ill,

FOR SALE

For Sale—One hundred and twenty-five
eight-frame hives, and five hundred supers
with extracting frames, mostly unused, to
be sold at a bargain. Philip Goode.

3A3t Lenexa. Kan.

For Sale—About one hundred black and
hybrid Queens. Will ship any time after
March ist at 40 cts. each, or 12 or more 35 cts.
each. D, E. Brothers. Attalla, Ala.

For Sale— .\n ideal bee location, consist
ing of house, barn, and 40 acres of land. For
further particulars, write to 3.Ait
.1. J. Zimmermann (Administor}, Alma, Wis.

For Sale—Empty second-hand 60 lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new. 25 cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co,.

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. Ohio,

For Sale— 20 colonies of bees in 8-frame
Dovetailed Hives; 40 Supers for Comb and
Extracted Honey. A 2-Frame Cowan Honey-
Extractor. Address. D. Hartman,

Williamsburg. Kan.

For Sale—50 to 300 colonies, 8-frame; good
condition. E. F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.

For Sale— 1750 Shallow Danzenbaker Ex-
tractor Frames; nailed. A. I. Root Co. make.
Price, $1.75 per hundred. Will sell in any
quantity. The Anna Dean Farm,
4A2t Barberton, Ohio.

For Sale—67 swarms Italian bees, healthy
and vigorous. Owner has died: hence must
be sold. A, Bradley Estate. Lee. Mass.

For SALE-One Dadant hive; has 10 wired
frames, i division-board, and i extracting-

super; one Rietsche press: one Lewis foun-
dation fastener;' 25 nos. Gleanings, 1003; 28

nos. 1002; 22 nos. IQ04; 12 nos. IQ06: 22 nos. 1907;

25 nos, IQ08; 24 nos. iqoq; 24 nos. 1110; 24 nos.

ion. 165 nos, American Bee Journal binders;
13 nos, for year 1804; 7 nos. Review, iocs; S

nos. loio: II nos, 1904. Make offers.
Edwin Bevins. Leon. Iowa.

SUPPLIES.

For Sale— Bees. Honey, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. .\. E, Burdick. Sunnyside, Wash.

Cheap-14 i!i story8.fr. Hives for 4X5boxes.
Fine shape. Wm. Vollmer, Akron, N. Y.

Bee-Keei'ER, let us send our catalog of

hives, smok<TS, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..

4Atf Greenville. Tex.

Bee-Sui'plies for all Bee-Keepers in

southern Idadoand East Oregon. Wholesale
and retail. All we want is an opportunity
to figure with you on Supplies. Write for
Catalog, It will be ready by Jan. i. 1013. It

costs you a postal card only.
C. E. Shriver, Boise, Idaho.

Bee-Sui'plies—none belter. 33 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete J2.50

100 Hoffman Brood Frames in tiat 2.50

500 No. I Sections 2-50

100 Section Holders scalloped 200
100 .Section Slats. '4 inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70

Dadant's Foundation.
Medium Brood, per pound sq

Thin Surplus " "' 66

Extra Thin " " 60

Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt.
R R. No. 3. Box No, 20Q, Sheboygan, Wis,

WANTS AND EXCHANGES

Wanted—Ten full colonies of bees in 10-

frame hives, E. A. Schmalle, Sanborn. la.

Wanted-Bees for cash. Give price and
number of colonies for sale. 4Ait
W, Davenport. 6i2qN. Pan Una St. Chicago. 111.

Wanted —To buy an apiary, large or
small, in a good location

Dexter Carder, R D. 2. Ludlow. Ky.

Wanted to form nartnershio with a good
bee-man in a good location. I will furnish
mv share of the capital C A. Ellis.

4A2t Rt T, St. Albans. Vt.

Wanted 200 or less colonies of bees—any
style hive or box. For sale 250 painted dove-
tailed supers for 4^4 sections at 25c each in

lots of 2S or more Correspondence i;olicited.

4.A2t A, W, Smith. Birmingham. Mich.

Bees Wanted—Could take a Carload of
Bees in spring: prefer Lanestroth hives, and
Italian Bees, but open for others. Give par-
ticulars. Address. R. F, Holtermann,
2A3t Brantford. Ont . Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bee-Keeper's Widow—Sell your bees. I

come for them. Frank Allen.
Philipsburg. Quebec. Canada.

L^OST—Note book at Cincinnati conven-
tion. Will those who paid me for Review
please let me hear from them, so they can
be properly credited. E. B. Tyrrell.

214 Hammond BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

Detectives Wanted—Young men to op
erate in own locality, secret service work.
Experience unnecessary. Enclose stamp for

particulars. Universal Detective Agency,
304 Colcord BIdg.. Oklahoma City. Okla.

SITUATIONS,

Wanted — First-class bee-man to take
charge of six hundred colonies of bees in

South West Texas. Unless competent and
able to give references, don't apply.

P. O. Box 1048, San Antonio, Texas.

Wanted—Help in a queen-rearing apiary.

Male or female. Experienced or to learn.

No drinker or tobacco chewer. Address,
4Atf J. L. Strong. Clarinda. Iowa.

POULTRY
Indian Runner Ducks, light fawns, also

dark penciled, white eggers. Si. 00 and up.

R. O. Dickson. Box m. La Harpe. 111.

Foe Sale - Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods: $1-00 for 13, Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne, Hamilton. Illinois.

For Sale — White-egg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks. White Orpingtons, White Wyan-
dottes, Houdans, Bronze Turkeys. Ducks.
$1 25 each A.F.Firestone,

Broadwell. Athens Co , Ohio.

Eggs for hatching leading varieties poul-

try. Geese and Belgian Hares. Catalog free.

Satisfaction guaranteed. 4A2t

Harvey L. Stumb, Richland Center, Pa.

C. W. DAHQN, Chatsworth, Calif.:

We have produced and bought honey in California

for 20 years, and the six cans we bought of you are

the best we ever tasted.

CLARENCE V. GLASSCOCK & SON,

Santa Paula, Calif.

Established 1885

WE lARRV AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 64-page catalog free, and for

lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best

make of goods for the bee-keeper, freight

facilities good, Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

CARNIOLAN QUEENS!
Ontested Jl 00 for one, $5 for six. $10 00 for tw«l»e

Tested $1,50 for one, $8 for sii. $15.00 for twelve

These queens are bred from the beststrains
selected after sending to queen raisers in

many different places in Austria. Having
boutrht all the bees within several miles of

this Apiary we will agree to replace any un-

tested queens that prove to be hybreds.
Some of the best imported Carniolans show
slight traces of yellow, but are gentle, not a

cross hybred with twoor three yellow bands.

WM. KERNAN, Dushore, Pa. Route No 2.

ARTISTS
ENQRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
542 550 S.DEARBORN ST

^

PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO, t

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.
Small red. Mammoth, timothy, alfalfa,

sweet clover, (white or yellow.) millet, rape,
blue grass, etc. also seed corn, thorough-
bred, four varieties. Catalog apiary sup-
plies free. Honey new in July and later,

F. A. SNELL,
Milledgeville, - - - Carroll County, III.
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BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
FUR SALE BY

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. Dadaut.—Intended
mainly for begrinnera. Nearly 2U0 pagres. and
over 150 pictnres. Bound In strong: paper cover.
Bhowlng bee-brood in all stages of development
from the newly-laid egrg:. This book contains
the foundation principles of bee-keeping, as its

name indicates. Price, postpaid, 50 cts. : or free
with the American Bee Journal one full year If

paid strictly in advance—by either new or re-
newal subscription at $1.00.

Fifty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller.—o40 pages, bound in cloth, and Illustra-
ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-
ler himself. It is a good, live story of success-
ful bee-keeping by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,
$1.00. postpaid ; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year. $1.SO: or ffiven Free as a premium
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolillle. — It tells how the
very best Queen-Bees are reared in Nature"*
Way. A good authority says; "It is practically
the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now in print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing
Queens wholesale." Price, bound in cloth, 75
cts.. postpaid; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year—both for $i .50. The same book bound
in leatherette, 50 cts.. postpaid ; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year if paid in
advance strictly, by either new or renewal sub-
scription at $1.00.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic on bee-culture has been
entirely rewritten. Fully illustrated. No apia-
rian library is complete without this standard
work by the "Father of American Apiculture.'*
Over 500 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.20; or
with the American Bee Journal a year. $1.1)0; or
given Free as a premium for sending 4 New
subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book Is very
Ihstnictive, interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and scientific. It is perhaps the most
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and a-lso the Botany of bee-
keeping. Bound in cloth. 544 pages, 295 illustra-
tions. Price, postpaid. $1.20: or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for$1.90: or give*
Free as a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 large pages describing ev-
erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-bees. It is a veritable encyclo-
pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound in cloth

.

Price, postpaid. $1,50: orwith the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2.25; or griven Free as
a premium for sending 5 New subscriptions at
Jl.OO each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the lateW. Z.
Hutchinson.-The author was an extensive bee-
keeper, and' a praxtlcal. helpful writer on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth bound.
Price, postpaid. $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal for a year—both for $1.80: or given Free
for sending 3 New sxibscriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. Wilder, of
Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-
er In the State. It is a real hand-book of South-
em bee-keeping. Bound in paper. 145 pages.
Price, postpaid. 50 cts.; orwith the American
Bee Journal a year—both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzueht, by Hans
Buschbauer.—A bee-keepers hand-book of 138
pages, which is just what German bee-keepers
need. It is fully illustrated and bound in cloth.
Price, postpaid. $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $1.70.

The Honey-Money Stories.—64-page book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 23
fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object Is to Interest people in honey as a dally
table food. Price, postpai-d, 25 cents ; or with a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal—both for $1.10. Two copies for 25 cts.

The Emerson Binder.— It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will
hold easily 3 volumes (3*"> copies) of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and
preserves copies from loss, dust, and mutila-
tion. Price, postpaid, 75 cts. : or with the Amer-
ican Bee Journal a year—both for £1 .GO : or given
Free as a premium for sending 2 New subscrip-
tions at SI.00 each.

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins
The author is a live English bee-keeper. He
has kept up with the progress in this line

not onlTin his own country but all over the
world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with anaccuracy which is convincing. Cloth bound.
470 pages. Price, postpaid. $2.00. or with theAmerican Bee Journal one year, both S2 7;

Biegle Bee-Book.-This is a very small
cloih-bound. well gotten up book. Its size is
4X0 1-2 mches. and it was designed to be carriedm the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
pook for use when a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping. Price by mail. 50

*^^°^^i. °^ ^**^ ^^^ American Bee Journal one
year, ji.oo.

ATTENTION!
All bee-keepers all over the world who de-
sire to improve their native or mixed race of
bees IliKlirKt «port«lion froin Cwnioli of the Criy
Banded Alpine Bee which until now was conducted
by the Imperial Royal Agricultural Associa-
tion of Carniola, in the future will be managed on his
own account by

JOHANN STRGAR
Wittnach. P. 0. Wocheiner Feistritz,
Upper Carniola (Krain), Austria.
58 honors awarded at diverse Agricultural

fy;hibitionsforachievemeiils as a breeder of
the best strain of Carniolans and producer
of apicultural products.
All queens taken from full colonies and

not over one year old. Mailed postage free.
Dead Select Tested queens will bereplaced
if returned in2i hours after arrival, except
b. America and Australia. Dead Select Un.
testedqueens will not be replaced Send re-
mittance by International M. O. with order.
Safe arrival of nuclei and hives not guaran-
teed, orders of this kind must be accompa-
nied by freight expenses. The safest trans
port of stock is in Carniolan box hives; after
arrival or later, the combs can be cut out to
fitany frame. Pricesof Select tested queens
March-May. Ss; June-October. $3. so. Select
Untested Queens. June-August. $2.00. Car-
niolan Box-Hives with 4-5 pounds of bees.
Select Tested Queen, brood, bees, and ho-
ney, 57.00. Write in English to the above ad-
dress for complete Price List and Booklet
which will be mailed free.

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

and Imported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for April
One tested queen S2.00

One select tested
queen $2.60

One Breeder - - - - $4.01)

One comb Nucleus.
no queen $1 75

Safe arrival guaranteed. For description
of each gradeof queens send for free catalog.

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St.,

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

ijueens are reuicil hy as good a muhod as
anybody can tear (.queens. M\- stock is
hearty and line liouey-gatherers. ' All ([ueens
shipped b.v return mail within 24 lionr^ after
I receive tlie order.

IW. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

CLARriMOA, IOWA

Line Bred

Carniolan Queens!
Selected and bred according to
the most powerful method known

to intensify and perpetuate the good quali-
ties of the breeding queen. Orders booked
now for June delivery.

Untested. $1.00 eaefa; $9 doz. Tested {l.SO eack.
Breeders. $10. Ask for our paper. "SOPERlOMrY OF THE
CARNIOUN BEE" ksFree

ALBERT G. HANN,
Canioltn Qieen Breeder PITTSTOWN. H 1

Early (FROFALCONj Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist $1.00 each.

After June i. 90c each. Special prices in
large quantities. A 5-POund bucket of
Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for $1,10.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Callif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

WESTERN QUEENS!
Three band long-tongued Italians pro-
duce strong workers, strong workers
build strong colonies, strong colonies
store quantities of honey.

Mr. Bee-Keeper: ?",''p''*"U^^^ queens that
produce quantities of honey are: Untested.
I, 00c; b. $4.80: 12. $g.oo. Tested, i. SI.:?^; 6.

S6.50-. 12. S12.00. Virgins, i, 40c: 1 for $1.00.
Queens shipped on i-fr. nuclei. $1.75 extra.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
GLEN L. EVANS, - GREENLEAF, IDAHO

Breeder and importer of fine Queens

A TRIAL PACKET of

"c...,TOMATO

FREE!
*suw-. GRAND RAPIDS

MARKET TOMATOua, ar,g-

.naltdbyMr Geo'S' £- J^O" <
<*.. Etitlor of THE FRLIT
BELT. Am.-ta% Cftalft
Fni.l Afagai.n,. ThiM tomato

cr„pp.f,g lontl.tt. If y^tldl ab-
undanllt. o Grand Stupprr, and

c Ma, I Tail

ktl. In Silt. Iht mSeidaal fnriU tnfl OHrsfr o half- poand tack, and or*
vtry ani/orm in ikapt. Hit, and eolor. Thtrr art feu. utdi. ai Iht reoMfs
i( tatid. andean liht a i»tct of httf-ittaJt Ortc fn<i»r nror Grand Kaimdt.
Mi<h.. taldOVERTWO THOLSANDDOLLARSu^rtko/lhtHlomatBatoff
of turo Itioatand onti Wt -rrt wUbng to itaJkt oar npaletioa on tha foB*
oto. Thr ittd cannot kt pn^-nrrd from Setdmtn, a* cr* oan Iht atin
tioch . Wt art CiVISC IT A WA Y to uttrodatt THE FRUITBELT. aaJ

America's Greatest

Horticultural Journal

Showi yoo How to Make Money Raising Fmit: How to Pnne
aod Thin Properly: How to G)ntrol Insects and Plant Dise&ses by
Spraying: What Varieties to Plant How to Set oat New Orchards:
How to "Rejovenate" Old Orchards. THE FRUIT BELT is « £(
Illustrated Magarine, Filled with Good Things fcr Yoa

THE FRVrr BELT to ymrr
•BtaiadtT of thtM y%-ai, a^

._. _ ...irfj Ctntt, and >• bkB
irnd to >oo. by rrlnm mat/ FREE, a trial pocJbct of Rou*t f fTigr*
MarMtt Torrtelo tttd, Oan't dtlay. tht *toct u bnattd. .'ddraa- -

THr rPIMT en T "-"2. hawkws BmiDWC
inc. rnuii dcl,: grand rapids. Michigan

TRIAL OFFER 1-3^™

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!
23 i'ears experience in making everything lor the bee-

keeper. A large factory specially equipped for the
purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

HIGCINSVILLE, MO
OMAHA, NEBR,LEAHY MFG. CO.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full ofinformation about tiiese labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent helpthe power extractors are be.ng sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is fa greater than everbefore. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish

interesfs"''"'''°"'-'"'""""^'^'''^'^''^°°'^°f°'''"^'^'"^^" invention <hat is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers'
B. B HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif.

—HERE ARE A FEW MORE—

t. C. GOLDER. Pittsworth. Queensland.

se.solr.^^1,r,^'^'erl[fr.^^^^^^^^^ This is .y second

D.A.VID RUNNING. Grindstone City. Mich.. July lo, igio.

sold .1 ^'^'^l^.^^cT^I^f'^'^^^^^.-^^^^'i^-^e ^^^^^^X^f ='--•
' -9E^i?^S^^^^^t }^r^^^'J:tfr' -^

The engine I irot of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.
V. V. DEXTER. North Yakima. Wash.. Jan. ig, jqh

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog
The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio

New York. I3Q-UI Franklin St.
Philadelphia. 8-10 Vine St.
St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.

Washington, iioo Maryland .^ve.. S,

BRANCH OFFICES

California

Colorado
Indiana
Michigan
New Mexico

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines. 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls. .MaineA Few Ag-euts Haudliiig: these Goods:

w.

.... .Madary's Plaining Mill. Fresno
. Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles

Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis

M. H, Hunt & Son. Lansing
Roswell Seed Co., Roswell

Missouri.

Ohio.....'.'

Texas

...•.•..•.•;.'.'.joh^'^,Tlo|i;!|^Cl]:g-^,i^'i^i^

T-P-r'wIi'nl^?a7^efd^c!S"^^-A?fJ;it^

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver. Colo.

RFF-SIIPPI IF^ 3t low prices. Discount forDEL OUrrLltd early orders. Send 25c for
'« p.u'L' illustrated beebook for beginners; a
chapter on foul brood. Catalog free.

J. W. ROUSE. Mexico. Mo.
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVERTISEKS
Queen-Breeders' Department

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, 15c a line

Write for particulars

Published Monthly by the

California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

LiOs Augeles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager
118 Market Street
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PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - . §1.00
Tested - . $).2S
Breeders S3 to $5.00

We have 50 Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to IS.
Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN W. PHARR,
BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

•xxxxxxxxxxxxxoiisxxxxxxxxIS

THE FAMOUS TEXAS QUEENS
ITALIANS! CARNIOLANS! BANATS!

.'ire Ready to Mail

PRICES:
Untested - 75c Each

$8.00 per doz.

Tested Jj.23 Each
S12 per doz.

Circulars Free

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN BENITO, TEXAS.
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding ^
1^ Aa.sy SkIiiHoii, I'se I'u-

I Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
^ HIVE BOTTOM

^
^

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Ask for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

DDI^PC- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.TRIV^CO. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

FOLKS LIKE

Michigan Comb Honey
Howevtr, it is so scarce that Ihey
cant get much of it. It is a case of
underproduction Better make this
year a comb honey year Pages 12

and u of our Catalog show comb
honey outfits—and they are all Root's
goods. Beeswax wanted

Italian Bees and Queens in half-pound

and pound packages.

M. H. HUNT & SON,
143 Condit St., - Lansing, Mich.

If You Need QUEENS
for (Jueenless Colonies, you want them in a
hurry. We can fill your order for choice
tested Queens by return mail for Ji oo each.
Three band Italians. No disease. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for price-list.

J. W. K. SHAW CO.,
LOREAUVILLE. Iberia Parish, LA.

P-O-R-T-E-R
Trade mark ;

Your Name and Addres.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen

your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to ideii-

tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact

name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-

scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,

\ou can get your Bee Supplies and
save time by sending your order to
us. we can save you in FREIGHT as
well as Money on supplies. Send for
catalog of Supplies and Queens.
OneUntestedQueen. Si.oo: six. $.5ou.

twelve . $0.00. One Tested Queen.
$1.50; six. S8.50; twelve. $15.00. One-
frame Nuclei. Untested Queen. $2.50

six iframe, $15.00; one-Frame Nuclei.
Tested Queen. $3.00; six i-frame. $17 00,

If more Frames are wanted than
are listed, add $1.00 each for as many frames as are wanted with Nuclei. No disease, and
satisfaction guaranteed.

Little Rock Bee-Supply Company
1015 W. 7th Street ... - Little Rock, Arkansas

S.WES
(HONEY

, AT ALL
/liioNEY ( DEALERS

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,
order from Factory, with complete in-

structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.

Lewistown, Illinois

Golden Italian and 3-Band Long-

Tongued Red Clover Queens
FOR SALE.—The 3-band queens are of

the A. I. Root Co.s improved long-tongued
bees which have proven themselves to be
the best of honey-producers. The Goldens

are good bees bred for
beauty. I use the Doolit-
tle and Miller plans for
queen-cells. One untest-
ed queen. 75 cts.: 11. $7. 50;

>~^tWW^^ -^' t"^"' S'^' S-S.oo. 100. $45.

Nj-^J^~fj;Jjg^r Will be ready by .\pril i,

or sooner. Double this
price for tested queens
to be sent the first of June
One lb. of bees, $1.00. with
the priceof queenadded:
2 lbs., $1.75. with price of
queen added. One-frame
nuclei. $1.50; 2-frame.$2 So;

3 frame. $350. To each
nucleus add the price of queen . No personal
checks accepted All queens arriving dead
will be replaced. lAtf

J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK
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"falcon'' Foundation!
Made in Our Plant at Falconer, N. Y.

From the sweetest and purest
beeswax that can be obtained.
No old stock— made daily by our
own superior methods. Falcon
foundation is coming in more con-
stant use every year, and has
proved itself to be most readily
accepted by the bees.

Light Standard Brood, 1 lb., 5Be; 5 lbs., 57c.
Extra Light Standard Brood 1 lb., 60c; 5 lbs., 59c.

Light Section,
Extra Light Section

Other Goods:—Double grooved Hoff-
man brood-frames as well as sections
will be needed for spring use. As it

takes a lot of time to put up frames
and sections with starters or full

sheets, it would be well to look up
your requirements. It will give you
ample time by ordering now.

1 lb., 65c; 5 lbs., 64c.
1 lb., 70c, 5 lbs., 67c.

Write for samples of our foundation and Red Catalog postpaid. All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you.

Distributers everywhere. Factory W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer, N. Y.

Central States distributers ; H. S. Duby. St. Anne, 111., C. C. demons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, - FALCONER, NEW YORK
UViii-e Uic good bee-hives come from

BEE-KEEPiNG IS A BREEDING PROBLEM.
And The Queen Is The Important Factor in It.

WHEN BUYING QUHENS WHY NOT BUY THE VERY BEST
Bred from well seleclcd stock and reared under most advantageous conditions

established through fifteen years of practical and scientific experience.
, , , .

/^k/\i<«A I'toiian nil(^(»n« Untested, during April and May. Si. 25 each. In lots
\#nOICe lldlldll \^UCCii9 of ten or more. $M5 each. Prices in larger lots upon
application. Send for four page circular on the Italian Bee.

OFFICE: 2074 WEST 27th ST.

RALPH BENTON,
The Tuscan Apiaries

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Dr. Henry Jones Says:
That Every Bee-Keeper Should Have a BOYUM SECTION PRESS and a BOYUIM FOUN-
DATION FASTENER. Good reason why. They are inexpensive and unequalled for

SI'lsI'li. l'',FFI(ll'",X(Y and I'RACTIBII.ITY. Send for circulars telling all about them to

BOYUM APICULTURE CO., Rushford, Minn.

Do You Love SWEETS ?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

"He who knows what SWEETS
are in the ground, the waters.

the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is

the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? Send $1.00 for a year's subscription to

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a

bee-man" and a naturalist.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest In the Land

—

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
to mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, 111., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

(y^<

t W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April 1st. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices; Tested. $1.25; 5 for $5.00;

Breeders, each $5 00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine poc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri

can Bee Journal for one year—both for only

ti.75. Send all orders to the American Bee

Journal. Hamilton .1
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Chicago. March 17.—The supply of comb
honey on this market is very light at this
writing. Allot the better grades have been
marketed. Indeed, there is very little of
any kind now offered. Prices range from
i6@i7C per pound for the best grades, and the
amber grades from 13(2140. with the fancy
light amber bringing i.sc per pound. There
remains quite a liberal supply of extracted
honey, but it is being gradually reduced.
Prices for the white clover and lindens
range from (,@ioc per pound: other white
honeys e@QC per pound, with the amber
grades having a range of from b&'QC per
pound, according to what produced from.
body and flavor. There being a demand for
sage honey, and what little is obtainable,
sells readily. Beeswax is steady at from
30@32C per pound, according to color and
cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

New York. March 20.—We have nothing
new to report, the condition of the market
being about the same. Comb honey is well
cleaned up with some few little lots still

arriving and selling at I4@i6c for white, and
I2@I3C for lower grades, according to quality
and style of package. Extracted honey runs
Quiet. the demand being mostly for tine
grades, of which there is not much supply.
There is no change in price. Beeswax steady
at3I@32C, HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Cincinnati. March 18.—The demand for
comb and extracted honey is light, with a
good supply. No. I white comb honey sells

in large lots at $3.60 per case of 24 sections.
There is no demand for off grades. White
extracted honey in 60-pound cans is selling
from 9!2@ioc: light amber in barrels 7@'7'4c;

in 6o-pound cans. 8@8.'2C. Beeswax in fair
demand, sells at $31 per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Indian.apolis. March 20. — Fancy white
comb is selling at iSc per pound, No, i white
one cent less: amber in slow demand at va-
ried prices. Supply of fancy white is lim-
ited, and none is now being offered by pro-
ducers. Best extracted sells at ii@i2c in .s-

gallon cans. Beeswax is in good demand,
and producers are being paid 30c per pound,

Walter S. Pouder,

Cincinnati. March 20.—The demand for
both extracted a^nd comb honey is very good.

and we are selling Fancy Double Decker
comb honey at S3 7i to $4, 00a case; fancy ex-
tracted honey in bo-pound cans from Q(aioc a
pound, and amber extracted in barrels at
from 6,'2^8c a pound, according to the qual-
ity and quantity purchased. For choice,
bright yellow beeswax we are paying from
28®3oc a pound, and if taken out in trade 2c a
pound more. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston. March 21.—Fancy white comb.
i6@i7 per pound". No. i. i5@i')C. Fancy white
extracted. ii@i2c: light amber. u@ioc: am-
ber. 8(200. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. March nj.—The supply
of comb honey is very light: demand good.
The supplyof extracted good: demand light.

We quote as follows: Xo. i white comb. 24-

section cases. $3,2^ per case: No. 2. Si, 00. No.
I amber. S3.00; No. 2. S2.75. Extracted, white,
per pound. 8@8;2C; amber. 7@7^c. Beeswax.
per pound, 22@25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Los Angeles. March i<j.—There is very lit-

tle business in California honey at present,
owing principally to the small stocks on the
Coast. These are in the hands of holders
who are not forcing sales, and the demand
is correspondingly light. We quote the
market as firm but quiet: Light amber sage.
6^@6;sc; water-white alfalfa, 7(S7'/iC, All f,

o. b. Coast with Si.co freight rate by rail.

Light amber sage, 6>4^'>J(fC; f, o, b. steamer
at San Diego, with 60c rate to New York via
Tehaantepec, Hamilton & Menderson.

Den\er, March iq,—We quote combhoney
in a jobbing way at the following figures:
No, I, $3,05: choice, $2 00: No. 2. $2,70 Ex-
tracted honey, white. «c; light amber. 8c;
strained. 6^45870. We pay 26c in cash and 28c
in trade for clean yellow beeswax delivered
here.

The Colo. Honey-Producers Ass'n.
F. Rauchfuss. .Wer.

San Francisco. Mar. 20.—The demand for
comb honey has not been so marked, al-

hough plenty has been offered, and the
prices are as follows: Fancy No. i. I5(3>i6c;

yio. 2. n'/i@iiiic: dark comb, ii(Si2c: water-
white extracted. 8@8,'2C; light amber, 754(880
perpound; amber, 6(a'7}5C; lower grades. 5@(3C
Beeswax. 27@3oc for nice yellow wax. and
23(8260 for dark. John C. Frohliger

C '
^
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//' ,i/oods itre uuintt'd i//a'( A\ st-m^ to Pondfi-.

BEE-SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT store room built expressly for the business;

large concrete basetne nt with just enou yh mois-
ture to prevent breal<ag:e in sections; n o shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

QUALITY Root foods at factory prices. The kind that I haveVHnkiii sold for nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in mycatalogcan reach jou by ParcelPost. and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

The RELIABLE INCUBATORS and BROODERS
Are the World's Favorite

IJl Years of Succcns

SEND FOR CATALOG -IT'S FREE
Address. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER COMPANY

p. O. Box 2, QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

>Xi:XXXXXXXXJQLX2 ¥ ¥ ^ X KT1CI3:XX
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTIMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
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Rebuilt Remington Typewriters ^No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. S30 to $15. Send SS-oo down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. .A^ddress,

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated;

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts -we can save

yon money, i Atf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave,, Kansas City, Mo.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"NONE BETTER"
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases.
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Golden or 5 Band, 3 Band Italian and

Carniolan Queens.

Untested Queen, i for $i.oo. Tested
Queen, i for Si. 50. Nuclei with un-
tested Queen, I frame 82.50. two for

$?.5o. Nuclei with tested Queen, i

frame Si. 00. two for S4.00, Quick ser-

vice and s.iiisfaction guaranteed.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

WOULD YOU
,^lrli=.:^^lV typewriter

^ffr'-i-'- V'^-?^^v cxcells a r

yim.M -^>-;--.-j siiow this wholly visible

liter to your friends
them see wherein it

^.^^^..s any $100 Type-
writer made, if we would
Ei-Tiiioncto vou Freeof One
Cent of Cost for you to

ket'p forever as your own ?

Then on a postal card, or
..r m a letter lo us. simply
say: Mail particulars.

EMERSON TYPEWRITER CO., Box i67 Woodstock, 111.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. Si.oo, se-

lect tested. Si. 50. Bees by pound or hal}

pound. Plans, "How to Introduce Queens
15c: "How to Increase" 15c; both 25c.

E. E. MOTT - Glenwood, Wich.

FOR SALE
YOUNG ITALIAN BEES

% lb., $1.25 ; 1 lb., $2.00 ; 2 lbs., $3.7.5
;

3 lbs., $4.50. Untested Queen, $1.00;

Tested, $2.00. Nuclei, $1.25 per frame.

No disease. Also Apiaries of from 50

to 500 colonies.

Would like to correspond with any-

one desiring location in fine, sweet

clover belt, where the queen-rearing

business or shipping bees bythe pound

can be, carried on under ideal condi-

tions. Always have big swarms issue

by April 1.

Stover Apiaries,

Mayhew, Miss.
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AN ACTIVE SEASON
JUST AHEAD!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory. This brings up our assortment so that we can
now furnish almost anything listed in the catalog at once.

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for spring. Frames, and other inside fixtures too. should
be put together now; and as this is a dull season with most of our customers, the work can be done now with no extra expense.

If you are wanting any special goods, orders ought to be in our hands within the next few days. Other cars will be
coming from the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the cars.

Our new catalog is out. and mailing nearly completed. If you are not on our mailing list, send us a postal-card reauest for
this catalog.

If you want to buy in Quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of yous needs and we
will quote price accordingly.

If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in results.
Our branch is maintained for service in this line, and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder, the best in the market. Write for catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

4 CINCINNATI, OHIO.

'^^
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WANTED
One Hundred Tons ofBEESWAX

For Our 35th Season's Run of

DADANfS FOUNDATION
Get our prices before selling your wax. Get our prices before
buying your foundation and supplies. No shipment too large.

No shipment too small. Send for our prices on working wax
into foundation, also Catalog of Supplies.

Write Today.

a'
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Ainerifau Bee Journal

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Si. 00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada, Si.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. F"or instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of;December. 1013.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line times iic a line
(• " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ca., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
New Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak. the best shipping-point for all
sections of Florida, Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! J^^Jfr^.^^P,
I will avoid all expenses possible and will
not print any catalog. 1 have some 1012 left.
Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive 1^2 story 8 frame, ti. 45;

10 frame. Si. bo in lots of 5- Best sections per
1000. $4.40; 2000. $8.60; 3000. $12. 60: 5000, $20; No. 2,

5uc less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

BEE-KEEPERS
Your busy season is close at hand, get wise
and place your order with the supply dealerwho will save you money and serve you best
with Root's Quality sections, foundation,
frames, smokers, extractors, etc. I can serve
you without delay. My 1Q13 catalog tells all
about these things, besides it contains a lot
of information to those interested in bees-
Special attention given to the breeding of

three-banded Italian bees and queens.
Catalot; free,

EARL M. NICHOLS
Lyonsville, Mass.

Do You Love SWEETS?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

"He who knows what SWEETS
are in the ground, the waters.

the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is

the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these ?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? Send $1.00 for a year's subscription to

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a

bee-man" and a naturalist.

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men "

204 "Walnut Street, CENCINNATI, OHIO

1
I
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I NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture Hives, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

_____„JMarshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
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PRATER-YORK CO.

107 MAIN STKEET

Sandpoint, Idaho

Prater-Myrick Co. have been doing
business in Real Estate, Renting, Loans,
Insurance, etc., in Sandpoint, Idaho,
for a number of years past. Mr. Pra-
ter has been in this county ( Bonner)
for nearly ZO years. For honorable,
upright and square dealing the firm is

well known to all here. Fortunately,
I have been able to acquire the inter-

est of Mr. Myrick in the concern, and
now the firm is known as " Pr.\ter-

YuRK Co ," and will continue the same
lines of business.

For readers of the old .American Bee
Journal interested in this part of our
great country, we will be glad to an-
swer enquiries, or send our /'nr Circu-
lar, which gives considerable informa-
tion that is reliable about this locality.

There is much interest manifetsed by
people living in the Eastern and South-
eastern parts of the United States in

this great and growing Northwest,
which is destined to be occupied by
many wideawake people who are
looking for a new home, and where
opportunities for advancement are
greater than in the older and over-
crowded parts of our country. Let us
hear from you, if you are thinking of
making a change. Lots of unoccupied
bee-territory in this county.

Honey as a Health-Food

This is the title of a 16-page circular,

3^x6 inches in size, gotten up for sell-

ing honey. It contains an article on
why honey should be eaten, which
gives much valuable information on
honey. It also has many recipes for
the use of honey, both as a food and as

a remedy. It ought to be distributed
freely among honey-customers. The
prices are as follows :

Sample copy free; 10 copies, post-
paid, 25 cents ; 50 copies, 90 cts. ; 100

copies, $1.50; 250 copies, $3.00; 500
copies, $.5.00; 1000 copies, 9.00. Your
business card will be printed free on
the front page on an order of 100 or
more copies.

Special Bee-Literature Offers

Ask for my circular containing spe-
cial offers of bee-literature. And if

you want any bee-papers or other mag-
azines, send me your list and I can

' quote you a price that will save you
some money, I am sure, .\ddress,

George W. York,

Publisher and Subscription Agent,

303 S. Boyer Ave.,

Sandpoint, Bonner Co., Idaho

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal—
Ctiitlemen .—IjAsX. October I purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of this season will be of tli is stock ? One of the Queens
is Uie most remarkable queen I ever owned for proliticness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg., July 4. IQ12. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
rAv/Z/cw/c//.-—The queen you sent me came in good condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis . July M. igi2. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemen: — \ bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her [ Italianized Jiso colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly,

Portales. New Mexico. July 10, im. J. W. Houtz.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The Ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
nickel plated.

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year— both for $1.15; or mailed Free as a premium for
sending us one new subscription at $1.00.

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, 8J^ inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32

thick. The smaller end is 1?^ inches long, % inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending
like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-

circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,

says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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DID YOU EVER

Notice My Ad About the

CAUCASIANS
They would surprise you if some of

your colonies had QUEENS from my

STRAIN. You can have my prices

if you will send your name to either

place. Also get my prices on nuclei.

Box 61 Lansing, Mich., or

Box 82 Houston Heights, Tex.

A. D.D. WOOD
Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4536
Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Bees More Beantifal, More Gentle. More Indnstrious,

The Best Honey Gatherers.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
HIGHEST AWARD.

Extra Breeding Queens. $3; Selected. $2;
Fertilized. $1.50; lower prices, per doz.. so or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

Memberof the / ANTHONY BIACCI,
National Bee- -Pedevilla near Bellinzona.
Keepers' Ass'n I Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically. Switzerland Re
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, Circulation, Etc., of the .American
Bee Journal, published monthly at
Hamilton, 111., required bv the .Act of
August 24, 1912.

Editor—C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Business Manger—M. G. Dadant,
Hamilton, 111.

Known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders, holding 1

percent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages or other securities

—

None.
C. P. Dadant, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 24th day of March, 1913.

T. R. Klay,
[ SEAL. ] Xo/aiy Public.

(My commission expires March 25,
1915.)

ARTISTS
ENGRAYERS-ELECTROryPERS
542 550 S.DEARBORN ST
PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO. ^

PROTECTION HIVES
are creating

a seusation

in Northern

States from

3Iaiiie to

California.

Dead - air

.spaces or

packing, as

you prefer.

New Special

Circular,

showing six-

teen big

illustrations,

free for the

asking.

Ask for one.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

#*ilAfC for FRUITS, SYRUPS%^^^mm^ — and HONEY ^
tLowEsVp^icEs

Also Labels, Solder and Supplies I

We ship any size order ^"'^^fj/rnd'a^^^t^^r/m^'''""'^ I
MATIONAL CAM COMPANY, Dept. 7 , BALTIMORE, MP. I

'**'-'*,w^ci

The picture that we
showed in the last is-

sue of this Journal was
of our mill and property

at Buffalo, Minn. This

cut shows our factory

at Minneapolis.

We manufacture Dove-

tailed hives, supers,

sections,shipping-cases

brood-frames, separa-

tors, also berry boxes

and crates. Catalog

free.

MINNESOTA

Bee-Supply Co.,

100 Nicollet Island,

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Editorial Comments

Comb vs. Extracted

On page 93, Mr. B. Keep urges that

effort should be made to popularize

and increase the demand for extracted

honey. He is quite right in this. But

in doing so he expresses some views

regarding the difference between comb
and extracted honey tliat seem hardly

warranted.

He says :
" Only a very moderate

quantity [of comb honey] can be eaten

by each individual—a little satisfies,

and the cost is more or less suggested

by the gingerly small portions served

to each person. There is, on the con-

trary, an unlimited field for extracted

honey." It will probably be no unfair

interpretation to say that Mr. Keep

means thereby to say that it takes a

much less quantity of comb honey to

satisfy the appetite than it does of ex-

tracted honey, and that when comb
honey is served at the table, it is served

in " gingerly small portions," and ex-

tracted honey in "unlimited " amount.

Whatever may be the custom in some
localities, " in this locality " the usual

thing is to pass the dish containing the

section, each one helping himself to all

he wants, although sometimes a sep-

arate portion is dished out on a small

dish, in which case there is always a

liberal helping.

Is not the idea that it takes less comb
than extracted to satisfy the appetite

something entirely new under the sun?

Some prefer comb to extracted, in

which case it may take more comb
than extracted to satisfy, and vice versa;

but taking consumers in general, if

Mr. Keep has a scintilla of evidence to

prove that it takes less comb than ex-

tracted to satisfy, let him produce it.

Let us do what we can to increase

the sale of extracted honey, but let us

not make the mistake of trying to do

so by disparaging comb honey.

c. c. M.

Dr. Miller's Plan ot Reariug
Queen-Cells

In the January number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, mention is made
that a facsimile of the illustration of
the Doctor's plan of rearing queen-
cells appeared in the New Zealand
Farmer, taken from the August front
cover. You might also have read the
suggestion made regarding the comb
of eggs to be supplied instead of foun-
dation in the first place.

I am responsible for the article, and
the suggestion I then made has since
been demonstrated in practice with
complete success, and I consider the
plan excellent for amateur and others
for home queen-rearing.

My plan is, instead of giving strips
of comb foundation in the first place,

a la Dr. Miller, on which, as the Doc-
tor says, the bees are likely to fill up
the gaps with comb, I get a bright,
clean comb filled with the eggs I want,
and then cut out the strips. The re-

moved strips can be put into another
frame to save waste. The frames of
strips are then put into strong colonies
prepared for queen-rearing by remov-
ing the queen, unsealed brood and
eggs, when, of course, cells are built

on the strips. In no case out of I>alf a

dozen trials that have been made at

one of our Government apiaries, have
the gaps between the strips been filled

with comb.
This, I think, is a great improve-

ment, and I would like Dr. Miller to
try it. I. Hopkins.
Auckland, New Zealand.

Friend Hopkins, unless I misunder-
stand you, I used the plan you mention
before I used my present plan, and
having full opportunity to compare the

two, I greatly prefer the latter. I sus-

pect that you have not tried both, and
that if you should do so you would
prefer my plan. You speak of my giv-

ing strips of foundation, and then

speak of the bees filling up gaps with

comb as something objectionable.

That sounds as if you suppose the bees

are expected to start cells on the foun-

dation. Not at all. No cells are built

on the foundation, and none are de-

sired, and no comb is built that is ob-

jectionable. I merely use foundation

to show the bees where to start build-

ing comb, using two starters in a frame

so as to get a larger contour. Then
the bees build out just the virgin comb
that is wanted, with young larv:e and
eggs at the outer edge of the comb,
precisely where the bees prefer to have

them for queen-cells.

You speak of removing unsealed

brood and eggs from the queenless

colony that is to build the cells. I do

not find that necessary. The tender

comb that is built with larva; just

hatched at its outer edge is so much
to the bees taste that they do not care

much to start wild cells on the old

combs, and if 2 or 3 should be started,

there is no need to use them. If you
have not already done so, I wish you
would try this plan and see if you do
not like it. c. c. M.

The method advised above by Mr.
Hopkins is very similar to the Alley

queen-rearing method, given in his

" Handy Book," now out of print and
reproduced in " The Hive and Honey
Bee," paragraphs 528-9. In the picture
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of the August, 1912, number, four strips

were used instead of two starters, as

advised bv Dr. Miller. c. r. n.

AmericanHee Journal

" Are we really talking about the same
thing ?" How is it about the matter of

color up Mr. Pettit's way ? c. c. m.

Siiu.shiue and t'lover Leaves

Did you ever watch the little white

clover at sunset and notice that all its

leaves, almost without exception, have

their surface turned to the setting orb ?

Plants love sunshine, and they show

it. When the sun rises, every leaf of

the white clover, and of a number of

other plants turns towards the Orient,

to salute the first rays of Aurora, and

to bask in its beams. As the sun moves

in its course, every leaf follows the

gradual motion, and at sunset all are

facing the west, turning back again to

the east at the early signs of dawn.

Flowers worship the sun, for the sun

is their life. How many flowers would

exist in a country where the sun was

constantly hidden by clouds, mist or

fogs? How much honey would be

produced there ?

Characteristics of European Foul
Brood

I am not without hope that the con-

tradictory views regarding the odor of

European foul brood may yet be cleared

up, but there seems no great tendency

in that direction just now. So far it

seems to be a matter of nationality. If

a man says the odor of European foul

brood is unspeakably vile, you may
know that he fights under the British

flag (or some other foreign flag), and

if he says the odor of European foul

brood is hardly worth minding, you

may set it down at once as certain that

he swears by the stars and stripes. The
latest to express an opinion is L. Har-

ris, page 54, and you may know that he

is a Britisher without looking at the

end of the article for his address when
you read: "I say the poorest quality

of glue is quite fragrant in comparison

with an advanced case of European

foul brood."

The thing, however, which espe-

cially caught my attention in Mr. Har-

ris' article, is that when giving the

marks of European foul brood, he says

the larvEe are black, brown, or gray.
" In this locality," when looking for

European foul brood, the one thing we
look for is yelloiv brood, or at least

yellowish. To be sure, in a more ad-

vanced stage it may be brown or Black,

but the outstanding feature is the yel-

low color of the larvje that are yet soft.

Yet not a word does Mr. Harris say

about the yellow color. In view of the

great difference of opinion as to odor,

and now this further divergence as to

color, the question comes up afresh.

J. Heuri Fabre
The American Magazine, in its March

number, gives a photograph and a

short biography of Henri Fabre, whose

1. H. Fabre in His Stldv.

works we have quoted twice the past

season, in the September and Novem-
ber numbers of the American Bee

Journal. The Literary Digest repro-

duces the photograph with quotations

fro.Ti his observations upon "How the

Tartantula Slays theBumble-Bee." The

ciated, after a long life of comparative
obscurity. His " Souvenirs Entomolo-
giques." which are now translated into

English, consist of ten volumes of ob-
servations of the most minute sort of
the habits of insects, including the

hymenopters. He is mentioned as "the
greatest living naturalist," wrote as in-

terestingly as a poet, and yet at 90

years of age " almost starved to death."

He lives in southern France.

We have secured from one of his

friends his latest photograph and a

partial view of his home, which we
consider of value, although faint in the

execution.

Where the Great Naturalist Lives.

works of this aged and wonderful ob-

server are just beginning to be appre-

Sinoke iu Bee-Cellar

If any one had asked me a month
ago what I would take to have my bee-

cellar thoroughly filled with smoke at

the time of taking in the bees, I might
have replied, " I wouldn't do it for fifty

dollars.'' Since reading the article of

E. S. Miles, page .59, if I were asked
that same question, I might shade those

figures considerably; possibly cutting

down the amount to twenty-five dol-

lars, with five percent ofl' for advance
payment. I'm like Josh Billings, " so

many things I know ain't so '' that it is

quite possible I am wrong and Mr.
Miles is right.

And yet, much confidence as I have
in Mr. Miles, it is hard to believe that

no harm can come to bees from
having the cellar so filled with smoke
as to set one to coughing. To be sure,

he says he has used these methods on
hundreds of colonies for over 10 years,

and assures us that no damage results.

But how can he be sure about that ?

The fact that the colonies have lived

through the winter, and have come out

in good condition does not prove that

they would not have been in a little

better condition without the smoking.
We are cautioned not to use smoke
unnecessarily when working at the

hives in summer. What harm can it

do ? For one thing it makes the bees

gorge themselves with honey, and if

that does no harm out in the open air,

it results at least in some waste. A
good deal greater harm I suspect

comes from the fright and the effect

on the nervous system of the bees, so

that I have seen them deposit their

feces on the combs and top-bars—

a

regular case of diarrhea on a hot sum-
mer day.

Now if this is so objectionable that

we are always advised to be saving of

smoke out in the open air, will it not

be a good deal worse when there is no
open air to be had, but when the whole
cellar is saturated with smoke to the
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coughing point, and that condition is

continued not during 5, 10, or 15 min-
utes, as when working at a hive in the

apiary, but during the whole time the

bees are being carried in ? If a colony
is pretty nearly scared into a diarrhea
upon being carried into the cellar, and
then comes out alive and well in the

spring, there is still room for the sus-

picion that it might have been in just a

bit better condition if it had never
had the scare. If, however, Mr. Miles
had some proof for his belief, I

am open to conviction, for there are

times when it would be convenient to

use smoke in the cellar in the fall, just

as I have found it convenient to use it

there in the spring. c. c. .\i.

Natioual Grading Kiile.s

We give in this number the National
Comb Honey Grading Rules adopted at

the February meeting. We also insert

an article from the pen of one of the

best experts on honey, Mr. Frank
Rauchfuss, of Denver, accompanied by
cuts which illustrate his e.xplanations.

His criticisms are kindly, they are a

result of his personal e.xperience, and
we know every reader will give them
due consideration, for we are all anx-
ious to get the best possible rules, and
such as will fit every section of our im-
mense territory. Much progress in

this line has already been achieved,

though perfection may never be at-

tained.

Editor VUgges and Bee-Tei-ius

In a former number of this publica-

tion the effort was made to show Edi-

tor Digges that he was not following
the dictionary by writing " honey bee

"

and "humble bee." What do you sup-

pose is his reply to our kindly efforts

to reform him ? He blandly says that
" there is no such volume as 'The dic-

tionary.' " So there you are. Then
after using considerable logic to justify

his usage, he just as blandly says:

"The whole question at usage is not
one of logic, but one of convention."
That from a man so unconventional as

to write " beekeeping " all by his lone-

some, with no one in all the wide world
in convention with him! He says:
" We find no authority, dictionary or
otherwise, for the extraordinary form
" bumblebee," and especially mentions
the Standard Dictionary as not giving
that form. Must be another case of

"locality." "In this locality" the

Standard Dictionary certainlydoes give
" bumblebee," as also " bumblebee," and
no other form is given for either of

the words. (1803 edition.)

With regard to some of the incon-

sistencies of the American Bee Journal,

perhaps the less said the better. Only
it may be permitted to say that the ex-

cuse for writing "nowadays" was one
of pure ignorance. As "nowadays"
was the only form to be found—beg
pardon, Bro. Digges, in a dictionary, we
were ignorant that it was ever written

in any other form nowadays. One
other criticism it will hardly do to let

pass. It is the supposed inconsistency

of writing "Bee-keeper" and not writ-

ing " Bee-Journal." Surely it ought to

be recognized that the latter is a

proper name, hence not subject to rules

that apply to other words. For in-

stance, one cannot change the form of

the word " digs " without awakening
a suspicion of illiteracy, except it be

used as a proper name, and then it may
be changed into " Ddigss " or into any
other form to suit the fancy.

Here's a package of good wishes to

you, Bro. Digges, to the extent of 11

pounds, all that our parcel post will at

present allow. c. c. m.

Lile Membership iu the National

The National convention appointed
a committee to investigate the advis-

ablity of accepting life members at a

certain price, paid in advance. In 1891,

resolutions were passed to accept life

members at $10, and the following be-

came life members of the Association,

which was then known under the name
of North American Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation : Thomas G. Newman, D. A.

Jones, A. 1. Root, E. R. Root, J. T. Cal-

vert, Chas. Dadant, C. P. Dadant, Dr.

C. C. Miller, Chas. Muth, A. N. Draper,

Mrs. L. Harrison, Eugene Secor, G. H.

Knickerbocker, A. R. Coe—14 members
in all. At least five of these people are

now dead, and some of the others have
continued to pay their annual dues as

if their life membership was of no
avail. Nothing new under the sun!

Iowa Law Passes
Notice has been received that the

Iowa F-ul Brood law has been passed

with appropriation of $1,500.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Don't Spray During Bloom " When
to Spray " is the title of a little folder

by Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, of Denver.

It quotes the following different au-

thorities :

Prof. Gillette says :
" When the cod-

ling moth begins to appear about the
time of full bloom, they do not begin
to lay eggs until the majority of the
apples in the orchard are one-half of
an inch in diameter; when they are

^i of an inch they are laid freely. As
soon as the little apples lose their fuzzy
coverings the moths lay their eggs
very largely upon the cheek of the
apple, but nez'er i>i the blossom. Later
they find their hiding place in the
blossom end of the apple. After the
blossoms have fallen and the apples
have attained a little size, is the time to
spray ttnd not be/'orey

Prof. Gillette, who wrote the above,
has raised these moths in great num-
bers at the Government Experimental
Station, and is considered the best au-
thority on this subject in the West.

In Bulletin No. 80, from the State of
New York Experimental Station, we
find the following statement: "The
trees should not be sprayed while in
bloom, for the spray may injure the
delicate part of the flower." The Mis-
souri State Bulletin No. 30 says:
"Never spray a fruit tree while in
bloom. You not only injure the deli-

cate stigma and prevent pollenization,
but you are in danger of killing bees."
Bees aid largely in pollenizing all fruit
trees and with other insect life are of

great service to the fruit growers at

this time of the year.

Greene's Fruit Grower says: "It is a

positive injury to spray for the codling
moth when the trees are in bloom."
The Vermont Station prints the fol-

lowing advice : "Spraying when trees
are in bloom is entirely useless ; it is

a waste of time and spraying material."
The United States Agricultural De-
partment at Washington sends out the
following :

" Pomologists may well
join hands demanding and securing a
law making it a grave misdemeanor to
spray trees while they are in full

bloom."

Canada has a strict law against spray-
ing while fruit trees are in bloom
Several of our States have passed simi-
lar laws.

Spray only when blossoms have
fallen. Those trees that have blos-
soms on them at the time of the first

spraying should not be sprayed until
the time of the second spraying some
12 or 14 days later.

Illinois State Association The 12th

Annual Report of the State Association

is now ready for its members. It will

be sent in cloth binding to all paid-up

members. Later members will get a

paper-bound copy. It contains the

full report of the State meeting at

Springfield and of the Northwestern at

Chicago, as well as a condensed report

of the National at Cincinnati. This
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explains the relation of the National to

the affiliated associations.

A remittance of $1.50 entitles Illinois

bee-keepers to membership in both the

State and National associations, and

they will get the Bee-Keepers' Review

and the State Report. Subscriptions

may be sent to either Jas. A. Stone. Rt.

4, Springfield, State Secretary; L. C.

Dadant, of Hamilton, Secretary of the

Chicago-Northwestern, or E. B. Tyrrell,

of Detroit, Mich., Secretary of the Na-

tional. ^
Minnesota State Legislation.—\ bill

was prepared by the Minnesota Bee-

Keepers' .Association and presented to

the Legislature for passage. This bill

is very comprehensive. Among other

things, it provides that the State Api-

arist shall keep and care for at least 2.5

colonies at the State Agricultural,Col-

lege, for the purpose of experimenting,

and also the same number at each

branch Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion.

The aid of all bee-keepers is solicited

in urging the passage of this bill.

Thriving Apiarists in France.—Thanks
to the kindness of Rev. P. Prieur, edi-

tor of the Revue Eclectique d'Apicul-

ture, whose photograph we give, we
publish views of the apiary and honey-
house of Mr. Couterel, of Albret, in

sunny southern France.
No. 1.—Corner of the Albret apiary of

Mr. Couterel, with himself, wife, and
two of their friends. The long blouse
worn by the men is the customary
working coat in the country.
No. 2.—The main work-shop with

workers on hand.
No. 3.—The honey-room with a por-

tion of the crop of 11,000 pounds of

honey.
No. 4.—-The Albret apiary.

No. 2.—Workshop of J. Coiterel, of Albret in France.

Adulteration of Honey in Europe.—
The great lawsuit in Hamburg, regard-
ing adulterated honey has ended. The
sentence was severe. .'Altogether the
fines were J4,600 marks (1 mark 24

cents), besides the confiscation of

30,000 marks' worth of adulterated
honey.

—

Bienetizi'irtschaflliches Cetitral-

blatt.

We also have a law in Italy against
the adulteration of food substances,
and if it is true that artificial honey is

palmed off in Italy for genuine honey,
bee-keepers who learn of this and are

able to furnish sure proofs of the fact,

ought, in the interest of all, to report
the defenders.

Another condemnation because of

selling adulterated honey (a mixture
of a very little honey with syrup, sugar,

and a yellowish coloring matter) is re-

ported by the Berliner Markthallen-
zeitung.
The Bulletin de la Societe Romande

d'Apiculture, says that a Hamburg
firm shipped to Switzerland 83 quintals
(I quintal 220 pounds) of honey, which
the custom-house in Basel caused to

be analyzed, and found that it con-
tained 23 percent of water. As the

Swiss law only permits 20 percent of

water ithe water which is found nat-

urally in honeyK the firm was fined,

but it was permitted to take back the

honey.
Would it be indiscreet to ask if the

Italian customs officials use the same
precautions?

—

Translated from L'Afi-
co/fore.

The translator of the above items

from r.Apicoltore, Milan, Italy, wrote

the definition of honey which is em-

bodied in the pure-food regulations of

the United States. He was in favor of

making 20 percent the limit of the per-

centage of water admissible in pure

honey, but on this point was overruled

by the chemical board that passed

upon the matter, and the limit was

fixed at 25 percent. It is seen from

the item quoted that the Swiss govern-

ment has a higher standard in this re-

spect than our own.

No. I.—Corner of the Albret Apiary.

Quebec Provincial Bee-Keepers' Meet-

ing This meeting took place March

27, Dr. Emery Lalonde presiding. Ar-

rangements were made for honey ex-

hibits at the coming November meet-

ing, with premiums aggregating ?14. at

this meeting.

A request for a subvention of $300

was addressed to the Minister of -Agri-

culture. Resolutions were passed re-

questing reports from the inspectors

on their operations, and on the com-
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parative value of different races of

bees. Also that the members be asked

to experiment and report on the com-

parative advantage of natural and arti-

ficial swarming; and the best method

of swarm prevention, these questions

to be reported on at the next meeting.

The Minister of Agriculture was

asked to authorize the inspectors to

destroy the diseased colonies of bee-

owners who neglect or refuse to treat

them ; to forbid the use of hives with-

out movable combs because they can-

not be examined; to prevent the im-

portation within the Province of dis-

eased or infected bees and appliances;

to require every inspector to submit

to an examination for competency; to

have two additional inspectors ap-

pointed for the present season ; to pro-

vide for lectures on apiculture during

next winter.

blossom, about May 1, men began
making collections of insects found
visiting the blossoms. The collections
were made during the day and night.
The trees were inspected at least once
every two hours, and all insects found
were captured if possible, and recorded
if not.

A comparison of the number of in-

sects captured and recorded, shows
that the honey-bees were far more
numerous than the other insects visit-

ing the trees, and were more important
than all the other insects combined. A
number of bees were watched in order
to Jet"^rniine tlie number of blossoms
they would visit on one trip. One bee
was followed until it had visited 61

flowers, and was then lost sight of in

the top of the tree. Others visited

from 25 to 45 blossoms.

Rev. P, Prietk. of France.

Good Grading On our desk we find

a page clipped from the Merchants'

Index. We quote in short:

"Dumping an original package of
goods that is subject to irregularity,

and putting a straight price on it, isn't

good store-keeping. A thing may be
bought to sell at a definite price, but
you can make it sell for more. At this

writing, for instance, 176 Florida or-

anges sell at 30 cents a dozen. You are
likely to find 5 or 6 dozen that are as

large as 150, and should go in the 35-

cent box. So you are 25 or 30 cents to

the good. In a basket of lettuce you
will find at least half a dozen different

sizes, and by the same token you will

get different buyers. Separate it and
mark it over."

How about doing this for sections of

honey ? ^
Misbranding of Confectionery. — On

June 28, l;U2, the United States Attor-

ney for southern Ohio filed informa-

tion against the members of the firm of

Sauerston & Brown, of Cincinnati,

Ohio, charging misbranding.

The product was labeled " Honey

Bees as Cross-PoUenators.—Experi-

ments have been recently carried on

at the Kansas Experiment Station to

determine the importance of the honey-

bee and various other insects as fac-

tors in cross-poUenization. Wind was

not considered in the tests because it

was found that wherever apples were

grown far from an apiary, a very much
reduced amount of fruit was secured.

The Kansas Industrialist comments
on the experiment as follows :

Two Ben Davis, two Missouri Pip-
pins, and two VVinesap trees were se-

lected just before blossoming time, in

an orchard in which several hives of
bees had been placed. The object was
to determine the number and kind of

insects visiting the trees, and the time
of day at which they were the most
frequent. When the trees began to

CULTURE INTENSIVE DE L'ABEILLE

Mlel. Cire. Hydromel Oros 4 Ditail

J. COUTEREL, Apiculleur. BARBASTE (Lot-el-Qaronne) jL
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Maples " on each package, and " Favor-

ite Honey Maples " on each individual

piece of candy. It was found to con-

sist of a mixture of commercial glu-

cose, sucrose, and cocoanut, and did

not possess either in flavor or sub-

stance either honey or maple sugar.

The defendants entered a plea of

guilty, and were fined $25.00 with costs

of $14.65.
•»

School for Bee-Keepers.—The Exten-
sion Service of the Massachusetts Ag-
ricultural College has published a bul-
letin announcing a two weeks' school
for bee-keepers, which will begin May
28. The school will be followed by a
convention on June 11 and 12.

The faculty and the courses which
they will give are as follows :

" Practi-
cal Phases of Bee-Keeping," Dr. Bur-
ton N.Gates; " Crops for Honey-Bees,"
Prof. S. B.Haskell; " The Relation of
Bees to the Pollenation of Plants," Dr.
George E. Stone; "Structure of Bees,"
Mr. I. W. Davis ;

" Bees and Bee-Keep-
ers' Supplies," Dr. James B. Paige.
Students will have the use of the

regular apicultural equipment of the
college, consisting of about 2 acres
with 50 colonies of bees and a modern
building constructed especially for the
teaching of practical apiculture. Prac-
tically every device used in American
apiculture will be shown, it being the
aim of the department to procure new
inventions as fast as they appear, for
the purpose of study and comparison.
A library of over 700 volumes and
papers of apicultural literature will also
be available to students.
The registration will be limited to 15,

and applications will be accepted in
the order received. A registration fee
of $2.00 will be charged.
For bulletins or other information

address Prof. W. D. Kurd, Amherst'
Mass. ^

Prizes on Color and Taste of Honey
In "L'Abeille" de I'Aube, February,

1913, I'Abbe Cayatte complains that in

giving prizes to bee-keepers for their

honey too much importance is paid to

the color and flavor of the honey. He
says

:

Preference is usually given to the
lightest colored and best flavored
honey. Am I then a poorer bee-keeper
because in a bad season my honey
looks as dark as molasses ? Can I

change the nature of the blossoms of

my neighborhood ? While giving pref-
erence to light-colored honey of finest

flavor, we should, in all fairness, have
different series of light, amber, dark,
and give to each similar prizes, pro-
vided they have been harvested by
modern processes which secure extra-
pure honey.

Stung!—Not long since, a well-known
business man had occasion to call his

creditors together. He explained his

situation, and asked for time in which
to meet his obligations. This was
granted. As the meeting broke up,

some of the gentlemen present rallied

the embarrassed man on the absence

of his accustomed joviality. " Cheer
up, old fellow," said one; 'I know a

man who has been stung hundreds of
times, and made money out of the ex-
perience."

" You don't say !" exclaimed the as-

tonished bankrupt. "What's his line of
business ?"

" He's a bee-inspector," was the reply.

Toronto Field Day The annual Field
Day of the 'loronto Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will be held at the apiary of
Mr. G. H. Sibbald, Forks of Credit
Station, on May 24, 191?:

Mr. Morley Pettit, Provincial Api-
arist, will have charge of the program.
He will be assisted by some of our
prominent Ontario bee-men, so that
we confidentally e.xpect this " meet " to

eclipse anything heretofore attempted
in this line in Canada Without doubt
Mr. Sibbald's apiary lends itself to this

educational work better than any other
apiary within miles of Toronto.
A basket picnic will be held in con-

nection with the meeting. The ladies

will look after this department in their

usual manner.
A program is now being prepared.

The approximate train time table is as
follows: Leave Union station 7:00

a.m. to 7:15 a.m. Arrive at the Forks
at 10 :00 a.m. Leave Forks about 6:00
p.m. Arrive at Union station about
9:00 p.m. Fare, round trip about $1.00.

A hearty invitation is e.xtended to

all bee-keepers, but be sure and bring
a lunch. Chas. E. Hopper, Sec.

A Foul Brood Law for Idaho.—A re-

cent letter from Mr. Ben Hall, of

Idaho, states that the bee-keepers have

just succeeded in having a foul brood

bill passed, known as House Bill No.

295. The bill is very effective. Any
one intending to ship bees into Tdaho

had better get a copy of the bill before

shipping.

Wax Craft The British Bee Journal

announces a second translation in Rus-

sian of Thos. Wm. Cowan's " Wax
Craft." The book is certainly worthy.

National Grading Rules The fcallow

-

ing grading rules were adopted at the

National convention in Cincinnati,

Ohio, Feb. 13, 1913:

Sections of comb honey are to begradeti:
first, as to finish; second, as to color of
honey; and third, as to weight. The sec-
tions of honey in any given case are to be so-
nearly alike in these three respects that
any section shall be representative of the
contents of the case.

I.-FINISH.

1. K.XTRA FANrv.—Sections to be evenly
filled, comb firmly attached to' the four
sides, the sections to be free from propolis
or other pronounced stain, combs and cap-
pings white, and not more than six unsealed
cells on either side.

2. Fancy.—Sections to be evenly filled,
comb firmly attached to the four sides, the
sections free from propolis or other pro-
nounced stain, comb and capoings white,
and not more than six unsealed cells on
either side, exclusive of the outside row.

3. No. I.—Sections to be evenly filled, comb
firmly attached to the four sicies, the sec-
tions free from propolis or otherpronounced
stain, comb and cappings white to slightly
off color, and not more than 40 unsealed
cells, exclusive of the outside row.

4. Standard —Comb not projecting be-
yond the box. attached to the sides, not less
than two-thirds of the way around, and not
more than 60 unsealed cells exclusive of the
row adjacent to the box.

II.-COLOR.

On the basis of color of the honey, comb
honey is to be classified as; first, white;
second, light amber; third, amber; and
fourth, dark.

III.-WEIGHT.

1. Heavy.—No section designated as heavy
to weigh less than fourteen ounces.

2. Medilm, — No section designated as me-
dium to weigh less than twelve ounces.

3. Light.—No section designated as light
to weigh less than ten ounces.
In describing honey, three words or sym-

bols are to be used, the first being descrip-
tive of the finish, the second of color, and
the third of weight. As for example; Fancy
white, heavy F. W. H. ; No. i amber, me-
dium I A. M . etc. In this way any of the
possible combinations of finish, color and
weight can be briefly described.

CULL HONEY.
Cull honey shall consist of the following:

Honey packed in soiled second hand cases,
or that in badly stained or propolized sec-
tions containing pollen honey, dew honey,
honey showing signs of granulation, poorly
ripened, sour or "weeping" honey; sec-
tions with comb projecting beyond the box,
or well attached to the box less than two-
thirds the distance around its inner sur-
face; sections with more than 00 unsealed
cells, exclusiveof the row adjacent to the
box, leaking, injured, or patched-up sec-
tions; sections wtighing less than ten
ounces.

Bee-Keeping <^ For Women
Conducted hv Miss Emma M. Wiison, Marengo. 111.

Taking Bees Out of Cellar Quarters

In this region the blooming of the

soft or red maple is the signal for tak-

ing bees out of cellars, choosing the

first day when the temperature is up to

40 or 50 degrees in the morning, with
a bright sun, and the prospect of a

higher temperature through the day.

If the day be still, it is better, but a

little wind will do no harm, if it is

warm.
Occasionally the soft maples fool us,

opening out in bloom only to be fol-

lowed by a severe cold spell. This
year the earliest soft maples opened
March 30. (There may he a difference

of several days between the opening of

the earliest and the latest.) The weather
was favorable for the next two or three

days, but the bees were left in the cel-

lar. Whether that was a mistake or
not remains to be seen. It is pretty

early yet, and if there should come
such a freeze as there was 2 weeks ago,

we will be glad the bees are in com-
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fortable quarters. A few days delay
can do little harm.
At the present date, April 4, we are

having a snow storm. Yet the bees
would not suffer if they were on the
summer stands, for the temperature is

only 3(; degrees.

P. S.—The bees were taken from the
cellar April 5. It would have been
just a little better if they had been
taken out 4 days sooner.

heading of a letter received by Dr.
Miller recently from a bee-keeper at

Arden, Neb. At the top of the page,
at one corner, appears the name of

W. H. Mills; at the opposite corner,
Emma S. Mills. It looks good, too,

showing proper appreciation.

A 5-Cent Watering Place for Bees

On page 115, a jug is advised for
watering bees. We never used a jug,

but have used a stone crock inverted
over a dinner plate. The same thing
is very convenient for feeding sugar
syrup. Fill the crock half full with

White-Clover Blossoms Yielding Nectar

A tramp over the pastures, April 4,

shows an abundance of white clover,

probably not exceeded in any previous
year. Since there can no longer be
anxiety as to the crop of white-clover
plants, there remain two questions for
bee-keepers in this region.

First, will the clover yield any nec-
tar? There are years when the ground
is white with clover bloom, and yet the

A Bucket of Water With Floating Cork c;hii's.

sugar, then fill up with water; put a

woolen cloth, or several thicknesses of

cheese cloth, on the crock, and over
this the dinner plate upside down.
With one hand under the crock, and
the other hand over the plate, quickly
turn the whole thing upside down, and
your feeder is ready. The water will

gradually dissolve the sugar. If part

of the sugar is left undissolved, more
water can be added.
For watering bees we now have

something very much better. The pic-

ture shows a .5-cent watering place

that cannot be excelled at any price.

It is simply a candy or tobacco pail

with cork chips thrown on the water.

The cork chips come as packing for

grapes in winter time, and can be had
from the grocer.
Put the pail in a sheltered, sunny

place, fill it with water, and then pour
cork chips on top of the water, so that

the chips are not so deep that the bees
will not reach the water at all. In a

day or so the chips will become wet on
top, and you can add more. Have it so

you can see the moisture of the under
chips, yet so the tops of the chips are
dry. After the chips are well soaked
they may last without replenishing
throughout the season.

Equal Suffrage

A little out of the ordinary is the

bees get nothing from it. Just why, no
one knows. Some claim that there is

no nectar in the blossoms of the first

year's growth. The plants that are

now to be seen are not those that have
just sprung from seed, but those of

last year's growth. Indeed, they may
be of several years' growth, for it must

be remembered that white clover is a

perennial. With the hopefulness of
bee-keepers, let us wait until the first

half of June, when the bees will not
fail to tell whether nectar is to be had.
We eagerly await this decision. If the
white clover does yield nectar this year,
there will be a lot of it.

Second, if there is a good yield from
white clover, will the bees be in good
trim for it ? Good authorities tell us
that we should know the resources of
our own locality, so as to have colonies
strong for the harvest—not coming to

full strength before the harvest, nor
after it has teen some time in prog-
ress—keeping in mind that a bee goes
afield some 37 days after it begins its

growth in the egg stage.

There is little danger in this locality

of building colonies up too rapidly in

spring. Get them built up as fast as

possible. There has probably never
been a year when colonies were at

fullest strength in advance of clover
bloom. Some colonies might be ex-
ceptions if they were left entirely to

themselves, but these extra early colo-

nies are made to help build up their

w-eaker sisters.

Miss Candler Loses Ker Mother

Miss Mathilde Candler, Wisconsin's
woman bee-keeper, who counts her
colonies by the hundred, has suffered

an affliction in the loss of her mother,
who died Dec. 20, after an illness of

only (! days, at the age of 77 years.

Bee-keeping sisters will sympathize
with Miss Candler, especially those
who have lost their own mothers.

Miss Candler writes March .30: "The
outlook for a honey crop is excellent,

so far as clover is concerned. Bees
need feeding though. They have drawn
very heavily on their stores, and colo-

nies that I thought had sufficient are

very light."

We have also learned of the death of

the mother of Miss Ida Kitt, at Albion,

Ind., Jan. 11. Miss Kitt is a contribu-

tor to this department. Our sympathy
goes to her also.

BiH Western^ Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

A Dearth of Pollen

During the past week—the first week
in April—I examined many colonies,

and the larger percent of them are des-

titute of pollen. The dandelions have
not yet come, and, until they do, the

bees will be short. Some bee-men are

using substitutes, such as flour, rye

meal, etc , and it does help, when the

bees go for it so eagerly.

The colonies that have no pollen

have usually a large force of bees and
considerable sealed brood, lots of eggs,

and a few larv;e two or three days old,

but none between this and the sealed.

What does this show ? That the bees

used all their pollen in caring for the

larv;e now sealed and hatching, and
since that time, although the queen
continues to lay, no brood is developed
beyond larva; two or three days old.

With a condition like this it is reason-

able to infer that artificial substitutes

do good.
The time when there is no pollen is

fortunately short—in 10 days we will

have plenty of pollen-bearing flowers.

This is near the foot-hills. The situa-

tion is entirely different farther from
the mountains. We need surplus combs
of pollen stored away for use as much
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as we need extra combs of sealed
honey. This is one of the next ques-
tions in bee-management—how to get
combs of pollen Tilled sufficiently to
pay to store away.

Colorado as a Bee Slate

"Your name has been suggested as
one to write to for information about
Colorado as a bee State. Where is the
most honey produced in Colorado;
where is the market for it; and is it

sweet clover or what quality of honey ?

Does any one make an entire living at

it in Colorado, or is it only a side
line ?" M.^ssACHUSETTS.

The Colorado bee-territory is con-
fined to the irrigated valleys where
alfalfa is groifii, and where sweet
clover gi-ozvs. 1 could not tell you
where the most honey is produced, as
one year one valley produces the most,
and another year another. However,
you can tell very nearly where the best
locations are, by finding out where the
most alfalfa is grown. It would be
unwise to settle anywhere without first

visiting the country and looking into
transportation facilities, cost of living,

climatic conditions, foul brood situa-
tion, etc. There is room for more
bee-keepers in parts of Colorado, and
these districts will welcome you, but
there are drawbacks to all. The success
depends upon the man. I am frank
to say that I believe there is more
money in bees in the eastern part of
the United States than in Colorado for
the up-to-date bee-man. We have
marketing problems that do not trouble
the eastern bee-keeper.

The market for our honey is in the
States to the east, and partly in a local
market. We have considerable trade
in Te.xas and Oklahoma.
There are probably 200 bee-men in

the State who make the larger part of
their income from bees. I would not
recommend bees as an absolute spe-
cialty. Every bee-keeper should have
a small garden, some fruit, chickens,
cow, etc.

One of the reasons why bee-men in

in the West can care for from 300 to

700 colonies with but little help, is that
during the working season we have
a larger number of working days with
but few storms to shut off work. Our
wintering problem is not so severe as
in the East, though we have our trou-
bles along that line.

Swarming, sometimes, is a problem,
and one bee-man last year said that he
lost 7-5 swarms because the bees got
the start of him. He had about 600
colonies, and harvested nearly a car of
comb honey. He preferred to lose that
number of swarms rather than keep
less bees and catch all swarms, but
harvest perhaps half as much honey.
Western bee-keeping is more extensive
than intensive.

pects are good, there is snow in the
mountains, and spring moisture is

abundant. Sweet clover is coming up
in good shape in eastern Colorado.

Feeding Bees Directly into Empty Combs

Herman Rauchfuss, of Englewood,
Colo., showed me a pressure tank that
is very handy for various uses in the
apiary. It is a galvanized iron tank of
about 15 to 18 gallon capacity. Near the
top is an automobile or bicycle valve,
such as is used in pumping up tires.

An ordinary bicycle or automobile
pump can be used in pumping air into

the tank. The funnel at the bottom is

equipped with a rubber hose feet long,
and a nozzle at the end similar to the
nozzle of a sprinkling can. Now sup-
pose considerable honey is granulated
in the combs in the hives; pour in the
tank 10 or 1-j gallons of water, and
pump in the air to give pressure.
Wheel the tank from one hive to an-
other, and spray warm water into and
over the combs of granulated honey.
The bees can make quick work of that
honey.

Or suppose you wish to feed the bees
thin syrup

;
put that in the tank, get in

some air pressure and you can soon

Mr. Herman Raichfuss and His Son on Their Way to an Oct-Apiarv.

fill the combs with one to three pounds
of syrup. It is better to fill these
combs in a bee-tight room if the bees
are inclined to rob. The combs may
be filled over a tub or vat to catch all

the drip. The tank can be used to

force swarms to alight by having it

nearly filled with water. The spray
nozzle must be fine so that the diffu-

sion of the liquid will be in small par-
ticles, as this is important whether
feeding bees syrup or water, or forcing
a runaway swarm to alight.

many of them do this work themselves
when it would probably be better for
them to hire it done and expand their
bee-keeping operations. Nearly all the
preparations for a crop can be done
with hired help, and the bee-keeper
can devote his time to the more im-
portant work of getting the bees in

shape for the harvest.

Do It With Hired Help

Many of our western bee-men are
busy scraping and cleaning separators
and supers, putting up sections, wiring
and putting foundation in frames. Too

Prospects for May
Should the weather conditions remain

as they are now, this spring will be an
" -Alexander plan of increase " spring
for western bee-men, and will give
them a chance to fill hives that have
been empty for several vears. Several
carloads of bees will be shipped into
the State, and doubtless a good number
of nuclei and pound packages also.

Southern Beedom^
Cnnducted by Louis H. ScHOLi , New Braunfels. Tex.

Backward Spring in Western Colorado *P"' Swarming and Honey-Flows

Early .April reports come from
western Colorado that the season is

cool and backward, and that bees are
weak. It will take them a long while
to build up for the honey-flow if this
condition prevails. Otherwise pros-

The forepart of April is as warm as
summer time, and bees are busy at

work as though there had been no re-

cent cold weather and delay in their
brood-rearing. The cold snap the lat-

ter part of March was severe on the

nectar-yielding vegetation, and conse-
quently affected brood-rearing from
the central part of the southern States
northward. Letters from the southern
portion of our own State say the bees
are swarming, and that honey-flows
are beginning. From the lower part
of the State and the Rio Grande River
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valley came reports several weeks ago
that the bees were so busy in a honey-
flow that they had no time to think
about swarming.
Does this compare with our north-

ern cousins' conditions ? We remem-
ber that several cold waves traveled

from the northwest to the southeast,

and we did not suffer to any great ex-

tent, or at least not as we usually do
when the cold waves come from North
to South direct.

All the bee-keepers agree that we
have fine prospects. This, together
with enquiries for early honey, is en-

couraging.

Bees and Chickens for School Children

The writer has been advocating the

combination of bee-keeping and poul-

try raising for the school children, in

his lectures at various high schools.

There is a great deal in this combina-
tion, for children. It gives them an
excellent opportunity to occupy them-
selves, and keep out of mischief. It

provides an opportunity to make pin

money for the time spent, and it is a

combination thatshouldbe encouraged
by the parents.

Another item that is valuable for the

school child, is deciding early in life

what trade or line of work he or she

wishes to follow. Selecting one's life

work early affords the opportunity to

make use of many things pertaining to

that following. This helps to make
the selected work more easy and suc-

cessful. It saves wasting much time
during the school years on work of

little value in their chosen field later.

If a child shows a leaning toward
one line of work and continues to show
this interest as it grows up, the parent
should lend assistance in getting that

boy or girl started with his or her
special line of work. A child, with a

few colonies of bees and some thor-

oughbred fowls, can make a successful

combination out of the two that will be

a pleasure and a profit.
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Of course, the above would not apply
in sections where the original flora is

changed into vast wheat or other grain
fields, as in north Te.xas. But if such
territory is turned into irrigated alfalfa

districts, as it is often, the honey yield

may be improved materially.

However, the most ideal territory for

bee-keeping is where still exists nectar-
yielding flora in great abundance. The
great number of varieties make up a

succession of blossoming periods so

that there is an almost continued nec-
tar yield and a consequent steady
honey-flow from the beginning of the

year to the end. But even the wildest

of these localities do not offer us ideal

conditions. There are many wooded
territories that are not adapted to bee-
keeping for profit ; we also find prairie

lands not suited to this pursuit.

We have h) apiaries on one of the

largest rivers of Texas, the Brazos,
where putting the land into culti\ation

proves of value to bee-keepers. The
"bottoms" in the river valleys are

heavily timbered, but the nectar is of

inferior quality. However, these trees

and shrubs yield pollen, and thus help

the bees considerably. When the land

is put into cultivation there are still

enough trees left along the fences, in

Cultivation vs. Bee-Keeping

The question has been asked whether
forage for our bees is decreasing where
cultivation is increasing ; and whether
a " backwoods " region is the best

place, excepting irrigated regions.

This depends upon the localities in-

volved. At one time the writer feared

of being put out of business because
the land owners were clearing off their

land and putting it into cultivation.

These lands were covered with mes-
quite trees and other honey-plants.
With these sources destroyed the for-

age might all be taken away. But cot-

ton is the main cultivated crop in Texas,
and, especially in the black lands, cot-

ton yielded excellent honey-flows.
These became more regular, season
after season, than the original yield of

nectar, abundant as well as of excellent
quality. So it does not matter whether
the mesquite prairies upon which we
depend for our honey sources are put
into cultivation, as long as they are
made into cotton farms for the greater
portion of the crops. Although corn
does not yield nectar, it is also of im-
portance to the bee-keeper since it

yields an abundance of pollen.

pastures, along the river banks, and
about residences.
The main source is cotton, and there

are thousands of acres of it in the
large plantations. We have found the
yield very regular during the 10 years
that we have operated our apiaries in

that section, although some years have
been more favorable than others, owing
to the difference in rainfall.

Outside of the cotton belt there are
many localities where the cultivation

of the land would mean an end to bee-
keeping. Even where much cotton is

planted in the sandy land districts, it

does not yield nectar as readily, and
that which is yielded is darker in color
and not so good in quality.

In most of the southwest Texas ter-

ritory, that scope of country that has
been known as " the bee-keepers' para-
dise" for many years, cultivation of the
wild lands would mean a decrease in

honey yields. Then there is much ter-

ritory that is being put under irriga-

tion for truck crops, and these are not
what the bee-keeper wants. Unless
alfalfa is also planted in irrigated re-

gions, even the coming of irrigation

would not make it a better bee-keeping
territory than it was before being un-
der the plow.

Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ontario.

Double-Walled Hiyes vs. Tenements

I have had several letters recently

from different parts of Canada, and the

more northern States, asking what
style of hive or case I prefer for out-

side wintering. I shall go into con-
siderable detail in answering the ques-

tions, as it is a very important subject

to decide upon by any one who con-
templates wintering large numbers of

colonies outdoors every year.

There are two plans in vogue here

in Ontario — single-packed hives, or
single hives packed in removable cases,

and the tenement plan of two or more
hives in one case, removing them in

May and repacking in October or No-
vember. Of late years many Ontario
bee-keepers are packing -1 in a case,

and they have the bees facing all points

of the compass. One case has the

bees face 2 colonies north and 2 south,

while the next case in the row will

have 2 face east and 2 west. This latter

plan is very popular, and from the mat-
ter of economy is the best plan yet

brought before the public.

In my own apiaries I have tried va-

rious winter-cases, and while admitting
that I am in the minority, I prefer the

single hive to a tenement case. I like

the hive permanently packed better

than one in which it is necessary to

unpack every spring and pack again

for winter.
The chief argument advanced in

favor of the tenement packing-ca'es is

that they are cheaper than the single

case, and warmer also, because the

hives share the heat of each other. It

is claimed that the bees in a case con-
taining 4 hives will always cluster in

the center of the quadrangle.
That they are cheaper than single

cases cannot be disputed, but as to the

benefits in wintering as compared with
a single colony in a case, I am not so
sure. While it seems reasonable that

there must be somt- difference, this dif-

ference is so little as not to be
apparent in apiaries where the two
plans are tried side by side. Colo-
nies wintered alone in a packed hive

always come out as well as those
packed two or more in a tenement case.

While the tenement hives are cheaper
to construct, they are not nearly so

handy to work with. Packing the bees
in them in the spring and lifting them
them out in the fall is a back-breaking
job. The packed hive is objected to

because it is bulky to handle, but, on
the other hand, the big tenement cases
have to be stored in the summer, and
in moving an apiary they are worse
than the packed hives. When bees are
moved in the spring, it is absolutely
necessary to unpack them before doing
so. A few days ago we got about 3

inches of snow, and in one day I moved
over 100 colonies in single-packed
hives about half a mile. It was easy
getting these hives on a sleigh, but
with large cases it would have been an
impossibility.
While, as already intimated, I have va-

rious styles in my different yards, in the

future ail cases made for winter will be
single ones, and the hives will be
permanently packed so that no lifting

oil/ in the spring, or lifting ;'« in the
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fall, will be necessary. The accompany-
ing photographs illustrate the hive I

prefer and expect to use in the future.

Mr. Byer's Favorite Hive.

I would give a good deal if all my bees

were in this kind of hives at the pres-

ent. Picture No. 1 shows the hive just

as it has stood all winter; it has a

strong colony of bees in it at present.

Notice the block for contracting the

entrance for winter—this gives an en-

trance of fsxlO inches. This can be
varied to suit the bee-keepers' idea of

size of winter entrance. 1 want noth-
ing smaller for a strong colony.

Picture No. 2 shows the same hive

with cover removed, and the construc-
tion of the outside case in view. This

The Same Hive With Larger Entrance.

hive is a 10-frame Jumbo, and is the
style and size I prefer for extracted
honey, but the same style of hive could
be made for any depth of frame or
width of hive. One inch of sawdust in

front and 2 inches on sides and back
I find sufficient protection. In addi-
tion, the case is lined inside with heavy
building paper. The bottom is loose,

or fastened as desired. The outshlc

posts are made of 2-inch stufif, with H

of the material sawed at right angles,
leaving the pieces the shape of an old-
fashioned eaves trough, two sides at

right angles.

The inside posts are one inch square,
and in nailing the outside sheeting,
the nails pass through the outside
posts and into the inch square posts in

the corner. In this manner the siding
is held in place under the corners of
the outside posts, and cannot warp or
twist. The outside sheeting is of Vz-
inch cedar ; a wood very light and very
lasting, especially if kept painted.
The outside case is high enough to

take one full depth or two half depth
supers, and when the cover is in place
bees will stay in the super when they
would desert the super of a single hive,

no matter howe.xact the joints between
hive and super. Little work is required
to prepare the colony for winter. I

usually put enough dry sawdust in a

bran sack to make about 4 inches deep
over the frames when spread out. Any
other packing commonly used will an-
swer the purpose as well. In picture
No. 2 the entrance block is removed
for warm weather, thus giving an en-
trance 1x12 inches. I have no use for
a larger entrance.

There is nothing original about this

hive, as a local manufacturer has been
making them for a number of years.

The corner posts are a good thing,
and if any one is thinking of making
hives of this style, a trial will convince
them that this scheme solves the prob-
lem of how to keep thin sidins from
loosening at the corners. The covers
telescope one inch, and when in place
the space above the brood-nest is bee-
tight. This is a valuable factor in fall

feeding, as any kind of top feeder
can be used with no danger of robbing.
If weather is cool, feeders can be well
covered; the space above is very handy
for that.

Dysentery—Honey-Dew ?

The following letter may concern
other bee-keepers. I give it just as

received

:

"Three years ago I had 70 colonies
on summer stands in 10-frame double-
walled hives. The bees were extra
heavy, and in the spring 22 were dead,
while inside of the hives, combs and
frames were all plastered with dysen-
tery, and in fearful order. I then
cleaned the hives and frames the best I

could, and hived young swarms on
them, increasing to C3, which I packed
in good shape. When spring came
there were 3(! dead, with the same smear
of dysentery; it looked like strong to-

bacco juice. Some had from 2 to G

full combs left weighing up to li pounds.
I cleaned them and gave to young
swarms this last season, increasing to

76, and have them packed in winter
quarters in the same way. They are
all alive now but 4, which have the
same odor. They were light in stores
last fall, so I am now feeding section
honey in the super chamber under the
packing.
"Will you please tell me whether the

dysentery was contagious from the
use of combs and hives ?"

My opinion is that the condition
commonly called " dysentery " in bees

is not contagious in the sense that we
ordinarily use the term. I am doubtful
if dysentery is really a disease; it is

rather a condition brought about by
abnormal surroundings, such as a long
spell of cold weather, the bees being
forced to subsist on stores for some
reason unsuited to their use.

Only once have we had an experi-
ence like that described, and that was
following a season when honey-dew
was carried into the hives freely in
August. The condition was pretty
general all over Ontario, and many
bee-keepers vowed never to let their
bees go into winter quarters on such
stuff again. I have an idea that this
same trouble caused all the dysentery
in the case above, and if I understand
the letter right, many of these swarms
went into the second winter with
combs full of this same deadly stuff,

and again its elTects were felt.

I remember after our heavy loss re-
ferred to above, that increase was
made on the same combs, but being
fearful of losses after our recent ex-
perience, heavy feeding of sugar syrup
was practiced. Some of the soiled
hives had been cleaned none too well,
but the bees wintered well, which
would go to show that there is no con-
tagion in dysentery. I cannot give
positive evidence on this, and if I had
a heavy loss like the one above, I

would see that none of that same
honev went into a hive the next winter.

More About the Double-Walled Hives

[We are of your opinion. Dysen-
tery, or more properly diarrhea, is not

contagious.

—

Editor.]

Bees have wintered well here, and
clover also, up to the present. We are
anticipating a good crop, for whoever
heard of a bee-keeper who was not
Iwpefiil, especially in the spring-time ?

In what I have written of the
merits of single-packed hives as com-
pared with the tenement plan, I

omitted one of the good points of the
former, that these single hives may be
left with the top packing on as long as
desired. In the tenement hive, when
removing the colonies in the spring,
all must come out at the same time, no
matter if some colonies are weak and
others extremely strong. We have
many colonies that require supers in

fruit bloom, while others are not yet
ready for them. With single hives it is

an easy matter to give strong colonies
room. Those not ready can be left

with the packing on until they are
stronger.

Examining Colonies for Winter

On page 13ti of the April .-American
Bee Journal, a correspondent from On-
tario says that Jan. 1 he found brood in

one of his colonies, and later, that over
one-half of them had started brood-
rearing. How in the world did he see
this ? Surely, the colonies were not
e.xamined at that date, here in Ontario ?

Early, unreasonable manipulation of
bees causes the death of many good
queens each year. It is a good policy
to leave the bees severely alone in the
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winter months, ss it is very likely to

cause a lot of damage.
At this date, April 4, I have not trou-

bled to look inside of a liive aside

from lifting the quilt at the back to see
that there was sealed honey. Any ex-
amination more than this would do no
good, and might result in balled queens.

flow, but the later honey-flows should
aid materially.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

How to Keep Pure Stock Supers and

"I havel4coloniesof mixed bees, and
I would like to keep pure Italians. It

I buy queens, how must I handle them
to keep them from mating with drones
I have now ? Also, is it best to keep
one or two supers on the hive ?"

Gonzales, Tex. Joe Gr.\.-^se.

Italian stock of bees is hard to keep
pure, and to keep them so you will
have to look after them very closely.
Buy tested golden queens, one for each
colony, and introduce them according
to directions. If you are successful
you will have pure stock for tliis sea-
son, for the queens are already mated,
and your black drones can have no
ertect on your stock. Your next sea-
son's drones will be pure. When the
bees begin swarming you will have
young pure queens, and they will be
purely mated provided there is no
more black stock near you. If there is,

your young pure queens are liable to

be mated with them. The progeny
will be a cross. But if you get the
best yellow stock obtainable, this cross
will not show up much the first gen-
eration. The next cross will, and col-
onies containing such queens will have
to be replaced with pure stock again.
If you stock with the goldens I be-
lieve you would also like the first

cross.
It is always best to have more su-

pers in readiness than you think you
will need, and not only give your bees
two supers, but as many as five or six
if they should need them. This can
best be done by raising the supers they
have and slipping another under, next
to the brood-nest, and so on, as soon
as the bottom super gets well started.
Swarming will be reduced and larger
crops of honey harvested.

Worthless Swarms

These issue near the close of the
honey-flow, and cannot build up. They
soon become discouraged and swarm
out, or dwindle to nothing. They may
do well if they are looked after and
given combs of honey and brood from
the strong colonies.

Such swarming could be avoided by
not allowing the bees to become
crowded for storing room. If an ex-
tra super were given next to the brood-
nest a day or so before the flow de-
clined, in most cases it would be cov-
ered and an e.xtra super of honey
finished.

If a swarm issues a few days before
the close of the flow it will leave the
parent colony with a lot of uncapped
honey which, likely, will be unfinished

and not marketable, if it is comb honey.
It is important to keep the bees sup-
plied with plenty of storing room.

If a super be added near the close of
the flow the bees will disregard it and
finish what they have started. The
last super should be added just when
the flow begins to decline.

A Mangrove Location

"Mr. Wiliif.r:— I want to get into a

good mangrove location along the east
or west coast of Florida and start a

bee-business. Can you refer me to a

good location ?" John P. Jones.
Medina, Ohio.

I have not much regard for the man-
grove as a honey-plant, nor for the
section where it grows as a bee-coun-
try. The mangrove is a very uncertain
source of honey, and the honey is poor
in quality, very thin in body, and fer-

ments badly. However, the best loca-
tions for it can be found along the
Gulf of Mexico border of Lee Co., Fla.

There are numerous islands along the
bay and gulf, and it grows in great
quantities.

Mrs. H. D. Brainerd, of Captiva, Fla.,

who is a bee-keeper there, can give
more complete information.

I like the lake regions through the
center of the State better.

Prospects in Dixie

Weather conditions have not been
very favorable, but bees have been
making good progress in brood-rear-
ing and in sections where the flow is

early; considerable surplus has been
stored. The flow is still on, and an
average crop will be produced.
Bees were in good shape when the

first honey came, and a lot of swarm-
ing has been the result. Little surplus
can be expected during the spring

Florida

The following is an extract from a

letter written to Mr. R. L. Landrum, of
O'Brien, Fla., and referred by him to

the Dixie Department for answer:

"How do you like the Italian bee for
your section ? What is the quality of

honey produced ? What does it bring
on the market .•' Wliat is the average
per colony ? Do bees have any ene-
mies there ?" R. X. Smith.
Columbia, Iowa.

Most of the honey produced in that
section of Florida is thin in body be-
cause the nectar contains a great
amount of water. It requires much
evaporation. The Italian bees are far

behind when it comes to reducing
nectar to honey. The honey is light

in color and of good flavor, and the
darker races of bees give it a good
body. The first flow of honey is from
the chincapin. This honey is of poor
quality, hardly marketable, but increase
can be made and combs built to good
advantage.

The marketable honey brings about
10 cents per section. Owing to the
thinness of the honey when stored in

ready-built combs, not much extracted
honey is produced.

The average is about 40 or 50 pounds
of marketable honey per colony.
Bees have no great enemies there.

Better Bees and a Companion

"Mr. Wilder:—We only have the
common black bees in this section,

and they do not give us satisfaction.

We want the very best strain or race
obtainable, and we want you to recom-
mend it to us. I am a bachelor, and I

want a companion. Will you recom-
mend some one ? I am worth $3000 or
more. This is a newly settled section."

Trenton, Fla. Wallace Jones.

I fully appreciate the great confi-

dence you place in me. You are con-
fronted with two very serious prob-
lems. I will help you to solve one,
and ask some of our lady readers to

help you solve the other. Either the
Italian or Caucasian bees would give
you better satisfaction. I am partial

to the latter. You can obtain bees
from those who advertise in this paper.

Death of Oliver Foster

Oliver Foster was born in Grant Co.,

Wis., March 21, 1857, a few miles from
Platteville, the home of Edwin France.
The family moved to Mt. Vernon, Iowa,
when he was about 11 years of age.

His older brother, Alonzo Foster (my

father), was interested in bees in a

limited way, and the two talked bees
and read all they found in the farm
papers. They finally got hold of the
American Bee Journal and Gleanings
in Bee Culture.
One winter, when they had an apiary

of about 20 colonies, all died. My
father then dropped the work for a
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number of years, but my uncle built up
again and increased until he had about
300 colonies. His first swarm was
hived from^a stump when he was 14

years old.

He was always experimenting, and
designed hundreds of little devices for

bee-work. Some of the earlier inven-

tions were patented. He once told me
that he had received from the sale of

patented articles about what the pat-

ents had cost him. During the last 20

years he patented nothing. He never
talked much, but would test out his

inventions, and if he did not like them,
discarded them without further ado

—

the world none the wiser for his ex-

periments.
During his bee-keeping life he was

successful in securing hired help to do

The Late Oliver Foster.

a large part of his bee-work. He said

that he would rather have a big, strong
boy 18 to 20 years of age, who was not
afraid of bees, and who knew nothing
about them, than a man who had
worked with bees for years and had
his own methods of bee-keeping firmly

fixed. Such a boy could and would

follow his instructions, while the older
bee-man would be more or less inde-

pendent in his ideas. When his men
had worked for him several years, he
would sell or lease to them some of his

bees. At the time of his death he
owned bees in Oregon, Idaho, and in

three counties in Colorado. In all, he
owned or invested in over hjuO colonies.

In May, 1894, he moved from Mt.
Vernon, Iowa, to Las Animas, Colo.,

taking two carloads of bees and sup-

plies with him. That year he har-

vested about 4.5 tons of honey. The
largest yield, per colony, he ever had
was about 300 pounds of extracted to

the colony for about 300 colonies. He
was systematic in his work, and all

supplies must be uniform and inter-

changeable. There is not in any of his

apiaries that I know of a cover that is

larger than the top of the hive. The
bottom-boards are equally simple.

Covers and bottoms were soaked in oil

before painting.
While operating his apiaries at Las

Animas, he had such a system devel-

oped that he seldom visited the apia-

ries—all the work was directed from
home, and he looked after the business
and sale of the honey.
He has demonstrated that it is possi-

ble to operate bees as a commercial
proposition—his net income from
leased bees for a terra of nearly 20 years
averaging somewhere between 10 and
15 percent annually—and some serious
failures have occurred during that time.

Not being robust, he found it neces-
sary to save his strength. This is one
reason why he always sought hired
help that would follow directions to

the detail—he wished to be the brains
of his enterprise, if he could not sup-

ply the muscle.
He was a leader in church and Sun-

day school work. At the time of his

death he was a member of the official

board of the First Methodist church of

Boulder, Colo.
It is hard to go through his honey-

house and shop and realize that he is

no longer with us. His little devices
and methods of work stand out with
almost the reality of a living presence.
We miss him sorely. He is survived

by a wife and two daughters. Faith and
Ruth.

—

Wesley Foster.

Contributed Articles^

Avoiding Being Stung

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A
CORRESPONDENT writes thus

:

"Will Mr. Doolittle tell, in the

American Bee Journal, about
working with the bees so as to

avoid being stung as much as

possible. Also tell us why bees sting

some people so much worse than
others."

A thorough knowledge of the habits

and wants of our pets, the bees, has
much to do with the number of stings

we get. If we make a close study of

the habits of the honey-bees, and the

causes that induce them to sting, we
will at once recognize that quick mo-
tions, under most circumstances, are

liable to arouse their ire and make
them sting. By going slowly, in open-
ing hives, or when within the range of

their flight from the entrance or door-
way of their home, one can do almost
anything with bees. But if one works
in a peculiar jerking, rapid way, throw-
ing the arms in the air, or stamping
about in front of the hive, one is liable

to get stung badly.

If the motions are regulated to the

whims of the bees, and the work

among them done from the back side

of the hive, or out of sight of the en-
trance, a person will get along with
few stings.

Then the weather must be taken into
account. If the day is warm and the
sun shinging brightly, with plenty of
nectar coming in from the fields, it is

no trick for the experienced bee-keeper
to be at work continuously from 8 a.m.
to -5 p.m. and not receive a single sting.

This is especially true up to the middle
of the first flow of nectar, which is of
sufficient amount for the bees to store
quite a surplus during any season. I

have worked for a whole week pre-
vious to the middle of the harvest from
the white clover bloom without re-

ceiving a single sting during all the
season up to July 1, at which time the
basswood harvest is generally ap-
proaching. But I did not work any
more than I could help on what some
bee-keepers call "off days," such as a

cool day after a rain; a day following
a sudden stoppage in the flow of nec-
tar, and nez'er, unless it was a case of
actual necessity, when the bees from
any reason were robbing.

If obliged to do certain things on
these " off days," it is always best to

wear a veil and take the smoker with
you. And it is best to make sure that
the smoker is in good order, ready to

give a good volume of smoke at a mo-
ment's notice. Be sure you do not jerk
off the hive cover so that the whole
colony is aroused, for under such
usage stings can hardly be avoided,
even if well veiled and smoker in good
trim.

On these off days proceed something
after this fashion : Stepping to the

rear of the hive carefully blow a little

smoke in at the entrance until the bees
are heard to hum as they scamper
away from the smoke. Now pry the
cover up a little, very carefully, and as

this is done gently send a stream of

smoke into the crack made by the knife

or hive tool. This drives down the

the guards at the top to meet those
which had run from the entrance, and
so disconcerts them that the fighting

properties are taken away, and their

main thought is to take a sip of honey
for fear their house is on fire, and that

they will need some stores to start with
anew, if they are obliged to seek a new
home. The crack is now made a little

wider, and more smoke is driven in

when the cover is removed. If, after

the cover is off, the bees seem to show
quick, nervous movements, bobbing
their bodies quickly one way and the

other, with their heads following every

motion you make, no matter how slow
these riiotions are. then give a few
more light whiffs of smoke until they

are subdued and comparatively quiet,

as the frames are gently pried apart or

loosened preparatory to removing. If,

at any time, the bees stick their heads

up arid follow your hands as you ma-
nipulate the frames or hive, thus show-
ing that they are ready to fight, they

must be driven back again with smoke
or else a volley may pour out which
will give many stings, if the operator

is not stampeded entirely.

As the frames are removed they

should be carefully set in an empty
hive or light box carried along for this

purpose, as all robbing is forestalled in
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this way far better than can be done
when the frames are set down on the
ground outside the hive. If the bees
show that they are becoming obstrep-
erous at any time, a few more pufifs of
smoke will quell them, and your nec-
essary work will be done without stings
or arousing the colony to a pitch that
will be shown by their coming at you
whenever you pass the hive for the next
ten days.
Now I do not want to leave the im-

pression that this much smoke and
then slow movements are required on
all colonies. This is for " off days,"
for colonies known to be vindictive,

and more especially for a beginner
when making his first efforts at hand-
ling bees. On bright days, when nec-
tar is coming in, the usual procedure
is to carefully raise the cover, blowing
a little smoke in the crack when first

made, when the cover is set beside the
hive and the frames handled and the
needed work done with any part of the
hive, closing the same in less time than
it has taken to tell how it is done. If

there is anything that needs care, more
than all else toward avoiding stings, it

is that no bee be'mangled and killed

through our manipulation. Few, if any
colonies, are so peaceable that they
will not resent, to the stinging point,
having their sisters rolled and mangled
as the frames of comb are lifted out
and returned to the hive, and having
from one to a dozen of their fellow
workers crushed and killed when the
cover to the hive is put on, as many do
without first driving the bees off the
joints where more or less of the colony

congregate while we are at work. I

have often wished, when in apiaries
where the joints between the covers
and hives were " carpeted " with dead
bees which had accumulated from those
killed with each manipulation, that the
operator was obliged to take a sting
for every bee killed in this way, believ-
ing that such stings would show such
a one that it would be more humane
to take a little time to drive the bees
from this death trap made for them
every time a hive was closed.
Regarding bees stinging some peo-

ple more than others, there is some-
thing in it ; but what that something
is, I have never been able to tell. I

used all means I knew of some 30 years
ago to get a man stung, punishing my-
self with stings beyond measure, but
not a sting did he get. I was veiled
perfectly, while he had no protection
of any kind.
Again I hired another man to work

in my garden 15 rods away from the
nearest colony in the apiary, and at a

time when the bees were not at all

cross, when white clover was yielding
nectar so that I could work all day in

the bee-yard without a sting, and in

less tlian 10 minutes this man was
stung twice. I got out the stings and
set him at work behind the barn, out of
sight of the bee-yard and 20 rods away.
Soon he came in the barn with three
more stings, and said he could never
work anywhere near bees, and quit me
altogether.
The farmer on whose land is my out-

apiary will come from his work, at any
and all times, with sleeves rolled up,

and often wet with perspiration, sit
right down on a hive next to the one I

work on, with bare arms and face, and
get a sting not more than twice in a
season, while the bees are often so
cross when an off day comes, and I am
obliged to work rapidly, that they sting
through my clothing. A few will hover
about him, one or two get in his whis-
kers, which he will carefully pick out,
look at them and then let them go

;

when I would be stung blind were I

not fully veiled. The why of this I do
not know.
Borodino, N. Y.

Fastening Alexander Feeders

BY E. S. MILES.

I

WONDER how many readers of
the American Bee Journal use the
Alexander feeders, and what meth-
ods are used to keep them attached
to the hives ? I have known ex-

tensive bee-keepers to use nails to at-

tach them to the bottom-board or to
the hive. A nail always makes a hole,
and a leak sooner or later—a thing not
desirable in a feeder. When I first be-
gan using these feeders, 7 or 8 years
ago, I studied this matter, and hit upon
the following device which has worked
well with me, and I would like those
who have no good way of attaching
these feeders to make a few of these
and give them a trial :

The device, as shown by the accom-
panying cut, is simply a piece of strong
wire bent with a hook at one end long
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in his article on "Honey Grading." Article and explanatory table appear on opposite page.
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enough to reach about the center of
the feeder, and at the other end a short
hook to hook into the hand-hold in
the end of the hive. Any one can
make them from old stiff wire with a
pair of pliers. They should be tight
enough to go on with a little spring
pressure, and, if of the right shape,
they hold the feeders without any dam-
age to feeder or hive. I prefer old rusty
wire such as was used for fences. It is

a little stiffer, and not so inclined to

Manner of Fastening an Alexander
Feeder With a Wire.

slip as new galvanized wire. I do not
remember the size of wire in numbers,
but use about as large wire as can be
bent with an ordinary pair of 8-inch
pliers.

Another small annoyance was the
entrance blocks commonly used, blow-
ing or working loose so that one could

not depend upon them being on tight
enough to do any good. We hit upon
the idea of putting a cement coated
nail through them, using a nail long
enough to reach through t'le blocks
's to three-sixteenths of an inch. The
cement coat keeps the nail tight in the
blocks.and 's to three-sixteenths shoved
into the bottom-board holds it to its

place securely, yet it is readily removed
at any time. We use two nails to a

block, one driven from each side so
the blocks can be used either side up
to vary the size of the entrance.
Dunlap, Iowa.

The New National Grading

Rules
BY FR-\NK RAUCHFUSS.

AFTER a careful study of the new
rules adopted at the Cincinnati
convention in February, I can-
not help thinking that these rules

were not fully discussed before
being adopted. Grading rules, designed
for the use of all the bee-keepers of the
United States, are of considerable im-
portance. Plenty of time should be
given to carefully go over the field to

find out not only the needs of the bee-
keepers in the main producing sections,

but also the requirements of the prin-

cipal markets.
We grade honey for the purpose of

bringing our product before the ulti-

mate distributor in such shape that it

may be sold, without any further ma-
nipulation, at the best possible price.

To accomplish this, we must see that

the contents of each case are as nearly
uniform in finish, color and weight as

can be. The nearer we come to this,
the better price the distributor can
pay us. The variation in the selling
value of the best and the poorest case
permissible in any one grade should
be as little as possible. Otherwise we
only get a fair price for tlie poorer and
a poor price for the better cases of that
grade. Much on the same basis, the
shipper of a car of mixed apples will

only get at best a fair value of the poor
stock in the car.

Grading rules should be explicit and
as much as possible couched in lan-
guage that will not permit of any mis-
interpretation on either side, buyer or
seller. Now let us see how near the
new National rules come to these ideals.

The opening sentence is very good.
Extra Fancy.—This grade, as well

as the grades termed Fancy and No. 1,

do not permitanything but sections /;•<(

from propolis, or other pronounced
stain. How large, or rather how small,

a proportion of the comb honey crop
of the country is absolutely /'/-cc from
propolis stain .' If this rule is strictly

adhered to, there will be in some parts

of the country but very little comb
honey permitted to go into the first

three grades. While most of this

honey is a very good marketable article

otherwise, the propolis stains on the
wood cannot be removed entirely.

The two pictures that I submit here-
with show both sides of 17 sections,

numbered so the reader may follow my
descriptions. In the extra fancy grade,

not more than six unsealed cells on
either side of a section are permitted.
This eliminates much very fancy honey,
because there may be part of a row of

open cells, next to the wood.
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Section 8.—This is a very fancy sec-
tion, but has 12 open cells on one
side, on top, next to the wood.
That it is practically perfect other-
wise is evidenced by the weight, 16 '4

ounces. On the other hand. Section 1-S

is what may be called an ordinary No.
1, but it must now be classed as extra
fancy, because it is capped white,
firmly attached and completely sealed.
.•\ critical buyer would readily accept
the first-named section for extra fancy,
although the rules say it is only fancy,
but he would not accept Section 13 as
extra fancy.
Fancy.—Permits six uncapped cells

on either side, exclusive of the outside
row. It is not stated where these six
uncapped cells may be, and whether
they may be empty or filled. Section 1

has just six uncapped cells, almost in
the middle of the comb on one side.

It seems that such a section should not
be termed fancy. It is nothing but a

No. 2.

No. 1.—Forty uncapped cells, exclu-
sive of the outside row, are permitted
here. It is presumed that these 4() cells

may be anywhere on the face of a sec-
tion, and may be filled or empty. If so,

some honey that should not be classed
otherwise than cull, is permitted in this
grade. On the other hand, the re-

quirements for color of comb and cap-
pings are quite strict.

St.\nii.\rd.—In this grade we have as
many as 60 uncapped cells, exclusive
of the outside row. What has been
said about uncapped cells in previous
grades applies to this with still greater
force. Section 11 shows 48 uncapped
cells. It is but a poor cull. In con-
trast with this we have in the same
grade sections 5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 17. Sec-
tion 16 is fine and white, but goes into
the lowest class because not firmly
attached to sides. All the others are
very nice, heavy weight sections, but
the cappings are more than slightly off

color, yet they should not be thrown
into the same grade as Section 11.

Large portions of this country pro-
duce comb honey that may be termed
more than slightly off color in cap-
pings. It would have to be sold at the
price of the lowest grade, even though
it is fine, well finished stock.

I was astonished not to find grading
rules for extracted honey. Are we not
interested in this also ?

I submit these criticisms in the hope
that better rules may be drawn at some
future time.
Denver, Colo.

Producing and Marketing Honey

With the Automobile

BY A. H. BELL.

I

AM SITUATED in the Mussel-
shell Valley, which varies from
nothing to a mile in width, and the
main source of honey flow is

alfalfa and sweet clover. I came
into this valley three years ago.
Finding a suitable location, I next

cast about for a good strain of bees
free from disease. These I found near
Billings, on the Yellowstone River. As
it was only 60 miles by wagon road,
and over 200 by the railroad, I decided
to hire an automobile to haul them

home. I hired a large touring car of

40-horse power, and into this loaded 2.j

hives, tiering them up five high, and
nailing all securely together. They
made two loads, as ,511 is the number I

started with. We were on the road
just three hours with each load, and as

far as I can remember, not a dozen
bees in each hive were lost. This was
in May, and all the precautions taken

and top it makes a very acceptable
pleasure car, and in a few minutes the
deck is cleared for action, and I am
ready to load 72 lO-frame shallow su-

pers, or 42 10-frame hives. With this

load I can leave home at 7 a.m., and at

8:30 a.m. I am at Lavina, having passed
over some of the worst roads and hills

to be found anywhere.
I run the Lavina vard for extracted

No. I.—The Automobile Used to Run the Extractor.

were the nailing of wire screen over
the entrances.
The narrowness of the valley makes

it impracticable to have more than 100

colonies in one location, so I decided
on out-apiaries, and established the

first at Lavina, 18 miles west. One
year I tried attending this yard by driv-

ing to it with a team, hauling supplies

as I went, but as this took too much of

my time, I got an automobile, and se-

lected the International. This, I think,

is an all-around car, as with a rear seat

^^^^^^^^L ^''^ 1^ )4b
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No. 1 — The Lavina Yard of Mr. Bei.l. Run for Extracted Honey.

the significance of the word being
that of a main stem or parent. A
swarm retained its name until the fol-

lowing spring, when, by giving oflf a

swarm, it became a stock. The advan-
tage of this system of names was that

it conveyed some notion of the condi-
tion of tlie combs with regard to breed-
ing and pollen— a matter of great im-
portance when all honey was obtained
from the brood-nest, and when the
condition of a hive was judged by its

weight.

With the growth of the bar-frame
system of bee-keeping, the practice of
supering and methods of artificial in-

crease, the necessity of distinguishing
the stock from the swarm is no longer
of moment, and we tind that the word
"stock" is gradually changing its

meaning, and is now applied to a well-

established colony irrespective of other
details.

The change of meaning is not un-
usual in the history of words. We
have other examples in the words
" ruskie " and " pot." These are both
dialect words meaning a straw bee-

skep. The "ruskie" was a cylinder of

bark used as a bee-hive, and it is easy
to understand how the meaning of the

word has altered. The word "pot" is

not so easily explained. But pottery

was made in England before the pot-

ter's wheel was known, and probably
large boiling pots, and also bee-hives,

were made by plastering clay over a

wicker foundation. So the word may
be a survival of the time when the bee-
hive was really a pot.

D. M. Macdonald, in the British Bee
Journal for Nov. 21, 1912, discusses the

meanings of the words hive, colony,
stock, and swarm. He would define

swarm as meaning bees only. Colony
includes bees, combs, honey, pollen,

brood and eggs. A stock is a colony
plus the hive, and a hive is merely the
receptacle or bees' house. Perhaps
some bee-keepers may feel inclined to

adopt these definitions, but to do so
will not make for clearness. " I noticed
a row of stocks in the garden" is more
likely to mislead than "I noticed a row
of hives in the garden." " If " stocks
of bees " should be used, its advantage
over " hives of bees " is not so obvious,
and as a precision, I might object that
perhaps some of them were swarms.
And it would be quite wrong to accept
these definitions and then to speak of a

colony killing off the drones.

Some day, perhaps, stock, swarm and
colony will crystallize into distinct and
clear-cut meanings, but we should
never forget that the dictionary is

founded on language, and not language
on the dictionary. If we consult the
best writers on bees, we shall find that

the exact meaning of these words is

governed largely by the context, and

may include much or little besides the
bees. Just as we may sometimes use
the word "man " to include both him
and his overcoat.

Albury, Herts, England.

[The above is surely interesting to

the man who wants to understand others

or be understood. But we find in it

proof of the divergence between mod-
ern " American " and " English." Many
of our people think that they speak

English " better than the English." But

they speak it differently, and the diver-

gence is growing. An American can-

not go to England and pass for an

Englishman any more than a Britisher

can come to the States and be regarded

as a native. When in London some
years ago, the writer discussed the

price of an article with a shop-keeper,

who told him: "You would have to

pay more for this in your country."

Being French born, and just arrived

from a visit to France, the writer

thought that he must look "Frenchy"
enough to be detected, and said :

" My
country ? Where is it ?" The reply

was prompt, "You are an American."

Similar remarks may be made re-

garding our use of hyphens or com-

pound words, but on this subject, we
refer the reader to the witty tilts ex-

changed between Dr. Miller and the

esteemed editor of the Irish Beekeep-

ers' Gazette, in another column.

"Stock" and "colony" were used

indifferently by Langstroth, Quinby

and others, some 50 years ago, to de-

nominate a hive of bees, with combs,

etc. Langstroth, in his index says:

No. 4.—Home Yard and Factory of A. H. Bell, at Elso. Mont.
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"Stocks, see colonies." Now none of

the American writers use the word
"stock" in that sense. Neither in the

Century Dictionary, nor in Webster's

International, can it be found as mean-
ing " a hive of bees," although the Cen-

tury gives some 3!l definitions of the

word "stock." To the Americans, the

word "stock," when speaking of bee?,

means " race, lineage," as " my stock of

Italian bees," " the stock of bees which

lam breeding." " Colony " means the

entire hive of bees. "Swarm "means
the bees, without combs or hive. A
swarm is a " swarm " until it has ac-

cepted the hive in which it has been

put and has commenced to build comb
and to breed, when it becomes a " col-

ony." Yet it would not always be easy

to say just when a swarm ceases to be

a swarm and becomes a colony.

Mr. Bullamore's mention of "ruskie"

shows the alliance of the languages of

Europe. Ruskie and the modern
French "ruche" have the same origin.

The French Larousse dictionary gives

the etymology of "ruche" as from

"rusk," a bark receptacle. " Rusque "

is still used in Languedoc to mean a

bee-hive.

—

Editor.]

Soft Sugar—Something About

Its Use as Bee-Food
BY .\RTHUR C. MILLER.

OH,
SUGAR! When Noah went

into the Ark, he is reported to

have taken a pair of each kind of

animals with him, but I suspect
he had to take/Zn-ee bees, a queen,

a drone and a worker, and also sugar
to feed them. Surely he used sugar for
the purpose. He couldn't have kept
honey good during that damp spell.

Some little while ago, back in Noah's
time or later, I wrote an article on the
use of "soft sugar" for feeding bees,

and sent it to some magazine, and the
careless editor let it get into print, and
since then I have been more or less

busy trying to make other persons un-
derstand what I meant.
"Soft sugar" is sugar that is not

hard. I guess that is plain. Hard sugar
is, well, mos/ everybody knows what
that is. I can well remember how hard
it was, in my bed, when it crumbled ofT

the top of the sugar cookies surrepti-

tiously eaten under the bed clothes.

That was bee food, too, for I was re-

puted //;<•« a very busy little bee—so
far as getting into mischief was con-
cerned.
But the bee food that concerns us

now is quite different, and needs to be
formally introduced. From the juice

of the sugar cane and sugar beets there
are produced by cooking, sundry syr-

ups (molasses) and sugars. The sugars
are divided bv the refiners into 15 dif-

No. 5 —Ready to Start for the Oi t-Yard.

ferent grades, with the granulated su-

gars at one end and the moist brown
sugars at the other. In between is a

grade known as "Empire A," a soft,

moist, cream-colored sugar, very pleas-
ant to the taste, and sold under various
names, as '' A," " Coffee A," and " Cof-
fee." There are several other creamy
sugars which are sometimes given
when "A " is called for, and though re-

sembling it in color, work quite dif-

ferently when used as bee food. Well,
now we are talking about the grade
"Empire A." Don't forget that, and
don't later use something different and
condemn the system for the failures

due to yourself.

This sugar is given to the bees just

as you buy it, zcit/iot/t the addition of

any water or any honey. It is put into

division-board feeders and hung in the
brood-chamber, and the bees lick away
at it until it is all gone. That is sim-
ple, isn't it ? Quite, but don't expect
a measly little, petered out bunch of

bees to chase to the other side of a cold
brood-chamber when they are cross
and sleepy, to warm up the food for

the babies, for they won't do it. And I

wouldn't either. So put the sugar
feeder smack up against the cluster,

and this applies as well to one colony
as another. In hot, humid weather of

summer, when the bees are spreading
out all over creation, it doesn't matter
much where you place the feeder, so

long as it is in the same hive ; but in

the spring time, when you are most
likely to use this plan to prevent star-

vation or to keep up brood-rearing,
see that the feeder is close up to the
brood.
That is about as far as the originator

of the plan went in its use. Sho. ! No,
I didn't originate it. I'll tell you about
who did later.

Well, being possessed of an everlast-

ing faculty for e.xperimenting, I one
day tried a little feeder of this sugar in

one of the baby nuclei I use for queen-
mating, and have used nothing else

since. A pound of the soft sugar will

keep one of the little colonies going
for the whole season. Rather disturbs

the complacency of those who like to

trot around every evening with a tea-

pot pouring syrup into feeders. Thank
you, not for me. I prefer to swing in

the hammock, with some fair friend,

whispering little nothings and swat-
ting mosquitoes.
One summer's day there strolled into

my yard a little fellow standing some
six feet six in his stockings, built all

over to match, except his heart, and
that is far bigger. He is a New Eng-
land Yankee, born among the green
hills of Vermont, trained by e.xperience

in several States, polished off by a

period in the State of Wooden Nut-
megs, finally settling comfortably down
in New Hampshire, where he has
quietly proceeded to out-yankee the
natives. On that summer day he took
a great shine to those sugar feeders,

particularly to the sugar—I think it

took me almost all of the next day to

refill them—and asked a few score
questions. The next thing I heard
from him was that he had been z^inler-

iiiff bees in cold New Hampshire on
soft sugar only. Oh, yes I Ac did it all

right, but don't be so all-fired sure that
you can. I certainly am not rash
enough to advocate it for others to use
for such purpose until from experience
I know' more about it.

For some conditions combs of honey
make the best food, for other condi-
tions, syrup, for others, candy, and for

a whole lot the soft sugar cannot be
excelled.
The foregoing was caused by that

Byer fellow saying things about a mer-
ry-go-round 'twixt the sugar. Editor
Root, and myself (.\merican Bee Jour-
nal, page 17). .-^.t present we are feel-

ing quite stuck up, thank you.

The soft-sugar feeding was given to

the bee-keepers by Samuel Simmins,
of Heathfield, Sussex, England, long
years before Byer got mixed up with
bees— I don't know but what it was be-

fore he was born ; so just naturally he
knows nothing about it. iMr. Simmins
wrote a book telling about this and a

lot of other interesting things—not all

of them feasible in our commercial
bee-keeping—and that book should be
in the .Agricultural Department at

GET
TOP NOTCH PRICES

FOR YOUR HONEY BY
Using Lewis Sections
AND Shipping Cases

Send for AnnunI CatnloR which Trill tell

you who is your nearest Distribnter.
G. B, Leiris Company, Watertown, AVIs.
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'I'llE BURKI JECKER HiVE USED IN GERMAN-SWITZERLAND.

Giielph, Ont., if it isn't there already.

Mr. Simmins found tiie soft sugar in

the English markets. It is in the
United States markets, and if Mr. Byer
rustles around I reckon he will find it

ill the Canadian markets.
Now I will go and wash the sticki-

ness from my lingers and leave you to

dabble in the sugar by yourselves.
Providence, R. I.

Swiss Bees and Bee-Keepers
BY UR. BRUNiNlcH

DIFFERENT KINDS OF BEE-KEEPING.

WE MAY DISTINGUISH here
three kinds of bee-keeping : 1.

The bee-culture of our J'rencJi

speaking contrymen. They have
in general the large Dadant

hive, similar to the American style of

hives. Their chief honey sources are

the woods with the fir "abies pecti-

nata." which yield a great amount of

honey-dew. Their bees consist chiefly

of hybrids. The endeavors at queen-
rearing are not marked. The honey is,

as a rule, of dark color and slight

aromn, but the quantity is considerable.

2. The bee-culture of German Switz-

erland. Almost all of our bee-keepers
have the Swiss hive, which opens at

the rear. The combs are parallel with

the entrance, the brood-chamber has
frames 11 inches wide and 14^2 inches
high. Its capacity is about 2 cubic
feet. We have 2 honey-chambers with
frames 'j to 'a the height of the brood-
combs. The entire hive is. therefore,

from 3 to 4 cubic feet. Our best honey
sources are dandelion and sage. In
Rheinau, I got my honey almost exclu-

sively from the sage ; less important
are fruit trees, sainfoin and other
plants. In the .Alps there are other
flowers, but there also the dandelion is

the most important. Sometimes we
have a second crop in July from the
woods, and from bear's brush " herac-
leum." White clover is not abundant
here. We use no excluders, a good
queen not going into the supers. Our
favorite is the black or German bee.
Our methods of queen rearing are
from the German.

3. The bee-culture of Italian Switzer-
land, Tessin, is carried on in part by
German methods, and in part by the
old method of boxes or trunks without
frames. In autumn the heaviest and
lightest colonies are brimstoned, and
thus the harvest is made.

THE BLACK, ITALIAN AND CARNIOLAN BEES'

I have an extensive e.xperience in
this matter, and oppose the views of
Mr. A. Getaz. In the beginning I

owned some hybrids, part of them be-
ing almost pure Italians. These colo-
nies always had much brood, without
being stronger than the black. Even
in October they had a great amount of
brood, and as a beginner, I was very
proud of them. But in spring the blacks
were very much stronger. I have since
that time made the same observations,
not in my apiary, but in the apiaries of
neighbors and friends. I also had
lately a colony given to me by a friend
in Bellinzona Tessin, in a large plain
box. He told me that it was the best
stock of bees he knew. I transferred
it into movable frames. It was an ex-
cellent colony, keeping up its breeding
until autumn. The colony was exceed-
ingly strong in summer, but in spring
it was always weak. Its results were
considerably less than those of my
best black bees.
With the blacks as with the Italians,

the purer the stock, color, hairs, etc.,

the better the results. There are of

course inferior bees in all races. It is

for the breeder to select the best to

breed from. The Carniolans stand
much nearer the blacks than the Ital-
ians, and they are soon difiicult to dis-
tinguish from them. It is probably the
same race which has been influenced
by climate, flora, etc., of the land.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE DRONES ON THE
RACE.

Though I think the drones play an
iniportant part in the heredity, I be-
lieve that Mr. Getaz overestimates
them, in considering their influence as
above that of the queen. How could
we otherwise be able to explain the
well-known fact thata good colony con-
serves its characterists for 10 years or
more, though there be in the vicinity
colonies of quite another type? Truly,
we kno\y nothing at all about the
heredity in bees. It was for this rea-
son that I secured the Italian colony
above mentioned. Doubtless Mendel-
ism plays an important role, but the
experiments are difficult and intricate,
and it will be years before we get a re-
sult. The influence of the drones is

probably as great as that of the queens.
I have observed that all advanced bee-
keepers endeavor to breed as many
drones as possible from the best stock.
On the other hand, we believe that it

is necessary to have a certain number
of drones in each colony, or the im-
pulse of working is less. For these
reasons we do not see why

MATING ST.\TIONS

would not be as useful in America as
in Switzerland. You must have some
Italians that do not entirely satisfy you,
and every up-to-date bee-keeper would
wish to mate good queens with good
drones.

THE SWARMING IMPULSE
we consider as far more dependent
upon the race than upon the external
circumstances, though I will not deny
that the latter have a certain signifi-
cance. However, we have bees which
cannot be made to swarm under any
circumstance. On the other hand, it

is well known that it is often impossi-
ble to hinder some active colonies
from swarming. I have colonies which
have not swarmed for 10 years, and
when the queen is 3 or 4 years old she
is superseded without trouble. As a
rule, the old queen lives in the hive
with the young one from a few days
up to 11 months, as I once observed in
a colony of my best " Sigrun " stock.

Zug, Switzerland.

Too Much Parcel Post.—Too much
parcel post is the reason Postmaster
Hursh, of BranchviUe, N. J., gave for
resigning. " Shipments of bugs and
bees have made life miserable," he
wrote to former Postmaster Gen.
W\\.<:\\co<ik.—Exchange

.

Tip-Top Sections Remember, great
warmth around the hive, a contracted
brood chamber occupied by an active
queen, and a real flow of nectar, result
in tip-top sections.— G. S. Oettel, in
South African Poultry Magazine.
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Dr. Miller*s Answers^

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. III.

He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Abolishing the Careless Bee-Keeper

There is no doubt we owe to tlie careless
and ignorant bee-keepers in all countries
much of the evils the rest of us have to con-
tend against in bee-culture, especially in

the propagation and spreading of disease.
We. in Xew Zealand, know this only too well,

and as one who has taken a leading part in

getting rid of most of them in this country,
and know the good results, I was more than
astonished at the reasoning of Dr. C. C.

Miller, page 311. October issue, when he
says: "The foul brood disc-use. left to itself,

issuieto drive the careless bee-keeper out
of the business; the foul brood law is the
only thing to keep him in business."
When I saw this I concluded the printer

must have gotten things mixed, and reversed
what the Doctor had said, but seeing no
correction since. I now conclude it was no
fault of the printer. Twenty-five years' ex
perience with the careless bee-keeper, who
never got beyond the box-hive and sulphur
pit. has about convinced me that it is ex-

actly the other way with us. the careless
bee-keeper nearly drove all our commercial
bee-keepers out of the business by spread-
ing disease faster than it could be dealt
with. The result of our legislation has been
to drive the former out. and the latter is

now flourishing, while disease is under con-
trol, and fast being eliminated.

New Zealand.
Answer.—I don't believe there is a parti-

cle of difference in our views. Bro. Hop-

kins. A good foul-brood law. according to

your view, will drive the careless bee-

keeper out of business. To be sure it will.

It will do one of two things: it will help him

to clean out the disease and become a care-

ful bee-keeper, in which case there is no

longer a careless bee-keeper in business; or

else it will destroy his diseased colonies,

and thus put him out of business. I think

your view is all right.

Now see if you don't agree entirely with

my view. I believe that foul brood. :f h-ft to

itself, as I said, will drive the careless bee-

keeper out of business. 'Vou say that the

rapid spread of the disease nearly drove

commercial bee-keepers out of business. If

that be true with men intelligently fighting

the disease, would it not be emphatically

true of those doing nothing against it? In

other words, is it not merely a question of

time when the disease, if left to itself, would
kill out all the bees of the careless bee-

keeper ?

I think this is what we both agree upon: a

good law will make the careless bee-keeper

careful I'r it w'ill put him out of business;

left to itself the disease will put him out of

business without any " or " in the case.

Carniolan or Italian?

Which are the better. Carniolan or Italian
bees, and which kind of Italians ? If all that
is said about the Carniolan bees is true,
then they should have the preference with
everybody. I am a beginner. Quebec.

Answer.— Bee-keepers are by no means a

unit in their preferences. It is quite possi-

ble that what is best for one may not al tvays

be best for another. The great majority

however, prefer Italians; so the safe thing

for a beginner is to adopt that kind, prefer-

ably the leather-colored kind.

What Determines the Sex?

Some years ago it was generally recognized
that eggs of a mated queen would hatch
either drones, queens or workers, depend-
ing upon the food given to the larva, that an
egg from a drone-cell could be removed and
placed in a worker-cell would hatch a work-
er or a queen, depending upon the food;
that fertile worker eggs would only hatch
drones.
Now. according to latest authority an un-

mated queen's eggs hatch drones, and when
mated some eggs produce males and others
females. Are we to consider the earlier de-
duction correct, or are we to infer that the
laws of Nature that change the sex in fowls
should rule? Ontario.

Answer.—Something less than a century

ago. Dzierzon gave out the theory that a

fecundated queen lays two kinds of eggs,

fertilized and unfertilized. From an unfer-

tilized egg can come nothing but a drone, no
matter in what cell the egg is placed, nor

what kind of food the larva receives. A
fertilized egg may produce either a worker
or a queen. If it is to be a worker, it will

be fed with a certain rich food for three

days and then weaned; that is, it will be fed

a coaser food during the rest of its larval

existence. If not weaned, but the rich food

continued, and a larger cell allowed, then it

will be a queen. The Dzierzon theory was
at first combated, but afterward accepted

as the true theory.

A few years ago E. Dickel advanced the

theory that all eggs were fertilized, and that

the workers had the power to determine the

sex. But the Dzierzon theory is the one
generally accepted by intelligent bee-keep-

ers of the present time. So yousee fowlsand
bees are different, for the unfertilized egg

of a fowl never hatches, while the unferti

lized egg of a bee hatches, and always into a

male.

Increase

What is the best way to double any num-
ber of colonies ? Nebraska.

Answer —Something depends upon cir-

cumstances what is the best way. If you
have had very little experience it is possi-

ble that it may be best for you to depend
upon natural swarming, but allowing no
after-swarms. When a colony swarms, set

the swarm on the old stand and set the old

hive close beside the new one. Then a

week later move the old one to a new place

10 feet or more distant. That will prevent
after-swarms, and the swarms will give you
surplus if there is any surplus.

If you prefer not to have natural swarm-
ing the Alexander plan of increase may suit

you. A little before it is time for bees to

swarm in your neighborhood, lift out of the

hive all but one frame and put them in an

empty hive-body. Leave the queen with the
one frame of brood, and destroy any queen-
cells that may be on that frame. Fill out
both hives with frames filled with founda-
tion, or with starters or drawn comb. Put
a queen-excluder over the hive containing
the queen and one brood-frame, and set the
other hive on top of this. P'ive days later

look for queen-cells in the upper stories. If

you find queen-cells in an upper story, let it

stand another fivedavs, and then set it on its

new stand, giving it a queen-cell from one of

the others. It will hurry up matters if you
can give a laying queen to each.

Spring Dwindling Robbing Dead Colonies

1. Why do some colonies having plenty of
stores and a fairly good number of bees
start brood-rearing in the later part of win-
ter and get a good deal of capped brood and
brood in all stages, and when cold weather
comes the whole outfit dies ? This has hap-
pened with me two seasons.

2. How can 1 avoid this thing?
3. How early in the season is it advisable

to put out artificial pollen ?

4. How would it do to leave the hives with
honey andall they contain where they stand,
where the colonies have died, and let the
bees rob them out ? Nebraska.
Answers— I. This seems to be a case of

what is called spring dwindling. The cause
is somewhat in doubt. It looks a little as if

the bees were old. had more brood started
than ihev could take care of, then died off

with the strain of trying to provide digested
food for the brood, sometimes swarming out
with plenty of food and brood in the hive.

2. I don't know, unless it be to have colo-

nies strong with bees not too old the preced-
ing fall, and I don't know how much good
that will do.

3. As early as the bees will work on it. or

as early as the bees fly freely. There is not

the same danger from giving it early as there

is from giving sweets early.

4. It will be all right if there are no weak
colonies that might be robbed when the

bees get stirred up. It may be as well to

set any such hives some rods away. But
after the bees have begun robbing out such
an undefended hive, be sure not to take it

away until there is no longer anything in it

for the robbers to get. If you do. it will be
pretty certain to make the robbers start on
some adjacent hive. You may. however,
take away nearly all the contents of the

hive if you still leave the hive in its place

for the robbers to fool with.

Now to Double and Still Get a Crop

1. I have 30 colonies and wish to double
them this summer, and also wish to get a
honey crop. In the past I have had trouble
in wintering, because I did not have my bees
strong enough on account of having made
increase after the clover and basswood
flows. I would like your opinion on the fol-

lowing plan: Run 20 colonies for honey, and
about June 15 break up the other 10 into
about 40. leaving one frame of brood and the
queen on the old stand, and giving ripe cells
to the w divisions. By the time the flow is

over these queens ought to be laying. After
the flow, and the honey is off. raise the
-brood-body over an excluder with the queen
and one frame of brood below with empty
combs. At this time take all the sealed
brood and give it to the divisions. As fast

as the brood over the excluders is sealed.
give it to the divisions.

2. What do you think of using the straight
Alexander plan after the clover and bass-
wood flows? Ohio.

Answers—I. It may work well; it may be

a failure. Vou see you cannot count on any
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plan without taking,' into account that very

important item, the season. In a very good

season, especially with a eood, late flow, re-

sults would be very different from results

in a year with so meager a flow as to supply

the bees only enough for their daily needs.

In brief, your plan is to have 20 colonies de-

vote themselves entirely to storing without

swarming, and then at the close of the

clover and basswood to furnish brood for 30

or 40 nuclei. In the first place, it's dollars to

doughnuts that those 20 colonies will not go

through the harvest without swarming. By
the time the flow is over there will be a let-

up in brood-rearing, and if you find as much
as five brood in each hive you will do well.

That would bring your nuclei up to some-

thing like three brood each. If a good flow

continues late from fall flowe_rs. each one

may become a full colony with plenty of

stores. Feeding might be resorted to. but

somehow bees don't breed up as well with

your feeding as they do when they can help

themselves in the fields, So you see it de-

pends greatly upon the season.

2. It should work all right.

Plans of Increase

I am struck by thu item in the American
Bee Journal. December. 1M12. page )7t). under
the heading. "Making Increase." Why
would not this do in place of shook swarm-
ing, when one did not mind increase? I did
something like this in iui2. and it was as fol-

lows; In the case of a 10-frame hive I took
away i<!) five frames, some of which had
queen-cells, and put these on a near stand,
y. c. the colony without queen, and left the
" parent" colony {/'i on the old stand. I filled

up both with frames with foundation. I took
42 sections from 7m the parent colony with
the original queen The other colony with
the queen-cells did nothing except to fill up
the brood-chamber; things always looked'
very quiet about {,!]. and when uniting this
colony with another, it was found with a
queen.
On pages 310 and ui. October, i'ji2, issue,

you answered my question about nuclei.
Could a person, in our latitude, have queens
ready from nuclei to usewithsuch a method
of increase as per page 376 ? You will no-
tice I left the parent colony on the old
stand, while the New York man. page i7b,

put the original queen on two frames on a

new stand. Pennsvlv.^nia.

Answer.—Your letters always interest

me. First, because they show intelligent

thinking, and second because they have the

interest of puzzles. You're a very rapid

penman, so rapid that some of your words

are nearly a straight, horizontal line made a

a little wavy. No doubt you can easily read

them when first written, but by the time

they get this far from home, in zero weather,

they make quite a puzzle. I'm conceited

enough to think that in most cases I've made
the right guess; but I feel sorry for the

printer.

If I've interpreted you correctly, I think

you are a little in error as to New York's

plan. You seem to think that he puts the

old queen on a new stand, whereas he in-

tends " to increase by taking a frame or two
from the old hive with old queen, and place

the same in a new hive on the old stand."

Later he says the old hive on the new stand

will be queenless. So he leaves the old

queen on the old stand, just as I understand

you do.

In the shake-swarm plan all. or nearly all.

the brood is taken from the old stand, and
all. or nearly all. the bees are left on the old

stand. New York's plan varies from the

shake-swarm plan in that he takes away

from the old stand nearly all the younger
bees. Yours varies in that you leave half

the brood on the old stand. 'Which plan is

better to use depends upon circumstances.
Your plan is perhaps the best of the three //

you can be sure the bees will not swarm
later on. But in too many cases I think the

colony willswarm a little later with so many
combs of brood left with the old queen.
New York's plan will leave the two colonies

somewhat equal in strength, and in case
there is a heavy late flow he may get a good
surplus from each. But in an ordinary sea-

son with surplus only from the early flow.

New York may get no surplus from either,

while a shake-swarm might have a good
surplus.

You should be able to rear queens early

enough for these plans, although you will

have none too much time for it.

anything. You will probably be wise not to
try it on a very large scale at first.

European Foul Brood in Honey and Super Combs

1. Would combs that have never contained
brood be affectetl in any way. even if they
had been drawn out by colonies affected
with European foul brood ? Would it be
safe to use any of those combs ? Now I

have 200 self-spacing shallow extracting
frames all drawn-out combs. They have
been exposed to the diseased colonies, but
not used for brood-rearing. The diseased
colonies had stored honey in them, and I ex-
tracted it. Would it be all right to use
them, or would it be better to make wax out
of them ? Everybody's bees are affected
around here, as one of the bee-keepers left
his hives out to be cleaned up where bees
had died.

2. Is the honey stored by colonies affected
with European foul brood diseased, or in
what way is the disease carried ?

Michigan.

Answers.— I. I have used such combs
without bad results. Whether it would
always work so well I cannot say. If I had
never had the disease I should not want to

use them. But in your case, with the dis-

ease all around you. and having already
been in your apiary, I should not hesitate to

use them. The likelihood is that it will be
some time before you are entirely rid of

European foul brood, but it will gradually
become less troublesome. and will not hin-

der you from getting crops of honey.
2. 1 don't know. I ///i/^k surplus honey

stored by diseased colonies is free from the
disease, although there may be exceptions.

At any rate. I fed such honey in a number
of cases without finding any bad results. I

should not feel so safe about honey in the

brood-chamber.

Glass for Super-Covers

I have noticed two or three times in the
Bee Journal, bee-keepers using a sheet of
glass for a super cover. I would like to
adopt it myself if it would be advisable, but
before deciding would like to have your
opinion for and against its use.

I now have 8 colonies in the back-yard
(live in townj. 4 in divisible brood-chamber
hives, and 4 in different styles of hives that
they were bought in. I expect to use the
divisible hive altogether. Two colonies,
last season, yielded 80 pounds, and were in-

creased to 5. Pennsylvania.

Answer.—Some have reported success in

using glass over the brood-chamber, espe-

cially in England, while others object to it.

I'm not sure what the objection is. but sup-

pose there would be trouble with vapor con-

densing on the glass and dropping down
upon the bees. The advantage is that you
can see through the glass, yet there is not

so very much to be seen without lifting out

Making Increase—Robbers

1. I have a few colonies of black bees, and
I wish to requeen them with Italian queens.
I have two coloniesot select tested Italians
from which I want to save queens to do
this, and I do not want to interfere with
their swarming. Must I cut out the queen-
cells I wish to use in nuclei before they
swarm or after ?

2. Do you think it is best to put queens in
nuclei until they become fertilized, or put
on cell-protectors in parent colony and in-
troduce as virgin queens ?

3. Last summer I cut a bee-tree and
secured a fine swarm of Italians, with a
fine looking queen. I put it in an 8-frame
hive, and in a few weeks I examined it and
It had six frames of capped brood, and the
other two frames very nearly full. In a few
days I noticed the bees dragging out their
young, and every morning the ground would
be covered with young bees not quite large
enough to fly. I opened the hive and found
they were tearing the combs to pieces and
had nearly all the brood out of the combs;
the queen was still in the hive and seemed
to be in good condition. In a few weeks
more I opened the hive again and found
only a handful of bees—queen and bees had
disappeared. They were within a few feet
of the kitchen door, and I do not think they
coul have left without some of us hearing
them. Can you tell me what was the matter ?

4. Do you think it will be safe for me to
use these frames of comb in another colony
this spring? Missouri.

Answers.— I. When the colony swarms
the cells will be entirely too immature to

use. as the swarm generally issues at about
the time the first cell is sealed, and it is

best to cut the cells as mature as possible,
say a day or so before time for the virgins
to emerge. When the swarm issues, hive it

on a new stand, and do nothing more to
weaken the mother colony. Then the bees
will be pretty sure to make preparations for
after-swarming. You can make more sure
of this if you return part of the bees, in-

stead of leaving the whole swarm with the
old queen. In six or seven days after the
prime swarm, put your ear against the side
of the old hive each evening, until you hear
the piping of the young queens. This will
likely be about the eighth day. When you
hear it, go to the hive the next morning and
cut out (/// cells, for the piping queen is

already out of the cell. Look sharp as you
cut out the cells, or some of the virgins will

emerge before you know it.

2. Better leave them in nuclei until they
are laying.

3. I don't know. The only way I can ac-

count for the combs being torn is that rob-
bers did it. They might also drag out the
young bees, leaving the queen, at least for a
time. Yet it seems very strange that a
colony strong enough to have six brood
combs should have been overcome by rob-

bers. Perhaps theji were starving.

4. If my guess is right that the combs were
torn up by robbers, then it will be safe to

use them again.

Balling Queens Spacing Frames lor Winter

1. Will bees ball or kill their ciueen when
they are drummed from a box-hive in trans-
ferring ?

2. With a regular brood-chamber and a
winter case made of ?'&-inch lumber, is 1I2
inches on sides and ends and 8 inches on
top. enough for safe wintering ?

New York.
I. I never heard of a case of the kind; al-

though it would be nothing surprising if it

should occasionally happen. Bees some
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times ball a queen when they are disturbed,

but if left quietly alone they generally re-

lease her. Some have thought that the bees

ball her to protect her.

2. Likely it will answer, although a greater

space between walls is generally used; say

2 or 3 inches. But doubling the space be-

tween walls will by no means double the

protection.

Requeening

1. 1 amthinUingof trying thefollowing plan
this season: I \vill find and destroy the old
inferior queen and introduce a sealed cell

lin a cell-protector) at the same time i re-

move the old queen. Can this be done
safely? Or had I better «-ait about placine
the cell until two or three days after remov-
ing the old queen?

,, , -,

2. If I wait until the colony has cells of its

own started, is there not danger that the
first queen hatched will swarm in the same
manner as an after-swarm, and make me a

lot of trouble in that line ? Indiana.

Answers.— I. Very likely your plan will

succeed. Waiting two or three days would

make the bees more willing to accept a cell,

but in a West cell-protector the cell ought

to be safe anyhow. The cell ought to be

well advanced. Then if it does not hatch

out all right, it will pay to have on hand

other cells so that you can destroy all

"wild" cells [those that the bees start on

their own brood), and give another cell of

good stock.

2. Yes. if there is a good flow of honey,

killing the queen will almost certainly re-

sult in a "singer-swarm;" that is. a first

swarm with a virgin queen.

after having been on the same spot for 50

years. At a guess I should say that 50 colo-

nies might be enough for the place you
mention.

5. Full, very full. In a 4M section I use a

top-starter 3% inches deep, and a bottom-
starter Js-inch deep.

6. Yes.

7. Excluders are not needed, because shal-

low extracting-frames are used.

8. This happens only when the bees have
been crowded for room below and have
found the supers empty. Then the queen
takes up her abode above, and the entire

colony moves to the super. To avoid this,

you should not give a super to the bees

when there is no honey crop. Such an oc-

currence is very rare anyhow.

Use of Extractors

1. I read in the Journal that when clover
starts to bloom to transfer all the brood-
frames except one to the super, leaving the
queen below and placing an excluder be-
tween. Do you think it would have any
effect on swarming or the honey harvest ?

2. We seldom see pollen in the extracting
frames. Do you think changing the frames
would cause it to be brought up more than
it should be ? ,

, , .,

3 Do you think it a good plan to put oil-

cloth around the hives, leaving an air-space
between hive and cloth during hot weather ?

4. How many colonies would you think
best to keep in a country where they raise

mostly corn, having little or no pasture
'and?

_ , ,, L . r
=. Do you use starters or full sheets of

foundation in your sections ?

b. Do you use T-tins in all your section

7. Does Mr Dadant use excluders ? If not,

do the queens use the supers ?

8. Sometimes we find the brood-frames
empty, all having gone up into the supers.
Wethought.it might be ants, but we fight

them, and there are only a few left. Would
it help to put oil-cloth over the brood-
frames, as I just don't like to use excluders ?

Iowa.

Answers.— I. It would have a great deal to

do with swarming. With many bee-keepers,

swarming is entirely prevented by putting

all but one frame of 'brood above the ex-

cluder just before time for .swarming. The
colony being thus left undivided does fine

work harvesting. But some have reported

the plan a failure.

2. Likely more pollen would be carried

up for a week or so, but after that the bees

would empty out instead of carrying up.

3. Some protect the supers in this way to

prevent the bees from deserting them dur-

ing cool nights, but it is doubtful if it would

be a good thing for the hives.

4. I don't know. That's one of the very

hard things to find out, I don't even know
what is the best number for my own apiary

Newspaper Plan for Uniting Swarms

1. How do you work the newspaper plan
for uniting two swarms ?

2. I have never seen it tried, but I presume
one of the queens would have to be de-
destroyed. What would be the proper way
to manage it ?

3. Would you approve of the plan of using
two brood-chambers, one on top of the
other, to enlarge the brood-nest with 8-frame
dovetailed hives? I do not wish to keep
more than t> or 8 colonies, but I would like
to keep them strong. Nebraska.
Answers.—1. It is a very simple matter.

Take a sheet of common newspaper, spread

it over the top-bars of the one hive. Of
course the bottom-board will be under the

lower hive, and the cover over the upper
hive. There will be no sort of entrance or

opening into the upper hive, and no bee can

get out of it until the bees gnaw a hole

through the paper. Within a day or so they

will gnaw a hole in the paper big enough for

a single bee to pass at a time, and the bees

will pass through and mingle so slowly and
quietly that there will be no quarieling,

gradually tearing away more and more of

the paper. In a few days or a week you can

put all the frames of brood in one story.

2. If there is any choice of queens, kill the

poorer, otherwise the bees will take care of

that matter themselves. It is better if the

lower hive remain on its old stand.

3. Decidedly. It often happens that before

the clover harvest is over, a good queen will

be hampered in a single 8-frame hive, and
then it's a good thing to add the second

story. But if you are working for comb
honey, you should reduce to one story at

the time of putting on supers. That can

hardly be said to be reducing the room of

the colony—merely giving the room in the

super in place of the brood-chamber.

nearly all die in one and not in the other in
winter, and that would make a difference in
the amount stored the next summer.

2. Not if the single-walled hive is well
packed.

Tfie "Put-Hp" Plan

I do not understand the "put-up" plan as
per page 167-8 of " Fifty Years Among the
Bees." On page 168 you say, " The cover is
put On the supers, and the ' put-up ' hive is
filled with brood, and is placed over all

'

If I were to do this I would put a solid
board over the supers. Then I suppose you
mean to place the brood-chamber of the
" put-up hive directly over all. But there
would not be any place for the bees to get
out.
Should a queen-excluding board be over

the supers .' Or if a solid board, would I
have to arrange the brood-chamber on top
so as to leave an entrance for the bees to get
out.' Pennsylvania.
Answer.—You have it straight until you

say, " I suppose you mean to put the brood-
chamber of the 'put-up' hive over all." I

think the whole thing will become clear if

you note that I do not say " brood-chamber,"
but that the "hive" is placed overall, and
then remember that ordinarily when we talk
about a hive we mean not merely the brood-
chamber or hive-body, but the bottom-
board along with it.

To be specific about it. the lower hive has
placed on it the super, or supers, and these
are covered up just as they would be if no
other hive was to be placed over. Then on
top of this is placed the put-up hive with its

bottom-board and its cover. This, you will
see, leaves an entrance for the bees in the
upper hive, just as there would be if, instead
of being put up. it were set on a stand down
on the ground. There is no possible com-
munication between the two hives, and if a
bee goes from one hive to the other it can
only do so by going out at one entrance and
going in at the other.

Double and Single Walled Hives

I am going to begin bee keepine this spring,
and as I desire to start right. I want to ask
you for an opinion.

1. Do the double-walled hives produce
more honey than the single walled ?

2. Are bees wintered out-of-doors better
in the former hive than in the latter?

Pennsylvania,
.Answers.— I. No; and in general it may

be said that differences in hives are more
for the convenience of the bee-keeper than

for the bees. Looking at it in another way.

however, if two hives stand side by side,

one with double walls and the other with

very thin walls entirely unprotected out

doors in a very cold climate, it might be

said that more honey would be produced in

one than the other, because the bees might

Stanley Queen-Nursery

I want to ask about the Stanley nursery
for queens. I have Dadant. Hutchinson and
Root on bees, but none of them have any-
thing about it. I would like to know where
one can be procured or how made? lam
anxious to have one. Pennsvlv.\nia.
Answer.—The essential part of a Stanley

queen-nursery looks like a cartridge shell

for a gun. The shell is made of excluder-
zinc, and is 2 inches long, with an inside
diameter of H inch. The perforations of

the zinc run transversely. It is simply a

piece of excluder-zince 2.36 inches long and
2 inches wide, rolled up into cylindrical

form and soldered together. The two ends
are closed by common gun-wads. The work-
ers have free entrance to the cylinders,

while no queen can enter to make an at-

tack. In the little experience I had with
them I found that the young queens were
sometimes killed by getting caught in the

slots, but not often. We have, on the other
hand, the advantage over other nurseries

that the workers can have free access to

the cells, and it is claimed, especially in

Europe, that the close contact of the work-
ers has a very importannt influence on the

occupants of the cells. A number of these

cartridges— I think 48—may be contained in

an ordinary Langstroth brood-frame, and be
put between the brood-combs in a hive.

They can probably be had from the inventor.

Don't hesitate to ask all the questions you

like. You are quite right in thinking that

the answers may be of benefit to others.

30
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A Queer Way of Capturing a Swarm
Last May I was expecting swarms, and

one day all of my bees, about 50 colonies,
were roused up Ttiey were flying and fium-
ming lil^e in robbing time. The wiioleyard
was full of bees, and 1 thougfit they were
going to swarm all at once. It was some-
thing unusual, and I could not find the rea-
son; the bees had never acted this way be-
fore. I found out shortly, however.
My neighbor's wife was cleaning house,

and swept out some spilt sugar and shook
out sugar sacks. When my bees discovered
the sugar they flocked there by the thou-
sands to gather it up. When the bees came
so tliickly she thought that it was a stray
swarm, so she took a big dish pan and filled
it with sugar and fed the bees, and got a box
and covered the bees with it. Of course,
they went out and in. and she thought she
would ha\'e a fine swarm of Italian bees, but
towards evening their numbers lessened.
She did not know how to make them stay in
the hive, so sfie sent word to me to come
over and see about the swarm she captured.
When 1 lifted up the box it was empty of
both bees and sugar. I kindly explained to
her that it was cheaper to buy a swarm in a
hive than to try to catch it in the air.
The Dalles. Oreg. John Pashek.

brood frames to place in the hives when
spring opens up I-'. H. Upson.
Uber. ind.. March 4.

Bees Higher in Price in California

Southern California is anxiously looking
for rain. It has been cold and cloudy for
several days, but no rain. Bees in many
localities are light in stores and short of
bees. Should it be a late spring many would
have to feed, while if tfie honey flow came
on early much would be lost before the
colonies were strong enough to gather sur-
plus.
Buyers from Utah and Nevada are look-

ing for bees in southern California. Not
many years ago it was very easy to buy colo-
nies at from $2.00 to S3. 50. while now from
St. 00 to 56.00 is nearer what a practical bee-
keeper would ask. Our industry is each
year being recognized more and more at its
true value. L. L. Andrews.
Corona. Calif.. March 21.

Fine Report from Indiana

My bees did nicely last summer, n-lting
me more than S.:o per colony in cash, be-
sides all the honey we could use and some
to give away. Besides I increased from 6 to
14 colonies, and have plenty of honey in the

Does Bee-Keeping Pay .'

We claim it does when pro[>erly conducted^
We commenced last spring with 80 colonies,
increased to no. and took off 7200 pounds of
comb honey and 120 pounds of extracted,
leavingthe bees strong and heavy for win-
ter. We hope to do better this year, as the
bees are in better shape. We could not get
along so well without the old American Bee
Journal.

I enclose a picture of part of our apiary.
The secret of our success is youiim (jtieein

and sfroiiff ro/otries. We want a bushel of
bees when the clover begins to bloom.
Our bees are packed in chaff, and our

losses are very light; not over 3 percent in
the last 3 yeais. We use the Italians I

bought my first imported queen from Mr.
Dadant some ?o years ago. J. E. Walcher.
Broomfield. Colo.. Keb. 22.

More About Swiss Bees

About the article written by Mr. Adrian
Getaz. in the American Bee Journal for Feb-
ruary. 1Q13. I wish to tell something more
about the Swiss bees.
Mr. Getaz says that the majority of hives

are skeps or box-hives, in which drones are
reared in large quantities. That was true
in German-Switzerland some 50 years ago
when the bee-men went from house to house
and cut the honey out. Of course, those
empty spaces in the skeps were built out
next season with drone-comb. Box-hives
we never had: at least I never knew of any.
Since we went over from the skeps to the
movable-frame hives, we now find that we
get plenty of honey but no swarms.
The importation of Italian or Carniolan

bees went on for some 20 years. It was am-
ple time to try them. When the swarming
season was over, the honey was gone, too,
and all we could do was to feed them to
keep them from starvation.
The Burke-Jeker-Swiss hive, as it is called

out there, and mostly used in German-
Switzerland, is nearly as large as the Da-
dant hive. The Dadant hive is all right in a
country where the summer is warm and the
honey season long, but in our climate it is
too cold in winter and too large in summer.
As to the price of honey, as an average ex-

tracted is 20 cents a pound, but I am sure
that section honey would bring as high as 80
cents a pound in Lucerne. "There are
always some apiarists who cannot see be-
yond the tips of their noses." That's true,
but if Mr. Getaz believes that the whole
German-Swiss Bee-Keepers' Association be-
longs to that class, he might be a little mis-
taken There are 8000 members in that
association.
Last summer, when I was appointed dep-

uty, and went out and inspected bees. I

didn't find the strongest Italian colony with
more honey than my blacks.
One of the queens that I imported in the

summer of ton. didn't lay one drone-egg
through the whole summer of 1012. But as I

wanted to rear drones from that colony. I

gave them plenty of drone-comb and fed
them when no honey was coming in. but
without any sign of eggs or brood in drone-
comb. I have no queens to sell, and I never
will sell any if I do not find Ihem just as
good as or better than the Italians. If we
had a non swarming strain of bees, would it

not be much easier to fight foul brood, for
we would not have to go out into the woods
to get the bees out of trees that might be in-
fected, too? Xavier Widmer.
Highland. III.. Feb. 21.

Part of J. E. Wai.cher's Apiarv in Colorado.

The lO-Frame Hive Should Be 'Wider

I started bee-keeping in the spring of IQ08.

and after much careful study of the various
styles and sizes of bee-hives. I decided that
a hive containing 10 Langstroth frames was
the one to adopt, and I also decided that the
frames should be provided with self-spacers.
Now. with 4 years' experience the decision
remains the same.
But as regards the size of the standard 10-

frame body. I never did believe it was right.
Iwrotetoa leading manufacturer that the
hive was too narrow for 10 self-spacing
frames. But the answer came. " You can
get them out." With me it is difficult, and
often cruel to the bees, to remove the first
frame after the bees have built the combs a
little bulging, and gotten the frames well
glued in. the most accessible frame often
being heavy with honey.
Let us interchange these combs, perhaps

with combs of a different hive, and I sup-
pose the manufacturer will say. " You can
get them in." But rather than suffer this
squeezing and pinching. I am using only
frames and a dummy of 'n-inch lumber with
many of my hives. In doing so I am one full
frame of honey nearer starvation and the
swarming fever.
Surely, when this notoriously pre-eminent

LEWIS HIVES
Are Built Like Furniture
Are Perfect in All Respects

Siend for Annual Catalog ^Thicli will tell
you who is your nearest Distributer.
G. B. I.,ewis Company, Watertown, Wis.
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lo-frame self spacing hive is properly made.
it will contain a properly made dummy, as
may be seen on page i?7 of Dr. Miller's book.
" Fifty Years .\mong the Bees " The impor
tant feature of this dummy is that both sides
are smooth, with no raised parts or cleats to
destroy the beespace. I suggest that we
adopt a hive-body i6,'2X2o inches, outside
measure, as a standard for self-spacing
frames. But if Dr. Miller and others say it

requires Vz inch more. I gladly agree.

The bees appear to he wintering nicely
here. I have never lost a colony from bad
wintering yet. I use sealed covers and no
upward ventilation. Did you ever try a hose
to test your colonies in winter? Just put
one end to the entrance, the other to your
ear and thump lightly. Why. it sounds as if

a large planing mill was in operation within
that little hive. W. L. Si'INK.
Varysburg. N. Y.

Bee-Keeping in Louisiana

The question has been asked by some
northern man if bees couldn't be bought in
the South cheaper than they could be win-
tered in the N'orth ?

I think the South can furnish the North
with bees after Feb. i. I looked in several
hives in two of my yards, and found 4 and s

frames of brood, young bees and drones.

The black bees in this country are very
good honey-gatherers, and gentle. They are
not as good as the Italians, but they are all

right to start with. We also have what we
call the //V//t- ^/rti-zt bee. I have been among

them but once, and don't care to try them
again.
Since tlie pound-package is a success, bees

can be sent by express very cheaply. Fruit-
trees are in bloom, willow has budded out.
and will soon be helping the bees. Then
tupelo gum will come in: that is a good
honey-producer here. F. M. Morgan.
Hamburg. La.. Feb. 2^.

Wintering Bees Packed on the Summer
Stands

Every colony wintered without loss, and
in fine condition.
Twenty-two years ago sugar was very dear

in our country and honey was cheap I left

all supers on until all were sealed. In Sep-
tember I took off the supers and took all

combs out of the brood-chambers except
five and six combs of sealed honey. In early
spring t took out the division-board and
filled out the hives with combs of honev. As
soon as sugar got cheaper I extracted the
honey, and fed all colonies sugar syrup.
My hive has nine frames: plenty large
enough lo suit me. Wm. McEvoY.
Woodburn. Ont.. March n.

Shipping Bees Out of Monterey Co., Calif.

Almost all of the bee keepers out here
were very much discouraged up to the pres-
ent rain storm, which tends to better the
prospects of a honey crop, although it will
take a great amount of rain to bring the
moisture down deep enough to last and be

of any benefit to the sage flow, which we all
depend upon for surplus About three car-
loads of bees were shipped out of this
county during the last few months to avoid
the dry weather and the prevailing conta-
ginusdiseases. Wm Hackman.v.
Salinas City. Calif . March r..

Wintered 4+ Colonies Without Loss

I started a year ago with n colonies of
bees, and secured 3707 pounds of honey;
most of it in sections. I sold most of it at
n cents to the stores, and 12!^ cents for ex-
tracted.

I have 41 colonies in the cellar. I may sell
about half of them, as I am in my 75th year,
and am too stiff to climb trees for swarms. I

have no trouble wintering in the cellar. My
cellar is dry I never had better honey than
this year. If I were ^o years youne I could
make money with my bees, as I learn some-
thing every year. Wm. Ci.earv.
Algona. Iowa. March 11.

No Winter Loss

Bees have wintered well again. This is

now the 40th winter that I have wintered
without loss. In 187 :-72 I was cleaned out. I

then invented the chaff hive, which 1 long
ago discarded for something better. This
year I wintered 4 nuclei, but so far I have no
need for an extra queen. It is well, how-
ever, always to have extra queens on hand
in early spring. H. H. Flick.
Murraysville, Pa.. March 10.

Classified Department

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AJVD QUEENS.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color.
After June I, $1.00. A.W.Yates.

Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that produce 5 andbband
bees Untested. $1.00; 'I'ested. $3-oo.

lAot Robert Inghram. Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale—Pure Italian Queens, by return
mail; no disease. C. M. Scott & Co.

1004 Wash. St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.

i.\tf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for
1913: beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E. Lawrence.
iA8t Doniphan. Mo.

For Sale—Golden untested queens Bo cts.
each, or S3.00 a dozen. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. D. F". Talley. R.F.D. 4. Greenville, Ala.

For Sale.—Bees by the pound, i lb., ti.25:

M lb.. 75c. Italian Queens. Ji.oo each.
J. B. Marshall. Big Bend. La.

Rosedale .Apiaries

Select Mated Howe strain Queens. Send
for circular. One untested. Sr.oo; six for
$4.50; $8.50 per 12. Ready about June 10.

D. G. Little. Hartley. Iowa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. 15. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. $1.00: tested. $1.25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

Italian QuEENs-sband bred from the
best stock procurable for honey-gathering
qualities. Untested. June. Si. 00; after, 75c.
Tested. $1.50; select tested. S2.00 5.\4f

R. A. Shults. R. F. D. 3. Cosby. Tenn.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. Si. 00 each;

Tested, $2.00: Breeders. Ss-oo and Sio.oo.

2Atf J. B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

Golden Italian Queens, of best strain.
All cells built in strong colonies. No foul
brood or other disease. Untested. $1.00;

tested. Si.w. Cash with order. Booking or-

ders now. Delivery about .-April 15.

4A3t Ben Robinson. Taylor. Tex.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $1 00 each; 3 or more
00c each. Untested. 73c each; 3to 6. 70c each;
6 or more, 65c each. Bees per lb. Si. 25: nu-
clei per frame. $1.50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. lAtf
Bankston & Lyon. Buffalo. Leon Co., Tex.

QuiRiN's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our stock is northern-bred
and hardy; fiveyards wintered on summer
stands in itjoB and 1500 without a single loss.
F^or prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
nlolan queens. Tested. Si ooeach; 3 or more
00c each. Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c each;
t> or more. 65c each. Bees per lb. Si. 25; nu-
clei per frame. Si. 50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Leon Co., Tex.

For Sale—Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Harnett. Harnett's, Virginia.

Moore's Strain and Golden Italian Queens.
Untested, $1 00; six, $5.00; twelve. So 00. Car-
niolan. Banat and Caucasian Queens, select.
$1-25; six. S&oo; twelve. Sio.oo. Tested, any
kind. Si. 50; six. S8 00 Choice breeders. S3 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange, Calif.

Three-Banded Italian Queens— Noth-
ing but the Leather Colored Bees bred by
me. if you want supers of honey, use my
Queens. Perfect Queens of Quality or money
refunded. Si 00 each, or S" 00 per dozen.

>;.-\2t C. S. Engle, Beeville. Tex.

One of our customers J. \. Carnes, M. D..

Mt. Carmel. Pa writes: "Your bees are
evenly marked; all golden but the tip. They
are the most GENTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens. Si 00 each. Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps ^; Son.

3 Wilcox. St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Three-Banbed Italian Queens and Bees.
Untested queen. 75c each; six, S4.25; twelve.
S8.00. Tested. $1.25 each: six. S/ 00: twelve.
St2.oo. For select queens add 25c each to the
above prices. Nuclei without queens, i-

frame Si.75: 2-frame. Ss 00; 3-frame. $3.50 For
nuclei in quantity lots, and bees by the lb.,

write for prices and circular. 5.A6t
Robert B. Spicer. Wharton, N. J.

We will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring with young queens bred from our
best home and imported Italian stock. We
offer the one-year old queens removed from
these hives at 40c each; untested queens,
this year's breeding. 00c each. Special re-
duced prices for 100 or more, either old or
young. We breed for business, not looks.
No disease; delivery guaranteed. Book or-
ders now to insure early delivery.

Spencer .\piaries Co.. Nordhoff, Calif.

Three-Hand Italian Queens. Untested.
$1.00; tested. Si.5o; 2-frame nucleus. S2 50. with
the price of queen added, isyears a breeder.
Full colony in lo-frame dovetailed Danz.
hive. Descriptive circular free. 5A2t.

J. W. Leib. Ohio Ave.. Columbus. Ohio.

For Good Queens and Quick Service.
you can't do better than place your order
with me. I am prepared to handle any size
of order at the following prices Carniolan.
3-band Italian and Golden : One untested
queen. Si 00; six for $540; twelve for $0.60.

One tested queen. $150; six for $3.40; twelve
for $15.60 One-frame nuclei, untested queen.
$2.50: six i-frame. $1500; one-frame nuclei,
tested queen. $3.00; six i-frame. $1740. Full
colonies, one for $7.50; two for $14.00. If more
frames are wanted than are listed, add $1.00

each for as many frames as are wanted with
nuclei. No disease, and satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. J. Littlefield.

1015 W. 7th St.. Little Rock. .-\rk.

Choice Queens from June to Sept. i at
$1.00 each; six for $5.00. Place orders now,
and have them filled in rotation. sAtf

D.J. Blocher. Pearl City. III.

HOXEY AND BEESWAX
"Null's F.-\mous Melilot's Honev."

Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and
beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken.

265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, andj
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co..
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago, III.

Wanted—'-! pound packages of Bees fo^
15 prize winning S. C. Black Minorca Eggr
or $1.00. J. G. Burtis, Marietta. N. Y.

I
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Wanted—Choice extracted white and
amber honey in Ijarrels or cans. Send sam-
ple and price delivered f. o. b Preston.
8Atf M. V. Facey. Preston. Minn.

For Sale.—Lis;ht Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packat^es. any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf DadanI & Sons. Hamilton, 111.

FOU SALE

For Sale—Our entire stock of hives at re-
duced prices. Gregory ^'t Son.
5A2t Otlumwa. Iowa.

For Sale—One hundred and twenty-five
eight-frame hives, and five hundred supers
with extracting frames, mostly unused, to
be sold at a bargain. Philip Goode.

3A3t I^enexa. Kan.

For Sale — H^mpty second-hand 60 lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new. 2=, cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

F"OR Sale—!;o to 300 colonies. 8 frame: good
condition. E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.

For Sale— 1750 Shallow Danzenbaker Ex-
tractor Frames; nailed. A. I. Root Co. make.
Price. $1.73 per hundred. Will sell in any
quantity. The Anna Uean Farm.
4A2t Barberton, Ohio.

For the things named in my ad. in April
American Bee .Journal. I will make prices
as follows: Dadant hive (a new one, nailed
and painted), Slso: Lewis foundation fast-
ener. 50c: Rietsche press, $Loo. For all the
No's of Gleanings, American Bee Journal,
and Review, i cent per number.

Edwin Bevins. Leon. Iowa.

SUPPLIES.

For Sale— Bees, Honey, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

Cheap— 14 I'a story 8-fr. Hivesfor 4x5 boxes.
Fine shape. Wm. Vollmer, Akron, N. Y.

Bee-Hives and bee-keepers' supplies.
Write for catalog. 5.'\it
Greenville Power & Mfg. Co. Greenville Tex.

Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf Greenvill e. Tex.

Bee-Supplies for all Bee Keepers in
southern Idado and East Oregon. Wholesale
and retail. All we want is an opportunity
to figure with you on Supplies. Write for
Catalog. It will be ready by Jan. i, 1013. It
costs you a postal card only.

C. E. Shriver, Boise, Idaho.

Bee-Supplies—none better. .35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.50
100 Hoffman Brood-Frames in flat 2.50
500 No. I Sections 2.50
100 Sect ion- Holders, scalloped 2 00
100 Section Slats. % inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound 5q
ThinSurplus " " 66
Extra Thin " " 6q
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or monev refund-

ed. R.H.Schmidt.
R. R. No. 3. Box No. 2og. Sheboygan. Wis.

WANTS AND EXCHANGES

Wanted—A few colonies of bees.
Mack Shrontz, Momence, III.

Wanted—To exchange queens and nuclei
fcr Field glass, and 4-frame Root automatic
extractor for Langstroth frame. 5Atf

.A. D. D. Wood. Box hi. Lansing. Mich.

Wanted 200 or less colonies of bees—any
style hive or box. For sale 250 painted dove-
tailed supers for 4/i sections at 25c each in

lots of 25 or more Correspondence solicited.
4.\2t A, W. Smith. Birmingham. Mich.

Wanted to form parlnershio with a good
bee-man in a good location. I will furnish
my share or all of the capital C. A. Ellis.

4.A2t R r. St. .Albans. Vt.

MISCELLANEOUS

Reci.EASED Silverhull Seed Buckwheat.
I bushel. Si.K: s or more. Si 00 per bushel.
5A;t F. O. B. Wm. Vollmer, Akron, N. Y.

Detectives Wanted—Young men to op-*
Prate in own localily. secret service work.
Experience unnecessary. Enclose stamp for
particulars. Universal Detective .Agency.

304 Colcord Bldg.. Oklahoma City, Okla.

SITUATIONS.

Wanted—Help in a queen-rearing apiary.
Male or female. Experienced or to learn.
No drinker or tobacco chewer. Address.
4.Atf J L. Strong. Clarinda. Iowa.

Practical Apiarist and experienced
queen breeder is open to engagement. 20

years' experience in the production of cnmb
and extracted honey. Several seasons' ex-
perience in the sale and manufacturing of
bee-keepers' supplies. Would consider a
position as manager or assistant manager of
this branch of the industry. No use for
liquor or tobacco. References. Wages. $22
to $30 per week. Apiarist, Ayer. Mass.

POULTRY
Indian Runner Ducks, light fawns, also

dark penciled, white eggers, St. 00 and up.
R. O. Dickson. Box i.i. La Harpe. III.

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods: Si 00 for i;. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale — White-egg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks, White Orpingtons, White Wyan-
dottes, Houdans, Bronze Turkeys. Ducks.
$1.25 each. A. F. F'irestone.

Broadwell. Athens Co , Ohio.

Eggs for hatching leading varieties poul-
try. Geese and Belgian Hares. Catalog free.

Satisfaction guaranteed. 4.A2t

Harvey L. Stumb. Richland Center. Pa.

Established 1885

WE CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 64-page catalog free, and for
lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. W^e handle the best
make of goods for the bee-keeper. Freight
facilities good. Lei us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

CO-OPERATION ;-
' i^g"h^

and setling right. We are <\ co operative
association, and sell the best Bee Supplies
obtainable at the right prices. It will pay
Western Bee-Keepers to send for our Illus-

trated CatalOL",
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy: not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate j'ards. ready March 20.

Untested, one. $1: six. 85: 12. $«: 25. 817. ?o: 50,

Su; 100, S65 Tested, one. 8150; six, SB; 12.

S15, Breeders of either strain, Ss. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame 82.50: six
one-frame. S 15: two-frame $3. 50: six two-frame
$20 40: nuclei with tested queen, one frame,
Sj 00: six one-frame. 817. 40; two-frame. 84; six
two frame 82340. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which siiould be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaclion. and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS!
Uolested $1 OOforone. $5 for six, $10.00 for twelve

Tested $150 tor one. $8 for six, $15 00 for twel?e

These queens are bred from the beststrains
selected after sending to queen raisers in

many different places in Austria. Having
bought all the bees within several miles of

this Apiary we will agree to replace any iin-

tested queens that prove to be hybreds.
Some of the best imported Carniolans show
slight traces of yellow, but are gentle, not a

cross hybred with twoor three yellow bands.

WM. KERNAN, Dushore, Pa. Route No 2.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden untested. 81.00: six. S3. 00. Tested.

8lso: six.SSoo. Virgin, 40c: six, 82 25; doz.$4.50-

Our queens are extra fine this season.

Every queen guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Ready for shipment direct to customers.
Nuf ced. SAtf

E. A. SIMMONS, Greenville, Ala.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable

fruit growers' paper published in the world

It is handsomely illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year In Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

NOTICE! QUEENS!
From Caraway Prize Winner Stock—Ready to Go by Return Mail

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS ONLY
Untested queens. 00c each : 12 for $q 00 Tested queens. 81.0c. each

: 12 for $10 Breeder

queen. Ss.oo each. I also sell nuclei One 2-frame nucleus for Si-oo: '" •=:'rame for S2,.5o^ Be^^

h;e'Sf.e^e°n"o"?q\',ll,?^ d^eli^r 'd.- '^i 'h^se'^p^^i'cir/r "f": I't^Mafhl^ '^Jl^^^^^'i^el
by'tSe lb^o'a''rr,""ingood';condtion within 1250 -^nes of Mathis, Pos.Uv^ly no d.seas^

my apiaries. Health certificate furnished with each shipment I guarantee e'.ery gueen

to give entire satisfaction. This is a square deal ' hold Q2 first prizes 4, second ana^
third prizes on my bees, queens, and products of my apiaries. I h'S speaks loriiseii

XOXE better Nlyvbanded Italians carried off first prizes again at Dallas and Waco fairs

last fall All of these prizes have been won in the last three years. Queen circular free.

B. M. CARAWAY, Queen Specialist Mathis, Texas

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
FOR SALE BY

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. Dadaiit.—Intended
mainly for begrlnners. Nearly 2U0 pa^es. and
over 150 picturea. Bound In strong paper cover,
showing: bee-brood in all atagres of development
from the newly-laid eee. This hook contains
the foundation principles of bee-keeping, as Its

name indicates. Price, postpaid. 60 cts. ;
or free

with the American Bee Journal one full year If

paid strictly In advance—by either new or re-

newal subscription at SI. 00.

Fifty Years Among tlie Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller 340 pages, bound in cloth, and illustra-

ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-

ler himself. It Is a good, live story of success-
ful bee-keeping by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price.

$1.00. postpaid: or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year. $1.80; or given Fhee as a premium
for sending 3 New subscriptions at Sl.OO each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle. — It tells how the
very best Queen-Bees arc reared in Nature's
Way. A good authority says ;" It is practically
the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now in print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing
Queens wholesale." Price, bound In cloth, 75

cts., postpaid ; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year—both for $1.50. The same book hound
in leatherette, 50 cts.. postpaid ; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year if paid In

advance strictly, by either new or renewal suh-
Bcrlptlon at $1.00.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised b;
Dadant.—This classic on bee-culture has been
entirely rewritten. Fully illustrated. No apia-
rian library Is complete without this standard
work hy the ''Father of American Apiculture."
Over 500 pages, bound in cloth. Price. $1.20; or
with the American Bee Journal a year, $1.90: or
given Free as a premium for sending i New
subscrtptlona at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book Is very
Ibstructlve. interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and acientiflc. It is perhapa the moat
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and a-lso the Botany of Ijee-

keeping. Bound in cloth. 644 pages, 'iUS Illustra-

tions. Price, postpaid. $1.20: or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for $1,90: or given
Free aa a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

A B C & X Y Z of Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Boot.—Over 500 large pages describing ev-
erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-beea. It Is a veritable encyclo-
pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid. $1.50; or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2.25: or given Free as
a premium for sending 5 New subscriptions at

$1.00 each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the late 'W. Z.
Hutchinson.—The author was an extensive bee-
keeper, and a practical, helpful writer on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth bound.
Price, postpaid, $1.00: or with the American Eee
Journal for a year—both for $1.80: or given Free
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. 'Wilder, of
Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-
er In the State, It la a real hand-book of South-
em bee-keeping. Bound In paper, 145 pagea.
Price, poatpaid. 50 cts.; or with the American
Bee Journal a year—both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzueht, by Hans
Buschbauer.—A bee-keeper's hand-book of 138

pagea, which Is just what German bee-keepers
need. It is fully illustrated and bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for$l.TO.

The Honey-Money Stories.—f>4-pa6:e book-
let of short, bright itema about honey. Haa 23

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-aongs. Ita main
object is to Interest people In honey as a dally

table food. Price, postpaid, 25 cents ; or with a
year's siibscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal—both for $1.10. Two copies for 26 cts.

The Emerson Binder It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will
hold easily 3 volumes (36 copies) of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and
preserves copies from loss, dust, and mutila-

tion. Price, postpaid. 75 cts. : or with the Amer-
ican Bee Journal a year-both for tl.60; or given
Free as a premium for sending 2 New subscrip-

tions at 11.00 each.

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins
The author is a live Enjlish bee-keeper. He
has kept up 'with the progress in this line

not only in his own country but all over the

world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with an
accuracy which is convincing. Cloth bound,
470 pages. Price, postpaid. $2 00, or with the
American Bee Journal one year, tjoth S2 75.

Biggie Bee-Book— This is a very small
clolh-bound, well gotten up book. Ita aize is
4x6 1-2 inches, and it was designed to be earned
in the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
book for use when a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping. Price by mail. 80
cents: or with the American Bee Journal one
year, $1.35.

ATTENTION!
Ail bee-keepers all over the world who de-
sire to improve their native or mixed race of
bees ' The direct exportation from Ctrnioli of the Grty
Banded Alpine Bee which until now was conducted
by the Imperial Royal At,'ricultural Associa-
tion of Carniola, in the fatare wiil be muased on his

own accoant by

JOHANN STRGAR
Wittnach. P. 0. Wocheiner Feistritz,

Upper Caruiola (Krain), Austria.
58 honors awarded at diverse Agricultural

Exhibitions for achievements as a breeder of
the best strain of Carniolans and producer
of apicultural products.
All queens taken from full colonies and

not over one year old Mailed postage free.
Dead Select Tested queens will be replaced
if returned in 24 hours after arrival, except
S. Ariierica and Australia. Dead Select Un-
testedqueens will not be replaced. Send re-
mittance by International M. O. with order.
Safe arrival of nuclei and hives not guaran-
teed; orders of this kind must be accompa-
nied by freight expenses. The safest trans
port of stock is in Carniolan box hives; after
arrival or later, the combs can be cut out to
fit any frame. Prices of Select tested queens
March-May. $=;: June October, $j so. Select
Untested Queens. June-August. S2 oo- Car-
niolan Box-Hives with 4 5 pounds of bees.
Select Tested Queen, brood, bees, and ho-
ney. $7 00. "Write in Knglish to the above ad-
dress for complete Price List and Booklet
which will be mailed free.

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

and Imported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for May :

*

One untest queen Si. 25
One tested queen St 85
One select tested
queen S2.40

One Breeder - - - - $3.65

One comb Nucleus.
no queen $1.50

Safe arrival guaranteed. For description

of each gradeof queens send for free catalog.

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA, IOWA

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens are reared hy as good a in tliod a^
anybody can rear t^ueeus. My .stock is

hearty and fine hone.v-gatherers. .\U queens
hipped b.v return mail within 24 hours after

I receive the order.

M. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

Line Bred

Carniolan Queens!
Carniolans winter with their colo-
nies most populous; build up best
in the apiary; enter supers more

readily; cap their Honey very white; are
gentle, and no more inclined to swarm than
Italians, if properly managed. .Ask for FRffi

paper." SOPERMWrY OF THE CAKIWUN BEE," ex-
plaining these bees more fully, and best
management for comb and extracted honey.
Orders for Queens booked now. Delivery
soon. Ontested, $1.00; doz., $9. Tested, $1.50;

doz., $12. ALBERT G. HANN,
Cimiolui Ohmh Breeder PmSTOWK. N. J.

Early (FROFALCON ) Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist $i.« each.

After June i. 00c each. Special prices in

large quantities. A s-pound bucket of

Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for St. 10.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

GOLDEN
QUEENS

Untested. Si.ou. or $0.00 per dozen. Vir-

gins. 40c each, or 54 00 per dozen. My
bees are free from any disease what-
ever. Orders filled promptly. tf

R. O. COX, Box 2, Garland, Ala.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.
Small red Mammoth, timothy, alfalfa,

sweet clover. ;white or yellow millet, rape,

blue grass, etc , also seed corn, thorough-

bred, four varieties. Catalog apiary sup-

plies free. Honey new in July and later.

F. A. SNELL,
Milledgeville, - - - Carroll County, III.

A TRIAL PACKET of

't.^.TOMATO

FREE!
ftou.. • CRASD RAPIDS

MARKET TOMArOu.-aMorTs-
.naUdbyMt QtOfSt £ «.>''^

Iht Ed.lor of THE FRUIT
BELT.

iMoa Th„

in<f Shipper, and
.( |A< Moit Dtlic,

to/naic *vrt pof vpon thr mar-
A*r. In Slit, iht indivtdjial fnhtt wB mrrefc a kalf-poand
vtry Bnifonn in ihapt. mt, and coJor. T^rc art few Htdt, m iftt toimat»

i« toltd, and ctifM lihr a pttce ofbtef-attak. Or>« ^robvr ntar Qrand RaptdM^

Mich.. loldOVEJfTWO THOUSANDDOLLARSwanh 0/ thtutainattfM off
of (uw Ihootand i.'inci- Wt -rt iciUing to ilakt oar rrpBlatiott on fltiM roue
alo. TTit »*rd ronnot kt proturtd rmm Setdtmtn. oi irt otcn iht entire

.(ocfc. We art CIVINC IT AWAY to uitrtidact THE FRUIT BELT, mJ

America's Greatest

Horticultural Joomal

Shows yoQ How to Make Money Raising Fniit: How to Pnme
and Tliin Property: How to Control Insects and Plant Diseases by

Spi-aying: What Varieties to Planb How to Set ont New Orchards:

How to "RejoTenate" Old Orchards. THE FRUIT BELT is i Bif

lUnstrated Magazine, Filled with Good Things tc ¥o&

,ia tmd THE nttrr belt fa ^«w
eu for the rtrttaiader of Ihi* MOT. ^»-
tnpt of Thirty Centt. and m oiV

trnd lo yoa. by returj, mail FREE, a tnat patkrl of Rouv't Grand RmpiA
Market Tomato teed. Don I delay, the itod im limited. .*ddre*i- •

TUC rOIIIT DriT "-"Z- HAWKINS BUlLDDiC
inc. rnull DLLI grand rapids. Michigan

TRIAL OFFER'

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!

28 years e.xperience in making everything for the bee-

keeper. A large factory specially equipped for the

purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

lUlilllUII LEAHY MFG. CO.
HICCINSVILLE,
OMAHA, NEBR.

MO.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent helpthe power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than everbelore. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

tinn i^irji'^h^ ^
•fhi=''°"''l

'""' '° """^ "" f'^";
'^°J'^^

in favor of the ball-hearing Root Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-
No i^ wh^rh WnrJ»H "h'"^'""''l'i'"^^°''^^''*',

"'^' a few turns to get it uD to speed is all that is necessary: and the men while usingthe
man"- No'k^n'iL'rcTn^aCl'toT,^\ti1I,rt^re"!,^f \Z^^%^^{.-.ill-

"'"'^ "'"^ '""' "''''''"' '"^^ "'" ^^^^^'•"= '""o "^^ "''^ butrnrad"^'i?i'-o!i'^a!

nvpntinn rhaf .c c,.r-h ^ c^^'^fact lon. hnancially to the honey-producers'
B. B. HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif,

interests

HERE ARE A FEW MORE

F. C. GOLDER. Pittsworth. Queensland.

=pac,X''v^i'fi,°/)!I'?,i*'"''
^'^° '\^ brakeband for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly This is my secondseason with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even if I had only fifty colonies

second

D.A.VID RUNNING. Grindstone City, Mich.. July lo. igio.

sold it at r'clms\^nnir?'''Thl°Jv,*;»w
°^''°" ^°?"' ''T" ''^°,; ^' arrived in good shape. I set it up and extracted m quarts of honey,som It at 33 cents a quart. The extractor is lust fine -does the work completely. F. D. KLVG. Athens. Ohio. Aug i6, igi2

The engine 1 got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.
\'. V, DEXTKR, North Yakima. Wash.. Jan. 19. ion.

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York. DQ-ui Franklin St.
Philadelphia. 8-10 Vine St.
St. Paul. in24 Mississippi St.

Washington, iioo Maryland .A.ve.. S. W.

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines. 565 W. Seventh .St-

Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine
A Few Ag-eut.s Handling these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill. Fresno
n^i^..,/i„ Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles
V,?}?I„ Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
U, '^"^ Walter .S. Ponder. Indianapolis
hj^\M"- M. H. Hunt&.Son. LansingNew .Mexico Roswell Seed Co., Roswell

Missouri i--Blanke Mfg. & Supply Co.. St. Louis
„. .

JohnNebel & Son Supply Co., High Hill0*"°
^Y,::;•..«,: Griggs Co.. Toledo

T„,l C.H. W.Weber & Co.. CincinnatiTexas Texas .Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfield Co.. San Antonio

IF YOU "^ having trouble trying to
live by eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a slice of
eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cal.
The Ripe Honey Man

RPC.CIIPPI ICC at low prices. Discountfor" •"•'^''t* early orders. Send 25c for

oopage illustrated beebook for beginners; a

chapter on foul brood. Catalog free,

J. W. ROUSE. Mexico. Mo,
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

Published Nonthly by theADVEKTISEKS
Queen-Breeders' Department

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, 1 5c a line

Write for particulars

California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

IjOS Aiiseles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager
lis Market Street

N
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PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - - $1.00

Tested - . $1.25

Breeders $3 lo $5.00

We have 50 Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to IS.
Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN W. PHARR,
BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

THE FAMOUS TEXAS QUEENS
ITALIANS! CARNIOLANS! BANATS!

Are Ready to Mail

PRICES:
Untested - - 75c Kach

$3.00 per doz.

Tested - - - $[.23 Each
$12 per doz.

Circulars Free

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN BENITO, TEXAS.
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding

Aa.vi' Soht/ion, i'se I In-

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOIVI

S
^
S

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Ask for a

free folder

•^

^

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

^
m

DDI^Ce- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.rKIV^CiO. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y. ^

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, Ot

Your Name and AcUlres.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen

your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-

tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact

name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee

Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-

scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal^ Hamilton, Illinois.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,

You can get your Bee Supplies and
save time by sending your order to

us. we can save you in FREIGHT as

well as Money on supplies. Send for

catalog of Supplies and Queens.
OneUntestedQueen. $i.oo; six. Ssoo;

twelve . Vj.oo. One Tested Queen.
$1.50; six. $8.50; twelve. $15.00. One-
frame Nuclei. Untested Queen. $2 50;

six i-frame. $15.00; one-Frame Xuclei.

Tested Queen. $3.00-, six i-frame. $17.00.

~w If more Frames are wanted than

are listed, add $1.00 each for as many frames as are wanted w
satisfaction guaranteed.

ith Nuclei. No e. and

Little Rock Bee-SupplyJCompany
1015 W. 7th Street _^_- - - - >-'"le Rock, Arkansas

FOLKS LIKE

Michigan Comb Honey
However, it is so scarce that they
can't get much of it. It is a case of
under production. Better make this

year a comb honey year. Pages 12

and 13 of our Catalog show comb
honey outfits—and they are all Roots
goods. Beeswax wanted

Italian Bees and Queens in half-pound

and pound packages.

M. H. HUNT &SON,
143 Condit St., - Lansing, Mich.

If You Need QUEENS
for 'Jueenless Colonies, you want them in a
Imrry. We can fill your order for choice
tested Queens by return mail for $i oo each.
Three band Italians No disease. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for price-list,

J. W. K. SHAW CO.,
LOREAUVILLE, Iberia Parish, LA.

P-O-R-T-E-R
Trade mark

I
HONEY AT ALL

SAVES -TIME /DFATFRS
' MONEY *

i^tiAl-C-Kb

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,
order from Factory, with complete in-

structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.

Lewistown, .Illinois

S-Band Long-Tongued

Red Clover Italian

QUEENS
FOR S.A.LE.—The 3 band queens are of

the A. I Root Co s improved lons-tongued
bees which have proven
themselves to be the best
of honey-producers, fuse
the Doolitile and Miller
plans for queen-cells. One
untested queen, 75 cts; o
for $4.00; 12 for J:. 50: 25
for tnso; so for $23.00; 100

for Jjsoo. Double this
price for tested queens.
One-frame nucleus. $1.50.

2-frame. $2.30; 3-frame.
$350. Toeach nucleusadd
the price of queen. No
personal checksaccepted

J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK.
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falcon'' Foundation!

Made in Our Plant at Falconer, N. Y.

From the sweetest and purest
beeswax that can be obtained.
No old stock— made daily by our
own superior methods. Falcon
foundation is coming in more con-
stant use every year, and has
proved itself to be most readily
accepted by the bees.

Other Coods:-Double grooved Hoff-
man brood-frames as well as sections
will be needed for spring use. As it

takes a lot of time to put up frames
and sections with starters or full
sheets, it would be well to look up
your requirements. It will give you
ample time by ordering now.

Light Standard Brood, 1 lb., 58c; 5 lbs.. 57c.
Extra Light Standard Brood 1 lb., 60c; 5 lbs., 59c.

Light Section,
Extra Light Section

1 lb., 65c; 5 lbs., 64c.
1 lb., 70c, 5 lbs., 67c.

Write for samples of our foundation and Red Catalog postpaid. All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you.

Distributers everywhere. Factory W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer, N. Y.
Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne, III., C. C. Clemens, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, No.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, FALCONER, NEW YORK
li'here the good bee-hh'es come from

BEE-KEEPING IS A BREEDING PROBLEM.
And The Queen Is The Important Factor in It.

Bred fr,

WHEN BUYING QUEENS WHY NOT BUY THE VERY BEST
us condif.ons

1

..iv.^1 ..V..,, well sek'Cteii stock and reared under iTiost advantag. ....^ ^v^..v.i,,..^..o

establi-shed throuL'li rtfteen years of r^ractical and scientific experience.
J

Choif^f* Italian OlIf^AriQ Untested, during April and May. 51.25 each. In 'otswiiui«>c liaiiaii «<uccii9
of ten or more. $1.15 each. Prices in larger lots upon

application. Send for four page circular on the Italian Bee

OFFICE: 2074 WEST 27lh ST.

RALPH BENTON,
The Tuscan Apiaries

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

'Griggs Saves Your

Freight
" TOLEDO " Griggs Saves Your

Freight"

We have made arrangements with a large Southern breeder to furnish us
with BEES and QUEENS, and orders will receive our prompt at-

tention commencing April 1. First come, first served. Be first.

ORDER BEE-SUPPLIES NOW—Large car of new goods on the way to fill the
rush of (Mt l\ (irileis cnining in. Send your orders now.

POULTRY FEEDS AT WHOLESALE—Write for special prices of feed to be ship-
ped with your order of bee-supplies. Cut out the middle man.

BEESWAX.—We can use five tons of good first-class wax. Send yours in now. Cash
or in trade. Free catalog, ."^sk for one.

Sn J. Griggs & Co., 24 N. Erie St., Toledo, Ohio

CROP REPORT BLANKS
Will be sentto every subscriber of the "Review" in proper time, and the crop
condition s as given by these reports will be published later.

BRINGING BUYER AND SELLER TOGETHER
for the sale of your honey crop will be another work that will be carried on the
same as last year.

CANS AND GLASS PACKAGES
will be furnished the subscribers by the " National " the same as last year. We
may have better prices.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION REPORT
began in the March number. Don't you want to read it ? One dollar gives you
the " Review " a year. Your sample copy is waiting your request. Better send for it

The Bee-Kee|)er.s' Review, 214: Hainnioud Blclg-., Detroit, Mich.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land-

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. $1.25: s for $5.00;
Breeders, each $5 00. Address

W. H. Laws, BeeviJie, Texas.

Please mention Am. Bee Jour *! when writing.

Comb -Honey Producers
Send for illustrated circular of new
Rauchfuss Combined Section Press and
Foundation Fastener, Sold with guaran-
tee to give satisfaction, and delivered
anywhere in U. S. on remitianceof $3.00.

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado
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Chicago. April 17.—Comb honey has
cleaned up: this market being practically

bare at tiiis time. But that is not the fact

with extracted, and there is especially heavy
offer ings oft he alfafa and sweet clover grade.

Fancy comb brings I7<? i8c per pound with
other grades from i@sc per pound less.

Extractedcloverandlindensbringgfanoc per
pound. Other white honeys 7H(5oc per pound.
Beeswax from 3i@«c per pound.

R. A. BiiRNETT Jx Co.

Indianapolis, April 18.—The market is

practically bare of fancy white comb honey.

No I white is selling at i6(ai7C per pound,
amber comb in slow demand and at varied
prices. Best extracted sells at ii€'i::c per

pound in s-gallon cans, according to quan-
tity at one shipment. Beeswax is in good
demand, and producers are being paid loc

per pound, cash. Walter S. Pouder.

Los Angeles. April 15—Stocks of white
extracted honey on the Coast are entirely

exhausted. and are not quotable at any
price Light amber extracted honey is in

light supply, and is quotable in carload lots

at 631c f. o. b. Coast. Comb honey is in very

light supply, and there is scarcely enough
left for local consumption. Beeswax is sell-

ing to eastern buyersat about wcper pound.
Hamilton & Menperson.

Cincinnati. April i7.-There is a fair sup-

ply of comb honey on the market, and we
are selling our fancy double-decker comb
honey at 83. 75 to S4.ooa case; fancy extracted
honey in 60-pound cans at g@[oca pound, and
amber extracted honey in barrels at 6!2@8c

a pound, according to the quality and quan-
tity purchased. For choice bright yellow
beeswax we are paying 28(5 loc a pound de-

livered here, and if taken out in trade 2c a

pound more. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. April 17 —The supply
of comb honey is entirely exhausted. We
still have some demand. The supply of ex-

tracted honey is light; demand also light.

We quote as follows; Extracted, white, per
pound. 8@8!ic; amber. 7@'7'-2C. Beeswax, per
pound. 25@28c,

C. C. Clemons Prodiice Co.

San Francisco. April 15 -The demand for

comb honey is very slight; only for dark
and cheaper grades. New crop soon ex-

pected. Extracted. 7;'2C»3c for water white;
light amber. 6!<@7c. and others s@f>'Ac. Bees-
wax 24@'wc. according to quality and color.

Our late rains may help, but prospects are
not so favorable for a good season here in

central California. owingto the wMnds which
have dried up everything.

John C I^rohliger.

Cincinnati. April 18. — The market on
comb honey is in good demand, with a fair

supply. No I white selling at $3us per case
of 24 sections wholesale, and $4 00 per case
retail. There is no demand for oft grades.

Light extracted honey in 6o-pound cans.
8(5R!;c. White extracted honey in 60 pound
cans, og'ioc. Beeswax is selling at $34 per 100

pounds.
., . . u .

The above are our selling prices, not what
we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & ^o.

Denver. April 18 —We quote comb honey
in a jobbingwavat the following figures; No.
I. Sj.os; fancy. Si.iS per case of 24 sections.
Extracted honey, white, gc: light amber. 8c;

strained. 6?'4@7C. We pay 23c in cash and
3QC in trade for clean, yellow beeswax de-

livered here. ...
The Colo. Honey-Producers Ass n.

Frank Rauchfuss. M^r.

New York. April 28.—We have really

nothing to report of any consequence. Some
few little lots of comb honey still arriving,

but not to cut any figure. It in good condi-

tion, it will bring about the same price as in

our last quotation, but where some lots are
beginning to show crystallization, they

will have to be sold at a much lower
figure. Extracted honey, all grades, is very
quiet. While the stock is not heavy, there

are shipments coming in right along from
the West Indies, more than to supply the

demand. No change in prices. Beeswax
steady at 3o@32c per pound, according to

quality. Hildreth & Segelken.

Boston. April 15. -tancy white comb.
I6@I7 per pound; No. i. I5@i6c. Fancy white
extracted. ii@i2c; light amber. g@ioc; am-
ber 8@gc. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Cp.

GOLDEN ADEL QUEENS
AND BEES BY THE CAR LOAD

You will make money if you deal with me and get my fac-

tory price on Bee Supplies. I have millions of line Sec-

tions I am the oldest and largest Bee Supply manufac-
turer in the Northwest. Send for Catalog.

CHARLES MONDENG,
145 to 160 Newton Ave. N.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

^2

AIIFFNQ Complete queen
yUCCHa oircular on request.

and Large.st stock bee-
supplies south Ohio
River. «* - page
tatalog on request.SUPPLIES

The Penn Co Penn, Miss.

OUR HAND-MOORE STRAIN
3-Band Italians

Are the best Honey-Gatherers. They spoil

our white-clover honey by mixing it with
red clover. Record tongue reach 23-100 of an
inch. Bred strictly for business. Untested
75c; 12 for $3. 00; ;o for S25 00.

LATSHAW HONEY COMPANY,
CARLISLE, IND.

H. J. PFIFFNEP,
Wholesale and Retail dea er

in Bee-keepers' Supplie
Send for Catalog

Emmetsburg, Iowa.

DAnnto Machinery
Read what J. 1 Parekt, of Charl-

ton, N. T., says, TS'e cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with '-in. cap,
100 honey-racke. 500 bro^d-frames
2,000 honey-boies. and a ^reat dea.
of other work. This winter we hare
doTible the amo-ant of bee-hlvee.eto.,
to make, and we expe::t to do it with
this Saw. It will do all you aay It

wilL" Catalog Euil price-list O'as

l.tinm, W. ». ft JOHA BABJTEE

Notice to

Bee-Keepers

I am now taking orders for pound

packages and nuclei ; also for my
leather - colored strain of Italian

queens mated on an island, and-

bred in their purity. Free from

all disease. Prices made on appli-

cation. My guarantee — Your

money back if not satisfied ;_a lib-

eral discount on all large orders.

Reference, The American Ex-

change Bank of Appalachicola.

Florida.

I
A. B. Marchant

Eastern Bee-Keepers
l'"urnishing bee-supplies has been our busi

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who fiave made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
We advocate only practicle articles. Let us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

I. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES: Clen Cove. L. I.
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" //' ji.'-oods are wanted quick, send to Foudir."

BEE-SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT S'ore room built expressly for tlie business;

'' large concrete basement with just enough mois-
ture to Drevent breakage in sections; no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

QUALITY Roo' eoods at factory prices. The kind that 1 havt-" sold for nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. ^Iany
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

Dr. Henry Jones Says:
That Every Kce-Keeper Should Have a BOYUM SECTION PRESS and a BOYUM FOUN-
DATION FASTENER. Good reason why. They are inexpensive and unequalled for
SPEED. ElFICIKNCYandPRACTIBII.ITY. Send for circulars telling al! about them to
BOYUIM APICULTURE CO., Rushford, Minn.

COMB FOUNDATION
N
N
N
N
N
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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N

WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
-By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure butTHE OLD WAY:

e.xpensive.

THE DITTiyiER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

M
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Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. $30 to Si5. Send $5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Addrese,

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"NONE BETTER"
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases.
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.
We invite your correspondence.

Golden or 5 Band, 3 Band Italian and

Carniolan Queens.

Untested Queen, i for $1.00. Tested
Queen, i for St. 50. Nuclei with un-
tested Queen. I frame $2.50, two for
$1.50. Nuclei with tested Queen, i

frame Sl-oo. two for $4,00. Quick ser-
vice and satisfaction guaranteed.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

English Honey-Spoon.

This t.iif goc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
ti.75- Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal, Hamilton ,1

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. $i.oo; se-
lect tested. Si. so. Bees by pound or haU
pound. Plans. "How to Introduce Queens"
I5c; "How to Increase" 15c: both 25c.

E. E. IVIOTT Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE
YOUNG ITALIAN BEES
K lb., $1.25 ; 1 lb., $2.00 ; 2 lbs., $3.75 ;

3 lbs., $4..50. Untested Queen, $1.00;

Tested, $2.00. Nuclei, $1.25 per frame.

No disease. Also Apiaries of from 50>

to 500 colonies.

Would like to correspond with any-

one desiring location in fine, sw^eet

clover belt, where the queen-rearing.

business or shipping bees by the pound
can be carried on under ideal condi-

tions. Always have big swarms issue

by April 1.

Stover Apiaries,

Mayhew, Miss.
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AN ACTIVE SEASON
JUST AHEAD!

t

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory. This brings up our assortment so that we can
now furnish almost anything listed in the catalog at once.

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for spring. Frames, and other inside fixtures too, should
be put together now; and as this is a dull season with most of our customers, the work can be done now with no extra expense.

If you are wanting any special goods, orders ought to be in our hands within the next few days. Other cars will be
coming from the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the cars.

Our new catalog is out. and mailinji nearly completed. If you are not on our mailing list, send us a postal-card request for
this catalog.

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs and we
will quote price accordingly.

If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in results.
Our branch is maintaiued for service in this line, and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole ayents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder, the best in the market. Write for catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, 111.

Dear Sirs :—In reply to your favor, I take this oppor-

tunity to let you know that I am a customer of yours. I used

considerable of your Surplus foundation some time ago, but got

side-tracked. 1 would have saved money by using your foun-

dation. R. M. Guthrie, Reno, Nev.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III.

Dear Sirs:—Mr. N. E. France's recommendation of your

goods is all 0. K., but I have one that is more convincing, at least

for me. I own five yards, and nearly all the combs in them are

drawn from Dadant's foundation. There must be a reason.

J. M. Donaldson, 51 E. 3d St., llooreston, N. J.

Agents Everywhere Write Today

f

•^
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

American Bee Journal

1st Nat'I Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Sloo a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico: in Canada, $i.io:

and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance, " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of;December, 1013.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line q times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete .Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ca., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and tilled it with
New Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all

sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J, WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE!
,^h°e oVd%^i"c^e

I will avoid all expenses possible and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.

Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hiveiH story 8 frame, Si. 45;

10 frame, $1.60 in lots of 5. Best sections per
1000. $4.40; 2000, $8.60; 3000, $12.60; 5000, S20; No. 2,

50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

BEE-KEEPERS
Your busy season is close at hand, eet wise
and place your order with the supply dealer
who will save you money and serve you best
with Root's Quality sections, foundation,
frames, smokers, extractors, etc. I can serve
you without delay. My 1013 catalog tells all
about these things, besides it contains a lot
of information to those interested in bees-
Special attention given to the breeding of

three-banded Italian bees and queens.
Catalog free.

EARL M. NICHOLS
Lyonsville, Mass.

Do You Love SWEETS?
Ralph Waldo Emerson Did

He said you can attain to royalty by loving sweets.

"He who knows what SWEETS
are in the ground, the waters.

the plants, the heavens, and how
to come at these enchantments, is

the rich and royal man."

"HOW to come at these?" Aye, there's the rub.

How many people miss them ! and perhaps some of these many, strange

to say, keep bees. Want to know how ? S?nd $1.00 for a year's subscription to

The Guide to Nature
Arcadia : Sound Beach, Conn.

It is edited by Edward F. Bigelow, a sweets extractor—in other words, "a

bee-man" and a naturalist.

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men"

204 Walnut Street, CrNCENNATI, OHIO

»OQCOOOOQOCOSCCOOOS<SCOOQCOSOSQiSCOOOSCCCOCOOOOSOCeOCCe|

I NARSHFIELD GOODS ^

BKE KEEPERS :—
We manufacture Millions of Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture Hives, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

^ Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis. q

ifeoooocoosoocogooe<ooeeooceqoaoooBoooococooe<>Qosoooooe»
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Prices

Reduced
ON

Honey as a Health Food

Till further notice, I will fill orders
for "Honey as a Health' Food "—the
great honey-selling booklet—-at the
following prices :

Sample copy free ; 10 copies 20 cents ;

50 copies 75 cents; 100 copies, $1.00;

250 copies for $2.00; 500 copies for

$3.75 ; or 1000 copies for $7.00.

These are all postpaid or express pre-
paid prices. The time to sell the honey
crop will soon be here again. It is a
fine thing to have a good supply of the
above booklets on hand, ready for dis-

tribution among those you would like

to secure as customers.

Your Name and Address

on a Rubber Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.
You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the
following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2yi inches long :

One Line Stamp 30 cents
Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad {2j4x3U inches). .1.5 "

All orders will have prompt and care-
ful attention. Address,

George W. York

Sandpoint, Idaho

N. B.— If interested in a location
where there is unlimited and unoc-
cupied bee-range, also good climate,
land, water, and all else that goes to-
ward making a satisfactory home, ask
for my free circular, giving facts as
I h^ve found them since locating in
Bonner County, Idaho—the most north-
ern county of the State, bordering on
the Canadian line, but west of the
Rocky Mountains, which gives ii the
temperature of Washington and Ore-
gon.

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal-
Cenl/emen —hast October I purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to asl< you
if queens of this season will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg.. July 4. 1012. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
CfiillimcN —The queen you sent me came in good condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born. I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a fine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis . July 31, 1012. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
Gentlemen: — \ bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her I Italianized iso colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. 1 lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales, New Mexico. July 10. 1012. J. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old .American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.7.5, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You

cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
nickel plated.

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one year-both for St. 15; or mailed Free as a premium for

sending us one new subscription at $1.00,

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, %Yi inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32

thick. The smaller end is 1^ inches long, Yz inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending

like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-

circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,

says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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YOU EVER

Notice My Ad About the

CAUCASIANS
They would surprise you if some of

your colonies had QUEENS from my

STRAIN. You can have my prices

if you will send your name to either

place. Also get my prices on nuclei.

Box 61 Lansing, Mich., or

Box 82 Houston Heights, Tex.

A. D. D.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 453*i

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Bees More Beantifal, Nore Gentle, More Indastrioas,

The Best Honey Gatherers.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
HIGHEST AWARD.

Extra Breeding Queens. 83: Selected. $2;

Fertilized, J1.50; lower prices, per doz.. so or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

Memberof the I ANTHONY BIACCI,
National Bee- -Pedevilla near Bellinzona,
Keepers' Ass'n ' Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically. Switzerland Re
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Statement of the Ownership, Nanage-
ment, Circulation, Etc., of the .-American

Bee Journal, published monthly at
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Editorial Comments

Shipping Bees or Queens—Cer-
tificates Needed

Many States now have laws which

forbid the sliipment of bees without

the accompanying certificate of inspec-

tion of the apiary from which they are

shipped. In States having no inspec-

tor, a sworn statement made before a

notary or justice of the peace is usually

sufficient. We will gladly inform those

of our readers needing additional in-

formation, and ask the different inspec-

tors to forward a copy of their regula-

tions to this office.

MailinsJ Queen-Cages in Cotton
Bags

We are in receipt from Mr. Frank

Rauchfuss, of Denver, of four queen-

cages with bees, packed in a light cot-

ton mailing-bag. The bag is of very

light texture, admitting the air through.

This package has the advantage of pro-

tecting the cages from strong air cur-

rents, keeping them together more

efficiently than a string of twine, and

yet leaving sufficient air for their

breathing. It is worthy of further

trial.

Foul Brood, Wastefulness and the
High Cost of Living

The writer one day noticed a little

cluster of excited bees on the ground

in a poultry enclosure. Upon exami-

nation he discovered that they were

bent upon gathering a lump of granu-

lated honey, which had been thrown

there with other table-waste. The

chickens had eaten everything but the

wasted honey, butter and bones.

We complain of the high cost of liv-

ing and seek a remedy in every direc-

tion but the right one. The American

way is to waste, waste in all directions.

We wasted our forests, under the plea

that it was more profitable to burn

them off than to save them. We waste

our coal at the mines, in many places

allowing the slack to consume itself by

spontaneous conbustion, or by contact

with the air. We waste our land, leav-

ing innumerable spots uncultivated,

even in the heart of civilization. We
waste our manures, often even con-

taminating our streams by using them

to wash away useful fertilizers. But

above all things we waste our food.

This reproof is not intended for the

foreigner who has been raised on

economical methods in a thickly set-

tled country. In all probability, the

foreign-born American who reads this

has been taught, in his young days, to

consider bread and meat as sacred,

under the plausible plea that he might

starve some day, for want of such food

as he proposes to throw away, and also

because so many millions in the world

do not get as much as they want

to eat. But our American education is

different. Many a bright, neat, sensi-

ble and educated American mother

thinks nothing of teaching her chil-

dren to take a heaping plate-full of all

kinds of food, and leave half of it un-

consumed, in a disgusting heap, made
of a mixture of all the dainty dishes

served upon the table. Nay, in many
cases, children are taught that it is

ffooci manners to accept or take more
of one dish than you can possibly use

and leave two-thirds of this upon your
plate. Thus meat, gravy, bread, pota-

toes and other vegetables, fish, butter,

jellies, pie and honey are carried to the

back-yard or thrown into the slop-pail.

When this waste takes place upon
the farm, it is but half waste, for the

hogs and the chickens consume most
of the remnants, so however expensive
it may be to feed bread, cakes, jellies

or honey to the hogs, the food is not
altogether wasted. But what of the

cities ? How much of this willful and
unnecessary waste is made to clog the

sewers or sour and rot in the refuse

can in the back-lot ?

What has this to do with bee-culture?

Why should a bee-journal take notice

of this bad custom and sound a note of

warning? Because, as far as honey is

concerned, the waste constitutes a dan-
ger. Because if one-fifth, or even only

a tenth, of the honey served upon the

tables is thrown away, there is a

chance in many instances of the bees

getting at this honey second-hand and
bringing to the hive, with it, undesir-

able bacteria. The very best honey
may contain in it germs which, abso-

lutely haimless to human beings, mean
ruin to the brood.

Why are brood diseases almost per-

manent around many large cities, in

this country, if it is not owing to the

fact that some of the honey shipped

from all parts of the country is, to a

large extent, exposed where the bees
can reach it ?

One will say that, in most cases, the

honey is healthy for the bees and en-

tirely free of germs. True. But we
know that in case of contamination,

the microscopic germ which causes

brood diseases is so small and so spar-

ingly scattered in the honey that scien-
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tific examination has usually proven

inadequate to find it. In other words,

those germs of bacilli, which are en-

th-ely harmless to man, are so infre-

quent in contaminated honey that a

microscopic examination usually fails

to detect them. But they are situated

in the most favorable condition for de-

velopment in the stomach of the larvje.

Aside from the dangers arising,

through the wasting of honey and

other foods, is it not time for our civi-

lization to take notice of the wanton

loss which has thus far been considered

fashionable and proper ?

We dare say that, our country

through, from one-tenth to one-fifth of

all the food served upon our tables

finds its way to the dung heap, un-

tasted. Think of wasting Hi to 20 per-

cent of your food ! How long would

this amount support you in your old

age ?

This habit is not confined to the

wealthy and well-to-do, but is notice-

able even among the wage-workers,

though in less degree. Neither is this

of any benefit to the house-keeper, for

she has to prepare so much more food^

and after each meal has an ugly mess

to clean up, made of a mixture of the

neatest and finest morsels that she has

artistically prepared. Aside from the

high cost of living created by such an

untidy habit, this alone ought to urge

us to stop it.

Wiscousiu aud Iowa Goiug For-
ward

Mr. Frank C. Pellett writes us that a

bill appropriating J1500 for bee inspec-

tion has passed both houses of the

Iowa Legislature. The State Fair As-

sociation has also made a move forward

by raising the amount of premiums on

hive products 40 percent for the com-

ing fair.

Mr. N. E. France writes that a new
Wisconsin foul brood law has also

been enacted. This places an annual

sum of f2000 at the disposal of the

State Inspector, who may appoint depu-

ties. His salary is not to exceed $5 per

day when actually engaged in inspec-

tion work.

The above-named gentlemen are un-

derstood by us to be inspectors for

those States.

Moisture in Xectar

The statement made on page 92, that

when first gathered nectar rarely con-

tains more than 25 percent of mois-

ture, and usually much less, is consid-

ered by some of our readers as incor-

rect. There appears to be more differ-

ence of opinion on this subject than

on almost any other upon which the

average bee-keeper cannot make a posi-

tive test. The United States pure food

laws allow that amount of water in

pure honey, and nectar in this and

other countries is often found to con-

tain 75 percent of moisture.

However, let us take notice that the

amount of water in nectar depends,

not only upon the kind of bloom from

which this nectar is gathered, but upon

the soil, the amount of moisture in the

ground, and the hygrometric condi-

tion of the atmosphere at the time.

Some scientific apiarists of the Euro-

pean continent, of the kind which one

of our contemporaries calls " apicul-

teurs en chambre " (theoretical apia-

rists), have tried to give an exact figure

as to the proportion of water in nec-

tar. They might as well try to give an

exact figure as to the proportion of

water in the milk of cows. Our clover

and basswood nectars contain \ery

large amounts of water. Fall flowers

contain less. Some of the crops of

heather in Europe produce nectar so

thick that it is extracted with difficulty.

Perhaps, Mr. Isaac Hopkins, who wrote

the statement criticized, lives in a very

dry climate. This might explain his

statement. It is safe to say, however,

that in the majority of instances, honey

freshly harvested contains much more

than 25 percent of water. But to give

a definite quantity as an average is an

impossibility.

Here is a question on which we
would like an answer: We are told

that there is a considerable difference

in the amount of water contained in

different samples of nectar, and we
know that some honeys are much
thicker than others. Now is there any

definite relation between the water in

nectar in any particular case and the

water in the honey derived from that

same nectar ? If A's bees gather nec-

tar containing 20 percent more water

than is contained in nectar gathered

by B's bees, then will A's honey con-

tain 20 percent more water than B's

honey? Or, supposing white clover in

each case, will evaporation continue

until the honey is of the same density

in each case ?

Mr. Anderson's assertion. Youn
queens which have been confined to

their cells by the bees are verj' lively,

and when freed are exceedingly eager

to destroy other queen-cells.

Young Queens Destroying- Queen
Cells

In L'Apicoltore Moderno, Miss

Fleischman criticises the statement

made by J. Anderson in the British

Bee Journal, that young queens, newly

born, destroy other queen-cells. She

has never seen this take place, although

she has often watched them. We can,

however, vouch for the correctness of

Be True
It never pays to misrepresent. If we

are found in a misstatement of facts or

a gilding of our goods by putting our

best in sight and hiding the poorest be-

hind, we are sure to be found out and
to lose the good opinion of others as

well as our own self-respect, which
suffers even when our falsehood pre"

vails.

The advertiser should place his offers

in as good a light as possible, but he

should "stick to the truth." The aver-

age bee-keeper does not seek " gold

bricks." Fakes are usually distasteful

to him. Straight goods and straight

talk are what he wants and what he

should give. We will all be the better

for it.

What Should a Beginner Buy?
This question is asked by a novice

in bee-culture.

We have always considered it possi-

ble and advisable to begin bee-culture

on a very small scale. Perhaps it was
because we began it with exceedingly

limited means; perhaps also because at

that time most of the modern imple-

ments had not yet been invented.

The most important and most val-

uable part of the outfit is the colony of

bees. One ought to have two if pos-

sible, because if an accident happens

to a single colony, one might e.xperi-

ence failure and become permanently

discouraged.

The novice should, therefore, begin

with not less than two colonies. Ital-

ian bees, in good, movable-frame

hives. The quality is important. In

addition to those, the only indispensa-

ble articles are: a veil, a bee-smoker, a

hive-tool, some good beginner's book,

and two or more empty hives, with an

extra super for each and comb foun-

dation. The quality of the articles

aside from the hives and the bees, is of

little moment. When the apiarist gets

a little farther along, he will get better

ones. The extractor, honey-knife, bee-

escape, etc., will be needed later. If

the man makes mistakes at first, as we
all do, he will feel thankful that he has

not been induced to invest largely. If

he succeeds, as he will sooner or later

if he perseveres, he will soon learn

what he needs. Let the bees pay for it.

The elder Dadant often said that after

tht first bees were secured by him, he

never spent anything for them, in cash.
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that was not already paid for by the

bees in honey. Of course the labor

was not reckoned in this because it was
not a cash expense.

Glucose Again

A correspondent, in a friendly criti-

cism, takes exception to our statement

that glucose would be injurious to

queens, in the candy for mailing cages.

He says he has tried a small propor-

tion, and that the queens did not

suffer.

As the only advantage to be derived

which is claimed by the supporters of

this method is the greater softness of

the candy, it is very clear that as long

as we can make a sufficiently soft candy

out of pure sugar, or sugar and good
honey, this advantage is more fanciful

than real. As to the cheapness of the
article, it is well known that glucose

does not contain half as much saccha-

rine substance as honey d-^es. At half

the price it would be too dear. This

has been proven in the making of grape

clarets. The Concord grape does not

contain sufficient sugar to make a last-

ing claret, and vintners use sugar

added to the grape juice. Glucose was

tried, because less expensive than good
sugar, but it took twice as much to

secure the same result, although some
chemists who were evidently paid to

make a favorable report, asserted that

the glucose produced more alcohol

than sugar.

Let us have only the best sugar and

honey as feed, and we will have no

cause for regret.

A Trip to Europe

Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Dadant will start

for Europe at the end of this month,

or as soon as the usual spring rush of

activity lessens. This will not be alto-

gether a pleasure trip. Mr. Dadant

proposes to examine for himself the

local differences in quality of the bees

of Switzerland, Italy and Carniola. For
years the Swiss bee-keepers have as-

serted that they find the Italian bees

inferior to their own Swiss bees. It

has also been asserted that the bees of

Italy differ in different localities. These

matters are worthy of investigation,

especially at a time when the Italian

bee is so much in the lime-light, owing
to its greater immunity from Euro-

pean foul brood. Being acquainted

on both continents, our editor will

have great facilities to do this.

Communications to the American
Bee Journal will be cared for in his

absence by M. G. Dadant, the Manager.
Urgent letters for C. P. Dadant himself

should be addressed to him a.i follows :

For July, in care of R. Gariel, 2 Ter,

Quai de la Megisserie, Paris; for Au-
gust, in care of E. Bertrand, Nyon,
Switzerland ; for early September, in

care of L'.Apicoltore, 18 Via Cappuccio,

Milan, Italy.

Breeding for Eggs
The Practical Farmer discourses

upon a plan for getting an increased

number of eggs from hens, and charac-

terizes it as "the most important new
wrinkle that has been brought out for

a long time. Here's the " wrinkle :"

Now and then a hen is found that
will lay 250 eggs, and perhaps up-
wards, per year. We are likely to raise

all the pullets we can get from her
eggs, in the expectation that she will

transmit her unusually great laying
qualities to her daughters. In practice
it is found that the pullets raised from
her eggs may be quite indifferent, or
at least verv common layers. The

Mr. Frank Hinderer Came Very Near Losing His Bees When the Illinois River Overflowed this Spring.
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female parent, in determining the lay-

ing qualities of a pullet, is not the only,

and not even the dominant factor.

The male parent seems to play the im-
portant and really decisive role. This
has been brought out as a new fact by
the most thorough and scientific inves-

tigations made by the Maine Experi-
ment Station (a station that has done
so much for the poultry keeper). In
regard to the influence of good roos-
ters, Dr. Raymond Pearl, of that station,

says in Farm and Fireside: "How
does a hen ever get to be high layer if

she cannot inherit this quality from
her mother ? The answer is simple:
The high-laying hen gets the excess-
production factor, which is necessary
to make it a great producer, from its

sire.
" Here, too, is evidently the clue to the

riddle which has puzzled so many who
have trap-nested their flocks, when
they find that some high-producing
hens have good laying daughters, while
other equally high producers have
daughters that are poor layers. It all

turns on the male used as the sire. De-
pending upon the hereditary constitu-
tion of the males used, it is to be ex-
pected that different proportions vary-
ing all the way from 100 percent to

none, of the daughters of a high-pro-
ducing hen will be themselves high
producers. This is proved by experi-
ments extending over a period of
years, and involving a large number of

birds, 'these results demonstrate the
importance of getting the proper kind
of males with respect to their heredi-
tary constitution if one is to make per-
manent and definite progress in breed-
ing for increased egg production.
"The aim is to get males that are

'pure-bred' in regard to the excess
production factor. These can only
come from high producing mothers
bred with certain types of males. It is

of the utmost importance in any
scheme of breeding for production to

select high-laying females, but it is

not, as has been generally supposed,
because their daughters will be good
layers—this may or may not be the
case—but rather because only from
such mothers can males be obtained
which will ultimately transmit to their
daughters those qualities of high pro-
ductiveness which are the goal sought."

No, the American Bee Journal has

no notion of starting a poultry depart-

ment, and the foregoing is not given

with any such purpose in view. It is

given because of its direct bearing

upon the business of bee-keeping, and
because it is believed that the impor-

tance of having the best of sires is just

as imperative among bees as it is

among fowls.

Thousands of queens are bought and
introduced yearly for the sake of im-

provement in stock, but of all the bee-

keepers who thus try to get better

mothers for their bees, it is doubtful if

10 percent pay any attention to the

sires, if indeed the number reaches

one percent.

.\t once the reply will be made, " Oh,

you can do nothing to control the

mating of the queens." True, you can

do nothing directly; indirectly you
can do a great deal, especially in an

apiary of any considerable size. While
it is true that the queen must be left to

chance, each bee-keeper should do

what he can to increase his chances.

Suppose in an apiary of 100 colonies 10

are of choice stock, and that no atten-

tion is paid to the drones. A young
queen, upon her bridal trip, will stand

one chance in 10 of meeting a choice

drone. Suppose, however, that the

bee-keeper keeps down all drones e.x-

cept in the 10 choice colonies, either

by trapping, by shaving the heads ofT of

drone-brood, or by allowing no drone-

comb in the hives. In that case a

young queen will have 10 chances in

10 of meeting a choice drone. In other

words, she has 10 times as good a

or allowing no drone comb, the choice

between the three should be with the

last method. Trapping drones is a

nuisance at best. Shaving their heads
is a dirty job. In both cases we have

been to the expense of all that nursing

and feeding which might have been
bestowed upon worker-brood. Allow-
ing no drone-comb, or only such as

will rear a few hundred instead of the

thousands which are generally bred, is

the proper thing to do. But do not rely

on simply removing the drone-cotnb.

You must also replace it with worker-

comb at once. Setting aside a few dry

combs containing both worker and
drone cells, you should use such parts

of those combs as contain worker-

cells, to fill the open spaces made by
removing drone-combs from the brood-

frames. This may be done at any

View of the Flood at Cincinnati—Notice the Big Honey Sign of the Muth Co.

chance as when no attention is paid to

the drones.

Of course, drones from neighboring

colonies may interfere very materially,

but if the bee-keeper persists year after

year in improving his own stock, his

choice drones will constantly be meet-

ing young queensfrom those neighbor-

ing colonies, making a gradual but

constant improvement in surrounding

stock.

It is pretty safe to venture the asser-

tion that if bee-keepers of this country

would take as much pains with their

drones as they do with their queens,

it would result in a million pounds in-

crease in the amount of honey annually

harvested. Like enough that is stating

it mildly. c. c. m.

Now as to trapping drones, shaving

off their heads when in capped brood.

time, but just before the harvest is the

easiest time. If we wait until the

combs are full of honey or the heat too

great, it becomes an unpleasant job.

c. p. D.

Texas In.speotiou Law
The Texas State Entomologist, Mr.

Wilmon Newell, writes us that in the

passage of the inspection law, the

emergency clause was stricken out, so

that no inspection can be made before

July in that State.

Swarming
If you would avoid excessive swarm-

ing remember the following points:

1. Have the hives well sheltered from

the sun if possible from morning until

night.

2. Give plenty of ventilation. Bees
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should never clu'=ter on the outside

during a honey crop. They are either

too crowded, too warm, or too little

ventilated. It is sometimes well to

raise the hive an inch or two from the

bottom-board, especially in front.

3. Drones cause the bees annoy-

ance by their bulk and their noise.

Keep the drone-combs replaced by

worker-combs wherever it is practi-

cable to change them.

4. Have young queens. They lay less

drone-eggs, and the bees are less apt

to supersede them. When bees are

rearing young queens to supersede the

old mother, she is likely to swarm out

and the bees will follow.

•5. If you are raising extracted honey,

keep a supply of empty combs ahead

of need on the hive, if it takes three or

four stories.

is intended for beginners. Very few

practical apiarists use gloves at all, but

we all recognize the ne-id of a veil at

hand for accidentally irritated colonies.

We give our preference to the veil

which is most readily put on or taken

off, even if a little less safe than the

well-fastened veil. Each one should

decide this point for himself.

Veils and Glove.s

The witty contribution in this issue

on the above subject, by Mr. Bigelow,

Do It In June

Keep the grass cut away from the

front of the hives. Shade them from

the hot sun. Do not allow the bees to

cluster in front for want of ventilation

or for want of room. If they hang out,

raise the hive from its bottom, in front.

See that your colonies have enough

room to store honey, when the yield is

on. To coax an average colony into

the empty super nothing is better than

a few half sealed sections exchanged

from a very active colony, and the lat-

ter won't miss them.

Miscellaneous <^ News Items

Dampening Sections by Means of a
Wet Cloth If the sections make a

creaking noise when being folded, it is

a sign that they are too dry and need
to be dampened.
To dampen sections, take the sec-

tions out of the crate and lay them on
edge on a table; take a white cloth
(towel), soak it in water, wring out
some of the water, leaving it very
moist, and spread it over the sections,

covering the three rows of V grooves
as shown in the illustration.

Leave the sections covered in this

manner until they are sufficiently

dampened for folding.

Ordinarily the time required is only
one hour. If the sections are very dry
it may be necessary to soak the cloth
twice or to apply it double.
The moisture, as it leaves the cloth,

settles down into the V grooves just

where it is wanted. This leaves the
sections dry e.xcept the V grooves, and
therefore the sections will not warp,
nor will the dovetailing fit together too

tight, as it usually does when the
whole sections are dampened.
A good way to dampen sections in a

hurry, is to lay them out flat on a table

and then apply water in the V grooves
with a small brush. Many sections
should be laid out, side by side, at one
time, having the V grooves in straight

lines. To prevent the sections from
getting wet from the drip, lay them on
slats. Sections will answer this pur-

pose.

—

Geo. a. Boyum.

DA\n'LNi.\(. Sections.

Reinforcing Fotindation B. Brewster,

in the Canadian Bee Journal, page 48,

speaks in high terms of his success in

reinforcing foundation by painting

melted wax over the surface with a flat

3-inch varnish brush. He does not

merely paint over the upper part of the

foundation (which secures against sag-

ging), but paints over the whole of one

side, the side upon which the wires are,

thus fastening in the wires and rein-

forcing the foundation at one opera-

tion.

Last season gave the plan a severe

test. Frames of foundation prepared

as described were given at a time when
bees were idle from dearth, and instead

of chewing down the foundation as

happens too often, the bees made good

work, so far as they did anything, mak-

ing beautiful combs of those that were

fully occupied. A peculiar feature of

the case was that "in nearly every case,

4 or 5 days after hiving, comb had

been drawn out in every frame on the

side that was painted, whilst little had

been done where they had the ' Weed
process ' to work at."

-^

The Demand for Beeswax.—L'Apicul-

teur for January publishes a state-

ment from J. DeHasque, of the Ant-

werp Commercial Counting House,

who mentions the growing importation

of beeswax into civilized countries

from new regions, such as India, Abys-

sinia, Eastern Africa. He remarks

that these comparatively new sources,

joined to the modern discovery of

parafline and vegetable waxes which

are now used in place of beeswa.x for

many commercial purposes, ought to

have lessened the price of beeswax.

On the contrary, the value of pure

beeswax is now greater than ever. He
ascribes it correctly to the increase of

the movable-frame system of bee-cul-

ture, in which a minimum of beeswa.x

is produced.

Not long ago, assertions were made
that there would be profit in producing

wax instead of honey. There will be

plenty of room in the future for those

who hold this view to try it themselves,

for beeswax is more and more in de-

mand, and there is no probability of a
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lower value. The active apiarist con-

tinues to reduce his production and in-

crease his purchases of this article.

This is natural, for success is in that

direction.
*-

Water in Honey.—Nectar contains 70

to 80 percent of water, and honey 18 to

25 percent. (In this country 2.5 percent

of water is allowed in honey; in Ger-

many only 22 percent.) Naturally,

when bees are storing, there will be

more water in the combs at the end of

a day's work than there will be the

next morning. So Ed. Knoke advises

against taking oiT honey for extracting

late in the day ( Bienenwirtschaftliches

Centralblatt, page 0), unless at a time

when bees have not been gathering.^
Alfalfa in Iowa.—"The Southwest

Trail," Room 736, La Salle Station,

Chicago, 111., publishes a May number
devoted entirely to the above-named
subject. It is very interesting. The
editor, V. L. Schoeffelmayer, well

known to us for his energy and enter-

prise, offers this number, for the ask-
ing, to any one who will send his

address. ^
Bees Need Enormous Amounts of Air.

—In Bienen-Vater, page (il, are given
some very interesting figures from Dr.
Zander. At a temperature of 08 de-
grees Fahr., if we take as a standard
the amount of air a man needs to

breathe, in a given time, a number of

frogs weighing as much as the man
will need one-third as much air.

Lizards need 43 percent as much.
Dogs nearly 4 times as much.
Flies 21 times as much.
Bees 74 times as much.
Franz Richter, who reports this,

figures out that a colony weighing 13

pounds will need, to support it one
hour, the enormous quantity of 17>^

cubic feet of air.

Let us figure a little farther, and sup-

pose this 13-pound colony to be lodged
in a 2-story 10-frame hive. Roughly
figuring, these two stories will contain
about 3^ cubic feet. After deducting

the room occupied by frames, combs
and bees, hardly half the room will be

left 'for air; but call it that, II4 cubic

feet. To supply the colony with 17>^

cubic feet of air in an hour, the hive

will have to be entirely emptied and
filled ten times, or 240 times for each

day. That would mean a pretty lively

flow of air at the entrance, especially

if that entrance should be, like some,

less than half an inch deep.

To get another view of the lively

breathing of bees, suppose a man
weighing loO pounds uses up as much

air as 150 pounds of bees. Seal him up

in a room 25 feet long, 20 feet wide, and

9ji feet high, and in 24 hours he will

be dead from suffocation.

Note, however, that all this is at a

temperature of 20 degrees centigrade,

or 68 Fahr. Let the temperature be 45

or 50 degrees, or whatever that point

is at which bees are almost nearly dor-

mant, and the likelihood is that the

bees can get along with less air than

the man. ^
Iowa Appropriation.—The following

letter from the Iowa inspector, Frank
C. Pellett, of Atlantic, e.xplains itself:

Our appropriation is all right, and I

must get busy. I met France and Kil-

dow at Clinton last week to plan some
way of dealing with foul brood where
it exists on both sides of the river, as

it now does adjoining both States.

Possibly no summer meeting of Iowa
bee-keepers w-ill be held, as they are
very busy, and it is hard to arrange a
meeting entirely by correspondence. I

will be glad to inform you as soon as
the matter is entirely disposed of.

Because one member of the Iowa
association is having trouble from jeal-

ous persons poisoning and trapping
his bees, the board has decided to em-
ploy an attorney to give free legal ad-
vice to members. We have accord-
ingly selected Russell E. Ostrus, of Des
Moines, who comes of a family of bee-
keepers, and is in sympathy with the
business as well as a good lawyer. We
are not promising to pay expenses of
litigation, although the association
might vote to pay a part in a worthy
case. I will be glad if you will call

attention to this matter in your
lournal.

Should Box-Hives Be Abolished?—
As our readers already probably know,

the foul brood laws of Australia pro-

hibit the keeping of box-hives. There
has been some opposition to this part

of the law from unprogressive bee-

keepers of the country, who claim that

the box-hive is not a detriment. Mr.

R. Beuhne, in an article in the .Austra-

lasian Bee-Keeper, strikes right to the

point, arguing in favor of the present

law. We quote him as follows :

What good will the abolition of the
box-hive do ? Will it prevent disease ."

So far as this State is concerned,
where the bo.x-hive has disappeared
foul brood has either completely dis-

appeared also or has become an insig-

nificant factor.

Never mind the bee-trees. I, for one,
am willing to start and successfully
run an apiary in any suitable locality

and clean it of disease, too, in a few
years, no matter how many bee-trees
there are. so long as there are no box-
hives to re-stock the trees with swarms
and re-infect the wild bees by means
of mashed diseased combs hung up in

bags to drain, or thrown out for the
bees from several square miles of coun-
try. A bee-tree, if left alone, is com-
paratively harmless

;
quite so when it

is healthy. Even if the bees succum b

to disease, it is not stirred up with a

stick and scattered about ; and in many
instances mice, ants, and wax-moths
reduce it to debris unattractive to bees
before the latter find it. If some api-

arist's bees do find it, it will be robbed
out dry, and the apiarist will clean up
the disease in his own hives. If he
knows of suspicious trees he can plug
up the entrance, clay it over, or nail

wire-screen over the entrance, not to

mention other methods, none of which
he can apply to his neighbors' box-
hives. ^

Dr. Miller on Honey Rules Glad to

see Rauchfuss' article, page 163, but

sorry he condemns the rules. It seems
to me they are an effort in the right

direction, there being at least some-

thing definite about them. But if Frank
has something different that is better,

by all means let him give it. He might

also suggest rules for extracted honey.

Would the Colorado rules be accept-

able to the entire United States ? Let

us hear from him.

A Successful Iowa Bee-Keeper The
high price of good land is causing
many young men to look to the north-
west or the south for an opportunity
to begin life as their fathers did a half

century ago. There are many now
living in cities who look -.vith longing
eyes to the country, but for want of
capital with which to engage in farm-
ing, feel that they must remain in an
atmosphere that is uncongenial.
Such may find something of inspira-

tion in the success of a well-known
bee-keeper of Clarinda, who began the
business without much capital, and as

a side line in the beginning.

J. L. Strong was a carpenter and
builder for many years, but becoming
interested in bees, took up honey pro-
duction in a small way to furnish

honey for his table and profitable em-
ployment for his spare hours. As time
went on, he found more and more in-

terest in his bees, and began to study
them in earnest, with a view- of master-
ing the subject of honey production.
As his apiary increased, he determined
to give up his other business and de-

vote his entire attention to bees. His
friends tried to dissuade him without
effect, for he was already a bee-keeper
at heart, and nothing could prevent
him from becoming so in fact.

In the beginning, he rented a house
and lot in the outskirts of Clarinda.

His bees did so well that he soon pur-

chased the property, something that he
had been unable to do in his former
business. Mr. Strong has prospered
since that time. Although there have
been seasons when the honey crop has

been short, other seasons have been
sufficiently abundant to make up the

shortage. He now has a comfortable
home, has added other lots to his hold-

ings, has built a modern extracting

house and bee-cellar, has an electric

power driven extractor to extract his

honey, and everything else in accord-
ance.
For a long series of years his bees

have produced an average of 50 pounds
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of surplus honey per colony each year.

In addition to his sales of honey, Mr.
Strong rears thousands of fine Italian

queens which are sent out to bee-keep-
ers in every direction.

There is room for many such api-

aries in Iowa. The young man who
can see no other avenue open to him,
may. if he is adapted to the work, soon
have a business and a home of his own
by beginning bee-keeping in a small

way in connection with his present
employment. A few bees can be kept
almost anywhere, and can be increased
as fast as the owner's ability or oppor-
tunity will permit.

—

Greater Jowa.

Attacked by Bees.—Very formidable
is the concerted power of bees by the
million. This is shown in the e.xperi-

ence of a British expedition in Africa,
for the party was attacked and routed,
several of the pack donkeys being
killed by bees.

The swarming foes were first en-
countered on a precipitous mountain,
where they had doubtless dwelt and
multiplied undisturbed for years, since
the place was sacred to an evil spirit

so dreaded by the tribesmen that they
never ventured to visit it.

While resting in a shady spot the
commanding officer and his party
looked up to see a swarm of bees
streaming in and out of a large crevice
in the cliff. As the hole was close to

one of the worst portions of the as-

cending ledge, strict silence was en-
joined on all the men.
The Europeans in the party removed

their boots in order to get a secure
foothold, and the whole party crept
quietly along the face of the precipice.
But cautious though they were, there
was sufficient noise to attract the at-

tention of the suspicious bees. Soon
an angry cloud swarmed out. A false

step on the part of the men would
have been fatal, but there was no time
to think of their footing with the furi-

ous swarm at their heels.

Fortunately no one slipped, and the
van of the e.xpedition, scrambling fran-
tically upward from their little ene-
mies, safely reached the summit of the
mountain, while those in the rear
bolted downward in the opposite direc-

tion and awaited them below. But
those on the moiintain top had next to

think of their return. Luckily for
them, the domestic habits of bees are
as orderly as their methods of harvest-
ing and architecture, and the men had
only to wait until after sunset, which is

the bed hour of all bees, to slip quietly
past unmolested, although, the task to

which such a delay reluctantly forced
them, of descending dangerous crags
and pathless slopes in the dark, was
more perilous than pleasant.

Far more tragic was an attack in a

less dangerous spot, for in the sudden
scattering of the caravan before the
stinging hosts a sick man failed to

make his escape, and was left behind.

He was missed, and the commanding
officer, with two natives, went back to
search for him beneath the hollow
tree wliere the bees had issued.
The party set to work quartering the

ground near the tree. The bees
swarmed down upon them, and it was
impossible to avoid being stung. All
the men could do was to keep the in-

sects from their eyes. After a short
time it became too hot for the rescue
party, and they left. It was becoming
too hot for the officer also, when he
stumbled upon the native for whom
they were searching, and picking him
up he ran.

The unhappy man, who wore only a
loin cloth, was frightfully stung. His
body, owing to the innumerable stings
left in it, instead of presenting a
smooth surface of clear black skin, ap-
peared to be covered with a close
brown fur. He died in about .5 hours.

•A new use of propolis is

Francois " in the Rucher
Propolis

given by

Beige :

To fasten gold leaf in the decoration
of walls, ceilings, mouldings, etc., they
generally use a solution of gum-lac or
fatty essence. This mixture has the in-

convenience of not permitting the ap-
plying of the gold leaf until 24 hours
after the mixture has been used. This
inconvenience is great in the case of

high ceilings, such as those of the Pal-

Remakkable Portrait of Eggs in the Bottoms of CELLS.-lPhotographed by Edward F. Bigelow.)
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ace of Justice of Liege, the moving of

high scaffolds being difficult and ex-

pensive. Besides, the greater or less

desiccation of the coating has an ef-

fect upon the brightness of the gold,

and the tones secured are never uni-

form.
To remedy these inconveniences,

after numerous trials, I have secured a

propolis mixture which has given me
entire satisfaction. This mixture dries

immediately, and enables the gold leaf

to be applied at once. Its composition

is as follows :

One hundred and fifty grammes of

propolis (one-third pound) with .500

grammes ( one and one-ninth pounds)
of methvlic alcohol (wood alcohol) in

a wide mouth vial. To hasten the lique-

faction, shake the mixture once or

twice daily. At the end of a week, filter

through cotton wadding.
The stability of gold leaf on this mix-

ture is astonishing, and the possibility

of applying both at the same moment
reduces the labor about 60 percent.

The mixture does not cause the wood
to swell or lose its polish.

—

Lcs AbciVes

et l.cs Fruits.

of establishing and maintaining an api-

culture department at the Minnesota

State University.

At a special meeting of the State

Bee-Keepers' Association Dr. L. D.

Leonard was recommended to the

University authorities for the head of

the department. Dr. Leonard has been

an active member of the association

and a bee-keeper for nearly 20 years.

He is well educated, and excellently

fitted for the position.

Are from their hives and houses driven
away.

—1st K. Henry I'I. I. S-

The Commons like an angry hive of bees.
That want their leader, scatter up and down.
And care not who they stine in his revense.

-2d K. Henry I'l. HI. .'.

When that the general is not like the hive.
To whom the foragers shall all repair.
What honey is expected? — Trailus. /. .?.

Here is another ;—(Ed.

The old bees die. the young possess their
hive. —Rape of Lucrece. 253d Stanza.

Minnesota Appropriation tor Apicul-

ture Mr. P. J. Doll, president of the

Minnesota State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, in a recent letter to this office,

announces that the Legislature has en-

acted a bill providing for an appropria-

tion of $3000 to be used for the purpose

Shakespeare on Hives Among old

papers we find the following from Mr.

John Phin, the author of " Phin's Dic-

tionary of Bee Terms ;"

"Shakespeare uses the word hive six

times-mostly as referring to the dwelling."

" Drones hive not with me."
—Merch. of I'enicc. //. S-

I. after him. do after him wish too.

Since I nor wax nor honey can bring home.
I Quickly were dissolved from my hive.

To give some laborers room.

When like the bee, tolling from ever flower
The virtuous sweets,
Our thighs packed with wax, our mouths

with honey
We bring it to the hive, and like the bees
Are murdered for our pains

—2dK. Henry II. II . J.

So bees with smoke, and doves with noisome
stench.

Honey in the Butter.—We read the

statement in L'Apicoltore Moderno,

that in some hotels of England and

Switzerland, they mix 6 percent of

honey with the table butter. They say

that it gives a peculiarly pleasant flavor

to the butter, and keeps it from be-

coming rancid.

Inspection Appropriation lor Illinois.—
The appropriation committee of the

Illinois Legislature reported favorably

an appropriation of $2000 for Illinois

inspection of apiaries. This is an in-

crease of $-500 over the previous

appropriation. The faithful present

inspector, A. L. Kildow, says that it did

not take them more than " five min-

Enlarged Photograph of Lar\ .1; in the CELLS.-lPhotographed by Edward F. Bigelow.;
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utes" to decide that the appropriation-

was needed.

The bulletin containing the inspec-

tor's second annual report, and a lot of

useful information, can be had for the

asking of either A. L. Kildow, inspec-

tor, of Putnam
; Jas. A. Stone, State

Secretary, Rt. 4, Springfield ; or Louis

C. Dadant, Secretary of the Chicago-

Northwestern, of Hamilton.

With France in Wisconsin, Ki'dow

in Illinois, and Pellett in Iowa, there

ought to be some educational work
performed among the bee-keepers of

those three States this summer.

New Jersey Meeting.—A Field Meet-

ing of the bee-keepers' association of

New Jersey will be held on Wednes-
day, June 25, i;)I3, at the apiary of

George Grover, near Trenton, N. J. We
hope there will be a large attendance.

E. G. Carr, Se<- 7'i-cas.

Bee-I^eping W) For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson, Marengo. 111.

of combs, extracted the honey from
them, and when he went to shake the
bees on the empty combs he found
they had not killed the queens, as they
had too much room. A large swarm
went to the woods and the rest all took
wing and settled on a plum tree. He
carried 7 swarm-catchers full, and as
he was tired of carrying bees he left

the rest on the tree, but they all went to
the hives through the day. I got 75
pounds of honey to spare, and left 40
pounds for winter. This is the most
bees I ever hived in one day. We now
have 1.50 colonies.

Mrs. Ina Banker.
Sleepy Eye, Minn.
You certainly had a unique experi-

ence. Others have had trouble with
swarms uniting, but you deliberately
united them. To be sure, others have
united swarms, but it is doubtful that
any case has been before reported in

which so many as 8 were united. It is

interesting to know that the queens

A Large Comb

This colony of bees was in a corner
of a house-wall. There were five sheets

of comb; one was solid from top to

bottom, l(i inclies wide and 101 inches
long. We took out 50 pounds of honey
and left about 30 pounds for the bees.

This was on Dec. 10, 1010, at Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co., Calif.

(Mrs.) Bertha Anthony.
Oxnard, Calif.

Is not this one of the largest combs
on record ? To realize the length of

it, let it be recalled that the ceilings of

many dwelling rooms are only 8 feet

high, and this comb is 5 inches more
than that.

For White Hands

It is the simplest thing in the world
to make cosmetic gloves. All that is

necessary is to make a pair of loose
mittens out of woolen cloth and spread
a good hand paste over the inside of

them, after which cut off the mittens
at the ends, as it will not do to exclude
the air from the hands. An effective

glove paste can be made thus : Put
two ounces of yellow wax into a double
boiler and heat until it dissolves, then
add one ounce of powdered myrrh and
beat thoroughly. Four ounces of honey
should now be added to the mixture;
finally, sufficient rose water is added
to make a spreadable paste. This is

quite the daintiest glove paste I know
of.

—

i'hicaifo Kfcord- Herald.

Seven Swarms in One Hive

I want to tell you what I did with 8
swarms of bees that came out one day
last August, when Mr. Banker had
gone to town and I was alone with the
bees. I was not very strong, but I

could not see those bees go off if

I could possibly help it, as they were
all large swarms, so I got 7 hives and
tiered them in one pile, hiving all the
swarms together.
When my husband came home he

said he never saw so many bees in a

hive in his life. The next morning he
went to look for combs. He got a lot A Long Comb.
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were not killed, and this was no doubt
due, as you suggest, to the fact that so
large an amount of room was given. It

would seem to show that when two or
more united swarms have sufficient

room they have a tendency to divide

into separate swarms. Some have ad-

vised, when it was desired to separate
united swarms, to put twigs in the

hives for them to cluster upon sep-

aratelv.
^-•-^

Some Honey Recipes

I have learned several new uses for

honey. When baking apples, instead

of using sugar, I pour over them ex-

tracted honey, allowing one table-

spoonful to each large apple. In mak-
ing fruit salad, I also use honey for

sweetening. I substitute honey for the

sugar in any cake or pudding where
the yolk of the egg is used, also in fruit

pies and sauces. When making gems
and muffins, I pour in about a teaspoon-
ful of honey; it sweetens without mak-
ing a coarse grain or gritty taste.

—

Good Ilotisekeefiiig Magazine.

A Cure for Asthm.\.—In a medical
work I find it recorded that a doctor
ate some ounces of honey every day
for two years, and got entirely free of

his asthma. Before this he had tried

every known cure without securing any
relief.

Hygei.\ Dressing. — Yolks of two
eggs beaten stiff, juice of one lemon,
two large spoonfuls of olive oil, two-
thirds cup of whipped cream and two
large spoonfuls of honey. Add a slight

pinch of salt.

—

I/ouschold Afagazine,

Paste for Ble.\ching Arms.—Milk
white arms can be obtained by coating
them at night with the following paste
and allowing it to remain on until

morning. To prevent bed clothes

from being soiled, it would be well to

wrap your arms around with long
strips of cotton cloth : Myrrh, one
ounce; honey, four ounces; yellow
beeswax, two ounces; rosewater, one
ounce.
Melt the wax in a double boiler, then

add the myrrh, powdered, while hot;
beat thoroughly together, then stir in

the honey and rosewater and sufficient

glycerine, drop by drop, to make a

spreadable' paste.

—

Chicago Kccoi-d-IIcr-

aid.

A British Bee-Keeping Sister

The British Bee Journal gives, from
time to time, sketches of prominent
bee-keepers, and in a late number the
subject of the sketch is Miss M. Dag-
mar Sillar. The sketch opens by say-

ing ; "We believe this is the first oc-
casion on which we have had the pleas-

ure of presenting the portrait of a lady
under the heading, "Prominent Bee-
Keepers," and the subject of our sketch
is well worthy of a place among them."
Born in London, of Scottish parent-

age. Miss Sillar first kept bees in North
Wales, but her most valuable service
to the cause of bee-keeping was in

South Africa, where she was appointed
poultry and bee expert at the Govern-
ment Experimental Farm. A severe
illness obliged her to return to Eng-
land in 1912, after a very active South
African caj-ggr of eight years, and the

likelihood is that British bee-keeping
will profit by her activities hereafter,
although Miss Sillar says of her Afri-
can experience; "After all the hard
work I wish I were going back to

South Africa tomorrow."

Dandelions

In this part of the world it is counted
that fruit-bloom has much to do with
the honey harvest, not because a large
amount of surplus honey is secured
from fruit blossoms, for indeed no sur-

plus is ever harvested from them here,

but because they come at a time to do
the most good in helping colonies to

build up for the wliite-clover harvest.

In late years, however, a strong com-
petitor has grown up in the person of

the dandelion. It is said to have made
its first appearance here perhaps 70

years ago, when a lady brought the

seed from the East because she thought
it would seem more like home with
dandelions about. Owners of lawns
wish she had been satisfied with less

homelike surroundings, but bee-keep-

ers call her blessed. Even as late as
20 years ago dandelion nectar was a

negligible quantity. Now it is abun-
dant, increasing year by year.

In a certain sense, however, the dan-
delion can hardly be called a competi-
tor of fruit-bloom. On this date. May
6, observation of thousands upon thou-
sands of dandelion blossoms shows
not a single bee upon them, while the
bees are roaring upon the fruit-trees.

Bees have their preferences, and while
fruit-bloom is to be had dandelions
are neglected. Only a few days ago
bees were working busily on dande-
lions. But the nectar of fruit-blos-

soms was not on the market then. Like
enough they will return to their first

love a little later, when fruit-trees are
out of bloom.
No doubt this explains, at least in

some cases, why bee-keepers call a cer-

tain plant worthless for bees in one
region, while in another region it is

valued highly. In the region where it

is neglected by the bees, it is neglected
only because at the same time another
plant is blooming which is a greater
favorite with them. ,

E\R Western^ Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

Some Queen-Rearing Experiences

Having about ."lO queens of indiffer-

ent quality, I decided to rear a few, to

replace them. Mr. Bird, my helper,

has had considerable experience rear-

ing queens, so we began preparations.
A dozen or so of queens on hand
whenever you want them are handy in

an emergency, and. besides, I have 150

empty hives to fill with increase.

April 27, we found a colony that had
brood in seven of the eight combs.
The queen is a fine one. and we
thought to rear daughters from some
of her young larvae. We rigged up
several frames with cell-cups (two rows
to each frame). Mr. Bird molded a lot

of cell-cups, a la Doolittle, and stuck
them to the bars with a drop of wax.
These cups looked lonesome to me
without any comb in the frames, so I

took a comb of several seasons' use,

one that was tough and would not sag,

and cut four holes in it like this

:

Each aperture holds six cell-cups,

and they are wide enough for the bees
to build the cells down nice and long.

We took the queen from the colony, I

said, and two combs of brood and six

nice drawn combs, and put them over
a queen-excluding zinc. We grafted
in the larvae, no larger than the head
of a pin, and put them in the center of
the lower hive. Next day we looked
in and all cups were torn down. So

.\ Frame Arranged for Qieen-Rearing
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we took off the top hive with the
queen, and placed it on another stand.

Then we grafted another lot, put them
in and also gave feed, sugar syrup that

had been poured into a frame of comb.
This started a little robbing, but in the
evening of that day it turned cold, and
the next day those cups were all torn
down.
We next tried grafting cells into a

queenless colony that was building cells,

but they would have none of them. We
are going to come back to our de-

queened colony if the weather warms up
and try again. Mr. Bird did the graft-

ing. He selects some warm corner
where the sun is shining brightly and
no breeze stirs, and it seems warm
enough to prevent the larvs from be-

coming chilled.

We are going to keep at it until we
succeed. It is possible that we have
not fed enough, although the bees have
been getting nectar from dandelion
and fruit-bloom. Robbing is, however,
attempted each afternoon, so that we
shall feed regularly and try to get cells

accepted. The changeable weather has
been against us. We cannot rear
queens during unfavorable weather.
Although we have had no measure of

success as yet, we are confident that

we can rear queens when the right

conditions are secured.

[The Doolittle method has often

succeeded with the old queen in the

upper story over an excluding-zinc.

The weather is probably the cause of

your ill success. It would be interest-

ing to know how many of the extensive

queen-breeders use the Doolittle arti-

licial cell-cups.

—

Editor.]

Acme cover, is necessary unless one
uses a blanket. The use of cloths over
frames and sections is out of date and
cannot be tolerated by the progressive
bee-man. [We still use them, and
would not do without them.

—

Editor.]

Projecting hand-holds are not to be
used with the hive, as they take up room
and interfere with piling in compact
piles. The hand-holes are sufficient.

The advantages of this hive, using
the standard dovetailed hive-body and
frames, are that you save expense. It

is the cheapeslcover and bottom made.
There is no waste lumber. When you
want a cover, if a bottom is handy, you
have a cover. The bane of the bee-

man is complicated hive parts. I am
trying to get this made so as to do
away with the separate honey-board,
and it will be practicable, I am sure.

The cover will be compact, and no
projecting edges will catch the wind

and blow off. Such a cover will hardly
need a stone or brick.

The crack around the top edge of

the hive can be seen, and robbing de-

tected much sooner than when one has
to get down and look under the cover
to see whether bees are getting in. I

can get these cover-bottoms, tin, nails,

and all for an 8-frame hive for less

than 20 cents each. Their cost, made
from the best white pine, would prob-
ably not be over 25 cents.

There are 12 pieces in this cover-
bottom, including the tin, and by a lit-

tle better designing the number of

pieces may be reduced to 10.

A shade-board might be necessary in

some localities, and the lack of an
alighting-board would be a very seri-

ous objection to some people. But the

simplicity of the hive and parts appeals

to me, and for those who do a great

deal of moving it should prove of

value.

Cover Side

The Efficiency Hive

Bees are going to be moved more in

tlie future than they have been in the
past. Carload rates on bees will be re-

duced, probably as low as live-stock

rates. We need such system of man-
agement and arrangements that a car
of bees can be loaded in a day, includ-
ing all preparations.

When hauling bees on an automobile
or wagon we should be able to load
them as snugly as brick. The cover
should be of the same size as the top
and the bottom. The bottom and cover
should be interchangeable. This is a

simplification that is worth while. The
cover must be tin roofed with an air-

space over the honey-board.

The cover-bottom I have here shown
will require but a trifle over 3 feet of

lumber. The tin for the 8-frame hive
size can be cut from regular roofing
tin sheets 20x28 inches, two pieces
from each sheet. The ;!s-inch strips

are nailed on top of the tin, and hold
it in place on three sides. When it is

used as a bottom-board the tin is up
and the wax and propolis can be easily

scraped from it.

This cover-bottom requires a hive

stand, as it reaches just to the front of

the hive, and does not provide for an
alighting-board. But in a way this is

an advantage, as every hive should be
placed on some good platform or
stand to protect it from dampness.
A honey-board, as used with the

Wem.ev Foster''. Cover-Bottom.

Southern Beedom-
Conducted by Louis H. Scuoi.i.. New Brauntels. Tex.

Increase and Out-Yards

Instead of making increase at an api-

ary and building up the nuclei with the

intention of later moving the colonies
up to a new place to establish an addi-

tional bee-yard, it is far better to do
this all at one time. One of the great-

est advantages is keeping the bees of

the newly-made nuclei from returning

to the parent colonies, and another is

preventing the chance of these nuclei

being robbed out, when left in the large

apiary.
We use a shallow extracting super

on all our colonies in the early spring

for additional brood-rearing room and
honey storage; this is also mentioned
under the head of " Carniolan and
Swarming," in this department. After
these supers have served their purpose,

and as soon as the bees of the colonies

are well at work in the newly-given
supers filled with foundation, which
have been slipped in between the shal-

low-comb supers and the brood-nest
on the coming of the honey-flow, the

former are removed. Almost all of

them will still have some brood in

them which is sealed. Some will have
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a good deal while others may have very
little or none. Therefore, it is advis-
able to change some of the combs so
that all will have about an equal share
of brood,- as some nuclei might other-
wise have too much brood to care for
properly.

This done, these supers are set on as
many new bottom-boards, a cover
placed on each, the whole fastened to-

gether for moving, and the entrances
closed with screen-wire entrance
closers. A caged queen is given to each
nucleus thus made. All are then loaded
on a spring wagon and hauled to the
new place, the entrances partly opened,
and left alone for a week or more, ac-
cording to the time the bee-keeper has
to spare.

When these are nicely built up an-
other super of combs is given, and you
have that many divisible brood-cham-
ber colonies in a new apiary.

" Do It With Hired Help
"

That suggestion of friend Wesley
Foster, in the May issue, is of greater
importance than many bee-keepers can
comprehend. There are too many bee-
keepers who do most of their work
themselves, when they could have it

done much cheaper and just as well.
The writer remembers when he started
out to have more of the general work
done by others while he attended to
the business side of bee-keeping; to-
ward its expansion and the improve-
ment of the methods of doing things
with a minimum of labor and expense,
and a maximum of profits. Some bee-
keepers doubted the advisability of
such a venture. They seemed to think
that it paid better to do the work them-
selves and hire only such help as was
actually needed when the bee-keeper
could handle it all alone.

Such a method of bee-keeping en-
ables one to enlarge the business to a
far greater and more profitable extent
than if an attempt is made to do it

alone. More apiaries can be main-
tained. The bee-keeper should con-
sider himself the business manager of
his concern, planning his operations
with a view of expanding to larger
proportions. He should study out
systems of. management that will en-
able him to employ assistants as he
needs them in the management of the
business. Of course, not all bee-keep-
ers have the ability to do such things
on a large scale, but many bee-keepers
may start slowly at first, and, with a
little effort and study, learn how to in-
crease the operations so that in time
the business may be a large one.

If you will study any well regulated
concern you will find that there are
managers whose duty it is to look
after the details, who study these mat-
ters with a view of perfecting their
business systems and methods so that
the most profitable ends may be
reached. It is the man who uses more
brain and less brawn nowadays that
will reach the highest success. A man
can do just so much work and no more,
consequently his goal is soon reached,
in the expansion of his apiary business,
if the work is done without assistance.

Far better it is to have more of the
work done by others.

Sweet Clovee is a Good Cover Crop in the Orchard; But Don't Let Arsenical
Spray Fall Upon the Blooming Clover.

Carniolans and Swarming

We have tried Carniolans, and have
found, after experimenting with them
for a long time, that they are a valua-

ble race, and that they can be kept
from swarming as easily as any other
race of bees with the proper manage-
ment. The trait of excessive swarm-
ing has gone against this quiet, gentle
race of profitable honey gatherers.
Our experience has shown that they
require larger hives than other races,

and with the proper attention just be-

fore the danger of swarming, this trait

becomes unnoticeable. The secret,

therefore, is in having large hives and
keeping them contented and busy.
We have since then adopted the same

methods for all other races of bees,

with the result that we have no trouble
about swarming, although our apiaries

number over 31) now.
It is no wonder to us that Carnio-

lans swarm a good deal when kept in

a single 8-frame Langstroth brood-
chamber. Even a 10-frame Langstroth
hive is too small for them. This is due
to the prolificness of the queens, and
as these breed up early, the above hives

are soon crowded. These are exactly
the conditions that mean the much-
dreaded swarming, especially to the
bee-keeper with out-yards.
We attempted to provide more room

to the 10-frame hives by adding a shal-
low super of combs in early spring.
This allowed additional breeding room
besides furnishing storage room for
honey that was gathered earh' in the
spring beyond that used for brood-
rearing, it also permitted the bees to
move honey from the brood-combs be-
low into these super combs. This left

a less crowded condition of the brood-
chamber, and the whole resulted in the
production of rousing colonies of bees
for the honey-flow.
There was still another trouble to

overcome, however. As long as there
was a chance for a congested brood-
nest to develop, there was a likelihood

of swarming. A colony of bees .Tiay

swarm just as vehemently if clustered

on the combs in an upper corner of a

large dry-goods box, with plenty of

empty space ail about the colony, if

the brood-nest is a solid mass of brood.
The same condition existing in a

smaller compartment would make mat-
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ters still worse. What becomes neces-

sary at this very moment is to break
up that solid brood-nest, and if this is

done in such a way that the queen may
find new room for her egg laying,

there will be no swarming, but a con-
tented colony that will develop into a

a rousing honey-gathering colony.

Such colonies are the ones that are de-

sired by the bee-keeper.
Suggestions are offered for decreas-

ing the swarming desire by giving, not
only super room above, but also helozv

the brood-chamber. While this may
aid, it does not in seasons that are at

all favorable to swarming. The reason
for this is explained by comparison
with a colony in a large dry-goods box,

as mentioned above. As long as the

brood-nest itself is left undisturbed the

chances of swarming are just as great.

Breaking up this solid niriss of brood
is the real secret, but it must be done
before the swarming fever has devel-

oped. A colony already having the

fever cannot be handled so easily. If

it is too late, the best remedy is that

of swarming the colony artificially by
what has been known as "shook
swarming."

Conducted by J. L. BvER, Mt. Joy. Ontario.

North Carolina

The picture of the apiary of Mr.
Joseph Robinson, of Paint Gap, N. C,
is of interest to me not because I ever
saw the original, but because my father

spent some time with Mr. Robinson
the past winter. At least haJf the bees
are in boxes and log " gums," but Mr.
Robinson is rapidly transferring all

into lOframe Langstroth hives. My
father helped him while there in April.

The great majority of bees in the

mountain sections of North Carolina
are still kept in " gums," but the most
practical men are gradually discarding
them for the modern movable-frame
hives. Mr. Robinson is in the moun-
tainous section of North Carolina, not

far from Mt. Mitchell, which is the

highest peak east of the Rockies, if I

am correct. He sent me a walking
stick cut from the top of a small spruce
that was growing on the summit of Mt.
Mitchell, and while I hope it will be a

long while before I need it, it is need-
less to say I value it very highly as a

souvenir.
Mr. Robinson keeps pure Italians,

and every year imports some queens
from Italy. He is alive to the folly of

using " gums," as he says that with the

frame hives he averages three times as

much honey as from the others. It

which will equal anything I have seen

in the North, and that is saying a great

deal. Mr. Horton says it was gathered

from the locust, a statement that sur-

prised me. Here, what little honey we
get from the locust, is very dark and
rank; which goes to show that

"locality " cuts a big figure in more
ways than one.

seems strange, this being the case, that

thousands of colonies are still kept in

the old style. Judging by what my
father tells me, the mountainous sec-

tion of North Carolina is a bee-keep-
ers' paradise, with much nectar-bearing
flora.

Among the plants that yield honey
are white clover, basswood, sourwood,
poplar, locust, chestnut, and many
other trees and shrubs. Bad roads are

a drawback, .'\bout the most serious

obstacle to the country, according to

father, and for the warning of timid

ones, is the rattlesnake. Other varie-

ties of the " breed " are fairly common,
although very little damage is done by
these.
The bee-keepers of North Carolina

have a heritage well worth developing.

With the splendid climatic conditions,

bee-keeping should be a business of

pleasure and profit. Much work of the

North is needless there, bees wintering

well on the summer stands. In the

summer season it is not necessary to

provide shade, as in the mountains
they do not have such extreme heat.

While speaking of apiaries in North
Carolina, I am reminded that my thanks
are due Mr. E. L. Horton, of Demo-
crat, N. C, for 5 pounds of splendid

comb honey sent me, the quality of

Moving—400 Colonies in One Place

I expect to leave home on Alay U
and move the bees from the New Dub-
lin yard, which is 200 miles east of my
home, to a location 100 miles from my
home where I already have 120 colo-

nies. Nearly 400 colonies in one loca-

tion will be an experiment, and while I

suspect it may be too many, yet the

location is above the ordinary, and we
will try it for one year anyway. As to

the moving, I am not expecting a pic-

nic. With 2-50 colonies and about 500

supers and other supplies, all to be

moved 3 miles to a railway and 200

miles by railroad—well, it means some
work, sure, and I will not dwell on the

subject now for fear of getting dis-

couraged when I am primed ready to

leave in a few days. I will report later

how the trip pans out.

An Early Fruit Bloom

The early part of April was cold

,

then about the 20th winter took an

abrupt jump into summer, rushing

everything along at an abnormal rate.

The' unusual spectacle of wild plur?

and apple trees in bloom at the same
time is seen here this year, and at this

date. May 9, we fear that frost may
come and kill all this abnormally early

bloom. Clover looks well and bees

are strong, but unless clover is as early

as was all other spring bloom, there

will be a long dearth between fruit-

bloom and clover.

Location for Out-Apiaries

In establishing out-apiaries, it is not

always possible to get just the location

desired, and often one has to put up

with some inconveniences that cannot

be avoided. The picture shows a cor-

ner of one of my apiaries, so nicely

situated that there is always a tempta-

Note the Box-hives on One Side-Modern Hives On the Other-Apiary of Joe Robinson, of North Carolina.
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bees in the early spring. They have
swarmed twice each, and are still

swarming. I fear I will not get any
honey this year. My bees are the com-
mon black or brown bees. Should I

get better stock ? J. A. King
Pitts, Ga.

The common race of bees has a few
faults, and one is that they swarm too
much. But little honey is produced in

such seasons. This is not the worst of
it. A lot of weak colonies will be on
hand for winter, and winter losses will
be large. You should watch them
closely from now on, and feed and
equalize stores as needed. As for bet-
ter stock, I refer you to Mr. William-
son's letter in this department.

Mr. Byer's Makkh.^m .-^piarv.

tion to lie down under the cedar trees

on a hot day and enjoy the scenery in-

stead of working. This apiarv is sit-

uated in the town of Markham, but the

location has no dwelling nearer than

2.50 yards, and trees are all around the

yard. It is on a table-land about 80

feet above the valley and river. Behind
this table-land the ground rises about
40 feet higher, so that the protection is

splendid. About 30 feet to the left of
the picture, a tiny stream trickles
along, giving water for the bees, in a
sheltered situation. The other picture
shows the view looking south from the
apiary, the two high bridges over the
river being plainly in view.
This apiary always gives me the

largest yield of all my bees, and the
reason is not clear to me, as the other
locations have much more clover
around them. One factor that helps
the yard, no doutt, is a large quantity
of soft maples along the village streets
just a short distance north of the yard.
Shelter and water of easy access may
also help some, especially the latter,

as many colonies dwindle in early

spring because of having to fly long
distances for water on windy, chilly
days.

A Beginner's Questions

Dear Mr. Wilder: — Are honey-
boards necessary when bees are run
for chunk honey ? When is the best
time to transfer bees ? How late in

the season can bees be " robbed ?"

How can you keep worms from bees ?

Milledgeville, Ga. A. S. Bl.\xks.

Honey-boards as queen-excluders

Looking Solth from the .\bove Apiarv.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder, Cordele. Ga.

No Swarms
Mr. Wilder :—What is the matter

with our bees ? We have had no
swarms this season, and almost none
for several seasons, or since we "Cau-
casianized " our apiaries. The hives
are boiling over with bees, and they
have filled all the supers we have.
Arabi, Ga. I. F. Williamson.

Like many other bee-keepers, you
are losing heavily each season through
lack of supers. You should have not
less than three supers per colony.

In many cases the Caucasian bees
have proved almost non-swarmers

;

too much so for the averagebee-keeper
who wants to make increase by natural
swarming, .\rtihcia! swarming should
be resorted to, and good methods for
this will be found in most of our bee-
publications.
The Caucasians are not inclined to

swarm. This solves a great problem
with the extensive bee-keeper, for he
does not have to watch swarms in his
different yards. It suits us far better
to make increase artificially.

Too Much Swarming

Mr. Wilder;— I had 7 colonies of

can be used to some advantage where
bees are run for chunk honey exclu-
sively. But if some strained or ex-
tracted honey is desired, to pack with
the comb honey or to use separately,
they are not necessary, as the comb
that is soiled from rearing young bees
may be removed and the honey ex-
tracted.
From .-Vpril 1.5 to May 15 is the best

time to transfer in spring, and from
.\ug. 1.5 to Sept. 15 in the fall. There
will be a good honey-flow at that time
from cotton. Bees that are in modern
hives can be "robbed" any time.

Sealed honey can be found in the su-
pers, as they store their honey there.

The best way to keep the bee-moth
from destroying the comb is not to

keep too much comb in weak colonies.
Hive-bodies can be placed on strong
colonies, and some of the frames of
comb from the weaker ones set in them.
These may be given back as the bees
build up and need them. It is best to
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Decov Hives on the Roof of the Apiarv of the T^ate Wm. Stoli.ey.

give them, instead of these, some
combs of sealed brood, say one each
week. They will soon be strong and
will protect themselves from themoths,
provided they have laying queens.

Do Bees Love or Hate Moths?

We keep a few empty hives at each
apiary in readiness for natural swarms,
and also for artificial swarms should
we see fit to make them during our
rounds. Never has a swarm taken
possession of such a hive. But last
season we had a number of swarms
take possession of hives completely
filled with bee-moths. The interior of
the hives was lined with their cocoons,
and on this account the hives were set
apart from the rest of the apiary, and

thought worthfess. But the bees con-
sidered them good. This season we
experienced the same thing, and we
wonder whether the bees love or hate
their foe, the moth. Or is it their in-
stinct to go into quarters where they
will have to spend considerable time
cleanning up and getting ready for
house-keeping ?

[We suggest that the more or less

conspicuous position of the empty hives
has something to do with their adopt-
ion by the bees. The late Mr. Stolley,
of Grand Island, Neb., a view of whose
apiary is here reproduced, kept sev-
eral empty hives, ready for swarms, on
the roof o! his bee-shed. He thus
hived many stray swarms, and ascribed

the success to the elevated and attrac-

tive position of the abode offered.

The strong smell emitted by a hive

containing moths may also have at-

tracted the attention of the scouts seek-

ing a home.

—

Editor.]

A Great Season

So far this has been the greatest sea-
son we have ever experienced. This
condition exists throughout Dixie.
There has been a great increase made
and a great harvest of honey well up
to all expectations, and in most cases
beyond. This means a great uplift for
our industry. Naturally much opti-
mism prevails.

CONTRIBU-nED ^ ARTICLES^

Value of Combs in Sections

BY (;. M. DOOI.ITTLE.

I

HAVE SOME questions sent in
with the request that I answer
them in the American Bee Journal.
The questions are as follows:

1. When a flow of nectar comes
on gradually, which would be best to
use in the sections, starters of founda-
tion, full sheets of it, or sections partly
or entirely filled with drawn comb ?

At the beginning of a honey-flow the
bees are not fully prepared to take care
of the nectar that comes in except in
empty cells which may remain unoc-
cupied in the brood-chamber. The
reason is that it takes 2 or 8 days of

extra How of nectar above what is
needed for brood-rearing purposes, for
the bees which build comb to use
enough of this nectar for the secretion
of wax to produce comb wherein to
store surplus honey. Therefore, empty
comb enables the bees to store honey
sooner than could be done were there
no empty cells in the sections or else-
where in the hive. For this reason
drawn comb, or at least a few sections
of it put in the first super as "baits,"
are a decided advantage.

If I could have my clioice, however,
I should be glad to have all the sec-
tions in the first super filled with
drawn, or partly drawn combs. I have
known several seasons which proved

to me that a super of partly-drawn
comb given each colony at the start
meant just one more super of finished
honey. A colony given a super of
combs would have them filled and
started on a second super of sections
by the time the colony giyen founda-
tion had made a start.

This difference is more noticeable
with the dark or leather-colored Ital-

ians than with the golden Italians, hy-
brids or blacks. The dark Italians
cling to the brood-nest where a super
has no drawn comb in it, until actually
forced out of it. If a bee emerges,
and the queen does not stand ready to
put an egg in the cell, it is quite likely
to be filled with honey. Give such a
colony a super filled with drawn or
partly-drawn combs, and the bees will

store honey in the combs about as
readily as in the combs below, until a
sufficient supply and long enough time
has elapsed for them to be compelled
to secrete wax, build comb, or draw
foundation in the sections.
Bees rarely work at drawing out
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foundation until sufficient honey is ob-
tained to cause the comb-builders to

secrete wax. Especially is this true
with work done in the supers of sec-
tions. Hertce, coinbs in the sections
relieve the pressure upon the brood-
nest. From this relief comes more
brood, and this brood stimulates work
in the sections and greater activity in

the nectar-gathering field workers. It

starts the bees to complete all partly-

filled sections, or those having starters,

or filled with foundation, or where only
baits are used, thus bringing on a gen-
eral storing above. Having made such
a start, they are sure to continue it un-
less a sudden stoppage of the flow
comes through a change in the weather.
Considering the value of drawn

combs for this purpose, I have often
wondered if some of us were not mak-
ing a mistake in striving to have all

sections, in which the bees had worked,
fully completed at the end of the sea-

son ; a few even going so far as to

wish to " feed back" extracted honey
for this purpose.

2. When the flow of nectar comes in

with a rush, which of the three do you
then consider the best?

From years of experience I know
that there is no time in which drawn
combs can be used to such good effect

in this locality asat the rush that comes
with the opening of the basswood har-

vest, when the bees that were one day
almost living from " hand to mouth,"
came in the next day so loaded with
nectar that they fell short of the hive
before the sun was fairly shining in

the tops of the trees. Under such cir-

cumstances nothing has been done by
way of preparation for such a " down-
pour," and 3 or 4 days must elapse be-
fore sufficient wax can be secreted to

build comb of any amount, or founda-
tion be drawn so that this flood of nec-
tar can be cared for. Here is where
the workers for extracted honey, with
their supers of ready combs, have the
advantage over the comb-honey pro-
ducers who depend only upon starters

or full sheets of foundation in the sec-

tions.

The comb-honey producers could do
nearly, if not quite, as well by the same
means, having ready-drawn combs to

store this first rush of nectar in with-
out the delay of building new store-

houses. Under such circumstances I

once had a colony, fitted up for ex-
tracted honey, store 66 pounds in 3
days, while colonies quite as strong
had only made a start in the section
supers during the same time, further
than filling the six sections given them
as baits.

3. In using foundation in sections

which is better, to fill the section full

or to use only starters ?

I began keeping bees several years
before the advent of comb foundation,
and we did not have comb of suitable

whiteness to fill the honey-boxes. It

was thought that starters of comb were
good enough.
So when thin foundation for sec-

tions was proposedat $1.00 a pound, the

most of us thought it too expensive to

use more than a triangular piece, hav-
ing a length of 2 inches on a side as a

starter. But as the price lowered,
most of our practical bee-keepers be-
gan to advocate full sheets, a little

short at the bottom to save the
" buckle " which often occurred in very
hot weather by the sag or stretching
when it was being drawn. It is best

never to count the cost in producing
a crop of honey except in connection
with the profits. If, at the end of the
season, the balance is on the right side

of our book-keeping, it is best not to

be afraid of the outlay. It always pays
to spend money when the ledger shows
that the more we spend the more we
make. The question should be, "Will
it pay ?" instead of exclaiming, "It

costs too much !" If it pays, use it. If

its use is not attended with a profit, it

should be left alone. Spend money,
and spend it freely, when it will come
back with a profit. If it doesn't, then it

is folly to spend it.

Borodino, N. Y.

A Good California Law
BY A. J. COOK,

[State Commissioner of Horticulture.)

OUR LEGISL.A.TURE has just

passed, without any opposition,
what I believe to be one of the

best apiarian bills ever enacted
by any State or country. The

loss from black brood in California

for the past year has been alarm-
ing, and as soon as the people of the

State realized this, all opoosition was
drowned. This bill, which I enclose
herein, appoints a commission consist-

ing of the State Commisioner of Hor-
ticulture and the president and secre-

tary of the bee-keepers' association of

the State.

It is the duty of these gentlemen to

appoint a State apiculturist, as those will

see who read the bill. This man must
be specially fitted to have .charge of the

work. This, I think, is a great point in

favor of the bill. This apiculturist and
the commissioners are to conduct ex-

aminations for inspectors, in order
that no one will be appointed who has

not passed an examination, and who is

not well qualified for this important
work.

In these bacterial diseases great cau-

tion and no little knowledge and train-

ing are required, else the disease may
be scattered more than it is cured. Our
law will now secure, by rigid examina-
nation, only fit men for this inspection

work. Our horticultural law has this

same good feature, and it has greatly

improved the service of our horticul-

tural inspectors. We expect the same
of this new law. The State apiculturist,

as he goes around, will instruct the

several inspectors, giving advice and
suggestions wherever needed.
Sacramento, Calif.

IThe law in question is too lengthy

(about 9 pages) for insertion in our

columns. It creates a school of apicul-

ture which every bee-inspector must

attend for at least a week annually.

The State apiarist, who is practically a

chief inspector, receives a salary of

$1800 per annum out of an appropria-

tion of $-50oii, the balance of the amount
being intended to defray expenses.

The State commissioners mentioned

by Com. Cook in the above letter form

a Board of Apicultural Examiners,

who have power to recommend to the

County Supervisors the appointment

or suspension of any local inspector.

They are to hold an annual meeting,

without pay, for the examination of

candidates for apiary inspection, and

the date of their meeting is to be pub-

lished in three bee journals. The com-
pensation of apiary inspectors is fixed

at $.5.00 per diem and expenses.

Bees brought from another State,

or from one county into another must

be accompanied with a certificate of

inspection, or must be examined at

once upon their arrival.

If this law is properly enforced it

should prove efficient. Its best feature,

to our mind, is the educational part,

which provides for a school of apicul-

ture. Every one of our States will

have to come to this.

—

Editor.]

Non-Swarming Strain of Bees,

Swarm Control, Capturing

a Swarm Under Diffi-

culties, Etc.

BY G. C. GREINER.

WHENEVER the subject of breed-
ing a non-swarming strain of

bees has been spoken of in our
bee-magazines, I have been
wondering whether its advo-

cates really meant what they said or

whether they were really joking. I am
not a scientist, but judging from a lay-

man's standpoint, I would consider
such a procedure an utter impossi-

bility, being contrary to Nature's law.

To succeed in that line, we would have
to go back some GOi'O years or more
and countermand the AU-w-ise Crea-
tor's command, installed at about that

time, "Be fruitful and multiply." If

this could be done it would have the

same efTect as to breed a strain of

poultry that would lay unfertile eggs

only; in either case it would mean the

annihilation of the race.

The best we can do towards produc-

ing a non-swarming strain is to breed

from some of our queens that show the

least inclination to swarm. In this we
may be successful in a measure, or we
may not. For a generation or two we
may have the satisfaction that these

daughters inherit this much coveted
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Fig. I.—Lowering the Swarm.

trait of their mothers. But there is

nothing certain about it. They are
likely to revert back to their more re-

mote ancestors and swarm to beat the
band. It all depends upon conditions
which we cannot control.
Another way that gives us at least

partially the benefit of a non-swarming
strain is to control swarming by
proper manipulation. I have just re-

ceived Farmers' Bulletin No. 503 ; its

subject is " Comb honey." To the
comb-honey producer this bulletin is

of special value; it would pay any bee-
keeper, beginner as well as veteran of
many years' experience, to send for a

copy, if not already in possession of
one. A fair portion of space is taken
up in a comprehensive way with the
subject of "Swarm Control by Manipu-
lation." The various methods as prac-
ticed by our most advanced bee-keep-
ers are given, and undoubtedly they
are the most practical and in con-
formity with our knowledge up to the
present time.
While the results of these manipula-

tions may be very gratifying, there is

one great drawback to nearly all of
them. It takes too much time and
labor to make them reasonably suc-
cessful, and this at a time when the

bee-keeper is bound hand and foot
with driving apiary work. With the
production of extracted honey it is

very different. We can control swarm-
ing without any e.xtra efifort, and this

is one of the great advantages derived
from the production of honey in this

form. If we keep close watch of all

our colonies, make sure that they have
empty combs at all times during a

honey-flow, and this we must do to re-

ceive best results in the shape of sur-

plus honey, we have, as a rule, practi-

cally no swarming.
As an additional safeguard against

swarming, we should allow no old
queens in the yard. In connection
with supersedure, swarms are liable to

issue, and as the introduction of young,
vigorous queens is necessary to insure
strong, healthy colonies we, at the
same time, prevent so-called supersed-
ing by doing so.

During the last 10 or 12 years, the
time I have practiced producing ex-
tracted honey almost exclusively, I

have had less than 'j percent swarming
under the management here outlined. I

had prided myself on having mastered
the swarming problem to a finish, but
the past season surprised me in several

ways. Contrary to all expectation, I

can hardly give a plausible reason for

it, from Aug. 21 to Sept. 4 about 30 per-
cent of my bees cast swarms, some of

them having young queens introduced
in the spring.

It has been claimed that during a

light but steady honey-tlow, bees are

more liable to swarm than during a

heavy.rushing flow.or no flowatall. This
last season seemed to prove this theory.

From the first week of August until the

end of October, we had just such a

flow. Honey was coming in just fast

enough to keep bees breeding, but none
to store in supers, and, as a conse-
quence, honey being used for brood-
rearing as fast as gathered, hives were
not as heavy with winter stores as

usual.

The accompanying pencil drawing,
Fig. 1, describes the feat of capturing
a swarm under difficulties. When tak-

ing a general survey of the prevailing
conditions, and trying to plan some
feasible way of capturing the runaways,
I was almost tempted, on account of

the danger connected with the under-
taking, to let them paddle their own
canoe. But it happened to be the

choice of my yard, the queen I intend-
ed to use as a breeder next year. Be-
sides being uncommonly gentle and
prolific, this swarm, one-half of a

divided one, had given me 120 pounds
of white clover, and between .50 and (30

pounds of dark honey during the sea-

son—all in all a very desirable acqui-
sition to any yard, and worth the at-

tempt to secure them.

When climbing the tree I found that
the branch on which the swarm had clus-

tered was too frail to support a person
unless some re-enforcement could be
made available. The rope, connecting
the two main branches, answered this

purpose, and at the same time fur-

nished a support for the operator to
stand on. From the drawing it will be
seen that when the limb was cut with
the left hand, the right hand had to

manipulate the hook and line in such
a way that the swarm reached its per-
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Fig. 2.—Manner of Fastening the Swarm Before Lowering.

pendicular position without jerk or jar,

to keep the cluster intact as much as
possible. This was no easy task to

perform with one hand, but I suc-

ceeded admirably well, much better

than I had expected, .\fter the limb
with the swarm had been disconnected
and was suspended on the hook, I had
both hands to manage the line on the
gradual downward course of the
swarm.
Figure 2 shows the manner of cast-

ing the hook and line over the little

limb, that had to serve as a pulley when
letting down the swarm. A similar

operation was necessary to make the
hook catch the limb on which the

swarm was clustered. Neither trick

would have required very much in-

genuity if a person could have stood
on the ground or on any other solid

foundation, but .jn feet from the ground,
standing on a springy rope with one leg.

while the other is clasped around the
tree as the only support in this danger-
ous position, it is a very different

proposition.
At the foot of the tree is a fair repre-

sentation of the swarm as it appeared
after it reached the ground. The end

of the line was fastened to the tree,

while the operator descended and
housed the bees.
A fair estimate of the height of the

tree, the perilous undertaking, etc., can
be gained from the fact that a 22-foot
ladder had to be used to reach the first

fork of the tree.

La Salle. X. Y.

Protection from Stings

BY El)'.\ ARLi F. BIGELOW.

BUT they will sting!" That is the
insistent, persistent argument
urged against honey-bees by the
beginner. Did you ever try to

be a missionary in popularizing
honey-bees as a matter of natural his-

tory or of economic interest.' Then
you know how it is. Talk with all the

power and enthusiasm that you pos-
sess of their habits, instincts, structure,

parthenogenesis and metamorphosis,
and interest follows you closely. Open
eyes and open mouth, say "How inter-

esting I"

Thus encouraged, to clinch the argu-
ment you tell of the ease in starting.

A colony costs so little—how easily

divided—nothing to do but to buy
empty hives. You dilate on the extrac-
tor, you build an imaginary pile of lus-

cious sections—so high—you get 2"

cents a pound in open market, and 30,

or even more, for choice home trade.

Y'ou let your imagination loose, you
soar aloft in the spirit of "blessed
bees.'' You outdo the man who bor-
rowed a hen, hatched out 1-5 chickens,
then from each when grown 21.3 chick-

ens, then 321-5, and then returned the

borrowed hen (as if one would miss
just one poor old grandmother hen out

of a flock of 3215). So you surpass
even the "blessed bee" man. You
graphically picture a sunny, sloping
field with woody, northern back-
ground, 500 "little happy hives," out-
apiaries, country estate, a beautiful pair
of horses, and an automobile thrown
in. Then your enthusiasm is suddenly
annihilated, your Utopian picture ob-
literated by that one little convincing
exclamation, almost petulantlv given,
"But they will sting!"

Let's "take the bull by the horns," as

I fancy that figure of speech easier and
less painful than to "take the bee by
its sting," and franklv admit that thev
will.

Sting ! Of course they will—sting,

as an up country farmer who called to

see my bees not long ago said, as he
closed a thrilling storv- of the bees that

got up his trousers' leg. "Sting! Gosh
all hemlock! You ought to have seen

them bees sting!" The man's diction
would have been more stingingly effec-

tive if he had said, " Felt those bees
sting." However, his classic reference
to the hemlock was happy, for when
the bees got fairly waked up, they put

in their poison as effectively as the

hemlock tea put poison into Socrates.
But I am wanderingfrom the thesis

—

bees will sting. Of course, with all
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rules there are exceptions, which, in

this case, hardly except or prove any-

thing.

First, there are the Caucasians, great

honey gatherers, that do not sting

much, at least on paper. Then there

are the "gentle strains of Italians,"

most of which crawl delightfully calm

and placid over the comb as you hold

it up to the admiration of a friend.
" But they will sting !"

" Oh, no, they won't."

You open a hive with the Maeter-

linckian "large, slow gestures," and

you say, " See how easy it is. Not even

gloves or veil needed." You show a

super well packed, and you say, " Great

honey gatherers these are; none bet-

ter in my apiary." .

And all the time you are saying to

yourself, " How they did sting when I

opened the hive that rainy morning,
hunted for the queen, found her, took

out the frame and put it in an exhibi-

tion single-frame hive."

Or there was that day in late No-
vember, "'hen you opened the hive to

see if evc.y:hing was right for the

winter.

Sting! On both these memorable
occasions, the thermometer said cool-
but you know it was a lie—the hottest

on record. It was a reminiscent day.

It took you back to boyhood hours

when you plowed up a yellow jackets'

nest, and your trousers, your shirt,

your face and your hands were speckled

with crescentic yellow polka dots. The
horses, you remember, left at once the

plodding, prosy life of agricuture and
entered the race course across the

field, and you quickly decided to go in

the same direction as an expression of

sympathy.

Yes, any bees worth having will

sting on occasion. And I'm mighty

glad they will. What a lot of suffering,

ill-kept apiaries there would be if we
didn't have the sharp stings to punch

out of the ranks those bee-keepers who
don't really love bees. If it wasn't for

the stings everybody would keep bees

as they keep cats, and that would make
you sick of honey.
So when this statement confronts

you, " But they will sting!" don't dodge

it. Just say, "Sting! of course they

will." I wish they would sting ten

times as bad. We then would have

fewer bee-keepers who don't really ap-

preciate these wonderful insects, and

we would have less joy in overcom-

ing the difficulties of bee-keeping.

When vou handle bees without veil

or glovesi it is like having your photo-

graph taken—it is a special occasion-
it doesn't show you as you ordinarily

are, nor the bees either. And now let's

make another confession, public opin-

ion to the contrary notwithstanding.

The experienced bee-man has nerves.

even if he knows how to control them,

and he can feel. Pain to him is pain,

the same as to any one else. And he

can cast no hypnotic spell, nor do the

bees " know him " any better than they

know any one else of similar tempera-

ment, disposition and apiarian knowl-
edge.
So it is best to be frank at the first,

and not to try to popularize bees on a

false basis. Yes. bees can^ sting, and
they do sting, and they won't make an
exception of you. Perhaps the bees of

some colonies won't sting, but they

will not be your favorites—that is

among the Italian bees. -\nd there are

certain times and certain conditions of

the hive when bees with cpreful hand-
ling will not sting; that is, not much.
But if you are a faithful and enthusias-

tic bee-keeper you cannot limit all

your handling to those particular in-

nocuous periods. It is in the unfavor-

able times that you will need the best

protection.
For a long time I have made a care-

ful study of bee-veils and bee-gloves.

How perfectly protected one's head
looks in the illustration that advertises

the veil! But most veils in actual prac-

tice fail to reach the ideal of the pic-

ture. The loose ones that slip over the

hat won't work. The bottom mu5t be

firmly fastened down, as the bees will

not make the attack horizontally. Some
of them have an insidious, not to say

familiar, manner of crawling up under
the edges. Then as the apiarist bends

in his work, the veil "flops" against

the cheek or the nose, or especially the

neck, and that is exactly the opportu-

nity that the vindictive insect will not

allow to pass unimproved. The Globe
veil looks well, and the theory is right.

The stiff bands are to hold the veil

away from the face. And so they do.

But they leave the neck unprotected. I

have never felt that it is fair play to let

the nose and the cheeks go free, and
have a band of stings around the neck.

After much experience I have found

the most satisfactory veil to be one
that ties around the body, and may be

pulled fairly taut so as to hold all

parts away from the face. The hat

brim must be really broad or the veil

will not be held far enough away from
one's features. To meet this objection

I have made a " skeleton frarne " of

stiff yet light weight wire to slip over

the hat. That holds all parts away
from the face, and not the most active

and ingenious bee can crawl up under it.

It gives coolness, lightness, and abso-

lute immunity from stings. In brief,

it is the best that I have ever tried,

and I have tried all that I ever heard

of. It is the only one in which I am
sure that I shall not get stung on the

head.

On most questions pertaining to

bees, I suppose that I shall be studying

and investigating as long as I live.

The rubber-glove question is an excep-

tion. So far as I am concerned, I have

settled that for all times. Rubber is

not the proper material. It is not a

question of immunity nor non-immu-
nity from stings. The vital point is

preliminary to that, and is comparable

to the faiiious recipe for cooking a

hare— first catch him. With gloves the

supreme points are :

1. Getting them on.

2. Wearing them.
3. Taking them off.

During warm weather rubber gloves
on perspiring hands fail to meet these
requirements. Protecting the hands
from stings while at work with bees
isn't much different in principle from
protecting them from stains while
weeding the garden, or from scratches
when pulling up briers. The prime
things are comfort and convenience.
Rubber gloves afford neither.

The ideal glove should be of some
woven fabric that will prevent the

passage of stings. Long cotton gloves
with an elastic band to bindthem firmly

around the arm just above the elbow
have the right form. I wear them when
stings are most to be expected. I am
not in favor of oil-skin gloves. Plain
lund cotton cloth is the best material.

A secondary pair of gloves for special

occasions, a cold or rainy day for in-

stance, may be bought at most clothing
stores for 10 cents. I have found it

convenient to protect only the left

hand, and use that for the dangerous
work.
Such cotton gloves are not as good

protectors when new as when they
have been used a little ; then propolis,

comb, etc., give them a waxy-hard coat-

ing and filling through which stings

will not pass. But in agreeableness
this treatment of the gloves is much
better than oiling. With such an equip-
ment you can meet " But they will

sting " by " No, they can I sting." I have
worked for half a day at a time under
unfavorable conditions, performing for

certain colonies most meddlesome op-
erations, but not a bee reached through
to lance me.

.\rcadia: Sound Beach, Conn.

Swiss Bee-Keeping
BY C. I'. D.MIANT .\N1) EI) BERTR..\ND.

THE discussion which has taken
place at different dates, in the

American Bee Journal, between
Mr. Getaz and our Swiss friends,

may not seem useful to some of

our readers. Yet it brings out two
facts: First, the Italian bee, which is

so much prized in the United States,

and which has evidently proven better

than the black race to fight European
foul brood, does not maintain its repu-

tation in Switzerland. Whether it is

owing to a better grade of bees in the

Swiss valleys, or whether the moist
and cool climate of Switzerland is un-

suitable for the Italian race, the testi-

mony of our Swiss correspondents
cannot be disputed. It is worth while

to investigate this, for we have, on the

Pacific coast, a number of regions
where the climate is very similar to

that of Switzerland.
Second, the Swiss bee-keepers are

carrying on a desirable method, if it

proves practical, that of keeping " mat-
ing stations" where only selected

drones are permitted to exist. It re-

mains to be seen whether it is possible

to so isolate such stations that there
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will be no danger of matings with dis-

tant apiaries. These matters are
worthy of investigation.
We must bear in mind that, in spite

of our boasted advance in civilization,

Switzerland is ahead of us in many
things. It is the oldest republic in the
world, and the most democratic. It

has things in practice which we are
only planning to try, the initiative and
referendum, and government insur-

ance. One of our statesmen, in oppos-
ing these reforms, asserted that Switz-
erland has less illiteracy than the
United States, and is therefore better
able to progress. So there is no dis-

grace in our investigating the Swiss
ways.
The article of Dr. Brunnich, in the

May number, page 1(J7, was put in type
early in the month, and a proof was
sent to Mr. Bertrand, of Geneva, the
former editor of the Revue Interna-
tionale, and author of the book, " Con-
duite Du Rucher" (Apiary Manage-
ment), which has been translated into

a greater number of languages than
any other bee-book in existence. The
cut of the Burki-Jeker hives, given on
page 167, was taken from this work.
Mr. Bertrand is of nearly the same age
as our Dr. Miller, and has also a very
thorough e.xperience, acquired near
Geneva. He uses the Dadant-Lang-
stroth hanging-frame hive. We quote
extracts from his reply:
"The Burki-Jeker hive, also called

' Schweizer stock,' was due to the im-
provements made by Father Jeker, a

Catholic priest, former president of the
Swiss Association. One of the merits
of this hive is to be well suited for pa-
vilions (house apiaries) with interior
rooms in which the bees may be ex-
amined without causing robbing, since
the colonies are thus protected from
outside bees, and one is less often
stung.

" In these closed rooms one has all

the tools under the hand, and one may
work in all kinds of weather. More-
over, the hives in a pavilion take much
less space.

" However, these divers advantages
are counterbalanced by less conven-
ience in the visits. Pincers are re

quired to remove the frames one after
another, and they must be placed suc-
cessively in a box at hand. To exam-
ine the frame which is the nearest to

the entrance, it is necessary to remove
all the others. But one becomes used
to these maneuvers.
"My friend Jeker and I have often

discussed the advantages and disad-
vantages of the Swiss hive as compared
with the Dadant hive. He tried ours
and appreciated it. I tried the Burki-
Jeker hive at the Geneva Horticultural
School, where I was professor of bee-
culture for a long time.
"Our bees swarm but little, and I be-

lieve that the use of large hives, and
the habit we have of enlarging the
brood-nest gradually by adding already-
built combs, has a tendency to dimin-
ish the issue of swarms. But in some
seasons nothing prevents the swarm-
ing fever.

"Referring to the article of Dr.
Brunnich, page KIT, I agree with him
on several points, but he is completely
in error concerning the sources of
honey and its quality, in Romanic
(French) Switzerland. We prize espe-
cially our first crop honey, which is

white as compared to the dark or sec-
ond crop honey. It is mainly white
honey which is produced here. The
honey from the pines is considered by
us as inferior, and is not an important
source. ( )ur principal crop is from
sainfoin or esparcet, yielding the very
best honey. The celebrated Gutinais
honey is sainfoin honey. We also have
the dandelion—but in less quantity
than in German-Switzerland — sage,
fruit trees, locust (an uncertain crop),
etc. We usually separate the two crops
and keep them apart.

" On the Italian bees, I agree with Dr.
Brunnich. I have noted here that, in

the spring, the Italians fly out too early
in the morning and that many are lost,
especially in the mountains. Likewise
they rear too much brood in the sum-
mer and fall.

" As to the black select queens reared
by our German confederates, their
methods are certainly judicious; but
the results have not given queens su-
perior to ours. At least those which
our French Swiss have bought from
time to time do not prove worthy of
note. The average yield of our bees is
superior to that of German-Switzer-
land, as statistics show.
"We have more hybrids in our api-

aries than they have in German-Switz-
erland, for their leader, Kramer, has
objected to the importation of bees, by
the members, but our bees are none
the worse for the mixture."

Geneva, Switzerland, April 25.

Dr. Miller's <M Answers*
Send Questions either to the office of the .American Bee Journal or direct toJJR. C. C. Miller. M.\rengo. III.He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Italians and Blacks

If one has common black bees and Italian-
hybrids, how much more honey could you
reasonably expect them to produce per col-
ony after they were Italians by reaueening?

IN(JUIRER.

.Answer.— I don't know. There may be a

loss instead of a gain. Depends upon the
kind of bees on hand and the kind intro-

duced. I commenced with pure blacks, and
the introduction of Italians likely increased
my honey crops 25 to 50 percent. Then I in-

creased perhaps as much again by constant
selection and breeding from the best. But
if I should now introduce an Italian queen
into one of my best hybrid colonies. I would
likely get less honey as a result At a rough
guess. I should say that to introduce an Ital-

ian queen of best stock into an average
black or hybrid colony would result in a

gain of at least 25 percent.

when all the worker-brood has hatched out
the transferring will take place.

2. On some accounts in the fall, or at the
close of the main honey harvest, is as good
time as any to introduce a new queen, as it

is likely to interfere little with the working
of the colony; but. of course, you will gain
something in time by an earlier introduction.
You can introduce her at the timeof trans-
ferring, or you can take the time of swarm-
ing. You will be wise to use full sheets of
foundation wired or splinted.

3. There is no rule about it. and it may
vary anywhere from $1 to S3 or more.

-i. Nor is there any hard and fast rule about
this, although the variation may not be so
great as with boxhives. It may be from $3
to $10 in spring, and $2 or $3 less in fall.

Requeening— Value of Colonies

I I have 2 colonies of black bees in box-
hives. I should like to transfer them to
moflern lo-tranie hives this spring. Is dur-
ingfruit bloom the best time?

2. I would like to Italianize When would
be the best time to do this ? Could the new
queens be introduced when the bees are
put in their new hives? Could this be prac-
ticed on full sheets of foundation, wired -

3. How nuich is a colony of common black
bees in a box-hive worth in the spring, sum-
mer, and fall ?

4. How much is a colony of Italian bees in
a modern hive worth, including super, sec-
tions, etc.. in the spring, summer, or fall

without the super ? New York,

Answers.—i. For years that was consid-

ered the best time, but nowadass many pre-

fer to wait until the colony in the box-hive

has swarmed. The swarm will be hived in

a movable-frame hive, and then 21 days later.

Shook Swarms—Bottom Starters

1. Is it a good plan to give shook swarm'^ a
frame of brood ?

2. If queen-cells are started will they
cause swarming?

3. Have bottom starters of foundation in
brood-frames ever been used ?

4 Has the queen the power to fertilize
eggs or not ?

5. Would transferring eggs from worker
cells to drone-cells, or fice versa, prove it ?

New York.
Answers— I. Yes: it avoids the occasiona

swarming out. The poorest frame of brood
will answer.

2 lam not sure just what you mean, but
there is always some likelihood of swarm-
ing when more than one queen-cell is in a
hive, provided the colony is in condition to
swarm and honey is yielding well.

3. I am not sure whether any one else has
ever tried them, but I have. But I had no
use for anything of the kind after I found I

could use full sheets of foundation clear
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down to the bottom-bar by the aid of foun-

dation splints.

4. Sure. She fertilizes all but the drone-

eggs.

5. Yes. provided bees mature from the

transferred etigs.

Sealed Cavers—Re-stocking

I am a young bee-keeper. I had 7 colonies
last fall, and put all of them under cover on
the south side of a shop. I thought they
would be good and strong in the spring, but
when I set them out last week I found only
2 alive. These are good and strong, f had
sealed covers on them, but they looked as if

they had been pretty damp. They all had
plenty of stores except one.

1. Do you think the dampness killed them?
What plan \vould you suggest for me to take
next winter '^

2. I want to get more bees on the combs
than I have now. Would it be best to order
them by the pound from some of the south-
ern States ? Please advise me which is the
best way to stock up. as I am very anxious
to have a small apiary. Illinois.

Answers.— I. Likely the dampness had
much to do with it. With only a single

thickness of board for a cover, it would get

quite cold, and the moisture from the bees

would condense on it and fall in drops on

the bees. To avoid this, have a super or

some kind of a rim over the hive, and have

this filled with rags, crumpled newspapers,

planer shavings, or something of the kind:

this filling resting on burlap which is directly

over the frames. Even with the covers just

as you had them, you could pile a lot of

packing on top of the covers, and this would
help a great deal, for it would make the

sides of the hive colder than the cover, and
the moisture would settle on the sides in-

stead of on top. It would be a good plan for

you to find within lo or 20 miles experienced

beekeepers who winter successfully, and
find how they winter.

2. That depends upon what you can buy
them for near home. Find out what that is.

and the., compare with what they would
cost from the South. If you find it better to

buy near home, then you can use your empty
hives for swarms.

Number of Frames in a Super—Miscellaneous
Questions

1. How many frames would you advise
[Hitting in a lo-frame extracting super in or-

der to get nice, thick combs, using full

sheets of foundation ? I think it is easier to
uncap thick combs. Will not bees build
brace or bur combs if the extracting frames
are too far apart ?

2. Which would be the best way to put in

screws on the bottom-board so you can get
the best results out of the bottom-board
when using hive-hooks, and arrange it so
you can always have the bottom tight
against tlie body so you can use an Alexan-
der feeder uuderneath at the end of the
hive, and so either side of .the bottom-board
could be used, leaving the feeder under the
hive the wFiole season ? Which are better,
hive-hooks or hive-staples ?

1. What kind of foundation is best to use
in the extracting frames ?

4. Will a virgin queen sting a person who
is handling her ? S. Dakota.

Answers.— I. Either q or 8 frames will

work well. No trouble with combs built be-

tween in either case. If only 8 frames are

used, it will increase the space between
combs only about '3 inch, and bees will

not start an extra comb in so small a space.

2. I have had almost no experience with
hive-hooks, and a great deal with staples.

The staples work well. Whether the hooks

would work enough better to pay^tor the'ex-
tra expense I don't know.

3. If you use shallow extracting-frames.
you can use light brood foundation, only
you must be careful about turning the ex-

tractor too fast while the combs are new.
Indeed you can use light brood with full-

depth frames if you turn the extractor
slowly, extracting only a part of each side
and then reversing.

4. No.

Advantage of Two Supers

How much of a disadvantage is there as to
supers in comb-honey production, when
from lack of numbers of same only one is

on a hive, and that being fjll. the hive is
without a super for say 2 or ? hours, that it

takes to empty the super and put in new-
sections ? Two hours may seem long for
that, but an account should be taken that
there may be more than one hive to be re-
lieved, and that one makes one thing of
emptying all, supers, cleaning and fitting
and then replacing all. This compared with
having two supers, so that while one is off
the other remains on. So doing, of course,
the colonies, for the few hours that the su-
pers are re organized, are out of work ex-
cept in the brood-chambers.

Pennsylvania.
Answer.— I have some doubt whether

there would be any appreciable difference

bet\veen putting on the empty super at the

time of taking off the full one and a delay of

2 or 3 hours. During that delay the fielders

would keep right on at work, only there
would be a little coneest«on in the brood-
chamber. But I would count either way
wasteful; that is. I would count it wasteful
to let a good colony have only one super at a

time to work on. In the heart of a good
harvest I would count it a poor colony in my
apiary that would not be working on 48 to 72

sections at a time. Each colony will have 4

supers oflener than b. and sometimes a col-

ony will have as many as 7 supers at a time.

Cell-Protectors and Nurseries

1. In rearing queens, do you use cell-pro-
tectcrs ? If so. give the plan. I am told by
a bee-man that by using them I can hatch 6

to 10 in one nucleus, that the bees will feed
them, and that I can then turn them out one
at a time and remove as fast as they are
mated. If you don't like that plan how
would it do to hatch them, then put them in
the queenless hives and nuclei to mate?
Will not the queenless colonies accept them
while virgins ?

2. What kind of a cell-protector do you
think is the best? How many days before
hatching should they be put over the cells •"

Kentucky.
Answers.— I. Let us be careful to dis-

criminate between a queen-cell protector
and a nursery. The West queencell pro-

tector protects all of the cell except the tip.

The workers will not tear open the tip end
of a Queen-cell. but the protector does not
hinder the young queen from emerging and
running at large in the hive. On the other
hand, no virgin can get out of a compart-
ment of a nursery, nor can any bee get into

it. except in the case of the Stanley nursery,
which allows the passageof workers but not
queens. I have never made much use of

queen-cell protectors, and they cannot be
used in the w-ay you say, for any or all

queens can get out of the protectors and kill

each other. I have made a good deal of use
of the Miller nursery, and a queen-nursery
can be used in the way you mention, at least

to a certain extent; that is, the virgins can
be allowed to emerge from their cells, and

you can remove them as you wish. But they
cannot be mated, and must be removed and
put in a nucleus or full colony to be mated.
The workers cannot always be relied upon
to feed the virgins in the nursery, but you
can provide them with queen-candy. A
queenless nucleus or colony will accept a
virgin with proper precautions, but not
always so readily as it will accept a laying
queen.

2. I know of only one kind of cell-protec-
tor, the West, and I like the Miller nursery
best, as might be supposed. The manner of
use is very simple: The riper the cell is

when confined the better, and I have some-
times put in the virgins after emerging from
their cells. Of course the cells must be cut
from the comb before being put in the nur-
sery. A nursery is merely a convenience to
hold the cells or virgins until they are
wanted, and a virgin can be thus held 10
days or more, but the shorter the time the
better.

A Good Location

How many colonies can I keep in one yardand about how much comb or extracted
honey could I get in one year, in this loca-
tion, if my bees had good care ?

I will name 10 of the most important
honey-plants: Pussy willow, fruit blooms,
raspberry, rock maple, vine maple, wild
raspberry, wild blackberry, white and red
clover, dandelion and fireweed. The fire-weed lasts from the middle of Inly until
frost, and the rock maple grows from 6
inches to 4 feet in diameter. It sounds like
a swarm when the bees are working on the
two. Besides these fiowers I have named
there are 20 or more which the bees work
o".-. Bee-pasture lasts from April 15 to the
middle of September.
There w'ere many wild bees here, and I

have found as many as iiswarmsin oneday-
but now they are pretty well cleaned out.

Washington.
Answer.—That's a fine list of honey-

plants, and if the white clover, wild rasp-
berry are abundant, you ought to have no
trouble in keeping too colonies and getting
in a good year 100 pounds of comb honey or
150 of extracted per colony. But that is on
the supposition that they have the best at-

tention, and not merely attention at swarm-
ing time.

Questions About Queens •

1. Is there any way to tell how good the
queen is in a weak colony, during brood-
rearing?

2. Is there any way to tell whether queen-
cells are built for swarming or for super-
seding.-'

3. If a young queen is given to a colony in
the spring, will swarming be retarded, and
if so. to what extent ? That is. how much
more crowding will they stand, or the re-
verse r Arizona.

Answers.— I. No. She may lay enough
eggs to keep a weak colony supplied, but
not enough for a strong colony. Yet even in

a weak colony a very poor queen may not
keep the cells filled with eggs in an orderly
manner, but will skip more or less cells.

Even in a strong colony you cannot tell how-
good a queen is merely by looking at her
brood. The most prolific queen is not by
a'ty means always the best. To learn how
good a queen is you must wait to see how
much honey her bees will store compared
with others.

2. No. But you can often make a good
guess. Ifio. 12. or more are started, it is a
pretty safe guess that swarming is contem-
plated, especially if at the usual time for
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swarmine. If only 2 or 3 are started. like

enough it is a case of superseding.
3. If a queen that has been laying only a

few days be given at the beginning of the
swarming season, and if the colony has not

yet made preparations for swarming, there

is very little chance of swarming that sea-

son. The same is true to a greater or less

extent if the young queen be given earlier.

I am not sure about the rctiu-iihi^, but the

chances for swarming are greatly lessened

by the giving of a young queen. When you
ask me to tell just how much crowding they
will stand, you're crowding me in too tight a

corner. Fact is. I don't know. I think some-
thing depends upon the queen, and perhaps
still more on the bees. "With some bees, a

vigorous young ciueen could probably not be
forced to swarm by any amount of crowd-
ing, provided the queen were not given too

early, and from that it will shade all the

way down to where allowing only room for

25 pounds of honey might induce swarming.

4. My guess should be that bees would do
well there; but it is hard to make a safe
guess with no greater knowledge. In some
places cotton is a great honey-plant, and the
same may be said of tobacco: but I don't
know how it does in your locality.

5. Most likely the lo-frame.

Queenless or Very Strong?

I have 8 colonies, but one seems to lly more
than the rest. What is the reason ? At
times when there is not one bee flying from
the 7. there are many Hying from the one
mentioned above. Pennsylvania.

Answer.— I don't know. Sometimes a

very strong colony flies more than others. It

may be more excitable than the others. It

may be excited by the loss of its queen.

Transferring—Choosing a Location

1. I am a beginner, having 2 colonies of
bees in "box hives." Will you please give
me the best way to transfer them to a mov-
able-frame hive ?

2. Do you think this (eastern North Caro-
lina is a good place for bees ?

3. I wish to requeen my bees after trans-
ferring. Please give me a good plan for re-
queening.

4. Do you think it would be a good place to
locate an apiary in a locality where there
are about 300 acres of cotton planted each
year. 4-0 acres of corn. 200 acres of peas, and
50 acres of tobacco: in which there are 50
colonies of bees in box hives within 2 miles ?

;. What size of hives do you think best for
this part of the country, when running for
comb honey ? North Carolina.
Answers.— L Wait until they swarm, hive

the swarm in a movable-frame hive, set it on
the old stand, and set the old hive beside it.

A week later move the old hive to a new
stand 6 feet or farther away. That will

strengthen the colony in the new hi^e. and
give you a good lot of surplus if there is

surplus to be had. In 21 days from the time
the swarm iss.ued there will be no brood in

the old hive except a little drone-brood,
when you will break up the box-hive, fasten

in frames any good straight worker-comb
you may find, and fill up the new hive with
frames filled with foundation.

2. From what I have heard I think it aver-

ages fairly well.

3. You probably mean to send off and get a

Queen by mail, and with that will come
directions for introducing. The plan quite

generally used is to remove the old queen as

you receive the new one, put the cage in the

hive between the frames of brood, and let

the bees release the queen by eating through
the candy. Sometimes the plan is to have
the candy so covered that the bees cannot
get at it for a day or two. which is consid-

ered a little safer than if the bees should
release the queen too soon.

How Many Colonies? What Kind of Bees, Hives,

Etc.?

L I desire to start in bee-keeping, and
have had no experience in handling bees in
movable-frame hives. I am at present em
ployed in a railroad office as night telegraph
operator, with hours from i o'clock a.m. to
10 a.m.. and do not know how long I shall be
located here. Which do you think would
pay me belter, to get only i or 2 colonies of
a good strain or start with 10 or 20 ?

2. What kind of bees do you think are the
best honey-gatherers ?

3. Which hive do you recommend for a be-
ginner, the Tri-State. Dovetailed, or Leahy
telescope; also which size of frame. 8 or lo ?

I am located in northeast Missouri,
4. Which do you recommend for a begin

ner. comb or extracted honey ?

5. Which frame do you think is the better,
the Hoffman or loose top staple-spaced
frame, and which is the easiest to handle ?

d. What frame do you use ? Also what size
section or extracting frame '

7 What do you think of hives made of
yellow cypress or redwood? Missouri.

Answers —I. It is better to have two than
one. but with no experience it is hardly
wise to go beyond three.

2. Taken all in all. there is perhaps noth-
ing better than Italians. A cross between
Italians and blacks may do as well in the
first generation, but they are more likely to

run out than the pure Italians.

3. These all have the regular Langstroth
frame. n^Ay.>)V%. the size to be recommended,
and aside from this the particular form of
the hive does not matter greatly. The dove-
tailed has the advantage that it is the one
most generally in use. As to the number of

frames, the lo-frame is decidedly better for

a beginner, and like enough for the old
stager as well.

4. For some, one may be best; for some,
the other. For the greater number ex-

tracted is probably better.

3. Preferences differ. Some like the Hoff-

man, and others would not have it around
because the bees glue the frames together
making them harder to handle than the
other kind of frames. With the metal
spacers latterly used on the Hoffman, it is

not so objectionable,

6. I use the Miller frame, w'hich is a plain
Langstroth frame with common galvanized
shingle nails for side-spacers and small
staples for end-spacers. I use the same for
an extracting-frame. although if I were going
extensively into extracting I would likely

have a shallower frame. I use the section
most generally in use. 2-bee-way 4'4X4'4Xi"8.

7. I have had no experience w-ith them, but
from W'hat I have read I suppose they are
good.

Supersedure—Rearing Queens

1. i have noticed you said, on one occasion,
that you left supersedure to the bees In
that case, you could probably tell me the
percentage of queens that live 3 years: also
4 years, and s. if any :"

2. I propose rearing a few queens this sea-
son from an imported queen Italian!, as I

find it a very slow process Italianizing an
apiary of 60 or 70 colonies by the purchase
of five or six dollar queens each year. I can
have a location 4 miles from home, and 2!;!

miles from any bees. Now what outfit

would I require to rear say 2s queens andhave them mated in that yard ;- Would youtake 2 colonies, one for drones and one for

3. The horizontal method appeals to me asbeing more simple than any other that Ihave read of. What do you think of it ?
4. Would a 2-frame nucleus be largeenough: say 4 of these in a lo-frame hive

properly divided - Would you make these
nuclei at home, and then haul them to thequeen-rearing yard.

^

^. With drones in all the hives, more or
less, as in the swarming season, how wouldyou dispose of them? I have your '' FortyYears Among the Bees." but you do notseem to have had this mating question todeal with. Manitoba.

A.nswers— I. It would take the figuring
up of a number of years to find such an
average. I have just looked up the year
1012. and find that the year opened up with
31 percent of the queens from the previous
year. 114 percent of the two years previous,
and 3 percent of three years. Another year
might give quite a different story, as also
might, and almost certainly would, a series
of 10 or 20 years. For surely it will not prove
the rule that there will be twice as many 2-

year-old queens as i-year-olds. Why that
happened to be so in 1912 I do not know.
Neither will it generally happen that there
are no 4-year-olds, although 5-year-olds are
very rare.

2. No great outfit is needed. All that is
essential is to have the 25 nuclei and a col-
ony with drones, unless, indeed, you do
without the latter colony and manage to
have the drones in your nuclei. No need to
take the colony with your best queen. Let
her stay at home, and merely take cells of
her stock with the nuclei. I take it that you
will use your regular brood-frames of full
size, so the only special thing needed is the
nucleus-hives, and you can do without them
if you use a full hive for each nucleus.

3. I am not certain I know what you mean
by the horizontal method, unless you mean
several nuclei on the same level in a hive,
and that certainly is good. Yet as a matter
of convenience, of late years I have gener-
ally used a full hive for each nucleus. You
have the advantage of mutual heat when
you have several nuclei in one hive, yet in
hot weather that does not make so much
difference.

4. Yes. a 2-frame nucleus answers well. I

wouldn't form the nuclei at home: merely
prepare for them at home. That is the chief
beauty of hauling the bees off to a distance
of- 1 or 4 miles: you can divide them upas
you like, and they will stay where they are
put without precautions. In a lo-frame hive
you can manage to have 10 frames, each wel 1

filled with brood and well stocked with
bees. After they have stood queenless in
the home apiary perhaps two days, staple
on each comb, centrally, a queen-cell. A
day or two later take this hive to the out-
apiary, and put one of the frames wherever
you want a nucleus. At the same time you
will take along another hiveful of brood and
bees that have been queenless for two or
three days;, and of these given to each
nucleus will complete the nuclei, unless you
wish to add a frame with some honey. Lay
your plans so that by no chance shall any
virgin emerge from its cell before being in
its nucleus. The sooner it emerges after
that the better.

3. A drone trap at the entrance of the
hives prepared for the out-apiary will dis!
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pose of the drones, so that you will take
none there except in the one hive.

A Difficult Swarm—Old Queens—Placing Frames

1. What is a t'ood way to hive a large
swarm of bees from a bee-tree ? The small
entrance is about 20 feet from the ground,
and the tree is much too valuable to be cut.

2. In requeening how can I keep the old
queen in good condition for several weeks
until I find out whether or not I shall need
her?

3. Can large brood-frames be interchanged
successfully with shallow extracting frames
which were also used as brood-frames ?

Will it make any difference to the bees if

the large frames do not iiuite hans. but only
set in the brood-chamber ? I am trying to
use a number of deep supers as bodies: they
measure exactly the same depth, but the
frames of the regular bodies are just a little
too tall to hang in them.

4. In hiving a swarm where only the queen
and not quite two frames of bees can be
captured, should the division-board be used
as in nuclei, and about how many frames of
comb or foundation should be given them ?

Kentucky.

Answers.— T. Your question puts me
very much where those bees are—"up a

tree." I have some doubt whether there is

any way by which you can get those bees

into a hive—provided the tree is not to be
cut— without costing more trouble and labor
than the bees are worth. Possibly you might
smoke 'em out. if you can in some way
secure footing enough to operate so high up
in the air. The first thing is to decide as

nearly as you can where the colony is

located with reference to the entrance, for

I take it from what you say that there is

only one entrance. That maybe at the top
of the cavity, at the bottom, or somewhere
between. With your ear against the tree,

listen to the noise of the bees when you
pound upon the tree, and you may be able

to locate them. If the entrance be at the

top. or near the top, then make another
hole at the bottom; otherwise make a hole

at the top of the cavity. Then into the

lower of the two holes send something
whose odor will drive the bees out of the
upper hole, carbolic acid, tobacco smoke,
etc. Even ordinary wood-smoke from a

smoker may suffice if persisted in. .•\s soon
as the bees are out, plug the holes so they
cannot return, and then treat them as a

swarm.
2. The best way is to keep her in a nucleus

of one or two frames. You may be able to

keep her in a queen-cage provisioned with
queen-candy, especially if you put a dozen
of workers with her. and keep her in a

warm place.

3. If I undestand you. the bottom-bars of
the frames will rest on the hive-floor. That
will be all right except for the annoyance
that the bottom-bars will be glued to the
floor. For a temporary thing it will do. but
hardly for a permanency.

4. A division-board is not needed, but it is

better to have a dummy; that is a board like

a division-board, but having a space all

around. The hive may be filled at first with
combs, or you may give only one comb more
than the bees can cover, adding others as

they are needed.

Apiary of J. H. Warner & Son, of Middleburgh. N, Y.

Keeping Down Increase

I desire to keeij down increase and rear
new queens every year, and as I am busy I

want to do this the simplest and easiest way
possible,

1. How would this do? When a swarm
comes out, hive it in a new hive on the old
stand, put a queen-excluder over the en-
trance so as to get the old queen, kill her,
then set the section of hive containing the
brood and queen-cells on top of the new
hive containing the swarm, and the super
also, if there was one on the hive, placing the
other section of brood on some weak colony?
After shaking the bees out in front of the
parent colony, would not this give a new
queen, keep down increase, and give a good
crop of honey? We would cut out all of the
cells but one. or would that be necessary ?

2. Just before the clover bloom comes, or
before the bees show signs of swarming, say
two weeks before the main honey How, how
would it do to take one or two frames of
brood and young larvae, six full sheets
of foundation, put them in a half brood-
body, and set this on a section of empty
combs; set this on the old stand, shaking
part of the bees from the old frames; then
set the old hive, queen and all near by on a

new stand, and in 4 or s days put a super of
full starters on the queenless part, and
after the flow is over unite them? AVould
the new queen kill the old one. so that we
would have a new queen in each colony so
Xxez.\.vA-(.'ilh,iut ezcr havini; to lout lip the old
i/in-iii? I don't like to hunt for queens. I

had settled on the Chapman plan of taking
the old queen away, but that means you
will have to find her first, which is a job in

full colonies. I have tried every plan given,
and I believe to iust look over one frame at

a time is as good as any. Subscriber.

Skv-scrai'Ers in a Western Apiary.

Answers.— I. Yes. this would work well.

You would have to cut out all cells but one.

else the first virgin out of her cell would be

likely to issue with a swarm. Instead of

that, it would be a little better if you would
wait until you hear the young queen piping

in the evening (this would be a week or

more after the issuing of the swarm), and
then the next morning kill all queen-cells.

This would be a little surer to give you a

good queen than to kill all cells but one. for

the cell left might not be the best, and in

rare cases might even contain a dead larva.

2. I don't believe you would like this. You
would hardly get the very best queens in

this way. For one thing, queens reared so

early are likely to be poor. Then you are

not certain which part would be queenless,

and if it should happen to be the one set on

a new stand, it would likely be too weak
and discouraged to rear a good queen. If

the queenless part were left on the old

stand, a swarm would too often issue with

the first young queen.
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The Season of 1912

In order to give a true picture, we must
EC baclt to the fall of iqii. which was about
the most discouraging fall I ever saw as far

as bee-keeping is concerned We had noth-
ing but rain and cola weather all through
August. September, and part of October,
and by the middle of November consider-
able snow which stayed until spring, conse-
quently the Queens stopped laying in Sep-
tember. This, coupled with the fact that
during August considerable honey-dew
was gathered, and that for weeks the ther-
mometer never went higher than 30 degrees
above zero, is it any wonder that the ma-
jority of our bees died ?

Had we bee-keepers been smart enough
to take away all the honey and feed sugar
syrup, we could have saved our bees, but as
the honey-dew was not of a very dark color,

aud did not taste bad. no one had any idea
it would be so detrimental to the bees. The
majority of bee-keepers lost neat ly all their
bees, many of them every colony they had.
When my 46 colonies were taken out of the
cellar (March 21) they were all alive but one.
but on examining them the next day. I knew
that half of them would not pull through. In
many hives I found but a small handful of
bees and right here let me say that if we
bee-keepers of the North could have sent to

the South for bees by the pound, we could
have saved most of those colonies). The
hives were spotted so that not even the
numbers could be read, and the odor was
fearful.
By uniting the number of my colonies was

reduced to 26. They were then well pro-
tected with tar paper, and as we had very
nice weather for about two weeks. I fed
thin sugar syrup, and also pollen, in a warm,
sheltered place. The pollen was corn meal.
oat meal, rye and graham meal mixed. If

there had been a natural flow those bees
could not have worked better. The queens
started to lay at once, and though the spring
was cold and backward, they kept laying
more or less until the white clover flow
started in earnest. When bees started to
build queen-cells, and swarming commenced
in earnest, they were divided artificially and
increased to =3 colonies. The white clover
flow lasted nearly two months, and tons and
tons of nectar went to waste because there
were not enough bees to gather it. These 53

colonies gathered a little over 3200 pounds of

the finest honey I ever had. and they would
have done much better had they been as
strong in numbers as in other years.
After the clover flow stopped the golden-

rod and fall flowers commenced to secrete
nectar. All of a sudden, on Sept. 15. it

stopped and no more honey came in. Dur-
ing the fall the bees started swarming again.

As late as Sept. 26. a fine stray swarm came
to my apiary. On examining this colony

later I found the brood-chamber filled with
young bees and brood, but very little honey.
The bee-keepers that did not heed the

warning of the bee journals, and did not
feed their bees will find to their sorrow this
spring their bees have starved to death in

spite of the splendid flow we had last sum-
mer. My 53 colonies were fed over ooo

pounds of sugar. G. A. Barbisch.
La Crescent. Minn.

A Washington Letter

Bees have wintered splendidly, although
nearly three months in the cellar without
a flight. Cellar wintering is much to be pre-
ferred to any outdoor plan in this part of the
State, for the reason that while we have
many bright, calm days that entice the bees
from the hives, it is seldom that the air is

balmy enough for successful flights, and
many of them soon drop and perish in the
snow.
Only 100 miles south of here bees winter

successfully on the summer stands with no
protection; while we. being nearer the Cas-
cades, sometimes have sleighing from the
beginning of December until March.
Bees are doing better each year, as more

young orchards reach the blossoming age.
and as the fruit-growers realize the impor-
tance of cover crops among the trees.
Alfalfa, vetch, and clovers are used mostly
for this purpose, and being first-class honey
plants are welcomed by the bee-keeper.
Bee-pasturage, outside of the irrigated dis-

tricts, is rather scant. Millions of flowers,
blossoming in early spring, that would be
valuable nectar producers if they came at a
more congenial season. " waste their sweet-
ness on the desert air." while the bees re-

main impatient prisoners at home, waiting
for the few calm, bright days with which
we are blessed at this time. How they seem
to appreciate each warm day as they start
forth joyously on their circling flights, pros-
pecting for pollen in the tops of the pussy
willows: while, in many places, tardy snow-
banks still cover their roots.

J. D. Yancey.
Port Columbia. Wash.. March 27.

his bees two years ago. and was going out o ^

the business, but now he is increasing his
number very fast. He is putting in an
apiary within one-half mile from another
apiary. He has also put one within a half
mile of my apiary. I guess he figures that
his bees will not fly very far. Within a ra-

dius of i miles there arewo colonies of bees,
and only one-half of the range is alfalfa.

The other is mesquite along the canal. Any
one wfio has been thinking of coming to this
valley to locate can get some idea of how
many bees there are here.

Albert J. Ross.
Buckeye. Ariz.. May iS-

Too Many Bees in One Locality

Some people may think this Buckeye val'

ley is a great place for bees, where the farm-
ers raise so much alfalfa seed each year.
The bees do fairly well, but there are so
many bees here now it cuts the honey crop
down low. and there is not as much profit in

it as there used to be. There are no bees
for sale here, and no good locations for bees
that 1 know of but what are already taken
up.
One of the bee-men sold about one-half of

l^-^IB
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(Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at is cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color.
After June I. Ji. 00. A.W.Yates,

Hartford. Conn.

ForSai.E—Alimited number first-class un-
tested Italian queens after June is at T'^c each.

J.I.Banks. R. F. D. 3. Liberty. Tenn.

Golden Queens that produce 5 and 6 band
bees. Untested, $1.00; Tested. $3. 00.

lAQt Robert Inghram. Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale— Pure Italian Queens, by return
mail; no disease. C. M. Scott & Co.

1004 Wash. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

For Sale—Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wni. S. Barnett. Barnett's. Virginia.

For .Sale—Golden untested queens 80 cts,
each, or S8. 00 a dozen. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. D. F. Talley. R.F.D. i. Greenville, Ala.

Hardy Northern- reared Queens of Moore's
strain of Italians; ready June 15. Untested.
Si. 00; t)for$soo; 12 for Sy.ou See testimonial
on page jio. I'. B. Ramer. Harmony. Minn.

Virginia three-banded Italian qtieens. Un-
tested. 7=; cts. Tested Si. 00. All dead queens
replaced free. Ready May is. l)A4t

S. Click. Box 16, Rt. 2. Mt. Jackson. Va.

Day-old Virgin Queens will please you.
Good way to get fine Italian stock ; 5u cents
each; $5.00 per doz. Untested. $1.00. Tested,
$1.50. Geo. H. Rea. Reynoldsville, Pa.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for
1013: beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E. Lawrence,
iA8t Doniphan, Mo.

For Sale.— Bees by the pound, i lb.. $1.25;

^A lb.. 75c. Italian (Jtieeus. Sioo each.
J. B. .Marshall. Big Bend. La.

Rosedale Apiaries

Virgin Queens—40c each; S3. So per dozen,
Italian or Carniolan. Stanley Queen-Rearing
outfit complete, $3.00. Stanley ^: Finch,
6Ait 1451 Ogden Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Golden that are Golden—Pure Italian
queens. Better than last year. Gentlest race
of bees on earth. Price Sioo to Sso.ou. Send
for Booklet. Geo. M.Steele,
6A2t 30 So. 40th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. i;. Un-
tested queens. 75c: select. Si. 00; tested. Si. 25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd, Ky.

Italian Queens—3-band bred from the
best stock procurable for honey-gathering
qualities. Untested, June, Si. 00; after, 75c.

Tested, $1.50; select tested. S2.00 5A4f
R. A. Shults. R. F. D. 3. Cosby. Tenn.

Fine Italian Queens — Three-banded.
Especially prolific, hardy, and gentle. Unex-
celled as honey gatherers. You will make no
mistake if you order them. " Come early and
avoid the rush." $1.00 each: 6 for Ss. so. 6A4t

J. F. Archdekin. Rt. 7. St. Joseph. Mo.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. Sioo each;

f

Tested, S2. 00: Breeders, $5.00 and $10.00.

2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.
\

Golden Italian Queens, of best strain.
All cells built in strong colonies. No foul
brood or other disease. Untested. Sioo;
tested. Si. so. Cash with order. Booking or-
ders now. Delivery about .April 15.

4An Ben Robinson. Taylor. Tex.

Montana Queens, bred in the Mussel'
shell Valley. .No other bees within 60 miles;
foul brood unknown; all queen candy boiled.
Three-banded Italian queens ready June i.

Untested. Si. 00. Tested, Si so. Orders booked
now. 6A4t Elso Apiary. Elso, Mont.

Special — Golden -all -over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind. 5000
mated queens was my sales last season. L'n-

tested queens each 75c; 50. S32.50; 100. $60.00.

Tested. St. 25. Select-Tested. S2.00. Breeders.
$5.00 and $10.00. J. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder,
6A7t Rt. i. San Jose, Calif.

I SHALL requeen all my colonies this spring.
Will sell all one-year old queens for 40c
apiece: $4.00 a dozen. Untested Italians of
J. P. Moore's and Doolittle's stock. 00c
apiece; $5 00 a dozen. No disease, safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Edward O. Meserve.
6A3t Ventura. Calif.

The Two B s of quality—Italian Bees and
Sicilian Buttercups. For all that is best, un-
excelled. Untested queensSi. 00 each: six for
$5.00. 2-frame nucleus with untested queen.
$3.50; 3frame nucleus. $4.00. Buttercup eggs
and stock in season. 6A4t

H.William Scott, Barre, \'ermont.

For Sale—Guaranteed pure-mated 3-band
Italian queens. I recommend 4 points; Gen-
tle, prolific, extra good honey makers, good
winterers. J. E. Hand strain. State Inspec-
tor's certificate Queens by return mail or
your money back. Select untested. 8s cts

J. M. Gingerich, Rt. 3, Arthur, 111.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $100 each: 3 or more
00c each. Untested. 75c each: 3 to 6. 70c each;
6 or more. 65c each. Bees per lb.,$i.2s; nu-
clei per frame, $i so. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. i.'\tf

Bankston & Lyon. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Qujrin's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our stock is northern-bred
and hardy; fiveyards wintered on summer
stands in iijoB and 1000 without a single loss.
For prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $i.oueach: 3 or more
goc each. Untested. 75c each: 3 to 6, 70c each:
() or more. 6sc each. Bees per lb . $1.25: nu-
clei per frame. Si. so. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Moore's St rain and Golden Italian Queens.
Untested. $1.00; six. Ss-oo; twelve. $0.00. Car-
niolan. Banat andCaucasian Queens, select,
$i.2S; six, $6.00: twelve. $10.00. Tested, any
kind, $1.50: six. S8.0U. Choice breeders. S3 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange. Calif.

One of our customers (J. A. Carnes. M. D..
Mt. Carmel. Pa.) writes; "Your bees are
evenly marked: all golden but the tip. They
are the most GENTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens. $1.00 each. Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps ..V Son.

3 Wilcox. St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Three-Banbed Italian Queens and Bees.
Untested queen. 75c each; six. $4.2S: twelve.
$8.00. Tested. $1.25 each; six, $7. 00; twelve.
512.00. For select queens add 25c each to the
above prices. Nuclei without queens, i-

frame. $i,5u; 2-frame. S2. 50: i-frame. $3 00. For
nuclei in quantity lots, and bees by the lb.,

write for prices and circular. 5A6t
Robert B. Spicer. Wharton, N. J.

We will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring with young queens bred from our
best home and imported Italian stock. We
offer the one-year old queens removed from
these hives at 40c each; untested queens,
this year's breeding. 60c each. Special re-
duced prices for 100 or more, either old or
young. We breed for business, not looks.
No disease; delivery guaranteed. Book or-
ders now to insure early delivery.

Spencer Apiaries Co., Nordhoff, Calif,

Choice Queens from June to Sept. i at
$1.00 each; six for S5.00. Place orders now,
and have them filled in rotation. sAtf

D. J. Blocher. Pearl City. 111.

HONEY ANI> BEESWAX
"Null's Famous Melilotus Honey."

Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and
beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken,

265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago. 111.

For Sale.—Light Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111,

FOR SALE

For Sale—50 to 300 colonies. 8-frame; good
condition. E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho,

For Sale—Our entire stock of hives at re-
duced r>rices. Gregory & Son.
5A2t Ottumwa. Iowa.

For Sale—One lo-acre alfafa farm, b-room
house. 200 col. bees. One 3 i-5 acre home. 6

room house. 200 col. bees Both choice loca-
tions and fine climate. W. H. Crawford.
oAtf Roswell. New Mexico.

For Sale— 225 Comb-honey supers. 8 and 10

frame. All painted and in good shape. I am
going to Canada: am out of the bee-business
and must sell. Chas. Clark.

6.^11 0720 Logan Ave.. Chicago. 111.

For Sale—Empty second-hand 60-lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new. 25 cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sale—Fine Italian queens; untested.
75c; $8 00 per dozen: tested. $1.00: breeders.
$3.00. Nuclei. Si 25 per frame. Full colonies
in new modern eight-frame hives, $7. 00,

California Bee Co .

500 S. Rowan A\e., Los .\ngeles. Calif.

For Sale—At a bargain. 20-acre fruit ranch
in famous Wenatchee-Columbia River red
apple belt. Planted to standard winter ap-
ples: trees 4 years old. Will take bees and
good location in South. in part payment. For
full particulars write J. D. Yancey.

Port Columbia. Wash.

SUPPLIES.

For Sale—Bees. Honey. and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.

Bee-Keei'ER. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf Greenville. Tex.

Bee-Supplies for all Bee-Keepers in
southern Idado and East Oregon. Wholesale
and retail. All we want is an opportunity
to figure with you on Supplies. Write for
Catalog. It will be ready by Jan. i. 1013. It

costs you a postal card only.
C. E. Shriver. Boise, Idaho.

Bee-Supplies—none belter. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.50

100 Hoffman Brood-Frames in flat— 2.50

soo No. I Sections 2.50

100 Section-Holders scalloped 2.00

100 Section Slats, 'i inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound 50
Thin Surplus " " 66

Extra Thin " " 60
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt,
R. R. No. 3. Box No. 209. Sheboygan. Wis.
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WANTS ANI> EXCHANGES
Wanted—To exchange queens and nuclei

fcr Field glass, and 4-frame Root automatic
extractor for Langstroth frame. sAtf

A. D. D- Wood. Box f>i. Lansing. Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS

Recleaned Silverhull Seed Buckwheat.
I bushel. $1.15; 5 or more. $1.00 per bushel.
5A2t F. O. B.. Wm. VoUmer. Akron. N. Y.

Detectives Wanted—Young men to op"
erate in own locality, secret service work.
Experience unnecessary Enclose stamp for
particulars. Universal Detective Agency.

304 Colcord Bldg.. Oklahoma City. Okla.

Redited Prices on Eggs. Chicks. Duck-
lings. White Leghorns. Penciled or Faun
Runners. Free circular. Could use Italian
Queens or Bees in exchange. 6.AU

R. O. Dickson. Box or. La Harpe. 111.

We Want to get old numbers of American
Bee Journal, especially those in Volumes
40 to 48. the years 1000 to 1008 inclusive. Those
having any of these numbers should write
at once, giving the dates of the ones they
have We will immediately quote a price
on them. Address.

.American Bee Journal. Hamilton. 111.

For Good Queens and Quick Service.
you can't do better than place your order
with me. I am prepired to handle any size
of order at the following prices (Carniolan.
3-band Italian and Golden : One untested
queen. $1,00: six for $5.40; twelve for $'j.6o.

One tested queen. $1.50; six for $8.40: twelve
for $15.60 One-frame nuclei, untested queen.
$2.50; six i-frame. $15.00: one-frame nuclei,
tested queen. $3.00; six i-frame. $17.40. Full
colonies, one for $7.50: two for $14.00. If more
frames are wanted than are listed, add $i.o6
each for as many frames as are wanted with
nuclei. N'o disease, and satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. J. Littlefield.

lois W. 7th St.. Little Rock. Ark.

SITUATIONS.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

S-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March zo.

Untested, one. $i; six. $5; 12. $g; 25, S17.50; 50,

$34. 100. $65. Tested, one, $1.50; six. $8; 12.

$15- Breeders of either strain. $5. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame S2.50: six
one-frame. S15; two-frame$3-5o: six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame.
$300: six one-frame. $17.40: two-frame. $4: six
two-frame $23.40. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. Xo disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers' paper published in the world
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

Wanted—Family to take care of poultry
and bee plant. Must know the business.

W. S. Morlan. Box 715. McCook. Neb.

Wanted at Once, help in apiaries. State
age. experience and wages in first letter.
None others answered. 6Ait

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co..
Forsyth. Mont,

Situation Wanted—Single man. 20. able.
handy, sober. Will work for board with a
successful apiarist in order to get informa-
tion on Bee keeping. 6A2t

Manos. Block A. No. Q. Pullman. 111.

POULTRY
Indian Runner Ducks, light fawns, also

dark penciled, white eggers. $r.oo and up.
R. O. Dickson. Box oi. La Harpe. 111.

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods: $1 00 for is. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne. Hamilton, Illinois,

P'OR Sale — Whiteegg strain Indian Run-
ner Ducks, White Orpingtons, White Wyan-
dottes. Houdans. Bronze Turkeys. Ducks.
Ii.25 each. A. F. Firestone.

Broadwell. Athens Co . Ohio.

WESTERN QUEENS
3-BAND LONG TONGUE ITALIANS FREE

As a special introductory offer we are
going to give absolutely free with all orders
for 12 tested or untested Queens, one select
queen. Offer good only until June 15.
Prices; Untested, i. <joc; 6. $4.80; 12. $0.00.

Tested, i. $1.15; 6. $t).,o: 12. 12.00. Virgins. 40c;
3 for $1.00. Queens shipped on i-fr. nuclei,
$1.75 extra. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write
for our new plan.

"Queens Made to Order."

GLEN L. EVANS, Creenleaf, Idaho
breeder and I.\ll-ORTf;i< <it H.NK ijUEENS.

^ QUEENS OF MOORE'S ^

t| STRAIN OF ITALIANS ^
PRODUCE WORKERS

X That fill the supers quick
N With honey nice and thick.
N They have won a world-wide repi
N tion for honey-gathering, hardin

uta- X

IsjSwarthmorto

Am Row Skippim|Uiteste4Qiccu
from Ny

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAW!
N.'y bees are the product
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swarthmore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like
beacon lightsamongour
past and present breed-

ers, for the best queens ever produced in the
United States. Never had foul brood.

FT^"

SWARTHMORE APIARIES. Swarthmott. Pa.

8 gentleness, etc. Untested queens. Si^ n
six. $5: 12, St. 00. Select untested, $1.25: N
six, Stj-oo; 12, $11. Safe arrival and sat- N

#* isfaction guaranteed. Circular free. N
O J. P. MOORE, Queen-breeder, O
V Route 1, Morgan, Ky. V

»«>Si!>OCCCOOOOOOSCCCOOOOeOO(S<

JOHANN STRGAR
Wittnach. P. 0. Wocheiner Feistritz,

Upper Cariiiola (Krain<, Austria.

Breeder and Exporter of

PURE CARNIOLANS

RAMER'S QUEENS
Of Moore's Strain of Italians

Ready June 15

Untested, $1.00; 6 for SS.OO ; 12 for $9.00

.\pril 28, IQI3.

P, B. RAMER, Harmony, Minn.—
Dt'^r Sir:—The lo queens I got of you in

lOii were the best queens; built up the fast-
est, and gave the largest yield of honey I

have had in twenty years of bee-keeping.
My average was if>o lbs. to the colony in imz,
and I lost a part of the flow for want of super
room. Yours very truly,

Halver J, Halverson.
Rt. 4, Preston, Minn.

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

and Imported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for May;
One untest. queen ti.io

One tested queen $i,75

One select tested
queen I1-85

One Breeder - - - - $3.10

One comb Nucleus,
no queen $1.15

'i lb. bees. $1 00; i lb, $i.QO.

Safe arrival guaranteed. For description

of each gradeof queens send for free catalog,

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St,, CLARINDA, IOWA

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens are reared by as good a method a«

anybody can rear Queens. My stock Is

hearty and fine honey-gatherers. All queens
shipped by return mail within 24 hours atter

I receive the order.

M. BATES, R. 0. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

BREEDING QUEENS . . .

Can be sent out any time after Mayi.
We have a choice lot of Italian queens
at $2.50. S5.<J0. and $10.00, No untested

queens before July. Send for circular.

Doolittle & Clark, • - Marietta,

Oiioudago County
M. Y.

Fine Yellow
Italian bees & queens If

you need a fine yellow
Queen quick, try Faien
and you will order more.
Extra fine queen, only
$1.00: untested, 75c. i-fr

nucleus, only $2 75. Full
colony in 8-fr. hive with
fine tested queen, $5-5o.

J. L. Fajen. Stover, Mo.

Line Bred

Carniolan Queens!
Carniolans winter with their colo-
nies most populous; build up best
in the apiary; enter supers more

readily cap their Honey very white: are
^entle. and no more inclined to swarm than
Italians, if properlv managed. .Ask for FSH
paper." SDPEWOWTY OF TBE CARRNLM Bffi." ex-
plaining these bees more fully, and best
management for comb and extracted honey.
.^ limited number of nuclei and 8-fr. colo-
nies for sale at end of June.

Untested. $1.00: doz., $9. Tested. S 1 .SO : doz., $12.

ALBERT G. HANN.
Oniolu QlKD Brexicr PIITSTOWN. H 1
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,

the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever
before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Gentlemen :— I should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing Root .Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-
tion as it can be. This machine runs so easily that a few turns to get it uD to speed is all that is necessary; and the men. while using the
No. 17. which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional
man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating The .\. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers'
interests. B. B. HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif

HERE ARE A FEW MORE
A word about the power extractor I purchased from you throui,'h H. L. Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as
driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding. I consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with the apiary. F. C, GOLDER. Pittsworth. Queensland.

Yours of the i6th. also the brake-band for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even if I had only fifty colonies.

D.WID RUNNING. Grindstone City. Mich., July 10. igio.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape,
sold it at 35 cents a quart. The extractor is just fine—does the work completely.

I set it up and extracted lx^ quarts of honey.
F. D. KING. .Athens. Ohio. Aug. 16. 1912.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.

V. V. DEXTER North Yakima. Wash., Jan. ig, igii.

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York. I3g-i4i Franklin St.
Philadelphia, 8-10 Vine St.
St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.

Washington, iioo Maryland .^ve.. S. W.

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines. 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse. 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine

A Few Ajfents Haudliug these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno
Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles

Colorado Barteldes Seed Co., Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis
Nlichigan M. H. Hunt <.*c .Son. Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co.. Rosweli

Missouri Blanke Mfg. & Supply Co., St. Louis
John Nebel & .Son Supply Co.. High Hill

Ohio S. J, Griggs Co., Toledo
C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnati

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfield Co.. San Antonio

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

PAY THE FREIGHT ON BEE SUPPLIES!

28 years experience in making everything for the bee-

keeper. A large factory specially equipped for the

purpose, insures goods of highest quality. Write for

our illustrated catalog today.

HICCINSVILLE, MO.
OMAHA, NEBR.LEAHY MFG. CO.

IP YOU ^''*^ having trouble trying to
' ^'w

ijyg j^y eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a slice of

eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cat.
The Ripe Honey Man

Early (FROFALCON ]
Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist $1.00 each.

After June i. Qoc each. Special prices iti

large quantities. A 5-pound bucket of

Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for Si. 10.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

GOLDEN
QUEENS

for business, 75c each, or 6 for $4. 25

Untested, mailed promptly, for 25c,

50c, or $1.00 lots. Write me. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed.

R. O. COX, Box 8, Garland, Ala.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS!
Untested $1.00 for one. $5 for six. $10.00 for twelve

Tested $1.50 for one, $8 for six, $15.00 for tweWe

These queens are bred from the best strains
selected after sending to queen raisers in
many different places in Austria. Having
boui'ht all the bees within several miles of
this Apiary we will agree to replace any un-
tested queens that prove to be hybreds.
Some of the best imported Carniolans show
slight traces of yellow, but are gentle, not a
cross hybred with twoor three yellow bands.

WM. KERNAN, Dushore, Pa. Route No 2.

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS LVey^^d
get the best goods obtainable especially
made to meet Western condition. Send for
new catalog and special price-list to

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver. Colorado

Three-Banded ITALIAN QUEENS
Nothing but the Leather-Colored
Bees bred by me. If you want su-
pers of honey, use my Queens. Per-
fect Queens of Quality or money re-

funded. Si. 00 each, or So oo per doz

C. S. ENGLE, Beeville, Texas

PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - $1.00

Tested - - $1.25

Breeders S3 to $5.00

We have SO Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to 15.

Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN W. PHARR,
BERCLAIR. TEXAS.

THE FAMOUS TEXAS QUEENS
ITALIANS! CARNIOLANS! BANATS!

.^re Ready to Mail

PRICES:
fntested - - - 75c Each

$8.00 per doz.

Tested - - - - J1.25 Each
S12 per doz.

Circulars Free

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN:BENIT0, TEXAS.
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding
Aasv Solutiofi, {'s(r the

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance

IS

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PRICES* «2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.- 1^1WK9 . $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

^s^^^E^s^ca^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

BEE-KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

Your Name and Addres.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. Tlie handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the .American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,
Vou can get your Bee Supplies and
save time by sending your order to
us. we can save you in FREIGHT as
well as Money on supplies. Send for
catalog of Supplies and Queens.
One Untested Queen. $i.oo; six, $.500:

twelve . $g.oo. One Tested Queen.
$i.So; six. S8.50; twelve. $15.00. One-
frame Nuclei. Untested Queen. $2.50;
six i-frame. $15.00; one-Frame Nuclei.
Tested Queen. $3.00; six i-frame. $17. 00,

If more Frames are wanted than
are listed, add $i.uo each for as many frames as are wanted with Nuclei.
satisfaction guaranteed.

No disease, and

Little Rock Bee-Supply Company
1015 W. 7th Street .... Little Rock, Arkansas

FOLKS LIKE

Michigan Comb Honey
However, it is so scarce that they
can't get much of it. It is a case of
underproduction. Better malte this
year a comb honey year. Pages 12
and 13 of our Catalog show comb
honey outfits-and they are all Roofs
goods. Beeswax wanted.

Italian Bees and Queens in half-pound
and pound packages.

M. H. HUNT & SON,
143 Condit St., . Lansing, Mich.

If You Need QUEENS
|r^3^^^^'^/?r^^^u^x^"f^?^-i
tested Queens by return mail for $1.00 eachthree band Italians. No disease. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for price-list

J. W. K, SHAW CO.,
LOREAUVILLE, Iberia Parish. U.

P-O-R-T-E-R
Trade mark )

SAVES
>"ONEY

, AT .\LL
(MONEY r DE.-^LERS

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,
order from Factory, with complete in-
structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.
Lewistown, Illinois

3-Band Long-Tongaed

Red Clover Italian

QUEENS
FOR S.'^LE

the .\. I. Root
—The 3-band queens are ofCo s improved long-tongued

bees which have proven
themselves to be the best
of honey-producers. I use
the Doolittle and Miller
plans for queen-cells. One
untested queen. 7Scts; t>

for $4.00; 12 for $7.50: 25
for $13.50: so for $2s.oo; loo
for $4500. Double this
price for tested queens.
One-frame nucleus. $i.;o.
2-frame. $;.so; 3-frame.
$350. Toeach nucleusadd
the price of queen. No
personal checksaccepted

J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK.

I
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falcon'' Foundation!

Made in Our Plant at Falconer, N. Y.

From the sweetest and purest
beeswax that ran be obtained.
No old stock— made daily by our
own superior methods. Falcon
foundation is coming in more con-
stant use every year, and has
proved itself to be most readily
accepted by the bees.

Other Coodsr-Doubleurooved HolT-
man brood-frames as well as sections
will be needed for spring use. As it
takes a lot of time to put up frames
and sections with starters or full
sheets, it would be well to look up
your requirements. It will give you
ample time by ordering now.

Light Standard Brood,
Extra Light Standard Brood

1 lb., 58c; 5 lbs., 57c.
1 lb., 60c; 5 lbs., 59c.

Light Section,
Extra Light Section

1 lb., 65c; 5 lbs., 64c.
1 lb., 70c, 5 lbs., 67e.

Write for samples of our foundation and Red Catalog postpaid. All goods guaranteed. .'\ trial will convince you.
Distributers everywhere. Factory W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer, N. Y.
Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne, III., C. C. demons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, No.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY,
Where the good bee-hives come from

FALCONER, NEW YORK

"Griggs Saves Your

Freight

"

TOLEDO 'Griggs Saves Your

Freight

"

Is the place all successful beemen have their eyes on now. The proof is the way or-
ders are streaming in here from all over the United States.

PROMPTNESS, LOW FREIGHT RATES, AND BEST PRICES ARE OUR MOTTO
Our larj^e three story Warehouse ritiht in the heart of the city, only 5 city blooks from
10 of the largest trunk railroads in the L'nited States, gives us prompt service no
other agent enjoys. We carry the Largest Stock of Root's Coeds of any agent, and
our force of competent bee-men of practical experience ensures you against errors
and delays. Kven the Factory itself can't give you such promptness.
Special Prices Quoted on Quantities. Send us a list of your wants. Free catalog
for the askiiiK. (irilers for liKK.S. QUEENS. NUCLEI; also BEES by the pound
given Special attention. Beeswax always wanted.

CHICKEN FEED OK ALL KINDS AT JOBBERS' PRICES.

S. J. Griggs & Co., 24 N. Erie Street., Toledo, Ohio
-,RIGGS IS ALWAYS
O.V THE lOH."

Do You Want to Know How to Manage

3000 Colonies of Bees in 50 Yards ?
Do you want to learn modern beekeeping upon modern principles? Upon principles of
magnitude? Do you want to know how to Morganize bee-keeping? Do you want to know-
how one man by the turn of his hand started 50 bee-yards, turning honey into one modern
reservoir? It.was but 15 years ago we were told one man could find all he could profitably
do with one bee-yard. Now comes this modern giant of beedom managing 50 yards that con-
tain an agt;ret:ate of 1000 colonies.

Tho Rod Konnorc' Rouipwu has made arrangements with this giant of modern methods
IIIC occ nccpcis ncvicn of honey-production, a method that will revolutionize bee-
keeping of the future. A series of ten articles that will begin with the July number of THE
BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW, are from one of the very best known writers of the day.
The only way you can secure this treat of unusual interest, is to sit right down this minute
and write your check for a dollar for a year's subscription to THE BEE-KEEPER.S' RE-
VIEW. Northstar, Michigan. 50 cents more will make you a member of the NATIONAL
for one year. Do it now!

THK BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW, Northstar, Miohisan

NOTICE! QUEENS
From Caraway Prize Winner Stock Ready to Go by Return Nail

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS ONLY
Untested queens. Qoc each; 12 for $0.00. Tested queens. $1.00 each; 12 for Jio. Breeder

queen. $5.00 each. I also sell nuclei One 2-frame nucleus for Si. 00; 10 2-frame for $27.50. Bees
by the pound at Si. 50; per lb.. 10 i-lb. packages for $12.50. Add to these prices the price of
the queen or queens desired. These prices are f. o b. Mathis I guarantee nuclei and bees
by the lb to arrive in good condition within 1250 miles of Mathis. Positively no disease in
my apiaries. Health certificate furnished with each shipment. I guarantee every queen
to give entire satisfaction. This is a square deal- I hold g2 first prizes, 45 second, and 2

third prizes on my bees, queens, and products of my apiaries. This speaks for itself—
NONE better. My vbanded Italians carried off first prizes again at Dallas and Waco fairs
last fall. All of these prizes have been won in the last three years. Queen circular free.

B. M. CARAWAY, Queen Specialist Mathis, Texas

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land-

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE,
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard: bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. $1.25: 5 for J5.00;
Breeders, each $5.00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

Please mention Am. Bee Jour "1 when writing.

SAV^ TII\/IF fold your sections^**''^ ' IITIt, and put in foun-
dation at one operation, quick and perfect
with a Rauchfuss Combined Section Press
and Foundation Fastener, guaranteed to
give satisfaction. Send for illustrated circu
lar. Price, $i.oo delivered anywhere in U. S"

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado
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Chicago. May i;.—The markethas cleaned
up Quite well on extracted honey during the
past month, and prices remain about the
same as in our previous quotation. The
clover and linden bringing oSioc per pound
when in every sense perfect; other white
honevs 8@oc per pound, .•\mber grades t@8c
per pound. No. i to fancy white comb honey
I7@i8c per pound; other grades from i@3c
per pound less, with very little on the mar-
ket. Beeswax 3o@32c per pound, and in

good demand. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. May 21 —Our market is

bare of comb honey; good demand. Supply
of extracted fair; light demand. We quote
as follows: Extracted, white, per pound.
8@8!ic; extracted, amber. ;@7!ic. Beeswax,
per pound. 25@2Hc.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

Boston. May 22.—h'ancy and No. i white
comb. I6@I7 per pound. Fancy white ex-

tracted in ^-gallon cans. ii(Si2c. Beeswax.
30c. Blake.-Lee Company.

Indianapolis. May 21. — The market is

practically bare of fancy white comb honey.
No. I white is selling at I6(»'I7C per pound;
amber comb in slow demand and at varied
prices. Best extracted sells at ii(5i2c per
pound in 5-gallon cans, according to quan-
tity at one shipment. Beeswa.\ is in good
demand, and producers are being paid 30c

per pound cash. Walter S. Pouder.

San Francisco. May zo.-There is very
little of the old comb honey on the market.
and we are promised some of the new verv
soon, and have had some new extracted
honey in very small quantities. The de-

mand for extracted honey has been better
than for sometime, and the crop so tar in

this section will be limited. Fancy comb
honey at I4ei5c. Water-white extracted at

q&q'Ac: light amber. 7^@8c; amber. 6!3@7c;

dark. 5@6c. Beeswax. 24@.3oc per pound.
John C. Frohliger.

Denver. May 22 —No more comb honey to

offer. We quote extracted honey in a job-

bing way at the following figures: White.
9c; light amber. 3c: strained. iin@7c. We

pay 28c in cash pep pound, and 30c per pound
in trade for clean yellow beeswax delivered
here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn..

Frank Rauchfuss. .\/er.

Cincinnati. May 21.—There is a fair sup-
ply of comb honey on the market, and we
are selling our fancy double-decker comb
honey at S3.75 to $4.00 per case. Fancy ex-
tracted honey in 60-pound cans at o^ioc a
pound, and amber extracted honey in bar-
rels at bH&Hc a pound, according to the
quality and quantity purchased. For choice
bright yellow beeswax we are paying 23(5:ioc

a pound delivered here, and if taken out in

trade we allow 2c a pound more.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

New York. May 22 —There is nothing new
to report: some few straggling lots of comb
honey are still arriving and selling at from
I4@i6c for N'o. I and fancy white; lower
grades at from I2@nc. Extracted is quiet
with heavy shipments arriving from the
West Indies, and the demand being dull
prices are declining. We have no new
southern as yet. but expect to have the first

shipment within a week or so. Beeswax
steady at 3o@3ic. Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, May 20. — The market on
comb honey is in good demand, with a fair
supply. No. I white selling at $3.ti5 per case
of 24 sections wholesale, and S4.00 per case
retail. There is no demand for off grades.
Light extracted honey in 60-pound cans.
aesjic. White extracted honey in 60-pound
cans. oSioc, Beeswax is selling at $34 per 100

pounds.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying, C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Los Angeles. May 20.—Stocks of white
extracted honey on the coast are entirely
exhausted, and are not quotable at any
price. Light amber extracted honey is in

light supply, and is quotable in carload lots
at b-iiC f. o. b. Coast. Comb honey is in very
light supply, and there is scarcely enough
left for local consumption. Beeswax is sell-

ing to eastern buyers at about3oc per pound.
Hamilton a: Menderson.

ore CIIDDI ICC at lowprices.Discountfor
DCL-dUrrLICd early orders. Send 25c for

90-page illustrated bee-book for beginners; a

chapter on foul brood. Catalog free.

J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Mo.

A TRIAL PACKET of

"""....TOMATO

FREE!
Rau^i GRAND RAPIDS

MARKET TOMATOu.-a, or^f
,n<,l<db,Mr Crorgt E. Rou^.
ih, E^or 0/ THE FRUIT
BELT. Amtricai Crtat

t Mat ThlM
Btryrtarlift ol

andanlly, a Crorid Stiipp*r, and
It rh< Motr [hl-c,o%u Tairmg

ktt. In 5lu. ">( •nJivdoal fnili
vtry uniform ifl 9hopt^ ttgj. ond c

u u>Ld. and cut! tJit a pitet of bttf-tltaii On> (tdi

Miih . told OVER TWO THOUSAJVDDOLLARSu^nho/ ihtM,

elo. T\* Htd <annol ht e'ocand frwn Sttdtnun, ai «# (Km tAa anrir*

.(M-t. Wt ar. CJVINC IT AWAY 10 uUndB<« THE FRVIT BLLT. end
yvm fOH gmt a p^tktt. t/ y^v o<t mot^

^ America's Greatest

Horticultural Journal

Showi 70a How to Make Money Railing Fniil: How to Prooe

«nd This Property: How to Control laiects and Plant Diseases by

Spnying: Wlul Varieties to Planb How to Set oat New Orchards:

How to -Rejuvenate" Old Orchards. THE FRUIT BUT is a Bif

JSvtnt.td Magaziae, Filled with Good Things for Yoo.

a fnd THE FRUIT BELT to ywir
t»lot ik» rrmauidtr 0/ tAu y%aT, ap-
tipt of Tkirlf Ctntt. and («• will
\Ttal pacMtl 0/ Rom I C'and Rapidt
tlocJi i» Ljnittd^ /'.ddrwtt ' '

TRIAL OFFER -^

Marlnl Tirrteto

TUr CDIIIT DriT RI'Z- HAWKINS BUILDING
int rlVUIl DLLl GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN

Notice to

Bee-Keepers

I am now taking orders for pound

packages and nuclei; also for my
leather - colored strain of Italian

queens mated on an island, and

bred in their purity. Free from

all disease. Prices made on appli-

cation. My guarantee — Your
money back if not satisfied ; a lib-

eral discount on all large orders.

Reference, The American Ex-

change Bank of Appalachicola.

Florida.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.
Small red. Mammoth, timothy, alfalfa,

sweet clover, (white or yellow; millet, rape.
blue grass, etc.. also seed corn, thorough-
bred, four varieties. Catalog apiary sup-
plies free. Honey new in July and later.

F. A. SNELL,
Milledgeville, - - . Carroll County, III.

Established 1885

WE C.\RRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our bj-rage catalog free, and for
lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best
make of goods for the bee-keeper. Freight
facilities good. Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill. Missouri

D ii Diirc fw«-P«*"

DAnllCO Machinery
Read what J, L Pabknt. of Charl-

t jd, N. Y.. Rays "IVe cut wilii on«
of jour Combined Machines, last
winter. 60 chaff hives with "-In. cap,
1C"| honey-racfcs, 600 brood-frames
Ij-K) honey-boiee, and a fifreat deat,
of other work. Thie winter we havf
d'-Qble theanionnt of bee-hlv€»,et«.,
to make, and we expect todo it with
thlB Saw. It will do aU you say It
wlU. " Catal(^ and price-list Croa

A!!d««. W. r . ftMHH BARHM
M6 EobT 6^». &9«kCbs>sl: IlL

A. B. Marchant

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden untested, $i,oo; six, J5.00. Tested,

$1.50; six. 5800. Virgin. 40c; six. $2.25: doz. $1.50.

Our queens are extra fine this season.

Every queen guaranteed to givesatisfaction.

Ready for shipment direct to customers.
Xuf ced. 5-^tf

E. A. SIMMONS, Greenville, Ala.

Eastern Bee-Keepers
Furnishing bee-supplies has been our busi

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who have made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
We advocate only practicle articles. Let us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

I. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES: Clen Cove. L.I.

OUR HAND-MOORE STRAIN
3-Band Italians

Are the best Honey-Gatherers. They spoil
our white-clover honey by mixing it with
red clover. Record tongue reach 21-100 of an
inch. Bred strictly for business. Untested
75c; 12 for $3.00: 50 for $25.00. Select mated.
Si 00 each. Virgins. 40c each, or $4 00 per
dozen. HOXEV U'AXTED
LATSHAW HONEY COMPANY,

CARLISLE, IND.

"Bee-Keepers' Guide"
This book on bees is also known as

the " Manual of the Apiai^." It is in-

structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has o-W pages, and 295 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-

paid, $1.20 ; or with a year's subscrip-

tion to the .\merican Bee Journal—both

for $1.90, Send all orders to *>"> o.€ce

of the American Bee Jourxal.
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" //" ffoods are -wanted quick, send to Ponder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
FfllllPMFNT ^^^^^ room built expressly for the business:
byllir ITIbn I large concrete basement with just enouyh mois
ture to prevent breakape in sections; no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

AtlAL ITY ^oot goods at factory prices. The kind that I have
""**** sold for nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

A BOYUM FOUNDATION FASTENER
Is just what you want. Price, postpaid. ?1.7.j. .And a

BOYUM SECTION PRESS
Price, postpaid, only $1.00. Both, postpaid, for S'J.-j'i

Manufactured jhe Boyum Apicultural Co., Rushford, Minn.

>YMMM^WWWWWW¥W irT^\ WWW rYYYY(

COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
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Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. $30 to $15. Send $5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address.

Remington Typewriter Company
'Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, IMo.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BEHER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. E.xcellent Shipping - Cases.
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine ooc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
$1.75. Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal. Hamilton. 111.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. $1.00; se-
lect tested, Si. 50. Bees by pound or halj
pound. Plans, "How to Introduce Queens"
15c: "How to Increase" 15c; both 25c.

E. E. IVIOTT Glenwood, Mich.

30 to 75 Percent

Discount

Compare our prices with other
dealers, and see if we can't save
you dollars, and we will guarantee
you satisfaction. If you have
combs, why not put bees on them ?

Y2. lb., $1.25 ; 1 lb., $2.00 ; 2 lb., $.3.76

;

3 lb., $4.50. Untested queens, $1.00.

Tested, $1.50. Nuclei, $1.00 per
frame. Full colonies in 8-frame
hive, only $5.00. Full colonies in

10-frame hive, only $6.00. We will

furnish tested queens with full col-

onies for $1.00.

Where can you beat these prices ?

We will guarantee the stock to be
pure and good as can be had.
Hives are Root make.

The Stover Apiaries
IMayhew, IMississippi



An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost
anything listed in the catalog at once. »

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too.
should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a
postal-card request for this catalog.
If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs
and we will quote price accordingly.
If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for

our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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WE MAKE Foundation—and we also carry

a full line of the best Bee-Hives, Sections,

Shipping-Cases, Smokers, Veils, Tin-Cans, etc..

Four to six carloads always on hand, ready for

PROMPT
SHIP ENT

No order too large

No order too small

1^
>:
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AmericanHee Journal

How Far Can a Bee

PIRI.ISMED MONTHLY BY

American 15ee «Ioiiriial

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUP.SCRIPTION PRICK of this

Journal is Sr. 00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada. Srio;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 2--, cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

IHF WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of.December. IQI^.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label. ^vhich shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothingless than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14C a line q times nc a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 2Sth of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ca., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and tilled it with
Nfw Bee -Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all

sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, GA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J, WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! S^eo¥d%^,"c?
I will avoid all expeiiSL'S possible and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.

Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hiveij^ story 8 frame, ti. 45;

10 frame. $1.60 in lots of 5. Best sections per
1000. $4,40; 2000. S8.60; 3000, $12.60; 5000. S20; No. 2,

50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

BEE-KEEPERS
Your busy season is close at hand, eet wise
and place your order with the supply dealer
who will save you money and serve you best
with Root's Quality sections, foundation,
frames, smokers, extractors, etc. I can serve
you without delay. My 1013 catalog tells all

about these things, besides it contains a lot
of information to those interested in bees-
Special attention given to the breeding of

three-banded Italian bees and queens,
Catalog free.

EARL M. NICHOLS

SEE?
That question has been argued "time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, Inc.,

ArcAdiA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your

wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men "

304 Walnut Street, CINCtNNATI, OHIO

iaOOQCOCOOOOOOOSOOOOOOOOQCCCOOOSCCCCOCCOCCCCCOCCCCOOOqi

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS:—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every vear that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

Lyonsviile, - Mass.

We also manufacture HiveS, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
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A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c

I have several dozens of the Muth
wire-and-clotli Bee-Veils—a dandy veil

—which I will mail for 65 cents each.

Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's "Southern Bee-Culture"

This is a .")i»-cent book which I will

mail for .'50 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoker

The $1.00 postpaid size I will mail
for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-
smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Honey as a Health Food

Till further notice, I will fill orders
for "Honey as a Health Food"—the
great honey-selling booklet—at the

following prices :

Sample copy free ; 10 copies 20 cents ;

50 copies 75 cents; 100 copies, $1.00;

250 copies for $2.00; 500 copies lor

$3.75 ; or 1000 copies for $7.00.

These are all postpaid or express pre-

paid prices. The time to sell the honey
crop will soon be here again. It is a

fine thing to have a good supply of the

above booklets on hand, ready for dis-

tribution among those you would like

to secure as customers.

American^cc JournaJj

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

Your Name and Address

on a Rubber Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.

You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the

following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2>i inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents
Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad (2>^x3M inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-

ful attention. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK

Sandpoint, Idaho

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50 ;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely' mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal—
O'lV/Z/fOTtv/-—Last October I purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of this season will be of this stock ? Oneofthe Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolilicness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg.. July 4. 1012. L. W. Wells.

A-MERicAN Bee Journal—
(Sfu/Zeme/i.—The aueen you sent me came in t;ood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis,. July 31. i<jI2. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
C;otWc7/;«/.— I bought a queen of you about 35 years ago. and

from her I Italianized i;o colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center, Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico, July 10. 1512. J. W, Hourz,

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of Oiie_of our_UnJestedQueen^s alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You

cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
nickel plated.

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid. 35 cents; or with the American Bee Journal
one vear-both for $1.15: or mailed Free as a premium for
sending us one new subscription at $1,00,

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-

ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of

malleable iron, 8% inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32

thick. The smaller end is 1/s inches long, 'A inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending

like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-

circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as

it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,

says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois,
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AmeFican "Bee Joarnal

DID YOU EVER

Notice My Ad About the

CAUCASIANS
They would surprise you if some of

your colonies had QUEENS from my

STRAIN. You can have my prices

if you will send your name to either

place. Also get my prices on nuclei.

Box 61 Lansing, Mich., or

Box 82 Houston Heights, Tex.

A. D. D. WOOD
Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 453'i

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
B«i More BetatlTnl, More Gentle, More Indnstrioas,

The Best BoDey.(jatherer3.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
HIGHEST AWARD.

Extra Breeding Queens. $j; Selected. $2;

Fertilized. $1.50; lower prices, per doz.. so or
100 Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

Memberof the /ANTHONY BIAGCI,
National Bee- PedeviUa near Bellinzona,
Keepers' Ass'n ) Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically, Switzerland ReJ
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writrag.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS!
Uateited $1.00 for one, $S for sU. $10.00 for twelve

Tested $1.50 for one. $8 for six, $15.00 f»r twelve

These queens are bred from the best strains
selected after sending to queen raisers in

many different places in Austria. Having
bought all the bees within several miles of
this Apiary we will agree to replace any un-
tested queens that prove to be hybreds.
Some of the best imported Carniolans sliow
slight traces of yellow, but are gentle, not a
cross hybred with two or three yellow bands.
WM. KERNAN, Dushore, Pa. Route No 2.

Three-Banded ITALIAN QUEENS
Nothing but the Leather-Colored
Bees bred by me. If you want su-
pers of honey, use my Queens. Per-
fect Queens of Quality or money re-
funded. Si 00 each, or $o.oo per doz,

S. ENGLE, Beeville, Texas

ARTISTS
ENGRAYERS-ELECTROiyPERS
542 SSOS.DEflRBORNST.

I PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO. C

i^S TV

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

The picture that we

showed in the Apr. is-

sue of this Journal was

of our mill and property

at Buffalo, Minn. This

cut shows our factory

at Minneapolis.

We manufacture Dove-

tailed hives, supers,

sections,shipping-cases

brood-frames, separa-

tors, also berry boxes

and crates. Catalog

free.

MINNESOTA

Bee-Supply Co.,

100 Nicollet Island,

Minneapolis, Minn.

^S^SS^SS^SS^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
GOLDEN ADEL QUEENS ^

AND BEES BY THE CAR LOAD ^
You will make money if you deal with me and ret my fac- fC3|
tory price on Bee Supplies. I have millions of fine Sec- ^S
tions. I am the oldest and largest Bee Supply manufac- ir^
turer in the Northwest. Send for Catalog. ^y

CHARLES MONDENG,
145 to ISOlNewton Ave. N.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

a^t^^^^^^S^SEES^SSSSSSSSSS
Early (FROFALCON ) Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist Si.oo each.

After June i, Qoc each. Special prices in

large quantities. A spound bucket of
Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for Siio.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

CO-OPERATION ^;,yri\Tt
and selling right. We are a co-operative
association, and sell the best Bee Supplies
obtainable at the right prices. It will pay
Western Bee-Keepers to send for our Illus-

trated CataloB-
. .

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver, Colorado

FRICTION TOP

PAILS
For
Honey
Syrups
Sorghum
Etc., Etc.

CILLE MFC. CO., Oept.S., Kansis City, Mo.

SHAW QUEENS
By return mail

Three-band Italians. What need say more?
Every one knows them. Tested. $i.oo each.
Untested. 75C single queen; $7.00 per dozen.
Xo disease, and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville - - Louisiana
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Editor LAJL Comments

Does the Lo.s.s of a Stiug: Cause a
Bee'.s Death?

In Bien. Centralblatt, page 7, is quoted

the experiment of G. M. Doolitlle, who
confined, in a cage, bees which iiad lost

their stings together with others still

having their stings, and found no dif-

ference as to length of life. Dr. Zan-

der repeated the experiment, and found

the mutilated bees quite feeble at the

end of four days, while the others were

still quite lively. It would be interest-

ing to know whether the loss of the

stings occurred in exactly the same

way in the two cases. In any case it

seems that a bee may live a consider-

able time after losing its sting.

C. C. M.

We once had the curiosity to test

this matter. A half dozen bees were

placed under a glass bell, after their

stings had been removed carefully so

as to damage the internal organs as

little as possible. To these were added

several bees direct from a hive, and

also several which had lost their stings

in the usual manner. All the bees

were then supplied with plenty of food.

At the end of five days, all the bees

which had lost their stings naturally

had died. At the end of twelve days,

the six whose stings had been removed

carefully were also dead, while only

one of the bees direct from the hive

had succumbed, the others appearing

about as lively as ever.

—

Editor.

May Disease Cure
Miss Merta Mitchell, of Keokuk,

Iowa, reports a radical cure of the May

disease by sprinkling the bees with an

infusion of senna leaves. This mild

physic is licked up by them as the best

way to get rid of the spray. This is

surely not expensive, and it is worthy
of a trial.

Solar Wax Extractors vs. Water
Keuderiug

In one of the foreign bee-journals

remarks have been made recently upon
the inadvisability of using the solar

extractor for beeswax when old combs
are to be rendered. The writer of the

article says the result is nil.

Solar wax extractors are very useful

in an apiary, but it is mainly for the

purpose of saving bits of wax that

would otherwise be lost or neglected.

When handling bees, the average api-

arist likes to do away with the bur

combs, braces and bridges, which the

bees are so fond of building at the up-

per edge or against the ends, when-

ever they are a little crowded for

room. These bur combs cause bees to

be crushed in handling who would

otherwise be safely handled ; they are

in the way of the supers. But we need

to remove them constantly because

every season the bees build new ones.

In an apiary there is nothing better

than throwing those bur combs at once

in a solar extractor. They are out of

the way, and become wax without any

labor or further attention on our part.

In rendering old combs, the case

is different, and there are many api-

arists who are ready to assert that very

old, thick, black combs yield no wax.
This is true if the solar extractor is

used. Why ?

Have you ever tried to dip your
fingers into melted wax, at a sufficiently

low temperature not to burn you fin-

gers ? If you have done so with a dry

finger, you have been sorry of it at

once, for the wax has soaked into the

pores of the skin and has been re-

moved with great difficulty. If you
have moistened your finger slightly,

you have experienced less difficulty,

because the moisture has prevented

the wax from sticking. But if you
have moistened your hand thoroughly,

after having singed the hair to which
the wax might fasten itself, and have

slightly oiled your nails, because they

never get sufficiently moist, you will

be able to dip your whole hand into

the liquid wax and make a gauntlet of

wax which will assume the shape of

your fingers and will be loosened read-

ily, with a little care. The action of

the wax upon the cocoons and the so-

called " slum-gum " is exactly the same
as its action upon your fingers. If the

old combs be thoroughly moistened

by sufficient soaking previous to ren-

dering, the wax will not stick to them
but will readily float at the top of the

boiler, when heat is applied. The only

need is to soak them long enough to

wet them thoroughly. This point is of

more importance than many people

believe, and it is only necessary to

give it a trial to realize its correctness.

Has the reader ever made a compari-
son between a freshly-built comb and
an old one in which hundreds of gen-

erations of young bees have left their

cocoons, at the rate of from 5 to 20

hatchings in each year ? Then think

of the soiling of this same comb by

generation after generation of drones.
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and occasionally even by the dejections

of worker-bees in long winter confine-

ments. No wonder that this comb
should soak up, in a solar extractor,

the slight amount of wax used in its

construction.

Some bee-keepers hold that this

soaking of combs previous to render-

ing is useless. I do not agree with

them. If you dip your finger lightly

into water previous to dipping it into

liquid wax, it will stick to it less than

if the finger were dry, but if you soak

it thoroughly so that all the pores may
be thoroughly moistened, the wax will

not stick at all. Therefore, to render

your old combs it is important that

they should be moistened thoroughly.

Another advantage of thoroughly

moistening the old combs is in remov-

ing a part of the coloring matter. After

two days of soaking your combs will

have colored the water very strongly,

and they will more readily return to

their original shade of very light

yellow.

The residues removed from a solar

extractor are always zcaxy: those

which we remove from a boiler after

having followed the above instructions

are muddy, for the wax has become en-

tirely separated from the residues

However, another requirement must

be fulfilled if we would secure as

much wax as possible. Each of the

cells of an old comb retains its shape

even after the wa.x has been melted,

because the cocoons of the hatched

bees keep their original shape. If any

of those cells are not filled with water,

they may become filled with wax, in

the process of rendering. To avoid

this possibility, we crush them before

rendering them.

Presses, such as the Hershiser, are

useful but not indispensable. If you

have many.combs to render annually

you had best own a wax press. If the

quantity is limited, an ordinary wash
boiler is sufficient. Let the wax rise to

the top, using an ample supply of

water in which your combs will melt,

heat slowly and dip the wax from the

top as it rises, using a screen pocket,

made of a piece of wire-cloth such as

is used for fly screens. Dip from that

pocket, wax and water until all the

wax has been removed. This crude

wax poured into flaring vessels may be

rendered a second time to remove the

balance of the residue.

colony of bees, in the early spring,

may be shipped 200 miles and be closed
for three or four days with only such
air as will pass through the cracks of

the cover and of a block nailed over
the entrance. The same colony in

warm weather would not have too
much ventilation in transit, if the en-

tire top were screened.

How Much Air i.s Needed by the
Bees?

On page 190, we quoted Bienen-

Vater on this. But is there not a very

great difiference in th"; amount of air

needed ip summer and in winter? A

What to Do AVith Queen-Cell.s

A correspondent desires to know
what to do with queen-cells after they

have been produced according to the

plan given last August in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. That's easy. Just

slip them in anywhere where bees feel

the need of a queen. But perhaps it

may be well to go somewhat into par-

ticulars.

Ten days after the comb containing

choice larvje has been given to a

queenless colony, the cells must be

cut out, for if left much after that

time there is danger that one of the

young queens will emerge and destroy

the rest. In reality, however, a queen
will rarely emerge before 12 days, but

to be entirely on the safe side the cells

should be cut 10 days after being re-

ceived by the queenless colony.

In cutting the cells, or indeed at any

time of handling a frame with queen-

cells, they must never be shaken, lest

the inmates of the cells be injured, but

if the bees are to be gotten oflt they

must be carefully brushed off with soft

grass, asparagus tops, or something of

the kind.

If you have a queenless colony, a

queen-cell may be given to it. If you
can give it a laying queen, that is better,

for if you have a cell you need not e.x-

pect eggs to be laid for perhaps two
weeks.

Of course, when you cut the cell

from the comb you are careful to cut

away enough of the comb so there

shall be no possible danger of cutting

into the cell. If you want to give it to

a queenless colony, you must fasten it

to the center of a comb right over the

brood, if there is any brood present.

If you have cut away enough of the

comb at the base of the cell, you can

lay the cell flat against the comb, with

the point of the cell toward the bottom-

bar, and pin it to the comb by thrust-

ing through the base a very large pin

or a wire-nail l.'i inches long. But be

sure you don't thrust through the cell

itself. There is no harm in mashing
down the comb a little with the thumb
or finger, so as to make a bed where the

cell is to lie. Better than the pin or

nail is a hive-staple. Let one leg of

the staple be over the cell, and push

the other leg down into the comb.
Like enough the greater part of your

cells will be used in nuclei. So a word
about making nuclei. Take from any
colony two frames of brood with ad-
hering bees and put them in an empty
hive, and you have a nucleus. But you
will not have that nucleus very long,
at least so as to be worth anything,
unless you take some precautions.

All the bees more than 16 days old,

and some of the others, the first time
they fly out, instead of returning to
their new home, will return to the old
one. Unless the weather be hot, there
will hardly be enough bees left in the

nucleus to keep the brood from chill-

ing and dying. At any rate, those that

are left may feel so discouraged that

they will all desert the hive. The case
will not be so bad if the colony from
which the bees were taken be queen-
less. They are used to being without
a queen, and so the new queenless
home does not seem so bad. and they
stay in it. In any case it may be well

to fasten them in the hive for a time.

A nucleus should have a small en-

trance, so as to make it safer from rob-

bers
; J4. of an inch square is large

enough. Plug up the hole when you
establish your nucleus, so that no bee

can get out or in the hive, and do not

open it for 3 days. If the weather is

fiot, keep it in the cellar. At the end
of that time few, if any, bees will re-

turn to their old home. They have
become reconciled to their new home,
and. beside that, an additional force of

young bees has hatched out during that

3 days.

Some leave it to the bees to open the

entrance. It is a good thing if there

is any danger of forgetting, or if you
may not happen to be with the bees at

the proper time. And in any case it

works well. Close the entrance by
packing it pretty solidly with green

grass or leaves. The bees will try to

gnaw this, and between their gnawing
and the drying and shrinking of the

green leaves they will have a hole big

enough for the passage of a bee in 3

days or so, enlarging it later. There
is sornething about the passage being

so small in the first place, making the

bees squeeze their way through, that

makes the bees stay better than they

would if the whole crowd could rush

out at once.

As a further precaution against the

nucleus being left with too few bees,

you may rush the bees from a third

comb into the nucleus, returning the

beeless comb to the old colony.

Here is another way: Instead of tak-

ing only 2 combs with adhering bees
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take 4 or more. The more you taka

the better the bees will stay. With so

many you hardly need to fasten them

in. Then in 3 days return all but 2

combs to their old home. You may re-

turn the adhering bees with these

combs, but it will be better if you brush

back into the nucleus the bees from

one of them.

If the making of nuclei is for the

purpose of increasing the number of

your colonies, and this is sure to be

the case if you are not a queen-breeder,

then you might as well make them
strong early. Just as soon as the

queen begins to lay, if there is any

honey in the lield, you can make a

good colony with a nucleus, by placing

it on the stand of some fair-sized col-

ony, which has a sufficient supply of

stores, but is not working in the su-

pers, and place the latter on a new spot.

If you were to do this with a colony

that is filling its supers, you would put

an end to its surplus crop.

In this way, colonies which are not

yielding either swarms or super honey

may be compelled to help build up the

apiary, without perceptible loss, and

„ou avoid breeding from them.

fore an assemblage of people who were
instrumental in having it built. It

creates 200,000 horse-power and an

artificial lake, now baptised with the

name of the chief engineer who con-
ceived this herculean task. Cooper.
Lake Cooper is about .50 miles long, in

some places 4 miles wide, and some 40

feet deep at the deepest spot.

The small cut shown herewith illus-

trates one of the twin doors of the

lower end of the lock, which has a lift

of several feet more than any of the

giant Panama locks. The door weighs

()00,000 pounds. The little man in light

overcoat standing before it, is the

genius of the work, the Napoleon of

industry for whom no task is too great.

H. L. Cooper.

Artificial Comb-Honey Canartl
Gleanings in Bee Culture, in its May

1 number, mentions a syndicated arti-

cle, by Miss Ida M. Tarbell, repeating

the old story of manufactured comb

honey tilled 7uilh corn syrup. This is

yet a remnant of the "scientific pleas-

antry" of Dr. Wiley. It has done un-

told harm to the bee-keeping interests,

and the writer has often met people

One ok the Bk; Lotk Gates-

The Largest Electric Plant in the
World

The Mississippi River Power Dam,
shown on our cover page, located just

opposite the Editor's home, is the

largest of its kind in the world. We
gave a view of it 14 months ago, while

it was building. It is now completed,

the last tubful of concrete having been
poured on May 31, 1913, at noon, be-

who had read this and believed it until

he explained the facts. However, Dr.

Wiley has done so much good by his

faithful work against real fraud that we
cannot hold a grudge for this thought-

less statement, made some 30 years ago

as a joke. Old chestnuts keep reap-

pearing, the more is the pity.

The original canard appeared in the

'Popular Science Monthly" in June.

1881. Although both the American
Bee Journal and Gleanings have fre-

quently offered large sums of money
for proofs of the assertion made then,

that comb was manufactured commer-
cially and filled with glucose, people

who have no regard for truth have

continued to repeat the story.

Will Miss Tarbell take notice ?

There never has been such a thing as

manufactured comb filled with syrup

or anything else.

A Sudden Plow Its Kesults—Cost
or Wax

The article from G. M. Doolittle, on

page 199, is worthy of a recall to the

attention of the reading bee-keepers.

Mr. Doolittle explains that, in a sudden

heavy flow, the bees often find them-

selves short of room and are induced

to swarm, although with plenty of

empty space. Comb building does not

begin until the first heavy flow has

been digested by the young bees, who
are at that time the comb builders.

Hence, the advisability of having sec-

tions of built comb to store the first

sudden flow.

The worker, as it comes from the

field, finding no room for the contents

of its honey-sac, must remain loaded,

and therefore digest or begin the pro-

cess of wax production, at the expense

of the crop which is wasting in the

fields. We called the attention of the

bee-keeping public to this in our

pamphlet on extracted honey, pub-

lished in the '80's. We do not believe

that there is any doubt at present, in

the minds of the experienced apiarist,

that bees produce wax at will, at any

time when it is needed, but that they

are compelled to produce wax, by a

natural process of digestion, whenever

there is a flow which supplies them

with all the honey they can carry, and

they find no room to store it.

More or less credence is given, in

some of the European journals, to the

assertion that wax costs ne.xt to noth-

ing to the bees, and that it is proven

by the fact that a newly-harvested

swarm builds such a large quantity of

comb shortly after being hived. The
people who write this are overlooking

the fact that the bees of a swarm are

in most cases in the process of wax
producing. Many of them have already

consumed a large quantity of honey,

which has undergone the transforma-

tion, so that the weight of a swarm is

not a criterion of the quautityof honey

necessary to produce the wax. If we
could separate all the wax scales

already about to emerge from their ab-

dominal rings, we would be able to
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more accurately tell the actual cost of

the combs. To make a certain test, it

would be necessary to secure bees that

had empty stomachs, feed them and
hive them at once. This is the only

way in which we could approximately

ascertain the cost of wax.

The cheapness of wax production in

a time of abundance is only apparent

but not real. If it appears cheap to

the swarm, you maybe sure it has been

expensive to the mother colony. In

other words, the mother colony, pre-

vious to the departure of the swarm,
must have suffered for lack of room
long enough to compel all the bees to

stock themselves up so as to be loaded

with both honey and wax ready to

emerge. That is why, in times of

plenty, the swarm often leaves a piece

of built comb attached to the limb

upon which it has hung a few hours.

Do not let us deceive ourselves. At

best, wax costs the bees probably as

much feed as fat does in cattle or in

hogs.

Can Worker-Bees Mate ?

The May number of L'Apicoltore, in

its " Questionario," records the mating

of a worker-bee with a drone. Whether
this instance has been verified or not,

two or three cases of this kind are on

record. But they prove only that the

atrophied organs of reproduction of

the worker are more or less e.xistent.

Some persons doubt the existence of

drone-laying workers. We have seen

them by the dozen in hopelessly queen-

less hives. We saw them lay eggs un-

der our eyes. If the organs of repro-

duction of a worker should accidentally

be sufficiently developed to admit of

copulation, the imperfection of her

ovaries would render this monstrosity

worthless, except as a curiosity.

Bee-Keepers' Kevievv for Juue
The Review for June is at hand, and

we must congratulate friend Townsend,

the new editor. He makes a magazine

in every way as good as ever.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Bee-Laws of Idaho.—This is the title

of a small pamphlet sent to us by J. E.

Miller, of Homedale, Idaho, inspector

of the 7th district. The State Horti-

cultural Inspector is ex-officio bee-in-

spector. Deputy inspectors are ap-

pointed by him upon the petition of any

bee-association or of three bee-keepers,

in counties where it is deemed neces-

sary.

In this State, as in Texas and a num-
ber of other States, it is rendered com-

pulsory, upoji request of the bee-in-

spector, to transfer colonies of bees

from box-hives or immovable frame

hives to movable frames.

It is also made compulsory to have

bees examined when brought into the

State. The amount of expenditures on

bee-inspection is limited to $2,500.

Sooner or later we trust, so.iie uni-

versal law, applicable in every State in

the Union, will be passed on this mat-

ter. Meanwhile we are progressing in

the right direction.

explain foul brood; manner of divid

ing; shook swarm; best method of

finding the queen, and many other
questions.
An evening session will be held in a

room of the State Bank Building. Let

this be a good gathering of mutual in-

terest and benefit to all.

H. S. Dl'BY, -SVr.

G. T. Willis, Fres.

A New Inspector for Michigan.— We
understand that Mr. F. E. Millen, form-

erly of the Ontario Agricultural Col-

lege, has been appointed inspector of

apiaries for the State of Michigan.

With a man of his calibre as inspector,

Michigan should progress even more
than it did in the last few years.

Eastern Illinois Field Day Meet Tlie

second annual Field Day of the East-
ern Illinois bee-keepers, will be
held in St. Anne, Tuesday, July 8. All
bee-keepers are cordially invited. In
the afternoon the meeting will be held
in my yard "among the bees," where
practical bee-men will demonstrate and

Tennessee Bee-Keeping According

to the annual report of the Tennessee

State Apiary Inspector, there are at

present 300,000 colonies of bees in that

State, a large proportion of which are

still kept in the old-fashioned "gums."

With an appropriation of only $1000,

Dr. Ward has done a great deal for

the betterment of bee-keeping. During

the season he gave a series of lectures,

throughout the State, illustrated by

slides, and dealing not only with brood

diseases, but also with betterment of

bee-keeping in other lines. The in-

spector estimates that the flora avaiW

able in Tennessee could produce a

revenue of $2,000,000 per annum, while

the annual output at present is but

$2.5,000. He urges a larger appropria-

tion in order that modern bee-keeping

may be taught systematically.

Comb Building.

Official Recognition of Apiculture.—
The bee-keepers of Europe seem to

have still more trouble than we of the

United States in getting recognition at

fairs and in educational ways. In the
" Abeille de I'Aisne " for May, and other

magazines, we read a letter addressed

to the French Minister of Agriculture,

by a noted apiarist, Mr. Alin Caillas,

asking that the bee-industry be not re-

warded at fairs with only "medal
diplomas," but real medals in gold,

silver or bronze, similar to those given

to o,:her agricultural branches. We
oflfer our congratulations to our broth-

ers across the .Atlantic, for this action.

Do the Dadants Keep Bees ?—An in-

quisitive bee-keeper lately wrote us

that he knows we publish a bee-journal,

and that some of the family manufac-

ture comb foundation and handle bee-

goods, but he wonders whether we
keep as many bees as when the great-

grandfather lived.

We have 7 apiaries, with over 500

colonies, over 450 spring count. We
have !'00 large Dadant supers being

filled with white clover honev, and 100
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more being put on (June 20). The
first extracted honey of the season—

4

barrels—was taken off June 18. The
work is not clone by proxy, some of the

family look after it, with help of

course.

Mr. C. P. Dadant, the senior, and his

wife, are on their way to Europe, and

will land long before this magazine
reaches all its readers. Their only re-

gret is to leave so much work for the

rest of the family to do. But to see the

bees of Switze'-land and Italy one must
be there at the proper season.

After August, we will publish letters

from him regularly.

Smoking Bees When Cellaring. — A
man by the name of E. S. Miles advo-

cated smoking bees to quiet them when
putting them in the cellar. In the

American Bee Journal for May, I tried

to show him the error of his ways. In-

stead of being quieted down as a re-

spectable colony of bees should be

when properly smoked, he comes back

at me in the following fashion :

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.^

Dear Friend

:

— I have just read your
comment on "Smoke in Bee-Cellars,"
in the American Bee Journal for May.
I was expecting some novice to get
scared about smoke so used, but hardly,
expected a half century veteran to do
so; I suppose because I am myself so
confident of good results.

" If, however, Mr. Miles has some
/•roo/' for his belief." Well! well! do
you work out any process or manipu-
lation until you feel absolutely sure
you are right, and then try to add

farther proof ? Why, bless your heart,
I wintered bees for years before I ever
thought of smoke in that connection,
and had perfect success too, yet I grad-
ually found that I could .s-«rr time in
cellaring by using smoke, and I went
slowly until I ktiexv no injury resulted.
What you say about over-much smoke
in summer sounds plausible, and I do
not doubt it, but I do not find any
thing of the kind in cellaring.

A great many colonies will go into
the cellar without smoke quietly
enough, but occasionally a colony, a
strong hybrid one for instance, gets on
its "fighting clothes," and the odor or
sound, or something, has a tendency to
arouse up others, besides the annoy-
ance and sometimes loss of bees com-
ing out. So I like smoke, and since it

does no harm, I use it on all.

I have three covers, and I reallythink
I have the wintering problem solved.
If there were any damage in the smoke
I feel certain I would have observed it.

Try some on 2 or 3 colonies next win-
ter; that is, set them near the cellar,

and smoke them just enough to keep
them from offering offense, and do it

every few minutes while you carry the
others in. See then whether you can
detect any damage to those the next
spring. I said not to smoke enough to

run them off the combs, but enough to

keep them from coming out.

I must disagree with some as to

smoke in spring. I don't use it then.
I tried it on one cellar this spring, but
it aroused the bees so much that I

closed that cave and went to another,
and set tiO or 70 colonies from it with-
out a bit of trouble ; then later when
the first cave had quieted down we
finished that without smoke, and they
were perfectly quiet. I have a smoker
handy outside, so in case I accidentally
jar a hive, I use a little smoke until I

get to the stand.

So, Doctor, my only frooi' is like
'the proof of the pudding;" some say,
'chewing the string," wintering a large
number of colonies for 8 or 10 years
-without smoke, then using it more or
less for 8 or 10 years, and if there is a
darnage it is too slight for my obser-
vation.

We are having lots of rain, and have
an immense stand of white clover.

E. S. Miles.

The fact that Mr. Miles has practised

smoking his bees for a number of

years and has seen no harm from it is

hardly proof that no harm occurred.
He says to try 2 or 3 colonies, smok-
ing them a number of times when
taking bees in, and see whether any
harm can be detected the ne.xt spring.

Now if he had said he had done that

thing and could see no harm, there

would be some proof in it. And if I

should try it, and found those colonies

the only dead ones the following

spring, he might consider it some
proof that smoke was not the most
wholesome thing for bees when being

cellared. It so happened that last fall,

when the men were carrying the bees

in cellar, the bottom-board of No. 75

was not fastened on, except by bee-

glue, and dropped off. The hive was
set down in the most gentle manner,

and I had to use quite a bit of smoke
in stapling on the bottom-board. I

did not note No. 75 at the time of tak-

ing out of cellar (I didn't have this dis-

cussion in mind at that time), but upon
looking at my record-book I find that

No. 75, at time of first overhauling,

was a good, strong colony. I hardly

see any good way of crawling out of

this affair, unless I say that this was

not a clear case of smoking, but had

the hammering added, and that the

hammering neutralized the smoking.

Mr. Editor, let me whisper in your

ear that I may try smoking a few next

time, but please don't say anything to

that man Miles about it. I hate to

have people crowing over me. c. c. M.

A " Bee Gu.vi."

False Statements Concerning Comb
Honey. — The mention made in this

number of the American Bee Journal

of misstatements concerning the purity

of comb honey led us to look up some
former misrepresentations on this sub-

ject. In the Record-Herald, of Chicago,

of March 1.5, 1908, Marion Harland

spoke of honey-comb "'made by the

bees themselves instead of the artificial

combs of paraffine now manufactured."

To this statement we sent a polite but

firm protest, explaining that the bees

will not accept combs made of paraf-

fine, and that all comb honey on the

market is pure. This was very courte-

"^usly noticed with a correction in the
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number for March 22 of the same year.

This goes to show that writers do
not purposely misrepresent, but that

they are prone to accept the statements

of other equally uninformed writers

for publication. When you read mis-

statements about bees, by all means
insist on tlieir being corrected. If you
go at it right, you will obtain redress.

Texas Inspection Law.—The inspec-

tion in Texas is in charge of the State

Entomologist. His employing of as-

sistants and deputies for this work is

subiect to the approval of the Board of

Directors of the Texas Agricultural

Experiment Station. He has power to

make such rules as he deems necessary
and to prevent the importation into

the State of any bees, honey, etc., cap-
able of transmitting disease. Such
goods must be accomppnied by a cer-

tificate of inspection from the Inspec-
tor or Entomologist of the State
whence they come. Are excepted from
this regulation shipments of live bees
in cages when without combs or honey.
Quarantines may be established on

bees from any infected districts.

Queen bees must not be sold or offered
for sale unless accompanied with a
copy of a certificate, showing that the
apiary has been inspected within the
twelve months, and was found free of
disease.

Power is given the Inspector to com-
pel the transfer of bees from immov-
able comb hives to movable frames.
(This regulation, which looked at first

tyrannical, is becoming popular the
world over.)

Fines of from $2.'') to $200 are im-
posed upon violators of the law.

Copies of the law may be obtained
by addressing the State Entomologist
W. H. Newell, College Station, Tex.
The above is only a very much abridged
synopsis.

*•

Co-operative Selling.—The Zurich Bee-
Keepers' Association has for 20 years
past been selling its honey to the Zu-
rich Co-operative Consumption Asso-
ciation. The sales which were at first
of y.SOO pounds ( leOO kilos), reached last
season the amount of 18,-500 pounds
value at 17,000 francs.—.Szt'/s.s lUilletin.

" Bee-Keeping In Iowa."—That's the

title of Extension Bulletin No. U, is-

sued by the Iowa Agricultural College.

Frank C. PeDett, State Inspector, wrote
it, and he did a good job. It is a solid

bulletin, conservative in tone, and will

do good.

Mr. Pellett frankly says he uses 8-

frame hives, but would use 10-frame if

he were starting over again. He cor-

rectly advises the beginner to start in

The Gum Torn .Apart.

*

rt*i4A^ii ^ "''"'" "^^
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a large box that has a board off near

the ground. This gives the bees such

a decidedly different impression in

leaving the hive that there is little

trouble from their returning to the old

stand."

No doubt any Iowa bee-keeper can

obtain the bulletin free by addressing

Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa.

Death from Bee-Sting Scientifically
Explained. — While gathering mush-
rooms at Kirdford, Sussex, lingland,
where he was spending his vacation,
William Mortimer Rhind was stung on
the forehead by a bee, and in half an
hour he was dead.
The medical verdict is that death was

the result of a shock, Mr. Rhind, ever
since he was a lad, having had an ab-
normal dread of bees. He was severely
stung by one whcm at school.
A well-known physician, and an au-

thority on nerve troubles, says the ver-
dict was most probably correct.

" To men and women of a highly sen-
sitive temperament, and with a pre-
disposition to fear certain specific dan-
gers," he said, "the effect of shock is

often attended by serious and, in some
cases, fatal consequences. Some lose
their reason, and I have known women
under certain conditions to give birth
to children who bore on their bodies
marks of the very thing that produced
the shock.

"As in the case of the unfortunate
man who died from the shock caused
by the sting of a bee—for which he
felt a strong aversion— I know of one
of the most distinguished generals in
his Majesty's army—a household word,
in fact—who hates cats, and trembles
when one springs on iiis knee. Others
cannot endure the sight of blood, and
it is an established fact that soldiers
have been literally frightened to death
by their first vision of the carnage of
battle.

" Then the sting of a bee is pecu-
liarly penetratingand irritating. From
slender, horny barbs poison is dis-
charged which is said to be composed
of mischievous and pungent acids.

"The sting itself consists of a sharp-
pointed tubular instrument, and I can
easily understand that when it sud-
denly pierced the man's forehead the
effect on a weak heart would be col-
lapse."

—

l-.xchange.

Iowa State Fair Premiums for 1913.

—Incorrect information has been

going the rounds of the Iowa press

concerning the premiums to bees and
bee-products at the coming State Fair.

Class No. 110, which represents this

industry, offers $411 in premiums; 66

prizes are offered on 22 different en-

tries. Twenty dollars is given as first

premium for best display of comb
honey, not less than 300 pounds. The

same amount is offered for best 100

pounds of extracted honey. The larg-

est and most attractive exhibit in this

department is given $25 as first pre-
mium

; second, $15; third, $10.

A . well prepared exhibitor could
easily carry away $150 if he took the
greater proportion of the first prizes.

It is worth trying for.

An Aged Bee-Keeper.^" Judging from
the great number of bee-keepers who,
like Dzierzon, Langstroth and Chas.
Dadant, have lived to an advanced age,
one may believe that the practice of
bee-culture prolongs life. We now
hear from Sailly- La-Bourse, in Artois,
of a bee-keeper 102 years old. Father
Saileux, they say, still occupies himself
with his hecs."—/'.lftcollore for June.

Honey Imitations.—In the " Abeille

de I'Aisne " already mentioned, we read

a protest against the French law, which
permits manufacturers of syrups and
sweets to offer mixtures containing

only a small proportion of honey under
the name of " miels de fantaisie " (fancy

honeys). They say, and they are right,

that nothing should go under the name
of honey which is not a substance pro-

duced by honey-bees through thetrans-

' I Extended a Friendly Hand and They Reciprocated Cordially.'
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formation of sweet juices gathered

upon plants and stored in their combs."

The Burbank Society.—A great honor
has come to me. 1 have been notified

that I'm eligible to become a menjber
of the Burbank Society, which admits
of only choice specimens of humanity
like myself. And it costs only $150.

Could one of you kindly loan me $160 ?

L.\TER.—I've just learned that a man
as common as A. I. Root is allowed to

be a member. Also that, instead of

$150, it costs $151—a dollar more than
I can afford. I think I'll not "jine,"

—

Dr. Miller, in Glcaninffs.

The Dadants have also been offered

that unusual honor. Reads just like a

fake. Wonder whether Luther Burbank
himself knows what is being done un-

der cover of his reputation. His name
is used, and the solicitations come
from his home town, Santa Rosa, Calif.

Colorado Inspection Law.—The Api-
ary Inspection law, passed by the Col-
orado Legislature, will take effect

about Aug. 1, 10i:i The new law pro-
vides for the appointment of county
inspectors by the county commission-
ers upon petition of 15 bee-keeoers.
The appointee is then examined by the
State Entomologist, and if he proves

competent, is issued a license as apiary
inspector. All bee-keepers should in-

terest themselves in the provisions of

this law.
Write to Wesley Foster, State Ap-

iary Inspector, Boulder, Colo., for full

particulars and suggestions on the
manner of carrying out the inspection
under the new law.

The law prohibits the spraying of
fruit-trees while in bloom, with any
spray injurious to bees.

The inspector is empowered to order
the transfer of bees from box-hives or
hives with immovable combs.

It is hoped the bee-keepers will se-

cure every aid possible from the opera-
tion of this law.
By getting your inspector appointed,

examined, and a license issued to him,
he can begin work this season and get
considerable done before fall.

Wesley Foster.
State Apiary Insfector.

BEE-t^EPiNG ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Some Uses of Honey

The following two recipes were
taken from the Chicago Record-
Herald :

P.\risian Paste.— If soap irritates

your skin, try this dainty paste—some
women prefer it to soap: White soap,
powdered, 20 grams; honey, 25 grams ;

gum benzoin, 5 grams; spermaceti, 5

grams ; stora.x, 5 grams. Seat the in-

gredients in a china bowl until they
form a paste, then dry by slow heating.
This is delightfully cleansing.

Hair Brightexer.—Steep equal part'
of honey and rhubarb stalks in three
parts of white wine. Let the mixture
stand for a day and a night, then strain

it carefully and use.

It is not difficult to apply. Simply
wet the hair and scalp with the lotion,

massage for a moment, then leave it

to dry in. This lotion generally bright-
ens light-colored hair effectively.

Honey Blaxc M.\nge.—Half a cupful
of honey, four heaping tablespoonfuls
of cornstarch, a quarter of a cupful of

r
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cold milk, two cupfuls of boiling milk
and a pinch of salt. Moisten the corn-
starch with the cold milk, then add the
boiling milk and stir until it boils for
eight minutes, then add the salt and the
honey. Divide into small wet molds
to cool. Turn out, sprinkle a few
chopped nuts over the top and serve
with cream.

—

/.•r(fii-s' Home Jourval.

There Was a Reason
She drank tlie frafirancc of the rose.
That she held closely to her nose.

Away she cast it; so would you;
She found a bee was drinking, too.

—Exchattse.
•*-•-*•

Newspaper Plan of Uniting Modified

The newspaper plan of uniting bees,

which originated "in this locality," has
come into pretty general use. It is

safe and easy. But if the number of
bees in each story be so small that one
story would contain both lots, it would
be a great advantage if there were
some plan by which they could be
safely united in the one story, thus
making them warmer, and saving the
trouble of changing into a single story
later on.

It sometimes happens that you have
a weak colony in the spring that you
wish to strengtlien, or two colonies
that you wish to unite, that you can get
into one story. Suppose a colony in

the spring has only two frames of

brood. It has a good queen and you
want to strengthen it, and would like

to give it four frames of brood with
adhering bees, making it into a fairly
strong colony at once. You may fear
such a strong force of strange bees,
with so few of her own, might endan-
ger the queen's life.

We have hit upon a plan by which
you can give such a weakling as many
frames of brood with adhering bees as
you can get into one story without en-
dangering the queen. Sounds like a
fairy story. We have never had
a queen hurt by it yet. It is merely a

modification of the newspaper plan.
Go to your colony with only two or

three frames of brood, and remove all

combs but those containing the brood.
Put two or three frames of brood with
adhering bees and queen at one side of
the hive. Take a good sized sheet of

newspaper, cover it over the top, down
the side of the frame, and along the
bottom of the hive. That shuts the
brood, bees and queen of the colony
into a compartment by themselves, and
leaves a larger compartment entirely
separated by the paper. Into this put
as many frames of brood with adher-
ing bees as you like, or until the hive
is full, being careful not to break
through the paper. Close up the hive,
and the next time you open it, whether
it be in two days or two weeks, they
will have gnawed the paper away, and
become a peaceful and united family.

E\R Western W) Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley Foster, Boulder. Colo.

Have You Noticed It?

One of our locations has the irri-

gated area on one side and dry land
on the other. Over the irrigated area
the dandelion bloomed very profusely
in May. The dry land had an abun-
dance of other bloom, but the bees
would not touch it while the dande-
lions were furnishing nectar. It seemed
to take the bees several days to find

out that there was nectar to be gather-
ed on the other side. At least there
was a lull of several days between the
time the bees quit securing nectar from
the dandelions and the nectar from the
dry-land flora began showing in the

hives.
^ • »-

Bee-Keeping Advancing

Some of us have been experimenting
with the vain iiope that some day we
might see the development of a bee
that can carry a thimbleful of honey at

a load, or perhaps a flower that will

well-nigh drown the bees in the abun-
dant nectar secreted. But the pros-
perity of the industry does not wait for
this hope to be realized. The improve-
ment of the tools of the bee-keeper
seems to indicate the growth of the in-

dustry; the steam-heated uncapping
knife, the capping melter, and improved
extractors. .'Xnd now it seems quite

probable that Mr. Ferguson will soon
be able to furnish us with a practical
uncapping machine.
The automobile is going to make

possible the operation of fully twice
the number of out-apiaries for the
alert bee-keeper. I believe that within
a few years it will prove as valuable for
the bee-keeper's use as the honey ex-
tractor. Once the bee-keeper with 200

colonies or more tries a machine he
will no longer do without.

Another factor is the improvement in
our distributive system. The Ameri-
can people have awakened to the fact
that expensive distribution is one of
the causes of the high cost of living,
and means are being found, and will be
developed, for delivering produce to
the consumer at a very small percent-
age of the value.

One of the main desiderata of speci-
alization in the West is for the bee-
keepers to co-operate in buying sup-
plies and in selling honey. The bee-
keeper who spends half his year in
disposing of his crop cannot succeed
as well as the one who sells his crop in
a lump. I believe this is one of the
reasons why the western States have
more specialists than some of the east-
ern and central States.

Side-Lights on the Alexander Plan of

Increase

We have made somewhere over 100
colonies increase during May by the
Alexander plan. It has not been an
entire success, but the failures, where
there have been failures, have been
caused by seasonal conditions. We
have been trying to rear our own
queens, and the weather has been so
cool, especially the nights, that we
have not been able to get many. We
have had several cases where the
queen, of this year's rearing, went back
and forth through the excluder, but
not enough bees went above with her
so that she could do as well at egg
laying as the queens which were placed
below the excluder with the brood
above.

Only a small proportion of the colo-
nies, where the brood was above, built
cells, so that some of those had to be
given young larvie a week or ten days
after the brood had been placed above
the excluder. With a few that did not
build queen-cells, and we had no cells

to give them, we set off the e.xcluder
and gave a comb of young larvs. In-
stead of placing these set off hives en-
tirely on a new stand, we removed the
lower hive a half width over and set

the top hive on a bottom-board beside

The Bees Busy Themselves on the Hawthorne, Thimbleberry and Chokb Cherry
OF THE Foothills.
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the first, in order to catch part of the

working force in our new colony.
We have been able to prevent some

swarming by taking out two frames of

brood and replacing with drawn combs
or full sheets, giving these frames of

brood to colonies that have been
shaken for foul brood ten days pre-

viously. A colony treated for foul

breed needs encouragement as soon as

it is safe to give assistance, and this is

why we did it.

* • »

It Should Not Be

One of the most disheartening things

to a bee-keeper is to go through the

country and see here and there empty
hives piled up ; the most populous api-

aries entirely wiped out with foul

brood, poor seasons, or poor winter-

ing. I have known of several very nice
outfits of bee-keepers' supplies sold for

a song. In several instances as much
as half a carload of nice goods, little

used, sold at $20 to $.50. While the bee-
keeper who buys these outfits makes
the profit, this does not do credit to

the industry, and it is a condition that

need not be. There are a number of

localities in Colorado where outfits of

this kind can be picked up very cheaply,
although there are not so many now as
two or three years ago. In some other
places in the West bees and bee-sup-
plies are needed, and command fair

figures. If the bee-men who dispose
of their supplies at ridiculously low
ligures, would read the bee journals,
they would realize that they could
easily find a buyer for such supplies as

thev cannot use.

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels. Tex.

Making Rapid Increase

Ordinarily, bees increase fast enough
by natural swarming, even within the
limit of one good swarm to each col-

ony inclined to swarm, as there are
always some colonies that do not
swarm. The desire of the experienced
bee-keeper is to prevent swarming,
rather than to allow the bees to in-

crease this way. If increase is desired,

it is made artificially, by dividing
strong colonies, at a time, usually after

the honey-flows are over, when this

will not interfere with honey storing.

Increase should be made slowly, and it

is not wise to more than double the
number of colonies in a season. The
stronger in bees each division is, the
better they will progress.
The most common method is that of

forming small colonies or nuclei, by
taking two or more combs of hatching
brood, honey and adhering bees, and
putting these in a new hive on a new
stand. A ripe queen-cell should be
given, or, better, a laying queen, as it

is not advisable to permit any but very
strong colonies to rear queens. Be-
sides, the nuclei will progress more
rapidly if no time is lost waiting for a

new queen to be reared.

A few bees shaken from three or
four combs from a strong colony and
placed in a hive supplied with two or
three combs of hatching brood and
honey, and provided with a queen or
ripe queen-cell, will build up to a

strong colony, if properly cared for.

They should be helped from time to

time by adding, to each a comb of
hatching brood and honey, or by feed-
ing them, if necessary. Properly han-
dled, such nuclei will not only be
strong enough for the winter, but may
gather some honey before the season
is over.
When conditions are favorable and

there is ample time in which the colo-
nies may be built up for the honey har-
vest, all strong colonies may be divided
equally, and two colonies made of
each one. One-half the combs, bees

and brood are placed in a new hive.

The remaining space is filled with
frames containing full sheets of foun-
dation. The old hive, with half the

combs, bees and queen, is then moved
to a new place in the apiary. The new
hive is set on the old stand and the
bees may rear a queen, or better, have
one supplied to save loss of time.

One of the best forms of increase is

secured by shaking or " swarming

"

the bees artificially. In this way the
number of strong colonies can be
easily doubled. If only one-third in-

crease in number is desired, most of

the bees from two colonies standing
close together may be shaken in front
of a new hive, placed about midway be-

tween the two, and the old colonies
removed to new stands.

Bees may be rapidly increased by
dividing a strong colony into a num-
ber of nuclei. This is accomplished
by putting one comb of brood, honey
and bees together with a comb taken
from some other colony, in each of as

many hives as there are such combs to

supply them with. If possible, a caged
laying queen should be given to each
division, except the one having the
queen of the original colony. Other-
wise ripe queen-cells should be given.

If such colonies are deprived of their

queen a few days previous to the divi-

sion, better results will be obtained, as

queenless bees will remain, when
placed on a new stand, much better.

One of the best methods for securing
these results, and at the same time ex-
cellent queen-cells for rapid increase,
is to collect eight of the best combs of

hatching brood from a number of

strong colonies and place them in a lil-

frame hive, so that the space will be
left in the center of the hive for an-
other comb. This comb is supplied
from one of the best colonies in the
yard, from which queens are to be
reared. It is previously prepared by
placing it in the hive three days before
the increase is to be made, so that it

will be well supplied with eggs just

ready to hatch, and of the right age,

when placed in a queen-cell building
colony.
The hive thus prepared is placed on

a stand of a very strong colony, which
latter is removed to a new stand.

About a quart of bees from the strong
colony is shaken in front of the new
hive, care being taken not to shake
the queen with them. These and the
field bees will make a powerful colony
to take care of the brood, and thus
supplied with hatching bees, the nu-
cleus is in the best condition for the
building of a large number of queen- 1
cells, in which the larvae are supplied I
with an abundance of royal jelly, pro-
duced in large quantity by the young
nurse-bees. This method is one of the
best for producing large and valuable
queens.

Just before the queen-cells are ripe,

or ready to hatch, or about ten days
from the time the colony was made, as

many hives are prepared as there are
combs containing honey and brood,
and the entire colony is divided into
nine nuclei, as already described. One _

of the best queen-cells, carefully cut
from the comb containing them, is ?
placed on the side of each brood comb,
in each nucleus, by pressing a hollow
place with the finger and laying the ±
queen-cell so that its lower end will I
hang downward, or in the natural
position, and a bent wire staple is

stuck over the cell and through the
comb on either side of it to hold it in

position. The two combs are then
pushed together as closely as possible, 1
and the nuclei carefully carried to the ^
stands they are to occupy. Care should
be taken to have about an equal share
of bees in each of the nuclei, and
nearly all the bees from the one re-

maining on the old stand may be placed
in the nuclei to be taken away, as the
bees that return will still leave the
strongest nucleus on the old stand.

The entrance to each nucleus hive
should be tightly filled with green
grass or weeds to prevent many of the
old bees returning to the former loca-
tion, and at the same time to prevent
robber-bees from destroying the nu-
cleus.

Another excellent way, especially

when shallow supers are used in addi-
tion to the brood-nest so brood may
be reared above, is to slip a queen-ex-
cluder between the super and the
brood-nest of each strong colony that

has a sufficient amount of brood in

the super, taking care that the queen
is below. About ten days later, when
all the brood is sealed, these supers are
lifted off and carried to the new loca-

tion in the apiary, where a bottom-
board, to receive them, has already
been placed on a stand. The entrances
are then immediately closed, with green
grass or weeds, to prevent the bees
from returning to the old hive. .\t the
same operation a ripe queen-cell, or,

better, a caged laying queen is given to

each of these nuclei, and they build up
into prosperous colonies.

The secret of the method is in ex-
cluding the queen from the super so
that there is mostly hatching brood
and no young larvae to starve when the
supers are removed. In this way,
much increase can be made from time
to time throughout the season, with-
out materially depriving the old colony
of its strength for storing honey.
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Bee-Keeping In Dixie-^

conveniences, the bee-keeper is fully

convinced. Right here lies the great-
est field of work for our promoters.

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

Honey Marknt and Prices

There lias been a great crop of honey
produced, but most bee-keepers are
not in touch with the market. We have
no great honey market or honey deal-

ers in the South, consequently we have
to ship to northern markets or try to

develop our own, which is by far the
best thing to do. Any first-class gro-
cery store will take honey, if it is prop-
erly packed. Much can be sold in this

way, if the grocers be allowed time to

dispose of it. If this cannot be done,
wholesale grocers will take it and place
samples in the hands of traveling men,
with the command to push it, but as
these men are jobbers, we have to make
them jobber's prices. The most of
them represent reliable firms, and but
little loss will occur. In the long run,
this is the way to dispose of a crop.
Any of our cracker factories will

take an off grade of extracted honey at

5 and 6 cents per pound. Jobbers us-

ually pay from 7 to 8 cents per pound
for extracted honey, plus the price of

the cans or jars. Comb and chunk
honey sell for !) and 10 cents per pound,
and the wholesale trade from 1 to 2

cents per pound more.

The Caucasian Bees Highly Praised

"Mr. Wilder:— I have tried many
different races of bees, and lam not
yet suited, but I have one colony of
Caucasians that come the nearest to

my ideal. They have many good
points. The queen keeps so much
brood in the hive all the time, and yet
the bees are not inclined to swarm."

Spencerville, Md. H. V. Black.

"Mr. Wilder:—I bought some Cau-
casian queens about 3 years ago. I do
not think, they were pure stock, but
mixed badly with Italians. They were
always crowded with brood and honey,
but that was not the case with the Ital-

ians." Jlian M. Curnow.
Palmer Soriano, Oriente, Cuba.

The Caucasians are praised by those
who have tried them. Many bee-keep-
ers are adopting them in preference to

other races. There are several vital

points in their favor. I adopted them,
and have more than 1000 colonies. My
bee-business was once at a critical

point, so far as stock was concerned,
and I would have had to "call a halt"
had I not had Caucasians. Their good
traits made it possible for me to con-
tinue spreading my business, and do
so at a profit.

Modern Hives Best

"Mr. Wilder:— I have until recently
been an "old timer" in bee-keeping,
but I find the modern movable-frame
hives the proper kind, and I am getting
cranky over my little 'pets.'"

Lawrenceville, Ga. J. A. Smith.

Crude hives with no conveniences

are still prevalent in the South, simply
because those who have them do not
believe it would pay to use anything
else. This is a great mistake our
f. lends are making. When once in-

duced to investa fewdollarsin modern

Apiary Work

There is very necessary apiary work
to do at this time of the year. The
spring honey crop is over in most sec-

tions, and all the surplus honey should
be removed as early as possible and
marketed. The bees should be made
ready for the next honey-How, which
will be on in about 30 days.

By closely examining the brood-nest

Bees hived in trees are setting more scarce every season. J. S. Turner, of Lima. N Y.,

secured tins " beeeum from a broken basswood tree-top. 2 miles from home. The
log was sawed off and hauled home, after nailing a board on each end. The bees oc-

cupy a space lo inches in diameter by 42 inches in height. It is the strongest colony in

his yard.
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of eacli colony in the apiary at this

time, yon can nearly tell what the bees
will do with the approaching honey-
flow, and what colonies will do the
best, by the amount of bees and brood.
A large well-filled brood-nest now

means a good harvest, but a nest with
a small amount of brood scattered in it

and not a great army of workers will

mean a slim harvest. The queens in

such colonies had better be looked up
or their records e.xamined, and good
judgment used as to whether you
should keep them or supply such colo-
nies with young vigorous queens of

your own rearing or purchased from
some good breeder. A good queen at

this season of thi; year with some nec-
tar and plenty of pollen coming in, will

not allow her brood-nest to become
very much reduced even after a long
egg-laying period, hut a queen that is

laying scatteringly over her nest is

most apt to be on the decline.
Very often a good queen will almost

cease laying at the close of the first

honey-flow, but she will soon start

again as she did in the spring.

With these suggestions you can
easily tell about what you have in the
way of queens. At this season of the
year don't take too closely from your
bees, even if there is little coming in.

See that each brood-nest has the usual
amount of honey around it, and if it

has not, supply it. If short of honey
the colony may economize too much
and not rear enough young bees. With
plenty of stores present they would
rear a great amount of bees.

It is best to leave them a few un-
finished combs in the first super for
encouragement or as a starter. The
best bee-keeper I ever had the pleasure
to visit produced e.xtracted honey, and
during the season kept two or three
frames of honey in each super. I asked
him why he did this, and he stated that
if he removed it all at the close of the
first flow he would not get any more,
but if he left a little, he would always
get a little surplus during a long sea-
son, when there was not much nectar
for bees to find. All empty supers
should be cleaned and kept ready for
the next flow.

Conducted by J. L. BvEK. Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Conditions Not Very Favorable

In the June issue of the American
Bee Journal I mentioned the fact that
the season was abnormally early, and
that we feared a frost might come and
hurt the early fruit bloom. The frosts
came, not heavy enough to damage
the blossoms; but the last four weeks
the weather has been so cool that the
season is now no earlier than usual.
With no rain and cool weather, growth
has been slow, and the prospects for
clover are not so good as when I sent
the notes for June. Bees gathered just

enough in most localities to keep
brood-rearing going nicely, but the
cool nights caused the bees to crowd
the brood-nest, vvith the result that
there has been early swarming even
if practically no nectar has been com-
ing in.

During early willow and soft maple
bloom, the weather was very favorable,
and in localities where these trees
abound, the bees received a tremendous
impetus, and are much stronger than
where there are practically none of
these trees. In two of my apiaries we
have very little early spring feed, and
in both of these yards the bees are be-
hind all the others.

I am not satisfied with the plan, and
would gladly do differently if I had
some simple plan of requeening and
being sure that most of the young
queens would be all right. Of course
some will say. " Rear your own queens."
This is good advice, yet I do not find

the time for this work when the re-

queening should be done. I would
gladly buy all my queens—indeed. I

have been doing it for a few years, but
for some reason that I cannot under-
stand, such a small percentage of these
queens last over six months, that I am
discouraged.

Whether it is because I have bought
more, lately, and pay more attention
to these losses than 1 did formerly is a

question, but I think that a higher per-
centage are superseded than was form-

erly the case. It is discouraging to go
to the trouble of hunting out a lot of
queens in August, have others intro-
duced safely and wintered well, and
find 75 percent playing out between
April 1 and June 1, the colonies with
these queens being a total loss so far
as surplus for the season is concerned.
This is my experience just at present.
While I cannot understand the matter
at all, it convinces me that there is

something to learn yet in rearing
queens in a commercial way.
The claim of the queen-breeders is

that the mails injure the queens. As
to that I cannot say, but this I do
know, that a large consignment of
queens in nuclei were shipped out by
one of our best known breeders, and
in less than a year every queen was
superseded. This does not happen
with queens reared naturally in our
own yards, and I believed that, in the
methods used by queen-breeders,
something is yet lacking to bring these
methods to perfection. I would be
willing to give a premium above regu-
lar prices if assured that the queens
would average, say T.j percent of them,
at least 18 months of good service
after date of shipping.

We hear much these days about im-
proving the honey-bee, and one point
rarely touched upon is the need of a

strain that will supersede their queens
in such a way that the colony will not
be weakened at the time this process is

going on. At each yard I have no-
ticed some colonies that rarely swarm
and yet always attend to this, no mat-
ter at what time in the summer, in such
a way that the crop is not affected. The
majority of colonies hold an old queen
until she is about played out. and the
colony is so weak that they are no
good for the rest of the season. Others
will supersede before the queen is so
far played out, and (June 9) I have just

found two such colonies, the old queen
still on the combs and the young queen
starting to lay, the colony so populous
that they are in the super even with no
honey coming. Another matter worth
noticing is that supersfdure, under
conditions like these, nearly always re-

sults in a splendid queen, while I gen-
erally get a poor queen when super-
sedure is delayed until the queen is

entirely played out and the colony
weak.

Contributed Articles^

Superseding

On page 2ui; of the June issue, I note
that Dr. Miller allows his bees to do
their own superseding, and while there
is a certain amount of comfort as ex-
pressed in the old saying, that "misery
loves company," in le.irning that so
well known a bee-keeper as Dr. Miller
docs as I have been doing in this mat-
ter, nevertheless I frankly confess that

What I Know of Bee-Smokers

BY G I. GRF.INKK.

AMONG the list of apiary tools the
bee-smoker is unquestionably
one of the most needed by the
bee-keeper. I am not well enough
posted to give a correct history

of its development. I mean to tell only
what I /cnoic; and will confine myself
to the experience of recent years.

I used the cold-blast Clark smoker
many years ago; then the hinged-top

Cornell smokerwith itscrooked jointed
nozzle, and in later years the Root
smoker with its flexible hinge and one-
piece nozzle. These latter features are
an improvement, but they do not con-
vert the undesirable tool into one that

can be used with any kind of comfort.
Until about three or four years ago

the hinge-top smoker was a constant
source of annoyance to me, and I

would still have to be satisfied with it

if I had not come into the possession
of a so-called Telescope smoker. It

was an accident that brought its in-
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comparable superiority over all other
smokers to my knowledge.
Connecting the cover of a smoker

to the tire-barrel by a hinge is a mis-
take. The hinge produces a circling
motion, with its pin as the center, and
this necessitates a loose fitting cover-
rim or it cannot be opened, or when
open it cannot be closed. This loose-
ness of the rim causes a leaking of
smoke, for the smoke finds its e.xit at

this open joint of the cover as well as
the opening of the nozzle, where it is

desired. In a short time the passing
of smoke through this opening causes
creosote and soot to accumulate and
stick to both sides, cover-rim and fire-

barrel, until a tight fit is formed. Then
the trouble begins.
The operator is constantly compelled

to clean this joint. If the smoker is

used right along and kept hot, no great
trouble may be encountered, but if left

to cool in this condition notliins;

The Old-Fashioned Bellows.

short of a sledge-hammer will open it.

This is not exaggeration. I have had
to use a hammer to break the hardened
accumulations before I could move the
cover.

But this is not the worst feature of
the hinged top. What causes more
annoyance than the inconvenience just
described is the diagreeable soiling of
all our appliances, bees and sections
included, with the frequent droppings
of condensed smoke. This black, bad
smelling, sickening liquid is an abomi-
nation to the bee-keeper. When cot-
ton waste or burlap is used as fuel this
may not be so bad. I never have used
either, but when rotten wood is used it

is a most deplorable feature. I do not
stand alone on these points; it is the
general experience of all the bee-keep-
ers of my accjuaintance.
The smoker without hinge has these

objections in a less degree. The cover
can fit reasonably tight and still be
readily adjustable, but the handle which
might be a little more convenient than
the little wire-eye, must be over the
center of the cover to insure a more
parallel action of the latter to the fire-

barrel. This parallel motion is also
more effective as an automatic self-

cleaning medium than the circling mo-
tion of the hinged top.

A smoker that has none of these ob-
jectionable features is the Telescope

smoker. It is a pleasure to use it, even
the most fastidious person could not
ask for anything better. Its history is

as follows: Some six or seven years
ago one of our leading supply estab-
lishments sent me a sample specimen
of this smoker with the request to pass
my opinion as to its practical useful-
ness. After looking it over thoroughly
I pronounced it a failure, on the ground,
as I imagined, that the space between
the outer and inner barrel would clog
with creosote and soot, the same as
does the joint of the hinged-top smoker.
This, of course, would spoil its useful-
ness, the free action of the telescoping
feature is necessary to make this tool
of practical use. Being a little short-
sighted, like many others, I did not ex-
pect that it would ever be called into
service, and placed it in a remote cor-
ner on the shelf over my bench.

. About two years later, while in the
midst of my extracting campaign, it

happened that my hinged-top smoker
played out. There was no time to send
for another, I had to have one that
very minute, and the stow-away on the
shelf had to fill the bill. At first it did
not seem as handy as the old one, but I

used it the rest of thatday and the next
day, and the longer I used it the better
I liked it, and today I would have no
other.

After three seasons, a bee-keeping
friend who, I am proud to say, is one
of the best authorities on bee-keeping
and its appliances, called on me. While
strolling through the bee-yard he no-
ticed in surprise the perfect condition
of my smoker, and at once asked

:

" How long have you used that smoker?"
He was still more surprised when I

stated the number of years it had done
service. There was no sign of clog-

ging or sticking up. and the telescop-

ing worked as freely as it did the day
the smoker left the shop.
The reason why this smoker does

not clog like the hinged top is easily

explained. The only open joint where
smoke could escape, besides its regular
exit at the nozzle, is at the bottom
next to the grate, and the draft of the
bellows drives the smoke away from
there into the upper part, where no
outlet, except the regular nozzle, is

available. It is very different with the
other. When the smoke is forced
into the upper part it finds an easy exit,

not only at the nozzle, but all around
the loose joint of the cover, and wher-
ever smoke passes, its associates, such
as creosote, soot, ashes, etc , will be
deposited, consequently sticking up the
parts.

Filling and lighting this smoker is

another point in its favor ; its manage-
ment is handier and more according to
Nature. It is filled first and lit at the
top, which, when adjusted, places the
fire at the proper nlace, the draft-end
of the fire-barrel. But the other has to

be lit at the bottom first and then filled,

which causes frequently trouble by the
fire not properly catching, or, if it is

filled first and then lit, it places the fire

at the wrong end of the fuel to make
the draft effective.

Naturally the question will be asked
why this smoker, in spite of its supe-
riority, is not more generally used.
This, too, is easily explained. First, its

superior points have never been made

public; its existence is known to a
very few directly interested persons
only. Second, a new tool, that requires
different handling from the old ac-
customed one, no matter what its ad-
vantages may be, is always slowly ac-
cepted. Third, all our great inventions
have been laughed and sneered at be-
fore their benefits to mankind have
been understood ; it required repeated
demonstrations of tlieir importance
before the public recognized their value.

It was my intention to say a few
words in regard to the size of the
smoker; but as this article is already
quite lengthy, I will leave that for some
future time.

I am in no way interested in the
manufacture and sale of this smoker.
With the exception of a few minor im-
provements I am not the inventor, but
I am the first one who disdovered and
published its practical usefulness.
The accompanying drawing shows

the Telescope smoker; it is always
opened, filled and lit bottom-side up.

Mr. Greiner's Idea of the Best Smoker.

The hinged lid at the nozzle is to close
it. This stops draft and prevents un-
necessary consumption of fuel ; a very
desirable feature when used periodi-
cally only, and left burning between, as
is the case when extracting during a
honey-flow.
The foot under the fire-barrel is also

very useful ; it prevents burning the
paint of the hive-cover when left where
it is to be used next, and the enlarged
handle, as shown, is strictly necessary
for the practical manipulation of the
tool.

La Salle, N. Y.

Rendering Beeswax

BY FRANK F. FRANCE.

THE PROPER rendering of bees-
wax from old combs, cappings,
and the like, is of great impor-
tance to the up-to-date bee-keeper
if he desires to get quality wax

and the quality price. By all means
render your own wax. It is very dan-
gerous to ship old combs to be melted
up, in case of infection, unless care is

taken to ship in properly sealed boxes.
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Different companies advertise for tliis
trade, and if great care is taken, good
results can be secured, but I think the
price of the right kind of a wax press,
to the average bee-keeper, would pay
for itself in one season, if not in a sin-
gle melting. How can the bee-keeper
tell how much wax his apiary yields if
he does not render it himself ?
Beeswax is purely the product of the

honey-bee; a secretion formed in the
shape of disks on the underside of the
abdomen of the worker-bee. The bees
form these disks together into the cells
of the comb. Pure beeswax should be
a natural :c;,x. ye//o-u: It should not
contain (when properly rendered) pro-
polis, bee-bread of any kind. There-
fore, it is the purpose of this short
article to give an idea of how good wax
can be rendered by the average bee-
keeper.

ine first thing is to have proper
utensils. In the shop I have a large
stove, and on this I place a large cop-
per boiler, about :i'/i feet square. I

make sure, first, that the stove lids are
all on, so that the direct fire does not
come in contact with the boiler. I put
enough water in the boiler to fill it

two-thirds full. The remainder of the
space I fill with old combs and wax
particles. All old combs should be
well broken up to melt evenly with the
other wax. A boiler made of tin will
do just as good work as a copper one,
only the copper will last several of the
tin in course of time. By all means
never use a boiler or press having iron
in its construction where the wax
comes in contact with the iron, for you
will generally get dark wax.

I now build a fire in the stove and
heat the water hot enough to thor-
oughly melt the wax. Often stirring
is necessary to keep the wax melting,
and never allow the water and wax to
boil. In easel see the substance going
to boil, I add a little cold water. The
stirring will also allow dirt and other
substances to settle away from the wax.
As the combs melt I keep adding

more wax material, until the boiler is

fairly well filled with water and melted
mixture.
Now the wax is ready for the press.

I use the press shown in the first pho-
tograph (cut No. 1). In the press I

can place one thickness of cofifee sack-
ing, letting the center bag to the bot-
tom, with the sacking open and over
the sides. I take a large dipper and
skim off the wax from the boiler, and
pour it in the press on the sacking.
The hot wax will run through very fast,

as it will have some water with it. The
wax and water run out of the spout
into square honey cans made ready for

the purpose. After several dippersful
of the mixture there will probably be
some slumgum. The sacking is folded
over the hot stuff and pressed by means
of the screw. All this operation from
the boiler to pressing is done very
fast, as the wax will cool very quickly
if left in the sacking. To melt combs,
etc., for half a day or more, I keep an
other boiler ready with hot water. One
of the most important features of good

Fig. r.—Stove. Boiler. Differ. Press. Etc.

Fig. -0.\E With the Coku .\nd Strips of Wouli.
Half Removed.
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wa.x is to have it clean, and this can be
done if you have lots of water to pre-
cipitate the dirt from the wax as it is

melting.
The best receptacle I have yet found

to cool wax in is the second-hand
square honey can. With a pair of tin

shears I cut out the top of the can

;

then I lay the can down on its sides

and pound the rough edges smooth so
that the cake of wax will not catch
when taken out.

Before I put any melted wax into the
cans, I tie a stiff cord about half way
up around the outside. I place a strip

of wood about one inch wide between
the can and the cord on each side,

which will pressthe sides of the can in.

After waiting 24 hours for the wax to

cool, I remove the strip of wood and
string. The cake of wa.x will then be
smaller than the can, and can be re-

moved easily by inverting, as shown in

the second photograph (cut No. 2.)

One important thing to secure a good
solid cake of wax is to have it cool
slowly, and this can be done b> cover-
ing the cans with a board to keep in

as much heat as possible. If the cans
are not covered in this way the cakes
will be sunken on top and rounded on
the bottom.

Platteville, Wis.

Flowers from Which floney-

Bees Cannot Obtain Nectar

BY JOHK H. LOVELL.

NOT long ago there appeared in one
of our bee journals the state-

ment by a New England bee-
keeper that his bees had gath-
ered 10 or 12 pounds of honey

from corn, which provided them with

[30 ToUrrs FOR LEWIS BEEWARE
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a large part of their winter stores.

Though the name of the bee-keeper
was not given, I do not doubt his sin-

cerity. Others have also reported that

bees sometimes store honey from In-

dian corn. Corn is a grass, and all the
grasses are wind-pollinated (e.xcept a

few which are self- fertilized). It would
be of no advantage to them to produce
nectar. The " spindle " is composed of
staminate blossoms, which produce
pollen; while each kernel of corn is a

flower with a very long style (the silk).

There is not a trace of nectar in either
kind of flower; the stigmas, or that
part of the style which receives the
pollen, are more or less sticky or glu-

tinous, but this is a very different thing
from producing nectar. I do not be-
lieve that all the bees in New England
ever gathered an ounce of nectar from
cornflowers. Corn honey is a product
of the imagination. Honey-bees do,
however, collect pollen from the spin-
dles, as I have myself noticed, and it

may be that this habit has given rise to
the belief that they obtain nectar.

But drops of water, when the air is

humid as in the evening, do e.xude from
young leaves of corn. These drops
stand in rows, and as they are e.x-

creted under conditions similar to

those which are favorable for the pre-

cipitation of dew, may easily be mis-
taken for dew drops. Exudation of

water by the leaves of plants is by no
means restricted to Indian corn, but
occurs also in nasturtium, many tropi-

cal plants, and plants growing in moist
situations. It is of benefit because it

permits the surplus of water to escape,
when the air is so moist that it cannot
be removed in the normal way by
evaporation (transpiration).
The drops appear at the ends of the

veins and are forced out by the pres-

sure of the accumulated water within.

There are often pores in the leaves

suitable for this purpose. The liquid

is almost pure water, containing only
one percent of salts, so that it cannot
be used by bees as a substitute for

nectar. Perhaps bees in need of water
may sometimes suck up these drops,
but they are excreted only at special

times.

A somewhat similar myth is current
in the States on the Pacific Coast,
where a species of very abundant sedge
is believed to be the source of " tule

honey." The tules grow higher than a

man's head and form great marshes,
sometimes traversed by a maze of

water channels. A season or two ago
two young men in a small motor boat
became lost in one of these swamps in

Oregon, and did not escape until the

third day. They suffered greatly from
hunger, as they did not know that tule

roots are "good to eat." Finally they
abandoned their boat, and mashing
down the tules to prevent sinking into

the swamp, they crawled on their

hands and knees for nearly a mile to

the main land, which they finally

reached in a state of utter exhaustion.
In his work on the " Honey Plants

of California," M. C. Richter says,

"Honey-buyers often refer to honey

gathered along the Sacramento and
San Joaquin rivers as ' tule honey.'

'

But he expresses the belief that there
is no such honey. This is undoubtedly
correct, for all the species of the great
family of sedges are pollinated by the
wind, the flowers are nectarless, and
are visited only occasionally in the
case of some species for pollen.

Oak and hickory trees, and hazel-
nut bushes are also sometimes re-

ported as good honey plants; but the
flowers of all three are wind-pollinated
and produce no nectar. The leaves of
various species of oaks and hickories
are, however, sometimes covered with
honey-dew. The storing of this sweet
excretion of plant-lice might easily

give rise to the belief that the bees
were bringing in nectar.

While it is very evident that progres-
sive apiarists, as a whole, are studying
the honey-flora more carefully- than
ever before, there still remains many a

bee-keeper who never gives any atten-

tion to the honey-plants of his neigh-
borhood, and to whom the wild flowers

always remain strangers.

" Primroses bs' the river's brim
Dicotyledons are to him.
And thev are nothim; more."

He asserts, not incorrectly, that the
bees know more about the flowers than
he does, and so leaves the whole matter
to them. But if a great abundance of

nectar-bearing flowers, for example,
should come into bloom some 3 miles
from the apiary, would it not be worth
while to know whether the bees found
the flowers promptly, or whether they
found thtm at all. It would certainly

be desirable to prevent such an ovei-
sight. Too often, if there is only a

small surplus of honey, he does not
know whether the fault is with the bees
or with the honey-flora.
Then, again, there are some bee-

keepers who appear to look upon
flowers as created or evolved solely for

the benefit of bee-culture. They are

slow to realize that there are blossoms
which are nectarless, or which contain
nectar inaccessible to honey-bees. Ac-
cordingly we find, from time to time,

bird flowers, bumble-bee flowers, but-

terfly and moth flowers, pollen flowers,

and wind-pollinated flowers reported
as excellent honey plants. That a

flower should produce nectar plenti-

fully, but at the bottom of a tube so
long that honey-bees cannot reach it,

seems to them an evidence, as a Yan-
kee once remarked, that " Providence
was kind, but careless." Nature fash-

ioned the wild flowers before the human
race appeared upon the earth, and they
would not have been one wit different

today had the appearance of mankind
been deferred to some distant future.

There is a very general impression
that a large flower garden is an excel-

lent bee-pasture.
" I suppose," said one of my custo-

mers as he was leaving, "that your bees
get a .large part of their honey from
your flower garden."
"No," I replied, "a great many culti-

vated flowers are of no value to bee-

keepers."

"Why," said he, " I supposed that al

flowers yielded honey."

Close to my apiary is the largest
specimen of the bush honeysuckle
{/.oiineni lalaiica) that I have ever
seen. When in bloom it is literally a
small hillock of flowers. They are
bumble-bee flowers, and the bumble-
bees visit them in large numbers; but
honey-bees cannot reach the nectar
though they gather the pollen. This
hardy shrub is widely used in hedges
and on lawns.

Not far away is a vine of the climb-
ing honeysuckle {Loniccra pericly-

meinim). The flowers are hawk-moth
flowers, and expand at nightfall, when
they exhale a most pleasing fragrance.
The first evening the corolla is white,
and the stamens stand directly before
the entrance to the flower; on the sec-

ond evening the color changes to yel-

low, the stamens bend downward out
of the way, and the stigma moves up-
ward before the entrance—this is an
arrangement to prevent self-fertiliza-

tion. The hawk-moths come in num-
bers, and as they poise before the flow-
ers might easily be mistaken for hum-
ming birds. I once saw a leaf-cutting

bee trying to reach the nectar, but it

soon desisted, as its efforts were useless.

As you enter my garden there are
two large clumps of Sweet William
{Oianlhiis harbaltis) : they are butter-
fly flowers. The brilliant variegated
corollas, and the sweet fragrance, are
familiar to you all. The calyx tube is

a little over half an inch in length, too
long for the tongue of the honey-bee.
But I have seen honey-bees visit clus-

ter after cluster of flowers; one of

them thrust its tongue down the tube,

probed between the petals, and even
looked under the corolla, but it could
not obtain the nectar. Subsequently
the bees remembered their futile visits,

and did not often return.

The bee larkspur (Delphinium claluni),

the columbine i^Aqitilcgia znilgaris), and
the monkshood {Aconitum napelhts) are
all bumble-bee flowers, and of no use
to the apiarist. I have seen a honey-
bee push its tongue into the spur of the
bee larkspur 3s far as possible, but the

nectar was quite beyond its reach. A
couple of blue petals had fallen on
green foliage leaves, and a honey-bee
was seen to inspect each of them, show-
ing that it perceived color. Nectar is

very abundant in the long spurs of the
columbines, and in the white variety

can readily be seen through the trans-

lucent sides. So long as the spurs re-

main intact honey-bees gather the pol-

len, but do not often seek to obtain the
nectar. But every season bumble-bees
bite holes in the nectaries in order to

get the nectar more easily ; the honey-
bees promptly discover these punc-
tures, and use them freely to rob the
flowers.

The commonest of garden flowers,

the nasturtium, has a nectary so long
that honey-bees cannot reach the nec-
tar, and so tough that bumble-bees
cannot puncture it, so the honey-bees
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perforce content themselves with the

pollen.

I JThe scarlet runner (/'/("avo///.'; otk/zA

llorii.<), the common garden pea (J'lsttm

salh'inn), and the sweet pea (fMl/iyrits

odora/i/s) have the parts of the corolla

so firmly locked together that honey-

bees are not strong enough to depress

the keel. One season, and only one, in

my garden bumble-bees punctured the

flowers of the scarlet runners when the

honev-bees quickly noticed their op-

portiinity and extracted the nectar

through the holes.

The scarlet geraniums, or Pelargon-
iums come from South Africa, and in

this country are very rarely visited by
insects. They appear to be Lepidoterid

forms. The petunias come from South
America, and in their old home are

probably nocturnal fiowers.

Very many cultivated flowers are thus

of no value to bee-keepers. I trust this

brief review may lead some of my
readers to investigate other forms for

themselves. I believe that every bee

culturist will find it profitable to famili-

arize himself with the honey flora of

his region, and I am sure he will find it

a great pleasure. The time is soon
coming when the honey plants of every

part of our country will be well known,
and the problems relating to them will

be more carefully studied than ever be-

fore. Encourage your children, both

boys and girls, to learn the names of

the wild flowers about them, and to

prepare a list of those visited by honey-
bees. They will not only gain much
useful information, but will cultivate

mental habits of priceless value. Ability

to observe carefully has been rightly

described as one of the elements of

success.
Waldoboro, Maine.

Notes by a Queen-Breeder

BY A. D. n. WOOD.

I

HAVE NOTICED at times there

has been complaint of queens be-

ing injured in transportation
through the mails, and I have often

wondered if it were really so, or if

they were not hurt in catching and
caging.
Herewith pictures of my method of

catching, clippin.g and caging queens
for shipment. Figure 1 is the comb
having the queen. With scissors in

my left hand, I chase lier uphill, and
with my right 1 catch her by the wings
with my thumb and second finger.

My first finger got in a mixup with a

buzz-saw. Then placing the scissors

in a convenient place. I change the

queen to my left liand, taking her by
the head and shoulders between my
thumb, first and second fingers, leav-

ing her wings protruding out while
her body curls downward, thereby
making it very easy to clip either wing.

I usually clip the left one. (See Fig.

2.) I would advise using some other
device if you are at all nervous and
jerky in the fingers, as a little pinch will

easily indent the abdomen, making the
queen nearly, if not quite useless. I

No, I.—Getting the Queen from Comb.

No. 2.—Clipping the Queen's Wing.
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No. 3. -Ready to Introduce the Qi een in
THE Cage.

have had choice queens do good work
for a short period, only to be super-
seded during the first season.

The queen being clipped, we now
take her by the wing, or by botli wings.
If the clipping is not done bunglinglyi
and stubbed off short, drop her into the
left hand (Fig. :!), not trying to force
her through the hole in the cage, as
she is always very reluctant when
forced in. Take the cage and turn the
perforated tin back, having the hole
free and clear, and place the cage over
the opening to be made (Fig. 4) in the
hand, and she will readily enter toward
the light.

Figure i5 shows the position of the
cage while filling it with workers. Here
is a point I wish to emphasize, and that
is, the importance of using i'owhj;'^ and
evenly marked bees. Use the ones that
are dipping their noses in the cells, as

they show color and age, and are easier
to catch by the wings. The queen ships
better if there are no old dead bees in

the cage, and they all look nice and
bright even though they are on the
road 10, \U, or 20 days.
Lansing, Mich.

Competition

BY .\. F. BONNEY.

I

KNOW of no business men in the

world, other than bee-keepers, who
deliberately invite and encourage
competition, and that, too. from a

class which invariably lowers
prices, debases breeding stock, the

bees, spreads disease and disseminates
erroneou.s impressions about the honey-
producing business.

The competition I allude to is of the

farmer bee-keeper, who is the last re-

maining type of the apicultural clif?

dweller or cave man—he of the gum

AmericanVoe Journal

log and bo.x-hive who produces a little

honey for the family table, generally
by sheer chance, and having a few
pounds surplus sells it for half price.

I do not here allude to the amateur
bee-keeper, for he has an object in

view, a life vocation, but only to the

too frequent ruralite who, catching a

stray swarm of bees, hives them in any
old receptacle, and in the fall " brim-
stones " them for a pound or more of

honey, generally asking and getting
the help of the local professional who
dares not refuse for fear of losing a

sometimes customer for his stock.

If we may not improve bees as intel-

ligently as we can horses and cows, we
may get and keep the best, those known
to be of good strain and marking ; how-
ever much we may disagree as to the

merits of the various breeds, there is

no disagreement about the small and
erratic bee keepers spreading disease,

for not one of them knows how to tell

if a coliiuy has foul brood, and would
not know how to treat it if he did.

Moreover, they are often inclined to

object with physical force if an inspec-
tor proposes to destroy an infected

hive.

Moreover, it is the farmer who
spreads erroneous impressions about
honey. Notwithstanding that we have
in Iowa a stringent Pure Food Law,
farmers have said to me: " I do not
like to buy strained honey for fear it is

adulterated," at the same time they buy
glucose sweetened with cane sugar
knciwingly, for the label proclaims it.

They are the ones who perpetuate the

ancient canard that there is such a

thing as artificial comb honey, yet in

the face of all this we write and talk,

and help to urge them to keep bees,

and to add to our sins we give them
the dovetailed or single-walled hive,

knowing they will not take the trouble
to protect the bees in cold weather.

No. 4 —Position of the Cage for the
Queen to Enter.

The manufacturer of and dealer in

bee-keeping supplies isthe only one who
can possibly benefit by this line of con-
duct. The producer of honey suffers

from all the ills mentioned, the most
serious of which is spasmodic compe-
tition. I have known nice looking
honey in extracting frames to be sold

in this town at 8 cents a pound when I

was asking 12>i, and got it, when the

other had been disposed of. The crop
was small that season, and I could have
secured \h cents a pound had not the

farmer ruined my trade.

SI'F.Cri.ATION.

I read in a daily paper that the gov-

No. 5,-Filling the Cage With Workers.
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ernment, through Dr. Phillips, was
about to investigate the tremendous
loss of bees in the United States during
the few years past, and while this might
seem a laudable task, at first glance,
more study will make it look like ask-
ing Mother Nature why the increase of
all living beings is restricted.
Germs will find lodgment in the body

and increase until, if unrestrained, they
would soon weigh more than the body
itself, and the germs are so small that
it takes vast numbers of them laid end
to end to equal an inch. When they
die a substance is formed called pto-
maine, and this is poison to the living
germ. Mother Nature cannot use
ptomaines on bees, but she has pro-
vided bad seasons, foul brood and
brimstone. There has, for some three
seasons past, been a woeful lack of
moisture; there has been little or no
clover, basswood has not yielded, and
there was no fall flow. A little sweet
clover gave scant summer feed, and as
a result there was little brood-rearing.
To add to our distress the winters have
been of a character conducive to de-
struction of bees.
Were it not that all forms of life are

restricted by climatic changes, natural
enemies and disease, there would not
be room in the ocean for the fishes, in
the air for the insects, nor on land for
animal life. .Australia and California
are examples of countries over-run
with rabbits, and were conditions for
the increase of bees always favorable,
and food supply abundant, they would
soon be a nuisance.
Changes of climate have much to do

with the reduction in number of some
forms of life, and certain conditions,
long continued, would wipe out some
forms of life entirely, just as the mam-
moth, probably was, in what is now
Siberia and .Alaska. That these gigan-
tic animals formerly existed tliere in

vast herds there is no doubt. During
certain of the geological periods mon-
strous animils lived, lizzards -iO to 7-5

feet in length, immense turtles and
sharks swam in the seas, and forms of
flying life undreamed of now. These
all perished owing to continued cli-

matic conditions to which they could
not adapt themselves, and new forms
took their place.

In the tame way the bees might
easily become e.xtinct. We know they
do not exist in the treeless and clover-
less plains of the Dakotas, and if we
had a continuation of climatic condi-
tions such as have e.xisted here for
three years past, the number of colo-
nies of bees in the United States would
be sadly reduced, even if the bees were
not wiped out.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Capping Melters—Handling

Cappings

BY L. C. DADANT.

SEVERAL LETTERS similar to the
following have been received

:

" Deat Sir

:

—How do you get
the honey out of cappings, and

what use do you make of it ? What is

the latest and best method ? Have you
tried any of the contrivances for melt-

ing them up direct from th e knife, and
what success have you had? I do not
see much said about it of late in the
bee journals." W. T. C.\RV.

Wakenda, Mo.

Various methods have been devised
to get the honey from cappings with
the least trouble. The most modern
of these is the capping melter which
melts the wax as fast as it falls from
the capping knife, and allows the honey
to separate from it at once. However,
there has been considerable objection
to this implement by some of the large
producers on account of the extra heat
produced, and the danger of scorching
or discoloring the honey.

As uncapping is usually done during
the hot summer months, extra heat in

the honey-house is not desirable.
Bending over a gasoline stove, with a
steam-heated knife in your hand when
the thermometer outside stands any-
where from DO to 100 degrees, is not a
very enticing proposition forthe work-
man who does the uncapping.
To get prompt action in melting

cappings, a temperature of over 1-50

degrees must be kept up in the cap-
ping melter, as beeswax will not melt
readily under that point. In extract-
ing white clover, or any white or mild-
flavored honey, there is considerable
danger of spoiling its color or its

flavor, or both.

For the bee-keeper who has -'jO colo-
nies or less there is little doubt that
the regular capping can, called by
some "uncapping can," made and sold
by nearly all manufacturers of supplies,
and which was devised by Mr. C. P.
Dadant in the early days of the honey-
e.xtractor. is the best implement to use
in handling cappings.

Even for the specialist who is run-
ning wholly for extracted honey, the
old reliable capping can does very well
if properly manipulated. Several of
our most extensive bee keepers still

use it in preference to the capping
melter after having given the latter a

thorough trial.

In running several hundred colonies
of bees for extracted honey, it is our
practice to uncap into capping cans a

little larger than those sold on the
market. They are made large enough
so that two of them hold all the cap-
pings of a heavy day's work. .-Vs the
cappings are occasionally stirred, they
drain very readily, especially if the
weather is warm.
When extracting several days in suc-

cession, we allow the cappings to drain
until morning, when they are trans-
ferred into larger tanks, made on the
same plan as the capping can, but of
three or four times its capacity. As
there is comparatively little honey left

in the cappings then, the tanks are
made with less room below and more
room above the screen than the regu-
lar capping cans. In these tanks the
cappings are allowed to drain until we
are ready to render them into bees-
wax. If the weather is warm, or if

these tanks are kept in a warm room it

is surprising how dry the cappings
become.
The only time lost in these opera-

tions is that of transferring from the
capping can to the tank. \\'hile ex-
tracting, the honey need be drawn

from the capping can but twice a day.
There is no bucket or tank to watch,
no fire going; in fact, all that the man
with the knife has to do is to skin his
combs and occasionally stir his cap-
pings. True, the cappings have to be
melted afterwards, but this job is done
at any time after the harvest is over,
when there is no apiary work.
Rendering the cappings into bees-

wax is not diflncult. Should one wish
to make vinegar, the cappings are
washed in water just warm enough to

make them plastic, but not warn>
enough to melt them. In doing this a
considerable quantity of water should
be used, depending upon the amount
of honey left in the cappings. Thus
nothing whatever is lost, and the very
best vinegar is secured.

If the bee keeper does not care to

go to this trouble, he can melt the
cappings with just enough water to

dissolve what honey settles to the bot-
tom when they are melted. This syrup,

after being thoroughly reduced, can be
saved for spring feeding.
Hamilton, 111.

[We give herewith some replies re-

ceived from prominent honey-pro-

ducers. In the West, where the heat is

less intense than in the Mississippi

valley, and where one never feels hot

in the shade, the heat of the capping

melter is not objectionable, and a num-
ber of apiarists make light of that fault,

which is to them unimportant. So it is

to a certain extent a question of loca-

tion :

—

Editor.]

In reply to your enquiry as to how
we like tlie capping melter, will say our
objection to the heat is overcome by
the currents of air sent out by the 8-

frame power extractor near the melter.

To avoid scorching honey, we keep the

gate open so the honey and wax run
out as fast as melted. I don't tl.ink, in

our 4 years' experience with the cap-

ping melter, that we have scorched any
honey, though most of the honey from
the melter is colored a little and the

flavor is changed, yet we do not con-
sider such honey damaged ; therefore,

we pour it in a large tank with other
honey. We wouldn't like to go back
to the old capping can unless we have
some better device to melt cappings
than I have seen.

At one time we depended upon a

solar extractor to melt cappings, and
on a cool, cloudy day we were troubled
with the cappings piling up in our way.
At last we had to build a fire to melt
them. But not so with the capping
melter. We want the water in the
melter boiling by the time we begin to

uncap, and we want it to boil lively all

the time we are uncapping. At the

close of the day's work we cover the

melter with a heavy cloth and let the

fire burn until the cappings are all

melted. But do not let the honey
from the slum-gum at the last mi.x with
other honey, as it is too dark. Let the
slum-gum cool in the melter. and re-

main until the melter begins to warm
up with the next fire, then the slum-
gum will not stick, and can be taken
out in a solid mass.
Root's melter is too small in diame-

ter. We are having one made 20 inches
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in diameter, 16 inches high, with 3 legs

12 inches long. The gasoline tank is

fastened to the wall, and the pipe can

go as far as necessary to reach the bot-

tom of the melter with a burner at-

tached. W. H. Cr.wvford.

Roswell, New Mexico.

I have not tried any of the difTerent

capping melters, although I have kept

'c't-rv close watch on what has been

dorie. I feel reasonably sure that

the cappings cannot be melted without

injury to the honey. Our best Ontario

honey is very light in color, and would
readily show any discoloration. I drain

the cappings, and then run what is left

through the solar, getting something

of value for the honey thus obtained.

So far as I can judge I have no use for

a system by means of which I have to

heat a lot of honey which could be

strained from the cappings in a few
hours. R- F. HoLTERMANN.

Brantford, Ont.

I have no capping melter, but in my
travels I have seen several (5) kinds in

use. Almost every one has, to me, its

objections, so that I prefer to stir or

break up the cappings, and drain over

tinned wire-cloth '4 -inch mesh. That
honey is ready to go with the rest, but

all melters but one that I know of

darken the honey in melting the cap-

pings. Again, our extracting is done
during warm weather, and to stand by

an uncapping melter would be uncom-
fortable. We use a one-wick-oil-stove

for the steam uncapping knife; but the

stove is just outside the bee-house in a

box; the rubber tube through the wall

connects to the knife.

I have tried several uncapping ma-
chines, and the steam knife is far the

best for us. We have two.

Platteville, Wis. N. E. France.

^ Single-Story Hives

BY !. GREINER.

AMONG the questions that have

been asked me by different bee-

keeping friends during the re-

cent season, there are a few that

I believe are of interest to others

as well as to the questioners, and,

without repeating the questions, I will

proceed to answer.

THE LONG IDEAL HIVE AND THE WIDE
DOUBLE-TIER FRAME.

If I were to engage in the produc-

tion of comb honey, I would not want
to use the "long hive" single story, but

if I /la,/ to use this style, I know of

nothing better than the wide double-

tier frame holding 8 sections of the

regular 4 '^ size as a fixture for the

production of section honey. During
the earlier period of our bee-keeping

we often noticed, in roomy hives, solid

slabs of honey at the sides of the

brood-nest; this even quite early in

the season when that honey should

have gone into the sections. It was
very natural to use wide frames with

sections, to be placed close to the

brood-nest in place of this apparently
superfluous comb.
Thus I tested this side-storing prin-

ciple. I found the bees disinclined to

finish the combs built. Particularly

the lower tiers of sections were shame-
fully neglected. We had not thought
of making reversible frames at this

time, and so in order to have the

sections finished at all, 1 had to take

them out of their frames and place them
above, which is too fussy.

Not using full sheets of comb foun-

dation, it was next to impossible to get

the combs of the lower tier fastened

to the bottoms of the sections without
reversing. The eight sections next to

the brood were often badly stained,

and contained pollen. Then the re-

moval of the honey was laborious. I

was very much annoyed by the bees

staying behind the separators when
trying to remove the frames with filled

sections, and before I could hinder it,

biting holes into the sealed faces. This
proved a great trial to me as long as I

continued the side-storing principle.

I could not drive the bees away with

smoke, nor handle the single sections

quickly enough to prevent the bees in-

juring the honey. This, in connection
with the other disadvantages, caused

me to abandon the plan.

For the production of extracted

honey, the long hive would work all

right. Great crops have been pro-

duced with them; but whether used

for comb honey or extracted, I should

want the entrance to the hive not at

the ends of the combs, as in the regular

hives, but at the side; brood-chamber
next to entrance, honey-chamber back
of brood-chamber. Reasons for this

arrangement are obvious.

A minor drawback to the long hive

is its taking up a disproportionately

large floor space and requiring a more
expensive roof than regular hives do.

The good feature of the long hive is

that It allows access to either the

brood-chamber or the honey-chamber
without materially disturbing the other.

As to the size of sections : I would
adopt the 4 '4 size if I were to begin

anew. Although I am using the 4x5

size, and shall probably continue to do

so, it was by a mere chance that I

adopted it. The 4^4 section is the

unit upon which the Langstroth frame

is based; eight of these sections just

fill the inside of the frame; and the

Langstroth frame is the all popular

one. Why use any other.'' I see no

reason why we should not use uniform

sections, even if we have other frames

in use. It would be better if we had

only one frame in use, and I believe it

is working that way; but it will be

some time before this happens.

I still believe that the wide-frame

single-tier super is the best. Properly

constructed and properly made it pro-

tects the sections perfectly on all four

sides, and prevents the bees from soil-

ing the outside. I have not yet seen

anything handier, more effective, nor

better. Many good and extensive bee-

keepers agree with me on this question.
Naples, N. Y.

[We can commend the ideas ex-

pressed by friend Greiner, for we had
the same e.xperience years ago. The
single-tier hive, if made large enough
and used for e.xtracting is all right. In

fact, it is used largely in Europe. In

France, these hives are made to con-

tain some 20 frames measuring about

12x12 inches, and are called "horizon-

tal " hives in distinction from the tier-

hives with supers, which are named
"vertical."

When the entrance of the hive is

made at the side instead of at the end, the

Europeans call it a "warm comb hive,"

while the other entrance gives it the

name of "cold comb hive." Evidently

those who made these names popular

decided that the entrance located at

the end of the frames made the hive

colder. We have tried both, and much
prefer the " cold combs," because the

bees have easier access to all parts of

the hive as they come in. With very

large crops, and the use of the extrac-

tor, even the 20-frame hive is too small

without supers. But it is a great con-

venience and economy to have only

one style of frame in the apiary.

—

Editor.
I

European Foul Brood, and Why
It Does Not Disappear

During Winter

BY L. I. RAY.

IN
A RECENT issue of the .A.meri-

can Bee Journal, the question was
asked: " If making a colony queen-
less for 3 weeks will cure it of
European foul brood, why is not

every case cured during the fall and
winter, when brood-rearing naturally

ceases for several weeks ?"

This question has frequently been
asked, but, so far as I know, it has
always remained unanswered. It is

well known that colonies alflicted vvith

this malady are not usually cured by
their annual period of cessation of

brood-rearing, and because of this

many are skeptical about the efficacy

of the Alexander treatment. As I have
had abundant opportunity to try the

various methods of treatment during
the past 3 years, I will give a few
points from my e.xperience in the hope
of benefiting some others who have to

cope with the same disease.

The whole secret of curing Euro-
pean foul brood, without destroying
the combs, lies in doing it at a time
when nectar is coming in from the

fields. The cure is effected by the bees
removing the dead larv:u and polishing

the cells. This they will make no at-

" Buying Cheap Goods to Save Money is Lilce Stopping tlie Clocl( to Save Time"
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tempt whatever to do except when nec-
tar is to be had or when they desire to
rear brood. This house cleaning is

best accomplished by reqiieening by
means of a queen-cell. The bees seem
to become more enthusiastic over the
matter as the time approaches for the
young queen to begin laying than when
a laying queen is given to them direct.
A very effective method for this

treatment of mild cases, when nectar
is plentiful, is to place the brood above
an excluder and the queen below. I

would advise requeening, however, as
soon as convenient with a queen of
less susceptible stock, or the disease
will be very likely to reappear some
time later on.J

I have cured a great many colonies
by the .\lexander method, but these
colonies invariably had an unpleasant
way of becoming re-infected. They
wouldn't stay cured. With one slight
variation it has been made to work in

my own, and also in a number of
other apiaries in this vicinity, with de-
cided success. That one important
little " kink " is to use Carniolans in-

stead of Italians. After discovering
foul brood in my apiary, I ordered six

Italian queens from five of the most
noted queen-breeders in the United
States. From these I reared queens
to requeen my apiary, then consisting
of about 100 colonies. In less than a
year every colony containing an Ital-

ian queen, with one e.xception, showed
the disease. Of course most of the
young queens were mismated, but some
seemed to be purely mated ; the breed-
ing queens certainly were.
The following spring I requeened

with Carniolans, and wliili.- they are not
entirely immune, they seem to be far

less susceptible in this locality than
are the Italians. The majority of my
full blooded Carniolans have never
shown a trace of the disease, and those
that have become infected have con-
tained but a few diseased cells. This
is the second year in which I have
been breeding Carniolans e.xclusively,

and so far it has not been necessary,
in a single instance, to requeen a col-

ony of these bees when in tlieir purity.

Since Carniolans are .gentler, more
prolific, and in every other respect the
equal of the Italians, it seems to me
they should be bevter known.
Monrovia, Calif.

Railroad Overcharges

BY B. F. ;..\liTfl, JR.

IN
THE DECEMBER Bee-Keepers'
Review, over the signature of VV.

F., I find the follov/ing :

"The freight on coal is 40 cents
a ton from Colorado coal fields to

Nebraska and Kansas points. This is

2 cents a hundred poui'ds. For ship-

ping apples from western Colorado to

Denver the rate is 55 cents a hundred.
The distances are the same, but the
rate is 20 times as much. But now
let us take potatoes. The rate is 45

cents a hundred to Denver, and pota-

toes are shipped in cars but little more
expensive than coal cars. The rate is

22 times as much as coal. Now the
rate on honey is $1.40 from southwest-
ern Colorado to Denver, and 85 cents
a hundred on honey from western
slope points to Denver, or 70 and 42
times as much as on coal a like distance.
The lacal rate on honey is 52.15 a hun-
dred from southwest Colorado. You
can see that the rate on honey is 2 or 3
times as much as upon apples, and they
are shipped in the same kind of cars.

The railroads' charge is not according
to the cost of carrying, but what the
traffic will bear.

" A producer on the western slope
was told by a freight agent (to whom
he was complaining of the shortage of
cars) that his interests were served as
well as those of any other non-com-
petitive point. The railroads have
plenty of cars, even during the heavy
crop-moving period, at the points
where there is competition."
There are many things to be taken in

consideration on the rat-e question.
Among the points to be considered is

the number of cars required to move a

certain tonnage; a 40-ton car of coal
is about the smallest handled in this

territory; the minimum on coal is the
marked capacity of the car, while
honey is only 15 tons. A car can be
used for coal when it is unfit for any
other commodity. The price of a car-
load of coal, freight and first cost
added, delivered at northeast Nebraska
points, some 1200 miles from the mine,
is $7..50 to $8.00 per ton. The value of

a car of honey delivered over the same
points is about $160 a ton, cost and
freight added. Twenty times as much.

Should a car of honey and a car of
coal be wrecked which would be the
greater loss to the carrier ? The car
of coal could be picked up with very
little loss of coal ; but how about the
car of honey if it should be mostly
comb ? The two cars arrive at desti-

nation, and weather conditions must
be very bad indeed to delay the un-
loading of the coal, if it is necessary,
but how about the honey ? The coal
mine orders 20 cars for tomorrow's
loading, and at 6 o'clock tomorrow,
rain or shine, sleet or snow, a crew
can be called for those 20 cars.

The producer orders a car for his

honey, and probably uses the full-time

limit to get his 15 tons aboard, and if

it should be rainy, or the road very
rough, he wants more time and gets it

;

equipment is tied up ; car has to be set

several times; reports made out, etc.,

while the train of coal is a long ways
on the road, and some of the short
hauls unloaded and on their way back
to the mine before the car of honey
has moved.
Nearly all the roads in the North re-

fuse to handle potatoes or apples in

common box cars after Nov. 1, just

about the time coal commences to

move. How many claims are filed on
apples and potatoes frozen and dam-
aged in transit, I am not in a position
to say, but we can all guess it is less

on coal. In my own experience I can
truthfully say that there have been as
many claims filed on apples stolen
from cars as on coal, although I have
probably handled hundreds of cars of
coal to one of apples.
Every division of a railway has a

force of men who attend to the distri-
bution of the cars. On this system we
send a daily telegraphic car report,
showing the kind and number of all
cars on hand, and of all cars wanted
for loading. The car distributer finds
he has 40 cars ordered, and but 25 cars
available. .-^11 orders are cut alike,
but you will find this difference just the
same as in any other line of work;
that some agents can get more cars
than others situated the same.

I don't mean to say that W. F. can't
get a reduction on honty rates, for I

think they are too high compared with
goods of like nature, as are also the
rates on supplies. I think that the
National should get after the rate com-
mittees and get as good a rate on
honey as we have on maple syrup, and
as good on hives and shipping-cases as
canners get on cases and like material.
The Country Gentleman for Jan. 11.

has an article as follows:

C.\RS USKD .\S WAJtEHOUSES.
" Given reasonable freight rates the

shipper is just as bad oflf if he cannot
obtain cars ; indeed, cars are more im-
portant than fair freight rates
It is said there are now standing on
side-tracks at seacoast points 50,00ii

loaded cars of coal on which the con-
signees prefer lo pay demurrage rather
than unload and store the coal. In the
West and South there is a shortage of
cars for the handling of grain crop.
Thousands of carloads of grain, sacked,
cannot be moved to shelter
"The railroad companies claim they

have plenty of cars, but that they are
standing on side-tracks, in Galveston
and New Orleans, loaded with cotton
for export, upon which the handler
prefers to pay Jl.OO per day per car
rather than unload and store the cot-
ton. The shipper has found it cheaper
to use the cars for warehouses than to
build warehouses. It is said there are
now standin.g on the tracks of New
Orleans 6000 box-cars that have been
so held from 10 to .30 days, while the
business of the whole country is para-
hzed by the lack of cars for the more
pressing traffic.''

The writer of the above should have
told the percent of these cars that were
fit lor other than coal handling. We
have standing instructions not to send
cars to the mines that are fit for mer-
chandise, e.xcept cars belonging to
other roads. Ninety percent of the
cars sent to the mines are cars belong-
ing to other roads. The cars at Mis-
souri River points, where they accumu-
late, are inspected both as to mechani-
cal and internal condition, and are
tagged " Fit for Gr.m.n " and " Not Fit
?0R Gr.m.x." Cars tagged as fit for
grain are moved into a territory in

need of that kind of equipment, and
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cars tagged as not fit for grain are

moved into coal territory.

Having had some 13 years' experi-

ence at competitive points, I do not

think they are favored over non-com-
petitive points, bnt, as a rule, a station

with two roads is larger, and does

more business than the noncompeti-
tive points, and has more cars to load

or to unload.
Why not have a rate department to

the National ? There are several in-

stitutions in the United States which
have men traveling over the country at

a large expense, gathering up old

freight bills to be examined by an ex-

pert. The usual terms are half and
half. The National would save the

traveling expenses, and I should think

every member would be willing to

mail all his old freight bills to them.

The only objection I have to this is, it

seems hardly fair to try and find mis-

takes only where the railroad company
has made an overcharge. I never heard

of any other kind being reported.

Cowley, Wyo.

I
Mr. Smith gives us the railroad's

side of the question with fairness. But
" the character of a railroad is deter-

mined by the men who represent it,

and the character of any other business

is judged in the same way." This is

quoted from the speech of Hon. O. F.

Berry, chairman of the Illinois rail-

road and warehouse commission of

Illinois, before the National Industrial

Traffic League. In numerous instances

non-competitive points do not have the

treatment accorded to competitive

points, either in facility of securing

cars or in rates.

Demurrage, mentioned by Mr. Smith,

will not be entirely fair to all until it is

" reciprocal." Railroad lines lose op-

portunities by having their cars used as

warehouses on side tracks, but they

get $1 00 per day for the use of the car,

which is at least some compensation

for the loss. But shippers have no

compensation either for being unable

to get cars or for having their goods

longer on the way than is reasonable

or necessary. If a company holds our

goods 10 days, 30 days, (! months be-

yond the time actually needed, we have

no recourse but a claim or a lawsuit.

European regulations recognize recip-

rocal demurrage, and hold both shipper

and carrier to certain fines, payable at

once, for delays beyond a stated limit.

We will have to come to such a meas-

ure here.

Let us second Mr. Smith's sugges-

tion. The National Association should

take all these matters in hand and work

towards better' conditions, fair alike to

shipper and carrier.

—

Editor ]

What Yields the Dandelion

Honey ?

BY E. .S. MILES.

IN
NO VOCATION or walk of life,

perhaps, is the truth absolutely
clear and unmixed with error.

Perhaps as our lovely clover or
basswood honey may /ook all

clover or all basswood, and pass for
unmi.xed article among people usually,

yet on a chemical e.xamination it may
show a mi.xture, a certain percentage
of something else not true clover or
basswood nectar.

So it seems to me, in bee-keeping we
have what passes among the rank and
file for absolute truth, yet a close ex-

amination will show more or less error
in most of it. This, and the difference

in "locality," and the different view
points of different men. caused by
the difference in mental make-up, is

enough to account for a large part of

the abundance of material that is ever
present for discussion between bee-
keepers.
The particular truth, as generally ac-

cepted, that I wish to show for west-
ern Iowa at least, largely an error, is

this : It is generally believed that the
dandelion is a honey-plant; but years
of close observation have convinced
me that the zi'i//ozl' should be given
credit for the honey that the dandelion
is supposed to furnish. The dandelion
furnishes plenty of pollen, and possibly
a little nectar, but the native " creek
willows " are the chief producers of

the "dandelion " honey.
I was first led to notice this by ob-

serving heavily-loaded bees entering
the hives late in the afternoon when
the dandelions were closed. While
watching thus, with the thought that
perhaps there were dandelions in damp
or shady places that stayed open until

evening, I noticed that the pollen the
bets carried, as well as the dust on the
underside of them, was of a slightly
different shade of yellow from the pol-
len gathered from the dandelion. The
latter is of a darker shade of yellow
than the flower; whereas the pollen
from willow is exactly the color of the
flower of the dandelion.
As soon as I noticed this, I recalled

hearing the peculiar hum bees make

going in large numbers to a certain
foraging ground which I had noticed
that day while plowing between the
apiany and a creek where a number of

these willows grew. I also remembered
Mr. Doolittle saying the willow was a

very abundant yielder of nectar, so I

went immediately to the willow trees,

and sure enough they were full of
bloom, and bees with the identical
kind of light yellow pollen I had seen
going into the hives.

The first year I noticed this there
was an extra good willow bloom, also
a good heavy crop of dandelions. The
scale hive showed a gain of 4 pounds
one day, and for several weeks showed
more or less gain. The entrances were
all yellow from the bright dust of the
willow bloom. There were plenty of
bees on the dandelions for an hour or
two in the forenoon, but there was no
slacking off when they closed about
noon, as they do on good, warm days.
But the additional evidence that fully

convinced me was that no matter /lozc

/hii- the dandelions were, or /io7l' g-ood
the weather, /A there was a poor bloom
on the willows, and bees did not work
on them, there was never any dande-
lion honey, nor any gain in the scale
hive weight from them. But I have
never seen a failure of honey coming
in every good day if there ;ras a good
bloom on the willow, no matter whether
dandelions were good or not.

I do not say dandelions are worth-
less, as bees get some pollen, and a

good colony miglit, with l'a;'oi-able

wcallicr, make a living from the dande-
lions. But I do claim the willow gives
the bulk of the honey credited to the
dandelion, and a good colony, with
favorable weather, will build up strong
and seal the tops of the brood-combs
with willow honey frequently.
This may not be true in other locali-

ties, but it is true for western Iowa.
^'et I have met old bee-men here who
accepted the orthodo.x view. It matters
not so much ichich yields so the bees
get the honey. Yet some appreciate
what the poet says :

"Truth springs like liarvest. from the well
plowed fields.

Rewarding patient toil, and faitfi and /.eal.

To ttiose thus seeking her. slie ever yields
Her rirliest treasures for their lasting

weal."

Dunlap. Iowa.

Dr. Miller*s ^ Answers^
Send Questions either to the ofSce of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. III.
He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Moths—Keeping Comb Honey

fu ttiis country we are troubled a lot with
moths, and in a very short space of time
anything exposed in the way of comb honey
or wax will be entirely destroyed. We have
produced nothing in a commercial way but
extracted honey in the oast, but the country
is becoming settled with a better element

that can afford the luxury of comb honey.
I would like the simplest and best way to
store section honey to keep out the moths
and other insects, moisture, or. in fact, any-
thing that is most likely to spoil its sale.

Cuba.
Answer—Years ago I had lots of trouble

with sections becoming wormy, the eggs of

THE BEEWARE BRAND
|||£/^|^S SUCCESS !^end for Anniinl Cntnlos n-hicli nill tell

_ m mi g\ ^ yaw who is your nearest Distributer.

I n S U R A N C E O. B. I^ents company, Wrsiertoivn, Wis.
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the moth being in the sections when taken
from the hive. I brimstoned the sections

perhaps two weeks after they were taken
from the hive, and then two weeks later to

kill the little fellows that had not yet haPChed
out at first fumigation. Then there was no
further trouble. Italian blood was the cure

for that, for since introducing Italians I

have not needed to fumigate. It is possible.

however, that even with Italians there may
be trouble in your climate. If so, the sec-

tions should be treated with carbon disul-

fide as soon as convenient after being taken

from the hives. That kills eggs as well as

larvae, and no second fumigation will be
needed. Then after that there should be

no trouble if the sections are kept in a room
preferably ventilated and more or less ex-

posed to the heat of the sun.

Keeping Old Combs

Is there any way to keep old combs until
enough accumulate to pre5S ? It seems to
be quite a task to keep them from the moths
without keeping them in an air-light box
with bisulfide of carbon. Could 1 keep ihem
in a barrel with water ? Louisiana.

Answer.— I have very little trouble keep-

ing combs, but it may be very different in

your southern climate. If a colony dies in

winter, the combs are practically certain to

become wormy when weather becomes
warm enough, or if a comb is taken from a

colony, it is the same thing. But if that set

of eggs and larva; .ire gotten rid of. the

combs will not very likely be disturbed

if they stand in a hive all summer long, espe-

cially if spaced apart pretty well. In a cel-

lar they are ^afe. after fumigation, all sum-

mer long, and even if not fumigated, the

"worms" will develop very slowly in the

cellar.

But it may not work that way with you.

You might keep them as you suggest in a

barrel ol water after being fumigated with

carbon disulfide, but a barrel would hold

only a few combs. You could, however,

warm them in the sun or otherwise and
then mash them down into balls, in which
shape a barrel would hold a lot. Or. you

could out the balls in tightly sealed paper

bags. Also you might have a solar extractor

into which you would throw pieces of comb
as fast as they accumulate, saving the slum-

gum, which would take little room, until you

were ready to press it.

TransierrinE

.\n uncle has 4 colonies of bees in bo.\-

hives. equal in size to a 12-trame Langstroth
hive. He wanted them transferred, and
offered me the strongest colony ot the 4 it 1

would transfer them.
1 am an enthusiastic beginner, and like all

enthusiastic beginners, likely to have ovei-
confidence. The first thing to uo was to

make a neat little forcing box. and tlien

gently lift the box hive from its stand and
carrv it about a rod, as per directions, and
turn it upside down, placing the forcing box
on top. I was greatly elated, for scarcely an
angry bee Hew out. Now came a period of
drumming on the old hive, and anxious
glances at the watch, with an occasional
peep into the box. We drummed for an
hour, then carefully raised the forcing box
and looked in. and, lo' there was about a
dozen bees in the forcing box. The rest

were clustered, part on top of the co.-nbs

and part between the combs near the top.

Now the question is, why didn't they go up
into the forcing box ? Will you please help
n>e out ? ,.,,,, J L
The uncle is rather old fogy, and when

the bees wouldn't enter the forcing box he
was ready with his "I told you so." which
somewhat discouraged me. While only a

beginner. I have had considerable expe-
rience with bees, but never transferred any.

I gathered up all my old bee journals and
books, and read everything I could find, but
other bee-keepers' experience seemed to

fail on this stubborn colony. I propose to
try to drum them again, and if they won t

drum out. break the old hive open and cut
the bees and combs out together.
Would you advise transferring them now.

comb and all. or during the while clover
fiow. and use Heddon's short method ?

Wouldn't the Heddon method answer the
same purpose as the shook cwarming pro-
cess ? Of course 1 would use full shfets of
foundation if I used the Heddon method.

West Virginia.
Answer —It is quite possible that you were

too gentle in your drumming. Perhaps also

you did it in cool or cloudy weather. Some
say the bees go up better if the forcing box
be not closed down tightly, but merely rest-

ing on one edge and left about half open. In

either case, if the bees persisted in remain-
ing on their combs in spite of smoke and
drumming, you could proceed to cut open
the box and cut out the combs just as if you
had drummed out the bees, smoking and
brushintr them out of the way both before

and after cutting out the combs, which is

just what you say you propose to do. Yes.

the Heddon short plan is better, and has the

same effect as shaking a swarm. Still bet-

ter, in the opinion of many, is it to wait till

the bees swarm, hive the swarm in the risjht

kind of a hive, and 21 days later cut up the

old hive.

Transferring Bees

In the March number of the American
Bee Journal I read an article telling how to
transfer bees. I would like to transfer one
of my colonies, but I am lacking the hive-
body full of nice combs. As I am only a be-
ginner, what can I do ? Illinois.

Answer.—You cannot very well use the

plan just as given by Mr. Wilder, as there

are to be combs in the empty hive above to

attract the bees so they will go up of their

own accord. To be sure, you can use frames
filled with foundation, but the bees will be

much more slow about going up into these.

But you might drum the bees up. and when
nearly all the bees are in the upper lii\e put

the excluder between the two stories. Then
in 3 or 4 days you can see whether the queen
has laid any eges above. But I will tell you

what you can do that will be ahead of the

empty combs. I take it that although you

have no empty combs you have one or more
colonies in movable-comb hives. Well, get

a frame of brood from one of these, replac.

ingitwith a frame filled with foundation,

and put this in your upper story filled out

with foundation. As soon as you find eggs

above but not until after 3 days, for it will

be 5 days before all the eggs hatch that you

took with the brood; slip in your excluder.

Queens from Queen-Celts

In dividing strong colonies and making
new ones by placing young brood in a hive
and setting it in place of a strong colony,
when is the best time lo give a new colony
queen-cells? Last season I made several
divides. A few days after I discovered in

the first one 6 or 8 fine queen-cells which I

carefully cut out and placed in other new
hives. A few weeks later I discovered those
colonies were queenless and dwindling.
Apparently the queen-cells had been torn
out. and in the fall nearly all those colonies
were dead and filled with moths. Utah.

Answer.—To rear queen-cells you should

take a time when everything is favorable for

brood-rearing, and they should be reared by

nurse-bees that are in the humor for rearing

queen-cells. A worker changes from a

nurse-bee to a field-bee when about 16 days

old. I gather from your letter that you put

young brood in a hive and set it in place of

a colony which you removed to a new stand.

The returning field-bees would occupy the

brood-comb, and in their desperation would

start Queen-cells. But feeding young bee
is not the business of bees who have grad-
uated from nursing to field-work, and of

course you could not expect good work from
them. If you had taken from a colony its

queen you would have found these bees thus
made queenless would have made a differ-

ent job from that made by field-bees alone.

Less Distance Between Frames

I suggest that instead of the jo-frame hive
being made wider. Ihat the fiamesbemade
i-i** of an inch narrower, which would leave
?8 of an inch more extra room than there is

now. So as not to greatly decrease the
space between the tc»p-bars it would prob-
ably be good to haie the top-bars at least
i-?2 of an inch narrower than they now are.
I believe frames i 5-it' inches wide would be
plenty wide enough. California.

Answer.— I diin't believe you would like

the plan If you had loose-hanging frames
it might do. and in that case there would be
no need to make frames any narrower. But
nowadays fixed-distance frames are mostly
in use, and i-H from center to center is as

little as ought to be allowed. Indeed some
prefer i!i. You say, "I believe frames i 5-J6

inches widewocld bewideenough." Ishould
say so! I think nc one has them wider than
I'A. Evidently yoii mean the space from
center to center, ard.as already said, I don't

think you would be satisfied with less than

i-i If you should try t. better try it on a

very small scale.

Transmitting European Foul Brood in Honey

Are the germs of European foul brood
transmitted by honey, or. in other words,
would a frame of sealed or unsealed honey
with no brood from an infected colony in-

fect a healthy one - Illinois.

.\NS\vER —I ///////( it wojld in some cases.

I i/wzcthal in some cases it does not. I would
have little fear of surplus honey from an in-

fected colony I woulc not feci quite so

safe about a brood-conib. even if it con-

tained no brood With American foul brood
the case is different, flowever. in either

case I should prefer both honey and combs
that had never beer, within a mile of a foul-

broody hive.

Removing Brood to Prevent Swarming

I have 3 colonies of bees I made my start
last spring with one Two of my colonies
are extra good, win good laying queens.
They are now very strong. The other colony
is not so strong, and vi^ry 11 -tie brood at this
date. "This being a siray swarm. I fear the
queen is old I can sirengthen it with other
brood, yet I would like to requeen.

1. When my 2 strong colonies make queen-
cells preparing to swarm, could I divide
them equally and give the weak colony a
frame with one of tlie queen-cells ?

2. If I remove the old queen before giving

the queen cell, would the bees destroy the
cell ?

3. How would this plan work with the 2

strong colonies: Take Irom each 3 frames
of brood and adhering bees, and place the n

frames in a new hive, adding 2 frames of
foundation? Would the 6 frame nucleus
make a good colony ?

4 If I should do this would it prevent the
strong colonies from swarming as much as
equal dividing? What 1 want is to keep
down swarming with as little increase as
possible. Nebraska.

Answers—I. Yes, givine the comb with

queen cell would be all right; as to the

division see the other answers

J No. but you must remove the old queen

at least a day before giving the cell.

3. It would make a good colony for winter

—of course with the understanding that one

or more queen cells are present—but it

would amount to little or nothing for sur.

plus l-oney. unless from a good late flow-, as
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all llie field bees would return to the old

location at the time of the division.

4, No; for taking away H frames of brood
would not have as njuch effect as taking

away 4- In some cases taking away 3 frames
of brood woald prevent swarming, espe-

cially in a poor season, but in a good season
it could not be relied on. At least that is

the way of it in my locality, and likely it

would be the same in Nebraska. You can-

not entirely rely upon taking aiyay brood to

prevent swarming unless you take away all

but one frame, and that is shake-swarming.

Answkr.—Bees prefer to store honey
above their brood, and with room above you
could hardly expect them to store below-
Yet in a strong flow I have had tliem store in

a story below. But they will not store be-

low so soon as they will above.

Natural Swarming—Moths

1. What is the object in allmving natural
swarming f If the colony is strong, is it not
better to make it artificial in order not to
lose the swarm ?

2. I transferred bees from a box to a frame
hive, and after five days found moth-worms
on tha inside of the hive. How did they get
there ? 'the hive w.is new.

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I. A person with no experi-

ence and little knowledge of bees may find

natural swarming easier than artificial.

There is no need to lose a natural swarm,
at least a prime swarm, if all laying queens
are clipped. Yet in general it is better for

most bee-keepers to avoid natural swarms—
if they canl

2. The worms were in the combs in the old
hive, and you transferred combs, worms,
and all. If you transferred bees without
combs, I give it up.

Surplus Combs Below Brood-Chamber

With a full depth extracting super, would
it be any advantage to put the colony with
the queen i7^ovf the super with a honey-
board between? Would the bees store
honey in it at all ? I thought perhaps the
bees having to pass through the super to get
to the brood-chamber they might store some
honey earlier than otherwise. Idaho.

Rearing Queens In Upper Story

I am working my bees for extracted honey
exclusively, and use a i slory hive. Can I

requeen my apiary by rearing young queens
in tlie upper story by employing two queen-
excluding honey-boards, one over the brood-
nest and one under the top story in which
the new queen stays ? Of course, I must
bore a hole in the back of the super from
which the young queen can fly. W\\\ I get
rid of the nuisance of finding my young
queen killed, or at least gone when I take a
notion to hunt out the old queen and decapi-
tate her ? California.

Answer,—Years ago I was delighted to

succeed in the way you outline, but of late

years failures have been the rule, so I have
given it up. I don't know what makes the

difference, unless it be that originally the
upper story with the young queen was more
isolated. The farther up the top story the

better. Indeed, the first time I had a queen
reared and laying in an upper story was an
accident, and there was not even an ex-

cluder in the case. I put 3 or 4 stories of

empty combs over a colony to have the bees
take care of the combs, and in order to

make the bees traverse the whole I put
some brood in the upper story—no excluder
anywhere. After some time I wassurprised
to find a young queen laying in the upper
story. The bees had reared her from the

brood, and it happened that there was a

leak under the cover through whfch she
could fly. In my later attempts there has
not been so great isolation, and it might be
worth while for me to trv again. At any rate

it is worth your while to try it. keeping in

mind to have your upper story high up.

Fine Prospects in Vermont

I set out 40 colonies of bees March 10. I

never saw bees in better shape than they
are this spring; those outdoors are in good
condition. I think that Vermont losses
will not be over ^^ percent.
Clover is looking the best I have seen it in

years. We are looking for big things this

season. Minnott C. Young.
Rutland, Vt., May n.

Not Very Flattering for Iowa

Conditions here in the bee-business are
about as bad as can be. I am not so badly

off. as I fed early and late, but still there has
been dreadful spring dwindling, owing to
warm days and cold evenings and nights.

I have a pretty general report from this
vicinity. Mr. .of D.. was here yester-
day, and confesses to a loss of 23 colonies
out of 25, "and dose hives vas shust fulled
of honey. Doctor."
The prospects are good for a clover flow,

but, alas! where are the bees ?

A. F. BONNEY.
Buck Grove, Iowa, May 1.3.

IPerhaps by the time these lines appear in

print, the bees will be booming, and the

Doctor will be anxious to recall his letter.—

Editor.]

California Outlook Poor

The season in southern California proves
still less promisingas time goes on. Oranges,
that most of us counted on for our surplus
this year, are almost all past blooming, and
the result is a great disappointment to most
of us. 1 will ship a car of nuclei the last of
this week to the alfalfa sweet-clover section
of Utah. I hope to get a crop there to make
up for the disappointment down here.
Many ranges will hardly furnish enough

stores for the bees to winter on. One of the
best seasons I have seen in California fol-

lowed one of the poorest. So be an opti-
mist and hope for better things to come.
Corona. Calif., May 23. L. L. Andrews.

In Minnesota

Bees are bringing in some honey, but it

has been so windy that they can hardly fly,

and very cold in the mornings so they can-
not fly early. Carl Zeh.
Mankato. Minn . May 11.

Getting Bees in Pound Cages

I notice that there have been numerous
inquiries as to how to get bees in cages. The
best way I have found is to take a sheet of
heavy glazed paper about 3 feet square, and
shake the bees on it (laying the paper on
the ground . then pick up by the two sides
and give a quick jerk standing the cage on
end with end open), and you can pour them
in in less time than it takes to tell it.

Mayhew. Miss. D. D, Stover,

The Stanley Cage

Noting the enquiry on page 170 of " Penn-
sylvania." relative to having young queens
killed in the openings of the Stanley cages,
I have found them only where they were
held over too long, in the upper stories or in

a shortage of honey, so that they will be
neglected.
The cage referred to is the only one that

has come to my notice in which the bees
will properly incubate, care for, feed, and
hold over a virgin queen a limited length of
time. I have adopted the same principle on
my virgin shipping cages. The queen-rear-

Bees Wintered Nicely Outdoors

Our bees have wintered nicely out of-

doors. They did splendidly last year. I have
a friend in Beardstown who had just one
colony of bees last spring. His crop from
that one was between $30 and $3^. and one
super for his family. Now he has 2 colonies
to commence the season. Pretty good, isn't

it? H. O. Bader.
Browning, III., May 13.

Short Crop for the Pacific Coast

There is poor prospect for honey in south-
ern California this year. 1 have talked with
a great many beekeepers from different
parts, and all are of the same opinion, a

very short crop; too dry; bees in poor con
dition, and no swarming along the coast to
amount to anything. Here they usually
swarm in March. MiLO Smith.
Long Beach, Calif. One of the Winter Yards of L. L. Andrews, of California.
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ing outfit 1 am now using consists of one
cell-bar coiitainins i6 holes with cork plugs

to which the cells are attached, and at the
end of g or lo days the cylinder cages are
slipped over the corks
Among the thousands of queens I have

reared since using this cage, my percentage
of loss, as Dr. Miller states, has been ex-

ceedingly small, unless from the cause be-

fore mentioned. This cage greatly aided me
in rearing many premium queens that have
brought testimonals by the score.
Chicago. Ill . May 5. Arthi-r Stanley.

Notes on European Bees and Honey

The bees around this section are almost
all wiped out by foul brood. liuropean and
American. The former disease is mijch
more malignant. I shall have to get a dif-

ferent breed of bees to withstand the dis-

ease. I think I will try the Carniolans: the
blacks have not the stamina.

I was in Europe last year, and saw only
the black bee in France. Italy and Germany.
The apiaries are all small that I saw. and
mostly house apiaries. I went afoot from
Chamonix. France, to Zermatt.' Switzerland,
about 100 milesaround the Mt. Blancsystem.
The bees work on clover at Chamonix.

and on Alpine roses, which were about 2000

feet above Chamonix. This town is aboiit

4000 feet above sea level, so the bees gath-

ered honey about 6000 feet above sea level

and above the timber line.

At this place men were grading for rail

road to Mt. Blanc. It starts from Fayette.
The men start to work at 4 o'clock in the
morning, and receive about Q cents an hour
of our money. It would interest me to know
what kind or color of honey they get from
the Alpine roses. The honey we had at the
hotel was very light and aromatic. I am in-

clined to think that all honey gathered at

high altitude is light in color. We had honey
at all the mountain hotels for breakfast, in

cities of coast-traveled Europe also. The
price of honey ranged from 25 to 40 cents per
pound in glass jars—dearest in Italy and
cheapest in England.

I think it would be a good plan for all bee-
keepers in this country to try to introduce
honey at hotels. Rohert E. Yeager.
Cameron Mills. N. Y.

other colonies, and to start a strong nucleus,
so that in the latter part of .June, with two
full-depth extracting bodies above an ex-

cluder. I did not expect it to swarm at all.

But June 28 a swarm issued. I did not think
it would do very much, though hived on a

full set of combs, so I set it on the stand of
the parent colony with the latter beside it.

giving one of the supers to each.
The second evening, as I did not want to

weaken the parent colony too much. I took
it away entirely, having destroyed all the
queen-cells I did not want, but leaving two
or three for a short time.
The next day. just 50 hours from the time

the prime swarm issued, the old queen came
out again with a swarm. Giving them a-

sprinkle while they were clustering. I made
a hasty examination of the hive they had
left, and found 2l-i frames of eggs; every-
thing else plugged with honey above and be-

low, and a medium-sized colony of bees left.

Well. I was not quick-witted enough to do

Cool in Ontario

We are having very dry weather here now
and cool nights. Minimum temperature
last night 33 degrees. We need rain to bring
on the clover. My bees are working hard
on wild cherry blossoms just now. Our Mus-
koka woods are full of wild raspberries
thimble berries, and a great variety of wild
flowers. We are a few miles south of the
45th parallel.

I like the journal very much.
W. H. Cross.

Gravenhurst. Ont., May i8."

Foul Brood Lessening—Bulletin Does
Good

Bees are booming on white clover and
raspberries; in fact, Iroquois county is a

bee-paradise this year, and foul brood is

less. I have inspected 200 colonies, and only
g were diseased, while last year with a less

number there were 75 diseased. This year
I find foul broodonly with those bee-keepers
who say. "

I never look at my bees."
The bulletin that our State Inspector, Mr.

Kildow, distributed is the best I ever saw
on foul brood, for it is as plain as can be
made. I took a man in Sheldon, with the
bulletin, out to see his bees, and I opened his

hives. "You have European foul brood." I

said, "look at the bulletin." He looked at

the cut, then at his comb, and said. "It is

worth ten dollars to me to have it made so
plain." Where bee-men take an interest in

their bees they are bound to succeed.
Watseka. III. Jesse H. Roberts.

DepNtv //ts/'cclor.

The Prime Swarm on Parent Stand

I notice in a recent issue of the American
Bee Journal, the plan advocated of putting
the prime swarm on the parent stand with
the parent colony beside it, and then later

moving the parent colony away, for two rea-
sons : to avoid secondary swarms and to

make the prime swarm strong. I used the
plan to some extent during the summer 0/
IQI2. and it is good, but there are exceptions.
One colony on which the plan was tried

was extra strong. It had supplied brood to

what should have been done, so I hived the
swarm that cameout—extra large this time-
on a full set of foundation and an empty
super above, and put them on a new stand.
I exchanged one of the frames of eggs for a
frame of brood with a queen-cell, and that
bunch built up into a nice colony.

What I should have done was to put the
swarm with queen back on the old stand,
put the eggs in. and stack up extracting
bodies three or four high. That extra
swarm cost me 100 pounds of honey.

Wesley L Roberts.
Lime RidE.e. Wis.. Mav 13.

[In the above case, the swarm was taken

away, instead of the parent colony. The re-

'sultwas sure to be different, as it left the

parent colony much strengthened. Those
divers experiences are very good informi-

ti:)n for beginners.—Editor 1

Mr John Wallace, ok Grand Junction. Colo., and a Bottom-Board with
Feeder Attachment.

Fine Yellow
Italian bees & queens. If

vou need a fine yellow
Queen quick, try Faien
and you will order more.
Extra fine queen, only
$1.00; untested. 75C. 3-fr

nucleus, only $2.75. Full
colony in 8-fr. hive with
fine tested queen, $5.50.

J. L. Fajen, Stover, Mo.

BREEDING QUEENS . . .

Can be sent out any time after Mayi.

We have a choice lot of Italian queens

at J2 50. $5.00. and $10.00. Xo untested

queens before July. Send f.^r circular.

Doolittle & Clark, - - Marietta, N. Y.

Oiioiidag-o County
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be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color.
After June I. $1.00. A.W.Yates.

Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that produce sandbband
bees. Untested. $1.00: Tested. $3 00.

lAgt Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

For Sale— Pure Italian Queens, by return
mail; no disease. C- M. Scott ^i Co.

1004 Wash. St-. Indianapolis, Ind-

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

For Sale— Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Barnett. Harnett's. Virginia.

P"OR Sale—Golden untested queens 70 cts.
each, or $7.2^ a dozen. Safe arrival guaran
teed. D. F. Talley. R.F.D. 4. Greenville, Ala

Hardy Northern-reared Queens of Moore's
strain of Italians; ready June 15, Untested.
$1.00; 6 for $5 00; 12 for S'J.oo See testimonial
on page jio. P. B. Ramer. Harmony. Minn.

Virginia three-banded Italian queens. Un-
tested, 75 cts. Tested Si 00. All dead cjueens
replaced free. Ready May 15. 6A4t

S. Click, Box 16, Rt. 2. Mt. Jackson. Va.

Day-old Virgin Queens will please you.
Good way to get fine Italian stock; su cents
each; $5.00 per doz. Untested. $1,00. Tested,
$1.50. Geo. H. Rea. Reynoldsville, Pa.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for
1913; beautiful, hustling, gentle workers
Send for price list. E. E. Lawrence,
iA8t Doniphan. Mo.

Choice virgin queens. 40c each; $3. so per
dozen. Untested. 75c each; tested. $1.25;
breeders. $2.50. Italian or Carniolan.

Stanley l^ Finch.
6Ait 1451 Ogden Ave., Chicago, III.

Golden that are Golden— Pure Italian
queens. Better than last year. Gentlest race
of bees on earth. Price $1.00 to $50.00. Send
for Booklet. Geo. M. Steele.
6A2t 30 So. 40th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. 15. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select, $1.00; tested. $1.25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

Untested Dark Italian Queens; Howe
strain, select mated. No other bees in mat-
ingdistance. Send for circular. OneforSi.oo;
() for $4.50; 12, $8.50. Orders tilled by return
mail. D. G. Litttle, Hartley, Iowa.

Italian Queens—s-band bred from the
best stock procurable for honey-gathering
qualities. Untested, June, St. 00; after. 75c.
Tested, Si. 50; select tested. S2.00 , sA4f

R. A. Shults. R. F. D. 3. Cosby. Tenn.

For Sale fine Italian Queens. Untested'
75c; $8.00 per dozen. Tested, $1.00; breeders-
ii.oo. Bred for business; unexcelled honey'
producers. Virgins. 40c each.

California Bee Co..
509 So. Rowan Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Fine Italian Queens — Three-banded.
Especially prolific, hardy, and gentle. Unex-
celled as honey gatherers. You will make no
mistake if you order them. " Come early and
avoid the rush." $1.00 each; 6 for J5. so. 6A4t

J. F. Archdekin. Rt, 7. St. Joseph. Mo.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their I

honey-getting qualities. Price. $1.00 each;
Tested, S2.00: Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
zAtf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

For Sale—Guaranteed pure-mated 3-band
Italian queens. I recommend 4 points : Gen-
tle, prolific, extra good honey makers, good
winterers. J. E. Hand strain. State Inspec-
tor's certificate Queens by return mail or
your money back. Select untested, i. 80c; 6.

$4,00; 12, $8,00; 25, $15,00.

I. M. Gingerich. Rt. ?. Arthur, 111.

Golden Italian Queens, of best strain.
All cells built in strong colonies. No foul
brood or other disease. Untested. $1.00;

tested. $1. so. Cash with order. Booking or-
ders now. Delivery about April 15.

4A3t Ben Robinson. Taylor. Tex.

Montana Queens, bred in the Mussel-
shell Valley. No other bees within 60 miles;
foul brood unknown; all queen candy boiled.
Three-banded Italian queens ready June i.

Untested. 81.00. Tested. $1 so. Orders booked
now. 6A4t Elso Apiary, Elso. Mont.

Special — Golden -all-over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind. 5000
mated queens was my sales last season. Un-
tested queens each 75c; 50. $32.50; 100. $60,00.

Tested. $1,25. Select-Tested. $2.00. Breeders.
$5.00 and $10.00. I. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder.
6A7t Rt. 3. San Jose. Calif.

Untested Italians of J. P. Moore's and
Doolittle's stock; 60c apiece; $500 a dozen.
No disease; safe arrival guaranteed.
6A3t Edward O. Meserve. Ventura, Calif.

The Two Bs of quality— Italian Bees and
Sicilian Buttercups. For all that is best, un-
excelled. Untested queens $1.00 each; six for
$5, no. 2-frame nucleus with untested queen,
$3,50; 3frame nucleus. $4.00. Buttercup eggs
and stock in season. 6A4t

H.William Scott. Barre. \'ermont.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $1 00 each; 3 or more
Qoc each. Untested. 75c each; 3to6, "oceach;
6 or more. 65c each. Bees per lb. $1.25; nu-
clei per frame. $1.50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. lAtf
Bankston & Lyon. Buffalo, Leon Co,. Tex.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our slock is northern-bred
and hardy; five yards wintered on summer
stands in 1008 and 1909 without a single loss.
For prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

Golden and 3- band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $1.00 each; 3 or more
90c each. Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c each;
6 or more. 6sc each. Bees per lb.. $1.25; nu-
clei per frame. Si. 50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Moore's St rain and Golden Italian Queens.
Untested. $1.00; six. $5.00; twelve. $9,00. Car-
niolan, Banat and Caucasian Queens, select.
$1.25; six, $6,00: twelve. $10.00. Tested, any
kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders. $300.
Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange. Calif.

One of our customers J. A. Carnes. M. D.,
Mt. Carmel. Pa,; writes; "Your bees are
evenly marked: all golden but the tip. They
are the most GENTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens. $1.00 each. Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps & Son.

3 Wilcox. St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Three-Banbed Italian Queens and Bees.
Untested queen, 75c each; six, $4.25; twelve.
$8.00. Tested. $1.25 each; six. $7,00; twelve,
$12.00. For select queens add 25c each to the
above prices. Nuclei without queens, i-

frame Si. 50; 2-frame. $2,50; 3-frame, $3 00. For
nuclei in quantity lots, and bees by the lb.,

write for prices and circular, 5A6t
Robert B. Spicer, Wharton. N. J.

We will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring with young queens bred from our
best home and imported Italian stock. We
offer the one-year old queens removed from
these hives at 40c each; untested queens,
this year's breeding. 60c each. Special re-

duced prices foi" 100 or more, either old or
young. 'We breed for business, not looks.

No disease; delivery guaranteed. Book or-
ders now to insure early delivery.

Spencer Apiaries Co.. Nordhoff, Calif,

Choice Queens from June to Sept. i at
$1,00 each; sis for $5,00. Place orders now.
and have them idled in rotation. 5Atf

D, J. Blocher. Pearl City. III.

Murray's famous North Carolina bred
Italian queens (red clovers and goldens) for
sale again. As good as the best; no foul
brood known. They are as good honey-
gatherers as can be obtained, and winter as
well. My improved strain is carefully se-
lected, and bred up from Moore's. Root's,
and Davis* improved stock. Select untested,
one. 75c; doz,. $8.00. Tested. $1.25. Select
tested. $1.50; extra selecttested,$2.oo. Breed-
ers, $3,00 and $5,00.

H. B. Murray. Queen-breeder. Liberty, N. C.

HONf:Y AN1> BEESWAX
"Null's Famous Melilotus Honey."

.Sample for stamp. Null Co., Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb and extracted honey, and
beeswax. Write us. Hildreth & Segelken.
265 Greenwich St. New York City.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co..
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago, III,

F'OR Sale —Light Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALE

?'OR Sale— F.mpty second-hand 60-lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new, 25 cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sale—Fine Italian queens; untested,
75c; $8.00 per dozen; tested, $1.00; breeders,
$3.00. Nuclei, $1,25 per frame. Full colonies
in new modern eight-frame hives. $7.00,

California Bee Co .

509 S. Rowan Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.

For Sale— At a bargain. 20-acre fruit ranch
in famous Wenatchee-Columbia River red
apple belt. Planted to standard winter ap-
ples; trees 4 years old. Will take bees and
good location in South. in part payment. For
full particulars write J. D. Yancey.

Port Columbia, Wash.

For Sale 20 Horse Power I. H. C. Delivery
Truck; good as new; in fine condition and
running order. Will be sold at a bargain.

L. Werner. Edwardsville. 111.

SUPPLIES.

For Sale—Bees, Honey, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies. A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.

Bee-Keeper. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf Greenville. Tex.

Bee-Supplies—none better. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.50

100 Hoffman Brood-Frames in flat 2.50

500 No. I .Sections 2.50

100 Section Holders, scalloped 2.00

100 Section Slats. K inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound 59
Thin Surplus " " 66

Extra Thin " " 69

Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt,
R. R. No. 3, Box No. 209. Sheboygan. Wis.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Reduced Prices on Ekks. Chicks, Duck-
ings, White. Leghorns, Penciled or Kaun
Runners. Free circular. Could use Italian
Queens or Bees in exchange. 6A(t

R. O. Dickson, Box M, La Harpe, 111.

For Good Queens and Quick Service.
you can't do better than place your order
with me. I am prepared to handle any size
of order at the following prices (Carniolan.
3-band Italian and Golden: One untested
queen, Ji.oo: six for $5.40; twelve for $0.60,

One tested queen, 5i 50; six for $8.40; twelve
for $15.60 One-frame nuclei, untested queen,
$2.50; six i-frame. $15.00: one-frame nuclei,
tested queen. $3.00; six i-frame, $17.40. Full
colonies, one for $7.50: two for S14.00. If more
frames are wanted than are listed, add $1.00

each for as many frames as are wanted with
nuclei. No disease, and satisfaction guaran
teed. W. J. Littlefield.

1015 W. 7th St.. Little Rock, Ark.

SITUATIONS.

Wanted—Family to take care of poultry
and bee-plant. Must know the business.

W. S. Morlan, Box 715, McCook, Neb.

Wanted at Once, help in apiaries. State
age, experience and wages in first letter.
None others answered. 6Ait

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co..
Forsyth, Mont.

BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
FUR SALE BY

POULTRY
For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure

bloods: $1.00 for 15. Satisfaction guaranteed,
2Aiy W. H. Payne, Hamilton, Illinois,

AADII HARVESTER with Binder Attach-
IjllIlM ment cuts and tlirows In piles on^"'"'" harvester or winrows. Man and

horse cuts and shocks equal with a
cotn Binder Sold In every State. Price $20. W.
H. BUXTON, oJ Johnstown. Ohio, writes: ' The
Harvester has proven all you claim for it: the
Harvester saved me over $25 of labor last year's
com cutting-. I cut over 500 shocks: will make
4 bushels of com to shock." Testimonials and
catalogr free, showing pictures of harvester.
NEW PROCESS MFC. CO., Salina, Kan.

Established 188s

WE CARRY an Ul'-TODATE LINE OF

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Write for our 64page catalog free, and for
lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the best
make of yoods for the bee-keeper. Freight
facilities good. Let us hear from you.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

.4(0 Now Shipping Untested Queen
from My

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAIN!

, My bees are the product
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swarthmore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like

-www-^ - beacon lights among our
' ^ past and present breed-

ers, for the best queens ever produced in the
United States. Never had foul brood

SWARTHMORE APIARIES, Swarthmort, Pa,

^ —^_ y-
. mSwarthmorco

H. J. PFIFFNEP
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

in Bee-keepers' Supplies
Send for Catalog

Emmetsburgy Iowa.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. Dadaut.—Intended
mainly for beg-inncrs. Nearly 2LiO pag"es. and
over 150 pictures. Bound in slrongr paper cover,
sbowlng bee-brood in all 8tag"e3 of development
from the newly-laid cRg. This book contains
the foundation principles of bee-keeping, aa its

name indicates. Price, postpaid. 50 eta. ; or free
with the American Bee Journal one full year if

paid strictly in advance—by either new or re-
newal subscription at ?1-00.

Fifty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller.—340 papes, bound in cloth, and illustra-

ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-
ler himself. It is a good, live story of success-
ful bee-keeping- by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,
$1.00, postpaid : or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year, $1.80: or grlven Fkee as a premium
for sending- 3 New subscriptions at 81.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
AppUed, by G. M. Doolittle.— It tells how the
very best Queen-Bees are reared in Nature's
Way. A good authority says; " It is practically
the only comprehensive book on queen-rearing
now in print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing
queens wholesale." Price, bound in cloth, 75

cts., postpaid; or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year—both for $1.50. The same book bound
in leatherette. 50 cts.. postpaid; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year if paid in
advance strictly, by either new or renewal sub-
scription at $1.00.

Langsfroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic on bee-culture has been
entirely rewritten. Fully illustrated. No apia-
rian library is complete without this standard
work by the "Father of American Apiculture.''
Over 500 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.20: or
with the American Bee Journal a year, $1.90 : or
ETiven Free as a premium for sending: 4 New
subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper*s Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is very
fnstnictlve. interesting, helpful, and thoroughly
practical and scientific. It is perhaps the most
complete of any bee-book on the Anatomy and
Physiology of bees, and a-lso the Botany of bee-
keeping. Bound in cloth. 544 pages. 2!15 illustra-
tions. Price, postpaid, $1.20: or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a year—both for $1.90; or given
Free as a premium for sending 3 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 large pages describing ev-
erything pertaining to the care and manage-
ment of honey-bees. It Is a veritable encyclo-
pedia on bees. 400 engravings. Bound in cloth.
Price, postpaid, $1.50; or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $2.25; or griven Free as
a premium for sending 5 New subscriptions at
$1.00 each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by the lateW. Z.
Hutchinson.—The author was an extensive bee-
keeper, and a practical, helpful writer on bees
and bee-keeping. Over 200 pages, cloth bound.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal for a year—both for S1.60: or given Free
for sending 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J- Wilder, of
Georgia, perhaps the most extensive bee-keep-
er in the State. It is a real hand-book of South-
em bee-keeping. Bound in paper. 145 pages.
Price, postpaid. 60 cts.; or with the American
Bee Journal a year—both for $1.30.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans
Buschbauer.—A bee-keeper's hand-book of 138

pages, which is just what German bee-keepers
need. It is fully illustrated and bound in cloth.
Price, postpaid, $1.00: or with the American Bee
Journal a year—both for $1.70.

The Honey-Money Stories.~64-page book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 23
fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to Interest people in honey as a dally
table food. Price, postpaid. 25 cents : or with a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal—both for $1.10. Two copies for 25 cts.

The Emerson Binder.— It has a stiff board
outside like a book-cover, with cloth back. Will
hold easily 3 volumes (36 copies) of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Makes reference easy, and
preserves copies from loss, dust, and mutila-
tion. Price, postpaid. 75 cts. ; or with the Amer-
ican Bee Journal a year—both for J1.60; or given

I

Free as a premium for sending 2 New subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins
The author is a live English bee-keeper. He
has kept up with the progress in this line

not only in his own country but all over the

world. His views are determined, but very

well taken, and his points are made with an
accuracy which is convincini;. Cloth bound.
470 pages. Price, postpaid. $2.00. or with the
American Bee Journal one year, both S2 75.

Biggie Bee-Book—This is a very small
clolh-tound. well gotten up boob. Its size is
4x5 1-2 inches, and it was designed to be carried
in the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise information regarding the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
book for use %vhen a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping. Price by mail, oP
cents: or with the American Bee Journal one
year. $1.35.

Life of the Bee, by Materlinck.—This au-
thor, who is acknowledged by every one as be-
ing one of the finest prose writers, applies the
romantic side in discussing the honey-bee
tboughout this book. The book reads like a
fairy tale, and it is as interestingasanovel. His
knowledge of the traits of the bee is only fair,

his main aim being to discuss the romantic side
to the queen, the drone, and the swarm. This
book is well bound and well gotten up. and is

a pleasure for any one to read. Price is $1.40

postpaid : or with the American Bee Journal one
year. $2.00.

A TRIAL PACKET of

^-...TOMATO

FREE!
Poft ; CRASD RAPIDS

MARKET TOMATOwat<,r,g-
•nat€dbyMr Gto'g, L. Fo^*.
tht Editor of THE FRUIT
BEIT. Amtr,(a > Crtou.l
Frail Mafatinr. Thii tomalo
» Ikt very €ar(,ttt 0/ iSt htoLj,

andanlly, a Grand Shipper^ and
II tht Matt Dtbt.oui Taitint

kel. In Sixt, ffcr mdirtdual fruit* tctll ttc*ragt a half-ftoand toe k, and an
Btry aniiorm in ihapt. utt. and color. TTitrt art fttu tttdt. ta iht rocsoto
i( talid, andeal* liht a pitct ofbttt-Ueoh. Onr grwrr ntar Grand Rapid*.
With, told OVER TWO THOUSANDDOLLARS uxtrtho/ that toatatoa off
of tiBo ihoatand cinca. Wt art urilUng to ttakt oar rtpolatioa on Ihit loai-
ato. Tht tt*J rirnnot br procured from Setdrinrii. at an oun ihr tntxri
tiott, . Wt or. GIVING IT AWAY to urtrodatt THE FRUIT BELT, and
you can gil a paiktt, if yon atl note.

America's Greatest

Hortictiltiira] Jonmal

Show* yoa How to Make Money Raising Frnit How to Prme
and Thin Properly: How to Otntrol Iju«cb and Plant Dueases by

Spraying: What Varieties to Planb How to Set oot New Orchards:

How to "Rejnvenate" Old Orchards. THE FRUIT BELT u a Bt«

lUastratn] Magazine. FiDed with Good Things fcr Too,

,d THE FRUIT BELT to yoar
I rtittaindtt of iha y*at. ofi-

Thirty Ccnfi. and w wiU
by rrtnm mail FREE, a Irtal packtl of Roum • Grand Rmpidm

Morktt Tomato ittd, Don'l delay, tht alocA * limiltd. .'ddrmtt • -

R.II2, HAWKDiS BUIlDDiG
GRAND RAPIDS. MlCHlGAfi

TRIAL OFFER :f3H

THE FRUIT BELT

DAIiIiLO Machinery
Reaa what j /, Parent, of Chari-

ton, N Y.. say? "We cut with onB
of your CombioM Machines, last
winter- 60 chaff hive* with "-in. cap,
100 honey-racke 500 br^od-framea
8.000 honey-boies. and ^ great de^
of other KDrk- This winter we havf
dotibletheamoont Df bee-hives-eto^
to make, and we eip^rttodoitwltfc
thlB Saw- It wlU do all you say it

will." Catalog ^ni price-list £r&9

I"Bee-Keepers' Guiile"
This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiarj-." It is in-

structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-^
plete than any other standard .\meri-B
can bee-book. -\lso the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally tine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has 544 pages, and 295 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-

paid, $1.20 ; or with a year's subscrip-

tion to the American Bee Journal—both

for $1.90. Send all orders to "- o.€ce

of the American Bee Jounal.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Oar new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,

the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever

before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish

:

Gentlemen —I should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing Root Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-
tion as itcanbe. 'rhisniachineriinssoeasilythat a fewturns to getituD to speed isallthatisnecessary; andthe men. while usintr the
No. T7. which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional
man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating The A. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers'
interests. B. B HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif

—HERE ARE A FEW MORE—
A word about the power extractor I purchased from you through H. L. Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and i t

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as
driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding. I consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with tfie apiary. F. C. GOLDER. Pittsworth, Queensland.

Yours of the i6th. also the brakeband for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even if I had only fifty colonies.

DAVID RUNNING. Grindstone City. Mich.. July 10, igio.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape. I set it up and extractedm quarts of honey,
sold it at a cents a quart. The extractor is just fine—does the work completely. F. D. KING, .'\thens. Ohio, Aug. I6. 1QI2.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.
• V. V. DEXTER, North Yakima, Wash., Jan. ig. lull.

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York, Hg-i4i Franklin St.

Philadelphia. «-io Vine St.

St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.

Washington, iioo Maryland Ave.. S. W,

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines, 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine

A Few A$;euts Haudliiigr these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill. Fresno
Madary's Supply Co,, Los Angeles

Colorado Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis
Michigan M. H Hunt& Son. Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co., Roswell

Missouri Blanke Mfg. & Supply Co.. St. Louis
John Nebel & Son Supply Co., High Hill

Ohio S. J. Griggs Co., Toledo
C. H. W.Weber & Co., Cincinnat

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfield Co.. San Antonio

RAMER'S QUEENS
Of Moore's Strain of Italians

Ready June 15

Untested, $1.00; 6 tor $5.00; 12 for $9.00

.'\Dril 28. igi3.

P. B. RAMER. Harmony. Minn.—
Deur Sir:—The io queens I got of you in

iQii were the best queens: built up the fast-

est, and gave the largest yield of honey I

have had in twenty years of beekeeping.
My average was 110 lbs. to the colony in 1012.

and I lost a partof the flow forwantof super
room Yours very truly.

Halver J. Halverson.
Rt. 4. Preston. Minn.

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

andlmported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for May

:

One untest. queen $1,10

One tested queen Si. 75
One select tested
queen $1.85

One Breeder - - - - $3.10

One comb Nucleus.
no queen $1.15

}i lb. bees. Si. 00; i lb. Si. to.

Safe arrival guaranteed. For description

of each gradeof queens send for free catalog.

J. L. STRONG,

QUEENS OF MOORE'S

STRAIN OF ITALIANS ^
PRODUCE WORKERS
That fill the supers quick

With honey niceand thick.
They have won a world-wide reputa-
tion for honey-gathering, hardiness,
gentleness, etc. Untested queens. Si;

six. S=>: 12. Sq 00. Select untested. Si-25:

six. S<ioo; 12. $11. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Circular free

J. P. MOORE, Queen-breeder,
Route 1, Morgan, Ky.

204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA, IOWA

S«>S«>G<>0CC<>OaCOSOSOS«>S<>0(>9(K

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers' paper published iii the world
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy: not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bled in separate yards, ready March 20,

Untested, one. Si; six, Ss; 12, 8<); 25. $17 50; 50.

S(4; 100. S65. Tested, one, Si-so; six, $8; 12,

Si.s. Breeders of either strain. S.5. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame. $2.50: six
one-frame. S15: two-frame S3. 50; six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame,
S3. 00; six one-frame. $i7.4o; two-frame. $4; six
two frame $23.40. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS. Attalla, Ala.

Line Bred
Carniolan Queens!
Carniolans winter with their colo-
nies most populous; build up best
in the apiary; enter supers more

readily cap their Honey very white: are
gentle, and no more inclined to swarm than
Italians, if properly managed. Ask for FREE
paper " SUPERIORITY OF THE CARNIOUN BEE," ex-
mlaining these bees more fully, and best
."Management for comb and extracted honey,
n limited number of nuclei and 8-fr. colo-
pies forsale at end of June.

Untested, $1.00; doz., $9. Tested, $1.50 ; doz., $12.

ALBERT G. HANN,
PCiriiolaa Ooeen Breeder. ITTSTOWN. N J.
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding ^
Easy Solution, Cse the tjl

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance I
HIVE BOTTOM ^

^

e:

Proper Ventilation for Honey Fiow.

PRICES:
Dr. Chas. G. Schamu

$2.00 F. O. B. LrVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.
$2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Liverpool, N. Y.
a
^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^:g^^^cg^^^[g^^

BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

Your Name and Address will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,

You can get Bees. Queens, and Bee-

Supplies and save time as well as

money.
Nuclei I Kr. with UntestedQueen $1.75

1 Tested " 2.00

2 " " Untested " 2.25
'.' 2 " " Tested " 2.50

1 Untested Queen, 75c ; 6 tor $4.20

1 Tested " SI.00; 6 " 5.70

Golden Queens or 3-Banded Queens
No one will uive you better or quicker service.

RUSH ORDER
BY MAIL Has your forgettery been"' """^ workings And right this min-
ute you need foundation or other items. See
page one of our catalog, and it gives parcel
post rates on various articles.

BY EXPRESS Largershipments than can,"''"' go by mail we can rush out
at oice. Parcel post and express orders re-
ceive our hrst attention.

BY FREIGHT ?"' ^u'e is. ship same
,
""•"• day as order is received.

and we break It only when absolutely nec-
essary. Notice that Lansing is the railroad
center ot Michigan from which freight ship-
ments can be delivered quickest.

lSr_ .\ni we fill all orders with Roots
Goods. Just remember that. too. Send for
catalog. Beaawax wanted.

M. H. HUNT &
143 Condit St.

SON,
- Lansing, Mich.

If You Need QUEENS
for Queeiiless Colonies, you want them in a
hurry. We can fill your order for choice
tested Queens by return mail for $1.00 each
Three band Italians. No disease. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for price-list

J. W. K. SHAW CO.,
LOREAUVILLE, Iberia Parish, U.

\

PO-R-T-E-R
1 r.idt- ni.iik

\

S.AVES
(HONEY
.TIME
I MONEY

-\T ALL
DEALERS

1015 W,
W. J. LITTLEFIELD COMPANY

7tli Street .... Little Rock, Arkansas

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,
order from Factory, with complete in-
structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.
Lewistown, Illinois

3-Band Long-Tongued

Red Clover Italian

QUEENS
FOR SALE.—The 3 band queens are of

the .•V. I. Root Co.s improved long-tongued
bees which have proven
themselves to be the best
of honey-producers. I use
the Doolittle and Miller
plans for queen-cells. One
untested queen. 75cts; 6
for $4.00: i; for $7. so; 25
for $n.;o; 50 for J2S.0C. 100
for $45.00. Double this
price for tested queens.
One-frame nucleus. $1.50.
2-frame. $150; 3-frame.
$350. Toeach nucleusadd
the price of queen. No
personal checksaccepted

J. B. ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK
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falcon QUEENS
Three-Band and Golden Italians, Caucasians and Carniolans

July 1st to October 1st 16 12
Untested - - $ .75 $4.25 $ 8.00
Tested - - - 1.00 5.50 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each ; and Select Tested, $2.00 each.

All queens are reared in strong, vigorous colonies, and mated from populous nuclei. Instructions for
introducing are to be found on the reverse side of the cage cover.

OUF^ BRAND OF FOUNDATION
«i;»i^^„»» foundation is coming in more constant use every year, being adopted by the largest and most prominent beekeepers in this
raiCk>T1 country, to say notliingof those in foreign lands where our foundation is largely used. We feel confident that after you have

used one lot of " Falcon " foundation, which is made in our plant at Falconer. N. Y., you will purchase it in the future, and are sure that
you and your bees will be pleased with it in every respect.

Full line of hives, sections, and supplies manufactured by us at Falconer. N. Y. Write lor samples of our foundation

All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you. Red Catalog postpaid.

Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne, III., C. C. Clemens, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, No.

FACTORY W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., - Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.
Wher,' the good bee-hives come from

"Griggs Saves Your

Freight

"

TOLEDO "Griggs Saves Your

Freight"

Is the place all successful bee men have their eyes on now. The proof is the way or-
ders are streaming in here from all over the United States.

PROMPTNESS, LOW FREIGHT RATES, AND BEST PRICES ARE OUR MOTTO
Our large three story Warehouse right in the heart of the city, only ^ city blocks from
10 of the largest trunk railroads in the United States, gives us prompt service no
other agent enjoys. We carry the Largest Stock of Root's Goods of any agent, and
our force of competent bee-men <if practical experience ensures you against errors
and delays. Even the Factory itself can't give you such promptness.
Special Prices Quoted on Quantities. Send us a list of your wants. Free catalog
for the asking. Orders for BEES, QUEENS. NUCLEI; also BEES by the pound
given Special attention. Beeswax always wanted.

CHICKEN FEED OF ALL KINDS AT JOBBERS' PRICES.

S. J. Griggs & Co., 24 N. Erie Street., Toledo, Ohio
GRIGGS is ALWAYS
ON THE JOB."

Do You Want to Know How to Manage

3000 Colonies of Bees in 50 Yards ?
Do you want to learn modern bee-keeping upon modern principles? Upon principles of
magnitude? Do you want to know how to Morganize bee-keeping? Do you want to know-
how one man by the turn of his hand started 50 bee-yards, turning honey into one modern
reservoir ? It was but 15 years ago we were told one man could find all he could profitably
do with one bee-yard. Now conies this modern giant of beedom managing 50 yards that con-
tain an aggregate of 1000 colonies.

Thp RpP-KppnPrQ' Rpuipill has made arrangements with this eiant of modern methodslie DCi: nccpcia ncvii;H of honey-production, a method that will revolutionize bee-
keeping of the future A series of ten articles that will begin with the luly number o( THE
BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW, are from one of the very best known writers of the day.
The only way you can secure this treat of unusual interest, is to sit right down this minute
and write your check for a dollar for a year's subscription to THE BEE-KEEPERS' RE-
VIEW. Northstar, Michigan. 50 cents more \vill make you a member of the NATIONAL
for one year. Do it now!

THE BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW, North.star, Michigan

PHARR'S GOLDEN
AND THREE BANDED ITALIANS

Untested - - $1.00

Tested - $1.25

Breeders $3 to $5.00

We have 50 Golden
and Three Band
Breeders. Can mail
from April 1 to 15.

Place your orders
now. Address,

JOHN W. PHARR,
BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

THE FAMOUS TEXAS QUEENS
TALIANS! CARNIOLANS! BANATS!

.^re Ready to Mail

PRICES:
Untested - - - 75c Each

$8.00 per doz.

rested - - - $1.23 Each
$12 per doz.

Circulars Free

GRANT ^ANDERSON,
SAN:BENIT0, TEXAS.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land-

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Ann*, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
reeular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Pfeaie mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard: bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. J1.25: 5 for $5.00:
Breeders, each J5.00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

PUase mention Am. Bc« Tour -1 when writing.

Comb -Honey Producers
.Send for illustrated circular of new
Rauchfuss Combined Section Press and
Foundation Fastener. Sold with guaran-
tee to give satisfaction, and delivered
anywhere in U. S. on remitianceof $3.00.

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado
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Chicag'o. June lo.—Our market is entirely
bare of comb honey of the best urade. and
very little of the poorer grade is to be found.
No I to fancy white comb will bring i7@iKc
per pound upon arrival, and until the traders
each get a small supply, consignments will
sell promptly. There is no change in the
oriceof extracted from recent quotations.
Beeswax also steady.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. June lo.—This market is in
good shape to receive the new crop of honey
which will be a big one in this part of the
country. Our advice is that the early bird
will get the price, and those who wait will
be sorry for it.

We can use quick shipments of comb
honey, and are selling what we have at from
I5@i6;4c a pound by the case; some cheaper
at wholesale. Extracted honey for table
use is selling at 7'2@ioc a pound, and amber
honey in barrels at oCqTjsc a pound, accord-
ing to the quality and quantity purchased.
For choice bright yellow beeswax we are
paying 30c a pound delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Kansas Citv. Mo., .lune 10 —The first ship-
ment of new comb honey has made its ap-
pearance, and sold on arrival at $3 7^ per
case of 24 sections for No. i. The demand is

good. The demand for extracted is light
Supply not large. We quote white at 8@8^ic
per pound. Beeswax, per pound. 25@28c-

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

Indiahapolis. JuneiQ. — The market is
practically bare of fancy white comb honey.

No. I white is selling at I6fe>i7c per pound;
amber comb in slow demand and at varied
prices. Best extracted sells at 11&12C per
pound in s-gallon cans, according to quan-
tity at one shipment. Beeswax is in good
demand, and producers are being paid 30c
per pound cash. Walter S. PouDER.

Denver, June 20 —No more comb honey to
offer. We quote extracted honey in a job-
bing way at the following tigures; White,
oc; light amber, 8c; strained, hh@7c. We
pay 28c in cash per pound, and 35c per pound
in trade for clean yellow beeswax delivered
here.
The Colo, Honev-Producers' Ass'n .

Frank Rauchfuss, A/^r.

Cincinnati, June 20,—There is very little

doing in honey, both comb and extracted
No new honey has yet arrived. General
conditions are good for a big crop.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Boston, June 20. — tancy and No. i white
comb. i6@i7c per pound. Fancy white ex-
tracted in s-gallon cans. Ii®i2c. Beeswax.
30c. Blake.-Lee Company.

New York, June 20.—There are no new
features in the condition of the market.
New crop of comb honey from the South is

beginning to arrive in small quantities, and
finds ready sale at from 14"' itic for No. i and
fancy white, and lower grades at from i2(SiiC.
Extracted honey decidedly dull, and while
there is a fair demand for strictly firstclass
quality, amber and light amber are neg-
lected. West India is arriving in large

quantities, and on account of the slow de-
mand, prices have been gradually declining.
and choice stock is now selling at around
^"Ci;oc per gallon. We are advised by our
California shippers that there will be no
sage honey to speak of this season, and
prices on others, such as alfalfaand orange,
have not been established as yet for the
new crop. Beeswax steady at from 3i@32C.

Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco, June 20.—There is very
little of the old comb honey on the market.
and we are promised some of the new very
soon, and have had some new extracted
honey in very small quantities. The de-
mand for extracted honey has been better
than for sometime, and the crop so far in
this section will be limited. Fancy comb
honey at I4@I5C. Water-white extracted at
Q^SO/^c; light amber. 7j4@8c; amber. 654@7C
dark. 5@6c. Beeswax, 24®3oc per pound.

John C. Frohliger.

Los Angeles, June 20.—Stocks of white
extracted honey on the coast are entirely
exhausted, and are not quotable at any
price. Light amber extracted honey is in
light supply, and is quotable in carload lots
at 6^ic f, o. b. Coast. Comb honey is in verT
light supply, and there is scarcely enough
left for local consumption. Beeswax is sell-
ing to eastern buversat iibout3oc per pound,

Hamilton &Menderson.

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens are reared i»v as good a in^-thod as
anybody can rear »^ueens. My stock is

hearty and fine hone\ -gatherers. All qoeens
• hipped by return mail within 24 hours after
I receive the order.

M. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

1

(
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CELLAR WINTERING

^
^

WTO are glad to call the attention of our readers to a long article on this sub- ^
ject to appear in the American Bee Journal, beginning with the August i^

number, and written by ^

DR. C. C. MILLER
f

Dr. Miller himself a firm advocate of cellar wintering, gives the results o

his experience and experiments along this line. Every bee-keeper should read
what he has to say. Urge your neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe to the Journal
also. It will be interesting, instructive, and written in the distinctive
style of all of Dr. Miller's contributions.

The Article will be followed with comments and discussions bv Dr. E.
F. Phillips, of the Government Bureau of Entomology, and by Dr. MiJIer.

Don't miss it. Don't let your neighbors miss it.

Many otiier interesting articles and comments, also.

ft

K
K
K
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" ^f goods are -wanted quick, send to Ponder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
FOIIIPMFNT ^to^^ room built expressly for the business,
kyuiriTll.ni laree concrete basement with just enough mois
turf to prt;vent breakape in sections; no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

nUALITY ^^^^^ eoods at factory prices. The kind that I have"WHLi I I sold for nearly a Quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

lYTYW KMWWWWW^^WWWWWWWMWWW)^(

COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By sbipping your wa.x to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

>YYY¥ W W rYYYW W W ITTTYY^ M W W W ¥ W<

Eastern Bee-Keepers
Furnishing bee-supplies has been our busi-

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operatinfir several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who have made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
We advocate only practicle articles. Let us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

I. J. STRINGHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES : Glen Cove. L. I.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. $io to $;t5. Send $5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine 90c Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
|i.75. Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal. Hamilton. 111.

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. Clemens Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave,, Kansas City, Mo.

PAGE -KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,

basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases.

Brood-Krames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

I
New London, Wis.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. $i.oo; se-

lect tested. Si.w. Bees by pound or halj

pound. Plans, "How to Introduce Queens
15c; "How to Increase" 15c; both 23c.

E. E. iVIOTT Glenwood, IVIich.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden untested. $1.00; six. SS-ou. Tested.

Si. 50: six,S8.oo. Virgin. 40C-. six. $2.25; doz.$4.5ci.

Our Queens are extra tine this season.

Kvery queen guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Ready for shipment direct to customers.
Xuf ced. SAtt

E. A. SIMMONS, Greenville, Ala.

"Famous

Italian Queens
11

FROM THE

Apiaries of Wallin & Corlis

have won a world-wide reputation

for proliticness. hardiness, gentle-

nessand honey-gathering. Ourgueens
are reared scientifically from breed-

ers perfected by years of elimination.

We have the famous Moore strain of

Italians, and are giving every care to

the perfection of cells and mating.

Satisfaction and safe arrival guar-

anteed. Circular free.

Untested, 75c. - A dozen, $8.00

WALLIN & CORLIS
Brooksvilie, Kentucky



An Active Season is Here!

•

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
tlie factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost
anything listed in the catalog at once.

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too.

should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours

in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a

postal-card request for this catalog.

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs
and we will quote price accordingly.
If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for

our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

rr; ^:
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WE MAKE Foundation—and we also carry

a full line of the best Bee-Hives, Sections,

Shipping-Cases, Smokers, Veils, Tin-Cans, etc..

Pour to six carloads always on hand, ready for

PRO PT
SHIPMENT

No order too large

No order too small

^i.J^
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Ainerioaii Bee Journal

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is $1.00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada, $i.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
oflDecember. iqh.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothingless than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line 9 times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ca., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
New Bee - Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all
sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, CA., and

state from which point you wish your Sup-
Plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE!
;^h°e oVd%^i"c^

I will avoid all expenses possiljle and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.
Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive I'A story 8 frame. J1.45;

10 frame. Sl6o in lots of 5. Best sections per
1000. $4. 40; 2000. S8.60: 3000. S12.60; 5000. J20; No. 2,

Soc less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

AmericanHee Journal

How Far Can a Bee

ITALIAN
QUEENS

THREE
BAND

Reared from mothers that are gentle and
prolific. Their wintering Qualities are un-
excelled. Modern methods of queen-rear-
ing with selected breeders give results.
Prompt delivery and satisfaction guaran-
teed. You should have my illustrated cata-
log of

ITALIAN BEES AND BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Sent free upon application.

EAKL M. NICHOLS
Lyon.sville, 3Iassachnsetts

SEE?
That question has been argued "time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, Inc.,

ARcAorA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

NOW THEN
For Your Early

Bee-Supply Orders
Send us a list of the Bee-Supplies you want. Our

prices will astonish you.

Also send us your Old Combs—we will render your
wax and save you monev.

Write for particulars

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee-Men"

204 Walmit Street, CEfCrNNATI, OHIO

oooooosoooosooooQooooaeososQOSooeoGCQooecosccceccca

NARSHFIELD GOODS I

BEE KEEPERS :—
We manufacture Millions of Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture HiveS, Brood- S

Frames, Section-Holders and Ship- s

ping-Cases. 8

Our Catalog is free for the asking. S

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
|
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A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c

I have several dozens .of the Muth
wire-and-cloth Bee-Veils— a dandy veil

—which I will mail for 65 cents each.

Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's "Southern Bee-Culture"

This is a 'jtt-cent book which I will

mail for 30 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoker

The $l.<tO postpaid size I will mail
for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-
smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Honey as a Health Food

Till further notice, I will fill orders
for "Honey as a Health Food"—the

great honey-selling booklet—at the
following prices :

Sample copy free ; 10 copies 20 cents

;

50 copies 75 cents; 100 copies, $1.00;

250 copies for $2.00; 500 copies tor

$3.76 ; or 1000 copies tor $7.00.

These are all postpaid or e.xpress pre-

paid prices. The time to sell the honey
crop will soon be here again. It is a

fine thing to have a good supply of the

above booklets on hand, ready for dis-

tribution among those you would like

to secure as customers.

Your Name and Address

on a Rubber Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.

You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your nam- and address, at the

following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2K inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents

Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad (2>^x3Ji inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-

ful attention. .iXddress,

GEORGE W. YORK

Sandpoint, Idaho

Untested ITALIAN QMEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of ye^s we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens

purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have te

say about them.

American Bee Journal-
, , ,

(,V«//cOTev/ —Last October I piirchased tliree queens of you
for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of this season will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolihcness,

which she transmits to all her daughters. ,,,,,,
Riddle, Oreg.. July 4. 1012. L.W.Wells.

American Bee Journal—
Ceiitlemeii-'VUe queen vou sent jne came in aood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have lier intro-

duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
anotlier of thosebeautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get

it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. buch
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis . July 31. i^'ti- <- R. Bridgman.

.\MERicAN Bee Journal—
, , , j

Cf«^/cOT<-«.-I bought a queen of you about is years ago, and
from her I Italianized 150 colonies of the finest beauties of

unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the

time Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico. July 10. 1012. J. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.7,5, or six for $4..50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You

cannot'do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

iKiifeRfir

Golden Italian Queens
Fine bred (ioldeii Italian Queens, Their

bees work on wnite. alsike and red clover,

Ip to July I. 84lbs section honey. Queens
$1,00 each

Will. H. Carl, Elysbury, Pa.

FOR SALE
Choice virgins. 40 els. each; 3 for Slou; un

tested. 6ucts,-. tested. $1.25; breeders. $2.,so,

Italians or Carniolan,

STANLEY & FINCH, 1451 Ogden Ave., Cnicago.lli.

HONEY LABELS
Owing to the many enquiries we have had for Honey

Labels, we have put in a line of these for the convenience

of our readers.

Send for catalog, giving samples of labels with

postpaid prices. We also list Envelopes and printed

Letter Heads.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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There is a demand for Priction-top Cans and Pails packed in dozen and
half dozen re-shipping cases. We have prepared to take care of this demand at

the following prices, f. o. b. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa :

Cases containing 6-10 pound pails, per case
6-5 '

- -

12-5 ' ' -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

In lots of 10, In lots of loo

75c 7IIC

45c 40c
62c 58c

10 pound pails in crates of 100 - _ . _

5 " " " "
. _ - -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

i:
I DADANT & SONS,

100 or more. Slo or more
$7.25 $6.75

5.50 5.00

60 pound square cans, two per case - - -

60 " " " one " •• . . -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

In lots of 10. In lots of loo

80c «5c
48c 40c

Cans Also Furnished To Dealers.

Big Stock—Immediate shipment on receipt of orders

Hamilton, Illinois

tHoney Paokages I
There is a demand for Priction-top Cans and Pails packed in dozen and ^

t
t

t
t

GOLDEN ADEL QUEENS
AND BEES BY THE CAR LOAD

You will make money if you deal with me and get my fac-
tory price on Bee Supplies. I have millions of fine Sec-
tions. I am the oldest and largest Bee Supply manufac-
turer in the Northwest. Send for Catalog.

CHARLES MONDENG,
145 to 160 Newton Ave. N.

MII«INEAPOLIS, MINN.

^
^

^
^

Early (FROFALCON )
Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist Si.oo each.

After June i. goc each. Special prices in

large quantities. A 5-Pound bucltet of
Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by exs'ress for $i,io.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

ARTISTS
ENGRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
542 550 S.DEARBORN ST
PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO. I

FAMOUS QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Bees More Beantifnl, More Gentle, Plore IndastrioQS,

The Best HoDe¥.tiatherers.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
HIGHEST AWARD.

Extra Breeding Queens. $?; Selected, $2;
Fertilized, $1.50; lower prices, per doz.. .w or
too Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write

Member of the « ANTHONY BIACCI,
National Bee- -Pedevilla near Bellinzona.
Keepers' Ass'n ' Italian Switzerland.

This country, politically, Switzerland Re-
public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this
offer. Return postage is all j-ou need
to send. .Address, Dr, Peiro, 453*1

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FRICTION TOP

PAILS
For
Honey
Syrups
Sorghum
Etc., Etc.

GILLE MFC, CO.,
Dept.S.,

Kansis City, Mo.

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS, -elVnS
jjet the best soods obtainable, especially
made to meet Western condition. Send for
new catalog and special price list to

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver, Colorado

IP YOU "^ having trouble trying to

live by eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a sice of

eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cal.
The Ripe Honey Man

SHAW QUEENS
By return mail

Three-band Italians. What need say more?
Every one knows them. Tested, $1.00 each.
Untested 75c single queen; S7. 00 per dozen.
No disease, and satisfaction guaranteed.

y- ,
J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,

Loreauville - - Louisiana

BINDER
Attachment with Com Harves-
ter cuts and throws in piles on
harvester or winrows. Man
and horse cuts and shocks

equal with a Com Binder. Sold in every State,
Price S20. W. H. BUXTOX. of Johnstown. Ohio.
writes: "The Harvester has proven all you
claim for it : the Harvester saved me over ?25 in
labor last year's com cuitinsr. I cut over 500

shocks: will make 4 bushels com to a shock.*
Testimonials and catalog: free, showing- pic
tares of harvester. .Xd'lress,

NEW PROCESS MFG. CO.. Salina. Kan.
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Editorial Comments

Ordering- Queens from Europe
A number of our friends have writ-

ten asking that Mr. Dadant take or-

ders for queens to be sent to them

from Europe. He has not gone there

to buy bees. He goes only to examine

the bees of different countries and re-

port in the .-American Bee Journal in as

impartial manner as possible. He
hopes to make his information useful

to all the bee-keepers of America.

Distance Droue.s Fly

Lehrer Kiefer says, Pfaelz. Bztg.,

page 0, that in 1871 some 70 to 80 colo-

nies of Italians were at Steinwenden,

and no other Italians far and wide, yet

June 1.5, at Schwedelbach, 3 miles dis-

tant in a straight line, where there was

an apiary of pure blacks, not a few Ital-

ian drones were seen flying in and out

of the hives. It is generally believed,

is it not, that queens fly farther than

drones ? If that be so, it seems there

can be no certainty against impure

mating if other bees be within 6 miles.

For all that, it may be true, as some
claim, that g'enera/fy dronesand queens

do not meet at a greater distance than

l}i or 2 miles.

Size of Magazines
The popular magazines are in gen-

eral of two sizes: a large size about

16 by 11 inches, and a small size about

10 by 6>j. Until very recently the

American Magazine was of the smaller

size. Its publishers realized that with

this form some desirable results could

not be obtained, especially in the way

of illustrations. But to enlarge to Iti

by 11 would give the unwieldy size of

the Ladies' Home Journal. Woman's
Home Companion, etc., a size espe-

cially disliked by many readers.

After much experimenting of a some-

what expensive character, the Ameri-

can Magazine has settled upon 12^s by

8js inches as the ideal size and form

for best results, and has received many
congratulatory letters from delighted

readers upon this change of form. The
special point of interest in the matter

is that for years, without any parade

about it, the American Bee Journal has

been appearing in its present well-

known form, which is precisely the

same in width as the American Maga-
zine, and only N of an inch shorter.

Whatever other improvements may be

striven for, perhaps there is no chance

for improvement in the matter of size.

When bound it makes a book of the

same size as the Century Dictionary.

Crosses of Bees
In Pfaelzer Bienenzeitung it is as-

serted that the first cross of two dift'er-

ent races of bees is more vigorous than

either of the parent colonies, but that

with the second generation degenera-

tion begins. The first part of that as-

sertion has been the generally received

opinion in this country for many years.

J. E. Crane does not keep pure Italians,

but constantly introduces pure Italian

blood, from which he rears young
queens to meet his dark drones. Thus
he has a first cross for a working force,

one of the parents being of pure stock.

That there is degeneration after the

first generation is likely true where
bees are left to their own devices, but

there are not wanting those who claim

to keep up the vigor of the first gen-

eration, and even to improve upon it

by careful and continued selection in

breeding.

Motli and their Development in
Combs

.An interesting discussion has taken

place in "L'Apiculture Nouvelle " con-

cerning the presence of moths in

combs. Mr. Audrain holds that if the

frames contain combs of pure wax only,

without pollen, there is no danger of

moths. He reported having repeatedly

kept combs all summer where the

moths could have access to them, with-

out danger, whenever these combs
were free of pollen. Foloppe Brothers,

who are very accurate observers, take

exception to this statement, and hold

that although the moths need nitro-

genous food in order to develop, they

may find such food in other matters

than pollen, as in the dejections of the

bees, or in the wood of the hive.

It is true that moths need nitrogen-

ous food to perfect their development.

They can live but a short time on wax.

As Mr. Audrain states, they cannot live

on cakes of pure beeswax. But if two
cakes of wax are laid flat on one an-

other and they contain some residue,

whether this be propolis, dead bees,

cocoons or pollen, the moths may har-

bor and thri\e in them, and will bore

their way quite deeply into the wax.
We have seen thin cakes of wax
shipped to us from the warm southern

countries pierced through with the

galleries of the moth.

Our comb-honey rearing bee-keepers

who know the bad eff'ects of a single

moth larva upon filled combs are con-

vinced of the necessity to protect these
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combs entirely from any incursions of

wax moths.

Dry, clean, new combs may be pre-

served in comparative safety, if exposed

to air and light. In a honey-room

combs may be hung safely between the

joists, if not placed close enough to-

gether for the larva: to reach from one

to another. But old combs, whether

they contain pollen or not, will be

sorely riddled, if left where the moths

may reach them.

In the climate of Illinois, where the

hermometer reaches down to —20 de-

grees Fahrenheit, combs that are pre-

served through the winter in a room

without lire will be entirely free from

moths. It is only where the combs have

been protected from the cold, in colo-

nies that live through, or in hives of

which the bees have died at the end of

winter, that the moths reproduce. So

the careful bee-keeper who does not

leave any combs exposed in beeless

hives with entrances open during the

warm season, and who does not bring

into his bee-house any combs of doubt-

ful origin, needs fear the moths but

little. However, when his comb honey

is harvested, it will be advisable for

him to use sulphur or bi-sulphide of

carbon from time to time, as the eggs

of the moths may hatch in some corner

and soon do a great deal of damage.

The progressive bee-keeper who

looks after his bees and his empty

combs, his sections of honey, etc., finds

the moth a blessing instead of a curse.

Were it not for the moths, the combs

of hives that have died from foul brood,

in neglected apiaries, would remain a

constant danger. The moths remove

that danger before the season is over.

A Letter from the Kclitor

Here we are at Rouen, one of the

oldest cities of France, after 10 days of

absence from home. We had a fine

trip across on the "France"—six days

and two hours on the way. No bad

weather, though we had rain and a lit-

tle swell one day.

Here, in Rouen, lives Mr. Crepieux,

who was the editor of the International

Review of Bee Culture after Mr. Ber-

trand. He is now a contributor of

L'.\piculture Nouvelle. He has 60 colo-

nies 4 miles from Rouen, and in lilll

harvested nearly 8OOO pounds of white

honey, mainly sainfoin {Esfarcel), wild

mustard iSinapis artotsis) and bass-

wood. He says the bees get nothing

from white clover here, but when we

went to his countryplace, I saw a num-
ber of bees on the white clover, and it

looked very much as if they were get-

ting nectar from it, for they stopped

quite a while on e.ich bloom. He has

a two-story house apiary open on the

north and the south. He ascertained

that the bees of the lower rows suffered

more in winter flights than those of the

upper rows, but found very little differ-

ence between a north and a south ex-

posure.

We must remember that they have a

mild winter here; that ice rarely gets

over 3 inches thick. Their experience

is that the bees take flight at 48 degrees

Fahr., and not at a lower temperature.

Of course, this is in the shade, and as

the sun is much stronger in Illinois,

probably his tests would not work

with us.

Mr. Crepieux is a very eminent

graphologist. His testimony, in the

recognition of handwritings, in courts,

has often been quoted as almost in-

fallible.

The honey crop is already quite good,

many supers being filled, but I am told

that this is not the rule throughout the

country this year. I will learn more

as I go.

I had the honor and pleasure of

meeting here the renowned Dr. Car-

ton, the man whom we quoted in the

American Bee Journal of September,

1912, as naming alcohol, sugar and

meat tht "three deadly foods." He is

a vegetarian, and very interesting to

hear, though many of us might not

agree with his views, expressed in for-

cible language, and very clearly. He
is a bee-keeper, and has his own expla-

nation concerning the general spread

of foul brood in the United States.

This is based on his studies of bacteri-

ology at the Pasteur Institute of Paris

in 1900. He has promised me an arti-

cle, which will surely be interesting.

He is the author of several works of

note on medical subjects.

If this nlagazine were not a special

publication. I might digress from bee-

culture and tell about "old Rouen." It

is a beautiful city with about 80

churches, some of which are magnifi-

cently sculptured. But the o/rf part of

the city is horrid. Imagine streets

where two cannot pass side by side,

where you can touch both walls with-

out much stretching the arms, where

houses, built 400 or 500 years ago, have

bulged out so as to threaten falling,

and have been braced with iron plates

and bolts, which already show the rust

of centuries.

Magnificent sculptures are found be-

hind the most disgusting looking walls,

and priceless ornaments of stone look

down upon dark, narrow lanes. To an

American these things look more like

a dream than the reality.

We visited in Rouen the square

where Joan of Arc was burnt at the

stake. Fresh flowers are almost con-

stantly brought to the foot of her

statue by enthusiastic admirers. The
exact spot where she was burnt is

showji by a marble slab in the pave-

ment. July '5.

Kol>biiig

July and August are the worst months
for robbing in this latitude, especially

when there is a dearth after a heavy
crop. Bees do not appear to ever be

satisfied with plenty, and a wealthy col-

ony will mercilessly rob a weak or

queenless one.

Prevention is better than cure. Weak
colonies should be carefully watched,

the entrances kept sufficiently reduced

to enable them to defend their combs.
The combs that the colony cannot

cover should be removed, or it is well

to strengthen it by exchanges of dry

combs for combs of hatching bees

from populous colonies. In case of

robbing, a weak colony of bees may
readily be put in shape to defend itself

by giving it, late in the evening, a

quart or so of young Italian bees which

never yet had a flight. The Italians are

much better than our common blacks

to fight robbers and keep out the

moth, .^fter supplying young Italians

to a weak colony, you will see them act

as guards, the very next day.

A bunch of loose grass, thrown over

the alighting-board, at the entrance, is

often sufficient to enable the hive-

guards to defend the colony, for they

station themselves among the blades

and easily arrest the intruders, unless

the colony is completely demoralized.

Colonies that have swarmed must be

examined to make sure that they have

a laying queen, else the robbers and

the moths will make short work of

them.

Early Queen.s

We had so many evidences that

queens reared very early are poor, that

we gave up trying to rear them until

the starring of the clover flow. That

makes it pretty late. With us the

clover harvest is likely to begin some
time during the first ten days of June.

Suppose it begins the oth. and on that

day a young queen is started from a

larva a day old. She will hardly be

laying before June 30. That seems a

long time to wait, if in the meantime

one or more colonies go queenless.

Better, however, to wait until that time

than to have a worthless queen. To
be sure, it sometimes happens that by
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accident or otherwise a queen is miss-

ing, and the first we know of the case,

is that a virgin has been reared by the

colonv. It seems too bad to kill such

a virgin, but if it is very early her death

is the best thing for us if not for her.

When we yield to the temptation to

spare her life, we are likely to regret it.

We had one case of that kind this

year. April 22, upon opening No. (ifj,

we found no unsealed brood. Instead

of breaking up the colony at once, we
temporized by giving it a frame of

brood in all stages. The hive was not

opened again for 15 days, when a fine-

looking virgin was found. Instead of

promptly dispatching her, we again

yielded to temptation and spared her.

Eleven days later she was found in the

hive, just as handsome as ever, and
laying just as many eggs as ever—that

is, none. As she was then probably 2

weeks old, the chances were that she

would never amount too much, and as

a ripe queen-cell happened to be on
hand, the queen was given her quietus

and she was replaced by the cell.

Eighteen days later we looked to see if

the young queen was laying. A few
scattering eggs were found, and then a

patch of drone-cells in which we found

eggs, 4, 5, or more to the cell. That

settled it. Laying workers!

This is not a thing to be proud of

and is not held up as an example for

imitation, but as a frightful warning.

Here were 2 weeks fooled away in the

vain hope of rearing a queen ahead of

time, the bees doing nothing but

dwindling all the time. If we had

broken up the colony in the first place,

giving the bees to other colonies, in-

stead of dwindling away, they would

have increased perhaps double.

Within the past few years dande-

lions have increased to such an extent

that one ought to be able to rear

queens during its bloom, especially

with the aid of fruit bloom. We made
a little effort at it this year. May 7 the

start was made, and of the cells started

we utilized fi. Just half of these were

failures; the other half succeeded to

laying queens. How good these queens

are remains to be seen. But we are

not greatly encouraged about rearing

dandelion queens, and may have to be

satisfied if we can succeed in having

young queens laying about a month
after the very first clover blossom is

seen.

We believe more and more that the

South is the country for early queens.

cover we reproduce a photograph of a

typical apiary in Illinois. Mr. L. L.

Ness, the owner, is a progressive bee-

keeper. He keeps only Italian bees.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Rearing Queens from Foul-Broody

Colonies.—The following suggestions

were received from a correspondent in

California. There is no little danger
from letting such a statement go un-

challenged. It was referred to Dr.

Miller for his opinion. We append
the inquiry and the editorial on it:

"Did you ever stop to consider that
it would be impossible to rear queens
in an apiary that was affected with foul
brood ?' How could the larvae or the
cells be accepted if the brood from
which it was taken be so impregnated
in any way with this disease ? The
queens would manifest this as readily
and as quickly as the brood. The
queen-breeder must surely have his
colony (breeding queen) absolutely
free from this pest or he would never
for a moment be able to rear a single
queen.

It is not the intention of the writer
to create any argument, but on the sur-
face it looks very plain and clear that
a queen rearer or breeder would have
to close up if foul brood was prevalent
in his apiary.

It would be a fine thing if it were
true that "it would be impossible to

rear queens in an apiary that was af-

fected with foul brood." In that case

there would be no temptation for an

unprincipled queen-rearer to send out

queens, and there would be no danger

of spreading disease in that way.

Unfortunately, larvre in queen-cells

follow the same rule as larva: in worker-

cells ; some of them are affected and

some are not, and whatever proportion

of workerlarvx come to maturity just

that proportion of queen-larvas may be

expected to come to maturity. So in

an apiary badly aiTected by foul brood

just as many queens can be reared as

in a healthy apiary. To be sure, not

so many virgins can be reared from

the same number of cells ; but the

queen-rearer is not restricted in' the

number of queen-cells started. If half

his cells fail, all he. has to do is to

start double the number of cells.

The question is; Would any honest

man send out queens from a diseased

apiary ? c. c. M.

The Panama-Pacific Exposition—Mr.

Thomas G. Stallsmith, formerly of

Ohio, has been appointed Chief of the

Department of Agriculture at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition. Under his

jurisdiction will come the department

Thos. G. Stallsmith, of the Panama-
Pacific Exposition.

of Apiculture. In a recent letter to

this office, Mr. Stallsmith announced
that this was to be one of the strong

departments of the Exposition, owing
to the fact that the California bee-

keepers are already discussing the

placing of exhibits. Any one wlfo is

at all interested in obtaining informa-

tion about exhibits would do well to

get in touch with Mr. Stallsmith. Let-

ters may be directed to him at the Ex-
position Building, San Francisco.

The Exposition will be held from

Feb. 20 to Dec. 4, 1915.

Our Front Cover On our front

Fined for Failure to Have Bees In-

spected.—An apiarist of southern Cali-

fornia has paid dearly for failure to

observe the ordinance of Tulare county

in regard to the bringing of bees in

that county. He shipped three car-

loads of bees into Tulare county, and

proceeded to station them amidst the

orange groves.

No notice of the shipment was given

the inspector of apiaries of Tulare

county, as recjuired by the ordinance.

Hearing of the arrival of the bees, the

inspector filed a criminal complaint

against the owner, who was very much
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astonished to lind that tlie penalty for

shipping bees into the county without

notifying the inspector is a line of not

less than ?300. However, he pleaded

guiltv, and was fined the full sum.

Autobiography of A. De Rauschenfels.

—The following is an autobiography

of A. DeRauschenfels, retired editor of

L'Apicoltore :

You desire the story of my life. I

have no marvelous record in the api-

arian field. I have not discovered any
fundamental law; have not invented
any new hive or implement; neither
have I kept as many colonies as your
great American producers have done,
but I take pleasure in responding to

your courteous request.
I was born Feb. 28, 1828, at Lienz, in

the Austrian Tyrol, and received my
education in the University of Inns-
bruck. In 1847, the words: "Mon-
archy is in peril, all Italy to arms,"
caused my departure for the army with
my fellow students, and I was enlisted
in the regiment of Imperial Tyrolese
Cacciatores. I fought in the streets of

Milan in 1848, and the following year

A. DeRauchenkei-s.
Photograph by .Arnaldo (."olti.^

in the battle of Novara. In 1852, I was
promoted to the rank of officer, and in

the barracks saw the dark side of the
life of a soldier. I concluded that this

was not the right pursuit. I resigned
and established myself in the "garden
of Europe," as is called this country of

rich plains and admirable vegetation,
which produces everything, from the
knotty oak to the palms of the Orient.
Living in the country. 1 was attracted

by apiculture. In 18(i9, after having
read the works of Dzierzon and Ber-
lepsch, I commenced bee-keeping with
6 colonies, which I transferred from
the common village hive into movable-
frame hives of the German pattern. In

a few years, with the addition of nat-

ural swarms, artificial divisions, and
the purchase of more common hives, I

raised my apiary to Kli) colonies, and
later to about 20ii, a very large number,
at that time, in Italy, for a follower of

rational bee-culture, which was yet in

its infancy.
I soon began contributing to L'Api-

coltore, the organ of the Italian Asso-
ciation. I also wrote for a German
journal, discussing questions of opin-
ion, such as the best hives. For a long
time I was in favor of the vertical hive
(high and narrow), which was almost
the only hive used in Italy. When your
regretted father, Charles Dadant,
brought to our notice the modified
form of the Langstroth with Quinby
frames, we hesitated to adopt it. It

was difficult to change large apiaries.

In May, 1874, Charles Dadant was writ-
ing us; "Will the hive of my choice
ever become popular in Italy ? I can-
not say, but I do know that those who
try it will not regret it." He was right,

the hive now known in Italy as the
" Dadant hive " has proven its supe-
riority over all others.

In January, 1888, I assumed the edi-

torship of L'Apicoltore. Simplicity
and economy have been my motto. I

believe that two thirds of the imple-
ments that are called indispensable are

unnecssaryin the management of bees.
In 1901,1 published "The Bee and

Its Culture," with an "Atlas' of bee-
keeping, and both before and after I

also published a Compedium of Bee-
Keeping. On Dec. 31, 1912, after 2-5

years, I retired from the editorial chair.

An[)Re.\ Ral'scher Von Stainberg lnd
Rauschnfels. Noceto, Italy, May 31.

Old-Time Advice to Bee-Keepers

The following is an extract sent us by
one of our readers, and copied from
an old agricultural publication dated

1827. In those days, evidently, they

had no conception of out-apiaries, nor

even home-apiaries, nor of honey by

the carload. They did not follow the

motto, " Keep more better bees:"

TO MAN.\GE BEES ON MR. COBBETt's PLAN.

The best hives are those made of
clean, unbleached rye-straw. A swarm
should always be put into a new hive,

and the sticks should be new that are
put into the hive for the bees to work
on; for, if the hive be old, it is not so
wholesome, and a thousand to one

No. I.—Clipping Queens.
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No. 2.—Catching the Qi'EEN as She Issues With the Swarm,

that it contains the embryos of moths
and other insects injurious to bees.

Over the hive itself there should be a

cap of thatch, made also of clean rye-

straw, and it should not only be new
when first put on the hive, but a new
one should be made to supply the place

of the former one every three or four
months; for, when the straw begins to

get rotten, as it soon does, insects

breed in it, its smell is bad, and its

effect on the bees is dangerous.
The hives should be placed on a

bench, the legs of which mice and rats

cannot creep up. Tin around the legs

is best. But even this will not keep
down ants, which are mortal enemies
of bees. To keep th»se away, if they
infest the hive, take a green stick and
twist it around in the shape of a ring,

to lay on the ground, around the leg

of the bench, and at a few inches from
it, and cover this stick with tar. This
will keep away the ants.

Besides the hive and its cap, there

should be a sort of shed, with top,

back, and ends, to give additional pro-

tection in winter; though, in summer,
hives may be kept too hot, and in that

case, the bees become sickly, and the

produce light.

The situation of the hive is to face

the southeast; or, at any rate, to be

sheltered from the north and the west

;

from the north always, and from the

west in wintir. If it be a very dry sea-

son in summer, it contributes greatly

to the success of the bees, to place

clean water near their home, in a pan

that they can conveniently drink from ;

for if they have to go a great way for

water, they have not much time for

work.
It is supposed that bees live onlv a

year; at any rate, it is. best never to

keep the same stall or family over 2

years, except it be wanted to increase

the number of hives. The swarm of

this summer should always betaken
in the autumn of the next year. It is

whimsical to save the bees when the

honey is taken. They must be fed

;

and, if saved, they will die of old age

before the next fall ; and though young
ones will supply the place of the dead,

this is nothing like a good swarm put

up during the summer.
A good sA(// of bees; that is to say,

the produce of one. is always worth
about 2 bushels of good wheat; the

cost is nothing to the laborer. He must
be a stupid countryman indeed who
cannot make a bee-hive; and a lazy

one indeed if he will not if he can. In

short, there is nothing but care de-

manded; and there are very few situa-

tions in the country, especially in the

south of England, where a laboring

man may not have half a dozen sta/is

of bees to take every year. The main
things are to keep away insects, mice,

and birds, and especially a little bird

called the bee-bird; and to keep all

clean and fresh as to the hives and
coverings. Never put a swarm into an
old hive. If wasps or hornets annoy
you. follow them home in the daytime

;

and at night kill them by fire or by
boiling water. Fowls should not go
where bees are, for they eat them.

No. 3.—The Cage With Queen is Tied to a Branch.

Canadian Bee Journal Changes Hands.

—We received a short time ago the
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June number of the Canadian Horti-

culturist. This paper purchased re-

cently the Canadian Bee Journal, which
it has merged with the Horticulturist,

making one paper under title of the

Canadian Horticulturist and Bee-

Keeper. This paper is the official or-

gan of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation, and contains summary reports

from the secretary, Mr. Morley Pettit.

Its June number has several pages of

articles and reports devoted to bee-

keeping.
-^

The Token from the National Bee-

Keepers to N. E. France Those who
subscribed, in February, to the fund

for a present to Mr. France, will be

glad to hear that a leather arm-chair,

with a sterling silver plate inscribed

with dedicatory words, was purchased
and sent to Platteville. As there was
a larger sum than needed, the balance

was sent to Mr. France, who now re-

ports that he added enough to buy a

similar chair for his faithful wife. He
writes, under date of June 18:

" We feel proud of these presents,
and hope to enjoy many comfortable
evenings in them.

" Just now we are having a fine honey-
flow from clover, with prospects of a
continuation for some time. Bass-
wood also is well budded. Wife and I

wish Mr. and Mrs. Dadant pleasure
and good health on their eastern
journey."

Bee-I^eping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Em.via M. Wilson. Marengo. 111.

Ventilation of Sections

The matter of temperature is one of

importance for bees. In winter they
must be kept warm, yet sometimes
harm comes from their being too
warm In spring and early summer
there is little or no danger of having
them too warm, for brood-rearing will

be limited if the temperature surround-
ing the brood-combs be too low. On
the whole, not so very much judgment
is needed on the part of the bee-keeper
in winter and spring. If he tries to

keep his bees warm they will generally
come out all right.

In summer, however, it is something
of a problem to know just what to do
in all cases about keeping bees warm.
Wa.x working requires a high tempera-
ture

;
yet if one should keep a hive

well closed and protected, so that little

heat can escape during the honey har-
vest, one is -doing just so much toward
bringing on the swarming fever. Often,
at least in some places, there are hot
days and cool nights. In the night
everything should be kept as warm as
possible, but in daytime lots of ventila-

tion should be given. But it would be
too much of a chore to change the
ventilation each morning and evening,
and so a middle ground must be
chosen, and just what that middle
ground should be is a problem. The
problem is easier when running for
e.xtracted honey. A colony producing
extracted honey can have more ventila-

tion given than one with a stack of
sections upon it, since there is less

comb building to be done in the former.

Producing section honey in T-supers,
we have never done anything to keep
supers or hives warm during the har-

vest, but we have done something to

help the bees to keep cool. For years
we have had a 2-inch space under bot-
tom-bars, with a bottom-rack to keep
the bees from building down. Some

years ago we practiced allowing a ven-
tilation space at the top of the hive, at

the back end, by having the super
shoved forward a fourth of an inch or
so. Undoubtedly that had some effect

in helping to keep down swarming,
but the back row of sections was slower
about being finished up than the rest

of the super. To be sure we could,
and did, reverse the super when partly
filled, but that still left the central rows
finished before the ends. So we gave
up ventilating in that way, and allowed
no ventilation except at the entrance.
After a while, however. Dr. Miller

decided that the advantage gained by
the ventilation in the way of prevent-
ing swarming overbalanced the disad-
vantage to the supers, and we returned
to the ventilating. Within the past
two or three years we were surprised
to find that the back row of sections,
in some cases, instead of being behind
the others in being finished up. were
finished before the front row. This
year the same thing happened again,
and then one day in June a sight met
our eyes that we had not supposed pos-
sible. All the outer sections in a super
were nicely finished up, back, front,

and sides, while several sections in the
center of the super were only partly

sealed. We could not account for the
freak. Were the bees of that colony
loony ? Then we found the same thing
on another hive, and another, and an-
other, until it seemed to be about as

much the rule as the e.xception.

Can any one tell us why this sort of

thing should take place ." Was it be-

cause of the exceptionally hotweather ?

Anyway, it raises the question whether
we ought not to give a good deal of

ventilation to supers of sections, at

least in very hot weather .'

Opportunities for Women." After dis-
cussing the raising of poultry, pheas-
ants, frogs, and squabs, the writer goes
on to say:

" Bee raising is another profitable
agricultural held that is open to the
country woman. Honey sells for 2o
cents per pound in most places, and a
single swarm of bees will produce 70
pounds of honey in a season without
feed and without attention. I have had
considerable experience in this line
myself, and know that big profits can
be derived from it if it is given reason-
able attention."
That certainly looks like a somewhat

hopeful opportunity to the city woman
penned up in a stuffy office, with a long-
ing for the fresh air of the country.
From the data given she could easily

figure out something about the " big
profits " mentioned if she only knew
something about the number of colo-
nies to be considered.
To the question, "How many

'swarms' of bees can be kept on half
an acre?" she is likely to get the an-
swer, "Oh, about a hundred.'' Then
she figures. Seventy pojnds of honey
at 25 cents a pound amounts to $17.-50.

With 100 colonies one would have
$1750. That, too, "without feed and
without attention." ."Ml that is to be
done is to get the lOO colonies of bees.

Of course, no knowledge of bee-keep-
ing is needed, for no attention is

needed. Xo doubt with "reasonable
attention" an annual income of $2000
or $2,500 can be easily reached. There
is no room for any doubt, for the
writer of the article has '' had consid-
erable e.xperience in this line," and so
she knows.
Yet any woman with a little experi-

encewith bees knows that the pros-
pect is painted in altogether too bright
colors. Yet there was probably not
the slightest intention to mislead.
There is nothing remarkable about
getting 70 pounds of honey from a col-

ony ; there are plenty of places where
the consumer pays 25 cents a pound for

honey, and plenty of locations which
will support 100 colonies of bees. The
trouble, as with many other half truths,

is that the remaining half of the truth

is not told. She should be told that

the poor years and years of entire fail-

ure are all too many, that " without at-

tention " her investment will take to

itself wings in the shape of swarms,
that winter losses will deplete her num-
bers, and that if she averages half the
amount named, even nif/i attention,

she may consider herself quite a suc-
cess.

Yet, even so. she may be greatly the

gainer to join the ranks of beekeepers.

An Optimistic View

An article by a woman writer in
' Opportunity," is entitled "Half-Acre

Honey vs. Poisonous Molasses

T. B. Terry, whose book, "How to

Ki.-ep Well and Live Long," has had a

wide circulation, and whose writings
are eagerly read by thousands of read-

ers of the Practical Farmer, in a late

number of that periodical has the fol-

lowing with its striking heading:

BEEN DRIXKlNi; rOlSOX.

" When I read in ' Starving America '

that all Louisiana molasses contains
sulphurous acid, I thought it must be a

mistake. We had a gallon can of the

I
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best m?de, bought of a large firm that

guarantees its food products pure. It

had been used in roasted wheat to

make our cereal ' cofifee.' I got the

can and looked at the label carefully,

and, behold ! there it was, in small let-

ters that I had not noticed; 'Contains
sulphur dioxide ' This is the same as

sulphurous acid. I thought we were
not eating any of the cursed poisons.

We gave up evaporated peaches be-

cause they are bleached with sulphur
;

so are apricots, white raisins, etc. We
will buy no more molasses, and no
more candy, as pure candy cannot be
made from poisoned molasses and
sugar.

" What can we get in place of those
that are sweet and pure .' Well, we
have 2 gallons of pure white honey,
strictly guaranteed. We don't believe

there is any sulphurous acid in that.

We have maple syrup made by neigh-
bors which is undoubtedly pure, and
we buy the dark colored, unbleached
raisins instead of the white bleached
ones which are poisoned, and ;;o on.

Perhaps you think the little poison we
would get from eating molasses, or
candy, or dried peaches, etc., would not
do any noticeable harm. It would not
kill us directly it is not likely. But
every little drop of poison must pull

down on one some. When there are

poisons in almost everything we eat,

we cannot be at our best physically or
mentally, cannot live out our full num-
ber of days."

If so keen an observer as Mr. Terry
has been deceived into eating poisoned
molasses, it is no wonder that thou-
sands of others are deceived in like

manner. His endorsement of honey
as a wholesome substitute for the un-
wholesome molasses will do no small

good, for T. B. Terry has been so slow
to recognize honey at its true value as

a conserver of health and strength. Let
us hope that he will get into the light a

little more fully, and inform his readers
that it will be greatly for the health of

the nation, and especially for the chil-

dren of the nation, if, instead of the

harmful quantities of sugar consumed,
pure honey shall be used, since honey

is directly assimilated, while excessive
quantities of sugar make ruinous de-

mands on the digestive organs in pre-
paring it for assimilation.

No, -The Settled Swarm.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga,

Some Questions Answered

"Mr. Wilder;—Do you think the
Caucasian bees better than the Italians,

and in what ways ?"

Ans.—They are better for the South
with the exception that they propolize
more. That they are a superior race
of bees has been tested by a number of
our most progressive bee-keepers. If

you do not think it would be safe to

adopt this breed entirely, you might
purchase a few queens and make a test

for yourself, as we have done.
" How much and what kind of foun-

dation do you use in supers .'"'

Ans.—Full sheets of thin surplus
foundation.
"When do you put supers on ?"

Ans.—I put one on for a starter just

before each honey-flow, then add on
more as the bees get ready for them,
always inserting the empty super un-
der the others.
"What kind of supers do you use ?"

Ans.—I prefer shallow extracting
supers for bulk comb honey, and their

equivalent for honey in one-pound
sections. If I were operating solely for

extracted honey, I would use only full

depth supers, same as for brood-
chambers.
"How should I prepare my bees for

winter ?"

Ans.—No special preparation except
to see that each colony has a good
queen and a frame of honey on either

side of the brood-nest.

" How can I keep combs from be-
coming infested with moth ?"

Axs.—Place them in the care of the
strongest colonies.

" How can I rear a few prolific

ijueens ?"

Ans.—Divide your best colony into

two equal parts, and put one-half with
the queen on a new stand. In nine
days, in the other, you will have some
nice ripe queen-cells, which you can
carefully remove and place in cell-

protectors. Look up and kill inferior
queens and give their bees these cells.

Introducing a Valuable Queen

"Mr. Wilder;— I have had an un-
fortunate experience in introducing a

fine queen I recently received. I divided
a very strong colony in two equal
parts, and took the old queen, about
half of the old bees, and most of the
brood to a new stand. I tried to in-

troduce the queen to the half left on
the old stand, but soon noticed that
these bees seemed to be demoralized,
crawling out of the entrance all over
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the hive and flying out about the hive.

This thev kept up for three days, and

then seemed to settle down. I then

opened the hive, removed the cage and

looked over the combs, but failed to

find the queen. Looking on the ground

in front of the hive I found her dead.

Where was my mistake?"
Enid, Okla. E. M. Spmd.

A.NS.—It was all right to divide the

colonv as vou did, taking most of the

brood' to the new location, but you

should have left the old queen with the

bees at the old stand, and introduced

the new queen to the other part.

Almost all of the old bees would have

left the new place and gone back to

the old stand, and you would have had

mostlv young bees with the new queen.

The young bees would have accepted

the queen much more readily. This is

a good way to introduce queens and

make increase at the same time, if it is

not done too late in the season. 1 fol-

lowed this method for a long time with

great suceess.

Arkansas as a Bee-Country

"Mr. Wilder:— I am a young man
and do not have the best of health. I

love bee-keeping, and wish to make it

my life occupation. Which would you

advise me to produce, extracted or

bulk comb honey ? In what part of

Arkansas would you advise me to

locate ? I lived a long while at Hot
Springs, and had some experience with

bees there." L- H. Hoover.

Jacksonville, 111.

Ans.—If you produce bulk comb
honey you will or should produce a

certain amount of extracted.

The section of Arkansas which struck

me as being most favorable for bee-

keeping was Arkansas county, along

Big and Little La Grue creeks, about

where they run together. There are

large swamps with plenty of honey-
plants. The swamps along the west

side extend out within one or two
miles of Ball prairie, from which flow

small streams one or two miles apart.

Where the small streams enter the

woodland, are beautiful points for

homes. The prairie behind is for the

most part of the year covered with

flowers, many of which are nectar-

bearing.
In this section bees have rnade the

best record both in amount of increase

and in surplus honey.

Tupelo-Gum Honey

It is not generally known that our
southern tupelo-gum honey has a high
commercial value and a ready demand.
In some sections of the South the pro-
duction of this honey is the main in-

dustry, and yet hardly a drop is har-

vested compared to what goes ungath-
ered. The bulk of this honey is pro-

duced in the extracted form, put up in

30 to 33 gallon barrels and shipped to

the honey dealers .= the North. They
have agents in the field to buy it as

soon as it is produced. They prefer

this honey because it will not granu-
late, and are willing to pay a fancy

price for jt, It has an exquisite flavor.

a thick body, and is very light in color
with just a little lemon hue, which
makes it appear very beautiful in glass

containers. Perhaps no honey has a

higher commercial value for these
reasons.

There are three species of this gura,

and very often two are found growing
together. The white specie produces
the honey I have referred to above,
and grows mostly on low swampy
land, along the interior watercourses.
The black tupelo grows in the same
sections, but on the low muck land. Its

honey has nearly the same flavor as
the white, and has a heavy body, but is

much darker in color.

The other species I call the scrub
tupelo. It grows along our smaller
creeks and around ponds. Its honey
has about the same body and flavor as

the white, but has a green hue. Our
Dixie bee-keepers who are spreading
out their bee-business, should not lose
sight of this honey-plant. They should
place some bees in reach of it, even if

they have to go 100 or 150 miles to

do so.

No. 5.—The Queen is Let Out to Run in With a Swarm.

No. t).—The Proof of the Pudding
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Death of Wm. McEvoy

It is witli tlie deepest regret that we
announce the death of one of the pio-

neers in the treatment of diseases of

bees, Mr. Wm. McEvoy, of Woodburn,
Ontario, Canada, which occurred at

his home June 211, 1913. Mr. McEvoy
was born at Zimmerman's Mills, Ont.,

March 26, 1814. While a young man
he worked on the farm, and at the age
of 18 secured his first bees. For two
or three years after this he was fire-

IUE LATEiW.M. McE\ov

man in a grist mill, but soon gave this

up to spend his entire time in bee-keep-

ing, which occupation he pursued until

his death.
As a foul-brood inspector and au-

thorits' on foul brood Mr. McEvoy is

especially well known. His method of
treatment of .\merican foul brood is

known by all bee-keepers who have
had to deal with this dreaded disease.
It stands as an unfailing treatment for
the disease if practiced exactly to the
letter, as laid down by its originator.
Mr. McEvoy, besides being an ex-

perienced and practical man in bee-
keeping, and in the controlling of bee-
diseases, was also an able writer. As
early as 1890, we find him writing on
American foul brood in the American
Bee Journal. By that time, too, he had
formed an opinion as to the causes of
foul brood, and also the treatment by
which it could be eradicated. There
was no middle course with him in the
treatment of this disease. His plan
was to be thorough. Briefly stated, the
plan consists in shaking the bees from
their old combs on strips of founda-
tion. These strips are left in the hive
for four days, by the end of which time
all the honey carried from the diseased
combs has been consumed. The bees
are then put on full sheets of founda-
tion and given a fresh start.

For many years Mr. McEvoy was
foul brood inspector, and to him is due
a great deal of the early advancement
in bee-keeping in Ontario.
Always a large bee-keeper, he was

firm in his convictions that a living

could be made from this pursuit alone.
.•Mmost his last words to his son Ewart
were, "Stay with the bees."
We have lost a great man and a

great bee-keeper, but his name is writ-
ten down on our pages where it will re-

main indellible. All sympathy to the
bereaved family in their loss.

Conducted by J. L. Byek, Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Crop Conditions

.\t this date, July 10, the clover honey
harvest is just closing in Ontario. Very
few reports are in, but those I have re-

ceived seem to indicate a short crop
for the eastern part of Ontario, with a

full yield in central counties along the
lakes. In our own yards the yield is

from light to very good. .A.t the north
yard, 90 miles from home, the late,

hard frosts damaged the clover badly,
and the yield is light. No prospects
from basswood, as up there the frost

hurt the buds, and then a plague of

caterpillars stripped all foliage from
the trees.

At the yards near my home the yield

has been excellent; in fact, the best I

ever had, and the quality is of the very
best. What few basswoods we have
here look promising, but we rarely get
much from that source. Prospects were
never better for buckwheat, so all

things considered, it looks like the
year '' '13 " will be a good one for most
Ontario bee-keepers.

Moving Bees

Mention was also made of my inten-
tion to move a large apiary over 250
miles. The lot comprising two car-

loads, including supplies, etc., were all

moved safely without a hitch. I in-
tended to send a picture of the large
apiary taken the day after the bees
were put on the stands. Although I

have the negative developed, I have
not had time to do any printing, so I

will send the picture for next issue if

all goes well.

The Crop—Different Races of Bees

•Although we have secured a nice
crop, we have had practically no
swarming with the e.xception of one
yard, where the bees got ahead of us
and went crazy for a lew days. Many
have reported heavy swarming with
only one yard to look after, and I have
wondered how they would like to
tackle a .5-yard proposition, with no
help except in extracting time. Abun-
dance of room in lime is one of the
main factors in preventing swarming,
but sometimes nothing will stop an
outbreak. Fortunately for us the bees
were easily controlled this year, for
with all the other work. I hardly know
what might have happened if all the
yards had acted like that one did. I

have mostly Carniolan blood in my
yards, but as I use big hives, the
swarming is not usually a serious fac-
tor.

I do not like to tier up too high, as I

believe more honey will be secured by
extracting often and using but two full

depth supers to a hive. This year I

had to do the best I could, and at pres-
ent I have many colonies with 4 full

depth Quinby supers—10 frames in a
super, and all full of sealed honey.
Some work ahead of us yet before we
can fold our arms and " go fishing."
While, as I have said, Carniolan blood

predominates in our apiaries, yet we
have some Italian as well, both golden
and leather colored. It is interesting
to note the traits of the different races
in the same yards. This season I have
been taking note of some of these char-
acteristics.

In the great rush of work I simply
extracted from the top stories to give
immediate relief, and these empty
bodies were placed back on top again.
Not good practice I know, and I never
did it before, but there is a time when
you are apt to get so tired as to say,
" What does it matter anyway, ' and do
things contrary to what you know to

be best. In fact, I had no time to place
empty supers on the bottom, and with
the rush of nectar coming in, the bees
went any place they had a chance to.

I believe they would have stored it in a

pail if one had been placed on top.

We are now having very cool weather,
and these top stories recently emptied
are interesting to look at. With the
dark bees the super is overflowing with
bees, but with the Italians hardly a bee
is seen above, even if the colonies are
clustering outside the entrance. Car-
niolans, like the black bees, are far

more free to store honey a long ways
from the brood-nest than are the Ital-

ians ; and while this fact was not so
apparent in hot weather, it is plainly
evident in cooler weather.
This is a well known fact, but I never

noticed it so prominently before.
During the heavy flow the black bees
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that we still have mixed in some of our
yards, stored equally as well as the

Carniolans-and Italians, but as the flow
slackened, they were " not in it." In

other words, they have not the " s.tick-

toitiveness " that the other two races

have. As to the general average of

the yards, the Carniolans stored far the

most honey—not that they worked bet-

ter than the Italians, but the flow came
early, and the Carniolans were boiling

over with bees, simply waiting for the

nectar to come, while many Italians

were still a bit weak in field force.

As to cellar and outdoor wintering,

this year by all odds favored the out-

door system. The large yard moved
from the east was wintered in caves,

and while the bees appeared to be in

perfect condition, they did not measure
up with the 100 colonies wintered out-

side. The outdoor bees doubled on
the others ; for awhile there appeared
to be about the same number of bees

in all the hives, but on May 24 to June
10 it was a different story. Many of the

bees in the cellar-wintered colonies

were oM on May 24, when comparison
was made, and during the long spell of

cold weather after that period until

clover bloom, these old bees dropped
off a good deal faster than young ones
could take their places. Another year
might tell a different story, but this

year it would liave meant a few thou-

sand pounds more honey had all been
wintered outdoors. All our bees in

the York county apiaries were wintered
outside, and because they were boiling

over when the clover flow came, we
had a nice yield from that yard.

Mention was made about one yard

swarming badly for a few days, and
while this was caused by the bees get-

ting crowded for room, after all it did

not turn out so badly. I scented trou-

ble at the yard the day before the out-

break, and as I had to be extracting at

other yards, I hired a man fairly famil-

iar with bees to cage the queens and
let the swarms return. Yesterday,
about 10 days after the fever came on,

I managed to get a day off, and went to

this yard to straighten up the tangle.

Imagine my suiprise and delight when,
after lifting oft the supers, I found in

most cases the cells were cut down and
a young queen in the hive, even if the
old queens had been caged on top of

the supers all the time. In some cases
the swarming had been caused by
supersedure, but in others young
queens of last year's rearing were in

the cages. Hard to explain why it was
done; but my theory is that during an
e.Kceptionally cool spell of weather,
which lasted for 48 hours just previous
to my visit to the yard, the bees had
allowed the first issuing young queen
to destroy all the other cells.

As already stated, only the one yard
gave us any trouble, and while I ex-
pected to lose swarms, I am surprised
and gratified the loss was so small. I

have just returned from one apiary not
visited for a week, and although the

flow has been good there, not a swarm
has issued; that yard is mostly com-
posed of Carniolans that are accused
of being such bad swarmers.

I do not feel like reading or writing
much just at present. If you wonder
why. take charge of five apiaries dur-

ing a good honey-flow. After "follow-
ing the game " for four weeks without
a let up, you will understand all about
it. Good nighl.

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by Louis H. Scholi,. New Braunfels. Tex.

To Guard Against Foul Brood

It is of the utmost importance to be
constantly on the watch for bee-dis-

eases, especially foul brood, and all

proper precautions should be taken be-

forehand. Foremost is educating one's

self properly on this subject, as it is

highly important to know everything
possible about diseases of bees, so that

the apiarist may be prepared. Taking
the proper steps at the right time, be-

fore the "enemy" appears, is a strong
fortification against any depredations.
" An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure."

\ XEW PLAN FOR PROTECTION.

At a meeting of several enthusiastic

and progressive bee-keepers recently,

the discussions centered about a plan

of protection, which, if carried out
properly, may be of untold benefit. I

am a strict advocate of doing things

at just the fight time.

Texas has now in operation, since

July 1, a stronger and more powerful
foul brood law than the old one. With

it I believe the diseases of bees can be
kept in check, if not eradicated from
the State altogether. It is up to the

bee-keepers of Texas. Organized effort

on their part, and co-operation with
the State foul brood inspector at all

times, will mean a greater work along
this line than can ever be expected in

any other way. It is this that I hope
to see carried out promptly and prop-
erly. We have a foul brood law that I

believe is powerful enough to back any
cases that may necessarily require such
" backing up."

.\RMED WITH \ CERTIFICATE.

The plan discussed above calls for

the inspection of our own apiaries, and
obtaining a certificate of freedom from
contagious bee-diseases among our
own bees, first of all. This can be ob-
tained easily enough in such localities

that are near or in proximity to

those infected. Such an inspection
would be worth a great deal to deter-

mine definitely whether one's own api-

aries are actually free from disease.

The satisfaction of this knowledge

should be appreciated by the careful
bee-keeper.
Holding a ceriificate from the State

inspector ourselves, which shows that
our bees have been inspected and
found in good healthy condition, we
are well prepared to come forward and
require the inspection of all other bees
near us. It should be our intention to
enforce such inspection upon all other
bee-keepers in our neighborhood after
we have secured our own certificate.

"in UNION THERE IS STRENGTH."

To make this more effective, a num-
ber of bee-keepers should unite. This
will strengthen the plan materially, as
united effort will carry greater weight
than a single-handed attempt. But by
all means let it not be understood that
any one should not take the matter up
just as promptly single-handed, and es-
pecially where a progressive bee-keeper
finds himself in a somewhat isolated
locality. The time has passed «\hen we
should hesitate to carry out the proper
steps for protection for fear of orfcnd-
ing our neighbor bee-keeper. To pro-
tect ourselves is a business proposi-
tion.

THE DISEASE MAY ALREADY BE NE.\R.

The question of the distance foul
brood may be from one's locality will

play a part in this method of procedure.
Yet it is not necessary to wait until

the disease appears. That would never
do, and that is exactly what we want to
guard against. Take for instance in

my own locality, I find that foul brood
exists about a dozen miles from one
of my apiaries. The question comes
up then, whether there may not be scat-
tering foul brood cases nearer. Thirty
miles should be considered near
enough, in my estimation, to warrant
taking steps to guard promptly against
the disease. Who can know whether
some infection from that foul brood
apiary, even at an apparently safe dis-

tance, may not be carried near enough
to my own apiaries to be a source of
infection. Especially important is this

when the diseased apiary is owned by
a careless bee-keeper.

It behooves us to take up this matter
at the very earliest stage. It is hoped,
therefore, that the bee-keepers of
Texas, and other States and countries
as well, will make one great fight

against those menaces to the bee-
keeping industry.

SchoN's Honey-House Shutters

A request from an enquirer, desiring
information about my shutters with
folding " arms " or supports, as used on
our honey houses, prompts me to give
a drawing that is self-explanatory. Our
shutters are 8 feet long and G feet wide,
and made of '2x4 and 1x4 lumber and
corrugated galvanized iron. On ac-
count of their weight it is necessary to

devise some means for opening and
holding them from the building. This
allows proper ventilation, and at the

same time serves as additional roof
for shade. A cooler building is the
result.

Our honey houses and work shops
are provided with these large shutters

on the south side. By this means it is

possible to open the greater part of the
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SCHOI.I.'S HONEV-HOUSE SHUTTER.

wall with great ease. Just a little push
of the hand throws the shutter forward
and outward, and a pull of the rope
raises it to the proper position. To
release the "arm" and close the shut-
ter, a slight push on the underside of

the folding arm suffices. It is impor-
tant to hold to the rope firmly so as to

prevent the shutter from slamming,
and possibly striking the person oper-
ating it.

A slight change from attaching the

shutter support, as shown in the draw-
ing, is necessary to make it work more
perfectly. Instead of hinging the sup-

port to the crosspiece across the mid-
dle of the shutter, an independent cross-

piece should be placed one-fourth the
distance from the lower end. On an 8-

foot shutter this crosspiece would be 2

feet from the lower end. The two
pieces of the support are each 4 feet

long, the lower one hinged to the mid-
dle of the upper one with the rope.

Convention <M Proceedings

New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Meeting

One of the best attended summer
meetings of the New Jersey Bee-Keep-
ers' Association was held at the apiary
of Geo. Grover, near Trenton, on June
25. People were in attendancefrom New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York and
Delaware— (14 in all being present. As
an evidence of the interest, one couple
rode their bicycles 13 miles to the rail-

road station, in order to catch an early
train.

The improved robber cloth was the
subject of the first talk, by Dr. Cheney,
of Hoboken. He also showed an in-

genious stand to be used when manipu-
lating hives.

The tube bee-escape and its uses
were ably discussed by W. W. Case, of
Frenchtown. While the primary ob-
ject in devising this was for the con-
trol of foul brood, it is also ideal for
transferring.

After lunch, "Short cuts in finding

queens," was discussed by I. J. String-
ham, of New York; Dr. Cheney, of

Hoboken; and C. H. Root, of Red
Bank. Mr. Stringham's plan is pri-

marily intended to be used on black or
hybrid stock, and at a time when rob-
bers are troublesome. He puts near
the hive to be manipulated, a spare
bottom-board, on that a queen-excluder,
and two empty hive-bodies on this.

The hive in which the queen is to be
found is gently smoked at the en-
trance, lifted from its bottom-board
and placed on top of the two empty
bodies. The cover is now removed,
the bees freely smoked, and two combs
removed from the sides of the hive. If

the queen is not on them, they are cov-
ered from robbers. The remainder of

the frames in the hive are spread, and
the bees drawn down by free use of
smoke.
This will cause most of the bees and

the queen to cluster below the bottom-
bars. The hive is raised about an inch
and set down sharply, dislodging the

cluster below the frames, then replaced
on its stand, and the two frames re-

turned. The queen will be found try-

ing to pass through the excluder.
Dr. Cheney's plan is to remove the

hive from its stand and place an empty
hive in its stead. On this place a

queen-excluder with a 4-inch board
tacked on one side of the lower side,

so there is a space of the lower hive
left uncovered. The hive to be manipu-
lated is then placed on the queen-
excluder, gently smoked, and the

combs transferred from the upper to

the lower hive through the uncovered
part of the lower hive, search being
made on each comb for the queen.
Mr. Root said all who enjoyed this

kind of sport were welcome to it, but

his way was to keep nothing but quiet

Italian stock, and he never had the

least trouble in locating the queen by
" just looking."
The last discussion was by President

Root, on his winter-case. This is a

double-walled outer case, with 2 inches

of packing between the walls. It tele-

scopes over the regular hive-body, the

hand-hole cleats being left off to insure

a closer tit. The regular hive cover is

also left off, and Ji-inch super cover is

used over the body. With this there is

used a double packed bottom and a

packed telescope cover.

Mr. Root claims this case is worth $2

per hive each year in the saving of

winter stores and extra honey gath-

ered early before the cases are re-

moved. So far as location is con-
cerned, Mr. Root's yards would not be

considered by apiarists to be in need
of extra winter protection, as all are in

fairly well sheltered locations, and not

very remote from Raritan Bay and the

Atlantic Ocean, where temperatures
are not, ordinarily, extreme.—E. G.

C.\RR.

The Massachusetts Convention

The annual convention of bee-keep-

ers, held by the Extension Service of

the Massachusetts Agricultural College,

Tune 11 and 12, at Amherst, was char-

acterized by a large attendance and a

particularly interesting program.
The equipment for apiculture at the

State College, which is as good as any
in the country, has been added to dur-

ing the past year, the manufacturers
sending exhibits exceeding last year's

display.
Ihe morning of the first day's ses-

sion was given over to general displays

and demonstrations by inventors and
manufacturers, and three addresses.
Mr. E. C. Britton, of Canton. Mass., dis-

cussed "Practical Bee-Keeping," em-
phasizing especially the need of a large
number of working bees for honey
production; Mr. Morley Pettit, Pro-
vincial Apiarist for Ontario, Canada,
took up " Extracted Honey Produc-
tion;" and Prof. F. A. Waugh, a horti-
culturist of National reputation, spoke
on " Pollenation of Fruits."

Wednesday afternoon was given over
to bee-diseases. Diseases in the apiary
and their transmission, prevention an j
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The Massachusetts Convention Group.

Partial View ok Kxhibits at Amherst.
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eradication are being carefully dealt

with by the department at Amherst,
and the discussions were comprehen-
sive. Dr. B. N. Gates, State Apiary In-

spector, gave a general survey of brood
diseases. Mr. Chas. M. Musgrove dis-

cussed the " Bee-Escape Treatment for

Foul Brood," and the question was
open for general discussion by the at-

tending bee-keepers.
Bees and queens shipped by dealers

from all parts of the country in comb-
less packages were on exhibition, and
were manipulated. Dr. Gates believes

that one of the best methods for the

prevention of transmission of brood
diseases in shipping bees, is in using
the combless packages, and he is at

present instigating a campaign for

their universal use as far as possible.

The Massachusetts deputy inspectors

gave a demonstration of treatment for

diseases.

Of special interest was an illustrated

lecture Wednesday evening by Mr.
Pettit, concerning bee- keeping in his

Province. Conditions in Ontario are

much different from those in New. Eng-
land, and the large scale production of

Ontario bee-keepers and their methods
of obtaining extracted honey were of

much interest to those in attendance.

The second day opened with a dis-

cussion of bee foods, principally can-

dies, by Mr. O. V. Fuller, of Black-
stone. Geo. T. Whittlen, of the Hart-
ford School of Horticulture, demon-
strated some original methods of win-
ter increase, and a scheme of working
ing 2 colonies of bees on one super.

At the model apiary, Mr. E. R. Root,
of Medina, Ohio, demonstrated and ex-

plained appliances for the uncapping and
extracting of honey on a commercial
scale. A (i-frame electrically driven re-

versible extractor, a steam capping
melter and a hot uncapping knife were
in operation, together with a honey-
pump, which discharged the extracted
honey into the bottling device.

Mr. Root also spoke extensively on
the " Management of Out-Apiaries,"
and was followed by A. W. Yates, one
of the Connecticut Deputy Inspectors,

speaking on the same subject for New
England conditions. A discussion by
Mr. John Shaughnessy, a Deputy In-

spector of Lee, and a lecture by Dr.

W. P. Brooks, on " Increasing the
Clovers," closed the program.
The regular display of bee-appliances

of all kinds by the college was much
larger than in former years, there be-
ing several additions of historical in-

terests as well as many new inventions.
A line display of wax in all sizes of

preparation and reiinement, together
with a comparative exhibit of wax on
the market, attracted much attention.

The college has recently installed a

model steam plant for wax rendering
and refining, and the exhibit of about
100 pounds of refined produce was pre-
pared under Dr. Gates directions. The
crude way in which much wax is com-
mercially handled, was well brought
out by the superior product obtained
by careful methods.
A collection of honey packages, in-

cluding tin section boxes from Colo-
rado, new shipping crates and other
packages were shown. Also cement
hive stands of various styles, ,i new
observatory hive, and a new patented
bottom-board claimed attention. The
apiary of 'JO colonies is surrounded,
this year, by a bee-garden of all the im-
portant nectar-yielding plants of the

country around Amherst, and this fea-

ture served an educational value.

The keynotes of the convention were
the necessity of applying strict busi-

ness methods in marketing bee-prod-
ucts, and the value of keeping up with
the advance in disease treatment. Con-
ditions are yet favorable for a good
honey crop in Massachusetts.

E^R Western <^ Bee-I^eping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

An Ideal Farm and Apiary in Colorado

Mr. Danielson lives on a beautiful

irrigated stock farm 'ij-i miles north-
west of Brush, Colo. Brush is in the

South Platte valley, about 100 miles
northeast of Denver. The land here is

adapted to alfalfa, sugar beets, and
grain. The lay of the land could not
be liner for irrigation purposes. The

Apiarv OF Daniel Daniei.son. at Brush. Colo.. Surrounded by Honey-Locist Hedge
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slope is just right. Land values are
from $1110 an acre up to $175. One
farmer raised 37 tons of beets to the
acre, last year. The wide sandy bed of

the Platte is nearly dry most of the
year, and sweet clover has taken most
of the bottom land. All the bee-men
locate within range of this sweet
clover. Alfalfa, of course, is an impor-
tant source of nectar, but the sweet
clover is necessary to help out. Not
many farmers have bees, as they were
put out of business by the poor seasons
several years ago.
Mr. Danielson said they always got

some honey when the grasshoppers did
not take everything. He operates
about .'i.^O colonies, and his grown sons
operate the farm. In the feed lot are
2.ii head of line fat steers ready for the
market. They are worth about $100
each. I wonder that a man can afford
to keep bees who can raise such stock
as that.

Mr. Danielson is getting along in
years, and is troubled somewhat with
rheumatism, so that he finds bee-keep-
ing well adapted to his abilities. His
crop last year was 15,000 pounds of
extracted honey from about 200 colo-
nies. He has sold practically all his
honey for 10 cents a pound. He has
an International motor wagon and
trailer, and can load KiOO pounds in the
box and 1000 pounds in the trailer. The
International seems to be quite a favor-
ite. I know of five other bee-men in
Colorado who have purchased Inter-
nationals.
A visit to Mr. Danielson's home api-

ary is worth while. Surrounded on all

sides by a honey-locust hedge, it is

wonderfully well protected from the
winter storms. The honey house is

close by, and is tightand warm so win-
ter work can be comfortably done by
an elderly person as is Mr. Danielson.
A track set on two by fours runs the

full length of the apiary; one row of
hives on each side of the track. The
fiat push car, shown in the illustration,
will hold all the honey the automobile
can haul out. Showing the precision
with which Mr. Danielson works, it

should be mentioned that the track is

level from one end to the other.
Mr. Danielson has an extracting

house about 200 yards from his apiary,
close to the house, and here I found an
8-frame extractor ready to be hooked
up to the gasoline engine.
The novel thing about the place that

appealed to me was the honey strainer
(shown in the illustration). Cheese-
cloth is roiled up on rollers, and with
the crank it can be turned, and a clean
surface had for straining without
touching the fingers to the strainer.
This strainer is taken ofif each night
and washed. A screen wire bottom is

used for the cheese-cloth to lie upon
when the honey is straining. Hooks
are placed along each side to fasten
the edges so that the honey will not
run over. The honey runs through a
pipe that passes through the capping
melter before flowing into the strainer,

so that the honey is heated before it

goes into the strainer.

Foul brood has not made its ad-
vances in Morgan county viry much
so far, but care will have to be exer-
cised to keep it out, as some has been

brought into the lower part of the
county. In case it should gain a foot-
hold, it is possible that Mr. Danielson
will find it necessary to give up ex-
tracted honey for comb-honey pro-
duction.

\w

Cheesecloth Roller Strai.ner ot Daniel Danielson.

Contributed Articles^

H

The Flight of Bees
BY t'.. W. lERRV.

AVING noticed of late, in the Bee
Journal, this subject, " Do Bees
Fly in a Straight Line ?" and
having hunted them a little some
years ago, I feel constrained to

"butt in." My first observation was ac-

cidental. I was not caring whether
they flew straight or not, but their per-
formance was so striking that I was
forced to take notice. I picked up a

line of bees that flew southwest. I fol-

lowed them, bee-hunter style, about
one-half mile, when all at once they
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Apiarv House of G. W. Perry.

rtew northwest. I followed them in

the same manner about one third of a

mile into the attic of a farm house, on
the bank of the Farmington River.
They were Bying around the end of
a mountain rather than over it, and out
of a straight line at least one-third of
a mile.

Another time I started some bees on
the east side of a high, steep rocky
blufif. They flew north about 200 rods,
then turned to the leftabout 20 de-
grees to where the blutt was not half

so high. Here they made another turn
to the left down through an open pas-
ture into some hives in a man's back-
yard.

Bees, in crossing from one mountain
to another, will go down into the val-

ley to cross, I believe, on account of
the wind they encounter so high up.
My obervations lead nie to think that
bees do not like to get too far from
earth. Bees foraging at one end of a
valley with their home at the other, if

the valley is narrow with mountains on
either side, will keep in line with the
valley, however crooked. Do bees fly

in a straight line ? In a level, open
country, on a still day, they fly practi-
cally straight, but we need to give the
^radically a good wide margin.

I will say in conclusion to those
who believe bees fly in a straight line
only, that the test of the pudding is in

the eating, and if they will equip them-
selves with a bee hunter's box, a field

glass, a pocket compass, and " hike
"

for a country that is all chopped up
with mountains, hills, valleys, rivers,

brooks and timber, and hunt bees, they
will get a lot of pleasure, some sur-
prises, some knowledge, no boodle,
and they may change their mind. For
the love of our little friends, should
you find their home in some tree, be-
fore you rob them, unless you can give
them another home, step to one side
and talk to yourself. If you are a lover
of Nature, and of the music of the

millions of voices that sing the praise
of that Deity, you will have an outing
that is hard to beat, and have a better
knowledge of the flight of bees than
you will get in a long time by going
into a level open lot and sitting on the
fence to hear and see a few bees fly

past.

Litchfield, Conn.

Some Things About Cellar-

Wintering

BV PR. C. C. MILLER.

FROM a source not lightly to be
refused comes a request that I

should tell all I know about cel-

lar-wintering. The task might
not be a very heavy one if I

should confine myself strictly to what 1

really know. Josh Billings says

:

"What's the use of knowin' so much,
when so much that we know ain't so ?"

And too often some of the things we
think we know we afterward find " ain't

so." There are things I thought I

knew a few years ago that I don't feel

so sure about now.

CHOOSING BETWEEN OUTDOOR WINTERING
AND CELL.\RING.

One of the first things to decide
about wintering is whether it is better
to winter in cellar or outdoors. One
might think a degree of latitude should
be found, north of which all bees
should be cellared, and south of which
all should be wintered outdoors. But
it doesn't work out very clearly in that
way. Isothermal lines are not entirely
coincident with parallels of latitude.

Indeed it is not certain that isothermal
lines, or lines running through points
of equal temperature, can be at all de-
pended upon.

I am located in northern Illinois, in

latitude 42 degrees, and I am pretty
sure that the cellar is better for mv

bees than outdoors. But it does not
necessarily follow that a man a hun-
dred miles directly north of me should
winter his bees in a cellar. I am located
where winter winds are fierce, and
where they keep steadily on their job,
hours and hours at a time. And that
" hours and hours " is a matter of more
consequence than the fierceness of the
wind. The man 100 miles north of me
may have a much lower temperature,
but not afilicted with such winds, and
his bees may be all right outdoors.
Up to 40 degrees of latitude it is safe

to say that outdoor wintering is the
better way, but when we get north of
that a little ways it begins to be a ques-
tion. The beginner may do well to
rely on the experience of older bee-
keepers. For myself, if the thing were
at all in the balance, I would lean
strongly toward outdoor wintering. If

there were no other reason, a strong
one is that one with an ordinary cellar

cannot go from home for a great many
days while his bees are in a cellar. I

may not actually enter the bee-room
for days, or even weeks, at a time, but
I must be on hand to open or shut
doors when there are material changes
in the weather. So I envy the man
who can leave his bees outside.

TIME TO CELL.\R BEES.

Just when is the right time to put
bees in cellar is largely a matter of
guessing. If one could know all about
the weather a few weeks in advance, it

would be an easy thing to lay down a

reliable rule. It can be given in a few
words: Cellar your bees the clay aflcr
lluy take their last Jlight before zrinter.

The guessing comes when you try to

decide whether the bees will have an-

other day when they can fly. I have
known it to happen that a good flight-

day came rather early in November,
and then no chance for another flight

until the following spring. Suppose
bees have a flight Nov. 20, and you cel-

lar them the next day. Then Nov. 30

comes another flight-day. You have
subjected your bees to 10 days' un-

necessary confinement. That's bad.

Then suppose the next year the bees fly

again Nov. 20. Remembering your e.x-

perience of the previous year, you wait

for them to fly 10 days later.

But when Nov. 30 comes, the ther-

mometer is fooling around the neigh-

borhood of zero, and you take your
bees in without waiting longer. The
confinement to the hive begins just the

same in the 2 years, only in the first

case the first 10 days were spent in the

cellar, and in the second case outdoors.

In that 10 days outdoors the bees will

load their intestines very much more
than they would in the cellar. In other

words, leaving the bees out 10 days too

long will do more harm than taking

them in 10 days too soon.
The chances are, however, that if you

wait until Nov.'^SO, and no flight comes
then, you will keep waiting and waiting

for a warm day, and if no such day
comes you will finally take in the bees

after they have been out many days too
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long. In my locality there is not much
danger of being caught before the mid-
dle of December ; but 1 never care to
take chances after Nov. lo, and the first

flight they get after that, in they go. If
a warm day comes soon after they are
in cellar, it doesn't worry me. I had
rather be caught that way than the
other way.

TEMPER.\TI_-R1-; OF CELLAR.

The first difficulty met in attempting
to have a bee-cellar of right tempera-
ture lies in the thermometers. Examine
a lot of ordinary thermometers for
sale in a store, and you will find them
varying through quite a number of de-
grees. Not all can be right. Not long
ago Dr. Phillips came along with a
thermometer of realiability, and I found
upon comparison that the thermome-
ter in my cellar registered 5 or li de-
grees too high. It was a rickety old
affair whose health had not been im-
proved by a fall which had displaced
the glass tube. I adjusted the tube to
agree with his, and was glad to find
that two other thermometers were all

right.

We are told that somewhere about 50
degrees in the middle of the cluster is

the point at which bees are most nearly
dormant, and that 45 degrees is the
favorable temperature for the surround-
ing air. So with a reliable thermome-
ter, the beginner may think he has no
difficult problem. But he will find diffi-

culties. If he does not know for cer-
tain whether his thermometer is reli-

able, then a safe advice is: " Find out
at what point the bees are most quiet
in your cellar by your thermometer,
and then try to keep your cellar at that
temperature." Safe advice to give, but
not so easy to follow.

In the first place it is not so easy as
might be imagined to decide when bees
are most quiet. There is no way of
measuring the degree of quietness.
Stand in the bee-room today and listen
to the murmur of the bees. Then stand
in the same place tomorrow and listen.
You can hear the murmur all right, but
can you remember the noise of the pre-
vious 24 hours clearly enough to say
whether it was greater or less, unless
the difference be very great? Another
trouble, especially in a very windy coun-
try, comes from the noise made by the
wind outdoors. It does not take much
of a wind outdoors to drown out quite
a murmur in the cellar. So it is hard
to know whether the noise you hear is

made by the bees or the outdoor wind.
Another trouble is that the tempera-

ture is not the same in all parts of the
room. It is considerably colder at the
floor than at the top of the room.
One might think that the ideal would

be to have the bees in a cellar so quiet
that one could never heara sound from
them. I never had that experience.
There is always at least a low murmur
like the sound of a gentle breezeamong
pine trees. Latterly I am inclined to
the opinion that a continued silence,
with 50 or more colonies in a cellar, is

not only unattainable but undesirable.
An account of some observations

Another View of the I'.xhibits at Amherst.-- See page 267

may not be without interest. Last win-
ter there were in my cellar 'jy colonies
piled 4 high. As the difference of tem-
perature between the bottom and the
top hives amounts to several degrees,
I thought I could make some compari-
son that would be helpful. March 28,

at noon, the cellar door having been
open all forenoon, the temperature at

the bottom of a pile near the center of

the room was 43 degrees, and on top of

the pile 48. (That 5 degrees difference
was a little more than the ditTerence
between the two hives, as the upper
thermometer was on the top of the up-
per hive, and the lower thermometer
should have been on the top of the
lower hive. But that was not conven-
ient. ) I might classify the colonies
into 4 kinds : Those that were entirely
silent, from which I could hear no
sound until I had blown in the en-
trance; second, those from which I

could hear a low murmur by listening
carefully; third, those whose murmur
could be plainly heard ; and fourth,

those that might be called noisy. Here
is the result

:

Bottom hives: ?> silent; !l low; 9

murmur ; 2 noisy.
Top hives: 4 silent; low; mur-

mur ; 1 noisy.

So far as that showed anything, it

showed there was not much diff^erence

between the upper tier and th" lower,
which implies that the best point of

temperature would be somewhere be-
tween 43 and 48, possibly the tradi-

tional 45 degrees.
I then closed the door so as to allow

the cellar to become warmer. At G :30

p.m. it was 4(1 degrees at the bottom of

the pile and 53 at the top. It seems a

bit strange that there should be a dif-

ference of 7 degrees between bottom
and top in the evening, and only 5 de-

grees at noon. My readings may not
have been made with utmost accuracy;

certainly they were not made with the
greatest exactness. At any rate, here
was the result

:

Bottom hives: 2 silent; 12 low; 6
murmur ; 3 noisy.
Top hives: silent; 6 low; 11 mur-

mur ; IJ noisy.
That seems to indicate that bees are

more quiet at 46 degrees than at 53,

and leaves it still possible that the tra-

ditional 45 degrees is all right. But I

don't count that there is anything so
very reliable in these observations, so
far as they go. My ear is sufficiently

musical so that I can measure relative
pitch ; but I haven't much confidence
in my ability to measure relative
volume.
A factor should be mentioned that

may make a diflference. Years ago we
were told that at intervals bees had
spells of waking up, and shifting their
position so as to be nearer the source
of supplies. Without making any spe-
cial observations regarding the matter,
I had become skeptical about it, and
inclined to believe it one of those tra-
ditions that pass current in beedom be-
cause no one has taken the pains to
dispute them.
But I am not so sure about it. In

the observations at noon, just men-
tioned, there were 2 noisy colonies. It

so happened that 1 remembered w'here
they were, and in the evening there
were no noisy ones in the vicinity.

There were, however, 3 noisy ones in
the lower tier in the evening, 3 that
had not been noisy at noon. More-
over, while the lower tier was in gen-
eral more quiet than at noon, there
were more noisy ones in it in the eve-
ning than at noon, and no colony was
noisy both noon and evening. Some
one may say, "But didn't you stir up
the bees so as to make them noisy ?" I

don't think so. I simply moved quietly
from one hive to another, holding my
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ear to the entrance, and I don't believe

the bees were disturbed by it at all. If

my listening made them noisy, there
should have been more noisy ones
than those few. Still, I am not sure.

Sometimes a colony is stirred up by
the mere odor, perhaps, from my head.
So it looks true that colonies have

noisy spells without anything being
wrong, and if that be the case, it fo'-

lows that with .'iO or 100 colonies in a

cellar there might never be a time of

entire silence in the room, although
some colonies might be silent at most
times. That e.xplains my saying that a

continued silence maybe undesirable if

the periodical waking up is a normal
performance.
With a difference of 5 to 7 degrees

between the top and bottom of a pile,

it is impossible to have all the bees in

a room at the same temperature. The
nearest to having all at the best tem-
perature, supposing 4.5 degrees to be
the point, is to keep the thermometer
hanging just inside the door that en-
ters the bee-room from the furnace-
room, some -5 feet from the ground, as
I find at that point the temperature
will usually be about the same as at

the middle of a pile in the center of the
room.

Like enough bees will stand no small
variation of temperature without any
great harm— possibly from -W to 50 de-
grees—provided other conditions are
all right. All the same, the nearer they
can be kept to the degree of greatest
quietude the longer they can stand
confinement.

It occurred to me that by taking a
single colony and noting its behavior,
I might do better than to give my at-

tention to a number. If I could begin
at or below the point of greatest quie-
tude, and then raise the temperature of
the cellar, listening to the bees at the
various degrees of temperature, I might
learn something. It was so late in the

season when this occurred to me, that
the weather was not cold enough to

begin very low, only as low as 4-5 de-
grees.

.^pril 2, the bees seemed quiet in

cellar, so far as I could tell with the
noise of the outside wind. The win-
dow and doors had been wide open,
and a gale had been sweeping through
the cellar, so that the air could not be
otherwise than pure. .\ thermometer
on the top of colony No. 2 showed 45
degrees, the same as outdoors. Put-
ting my ear to the entrance of the hive,

I could hear only a low murmur, and
it seemed to me that I could hear just a

very little rattling of the wings such as

bees make when it is too cold for them.
But I could not make sure of that. If,

fortunately, they were just a shade too
cold, then I ought to be able to catch
a point of entire silence with the rising

of the temperature, if there is a point
of temperature at which bees are gen-
erally, if not always, silent. This was
at 8 am. I immediately closed the
window and the outside door, leaving
open the door between the bee-room
and the furnace-room. At 8:30 the
thermometer on the hive stood at 49
degrees; at !) o'clock it was 52; at 10

o'clock, -53; at 11 o'clock, 55.

Much to my surprise—and 1 may say
to my disappointment—during these
changes of temperature, I could dis-

cover no difference in the murmur of

the colony. If there was any differ-

ence it certainly was very slight. At 11

o'clock, as stated, the thermometer on
the hive showed 55 degrees, and the

outdoor temperature was 54. I shoved
the tire in the furnace, and at noon it

was 5ii degrees on the hive. I thought
there was a distinct increase of the

murmur, but it is hard to be positive

about a thing for which you have no
absolute measure, especially when you
must remember from one hour to an-

other. At 12 :40 it was 62 degrees ;
at 1

o'clock, ()4, and by this time the bees
were quite a bit noisier and were irrit-

able, so that the mere presence of my
head at the entrance (was it the odor ?)

stirred them up. At 1 :30 p.m. it was 62
degrees, the fire having been dampened,
and by 3 o'clock it was 60, where it re-
mained until 6 p.m., when the cellar
was thrown open. During the after-
noon the noise of the colony remained,
I think, about the same as at 11 a.m. I

should say the bees were noisy, but not
nearly so noisy as they are sometimes,
nor did they seem inclined to run out
of the hive as they sometimes do.

I was little the wiser for my observa-
tions. I know the bees are quieter at

45 degrees than at 64, and I think that
the point of greatest quietude— if there
be such a point— is somewhere not very
far from 45 degrees. But I certainly
have no positive and e.xact knowledge
about it, and I respectfully refer the
problem to Dr. Phillips.

{Concluded in Seitlimber.')

Feeding Bees Sugar Syrup

BY GEORGE SHIBER.

A
MINISTER friend of mine, in the
course of a talk, made the re-

mark that "we should not wait
until our friends are dead before
giving them the bouquets they

are entitled to." I believe he is right.

I need the largest one I have. I wish
I could have it even brighter and larger

than I can build with this pen.

Turn to page 78 of the American Bee
Journal for this year, " Effects of Feed-
ing Sugar." I have read it over sev-

eral times. It reads truth and common
sense. No one could doubt that the

writer had been in the bee-yard and
handled bees—yes, handled them "a
whole lot." He may live to be a very
old man, but he never will write a

sounder article than that.

I was a blundering lad just commenc-
ing with a few bees in 1888, and for

years later there were bee-keepers who
recommended, in the bee journals, to

extract the honey from a colony in the

fall and feed sugar sjrup, that the dif-

ference in the price of the two would
be the gain, .^s the editor says, " It

looks good," I am sure it could only
be attended by loss. Never in a single

case could it be made a profitable

operation. Exceptions may be thought
of, such as honey-dew in whole or part,

or poor honey ; but even then I do not
think it would be the best thing to do
to extract all the stores in the fall and
feed syrup.
By the way, has anybody done it on

a very large scale ? Take an apiary of

200 colonies, and extract all of the

honey in the several brood-chambers
in September. Say! you will have a

job on your hands. It is much easier

said than done. Oh, yes ! it <«« be done,
but I should want good wages for the

work.
What shall we do if the stores are

not of so good a quality as we should
like, and would not winter the bees
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safely ? The simplest way would be
to give them about 15 pounds of
sugar syrup of a 2 to 1 mixture (2

pounds of sugar to J pound of water).
This would be their winter food, /. c,
their cold weather food. The honey-
dew would be used for building up in
the spring, and would be satisfactory
for that.

The stores in a normal colony the
last of September will occupy this posi-
tion in a 10-frame hive: The 4 outside
combs will be pretty well filled, the 2
next will be about half filled, and the 4

center combs will be nearly empty, ex-
cept at the corners. The syrup we feed
will go in these 4 center combs, right
where it is wanted for winter.
Mr. Byer, I am sure, will not lie

a\yake worrying about whether his bees
will winter successfully on said combs
of honey. He doesn't need to. But he
should worry some about getting
enough in the hives for all the bees'
needs in the spring. I regard it as
almost a joke, this necessity for a win-
ter brood-nest of empty combs below
the honey, for my bees cluster clear to
the top of the frames, and over them
and under the cushion during winter.
Randolph, N. Y.

I "We are proud to say that the edi-

torial praised in this article is from the

pen of Dr. Miller. Like Thiers, the

first president of the young French re-

public, our co-editor is brighter in his

80's than at any other time of his life.—

c. p. D.]

Extracted Honey Preferred

Ex-

BY C. F. GREENING,
Vue-Prcsident of Minnesota Bee-Kt-r/'r

Assot iatton.)

IN
the American Bee Journal for
May, I note a slight controversy,
"Comb fs. Extracted." I advo-
cate extracting. With a little di-

plomacy I have had no trouble
during the last 3G years in disposing of
all nice extracted honey for home con-
sumption.
Now for my method. First, teach

your customers that they are getting
more sweet by eating extracted. Sec-
ond, who would ask his stomach to
digest that which raw muriatic acid
won't affect ? No wonder we are trou-
bled with stomach disorders when we
demand it to digest beeswax. Again,
the customer gets 2-5 percent more
weight of clear honey for a dollar than
he would comb. To work up a trade I

do as follows

:

I invite my prospective customers to
call on me and see me extract honey

;

not strain it from mashed-up old combs,
brood, bee-bread, and miller grubs.
Let them see that I extract honey
only, the other ingredients I do not
get. Invite the little " tots " to come
in, and tell them to bring a few hot
biscuits with them, and we will have a
feast, as I will furnish some butter and
all the honey they can eat. I have done
thus repeatedly, and made it win every

Ai'TARY OF Geo. .Shiber. of Randolph. N. Y.

time, besides putting a happy smile on
each child's face. I ask mylittle friends
to bring their syrup pitcher, and I fill

it with nice clear honey for them: then
note how soon the parents come with a

gallon pitcher to be filled, and pay for
it too, and order a supply for winter.
Put your honey up in nice 1, 2, .5 and

10 pound glass jars with a neat, clean
label, "Warranted absolutely pure ex-
tracted honey," and with your signa-
ture attached. If you have any stand-
ing in the community for reliability,

you will be surprised at the amount
you will sell right at home. But I think
I hear you say, "It costs to give 5 or ti

gallons of honey away." Well, it costs
to advertise in any paper, and I elimi-
nate the middleman by getting at the
customer direct. I can produce more
than Xyi pounds of extracted honey to
one of comb. I am extracting from
combs that I have used for 20 years,
and they appear good for 20 more

;

good and tough, won't break or melt
down.
In good years I have no trouble in

securing 150 to 200 pounds per colony.
In 1912 I sold for cash $86.45 from'6
colonies, without one cent of cost for
sections, guides, cases, or extra work.
This year I am after a new record, and
propose to get an average of 225
pounds per colony. My swarming for
the year is done during May. I have
not had a natural swarm for 5 years,
but simply tell the bees that I will at-

tend to that, and their duty is to gather
honey, and to keep everlastingly at it.

No more demoralization during the
honey-flow, by swarms piling out when
they should be in the field. No string-

ing up to form wax to build new
combs, losing the good honey-gather-
ing time, and leaving the parent colony
worthless for several days.

It took me 30 years to discover that
my children did not have to watch the

bees for about 4 months every summer,
and now the grandchildren escape the
duty. It is so easy when we knoiv hozc.

Grand Meadows, Minn.

(Friend Greening, we are with you

on every point but one, and that is

the damage that the broken crumbs of

wax may do to the stomach. We know
that doctors differ on many points of

similar nature, so we will leave this

matter for them to settle, but we can-

not help thinking that the indigestible

wax is harmless in the intestinal tube.

We believe it is eliminated without

harm.

—

Editor.]

The Law On Sugar-Fed Bees

A
BY FREDERICK A. GRIFFITH.

MISSOURI State court at Kansas
City recently declared 170 hives
of sugar-fed bees within 100 feet

of a city neighbor's house a nui-

sance, and gave a restraining or-

der compelling the bee-keeper to move
his bees within a month.
The testimony showed that on ac-

count of being sugar-fed all summer,
tlie bees, like rich men's pampered off-

spring, were fat, lazy, and prone to

forage close at home. Consequently,
they foraged on every available sweet
inside or outside of the neighbor's
house; stung his baby into insensi-

bility, and kept the whole family in

constant dread.
The writer, who is a lawyer as well

as a bee-keeper, and defended the bee-

keeper, was convinced by the testimony
of many witnesses that the bees in this

particular instance were a nuisance,
and realized before progressing far

that it was a "hopeless case." The
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court, by his decree, showed that he

also shared in that opinion.

The National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, after investigation, recommended
an amicable settlement beforehand, if

possible. But the bee-keeper was ob-

stinate, and determined to fight it out.

He called as a witness Mr. M. E. Darby,

of Springfield, State Inspector of Api-

aries, but Mr. Darby was not permitted

to testify, because he had no personal

knowledge of the facts in this particu-

lar case, and the court precluded any

testimony as to other people living

close to bees without being disturbed.

The evidence disclosed that the bee-

keeper had established his bees at the

outskirts of town, which 'had gradually

grown up to his bee-yard.

It used lo be the law that if a certain

noxious or objectionable trade was

already established in a place remote

from habitations, and persons after-

wards came and built houses within

the reach of its noxious efifects ;
or if

a public road was made so near to it

that the carrying on of the trade be-

came a nuisance to the person using

the road : in those cases the party was

held entitled to continue his trade, be-

cause it was legal before the erection

of the houses, or the making of the

road. That was on the supposition

that persons who erect ^nd occupy

dwellings where they may be affected

by a nuisance already erected and

maintained, have no legal right to com-
plain of the annoyance it may occasion

them.

But that is not the law of modern
civilization. The law broadens with

education and experience, and the

modern broad-minded rule, as now laid

down by the courts, is that such a doc-

trine would render the property of

others subordinate to the purposes of

him who might, before they had erected

their dwellings, have devoted his own
property to an offensive and unwhole-

some business. Bee-keepers, as a

whole, are the most law-abiding citi-

zens in the universe, but there is no

sound principle of law that will pro-

tect any man in depriving others of the

substantial use and enjoyment of his

property. In other words, the individ-

iial should submit himself lo the conven-

ienee of the eioiud.

Kansas City, Mo.

[It seems to us rather strange that

any one should feed bees all summer,

since it would be a very expensive out-

lay. But there is nothing strange in

the annoyance that may be caused to

near-by neighbors by an ill-managed

apiary. We had a friend once who was

in the habit of opening his hives with-

out smoke. The bees rarely stung him,

but they would sting the neighbors,

when disturbed. It was with difficulty

that he was prevailed upon to use more

caution, when all trouble was brought

to an end.

In the above case, we are under the

impression that an investigation would

have shown that the bees were short of

stores, instead of being "fat and lazy."

—Editor.]

Original Color of Wax
BY C. P. D.\D.'VNT.

IN
the April number, page 131, one
of our correspondents says that

"the darker the honey, the darker
the wax will be." We reserved

this question for a special discus-

sion, for we felt that this statement
needed correction.
The color of wax produced by the

bees ought not to be difficult to ascer-

tain. Yet if we look back among au-

thorities, we find that there are a num-
ber of statements leading to the idea

that wax is not always white at the

moment of its production. Quite a

discussion was elicited, in L'Apicul-

teur, years ago, by the statement made
in that magazine, by an observer, Mr.
Gaurichon, that the color of combs de-

pended upon the temperature at the

time they were built. He held that wax
produced when the temperature is 9li

degrees is yellow, while that produced
at lower degrees is whiter and whiter,

as the temperature lowers. At the very

time when we read his statements, our

bees were producing the whitest kind

of combs at a temperature which was
fully blood heat. In fact, I do not be-

lieve that it is possible for them to

manipulate wax unless the warmth of

the hive is normal. But every large

producer knows that during the pro-

duction of white honey, whether white

clover, alfalfa or other plants, the wax
is white whether the temperature be

hot or cold.

Some writers assert that wax is origi-

nally pale yellow. Cowan says, "Wax,
when pure, is pale yellow, but some-
times nearly white, and the coloring is

due, as Dr. Planta has pointed out, to

pollen consumed by the bees." (The
Honey-Bee.)
Huber, in making experiments (Un-

edited Letters), made a triple test of

comb production with colonies fed

with honey, dark brown sugar and
white refined sugar. Those fed with

the white sugar "produced comb less

white than those fed with either brown
sugar or honey."

Reaumur, who published his work on
insects in 1740, was one of the most
capable scientists of his time, and a

member of the Royal academies of

France and St. Petersburg, and of the

Royal Society of London. No one
then knew that bees produced wax by
consuming honey. He, however, sur-

mised that it was made by digestion,

but thought pollen was the crude mate-

rial from which it was made. So he

called the pollen " crude wax." To
prove that it was not real wax, he made
several interesting experiments, such

as kneading it with the fingers, trying

to melt it by the heat of the lamp, or

throwing it in water, where it sank in-

stead of floating as wax does.

Although unable to detect how the

wax was produced, he readily ascer-

tained and proved in his Memoires,
Vol. v., page 428, that "any new comb
is white, differing only by its greater

or less whiteness. I have seen some-
times that the white of the newly con-

structed combs yielded in no way to

that of the finest candles near which I

had placed them.
" Among the newly made, those which

appeared the least white, might be com-
pared to inferior white candle, or to

such as, having been kept too long,

has turned yellow. As they grow old

they turn yellow, the oldest becoming
of a brown color which approaches the

black of soot The art of bleaching
wax appears to be thus only that of re-

moving the foreign matter which has
penetrated it."

Bevan, page 300: " At first the combs
are delicately white, semi-transparent,
and exceedingly fragile; in a short

time their surfaces become stronger,

and assume more or less of a yellow
tint."

Prof. A.J.Cook, in his " Bee-Keep-
er's Guide," says: "In the transforma-
tion into comb the wax may become
colored. Dr. Planta has shown that

this is due to a slight admixture of

pollen. It is almost sure to do this if

the new comb is formed adjacent to

old, dark colored comb. In such cases
chippings from the old soiled comb are

used."
Dzierzon says in "Rational Bee-

Keeping :" " In continuing their struc-

ture, the bees often bite off old

wax and use it in making cells. When,
therefore, bees build new cells in the

hive in continuation of old ones, these

new cells are of a darkish color at their

commencement, and only gradually as-

sume the white color which new wax
possesses. Queen-cells are generally

of the color of the comb on which they

appear, because the bees take the wax
ior royal cells chiefly from cells in the

neighborhood."
Girard, in " Les Abeilles," says that

" the little scales of wax which one may
remove from the wax-secreting organs
with a needle, are more brittle and less

white than those of fresh built cells."

He ascribes this to a modification

caused by the saliva of the bee. The
fact is that the manipulation by the bee
kneads the wax and changes its " pearly

whiteness" into a dead white color.

The same change may be made by the

apiarist in chewing a piece of wax. He
will render it less transparent but

lighter in appearance.
Cheshire, Langstroth and others

agree that the combs are white when
first built. Root speaks of new wax as

"of pearly whiteness which soon be-

comes vellowish."—A B C of Bee Cul-

ture.

Whether or not the bees color the

wax by consuming pollen, there is no
doubt that the gathering of pollen of

bright color has some influence upon
the color of the wax shortly after the

comb is built. Some flowers, such as

the Spanish-needle (Bidens), yield

bright yellow pollen in profuse amounts.
The bees which visit the blossoms ap-

pear to have rolled in it. This bright

color is promptly imparted to every-

thing about the hive, the combs of

course becoming tainted quickly.

In a conversation which I once had
with an experienced wa.x bleacher

(long ago deceased), Mr. Merkle, of St.

Louis, I was informed by him that the

wax produced along the low lands of

the Mississippi and Missouri rivers re-

tained its bright, deep yellow color so

persistently that they never succeeded
in making it perfectly white by the or-

dinarv bleaching methods.
Mr. Wilder, to whom this subject
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was mentioned, wrote as follows : "Like
you, I know that dark honey does not
produce dark wax. If anything it is

the contrary. Whether the other col-
ors affect the color of combs, I can't
say. I am inclined to think that the
color of the pollen the bees gather
when the comb is built influences the
color of the comb. The bitter weed
which yields a very yellow pollen and
a very yellow honey gives us a bright
yellow comb. But when I chew this
beautiful yellow comb for some time,
it loses its yellow color and is about

the color of best grade wax.
"Partridge pea, which does not vield

nectar from the blossoms, but from the
base of the leaves, gives us nearly water-
white honey. At the close of the season
it blooms, but it yields only pollen from
the blossom. This pollen is very yel-
low, and colors all the combs of beauti-
ful white honey. We will take further
notice of these matters and report."
In concluding this study, we may as-

sert positively that dark honey does not
give dark wax.
Hamilton, 111.

Dr. Miller's ^ Answers*
Send Questions either to the office of the .\tnerican Bee Journal or direct toDr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. III.He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail

Saving Empty Hives

Please tell us when we shake on founda-
tion for foul brood whether the frames
should be new, or can we cut the old comb
out clean and use the frames acain ? 1 don't
want to buy frames for so hives if it is un-
necessary. \'IRGINIA.

Answer.— Generally it is considered best
to burn up the old frames, but when one has
so large a number as you have I think it pays
to clean them up and use again. At any
rate, that is what t did with a number.
.^fter cutting out the combs I put the frames
into a big iron kettle holding a half barrel of

water into which was put 2 pounds of con-
centrated lye. The water, of course, was
heated, and the frames were kept in the
kettle until all wax and glue was melted off.

Then the frames were rinsed in cold water
to get off the lye.

Tearing Down Queen-Cells

What causes the bees of a swarm (taken
from a building and given a frame of brood
for encouragementj to start and seal several
.queen-cells, and in a Jnc dens, h-js than a week,
destroy tliem all ? Californl^.

Answer.— I don't know. It happens not
infrequently that when something unusual
takes place, such as the introduction of a

new queen, orthe removal of the brood, as
in your case, the bees start queen-cells, and
then sometimes tear them down later. It

looks a little as if the bees said to them-
selves. " There's been such a break in brood-
rearing that there must be something wrong
with our queen, and we must take steps to

rear one to take her place " Then, as the
queen keeps laying regularly, they say, "The
old lady seems to be on her job all right;

guess we may as well tear down those cells."

Shifting Colonies—Injudicious Manipulation

1. We had 4 colonies of bees cast sec-
ond swarms. We put the young swarms on
old stands, and at the end of seven days we
moved the parent colony to a new stand. Do
you suppose the old colony will collect a
surplus?

2. We had an immense colony of bees in a
double deck 8-frame hive, or 16 frames alto-
gether. This was the last colony to swarm,
and on June ig. it cast the biggest swarm I

ever saw. We moved the parent colony and
set the swarm in its place. Now it looks to
me as if both are extremely populous. I

have a notion to let them alone just as they
are. and not move the old hive to a new
stand. What do you think of it 'i

3. We have read a good deal about foul
brood, but never saw any. and don't want to.

It IS our opinion that too much manipula-
tion, such as shook and shaking, have a ten-
dency to lower the vitality of bees, as
Hope deferred maketh the heart sick."

may apply to bees as well as to vain human-
ity. Low vitality means a good chance for
disease. We notice that the American peo-
ple have a great tendency to accept the easy
way, regardless of what the outcome may be.
I hey do not believe that " By the sweat of
your brow you must earn your bread." I am
a great admirer of Nature, and also of the
lower insects and animals, and do not care
to disturb them from the even tenor of their
ways, consequently I think that too much
manipulation has a tendency to begin dis-
ease in bees. Of course, this may be far
fetched. What is your opinion of it ?

Iowa.
Answers.— I. Most likely they will be well

stocked for winter, seeing that you are hav-
ing a great flow, and also seeing that the old
colony would already have filled with honey
all space not occupied by brood and pollen.

2. In such a heavy How both may do well
enough, except that the mother colony may
send out an after-swarm within a week or lu

days after the prime swarm.
3. There is much to be said on both sides.

Injudioious and ignorant meddling may do a
lot of harm; intelligent management may do
a lot of good. As to foul brood. %vhen it

happens that bad cultivation of the ground
will start a lot of weeds without any seeds
of weeds being present, then it may happen
that you can get foul brood started without
any of the bacilli or spores that cause the
disease. At the same time it is true that if

a colony is weakened by bad management,
it will succumb to disease where a vigorous
colony might entirely resist it.

Introducing Queens

I have had trouble in introducing laving
queens on account of the bees starting
cells. I have always lost about half of the
queens I tried to introduce. Would it be
perfectly safe to shake about s pound of
bees taken from three or four different
colonies into an empty hive containing
about three combs with no brood, and con-
fine these bees three or four days, in the
meantime introduce a queen in the regula-
tion way. brood to be given later ? Would
these bees be likely to swarm out after they
were released f Ohio.

Answer.—'Ves. practically the plan has
been used, the bees being put in the cellar
or other dark place. They ought not to
swarm out afterward.
Let me giye yon one of the kinks I have

used in introducing a valuable queen. It is

the old bees, and not the youngsters, that

make trouble when a step-mother is given
them. So the thing to do is to get the lield-
bees out of a hive before the queen is given.
That is a thing very easily done. Just set
the hive in a new place, and leave on the old
stand a hive with one of the brood-combs.
When the gatherers return from the field
they will go to the old stand, and in 24 hours
the old hive will have in it no bees more
than It) days old Asa matter of convenience
I lift the old hive from its stand, setting it
close by, put the new hive with one frame
of brood on the old stand, put on this the
supers if there are any, and then put on the
cover, and then set the old hive over all. At
the same time the caged queen is put into
the upper hive. By the time the bees have
eaten out the candy and liberated the
queen, or some time before it. all the field
bees have joined the lower hive, and the
Queen is kindly received by the younger
bees. In two or three days, when the queen
has begun to lay. the hive may be returned
to its original place, and the fielders will
make no trouble when they enter.

Equipment for Comb-Honey—Locations
1. I wish to engage in the production ofcomb honey what style and size of hivewould you advise me to adopt ?
2. Would you consider the Danzenbaker

hive practical in a large apiary - If notplease give your reasons.
\ If you were to start again from the be-ginning intending to make bee-keeping yourhfecalling. and had no ties to bind j-ou toany particular locality, where would you be

likely to settle? Illinois

Answers. — I. The lo-frame dovetailed
would be a safe venture.

2. A single objection would bar it out for
your use. I had more pollen in sections
with one Dan,^enbaker hive than with 50
others, probably because of its shallowness.

3. I don t know. I would do a lot of inves-
tigating before settling. What might suit
me might not suit yon I'm growing more
and more to think that there's a good deal of
equality in locations, advantages and disad-
vantages. I used toenvy Californians. I'm
not sure I would care to be there now. since
knowing more fully about it. In general,
the place where one happens to be is "not
so worse " as it might be.

Finding Queon—After-swarms

1. It seems to me that directions as to
shake swarming, when to be practiced on
colonies with clipped queens, are deficient
in that It IS not stated what is best to dowhen one cannot find the queen so as to
cage her. This may be caused by the queen
remaining in the hive. I have not been able
in any case this year to find the queen

2. Do you think it better to sit while ex-
amining colonies, frame by frame = There
might be less danger of losing the queen
than when standing upright, for when so
doing, the frame is so much farther away
from the top of the brood-chamber

3. I have just seen that the parent colony
of a hive that swarmed about a week ago. and
which I placed next to and at right angles to
the hive containingthe swarm, hasall of half
a dozen queen-cells. Will this, if left by it-
self bring on after-swarms, or will the first
emerging queen kill the others? It would
seem to be of some advantage to have these
cells undisturbed, as should one queen fail
to return from her mating flight, there
would at once be others to take her place.

Pennsylvania
AxswERs.-i You can get along very well

without finding the queen at all when you
shake a swarm. Shake and brush .;// the
bees from the combs you take away, and
then you will be sure that you have not
taken away the queen. If you want to take
with the combs enough bees to take care of
the brood, put an excluder over the hive,
set an empty hive-body over this and put
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therein the beeless brood. In the course of

an hour or so enough bees will have gone up.
when you take the brood away with no risk

of taking the queen. Of course, you can
shake back part of the bees if more have
gone up than you want.

2, So far as losing the queen is concerned.
I think it makes very little difference. Even
if it were the other way. and there should
be just a little more danger of losing the
queen when sitting, I should still prefer to

have a comfortable seat. A person of youth
and vigor may stand it towork all day stand-
ing up. but he can stand it at least a little

better to sit down. I think I am lasting

longer because I made a practice of sitting

in my younger days. But I think the queen
is a little bit safer when you are sitting.

3. Left to itself, the mother colony with a

lot of queen cells will be likely to send out

one or more after-swarms. If there should
be a cessation of the honey-flow, that might
discourage further swarming. There is no
such thing as a virgin failing on her wed-
ding-trip and a younger sister taking her
place. When the first virgin emerges from
her cell, she makes it her business to slaugh-

ter all her baby sisters in their cradles be-

fore making her wedding-trip. If the work-
ers allow this, there will be no more swarm-
ing. If the workers stand guard over the

royal youngsters and prevent the young
queen from killing them, then she will issue

with a swarm. The thing for you to do is

to move the old hive away just a little be-

fore it is time for the second swarm to issue.

Never mind about that right-angled business.

When the prime swarm issues put it on the

old stand with the mother close beside it.

Then a week or so later move the mother
close beside it. Then a week or so later

move the mother to a new stand lo feet or

more away. That will deplete the mother
of all its field-force, and the workers will

feel so discouraged that they will allow the

oldest virgin to finish the others.

European Foul Brood

We would like very much to have you give
your experience with Kuropean foul brood.
We find that the blacks get it the worst in
the [najority of cases. We have been re-
queening with Italians the past two years,
but that does not seem to help much; our
home yard, where we have the best blood,
seems to be the worst.
The disease appears about May i in this

locality in a few old cells; mostly those that
are capped over. About May 15. we find a
few bad cases where the white larva; has
died, and from May 15 up to July i there are
very few if any colonies that do not show a
few diseased cells. We may go through a
colony and find only a few cells, and within
the next 10 days all the brood will be dead.
It is worse this year than we ever saw it be-
fore. We have had a light, slow honey-flow
since the first of May.
We are practicing your plan mostly, mak-

ing the colony queenless for 10 or 15 days,
then giving a ripe cell or virgin. But where
the case is bad the bees will not clean up
before the queen commences to lay. Even
if they do the colony will not build up in
time for the honey-flow, and the next year
they will catch it as quickly as the rest.
We divided one colony that did not show

any disease, leaving three frames of larvae
andqueen on the old stand. The brood and
bees we set to one side and gave a queen
from a diseased colony, and while it shows
a few cells, it is strong enough to work in
the super. Thecolony with the three frames
of brood and the queen took the disease
and had to be treated.
None of the colonies are "boiling over"

with bees as they should be. We have
about 000 colonies to care for. and it looks
rather discouraging. Any help you could
give us on this matter would be greatly ap-
preciated Idaho.

Answer.— I can add very little to what 1

have already given in this Journal, unless it

be to emphasize the importance of having

colonies strong, and to add to that the im-
portance of being very prompt in treatment.
You are quite right that European foul
brood is a very persistent disease, and yet
for your encouragement I may say that I am
getting good crops of honey from colonies
that have shown the disease. To be sure, it

takes very little European foul brood to pull
down the yield of honey, yet at the same
time I can refer you to 2 colonies that were
affected this year, from each of which I took
3 supers of 24 sections each before July 10.

with 5 supers still left on each, and others
have done nearly as well. The 4 or 5 supers
left on the hives in these cases are crammed
with bees, unless it be the top one, which
may not yet be occupied.

You say you " may go through a colony and
only find a few cells, and within the next
todays all the brood will be dead." Don't
wait that to days, but treat as soon as you
find a few cells. In my apiary a colony that
shows a single cell of the disease is at once
treated.

You say. " None of thecolonies are boiling

over with bees as they should be." It's your
business to make them strong, if you have to

unite three into one all over the apiary.

You'll gain by it in the long run. If you can-
not get them strong enough in a single story,

then use two stories or more.

You say you are practicing my plan mostly
of "making the colony queenless for 10 or 15

days, then give a ripe cell or virgin." If you
will look up my later writings, you will find

that is not my plan. The way you are doing
leaves the colony without a laying queen. for

2oor2S days, which depletes the colony un-

necessarily without any compensating good.

I think I get as good results by leaving the

colonies 8 or 10 days w-ithout a laying queen.
If the case is at all bad, and the queen is not

vigorous. I kill her. and at the same time
give a virgin just hatched or a ripe cell, so

that in 8 or 10 days from the time the old

queen stopped layingthe new one will begin.

But I rarely treat a colony in that way now.
for I don't allow a case to get very bad, and
the queen will generally be still vigorous. If

a case is found early in the spring. I wait
until the honey-yield is on. but after that I

don't wait after a single diseased cell is

found. I cage the queen for 8 days, and that

is all there is of the treatment. But there
is no use to fool with a weak colony.

Here's the whole thing in a nutshell;

When the How is on, make the colony slraiie.

leave its days without eggs being laid in the
hive, and in most cases the cure will be
complete.

Not Working in Supers

I secured a colony of bees this spring.
They have swarmed nicely, so I now have 3

colonies. The fields are full of white and
red clover, but still my bees are not gather-
ing honey. What can be the cause of this?
Would you advise new queens ?

Wisconsin.
Answer.—When bees throw their ener-

gies into swarming it interferes with their

storing. If your colony had turned its

whole attention to storing instead of send
ing out those 2 swarms, you'd have had a

tidy amount of honey. But with its force
divided up into three parts, you may get

little from either of the three. But you
might have had one swarm and still a fair

amount of honey. Here's what to do next
time: When the prime swarm issues, hive
it and set it on the stand of the parent col-

ony. settii\g it close beside the parent.
About a week later move the parent away
to a new stand. That will throw all the
field-bees of the parent into the swarm, and

the swarm being thus strengthened ought to
do good work on the harvest if it is a year of
good harvest. Of course, it is possible be
side all this that you might have better
stock. That's a thing I can't guess about.
But it would be a safe venture to risk a dol-
lar for an untested Italian queen, and then
you could see whether the new blooa would
do better than the old. I might add by way
of postscript, that if you ever get your bees
trained so that they will never think of
swarming at all. you can count on a good
deal more honey. Let me hasten to add
that I have never been able to get all my
bees into that way of thinking. Yet there
are some of them each year that never start
a queen-cell, and they are the ones that give
bumper yields.

Prime Swarms Return to Parent Colony

My prime swarms invariably, after I hive
them, eave the hive and return to the par-
ent colony.
My hives are all new and up to date, and I

can t account for this. If you can cast a
little light on this subject it will be appre-
ciated. Minnesota.
Answer.—That's just the way my bees do.

and it's a good deal better than to have
queen, bees, and all going off to return no
more. The reason my bees do so is because
the queens' wings are clipped so they can-
not go with the swarms, and when a swarm
finds out the queen is not along there is

nothing for it to do but to return to the old
home Of course, I don't know anything
about it, but as you have things "all new
and up to date." my guess would be that you
have lately begun bee-keeping, and have
bought colonies with queens whose wings
have been clipped. If that isn't the right
answer, then I don't know what is the an-
swer. It occasionally happens, where
queens are not clipped, that a swarm re-
turns because something has happened to
the queen so she cannot fly, but to have it

happen "invariably" with whole wings is

something beyond me.

Bees Carrying Out Young Live Bees and Larvae

Why do bees bring out young live bees and
larvae, and can anything be done to stop it

''

Has the weather anything to do with the
case ? Nova Scotia.

Answer.—It is the work of the larva- of
the wax-moth, generally called wax-worms,
and the weather has nothing to do with it.

About the only remedy is to keep strong
colonies of Italian blood. Indeed, a rather
weak colony of good Italian blood will keep
the moth at bay.

California Privet—Alfalfa In the East

1. Can you tell me if California privet is a
honey-producing plant, and. if so. whether
it produces a good quality of honey ?

2. Also, does alfalfa yield honey in the
East ? I have seen it stated several times in
prominent farm journals that alfalfa gives
no nectar in the East.

3. Where can I obtain the most co.-nplete
list of honey-producing plants ?

I want to take this occasion to congratu-
late you on your Journal. It improves with
each issue, and it is a great pleasure to
pei use its pages. New Jersey.

Answers.-i. I don't know. Who can help
us out ? My guess is that it doesn't amount
to much, merely from the fact that little or
nothing has been said about it.

2. I think the rule is that east of the Miss
issippi river alfalfa never yields any nectar
to speak of. Alfalfa grows finely on mv
place, and occasionally I have seen a few
bees on.the blossoms, but never to amount
to anything, and I think this is generally so
east of the Mississippi. Seems tome, how-
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ever, that a more favorable report has been
made by some one in Wisconsin or ?Cew
York.

3. You will 'find no more complete list

than you will find in Dadant s l.angstroth or

Roofs ABC and X Y Z.

liven then, in most places, he should have
enough ahead to be able to stand a year or
more of failure; for in most places a year of

failure of the honey-crop will sometimes
occur, and sometimes two or three such
years will come in a string.

Value of Colony, Swarm, Etc.

1. What could I afford to pay for a swarm
of bees hanging where they clustered if it

was the first that issued from the hive '

2. What would a good strong colony be
worth if it was in an old box-gum; or how
much if it was in a movable 8-frame hive ?

3. How would it do to take 4 frames from
a strong colony, the 4 frames being covered
with bees and almost full of brood, but no
queen, put them in a hive, and place them
on a new stand ? Do you suppose that it

would do any good ? My bees aredoing fine.
* Kentlckv.

.Answers.— I. I don't know. So much de
pends. One swarm may have two or three

times as many bees as another, even when
both are prime swarms. In some places you
might get a swarm for a dollar from some
one who got little from bees, and in another
place an experienced bee-keeper might not

be willing to sell such a swarm for five times
as much.

;. Again there would be great variation. A
colony in a movable-frame hive might be
worth in some places $7.00 or more, in other

places J5.00 or less. To a beginner, a colony
in a movable-frame hive might be worth S3. 00

or $4.00 more than one in a box-hive; to an
experienced bee keeper the difference

wouldn't be nearly so much, for he could
easily change to a movable-frame hive.

3. It would do after a fashion, but you can-

not rear a queen of best quality in any such
slipshod way.

Best Bees for Washington

Owning an 80 acre tract of land in White
Salmon. Wash . which already has 20 acres
of bearing orchard, and balance of which is
being cleared, and will be put to orchard
and berries, with probably an abundant
range. I intend next spring to place thereon
a few colonies of bees.

If you will kindly do so. I would appre-
ciate your advising me the best work on
bee-culture for a beginner, and also tell me
the breed of the bee best adapted to my
needs, and where it would be best for me
to secure them with which to start my ven
ture. Minnesota.

Answer.—Dadant's " Langstroth on the
Honey-Bee." and Root's "ABC and X Y Z
of Bee Culture" are standard works and
excellent.

If you want the bees merely for the pur-

pose of fertilizing fruit blossoms, there is

probably little choice. For the production
of honey you can hardly do better than to

get Italians. A copy of the American Bee
Journal will give you a list of reliable names
from whom you can obtain bees, and out of

them you can choose the one located most
conveniently. It will be better to obtain
bees from as short distance as possible, on
account of the high express charges.

A Living from Bees

I have 37 colonies, and have had some ex-
perience in handling bees. Would you ad-
vise a man to enter the bee-business de-
pending upon obtaining honey—the profit to
make a living income r Ohio.

Answer.—The number of men who make
their entire living from bees is very small.
Nearly all who engage in the business have
some other business in connection with it.

Unless a man has had experience with bees
so that he feels sure from that experience
;hat he can make a permanent success at it.

it would not be advisable for him to think of

undertaking bee-keeping as a sole business.

Returning Swarms—Good Queens

1. I have, or did have, a very strong colony
from which I made a strong division. They
had been doing very good work in the super
until today, when they swarmed. Could the
swarm be hived back into the same hive if

the new queen or queen-cell was destroyed,
and would they continue to work in the
super ?

2. Does it impair the quality of the queen
to clip her wing?

3. What would you think of a queen that
fills every cell in most of the combs with
eggs, and in numerous places has eggs in
half-built cells, and in cells filled with bee-
bread ?

4. Is such a queen the kind to have with a
strong colony in the honey season ?

5. What should a person do with a colony
at wintering time that is so strong that it

would properly fill two hives, but only hav-
ing one queen? Ohio.

Answers.— I. When the colony swarmed
there were a number of queen-cells in the
hive. If you destroy all of these and return
the swarm, in probably 4Q cases out of 50 the
bees will swarm out again within a very few
days. If you destroy the old queen and all

the cells but one. no swarm is likelv to

issue. Or. destroy the old queen and listen

each night with your ear to the hive for the
piping of the first young queen that emerges
from her cell, and the next morning destroy
(7//queen-cells in the hive. The young queen
will emerge from her cell and begin piping
a week or a little longer after the swarm
issues with the old queen.

2. I have kept my queens clipped for many
a year, and never could discover that it hurt
them a particle.

3. That is iust what every good queen
should do. except laying in a cell containing
pollen. When you find eggs in a pollen-cell

you may generally count that laying workers
are present, although it is possible that oc-

casionally an otherwise good queen may do
such a foolish thing.

4. Yes. she ought to be all right for that.

5. If the bees cannot be contained in one
story, let them winter in two. The prob-
ability, however, is that when winter comes
the bees will not find themselves uncomfort-
ably crowded in a single story.

Southern Queens in the North—Leather-Colored

Italians—Distance Queens Mate

1. Would it do to send to Texas, or other
warm countries, for queens? Would they
stand the cold up here in New York State
and be hardy ?

2. Would the golden or leather-colored
Italians be the best

3 Do you think queens would mate with
drones a mile away ? There is a big woods
between us. New York.

Answers.—I. So far as I know, queens
from the South do just as well as those
reared farther north, and just as hardy.

2. There is variation in both, but the
leather-colored, as a whole, are generally
preferred.

3. Yes. a distance greater than that would
not prevent meeting.

eral. it may be said that nearly everywher
there is more or less nasturage for bees,
and the chances are a little better in the
newer than in the older regions, because in
the older regions the territory is pretty
well occupied with bees, especially where
pasturage is better than the average. Possi-
bly you could get satisfatory information by
writing to any one who has given you infor-
mation in any way about these unoccupied
lands. You would likely get some informa-
tion by applying to the Government oflSces.
Nothing, however, would be better than to
visit and see for yourself something about
the honey-plants to be found. This thing of
finding good locations for bees is a trouble-
some matter, for just as soon as a good loca-
tion is found It is likely to be occupied.

Honey-Vinegar

I am told that good vinegar can be made
from honey or cappings. Will vou give howmuch hotiey or cappings to each gallon ofwater, and how to proceed to make it.

Illinois.
Answers.— I think the most I know about

making vinegar is what I have learned about
how it is done by Dadant a: Sons, and as
they are experts at it. I will ask them to give
you the information at first hand.

I Use one to one and one-half pounds of
honey to each gallon of water. Dissolve the
honey as much as possible and place in a
barrel with the bung removed so as to give
as much air as possible. The warmer the
place it is stored the better, as this will
hasten fermentation.

If you use capping washings for making
vinegar, a good way to test if the water is
sweet enough, is by the use of an egg. If
the egg floats on the surface of the liquid
then it is about right.

To hasten fermentation you may also add
a little vinegar mother if you have it. to your
sweetened water. Full instructions may be
found in most bee-books.—Editor.]

I

Homestead Lands for Bees

Is thereany homestead lands in the United
States that would be good territory for an
apiary? Iowa.

Answer.— I am not well informed as to

homestead lands, and I hardly know to

whom to refer you for information. In gen-

Changing Stock-Keeping Honey

1. I have 77 colonies of black bees, and use
the lo-frame hive for comb honey. I wish to
change my stock. What kind of bees will
be best ?

2. How is the best way to make the
change ?

3. Is rearing queens the cheapest? How
is the best way to rear them ?

4. Will comb honey keep in a glass case.
800 pounds or more stacked close together?

Georgia.
Answers.—I. Each different race of bees

has its advocates, but probably by far the
greatei number of bee-keepers prefer Ital-

ians, so you cannot be far out of the way in
adopting them.

2. The quickest way would be to buy a
new queen for each of your colonies. The
cheaperway. and the way generally adopted,
is to buy one or more queens of good stock,
and rear your own queens. You can get a
tested queen and rear from her, or you can
get 3. 4. or more untested queens, and rear
from them.

3. How to rear ihe best queens is not a
matter that can be answered in a few words.
Indeed, a whole book has been written
about it. "Doolittle's Queen-Rearing." and
although the book is excellent it has hardly
exhausted the subject. To make a success
at queen-rearing one should have as a foun-
dation a pretty good knowledge of the gen-
eral principles of bee-culture, such as can
be found in our excellent works on bee-
keeping. If you have not one of these
already, it will pay you ten times over to get
one at once. Even after you have made a

thorough study of such a book, with the
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special information in " Doolittie's 'Jueen-

Rearint:." pleiuy of questions are lilieiy to

arise whicli will be uladly answered in tins

department. This department is not in-

tended to take ttie place of a book on bee-

keeping, but to supplement it. and it can
supplement it only by having the book come
first. It may be that you have already made
a study of some good book, and that there

are special points that trouble you. in

which case I'll be glad to do my level to an-

swer, so far as I can.

4. Yes. if it is in best condition when put

in the cases it will continue so unless in a

room which is bad about inviting dampness
If the honey is not thoroughly ripened it

will not be so well to have in the cases

where little or no air can get to it. In that

case it is better to have it stacked up in su

pers with blocks at the corners, so as to al-

low a space of half an inch between each

two supers. A room where damp salt will

dry out is a good place to keep honey. In

a place where dry salt will become moist,

the honey will become thin.

Pollen on Bees' Feet

I think I have something new this season.
My bees have great long things dangling
about their feet, and when they alight these
thongs lie on the alighting-board to one side
of the bees' feet. They are about ^sof an
inch long, and just as red as can be.
What are these false thongs on my bees'

feet? Are they Nature or not ?

West Virginia.
Answer.— I think what you call " false

thongs" must be the pollen masses from
milkweed. In some cases it gets so bad that

the bees can hardly climb upon the combs,
and I have seen the other bees drive them
out of the hive. Sometimes the bees are

fastened upon the blc»ssoms. not being able

to tear away, and if you examine the milk-
weed blossoms in your vicinity, you may
find some dead bees upon them. But these
plants are good honey-plants, and perhaps
in this way pay for the injury done to the
bees

Prime Swarm on Parent Stand

In the article by me in the American Bee
Journal for July, page 244. under heading of
" Prime Swarm on Parent Stand." if you
will read the third paragraph carefully and
apply the rule of grammer strictly pertain-
ing to a pronoun standing for the noun im-
mediately preceding it. you will read that it

was the parent colony that was moved
away. How could the parent colony send
out a second swarm in 50 hours and no
queen to lead them ? A virgin queen could
not have left 2',i frames filled with eggs.
Anyhow, on that supposition, the article
would fall tiat and not be worth the reading,
much less the wi iting. N'o. don't make any
mistake, it was the prime swarm that came
out the second time, and certainly did not
get as much gain from the parent colony as

must have filled more than 20 Langstroth
frames during June. Wesi.ev L Roberts.
Lime Ridge. Wis.. July 7.

I We acknowlege error on our part in hav-

ing put the wrong interpretation on Mr.

Roberts explanation.—Editor!

One Way to Pack Bees for Winter
I moved 5 colonies of bees 5 blocks with

success in every way. It turned suddenly
cold and not a bee was Hying. The way I

prepare my bees for winter is as follows : I

set the hives in small houses wJiich hold two
hives. I bridge over the entrances 4 inches
from the bottom-boards, then pack planer
shavings all around the hives 6 or 8 inches
thick. Next [ put a ?s-inch board over the

Assistant Inspector for Iowa. Mr. J. W. Stine. ot Salem.

it would if I had left it the parent colony
the usual 8 days.

I am using that method altogether this
season, where they swarm in spite of all I

can do. only I break up. double up, or use
the brood where I can. I have only in
creased from 41 to 52. and have queens that

brood frames. It is raised !i inch above the
same. This board has a s-inch hole in the
center, with 2 oblong holes 2x7 at each side.
These are covered with 2 thicknesses of
burlap, then over the whole 1 put 2 thick-
nesses of carpet. The hole in the center is

5 inches in diameter, and is very convenient

to feed for winter or spring without disturb
ing the cluster.
Regarding Mr. Hopkins statement on page

'ji (March number), it may do to have the
covers sealed down tight in his locality,
lam certainly in harmony with the state-
ment on page 7'j of the same number. " Ven-
tilation of Hives. " as I find it is best for this
location. K. Langohr.
Columbus City. Ind.

Prospects in Iowa

The fine rain we are having today will
lengthen the honey-How well into July, and
possibly to August. I never saw bees do-
more and better super work than they did
this spring. I am enlosing a picture of my
self, team and two swarms of bees. I had
just come home from inspection work. One
of the swarms I shook into a nail-keg. and
covered it over with a gunny-sack, and on
the other one 1 drew a large gunny-sack over
the limb of bees, and cut the limb and tied
them on the side of the buggy. This saved
timeand bother, for I did not have to take
the second trip after my bees, and have to
wait for them to settle in a hive.
There is a great deal of foul brood in

southeastern Iowa. I find the beekeepers
are very glad to co-operate with me in trying
to wipe it out. J. W, Stine.
Salem. Iowa. lune 20.

Uses Smoke for Introducing

I am introducing all my queens this season
by smoking. All thanks for that article in

the .\merican Bee Journal of last October,
by Arthur C. Miller. It seems to me to be
the most logic of all ways. It is a wonder it

was not thought of before I have run in 5

so far. and they seem perfectly at home. I

give them perhaps a little more smoke than
he suggests after she runs in.

It is a most disappointing season so far;

such cold winds and the clover is in bloom.
Some days it is too cold for bees to Hy. No
honey gathered yet. K. Hi'NT.
Halifax. N. S.. June 10.

A Good Report

I have sold so far from 6 colonies of bees
$45 worth of honey, and with the clover crop
not yet over, and the sweet clover and fall

blossoms yet to come, may reasonably ex-

pect to get as much more. Most of my honey
is produced in shallow extracting frames,
anil sold as bulk comb honey, though I have
also sold more or less in sections and in the

extracted form. C. KOELLE.
Hamilton. III.. July 7.

Many Swarms in Washington

Bees came from their winter quarters in

fair condition, and prospects are good so

far I have had more swarms this spring

than usual-ii from 28 colonies. I usually

get 3 or 4. Some queenless colonies I had to

double up in the early spring. 1 had only 28

colonies for a spring start. O. K. KiCE.

(irays River. Wash.

Report from Oklahoma

Bees came through the winter in good
shape, and are doing well. There is just

enough of a honey-How to cause fast breed-
ing and lots of swarming. „ „ ^
Anadarko. Okla. R B. Camprei.l.

Bees Doing Well

Bees have certainly done fine this year.

This is the greatest season we have had for

sometime Bees wintered wetland bred up
fast in the spring, and were ready for the

great flow which has come. R. J. Hudson.
Lebanon. Tenn.. June 28

Much Honey in Kentucky—Hybrids Best

Bees in this locality are "making things

hum" White clover, which is usually in

full bloom about May is. is about eight days
ahead of schedule time. I have kept bees
here for 15 years, but have seen nothing like

the present flow from white clover, [pro-

duce "chunk honey" exclusively. 1 he in-

side of the frames is the same size as a

sheet of surplus foundation. When one of

those frames is full it will weigh about tour

pounds, I retain all the honey I can pro-
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duce at 20 cents per pound. My supers are
;» inches deep, and hold lo or ii of these
frames.
There are two reasons why I follow this

plan in the management of comb-honey pro-
duction. It reduces swarming to the lowest
percent in the production of comb honey
The air in the brood-chamber finds an easy
means of escape up through these long
frames, and is. therefore, a greater relief to
the colony than a super of sections can
afford.
When the first super is about full, another

is set on top. never under. I find, after a
very fair trial, the supers are filled much
better in using this plan than they are when
the empty one is put under the full one.
Each added super furnishes the bees addi-
tional ventilation—prevents the swarming
fever. Now. I have had hives setting side
by side with no very marked difference in
strength or other particulars except the
difference in the frames and sections I have
mentioned, but the supers containing the
frames outweigh the others from 5 to lo
pounds in each instance.

Another fact I desire to relate: I have
some "pure bloods" and several crosses
between them and the common or blacks.
Well, this cross, crossed, or hybrids, as
they are called, simply work all around the
"pure stock." One black queen in particu-
lar has outstripped the others to an extent
that one would have to see to believe.
These hybrids have been " on the rush"

from the very commencement of the How.
but not one of them has thus far swarmed
June 3. while the others have swarmed,
someof them, three times.

I bought several queens last year from a
reliable breeder, and I am sure his stock is

as represented so far as the race of bees is

concerned, but the truth is this hybrid
neighbor excels in honey gathering.

K. I. Smith.
Bowling Green. Ky.. June 8.

A Missouri Letter

I notice in the July number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal what .Mr. John H. I^ovell
says in regard to bees not getting any honey
from corn tassels. 1 cannot agree with him,
as I have seen bees work on corn tassels
often, and once we extracted just after the
bees had been working on the tassels quite
profusely. I wished to get tiiat honey off so
as not to get it mixed with the Spanish-
needle that was coming on. We got about
foo pounds of this honey, and when tasting it

we thought it would be of no use except to
feed back to the bees in the spring, but
along late in the winter we tasted it again
and found it to be of very good quality.

.Mr. R S. Miles says dandelion yields but
little honey. It yields honey here It comes
very early, when the bees do not have any-
thing else to work on.
Some parts of our State have had a splen-

did honey-fiow. Foul brood is very bad in
many places in our county, and the inspec-
tor has more than he can get around to.
There is scarcely nothing done to eradicate
the disease in our county so far as I know.
The inspector has been here several times,
but he only gives instructions bow to treat
the bees. He has so many places to go. and
but few follow instructions. I doubt if there
is one-fourth the bees in our county that we
had 1 or 5 years ago. More cooperation
among the bee-keepers of the Slate and a
larger appropriation will have to be had.
More work must be done in the future if we
are ever to keep foul brood from destroying
all the bees in the State.

It is astonishing how few of the bee-keep-
ers take any interest in securing the much
needed laws to eradicate bee-diseases But
few will lift their smallest finger to help in
getting the service of the inspector, or any
laws on bee-keeping, if it costs them any-
thing at all. This works a hardship on the
few that have to do all to secure these much
needed laws. I. W. Koi'SE.
Mexico. Mo.

Good Flow from Sweet Clover

We have had, and are still having, an un-
common honey-flow from sweet clover.
Something we have never had here, to my
knowledge, before. James Civis.
Belle Plaine. Iowa. July I5.

Classified Department

(Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, vou must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color.
After June I, 5i. 00. A. W. Yaies.

Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that produce sandbband
bees Untested. $1 00; Tested. $3.00.
lAgt Robert Inghram. Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale— Pure Italian Queens, by return
mail; no disease. C M. Scott & Co.

1004 Wash. St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland S t.. New York City.

For Sale—Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Barnett. Barnett's. Virginia.

Fop. S.ale—Golden untested queens 70 cts.
each, or 57. 2^ a dozen. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. U. F. Talley. R.F.D. 4. Greenville. Ala.

Hardy Northern-reared Queens of Moore's
strain of Italians: ready June 15. Untested.
$1.00; 6 for S; 00; 12 for Sq ofi. See testimonial
on page 210. P. B. Ramer. Harmony. Minn.

Virginia three-banded Italian queens. Un-
tested. 75 cts. Tested Si. 00. All dead queens
replaced free. Ready May 15. 6A4t

S. Click. Box 16. Rt. 2. Mt. Jackson. Va.

Day-old Virgin Queens will please you.
Good way to get fine Italian stock: so cents
each; $5.00 per doz. Untested. $1.00. Tested.
$1.50. Geo. H. Rea. Reynoldsville. Pa.

Improved golden-yellow Italian queens for
1013: beautiful, hustling, gentle workers.
Send for price list. E.E.Lawrence.
-Au Doniphan, Mo.

For Sale.—Untested queens that produce,
75c; tested. $1.00; hybrids, 30c, S H, Rickard,
SA5t 506 Machesney Bldg., Pittsburg. Pa.

Italian Queens by return mail. Untest-
ed, one. 75c; six. $4.25: doz., $8.00. Tested,
one. $1.25; six. S6.50; doz , $12 00. 8Ait

L. E Altwein. St. Joseph. Mo.

Will Requeen part of my colonies with
Adels. Queens removed are of the Golden

Italian strain I offer the one-year old for
=;oc; this season's for ;5c; virgins. 40c.

J. T. Elkinton. Jennings. La.

For Sale.—Fine Golden Italian queens;
no foul brood here. Tested, $1.00 each: se-
lect tested. Si. 25 each. Untested, one, 60c;
doz . S7.00. D. T. GdSter,
8Ait Rt. 2, Randleman. N. C.

For Sale. — Untested Golden Italian
queens 50c each: 4 hybrid tiueens. Si 00.

8.A2t J. F. Michael. Winchester. Ind.

For Sale— 300 colonies of bees and equip-
ment. Excellent location. Paying proposi-
tion. 8Ait F. W. Pease. Lansing. Iowa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. 15. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. $1.00; tested. Si. 25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

Untested Dark Italian Queens: Howe
strain, select mated. No other bees in mat-
ingdistance Send for circular. OneforSi.oo;
6 for S4. so; 12. $8 ;o. Orders filled by return
mail. D. G. Litttle. Hartley. Iowa.

Italian Queens—3-band bred from the
best stock procurable for honey-gathering

j
qualities. Untested. June. Si 00: after. 75c.

i'ested. Si 50: select tested. $2.00 5A4f
R. A. Shulis. R. F. D. 3. Cosby. Tenn.

Fine Italian Queens — Three-banded.
Especially prolific, hardy, and gentle. Unex-
celled as honey gatherers. Vou will make no
mistake if you order them. " Come early and
avoid the rush." Si 00 each; d for $5.50. 6A4t

J. ¥. Archdekin. Rt. 7. St. Joseph. Mo.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. $1.00 each;
Tested, S2.00; Breeders. S5.00 and Sio.oo.

2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

Montana Queens, bred in the Mussel-
shell Valley. No other bees within 60 miles:
foul brood unknown; all queen candy boiled.
Three-banded Italian queens ready June i.

Untested. Si. 00. Tested. $1 fo. Cirdeis booked
now. 6A4t Elso Apiary. Elso, Mont.

SrECiAi. — Golden -all -over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind, sooo
mated queens was my sales last season. I'n-
tested queens each 75c; 50. S 12, 50; 100. $6u.uo.

Tested. $123. Select-Tested, S2 00. Breeders.
$5.00 and $10.00. J. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder.
6A7t Rt. 3. San Jose. Calif.

Untested Italians of J. P. Moore's and
Doolittle's stock: 60c apiece; $500 a dozen.

No disease; safe arrival guaranteed.
6.A3t Edward O. Meserve. Ventura. Calif.

The Two B s of quality—Italian Bees and
Sicilian Buttercups. For all that is best, un-
excelled Untested queens $1 00 each; six for
$5. no. 2-frame nucleus with untested queen,
53 50; 3 frame nucleus. S4.00. Buttercup eggs
and stock in season. 6.^4!

H. William Scott. Barre. \'ermont.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested, $1 00 each; 3 or more
Qoc each Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6, 70c each:
6 or more. 65c each. Bees per lb . $1 25; nu-
clei per frame. $1.50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment. i.A.tf

Bankston & Lyon. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our stock is northern-bred
and hardy; five yards wintered on summer
stands in i'vo3 and iooq without a single loss.
For prices, send for circular. •

Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue, Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. $1 ooeach; 3 or more
00c each. Untested, 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c each;
b or more. 65c each. Bees per lb . $1.25; nu-
clei per frame. Si. so. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co.. Tex.

Moore's Strain and Golden Italian Queens.
Untested. Si 00: six. Ssoo: twelve. So. 00. Car-
niolan. Banat andCaucasian Queens, select.
Si 25; six. St). 00: twelve. Sio.oo Tested, any
kind. Si. 50; six. SSoo Choice breeders. S3 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails. Orange. Calif.

One of our customers J. A. Carnes. M. D..
Mt. Carmel. Pa writes: "Your bees are
evenly marked: all golden but the tip. They
are the most GENTLE bees I ever handled."
Untested queens. St 00 each. .Send for whole-
sale prices. C. W. Phelps & Son.

3 Wilcox, St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Three-Banhed Italian Queens and Bees.
Untested queen, 75c each; six. $4.25; twelve.
SS no. Tested. Si. 25 each; six, $7.00: twelve,
St2.oo. For select queens add 25c each to the
above prices. Nuclei without queens, i-

frame St. 5": 2-frame. S2 50; 3-frame, $3 00. 1-

Ib- bees. Si .^0: ^-Ib. bees. St. 00. Add price
of queen wanted witli bees.

Robert B. Spicer. Whanon, N. J.

We will requeen all our 2000 colonies this
spring with young queens bred from our
best home and imported Italian stock. We
offer the one-year old queens removed from
these hives at 40c each; untested queens,
this year's breeding, 00c each. Special re-

duced prices for too or more, either old or
young. We breed for business, not look
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No disease; delivery Kuaranteed. Book or-

ders now to insure early delivery.
Spencer Apiaries Co.. NordliolT. Calif.

Choice O^'EENs from June to Sept. i at

Ji.ooeacli: si>; for Ss.oo. Place orders now.
and have them filled in rotation sAtf

D. .1. Hlocher. Pearl City. 111.

For Sale—Guaranteed pure-mated 3- band
Italian queens. I recommend 4 points: Gen-
tle, prolific, extra good honey makers, good
winterers. J. E. Hand strain. State Inspec-
tor's certificate Queens by return mail or
your money back Select untested, i. Soc; 6,

J4.00; 12. $8.10; 2-,. S15 00

T. M. Gingerich. Rt. 3. Arthur. 111.

Ml RFAY's famous Xorth Carolina bred
Italian ciueens (red clovers and goldens! for

sale again. .As good as the best; no foul

brood known. They are as good honey-
gatherers as can be obtained, and winter as
well. My improved strain is carefully se
lected. and bred up from Moore's. Root's,
and Davis' improved stock. Select untested,
one. 75c; do.' . $3.00. Tested. $1.25. Select
tested. $1.50; extra selecttested. $2-00. Breed-
ers. Si-oo and $5 00.

H. B. Murray. Queen-breeder, Liberty. N. C.

HONKY AN1> BEESWAX

"Null's Famoi-s Melilot'is Honey."
Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A Burnett & Co..
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago. 111.

KOK Salk.— Fine. Rich. Pure While Clover
Honey; also Light Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

FOK SALE

For Sale—Empty second-hand 60 lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new, 2s cents
per case. C. H. W. Weber ^s; Co..

2ij6 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sai e—F'ine Italian (lueens; untested.
75c; $8 00 per do/en; tested. $100; breeders.
$i.oo. Nuclei. $1 25 per frame. Full colonies
in new modern eight-frame hives. $7. 00.

California Bee Co .

50'j S. Rowan Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.

For S\le.—.\piary and small well-estab-
lished plant of fanry poultry near Chicago.
Good House. Poultry and Bee buildings.
Good water, fruit, shade-trees, and berries.
Best location for bees and out apiaries, if

desired. Reason for selling, death in fam-
ily. Price. $2noo. If interested, write.
SAit P. .Augustin. Rt. i._Orland. III.

For Sale 20 Horse Power I. H. C. Delivery
Truck; good as new; in fine condition and
running order. Will be sold at a bargain.

L. Werner. lidwardsville. 111.

SUPPLIES.

Bee-Supplies—none better. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal \\ inter-Case, complete $2.50
100 Hoffman Brood Frames in flat 2.50
500 No. I Sections 2.50
100 Section-Holders scalloped _. . 2.00
too Section Slats. Ji inch i.oo

I Champion Smoker 70
Daoant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound 59
ThinSurplus " " 66
ExtraThin " " 6g
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt.
R. R. No. 3. Box No. 2og. Shebovean. Wis.

Bee-Keeier. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They

are nice and cheap.
4Alf

White Mfg. Co..
Greenville. Tex.

For SAI.E-Bees. Honey. and Bee Keepers
Supplies. A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash'

POULTRY
For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure

oloods: Si 00 for i^;. Satisfaction guaranteed
2Air W. H. Payne. Hamilton. Illinois.

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels —Bronzed Honey Labels

500 for 80c; 1000 for $1.10. 8Ait
Pearl Card Co.. Clintonville. Conn.

The Number of enquiries coming in for
honey labels has been so large that we have
decided to put in a stock of these for ihe
convenience of our readers Should vou be
in need of anything in this line, send for a
copy of our label catalog, which will be sent
free. .American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, III.

SITUATIONS.

Young Married Man wants steady em-
ployment in apiaries; 12 years' experience.
Furnish best of references. Will go any-
where. Newton Cale.
"Alt Rt. I. B. «H. Floresville. Tex.

MISCELLANEOUS

REinuED Prices on Eggs. Chicks. Duck-
ings. White Leghorns. Penciled or Faun
Runners. Free circular. Could use Italian
Queens or Bees in exchange. 6A)t

R. O. Dickson. Box bi. La Harpe, III.

For Good Queens and Quick Service.
you can't do better than place your order
with me. lamprepired to handle anv size
of order at the following prices (Carniolan.
3-band Italian and Golden': One untested
queen. $100; six for $5.40; twelve for $q.6o.
One tested queen. $1 50; six for $8.40; twelve

for $15.60 One-frame nuclei, untested queen.
$2.50; six i-frame. $15.00; one-frame nuclei,
tested queen. Si 00; six i-frame. S17.40. Full
colonies, one for $7.50; two for Suoo. If more
frames are wanted than are listed, add $1.00
each for as many frames as are wanted with
nuclei. No disease, and satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. J. Litilefield.

xois W. 7lh St.. Little Rock. Ark.

GRAY
CAUCASIANS

I wa.s the Hr.st to import the

true Oray Caiica.siau Bee iuto the

Occident. They are bred under
niy instructions in the Caucasus
Mts. expressly for nie. Their

WORTH is unexcelled. Send
for prices to

A. D. D. WOOD
Box 61, Lansing, Mich., or

Box 82, Houston Heights, Texas

P. S—Tiiey are a true racu, and not

made by Man.

Fine Yellow
Italian bees & queens. If

you need a fine yellow
Queen quick, try Fajen
and you will order more.
Extra fine queen, only
Si 00; untested. 75c. 3fr
nucleus, only $2.75. Full
colony in 8-fr. hive with
fine tested queen. $550.

J.L.Fajen, Stover, Mo.

•XXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXISi
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVERTISERS
i

Published Nontlily by the

California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

LiOS Aufjeles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager

Queen-Breeders' Department

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, ISc a line

Write for particulars 3497 Eagle Street
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falcon QUEENS
Three-Band and Golden Italians, Caucasians and Carniolans

July 1st to October 1st ^ -..^_ „ JS^
Untested - - - $ -TS $4.25 $ 8.00

Tested - - - 100 5.50 10.00

Tested, $1.80 each ; and Select Tested, $2.00 each.

All queens are reared, in stronj. vigorous colonies, and mated from populous nuclei. Instructions for

introducing are to be found on the reverse side of the cage cover,

OUR BRAND OF FOUNDATION
«^ 1 « foundation is coming in more constant use every year, being adopted by the largest and most prominent bee-keepers in this

"•Falcon country to say nothing of those in foreign lands where our foundation is largely used. We feel confident that after you have

used one lot of " Falcon " foundation, which is made in our plant at Falconer. N. Y.. you will purchase it in the future, and are sure that

you and your bees will be pleased with it in every respect.

Full line of hives, sections, and supplies manufactured by us at Falconer. N. Y. Write for samples of our foundation.

All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you. Red Catalog postpaid.

Central States distributers . H. S. Duby, St. Anne, 111., C. C. Clemons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

FACTORY W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., - Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.
Where the good bee-hivef come from

HONEY
CANS and PAILS

Our Friction Top Honey-cans, Slip Cover

pails, Honey Shipping cans, Round and

Square, are standard containers for honey.

American Can Company

Chicago New York San FrauoisfO

With offices In all large cities

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest In the Land-

None Better.

Our Prices will make you smile. We want
10 mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every beekeeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Iour--»J when writifig.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association
Sell their members Friction-Top Honey- Pails and Cans at a low price as follows ;

Aprox. Per loo Per too Per loo Per looo

Capacity Lots of so Lots of ion Lots of ,500 Lots of 1000

2-lb. Can S2.25 $2.15 $20.00

2j4.ib. " 2-75 2.t« 24.00

3.1b " 3-00 285 28.00

5-lb Pail .-. $5.00 4.75 4-5o 42.50

10-lb. " 7.00 b.SO 6.2s 60.0.)

i2-lb. 7.25 6.75 6.50 62,50

If not a member, send a dollar exira with your first order, which will pay your dues for

a year, and we will send you the Beo-Keepors' Review for the last half of i«i3. giving the
first six articles of that sensational series of ten articles. "The Management of viao Colo-
nies in 50 Yards;" also the .^pril and May numbers of the Review, containing the report of
the Naticmal meeting at Cincinnati, these two numbers alone containing gb pages. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to all bee-keepers to join the National at this timi'. Address.
with remittance, jhc National BecKeepers' Association, Northstar, Mich.

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

as

.n.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About so first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested. $1.25; 5 for $5.00;
Breeders, each $5,00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS
Those queens are bred from best imported

strains. If any queens should prove to be
impurely mated, we will replace them free
of cost. Prices:

1 6 12
Untested - $1.00 $5.00 $ 9.00
Tested 1.50 9.00 15.00

Address, WM. KERNAN
Route 2, Oushore, Pa.
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding ^
/asv Solii/ioii, rue l/ir ^

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOM

^
m

^

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Ask for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

QDIOPQ- $2.00 F.O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.r'I\l\^C9. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

BEE-KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

RUSH ORDERS
BY MAIL ^^^ *'°"'' ' forgettery been"' "»"" workings And rieht this min-
ute you need foundation or other items. See
page one of our catalog, and it gives parcel
post rates on various articles.

BY EXPRESS Larger shipments than canw I km ni.ww gQ (jy n,ai| ^.g ^^^ ^^^jj ^^
at once. Parcel post and express orders re-
ceive our first attention.

BY FREIGHT '^"' ""'^ 's- "Ship same
"' "^»"«i day as order is received.'
and we break it only when absolutely nec-
essary. Notice that Lansinis; is the railroad
center of Michigan from which freight ship-
ments can be delivered quickest.

I*^ And we fill all orders with Root's
Goods. Just remember that. too. Send for
catalog. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON,
143 Condit St., - Lansing, Mich.

Established iS3s

W E LARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF
BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Write for our 64-page catalog free, and for
lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. \Ve handle the best
make of goods for the bee-keeper. Freight
facilities good. Let us hear from vou.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High Hill, Missouri

P-O-R-T-E-R
.Trade mark )

Your Name and Address will be put on one side of the handle as shown in

the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a

Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen

your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to ideii-

tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the e.xact size ; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write e.xact

name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid. $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-

scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,

You can get Bees, Queens, and Bee-

Supplies and save time as well as

money.
Nuclei! Fr. with UntestedQueen 5i.75

"
I
" " Tested " -;.oo

2 " " Untested " 2.25
'.' ; " " Tested " 2,50

t Untested Queen, 7Sc ; 6 tor $4.20

1 Tested " S1.00; 6 " 5.70

Golden Queens or 3-Banded Queens
No one will give you better or quick

1015_W.
W. J.

7th Street

LITTLEFIELD COMPANY
Little Rock, Arkansas

iHONEY / AT ALLSAVES TIME tSfatfrc;
' MONEY t

JJt.-'^LLKi)

Each, 15c; Dozen, $1.65, postpaid

If your Dealer does not keep them,
order from Factory, with complete in-
structions.

R. & E. C. Porter, Mfrs.
Lewistown, Illinois

3-Bancl Long-Tongued

Red Clover Italian

QUEENS
FOR S.^LE,—The 3band queens are of

the X. I. Root Co. 's improved long-tongued
bees which have proven
themselves to be the best
of honey-producers. I use
the Doolittle and Miller
plans for Queen-cells. One
untested queen. 75 els; •

for $4.00 12 for JT.50; 2.i

for $n. 50: 50 for $25.00; 100
for t45 00. Double this
price for tested queens.
One-frame nucleus. $1.50.

2-frame. $2.50; 3-frame,
$5.^0. To each nucleus add
the price of queen. No
personal checksaccepted

J.B.ALEXANDER, CATO, ARK
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,
the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever
before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Gentlemen —I should like to say a few words in favor of the bali-beaririB Root Automatic Kxtractor. as I believe it is as nuar perfec-
tion as it can be This machine runs so easily that a few turns to get it uo to speed is all that is necessary, and the men. while usini; the
No. 17. which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional
man. No aniary can afford to be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating The A. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers'
interests. B. B. HOGABOOM. Elk Grove, Calif

—HERE ARE A FEW MORE—
A word about the power extractor I purchased from you through H. L, Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as
driving the washing machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding. I consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with the apiary. F. C. GOLDER, Pittsworth. Queensland.

Yours of the itith, also the brakeband for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even if I had only fifty colonies,

DAVID RUNNING, Grindstone City, Mich.. July 10, loio.

sold
I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape. I set it up and extracted 14? quarts of honey,
it at H cents a quart. The extractor is just fine—does the work completely. F. D. KI.VG, Athens. Ohio, Aug. 1.6. iqi:.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine- We ran it all fall, and never had anv trouble at all.
\'. y. DEXTER, North Yakima, Wash., Jan. 10, ]gii.

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York. UQ-141 Franklin St.

Philadelphia, 8-10 Vine St,

St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.
Washington, iioo Maryland Ave., S. W.

Chicago. 213^231 Institute Place.
Des Moines. 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine

A Few Agents Uaudliiig these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno
Madary's Supply Co,, Los Angeles

Colorado Barteldes Seed Co , Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis
Michigan M- H Hunt& Son, Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co.. Roswell

Missouri Blanke Mff. & Supply Co., St, Louis
JohnNebel & Son Supply Co., High Hill

Ohio /,•/,;;;;;? .-''^''^es Co., Toledo
^ C. H. W, Weber & Co., Cincinnat
Texas ,.,.. Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas

ToepperweinS MayfieldCo., San Antonio

RAMER'S QUEENS
Of Moore's Strain of Italians

Ready June 15

Untested, $1.00; 6 for $5.00 ; 12 for $9.00

April 28, iQij.

P. B, R.AMER, Harmony. Minn.—
Di;i/-Sir:—'The jo queens I got of you in

igii were the best queens; built up the fast-

est and gave the largest yield of honey I

have had in twenty years of bee-keeping.
My average was ibo lbs. to the colony in 1012,

and I lost a part of the flow for want of super
room. Yours very truly,

Halver J. Halvekson.
Rt. 4, Preston, Minn,

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

and Imported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for August:
One untest. queen S '10

One tested queen Si. 30

One select tested
queen $1.60

One Breeder - - - $2.45

One comb Nucleus,
no queen $ .00

'A lb. bees. S .«o; i lb. Si. 75.

Safe arrival guaranteed. For description
of each gradeofqueenssend for free catalog.

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA, IOWA

I
QUEENS OF MOORE'S

s STRAIN OF ITALIANS ^
PRODUCE WORKERS
That fill the supers quick X

With honey niceand thick. \
They have won a world-wide reputa- \
tion for honey-gathering, hardiness, \
gentleness, etc. Untested queens. Si; X

8 six, Ss; 12. S'i 00. Select untested. St-25; X
six. $6.00; 12, $11. Safe arrival and sat- K

8- isfaction guaranteed. Circular free N
J. P. MOORE, Queen-breeder, O

9 Route 1, Morgan, Ky. I;

k>o:io«oc<s<siOQOccooscos<>oo&!x

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER. OREGON.

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit gfrowers' paper published in the world
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing; Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan
bred in separate yards, ready March 20,
Untested, one. $1, six, $s; 12, $g; 21;, I17 50; 50.
in: 100, J65 Tested, one, $i.so; six. $8- 12
$15. Breeders of either strain. S5. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame, $2.50; six
one-frame. Si5;two-frameS3.5o; six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame,
$) 00; six one-frame, $17.40; two-frame, $4; six
two frame $2.v4o. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS. Attalla, Ala.

Line Bred
Carniolan Queens I

Carniolans winter with their colo-
nies most populous; build up best
in the apiary; enter supers more

readily cap their Honey very white; are
gentle, and no more inclined to swarm than
Italians, if pronerly managed. Ask for FREE
paper " SUPERIORITY OF THE CARMOLAN BEE," e.x-
mlaining these bees more fully, and best
Aanagement for comb and extracted honey,
n limited number of nuclei and 8-fr. colo-
pies for sale at end of June.
Untested, $1.00; doz., $9. Tested, $1.50 ; doz., $12.

ALBERT G. HANN,
Carilolin Qumn Breeder. PITISleWTt, N
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Chicago. July 18.—Receipts have been
Quite free for this season of the year, both
in comb and extracted. The market is not
active, but tlie quality of the honey is excel-
lent. Prices are ranging for the A No. i to
fancy comb 1^(3 17c and extracted q^ loc for
the clover and lindens. Amber grades and
other white grades 7'" He. Beeswax steady
at from joS'szc. according to color and clean-
liness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. July 10.—Many shipments of
both comb and extracted honey are coming
in from all directions, and it is the early
shipper who will get the best prices this
year. Fancy extracted honey is selling in
this market at 8f?<jc a pound in 'jo pound
cans, and fancy and N'o. i comb honey at
I3@I5C a pound, according to the quality and
quantity purchased. For choice bright yel-
low beeswax we are paying ^oc a pound de-
livered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston. July 10.—Fancy and No. i white
comb. I6@i7c per pound. Fancy white ex-
tracted in .i-gallon cans. ii®i2c. Beeswax.
30c. Blake.-Lee Company.

New York. July i8._There is no new
nearby comb honey on the market as yet;
some few shipments have been and are ar-
riving from the South and selling at from
I3®i(jc per pound, according to quality and
style of package. Of course, it is rather
early as yet for us to expect to have new
crop comb honey from New York State and
nearby, and it may be another month from
now before we will receive thetirst ship-
ments. In fact, the season is not over yet

and from reports we are daily receiving-
basswood seems to be now blooming, and
promises a fair crop There is a fair de-
mand for extracted honey, principally new
crop from the South, common grades sell-
ing at from 6=;&7oc; choice grades at from
75^385c. and sometimes 90c per gallon. Old
crop California is well cleaned up, and we
do not expect new crop from there until
next month. Beeswax steady at 3i@32C per
pound. HlI.DRETH & Segelken.
San F'RANCisf o. July 17 —The new crop is

very late in materializing. Fancy water
white I5@i6c; dark to amber. n@ii'Ac per
pound; water-white extracted. q<3'j!4c; light
amber. S®S'Ac: dark from 6@8c per pound.
Beeswax 3o@3ic for nice yellow wax. and
24®2QC for darker grades. Not much honey
or wax is being offered.

John C. Frohliger.

Kansas Citv. Mo.. July 15.—The receipts
of new comb honey are more liberal, and up
to date we have had no trouble to sell upon
arrival at $3.50 per caseof 24 sections tor No.
1 while, and $)Oo to $325 for amber. We
quote white extracted at 8@3,'.2C per pound.
Beeswax at asSaSc per pound.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

Denver. July 10.—A few cases of new
crop comb honey are coming in, and bring
83 50 for No. I white, and J3.20 for choice in a
jobbing way. Prospects at this writing are
for a light crop in Colorado. We quote ex-
tracted honey in a jobbingway at the follow-
ing figures: White, gc; light amber. 8c;
strained. 6H@7C. We pay 26c per pound in

cash, and 2KC per pound in trade for clean
yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Coi-o. HONEvPRODUf ers' Assn..

Frank Rauchfuss, .Usr.

Indianapolis. July 17 —A large crop of
honey has been secured in the central
Stales, but prices are not yet established.
Much honey is being offered by producers,
but they do not name any price. I think
that within the next few weeks we will have
established prices. Beeswax is in good de-
mand, and producers are being paid 30c
cash, or 32c in trade. Walter S. Pouder.

Cincinnati. July m.—There is very little
doing in honey, both comb and extracted-
No new honey has yet arrived, (jeneral
conditions are good for a big crop.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Los Angeles. .July 13.—Since writing on
June 30. quoting light amber honey at bHc,
we have received a good many offerings
from the producers, and it is possible that
the price named could be shaded an eighth
of a cent per pound on firm offers.

Hamilton AlMenderson.

DO YOU READ

PROGRESSIVE POULTRY JOURNAL ?

It is published in Mitchell. South Dakota,
and is a live paper devoted to the interests
of better poultry ai:d more of it. Has prac-
tical writers of experience in raising poul-
try Well illustrated. Send for free copy.

Progressive Poultry Journal
Mitchell, South Dakota

Three-Banded ITALIAN QUEENS
Nothing but the Leather-Colored
Bees bred by me. If you want su-
pers of honey, use my Queens. Per-
fect Queens of Quality or money re-
funded. Si 00 each, or $0.00 per doz.

C. S. ENGLE, Beevllle, Texas

An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly nevir goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost
anything listed in the catalog at once.
Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too.

should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by.having your goods come with ours
in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a

postal-card request for this catalog.

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs
and we will quote price accordingly.
If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for

our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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" //" i^'-oods are ivanted quick, send to Ponder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT -^^^^^ room built expressly for the business.
fcyuiriflbHI large concrete basement with just enouLih mois-
ture to nrevent breakage in sections; no shrinkage iu dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

OUALITY Koot goods at factory prices. The kind that I hav(""**• sold for nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neiehbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours?
THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but

expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.
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NWrite us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin ^
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Eastern Bee-Keepers
Furnishing bee-supplies has been our busi-

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who have made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you eet acquainted.
We advocate only practicle articles. I^et us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

I. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES : Clen Cove, L. I.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (Ho. 2)

Prices. $10 to S?5. Send I5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine qoc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
ti.75- Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal. Hamilton. III.

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, IMo.

PAGE -KENKEL
MFG. CO.

iVIanufacturers

OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,

basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers, Excellent Shipping - Cases.

Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. $1,00; se-

lect tested. Si-50. Bees by pound or halj
pound. Plans. "How to Introduce Queens"
15c; "IJow to Increase" isc; both 25c.

E. E. IVIOTT - Glenwood, IMicli.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden untested, $1.00; six. 85.00. Tested.

$1.50; six.SS.oo. Virgin, 40c; six, $2.25; doz.$4.50.

Our queens are extra fine this season.

Every Queen guaranteed to givesatisfaction.

Ready for shipment direct to customers.
Nuf ced. sAtf

E. A. SIIVIMONS, Greenville, Ala.

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.00 EACH, $9.00 PER DOZEN.

Queens tire reared b.v :is good a m-thod as
anybody can rear Q,ueena. My stock is

hearty and tine houey-gathererB. All queenB
shipped by return mail within 24 liours after
I receive tlie order.

M. BATES, R. D. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.

WANTED
NEW CROP HONEY

New York and Pennsylvania

COMB Especially

Write us. State quantity, quality, style

of sections, when ready for shipment,
etc. Will buy or handle on commission.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.
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HONEY CANS
All Styles-All Sizes

Friction Top
Boxed Square Cans

60-Pound Shipping Cans

HONEY PAILS
oaies wTTices -
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How Far Can a Bee

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Aiiierieaii Bee Journal

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Sf. 00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada. $Mo;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
oflDecember. 1013.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 1 5c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Southern Bee-Keepers!
I have a Large and Complete Stock of BEE-
SUPPLIES at Cordele, Ca., and have erec-
ted a large Warehouse and filled it with
New Bee - Supplies at O'Brien, Fla., near
Live Oak, the best shipping-point for all

sections of Florida. Southeast Georgia and
Southern Alabama.
Send all orders to CORDELE, GA., and

state from which point yon wish your Sup-
plies shipped. J. J. WILDER.

Miller's Strain Red-Clover Italian Queens

By Return Nail or Order Returned
Bred from superior breeders for business;

gentle; no better hustlers; bees roll honey
in; three-banded; Northern bred ; hardy
and vigorous; winter well; not inclined to
swarm; bred from best leather-colored
strains. Untested, 7.S cts. ; six, S4.00; dozen,
S7oo. Select untested. $1.00; six, $5.00; dozen.
$0,00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Isaac F. Miller, queen specialist and

breeder for sixteen years, previously of
Brookville. Rt. 2, Reynoldsville. and lately
of Oil City. Rt. 2. Pa., is agent and breeder
for E. L. Miller. Send all orders to

I. F. MILLER, Rt. 2, Brookville, Pa.

BARNES'"'""Machinery
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SEE?
Tliat question has been argued "time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, Inc.,

ArcAdiA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
For Both Extracted and Comb Honey

Would like to hear from those having Fancy and
Number One Comb Honey. State best price de-

livered Cincinnati. We want Extracted Honey,
too. No lot too large or too small for us. We re-

mit the very dav shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
"The Busy Bee-Men"

204 Walnut Street, dNCLMfATI, OHIO
P. S.—Ship us your old comb and let us render them for you. Our pro-

cess extracts the last drop of wax from the slumgum. We make money for you'

if you will ship us your old combs and cappings for rendering. Write for full

particulars.

iOOQOeOSOSOOOSOSOSOSCOOCOOQCOOOOOOCieOOOCOOCCCGOi•"1

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture HiveS, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

1

\ Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
§
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A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c

I have several dozens of the Muth
wire-and-cloth Bee-Veils—a dandy veil

—which I will mail for 65 cents each.
Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's "Southern Bee-Culture"

This is a 5()-cent book which I will

mail for 30 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoker

The $1.00 postpaid size I will mail
for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-
smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Honey as a Health Food

Till further notice, I will fill orders
for "Honey as a Health Food"—the
great honey-selling booklet—at the
following prices :

Sample copy free; 10 copies 20 cents;

50 copies 75 cents; 100 copies, $1.00;

250 copies for $2.00; 500 copies (or

$3.75 ; or 1000 copies for $7.00.

These are all postpaid or express pre-

paid prices. The time to sell the honey
crop will soon be here again. It is a

fine thing to have a good supply of the
above booklets on hand, ready for dis-

tribution among those you would like

to secure as customers.

Your Name and Address

on a Rubber Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.

You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the

following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2>^ inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents

Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad {2}ix3ji inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-

ful attention. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK

Sandpoint, Idaho

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES

OUR STANDARD-BRED
6 Queens for $4.50;

3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00
For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens
purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal—
(/>«//««(«—Last October I purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of thisseason will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg., July 4. 1012. L. W. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
(7eHf/fmcii:—The queen you sent me came in i;ood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought, t have her intro-
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. Such
(lueens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis.. .luly m. iuI2. C. K, BKiDciMAN.

.\MERICAN I3EE JOURNAL—
(/'i-wZ/fwc// — I bought a queen of you about 15 years ago. and

from her I Italianized i.so colonies of the hnest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
time. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico. July to. igi2. .1. W. HouTZ.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both

for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would

be $2.75, or six for $4.-50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-

derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

SPECIAL PRICES
BllmrrmSSiiilTiiflDB Honey packages and bottles either round or octagon,
&-^miap^^; ^j(,^ American Metal Screw Can.

.iJ|l|i|,
'llllllli'' JIHl Per case ol 24, i2-oz. bottles hu

^M iiiiL

—

-^ia Per case of 24. 6-oz. bottles 40

Uinil We are closing out our stock, and the above prices will

hold good only while the stock lasts.

We will ship from Detroit, Mich., or Minneapolis.

Basswood Shipping Cases

llllll^il 111

{{iiiii

One-piece cover and bottom, complete with 2-inch glass,

111 III paper, nails, corrugated paper, or no-drip strips in the bot-

tom. Prices, f. o. b. Minneapolis.

25 cases, holding 24 sections. K. D S 4.00

50 cases, holding 24 sections. K. D 7.50

too cases, holding 24 sections. K. D 14. 00

5-Gallon Square Tin Cans
iJiinch screw cap opening. r> boxes, 2 cans in a box $7.50

i^-inch screw cap opening. 10 boxes, 1 can in a box -(.So

Friction-Top Cans, F. 0. B. Chicago

10- lb., with bail, per 100 '''S"

5-lb.. with bail, per 100 '••"

5-lb.. with bail, per 200 '' ""

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co., Minneapolis Minnesota
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Honey Packages
There is a demand for Friction-top Cans and Pails packed in dozen and

half dozen re-shipping cases. We have prepared to take care of this demand at

the following prices, f. o. b. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa

:

Cases containing 6-10 pound pails, per case
6-5 " " " " - -

12-5 " " " " - -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa,

In lots of 10. In lots of loo

75c 70c
45c 40c
62c 58c

10 pound pails in crates of 100 . . . .

5 .. .< " " ....
F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

too or more, sco or more
$7.25 $6.75

5.50 5.00

60 pound square cans, two per case . - -

60 " " " one " •' - - -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

Cans Also Furnished To Dealers.

Big Stock—Immediate shipment on receipt of orders

DADANT & SONS,

t

t

I
Hamilton, Illinois ^

In lots of 10. In lots of loo

80c 65c
48c 40c

[g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^
GOLDEN ADEL QUEENS

AND BEES BY THE CAR LOAD

You will make money if you deal with me and get my fac-

tory price on Bee Supplies. I have millions of tine Sec-
tions. I am the oldest and largest Bee Supply manufac-
turer in the Northwest. Send for Catalo^'.

CHARLES MONDENG,
145 to 160 Newton Ave. N.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

#:M[*]c*ac#3pfac*3^t^^^^^K

Early (FROFALCON) Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June ist $i.oo each.

After June i. Qoc each. Specia prices in

large quantities. A 5-POund bucket of

Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for Si lo

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ARTISTS '

ENGRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
54Z 550 S.DEARBORN ST.

^

POMTIACBLDG. CHICAGO.!-

E YOU ^"^^ having trouble trying to

live by eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a slice of

eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cal.
The Ripe Honey Man

SHAW QUEENS
By return mail

Three-band Italians. \\'hat need say more?
Every one knows them. Tested. $i.oo each.
Untested. 75C single queen; $7.00 per dozen.
No disease, and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville - - Louisiana

CO-OPERATION rnrA\Ti
and selling right. We are a co-operative
association, and sell the best Bee-Supplies
obtainable at the right prices. It will pay
Western Bee-Keepers to send for our Illus-

trated Cataliik'
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this
ofTer. Return postage is all vou need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4536
Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

FRICTION TOP

PAILS
For
Honey
Syrups
Sorglium
Etc., Etc.

CILLE MFG. CO.,
Dept.S.,

Kans3S City, Mo.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March 20.

Untested, one. $1; six. $5; 12. $0: 25. $17 50: so.

$<a; 100. $6.1. Tested, one. $150; six. >3; 12.

$15. Breeders Of either strain. S5. Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame. $250: six
one-frame. $15; two-frame$3. 50: six two-frame
$20.40: nuclei with tested queen, one-frame.
$3,00; six one-frame. $17.40; two-frame. $4; six
two frame $2?.4o. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed,

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.
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Editorial Comments

Some Comments ou the August
Number

WAX-WORMS IN COMBS.

By way ot postscript to remarks on

page 258, I may say that years ago I

made a practise ot sulphuring my sec-

tions within a few days after taking

them from the hives. That would kill

all the little larvae of the wax-moth

that were present; but it would have

no effect upon the eggs. These would

hatch out, and then some 2 or 3 weeks

after the sections were taken off I

would sulphur again. If I did not

thus fumigate the sections, the little

bits of worms would soon grow into

big fellows that would get the cap-

pings off the sections, making a re-

pulsive sight with their ugly webs.

After some years the trouble ceased,

and now for years I never think of

fumigating at all. The reason is that

Italian blood has been introduced,

and Italians seem to be able to keep

the moths from laying eggs in sec-

tions while on the hive, but blacks

allow the moths that privilege.

It is a common thing to warn

against allowing bits of comb to be

left lying around as breeding places

for moths. I don't want to encour-

age slovenliness, but the fact is that

in this locality not one time in a hun-

dred will pieces of comb lying around

become wormy. A hive of combs

left by a colony which died in winter

in the cellar will, if left undisturbed,

become wormy, as mentioned, and it

will be only a question of time when

there will be in the hive only a mass

of webs. But if a hive filled with

frames has stood out doors all winter,

it may stand out all the next summer,
and will rarely become wormy. That

means, of course, that rarely will new
eggs be laid in it, for the freezing

of winter kills worms and eggs. And
this immunity from the moth is true

even if the combs are spaced no wider

than when occupied by bees, rr^arther

south it may be another story.

ALWAYS SAY WHETHER COMB OR EX-
TRACTED HONEY.

In that interesting letter on page

258 we are told that from 60 colonies

8000 pounds of white honey were har-

vested. If that means extracted honey,

it's one thing; it it means comb, it's

quite another thing; in the latter case

being something like 50 per cent more

than in the former. In this case it

is not as bad as usual, for in Europe

extracted honey is the usual, so oae

is pretty safe in guessing that ex-

tracted honey is meant. But too fre-

quently it happens that a bee-keeper

of this country reports in that blind

way, and leaves us guessing which

kind of honey is meant, and there is

nothing to guide us in our guessing.

I said the yield was 8000 pounds

from 60 colonies. Maybe that's right,

and maybe not; for "he has 60 colo-

nies" now, and we are left to guess

how many he had when he got the 8000

pounds in 1911.

Let me plead that those who make

reports always observe two things:

Be sure to say whether the yield is

comb or extracted, and also from how
many colonies spring count it was
taken.

ANOTHER PRECAUTION ABOUT ROBBING.

When there is any danger of rob-

ing, look out about making changes

in appearance. In other words, don't

offer any new opportunity for robbing.

A. weak colony may be standing in its

place in the apiary during a yield of

honey without being at all disturbed

by robbers; but let a dearth come,

and it is not so safe. But if it be

moved to a new place after a dearth

has come, the chances are ten times

as great that the robbers will pounce

upon it. Let a fresh crack, crevice,

or opening of any kind be made in a

hive during a time of dearth, and rob-

bers will be sure to investigate it,

whereas if the same opening had been

made when robbers were not bad and

left during dearth, the robbers might

not give it any attention.

MOVING THAT MOTHER COLONY.

I am moved with compassion for

the beginner who tries to understand

that passage on page 277, in the mid-

dle of the first column, where instruc-

tion is given as to how to prevent af-

terswarms. Here is the pasage:

'When the prime swarm issues, put

it on the old stand with the mother

close beside it. Then a week or so

later move the mother close beside it.

Then a week or so later move the

mother to a new stand." The much-

moved mother will be more comforta-

ble and the result will be better if

that second sentence be cut out en-

tirely. Then the passage will read:

"When the prime swarm issues, put
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it on the old stand with the mother

close beside it. Then a week or so

later move the mother to a new stand."

TH.\T INDIGESTIBLE BEESWA.X.

In the interesting article by C. P.

Greening, page 274, the second para-

graph is liliely to excite unusual at-

tention. He gives three points in his

method. One is a bit puzzled to un-

derstand just what is meant in his

first point, where he says: "First,

teach your customers that they are

getting more sweet by eating extract-

ed." If it were not for his third point,

one would understand that to mean
that one gets more honey for one's

money when buying extracted honey

than when buying comb. But that

can hardly be the meaning, for that's

his third point, where he says, "Again,

the customer gets 2.5 per cent more

weight of clear honey for a dollar

than he would comb." His first and

third points would hardly be identical,

so the first must mean something

else. Does it mean that extracted

honey is sweeter than comb honey?

that he can eat more extracted honey

than comb? or what does it mean?

The claim that more honey can be

had for the money by buying it in the

extracted form is a legitimate one,

and worth pushing, and it seems Mr.

Greening might make the claim a lit-

tle stronger than he does. It is true

that there are some who sell extract-

ed honey at the same price as comb,

but they are few. Much mors com-

monly it is the case that where a cus-

tomer pays 25 cents for a section of

honey he can buy a 5 pound can of

honey at 15 cents a pound. If the net

weight of the honey in the can is 5

pounds, then he buys at the rate of

6 2-3 pounds of honey for a dollar.

That section for which 25 cents was

paid does not weigh as much as a

pound — perhaps 14% ounces — and

when the weight of the wood and wax

is deducted the clear honey may weigh

13 ounces. So the 4 sections he gets

for a dollar net him 52 ounces of

honey, or 314 pounds. Comparing that

with the 6 2-3 pounds he gets in the

extracted form, it will he seen that

instead of getting 25 per cent more, as

claimed, he gets a trifle more than

100 per cent more. You can change

these figures to suit local conditions.

friend Greening, but please don't be

so modest as to claim only 25 per cent

more clear honey for a dollar.

But the second point is the one

that is most striking. "Second, who

would ask his stomach to digest that

The Birthplace of Charles Dadant. Mooernized. He Was Born May 22. 1817.

which raw muriatic acid won't affect?

No wonder we are troubled with stom-

ach disorders when we demand it to

digest beeswax." One can imagine a

customer to whom that is said reply-

ing, "Is that so? I've always liked

comb honey best; but if the wax in

it is so utterly indigestible I'll never

eat any more comb honey." The fact

is that most people are very ignorant

about what goes on in the digestive

tract, and do not know as much about

the matter as the farmer does about

what his cattle need. He knows that

he must furnish his cattle a consider-

able amount of coarse feed containing

indigestible materials for the sake of

the bulk and to aid the peristaltic mo-

tion of the bowels.

If friend Greening allows to enter

his stomach only that which can be

thoroughly digested and assimilated,

he is not very long for this world.

Many are beginning to learn that to be

healed of constipation, with all the ills

that follow in its train, they must

give up eating bread made of the finer

parts of the wheat, and go back to the

whole-wheat flour or bran bread con-

taining the indigestible parts of the

grain. Some think that the wax in

comb honey has a beneficent effect,

but this is perhaps the first time it

was ever claimed that we are troubled

with stomach disorders because of the

indigestibility of beeswax. The proba-

bility is that the wax does not have

any great effect on the stomach or

bowels. As it is not affected by the

acids of the stomach, whatever effect

it does have must be mechanical, and

so beneficial.

Harp all you like upon the (Cheap-

ness of extracted honey as compared

with comb, but please don't try to sell

extracted by preaching that comb
honey is unwholesome.

The Editor Abroad
During our few days of stay in Paris,

I visited the office of L'Apiculture, and
was very courteously welcomed by the
manager, Mr. D'Autemarche. The July
number of the above named magazine
contained another excellent commen-
dation of the sling- cure for rheuma-
tism. A Mr. Lefevre, age 32, who was
suffering of acute rheumatism, with
swelling of the joints of the arms, was
entirely cured after five days' treat-

ment.
I have also met Mr. Alin Caillas, the

honey analyst, a graduate of the Na-
tional School of Agriculture of Grig-
nan, who is the author of a number of

articles on honey, and of a little publi-
cation entitled. " Les tresors d'une
goutte de miel " (The Treasures in a

Drop of Honey). He and his father,

who was Secretary of the International
Congress in lOOO, are located near the
Bois de Boulogne, in a delightful spot,

We were received in the laboratory.
Mr. Caillas believes that the May dis-

ease is nothing but constipation, which
has become a contagion. Two of his

friends have had it among their bees,

and he promised to request them to

send samples, at the first opportunity,
to Dr. White, of Washington, for ex- f
amination. A united effort, on both
sides of the ocean, ought to result

finally in a diagnosis, which will lead

to methods of prevention and cure.

Dr. White did not nnd the nosema
apis in the samples we sent him the
past spring, and we are inclined to be-
lieve that this parasite is a result, and
not a cause, of the May disease.

In some of the avenues of Paris, I

saw the " tilleul argente," silver-leaf

linden, in full bloom. This, I am told,

yields a green-colored honey, which
must be somewhat similar in shade to

our sweet-clover honey.

A VISIT to GRAXDPRE.

Grandpre, the birthplace of my wife's

mother, is a splendid spot for bee-cul-
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tnre. Here 1 visited a bee-keeper who
keeps both straw-skeps and movable-
frame hives of the Dadaiit pattern.

Strange to say, although he considers
the frame hive as much superior, from
its greater capacity and the manipula-
tions it permits, yet like most other
European apiarists, he thinks best to

keep straw-skeps to furnish increase.

His movable-frame colonies swarm
but very little, for they have all the
room they can fill in large e.xtracting

supers. In spring, empty combs are
placed in the middle of the brood-
chamber to increase the laying of the
queen by furnishing her a surplus of

empty cells.

This gentleman is also a "cirier;"
that is to say he is a manufacturer of

wax candles. He buys the old combs
from bee-keepers and renders them.
He bleaches the wax and makes can-
dles, very fine ones, with all sorts of

wax ornaments, fringes, etc., shaped by
the use of pincers while the wax is

malleable. His honey is sold in pails,

from one kilo (2.2 pounds) up to 10.

The pails are friction top, like ours.
These are used everywhere.
Although we are anxious to reach

Switzerland and Italy as soon as possi-
ble, we still have to visit a number of

French spots. France and Switzer-
land are having a very damp and cool
summer. It has been cloudy every
day, and it rains often. But the roads
and byways are so exceedingly line

that we rarely dampen more than the
sole of our shoes. In spite of the very
cool weather, considerable honey is

harvested. I see many bees on white
clover. They are all the common bee.

We have not found any foul brood.
But we have heard of the May disease,

which is described exactly as the Isle

of Wight disease.

JOURNEYING TOWARDS SWITZERLANU.

We are slowlv wending our way
among friends and bee-keepers towards
Switzerland and Italy. For the past
week we have visited the old haunts of
Burgundy, the greatest grape growing
districts of Europe. The apiaries are
located either in the golden hills above
the vineyards, or in the plains where
the sainfoin grows. There is white
clover in profusion in every pasture,
and it is in full bloom: nevertheless
the bees are chasing their drones. But
in almost every apiary there is a fair

crop in the supers. We have found
only one apiarist, Mr. Rapinat, who
raises honey in sections; everybody
else uses either our extracting supers
or what they call the horizontal hive, a

movable-frame hive containing from 20

to .30 brood-frames, 13x14 or there-
about. The entire crop is thus har-
vested from the hive-body, no supers.
In this instance, the bees are kept on
the house roof, in the heart of the city

of Chalon.

This Mr. Rapinat has a system of

Miller super of his own. Instead of a

T he uses a strong, smooth strip of

steel, rigid enough to support the sec-

tions at each end without bending. He
will supply us with a photograph of it.

He has very fine honey. They are try-

ing the Italians for the first time. They
hesitate in buying them because of the
large number of common bees seat-

In Mr. Champion's P.uk—the Experimental Apiary, with rive different systems on trial,

Dadant. Del-ayens, Voirnot. Cowan, and Cylindrical hives.

tered in the villages and hamlets,
which will cause mismating.
Thus far, however, I have not heard

any criticism of the Italians. Every
one seems to acknowledge their supe-

riority if they can be kept pure and
peaceable. This latter virtue is of im-
portance in so thickly settled a country.

GERC.Y.

Before arriving here, where we were
welcomed by Mr. E. Champion, whose
guests we are, we visited Dijon, and
saw there the ancient place of the

dukes of Burgundy, containing the

marble sculptured tomb of Jean Sans
Peur, of the loth century, a most deli-

cate piece of architecture which baffles

description. The palace is now the

Hotel de ville museum (city hall).

The past two days we visited, in com-
pany with 8 or 10 bee-keepers, two fine

castles, with apiaries in each adjoining
park. The last visited, that of Darcy,
contains in its cellars, as well as in its

old armory, tens of thousands of gal-

lons of both champagne and Burgundy
wines. It seems strange to one accus-
tomed to the prohibition ideas of some
of our American cities to see wine
served on every table. He who would
want to eat his meals in a total absti-

nence hotel, would have to go hungry.
It is but just to say that the French
wines, slightly mixed with water, make
a very safe and palatable drink on ac-
count of the very small proportion of

alcohol they contain.

In the apiary of Mr. Seger, at Beaune,
I saw a feeder made of two wooden
troughs, rounded on the inside, instead
of the perpendicular walls of our Miller
feeder. The inventor says that the
bees get into this feeder and climb out
again more easily on account of the

slanting inner walls. There is some
truth in the argument.

Our host, Mr. Champion, is a retired

business man, who spends his time
among his bees, or in watching his

crops, fishing in the Saone, or hunting
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The Home of Mr. Champion, in Gergy, France, Where Mr. and Mrs. Dadant Visited the Last of July.

hares and wild boars in the neighbor-
ing forest. He is now president of the
Societe Bourguignonne d'Apiculture,
and editor of its Bulletin. It was not
my intention to stop here, but his invi-

tation was so pressing, so hearty, that
we could not refuse, and we have no
cause to regret it. We were promised
a quiet bed-room, and all the rest we
could wish to prepare for further
travel. We have found it, and hereby
extend our most hearty thanks to our
kind host and his wife. He has given
me some fine' photographs which will

be reproduced later.

We have been made welcome every-
where. We have visited the homes of
our forefathers, found their tomb-
stones, and met distant cousins, who
remembered faintly that some of the
family had gone to America over half a

century ago. They were highly pleased
to see us. They were shown pictures
of our great Mississippi, of our big
dam. They asked numerous questions
about the language, the customs of our
States, as well as about the bees. But
they wondered how we could make up
our minds to come so far, for most of
them never leave their immediate vicin-
ity, and a trip to Paris, 200 miles away,
seems to them a wonderful excursion.
However, there is a great change

coming, for the automobiles, the elec-
tric lights, the trolleys are finding
their way to the most remote villages.
Castles, which 300 years ago resounded
with battle-ax, swords and steel ar

mors, are now supplied with tele-

phones and electricity. The armory of
the castle of Dracy, as well as its upper
rooms, is lighted with Tungsten lamps,
and its gentlemanly owner, who re-

ceived us with the greatest politeness
and urbanity, spoke English as well as

French, and had made a visit to Amer-
ica, of which he spoke with great
pride.

The weather is now tine, the rains
have stopped, and the wheat harvest is

on. Fruit is lacking, on account of

late frosts last spring. But the grapes
are good wherever they have managed
to avoid the mildew by the use of the
Bordeaux mixture. This is a rich and
beautiful country.

albertville, in savoy.

I have just visited one of the most
carefully kept apiaries of France, that
of Mr. Monl-Jovet, of Albertville, in

Savoy. This part of France was once
considered abroad as a poor country,
devoid of fertility. The stories and
songs concerning the little chimney-
sweeps, accompanied by "marmots,"
who roamed all over France to earn
an honest but arduous living by dis-

playing their tamed friend and cleaning
chimneys, are nothing but folk-lore
and prejudice without foundation in

modern civilization.

No one understands better than
does Mr. Mont-Jovet the advantage of

advertising. Before reaching his

home, I had read in the Guide of

the French Touring Club, that Al-
bertville was renowned for its honey.
.•\t breakfast, the hotel waiter brought
us each a little round box, holding a

tenth of a pound of fine granulated
honey. This was marked "Miel De
Savoie," with the name of Mont-Jovet
as producer. This is furnished by him
to the hotels all through that country
at $2.-50 per hundred. As the boxes
cost 70 cents per hundred, it leaves 18

cents per pound for the honey. Of
course, it is some trouble to put it up
and to sell it, but think of the adver-
tising it does, silently, among the con-
sumers.

The honey of Savoy, under the de-
nomination of "Miel de Chamonise,"
has a great reputation. It is mainly
composed of sainfoin nectar, with a

number of mountain plants, alfalfa,

locust, linden, etc. Our friend, who
has five or six apiaries scattered among
the hills, asserts that the honey pro-
duced at high altitudes, tTiough more
difficult of production, is o* better
tlavor than that of the plains. It is no-
ticeable that the plains surrounding
the Alps are but little above the sea,

while in the United States the plains
west to the Rocky Mountains are
already quite high. Thus Denver, at

the foot of the Rockies, is at over 5000
feet, which is reached by slow assent
in the 800 miles of slope from the Miss-
issippi. So the hillsides of Savoy, and
of Switzerland as well, have all sorts

of altitudes, from less than a thousand
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feet at the plain up to several thousand.
The coolness of the climate makes

desirable, in cool spring or fall weather,
the confinement method, recommended
some years ago by Mr. Gouttefangeas,
which consists in furnishing the bees
good ventilation without light. This
method, which in a country of sudden
warm days like ours, would prove dis-

astrous in any spot except a cellar, has

The Park Behind the Chami'Ion Home.

been quite satisfactory. Mr. Mont-
Jovet has kept a colony in fine condi-
tion for 80 consecutive days, during
December, January and February, while
other colonies lost many bees from
flight in chilly weather.

In addition to keeping bees in large
numbers, our friend was naturally
drawn to the trying of new races. His
proximity to Italy made it easy to im-

Castle of Dracy.
The ruined tower on the right liand dates back to the I2th century. Here is produced very

fine sainfoin honey. Alfalfa, white clover, and the silver-leaf linden are also good
yielders. The linden blooms two weeks later than the other kinds.

port bees from there. Lately he has
tried the Carniolans and the Caucas-
ians. He prefers the Italians and the
Caucasians to the others, the Carnio-
lans swarming too freely.

I saw in his apiary a freshly re-

ceived Caucasian queen which pro-
duces fine bees. They have a very
slight tinge ot yellow on the edge of

the abdominal rings. They are large

and very peaceable. They behave on
the combs exactly like the pure Italians.

We are now at Geneva, a beautiful

spot, full of tourists, which appears to

me the cleanest city that I have ever
visited. We are going to buy a " sub-
scription " (they call it "abonnement")
to the Swiss railroads, for a month.
This costs 100 francs, $20, and enables
one to travel all over the country on
nearly all the railroad lines and most
of the lakes, without further transpor-
tation expense. We e.xpect to visit

many apiaries. Have already visited

several dozen apiaries in France. The
Dadant hive is in use even more than
we supposed, all through Europe, and
it is a pleasure to be introduced to bee-
keepers wherever we go, for they are
very demonstrative, and often seem in-

clined to hug us with delight.

We have had a number of rainy
days, but the sky is clear now and the
weather warm. But the bees were
robbing and chasing their drones, at

the last apiary that we saw.
The roads are delightful. But the

carriages are too heavy for any use,
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The automobile is the thing for Eu-
rope. It is a pleasure to ride in it.

C. P. D.\liANT.

Gergy, July 27, 1903.

Coinpetitiou

In Europe as in the United States,

we meet bee-keepers who are afraid

of the competition of others, wlio con-

sider men in the same line as ene-

mies. We see dealers in supplies

who thinlv they must fight other deal-

ers, who consider as a traitor the

man who buys imported goods. It

seems strange to us. Of course these

ideas are not the rule, but we caused

great astonishment in some quarters

by visiting manufacturers and dealers

in comb foundation in a friendly way.

Yet is it not best to be on good terms

with everybody? There is room for

all under the heavens and life is too

short to spend any part of it in strife

and ill-will to anyone. There is

much to gain and nothing to lose in

joining hands with others in the same

line.

The world is i)rogressiug and na-

tions fraternizing. American Jingo-

ism and French Chauvinism have had

their day. Progress condemned them.

The Sense of Direction

How do bees find their way ? The
Journal of Agriculture, in its Jan. 8

number, has this to say, quoting the

Scientific .•\merican :

"The directive sense which is pos-
sessed by bees is the object of researches
made by Mr. Gaston Bonnier, of Paris,

and he seems to prove that bees pos-
sess a special sense like that of carrier

pigeons. Bees can fly for two miles
and are then able to return after gather-
ing their supply of honey. Langstroth
and others suppose that vision comes
into play and that bees can see great
distances, and can also note objects on
the way so as to find the patch. Others,
with Dadant, suppose that the bees are

guided by the sense of smell, and that

they can smell flowers at 1)4 miles."

The author goes on to explain that

Bonnier made experiments by carrying

bees in a closed bo.x a distance of one

or two miles, and that they found their

hive when released. He claims that

they even can do so when their hives

are covered, so that si^'hl is >iot essen-

tial.

This matter was discussed in con-

tinental bee journals two or three

years ago. With all due regard for

Mr. Bonnier, whose deep erudition we
cannot doubt, for he is the author of a

treatise on bees and several works on

botany, nectaries, etc., we cannot agree

upon the assertion that bees have no

need of eyes to guide themselves to

their home. We hold that the experi-

ment made to close their eyes when re-

leasing them a couple of miles from

home was at fault in some particular.

That bees in normal condition should

find their home when released at a dis-

tance of two miles has nothing won-
derful in it. The wonder would be that

they should fail to do so.

Everybody knows, and Mr. Bonnier

himself states in his book, that the bees

at their first flight "do not rapidly leave

the hive, but circle about with their

head generally turned towards the en-

trance." They thus recognize the spot.

If they do this where we can readily

see their actions, it is reasonable to

suppose that they do the same thing

after they have raised themselves out

of our sight. They do exactly what we
do when we go in a strange place. We
take note of the different points by

which we may recognize the spot.

As bees are known to go two miles

and more away from home (some lead-

ing apiarists even assert they may go 8

miles), and as their sole occupation at

that age is to fly about in search of

honey, pollen, propolis or water, we

must expect them to become as famil-

iar with the country around as we are

with our own vicinity. Should they

be confined and carried away to be re-

leased even a mile farther than they

have ever gone, it is quite probable

that after rising in the air, they will be

able to recognize some features of the

country in the proper direction.

To throw a doubt on the necessity

of the wonderful organs which they

possess, to say that their eyes are not

capable of sight at long distances, and

to suggest some imaginary additional

sense, is in our opinion absurd. Even

the so-called sense of direction of car-

rier-pigeons who have t-.vo eyes, like

us, would probably vanish from our

fancy, if we could accompany them in

aeroplanes. I dare say that the avia-

tors, after flying about a certain sec-

tion of country for days, learn to rec-

ognize points of direction which would

be entirely above the perception of the

earth-confined mortals.

If we give a minute's thought to the

eyes of bees, we recognize their impor-

tance in the bee's life work. Two of

these eyes, the most conspicuous or-

gans of the head surface, are composed

of facets, which are turned to every

direction of the compass. Cheshire,

whose microscopic studies have not

been disputed, gives the number of

facets in the compound eye of a worker

at 6300, or 12,600 eyes in a single insect.

The studies of Mr. Watson, a photo-

graph taken of some 240 of these

facets, mentioned on page 8, January

number, show that in every facet there

is a reproduction of the things before it,

just as in my eye you can see your pic-

ture when I look at you. To deny that

these eyes can see far away, and that

the bees are many times better fitted

than we are for piercing sight, is to

deny the evidence.

But, as bees are in need of both day-

light sight and sight in darkness, with

quick changes from one to the other

as they go to and from the hive, they

are provided with three extra eyes,

small, round ocelli which evidently

serve a different purpose from the com-

pound eyes" function.

Whether we believe in absolute de-

sign in Nature, or in evolution and the

survival of the fittest, or both, as the

explanation of the wonderful structures

existing in the world, we must ac-

knowledge that nothing could be bet-

ter fitted than the eyes of bees for its

requirements.

If any one still insists that there is a

sense of direction, and that the eyes of

bees cannot see either far or distinctly

in the air, let me ask them how the

drones see the queen on the wing, in

the immense spacer The drones have

still more facets to their compound eye

than the workers. Cheshire has count-

ed approximately 13,U00 on each side

of the head of a drone, or over 26,000

organs of vision in the head of a single

insect. Is this not a proof that their

eyes are necessary in the search for

the queen, at the time of mating ?

It may be said that the queen emits a

peculiar smell. This is practically

proven. But if we are to doubt that

bees can smell a field of flowers a mile

away, we would certainly also doubt

the possibility of a drone smelling the

queen a hundred feet away.

If the so-called sense of direction

really existed, independent of the eyes,

why should the bees be unable to find

their home at greater distances than

they usually travel ? Yet, we all know,

who have transported bees, that; when

carried away 5 or 6 miles, very few if

any ever return. The instinct of birds,

which induces them to go South in the

fall and return in the spring, is an en-

tirely different problem. The warm
sun in the South and the cold northern

winds are the evident prompters of

that instinct.

The question of smell and its influ-

ence upon the actions of the beef

should be discussed separately.

Prof. Sanders Contradifts

Freedom of the press is a good thing,

but Prof. J. G. Sanders, of the Univer-
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sity of Wisconsin, is likely to think

there is too much of it. Some reporter

quoted him as saying that sugar was

poison to bees, and that has not only

gone into the papers of this country,

but has gone the rounds of European
bee-journals.

Prof. Sanders flatly and vigorously

denies that he ever made such a state-

ment. Yet there is little likelihood

that many of the publications in which

the erroneous statement was found

will take the trouble to contradict it.

It seems, however, that some of

these questions about sugar in connec-

tion with bee-keeping are important

enough to be taken up by competent

investigators—why not our Washing-
ton authorities— so that we could

know just what the truth is ?

There is the question of beet z's.

cane sugar. For years the British Bee

Journal has strenuously insisted that

beet sugar should never be used as

winter food for bees. We are told that

tlie two kinds of sugar are chemically

alike. Yet in the matter of food there

may be important differences that the

chemist cannot discover. Still, if it be

true that 2 pounds of ultramarine blue

to every 100,000 pounds of sugar are

used for bleaching, and that the molas-

ses left from beet sugar is not edible,

as is the New Orleans molasses from

cane sugar, but is highly laxative, even

in small quantities, on account of the

salicylates present, as well as other

chemical compounds, the chemist

should have no difficulty in differen-

tiating the two sugars. At any rate,

we ought to know whether beet sugar

is or is not as good as cane for win-

tering bees, and be done with all un-

certainty about it.

But there are other questions about

sugar, even though beet be as good

as cane. Probably all agree that in

regions where unwholesome honey or

honey-dew is practically death to the

bees in winter, it is much better to re-

place these unwholesome stores with

sugar. But some hold that good sugar

is better for winter stores than the

best of honey, while others, especially

in Europe, hold that good honey is

much better for the bees, and that con-

tinued sugar-feeding lowers the vitality

of the bees. Which are right ?

Again, there is no small difference of

opinion as to the financial phase of

the matter. Some hold that big money
is to be made by feeding sugar when it

is worth only half as much as honey;
others think it does not pay. One of

the questions in this communication
that calls for a reliable answer is this:

How many pounds of sugar must be

fed in order to replace 100 pounds of

honey of a given density ?

Those who will give us reliable in-

formation upon these and other ques-

tions regarding feeding sugar to bees,

whether at Washington or elsewhere,

will be deserving of hearty thanks
from the bee-keeping fraternity.

c. c. M.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

Parcel Post Problem Again.—Until

the bee-keeper learns to use parcel

post intelligently, there will be no
small effort made to keep honey out of

the list of mailable articles. As long
as a person insists on sending stuff

without thinking of inconvenience to

other people, just so long will-there be

barriers thrown in the way of e.xtend-

ing his trade. Read the article below,

copied from the Cincinnati Times of

Aug. t<

:

Residents of Zion City received, to-
day, the sweetest bunch of letters they
ever got. Business communications
were just as honey-laden as love notes.
The morning's mail, comprising about
1.500 letters, was coated with honey
when a jar of the sticky sweet, which
had been sent by parcel post, broke as
the sack was thrown from a mail car.
Post-ofTice clerks tried washing the
letters with wet sponges, but the honey
wouldn't come off.

Honey Gin and Orange.—We have
notice from the Department of Agri-

culture of judgment against Furst

Bros., Cincinnati, for the misbranding
of food products. They put out a

beverage so called Honey Gin and
Orange, which they claimed to be abso-

lutely pure. The article was misbranded
from the fact that it contained in addi-

tion to the three above ingredients a

quantity of sugar syrup which was sub-

stituted in part for the honey. Mis-

branding was alleged further for the

reason that the product contained 23. -lO

percent by volume of alcohol, and each

of the packages containing the pro-

duct considered as a drug, failed to

bear a statement upon the labels of the

quantity or proportion of alcohol so

contained.

A plea of guilty was entered by the

defendants, and they were fined $2.j

with costs of $1.5.2-5. Pity it was not

more.

Death of a Prominent Bee-Keeper in

Japan.—We have just learned through

our good friend, Mr. JohnC. Frohliger,

of the death of Mr. Jim Sano, proprie-

tor of the Sano apiaries in Japan. Mr.
Sano was a young man just entering

into the modern methods of bee-keep-

ing, and was a thorough and capable

bee-keeper. He was operating exten-

sively, owning, himself, several hundred
colonies of bees which he had improved
by the importation of good stock both

from this country and from abroad.

Mrs. H. S. Duby. of St. Anne, Hiving a
Swarm.

Ontario Honey Report.——We are in

receipt of the White Honey Crop Re-
port of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, sent out by its efficient secre-

tary, Mr. Morley Pettit. Of the 1243

members in the association, 543 gave a

report of their crops. Mr. Pettit

comments that the work of the com-
mittee would be much more valuable

had the proportion been larger.

The average amount secured per col-

ony was 63 pounds. The total for the

whole province will be less than usual,_

however, owing to the fact that the
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northern and eastern counties 'got but

little surplus, whereas generally they

are the best. Some large sales of honey

have already taken place in a whole-

sale way at 11 to 12 cents.

The report gives a complete list

of the number of colonies in each

county, and the honey produced. Went-
worth county has the largest average,

with 108 pounds per colony ; Kent

county, 105 pounds; Welland county,

98 pounds ; York county, where Mr.

Byer is located, has an average of 92

pounds per colony. The total produced

by the senders of the 54.3 reports is

1,618,489 pounds. Not so bad. Of

this, Middlesex county produced 260,-

500 pounds; Halton county, 137,200

pounds ; and York county, 131,200.

Ontario Annual Convention.—The fol-

lowing is a complete program of the

Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association con-

vention which is to be held in Toronto
during the week of the Horticultural

show, Nov. 18 to 21 inclusive:

TrESDAY Evening. Nov. i8.

7;30—Meeting of officers and directors.

Wednesday Morning. Nov m.

5:30—Minutes—Morley Pettit. Secretary.
Guelph.
President's .^.ddress—Denis N'olan. New-

ton Robinson.
ist Vice-President's Reply— 1. L. Byer. Mt.

Joy.
2d Vice-President's Reply—Miss Ethel

Robson. Ilderton.
Co-operative Work in the Counties—Alex

Dickson. Lancaster. Secretary Glengarry
Association. Blake Miller. Aylmer. Secre-
tary Elgin -Association. R. C. Fretz. Forest.
Secretary Lambton Association. All other
County Secretaries are expected to join in
the discussion.

Wednesday Afternoon.

2:00—The Office of Director—What Does
It Mean ?—R. E. L. Harkness. Irena.
The Swarming Problem—H. G. Sibbald.

Claude.
Question-Bo.x — D. Donaldson. Carleton

Place.
Thursday Morning. Nov. 20.

q:30—Queen-Rearing—John A. McKinnon,
St. Eugene.
The Association Organ—H. B. Cowan, Edi-

tor of the " Bee-Keeper." Peterboro.
Question-Box—Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside.

Thursday Afternoon.

2;o(>—Address— E. R. Root, Medina. Ohio.
Address-Dr. G. C. Creelman. L. L D..

President of Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph.
Election of officers.
Reports—Secretary. Treasurer. Directors.

Committees. Representative to Exhibitions.
Judges of Honey.

Friday Morning, Nov. 21.

g:jo—The Question of Transportation—
Geo. F. Kingsmill, of Ontario Agricultural
College. Guelph.
Notes from the Year's Work—Morley Pet-

tit. Provincial .'\piarist.

Question-Box—Chas. Blake, Snow Road.

Friday Afternoon.

2:00—Comb Honey Production—D.Anguish
Lambeth.
Extracted Honey Production—John .-V.

Lunn. Fingal.
Unfinished Business.

A Modern Honey Conveyance.

Chester. Pa.. Sept. 6. The day will be
devoted largely to practical demonstra-
tions in up-to-date bee-keeping. Every-
body come for a big day.

H. C. Klinger, Sec.

Pennsylvania Summer Meeting—The
summer meeting of the Pennsylvania
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in Geo. M. Steele's yard. West

The Parcel Post.—What seems like

the first serious efifort of the express

companies to destroy the parcel post

and to bring backthe conditions which

were resulting in the excessive profits

for themselves, is the effort to have the

'Administrative Clause " of the parcel

post law stricken out. This would re-

sult, of course, in killing the vital force

of the law. It would result in the loss

of the work of those men who have

been fighting for this law for nearly 40

years, and, moreover, it would stop the

expansion of this law.

According to newspaper reports

there is a movement to expand the par-

cel post so that parcels up to 100

pounds in weight will be admitted to

the mails. The introducer of this

would also make the zone system much
more simple than it now is. In oppo-

sition to this comes the "express

gang "who are bent on not being to-

tally destroyed. They count on win-

ning all rather than losing it. It is

pretty hard, when a person has been

making as high as 1000 percent on the

original investment each year, to be

satisfied on what the average person

makes. So these companies think they

cannot be content with what they have.

There is just one way to solve this

problem. And that way is for us, the

people, to ^i-/ busy. No use to wait for

these companies to make the first

move, for they have already made it,

even though not in the open where we
could see it. Letters and telegrams

should go from every one who reads

this to his or her Congressman, Sena-

tor, and to the Postmaster General de-

manding that the law be let alone, and

that the service of the parcel post be

extended. .Vozv is the time. The longer

we wait the more tenacious will be the

hold by the opposition.

The Benton Cage Plodified 'Various

ideas for the safe and quick introduc-

tion of queens are constanth- being ad-

vanced. -A. method of introducing

without the use of the cage is fre-

quently used and advised, but for the

average bee-keeper a safe, easy plan is

needed, and the Benton cage is our

stand-by.

A new idea modifying the Benton i

cage is brought forward by Mr. .\rthur

Stanley, of Chicago, 111., and deserves

a thorough test. Its extra cost may
be worth more than the queens it will

save. The cage measures Jsxl Vx4 V
inches, the extra length making a

longer passage-way in the end not

usually containing candy. This pas-

sage-way is filled with candy, and the

perforated metal replaced by heavy

paper, thus making this end also an

opening for introduction. The impor-

tant feature of the cage is the single

perforated queen-excluderfastened just

inside the passage-way. The bees of

the hive soon eat their way to the ex- I

cluder, and pass in and out of the cage

one by one, thus getting acquainted

little by little with their new queen.

The excluder prevents the queen from

emerging until she is released in the J
ordinary way. \
No time is saved by this method, but

a surer method is apparent. The ex-

tra weight of the cage, one ounce,

makes an extra expense for mailing.
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As the passage-way will not admit a

queen, she must be placed in the cage

either before the screen is entirely

tacked on or an opening in the side of

the cage must be provided.

August Pictures We wish to call

the attention of our readers again to

the series of seven pictures which ap-

peared in our August number. These
photographs are especially interesting

on account of the fact that they teach

a lesson, especially for the beginner.

Mr. G. E. Morris, of South Barre,

Vt., who sent us these, is a very thor-

ough bee-keeper. By the system of

swarm control, which he practices,

very few swarms are lost.

Bee-Keeping <^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. III.

How One Womam Prevents Swarming

Miss Mathllde Candler, of Wiscon-
sin, is one of the (ew women who
keeps bees on a large scale, and one
of the very few who keeps bees in an
out-apiary. She is a thoroughly prac-

tical bee-keeper, and is highly suc-

cessful. Her plan for the prevention

of swarming, which she gives in The
Bee-Keepers' Review, shows an in-

genious mind, and it the plan is suc-

cessful with her, there is no reason

why it may not be successful with

others. For years she tried to pre-

vent swarming by shake-swarming
and other methods, trying every meth-

od she saw described in the bee pa-

pers. She found none of them quite

satisfactory. The plan which she

finally perfected she thus gives:

"When I find a colony with queen

cells containing eggs or larvae I pre-

pare an empty hive body by putting

in a few empty frames with or with-

out foundation starters, and also one

or two frames containing a little

drawn comb to catch the pollen so

that the bees do not carry it up into

the sections. I take this to the colo-

ny preparing to swarm, remove its

supers, and take out a frame (any

frame with bees and brood) and

place it in the center of the hive

body, and replace the removed frame

with one having a foundation start-

er in It.

"Ou top 1 lay a piece of wire cloth

cut just the size of the top of the

hive. Over this screen I set the pre-

pared hive body, letting it project

forward a little so the bees coming
home can crawl up into it from the

outside. Care must be taken so the

screen lies close and even on the

hive, so that the bees cannot crawl

in under the screen.

"Now I put on the supers and cover

and Close the screen at the back

(caused by moving the hive body for-

ward) with a piece of lath. I now
close the entrance with a board hav-

ing three one-inch holes covered with

the cone bee-escape. All the bees

can get out of the hive, but they can-

not get back in, so they crawl up the

front of the hive into the hive body

set on the screen.

"In four days I take off the pre-
pared hive body and screen, put back
the sections and remove the cone es-

cape-board at the entrance. The
brood-frame may either be returned
after destroying the queen cells on it

or used in other ways for strength-
ening nuclei, etc.

"By this method there is no shak-
ing, no absconding, no hunting for

q\ieens or pinching off queen cells,

no jumping of hives or chilling of

brood. It is not even necessary that

the queers be clipped. The method
can be applied to any kind of a hive.

"The queen destroys the queen
cells, and she does a surer job than
the apiarist does. There is no inter-

ruption in honey gathering, the bees

4o not feel themselves queenless. and
do not rush around frantically hunt-
ing their queen; and when they real-

ize that they are separated from their

queen, the swarming fever leaves

them.
"Of course it is necessary that the

cone bee-escape-board at the entrance
fits tight so that no bees can get in.

Otherwise this plan will not work.

Nor is it necessary to wait four days
before changing things back; the

queen will have destroyed the cells

before that time. But I prefer to

wait so long to be on the safe side."

Beauty Value of Honey

"How doth the little busy bee im-

prove the shining hour?" In mak-
ing honey, of course, for the summer
girl, and if she be wise she will heart-

ily appreciate its efforts.

For the building up of the fatty

tissue, honey is unequalled, and the

maid who sighs for pretty shoulders

should eat it morning, noon and
night. Buy your honey in the comb
to be sure that it is fresh, strain it

and spread it on thick slices of white

bread. Try this during your vacation,

and hollows will fill out, thin cheeks

grow plump, and you will come to

see why Mother Goose assured us

that "the queen was in the parlor eat-

ing bread and honey. Doubtless it

was a beauty parlor!

The sallow girl, or one who suffers

from pimples, will find the same

honey diet one of the very best ways
of clearing her system and freeing
her from constipation, for honey is a
natural, beneficial and effective laxa-

tive.

Externally honey is just as bene-
ficial as it is internally, as it is soft-

ening, whitening and soothing to the
skin. If you have any left from your
daily diet you can rid yourself of a
sunburned neck by the following ef-

fective bleach:

HONEY CREAM FOR .SUNBURNED NECKS.

Take an ounce of strained honey
and stir in four teaspoonfuls of lemon
juice. Beat up the white of an egg
until it is fluffy, stir in your honey
and lemon, then add enough barley
meal to make a thin paste. Apply
this thickly to the neck at night and
wrap a loose cheesecloth bandage
about it. Repeat this nightly until

the texture of your skin is like velvet
and your skin of snowy whitness.

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

Helps for a Beginner

Up to three months ago, when I

purchased a colony of bees, I had
never seen a real bee-hive with bees
in it. Bees are doing nicely. I cer-

tainly had a time finding the queen
but was finally successful and clipped
her wings.

Please answer these questions:
1. Of what use is the thick board

in the center of the hive body?
2. I haven't an extractor, how can

I separate the honey from the combs
without one? Please explain this

fully.

3. The bees have stored no honey
in the super, yet in the hive they have
built comb on the different frames
and have run three of them together.

What must be done to reuiedy this?

4. When taking the honey, is the

super honey all that is taken or is

the clear honey without brood taken
also from the hive-body?

5. In searching for the queen I

took all the frames out, brood-frames
included and had them out fully

thirty minutes. Was this injurious

to the brood? LOUISIANA.

ANSWERS.

1. It Is the dummy or division

board, but it is not placed in the

center of the hive unless one wishes

to contract the brood chamber (as

in the case of a weak colony or a nu-

cleus) but at one side of the hive,

and removed first in order to leave

room to easily remove tbe. frames.

2. Cut the comb containing honey
into a stone jar, place the jar in a

pan of boiling water, and set on the

back of the stove, where it will not

get over-heated, as that will spoil

the flavor of the honey. When it is

thoroughly melted remove from the

stove. Wax will rise to the top of the

jar, and form in a solid cake, which
is easily removed, leaving the honey
in nice shape. Or if you prefer, you
can mash or cut the combs of honey
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aud drain through a sieve or cheese-

cloth bag.

3. You should have had the frames
filled with foundation which would
oblige the bees to bund straight.

Either you have had no foundation,

or the foundation has come loose.

Take out the combs that are built

straight so you may have plenty of

room to get at the three faulty ones.

Now cut away the attachments where
the comb has run a little into the

wrong frame, push the comb into the

proiier place in the frame, tie a string

around to keep in place, using little

wedges of wood if necessary, and

turn the middle one of the three

frames end for end. Bees do such

strange things that it is possible they

have built combs straight across on

these three frames. In that case

there is nothing for it but to cut out

the whole thing and begin over again,

furnishing at least a guide for the

bees to go by. It you have no founda-

tion, cut pieces of the comb—strips

an 'inch wide will do—^and fasten

them under the top bar, using melt-

ed wax for glue.

4. Better leave the honey in the

hive body for the bees, giving plenty

of super room for the surplus honey.

Nowadays it is not considered the

proper thing to put combs from the

brood-chamber into the extractor.

i'l. Not if the weather is warm. But
in early spring or in cool weather it

will not do to expose brood so, as it

might get chilled. Also if the flow of

nectar is poor it is not wise to expose

combs in this way, as you can very

easily start a bad case of robbing.

Let me congratulate you. You have

the making of a good bee-woman all

right. One who has the persistence

and courage to find and clip a queen
within three months after first see-

ing bees in a hive, has a future be-

fore her.

Mr. Terry Recommends Eating Honey

"Oats are rich in protein and in

oil. Eat cream on them if you wish to.

but milk wil.l do. If you sweeten the

oats be sure this does not lead you

to overeat. Extracted honey will be

much more wholesome to use than

sugar." So says Mr. Terry in the

Practical Farmer. Mr. Terry's writ-

ings have a wide circulation and no

doubt his endorsement as to the

^wholesomeness of honey will induce

more people to use it instead of

sugar.

Southern Beedom^
Cenducted by Louis H. Scholi.. New Braunfels. Tex.

The Texas Department of Agriculture

and Bee-Keeping

Hon. Ed. R. Kone, of the Texas De-

partment of Agriculture, is taking

much interest in the bee-keeping in-

dustry -of our state, and through his

Department, is willing to give all the

aid in his power.
He arranged with the writer, more

than a year ago, to act as Consulting

Apicultural Expert of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and all the api-

cultural work has been turned over

to one person. Thus all communica-
tions and enquiries can be given im-

mediate attention.

Another step in the direction of

helping the bee-keeper was taken by

the Commissioner when he provided

for the publication and free distribu-

tion of Bulletin No. 24, "Texas Bee-

Keeping," a 142 page booklet dealing

more directly with conditions and

methods applicable in this state. A
copy can be secured by addressing

the Department of Agriculture, Aus-

tin, Texas.
The above arrangement grew out of

the great number of enquiries tor

bee-keeping information received by

the Department of Agriculture, not

only from within the State but from

other states and countries as well.

FURTHER WORK TH.\T SHOULD BE AT-

TEMPTED.

It is desirable to keep in touch with

the bee-keepers of Texas, so that any

information or literature can be sent

to them. It is desirable to obtain all

the names of bee-keepers in the

State. It will be appreciated if bee-

keepers will send in, not only their

own. but the names of all other bee-

keepers that they may know of.

It is also desirable for the Depart-

ment to have statistics and such other

data important for answering en-

quiries intelligently. All the aid that

bee-keepers may give in this direction

will also be thankfully received.

GETTING THE BEE-KEEPERS CLOSER TO-

GETHER.

On account of the great importance

of united effort on the part of the

producers it is desirable that the

bee-keepers should get in closer

touch with each other. It is of value

to consult about the best methods of

producing, harvesting, and more es-

pecially of marketing. The Depart-

ment of Agriculture should be well

acquainted with the needs of the pro-

ducers. Bee-keeping is but one

branch of agriculture, and it has to

deal with all branches. It should be

in a position to provide for lectures

on any bee-keeping subject that bee-

keepers or other persons interested

in bee-keeping, may desire. Such

lecture work should be encouraged

more by the bee-keepers themselves.

Another thing that seems likely to

become popular within a short time Is

a "Bee-keepers' Institute." This
could be held in conjunction with the
Farmers' Institute. Such Institutes

can be made very interesting and
profitable and it is hoped that the

near future will see many of them
organized.

MORE bee-keepers' ORGANIZATIONS
NEEDED.

There has been a lack of interest

among the Texas bee-keepers, to at-

tend meetings or conventions, for

where there were at one time eight

organizations of bee-keepers in Texas
there are only a few now. Field

meenngs are of inestimable value al-

so, and these can be held at various

times and places, without first per-

manently organizing the bee-Keepers.

However, it is better to organize and
band the forces closely first. There
should be a larger number of sec-

tional or district bee-keepers' asso-

ciations in the great Lone Star State.

There is room tor them. The great

difference of conditions in the dif-

ferent parts of the state, make it es-

sential to hold these local meetings.

These should all become atElliated

with the State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion and thus strengthen the main
Association of the State.

WORK OF THE STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-

CIATION.

The State Bee-Keepers' Association

should devote its time looking after

the industry, especially such matters

as cannot well be taken up by the

smaller organizations. In fact, all

subjects of a state wide nature should

come before the State AssociatioiL A
mistake too often made at the state

meetings is the discussion of the less

important matters instead of paying

attention to the important subjects

that involve the bee-keepers of the

entire state. Topics that can be easi

ly learned out of the many books on
bee-keeping should not be given the

valuable time at the state meetings.

It should be remembered that many
bee-keepers are required to travel

long distances to' attend a state meet-

ing, and that one can hardly afford

to do so for the discussion of little,

every day subjects. It has been

argued that there are always some
new bee-keepers present who do not

know the "A B C's." like the older

ones, and that it is for their benefit

that such common subjects are dis-

cussed. But these beginners can ob-

tain this information from the many
books or journals at a much smaller

expense.

SOME OF THE IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
NEEDING ATTENTION.

Crop reports, better methods of

marketing, and honey prices are all

three of more importance than the

average bee-keeper places upon them.

In fact, so important are these that

they should receive most of the at-

tention at state meetings. The stand-

ard requirements for filling the vari-

ous receptacles in use in Texas, with

the proper amount of honey, should
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In a State of such magnitude there is^rootn for organization among beekeepers, and the State Department of Agriculture

has a great field in which to extend its work.

be given thought. It is but a matter

of time when bee-keepers will have
to pay more attention to this. There
is at the present time a great variance

in the manner of packing the regular

sizes of honey packages adopted as

standard sizes by the Texas bee-keep-

ers. It has been a custom of many
to pack short weight gallons, halt

gallons and quarts, as well as sixty

pound cans, and sell them at so

much per pound and charge for 12

pounds, 6 pounds, 3 pounds, and 60

pounds. There is also a great differ-

ence of opinion even among the

best bee-keepers as to the proper pro-

portion of comb and extracted honey
in bulk comb honey. It is essential

that the State Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion go on record as demanding that

all packages be packed according to

a set standard. There should be uni-

formity in packing as W(>11 as grad-
ing. Then the price for.it should be

looked after. There is no reason why

a short crop of honey should not

bring the bee-keepers more than
when there is a big crop. My obser-

vations are that there is hardly any
difference, due, I believe, to the lack

of proper attention on the part of

bee-keepers. It is useless for any in-

dividual to try to accomplish these

results if the bee-keepers of the state

will not co-operate.

BvR Western^ Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

Some Hive Tools I Have Seen in Honey

Shops and Apiaries

There is a dearth of handy hive tools.

The supply manufacturers make a few
useful ones, but there are not enough
for the various uses for which a bee-

man needs a special tool, and few of

the manufactured tools I have seen are

strong enough. Perhaps one reason

is that the sale is too limited. It is

easy for each bee-keeper to go to his

blacksmith and have a few strong tools

hammered out for a dollar.

Mr. W. B. Walcher, of Boulder, uses

a handy hive and super scraping tool

that is a joy to use. Figure 1 shows
how it looks. A mower tooth is ground
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down until it is sharp on all three

edges, and is a perfect triangle. A hole

is bored in the center, and a half inch

rod a foot long is either bolted or
welded in. The other end of the rod
is spread out to an inch and a quarter
and sharpened for use, as a pry or hive

tool. These three-cornered edges fa-

cilitate the scraping of super?, hives,

and section holders—in fact, any cor-

ner with propolis in it can be easily

cleaned out.

The next tool, No. 2, that a number
of bee-men have appropriated, is a

claw hammer with a steel handle
spread apart at the other end, and
sharpened fora scraperand nail puller.

Such a hammer is fine for opening
cases of honey or for use as a hive

tool. This hammer is used by all fruit

dealers, and is a staple in the hardware
market.

But this little hammer is rather light,

and some of our hurry-up bee-men
have had their blacksmiths make them
a heavy tool l-U inches wide made of a

leaf from a carriage spring. One end
is sharpened, with the edges square.

At the other end, a blunt, round piece
of steel is fastened as shown, to act as

a crude hammer in case a nail or staple

is to be driven. This is heavy enough
to do almost any kind of prying.

The tool shown in No. 4 is used by
Mr. E. D. Nichols, of Montrose, Colo.
It is about 7 inches long, but would be
better if it were !' or 10 inches long,

and l!i inches wide instead of an inch.

The handle end is curled over, and a

heavy string loop pulled through so
that the tool will always be dangling
from your wrist when going from one
hive to another. The advantage of

this tool is that you don't have to keep
picking it up.

Figure 5 is just another leaf from a

carriage spring straightened and sharp-
ened with a small bolt inserted about
1,'2 inches from the sharpened end.

This prevents the tool slipping into the
hives too far when inserting between
hives, supers, etc. It also protects the
thumb and fingers from getting many
a hard jolt if the super separates sud-
denly.

Number 6 is still another leaf of car-
riage spring sharpened at one end and
curled over half way and sharpened
also. This makes a fair scraper for
covers, bottoms, etc.

Number 7 is a piece of saw blade cut
3Kxo inches, and sharpened square,
like a regular wood scraper. The
round wood handle is a piece of broom
handle ; a saw kerf is made for the in-

sertion of the blade. A few nails are
then driven through after drilling
small holes through the blade. We
like this tool very much for scraping
wood separators and section holders.
For some work it is better than the
tool shown in Fig. ], but I want one of

each.

When a blacksmith understands just

what you want, you will be surprised
what a neat tool he can make if he is

careful. Any of these tools can be
made by a blacksmith except, perhaps,
Fig. 2, and while you are at it have
a half dozen made, and then you can
have another handy when you lose one.

Some Different Hive Tools

Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ontario.

Confusion in Namos

In a recent issue of Gleanings in

Bee-Culture, Dr. Miller protests

against the use of the word "'honey"
as applied when giving yields of

apiaries, as it is a very indefinite

term when nothing is said as to

whether extracted or comb is men-
tioned. He also calls attention to

the fact that a worse mix-up is made
when the term "foul brood" is used,

and nothing given to let one know
which brand of the disease is meant.
In connection with this last criticism,

I emphatically agree with him, and

I have been a "kicker" ever since

the cumbersome term "European
Foul Brood" was coined. It leads and
will lead to endless confusion as long
as the name is used, it would yet be
a good thing to change to something
that will not cause so many mis-
takes. Only a short time ago. so well

known and practiced a writer as Mr.
J. E. Crane, stated in Gleanings in

Bee-Culture that he was surprised to

see how differently "foul brood" act-

ed in different localities, as in

some locations it seemed more virul-

ent than others, and spread much
faster. I called his attention to the
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fact that in my experience, the old

time "foul brood" was very much
alike in all localities and its spread-
ing all depended on whether there

was robbing or mixing up of brood
combs. Friend Crane replied that it

was European foul brood he had in

mind, and while this item is not to

criticise friend Crane in anyway

—

for we all make mistakes—yet it

shows how easily it is to cause a lot

of misunderstanding by reason of a

name being used that is not at all ap-

plicable in describing a disease;

when the name is so nearly like an-

other well known disease and yet

widely different. "Black Brood" even

if not the best name for this new pest,

is much better than the name now
used, and if our laws are not framed
to cover diseases except when classi-

fied as "foul brood," the sooner they

are amended, the better for all con-

cerned.

Crop Conditions and Prospects

The crop of clover honey in On-
tario will this year be above the av-

erage both in yield and in quality.

While very little honey has been

harvested in the eastern counties and

but a slight yield as a rule in north-

ern counties, the southwestern part of

the Province has yielded so gener-

ously as to bring the yield above the

average. The counties of Norfolk,

Middlesex, Wentworth and Peel have

given the heaviest yields. In our

own county of York, the best yield in

many years has been obtained. Prices

are ruling about the same as last

year, and as crops of grain are good

in western provinces this year, there

should be no trouble in disposing of

all honey at a fair figure. Prospects

for buckwheat were never better a

few weeks ago, but at this date (Aug.

13) those prospects have nearly dis-

appeared. For weeks we have had

scarcely a drop of rain and all vege-

tation is drying. This year was a

great clover year all over the pro-

vince even in sections where it did

not yield honey, but the next season

bids fair to be the other extreme.

Alsike is the main source of honey

here, and at present, next year's acre-

age looks the smallest that we have

had for many seasons. Basswood was

a failure almost all over the province,

as late frosts killed the buds in some
sections while in others caterpillars

stripped all the foliage from the

trees. 1

this for some time and never a bee
touched the cow, 'till one evening
about ij o'clock in the hight of the
clover season, for some reason the
bees attacked her and stung her
badly. No one saw the start of the
fracas, and nothing was known of

the trouble 'till the cow in despera-
tion broke loose her fastenings and
came near the house. She was stung
so badly that a veterinarian was
called. She recovered after a few
days. Nothing so remarkable in a cow
getting stung, but the strange thing
was that the black spots had five or

six stings to one in the white spots.

I think I heard our friend A. C. M.
ask how much difference there wae.

While I cannot give a definite answer,
still the difference was so great that

all noticed the fact. The spots were
all over the body of the cow, and yet

the black spots were peppered full of

stings w^hile the white areas had but

few. I do not attempt to explain the

reason, but I have to believe what I

see.
*-•-*

Direct Introduction of Qunens

This evening I introduced some
queens, and by way of experimenting

Bees Stinging Black Objects

Periodically, the old discussion

comes up as to whether bees sting

black objects more than light colored

ones. My own observations lead me
to believe that the black is objection-

able. An experience a short time

ago strengthens my opinion. The
minister of our church has about 25

colonies of bees near his barn. A
few weeks ago he had his black and

white spotted cow tethered about 40

feet from the bees. He has practiced

tried three on the direct plan as ad-
vised by A. C. Miller. I am not yet
going to criticise the plan one way
or another, but 1 do want to tell of a
"fool trick ' I did. I had let two go
in all right, and was at the third

hive with the cage in my hand, with
finger over the end where the wire-
cloth had been removed for letting

the queen run into the hive. I placed
the end of the cage in the hive en-

trance but her majesty was slow in

leaving, so I started to open the cage
on the side. In some mysterious way,
that queen got out of the cage so

quickly that I never once saw her
and I have not the slightest idea

where she went. Perhaps she is off

to one of the southern states where
she came from, but more likely, she

is a corpse in front of one of the

hives in the yard. What did I do

about it? Really words failed to give

satisfaction, I simply murmured "fool

trick No. ." I have introduced

queens in many ways, and this is the

first time one has ever been lost in

that way. So please notice friend A.

C. Miller, that I lost at least one-third

of the queens on my first attempt at

vour method.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

Some Great Opportunities

The writer is just back from his

vacation, which he did not spend in

the usual w^ay, visiting progressive

bee-keepers. Instead I explored the

southeast portion of Georgia as a bee

and honey country. This is perhaps
the darkest spot in Dixie beedom. I

have always been interested in this

section as a bee country, for I believe

it contained great opportunities for

our industry. I was not at all disap-

pointed. I had hurriedly passed
through some of this section once or

twice before and had received some
very good reports from small bee-

keepers scattered about.

In a conversation some years ago
with Mr. T. W. Livingston, a well
known bee-keeper at Leslie, Ga., he
remarked that Mr. Harper of Talla-

hassee. Florida, who perhaps is best

informed as to our honey flora, wrote
him that he found in certain sections

more honey plants and a greater va-

riety of them than anywhere else in

the south. After personal investiga-

tion I can substantiate this statement.

I know of no greater opportunities

anywhere, nor a better section to re-

fer to bee-keepers. It is almost a

web of railroads and borders on the

Atlantic Ocean with four good ports;

Savannah and Brunswick, Georgia,

and Fernandina and Jacksonville,

Florida. Thus the northern market

can be easily reached by boats as well

as by rail. The climate is very mild
and general health as good as can be
expected in any undeveloped coun-
try. There are many small progres-
sive towns with schools and churches.
The honey produced in this section

is all light in color and of excellent
quality. The sources of surplus hon-
ey are ti-ti and huckleberry, gallberry,
saw and cabbage palmetto, tupelo
gum and white holly. Besides these
well known honey-plants, there is a
much longer list of minor ones yield-

ing pollen the entire season. The
first honey-plants yielding a sur-
plus are ti-ti and huckleberry, which
begin blooming about February 1;

and the last one to bloom is cabbage
palmetto, whicli goes out of bloom
about the middle of July. These
honey plants give about five months
steady honey flow with but few in-

termissions. Any wide-awake hust-
ling bee-keeper with a few hundred
colonies of bees in several apiaries

should harvest a good crop of honey
during this time. The sluggard with
only a handful of bees and high ex-

pectations would fall short.

There is one drawback to bee-

keepers there and that is that winters
are short and mild. There is consid-

erable intervening time between the

last honey flow in the summer and
the first one in the spring. Much
stores would be consumed and a close
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watch would have to be kept ou the
bees, unless abundant stores were
left in the hives at the close of the
harvest. There are a few colonies of
bees scattered through this section.
I examined them and found them
"with the goods on them." Bee-
keeping would be profitable there and
the opportunities are so bright that I

made arrangements to start up bee-
keeping in one section where I could
secure the services of a man who had
experience with a few colonies and
was enthusiastic over bee-culture. He
at once subscribed for two bee-papers
and purchased some bee-books, and is

burning the "midnight oil" studying
bee-culture and obtaining all the
practical knowledge he can from his
four or five colonies. He writes me
that he doesn't know how he can wait
until next year to enter bee-keeping
as a vocation. He wilt have several
hundred colonies in a number of
apiaries and a good helper until he
can take full charge.

on another stand, the queen with
about two frames of brood. In nine
days these queenless colonies will

have a number of ripe queen cells,

which can be removed and placed in

cell protectors. The undesirable
queens may then be found and killed

and a cell given each colony. As soon

as all cells are removed from the colo-

nies that built them, place a sheet of

newspaper over the brood chamber
and set the hive bodies containing the

two combs and old queen on top of

this. They will soon gnaw through
this sheet of paper and peaceably
unite.

Apiary Work

In most sections in Dixie the main
summer honey flow is over. In a
few sections there will yet be a flow
in the fall, while in many others the
flow will be light and lingering so
that brood rearing will be kept at a
high pitch. Each individual bee-
keeper knows something of these con-
ditions, as they exist in his neighbor-
hood. He should know whether he
wishes to requeen or make some good
increase.

If a surplus honey flow is expected,
the necessary supers should be pre-
pared and given to the bees wlien the
honey plants begin blooming. If there
is no more surplus honey expected, all

supers and surplus honey should be re-
moved and comb-honey supers left

off for the winter. Extracting supers
should be placed back on the hives
so the bees can care for the combs
until the next season. In removing
honey, always inspect the brood-cham-
ber or bottom-story and make sure
that the bees' have sufficient stores.

Many times bees store nearly all their

honey in the supers and are short
in the brood-chamber. Such a short-

age can be overcome by supplying
honey either from other one-storj^

hives or from full-depth supers. If

increase is desired, it can best be
made from the strongest colonies by
dividing them into two equal parts.

The queenless halves should be left

on the old stand and the others con-
taining queens put on new stands.

Otherwise most of the bees would re-

turn to the old stand. The queen-
less part on the old stand will raise

a nice young queen or you can buy
queens and introduce them. Ripe
queen-cells may be given from some
of the best colonies made queenless
nine days before for this purpose. If

you desire to requeen all or a part
of your colonies, make a few of your
very best colonies queenless by re-

moving and placing in an empty hive

The Foul Brood Situation

Some time since Mr. E. D. Town-
send made the statement that if once
you had foul brood you would always
have it. I consider the statement very
unfortunate, and if he had ever had
any experience with brood diseases, I

a m sure he would never have made it.

I know it is not true of American foul

brood, as I have had it among my
bees several times, and found I could,

with care, rid myself of it. I once
went 25 years without seeing any signs

of its re-appearance. I have had no
experience with European foul brood
among my own bees, but from my ex-

perience as an inspector, I lind it

yields to treatment quite as readily as

American. I think more so. But in

the hands of shiftless bee-keepers it is

likely to remain.
How can we get rid of it ? 1 have

heard a number of lectures on this

subject. While great importance is

laid on disinfecting the hives tliat have
housed a diseased colony by burning
them out with a torch ; a strong solu-

tion of carbolic acid or boiling water
not being sufficient, it is claimed, to

kill the germs that cause the disease.

I have heard very little of the impor-
tance of getting rid of Pat O'Flattery's

h colonies, foul with disease, which he
has very conveniently forgotten to list

with his taxable property. He lives

over the hill in the edge of the woods
on a road rarely traveled.

And then there is the " Widder
Brown," who lives on the back road,

and has 2 colonies that " sc/ out back
of the barn by the hog pasture, so they
-Lvon'i stingy nobody." The swarms,
when she has any, goto the woods and
she gets little honey. Her hives are of

little use except as a nursery for dis-

ease to torment her more enterprising

neighbors.
Now I am not denying that bacteria

larvae, or bacteria pluton,will notthrive

on a strong solution of carbolic acid

or an occasional bath of boiling water.

VVhat I do affirm is that the danger of

not getting rid of these diseases by
any intelligent, enterprising bee-keeper
comes more largely from the inspector

overlooking these small yards in out-of-

the-way places, or the shiftless treat-

ment of those he does find.

An inspector gets word from a town
30 miles away that there is undoubtedly
foul brood in a certain yard. He takes

the first train, reaches the place and
"inspects." "Yes, sir, it is a bad case

of foul brood." He gives rections
how to treat it; goes to the hotel, gets
a good dinner, after which he sits on
the veranda, smokes a fragrant cigar,

and takes the next train home, looking
every inch "an official." Such "offi-

cials " are not worth their weight in

salt.

It is quite as important that an in-

spector should look for more diseases
if he finds one yard infected, as to look
after that one. If he visits all the yards
in the vicinity he will find how much
territory the disease covers, whether
one township or a part of several, or a

whole county. When he knows how
far it extends he can go to work sys-

tematically and crush it out.

But it is not an easy task for an in-

spector to find every bee-keeper in a

given area. I remember in working in

one town I thought I had every bee-

keeper on my list, when by accident I

stumbled across one of the largest bee-
keepers in the town whom no one had
told me of. Only the other day I was
talking with a man sitting beside me
on the train, and he told me of an api-

ary of which I had never heard in a

town which I thought I had covered
very thoroughly.
Stamping out disease here and there

while it remains all about you is not of

much use. "But how about the bee-

trees ? Are you going to look them
all up ?" No, it is not necessary. If

we take care of the colonies in the va-

rious yards about town the " bee^rees"
will not bother us long, for these bees
will soon die and the moth worms will

finish the job.

So I say, cheer up my friends, I do
not believe it is necessary that we
should always have foul brood with us;

although if we have shiftless neighbors
we may occasionally " have a touch of

it." Stamping out the disease here

and there while it abounds on every

side, is a good deal like putting down
a Mexican revolution. It doesn't stay

down.
Speaking of the use of a torch to

burn out brood-chambers to disinfect

them, is no doubt effectual, but in prac-

tical work I have found it hardly nec-

essary. I visited a yard of 100 colonies

two years ago, and almost every one
was diseased. As the owner was a hard
working farmer and a very good bee-

keeper, I did not want to make him
any unnecessary trouble. I told him I

did not think it necessary to burn out

everything. The worst colony I found
I told him to just shake out in the

brood-chamber, and in four days shake

again without any ckaning. He did
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so, and the disease has not reappeared
in that hive. I went over the same
yard again yesterday, and found only

two hives with foul brood, whicli, I

think, a pretty good showing consider-

ing there has been considerable dis-

ease in other yards in the neighbor-
hood within a year.

My idea is that the inspector should
make it as easy for those having the

disease as possible. The more obsta-

cles we place in the way, the more
difficult to get the average bee-keeper
to do anything. Suppose the disease

reappears in two or three colonies for

lack of burning out their hives. It is

far easier to treat these again than to

burn out all the hives.

Perhaps 1 am making more fuss over
the burning out of brood-chambers
than might seem necessary, but where
bees are kept in large double-walled
hives, and packed loosely with planer
shavings, it is more of a task to remove
the brood-chamber, get the bees out,

and burn out and repack than the rest

of the work. I have gotten rid of dis-

ease several times during the past 50
years without burning out a single
brood-chamber. But some one will

ask, "If you got rid of it, how did yOu
come to have it so many times ?"

How? By buying bees or honey, or
combs that contained the germs of

disease.
Middlebury, Vt.

Contributed Articles^

A New Feeder

BV A. F. BONNEY.

THE time was when if I got a bright
idea I wanted to rush off and
patent it, but after a few soul-

harrowing experiences the fever

abated, and I am now in not so

much hurry to look for a fortune in an
invention, particularly of an article of

use to bee-men, so I give this new one
to them.

I have never yet found a feeder en-

tirely satisfactory to me. Cans of

syrup inverted over the frames will

warm up, the air will e.xpand and force

the syrup out over the bees; wooden
feeders of all kinds will leak and flood

the hives, wetting up the bees and
starting robbing ; entrance feeders are

baits for robber bees, while the use of

candy is troublesome, so much so that

I have yet to meet a bee-man who has
used it.

The writer formerly kept chickens,

and used a waterer that he thought
perfect, and it is still in use by thou-

sands. It is based on the well-known
law that a small column of water will

balance a large one, and is made by
making a cup of part of the cover of a

friction-top pail, or fastening a cup on-

to any kind of a can with an opening
from the can into the cup. The vessel

is stood up and filled, then laid on its

side when the syrup will run into the

cup until it closes the opening in the

can, when the flow ceases until air is

let into the can by the bees taking up
the syrup from the cup.

To adapt this to a bet -feeder, bore a

hole in the cover of a friction-top pail

or can. This must be 's inch in

diameter. To the rim of the cover
solder a piece of tin 3 inches long and
% inches wide, cut to fit the curve of

the cover's rim. This will make a cup
about >'s inches deep, 3-10 inches from
front to back, and it will hold approxi-

mately two-tenths of an ounce of syrup.

As every one has several friction-top

pails, quarts and gallons, such feeders,

The Friction-Top Can Made into a
Feeder.

in small numbers, may be made very
cheaply, while if new cans must be
used they need not cost more than 10

cents each. As they lie on the side

while in use, they may be covered with
packing, the cup coming right over a

hole in the super cover and protected
with a piece of burlap.

It is needless to tell that such a
feeder may be arranged for stimulative
feeding, or by increasing the size of the
hole to give a colony a very large
quantity of syrup in a short time. The
application of the principal to the bee-
feeder is what I claim to have dis-

covered.
Buck Grove, Iowa.

Feeding Bees

BY E. S. MILES.

^N page 114 for April, Mr. H. A.
Wells criticises my advice, that
" when you have fed your colony
what you are quite sure is plenty,
then feed it about 5 or 10 pounds

more." I wish to call Mr. Wells' atten-
tion to the fact that I was discussing
the feeding of colonies that were out,
or nearly out, of stores, and not as his
were, "Already had enough to have
carried them through."
The difference is here: In feeding

this sugar syrup to colonies destitute
of stores, there is a large shrinkage be-
tween what the syrup weighs and what
is left after the bees finish handling it

and have it stored in their combs. This
is why it is better to give 5 to 10 pounds
mo?e rather than just enough ; for, in

fact, it is impossible to tell just what is

enough exactly for each colony. This
shrinkage is variable, and the amount
consumed by individual colonies also

varies.

Mr. Wells fed " a lot of comb honey;"
very little shrinkage here you see. He
fed it to colonies he was afterwards
quite sure had enough already, and in

addition he fed it so late in winter that

it crowded the queen for brood-rear-
ing, whereas my March feeding gives

two months, on an average (for this

locality), that the bees will use much
more than they can gather to good
advantage for brood-rearing, if they
have it.

If my article on feeding io the Feb-
ruary number is read carefully, it will be
seen I was talking of whether colonies
could be saved by feeding sugar syrup
in the cellar in winter. The question

of the brood-nest
;
becoming crowded

later is another matter altogether, and
one should not attempt to avoid that

by having it light in fall or winter, at

least in localities such as Iowa.

"Millions at our house" up until

about fruit-bloom, is a good motto for

"this locality." At fruit-bloom, if

favorable, comes the question of more
room or increase. With me, I never

have the least bit of trouble in getting

bees to move honey to make room for

brood, where I put on built comb ; in

fact, they sometimes do more of it than
I like.

I lost 3 colonies myself the past win-
ter, simply because I failed to practice

what I preached, and "feed them an-

other .5 or 10 pounds." I figured they

"had enough," and two were dead a

few days before setting out of the eel-
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lar, while one was just falling off the
combs when put out.

So I am trying to emphasize the fact

that it pays, as a rule, to feed pli-nly foi-

Tvi'n/tr, when you do have to feed, to be
safe, feed a " little more " than enough.
I would be glad right now to pay $8.00

a hundred for 600 or 800 pounds of
sugar, if it could be delivered to me
already stored in those colonies I failed

to feed " a little more." Then I shouldn't
need to worry how long these cold,

cloudy, windy days would continue.
No, friends, when you feed don't be

afraid to feed " a little more." I am
determined to follow that course more
in the future.

LDunlap, Iowa.

Double-Walled Hives in North-

ern Idaho

BY F. F. GEORGE.

WHEN I arrived in Idaho 13 years
ago there were two men here
who keptbees.one in the Lang-
stroth hive and one in the
Jumbo. They wintered in the

single-walled hives just two winters,
then they had no bees. Another man
ventured on the same plan, with the
same success. Then I ventured with
my former custom of colony cases.
Having followed nursing one year, I

believed bees needed nursing. The
last-mentioned man gave me a free
half-hour lecture on this not being a

bee-country, while my bees had win-
tered perfectly, and I had cases of
honey at home. The first two men-
tioned men started again, imitating me,
and succeeded. One of my neighbors
winters his bees in single-walled hives,
with a varying number of 4 to 19 hives.
He loses o*\ percent, and never has any
honey to sell.

My bees have a 4-inch wall of saw-
dust and chaff, mi.xed, on the sides, and
8 inches on top. Several correspond-
ents, using single walls, told me their
success would be better with double
walls. I doubt if there is a locality
from Alaska to Key West, Fla., where
the double-walled hive would not pro-
duce an evener temperature, and give
better results.

I have had a call from southern
Idaho for bees. I think all bees there
are wintered in single-walled hives.
As has been written before, wild bees
have better protection summer and
winter than bees with a 's-inch painted
wall. Ilii'es should iteTer be f'ainli'd,

but the outside case and roof should.
Bees should have double-walled hives

summer and winter, but not neces-
sarily packed in summer. The case then
gives protection from wind and hot
sun beating on the sides of hives. I am
located in a canyon, narrow, and 200
feet below the plateau. I have never
had the first indication of combs melt-
ing down. There is a cool draft nearly
every night from the snow-capped Bit-
ter Root Mountains.

Fraser, Idaho.

[The photograph of buckwheat on
the frontpage was taken by Mr. George.
Buckwheat is not one of Idaho's best
crops, but it does well.—F.niTOR.)

F.F.George's Colony Hives With Buckwheat Field in the Background.

Selling Extracted Honey

BY G. A. BARBISCH.

I

WISH to give the readers of the
American Bee Journal my experi-
ence in selling extracted honey.
After supplying the local market
and selling as much as possible

around home, I still had a few thou-
sand pounds on hand. As I am a crip-

ple, injured during an operation some
years ago, I cannot walk, and only get
around in a wheel chair. I worried
considerably about selling the rest of

my honey. Then an idea struck me,
why not advertise i Knowing that the
Germans are great honey consumers, I

sent an advertisement to a German
church paper, which I take.

In said advertisement I stated that I

had choice white clover extracted honey
to sell which I could guarantee to be
absolutely pure, in 60-pound cans, at

$6.30 per can, two or more cans at $6.00
;

freight not prepaid. I also stated I was
a member of said church, and gave the
name of our pastor as reference.

This advertisement had not been in

the paper more than twice when orders
for from one to two cans came pour-
ing in from all sides ; yes, from nearly
every State of the Union. In a remark-
ably short time all my honey was sold,
and orders still kept coming. Xot
wishing to disappoint those, especially
the ones who sent money orders or
checks, I bought more than 2000 pounds
from a first-class bee-keeper.
The profit was small, but it added a

large list to my number of customers.
Yes, that $3.00 advertisement more than
paid for itself in a very short time.
There is a little trouble in correspond-
ing and shipping, but when you receive
a nice letter (and, by the way. I have a

good many), telling how well pleased
they are with the honey, you are well
paid for all your trouble.

If we should be favored with a good
crop this season, I do not have to worry
how to dispose of my honey at a good
price, as the majority of my customers
wrote me saying, " We shall order more

|

of that good honey another year."
In closing, I wish to say to those '
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who wish to establish a mail-order
trade, do not exaggerate in your adver-
tisement. Furnish only honey of the

best quality, the best well-ripened
honey, and remember, ill-flavored and
unripe honey won't bring you any re-

turn orders. Put up your honey in the

best possible shape, neatly labeled

—

only then will you be able to stand
back of your product. Write a per-

sonal letter to your customer, telling

him that if the honey does not give en-

tire satisfaction you will send him back
his money and take back the honey.
If you do that, you will win his con-
fidence, and if your bees gather a good
crop of honey, you won't have to lie

awake nights and worry about selling

your honey at a decent price.

La Crescent. Minn.

Rearing Queens

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

I

SEE by the June number of the
.A-merican Bee Journal that Wesley
Foster and his helper are having
some trouble in rearing queens as
given in "Scientific (Jueen-Rear-

ing." And I also note that both Mr.
Foster, and the Editor in his foot-note,

speak of the plan as given in that book,
as requiring that the queen is to be put
" in the upper story over an e.xcluding
zinc." This is something entirely new
to me, and something which I never
did in all the years in which 1 have
kept bees.

As I have written for publication
since the book was in print, when
very early queens are desired be-
fore the colonies are strong enough
to profitably occupy an upper story,

such can be reared to fairly good
advantage by slipping down a queen
excluding-zinc to one side of the hive,

so as to enclose two combs of young
brood and one of honey, the comb con-
taining honey being ne.xt to the zinc.

When using a 10-frame hive this

gives 7 frames on the side the queen
is to be left in, and 3 frames where we
expect to put the frame having the
prepared cell-cups. The hive, after it

is thus prepared, should be left 2 days,

when, at the time we are about to get
the little larva for transferring, we take
out the frame of honey and spread the
2 frames of brood apart preparatory
for the reception of the frame having
the prepared cell-cups.

This is done so that the nurse-bees
may be clustered between these two
combs of brood when the prepared
frame is put on, as the best of queens
are only reared where there is an
abundance of nurse-bees to care for
them. Now, did we put on an upper
story as did Mr. Foster, we should
have so divided the colony that the
bees would have seen that there was a

need of retrenching rather than ex-
panding, and anything that looks
like poverty, famine, or the need of

contracting the cluster from insufficient

heat, makes the bees averse to the rear-

ing of queens. If any are reared under
such circumstances, they will be of a

most inferior kind. Then by putting
the queen above, as given in the Tune
issue of the American Bee Journal, the
most of the heat of the hive centers
where the queen is, rather than where
she is not, or where we wish to rear
our best queens.

When any colony gets strong enough,
or can be made thus by massing early
maturing brood in it to occupy to
overflowing two hives, then a queen
excluding-zinc is put on top of such
a hive, and over this zinc is placed an-
other hive fitted as follows:

Next to one side of the hive is placed
a division-board feeder, then three
combs containing mostly eggs and
small larvae (this can be taken from
other colonies), then three combs like

the first three next to the feeder, and
la.st an empty comb, thus completing
the necessary 10-frame space. The two
frames of eggs and young brood are to

be taken from other colonies rather
than disturb the hive below, and are
used for the purpose of drawing many
young nurse-bees right where they are

wanted to feed the little transferred
larv;e which are to be given two days
later. If plenty of honey is coming in

. from the fields, no feeding need be
done ; but at any time and all times very
little nectar is to be had, a good feed

should be given in the feeder each
night about sunset. This will keep
the bees active, similar to what they
arc in swarming time, and this feeding
should begin the night of the day ii.'hen

l/if liifc is prepared, instead of waiting
until the night after the cell-cups are
put in.

Two days after preparing the hive,

when you get the little larvae for trans-

ferring, stop and take out one of the
frames of honey from the prepared
hive and spread the two frames of little

larvx and eggs apart for receiving the
frame of cell-cups when you have them
ready, so that the nurse-bees may be
clustered between them, as given ear-

lier in this article.

I see by what Mr. Foster writes that
his Mr. Bird did his transferring of the
tiny little larva outdoor in the sunshine
in April. We do not try to rear queens
here in the cold of central New York
before June 10, and then, as well as at

all other times when the mercury does
not stand at 87 to 90 degrees in the
shade, do this in our room (letting in

the sunlight through a south window).
Then if the mercury is less than 75 de-
grees in the shade, the frame having
the prepared cell-cups is wrapped in a

warm blanket when carrying it to

the prepared colony, so that it goes to

the bees at about the temperature
necessary for successful brood-rearing.

I mistrust that most of the failures

are due more largely to the matter of
transferring the larva than elsewhere.
I am constrained to give the fullest

possible directions in this matter. To
those who have not succeeded, I would
say try the matter at swarming time,

or on some colony that has been
queenless long enough to have queen-
cells nearly ready to seal over, those
having plenty of royal jelly in them.
After having removed the larvK occu-
pying these cells, transfer the larvae

from your selected breeding queen to
the royal jelly left, just as you removed
the original larv;E from it, then put
them back in the swarming or queen-
less colony. If this is a success you
may know that there is no trouble on
your part in the transferring process;
but should it not prove successful, you
may rest assured that you killed the
larv.e in some way in manipulating
them. If you succeed here, try the
same natural cells in the upper story of
a tiered-up colony, and if I am not
greatly mistaken you will succeed here
also unless you try in early spring or
late in the fall, at which time the bees
are averse to rearing queens except in

queenless colonies.

If you succeed with these cells hav-
ing royal jelly in them, and cannot
with the cell-cups, then you may know
that there is some mistake in your
manipulation of the royal jelly, or else

the cell-cups are not fashioned in ac-
cordance with those built by the bees.
But you should have no trouble with
the cell-cups if you fit your forming
stick in accordance with a naturally-

built cell at the time you find an egg
in it.

A few suggestions about transfer-

ring: Make the point of the quill, or
whatever you use, very thin and quite

broad ; then give the point enough
curve so it will fit the bottom of the
cells nicely. Now before trying to

transfer the first larv;e, dip the point
in royal jelly until it is thoroughly
moistened with the same, when you
will note that, as you pass it under the
larv;e, said larvae will float upon this

jelly so it does not touch the trans-

ferring instrument at all, and it cannot
be injured if you use any care in set-

ting it down in the royal jelly you have
previously placed in the cell-cups.

If you are bothered about seeing,

shave the piece of comb containing the

larva: down close to the base of the

cells. No one who can read the

print on these pages should have diffi-

culty in seeing perfectly.

And now (any one who should hap-

pen to fail in using the plan as given in

"Scientific Queen - Rearing '' ) don't

think hard things of Doolittle, for I

have no more interest in that book
than I have in any other bee-books ex-

cept that it is my "baby." I let the

manuscript for the book go for less

price than I get for this article, giving

the whole thing to the world free, and
sent out the matter with the only wish
that it might bless the bee-keepers
of the world, hundreds, if not thou-

sands, of whom are being blessed in

accordance with the multitude of testi-

monials which have been given during
the past nearly a quarter of a century.

Borodino, N. Y.
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been accomplished, and is it likely that

it ever will be accomplished ?

I think Dr. Zander tells us that at a

temperature of (J8 degrees, a bee, in

proportion to its weight, needs some 70

times as much air as a man. It may
never be so warm as that in a bee-cel-

lar, but it is reasonable to believe that

a creature which needs such enormous
quantities of ai-r at ti8 degrees must
need a good deal long before it reaches
that temperature. At any rate, no one
has probably claimed that harm could
occur from too much air provided
there was no draft.

Views differ greatly as to the best

way to ventilate a hive in cellar. Some
think it best to have sealed covers with
ventilation only below ; others prefer

more or less upward ventilation. In

my first wintering, with bo.x-hives, fol-

lowing Quinby, I turned the hives up-

side down, thus leaving the bottom
hermetically sealed, and the top wide
open. Later, with movable-comb hives,

there was an entrance of >^-inch at the

bottom with a '4 -inch crack at the top.

At present, and for years, I have had
bottom-boards 2 inches deep, and the

entrance 2 inches deep left wide open
in the cellar, and the covers sealed shut
by the bees. I doubt if it makes a ma-
terial difference how the ventilation is

given, only so there is enough of it. I

doubt whether too much can be given.

But no matter how the hive is venti-

lated, it avails little if there is no good
air outside the hive in the cellar. With
sufficient doors and windows there
ought to be little trouble about venti-

lating a cellar if it were not that in in-

troducing fresh air one is likely to in-

troduce too much cold. If one could
hold the cellar at that temperature at

which bees are almost entirely dor-
mant, it would matter little about the
ventilation, but, alas ! that " if." When
the outdoor air is too cold for the bees'

welfare, the remedy is to raise the tem-
perature in some way by artificial heat
in the cellar. Formerly I kept a fire

in a stove in the cellar whenever it was
cold enough.

When I had a furnace put in the cel-

lar, in 1002, the matter was simplified.

Instead of gauging the heat in the cel-

lar, I now have to gauge the amount of
air admitted to make the cellar cool
enough. In most winters the outside
door is more or less open almost all

of the time. When it is cold enough
to have the door closed, then the great
difference in temperature between the
outside and inside air makes enough
ventilation through the walls and
cracks of the cellar. If a warm spell

comes, as sometimes happens in the
middle of winter, or when the weather
becomes mild in spring, then I open
window and doors to their widest at

night. The first time I did that—long
before the furnace was in the cellar—

I

had a good fright. The bees, which
had been quite noisy before the cellar

was opened, now became several times
worse. They made a great uproar,
running all over the hives and hanging
out in .great numbers. It looked a good
deal like a general wreck. But the
bees did not jump off the hives upon
the ground, and by morning they were
very quiet. Indeed, on some occasions
of the same kind afterward, I found the
bees so quiet in the morning that the
light could shine directly into the en-
trances without harm, and the window
could be left open half the forenoon
without the bees flying out.

LIGHT IN BEE-CELLAR.

It is perhaps genefally understood
that a cellar should be kept dark if bees
are to winter in it successfully. Cer-
tainly darkness is very important at

times. In a warm, muggy spell toward
spring, with the temperature both in

the cellar and outdoors up to 50 or
higher, if light be admitted in the mid-
dle of the day, thousands upon thou-
sands of bees will leave the hives and
make for the light, never to return. If

the cellar be kept dark, many bees may

leave the hives and struggle out their
lives upon the cellar-bottom, but there
will be no such wholesale e.xodus as if

the cellar is at all light. So at such a
time absolute darkness is at first re-

quisite.

But at other times darkness is not
absolutely necessary. Indeed, at the
risk of being considered somewhat
slack in orthodoxy,! niaysay that I am
growing to lean somewhat toward the
belief that it is better to have more or
less light in the cellar the greatei part
of the time. Those who make a busi-
ness of telling us what is best for the
health of the human family, lay great
stress on the healthful influence of
plenty of light in our dwellings. We
all know that an outdoor life is the
healthy life, and in the outdoor life the
light as well as the air plays an impor-
tant part. If light be good for the
human family, why not for the bees?

What harm does light do in a bee-
cellar, anyhow ? Just one thing ; it al-

lows the bees to fly out of the hives.
That's all. If light can enter without
making the bees fly out, then let in the
light. And light does not make bees
always fly out of the hives, by any
means. Suppose some day toward the
last of November half the bees of an
apiary are taken into the cellar and the
other half left on the summer stands.
The chances are, nine out of ten, that
the cellar will at once be darkened,
and kept dark until the bees are
brought out in spring. Then suppose,
the day after the bees are taken in, the
outdoor temperature stands at 40 de-
grees or less. The light shines full

upon the hives outdoors, but the bees
have no thought of flying out. Why
should they fly out any more than the
bees on the summer stands ? As a
matter of fact they don't. At least
mine don't; and at such times they are
allowed all the light that will enter
through open doors.

.\s an illustration : March 0, at 9

a.m., the sun was shining brightly, and
the doors were open, but window
closed. Standing at the pile nearest
the door from the furnace-room to the
bee-room, which was about 7 feet from
the door (the backs of the hives were
toward the door), I could read with
ease common newspaper print. Stand-
ing at a pile on the farther side from
the door, and about 12 feet from it, I

could read the same print, but with
difficulty. The hives ofthis pile directly
faced the door, but no bees came out.

It will be noted that this was well
along in the spring, when bees will not
stand as much light as they will earlier

in the winter. But the air in the cellar

was fine, there having been quite a
wind, with doors wide open. The tem-
perature outdoors was 40 degrees, and
in the cellar about 4.5; to be exact, it

was 43 degrees at the bottom of a cen-
tral pile, and 48 on the top.

From a good deal of observaton I

feel safe in saying that when other
conditions are all right, light in the
cellar can do only good and not harm.
Only when other conditions are bad
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the cellar must be kept dark to keep
the bees in the hive. Ordinarily a few
bees will be flying out, even if only a

little light be admitted, and their num-
ber is likely to be over-estimated. One
day in the last of March I was told,

"The cellar door is open and the bees
are coming out in a stream." I stood
inside the cellar, watch in hand, and
counted the bees that flew out. In 5

minutes there were 14. But it looked
a good deal more than that just outside

the outer door, for they stayed circling

about and made quite a show.
I thought it worth while to do a little

figuring. I swept out the cellar 4 days
after it had been previously swept, and
swept up 9 pounds of dead bees. That
made 2h pounds a day. I weighed K
ounce of dead bees, and there were 1.51.

At that rate there were 4832 in a pound.
So 10872 bees had died in each 24 hours
of that 4 days. At the rate of 14 bees
every 5 minutes, if they flew continu-
ously for 24 hours, just 4032 would be
lost in that time. So there were more
than 2}i times as many bees dying off

all the time as were seen to fly out of

the open door. That hardly looks as

if the open door did much harm, even
if the bees were flying out at the rate

of 14 every -i minutes.
Another thing worth mentioning is

that moldy combs in my cellar are a

thing unknown of late years, and that

is due in part at least to the fact that

the cellar is not kept constantly dark.

HUMIDITY IN BEE-CELLAR.

I never measured the humidity in

my cellar, but I know that bees are

more inclined to be uneasy in damp
weather than dry. I know also that

the cellar is much drier since a furnace
is in it. Formerly, when the cellar was
damp I practiced to a small extent

putting in lime to dry it out. I suppose
it did some good, but I cannot say how
much. I have noticed that when the

cellar was damp—before the furnace
days—and the weather was muggy, the

bees were more sensitive to light than
when everything was dry. And so far

as my observation goes, I believe the

popular opinion is correct, that bees
will stand much more cold in a dry
than in a moist atmosphere.

MORT.ILITY IN BEE-CELLAR.

A certain number of bees die in win-
ter, whether outdoors or in cellar.

There is some danger that a mistake
may be made a; to the mortality in

cellar. In one cellar scarcely any bees
are to be found on the cellar floor ; in

another, with an equal number of colo-

nies, three times as many dead bees
may be swept up. But it is possible

that the mortality may be less in

the latter case than in the former,
for in the first case all the dead
bees have remained in the hive on
the bottom-board, while in the other
case they are on the cellar-floor. It is

no doubt better to have them on the
cellar bottom than on the bottom-
board.
Deep bottom-boards — mine are 2

inches deep—besides being favorable
to ventilation, give a much better
chance to clean out the dead bees in

the cellar. There is no danger that the
entrance will be clogged, and if dead
bees accumulate on the bottom-board
it is easy to clean them out, provided
the bees do not cluster down in the
way, and in that case the bees are
likely to keep the bottom-board clean.
The beginner need not be frightened

to find many bees dying in winter,
the number gradually increasing and
becoming greatest just before time for
taking out in spring. It may be useful
to give the mortalitv in my cellar in

the winter of 1912-13.

The bees, 93 colonies, were cellared
Nov. 25. The dead bees on the floor

of the cellar were swept up for the first

time Feb. 14, after a confinement of 81

days. The second sweeping was March
12, after another confinement of 26
days. After another 10 days, March 28,

the cellar was swept the third time.
The fourth time was after another 4

days, April 4. Then the remaining dead
bees were swept up after the bees were
taken out of the cellar, April .5. It

would not be fair to charge up to the
last 4 days' confinement all the bees
that were swept up after the taking out,

for there would, of course, be some be-
tween and under the hives, that had
accumulated through the winter. .\lso,

it should be mentioned, these extra
bees would make the mortality through-
out the winter at least a little more
than shown by my figures at the first 4

sweepings.
The number of pounds of dead bees

swept up were : After the first 81 davs,

14; after the next 26 days, 18 U ; after

the next 16 days, 18!^ ; after the next 4

days, 9 ; after the bees were taken out,

26. Counting 4832 dead bees to the

pound, the average number of bees that

died daily, in each colony, figures up as

follows

:

In the 1st period 8.98 bees
2d " 36.47 "

3d " 60.07 "

4th " 116.90 "

The average total loss for each col-

ony for the entire 131 days was 44.55,

or a daily average of 34 bees. A deduc-
tion, however, should be made from
this for the amount of dirt swept up
with the bees from the earth floor. But
this may be more than balanced by the

dead bees not swept up. but carried out
in the hives.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT CEL-
L.\R WINTERING.

I don't know just how much better

one kind of bees will stand confine-

ment than another, but it is generally
understood that in shipping queens by
mail the escort should be of compara-
tively young bees. At any rate, young
bees should not die off so fast as old

ones ; so my guess would be that for

best success in wintering in cellar, as

well as outdoors, it is well to encourage
late breeding, so that there shall be a

large force of bees that are young. Yet

breeding should not be so late that any
bees shall not have had a flight before
their winter confinement.
For winter stores in cellar, I would

rather have a good quality of honey
than sugar or anything else. Yet it

would trouble me to give any proof for
the correctness of this preference.
Honey contains elements not in sugar,
and if I were allowed to guess, I should
say th^t these other elements were im-
portant in winter as well as in summer.
Xor is this view disproved by the ex-
ceptional cases of bad honey or honey-
dew, when of course it is wise to re-
place it with sugar.
One advantage of a 2-inch space un-

der bottom-bars in cellar is the oppor-
tunity it gives for feeding. Even if a
hive is in the bottom of a pile, it is

easy to shove in a sealed frame of
honey, a section, or a cake of candy. If

necessary, the comb can be wedged up
so as to touch the bottom-bars.
A strong argument in favor of cellar-

wintering is the saving in stores con-
sumed. That argument loses much of
its force when a furnace is in the cel-
lar and the temperature stands a good
deal of the time at 50 degrees. But
when I see the bees come out in spring
as bright as in the middle of summer,
with no dampness or mold on the
combs, I am quite reconciled to the in-
creased consumption. With better
management and proper arrangements,
it might be feasible with a furnace to
keep the temperature down to that
point where consumption would be
least.

I once reported bees quiet at 60 de-
grees. I'm just a little suspicious that
at that time the thermometer may have
registered several degrees too high.
And yet, after a gale sweeping through
the cellar all night, with' sweet air all

through the hives as well as in the
cellar, a temperature of tiO degrees
might be reached without stirring the
bees into activity. But that possibility
might not materialize.

Anticipation

BY L.. L. ANDREWS.

AT
first thought one might well say,
"What a subject for a bee-keep-
ing article." But the more I

think over the idea, the more I

am convinced that it holds the
greatest key to successful bee-keeping.
More especially is this so when we
practice what our late bee-master, Mr.
Hutchinson, always advocated, " Keep
more bees."
There are two lines of work I have

found that w'ill urge a man beyond all

others in working early and late, and
many times on Sunday, too. One is

bee-keeping; the other, seeking for
gold hidden in the bosom of Mother
Earth. When man is removing the
pay dirt little by little, and it passes
over the riffles or through the sluice

box. that separates the shining gold
from the gravel, dirt, and other mate-
rials that go to make up this world of
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ours, no one who has not experienced
it can know how entrancing it is. And
how even a lazy man will work, always
urged on by the thought, "More work
more gold," and " I'll strike it rich yet."

And what can you say of a good
honey-flow, when every flower blooms
to perfection, each one filled with that

sweet secretion of nectar inviting the

bees to come and work, even unto
death, often in a few short days or
weeks; that is the time when the bee-
keeper gets busy, all day and half the

night, nailing hives, wiring frames, set-

ting foundation, with perhaps the wife

and children (if he is fortunate enough
to have them) ? All are busy, and per-

haps this is not enough. He sends a

rush order for supplies; wants them
right away; bees swarming; no room.
A supply man told me he had re-

ceived an order for supplies, and also

a letter asking why his goods had not
been shipped the same day. Talk of

anticipation ; any one can anticipate

that way. If you are in the business,

10 colonies or 1000, it makes no differ-

ence. What are you going to run them
for, comb honey, extracted, or in-

crease ? It makes no difference, you
will need supplies, and you cannot get
them, much less prepare them for the
bees in a day. During the winter and
spring months we have many spare
hours, when this work can be very
profitably done. Suppose you are
"tight" enough (we call it tight out
here in the West, and it is a very fitting

word many times), so that the interest

is calculated on the investment ?

Many supply dealers give a liberal

discount on early orders. But sup-
pose we figure in this way: A colony
becomes crowded for room, gets out of

normal, and prepares to swarm. Per-
haps it was a young queen which, if

given plenty of room, would not have
tried to swarm that season. It was
good for say six, eight or ten dollars

if you had been ready with supplies.

Another one swarms. With everything
ready any one will hive it, often saving
a colony that would otherwise have
been lost. I find short, heavy honey-
flows are the rule rather than the long
drawn out steady ones, and when honey
comes in with a rush that way, if you
have anticipated, and have everything
in readiness to put plenty of surplus
room on every colony, one day will

sometimes make enough difference to

pay all the interest, to say nothing of

the annoyance and over-time work by
not having everything ready.
Of course we who produce honey by

the carload must figure a little differ-

ently from the farmer with a dozen
hives. But we e.xpect to put on plenty
of help during the busy season, and
devote all our time to the business. I

sometimes think the small bee-keeper
loses more proportionately per colony
than we who make honey production
our business, by not anticipating the
needs of his bees beforehand.

" Procrastination is the thief of time,"
says an old proverb. Overcome it by
anticipating. Better by far have a few

'ii*'

720 Colonies, Together With Flill Ecjuipment for Extracting Ready to Ship.
Wii.i. they Go in Two Cars ?— L. L. Andrews.,

All Loaded and Ready to Go to the Sweet Clover and Alfalfa Fields of
Utah.— L. L. Andrews.

too many supplies on hand than to be
short when you need theuL "Time
and tide wait for no man." Neither do
big, strong colonies of bees. When
the honey-flow comes, they are going
to do something besides lie idle in a

hot, close, thickly-populated hive. And
the chances are, ten to one, they will

anticipate a tree in the woods if you
have not anticipated plenty of room
for them in the hive.

Corona, Calif.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

He does not answer bee-keeping auestions by mail.

Prevent Increase—When Do Virgins Begin to Lay?

1. What id the best plan of management
where no increase is desired?

2. How long after the prime swarm is-

sues before the first virgin will begin lay-

ing? Wisconsin.

Answers— 1. What's best for one may not

be best for another, but one good way is to

run for extracted honey and then follow the

Demaree plan of preventing swarming. The
plan is: As soon as there is danger of

swarming, or about the time when the first

natural swarms begin to issue, put all the

combs of the colony in a hive-body, except

one. That one you will leave in the old

hive, and it may be one with the least brood.
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Even if it has no brood, merely honey and
pollen, it will do. You will fill up the old

hive with drawn combs or frames filled with

foundation, and you will also put one of

these in the vacant space left in the hive-

body. Now put the queen in the old hive,

place an excluder over the hive, and the

hive-body with brood-conibs over the ex-t

cluder. The bees will not swarm, but will

turn those combs of brood into extracting

cuinbs.

2. About 17 days, more or less.

Uniting—Transferring

I. I liave S colonies in box hivts. This
winter 1 am going to 'buy modern frame
hives, into which I wish to transfer my bees.

As three colonies are weak I wish to kill

these and get all the honey they have. You
say a strong colony will winter better than
a weak one. If that is so, would it pay to

unite those three with some others, anil

when lliey have united put a bee-escape be-

tween them, and when they have all gone
down take the top off and get the honey
and render the old combs into wax?
2. Will the following plan work well for

transferring? Say, I have five colonies in

box hives and" wish to transfer and I go to n

hive to be transferred and smoke and drum
out all of the bees into the frame hive ex-

cept some to care for the brood that is in

the hive at this time, which we suppose is

in May or June; after which I set the old

hive for, say, five days with its entrance
closed over the frame hive and with a wire
cloth between. After five days I replace
the wire cloth with a queen excluder, which
1 let stay for fifteen days, or one day before
all the brood is hatched, then I put on an
escape-board in its place; and when they have
all gone down, take the old hive off, save all

the good combs and melt the others.

3. T)o you think that a company can af-

ford to sell a good two-story hive fitted with
two comb-honey suners and one brood-cham-
ber for $2.00 in flat? Nortti Carolina.

Answers—1. Yes, that will work all right,

only you must look out, when you give the

excluder, that the queen is below it To
make sure about it, you can drum all the

bees out of the upper hive, dump them down

at the entrance, and then set your upper hive

over the excluder.

2. Yes, only it is hardly necessary to

leave the wirecloth as long as 5 days. Likely

2 days would be long enough—just long

enough for the queen to get started laying

below. Indeed it might wor*. all right to

give the excluder at the start, and the less

time the wirecloth is left the better it will

be for the brood above it.

3. I don*t know much about the cost of

such things, but- they are not likely to offer

what they cannot afford, although sometimes

quality suffers for the sake of making a low

price.

Shook or Brush Swarming— After-Swarms

From what some contend "all" one should

go by, is the symptom culminating in the

presence of capped queen-cells. Within two

weeks, I had about six of such colonies.

It was just after apple bloom and before

white clover, albeit that there were lots of

dandelion. Aside from this the weather was
cold and rainy and bees much confined, so

that with every spell of sunshine the bees

from most every colony were very lively. It

seemed to me better to destroy the queen
cells and avoid a further crop before shaking

and brushing. What is your attitude: shake,

especially when there are several queen
ceils or destroy and put off until very close-

ness of actual honey-flow?
2. When there is more than one queen

Ed Swenson. of Spring Valley. Minn., and a Hive Barrow of His Own Invention.

cell in a colony will there be further swarm-
ing? When will the first queen destroy the
other cells?

Pennsylvania.

Answers—jShake-swarming has been well

called anticipated swarming, and is practised

not because we want the bees to swarm, but
because, if the bees are determined to

swarm, we want "to beat them to it," if you
will allow the slang. So it really comes to

the question whether the bees will swarm
if we don't anticipate them. And that will

lead you pretty clearly to the ground you
now occupy. It is true that the starting of

queen-cells is proof that the bees contemplate

swarming, but it is also true that bees are

not infalible in their judgment about its be-

ing best for them to swarm, and sometimes
fhey give up the notion of swarming and
tear down the cells. At other times they go
on and swarm when it would be better for

them if they didn't. Flow or no flow (al-

though generally bees will not swarm with-

out a flow) it often happens that if you de-

stroy the cells started they will not start

others for some time, indeed sometimes not

again that season. So if you find cells and

think it not yet time for swarming, destroy

them. Ten days later, if you find only eggs

or very young larvae in cells, you may de-

stroy again, if you think it too early to shake.

But if, ten days after your destroying cells

you find cells well advanced, nearly ready to

seal, then you must shake if you want to

head off swarming.

2. When a colony sends out a prime swarm
there will always be found in the hive a

number of queen-cells, half a dozen, a dozen,

or more. If I am correct, your question is:

When will afterswarming follow, and whert

will there be none? Of course in the former

case the workers stand guard over the queen-

cells, protecting the'm from the first emerged

virgin, while in the latter case she is al-

lowed to destroy the cells. It looks as if

the matter of afterswarms or no afterswarms

was always left open until after the issuing

of the prime swarm, and indeed until after

the emergence of the first virgin. Then it

seems to depend on whether the bees think

they can afford to swarm or not. If there is

a good flow of honey there seems little risk.

and one or more afterswarms will be likely

to issue. Possibly the strength of the coibny
may have something to do with it, at least

with the first afterswarm, for sometimes they
seem to get reckless with later swarms, send-
ing out only a handful of bees, and leaving
the mother colony weak. There is no way for

the bee-keeper to tell by looking in the hive

whether the bees intend to send out after-

swarms or not, unless it be at the very last,

when he may see the oldest virgin digging

open the cells to destroy the inmates, or may
see the workers protecting the cells from the

virgin. But the bee-keeper has it in his power
to make the bees decide against sending out

any afterswarms, in a way often mentioned in

this journal. When the prime swarm issues

be hives it and sets it on the old stand, plac-

ing the mother colony close beside it. Then
in about a week he moves the old hive to a

new place 10 feet or more distant. Thafs ali;

and he may feel quite sure there will be no

afterswarms. The philosophy of it is easy.

The first afterswarm issues about 8 days

after the prime swarm. If, just before this

time, the old hive be moved some distance

away, it will be depleted of all its field-bees;

for when these field-bees go to the field they

take no note of any change, and when they

return, instead of looking up the hives from

which they went, they return straight to the

old place, and join the swarm. Thus it hap-

pens that no honey will be coming into the

old hive at about the time the first virgin

emerges, and the bees feeling that a dearth is

upon them will permit the destruction of all

the occupants of the remaining queen-cells.

What Grade of Foundation to Use

I am going to liave to buy foundation for

1500 Hoffman frames for the next season and
do not know wliether to buy medium or

light brood. I have used both and can see

but little if any difference in results. 1

have had no trouble with light brood sag-

ging. I wire my frames but do not use
splints. Which do you think is the better
to use? Ohio.

Answer. It's merely a question of which

LEWIS BEEWARE MEANS
GOOD QUALITY, SCIEN
TIFIC WORKMANSH"
CAREFUL PACKING
EFFICIENT SERVICE

*- Send for Annual Cntnloic: \Thloh ^rllt tell
|

^ y<m «ho In your nearest Distributer.
|

<;. n. l,e«i>* Company, Waterto^n, \A"is. 1

i
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will succeed best, and as yon have no troiible|

with the lighter foundation sagging it wil

be economy to use that.

Don't hesitate to send all the qnestionsj

you like.

I

ainly prefer to have the coinh> exposed to

reezing in winter.

!. That will be all right.

Venli lati on—Swarming—Prevention
1. I feel at times perplexed about ventilal|^

tion. Most of my hives have bottom boardsQ
with removable blocks in back, so that when?
the latter are removed, there is a clear sweep
of breeze; entrance being of same size as^
gap at back. Towards winter, the bees propo-'
lize the back block airtight. Yesterday wasf-
a hot sultry day. evidently the bees appre-';
ciated the ventilation. About 10:00 p. m.'
there was a cool mild breeze from the north-
west. It seemed to me a good idea to close
up the rear of hives, as many of the hives
face south. The north wind could enter the
back. 1 attended to this before going to bed
and while doing this a number of the hives
had bees clustered thickly outside at the en-
trance and up the front. Why do you sup-
pose the bees did this, when the heat of the.
day let up by fi:On p. m.? Were they es-
caping the mild north wind or protecting the
brood by almost closing the entrance?

2. Please give an opinion of the follow-
ing for discouraging- swarming: With regular
examinations of all of one's colonies always
take away entirely every frame with a queen
cell, using su^ frame elsewhere and substi-
tuting, should this be rather depleting, with
a new frame with full foundation?

Pennsylvania.

Answers—1. Your ideas of ventilation

seem to be right enough, but you don't know
how to carry them out. Neither do I, The
ideal thing is to change the ventilation as

often as the weather changes, even if that

be several times a day. Plainly, such a thing

is impracticable. I don't know of any bet-

ter way to approximate it than to go some-
what by continued spells of weather. Of
course through the summer season hive^

should be more open than in winter. When
a hot spell comes that is likely to continue

for several days, then it is well to open up

as much as possible. If a cool spell conies,

then close up. The part that you don't

know, and I don't know, is what the weather

will be within the next few days. If we
open up for a hot spell, it may be cool

and vice versa. The only advice I have to

give is to lean toward too much rather than

too little ventilation.

Regarding that colony 'that closed the en-

trance by. clustering there when it became

cooler, I don't at all think they did that to

keep the brood warm. It was the same reason

as always; it was too warm inside; and I

don't suppose they felt like thanking you any
for closing it up.

2. If you mean to substitute a frame

tilled with foundation for each frame found
with one or more queen-cells on it. and to

keep that up say every 10 days, I think it

would not only discourage swarming bu^

[)revent it entirely. At the same time it

would discourage if not prevent entirely a

good crop of honey.

Bee-Space Above Frames

I build my own bive^. li it necessary to
[have bee-space between cover and brood
jjframes? I find some hives do not have this.

Minnesota.
Answers. By all means have a space of

pabout y^ inch between cover and top-bars,

ii'his for the sake of allowing a passage over
>.the frames in winter, and also because if

^there is no such space the bees will glue the

cover tight to the top bars. This is on the

supposition that there is nothing between the

cover and top bars. Formerly it was a more
or less common practice to have a sheet or

.quilt over the top bars, and in that case no

space is needed except enough room for

sheet or quilt.

Exposing Combs to Coid

1. Does it injure empty extracting combs
to keep them where the temperature goes Ue-

low freezing?
2. If not, would it be safe to stack them

up in the yard with a sheet of heavy tarred

paper between each super? Wisconsin.

Answers—1. The combs may be slightly

cracked with very hard freezing, but that is

a small matter compared with the advantage

that freezing kills all the bee-moth, their

larvae, and even their eggs. T should cer-

Bi^st Kinds of Clover and Locust—Buckwheat

1

.

Which is the best kind of clover for
bees, the ordinary white clover or the big
sweet clover?

2. Our nurserymen do not seem to know
what kind of locust trees I should set out
for my bees. Will you please tell me?

3. I have a patch of buckwheat now in
full bloom but my bees do not pay any at-

tention to it. What do you think is the
cause of this? Oklahoma.

Answers—1. Circumstances alter cases. If

you mean which is the best kind for you to

encourage, then it depends upon what you

already have. If white clover is plentiful and

yoxi have no sweet clover, by all means en-

courage the latter. If you have plenty of

sweet clover and little white clover, then pur-

sue the opposite course. It should be said.

however, that it is much easier to increase

sweet than white clover. Unless you own
land by the hundred acres, so as to change

the land from cultivated crops to grazing, you

can have little effect on the amount of white

clover, while you can easily scatter sweet-

clover-seed in waste places where it will mul-

tiply.

Your question may, however, be as to which

is better, a place where the bees have all

the white clover they can take care of, or all

the sweet clover. I don't know the answer

to that question. I have always suppposed

that bees could gather nectar more rapidly

from sweet than white, and have supposed

that was the general belief, but in Gleanings

for August 15 the editor says: "It is probable

that there is no great amount of -nectar at any

one time in the sweet-clover- blossoms; for

very often, in spite of the abundant growth,

the bees do not get very much surplus."

Possibly we may, before long, have reports

from those whose bees have access to large

areas of sweet clover that will help settle the

question. Until that statement in Gleanings,

I should have said that sweet clover would

give more surplus than white. But I'd rath-

er have both, for white clover yields before

sweet, then both run awhile together, and
sweet continues after white is all done.

2. I don't know. I have an impression

that the common black locust is the better

honey-yielder, but the honey-locust may be

l)etter than I think. Certainly the name
would indicate it. Can any one tell us about

this?

3. I think buckwheat sowed about the first

of July yields nectar better than that sowed

earlier, and yours may have been sown too

early. However, buckwheat is like white

clover and other plants, it sometimes fails

to yield nectar, no matter whether early or

late, and I don't know why.

Chickens Eating Bess—Supers— Moving Bees

1. Is it a common thing lor chickens to

eat l>ees ? We had one that would stand in

front of a bee-hive and eat bees until it was
full. I thought it would die but it kept it

up for two weeks and was doing well.

2. I have a colony of bees that wouldn't
accept the super. I put in a section of honey
and still they wouldn't accept it. I exchanged
their super for one on another hive with a

few pounds of honey and lots of bees; gave
them a little smoke and put it on their

hive. I watched for dead bees but didn't see

any. Did they stay in the hive or go back
to their old home?

3. The super is now nearly full. Is it

advisable to take it off?

4. Next spring I want to move 20 colo-

nies in a wagon. When would be the best

time to move them and bow wrnld be the

best way to load ? Indiana.

Answers—!. Testimony is somewhat mix-

ed on this subject. For the most part it is

claimed that chickens do not eat bees, or it

they do it is only the drones. Some, how-

ever, say that chickens eat workers, especially

some chickens that have learned the trick.

2. Like enough your colony was not strong

enough to do much in supers. The bees that

you gave in the super from another colony

probably staid where they were put, at least

most of them, but if there were any field

bees among them they would likely return

to their old home.

3. It is well to take away sections as of-

ten as a complete superful is ready, although

it is hardly best to wait until the corner

sections are_ all sealed, for if you do so the

central sections will have their cappings

darkened. The unfinished section may be

assembled from different supers into one su-

per and returned to the bees to be finished.

4. It doesn't matter such a great deal

what time in spring you move them. If you

move them when it is freezing hard, there is

danger that the combs will break. If you

move them after they have begun to fly

freely, you must take the precaution to close

the hives the evening beAjre moving, other-

wise you will lose some of the field bees.

Put them in the wagon with the frames

running crosswise, as the greatest shaking is

from the wagon swinging from side to side.

Queen-Breeding Notes

It looks as if every man has a way of bis

own and believes his way- is best. On page

23G, American Bee .Tournal. Mr. A. D. U.

Wnnd shows his way of catching and clipping

a queen's wings. While that way will do, 1

have one that I like better and gives no

chance to injure the queen.

I pick up the queen by botli wings witr.

niy right hand and put my first finger under
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her. She will take hold of my finger with
her feet (three on each side of finger). 1 now
grip the three legs on the left with thumb
and finger en left hand and with my right

hand 1 use the slim shears and clip either

wing or both if I wish and put her head in

the hole in the cage. With one finger behind
she marches in. I then hold the cage between
thumb and middle finger of the left hand
and the first finger acts as a door to close
the hole in cage to prevent the queen and
bees from escaping while filling the cage
with escorts.

It is an established fact that some queens
are injured in the mails and I believe very
few if any, are carelessly handled by the
queen-breeders. As a sample case I will

state that Brother Wood sent me a $5.00
queen, and I am sure he put her up in fine

condition. But she has never (since I re-

ceived her) had a strong colony of bees and
some of her daughters are extra good breed-
ers.

The lack of fresh air, the sudden stoppage
of egg-laying, the rough handling of the
mails and the confinement in small cages,
would all have a tendency to do damage to

a queen that is taken from her hive in the
lirime of her egg production.
We, as breeders, must use large, well ven-

tilated cages and use the best judgment in

making proper food to provision the cages
and put in escorts of proper age. Then the
purchaser should understand that when the
fiueen is damaged Uncle Sam is to blame and
not the breeder.

GRANT ANDERSON.
San Benito. Tex., July 26, 1913.

Too Dry for Clover

The basswood honey crop was good this
year. The white clover started out fine but
when it was in full bloom the dry, hot weath-
er burnt it out so it was not what was ex-
pected. JOHN B. WELS,

Dubnque, Iowa, Aug. 4, 1913.

Bee Sense

A few years ago, Peter Brandow of Tiskil-
wa, 111., moved on a farm, caught a swarm of
bees out of the trees around the house, and
made a hive for it out of old boards. In
two years he had seven colonies, he sold
three of them for $5.00 apiece. Last spring
he put up fifteen little decoy boxes, made
from waste board from the store, and so far
caught thirteen swarms, by placing the en-
trance facing the south or west, for bees know
which way the storms come and will not en-
ter a place exposed to them. He has now
seventeen good colonies of bees. His older
colonies have over 100 pounds of honey in
them, but he tells the grocers he will not
handle it 'till cool weather, for the combs
stand up under the handling better in the
fall.

Who can beat that record for a beginner
The next best that I have heard of is that
his nephew, who never has tried to have
bees, caught seven swarms out of the trees
this year, and therefore has not bought any
bees for his start.

T,. , ., ,„
REV. GEO. A. HOOD.

Tiskilwa. Ill

Will Not Extract Closely

^ Honey flow through June was good, about
/D pounds per colony, but ended July 1st
two weeks sooner than usual. July is very
dry. Weather Bureau report July driest on
record. Prospects poor for fall flow. I will
not dare extract too closely.

„. _ , E. A. DORSEY.
Uixon, la., Aug. 2, 1913.

Good Crop in Iowa
I started this season with 40 colonies of

bees. I have 63 now and have taken off
2640 lbs. 94 supers on the hives vet, about
40 of them full. I expect over 400'0 pounds.We never had a better year. Plenty of
white clover and basswood. '

I had two colo-
nies on scales several days and they gath-
ered from four to seven pounds. One day
one of them gathered seven pounds. They
kept me busy through the best of the season.
I have kept bees nearly thirty years and

i

Apiary of Frank Hill. Sabetha, Kan.

have passed my 75th year. I had 3707
pounds of honey last year, but this is my
banner crop. The honey is fine. I am put-

ting it on the market at 13c and may have to

drop it one-half cent. I am the only bee-

keeper in this county that went through the
hard seasons three and four years ago and
held his own. I very seldom lose any
through the winter. I have a dry cellar. If

I had twenty years more to live and was
well and hearty, I could make money with
bees now. But I am an old war pensioner
and have seen hard service.

WM. CLEARY.
Algona, Iowa, Aug. 8.

Another Dry Report

Attached are two pictures of n.y small
apiary. They did mighty well 'till about
July S, when we had a lot of Jiot winds that

1200 sections for this season. Not bad for a
man who works every day in a saw mill,

who has to do all his apiary work before he
goes to work and after he comes home in
the evening; not bad for a man who lives

in the city not over four squares from
the Court House. No swarms got away from
me this season, as I clipped all queens and
my wife catches them in a cage I have and
puts them back in the hive from which they is-

sue. Next morning I go through the hives and
cut all the cells; then when the queen is-

sues again in two or thr e weeks. I kill the
old queen and cut out all cells but one. This
does away with the swarming for the bal-

ance of the season; and you ought to see
the hives. They are boiling over with bees.
This plan gives me young queens to go into
winter quarters. All of my honey brings
20c here at the house and it is no trouble
to sell a man the second time.

F. LANGOHR.
Columbia City, Ind., Aug. 6, 1913.

A Kansas Ai-iarv When the Crop is On.

stopped everything. I have 3000 pounds ex-

tracted and about 100 cases No. 1 comb
honey all from clover.

It looks bad, as we are having the driest

time any one knows of in this part of Kan-
sas. We have had no rain since June 25 and
the temperature has been close to and above
the 100 mark most of the tnie.

FRANK HILL.
Sabetha, Kans., Aug. 12, 1913.

Over 100 Pounds to the Colony

Up to date I have taken off 621 sections
of nice clover honey from 12 colonies, Spring
count, and expect to take off at least 300
more ; then the golden rod will be in next
and then buckwheat, but of the latter there
is not much in this locality. If this season
is good for the golden rod and buckwheat,
I expect to take off at the least calculation

A Beginner in Dakota

I am a beginner at the bee business and
have never seen any bees except my own.
North Dakota has less bees than any other
state in the L'nion. I started last year in
April having one colony shipped to me from
Minnesota. I had about seven swarms last
summer, but all but two were destroyed by
robbing. My first swarm filled an eight frame
hive with brood and swarmed again just
thirty days later. I took 100 pounds of honey
from the two surviving colonies. I wintered
two colonies and they seemed to come out in
the spring as strong as when I put them in
in the fall. I wanted increase and during
the winter I had prepared si.xteen hives with
supers, but up to date. July -0, there is no
sign of swarming. I obtained some pound
packages of bees from Alabama in April, each
of which has now increased to about four
frames. With these I now have six colonies.
But I have not had a drone in any of my
colonies this summer, except some that came
from Alabama and they were all killed off

within a week after they arrived.
As near as I can judge the symptoms, my

strongest colony has been afflicted with bee-
paralysis for the past six weeks. This colony
has already filled one extracting super with
honey and has made a good start on a super
of sections. It is doing good work and yet
each day it drives out about a teacupful of
dead or sick bees. These bees lie on the
ground in front of the hive for several days
before dying. It was getting worse until last

week when we had a heavy rain, which seem-
ed to check it. I have thrown fresh earth
over the dead and sick bees and have tried
to sweep them away but each morning there
would be a new pile accumulated.

Perhaps this trouble will disappear when
cold weather comes. Our honey flow ends
about September 1, and as there is no pros-
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pect of a natural swarm I intend to divide
one colony which is not quite strong enough
to make any surplus, and think I can build
it up to two good colonies for winter.

C. E. GOODSELL.
Dunseith. N. D., July 20, 1913.

Dry in New York

White honey crop is a failure. Buck-
wheat has got to have rain soon to amount
to anything.

GEO. L. FERRIS.
Atwater, N. V.

Caught 20 Swarms
My little busy bees are rushing me in this

hot weather. Last winter I lost all but seven
colonies. I cleaned out the old hives, set
them around in the timber and have caught
twenty swarms. I shall get five or six bar-
rels of honey and one thousand pounds of
super honey.

A. C. BUTLER.
New Castle, Neb., July 30. 1913.
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BEES AND QUEENS.

Phelps' Queens are hustlers.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color
After June I, Ji. 00. A.W.Yates.

Hartford. Conn.

Golden Queens that producesandbband
bees. Untested. !i.oo; Tested. Si.oo.
lAvt Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

For Sale— Pure Italian Queens, by return
mail; no disease. C. M. Scott & Co.

1004 Wash. St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

A Limited number of Leather Colored
Italian queens. Send for price list.

Geo. B. Howe. B lack River. N. Y.

Bees and Queens from mv New Jersey
apiary. J. h.'M. Cook.
lAlf 70 Cor tland St.. New York City.

For Sale— Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S . Barnett. Harnett's. Virginia.

Will Sell untested Goldens during Sep-
tember and October for 50 cts each, or six
for ii.so. J T. Elkinton, Jennings, La.

Fop. S.ale—Golden untested queens 70 cts.
each, or $7.2'; a dozen. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. D. F. Talley. R.F.D. 4. Greenville , Ala.

Golden All over Queens. Infested.
Ji.oo. Tested. $!. 00. Breeders, $5.00 and 810.
lApt Robert Ingliram. .Sycamore. Pa.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business; June i to Nov. i;. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. 5i. 00; tested. $1.25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

Wanted—Young man. single, wants steady
employment in apiaries; five years' experi-
ence; will go anvwhere. Mention wages.

A. R. Kirkman, W allhalla. Mich.

For Sale— Italian queens, i bands. Un-
tested, one. ho cts: six. S3. 50. Tested, double
price. Satisfaction guaranteed.

J. I. Banks. Rt. 3. Liberty. Tenn.

BarDv Northern -reared Queens of Moo re's
strain of Italians; ready June 15. Untested.
$1.00; 6 for $5 00; 12 for S«. 00. See testimonial
on page ;io. P. B. Ranier. Harmony, Minn.

I Will Make quick delivery of Untested
Italian queens (Doolittle strain), boc each;

SS-oo a dozen. I ship nothing I would not use
myself. Edward O. Meserve,

Box 126, Ventura. Calif,

Virginia three-banded Italian queens. Un-
tested. 75 cts. Tested Si.oo. All dead queens
replaced free. Ready May 15. 6A4t

S, Click. Box 16, Rt. 2. Mt. Jackson. Va.

Dav-old Virgin Queens will please you.
Good way to get fine Italian stock; 50 cents
each; S5.00 per doz. Untested, Si-oo. Tested.
$1.50. Geo. H. Rea, Reynoldsville, Pa.

For Sale.—Untested queens that produce.
75c; tested. $1.00; hybrids. 30c. S. H. Rickard,
S.\,it 506 Machesney Bldg,. Pittsburg. Pa.

FoR Sale—Choice virgins, 4Q cts, each; 3

for 81,00; untested. 60 cts.; tested. $1.25;
breeders. 82. .so. Italians or Carniolans.
Stanley & Finch. 1451 Ogden Ave.. Chiciago.

For Sale. — Untested Golden Italian
queens 50c each; 4 hybrid queens. Si 00.

8.A2t J. V. Michael. Winchester. Ind,

Phelps' Queens will please you,

Italian Queens— 3-band bred from the
best stock procurable for honey-gathering
qualities. Untested. June, $1,00; after. 7Sc.

Tested. $1.50; select tested. S20U ';A4f
R. A. Shults. R. F. D. 3. Cosby. Tenn.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. $1.00 each;
Tested. 52.00: Breeders. 85 00 and $10.00.

z.-^tf J, B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va,

Montana Queens, bred in the Mussel-
shell Valley, No other bees within 60 miles;
foul brood unknown: all queen candy boiled.
Three-banded Italian queens ready June i.

Untested. Si, 00, Tested. 81 ?o. Orders booked
now, 6A4t Elso ."Vpiary, Elso. Mont.

Special — Golden-all -over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind, sooo
mated queens was my sales last season. Un-
tested queens each 75c: 50,812,50; 100,860,00,

Tested. Si. 25, Select-Tested. S2.00. Breeders.
Svoo and Sio.oo. J. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder,
6A7t Rt, 3, San Jose, Calif,

The Two Bs of quality— Italian Bees and
Sicilian Buttercups, For all that is best, un-
excelled. Untested queens Si 00 each; six for
85, "0, 2-frame nucleus with untested queen.
8?,5o; 3 frame nucleus, 84,00, Buttercup eggs
and stock in season, 6A4t

H.William Scott, Barre. Vermont.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested, 81 00 each ; 3 or more
ooc each. Untested. 75c each: 3 to 6, 70c each;
6 or more, 65c each. Bees per lb

, 8125; nu-
clei per frame, 81.50, A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment, lAtf
Bankston & Lyon, Buffalo, Leon Co., Tex,

QuiRiN's famous improved Italian queens,
nuclei, colonies, and bees by the pound,
ready in May. Our stock is northern-bred
and hardy; fiveyards wintered on summer
stands in IM08 and igog without a single loss.

For prices, send for circular.
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested, 81,00 each; 3 or more
ooc each. Untested. 75c each: 3 to i. 70c each;
b or more. 65c each. Bees per lb., 81.25: nu-
clei per frame, $1.50. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Leon Co., Tex,

Three-Banbed Italian Queens and Bees.
Untested queen, 75c each; six, $4,25; twelve,
88.00, Tested, 81,25 each; six, $7,00; twelve.
$12.00. For select queens add 25c each to the
above prices. Nuclei without queens. 1-

frame, St. 50; 2-frame. S2.50; 3-frame, 83 00, i-

Ib. bees. 81.50; /4-lb. bees. Si. 00. Add price
of queen wanted with bees.

Robert B. Spicer. Wharton, N. J.

Carniolan Queens—These queens are
bred from best imported strains. If any
queens should be impurely mated we will
replace them free of cost. Prices for bal-

ance of season: Untested, one. 75c: six
8425; twelve. 88,00, Tested, one, 8100; six,,
Ss5o; twelve. 10, Address,

Wm, Kernan, Rt. 2, Dushore, Pa,

Choice Queens from June to Sept, i at
81.00 each; siv: for 8500, Place orders now,
and have them filled in rotation, sAtf

D, J, Blocher, Pearl City. Ill,

This is a good time to introduce Phelps
Golden Italian queens. We will have them
until snow flies. Send for prices on late or-
ders. C. W, Phelps & Son,

3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Fine Italian Queens—Three banded;
especially prolific, hardy and gentle. Un-
excelled as honey gatherers. Personal at-

tention to orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Queens by return mail. Untested. 75c each

:

six for S4.25; do/... 88.00.

J. F. Archdekin. Rt. 7. St. Joseph. Mo.

Murray's famous North Carolina bred
Italian queens 'red clovers and goldens) for
sale again. .-\s good as the best; no foul
brood known. They are as good honey
gatherers as can be obtained, and winter as
well. My improved strain is carefully se
lected. and bred up from Moore's. Root's
and Davis' improved stock. Select untested,
one. 75c; do.:,, 88. 00, Tested. 81. 25. Select
tested. Si. 50; extra select tested, 82.00. Breed-
ers, S3 00 and 8500,
H, B. Murray, Queen-breeder, Liberty, N, C,

HONEY AND BEESWAX

"Null's Famous Melilotus Honey,"
Sample for stamp. Null Co,. Demopolis, Ala,

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax, R. A, Burnett & Co,,

6.Ai2t 173 S, Water St,, Chicago, III.

For Sale,— Fine, Rich. Pure White Clover
Honey; also Light Amber Alfalfa, Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

FOR SALE

For SALE-F.nipty second-hand 60 lb, cans-
two cans to the case, good as new, 25 cents
per case, C, H, W. Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave,, Cincinnati, Ohio,

My Entire Apiary of 17^ colonies Italian

bees with complete outfit for running same
for comb honey: also International Ha;
vester Auto Truck. Selling on account of

sickness, J, S, Shatters, Fort Lupton, Colo

For SALE-Forty Colonies of Brown Itai:

ian Bees in lo-frame dovetailed hives, Hoff"
man self-spacing frames. No disease. Same
to be had any time afterOct. i. Also Clover
Extracted honey in any size packages.

A, J, Diebold, Seneca. Ill,

For Sale—Fine Italian queens; untested.
75c; 8800 per dozen; tested. 8100: breeders.
Si.oo. Nuclei. Si. 25 per frame, l-'ull colonies
in new modern eight-frame hives. 57,oc.

California Bee Co .

500 S, Rowan Ave,, Los Angeles. Calif,

For Sale—130 stands of bees with or with-

out fixtures. Bees in good K-frame hives.

Hoffman frames, mostly wired. No disease.

Owner died. Inspected by State Entomolo-
gist, Write, Mrs Ida McCauley,

Rt 2, Madison, Ind

For Rent An 80 acre small fruit and
bee farm, with 75 stands of bees and fixtures

suitable for running same. Six room frame
house, new Two good barns and outbuild-
ings; 40 acres in pasture; tobacco land, A
man with small family: experienced in care
of bees preferred. Must give best of refer
ence. Write, Mrs. Ida McCauley.

R. D. 2, Madison, Ind,
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SUPPLIKS.

BeeSi'I'piies—none better. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete J2.50

100 Hoffman Brood-Frames in flat— 2.50

500 No. I Sections 2.50

100 Section-Holders scalloped 2.00

100 Section Slats. U inch i.oo

I Champit^n Smoker 70

DA13ANT'S FOINDATION.
Medium Brood, per pound 50

Thin Surplus " " 6^1

Extra Thin " " bo

Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R- H. Schmidt.
R. R. Xo. 3. Box No. 2og. Shebovgan. Wis.

Bee-Keeier. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
re nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf (Ireenville. Tex,

For Sale— Bees. Honey. and Bee Keepers
Supplies. A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash

POULTRY

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods : Si 00 for is Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne, Hamilton. Illinois.

HONEY LABELS

The N'lMBEK of enquiries coming in for
honey labels has been so large that we have
decided to put in a stock of these for the
convenience of our readers. .Should you be
in need of anything in this line, send for a
copy of our label catalog, which will be sent
free. .American Bee lournal.

Hamilton, III.

SITUATIONS.

Young Married Man wants steady em-
ployment in apiaries; 12 years' experience.
Furnish best of references. Will go any-
where. Newton Gale.
8An Kt. I, B. 88. Kloresville. Tex.

Wanted — Experienced help. Fall flow
and winter packing; two months or more.
gAit F. W. Pease. Lansing. Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS

Reduced Prices on Eggs. Chicks. Duck-
ings. White Leghorns. Penciled or Faun
Runners. Free circular. Could use Italian
Queens or Bees in exchange. 6Ait

R. O. Dickson. Box 61. La Harpe. III.

CoMi! Honey Wanted ; size 4'4X4!!ix2; best
pale Quality. Wrtie us with price and par-
ticulars. Packed and free on board. Cana-
dian and London reference. T. Smith.
Cambridge Street. London. W.. England.

^"A Year's Work in an Out-
Apiary" is the name of a booklet by
G. M. Doolittle, the well-known honey-
producer of New York State. He tells

how he secured an average of lli'i

pounds of honey per colony in a poor
season. It is fully illustrated, and tells

in detail just how Mr. Doolittle has
won his feieat success as a honey-pro-
ducer. The price of the booklet is 50

cents, postpaid, but we club it with the

American Bee Journal for a year—both
for $1.30. Every bee-keeper should
have a copy of this booklet, and study

it thoroughly. Address all ord'^rs to

the American Bee Journal.

NEW niNGHAM
P)EE Smoker,

Patented

Bingham Bee-Smokers are Self

Cleaning as the Cover Sets Fire

and burns Up. The Valve in the

bellows gives you a Smoker with life.

Smoke Engine 4 inch stove - $1.23

Doctor 3 1-2 " " - .8S

Conqueror 3 •• •• . .75

Little Wonder 2 1-2 " " - .50

Two larger sizes with metal legs and
hinged cover. In copper, 50e extra.

Parcels Post shipping weight, 2 pounds
each. For sale at your dealers or direct

A. G. WOODMAN CO.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVEHTISEKS Published Monthly by the

Queen-Breeders' Department California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, 15c a line

Write for particulars

Los Angeles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager
3497 Eagle Street
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HONEY LABELS
Owing to the many enquiries we have had for Honey

Labels, we have put in a line of these for the convenience

of our readers.

Send for catalog, giving samples of labels with

postpaid prices. We also list Envelopes and printed

Letter Heads.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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falcon QUEENS
Three-Band and Golden Italians, Caucasians and Carniolans

•""^^^'•Cesf^^'^*- - - $.75 $4.l5 $8^00

Tested - - - 100 5.50 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each; and Select Tested, $2.00 each.

All Queens are reared in strong, vigorous colonies, and mated from populous nuclei. Instructions for

introducing are to lie found on the reverse side of the cage cover.

OUR BRAND OF FOUNDATION
"falcon" l^:i:lfX^Z^^"Xs^"r^^^^^f^^^^^S^^^^^
used one lot of "'Falcon "foundation, which is made in our plant at Falconer. N. Y.. you will purchase it in the future, and are sure that

you and your bees will be pleased with it in every respect. ,„,„., , , , j

Full line of hives, sections, and supplies manufactured by us at Falconer. X. Y. Write for samples of our foundation.

All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you. Red Catalog postpaid.

Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne, 111., C. C. Clemons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

FACTORY W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., - Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.
Where the good beeliives come ftom

HONEY
CANS and PAILS

Our Friction-top Honey-cans, Slip

Cover pails, Honey Shipping cans,

Round and Square, are standard con-

tainers for honey.

American Can Company

.

Chicago New York Sau Francisco

With offices in all large cities

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land

—

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
to mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
retrular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Jour -1 when writing.

Die MDNFY Growing Helianti. the newOiH invntl --wonder plant." Beatsgin.
sengor anything else that grows. Thrives
in any soil or climate. Write for full particu-
lars. Burgess Seed & Plant Co.,

3 A. B.. Allegan. Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association

Sell their members Friction-Top Honey-Pails and Cans at a low price as follows :

^„f(,x t'er 100 Per loo Per loo Per loon

Capacity Lots of ^o Lots of lou Lots of 500 Lots of 1000

2-lb. Can S2-25 $2.15 I20.00

jU.lb •• 2.75 2.('0 24.00

j.lb
' •- 3.00 285 28.00

%-Vo Pail 8s.°o 4.75 4.50 42.50

jo.jlj
- 7.00 b.50 6.25 60.00

12.1b! " ' 7-5 <>-75 6.50 62.50

If not a member send a dollar extra with your first order, which will pay your dues for

a year and we will send you the Bee-Keepers' Review for the last half of igi3. giving the

first six articles of that sensational series of ten articles. "The Management of ?ooo Colo-

nies in' 50 Yards;" also the .-Kpril and May numbers of the Review, containing the report of

the National meeting at Cincinnati, these two numbers alone containing 00 pages. A cor-

dialinvitation is extended to all bee-keepers to join the National at this time. Address.

with remittance.
f|,g Natioiiai Bcc-Keepers' Association, Northstar, Mich.

(^

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard: bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March; untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices; Tested. $1.25: 5 for S5.00;
Breeders, each $5.00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

\
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The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding
/\asv Sn/////oN, [stT tin:

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOM

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Ask for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PRICES- l?°° ''•°- °- LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.-TXI>i^K,«9. $2.S0F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

^

^
^

^
^
^
^

Tennessee-Bred
QUEENS

41 years' experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed 3-band Italians ONLY
I am at last up with all contracts, and can fill orders by re-
turn mail—2 to 5 dozen daily. Prices remainder of season:

Untested, one for 75c ; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.50. Tested, double
these prices. The very best BREEDER, $10; Select breeder,

$5.00. Write for prices on larger orders.

John M. Davis, Spring Hill, Tennessee

BEE-KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYViLLE, O.

^e^t and^ on th h'^'"*''*^.
^'" ^^ P"' °" ""'^ '"^'^ °* '"e handle as shown in

Drone Bee ThA °H^"'- '"^^f P'^'^''^
°^ a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee. and a

vour name iT vo„ In.. ?,
" ;^"""'°"'' ^"'^ transparent, through which is seen

Hfv vouTf ;., h-= .
this Knife It can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-

he e^xac size i^S^Zlt % \Tr^ ^I'^'^hf
°' ^^"^"^^ unconscious. The cut is

name and address ^n1f.°i ^"' 'T^- u^^^" ordering be sure to write exactname and address Kn le dehvered w.thm two weeks after we receive order.

Journal bo?h for Sr^Ro'
°^*"''^ y^" ^ subscription to the American Bee

IcrTpu'o;; at $1 00 !ach ' °' ^'''" '^''" '' ^ P^^"""" ^°^ ""-^'"^ ^ ' ^ew sub-

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

RUSH ORDERS
BY MMLp,yo.r ; tor.euery

;^
b^ee_n

ute you need foundation or other items. .See
page one of our catalog, and it gives parcel
post rates on various articles.

BY EXPRESS t-areer shipments than canbni "-»« go by mail we can rush out
at once. Tar. .-I post and express orders re-ceive our hrst attention.

BY FREIGHT 9"' '"^^P- ship same••.iwMi day as order is received.-
and we break It only when absolutely nec-
essary. Notice that Lansing is the railroad
center of Michigan from which freight ship-ments can be delivered quickest.
i^' And we fill all orders with RoofsUoods. Just remember that. too. Send for

catalog. Beeswax wanted.
M. H. HUNT & SON,

143 Condit St., - Lansing, Mich.

Established 1885

WE CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF
BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Write for our ti4-page catalog free, and for
lowest prices on supplies. Full information
given to all inquiries. We handle the bestmake of goods for the beekeeper. Freight
facilities good. Let us hear from vou
JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY

High Hill, Missouri

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark.

SAVES
tHONEY
-TIME
I MONEY t

AT ALL
DEALERS

Each, loc; Doz., $1.«3, postpaid
If your Dealer does not keep them, order

from Factory, with complete instructions
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.,

Lewistown, Illinois

H. J. PFIFFNER
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
in Bee-keepers' Supplies

Send for Catalog

Emmetsburg, Iowa.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! .\°o^rp^i"c^
I will avoid all e.\penses possible and will
not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.
Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive i« story B frame. ti.«;

10 frame. $160 in lots of 5. Best sections per
1000. $4.40; 2000. $3.00; 3000. $12. 60: ^lX)0. $20; Xo. 2.
50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

DO YOU READ
PROGRESSIVE POULTRY JOURNAL ?
It IS publislicd in Mitchell. South Ualiota
and is a live paper devoted to the interests
of better poultry and more of it. Has prac-
tical writers of experience in raising poul-
try Well illustrated. Send for free copy.

Progressive Poultry Journal
Mitchell, South Dakota
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,

the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever

before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Genti emen —I should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing Root Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-

tion as itcan be. This machine runs so easily that a few turns to get it ud to speed isall thatis necessary; and the men while using the

No 17 which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional

man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines. ... , . , .. c . ,1 . ,u u j
I feel like congratulating The A. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, hnancjally to jhe honey-producers

interests. B. B HOGABOOM, Elk Grove. Calif.

HERE ARE A FEW MORE
A word about the power extractor I purchased from you through H. L.Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more, f use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as

driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding. I co_nsider^t wie of ^the best specuJaUons I made
in connection with the apiary. F. C. GOLDER. Pittsworth. Queensland.

Yours of the i6th, also the brakeband for power-extractor, came to hand Thanks for sending it so promptly

season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even^fl^had onb;^hfty colonies
This is my second

DAVII) running; Grindstone City. Mich., July 10, igio.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape. I set it up and extracted 143 quarts of honey,

sold it at 33 cents a quart. The extractor is just fine-does the work completely. i- D. KING. Athens. Ohio. Aug. 16, 1Q12.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never^had -y^'^-'ble^aj^all.^^^._^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York. 130-141 Franklin St.

Philadelphia. 8-10 Vine St.

St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.

Washington, iioo Maryland Ave., b. W.

Chicago, 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines, 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls. Maine

A Few Agents Haudliiig these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno
Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles

Colorado Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis

Michigan M. H. Hunt & Son, Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co.. Roswell

Missouri Blank e Mfg. & Supply Co., St. Louis
JohnNebel & Son Supply Co.. High Hill

Ohio S. J. Griggs Co., Toledo
C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnat

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfield Co., San Antonio

RAMER'S QUEENS
Of Moore's Strain of Italians

Ready June 15

Untested, $1.00; 6 lor SS.OO ; 12 tor $9.00

April 28. 1913.

P B RAMER. Harmony, Minn.—
.-^The 10 Queens I got of you in

My average was mo lbs. to the colony in igi2.

and I lost a part of the flow for want of super
room. Yours very truly,

Halvek J. Halverson.
Rt. 4, Preston, Minn.

ITALIAN BEES
Choice Home Bred

and Imported Queens
Reared in full colonies

Prices for August:
One untest. queen S .90

One tested queen $1.30

One select tested
queen $1.60

One Breeder - - - - $2.45
One comb Nucleus.
no queen 5 .00

'A lb. bees. $ .«o; i lb. $1.75.
Safe arrival guaranteed. For description
of each gradeof queens send for free catalog.

J. L. STRONG,

XiO <\

^ QUEENS OF MOORE'S ^
^ STRAIN OF ITALIANS 8

PRODUCE WORKERS ^PRODUCE WORKERS
1 hat fill the supers quick

With honey nice and thick.
They have won a world-wide reputa-
tion for honey-gathering, hardiness,
gentleness, etc. Untested queens. Si

;

six. Ss; 12, So 00. Select untested. Si. 25;

six. $6.00; 12, $11. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. Circular free
I now have 750 nuclei, and am filling

orders by return mail.

J. P. MOORE, Queen-breeder,
Route 1, Morgan, Ky. NI

1

204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA, IOWA

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER. OREGON.

is the best, handsomest and most valuable

fruit growers' paper published in the world
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

GRAY
CAUCASIANS

I was the first to import the

true Gray Caucasian Bee into the

Occ'i«lent. They are bred under
my Instructious In the Caucasus
Mts. expressly for me. Their

WORTH is unexcelled. Send
for |)rices to

A. D. D. WOOD
Box 61, Lansing, Mich., or

Box 82, Houston Heights, Texas

p. S

—

They are a true racij, and not

made by Nan.

Fine Yellow
Italian bees& queens. If
you need a fine yellow
Oueen quick, try Fajen
and you will order more.
Extra fine queen, only
Si.oo; untested. 75c. j-fr
nucleus, only $2.75. Full
colony in 8-fr. hive with
fine tested queen. $5.50.

J.L.Fajen, Stover, Mo.
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Chicago. Aug. 18.—Arrivals of honey up to
ttiis date have exceeded that of the ordi-
nary season, and at present the market is

not active. This may be attributed in part
to the hot weatlier and the fact that the
peach season has not yetculminated. Prices
are nominal, with the best grades of white
comb bringing from i7@'iJ^c per pound, and
the off grades from iCJSc less. The best
grades of extracted bring from 8(3'gc per
pound, according to kind and quality, with
the ambers ranging from 6M@7j^c per pound.
Beeswax is steady at from 3o@32cper pound,
according to color and cleanliness.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Boston. Aug. 20.—tancy and No. i white
comb. I6@I7C per pound. New fancy white ex-
tracted in 5-gallon cans. io@iic. Beeswax.
30c. Pure white honey in barrels, oc per
pound. Bi.ake.-Lee Co.MPANv.

Indianapolis. Aug. I'j.—Honey is moving
freely. Fancy white comb is selling at ib'S-

I7c; No. I white, one cent less Finest ex-
tracted, o@ioc in 5-gallon cans. Beeswax is

in good demand, and producers are being
paid 12C, cash or trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

Denver. Aug. 7.—The new crop of comb
honey is coming in freely now. and Quality
is good. Owing to hot weather the local de-
mand is light. We are selling in a jobbing
way at the following figures: No. i white,
per case of 24 sections. $^. 15; choice, S^o2:
and No. 2. $2.88. White extracted honey, gc;
light amber. 8c; strained. bh@7c. We pay
2(ic per pound in .cash and 28c in trade for

clean yellow beeswax delivered here
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Ass'n..

Frank Rauchfuss. A/^r.

San Francisco. Aug ig.—Comb honey is
now being olTered. and No. i fancy i6(<"i7c;
No. 2. I3@i5j4c-. darker grades, io@i2c. Water
white extracted, 8@qc; amber, 6@7C. and
darker 4/2@'»c per pound. Beeswax from
24@3oc. according to quality. New honey,
both comb and extracted, are finding a
ready sale; the season's supply is 30 days
late. John C. P'rohliger.

Cincinnati. Aug. ig.—We are receiving
daily many shipments of honey, both comb
and extracted. No. i comb honey is selling
from I4@i6c. according to the quality and
quantity purchased. Whiteextracted honey
is selling at 'jc per pound in 60-pound cans;
larger lots less. The above are our selling
prices, not wfiat we are paying. For nice
yellow beeswax, we will pay 30 cents deliv-
ered in Cincinnati.

C. H. W.Weber & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. 20.—With the long
drouth broken and cooler weather, the de-
mand for honey, especially comb, is very
much improvetl, and sales are equal to
receipts. We quote: No. i white comb. 24

section cases at $350; No. 2, $3.00 to $325;
No. I amber, $325; No. 2 dark and amber,
52.50 to $300. White extracted, per pound.
S&iiic. Beeswax, 25@28c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

New York, Aug. 15.—Owing to heavy
drouths in New York State, and in fact all

the eastern States, the crop of white comb

honey is far below an average, and our mar-
ket IS in a position to handle Western comb
honey to good advantage. As a rule, we do
not solicit or encourage shipments of comb
honey from the West, but for the reason
above stated, this year is an exception.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati. Aug. 18—The market for comb
honey is very good, owing to the lower level
of prices, and we are selling fancy comb
honey at i^"*! i6'/2C per pound at our store
Extracted honey is of slower sale than was
expected, but this is due to the big crop, and
the bee keepers selling so much locally,
which bars us temporarily. Nevertheless,
this is a good thing, for when their supply Is
sold they will have created a good demand
for this article. We are selling white clover
extracted honey in 6o-pound cansat8@ioca
pound, while for amber honey in barrels we
are getting 5ii@7!ic a pound. The above
prices are according to quality and quantity
purchased. For strictly choice bright yel-
low beeswax we are paying 30c a pound de-
livered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Los Angeles. Aug. 15.—Since writing on
lune 30. quoting light amber honey at bViC.
we have received a good many offerings
from the producers, and it is possible that
the price named could be shaded an eighth
of a cent per pound on firm offers.

Hamilton &Mendeeson.

AADII HARVESTER with Binder Attach-
IjllllH ment cuts and throws in piles on""*• harvester or winrow. Man and

horse cuts and shocks equal with
a Com Hinder. Sold in every State. Price. S20.00.

W. H. BUXTON, of Johnstown. Ohio, writes;
The Harvester has proven all you claim for it:

the Harvester saved me over $25.00 in labor last
year's com cutting;. I cut over 500 shocks: will
make 4 bushels com to a shock." Testimonials
and catalog free, showing: pictures of harvester.
Address.
NEW PROCESS MFC. CO., Salina, Kan

An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost

anything listed in the catalog at once.

Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too.

should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours

in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a

postal-card request for this catalog.

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs

and we will quote price accordingly.
. ....

If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for

our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

i
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" //" ^oods are ivanted quick, send to Pouder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
FfllllPMFNT Store room built expressly for the business;
tyuiriTlkni large concrete basement with just enough mois-
ture to prevent brealoEe in sections; no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

nilAI ITY Root goods at factory prices. The l<ind that I have
yUHLIII sold for nearly a Quarter of a century, and the kind
tliat you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

\
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COMB FOUNDATION
WITH THE SAME TASTE

WITH THE SAME SMELL

WITH THE SAME FIRMNESS

AS THE COMB THE HONEY-BEE MAKES

How do you Obtain Yours? ^

THE OLD WAY:—By selling your Beeswax. Reasonably sure but
expensive.

THE DITTMER WAY:—By shipping your wax to us and having it

made into Comb Foundation and then returned to you.

Write us for further information and samples,

also prices and discounts on Bee-Supplies

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
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Eastern Bee-Keepers
Furnishing bee-supplies has been our busi-

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who have made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
We advocateonly practicle articles. Let us
mail you our catalog on what you may need.

I. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES : Glen Cove. L. I.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (No. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (No. 2)

Prices. S^o to i\S- Send $5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine ooc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
ti.75- Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal. Hamilton. III.

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

(( FALCONER >>

Write for Fall Discounts—we can save
you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, IMo.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,

basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases,
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Northern bred

Superior winterers, second to none. My
free list explains it all. Untested. Ji. 00; se-
lect tested. Si-So. Bees by pound or halj
pound. Plans. "How to Introduce Queens"
15c; "How to Increase" 15c; both 25c.

E. E. iVIOTT - Glenwood, Mich.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden untested. $1.00; six. $5.00. Tested.

51.50; six, $8.00. Virgin. 40c; six, $2.25; doz. $4.50-

Our Queens are extra fine this season.
Every queen guaranteed to givesatisfaction.
Ready for shipment direct to customers.
Nuf ced. sAtt

E. A. SilVIMONS, Greenville, Ala.

Am Now Shipping Uotes ted Qoee
from My

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAIN!

.
My bees are theproduct
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swarthmore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like

__, beacon lightsamongour
' '' past and present breed-

ers, for the best queens ever produced in the
United States. Never had foul brood.

SWARTHMORE APIARIES. Swarthmore, Pa.

ySwarJhmore.(i

WA NTED
NEW CROP HONEY

New York and Pennsylvaniii

V UM B EsP^cia'^y

Write us. State quantity, quality, style
of sections, when ready for shipment,
etc. Will buy or handle on commission.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.
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SYRACUSE CHICAGO NEW YORK BALTIMORE CANONSBIKO

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

HONEY CANS
All Styles-All Sizes

Friction Top
Boxed Square Cans

60-Pound Shipping Cans

HONEY PAILS
®

^: ^Ir,

i^i

] I

Send for our prices
ON

BEESWAX
We are paying higher prices than ever before at this season.

Why ? Because of the tremendous demand for

Dadanfs Foundation
Write at once. We will quote you F. O. B. here or

F. O. B. your Station, whichever you desire

fs

\^J



Finding Three Queens in One Swarm
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How Far Can a Bee

PUBLISHED MONTHLY EV

American IJee Journal

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is $1.00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico; in Canada. Ji.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 rents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

IHE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. Kor instance. " decu"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of December, iqi?.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

AdTertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
J times 14c a line times iic a line
6 " I2c " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Celebrated Queens Direct from Italy

Bees More Beautiful, More Gentle, More
IndastrioDS, Long T&ngued, He Best Booey-GathererB.

l'RI/,IiS:_\I Swiss Agricultural Exposi-
tion. Berne. 18^5. Swiss National Exposition.
Geneva. 1806. Bee-Keeping Exhibition. Liege
Belgium. i8gt>. Bee-Keeping E.xhibition.
Frankfort O. M. 'Germany;. Convention of
the German. Austrian and Hungarian Bee-
Keepers. August. 1^07.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
U.S.A., 1904, HIGHEST AWARD

Extra BreedingQueens,$3.oo; Selected. S2. 00:
Fertilized. Ji. 50; lower prices per dozen or
moreOueens. Safearrivalguaranteed. Write
Member of the/ ANTHONY BIAGCI,
National Bee- ^ Pedevilla, near Bellinzona.
Keepers' Ass'nl Italian Switzerland.
This country, politically. Switzerland Re-

public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.
F'l^ase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Big Money
Growing Helianti. the
new "wonder plant."
Beats ginseng or any

thing else that grows. Thrives in anv soil or
climate. Write for full particulars. Burgess
Seed & Plant Co.. 3 A. B.. Allegan, Mich,

n A n IIPA 9 Foot.Power

DAnllLO Machinery
Read what J L Parknt Df "nar.

'x»n, N. \., saya 'TVb cot ivith ons
:f your Combined Machinea iaa^t
winter. 60 chaff hives with 7-in' cap
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-framea
2.000 honey boiecL and & ^^reat dea
of other work. Thin winter we hav*
double the amo ant of 5>oB-hlveB,eto.
io make, and wa exp&ct to do it wltt
thifl Saw. It MU do all you aay i'>

wliL" CataJog and price-list free

^i^tow^ ^» r. « jfOHfi HAKtrga
mi Ba97 St., BAMferc,. m.

SEE?
That question has been argued " time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, Inc.,

ArcAdiA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
For Both Extracted and Comb Honey

Would like to hear from those having Fancy and
Number One Comb Honey. State best price de-

livered Cincinnati. We w^ant Kxtracted Honey,
too. No lot too large or too small for us. We re-

mit the very day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
204 Walnut Street,

'The Busy Bee-Men"
CENCDTNATI, OHIO

P. S.—Ship us your old comb and let us render them for you. Our pro-
cess extracts the last drop of wax from the slumgum. We make money for you'
if you will ship us your old combs and cappings for rendering. Write for full
particulars.

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture Hives, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

I
Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
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"Honey-Money Stories"
This is a 64-page and cover pamphlet.

5^x8}/2 inches in size, and printed on
very fine paper. It is illustrated with
over 30 beautiful pictures, all relating

to bee-keeping. Its object is to inter-

est people in the use of honey as a

daily food. It contains a lot of infor-

mation about the uses of honey, and a

copy of it put in the hands of any per-
son should make a good honey custo-
mer of him.
Besides the honey information, it

contains three bee-keepers' songs, the
words of all three having been written
by Hon. Eugene Secor, of Iowa, and
the music of one of the songs was writ-

ten by Dr. C. C. Miller. The songs
are these :

"The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom."

" The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby."

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey."

The music alone is worth the price

of the booklet.

—SPECIAL PRICES^
The regular postpaid price of "Honey-

Money Stories " is 25 cents, but I will

mail one copy for 15 cents, two copies
for 25 cents, or 5 copies for 50 cents.

If wanted by e.xpress, charges not pre-
paid, I will send 10 or more copies at

5 cents each. Better send for 10 copies
as a trial. You will want more. They
weigh about 5 copies to the pound.

A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c
I have several dozens of the Muth

wire-and-cloth Bee-Veils—a dandy veil

—which I will mail for 65 cents each.
Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's "Southern Bee-Culture"

This is a 50-cent book which I will

mail for 30 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoicer

The $1.00 postpaid size I will mail
for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-
smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Your Name and Address on a Rubber

Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.
You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
"Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the
following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2j^ inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents
Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad (2>^x3?i inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-
ful attention. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK
Sandpoint, Idaho

Untested ITALIAN QUEEN-BEES
OUR STANDARD-BRED

6 Queens for $4.50;
3 for $2.75; 1 for $1.00

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens
purely mated, and all right in every respected. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to

say about them.

American Bee Journal —
Gei/t/emen -—Last October I purchased three queens of you

for my experiments with different queens, and wish to ask you
if queens of this season will be of this stock ? One of the Queens
is the most remarkable queen I ever owned for prolificness.
which she transmits to all her daughters.

Riddle. Oreg.. July 4. 1012. I,, w. Wells.

American Bee Journal—
(««//<»;<•«.—The queen you sent me came in sood condition.

She was one of the best I have ever bought. I have her intro
duced and she is doing business as if to the manor born I want
another of those beautiful queens as soon as I can possibly get
it for making up my fair exhibit. Please send a tine one. Such
queens certainly advertise your business.

Darlington. Wis.. July 31. I'jI2. C. R. Bridgman.

American Bee Journal—
6V/?//tvKtv/.— I bought a queen of you about 35 years ago, and

from her I Italianized 150 colonies of the finest beauties of
unusual good qualities. I lived near Milton Center. Ohio, at the
lime. Yours truly.

Portales. New Mexico, July 10. 1512. J. W. Houtz.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-
tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is $1.00,

or with the old American Bee Journal for one year, both
for $1.60. Three Queens (without Bee Journal) would
.be $2.75, or six for $4.50. Full instructions for introduc-

ing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the un-
derside of the address card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-bred Queens.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

SPECIAL PRICES
""Klit^HlJniifliS

Honey packages and bottles either round or octagon,
' -yiclSL-^-^^ with American Metal Screw Can.

Jllll'u ''lii! _J1| Per case of 24. 12-oz. bottles 60
Per case of 24. 6-oz. bottles 40

We are closing out our stock, and the above prices will
hold good only while the stock lasts.

We will ship from Detroit, Mich., or Minneapolis.

Basswood Shipping Cases
llllllllltni III

{III
One-piece cover and bottom, complete with 2-inch glass,

IL llll paper, nails, corrugated paper, or no-drip strips in the bot-
tom. Prices, f. 0. b. Minneapolis.

25 cases, holding 24 sections, K. D J 4.00
50 cases, holding 24 sections. K. D 7.50
Tno cases, holding 24 sections. K. D 14.00

5-Gallon Square Tin Cans
iHinch screw cap opening. lo boxes, 2 cans in a box $7-5o
iK-inch screw cap opening. 10 boxes, i can in a box 4.50

Friction-Top Cans, F. 0. B. Chicago

lo-Ib., with bail, per 100 |6.5o
5-lb.. with bail, per 100 4.75
S-ib.. with bail, per 200 q.oo

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co., - Minneapolis Minnesota
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Make Your Hens Lay
\ ou can dnnble your Oi.'t' yield hy feeding fresb-.:-ut. raw Ui.jh:. It V jt' yield hy feeding fresb<-ut. raw lumv. It

coiitaiu^ over tour tirnt-.s as much egg making material ay KfJ^io and
takt-s tin- jiiare (.f tmgs and wurms Id fowjy" diet. Tiiafs why It
Hives niiTe fyrk'--—greater ferliUtv. stronger cliicks, larger fowls

MANN'S '""'
MODEL BONE CUTTER

cuts easily and rapidly all large and small bones v\ith adbering
meat and gristle. Automatically adapts to your strength. Never clogs.-- _ . _ _ . . ,. ney down. Send'for oor free books todav.

BoK 348 M'LFORP. MASS
10 Days* Free Trial

F. W. MANN CO.

Tennessee-Bred
QUEENS

41 years* experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed 3-band Italians ONLY
I am at last up with all contracts, and can fill orders by re-

turn mail—2 to 5 dozen daily. Prices remainder of season

:

Untested, one for 75c; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.50. Tested, double

these prices. The very best BREEDER, $10; Select breeder,

$5.00. Write for prices on larger orders.

John M. Davis, Spring Hill, Tennessee

FRICTION TOP

PAILS
For
Honey
Syrups
Sorghum
Etc., Etc.

GILLE MFC. CO.,
Dept.S..

Kansas City, Mo.

I

I
Dr. Peiro will continue to give the

readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of

Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, ibd>i

Perry Street, Chicago. 111.

ARTISTS
ENQRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
54Z550S.DEARBORNSt^
PONTIAC BLDG . CHiCA.GO. C

Cash for Your Honey at Your Door
The committee in charge of the Honey-Producers' League Fund has $604, to be used in adver-

tising uses of honey, and to create more demand for honey. They have purchased several thou-

sand books entited, " The Use of Honey in Cooking,'' with chapters on " What is Honey .'" "Food
Value of Honey;" "How Comb and Extracted Honey is Produced;" "Why Honey Granulates,

and How to Liquefy the Same;" "Why Different Flavors of Honey from Different Flowers;"

"Why Use Honey in Cooking in Place of Sugar;" "Where to Keep Honey," and over one hun-

dred recipes for the use of honey in cooking, candies, cough syrups, creams, and soaps—-58 pages ;

~

of valuable information.

If you want a home market for more honey than you produce, get some of these recipe

books and use judgment in giving them to those you believe will use honey for table and cooking,

asking each to give it a trial.

I have talked with bee-keepers of several States who have been thus using these books for

their customers, and who now have to buy honey to finish filling orders. To get these books be-

fore consumers, I will GIVE them to bee-keepers and members of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association who may ask for them, provided they will pay postage on the books ordered, and who
will, in application, state the number of colonies of bees they had in the spring of 1913. and pounds

of comb and e.xtracted honey produced this season, and prices they are selling at.

Postage on the books is 68 cents for 100 copies. Other lots in proportion. If bee-keepers

want a growing home market for all their honey, here is a chance to get it for nothing. When this

one lot of books is gone, others getting them later will have to pay pubishers $4..50 per 100 copies.

N. E. FRANCE, - Platteville, Wisconsin
Chairman of League Fund Committee
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Editorial Comments

Distance Drones Fly

Regarding the editorial tinder this

heading in the August number, it is

evident, from the testimonials of Swiss

and Savoyard apiarists, that there is a

great difference in the length of flight

in different localities or directions, and

that this depends upon the configura-

tion of the land. Hilly, woody regions

permit of the flight of bees up and

down the valleys at long range, but

less across the steep bluffs. This is

rational, and the reverse could hardly

be expected. Better proof of this can

be had in mountainous countries than

almost anywhere else.

Flour lor Unitinfj

The use of flour in uniting bees, al-

though little used in this country, is

much esteemed by some bee-keepers

across the water. In Leipziger Bien-

enzeitung a writer tells of his success.

A colony that had swarmed became

drone-rearing (.laying workers). He
shook the bees from their combs upon

the bottom of the hive, and with a lit-

tle flour dusted them until all were

powdered. Upon these he shook a

nucleus with a good queen^ dusted

also, and then gave them some better

combs. Gradually the diminutive

drones disappeared, and a good colony

resulted.

In the 2 or '6 years since that time

he has caged no queen in introducing.

He merely drops heron the pi leof pow-

dered bees struggling on the bottom of

the hive, and has never had a failure.

Hed Clover Bees
Since July 1 this locality has had

scarcely a drop of rain. White clover

is suffering, and unless the weather

changes soon it will be hard on next

season's clover crop. The second crop

of red clover has come up since the

last rainfall, and as its blossoms were
very short the bees were able to reach

the nectar. Near-by fields wree covered

with bees, and every one's colonies are

now the real Red Clover Strain. Al-

though it is a step forward to breed

for long-tongued bees, we have yet to

see the first colony of bees that will

work consislcntly on red clover.

During this drouth many of our
readers no doubt will be led to believe

they have Red Clover Bees. Before

coming to a conclusion, we would ad-

vise them to wait until next year and
test those colonies on the first red

clover blossoms.

Potato Vines in Europe
The tales of a traveler sometimes

read so as to leave one in doubt about

his veracity. So if some of the readers

are dubious concerning the following

statement, I will not hold a grudge. I

would not have believed it myself:

In a little village of Savoy, near

Albertville, I visited an apiary of some
20 hives placed at the rear of a vegeta-

ble garden. A patch of exceedingly

vigorous potatoes attracted my atten-

tion. I walked to the middle of it and

stood by a potato stem which reached

to the uppermost button of my vest, 51

inches from the ground. The spot is

sheltered against high winds, else the

potato vine would have been laid low

by the breeze long before I saw it.

Honey League to Distribute
Booklets

We wish to call the attention of our

readers to the rare opportunity they

have to push their honey sales by tak-

ing advantage of the offer by Mr. N. E.

France on the opposite page.

A number of years ago a consider-

able amount of money was contributed

by bee-keepers and supply dealers for

the purpose of advertising honey gen-

erally. This fund was placed in the

hands of a committee with power to

use it for the purpose for which it was

contributed. There remains of this

fund over $000, which the committee

has decided to use as explained.

The publishers' price on these books
is $4.50 per hundred. They may be ob-

tained through Mr. France for paying

postage of 68 cents per hundred on

them.

Mailing- 01«1 Combs

Many parties are sending their old

combs by mail to be rendered into-

beeswax. One such shipment, weigh

ing about 11 pounds, came through the

mail and was literally devoured by

moth. The postmaster, on emptying

the mail bag, spilled moth worms all

over the post-office desks and floor.

The packages of newspapers which

were in the same bag were filled with

moth, the worm,-; having even devoured

a part of the newspapers. It is re-

markable in how short a time these

worms do so much damage.

We warn our readers not to ship

combs by mail except during the

winter months. Unless they have been
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treated with sulphur or carbon dioxide,

it is much better not to ship combs at

all except during the colder months

of the year. When shipments have to

travel by freight they are so long on

the way that very often the entire con-

signment becomes devoured by the

moth before destination is reached.

Another such experience as the above

would likely cause the postal authori-

ties to bar old combs from the mails.

A Little Gain in Gathering and a
Big Gain in Surplu.s

Not infrequently one hears it said:

" My bees gathered twice as much this

year as last," or " Some of my colonies

this year gathered four times as much
as others." This shows carelessness

of expression or else wrong thinking.

It is nothing uncommon to get twice

as much surplus from the same apiary

in one year as in another; and it is

equally common to find in the same

apiary colonies which store four times

as much surplus as others; but prob-

ably very few have ever had twice as

much honey gathered in one year as in

another, and still fewer have had four

times as much gathered by one colony

as another in the same season, or in-

deed in two different seasons.

The truth is that there is carelessness

as to discriminating between what a

colony gathers and what it stores as

surplus. And the probability is that

not every one has any clear idea of

the great difference there is between

these two things. If we were to get

down to the bottom thought of a great

many, it would be something like this :

" The honey a colony gathers is stored

as surplus. Come to think of it, of

course 20 or 30 pounds of it is used as

winter stores ; but the little that the

bees otherwise devote to their own use

is a negligible quantity." Instead of

this, the amount of stores consumed

in winter is much the smaller part of

the entire year's consumption. Adrian

Getaz computes that it requires 200

pounds of honey to support a colony

for an entire year. So if a colony

stores 50 pounds of surplus, it must

gather 200 pounds plus the 50 pounds

of surplus, or 250 pounds in all. In

other words, the 50 pounds of surplus

is only a fifth of the whole amount

gathered by the bees. That 200 pounds

is a fixed charge upon the business

—

an " overhead charge," as business men
say—and it must first be taken out be-

fore any surplus can be reckoned.

With these views in mind, it is easy

to see that to double the amount of

surplus stored it is by no means neces-

sary to double the amount of honey

—

o"" nectar, if you please

—

gathered by

the bees. The same may be said about

increasing to any other degree.

Let us do a little figuring. Suppose

we have a colony that in a given sea-

son is capable of storing 100 pounds of

surplus. To do this it must gather 200

pounds plus 10 pounds, or 210 pounds.

Then suppose we requeen it with a

queen of stock capable of gathering a

little more nectar—say 10 percent more.

Instead of gathering 210pounds merely,

it will gather 10 percent more than 210

pounds, or 231 pounds. As it requires

only 200 pounds of that for its own
quota, it will store the other 31 pounds

as surplus. That 31 pounds is 210 per-

cent more than the former 10 pounds.

So by increasing the efficiency Id per-

cent we increase the surplus 210 per-

cent. In other words, by getting the

bees to gather a tenth more, they will

store as surplus a little more than three

times as much.

If we operate with a colony storing

more at the start, the figures will not

be so striking. For instance, if we

have a colony storing 50 pounds of

surplus (being obliged to gather 250

pounds in order to accomplish this)^

and we then change queens so as to

get it to gather 10 percent more, it will

then have 75 pounds left for storage,

or an increase of 50 percent. But al-

though the proportionate increase is

not as large as in the former case, the

absolute gain is more, for we now have

a gain of 25 pounds as against the

former gain of 21 pounds. Similarly

it will be found in all cases that the

more our colony lays up in supers in

the first place, the greater will the ab-

solute gain in surplus be with an in-

creased efficiency of 10 percent in

gathering.

There are probably hundreds of cases

in which the proper change of queens

would increase the efficiency not only

10 percent, but 20 to 40 percent. Then

there are other cases where the chance

for improvement is less. Take a strain

of bees that averages one year with

another 50 pounds of surplus per col-

ony, requiring the gathering of 250

pounds. Suppose a change of queens

increases the gathering efficiency 5

percent. Then the bees will gather

12>^ pounds more, and every ounce of

that I2K pounds will go to swell the

surplus. So by getting the bees to

gather only a twentieth more, we can

put a fourth more money into our

pockets.
" Well, what of it ?" do you say. This,

that if every bee-keeper realized fully

what a large amount of increase in his

crops would result from a little in-

crease in the efficiency of his bees, he

would make it one of his highest aims,

if not his very highest aim, to improve
constantly by every means in his power
the gathering quality of his bees.

c. c. M.

Away Down South in Dixie
In September number of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal Dr. Miller criticises

the bee-keeper who gives a report of

his honey crop but fails to state

whether the number of pounds of

honey he got was extracted, bulk comb,
or comb.

Yet in the face of it all, Mr. J. J.

Wilder, in the Dixie department, this

number, tells that his crop for the year

will be two hundred thousand pounds.

We happen to know that it is a little

comb, a little bulk comb, and a tittle ex-

tracted. Yet if we did not know this,

Mr. Wilder might well be excused for

this little slip. Any man who can

state that he has harvested two hun-

dred thousand pounds of honey in a

single season has a right to report it

as he chooses, be it comb, extracted,

strained, separated or what not.

Tico hundred thousandfounds^ nearly

seventeen thousand gallons ; enough
to spread honey one-sixteenth of an

inch deep all over a pancake made in

a one-hundred-and-eighty-acre skillet

—nearly seven carloads of swettness.

One engine could hardly pull it across

the divide over into California, where
the medium-sized bee-keepers are.

What is more, we are told in the

same department that Mr. Wilder isn't

through yet; just fairly begun. More
out-apiaries are to be started, more
skillets added, more cars filled. Hats

off to Dixie and the man who is mak-
ing it sweeter.

I

Decoy Hives
Very few if any of our readers are

unacquainted with the practice of de-

coying ducks by means either of tame

birds or of wooden decoys. Yet how-

many have ever thought of applying

the principle to a swarm of bees ?

We wish to call the attention of our

readers to the article in this issue by

Dr. A. F. Bonney, entitled " Decoy
Hives." Although he modestly as-

sumes that the veteran bee-keeper can

profit Gut little by the description, yet

we are inclined to believe that there

are many, even among .those, who do

not realize the value of such hives

scattered in and about an apiary.

Swarming time is a busy time for the

bee-keeper, and swarms are apt to be

overlooked or allowed to escape in the

rush of other apiary or farm work.

.Aside from the fact that these decoy
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hives may be the means of capturing

swarms which would have made off fo""

the woods, or of catching those issuing

either from bee-trees or from some

neighboring apiary, there is the added

advantage that many of the swarms

issuing will enter the decoys, easy of

access, whereas otherwise they may

cluster in the highest branch of the

tallest tree, as is generally the cas^

when the bee-keeper is the busiest.

In the fall is a good time to get

these hives in readiness for the next

season. Weak or queenless colonies

are broken up or united now, and the

poorest combs sorted out. These poor

combs, if left in the decoy hives over

winter, are practically immune to the

bee-moth for a good share of the fol-

lowing summer; at least until the

swarming fever is over. This applief>

of course, to that section of the coun-

try where there is sufficient cold

weather to destroy the moth and its

eggs. In the South, the combs will

have to be made moth proof in some

other manner.

As an illustration of the efficiency of

decoy hives, besidesthe one mentioned

in Dr. Bonney's article, two California

bee-keepers wrote of their experiences

with these during the spring of 1912.

One man caught (17 swarms in his de-

coys, while the other had increased his

number of colonies by 34 in the same

manner. On page 316, September

American Bee Journal, Rev. Geo. A.

Hood tells of an Illinois bee-keeper

who put up l.j decoys and caught 13

swarms the same season.

In all probability the success is

greatest where the vicinity is well sup-

plied with bees. Most likely the percent-

age of increase in this manner will also

be largest in a wooded country where

modern bee-keeping is yet in its in-

fancy; for in such localities the per-

centage of swarming is usually the

largest, as is the number of colonies

housed in bee-trees.

We recommend the decoy hive to all

our readers. Get a few decoys ready

this fall, use old combs as baits ; the

older the comb the better. Place the

hives in and about your apiary, or out-

apiary if you have one. Have them 10

feet or more from the ground in well

chosen places, and watch results.

White Clover iu Euroi>e

Mr. Crepieux, of Rouen, writes us as

follows :

"In the American Bee Journal of

August, page 2.j8, you speak of my ob-
servations concerning white clover
along the roadways. I have not said

Apiary of Iohn Reid. of Glasgow. Scotland

Another View of a Scottish .'\piary

that the bees never went upon it, but

only that the white clover of the road-

side, which is here in rather large

quantities, gives no appreciable quan-
tity of crop. It is rarely that we see

bees upon it, and when we do see them,
the result is nil. I have sometimes
traveled several kilometers without
seeing a single bee upon it. The day
upon which you came, the hive on
scales showed a loss of 300 grams.

That was the result of the work upon
clover bloom that you witnessed."

We must acknowledge that all through

France and Switzerland, as far as vis-

ited, the verdict is the same. The white

clover, which is a good honey plant

both in America and England, is not a

honey producer on the European con-

tinent.

Miscellaneous <^ News Items

Ontario Buckwheat Honey Crop Re-

port.—The crop report committee of

the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association

met on Thursday, Sept. 4. to consider

the crop of buckwheat honey. It was

found that 252 members had reported

239,400 pounds from 10,463 colonies

being an average of 23 pounds per col-

ony. This is about the same average

as last year, and the committee advises

members to ask the same price as was

obtained in 1912, i. e., lyi to 8^ cents
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„er pound, wholesale, depending upon

the size of package and the quantity

sold in one order. No buckwheat

honey should be retailed for less than

10 cents per pound.

The white honey situation is practi-

cally unchanged. A great deal of the

crop had already been sold at prices

recommended by the committee.

Bee-Keeping at the Massachusetts

Agricultural College.—Since bee-keep-

ers are demanding more and more of

the apicultural service at the Massa-

chusetts Agricultural College, it has

become necessary to increase the size

of the apiary, and to carry on lines of

work not originally contemplated. This

normal enlargement of the plans is a

pleasant expression of the interest in

apiculture in northeastern United

States. To meet these demands, Mr.

John L. Byard, formerly of Southboro,

Mass., and Deputy Apiary Inspector

since 1911, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the apiary, beginning Sept. 1.

Mr. Byard's life long experience with

bees began with his father, a veteran

bee-keeper and bee-hunter in Vermont.

In 1888, Mr. Byard moved to South-

boro, taking with him 5 colonies of

bees, since which time he has main-

tained a large apiary, and has become

widely known as an experienced and

successful bee-keeper of the locality.

He has also been active in the bee-

keepers' associations of the State, hav-

ing been president for three years of

the Worcester County Bee-Keepers'

Association. He is now president of

the State Bee-Keepers' Association of

Massachusetts. These activities, to-

gether with his extensive inspection

work, has gained for him a large ac-

quaintance with the bee-keepers, many

of whom are indebted to him for en-

couragement and enthusiasm.

Mr. Byard's services will be conlined

largely to the maintenance of the apiary

and its equipment. He will also assist

in the laboratory and demonstrational

work with the students, and at insti-

tutes and conventions. The appoint-

ment should afiford services to eastern

bee-keepers heretofore impossible to

render. ^
Adulterated White and Alsike Clover

Seed According to the L'nited States

Department of Agriculture there is

being imported into the United States

from Europe a mixture of two kinds

of seeds very similar in general appear-

ance to a mixture of white and alsike

clover seeds. The report goes on to

state that " the seeds are slightly

smaller than those of alsike or white

clover, but can be easily distinguished

under a magnifying glass by their rough
surface as contrasted with the smooth
surface of alsike and white clover seed.

"This mixture has no recognized

commercial value in this country, and
will doubtless either be sold as white

and alsike clover seed or used as an

adulterant of these seeds.
" Some of this seed has been im-

ported at a price approximately one-

half that of alsike and one-fourth that

of white clover seed, and an attempt

has been made to sell it as a mixture

of white and alsike clover.

" All purchasers of mixtures of white

and alsike clover seed should examine

them carefully to see that they are free

from this seed."

Cuba, extracted honey at present takes

second class rates. Mr. D. W. Millar,

one of our correspondents in that

country, is making an effort to have
the rate changed to fourth or fifth class,

as it is in this country.

Railroad Rates in Cuba on Honey.—
According to the railway tariffs of

Exporting Honey from New Zealand.

—The National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion of Xew Zealand is at present ex-

ploiting England as a market for its

extracted honey. Members may send

samples to the headquarters of the As-

sociation. If satisfactory, the govern-

ment grades the honey when it comes
in. Then it is shipped out in standard

cases, a large lot at a time.

The first shipments made in July will,

in all probability, be enough of a suc-

cess to encourage the scheme. Already

cables from England have been re-

His First Experience. " Why. I sipposed thev would rite, but thev don T-
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ThEV are not so bad I THINK I'l.I, r;ET BETTER AC(,iU AINTED.'

ceived by the Association, which of-

fered cents per pound for extracted

honey. This is a much better price

than can be obtained in the local mar-

kets of New Zealand.

European or American ?—Mr. J. Tins-

ley, writing in the Bee-Keepers' Gazette

for September, says:
" For many years I have had a warm

corner in my heart for Italian bees, but
it is only during the last two years that

1 have used them extensively for ex-
perimental purposes in the treatment
of foul brood and Isle of Wight dis-

eases. During the last 10 years I have
examined many thousands of colonies
in all parts of the country, and I have
never yet met with a case of foul brood
where a pure Italian queen was at the
head of affairs, neither have I known
an Italian colony" with the Isle of
Wight disease.
Our doubts about its being anything

but tlie European variety are dispelled

however, when Mr. Tinsley goes on to

state further along in the article, after

advising formalin as a treatment, that

"if the cure is to be quick, dethrone

the queen and introduce an Italian

mother. I have seen diseased portions

of the cells cleaned absolutely to make
room for a prolific Italian queen. Her
energy is wonderful, and she seems to

exercise a magnetic influence in arous-

ing the colony from its state of leth-

argy."
^

Tarred Roads and Bee-Diseases in

Europe.—A newspaper of the British

Isles traces the abundance of Isle of

Wight disease to the fact that many of

the roads in that section have been

tarred.

Too bad we haven't some explana-

tion for European and American foul

brood in this country.

Prices High in South Africa.—Accord-
ing to the South African Poultry Mag-
azine, the following prices were paid

for honey by consumers in Johannes-
burg during July

:

HONEY IN SECTIONS.

13 oz 42c
14 oz 48c
15 oz ,54c

16 oz 60c

EXTRACTED IN BOTTLES.

8 oz 36c
16 oz (illi;

No Appropriation for Texas Bee-Keep-
ing—A recent letter from the Texas
State Entomologist reads as follows :

"The special session of the Texas
Legislature which was in session dur-
ing July and August, did not make any
appropriation for the continuation of
foul brood eradication work in this

State. Accordingly we are without
funds for continuing our hght on bee-
diseases during the next two years.

" We have an e.xcellent new law on
the subject of disease eradication which
was enacted at the regular session of
the Legislature last winter, but I fear
we will not accomplish much with no
funds to continue this work.

"WiLMON Newell."

It is to be regretted that this appro-

priation failed to be allowed. With as

live an association as Texas has, how-
ever, we have no doubt but that their

efforts will secure the needed funds at

the next meeting of their Legislature.

Untiring and united effort is what
wins.

Iowa Bee-Keepers to Meet in Decem-

ber.—According to advice just received

from its secretary, S. W. Snyder, the

Iowa State Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold its meeting in Des Moines,

Dec. 10, 11, and 12.

Mr. Snyder is already arranging the

program. From the enthusiasm at the

meeting last year, and the interest dis-

played since, we have little doubt but

that this will be one of the live meet-

ings of the year. Particulars and pro-

gram will appear in a later number.

Clover Prospects. — The extreme

drouth of the Central States has been

broken during the last few weeks. Re-

ports from most sections indicate con-

siderable rainfall. Although clover has

been damaged to no little e.xtent by the

dry weather, there is enough left in

most of the Central States to indicate

at least a fair growth for next year.

Missouri, Kansas, southern Illinois
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and southern Indiana seem to have ex-

perienced the greatest drouth. In

northern Illinois and in Iowa the crop

has been large and prolonged. In

nearly all instances bee-keepers agree

that bees are going into winter quar-

ters in the best possible shape
;
plenty

of good stores and lots of young bees.

Death of William Bader On Aug.

6, 1913, at Oklahoma City, occurred the

death of Mr. William Bader, age nearly

87 years.

Mr. Bader's early life was spent in

Schuyler Co., 111. He had much to do
with the early history of this section of

the State, and was well known; the

town of Bader was named in his honor.

Although a very busy bee-man, Mr.

Bader always found time for caring for

his own bees and for helping others

engaged in this industry. On one of

The Late William Bauek.

his visits to the State of his birth, Ohio,

he enjoyed a visit with Mr. L. L. Lang-
stroth.

The latter years of his life were
spent in Oklahoma City. It was while

caring for his bees there that he was
stricken with paralysis from which he

never recovered, dying within a year.

Fires in Caliiornia There have been
very damaging forest tires in Riverside

Co., Calif., late this summer. To one
unacquainted with the Cali'ornia coun-
try; to one not familiar with the na-

ture of the undergrowth in the sage

country, it would seem that such fires

could be easily kept within certain

bounds. This is not the case, how-
ever, and it requires the efforts of hun-

dreds of men to keep the fire from

spreading. The writer recalls a short

hunting trip in southern California.

The quails were so thick that you
could " knock them down with a stick,"

but, alas! the undergrowth was nearly

impenetrable.

The Western Honey Bee comments
on the fires as follows :

"Many erroneous reports have been
published regarding the fire, but a trip
over the 40 or 50 miles of devastated
territory makes it plain that this is the
worst fire that has ever visited this
section of Riverside countv.
"The fire running westward is con-

fined to the heavy growth of under-
brush, and will do a great deal of dam-
age. Thomas Rawson, a bee-rancher,
lost a large apiary in the fire this eve-
ning, and the residence of Mrs. Rosa
Miller was burned, together with a
large amount of hay and other pro-
ducts
"The fire will reach its worst to-

morrow, when it is feared it will burn
through the big cattle ranches of the
Tripps, Bergmans, and Magees, and
numerous other small ranchers living
in the sage country. Year by year these
fire losses are cleaning out the best of
our old-time ranges, and it would seem
that it will only be a question of time

when the acreage of sage, sumac
buckwheat, wild alfalfa, etc., will be
reduced to such an extent that the big
honey production of southern Califor-
nia will be a thing of the past."

Northern Illinois and Southern Wis-
consin Meeting The meeting of the
Northern Illinois and Southern Wis-
consin Bee-Keepers' Association wili
be held in the Court House at Free-J
port, 111,, on Oct. 21.

All interested in bee-keeping are
cordially invited to attend.

B. Kennedy, Sec.

Illinois SUte Meeting.—The 2.3d an-
nual meeting of the Illinois State Bee-
Keepers' Association will be held at

the State House in Springfield Nov. .!j

and 6.

Prizes of $5 00, $4.00, $3.00 and $2.00
will be given for the first, second, third
and fourth best articles of not to ex-
ceed .500 words. See page 83 of the
last (12th) annual report, or write the
secretary for particulars. No limit to
qualifications.

The report of this meeting will go
to make up a good part of our 13th an-
nual report, so let us make it a good
one. Further notice will be given to
members. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Bee-I^eping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson, Mareneo. 111.

What a Woman Can Do in Bee-Keeping

My son takes the American Bee Jour-
nal and keeps bees. He is not very
well, and I would be glad to help him
with the bees if I could learn how. He
has a photograph gallery, but can work
only part of the time as he needs fresh
air.

I want to learn bee-keeping so I can
help him in place of a hired man. Do
women do much work with bees ?

Kansas.

You may rest assured that not only
can women do part of the worlc at bee-
keeping, but they cando.anddo, inmany
cases, all the work. The only dan-
ger in your case is that if you become
interested and efficient at the work you
may do so much of it that your son
may be crowded out from the full ad-
vantage of the outdoor life that bee-
keeping affords. But your maternal
heart will look out for that.

There is a good deal of work, how-
ever, that is not necessarily done out-
doors, and you could probably do all

of that. Still, there is one thing out-
doors that might naturally fall to your
care as a matter of convenience. That
is watching for swarms, provided you
allow the bees to swarm naturally. You
could have an eye out for that—or,

rather, an ear open for it—and could
no doubt break in upon your house-
hold duties at any time long enough to

hive a swarm, while it might be very

inconvenient for your son to do so
during the time occupied at his calling.

Like enough, however, he may prefer
not to allow natural swarming to any
extent, preferring artificial increase.

If you produce comb honty, you can
do all the work of preparing the supers
and sections, such work generally be-
ing done indoors. It can be done in

winter or early spring, and in some
respects that is the better time, for it

isn't the nicest thing to put foundation
in sections on a hot day when the foun-
dation, soft with the heat, crumples un-
der your fingers. When the sections
are taken off, you can scrape them
ready for market, and the deft fingers
of a woman are generally better for
such work than those of a man.

If you produce extracted honey, you
can do the uncapping, or you can turn
the extractor, and you can see to hav-
ing the honey put up neatly in cans,
jars, or whatever containers you use.

Whether you work for comb or ex-
tracted, you can do any or all of the
work of putting foundation in brood-
frames and getting the hives ready for
increase.

Beside all this, there is a way in

which you may be a very big help in a

direction you may not have thought of.

If your son is built like bee-keepers in

general, one of the things that he
greatly longs for is some one with
whom to talk bees; some one who
can talk intelligently about them, and
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especially one who can listen intelli-

gently to what he has to say, and to

discuss with him his plans. Even if

you did nothing but this, and never
touched a finger to the work, it would
be worth a lot to him. To prepare you
rightly for this, make a study of one
or more good books on bee-keeping,
such as Langstroth's. And if at any
time you feel the need to consult some
one of more experience than yourself,

or have any inquiries to make about
anything you come across in your
reading, it will be a real pleasure to
answer in the department for women
in the American Bee Journal any ques-
tions you may have to ask.

Look Out for Looks

The other day, at a county fair in a

neighboring county, the first premium
on comb honey was taken by sections
that had never been scraped or cleaned
in any way, but with all the bee-glue
upon them, just as they were taken
from the hives. That did not speak
very well for the good taste and enter-
prise of—somebody. Let us hope it

was not a woman, for women are sup-
posed to average just a bit better in the
matter of taste than the members of

the sterner se.x.

Whatever may or may not be the
case as to the comparative eating qual-
ity of comb and extracted, the proba-
bility is that in a great majority of
cases the consumer is willing to pay
the higher price for comb just because
of its looks. And the more nicely a

section is cleaned the stronger the ap-
peal in the matter of looks.
Some claim that it is better to have a

section just as it left the hive, so that
the purchaser may think it real honey
made by the bees, and not an affair

manufactured by man. Whatever may
have been true in the past, in these
days of pure-food laws there is no
need to make such an appeal to the
ignorance of consumers. Nor is it

necessary to have wings or bodies of

dead bees in extracted honey in order
to show that it is genuine honey made
by the bees.

Whether you produce comb or ex-
tracted, look out for looks.

Observation Hives

What do you think of my putting a

swarm of bees in an obersvation hive
next spring ? Will bees do as well in

an observatory hive as in any other
hive ? What will such a hive cost ?

(Mrs.) Belle Everett.

The probability is that an observa-
tion hive will be a source of much in-

terest to you, and that you will thereby
learn some things that you would not
otherwise learn. It will never fail to
interest visitors to be able to sit in a
house and watch the bees at work
without the possibility of danger from
stings
For $9.00 you can get an 8-frame ob-

servation hive, complete with super,
including frames, sections, and glass
on sides and ends, with shutters to
cover the glass; the wood oiled and
varnished so as to make an attractive
piece of furniture. For $3.50 you can

get an observation hive with one
frame. Bees will do as well in an 8-

frame observation hive as in an ordi-
nary 8-frame hive. With only one
frame, as you would naturally expect,
they will not do so well, and the frame
of brood must be renewed every week
or 10 days. From that you will see
that it is not an easy thing to keep the
one-frame hive going through the win-
ter, while some are quite successful in
keeping a larger number of frames
summer and winter.
While the hive with only a single

frame is not a very permanent affair,

the chance for satisfactory observation
is many times greater than in a hive
filled with 8 frames. With glass on
both sides of the single frame, you can
at any time see all that is going on at

any part of the comb; and especially
you can at any time point out the
queen, for she is likely to be the cen-
tral point of interest. With 8 frames
you can see only the outer face of the
two outer combs. Generally there will

be no brood to be seen on these two
outside faces, as they will contain only
honey and pollen ; so the queen will

have no object in visiting them, and
the work of the bees in caring for the
eggs and larvae can never be seen.

Possibly you may prefer to have one
of your regular hives made into an ob-
servation hive. It is a very simple
matter. Any rr.echanic can cut out
nearly all of one side of the hive, and
put in a large pane of glass, or you can
have glass put on all sides, and there

you are with a hive that will allow you
to see about all that you can see with
the more expensive hive.

On the whole, there is not so very
much advantage in having glass on
more than the one side. Then you can
have only a single frame in the hive,
or you can have any number of frames
up to the full capacity. With a single
frame in the hive you can see the one
side of that frame, and if there is any
special reason for seeing the other
side, as for instance the construction
of a queen-cell on that other side, it is

an easy thing to turn the frame end for
end. Then if you wish you can have
two frames in the hive, giving you still

an excellent chance for observation,
while allowing the frames to last with-
out renewal much more than twice as
long as with a single frame. From
that you can increase the number of
frames as you wish ; each increase
making the colony more permanent,
but lessening the chance for observa-
tion.

Of course a dummy or division-
board must be in the hive when it is

not filled with frames, and a board or
cloth must cover the glass when not
under observation, for bees do not like
to have constant exposure to the light.
Your hive still remains available for
use in the apiary the same as in any
other hive. Indeed, for your own per-
sonal observation, you may prefer to
keep the hive in the apiary, running it

only through the warm season.

E. D. Nichols and his comb-honey packins; stand, grading rules on board at top, sample
sections in rack below. Like honey is packed together correctly,
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Only those supplies that he can eco-
nomically make are sawed out, the rest

he buys.
By looking at the illustrations you

can realize that Mr. Xichols is deter-

mined to have things so he can get his

work done well and on time. His
honey crop was a fair one and of good
quality. He had already harvested it

when I visited him in August.

IlOMF.MADE SUI'KF^ <.F Mr Xii IK

EixR WesternW Bee-Keeping

Fall Conditions in Colorado

The honey-flow has lasted well into

September in northern Colorado, which
is unusual, as in ordinary years Aug.
1-5 to 2-5 sees the close of surplus honey
storing : in comb honey supers at

least. But this year the bees have
been busy on the alfalfa later, and
while the nights have been too cool for

comb-building, what supers were well

stored will nearly all be finished. The
bee-keeper who has many unfinished

sections this year in the northern dis-

trict, is not the bee-keeper he should

be. The honey-flow closed earlier than

usual in the .\rkansas valley, about

.\ug. 20, finishing the alfalfa surplus.

Sweet clover was nearly through blos-

soming by .\ug. 2-5, having seeded
heavily, so that what honey has come
since then has been alfalfa. While
alfalfa has yielded well, the rosin weed
had little attention from the bees.

Many bee-men have utilized this late

flow by taking one or two combs oi

honev from the brood-chamber and
filling in with full sheets of foundation

or drawn combs. This has been a very

favorable year for such a procedure, as

September has been warm enough for

drawing comb and storing honey in

the brood-chamber, though little could

be done in the surplus chambers above.

In many of my hives the e-xtracting

supers and full-depth supers with full

sheets of foundation put on above have

been unoccupied, while the combs pn

in the brood-chamber have been quiet

Conducted by V.esley Foster. Moulder, Colo.

With a Progressive Bee-Keeper

1 recentlv spent a very pleasant day

with Mr. E. D. Nichols, of Montrose.

His home is several miles below Mon-
trose, and is a homestead under the

Gunnison tunnel irrigation project.

He has a very pleasant home with

bath and hot and cold water. The ob-

stacles in the wax of having these con-

veniences would have discouraged

manv a man, but Mr. Nichols has

proven that he can make some things

go that others think hardly possible.

He has demonstrated that a bee-keeper

can successfully rear good queens by
the most approved methods and pro-

duce a crop at the same time. Most of

his bees are at his home yard, and a

very neat and well cared for apiary it

is. He has a far better shop and honey
house than the average bee-man, and
gets his shop work done with dispatch

because of having things well arranged.

.\ gasoline engine runs his saw and
extractor. One soon realizes what a

convenience a saw is when the various

appliances Mr. Nichols has made are

seen. He has made every part of a

bee-hive, but I do not think he prac-

tices making all his supplies now.

**.

-«^^*.
,4

AnaRV AND Home ok E D Xi< hoi.s. at Montrose Colo
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tilled with honey and brood, and the
full sheets have been drawn into combs
in a very few days.
Wintering should not be a serious

problem this year, as the quality of

stores is good, and breeding has been
above normal since the main flow

waned in late August. Early in Sep-

tember I had many colonies with brood
in every frame. These were 8-frame
hives, however. It was not true of the
10-frames.
The third growth of alfalfa has fur-

nished nectar this year, which is un-
usual. When alfalfa seeds well you
can count that it also furnished honey.

Mk. Nichols' Separator Cieaner. Seethe railroad iron on top in uive pressure to the
cleaning: knives.

Southern Beedom^
Conducted by I.oins H. Scuoi.L. New Braunfels. Tex

Cleaning the Shallow Bulk Comb Honey

Frames and Extracting Combs

"What do you do with your frames

after cutting out the honey? Mine

always have more or less honey

'messed' on them. How do you man-
age to get rid of this sticky condition
when the time comes to put foundation
in them again ? Also with the wet ex-

tracting combs, do you do anything
with them or just let them alone ? Last
year I filled my supers out in the yard
and let the bees clean them, but it

caused an uproar. My bees are too
near the road for that. My supers are

all stacked in my honey-house with the
wet e.xtracting and bulk comb honey

frames in them. Will it do to let them
stay that way ?" Porter C. Ward.

Elkton, Kv.

There are various methods of dis-

posing of frames employed by different

bee-keepers. Our method is as fol-

lows: After the comb honey is cut
from the shallow frames, in the comb
honey house, another person with a

somewhat dull knife scrapes the re-

maining comb and hcuiey, together
with the bur or brace combs, ofi the

wood into a strainer tub. The honey
is drained from these comb scrapings
which then go into the solar wax-ex-
tractor. The scraped frames are then
hung back in the supers, which are
taken out into the back yard and
stacked up. They are closed bee-tight

except for a very small opening at top
and bottom through which bees may
enter almost singly and remove what
little honey remains on the frames.

In scraping the frames, close atten-

tion is paid to get the underside of the

top-bar smooth and clean, so that the

sheets of foundation that may be put

in later will fit snugly to the top-bar.

The rest of the frames, on the inside

surface, need not be cleaned so particu-

larly, as the bees will build the subse-
quent combs back to the wood again.

In fact, it is an advantage to have the
combs attached to the wood where the

comb honey is hauled many miles to

the packing house from the yards. The
outside of all the frames should be
scraped clean, however, so that there
may be a minimum of bur combs built.

When these are numerous they prove
a nuisance, as they prevent rapid hand-
ling of the comb-honey supers, and
also result in mashing many bees.

When these bur combs are filled with
honey, as they sometimes are during a

good honey-flow, the broken honey
makes things disagreeable. Such a

condition also often results in stirring

up robbing, and hence should be pre-

vented, if possible.

If it is desired to put foundation in

the shallow frames as rapidly as the

honey is cut out, all the frames, after

they have been scraped clean, are
washed olT by plunging them up and
down in a large tub or vat of water.

After being rinsed off they are thrown
out and scattered to dry, being careful

not to leave them in the hot sun any
length of time, as it may twist and
warp the wet frames into all kinds of

shapes. When dry they are hung back
in the supers, and are ready for the
foundation sheets. Without the wash-
ing they are very sticky, and it is dis-

agreeable to handle them when putting
in the foundation sheets.

The shallow extracting combs are

placed back into supers as they come
out of the extractor. The supers are

then taken out into the yard, preferably
some little distance from the apiary,

and stacked up in high piles, the same
wav as we do with the shallow supers
with the frames from which the honey
has been cut. Very small openings are

left at the bottom and top of each stack

of supers, being careful that these are

so small that only one bee can pass at

a time.
By this slow method of having them

cleaned out there is little danger of

the usual uproar, and besides the

combs are not likely to be damaged by
the bees. After they are clean and dry
thev may be set back on the colonies
needing them, or if it is late in the sea-

son they maybe removed to the store-

house for winter. Care must be taken,

however, that they are closed tight

enough so that mice may not enter and
destroy the combs. It is not customary
to store extracting combs here in the

South, but these are kept on the colo-

nies during the winter ; sometimes four
and five of them piled on one colony.

It is a mistake to pile the wet supers
of combs or the besmeared frames in

supers anywhere the bees can have free

access to them. The uproar caused by
the bees is not only disagreeable, but the

bees may cause trouble by stinging
people. This is especially to be guard-
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ed against when the apiary is located
near a thoroughfare or a highway.
Aside from these dangers there is

always more or less disaster in the api-

ary. The demoralization has a ten-

dency to wear out bee-life to a consid-
erable extent, and consequently leave

the colonies in a weaker condition.
This is more apparent in the late fall,

especially when there is no honey com-
ing in, and thus the colonies may go
into winter quarters in an unsatisfac-

tory condition and result in bad win-
tering. Many weak colonies may be
robbed out entirely before the apiarist

discovers the trouble.

Where we can safely do so, and that

is any time when some honey is com-
ing in so that bees are not inclined to

start robbing, we place all our extract-

ing supers with the wet combs right

back on the hives. This is done at

dusk, however, and reasonable care is

taken to have the outside of the supers
clean by having been rapidly washed
off with a wet cloth as they are re-

moved from the honey-house. Put on
at this time of the day it gives the bees

a chance to clean up and get over the

first excitement. By the next morning
they will have quieted down sufficiently

to guard the entrances, and there will

be no trouble about robbers molesting
any but very weak colonies. Indeed,
no weak colonies should receive such
supers of combs. It would be better to

first place several of the wet supers on

the strongest colonies, and then re-

move them to the weak colonies as

needed, after they have been cleaned.

Handling Fragile Combs of Honey and

Brood

When examining newly-built or

other combs that may break out easily,

especially during warm weather, we
practice handling them as illustrated

herewith. The method of the different

passes is self-explanatory as shown by
the figures.

The trick of handling all combs in

this way soon becomes a kind of sec-

ond nature to the operator, and pre-

vents many disagreeable mishaps to

combs. When the comb is removed
from the hive the surface in front of

the operator is examined first. Then
an upright swinging motion is made
by the left hand, raising the comb into

a vertical position, at the same time
twirling the bottom-bar around to the

right of the operator, as shown in No.
3. Bringing the right hand up, the

comb is before the operator upside
down, and the opposite side from that

already examined is before him for in-

spection. When returning the comb
to the hive, the exact reverse motions
bring it into place. Care should be
taken not to tilt the combs sidewise,

but at all times during the operation to

keep them on edge.

L s Method ok H.^NDLl^G a Frame.

the clover. Then a prolonged drouth
followed, with the result that it was
badly stunted and soon dried up. Pic-
ture Xo. 1 shows all the colonies with
but one super each ; a few in the back
row having two, while one has three.

The other view shows nearly all with
two supers, while many have three

—

both pictures were taken on the same
day. The bees from the east that were
wintered inside, while in good shape in

the spring, were about ten days behind
the other lot. and when they were in
shape for the honey-flow it was already
nearly over.

The other picture shows the motor
boat we have on the river near this
apiary, my father being seated near the
end of the boat at the right side. This
boat has been very useful. Any one
situated near a navigable river, in a

good honey location, would have an
ideal place for running out-yards. Un-
fortunately the river is not navigable
east from our apiary, and it is only 2
miles west to the apiary, so we cannot
establish out-apiaries to be visited by
boat. We are situated -5 miles from
the nearest town, and this town is on
the stream near the apiary. The boat
comes in very handy for hauling gro-
ceries and other supplies, for the help-
ers there do their own cooking and
general housekeeping. The boat gives
many hours of recreation after a day's
work, when they get time to go on the
water for a few hours, incidentally
doing a little fishing.

A few days ago my father went up
the bay some distance, and with the
help of another boat, towed some 5000
feet of lumber in a raft down to the
yard, said lumber to be used for mak-
ing winter cases. .'\11 things consid-
ered, where the navigable waters are
at hand, this means of conveyance has
an automobile beaten, as the question
of roads does not bother the boat, and
on this inland stream no storms are
ever of a serious nature. The boat
illustrated is 24 feet long, and has a .3-

horse power engine. It will run 8
miles an hour, and if we ever desire
more speed, a larger engine can be put
in any time, as the hull is heavy enough
to accommodate one of 7 or 8 horse
power easily.

Conducted by J L. Ever. Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Results of Moving Bees—Wintering

The readers of the .American Bee

Journal may remember that I moved
240 colonies of bees last May over 250

miles by train, and that I promised to

give a picture of the bees in their new
location. The views given were taken

during the honey season. This fall

380 colonies will go into winter quar-

ters all in one yard. They are to be

wintered outdoors even if the location

is 100 miles north of Toronto. Picture

.Vo. 1 shows most of the bees that were

moved in two cars in the spring, and
No. 2 shows the lot that were wintered

outdoor? last winter, and where they

are now.
There is often much discussion as to

the merits of wintering outdoors and
inside, and while seasons differ much
in this respect, there is no question

but that last spring, bees that were
wintered well outdoors, outstripped

cellar-wintered bees in the storing of

surplus. The season for clover about
this vard was very short on account of

late spring and frosts badly damaging

Brood-Chambers Well Filled

We are busy (Sept. 10) extracting oui
buckwheat honey. In our locality,

owing to prolonged drouth, the crop
is short and will not average over 25
pounds to the colony. Last fall the
brood-nests were very light, and the
feeding bill was heavy, but for some
reason this fall the reverse is the case.

While the surplus is not great, the very
heavy brood-nests are pleasing. In
fact, I have not had the brood-nests so
heavy in years. The honey in them
was all gathered during the hot, dry
weather, and I have no fear of leaving
it for wintering.
Judging from letters from different

parts of Ontario, this condition is gen-
eral, and it looks as though much less

sugar will have to be fed than last fall.

While colonies invariably winter well

when fed heavily on sugar syrup. I am
always pleased to see the hives well

filled with natural stores, so that feed-

ing is avoided. In years like the pres-
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ent, when all the honey is well ripened
and sealed, I prefer the natural stores

to sugar, especially in the spring, if we
have spells of cold weather with no
pollen coming in.

The Honey Market

At present the honey market is drag-

ging. Peaches and other fruit are

abundant, and the very tight money
market is no doubt somewhat influenc-

ing the western trade. Personally, if

I had much honey unsold I would not
sacrifice it at a lower price than ruling

quotations, but would wait for later

sales, as I believe conditions will im-

prove. Some have cut prices. This
makes buyers hold oft' in the hope that

others may do likewise. Other crops

are splendid, and I think we can expect

a better demand from our western
trade when farmers begin to realize on
their produce. The existing situation

forcibly reminds us that as bee-keepers
we lack system in marketing. With
proper distribution all the honey in

Ontario could be placed at once at

reasonable prices.

The Direct Plan of Introducing

Further trials of the Arthur C. Miller

plan of introducing queens have given
uniformly good results, and it looks as

though we have a good thing in the
way of a simple and reasonably safe

plan of introducing queens, while at

the same time all danger of foul brood
being given to a colony, through the
medium of infected food in the mailing
cages, is avoided. Just here I might
remark that the one I let get away
from me at the entrance of a hive
" never came back," and to be real sure
of not repeating the trick again I now
remove the queen from the mailing-
cage and place her in a wire-cloth of
about an inch in diameter. In this

way one can see the queen at all times,
and there is no trouble in getting her
safely in at the entrance of the colony.

No. I.—Two Carloads of B»m%

No. 2.—The Bees Which Were Wintered Out-of-doors.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga,

A Good Season

This has been my biggest season. We
have had to work in a great rush
nearly all the time to keep up. The
general foreman of all my bees has put
in his appearance at " headquarters "

but once since February, and only re-

mained a short time then.
I saw him once since at one of my

Florida apiaries. He came while I was
there, shook hands, examined the api-

ary, and went on. "
I will stay right

with the bees and see that they do not
lack attention ; the harvest will be
great," he said. He has had a broad
field to cover, and has worked nearly
all the time from daylight to dark.
The harvest has been great. Packing

and shipping has been going on for
some time, and yet the honey taken
can hardlv be missed from the hives.

If we do not tip the scales at 200,000
pounds of honey, at least we will not
miss it far. Nearly all the honey is

No. 1 or fancy.
1 can include my name in the list of

happy bee-keepers. I am proud of my
calling (bee-keeping).

Opportunities Pass On

A traveling man once described the
enterprise of a certain liitle progres-
sive town. When he got off the train

he noticed a sign on a restaurant,
" Open Day and Night." On the oppo-

site corner was an eating place with
the sign, " We Never Sleep." He looked
in another direction and saw a Chinese
laundry. Here the sign read, " Me
Wakee, Too."
This town was in a new and very

fertile section, and the inhabitants
knew that opportunities awaited them.
They were awake, seizing each oppor-
tunity as it presented itself.

The average bee-keeper is so situated.

If he falls asleep the opportunity will

escape. I know of more than a score
of bee-keepers surrounded by good
territory for bees, who, if they would
stock even a part of the adjacent coun-
try, would get returns which would
make their life much easier,

I sincerely hope that each season
will see a greater awakening, among
the bee-keepers of Dixie at least, and
such an awakening is bound to occur
if we follow the motto as it read over
the Chinese laundry, " Me Wakee, Too."

Planning

.A.fter a good season, such as we
have had, when one is feeling elated
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over his progress, is a good time to

start planning for next year. If we
plan now for next season, we will be
ready for the rush when it comes, and
our plans will be easily put into prac-
tice. Do not think of failure for one
moment, but keep your aspirations far

above even the chances of failure.

I have endeavored, and am endeavor-
ing, to have a plan in all my work, es-

pecially in apiary work. The amount
of increase to be made at different

apiaries, together with all other needed
changes for next season, have already

been mapped out. Papers o'f instruc-

tions will be finished and turned over
to the general foreman very shortly.

He will see that all the needed supplies,

etc., are gotten and put in readiness.

When the time comes for putting the

plans in operation, things will be easily,

quickly, and well done.

Dixie's Climate and Opportunities for

Bee-Krteping

In point of climate there is perhaps
no section of the country so greatly

blessed as ours. The Blue Ridge moun-
tains afford great opportunities to

those who wish to live in a cool, high
altitude, and enjoy the fresh mountain
air and the pure sparkling water as it

gushes from the mountain side. They
can also enjoy the delicious fruits,

such as apples, peaches, grapes, plums,
etc., which are grown in the valleys.

Also, those who desire may live in a

warm climate of low altitude, where
there is no frost, and the weather is

sunny and balmy during all the winter
months. They may enjoy the delicious
semi-tropical fruits, such as orange,
tangerine, grape-fruit, etc.

No country can be more ideal in

point of climate. But what about the
opportunities for bee-keeping in this

country? Perhaps no country has as
great a variety of surplus yielding
honey-plants as ours. If it is desired
to make bee-keeping a sole business, it

can be done almost anywhere with a

little capital invested in bees properly
cared for.

1 have just returned from a trip

through the Blue Ridge mountains,
and was surprised to find so many dif-

ferent kinds of honey-plants there.

The mountaijis are not barren, but are

covered with a dense growth of trees

and shrubbery. The greater part of

the forests consist of honey-producing
trees, such as chestnut, chincapin, lo-

cust, sourwood and poplar. There are

also fruit-trees in the valleys, and as-

ters all over the waste land. The asters

are the last blossoms giving a good
flow for winter stores. I was also

surprised to find so many bees scat-

tered over the mountains, and to know
that they did so well. The honey is of

fine quality; but modern hives, con-
veniences and methods are almost un-
known to those mountaineers. The
cut shows a mountaineer, his apiary,

and corner of his apple orchard, the

trees of which are laden with fruit.

This place is located in a narrow valley

on the side of a mountain.

The Motor Boat Used by Mr. Bver-

Points in Cellar-Wintering

(SUBMITTED to Dr. E. F. Phillips

what I had written about cellar-

ing bees, and am glad to give some
interesting comments from him,
with some added comments of my

own. Dr. Phillips' words are given in

quotation marks.
" If outdoor wintering is preferable,

if optional, why not plant an evergreen
windbreak? Landscape gardeners have
long recognized the advantage of ever-

greens over a solid windbreak, and
beekeepers are finally learning the
same thing. Furthermore, don't we
put our bees in the cellar to give them
protection chiefly against low tempera-
tures, but also against wind ? If cel-

lars do not afford this protection,

doesn't this argue for a defect in our
cellars for which there may be a

remedy ?"

Yes, evergreens would likely solve
the problem, or even deciduous trees

in sufficient number, as in large or-

chards.

Cellars do afford protection against

wind. If they do not against cold to

a sufficient degree, we have tlie remedy
in heating the cellar.

"In determining the optimum cellar

temperature, a wide range of tempera-
ture should be tried. Assuming that

4.5 degrees Fahr. is best, a bee-keeper
who tested temperatures from 32 de-
grees Fahr. to 40 degrees Fahr. would
never get it."

" In your discussion you use the

word "quietness " as applying only to

sound. Perhaps the absence of mo-
tion is more important. Bees can be
working hard to produce heat with
little noise, and after all it is work we
are trying to prevent."

Certainly it is the motion of the bees
that is important. The noise is only
an inde.x of activity. But I have always
supposed that in the cellar the noise
of the bees was exactly in proportion
to their activity. And certainly the
noise is the only thing I have to gauge
the;/ activity. I cannot see them : only
hear them. If you say "bees can be
working hard to produce heat with
little noise," and at other times work-
ing not so hard but with more noise,

I'm ready to take your word for it, but
it will be something of a wrench.

"In your observations on tempera-
tures at different levels, the thermome-
ter placed on the top of a hive was
doubtless influenced by the heat from
the colony, and did not therefore rec-

ord exactly the temperature of the air

at that level."

Your idea is that the thermometer
was affected by the direct conduction
of heat from the hive-cover. There
was less of that than you might think.

The cover was one with a dead-air
space, so a very poor conductor. I

don't know, but I suppose that very
nearly the same difference would have
shown if the thermometer had been
entirely isolated from the cover.
Would not the air be slowly rising

with the heat of the hives, and would
not each hive add its quota of heat?
But most surely the thermometer
should have been isolated, which shows

LEWIS HIVES ;„"
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I'm somewhat raw in the matter of ex-

periments.

"The greater difference between up-

per and lower temperatures when the

cellar was closed was doubtless due to

the absence of circulation of air."

"I doubt whether the absence of

mold on combs is influenced by light

in the cellar. Your cellar is excep-
tionally dry, and I should expect this

to be the important factor since the

combs in a hive are certainly in a dark
enough place for mold to thrive were
other conditions right for its growth.
The inside of a hive outdoors is dark
enough for mold to grow."

I interviewed, separately, three ex-

perienced house-keepers, asking "What
causes mold ?" Two of them answered,
" Dampness." The third said, " Damp-
ness and heat." Neither said a word
about darkness. I don't know as much
as I thought I did.

"Why do bees consume more stores

at higher temperatures ? I find this

statement in " Fifty Years," and also

in this article and that is soniething

which does not harmonize with our
theories (may be the theories are

wrong). 1 should like to have you
present the data available on this point

as it is one of great importance, and
has not been generally claimed. In

your experience of 1902-8 (page 316,
" Fifty Years "). the bees were kept out-

doors until Dec. 8, and doubtless con-

sumed stores rapidly before you took
them in. Mr. Demuth says the spring

of 1903 began warm, and bees reared

brood abundantly. (See Gleanings edi-

torial for 1903, page 375.) It then be-

came quite cold, and the bees died rap-

idly. (See also editorial in Gleanings,
1904, page 432.) Has this greater con-
sumption continued since 1903-4 ?

What about the quality of stores dur-
ing the two winters, 1902-3 and 1903 4 'f

If by chance they were partly honey-
dew or otherwise inferior that might
account for increased consumption."

Dr. Phillips, you ask too many ques-
tions. And you make them too hard.
I supposed I was entirely orthodox in

assuming that when the point of great-
est quietude was found, any rise above
that temperature was followed by a

corresponding increase of activity, and
consequently by increased consump-
tion of stores. When the cellar be-
comes very warm, the bees become
very noisy. That is one of the times
when the activity of the bees cannot
only be heard but seen. They are a'!

stirred up and run all over the hive. Is

it not generally held, at least of late

years, that bees consume more stores

in the South than in localities not too
far up in the North ?

As to whether the greater consump-
tion has continued since 1903 4, it is a

hard thing to be positive about the
amount of stores consumed. I have
no exact data, but I feel pretty sure
that it has continued, and that last win-
ter, 1912 13, the bees consumed as much
in stores as in any former year, and
they wintered in fine condition. So far

as I know, stores and conditions were
all right, only it would have been per-

haps better if the cellar had not been
quite so warm.

I do not know that my bees have
had any honey-dew in winter since the
furnace was put in.

Marengo, 111.

Notes on European Bee-Keeping

BY C. 1'. DAllANT.

WE have now been two weeks in

Switzerland, and I am writ-

ing this letter on the desk of

our good friend Mr. Gubler,
editor of the Bulletin D'Api-

culture, who is also the manager of the

Orphans' Home of Neuchatel, and has

some 50 boys in his care. The Home
is a country farm at the foot of a

mountain, in a delightful spot, within

less than a mile of the Lake of Neucha-
tel, a beautiful blue sheet of water
some 25 miles long. Here is also an
apiary of some 60 colonies, run for

honey production ; extracted honey of

course. There is no demand for comb
honey, and a school teacher of Mont,
who has three large apiaries, told me
the other day that section honey was
difficult to sell on account of its higher
price. Since the cost of production is

greater on comb honey, they cannot
afford to sell it as cheaply as the other,

and the economizing Swiss consumer
prefers to buy the extracted honey.

It is most probable that the reason
of the preference here of the Swiss
bees over the Italians, lies in the dif-

ference of the climate. One can read-

ily perceive a most striking change,
even in a few hundred feet within

Switzerland. For instance, the road
from Geneva to Lausanne and beyond,
along the sunny shores of Lake Leman,
is surrounded on all sides by vineyards,

in shelves one above the other as far

as the eye can reach. A few miles be-

yond Lausanne the railroad line to

Berne turns northward and crosses the

tunnel of Cornallaz, 1617 feet in length,

and you find yourself on the opposite

slope of the mountain, among pastures

and woods without a trace of vine-

yards. It is too cool there for grape
production. However, apiaries abound
in the villages and by the farm houses;

not large apiaries, but clusters of 2 to

10 hives; all modern frame hives;

sometimes sheltered in a house apiary,

but oftener simply protected by a

tinned roof.

Those Swiss bees are accustomed
evidently to the cool climate, and are

more careful than the Italian bees,

who, I am told, start too early for the

field and remain too late, thereby often

falling chilled to the ground not to rise

again. Here, at Boudry, at this warm
period of the year, the middle of Au-
gust, I have been able to go about in

such clothes as 1 wear in Illinois in

November. Often in the evening,

about sunset, a cool breeze, which they

call the "joran," blows suddenly from
the mountain, and would appear to us

Americans as a decided indication of a

morning freeze. But no frost comes,
and the next day is again pleasant.

During the two weeks past, we have
been visiting slopes, from the warm
vineyards above mentioned to the

snow peaks that never lose their white

coat. Mr. Bertrand, former editor of

the "Revue Internationale," who has

entirely retired from active life, invited

us to his home in the mountain, at

Gryon, and we spent 3 delightful days
there. I have forwarded a view of his

chalet, which will appear in the Bee
Journal. From there you can see the
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snow peaks above and a village be-

neath your feet, with the public road
looking like a slender white thread
through the green. The houses are
mainly built of pine wood, which is

never painted, but allowed to season in

the light and become of a dark chest-

nut color. The roofs extend 4 to 6 feet,

and even more, so that the eaves shelter

the sides of the building from the
weather, and porches are often built all

around, with a balustrade well shel-

tered from the rain. The red til eroofs
of a village make pretty spots in the

pines, when you are a mile or so above
them.
We are to attend a bee-keepers' meet-

ing this afternoon, and I will have
more to say by and by. Apiaries are

generally small, but bee-keepers are
numerous, and the bee-associations of

Switzerland number over 10,000 mem-
bers. There is no doubt that they are

a progressive nation. They have many
improvements which we are only be-

ginning to consider in America. A
very important one is the State Fire
Insurance. No house is permitted to

to be built unless a stone stairway is

made to the upper stories as a life pro-
tection. Have we ever thought of such
a safety precaution in America ?

Switzerland, in the summer, is a

wonderful tourists' resort. They are

there by the hundreds of thousands,
from all parts of the world, and it is a

Babel of tongues, among which Ger-
man. French and English are most
prominent. Everywhere are large

hotels, and every spot is arranged for

the convenience of the travelers. In

every hotel honey is served for break-
fast. I am told much of this honey is

artificial. In every instance but one,

however, I believe we were furnished
with the pure article.

The honey crop is very small, and
the price is high. Fruit is a failure,

both in France and here, owing to the

late frost in May, which appears to

have been very general over central

and western Europe. America is not
the only country to have reverses of

temperature. But it is never so cold

here, nor so hot, as in Illinois.

VISIT WITH MR. GUBLER.

We have now left the hospitable roof

of the Boudfy Orphans' Home to con-
tinue our trip. It would be impossible
to express the hearty feeling which
this visit left us. Aside from the pleas-

ure of meeting nearly a hundred bee-
keepers of the Neuchatel Association,
and being present at a banquet in our
honor, we have spent with Mr. Gubler
several pleasant days.

This man, who is Hearing his 78th

birthday, has for some 40 years been
the manager of an institution which
has proven its great usefulness. Many
grown men, who are now filling useful

positions in the vicinity, have been
pupils of the Home. The owner of the

apiary where the meeting was held,

and who has in connection with his

bees a large vineyard and all sorts of

fruits kept in the very best manner,
was a pupil of Mr. Gubler.
One would not look for very modern

ideas from a man of 78. Yet Mr. Gub-
ler is one of the most progressive
thinkers I have ever met. On the way
to an apiary owned by a Mr. Bonhote,

Mr. t'LRlCH GVBLER.

to which I will again refer, he showed
me, on a height, a beautiful spot over-
looking the lake. For a long time this

spot, which is now covered with beau-
tiful villas, was neglected. In the mid-
dle ages the gibbet was kept there, and
long after the disappearance of this

ugly sign of human cruelty, the spot
retained an unpleasant renown.

But now it is forgotten, and our good
friend expatiated on the diflerence in

methods of rendering justice between
the long-ago and the present. Not only
were many criminals put to death, but
they had placed the gibbet on the most
conspicuous spot, with the mistaken
idea that this frightened the criminals.
Now the capital punishment is abol-
ished in that region, and crimes are
almost unknown. But even where
capital punishment is still existing,

society is so ashamed of it that the ex-
ecution of criminals iscarriedoninthe
strictest secrecy. It is hardly within
the province of a Bee lournal to men-
tion these subjects, yet I cannot refrain

from saying that the Boudry Orphans'

Home, as it is conducted in the open
country, half a mile or so from the city,

with all sorts of outdoor occupation,
such as farming, grape growing, horti-

culture and bee-keeping, is saving
many waifs from a life that might have
led them to crime; since orphans with-
out means and without guardians would
be in the worst possible conditions of

life.

The apiary of Mr. Bonh6te, mentioned
at the beginning of this article, has
given me, better than a month of re-

search, a clear idea of the difference in

conditions between a country like

Switzerland and our own. This apiary
is located in a house, with openings on
all four sides. Mr. Bonhote keeps very
complete and accurate records of all

his crops and of each colony. From
his records for 10 years past, it is evi-

dent that the hives with entrance on
the north of the building are the most
successful. The reverse would be the

case with us. But in America, in Illi-

nois at least, when a warm day comes,
the bees are usually able to return
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home, after taking flight. In Switzer-
land many sunny days are so chilly

that the least cloud before the sun
causes the bees to perish, if they have
ventured out. Thus the colonies which
face north, and which are not readily

lured out by a ray of sunshine, manage
to savi-' their bees, while their better

exposed neighbors lose them.
In the climate of Switzerland, the

great quality of the Italian bees to rise

early and take flight proves a disad-
vantage. The common bee, which is

twice, and have never been stung ex-
cept when I accidentally crushed a bee
in handling frames. The hybrids which
are so cross in .\raerica usually, appear
as quiet here as the others, and I am
astonished at the steady ways of the
latter. They do not rush about on the
combs as they do with us ; and, in fact,

behave very much like our Italians.

However, they do not cling so tena-
ciously to the combs, and, in several
instances, 1 have seen them fall to the
ground.

Orphrhnai de Belmont, J>res Soudr/

The Orphanage Conducted by Mr. Gi.slf.e.

more accustomed to the climate, ven-
tures out less readily and succeeds bet-

ter. So we may be sure that our Ital-

ians are not to be condemned.
ZURICH.

The farther I go the more I am con-
vinced that our American apiarists are

on the right track in seeking to keep
the Italian race pure. But I should not
pass full judgment until I see them in

their own country, and that will be
next month.

Bee-houses, such as they have here,

would not do in our country. The
work is too tedious in them. However,
there are some very positive advan-
tages. Yesterday, on the heights that

overlook this large city, we visited an
apiary which consists of two rooms,
one for the bee-hives, the other for the

implements. The owner gave us a very
clear idea of what comfort it is, on a

rainy day, and they are plentiful in

Switzerland, to be able to extract honey
or feed the bees without putting a foot

out-of-doors and without fear of any
robbers. Those are comforts which
we cannot claim. But our methods are

so much more expeditive that we can
well forego the pleasure of rainy-day

work.
Tobacco smoke is used very gen-

erally, and I have been entirely cured

of the idea that tobacco irritates the

bees. In nine cases out of ten, I have
seen the apiarists light only a cigar as

a smoker. I have used a veil only

The Carniolans are well spoken of

wherever tried, but the unanimous ver-
dict is that they swarm too much.
That is a great objection for our prac-
tical apiarists who already have as
many colonies as they want, but it does
not seem to be an objection in German-
Switzerland.

I am writing in rather a hurried way,
for we go from one place to another
every other day; but I am taking some
notes, and will go over the subject
again soon. 1 want to mention the
men whom I have met, and show their
faces to the reader. I will also men-
tion some of their implements, which
are like their roads and their houses,
made to last and endure service.

WITH MR. BERTRAND.

Dear reader, we would like to tell

you at once all the experiences of our
trip. But we have only 4 numbers of
the American Bee Journal to do it in,

while we have material for 40. The
only thing we can do then is to give
short glimpses, reserving the bulk of
our e.xperiences for a series of " Travel
Notes," which will be published if we
don't tire you too much. If you can
be given one hundreth of the pleasure
we have had, it will be satisfactory.

Last Sunday, Aug. 31, was the climax
day of our trip. At the fine country
home of Mr. Bertrand, on the north
shore of Lake Leman, a dozen or more
bee-keepers were invited to a tea in
our honor. Not only were local dis-
tinguished visitors present, but Mr.
Cowan, the learned editor of the
British Bee Journal, and author of a
number of bee-books, had seized this
opportunity to visit his old-time friend.
He had arrived from England that
same morning; a very pleasant sur-
prise to me. Mr. Cowan is a bacteri-
ologist, a microscopist, a botanist, and
a bee-keeper. He is a living, walking
encyclopedia, as we found out, for he
appeared to know the botanical name
of every plant, every blossom in the
park, and there are many.

I cannot give here a detail of the
events of that pleasant day. We hope
to have a photograph which was taken
by one of the guests. We will then
have a more detailed account of the
doings and of the discussions on bees,
which took place in the afternoon.
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Everything has an end. The end
came. On Tuesday we left that hos-
pitable home with much regret. Mr.
Bertrand is of nearly the same age as

our own Dr. Miller. His hair is white,

but his heart is young. He is 81 years
young. I think he looks younger than
he did in 1900, when I saw him before.

IT.-\LI.-\N SWITZERL.-\ND.

For a whole month we traveled in

Switzerland leisurely, happily, going
from the apiaries and the bee-keepers'
homes to the snow peaks, or to the

quiet lakes. On that day. Sept 2, we
made a quick trip through French.
German and Italian Switzerland ;

from
the southwest corner to the e.xtreme

southeast, passing through Lucerne,
for we preferred the Gothard tr.ip to

the Simplon. Of the trip by rail, we

swarming over damaged grapes; a
clear evidence of honey dearth, and an
inkling to their possible misbehavior.
But the bees were not cross.

.A.mong the German-Swiss bee-keep-
ers I had used no veil, but kept one in

my pocket. In this instance I did the

same, and inspected some 3" colonies,

finding them very regular, and good-
looking leather-colored Italians, just

what I was looking for. I pointed to a

hive and expressed a desire to open it.

My host brought out his smoker, a

European Bingham. These two words
must suffice to describe a most clumsy
imitation of the best smoker in exis-

tence. Why the average European
manufacturer cannot imitate the Bing-
ham smoker in its good points is be-

yond my comprehension. The spring

Bellinzon.\. in Italian Switzerland.

will speak later. It will take a special

letter to tell of the kaleidoscopic

changes of such a journey. We must
be brief, for we want to speak of Bellin-

zona and of the bees of Italian Switzer-

land.
On Wednesday morning we awak-

ened in a hotel of that pretty ancient

city. Mr. Biaggi's brother, a very well

educated Swiss Italian gentleman called

upon us at 9 o'clock, to escort us to his

brother's apiary in PedeviUa, a mile off,

at the foot of the mountain.
We were there in 2i> minutes, and

found the apiary among the trellises of

a vineyard. The grapes here are ar-

ranged in trellises high enough for a

man to walk under, and it is very in-

teresting to see the grapes hanging
over one's head. But it is not conven-
ient for horse and plow cultivation.

Nearly everything is done by hand, .^t

the apiary my first question was, "Are
your bees cross ?" I had passed a fruit

vendor's stall in Bellinzona a few min-
utes before, and had noticed the bees

is hard, the bellows slanting to excess,

the air connection is poor, and the hole

in the nozzle so small that it allows

but a very small stream of smoke.
Mr. Biaggi is one of the kind of bee-

keepers whom the bees do not sting,

or at least do not vanquish. He opened
the hive and we had found the queen,
a fine young one, w'nen a careless mo-
tion caused us to crush some bees.

Then the Italian bees showed us what
thev could do to defend their home
against careless intruders. I retreated

under a grapevine and hurriedly put on
mv veil. But my host stood his ground,
barefaced, and finally brought the bees

to time so that I could continue the

investigation and open another hive.

Mr. Biaggi rears some queens by our
methods, taking the queen-cells from
strong colonies under the swarming
impulse. But most of the queens he
sells are simply taken from box-hive
colonies or straw skeps. He holds

that ihe Italian bees are immune to

foul brood, and that it is owing to

their rusticity. He compares the bees
to human beings, and says that the
peasants of the mountains are more
rugged and healthier than the pam-
pered gentlemen of the higher civiliza-
tion. We had quite a little discussion
over the matter, for I held for artificial

selection as a chance for further im-
provement. He held that the Italian
bees of those mountainous regions,
where the snowis neighbor to thevine-
clad hills and to the olive growing
plains, are thereby more rugged and
stronger than anywhere else. Let the
reader decide. One thing is sure,
Biaggi's bees can take care of them-
selves. Their behavior on the combs
is exactly what we are used to, in the
pure bees, quick and steady, and they
adhere to them magnificently.
When we took our leave we were

presented with a magnificent portrait
of Dzierzon. bearing his own auto-
graph ; a picture about 18x24. If I can
bring it home safely, I propose to have
it framed for my study.

CROSSING TO ITALY.

That afternoon we traveled the whole
length of Lake Maggiore, on a steam-
boat with English, American, French,
Italian, and even Australian tourists.
Shall I speak of its beauty ? Must I

mention the Borromean Islands, the
Isola Bella ." Those are said to be the
most beautiful islands on earth. But
we had only a glimpse of them. How
can a tourist visit much country and
get more than a glimpse of each thing
of beauty ?

At (i p.m. we gradually left the moun-
tains for the plains of Lombardy. At
8 p.m.. after a rush among fields, manu-
facturing towns, etc.. we found our-
selves in the immense railroad station
of Milan. This city of 090,000 people
is one of the white, clean cities of the
world. .\s we entered the "bus'' of
the Hotel Moderne, an old gentleman
jumped up from his seat on the inside
and exclaimed, " Mr. Dadant, you are
punctual'." It was Count Visconti. the
president of the National Italian .Asso-

ciation, who had kindly volunteered
to meet us. But we did not e.xpect

him, and it was quite a surprise.

With true Italian impetuosity, he said

to us :
" Tomorrow you are to be not

only our guests but our slaves. We are

going to look after you. and you must do
what we say except ^ladam. how-
ever (bowing to my wife), who may
command us in whatever she wishes.
The next day Madam is invited to

breakfast with my daughter, and (smil-

ing) she may bring her husband with
her if she desires."

So here we are. Count \'isconti Di
Saliceto and Dr. Triaca, the president

and vice-president of the Italian asso-

ciation, are to act as our cicerones,

and those only who are acquainted
with Italian hospitality can appreciate

our good luck. That is why 1 got up
this morning at -j o'clock to tell you
about what is in sfore for us.

THE BEEWARE BRAND
MEANS SUCCESS
INSURANCE

Send for Annual Cntnlop^ w^hich «ill tell

you « ho is jour nearest Distributer.
(;. B. Lewis Conipan>. M ntertown. Wis,
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The Decoy Hive

BY DR. A. V. BO.N'NEY.

AT
the suggestion of a hive manu-
facturer, I offer a description of

the decoy hive I have used for

several years with great success,

making them from boxes ac-

quired from the local stores. Old-time
bee-keepers may skip all this, for I am
writing for the beginner, who is often
puzzled to get bees, and knows nothing
about a decoy hive. Being isolated from
the bee-keeping world, I never read or

heard of such a thing, and had to in-

vent it myself. I have written articles

about it for the agricultural press, and
have received many letters of inquiry.

I think there are many who would like

to know all about it.

The decoy hive was a thing of de-

velopment with me. .At first I used
merely a bo.x with a hole near the bot-

IZ %a J
//4 7,^.1.

Manner ok Fastenini; the End and Back
Together.

torn for the entrance, and a wire loop
by which to hang it up. .As time passed
I improved it by doing away with the

cross-sticks our grandfathers at one
time used, because I look at my de-

frames filled with comb, for which I

have provided, by putting 4 cleats on
the inside of the ends to take 3 frames.

The decoy hives I now use are made
as follows: From any kind of lumber,
that being from store bo.xes is good
enough, I make a box a little longer
and deeper than the frames I want to

use in them, and in each end, on the

inside, nail 4 cleats to hold 3 frames
The bo.x can be of any width, but 10

inches is wide enough. In one end, on
back or side, I bore a hole through
side and end. This is about ';, of an
inch in diameter, and is bored thus;

A wire is then passed through the hole

and made into a loop. I do not make
this box very tight, as the bees will

want ventilation.

Kront of Hive Showing the Entrance.
A. cover. B B. cleats; C. door, E. en-

trance; D. screw holes.

coy hives almost daily during the

swarming season, and after that is past

I put into the boxes spoiled sections,

those with more or less wax in them, or

Next I cleat the cover together wit-

a strip on «ach end, on the outside

Each cleat is an inch wide and fs of

an inch thick. In the middle of each
cleat I bore a hole to engage with the

center of the end pieces, then close to

the bottom cleat cut a hole }% of an
inch wide and 6 inches long for an en-

trance. If there are cracks enough in

the box to ventilate it well, all right,

otherwise I put a couple of Js-inch

strips on the edge of the end boards,

which, by holding up the cover, will

make a crack on each edge.
Finally I cut a strip of board 8 inches

long and one inch wide, drive a couple
small nails in the edge close to one
end to keep it from splitting, then bore
a hole between them on the flat side to

Sectional View of Decoy Hive.
,- ,

A. hive. A. cover cut to show cleats fs and frames d's; H. end; 11. sides; C. door; F. end
cleat; gf, screw holes.
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take a screw. Lay this strip over the

entrance, first rounding the end. and
put a screw in. This makes a door
which can be raised out of the way, and
it rests on the bottom cleat when
closed, as the beginner will want it

when it is to be taken down.
I paint my boxes with white lead,

then with a small brush and black
paint number the covers and boxes so

that I can assemble them quickly after

a busy season, for they get scant atten-

tion when empty if I do not want to

put them up again at once." Of course,

they can all be made to one measure,

and thus be interchangeable, but to

make them strictly so requires too

much time and care.

P

Interior View op~ End of Decoy Hhe.
A. end; B B, cleats.

One may judge of the value of these

decoy hives when I state that in one
season I captured 35 colonies in 20

boxes, and even this season I got 24,

small swarms, in 50. The best marked
of these I used to make new colonies

;

the others to strengthen weak ones,

thus gaining 20 strong colonies at a

cost of about a dollar for having the
hives hauled to the grove.
These decoy hives are nice to help to

take bees out of house walls by aid of

a Porter bee-escape, as a small colony
with a queen can be put in handy close

to the entrance. I got a couple of nice
colonies this season in this way. Also
if one lacks hives the bees can be left

in the boxes, the 3 frames put in, to be
removed to a hive later on, or the bees
united with another swarm.

It does not seem to make a bit of

diflference where the decoy hives are
hung, only so they are well shaded. I

have had the bees go into one that had
fallen to the ground. A swarm took
possession of a bte-keg well under a

building; and 8 or 10 feet from the
ground seems to be as well as 40, and
it is a great deal easier to put them up.

The beginner should remember that
the queen he gets with a swarm is apt
to be old, and he should rear a new one
as soon as possible, for fear the one
he gets will not live over winter, which,
while having no particular connection
with the decoy hive, is worth knowing.
Figure 4 is a comprehensive sectional

view of the decoy hive.
Buck Grove, Iowa.

Paraffine for the Inside

Hive-Bodies

of

BY B. KEEP.

ALMOST every issue of the bee-
publications contain inquiries
about disinfecting hives after
foul brood. The usual advice is

to disinfect, and usually fire is

suggested as being the most effectual.
I am an enthusiastic advocate of a

hot paraffine coating for the inside of
the hive-body—originally to prevent
absorption of dampness. Such an ap-
plication acts in two ways as a disin-
fector; first, by reason of the heat, and
second, by sealing up all germs be-
yond any probable resurrection. The
application can be made to the hive-
body whether old or new, but far pref-
erably to the new. clean wood, when
the paraffine will sink into the wood,
closing all pores against germs and
moisture. I have found the benefits of
hotparaffine-coated brood-chambers to
be so marked that I would not now
think of wintering in uncoated hive-
bodies, whether single or double.
At the annual meeting of the New

Jersey State Bee-Keepers' Association
at New Brunswick last December, Dr.
Phillips being present, was asked
" whether a hot application of paraffine
on the inner surfaces of the hive-body
would be an effectual disinfectant after
foul brood ?" Dr. Phillips gave it as
his opinion that it would.
The hive-body, when so prepared,

can be sterilized at any time by simply
"ironing" with a hot Hat iron. It

would seem that this would be as quick,
as easy, and certainly much safer than
any use of fire, while property value
would not suffer in the least.

As hinted at above, there is another
benefit secured by the paraffine coating
—the water proofing of the hive-walls

—

"the proof of the pudding is in the
eating."
Lyndhurst. N. J.

Wisconsin Experiences

BY H.\RRY I-.\THR0P.

WE have had three good crops of
white honey in our section in

succession, and but for the
severe losses of winter before
last, some great crops would

have been produced. There is only
one thing the matter with southwest
Wisconsin as a honey-producing coun-
try, and that is the lack of bees and
bee-keepers. We have only a few who

devote much time to the work, and
some of the real specialists have been
severely handicapped. I never felt so
bad for any one as I did for Sister
Candler, of Cassville, when she wrote
me over a year ago that her mother
was sick, the work in her large api-

aries behind, and no help. I would
have gone over to her assistance my-
self if I had not been up to my neck in

work. The great prosperity of other
branches of farming makes it hard to

get help for apiary work. Farmers pay
good wages for help and then are
short.

The present honey season bade fair

to be the greatest in history, as both
white clover and basswood promised
a maximum yield. White clover yielded
nobly, though cut short by extreme
tion goes, the basswood made no show-
ing. The hot weather seem to ripened
hot weather, but as far as my observa-
it up in a very few days. The quality
of our honey, both as to color and
body, is the very best. Although a

large crop has been produced, I would
advise holding the price up to what it

was last year. My retail price for the
10-pound pail of white honey is $1.25,

and my sales are mostly made by mail.

In the tiO-pound cans I sell at 10 cents,

can included. .\t these prices a bee-
keeper can live, and the people, includ-
ing the working man and his family,

can have honey to eat.

F. B. Cavanagh, of Indiana, for whom
I have the greatest respect and admira-
tion as a bee-keeper and man, says we
don't get more for our honey because
we don't ask more. He argues that 25
cents per pound for extracted honey,
to the consumer, is a fair price. I will

not take the time to argue the matter,
but I venture to say that if Mr. Cava-
nagh was a working man with a family
he could not place honey on his table

as an article of food at that price—it

simply can't be done. I had hoped to
see honey become a staple, but it can-
not if it costs the consumer more than
about twice as much per pound as the
cost of pure sugar syrups.

In talking with old bee-keepers who
never read bee-journals or write any-
thing for publication, one sometimes
gets hold of a new idea. Here are two
that I got from an old gentleman living
at Elkhorn, Wis.: He says that a mix-
ture of sulphur and table salt, a table-
spoonful, placed in the entrance of

each hive in cellar wintering will pre-
vent dysentery. I shall try it at the
first opportunity. He also told me of
a new way of Ihiing- bees.

He takes a Mason jar, quart or half

gallon, drills a couple of air holes in

the bottom, using an old file for a drill,

and holding the jar under water while
working to prevent breaking. He then
puts some thin honey on a sponge in

the cap of the jar, and proceeds to find

a bee on the range. He gets the bee
into the jar and allows it to work on
the honey, holding the jar bottom up.

The holes in the bottom furnish air,

and are necessary. As soon as the
bee fills itself, it buzzes around in the
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jar for a time and then settles on the

side next to its home. Carry it on this

line and try again. It will always set-

tle on the side nearest the hive. In this

way he says he has lined many trees

with only a single bee in captivity. It

was an entirely new idea, and if I ever

get old so as to have enough leisure

time to hunt bee-trees I will try it.

Bridgeport, Wis.

Bee-Keepers I

S. W.

Have Known—
Snyder

BY FRANK C. PELLETT.

LEAP YEAR ladies have overlooked
a promising prospect in Simon
Snyder, of Center Point, Iowa,
secretary of the Iowa State Bee-
Keepers' Association, and senior

member of the firm of Snyder Bros.

Mr. Snyder is a man of affairs, and in-

terested in nearly every import?nt en-

during the fruiting season quantities
of fine quality fruit are shipped to vari-

ous markets.
The nursery is under the direct su-

pervision of the younger brother, Davis
Snyder, though the subject of our
sketch occupies a good deal of time
there, also. While Simon has a gen-
eral supervision of the whole business
of the firm, the apiary receives his per-

sonal attention ; and although he did

not tell me so, I liave a secret notion
that the bees helped to put some of the

S W Snyder. Secretary of the Iowa
Bee-Keepers" Association.

terprise of his home community. He
is president of the local bank and tele-

phone company, and has been com-
pelled to decline similar positions of

trust in other local enterprises.

The firm of Snyder Bros, is engaged
in general farming and fruit growing
on rather an extensive scale, and a

number of men are employed the year

around. The Snyders are prominent
in Iowa horticultural circles, and the

home farm is a most interesting place

to one interested in horticultural sub-

jects. In the trial orchard is to be

found nearly every important variety

of fruit suited to Iowa conditions. Of
plums alone nearly 400 varieties are

represented, besides apples, peaches,

pears, grapes, berries, etc. Several

fruits, grapes and berries especially,

are grown on a commercial scale, and

Grading Extracted Honey

BY MAJOR SHALLARIJ.

ON
page 1.54, May number, rules are

given for grading comb honey,
but I never see any for extracted,

and as practically all the honey
produced in .Australia is of the

latter variety, the former rules are not

of much use to the apiarists here. I

want to get a well thought-out set of

points for judging or grading extracted

Snyder Brothers Ai'iarv at Center Point. Iowa.

other branches of the business on their

feet in the days before success was
assured.

When Simon was a boy his father

kept a few colonies of bees in box-

hives on the old-time let-alone plan.

On one occasion the senior Snyder
was severely punished by the bees

when he failed to take proper precau-

tions against their stings, and he de-

clared that he would have nothing

further to do with them. He accord-

ingly gave them to the boy Simon, who
has been a bee-keeper since that day.

The Snyder apiary consists of more
than 200 colonies in one yard, which is

an unusually large number for one
location under Iowa conditions, but

the press of other work and the diffi-

culty of securing satisfactory help pre-

vents the operation of extensive out-

apiaries. The locality is good, and the

firm is considering the establishment

of a system of out-apiaries if satisfac-

factory men can be secured to take

charge of the work.

As secretary of the Iowa State I'.ee-

Keepers' .Association, Mr. Snyder has

done effective work. At the conven-
tion in Des Moines a plan of work to

be attempted by the society was out-

lined, and remarkable results have

already been secured.

It is only on the theory that he has

been too busy that I can account for

the fact that Simon is a bachelor.

Atlantic, Iowa.

honey. I am not making any sugges-

tions on the matter myself, as I want,

if practicable, to get the views of the

most experienced-honey producers
available.

The daily papers here, in the interests

of the agents, quote honey from the

various districts. They quote from 4

cents for one district's honey up to 8

cents for another in spite of the fact

that some honey which comes from
the former is quite equal to any from
the latter, and some from the latter is

quite as inferior as any from the

former. By this means some of the

agents are enabled to make returns at

market-quoted rates to the producers

from the cheaper district, while at the

same time thev sell the best honey
from that district at the higher price

quoted for the dearer district. In other

words, they "take the producer down."

To prevent this state of things, I

want to get suggestions for a set of

grading rules which will be accepted

by a conference of delegates from all

the bee-societies in New South Wales.

I have tried on several occasions to

get the papers to quote honey on its

merits, no matter where it came from,

but have had no luck. The trouble is

that these agents are advertisers, and
the honey-producers are not. My idea

is to get enough producers to care

enough to agitate on the matter, and
keep on agitating.

Glenbrook, Australia.
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Why Do Drones Go With a

Swarm ?

BY EDWARD F. BIGELOVV.

FROM time immemorial it has been
the common saying with bee-
Iseepers and with apiarian books,
that the old queen leads the
swarm and leaves in the hive

several unhatched queens that will in
the future emerge and provide for the
continuance of the colony.

That Nature should do this has al-

ways seemed strange to me. That one
queen should lead the body in llight
and several queens remain to provide
for the continued existence of the col-
ony has suggested questions. It seems
remarkable that Nature should send
out say 80,000 bees, and suspend the
life of ^all upon the life of one. If a

kingbird flies into that swarm when in

mid-air and swallows the queen, the
bird has unquestionably destroyed the
entire colony, if there is only the one
queen. But it has been maintained
that Nature leaves several unhatched
queens within the hive to provide for
similar dangers, in which case if one
or more are killed several are still left.

It seems strange that several queens
should be provided where there is the
least danger, and only one lead the
flight for many miles where there are
many dangers. In my own mind I

have questioned many times whether it

is true that Nature entrusts the con-
tinuance of the flying swarm entirely
to the life of one bee.

I have from time to time heard it

rumored, and even discussed by pro-
fessional bee-keepers, that when the
weather is unfavorable the old queen is

delayed in her flight with her following
until several of the virgin queens with-
in the hive had hatched out ; and that
sometimes these queens hatched dur-
ing the delay, accompanying the flying

colony. But the question that puzzles
me is, why do these virgin queens go,
and especially why does the mated old
queen take with her not only some
workers, but a large number of drones ?

If there are no virgin queens in the
swarm, then Nature is doing a super-
fluous thing, when she sends on a

swarming flight these heavy, clumsy,
slow flying drones.

It has long been my hypothesis that
these drones have a purpose at such
times, and that when more than one
queen is found in the flying or cluster-

ing swarm, there is a purpose of extra
drones in view of the exigencies and
dangers of the flight. If the old mated
queen is killed then there is the safe-

guard that one of these " extra " virgin
queens will mate and take up duties of
increase. If this hypothesis is not
tenable, then will some one explain
why the drones go with the mated
queens ? Back in the hive from which
they came they had a possible use for
several of the warmer months, but
Nature kills them off when they be-
come useless. Does it seem reasonable
that a flying swarm with very limited
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supplies of food would take along the
drones if there is no possibility of their
use ?

If the duties of increase fall upon a
virgin queen, then the drones have a
decided use. Does Nature provide
against accidents to the old queen ?

There are some things that set me to
thinking along that line, although I do
not yet wish to announce positive con-
clusions. I may be mistaken, but the
circumstantial evidences are worth
considering.
With that hypothesis in mind I have

made some careful studies, and thus
far I have found that almost invariably
there are several queens in the swarm-
ing cluster, and a large number of
drones. It is the presence of these
drones, more than anything else, that
makes me think that it is not mere
chance that sends out the slowly hatch-
ing virgin queens. I recognize the

fact that I am here on dangerous
ground, and may bring down on my
pate antagonistic verbal blows from
veteran and well-informed bee-keepers,
when I venture to propound the theory
that Nature, at swarming time, pro-
vides several queens for the flying bees
as well as for the colony left at home.
It is my opinion that there is no war
between the queens of a colony so long
as the colony is in flight or in a cluster-
ing condition, but when the bees have
settled upon a home, then comes the
war of the queens, and only one sur-
vives. If by chance it should be the
old queen that is superseded or killed
by one of the virgin queens, then the
drones are present and ready to cope
with the emergency.

Practically the same thing takes
place in the colony left behind. Sev-
eral queens are hatched, and plenty of
drones are present for mating. I am

Yor Can Kind a Queen in Each of the Four Clusters.
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aware that it may be considered almost
sacrilegious to make the statement that

several queens lead in this swarming
flight

;
yet we frequently hear of two

colonies going together, and they, I

believe, are nothing more than two
sections of one swarm, lead by two
queens. Sometimes there are more
than two clusters. In a recent cluster

that alighted on a small willow tree,

there were at least four clusters, and
within each one of these little bunches
was a queen with a large number or

drones.
Here, I believe, is a field for interest-

ing and instructive investigation. The
trouble is that few bee-keepers have
taken the pains to examine the whole
of a swarming cluster. The best

method to do this is to take the cluster,

lay it carefully on a white sheet on a

box or a table, so that the bees may
spread out as one might spread out

peas or beans to sort them over. Have
plenty of nursery cages, so that when
queens are found they may be placed

in captivity. In a recent colony from
which I obtained three queens, 1 found,

upon hanging the three together, that

the bees cared for only one, and let

two of them die of neglect. They, sev-

eral times, tried to swarm, but soon re-

turned to their captive queen.

I am carefully investigating further,

and am not yet prepared to propound
the definite theory that Nature provides

a number of queens and guards against

the dangers of the flight; but I am
more and more inclined to think that

in many cases this is so. In fact. I

wonder if any of our veteran bee-keep-

ers have positive proof that in nr/y

swarming cluster there is only one
queen ? We all know how difincult it

is to find the queen in a 10-frame hive.

Much more diflicult is it in a large

cluster of bees. Even if I were to

look for an hour in such a cluster

carefully spread out, I should not be

prepared to state that there is more
than one queen. Finding only one
does not prove that there are no more;
but finding several does indicate very

strongly that Nature is sending more
than one with the swarm.

I shall not be convinced if you tell

me that you have only one queen in

your swarm. Before I can be con-

vinced that only one queen goes out,

I want an answer to this question :

Did you make prolonged careful in-

vestigation of all the bees within your

swarm ? I am also ready to dernand

that the entire swarm shall be sifted

through a queen bee-excluder before 1

can be convinced that there is not

more than one queen in every cluster.

Unquestionably there were a large

number of drone; in every swarming
cluster that I have seen. But will you,

old-time bee-keeper, or even young
apiarist, who keeps his eyes open and
thinks about things, tell me why those

drones go out with the cluster if only

the old mated queen leads the colony .^

Here is a field fertile for research, one
in which I am working with diligence

and enthusiasm, and a mind open to

more truth either from direct observa-
tion or from the experience of fellow
bee-keepers.
Sound Beach, Conn.

Experiences of a Beginner

UV W . n. KOUU.\BUSH.

ONE hot summer day about 32
years ago, when a bare-footed
lad of 12, I strolled away towards
a creek that came dashing down
its stony course from the foot-

hills of the old Blue Ridge mountains,
in Greene Co., Va., in search of a pool
deep enough to take a bath.

After a refreshing bath in the clear

mountain stream, 1 started on my re-

turn home. I was walking up the
banks of the stream through a corn-
field, where there was an old darkey
plowing corn with a mule, and was
somewhat surprised to hear the old

man shout, "W-ho-a! Say, dar boy,
don't you go up dat way. Dars bees

up dar on dat maple bush, an dey sting

you to def."

After some hard begging, I got the

old fellow to come close enough, say
•jO yards, to show me just where they

were. -A.nd after more persuasion I

linally got the old bai/u;<' knife to cut

the limb ; but he still insisted that I

was "guine be stung to def, an Mis
Mit an Mass Jake (my mother and
father) guine blame me wif it." I ex-

plained to Uncle the bees would not
sting me, and promised to put off op-

eration until he could get the mule to

the other end of the field.

He shambled off down the corn row.

and I went after the bees.

His old knife was so dull it was a

slow process, but I finally secured my
bees and started my one-mile tramp
home. 1 was tempted to believe the

negro knew more about bees than I.

Several times when I would stumble,

haudfuls of bees would drop off the

cluster and prefer crawling up unde
my pants than settling on the cluster
again. I finally succeeded in getting
them home, and hived them in an old
box-hive (bee-gum), and my bee-keep-
ing experience had begun.

It ended the next day about !) o'clock
with that particular swarm—they came
out and put off for the woods. I was
so full of enthusiasm and disappoint-
ment that my aunt gave me $11.00 to go
to a man, who kept a good many bees
in the old-time Simplicity hives, and
buy a fine prime swarm. After getting
these home, I wrote to a friend of

mine, mentioning my bees, when he
sent me a bee-book and several copies
of the American Bee Journal, edited

then by Thomas G. Newman.
Late as it was, 1 ordered and safely

introduced an Italian queen ; and I be-

lieve now it was the first Italian queen
that came into that county. When her
bees began to hatch, people came for
miles to see the bee I paid $2.00 for.

From some I got words of praise and
encouragement; from others the oppo-
site. A few told me I was crazy. Why
is it in this world of ours that there
are some people who delight in throw-
ing. Seemingly, insurmountable obsta-

cles in the way of some boy or girl who
has it in his or her heart to accomplish
something along some particular line?

But all the warnings and advice of the
"Smart Alecs " only fanned the spark
of enthusiasm into a flame, and each
year has added more fuel until now the

disease has assumed a chronic form,
and I think it is incurable.

I have never been an extensive bee-

keeper. I never had as many as 100

colonies at one time. I have always
produced comb honey, that sold on the

marketfor 2 to 8 cents more than other
honey. T have always been successful

in wintering my bees, and my crop of

honey is usually larger per colony than
the average for this locality.

Hagerstown, Md.

Dr. Millers Answers^

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Mii.i.er, Marengo, li.i,.

He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Bees Not Working in Supers

1 have 5 colonies of beesand they arcdoini;

well as far as I can see. but they are not at

work in the supers, What is the cause '

and what is the remedy, if any ? Illinois.

Answer.—There may be several reasons

why bees do not work in supers,. There may
not be a sufficient flow to supply more than

their daily needs. The colony may not be

strong enough, and you must wait until it

builds up stronger. The brood-chamber

may not yet be tilled, and the first care of

the bees is to till all vacant room below be-

fora storing in the super. Sometimes, how

ever, the bees are slow about making a start

in supers when thev seem strong enough,

with a good flow, and the brood-chamber

filled. In that case you must put a bait in

the super to bait the bees into it Just how
you will do that depends upon the character

of your supers. If extracting-siipers. then

you can likely put into the super a frame of

brood for a few days, or until the bees begin

work in the adjoining frames. If you have

sections in supers, then put in the center of

the super a section that is partly built out.

either empty or containing some honey. If

you can do no better, you can cut out of one
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of the brood-combs a piece of brood or
honey and put it in a central section. If

that will not start them to work, you may
know that they are not strong enough to

store in super, or that there is not enough
for them to store.

Moving Bues Back Home for Winter

We have had a very dry summer here (150
miles south of Chicago since May i. The
clover pasturage burnt out long before the
bees got any surplus from it. and only this
week have we had any rain to bring things
out. About June i. I looked around and
found that the prospects were very good
about 60 miles north of me. Consequently.
I moved almost all of my bees 65 colonies)
to this location, and got tangled up with the
best clover flow I ever saw. Except for the
last two or three weeks there has been
plenty of rain. Since there has been no
rain here up to now. do you think the pros-
pects justify me in shipping those bees back
home this fall ?

As I understand it. clover has to have one
year to grow before it can be counted on for
a satisfactory yield. It is surely killed out
now, and what we have must come up from
the seed this fall. However, after the ex-
ceedingly dry year of :oii, I had a good sea-
son in 1012. although the flow was unusually
late in starting. I think the bees are now
situated among honest people, and I don t

believe they would be molested during the
winter. What would you advise?

Illinois.
Answer.— It I understand correctly, the

real question for decision is whether you
can count on clover next year in your south-
ern location, or whether yournorthern loca-

tion will be, as it was this year, greatly supe-
rior. Of course in the latter case it will be
advisable to leave the bees where they are.

I am sorry to say I don't know enough to an-
swer. I know it is said that clover must be
a year old or older before.it yields nectar

;

but I don't put entire faith in that view. It

would not surprise me if you should find,

upon close investigation, that the plants
from which your bees have gathered such
a big yield of nectar were less than a year
old. I doubt if you can tell a year ahead
whether your northern or southern location
will be the better. It is likely that you can-
not tell until next spring whether clover is

more abundant north or south, and even
then it is quite possible that more nectar
will be produced in the place where clover
is less abundant. So you see it is a mere
matter of guessing, and I can't guess any
better than you can. .Sorry.

Taking Off Honey

1. When is the best time to take honey
from the bees, at noon, in the morning, or in
the evening?

2. How can I kill bees and save the honey ?

I have 2 little swarms that are not worth
keeping.

3. How can I get the bees separated from
the honey after it is taken off ? Iowa.

Answers.— I. That depends somewhat on
circumstances. Generally bee-keepers take
comb honey from time to time as fast as

each super is tinished and sealed, or nearly

so. In that case most of it is taken during
the season that bees are busy at work, and
it is better to operate while most of the

gatherers are abroad in the Held, and not so

early in the morning or late in the evening.

If, however, bee-escapes are used, they are
put on toward the after part of the day and
the honey taken before the middle of the

next day.

Much the same thing may be said about
taking extracted honey, although some of

our best practitioners do not take their ex-

tracted until the close of the season for

each kind of honey. Of course, it is also

true that the last of the comb honey is taken
at the close of the flow At such times

there may be some gain by getting at work
pretty early in the day. before robbers are
much on the wing.
But after all this is said, it should be

added that those who are in the business
extensively do not pay much attention to

the time of day. but work away any time of

day. or the whole day. just as suits their
convenience.

2. The usual way to kill bees is with the
fumes of burning sulphur. But if each of
those colonies is too small to be worth sav-
ing, you may be able to make one fair colony
out of the two. Or. you could add each one
to some colony that would be the better to

be a little stronger. Nowadays it is not
usually considered good practice to kill

bees.

3. There are various ways of getting bees
out of surplus honey. Some°use the Porter
bee-escape. Some drive part of the bees
out with smoke, then pile up the supers on
the ground and set a Miller escape on top of

each pile. Some simply brush them off the
extracting combs. For a small quantity you
can put the honey in a large box. put a

sheet over it. and turn the sheet over from
time to time as the bees collect on it.

Eggs ttiat Will Not Hatcfi

About a month ago I sent for a queen-bee.
She came apparently in first class condition.
I introduced her to the bees right away, lib-
erating her from the cage in about 40 hours.
She seems to be in normal condition. She
lavs eggs all right, but they will not hatch.
This is the first case of this kind I ever saw.
There is lots of honey in the hive, and quite
a number of bees, but they are getting fewer
all the time- I want to save my bees if pos-
sible. Illinois.

Ansvner.—Sometimes a queen lays eggs

but the bees do not hatch them. Close ob-

servation will likely show that at the close

of the laying season, eggs may be found in

the hive at least a few days after any very
young brood is present. That shows that

the queen lays, but the workers pay no heed
to the eggs. But in the season when other
colonies are rearing brood right along, and
honey coming in freely, if eggs do not hatch

out, the trouble is with the queen, and the
only thing is to kill her. Such cases are ex-
ceedingly rare, but they do sometimes oc-
cur, I have had one case of the kind, and I

think only one.

Stiipping Bees and Inspection

Do I have to have my bees inspected be-
fore I can ship them ? They are free from
foul brood? Ohio.

Answer.— I don't think there is any re-

quirement to have them inspected unless
you ship them out of the State. In that case
it depends upon the law of the State into
which you ship. Some States require in-

spection, and others do not. Whether they
have foul brood or not has nothing to do
with the case; if the law requires inspec-
tion, all bees shipped into the State must be
inspected

Queeniessness—" Prowling Stock
"

1. I have a colony of black queenless bees.
I bought 2 colonies this summer, and these
black bees had foul brood. I took away all
their combs and put them in a new hive, but
they never built any combs at all. although I

found a colony by the roadside and united
the two. I took two frames of brood from
the other colony that I bought and put into
this hive, but they have not built any queen-
cells.

2. Sometimes 'when I take off the lid there
is a worm crawling on the underside of the
lid about an inch long and one-fourth inch
thick, gray color. Can that be some of the
larv^ that got out of some cell, or is it some
other prowling stock ?

3. There are quite a lot of small ants run-
ning in and out of the hive. Will they do
any damage to the bees ?

4. The upper half of the two frames I put
into this hive have sealed cells. Do they
contain honey or brood ? They have a light
color. The caps are protruding a little.

Nebraska.
Answers— I. It is doubtful that those bees

are of value enough to fool with, seeing they
are mostly old. and it so late in the season.

They might be united with some other weak
colony were it not that they might carry the

disease with them.
2 That worm is not an escaped larva from

one of the cells of brood, but "prowling
stock " of another sort. It is the larva of

By fsiNf; AN .Vfundasce of Water. A. F. Foster Claims
Without Using Pressure.

He Gets .Vll the Wax
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the wax-worm, which destroys combs when
they are not properly protected by the bees.

These prowlers are not worth minding in

strong colonies, or those of good It alian

stock, but when a queenless colony is on
hand, especially a weak black one. these

moth larva? are on hand to finish up. like a

lot of crows about a carrion.'

3. The ants probably do no great harm ex-

cept to annoy the bees.

4. I don't know from your description. Be-

ing at the top of the frame, one would ex-

pect the cells to be filled with honey, only

the sealing of honey should be flat. But it

would be easy for you to tell what was in a

cell by digging into it.

Double-Wall Hives— Caging Queens

1. lam expecting to purchase about lo or
II colonies after Dec. i. also otiier equip-
ment, and would like your opinion as to the
Protection hive, manufactured by the A. G.
Woodman Co.. of Graftd Rapids. Nlich.

2. Do you think that one inch of packing is

enough, especially for this place? We are
close to Rochester;

3. I hear about hives with 4 and 6 inches,
in the Bee Journal, but do not see any of
that kind advertised. Where may I pur-
chase such hives? What dealers manufac-
ture them ?

4. What is the proper procedure neces-
sary in the caging of a queen over another
hive, as in the case of takinK one out for lo

days or so. in the several different methods
of management '' What kind of cage is used,
and how and what is the queen fed ? Is the
common Benton mailing cage all right when
provided with good candy ?

5. How long is it safe to keep the queen
so caged ?

6. Must she haveattendanlsas in shipping?
New York.

Answers.— I. I have no personal acquaint-

ance with those particular hives, but most
of the hives made are much like the com-

mon dovetailed hive, and so answer well.

2. It is generally considered that more
than an inch of packing is desirable, most
preferring at least 3 inches, but the protec-

tion is not strictly in proportion to the

amount of packing. That is, 3 inches of

packing do not give three times as much
protection as one inch; possibly not more
than 50 percent more protection. So a sin-

gle inch might answer quite as well except

in very exposed places.

3. Almost any dealer or manufacturer will

furnish them on application.

4. Any cage that will go easily between the

combs will answer, such as the Miller cage.

The Benton cage is too bulky. Sometimes,

however, instead of being put between the

combs, the cage is merely thrust into the
entrance of the hive. No need of any food
in the cage; the bees will feed the queen.

S. It is generally neither necessary nor de-
sirable to have her caged more than 10 days;
but I have known a queen to be caged
double that time without appearing to be
much hurt by it.

b. No need of any attendants in the cage;
they are likely to die in the cage and thus be
a damage.

Diminishing the Entrance of Hives—Feeding in

September

1. Will the bees winter in the open where
the thermometer does not go below 50 de-
grees in California ?

;. Should I diminish the entrance of the
hive in winter ?

3. My two colonies are strong with lots of
brood, and appear to be working, as I notice
them bringing in pollen, but they have no
honey in their frames. There are lots of
flowers in the neighborhood. Must I begin
to feed them now (September) ? I have no
supers on the hives. California.

Answers,— I. Yes. bees will winter out in

a very much colder climate than that,

2. In your locality probably no contraction

is needed,

3. Unless you expect a flow from some later

pasturage, it will be well to begin feeding in

September, giving them enough so that there

will be no question about :heir having
enough for winter.

Dead Queen Larvae—Moving Bees—Evaporators

1. This summer when I looked through the
hives to cut out the queen-cells to prevent
swarming, sometimes I found the larva in
the queen-cell dead, and of a dark gray
color. Besides this I could not find any-
thing affected by foul brood in the least. I

have never seen any foul brood, but I do not
think that it is because it has not the same
color as it is described in bee-books. Can
you tell me what it is ?

2. I would like to move my 13 colonies
about 80 to 100 miles from here. I made ar-
rangements to move them in the spring
while they would be light and not so crowd-
ed, and so that there would still be snow up
in the hills to take them on the sleigh where
otherwise the road would be rough. The
time to go over the snow would take about
one day. If I would leave the entrance open,
also the top. and shut it up with screen, put
the hives on a spring wagon, and some straw
under the hives, would this plan work all

right?
3. I have noticed in a bee-book that in the

East they take the honey off before it is

sealed, and then let it run over the evapora-
tor after extracting. Could you tell me
where I could get an evaporator? Utah.

Answers.—I. A dead larva sometimes is

found in a queen-cell when there is no dis

ease in the hive. It is possible that it may
come from more than one cause, but per-

haps in most cases it comes from being
chilled. Queen-cells are quite commonly
on the edges of combs, and so more exposed
than other cells, and when a cool night

comes the bees draw away from them, al

lowing them to be chilled,

I. Your plan ought to work all right. There
remains the possibility of an unusually
warm day occurring during the part of the

journey when the bees were on the wagon,
making the bees very uneasy. In that case
you would quiet them by sprinkling water
upon them,

3. I don't think any dealers or manufac-
turers keep anything of the kind for sale.

At one time a good deal was said about
them, but at present I think very few bee-

keepers in this country use evaporators.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. How do virgin queens look, and why are
they not as good as others ?

2. Why are my bees so ugly? I can go to
my neighbor and be by his bees, and even
put them in the hive bare-faced and not re-
ceive a sting, but when I go by my bees they
always fly around me and sometimes sting.

3. What is best to feed bees when short of
winter stores ?

4. If 1 set up decoy hives will bees some-
times fly into them, and. if so, where is the
best place to set them ? Wisconsin.

Answers.— I, A virgin queen looks very

much like a laying queen, only her abdomen
is smaller. Until she has mated with a

drone she is of no value, for she will not lay

or if she does lay without mating, her eggs

will produce only drones.

2. Bees are like folks; there is a great deal

of difference in their dispositions; some are

cross and some irood-natured. Like enough
you have happened on a cross strain, and
should introduce a queen of better temper.

Possibly the way the bees are treated may
make a difference, since rough handling is

inclined to make them cross. Then, again,

bees that are where folks are passing by

frequently are not likely to be as cross as

those that aie seldom approached.

3. Nothing is better than good honey, but

if you haven't that, then feed syrup made
of the best granulated sugar.

4. If stray swarms are plenty, you will be

likely to get some in decoy liives. I doubt

if it makes much difference where they are

placed, only so the bees can easily get at

them. I think it is customary to put them
in the crotches of low-branching trees, such

as apple trees; I don't know just why.

Mr- Lewis Schwertman, of Freeport, III., and a Part of His Apiary.

Division-Boards—Buying Queens

1, Of what use are division-boards, and
how often should they be used?

2. When buying queens, would it be better
to buy them close by ? Arkansas,
Answers.— I, A division-board, properly

so called, is a thin board more or less tight

fitting, that divides a hive into two separate

compartments, as when a hive is to be used

for two or more nuclei, or when a colony is

too small to occupy the whole of the hive.

In this sense there are a very few division-

boards, but when one is mentioned a dummy
is really the thing that is meant. A dummy
is loose fitting, not longer nor deeper than

the frame of the hive. (It may be less than

that.) Dummies are in use .in my hives all

the time, winter and summer. The frames do

not entirely fill a hive, and the dummy fills

up the vacant space at one side. It is much
easier to get out the dummy than to get out

the first frame where there is no dummy,
and after the dummy is out it is easy to get
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out the frames. If less than the full number
of frames is in the hive, one or more dum-
mies are placed next to the exposed frame.

2. There would be no great difference ex-

cept that with a sliorter distance the queen
would be a shorter time out of the hive.

The Dzierzon Theory

The tollowine was copied from a daily
paper. Is the doctrine true? I have never
heard of it before.
"The stranuest thing that Mr. Watts told

the Review reporter was that the drones are
produced from unfertilized eggs. One with
experience with poultry would expect such
eggs to fail to hatch. Scientists both by
microscopical examination of the eggs found
in drone combs and by studying the life his-

tory of the bees, have proven that the drone
actually has only one parent, the queen

mother, and every observing apiarist has
seen convincing evidence of this fact."

Illinois.

Answer.—Of all the bee journals of any
language in the world, the one that I have

valued most is the first volume of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. That was published in

1861. Its chief valueconsists in the fact that

it gives a full discussion of the Dzierzon

theory, the kernel of which is that the queen
is fertilized once for life, laying fertilized

and unfertilized eggs, and that the unferti-

lized eggs produce only drones. In the half

century since then there has been some
attempt to controvert the Dzierzon theory,

especially by Ferdinand Dickel. but intelli-

gent bee-keepers quite generally accept it;

so that the clipping is all right.

A Report from Nebraska

In February. IQ12. 1 purchased 4 colonies
of bees. They were in rather a weak con-
dition, but durini; the summer they gave me
175 pounds of honey and 2 swarms. l"o these
I added 3 more swarms, thus having q colo-
nies the beginning of the present season.
Ip to July 25. I have taken off 445 pounds of
what our merchant pronounces A No. i

honey. Only one swarm has issued from
the hives this season; but I securedanother
to the great relief of the telegraph operator
at our station, as they had settled on the
signal pole at the door of the depot, and a
passing through train had angered them un-
til they were vicious. The manipulator of
the "ticker" was a prisoner until I had
coaxed the bees into the hive. This gives
me II colonies for the winter.

I have always been a lover of honey, but
was never situated so I could care for bees.
I had never seen a swarm hived, and did not
know a worker, drone or queen, except that
a few times in my life worker-bees had
stung me; and a bee-sting on my person is a
thing not to be forgotten, as tlie swelling and
itching is something terrible to endure.

I have always been a reader and student
of literature on bees, and much interested
in them; hence, had some of the theory, and
by the knowledge thus gained 1 was able to
recognize each variety of the colony, and to
hive unassisted the first swarm I ever saw
clustered, and also captured the first queen
I ever saw.

it seems strange to me that more people
do not keep bees; for all the sweets to be
found none can equal honey, both for flavor
and healthfulness. Thousands of gallons of
manufactured .syrups, made of various
questionable materials, are consumed, and
ofttimes to the detriment of those eating
them; when the purest sweet gathered
directly from Nature's own "factory" can
be had for a little care and attention to the
"busy bee."

I take no chances in getting stung, fori
fortify myself with covering tor my head.
It is made by taking common window screen-
ing 10 inches wide and form it into a circle
amply large to set out from face and neck;
put a lop to it madeout of muslin, and a cape
of the same; wearing under this a small cap
to hold the top off my scalp. Then with a
common pair of lo-cent cotton gloves that
have been well oiled in linseed oil. to which
have been added gaunlet sleeves with rub-
ber elastics to hold them tight on the arm.
and my smoker in hand. I am ready to go
among them as bold as you please.

It is a pleasure to work with bees, and in

some way I seem to have a sympathetic
feeling for the little fellows, so industrious,
so cleanly and methodical. I am amazed at
their apparent intelligence, yet we do not
know whether it is intelligence or what force
it is which makes them such wonderful
creatures.

It is with reluctance that I leave off watch-
ing them in their busy flight, coming home
and goine a-field; and then when the lid is

off the hive, to see them so intent on their
work, with no confusion amidst the thou-

sands of them, eacli busy with his own part
in the hive.
Many town and city people could, if they

only knew it. keep several colonies of bees
to their pleasure and profit, affording a
study of Nature, and supplying their table
wich what is now a costly luxury to them.
Besides, the multiplying of bees in the

country adds to the productivenessof fruits
and flowers by the sureness of pollinization
of tfieir bloom. Of course, they require j

certain amount of care. Everything that is

worthwhile requires care; but the work is

of that light kind that either man or woman
can attend to it without great effort.

I hope to increase my number of colonies
to two or three dozen, for I find a ready mar-
ket at good prices for more than I can pro-
duce, my 445 pounds being now nearly all

gone, and no search has been made for a
market at all. W, D. Stamfaugh.
Richfield, Neb.

Experiences With Foul Brood

I will give you my experience in dealing
with foul brood. 1 had 30 prosperous colo-
nies in 1012. In May of last year I examined
my bees and found several very weak and
quite a quantity of dead larva; in many. I

thought it was from fruit spraying, so I

changed good frames of brood from strong
colonies with the weak, and gave the dis-
ease to all the bees I had. Some time in
June I examined them and found no improve-
ment. It then dawned on me that it was
foul brood.
In May, ivi3, I shook 2 and 3 colonies to-

gether, and reduced to 11 in all. I made a large
zinc vat that would hold 3 hives, and boiled
the hives, and used care not to let the bees
getanyof the honey. Now. the 11 gathered
about 600 pounds of honey during June, but
on examination I find some have foul brood
yet. i am wondering if the bees will get
rid of it before they all die. I have read
about foul brood all my life, and I am S3
years old. but to have the experience it is

quite different.
I will say for the benefit of those who have

never had foul brood, the half has never
been told; how sneaking and hard it is to
get rid of it. It seems with all the care and
caution of the bee journals, it would be easy
to cure; but reading about it is one thing
and curing it is quite another,
Exeter. Mo. W. P. Browning.

Another Poor Report from California

We have had two poor years; this year is

the poorest of all. No doubt we will have to
feed some the latter part of the winter. We
live in tiie mountains. 2h miles from the
coast in \'entura county, in a small valley
called Casitas. Our honey-plants are differ-
ent kinds of sage, som-e mustard, wild buck-
wheat and wild alfalfa, but when the sage is

in bloom and yields nectar the bees will
leave everything for that.
We have been here three years. The first

year we secured 130 pounds per colony.

spring count; the second year. 20 pound 1

per colony; the third year nothing. We are
permanently located here, and can raise all

kinds of fruit. The elevation is '.<» feet
above sea level, and on this account apples
do well, much better than at sea level. We
also have the finest climate imaginable. We
do not irrigate. We have one month of open
season on deer, and the boys have already
killed two. Mountain quail, bobcats and
foxes are also plentiful. A. I,. Dl'PRAV.
Carpinteria, Calif.. Sept. 2.

Prospects Better

The fine rains we have been having lately
will insure us something of a fall flow of
honey. I believe. The bees are building up
fine now. and some are storing a little.

Salem, Iowa. Aug, iq. J. W. Stine.

Good Clover Flow in Ohio

Bees did fine this season, and we had a
very good flow from clover, but basswood is

nil. J. C. MOSGROVE.
Medina. Ohio. July 13-

Bees and Honey in the Far East

I saw bees in many places at Jericho, near
the Jordan river, north of Jerusalem, on the
way up to Nazareth; again at Haife. near
Ml. Carmel. and later in Greece and Italy.

Honey was offered us regularly at the
hotels in Jerusalem. Jericho. Nabalus. Naz-
areth and Tiberias. It was of g(fcd quality
everywhere. It reminded one of the de-
scription of the land as one that flowed with
milk and honey. T. J. Naoei..
San Rafael. Calif

Good Average for Iowa

We have a heavy honey-flow here even yet
some days from clover, and bees have aver-
aged about 150 pounds up to date per colony,
spring count. Crops are also good, espe-
cially corn. J.O.Kramer.
Hospers. Iowa. July 28.

Clover Very Abundant

My wife and I have just extracted a little

over 30P0 pounds of the finest while clover
honey, and the supers will soon be full

again manv of our colonies will average
over 100 pounds. Never since I kept bees
have I seen clover so abundant as this year.

G. A. Barbisch.
La Crescent. Minn.. July 22

No Surplus at All

Not one pound of surplus from over 100

colonies this season. B. W. Brown.
Moreno. Calif,. Aug. 11,

A Ton from Nine Colonies, Spring Count

Had a good season here this year, I had s

colonies last fall. They all wintered nicely.

I bought one more colony this past spring,
which made me Q. I have increased to 10

this season, and all are in fine condition. I

will get over a ton of honey this year; 1500

pounds is in sections4'»xiS, and the balance
in extracting frames. The combs were built

this season Geo. H. Elskamp.
Maurice, Iowa. Aug. li.

Praise for Dr. Phillips

I do not agree with Dr. Bonney. page 238. in

reference to Dr. Phillip's investigations of

the cause of winter losses. If we followed
Dr. Bonney. would it not be better to go
back to the old box-hive or gum ? The mod-
ern hive is an advantage over the old meth-
ods; vou really receive more, and abetter
quality of honey by the modern methods of

bee-keeping.
It must be understood progressive bee-

keeping assists Mother Natureoccasionally.
If Ihereis a shortage of natural food sup-
plies the beekeeper steps in and supplies
the shortage to his bees. If the winter is

severe the progressive bee keeper has not
waited to find the intent of Mother Nature
for that winter. He has early in the fall,

and every fall, given his bees protection in

some manner. It may be cellaring, chaff-
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hives, outer covering or tenement liives. but
by whatever method he has done to the best
of hisability. Now if a heavy loss occurs
what is he to do. blame Providence or the
natural laws of Nature? All weaklings do
this. Should he blame himself ? Was he to

blame? Who really knows the true cause
of winter loss ? If there be such a man. let

him not hide his light under a bushel. We
bee-keepers are awaiting the man who can
showus.

I do not know, and I am not from Missouri,
but I have confidence in Dr. Phillips, as I

have confidence in his Bureau. The bee-
keeping world worked over the cause of

foul brood for many years—yet it was the
Bureau of Entomology, conducted by Dr.
Phillips, who ran the true bacillus to its lair.

and we now know the bacteriological cause
of foul brood. If Dr. Phillips thinks he can
overcome the excessive winter losses of
bees, the bee-keepers should be with him to

a man. This work is no work for tl-e lay-

man; it necessarily will take months or
years of hard study and work. It is likely

that not one thing is the cause of winter
loss, but many.
The individual bee-keeper has neither the

ability, time, nor the money necessary to

conduct such a work, and we should thank
our stars we have such a progressive head
working for us at Washington. I do not
think the bee-keepers at large realize the
good work which has been done for us by
this Bureau. Those who do should acknowl-
edge the fact by writini; to the Department
of Agriculture, to commend the good work
accomplished by the Bureau of Entomology
in behalf of apiculture. •

Swarthmore. Pa. Penn G. Snyder.
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BEES AND QUEENS.

Phelps' Queens are hustlers.

Nutmeg Italian Queens, leather color.

After June I, Ji. 00. A.W.Yates.
Hartford. Conn.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J H M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

For Sale— Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Barnett, Barnett's, Virginia.

Pheli's' Queens will please you.

Day-old Virgin Queens will please you.
Good way to get fine Italian stock; 50 cents
each: Ss.ooperdoz. Untested. 5i. 00. Tested.
$1.50. Geo. H. Rea. Reynoldsville. Pa.

For Sale.—Untested queens that produce,
75c; tested, Ji.oo; hybrids. 30c. S. H, Rickard.
s,A,it 5o() Machesney BIdg.. Pittsburg. Pa.

Will Sell untested Goldens during Sep-
tember and October for .so cts each, or si,v

for $2.50. J. T. Elkinton. Jennings, l.a.

For Sale—Golden untested queens 70 cts-

each, or S7.2S a dozen. Safe arrival guaran'
teed. D. F. Talley. R.F.D. 4, Greenville, Ala,

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business: June i to Nov. 15- Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. Si. 00; tested. Si. 25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

Hardy Northern-reared Queens of Moore's
strain of Italians: ready June 15. Untested.
$1.00; b for $5 00; 12 for $0-00- See testimonial
on page 210. P. B. Ramer. Harmony. Minn.

Choice Quee.ns from June to Sept. i at
$1,00 each; si.K for S.s.oo. Place orders now.
and have them Idled in rotation. sAtf

D. J. Blocher. Pearl City. III.

For Sale—5 to 10 colonies good Italian
Bees of Doolittle strain in Danz. Hives. Will
take Barnes' Power Saw in exchange, if

suitable and in good shape. Edw. L. Hall.
i7oti Forres Ave.. St Joseph. Mich.

For Sale—About 30 colonies of bees and a
large lot of bee-supplies. There will be a
carload of the bees and supplies. Will sell
cheap, as I am going out of the business.
Write for particulars.

Edwin Bevins. Leon. Iowa.

The Rush for Phelps' queens has been
so great that we will be unable to take care
of any more orders this year. We have
some of the finest breeders for next year
that you ever saw. Give us your orders
early, C. W. Phelps & Son.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Golden and 3-band Italians, also gray Car-
niolan queens. Tested. 5i-ou each; 3 or more
00c each. Untested, 75c each; 3 to 6, 70c each;
t) or more, 65c each. Bees per lb.,SL25; nu-
clei per frame, 81. so. A discount on orders
booked 30 days before shipment 3Atf

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo, Leon Co.. Tex.

For SALE-Choice virgins. 40 cts. each: 3

for $1.00; untested. 60 cts.; tested, Sr.25;
breeders. S2.50. Italians or Carniolans.
Stanley & Finch. 14.SI Ogden Ave.. Chiciago.

Special — Golden -all -over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind. 5000
mated queens was my sales last season. Un-
tested queens each 75c: 50. S12 50: 100. $60.00.
Tested. $1.23. Select-Tested. S2.00. Breeders.
Ss.oo and Sio.oo. .1. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder.

6.A.7t Rt. 1. San Jose. Calif.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind, I will chal-
lenge the world on my (joldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. Si. 00 each:
Tested. $2,00; Breeders. Ss 00 and Sio.oo.

2.Atf J. B- Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

Murray's famous North Carolina bred
Italian queens (red clovers and goldens) for
sale again. As good as the best; no foul
brood known. They are as good honey
gatherers as can be obtained, and winter as'
well. My improved strain is carefully se-
lected, and bred up from Moore's. Root's,
and Davis' improved stock. Select untested,
one. 7.sc: doz.. $8, 00, Tested. $1,25. Select
tested. Si. 50: extra selecttested,$2.oo. Breed-
ers. S3 00 and S5.00.
H. B, Murray. Queen-breeder, Liberty. N. C.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

"Null's Famous Melilotus Honey."
Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala.

^^¥^7^^'^J.^R,^°'S^''' thoroughly ripened.
Write E. C. Pike, Box 10. St. Charles, III.

Wanted to buy Extracted Honey. Kindly
send price and sample,

G. L
. 2252 Belmont Ave.. Chicago, III

WANTED-Comb, extracted honey, andbeeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St., Chicago, III

For SALE.-Fine. Rich. Pure White CloverHoney; also Light Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant& Sons. Hamilton. 111.

Dealers and producers who buy honey
kindly ask for a late number of the Review'
giving a list of members having honey for
sale. Many carloads are listed in the Octo-
ber number. Address. oAtfThe Bee-KeepersReview. Northstar. Mich

For Sale-No. i white comb. $3.50 per
case; No. 2. J3.00, 24 sections to case; six
cases to carrier; clover extracted, two 6o-
lb. cans to case. 9 cents, oAif
Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

For SALe-Our crop of "Elite" white
clover extracted honsy. None better pro-
duced. Also. Raspberry extracted, blended
with willow-herb, nearly as white as the
clover, good body and flavor. 8c per pound.
Sample of either free. Address,
E. D. Townsend & -Sons. Northstar. Mich.

(P^ormerly at Remus.)

20.000 Pounds of Honey for sale. Buck-
wheat, goldenrod. aster blend. S8.4oper case.
This is dark honey (golden . Clover, milk-
weed, raspberry blend of good body; but off
a little in color and flavor. $g.oo per case.
Above honey all in new6o-lb, cans and cases.
120 pound net to case. Sample upon request.
QA2t Ira D. Bartlett. East Jordan. Mich.

X'<c<'/sr.'4C<'/y.'/s^jc<xos^jc< >sosooao!>oao«o: ysoyscc/yaya/yyysc^yyi'/oi
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Dittmer's Foundation
Is the Comb Foundation made to suit

the Honey Bee.

It's the Comb Foundation that helps pro-
duce the full capacity honey crop.

It's the Comb Foundation to give your
Honey Bees.

S Ask for more information ; also prices and FULL

1^ DISCOUNT on all Bee-Supplies.

I

N

Gus Dittmer Company
^ Augusta, Wisconsin
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FOK SALE

For Sale— Empty secondhand 60 lb. cans-
two cans to the case, good as new. 25 cents
per case. • C. H. W. Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mv Entire Ai'IAry of 17; colonies Italian
bees with complete outfit for running same
for comb honey; also International Ha:
vester Auto Truck. Selling on account of
sickness. J. S. Shatters. Fort Lupton. Colo.

For Sale—130 stands of bees with or with
out fixtures. Bees in good 8-frame hives'
Hoffman frames, mostly wired. No disease'
Owner died. Inspected by State Entomolo"
gist. Write. Mrs. Ida McCauley.

Rt 2. Madison. Ind

For Rent An 80 acre small fruit and
bee farm, with 75 stands of bees and fixtures
suitable for running same. Six room frame
house, new Two good barns and outbuild-
ings; 40 acres in pasture; tobacco land. A
man with small family; experienced in care
of bees preferred. Must give best of refer-
ence. Write. Mrs. Ida McCauley,

R. D. 2. Madison, Ind

SUPPLIES.

Bee-Supplies—none better. 35 years of
experience.

I Ideal Winter-Case, complete $2.50
100 Hoffman Brood-Frames in flat 250
500 No. I Sections 2.50
100 Section- Holders, scalloped 2.00
100 Section Slats. H inch 1.00

I Champion Smoker 70
Dadant's Foundation.

Medium Brood, per pound 59
Thin Surplus " " 66
Extra Thin " " 6g
Discount on larger amounts.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-

ed. R. H. Schmidt,
R. R. No. 3, Box No. 2og. Sheboygan. Wis.

Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
re nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co.,
4Atf Greenville. Tex.

POULTRY

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
oloods: $1.00 for 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne, Hamilton, Illinois.

HONEY LABELS

The Number of enquiries coming in for
honey labels has been so large that we have
decided to put in a stock of these for the
convenience of our readers. Should you be
in need of anything in this line, send for a
copy of our label catalog, which will be sent
free. .American Bee lournal.

Hamilton, 111.

SITUATIONS.

Young Married Man wants steady em-
ployment in apiaries; 12 years' experience.
Furnish best of references. Will go any-
where. Newton Cale.
8A3t Rt. I, B. 88, Floresville, Tex.

\\ ANTED-Experienced Apiarist to help
pack bees for winter, and to get ready for
next season. May develop into steady work
for a year or more. E. H. Bruner.

3«36 North 44th Ave.. Chicago. 111.

IP YOU ^''^ having trouble trying to
live by eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a slice of
eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cal.
The Ripe Honey Man

Bingham
Bee Smoker

Paterited

Bingham Bee-Smokers
are self-cleaning, as the cover sits inside

the fire-pot ; the liquid creosote runs
back into the fire and burns up. The
valve in the bellows gives you a Smoker
with life.

Smoke Engine 4 inch stove - $1.25
Doctor 3 1-2 " " - .85
Conqueror 3 " " . .75
Little Wonder 2 1-2 " " - .50

Two larger sizes with metal legs and
hinged cover. In copper, 50c extra.

Parcels Post shipping weight, 2 pounds
each. For sale at your dealers or direct

A. G. WOODMAN CO.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVERTISERS
]

Published Monthly by the

Queen-Breeders' Department California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

1 inch, $2,00 per issue

Classified, 15c a line

Write for particulars

LiOS Aiig-eles, Calif.

GEO. L.EMERSON, Manager
3497 Eagle Street
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Honey Labels
Owing to the many enquiries we have had for Honey

Labels, we have put in a line of these for the convenience

of our readers.

Send for catalog, giving samples of labels with
postpaid prices. We also list Envelopes and printed
Letter Heads.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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falcon QUEENS
Three-Band and Golden Italians, Caucasians and Carniolans

July 1st to October 1st 1 6 12
Untested - - - $ .75 $4.25 $ 8.00
Tested - - - 1.00 5.50 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each ; and Select Tested, $2.00 each.

All queens are reared in stronii. vigorous colonies, and mated from populous nuclei. Instructions for
introdiicinij are to be found on tfie reverse side of the cat^e cover.

OUR BRAND OF FOUNDATION
«j; 1 -_n foundation is cominf in more constant use every year, being adooted by the largest and most prominent beekeepers in thisT^aiCvn country, to say nothingof those in foreign lands where our foundation is largely used. We feel confident that after you have
used one lot of " Falcon " foundation, which is made in our plant at Kalconer. N. Y.. you will purchase it in the future, and are sure that
you and your bees will be pleased with it in every respect.

Full line of hives, sections, and supplies manufactured by us at Kalconer, N. Y. Write for samples of our foundation.

All goods guaranteed. A trial will convince you. Red Catalog postpaid.

Central States distributers : H. S. Duby, St. Anne, III., C. C. demons, Bee-Supply Co., Kansas City, No.

FACTORY W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., - Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.
Il/iere the ffood bce-hii'es come from

HONEY
CANS and PAILS

Our Friction-top Honey-cans, Slip

Cover pails, Honey Shipping cans.

Round and Square, are standard con-

tainers for honey.

American Can Company
Chicago New York San Fraucist-o

With offices in all large cities

The Bee-Keepers' Review
would like to add a thousand new subscribers to its list for 1914, and is going to

offer special inducements to get them. Listen : The April and May numbers
contain the report of the National convention at Cincinnati, Ohio, and in them-
selves contain 96 pages. The last half of 1913 contains the series of articles,
" 3000 Colonies in 50 Yards Managed from One Office ;" besides many other in-

teresting articles that space forbids mentioning. We are printing 400 extra
copies of the Review for the last half of the year on purpose to give to new sub-
scribers, and as long as they last we will give the April and May numbers con-
taining the convention report, the last half of 1913, and all of 1914, for an even
dollar. You have likely been thinking for some time that you would like the
Review, and this will be an opportune time to get it at bargain-counter piice.

Address, The Bee-Keepers' Review, Northstar, Mich.

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land-

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
to mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every beekeeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask (or it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, ill., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ & CO.
Boyd, Wis.

Please mention Am. Bee Tour 1 when writing.

Honey Jars
We carry several styles of honey jars, and

would be pleased to mail you our catalog of
everything a beekeeper uses. 23-pound jar.
heavy flint glass. 54- ;5 gross.

Heavy cartons that protect. Honey in any
size package from i pound to a barrel.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

APIARIES: Glen Cove, L. I.

rW-Hiawsl
Will be ready to take care of your
aueen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard: bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after April ist. About 50 first-class
breeding-queens ready at any date.

Prices: Tested, $1.25; 5 for $5,00.
Breeders, each J 5 00. Address

W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.

1
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I Honey Packages
^ There is a demand for Friction-top Cans and Pails packed in dozen and

^ half dozen re-shipping cases. We have prepared to take care of this demand at

^ the following prices, f. o. b. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa :

\

Cases containing 6-10 pound pails, per case
6-5 " ......
12-5 " - -

F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.

In lots of 10. In lots of loo

75c 70c
45c 40c
62c 58c

10 pound pails in crates of 100 - _ . _

5 " " " " ....
F. O. B. Hamilton, or Keokuk, Iowa.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,

the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever

before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Gentlemen —I should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing: Root Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-

tion as it can be. This machine runs so easily that a few turns to get it UD to speed is all that is necessary; and the men. while usint; the

No. 17. which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional

man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines.
I feel like congratulating The A. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, hnancially to the honey-producers

interests ^ B. HOGABOOM, Elk Grove. Calif,

HERE ARE A FEW MORE
A word about the power e.xtractor I purchased from you through H. L. Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as

driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding, f consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with the apiary. F. C. GOI..DER, Pittsworth. Queensland.

Yours of the itith. also the brake-band for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now. even if I had oiily fifty colonies.

DAVID RUNNING. Grindstone City. Mich.. Julyio. 1910.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape. I set it up and extracted I4i Quarts of honey,

sold it at !5 cents a quart. The extractor is just fine-does the work completely. F. D. KING. Athens, Ohio. Aug. 16. igi2.

Yakima. Wash.. Jan. m. ion.
The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.

\'. V DEXTER. North

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York. I3g-i4i Franklin St.
Philadelphia. 8-10 Vine St.

St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.
Washington, iioo Maryland Ave.. S. W.

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines, 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine

A Few Agents Haudliug these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno
Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles

Colorado Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
Indiana Walter S. Ponder. Indianapolis
Michigan M. H Hunt & Son. Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co.. Roswell

Missouri ..^ Blanke Mfg. & Supply Co., St. Louis
John Nebel & Son Supply Co.. High Hill

Ohio S. J. Griggs Co.. Toledo
C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnat

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfieid Co.. San Antonio

RAMER'S QUEENS
Of Moore's Strain of Italians

Ready June 15

Untested, $1.00; 6 tor $5.00; 12 tor $9.00

April 28. I0I3.

P. B. RAMER. Harmony. Minn.—
/Jtv;;- .SV; .—The 30 queens I got of you in

igii were the best queens; built up the fast-

est, and gave the largest yield of honey I

have had in twenty years of bee keeping.
My average was iho lbs. to the colony in iqi2,

and I lost a partof the flow forwantof super
room. Yours very truly.

Hai.ver J. Halvekson.
Rt. 4. Preston. Minn,

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable

fruit growers' paper published in the world

It is handsomely illustrated and shows the

Western methods which have been so suc-

cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon reauesl.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

>t>s<:>ooc<»oooac«ooeoo<»(>G<>s<N

^ QUEENS OF MOORE'S ^

B STRAIN OF ITALIANS §S PRODUCE WORKERS ^PRODUCE WORKERS
Q I hat till the supers Quick
O With honey nice and thick-

Q They have won a world-wide reputa-

Q tion for honey-gathering, hardiness.

Q gentleness, etc. Untested queens. Si

;

V six. Ss; 12, $</ 00. Select untested. Si -S;

Q six, $6.00; 12, $11. Safe arrival and sat-

Q isfaction guaranteed. Circular free
O I now have 750 nuclei, and am filling

O orders by return mail.

X J- P- MOORE, Queen-breeder,
n Route 1, Morgan, Ky. ?

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark.;

SAVES
AT ALL
DEALERS

Each, 13c; Doz., $1.05, postpaiil
If your Dealer does not keep them, order

from Factory, with complete ir.structions.

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.,
Lewistown, Illinois

Fine Yellow
Italian bees & queens. If

\ou need a fine yellow
Queen quick, try Fajeu
and you will order more.
I'^xtra fine queen, only
Si. 00; untested. 75c. vfr
nucleus, only $2.75. Full
colony in 8-fr. hive with
fine tested queen. $=;.5o.

J.LFajen, Stover, Mo.

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS can save
hone y and

^L't the liest goods obtainable, especially
made In meet Western condition. Send for
new catalog and special price list to

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver, Colorado

ITALIAN AND CARNIOLAN

QUEENS

—

for FALL DELIVERY.

The best of either

RACE

Prices : 75 cts. each.

$8.00 per dozen.

GRANT ANDERSON
San Benito,cTexas
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Chicago, Sept. i8.—The market during the
past six weeks has been practically one of
laree receipts and few sales. It is difficult
now to place the best grades of comb honey
at more than 17c per pound, with the ma-
iority of the receipts selling at I5@i6c per
pound. The amber grades range from i@3c
per pound less. The weather has been too
warm up to this time to place honey with
the general trade, but now that the peach
season is drawing to a close, there i5 a prob-
ability of a much more active market. Ex-
tracted honey is also quiet with the white
grades, bringing from 8@oc per pound; am-
ber. 7@'8c per pound, according to kind and
quality. Extracted in barrels is selling at
from '2@ic per pound less than in cans, as
the trade no longer wants it in that shape.
Beeswax steady at from 30(a'i2c per pound,
according to color and cleanliness.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Mo.. Sept. 17.—Receipts of
comb honey are large. Three cars of west-
ern comb are on the market, beside local
shipments. The demand is good. Receipts
of extracted are not large: demand fair.We quote as follows: No. 1 white comb, 24
section cases at $315 to $3.25: No. 2, $3. 00:
No. 1 amber. S3. 10; No. 2. J2.75 to $3 00. White
extracted, per pound, 8@8;4c; extracted am-
ber. 7®8c. Beeswax. No. i, 30c per pound;
No. 2, 25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

Indianapolis. Sept. 18.—Honey is moving
freely. Fancy white comb is selling at 16®-
I7C; No. I white, one cent less Finest ex-

tracted. g@ioc in 5-gallon cans. Beeswax is

in good demand, and producers are being
paid 32c. cash or trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

Cincinnati. Sept. 18—The demand for
both comb and extracted honey is not as
brisk as it should be for this time of the
year. We are receiving quantities of both
comb and extracted honey. Fancy white
clover comb honey is selling at i6c per
pound. No. I white is seliing at $3.50 a case
of 24 sections. Off grades do not sell. Ex-
tracted white clover honey in 60-pound cans
is selline from o@o!'2C per pound. Amber
grades are selling from 7^(?8'2C per pound,
according to grade and quantity purchased.
Beeswax is selling from S33 to $35 per 100.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Cincinnati. Sept. 10.—The crop of honey
throughout the State is greater than one can
imagine. While the prices are sagging some,
it is only a question of having the nerve to
hold up the price. We are still selling comb
honey at I4®i6;4c per pound for a good to
choice grade: while amber extracted honey
in barrels is selling at 6!4@gc per pound, ac-
cording to the quality and quantity pur-
chased. Please observe the above are our
selling prices, not what we are paying. For
choice bright yellow beeswax we are paying
30c per pound delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

San Francisco. Sept. ig.—Comb honey has
been coming in. and the demand is very

light, owing to plenty of fruit. Extracted is
moving slowly. Comb honey, fancy. ii'Ac:
.No I. 13c: light amber. io(ii2c: darker grades
8'!>nc. Extracted, water white, gc; light
amber. 7'A@»c; other grades. 5<§7c. Bees-
wax. 30c for nice yellow; darker grades,
24@26c. John C. Frohliger.

Boston. Sept. 10.—tancy and No. i white
comb. I6@i7cper pound. New fancy white ex-
tracted in s-gallon cans. icSnc. Beeswax.
30c. Pure white honey in barrels, oc per
pound. Blake.-Lee Company.

Denver. Sept. 18.—The honey crop in
northern Colorado has been good We quote
our market in a jobbing way as follows: No.
I white comb honey per case of 24 sections.
$305; choice. $2.88; No. 2. $2.73; white stand-
ard. 8gQc: light amber. 7@8c; strained. 6H(S7C.We pay 20c cash, and 28c in trade, for clear
yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn..

Frank Rauchfuss. .l/^r.

Los Angeles. Sept. is Since writing on
June 30. quoting light amber honey at bVsc,
we have received a good many offerings
from the producers, and it is possible that
the price named could be shaded an eighth
of a cent per pound on firm offers.

Hamilton SlMendebson.

New York, Sept. 19.—The new crop of
comb honey is now beginning to arrive quite
freely; the demand is good for all grades,
and we quote a fancy white at i6c, and some
especially fine lots will bring 17c. No. i

white at I4'5i5c; No. 2. 13c: mixed, dark, and
buckheat at iignc per pound. Extracted is

in fair demand, with sufficient supply of all

grades excepting California sage. We quote
white clover at 8@oj2C. according to quality;
light amber. 7/^@3c: dark, mixed, and buck-
wheat. 7@8c; southern in barrels, as to qual-
ity. 70c®8oc per gallon. Beeswax steady at
32c per pound. Hildreth & Segelken.

An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost
anything listed in the catalog at once.
Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too.
should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a
postal-card request for this catalog.
If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs
and we will quote price accordingly.
If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in
results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.
We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for
our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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" If goods arc Tvanted quick, send to Ponder." '

BEE-SUPPLIES
EOIIIPMENT Store room built expressly for the business
byuirnit.ni laree concrete basement with just enough mois
ture to prevent breakaee in sections; no shrinkage in dovetaileti
corners of supers and hives.

OUALITY Koot eoods at factory prices. The kind that I haviyUHLI 5q] J fQf nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I migiit
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

^ The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding
•-J^ hnsy Si>li(hOfi, L'se the

^ Schamu Patent Roller Entrance

^

HIVE BOTTOiVI
m
m
m

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Asl( for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

DDIOPQ- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.-|\IV^C9. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

^
^
^

^
^
^
^
m
^
m
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Eastern Bee-Keepers
P'urnishing bee-supplies has been our busi-

ness for 22 years. We are also honey-pro-
ducers, operating several hundred colonies
for honey. We have started many people
who have made a success of the business.
We still furnish them their supplies. They
stick to us. You will if you get acquainted.
We advocateonly practical articles. Let us
mail you our catalog of what you may need.

i. J. STRINCHAM.
105 Park Place, New York City

APIARIES : Glen Cove, L. I.

Rebuilt Remington Typewriters (Ho. 6)

or Smith Premier Typewriters (Ho. 2)

Prices. S30 to $«. Send $5.00 down and
we will send the machine. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY. Address,

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325 Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine qoc Honey-Spoon and the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
fi.75. Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal. Hamilton. III.

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave,, Kansas City, Mo.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping- Cases.
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

k.AA Am Now Shipping Uateste h '

from Ny

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAIN!•I
My bees are the product
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swartlimore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like
beacon lightsamongour

' ' *
past and present breed-

ers, for the best queens ever produced in the
United States. Never had foul brood.

SWARTHMORE APIARIES, Swarthmore, Pa.

NO 1913 CATALOGUE! S.°e oVd'^^r.^c^

I will avoid all expenses possible and will

not print any catalog. I have some 1012 left.

Order from your old catalog, or I will mail
you one.
Best white pine hive 114 story 8 frame. »i. 45;

10 frame. $1.60 in lots of 5- Best sections per
1000, $4.40; 2000. $8.60: 3000. $12.60; 5000. J20; No. 2.

50c less. Plain 25c less.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

DO YOU READ

PROGRESSIVE POULTRY JOURNAL ?

It is published in Mitchell. South Dakota,
and is a live paper devoted to the interests
of better poultry and more of it. Has prac-
tical writers of experience in raising poul-
try Well illustrated. Send for free copy.

Progressive Poultry Journal
Mitchell, South Dakota

WA NTED
NEW CROP HONEY

New York and Pennsylvania

V Um B Especially

Write us. State quantity, quality, style
of sections, when ready for shipment,
etc. Will buy or handle on commission.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., New York, I
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SYRACUSE CHICAGO NEW YORK BALTIMORE CAXOXSBIRG

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

HONEY CANS
All Styles-All Sizes

Friction Top
Boxed Square Cans

60-Pound Shipping Cans

HONEY PAILS
Sales Offices

72 W. Adams Street, Chicago

616 W. 43d Street, New York City

>>j^

Send for our prices
ONBEESWAX

We are paying higher prices than ever before at this season.

Why ? Because of the tremendous demand for

Dadanfs Foundation
Write at once. We will quote you F. O. B. here or

F. O. B. your Station, whichever you desire

y.^
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How Far Can a Bee

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

American Bee Journal

1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is Si.oo a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico: in Canada. $i.io;
and in all other countries in the Postal
Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of the month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " decis"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of December, IQI3.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted,

DISCOUNTS:
times lie a line

12 " (i yr.) IOC a line
i times 14c a line
6 " I2C

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Celebrated Queens Direct from Italy

Bees More Beautiful, More Gentle, More
iDdnstrioas, Long Tongued, Tbe Best Honey Gatherers.

PRIZES:—VI Swiss Agricultural Exposi-
tion. Berne. i8(j5. Swiss National Exposition.
Geneva. iS'jo. Bee-Keepin^; Exhibition. Liege
Belgium. i8g6. Bee-Keeping Exhibition.
Frankfort O. M. ^Germany:. Convention of
the German. Austrian and Hungarian Bee-
Keepers. August. IQ07.

Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
U.S.A., 1904, HIGHEST AWARD

Extra Breedin;^ Queens. $3-00: Selected. S2. 00;
Fertilized. $1.50; lower prices per dozen or
more Queens, Safe arrival guaranteed. Write
Member of the/ ANTHONY BIAGGI,
National Bee- - Pedevilla. near Bellinzona,
Keepers' Ass' n) Italian Switzerland.
This country, politically. Switzerland Re-

public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Mirhia^in ftficahsi ^^^^ ^^^^' Melon. Not amiumgdn UdbdOa watermelon noramusk
melon, but better than either If you ^'row
any next spring you better order seeds now,
as the supply is limited. Small package, loc

:

large package. 25 c. Descriptive circular free.
Burgess Seed Co., 6 A. B., Allegan. Mich.

DADMrC ' foot-^ower

DAnllCO Machinery
Read what J L PiBiEirr, dK Cha/^

von, N Y., say-B "TVa cat witn dus
:t your Cornhdned Machines -a^'

winter. 60 chaff hJvee with '^-in caf
:00 honey-racks, 500 broDdframe*
t-,000 honey-bojei and a ^reat dea
-jT other work. Thiswlflter we hav/
aoable theam jont of b&s-hlveB.et5.
:.o make, and wfl expecttodo itwlcc
ihlfi Saw. It will do all you aay 14
wUl. ' Catalog and price-list Ctm

i.SJlTBW, W, g. ft ^oatH BAKfl j£3

SEE?
That question has been argued " time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, Inc.,

ArcAdiA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
For Both Extracted and Comb Honey

Would like to hear from those having Fancy and
Number One Comb Honey. State best price de-

livered Cincinnati. We want Extracted Honey,
too. No lot too large or too small for us. We re-

mit the very day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
"The Busy Bee-Men"

204 Walnut Street, CINCENNATI, OHIO
P. S.—Ship us your old comb and let us render them for you. Our pro-

cess extracts the last drop of wax from the slumgum. We make money for you,
if you will ship us your old combs and cappings for rendering. Write for fnll

particulars.

f"
OGGCCOSOOQiSOOCOSCOCCCiQCOOOQOSCGCCOSOSOOCCGiSOSCGeOi

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

1

We also manufacture HiveS, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis.
|

OOGeOSCOQCOQCOOOOCCOOeOOOOOSOOOSOSQOOOOOCt^SOOCOOOOO^
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"Honey-Money Stories"

This is a 64-page and cover pamphlet.
5^4^x8>2 inches in size, and printed on
very fine paper. It is illustrated with
over 30 beautiful pictures, all relating

to bee-keeping. Its object is to inter-

est people in the use of honey as a

daily food. It contains a lot of infor-

mation about the uses of honey, and a

copy of it put in the hands of any per-

son should make a good honey custo-
mer of him.
Besides the honey information, it

contains three bee-keepers' songs, the

words of all three having been written

by Hon. Eugene Secor, of Iowa, and
the music of one of the songs was writ-

ten by Dr. C. C. Miller. The songs
are these

:

"The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom."

"The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby."

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey."

The music alone is worth the price

of the booklet.

—SPECIAL PRICES-
The regular postpaid price of "Honey-

Money Stories " is 2.J cents, but I vvill

mail one copy for l.j cents, two copies

for 25 cents, or 5 copies for .)0 cents.

If wanted by express, charges not pre-

paid, I will send 10 or more copies at

.5 cents each. Better send for 10 copies

as a trial. You will want more. They
weigh about b copies to the pound.

A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c
1 have several dozens of the Muth

wire-and-cloth Bee-Veils—a dandy veil

—which I will mail for ffj cents each.

Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's "Southern Bee-Culture"

This is a 50-cent book which I will

mail for 30 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoker

The $1.00 postpaid size I will mail

for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-

smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Your Name and Address on a Rubber

Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.

You can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-

thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the

following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2K inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents

Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad (2Kx3?4 inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-

ful attention. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK
Sandpoint, Idaho

AmericanHee Journal

fiw Bingham

Bee Smoker.
Patented

Bingham Bee-Smokers

are self-cleaning, as the cover sits inside

the fire-pot; the liquid creosote runs

back into the fire and burns up. The

valve in the bellows gives you a Smoker

with lile.

Smoke Engine 4 inch stove - $1.25

Doctor 3 1-2 " " - .85

Conqueror 3 " " . .75

Little Wonder 2 1-2 " " - .50

Two larger sizes with metal legs and
hinged cover. In copper, 50c extra.

Parcels Post shipping weight, 2 pounds
each. For sale at your dealers or direct

A. G. WOODMAN CO.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Tennessee-Bred
QUEENS

41 years' experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed 3-band Italians ONLY

I am at last up with all contracts, and can fill orders by re-

turn mail—2 to 5 dozen daily. Prices remainder of season

:

Untested, one for 75c ; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.50. Tested, double

these prices. The very best BREEDER, $10; Select breeder,

$5.00. Write for prices on larger orders.

John M. Davis, Spring Hill, Tennessee
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ORDER Your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW
Now you can get what you want and have it ready when you need it.

Prices Now are Naturally Lower than they Will Be Later

We not only name low prices, but furnish high

grade goods as well.

We have been manufacturing Hives, Frames,

Sections, Shipping-cases, etc., over 15 years, more

than 10 years under the present management.

We have satisfied others, and we will try to

please you.

Mail us an itemized list of what you want, and

we will quote you.

We want to save you money.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co., Minneapolis Minnesota

ilxXXXXXX133333:03XXXO:XXXX#
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Make Your Hens Lay/^X.
I

iDetrolt Kerosene EneinelYou can double your ege yield l.y feedlnp fresb-cut. raw bone. It V //> ^O^^^ I

i"*^*"^** »ViW«y*BIW bll^lllV
contain? ovt-r four times as miit-h et:p makink' material as grain and / vTO^ ^ ¥ ' I SaveS TilTie. TrOllbt^ Fyni^nQ^ Itakes tlu- i-,ane of bugs and wurnu^ In fouj^* diet. Thafs why Jt / /k O/. ff " ««av«» I illlCy irOUUie, tXpeflSe |
contains ovtT four times as miu-h etrpmaking material as grain and
takes tlie I'jane of bugs and w.irni^ In fowj^* diet. That's why Jt
^Mves niurt' e^-^'H—grt-ater ftTt lilt v. stmnger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S "-^llXi BONE CUTTER
cuts easily and rapidly ail large and small bones with adhering ^_^_
meat and gristle. Automatically adapts to your strength. Never clogs.
10 Days* Free Trial. No money down. Send for our free books today

F. W. MAWW CO. BoK 348 MJLFORD, MASS

tYYYYYYY^ W^yXXryXXXXXXXXXX i
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Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVERTISERS
Queen-Breeders' Department

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, 15c a line

Write tor particulars

Published Monthly by the

California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

Los Auffeles, Calif.

J. D. BIXBY, Editor,

Covina, California.
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Dittmer's Foundation
Is the Comb Foundation made to suit

the Honey Bee.

It's the Comb Foundation that helps pro-

duce the fuSi capacity honey crop.

It s the Comb Foundation to give your
Honey Bees.

Ask for more information; also prices and FULL

DISCOUNT on all Bee-Supplies.

Gus Dittmer Company ^

Augusta, Wisconsin
q

>0:>Q<>0O0OQ< >OCCCCCCCCGCCCCCOOGOGC<>SOS<:COOQOCCOQ^

The Detroit Kerosene Eng^lne
is the simplest and most powi rfm
engine yoa ever saw or heard of.
Direct transmiisslon of powerwith
3 moving parts only— no n?eles-:
cams, gears or valves to take op
power or get ont of order. Ko
trouble— noe.^tra exi>ense. St;
without tT-inliiug.

Runs on
Cheap Kerosene
Will run On distillate and

\

easol ine ; but kerosene costs
less than half as mut-h U3
gasoline. Eeiides.keri>!i;ene
contains more heat units
than gasoline, ivesul t —
more power—stea 'lier pow-
er—atone-half the expense
of fuel. Comes to >ou all ready to run feed grinders,
Beparators, pumps, saws, electric light plants- etc
All sizes in stock readv to ship.
GUARANTEED 5 YEARS—Sent Oil trial direct trom

cnr factory at lowest factory prices. Don't bay snen-
gine antil yoQ have eeen the 'Detroit/* Write today
for catalog and agent's special introductory price oa
fii^t order from \ our territory. ^1^)
Detroit Engine Works, i2z fiellevne Ave., Detroit, i

ATWALPACKETof

FREE!
Rou^i > CRASD RAPIDS

MARKET TOMATOu^oiong.
inaltdbyM, GtoTtr t fto«w,
iht Edii<=r o/ THE FRL'IT
BELT. Amtnca, C'^olnt

tht Mot
Jnd Shtpptr. a/ij

Dtl,c,

kri. In Sti-e, Iht indnniiaal fmilt tciH snrrofr a half-poaitj tack, ajsd

.

vtry aniform in thep*. luc. and color. Thtn arc /he tttdt. aa Iht taiu^o
iitoLJ.andcan likt a p.tet a/ bt</-tltaM Onr ffmorr near Cran<i RofdM.
Mich., mold OVER TWO THOUSAJ^DDOLLARSmirihof Ihttttomatoa a^
of tun thaatar:d noei. Wm ~rt wiUms (o tftuhc oar rtpvlation oa Iha torn-
ale. Thr ictd cannot bt provorcd Irom Sttdsmrn, at wt otsn tht rnltrt
.««fc. Wt c't GIVING IT AWAY to mttodact THE FRUfT BELT, and
yoa can gri a paiktt, ifyoa act note

America's Greatest

Horticultural Joomal

Sbowt ?oa How to Make Money Raising Fniit: How to Prnne
and Tbin Properly: How to Grntrol lns«cb ukI Plant Diseases by
Spraying: What Varieties to Plant: H^w to Set ont New Orchards;
How to "ReJDTcnate" Old Orchards. TH£ FPUIT BELT is a Big

[Uustra'id Magazine, Filled ^»ntli Good Things fcr Too.

n und THE FRVrr belt to y^^r
u for tht rtmatadtr a/ thci y*aT, vp-
tipt of Thirty Ccftft. and ^* inff

ttnd to yoa. by rrtam mail FREE, a tnal pacJact of fotpc 'm Grand R^ida
MaritI Tomato ittd. Dont delay , Iht Hoci u linnttd. .'drfrca - -

THF FDITIT RFI T R.112. Hawkins building
ini:« ri\uii dill, ^ grand rapids. Michigan

TRIAL OFFER":;

Great Family

Combination Offer

We do not know of any Family Weekly
that we can more heartily recommend to
our readers than The Youth's Companion.
It gives us pleasure: therefore, to announce
that we have arranged with the publishers
to make the following offer:

The American Bee Journal ^^f^C;'"
*1

The Youth's Companion ^2

Both papers together for One Year »2.90

To lake advantage of this club rale send
all subscriJ>lions to this office.

ARTISTS
ENGRAYERS-ELECMyPERS
542 550S.de/IRBORNST
PONTIAC BLDG. CHICA.GO. I
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Editorial Comments

The New Scheme ol" the Two
Doctors

The article on another page by Dr.

Bonney cannot fail to attract attention.

It is quite a coincidence that two bee-

keepers, each a physician, and each in-

dependently of the other, should have

conceived the same idea. They are

alike, too, in the fact that neither one

has carried out this scheme so fully

as to be entirely sure of its success.

In Gleanings in Bee Culture for Oct. 1

is the article by Dr. G. A. Humpert,

which is so closely resembled in prin-

ciple by the article of Dr. Bonney that

it might be supposed Dr. Bonney had

been guilty of plagiarism. Such a

thing, however, is entirely precluded

by the fact that Dr. Bonney's article

was received before the publication of

Dr. Humpert's article, even supposing

Dr. Bonney capable of plagiarism.

Dr. Humpert has devised a special

machine for cutting out the plugs of

honey, and then, just as Dr. Bonney,

he puts them in the sections to be fast-

ened in by the bees. He found them

fastened into the section-frame within

24 hours, but not so well as in 36.

Only after a thing is fairly tried by

the bees can any one be sure of its suc-

cess or failure, and it might be well to

suspend opinion until after another

harvest gives opportunity for trial by

all who are interested. Yet one would

har<lly be a beekeeper without discuss-

ing in advance anything in which such

possibilities seem involved.

Very prominently, in the minds of

many, will stand forth the thought of

the much larger amount of honey pro-

duced in extracting frames as com-

pared with sections, and then if we
can have the e.xtracting combs turned

into sections by spending l.j to 30 sec-

onds upon each section and submitting

them to the bees for less than two

days' time, we have made a great gain,

unless, indeed, the revolution should

be so great as to bring down the price

of comb honey to the level of extract-

ed. Dr. Bonney says: "The bees will

produce more honey in extracting

frames than in sections." That's put-

ting it very modestly. It is generally

believed that SO percent more extracted

than comb can be produced. At any

rate, there is generally a difference of

at least 5 cents a pound between the

price of comb and extracted. Now if

by spending a quarter to half a minute,

or even a full minute, on each section,

we can gain that 5 cents; it's well

worth while. Five cents a minute, or

$3.00 an houi, is pretty good pay.

But a special factor in the case is

likely to be overlooked. It is true that

60 percent more extracted than comb

can be produced, but that is because

with extracting combs the bees are

saved the time and labor of building

combs. Building entire combs and

filling them is altogether another af-

fair. Indeed, some might dispute

whether bees build and fill combs any

faster in frames than in sections.

Others would say there is a difference,

but the difference is very small. It is

pretty clear that the extracted-honey

argument must be thrown out of court.

The thing that remains is that with

the new plan there will be no question

as to sections being entirely filled with

honey, and evenly filled; no half-filled

sections when a flow stops. Some one

will reply, "I get sections beautifully

filled with the old plan, fastened in

probably better than by any other plan,

and have no more unfinished sections

at the close of the season than I want

for baits the next year." Such a bee-

keeper may not care to try the new
plan. But all are not so fortunate. Dr.

Bonney says that with him "the per-

centage of unfinished pieces was ap-

palling, to the extent that I quit pro-

ducing section honey." To him and

others like him the next harvest will

give opportunity for a full test.

Watch Your Secoud-Hand Cans

We have just received a letter from

Mr. J. F. Diemer, of Liberty, Mo., in

which he states that he purchased some
honey from a commission house. The
honey was put up in (50-pound cans,

which were bright enough on the out-

side, but from the sample of tin sent

us, were about " the worst ever" on

the inside. Mr. Diemer stated that

besides the rusty cans, there were so

many bees, etc., in the honey that it

was easy to tell that the producer was
one who leaned towards black bees

rather than Italians. Of course, this

shows a careless beekeeper.

There are, however, many up-to-date

beekeepers who put their honey in sec-

ond-hand cans. It is regrettable that

in some instances the proper precau-

tions are not taken to make sure that

the cans are bright inside. It is too

bad to spoil high grade honey by pack-

ing it in a rusty can. It is bound to

spoil the color and the flavor.

Do not necessarily give up the use

of second-hand cans, but watch these
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cans carefully and "fire away" any-

thing which looks the least rusty in-

side.

With the Editor iu Suuiiy South-
ern France

When this letter is published in the

Bee Journal we will have reached

home. Yet it is written in the south-

western corner of France, some tiOOO

miles from home.

Some of our friends will perhaps

wonder why we do not give successive

and detailed accounts of all our

travels. We propose to do it, for

many of our readers have asked us

for a full story of our trip. But it will

be done only after we have reached

home. We must be content now with

a mere glimpse of some of the things

we see.

This part of France is not far from
Bordeaux, the country of vineyards
and of the noted claret wines, the home
of the warm-hearted and hot-blooded
Gascons; close to the native heath of

Cyrano De Bergerac, the famous hero
made immortal by the pen of Rostand,
in his half comical and half tragical

play of the same name.
The country is rich, the valleys beau-

tifu'. The house from which this let-

ter is written is an old castle, perhaps
.500 or 600 years old. It is not a feudal

castle with towers and battlements.

Those evidences of the dark ages have
been torn down many years ago, and
the building is just a plain quadrangle
with an innercourt, a big porte-cochere
stone column at the garden entrance,

and a pretty avenue 1(500 feet long, with
trees on each side, leading in a gentle

slope to the big automobile highwav
which crosses the plain below. This
is the home of Mr. Couterel, the gen-
tleman whose home apiary was pic-

tured in the American Bee Journal of

May. 1913. If you refer to the number
in question, you will see by the orderly
arrangement of everything that this

gentleman is careful and neat. The
house, though very old, with worm-
eaten doors and rusty hinges is com-
fortable and hospitable on the inside,

and everything has been done to make
our stay pleasant. After 40 or more
stops in various hotels, in noisy cities,

along roaring streets, it is an indescrib-

able pleasure to find one's self in abso-
lute quiet, and to be able to sleep with
only an occasional rooster crow in the

distance to wake you.
It is hardly worth while to speak of

the apiary which has been already
shown. Mr. Couterel is very practical,

uses our system- of extracting supers,

has his apiary well enclosed and well
sheltered, and keeps his hives about 18

inches from the ground on platforms
which rest across timbers laid flat. His
bees are all of the common sort, but I

believe that I have succeeded in in-

ducing him to try the Italians, which
have more value to me today than ever.

This is a good country for bees, for
these fertile hills are close to the
heather lands ; so close in fact that we
could ride there in a half hour; and so

tb.at Mr. Couterel's bees 'gather much

A View of the PusoC'j IN Gasconv. Where Mr. and Mrs.
OF September—THE Barnyard.

Dadant Visited the Last

\gSSP -If w

In the Land of the Heather and the Cork-oak.-Another View of Pusoco.

honey from this great honey plant in

the latter part of the summer. As most
of my readers have never seen heather
lands, they will be as much interested

in them as I was, if I can only de-

scribe them in a sufficiently interesting

fashion.
I had often heard of the " landes " of

Gascony, but thought them low, sandy
plains. They are rolling hills instead,

and extend for scores of miles from
here to the Gulf of Gascony.
The growth upon the " landes " is

confined to numerous ferns, scrubby
pines and cork oaks, with a very thick

undergrowth of heather. Just now
the heather is in its fullest bloom, and
there are perhaps 20 different varieties,

from the palest pink to almost red and
deep yellow colors. It is a mass of

flowers upon which the bees work from
June 15 until frost. Frost in this re-

gion is very late, usually not until No-
vember. So we may readily call this

the Eldorado of bee-keeping. There
is only one dark side to the picture,

the heather honey is dark in color, a

deep amber, strong in flavor, and al-

most impossible to extract with the

honey extractor. Here I ascertained
positively that which I already sus-

pected, that when speaking of nectar
containing 75 percent of water, we
should confine ourselves to the nectar
of our moist prairies. I am told that

much of the nectar harvested from
heather, in this dry, sandy soil, is too
thick at the end of the first day to be
thrown out readily.

Mr. Couterel and his partner, Mr.
Lanssucg. have an out-apiary right in

the center of the heather land, and
thither we repaired in a two-wheel
cart, my wife sitting on the front seat

by the side of our host, and myself in

the back, while Mr. Lanssucg rode a

bicycle. Bicycles are about as plenti-

ful here as ox-carts, and the o.x-cart is

the principal vehicle. It is quite in-

teresting to an American to see 2000

feet of pine lumber on a two-wheel
cart, and drawn by a yoke of oxen, or
even of cows, who balance the load
and pull it with ease.

But let us reach the heather, through
a beautiful straight road such as you
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^ee mainly in France. The trees are
sparse and scrubby. The pines are all

blazed for their sap, with a cup of some
sort at the stump to receive the flow,

which is poured into barrels and taken
to the turpentine distillery, which I

will describe in some other number;
for it is also a honey and wax estab-
lishment.

The oak trees (cork oaks) are strip-

ped of their precious bark once in

about 10 years. Those which have
been stripped this year have a reddish
appearance, as if they had been painted.

The bark removed is only the epider-
mis, so to speak, and the tree does not
suffer much from its removal. In fact,

after a year or two, when the bark has
grown on again, the trunk looks
smoother and cleaner than the upper
limbs, for the old cork bark, which
is never removed from the limbs, but
only from the lower 10 or 12 feet,

looks like the hide of a crocodile, or
worse. This cork bark is hauled to a

cork factory, a short distance away,
and enters from there the channels of

commerce. I was informed that the

cork oak did not orignally exist in very
large numbers in this region. It was
planted there. In many places this fact

is evidenced by the rows of trees which
could not have grown so regularly in

the natural way.

So the " landes " of France, which
were once useless and barren, are now
giving three crops which are quite

profitable, turpentine and rosin, cork
and honey.

We reached the out-apiary, situated

away from the village, and surrounded
simply with a high screen fence. I en-

quired whether they did not think the

place rather in danger from thieves,

but they explained that bees are plenti-

ful all through the heather plains, that

they are mostly in wicker baskets cov-
ered outside with cow-dung and clay,

and that no one needs be afraid of

honey thieves when honey is so plenti-

ful. An hour or two later, at dusk, we
rode to a primitive apiary, also located

in the midst of the heather, containing
about 100 hives (or rather baskets),

and the bees had evidently harvested a

good crop that day, for each hive was

emitting a low roa.-ing sound of venti-
lation and contentment, such as our
own people have heard when white
clover is in full bloom and the day has
been fair.

This seems to me the ideal spot for
bees. The .peasants, who do not know
anything about modern systems, still

brimstone the old colonies every fall,

keeping only the swarms, for they
think they are thus keeping "the young
bees." It is useless to tell them that

the old queen goes with the swarm.
They know better, and shrug their

shoulders. Each brimstoned colony
brings a return of about $20 at the fac-

tory above mentioned. As to the bees,
,

if you want them, they will drive them
out for you, and give you the naked
swarm for 50 centimes, 10 cents of our
money.
The Couterel out-apiary has two very

interesting features, the hive-stands

and the hive-roofs. The stands are

round slabs of re-enforced concrete,

25 percent concrete mixed with 75 per-

cent river gravel, with 4 wire hoops
and 8 crosswise on the inside. The
dimensions are 4 inches in thickness
and 3 feet in diameter.

The roof is another slab of cement.
But this is only about '4 inch in thick-

ness, and made of cement and asbes-

tos (amiante in French). If any of our
readers have ever seen the artificial

slate manufactured by the F. W. John's
Mfg. Co., in our States, they will have
an idea of the strength and lightness of

this sort of roof, which is made in

sheets about 25 inches square and very
fine. They cost here 17 cents each de-

livered at the station by the factory.

One can have no idea of the neat ap-

pearance of an apiary thus supplied.

During our visit, a friend of our host,

an amateur photographer, was kind
enough to come and take our photo-
graphs in three different spots. We do
not know whether these will reach

home in time to be published with this

letter. But the reader will lose noth-

ing anyhow, for we expect to publish

dozens of views which have been taken

by friends in different parts.

We are getting badly spoiled, for we
are welcomed and feasted, and invited

and complimented everywhere. We
did not realize that we could find so

many friends in Europe. c. p. d.

In the Land of the Heather—-Another View of the Pusocq.

Plurality of Queeus

We call the readers attention to the

articles in this number by Mr. Hand,

Mr. Wood, and Dr. Miller, criticising

the article by Edward F. Bigelow, in

the October number.

Mr. Bigelow put forth the theory that

very probably there was more than one

queen that went with every swarm, and

that nature had a purpose in supplying

a plurality of queens for these swarms.

We feel very sure that Mr. Bigelow's

experience has been with a limited

number of colonies, and we have no

doubt but that these colonies cast sev-

eral swarms in the same season; that

is, they sent forth a prime swarm and

several after-swarms.

He intimates that if a swarm has but

one queen, and this queen were lost,

the swarm would perish. He loses

sight of the fact that this swarm would

have the alternative of perishing or

returning to the hive from which it

issued.

All well-informed beekeepers will

agree that sotne swarms have more

than one queen, while the most of us

will also agree that there are many

swarms which have but a single queen.

Especially is the latter true where

swarming is well controlled.

Where, then, is the dividing line be-

tween the swarms with a single queen

and those with many. Almost invaria-

it\ prime szvarms issue icith a single

queen. Exceptions may be allowed as

pointed out by Mr. H?nd. Secondary

and last swarms may be accompanied

by more than one queen. The writer has

in mind one instance when not less

than seven virgin queens were found

in one cluster. There are of course

many instances where even the secon-

dary and later swarms have but one

queen. One of these is where the par-

ent colony provides but two or three

queen-cells to take the place of the old

queen, which issued with the prime

swarm.

The photographs given in the Octo-

ber number evidently are those of a

last swarm. These often cluster in

different places, and each cluster is

usually so small that the whole, when

put together, is too weak to form a

good colony.

The articles in this number give a

very good reason why drones go with

a prime swarm. Any one at all ac-

quainted with the habits of the drone

recognize his fickleness, his aptness to

make friends with any cluster of bees.
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Our Cover Picture

Mr. R. H. Longworth & Son, of Polk
City, Iowa, had a very fine exhibit of

bees and honey at the Iowa State Fair.

A partial view of it is given on our
front cover of this issue. From one of

the most backward States as regards

making herself known in a beekeeping
line, Iowa is fast taking the position

she deserves. Under the leadership of

her State Inspector and others there is

no reason why this progress should
not continue at a rapid rate.

Miscellaneous^ News Items

W. D. Wright Writes New York State

Bulletin.—"The Honey Bee" is the

title of Bulletin No. 49, gotten out un-
der the direction of the New York De-
partment of Agriculture. The bulletin

was written by Mr. W. D. Wright, of

Altamont, and is very excellently got-

ten up and finely illustrated. No New
York beekeeper should be without a

copy of this bulletin. It deals not only
with the natural history of the bee, a

study of different bee appliances, but
also has a very important chapter for

the discussion of bee-diseases, with

remedies, etc.

The bulletin also contains articles

by leading bee men of the State, and is

illustrated by many full-page cuts of

different apiaries of New York's most
progressing beekeepers.

Deaf and Blind Enjoy Bee Lecture
Our good friend Mr. T. C. Frohliger,

of California, who has had long experi-

ence with bees, and who delivers lec-

tures on beekeeping with the aid of 100

lantern slides and an observation hive

full of bees, recently had the pleasure

of addressing an assembly of deaf and
blind. The address was interpreted by
the assistant principal of the State in-

stitution, and proved very interesting

to all the children assembled.

According to a schedule gotten out
by the Board of Education of the Oak-
land schools, Mr. Frohliger is to ap-

pear on their lecture platform during
the latter part of October. All lectures,

of course, are free to pupils on ac-

count of their educational value.

New Editor for Western Honey Bee.

—The Western Honey Bee for Octo-
ber announces that beginning with the

November issue Mr. J. D. Bixby, of

Covina, Calif., will assume the editor-

ship instead of Mr. Emerson. Mr.
Emerson felt that he had to give up
the position on account of locating on
a large ranch in another part of the

State.

We wish every success to the new

editor with the California journal.

Correspondence should be addressed
to him at Covina, Calif.

Frank F. France Narries.—The editor

is in receipt of the announcement of

the marriage of Mr. Frank F. France
to Miss Caroline Mary Tremelling,

which occurred at Platteville, Wis., on
Oct. 2. The best wishes of the Bee
Journal go with the young couple.

Education is What We Want In

looking over the University of Califor-

nia Journal of Agriculture, put out by
the students of that institution, we
were pleased to find in it an article on
beekeeping by one of the students. Our
pleased expression, however, turned to

a frown before the article was half

read; as a great many of the state-

ments hardly agreed with our concep-
tion of what up-to-date education on
these lines should be. The writer con-

fused absolutely the two foul brood
diseases. He claimed that in extracted-

honey production swarming was pre-

vented because the queen layed all

through the supers. He stated that

I.jO colonies of bees consume a barrel

of water every day, etc.

Education is all right, but better

none than such as the above.

" Bee King " Found Guilty The fol-

lowing was received from Mr. R. M.
Guthrie, of Reno, Nev., will explain

itself. " Below is a clipping in regard

to Mr. C. I. Graham, whom we wish to

advertise throughout the country so

that he cannot ship any more bees

without being recognized. In 1910, he
shipped European foul brood in here,

and nearly cleaned us out. He shipped

in .300 colonies last year, and there were
59 left this spring. He has had honey
and diseased combs exposed all sum-
mer :"

" Following a conviction before a
jury in Judge Davis' court yesterday,
C. I. Graham, known as the 'Bee King,'
will hear judgment today. He was

found guilty of exposing diseased
brood combs to the injury of the bees
of this valley.

"R. M. Guthrie, bee inspector, insti-
tuted the action against Mr. Graham,
and went on the stand to testify. He
told the jury that the defendant had ex-
posed diseased combs, thus endanger-
ing the bees of the entire valley to in-
fection. He said that Graham had been
warned against the practice several
times, and related that other actions
had been brought against him for the
offense.

" H. F. Hagen and H. Trickey, both
bee men, also took the stand support-
ing Inspector Guthrie in the testimony.
The defendant took the stand in his
own defense.
"The defendant is to be tried on a

similar charge Thursday, the accusa-
tion being that he committed the same
offense at a different place."

" Delicious Honey Crisps " Contained

Practically No Honey The Standard

Flaked Food Co., of Owosso, Mich.,

has been fined $50 for the alleged ship-

ment into Indiana of so-called " Honey
Crisps Corn Flakes," which was mis-

branded, according to a notice of judg-

ment just issued by the Department of

."Agriculture.

The label on the package described

it as " Delicious Honey Crisps ; a

Toasted Corn Flake Dainty—Guaran-

teed by the Standard Pure Food Co.,

under the Food and Drugs Act of June

30, 1906, guaranty filed with Secretary

of Agriculture under Serial No. 5165."

This label was considered deceptive,

and misbranding was charged because

it conveyed the idea that the product

contained a substantial amount of

honey, whereas analysis showed it to

contain practically no honey.

A Tennessee Honey-Plant.—One of

our subscribers sent us recently the

blossoms of a honey-plant with the re-

quest that we give the name. The
flower was sent to Mr. John H. Lovell,

ofMaine, an authority on plants. His

answer is as follows: "The name of

the species is Verbesina occidentalis

(L.) Walt—small yellow crownbeard.

It occurs on dry hills from Tennessee

southward to Georgia and Florida."

In sending in plants we would ask

that our subscribers send not only

the flower, but also leaves and fruit or

seed if possible, so that the identifica-

tion can be made more complete.

Another Texas Bee Bulletin Bulle-

tin No. 158, of the Texas Agricultural

E.xperiment Station, has as its subject
" Investigations Pertaining to Texas
Beekeeping." The book is written by

three Texas men, Wilmon Xewell, F.

B. Paddock and William Harper Dean.
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Wilmon Newell, State Entomologist,

conducted experiments on " Artificial

Division and Swarm Control." The
experiments cover the year 1911.

Several colonies were artificially

divided, the queen and five frames of

brood and bees being put on a new
stand, the parent colony being left on

the old stand with queen-cells. The

crop harvested by both the parent and

divide, as well as by colonies which

had been left undivided, was carefully

weighed. The average amount pro-

cured from parent and increase was

114 pounds of extracted honey, while

that produced from those not divided

averaged 127 pounds, showing a gain

in favor of those not divided. There

was, however, the value of an extra

swarm to be counted in, which would

make the results, if anything, in favor

of the divided colony.

Mr. Newell also experimented with

swarm control. Part of the colonies

were controlled by giving increased

room, while the balance were con-

trolled by "shook swarming." The
former retarded swarming, the latter

prevented it almost entirely.

Mr. Paddock has an excellent paper

on the " Life History of Bee Moth and

Wax Worm." He finds that sulphur

fumes kill the grown moth but not the

eggs, and very few larvae succumb.

Carbon-bisulphide, on the other hand,

kills everything but the egg, so that

where combs are exposed a whole sea-

son to the moth, they should be treated

more than once with the carbon-

bisulphide fumes.
" Statistical Study of Beekeeping in

Texas," is the subject Mr. Dean takes

up. Twenty-eight hundred beekeepers

keep in touch with the department.

They own a total of 90,000 colonies of

bees valued at $434,000. The total pro-

duction of honey of these beekeepers

in 1911 was 2,400,000 pounds. Of this

over one and one-half million was bulk

honey, and nearly all the balance ex-

tracted. The value of wax for 1911

was $8000. Seven hundred and five

beekeepers in Texas claim beekeeping

as their profession.

The greater bulk of Texas honey is

consumed within the State.

A copy of this bulletin may be ob-

tained by Texas beekeepers by apply-

ing to the department at College Sta-

tion, Tex. ^
Go West Young Man, Go West Most

of our readers will recall the short edi-

torial in the October number in which

the editor described some of the large

potato vines he had seen while in Eu-

rope. Not to be outdone, Mr. George

W. York, former editor of the Ameri-

Mr. S. McCrea and His Northern Idaho Potatoes.

can Bee Journal, wrote as follows

about potatoes which grow in the West
and grow and grow and grow :

SOME TALL I'OTATO VINES.

On page 329, I notice that our good
Editor found some long potato vines
away over in Europe. I am enclosing
a picture of a resident of Sandpoint,
Idaho, who had some long potato vines
this year, and without irrigation, too.

He got a few potatoes, also. On his

patch back of the house, 16 by 26 feet

in area, he secured 350 pounds of pota-
toes, or at the rate of 600 bushels to
the acre. And some of the vines were
over 6>^ feet long. Mr. S. McCrea, the
grower of these potatoes, is 5 feet and
9 inches in height, so the vines were
easily the length I mention. The po-
tatoes he calls the " Early Sunrise."
This is a part of Idaho that does not
need irrigation. George W. York.

News Item from Minnesota.— The
Minnesota Legislature, at its last ses-

sion, appropriated a certain sum of

money for the purpose of "establish-
ing a department of apiculture" in our
university. In fulfillment of the re-

quirements of this act, A. F. Wood,
Dean of the Agricultural Department,
has recently appointed Francis Jager
to the chair of apiculture. As nothing
practical has ever been done with bees
at our Agricultural College, the api-

arist will have to "build from the
ground up." and for the first year or
two this will involve a vast amount of

labor and effort. However, Prof. Jager
is a thoroughly practical beekeeper as

well as an all-around scientist and
lover of nature.
Minnesota offers a wonderful field

for beekeeping on an extensive scale.

We have never had an entire crop fail-

ure in tlie State. Basswood abounds

in three-fourths of its area, and with

the increase in dairying, white clover

is traveling north at a rapid rate.

Now that we have a definite center

for the beekeeping industry in our uni-

versitv, where practical and scientific

methods will be taught to any one
wishing to take up beekeeping, the de-

partment invites the co-operation of

all beekeepers in building up this great

industry in our State. Beekeepers
should make it a point to visit the

apiarist at the State farm whenever
they are in the " Twin Cities," and the

office will always be open to corres-

pondence.

Minnesota is going to be heard from
in the next few years as a honey-pro-
ducing State, and information in re-

gard to it can be had by writing to

Prof. Francis Jager, St. Anthony Park,

Minn. L. D. Leonard, M. D.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Eastern Illinois Convention. — The
next meeting of the Eastern Illinois

Beekeepers' Association will be held

at St. Anne, III, on Dec. 8 and 9. The
recent good crop of honey has resulted

in a desire on the part of many bee-

keepers to attend the convention.

Bring along your questions and have
them answered. Mr. Sorenson, Mr.
Sherrill, Mr. Roberts and Mr. Timmon,
besides the State Bee Inspector, will

be with us. We are making efforts to

get the editor of the American Bee
Journal to attend also.

H. S. DUBV, Sec.

T. G. Willis, Pres.
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Jacob Huffman Passes Away

On Oct. 3, 1913, at Monroe, Wis., oc-

curred the "death of Jacob Huffman,

one of the leading beekeepers of the

The Late Jacob Huffm.^n.

State of Wisconsin, as well as one of

the most progressive.

Mr. Huffman had always been a man
of good health, but early in July he

suffered a slight sunstroke while work-
ing with his bees on his farm near
Monroe. He never fully recovered.

He entered a hospital two weeks be-

fore his death, and shortly afterward

was stricken with paralysis.

Jacob Huffman had been president

of the Wisconsin State Association
four years, and president of the Chi-

cago - Northwestern .Association for

two years. He was also the choice of

his association as delegate to the Na-
tional Association in both 1911 and
1912.

Little known as a writer, he was rec-

ognized as a thorough beekeeper by all

who heard him in lectures and discus-

sions at the conventions.

Wisconsin was his native State. He
was born only a few miles from Mon-
roe, to which town he removed in 1901.

A carpenter by trade, he was a bee-

keeper by profession, depending upon
this alone as a means of support.

He was operating 300 colonies of

bees at the time of his death, and had
harvested a crop of 30,000 pounds of

honey during the season just ended.

His death will be a loss to his asso-

ciate beekeepers as well as his family.

Mr. Huffman was 66 years old at the

time of his death.

Bee-K£eping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Mareneo, 111.

Southern Face Bleach

Here is a good bleach which will

whiten the skin and help to keep it in

good condition :

Pure honey, 2 ounces; almond meal,
4 ounces; bicarbonate of soda, Ji

ounce; almond oil, 1 ounce; alcohol,
1 ounce; boracic acid, h ounce.

After this paste has remained on the
face for several hours, wipe it off with
olive oil, then bathe the face in warm
water and pure soap. Two or three
applications will whiten the skin beau-
tifully.

Introducing Queens

"I had -5 colonies of mixed bees that
I wished to requeen, also one good Ital-

ian colony that had lost its queen. I

ordered si.x untested queens and intro-

duced them according to directions.

Two days afterward, when I looked in

the hives, two of the queens had been
released and killed. The ne.xt day I

found that the queens in the other four
hives had been released and were be-
ing 'balled ' so badly they were almost
dead. I put each one back in her cage
and introduced her as before, putting
candy in the entrance. Then I looked

at them not long afterwards, and all

four were dead.
" What must I do ? I am feeding the

bees a good quantity of sugar syrup,
and some of the colonies have a good
deal of honey. I had carefully removed
the old queens, and none of the colo-
nies had any queen-cells, so I am at a

loss to know what could have caused
them tobe so hostile to the new queens.

" It would seem very risky to buy six

more queens and introduce as I did
when the outcome would very prob-
ably be the same. I am a ' woman bee-
keeper,' and very much discouraged. I

bought my bees in the spring, and
have worked faithfully with them. Can
you help me with some of your good
suggestions through the American Bee
Journal .'"'

Mt. Sterling, Ky., Sept. 28.

One of the things in beekeeping that

seems to go a good deal by luck and
chance is the matter of introducing
queens. It is just possible that you
might try introducing another six

queens in exactly the same way, and
make an entire success at it. Very
many ways of introducing queens have
been advanced, each one a "sure
thing," only to be found more or less

uncertain in the hands of others. Of

course, there must be reasons for suc-
cess or failure, and if we only knew all

about those reasons we could make
queen introduction a matter of cer-
tainty instead of a matter of chance.
Unfortunately we don't know all about
them, and so must work a good deal in
the dark.
There are, however, some things that

should be understood by any bee-
keeper who has to do with introducing
queens; and introducing queens is one

J. M. Butler, of Rupert. Idaho. Examin-
ing His Bees.

The queen in ihe colony open was named
Yellow Rose of Texas, on account of her
prolificness and beauty.

of the things that every bee-keeper
should have to do with who expects to
be well toward the front rank. It may
be well to recite some of those things
that we know^or suppose we know.
Young bees receive a new queen

more kindly than old ones ; it seems
to be the field bees that object to the
new comer. A strange bee will be
more kindly received when bees are
gathering freely. In the midst of a
heavy flow a queenless colony w^ill

sometimes receive a new queen kindly
if she is merely dropped without any
ceremony among the bees on the mid-
dle of a frame of bro'od. One of the
most important things in the estima-
tion of most beekeepers, is that the
new queen shall acquire the " hive
odor'' of the colony to which she is

introduced by being imprisoned for a

certain length of time in the hive.

Whether this theory of " hive odor " be
correct or not, it is true that a queen
will generally be killed if the bees are
able to get at her as soon as she is put
in the hive, and just as sure to be re-

ceived if imprisoned safely for several

days.
A colony should be conscious of its

queenlessness before it is ready to re-

ceive another queen—at least that is

the general opinion—and if queen-cells

are started it is well enough to have
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As the old lady said in passing the candies. " Take a lot. take two— handfuls.'

them out of the way. It is not best to

have a colony queenless too long

—

possibly two days being better than
two weeks, although the new queen
may be in the hive before the old one
is removed, provided the bees cannot
get at her to harm her until after the
old queen is gone.
With these principles in mind

—

which are put forward with none too
much confidence as to their complete-
ness or correctness—we are ready to
consider actual practice. You do not
say what instruction accompanied the
queens, but a common way is to in-

struct that the old queen be removed
and the cage with the new queen be
placed between the frames or on the
top-bar, allowing the bees to eat out
the candy, thus liberating the queen.
That might mean that the queen would
be out in a day, two days, or longer,
depending somewhat upon the condi-
tion of the candy, the softer the candy
the sooner the release. If no honey
were coming in, feeding would ensure
greater safety. It is possible that fail-

ure would have been avoided if the
queen had been longer in the hive be-
fore being released. You could make
sure that the queen would not be re-
leased for 3 or 4 days or longer. Tack
on a piece of tin, or in some other
way prevent the bees from getting at
the candy. Then, after the cage has
been in the hive 2, 3, or 4 days, remove
the tin and let the bees free the queen.

That would make introduction safer,
as the queen would have more time to
acquire the hive odor.

Indeed, many queens have been in-

troduced in that way with rarely a fail-

ure in this locality. The queen was
merely left fast for 3 days in the cage
between the combs (in the height of
the harvest the cage was stuck into
the entrance), and then the bees were
allowed access to the candy. A few
days after time for the queen to be out
of the cage—perhaps a week after, but
before time for young queens to hatch
from queen-cells started on the brood
—examination was made to see if the
queen was laying. Often queen-cells
would be found at this time, which
were destroyed. Possibly the bees
might have destroyed them on their
own account, but no chances were
taken. Sometimes it happens that the
queen does not lay until she is out of
the cage a week or so, and then does
good work; but in most cases when
she is so long about it she turns up
missing a few days later.

There is a way of introducing a
queen that is entirely safe and certain.
Take combs containing brood that is

mostly or entirely sealed. (If the
combs be put over a queen excluder
above a strong colony for 8 days, all

the brood will be sealed.) Put 3 or
more such combs into an empty hive,
being sure to brush from them every
bee. Put in the queen, and close the

hive absolutely bee tight. Put the hive
where it will not be cooler than about
80 degrees. This may be in the house,
but perhaps a better way is to set the
hive over a strong colony, with wire-
cloth between the two stories, so that
the heat may come up from below
without letting any bees up.
After 5 or 6 days the hive may be

put on a stand where it is to remain,
and to avoid robbing let the entrance
be so small for a few days that only
one bee at a time can get out or in.

Then the colony can be gradually built
up by the addition of sealed brood
from time to time. Although entirely
safe, this plan is too troublesome to be
used with any except a very valuable
queen.
Another way that is not quite so safe

is very much less trouble. It is to use
the plan generally given in the instruc-
tions that come with the caged queen,
only to get all the older or field bees
out of the hive, remembering that these
older bees are the ones that make
trouble. How will you get all the field

bees out of the hive ? Very simply.
Let A be the hive that contains the
colony that is to receive the queen.
Take a frame of brood from A, or
from some other hive, and put it in a
hive we call B. It doesn't matter much
what is done with the empty space in
B, but it may be well to put the frame
of brood at one side of the hive, put-
ting 2 or 3 empty frames next to it,
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without even a starter in them, the rest

of the hive being empty. Take A from

its stand and set B in its place. If

supers were on A. put them now on B,

and put tlie cover over all. On top of

this set A with its bottom-board, so

there will be no communication be-

tween the two hives, and put the caged

queen in A.
-> t-, c ,j

Now what will happen? Ihe held

bees will leave A for the fields just as

if no change had been made, and when

they come back they will enter the

sanie //«cf they have always entered,

only they will enter a different /iive,

for'they will now enter B. leaving A
without any field bees. After the queen

has started laying nicely in A, perhaps

4 to 6 days after the hive was put up, A
may again be put back in its old place.

The queen being now surrounded by a

strong force of friendly bees will not

likely be disturbed by the returning

field bees.

BvR Westernm Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley Foster, iioulder. Colo.

A Visit to M. W. Harvey

Early in August I visited one of the

apiaries of Mr. M. W. Harvey, of Mon-
trose. He was at work, and his auto-

mobile stood beside the honey house

covered with a canvas. This is char-

acteristic of Mr. Harvey. Everything

he has is well cared for. The apiary

contains about \W colonies, and is a

model of neatness. One trouble Mr.

Harvey was having along with nearly

all the' other Colorado bee men during

August, the bees were swarming, and

nothing would retard them seemingly.

Mr. Harvey said that seven out of

every ten colonies were preparing to

swarm. But he was pretty well pre-

pared for the emergency, for he had a

number of extra hives, full depth, and

nearly full of honey. When he came
to a hive that had queen cells well

along, so that there was little chance

that they would give up swarming, he

would shake the swarm, or a good pro-

portion of them, into one of these ex-

tra hives of honey, and put the supers

from the old colony on top. The bees

would have to move a lot of that honey
upstairs into the comb-honey supers

to give the queen room to lay, and the

way they finished up the honey was a

sight to see. I know, for I tried a

number of them myself. I hived the

swarms, however, back on the old

stand into the extra hives, and put the

supers on top
The old colony Mr. Harvey would

move awav and cut out the queen cells.

When he shook the swarm he would

run the queen in at the entrance. The
photograph given shows Mr. Harvey

looking for the queen.

The Honey Marltet

The buyers of western comb honey

have been fearful for several weeks

lest the crop of comb honey should be
larger than reported. Each buyer has
delayed buying for fear he might pay
more than the market would be a little

later. This is right so far as each in-

dividual buyer's interest is concerned

—

every man must protect himself. How-
ever, this principal has worked an in-

jury to the honey market this year, for

the comb honey crop in parts of the

West has been larger than usual, and
the buyers have bought less than usual.

Some buyers bought honey in Idaho
early at $.3.00 a case for comb honey,
which is considerable more than $3 00

a case at Colorado common points,

freight taken into consideration. Some
of them are sorry that they paid so

much, for thev can buy for less now
(Oct. 7).

Several cars of comb honey were
shipped out at $3.00 and a little better,

for No. 1, from Colorado. Then the

price dropped lo cents a case, then it

went to $2 75, and some honey has been
sold at $2 50 a case for No. 1, I believe.

And this has happened with no appre-

ciable shading in price upon the main
honey markets.

Several weeks ago one market re-

ported two cars of western comb honey
having arrived and the price had
dropped. Two cars of honey on such

a market should not appreciably affect

that market.
A letter from a beekeeper who sells

in this same market, informs me that

he never saw it so bare of comb honey
at this time of year. He told me that

if he were in my place he would hold

comb honey until a little later.

This holding off in buying comb
honey when the markets need it is very

injurious to the comb-honey business.

The producers and dealers should be

able to get together better, but both

seem to distrust the other, and as a

consequence we are likely to see large

quantities of granulated comb honey
on the markets next spring and early

summer. And this all because of faulty

methods of distribution. The crop is

not enough larger than in normal
years to cause any serious trouble.

However, there are small districts

where the production is twice as heavy,

and the producers get frightened and

cut prices, and the buyers get fright-

ened and refuse to buy.

Partial View of M W. Harvey's Apiary in Montrose Co.. Colo.

Disposing of Wet Extracting Combs

It is poor policy to put out wet ex-

tracting combs for bees to clean up.

In the first place it is likely to induce

robbing, and in the second place it is

an easy way to spread foul brood if

there is any in the community. But if

we have American foul brood little

extracted should be produced any-

wav. How are we to get these combs
cleaned up in the fall ? By using care

it can be done. Carry out a few supers

full of the combs in the evening, first

contracting the entrances of those col-

onies selected to do this cleaning.

Only those that are strong should be

entrusted with this work.
Place the supers on top and be certain

no bee can gain entrance through any

crack or hole. Any honey daubed on

the outside of the" extracting supers

should be carefully washed off. By
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the next morning a strong colony will

have cleaned up a lot of the combs,
and if the work is not all completed
the bees will be so prepared that they
can repel any onslaught of robber
bees. November is too late for this

cleaning up work e.xcept in some of

M. W. Harvey Looking eok a Queen.

our near southern States.

Here in Colorado we quite often

have weather in November when such

work can be done, but September and
October should see most of the e.x-

tracting work out of the way.

Southern Beedom-
Conducted bv Louis H. Scholl. New BraunCels. Tex.

Texas Honey Crop Conditions and Marlt-

eting

The great Lone Star State has had
an unusual year. The spring prospects
were very promising, and beekeepers
everywhere were jubilant. A little

later, weather conditions turned any-
thing but favorable for the best wel-
fare of the bees, and as a consequence
the colonies were in a weaker condi-
tion by the end of April than four or
five weeks previous. The long drawn-
out cold spring weather not only ef-

fected the bees but the honey yielding

and pollen bearing vegetation as well.
For this reason the early spring honey
crops were a failure except in a few
localities where light crops were ob-
tained. Generally speaking, however,
there was no Texas spring honey crop
this year.

SUMMER CROr WITH A RUSH.

The early summer crops came at

about the same time in most of the
southwest Texas localities, resulting
in a rush of honey to market a little

later in the summer that caused a
s.ump in the market. This is a thing

that we have not experinced as long as

I can remember. Tbere was no spring
crop to fill a demand that existed, and
the early summer crop brought good
prices. But when the later summer
crops came with a rush everybody
wanted to sell, and, as a consequence,
it appeared that the country was flood-

ed with honey. This was felt not only
bv the buyers but the beekeepers as

well.

CUTTING PRICES HARMFUL.

The result was that some of the anx-
ious beekeepers cut prices in order to

get their honey ofif their hands. Other
beekeepers were compelled to sell

their honey in order to pay debts,

while still others feared granulation of

their product before being able to dis-

pose of it. This was bad for the better

beekeepers who held their honey and
desired to maintain a consistent mar-
ket price. The buyers became aware
of the fact that some beekeepers were
making a lower price and took advan-
tage of it. Whenever honey is offered

anywhere in the market at a low price,

it has a tendency to establish a lower
price for the entire honey market.

BUYERS FEAR BUYING.

Under these conditions the buyers
fear placing their contracts for honey,
because they fear that others may buy
at a lower figure. Such deals might
mean a big loss. Consequently they
prefer not to have anything to do with
honey. At a staple price these large
wholesale dealers are in splendid posi-

tion to distribute large quantities of

honey. They have their own traveling

men who cover the territory well, and
this enables them to sell to a great
number of retail dealers over the coun-
try. Of course, they must figure on
just so much profit over the price paid
the beekeepers or they cannot afford

to handle it.

A great deal of honey was sold early
in the summer at a very fair price. But
for the above reasons this fair price
would have continued, I believe, and
there would have been a much more
steady sale of honey throughout the
later summer months and in the fall.

There is no reason why there should
have been a slump in the Texas honey
market this year, and very little rea-
son why the price should have come
down on an average of 1 to \% cents
per pound. The quantity produced did
not warrant it.

MANY SMALL BEEKEEPERS UNFAIR.

The worst evil in the honey market
seems to be the small beekeeper who
insists on selling his honey direct to
retailers at exactly the same price, if

not a lower one, than that being paid
by the wholesale buyers. The price to

the retail trade should be correspond-
ingly higher than the wholesale price,

if the beekeeper wishes to sell some of
his honey direct to the retailers. Very
few do this. Our own experience in

selling much honey direct is that many
beekeepers quote a lower price to our
own customers very often, and the re-

sult is that we are asked to meet that
lower price. The same occurs with the
large dealers. It is difficult for these
to meet a lower price when they hav?
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paid this same price for the honey they

are offering.

SHOULD SELL TO LARGE DEALERS.

All small producers, all those who
are not in a position to sell large quan-

tities of honey direct to the retail

trade at the prevailing price, should

sell their honey to the large buyers

who ARE in position to sell it

properly. I know of a great many
beekeepers who seem to be anxious

to sell direct to retailers, and thus

work up a market of their own. This

is all right and good provided certain

rules regarding the proper price, etc.,

are not overlooked. But most of these

beekeepers sell at exactly the same
price that is being paid by the large

buyers who sell again, and thus they

come in direct competition. Also many
such beekeepers sell what honey they

can at this low price, then try to sell

the rest to the large dealers. They are

nearly always dissatisfied at the price

offered.
EDUCATION IS NECESS.\RV.

A great deal of good would come of

properly educating the beekeepers

to market their honey. There are

many excellent beekeepers who know
how to manage their bees to make big

crops of honey, but who do not know
how to dispose of the crop after it is

harvested. Many beekeepers are not

"cut out" for selling profitably what
they are able to produce. They ought to

sell to the large buyers who sell again
rather than try their own hands at sell-

ing direct and run the risk of making
a botch of it, not only to their own
detriment, but to that of all the bee-

keepers of the section. It is an easy

matter to bring down the price of the

market by carelessly selling honey at

too low a price.

beekeepers' institutes.

I know of no better way to reach

beekeepers, especially those beekeep-

ers located on our farms and " in the

neck of the woods," than by holding

institutes in every community where
several beekeepers are located. "Farm-
ers' institutes" are held everywhere in

the country. They are very popular

and do much good. Beekeepers' insti-

tutes could be made just as profitable,

and would mean much for the better-

ment of beekeeping. The advantage

of such institutes is that they can be

held wherever a small number of bee-

keepers can be brought together. After

being organized, frequent meetings

should be held, especially during those

seasons of the year when the discus-

sions will do the most good. Good
programs and interesting speakers

make these valuable.

most of those places prices are not as

good as they are here. Then, again,

in many of these " paradises " there is

more work, as warm weather makes it

a continual fight with moths, etc.,

which bother little in the North.

Conducted by J. L. Byer. Mt. Joy. Ontario.

Drouth Affects Beekeeping

At this date (Oct. 13) we are still

having a prolonged drouth in this part

of Ontario. Much winter wheat, sown
in September, is still dormant in the

ground, and fall plowing i": held back.

How much this drouth will affect bee-

keeping interests is hard to say. At

best there will be a light stand of

clover for next season, and such a con-

dition does not help it any. Any alsike

that weathered the extreme conditions

of midsummer, appears to be looking

fairly well, but, as intimated, alsike

fields in our locality for next season

are like hen's teeth, few and far be-

tween.
< »

Sliall We Investigate?

I read Prof. Bigelow's article, on

page 348, with much surprise. Indeed,

if the Processor was not so well known
as a writer, I would have passed his

ideas along without any comment, be-

lieving that the thoughts suggested

were from a beginner, and that the au-

thor would soon find out that it is a

rare thing for more than one queen to

issue with a prime su-arm.

As to his question, " Tell me why
those drones go out with the cluster

if only the old mated queen leaves the

colony." I would ask him in turn to

tell me why everything in the hive that

is able to walk, let alone fly, will rush

magicout in force while under the

spell of the "swarming fever."

Sometimes in cases of supersedure

of the old queen, a young queen—per-
haps more than one—will come out

with the old one at swarming time.

Sometimes when strong colonies are

held back with bad weather after start-

ing queen cells, young queens will

emerge with the first swarm along with

the old queen.
Prof. Bigelow says he will not be

convinced that he is wrong until we
prove by careful examination of every

cluster. He even wishes us to sift the

bees through queen-excluders to make
the matter positive that there is only

one queen. I only wish some
questions, not so clear to my
were as easily settled.

other
mind.

Nortli or Soutti-

Sometimes,

-Wtiicli ?

in common with other

mortals, the writer thinks that there are

other countries more favored, climat-

ically, than his own. These views are,

of course, only "periodical," for at

nearly all times I would say and belifz'e

there is no better place on earth to live

than Ontario. Of late I have been

thinking along these lines more than

ever. Our country is as good as any

for beekeeping when all things are

considered. There may be places

where more surplus is produced, but in

Too Much Rosiness

In the Ontario Agricultural College
Review, a journal published by the stu-

dents of the Ontario Agricultural Col-

lege, there appears in the October num-
ber a splendidly written article by Miss
Scott, entitled^ " The Golden Honey
Bee." While I know the writer per-

sonally, and feel that she is writing

sincerely and correctly according to

her experience, yet I cannot help mak-
ing a mild protest. In my estimation,

her picture of beekeeping is altogether

too rosy, as it is apt to lead people to

go into the business as a "get rich

quick " proposition. One sentence

strikes me forcibly, " Why so much
need be said in favor of beekeeping in

order to ' boost ' it, is a mystery." I

may be pardoned for asking why so

much " boosting" is being done—who
is demanding it .'

Is the "boosting" being done by
those already in the business r Is such

boosting in the interests of the honey-
producers in general. Miss Scott says:

"Taken from a financial standpoint it

is far ahead of—well, everything."

Pretty broad statement, and apt to mis-

lead some who have visions of becom-
ing millionaires. " In one season we
can buy our bees and outfit and make
enough from them to pay all expenses

and have twice as many bees with

which to begin the following year."

By "expenses," she means paying for

al'l bees, etc., as this is made very clear

in a sentence further on in the article.

I have no idea of questioning that Miss

Scott has been able to do this during

the past few years in a favored locality,

and with good crops three years or

more in succession, but is that esti-

mate a fair one, taking the country in

general? It certainly is not for our

section, nor for the greater part of

Ontario. In most years, if we made
the increase intimated, the surplus

would be easily cared for. If instead of
" one year " the term " some years

"

were used, I might not object to the

claim, as this year the claims made
would be substantiated in many parts

of southern Ontario. But even this

year we have some 300 colonies 100

miles north which have barely paid ex-

penses. How would her rosy view

measure up with a crop of that kind ?

I fear that some who do not know
me well, will think I am selfish, but I

assure you that lam an " easy mark,"

as many can testify. I am always

ready to give encouragement to any

one when it comes to bee-keeping, but

I do obifc-t to things being painted too

rosy, for it will do no good to the in-

dustry. It will lead beginners to in-

vest only to be disappointed.

A few days ago I received a private

letter from a good friend "over the

line." a beekeeper known all over the

country. I had never mentioned the

subject under discussion to him. What
he says is from the viewpoint of an

outsider, and therefore independent
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and unbiased. I cannot refrain from
quoting from his letter. After refer-

ring to what I had to say recently in

Gleanings in Bee Culture about 300
members being added to the list of the
Ontario Beekeepers' Association dur-
ing last year, he says :

" How many of

the 300 would have been in the busi-

ness if certain people had not been so
solicitous in inducing them to engage
in honey production .'' Don't misun-
derstand me ; I am not opposed to any-
body engaging in the bee-business if

they come in of their own volition, but
to have some one shouting at the top
of their voices, ' Come on boys, there
is another barrel of molasses busted;
all get shingles,' doesn't appeal to my
sense of fair play."

appreciate their humming as much as I

do in the spring, if I heard them all the
time. It is a fact that change brings
enjoyment, and if it were always warm
we would not appreciate the balmy
spring days as we do.
Judging from reports, bees in the

North actually consume less stores than
in the South, where there is no loss
from cold weather. I imagine I hear
some fellow down South saying, "A
case of sour grapes," and perhaps in
less than three months I may long to
be on some plantation away from the
chilling winds of our winter.

Work in the Apiary Practically Ends in

October

After Sept. 1.5, our combs are safe

from moth, and they can be piled up
inside and left until next June, as with
hard freezing weather even the eggs
layed in the combs will be killed. The
work of the beekeeper in the North
practically ends in October, and noth-
ing to speak of is done until the fol-

lowing May. While I often long for
the hum of the bees during the winter
months, the chances are I would not

Feeding

Have you finished all necessary feed-

ing yet ? The work should be all done
before this appears in print, but if you
have delayed the matter this long, feed
at once, as every day makes the results

more uncertain. For late feeding, an
inverted friction-top pail, with several

holes in the lid, is the very best feeder.

Many bee-keepers are now using it

altogether, regardless to season. The
cans are easily obtained, easy to pre-

pare, and bees will take warm syrup
from them, even if the weather is cold,

as the pail comes in direct contact
with the bees, and it is easy to make
all snug around it.

Chain-driven. Two-cylinder Reo Auto.mobile of Wesley P'oster.

100 empty supers or 24 colonies of bees may be hauled. Convertible pleasure and utility car

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga

Did I Pass On Them Properly?

Not long since I was called on to
answer a question asked by three dif-

ferent interested people from different

parts of the country. A young man
asked me in person if he could make
$20,000 keeping bees. I told him he
could if he would make it a strictly

business proposition like successful

busiiress men in other lines.

One wrote me and asked if he could
make a $.50,000 salary from the returns
of bees. I wrote him that he could, if

he were naturally gifted that way, and
would perform his task as well as his

bees under good and skillful manage-
ment.
Yet another wrote and asked me if

his son could make $100 000 at bee-
keeping. I answered that his son could
if he was a well-rounded business
man with considerable experience, and
capital enough to start the business
well. His talent should lie along this

particular line of business. It should
be his " hobby." He would have to see
to it that the financial end of the busi-

ness was well taken care of, and an eco-
nomical course pursued. Even then
his goal could not be attained early in

life.

I may have been too optimistic with
tlie last party, but I know that such a

thing is possible. The impossible is

beyond.

Information About Winter Stores

" Mr. Wilder ;— I am a novice in bee-
keeping, and want to know how much
stores to leave my bees. I have 10-

frame hives, and some of the colonies
have filled the supers well while others
have not, but all are strong in bees.

Should I leave any supers on the hives

during winter ? When would it be a

good time to requeen ? I bought my
bees in box-hives from the surrounding
country, and spent my leisure time
transferring during the summer.

" I find some of my colonies have
brood in all the super frames. What
should I do ? All my hives are well

filled in lower story; combs all built

and filled with brood, honey and pol-

len. (Mrs.) B. W. Marston.
" Ninock, Bossier Parish, La."

Your bees being in 10-frame hives

should have plenty of honey in the

lower stories for winter and spring.

Two or three frames well filled, or
several partly filled with an equivalent
amount are sufficient. I would extract

the honey from the top stories, and set

the super of empty combs back on the

hives and leave them on over winter.

The bees will take care of them. If

you were to remove the supers, the

bee moth might damage or destroy
the combs. Early next spring will be
the best time to requeen, as it is get-

ting late for this now.
I would leave all super frames con-

taining brood on the hives, and not
extract the honey from them until the

bees have hatched. Instead of extract-

ing these later you might reserve the
supers for spring feeding.

Back to Florida

November 1 we will start for our
winter home at Bradentown, Fla.,

where we expect to take a rest after a

busy season. The past one has been
our greatest, and in order to make the
next one exceed it, we deem it best to
prepare ourselves for the task.

If any readers of the American Bee
Journal, or other beekeepers, are com-
ing to Florida, we would be glad to

have them call on us. A large number
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of beekeepers wintered here last year,

and we had many interesting conven-
tions. A greater number is expected
this winter. What a good time we will

have fishing, hunting, and taking other
pleasurs which beekeepers enjoy.

There will also be the exchange of

ideas along business lines. Come as

many of you as can, and let's have a

good time together. It will be a treat

you justly owe yourself.

52 CuLu.Mkt. OF Bees Being Moved py Auto 12 Miles.
Kronl car. Wesley s Foster's Reo; rear car. W- B Walcher's Reo truck.

No. 1 to Fancy Sections

ithe Time

all

BY DR. A. F. BON.XEV.

IN
the summer of 1913, the writer

conceived the idea of making
small ];ix2 pound sections, and
larger for the use of hotels and
dining cars, having, I think, found

a way to produce them as rapidly as

the larger sizes, but did not get to

work in time to develop the work. I

thought there was a demand for this

kind of honey, but the editor of Glean-

ings in Bee Culture expresses the opin-

ion that there is no call for such size

sections, notwithstanding that there

was in their magazine something about
it some years ago.
Considering the Medina people pretty

good authority on things pertaining to

honey, I feel inclined to drop the small

section idea, while in it I find some-
thing that may be of vastly more value

to beekeepers, and that is to have the

bees make N'o. i to fancy honey all the

time, and more of it than of the ordi-

nary mixed kinds. Old and old-time

beekeepers are requested not to laugh
too loudly at this, for if Mrs. Bonney
msy be believed, I sometimes show
aigns of almost human intelligence.

You will remember that Mr. Lang-

stroth's hive was laughed at, the Por-
ter bee-escape was considered a crazy
notion, and possibly we still have some-
thing to learn about the bees and what
we can do with them.

I suppose every one who has pro-
duced section honey has tried " feed-

ing back,'' which, I am assured, is a

waste of honey. The use of frames of

combs helps but little to get the bees

up into the sections, and any falling

off in the flow shows at once in un-
finished sections. The bees will pro-
duce more honey in extracting frames
than in sections, if beekeepers may be
believed, all of which was of influence

in the formation of this idea.

As I said in a previous article, I

formerly wanted to patent every idea

I got, but while I think I have some-
thing of great future value, I am going
to give it to the beekeeping world to

be developed.
Every one knows that if broken,

patched, and other irregular comb be

put into a hive of active bees they will

at once patch it up until a week later

no one can see the joints, so I shall

take an extracting frame without
wires, put in a full sheet of thin

or extra thin foundation and let

the bees fill it. When it is done
and sealed, I shall take a stiff steel

form and cut blocks of honey the ex-

act size of the sections used, transfer
them to sections, put those in a holder,
put them into the hive, and nature will
do the rest.

Like some other ideas which proved
to be great, there is not much to this,
if it proves to be what I think it is.

That the bees will fasten the sections
in place and produce more uniform re-
sults than in the old way I almost
know; that the honey can be trans-
ferred at a profit I am convinced, for
1-5 to 30 seconds should suffice for each
section. The transferring can be done
in the cool of the evening ; the frames
can be put back to be refilled

I do not know just what loss there is
from unfinished sections, but I do
know that in my little business the per-
centage of unfinished pieces was ap-
palling, to the extent that I quit pro-
ducing section honey. Bees will work
in extracting frames when they will
not in sections, and the frames can be
spaced so that the finished pieces will
weigh a plump pound, and being all
finished before being transferred it is
probable that the bees will leave them
so, but the man can leave a "pop hole"
in one corner of the section if he
wishes.
As to the method of work, I would

suggest that those who wish to experi-
ment in the spring, use unwired frames
of any size, and let the bees finish, or
nearly finish, some sheets of honey.
Take out one, lay it down, and with a
stiff metal form which will just slip
into a section, stamp out a chunk of
honey, and another until as many are
cut as possible, then lift the frame and
put it back in the super over, of course,
a drip can. Now slip the section over
the cut comb, and then slipping a knife
blade under one edge stand the section
on end and set it into the section-
holder and transfer this to the hive.

Provision must, of course, be made
to catch the drip from the cut combs,
but anything, even four sections in a
super of extracting frames, will tell
you what can be done with the idea.
The fact must be patent to beekeepers,
that if the bees will produce 32 sections
of honey in extracting frames sooner
than they will in so many sections, and
that if they can be transferred to the
hive to be resealed.and without loss of
time the increased money one will get
from the improvement in grade will
amply repay him for the work and
bother. However, I do not wish to
argue. I give the idea to the beekeep-
ers, while positive that in the hands of
careful persons it will prove a money
maker.

I shall be very glad to hear from in-
dividual readers of the American Bee
Journal about this, and in the coming
season, if I am alive, I want to hear
from every one who tries it.

ii^..Buck Grove, Iowa, Sept. 4.

The Signals of White Clover
BY JOHN H. LOVELL.

A\"ERAGE-SIZED heads of white
clover contain from 57 to 85
tlowers. (The numbers in four
heads were respectively 57, 61,
68 and 85.) When a cluster be-

gins to bloom all the flowers point up-
ward as is shown in Fig. 1. .After the
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marginal flowers have been pollinated

and ceased to secret nectar it is of no
advantage to them to receive visits

from bees ; and it is a waste of time on
the part of the bees since they obtain

no booty. How can this be prevented ?

Very simply, by bending the outer

flowers downward as may be seen in

Fig. 2. The refle.xed flowers often turn

reddish at first, but later fade to brown.
The bees pass them by wholly un-

heeded, and confine their attention to

the newly expanding blossoms. Finally

all of the flowers bend downward, as is

is the purple vetch (Vici'a cracca), so

common in worn-out fields. These
changes of the flowers in position and
color serve as signals or signs to bees,

telling them which flowers to avoid
and in which to seek nectar.

But no such change takes place in

the flowers of red clover, which is

Kif;.3—The end. Third stage of white
clover heads; all the flowers (except one
on the middle headi reflexed.

Fig. -First stage of white clover heads, all

the flowers point upward.

Fic 4.—White clover flowers in third stage

Fig 2 —In madias res. Second stage of white
clover heads; the older, marginal flowers
point downward; the central, later flow-
ers still point upward; the cluster has the
form of an hour glass.

shown in Fig. 3. They no longer re-

quire the visits of insects. All that is

left for them to do is to mature their

seed, during which they turn to a dark
brown color.

The flowers of alsike clover heads
and of yellow clover heads behave in a

similar manner. Figure 5 shows the

three stages or phases in the flower-

clusters of yellow clover. Another
familiar plant in which the older flow-

ers bend downward and change from
blue purple to dark purple in color

l''iG. 5. — The three stages in yellow
clover; (/. flowers just beginning to bloom;
/', flowers partly bent downward; i. all the
flowers reflexed.

pollinated by bumble-bees. There is

no need of it. The floral head is much
larger, and elongates so that there is a

convenient landing place offered to the
female and worker bumble-bees. After
pollination, the flower*, beginning with
those which are lowest, w'ither and
turn dark brown.

It is clear that it is an advantage to

white clover to have flowers bend
downward ; and it would be interesting

to know just how this habit has arisen

The fact that it is of universal occur-
rence in both white and alsike clover,

would indicate not only that is bene-
ficial but easily acquired. As the in-

ner flowers grow they tend to push
backward the marginal ones ; and once
these have assumed a horizontal posi-

tion, gravity might pull them down-
ward. If any reader can suggest a bet-

ter theory I wish he would write to me
about it.

Waldboro, Maine.

Bees in Southern Mexico

BY L. K. HIRSHBERG.

THE investment of American capi-

tal in Mexican enterprises, as
well as the unsatisfactory state

of the internal affairs of our
southern neighbors, makes any

discussion of commercial matters in

that sanguinary republic most timely.

The bee-breeding industry, for exam-
ple, in Mexico, owned for the most
part by citizens of the United States,

has luckily been little disturbed by the
guerrilla warfare.
The most important center for the

breeding of bees, and therefore the

production of both honey and wax, is

in southern and western States. Here
in the mountainous sections of Pa-

pantla, Jalacingo and Chicontepec, as

well as the fertile environs of Vera
Cruz, especially in the country of

Sosanoloapas, there is an enormous
bee-breeding business. Indeed, apicul-

ture may justly be called one of the

most profitable industries thereabouts.

Housing of bees is given little if any
consideration. The honey-makers are

maintained for the most part in hollow
trees, excavated logs and discarded
bo.xes. These methods have been
handed down to the greasers from the

primitive aztecs and Indians, who knew
how to cultivate bees before the con-
quest of Mexico. There are a number
of native wild bees here not found else-

where. Only two of these varieties,

however, have been domesticated.
^Along with the light-colored and
dark German bee, and the smaller Ital-

ian pure breeds, many hybrids are cul-

tivated. The Spanish names of some
of these are La Espanola, La Castel-

lana. La Real, and Abeja Prieta.

One of the native rules for building
hives is to build them upon platforms
or" stilts in any way to keep them
above the moist earth. "Build," how-
ever, is a wrong word, for no one takes
the trouble to do that. If hollow
stumps or logs are used, you may
find them hanging like a hornet's
nest from the beam under the roof of a

veranda, or from the limb of a tree

near the house. When the fork of a

tree is available, you may be sure it

will be found with one of these impro-
vised hives. Stilts, posts, or platforms
are kept from 2 to 6 feet above the

ground.
Honey is removed from the hives

about twice a year. The preferred
time is in the months of March and
July, although there are no iron-clad

rules. The amount of honey and wax
collected is as inconstant as the sea-

sons themselves ; although the average
(may run something like 13 pounds an-
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nually to each hive, and the wax about
2 pounds.

As for flowers, no attention whatso-
ever is paid to them. The bees are
allowed to select nectar in a haphaz-
ard fashion, although the keepers are
well aware that certain flowers con-
tain more honey than others. Curi-
ously enough, honey that is gathered
when the coff^ee trees are in bloom
has an acrid, bitter coffee taste, while
a certain vine which grows profusely
in that neighborhood taints the honey,
when it blossoms, with an onion odor.
The honey-comb is removed by Me.xi-

can beekeepers by means of machetes,
long Spanish knives. The bees are
usually smoked out by burning corn-
cobs or by means of dry manure burned
in clay or cheap metal stoves. The
honey is separated from the combs in

exactly the way it was done a hundred
years ago. They compress the combs
with their bare hands until no more
honey exudes ; then the whole mass is

pressed in a coarse cloth made of some
common fibre such as pitu. Very few
of them use a hand press or sieve ; only
a very few use modern honey extrac-
tors.

There are large black ants called by
the Mexicans "opehua," which are
most destructive to bees. When these
vicious insects make an onslaught
upon a colony they may destroy it in

one night. These ants, however, do
not seem inclined to attack the wild
honey, made by the wild Me.xican bee,

a small, stingless honey gatherer. This
little stingless bee is no larger than
the ordinary house fly, and its product
is particularly prized for an alleged
medicinal value. Although wild, this

bee is easily domesticated, when gourds
or small vessels are used for its hives.

Wax from this fly-like bee is black
or very dark in color, and is often
found in hollow trees, fissures in rocks,
and holes in the ground, where the
tiny creature makes its nest, .\nother
wild Mexican bee called the"cuitla"
is dark in color. When angry or dis-

turbed, this bee spurts out a liquid said

to cause an itchy eruption on the skin.

This fluid is much sought by the super-
stitious natives, as well as medical
charlatans, for the supposed cure of

every ailment of the human flesh.

Baltimore, Md.

Swarming Facts and Fallacies

BY J. E. H.^ND.

THE thoughts expressed in the be-
ginning of the next to the last

paragraph of the article by Ed-
ward F. Bigelow, page .348, re-

minds me of the Irishman who
said, "Faith, and I'm open to conviction,
but, begorrah, I'd like to see the man
who can convince me." While I may
not succeed in convincing Mr. Bigelow
of the error of his hypothetical con-
clusions, I can at least show my good
will by making the attempt, for all my
e.xperience along this line leads me to

believe that his hypothesis is at fault in

more ways than one.
First, he is in error in assuming that

the queen leads the swarm ; in fact,

the reverse would be nearer the truth.

We practiced clipping queens exclu-
sively, for several yiars, during which
time we watched the issuing of hun-
dreds of swarms, with all our senses
alert to discover the clipped queen in

order to cage her in time to prepare
the hive for the returning swarm, and
we never yet saw a queen /end a swarm
out of the hive. Occasionally she will

accompany the first rush of bees, but
oftener will emerge when the swarm is

about half out, and not unfrequently
will be among the last to leave the

hive. Again, his hypothesis is wrong,
when it leads him to conclude that

nature intentionally provides a plural-

ity of queens for a prime swarm.
I have sifted hundreds of colonies of

bees through queen excluding metal,

searching for the queen to clip her,

and never found a plurality of queens
except in case of supersedure; in

which case the failing queen and her

daughter are frequently found on the

same comb, and might also both ac-

company the prime swarm. Such
queens, however, cut no figure, since

they are tolerated on account of their

weakness.
With this view of the case, I must

conclude that instances where a plu-

rality of queens accompanying a prime
swarm are of rare occurrence, and can
be accounted for in one of three ways.
First, it might happen in case of super-

sedure, as just described. Secondly,
swarming might be delayed by inclem-
ent weather until some of the young
queens emerge, in which case there
would undoubtedly be a plurality of

queens with the prime swarm. This
occurrence is rare, however, and is no
part of nature's plan. This is proven
by the fact that the bees e.xert every
effort within their means to hold such
queens in the cells, until after the issu-

ing of the swarm.
Several cases of this kind have come

under my observation ; in one instance

.5 queens emerged from their cells in

one hive, in as many minutes after the

issuing of a prime swarm, accompanied
by a laying queen, and some of them
bore evidence of having been held in

leash within the cells, for a day or two.
Another instance came to my notice

where two unhatched queens were in-

timidated by the threatening attitude

of the bees to the extent that, while the

caps were removed from the cells,

they did not emerge until several min-
utes after the issuing of the prime
swarm. Judging from their appear-

ance, and the lively manner in which
they frisked about upon the combs, I

would have taken them to be at least

two days old, had I not seen them in

the act of emerging from the cells;

and I have also known the same thing

to occur in after swarming. Thirdly,

a virgin might be on her mating tour

at the time, and might be attracted by
the commotion of the swarm, and join

it. In this case, there would be a plu
rality of queens in the prime swarm.
Again, it is not necessary to sift a

swarm, having a clipped queen, in or-
der to determine whether or not it

contains a plurality of queens. The
action of the swarm, in returning to

the hive, after the clipped queen is

caged, is a prima facie evidence of
queenlessness. All my experience
along this line will warrant me in mak-
ing the positive assertion that some
one of these three contingencies is re-

sponsible for every case of a plurality

of queens in a prime swarm. It is true

that two or more prime swarms might
unite, as frequently happens, in which
case there would be a plurality of
swarms, as well as queens. This is no
part of nature's plan, however, since it

could not happen except where several
colonies are assembled in proximity,
by the interference of man.
With reference to the wisdom of

nature's method of hinging the exis-

tence of the swarm upon the life of a

single queen; nature has evidently de-

creed that it is the wiser course to pro-
vide against accident to the queen
while traveling with the swarm, by
leaving behind a sufficient number of

unhatched queens and drones, to en-

sure the safety of several after swarms.
In which case should the swarm come
to grief, it is only a fart of the increase

that is lost, and the original colony
still remains, and is rejuvenated by the

departure of all the old folks, leaving

nothing behind, except the combs of

brood and honey, and a few straggling

bees. These augmented by a goodly
number of returning field bees, and the

rapidly hatching brood, the strength

of the colony will be recuperated in

time to discharge an after swarm, as

soon as the oldest queens are of flying

age. This operation is liable to be re-

peated as long as sufficient unhatched
brood and a plurality of queen-cells

remain.
Viewing it from statures standpoint,

the loss of a prime swarm is of little

moment, but to a beekeeper it means the

loss of the honey crop, for with the

swarm go the workers who would
produce it. Concerning the kingbird,

if one should fly into a moving swarm
by accident, or with avaricious intent,

self preservation would undoubtedly
forbid any attempt or desire to swal-

low the queen.
The period of the greatest danger to

the queen is during her mating tour,

and having passed this period in safety,

her chances of a long and useful life

are good; since accident along other

lines is chiefly due to the interference

of man.
Concerning the four queens that Mr.

Bigelow found in as many small

bunches of bees, this is characteristic

of after swarms, in which a plurality

of queens may be expected, in numbers
ranging all the way from two to a

dozen.
Concerning drones, the swarming

season is indeed a holiday season for

the gay and festive drone; and his

pct top notch prices

ulI for your honey BY
Using LewisSections
AND Shipping Cases

Send for .\nnaal Ca«nIog which will tell

you who is your nearest Distributer.
<;, B. Lewis Company, AVatertown, \Vis.
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deep bass voice, mingling with the
shrill treble of the workers, makes a

pleasant harmony, and forms the well-

known bugle note that heralds the is-

suing of a swarm of bees. At the
sound all hands join in the chorus, and
the inmates of the hive, old and young,
male and female, great and small, all

seem bent on getting out of the hive
as quickly as possible, evidently for the
purpose of joining in the exercises,
and enjoying the festivities of the oc-
casion. It frequently happensthat these
noisy demonstrations will influ'ince

other colonies to join in the holiday
orgies, when a general melee ensues
that is likely to make things interest-

ing for the beekeeper. On such an
occasion I have had 9 swarms out at

the same time. It was on July 4, and
the bees seemed to enjoy the holiday
better then we did.

Concerning Mr. Bigelow's hypothe-
sis that drones have a purpose in ac-
companying the swarm, isn't it going a

little too far to attribute to bees a mo-
tive for their acts ? Evidently nature
has decreed that they shall accompany
the swarm for the purpose of perform-
ing certain necessary functions for
which they were especially created.
This decree makes it just as natural
for drones to accompany the swarm as

for queens ; for they are a part of the
commonwealth of the community, and
their presence is necessary for the per-
petuation of its existence. In reply to

the question by Mr. Bigelow, as to why
the drones accompany the swarm, per-
mit me to further say that the method
that nature employes to induce drones
to accompany the swarm, may perhaps
be the desire to perform certain func-
tions as already mentioned. This is

merely a matter of conjecture, however,
and evidently the first answer to the
hypothetical question is the nearer
correct.

If Mr. Bigelow will pardon the lib-

erty, I would further suggest that it is

hardly worth while to try to find out
why bees do certain things in a cer-
tain way, for mother nature wouldn't
tell us if we asked her. The knowl-
edge that they will always do things in

the same way, under like conditions, is

sufficient to enable us to manage them
intelligently, and I fail to see wherein
a knowledge of the whys and where-
fores of the case can benefit us. Es-
pecially since nature has not seen fit

to enlighten us along these lines, but
commands obedience to her laws with-
out offering any excuse for their ex-
istence.

Undoubtedly the piece of honey-
comb that Sampson took from the car-

cass of the lion contained the ortho-
do.x number of queen and drone cells.

All things considered, is it really worth
while to question the wisdom of na-
ture's methods ? It is true that mother
nature is sometimes rather lavish in

her supply of drones and queens, but
she cannot be expected to be every-
where at once, and therefore should
not be blamed if a refractory colony,
taking advantage of her absence, builds
too much drone comb and too many
queen-cells. And when we consider
the multitude of her subjects, all bent
on violating her laws and" frustrating
her plans, it seems ungenerous to cast
reflections upon the wisdom of her
methods just because she cannot afford
two or three queens for every swarm.
Birmingham, Ohio.

Cleaning Out Pollen-Filled

Combs
BY EDWIN BEVINS.

I

HAD a peculiar experience with a

colony of bees this season. The
colony was in a hive holding 8

frames, 2 inches deeper than the
standard frame. It was strong

early in the season, and wishing to get
the queen at work in combs of stand-
ard size, I put a hive-body filled with
combs on top. The flow had been on
some days before I examined the col-

ony, and I then found the combs in the
upper story full of honey, but no brood
in any of them.
Thinking the queen must be below I

took off the upper story, put a queen
excluder on the lower hive, then put

on a hive-body filled with empty combs,
and put the filled body on top of that.

Honey was coming in freely, and I

soon discovered that another set of
empty combs was wanted. I took off

the two filled bodies in order to put
one filled with empty combs next to
the brood-chamber, and then as it was
too big a lift for me to put the body
first filled on top of all the rest, I put
it on another hive standing near, which
had but one super.

A little later I saw that something
was wrong with the colony about
which I am writing. Wishing to carry
some supers with sealed honey to the
extracting room, I opened the body
that I had put on another colony in

order to take away part of the combs,
and not have to carryall at once; but
found that a large part of the combs
were filled with brood. I had given
the queen to the stronger colony, and
the bees had, of course, destroyed her.

I did not examine the old colony
for some days, but when I did I found
the 8 deep combs solidly filled with
pollen. I took the excluder away and
also one filled super. In the other
super I put a comb having eggs and
larvse, in hopes that the bees would
rear a queen. At the third trial I suc-

ceeded. It is now Oct. 7. A few days
ago I put the upper story below, and
then shook all the bees with the queen
from those 8 deep combs in front of

the hive. There was no pollen in any
of these 8 combs, and they were about
half filled with honey.

If the description has any value, it is

from the method by which I got pol-

len-filled combs cleaned out by the

bees.
Leon, Iowa.

Swarms—Queens and Drones

BV A. D. D. WOOli.

I

HARDLY agree with Dr. Bigelow's
article, but perhaps he has good
ground for writing as he does. I

am glad his article came as it did,

right on the heels of an experi-

ment I conducted this last June, and
by which I am fully convinced the

Doctor's views and mine are far apart.

On June 10 I had a large swarm is-

sue, and upon going to the hive I no-

ticed the queen about 2 feet away, and
sat down to observe what they would
do when they returned. (I strive to

have all laying queens clipped.) This

time I wanted to study developments.
The bees clustered; a few bees stayed

with the queen. In less than five min-

utes the swarm commenced to return
;

there were no virgins with them this

time. For seven consecutive days

they came out; each time the queen
was watched, and each time the bees

returned; no virgins at any time. On
the eighth day they came out, and the

old queen went so far that she would
not have returned even if the bees did.

But the bees stayed, and the virgins

came with them this time. I caged the

old queen and placed her at the en-

trance of the old hive ; took my basket,

shook the bees in it, and commence!
to hunt. I found two virgins. I set

the basket in the shade and they all re-

turned to the parent hive. The next
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day out they came with more virgins.

I gathered them in the basket and
placed them in my bee cellar for 24

hours, as by that time all but one vir-

gin would be killed. There were four

dead virgins in the basket.

The f)octor says kingbirds might
catch the queen. Did any one ever

kill and dissect a kingbird ? It is an
old traditional saying that they are

bee birds. Well, they are, but what do
they catch ? Nothing but drones, as

far as I have been able to see, and I

have dissected at least one dozen, for I,

too, was sure they were guilty. So I

am afraid the Doctor's queen that ab-

sconds with the swarm is perfectly

safe.

This article would be too long to

enter into all the details, so I will only

touch those that are the most familiar

to every one. If your swarms came
out prior to 10 ;30 a.m., there were very

few drones with them. If between
10:30 and 2 o'clock, there would be a

multitude of drones to alight with the

swarm, as they are foolish and will

follow the crowd from all hives, for at

that time they are taking their daily

flight.

I strive to have as little drone comb
as possible. I have many hives that

do not have a single drone hatch, but

there are drones in them all summer.
They come from other hives. They
are not there because of virgins;

but as the little boy says, " Just for in-

stance." Drones have no choice of

home unless the hive is pretty well

isolated. Years ago, when I bred Ital-

ian bees only, I had some queens that

produced very yellow drones, and
some that produced very dark. Th^-y

would mix all through the yard, the

dark with the yellow and the yellow
with the dark.

Lansing, Mich.

A Peculiar and Unusual Time

to Take Honey
BV C. W. REE;..

LAST winter (1912) I visited my old

home in Kansas. One pleasant
afternoon in February a friend,

an old neighbor, came over and
asked me to " rob " his bees. He

said that he had taken but little honey
yet. The sun was shining brightly,

and it was warmer than it had been a

good part of the time, and I thought
perhaps we could take some honey
from the bees, but he surprised me by
saying, "Not now; it is too warm.
Come early in the morning before the

bees can fly. They can't sting us then."

Next morning I was at my friend's

house early, for I wished to see and
learn how it would do to take honey
when bees could not fly. We took the

honey from two or three hives, then
he said, "It is too warm now; wait

until a cold spell comes; these bees
are too lively now."

It was not long until there was a

storm, a snow storm, I think. When
it quit snowing I hastened to the bee-

yard, and my friend and I with smoker,
pans, buckets, knives, hammers, chis-

els, etc., attacked the poor bees without
mercy, for most of the covers w-ere

nailed on tight. The supers, some of

them, had extracting frames in them,
and some had sections filled with

honey. The brood-nest had three

frames running crosswise, I think. I

don't remember whether any of them
had more frames or not. T he bees

were, or had been, closely clustered on
the combs in the brood-nest before we
commenced to hammer and pry the

hives apart ; for supers as well as cov-

ers were nailed fast. But few bees

tried to fly, and these soon fell to the

ground with cold. The others, what
few there were in the supers, soon ran

down when we smoked them, and the

supers that we could get the covers oflf

easily had no bees in them, so all we
had to do was to pry oft', carry them to

the house and cut out the honey. The
supers were not very hard to get off,

for the comb and wax were so cold

and brittle they broke apart easily, as

it was freezing cold. The extracting

frames came out easily, but the sec-

tions were apt to break.

He had, perhaps, 20 colonies of bees,

and we took the honey from the most
of them, if I remember right. It was a

cold job, for part of the time we had to

work barehanded. We wore overcoats

overshoes, and caps drawn down close

over our ears to protect them from the

cold.

There may possibly be one advan-
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tage in taking honey in the winter, but
there are many disadvantages. For my
part I had rather take it in the sum-
mer, when the thermometer registers
100 or more degrees.

Pearsall, Tex.

Does It Pay to Make a Honey

Exhibit at County Fairs ?

BY J. H. BERRY.

CTOBER, 1910, I made my first

exhibit at the Rogue River Valley
Fair at Grants Pass, Oreg. Be-
fore that I had a problem on my
hands. It was to know how to

Italians there. I took first prize on
both, and on extracted and comb
honey, beeswax and honey vinegar.
All these things attract attention.

I have 2.50 colonies of golden Italians

run for extracted honey. This has
been the poorest year we have had for

years. I only got about three tons
of honey. The bees are left in fine

condition for winter. We never think
of feeding bees in Rogue River Valley.
1 started with 15 colonies 5 years ago,
and made an average of 1.50 pounds of

honey for 3 years. Last year averaged
only 100 pounds. I am not yet through
extracting this year, so I cannot tell

what the average will be. My increase
has been made mostly by buying bees.

The .")-band goldens are not inclined to

Mr. Berry and His Exhihit at the Rogie River Valley Fair.

sell what little honey I had secured.
This solved it for me. Now I do not
have to advertise. The hard thing to
do now is to get honey to supply the
demand, and I even get orders from
California. I also exhibited golden
bees and sold a number of queens.

The golden bee is the bee for me.
At the fair these bees were the most
attractive exhibit there was, and I

would have to close them up at times;
the eager folks would block the gang-
way so no one could pass. If you
have never tried such an experiment,
try it once. You will be surprised how
much attention you can attract by
making a fine exhibit at the fair. Be
sure you have a one-frame observation
hive, for that holds the crowd while
you show your nice honey. Even for

a local trade it pays big.

I had $75 worth of honey in my ex-
hibit, and I would have been glad if it

had been $700 worth. I could have
sold it all. I had goldens and 3-band

swarm, if they have room to store
honey. What I have of the -3-band
always swarm and do not gather as

much honey as the 5-band goldens.
I cannot say anything about the win-

tering problem, as our winters do not
compare with Missouri or Illinois. Our
bees had a flight every week but two
last winter, and had some brood all

winter. On Jan. 30 they had 5 frames
over half full of sealed brood.

I notice prospectors, who come to

visit this country, always follow the
Southern Pacific railroad through the
center of the Willamette Valley. This
is not the part for honey at all. Along
thr. Coast Range, on the side of the
mountains next to the coast, is the best.

There the honey is gathered from white
clover, maple and fireweed and wild
blackberry. All these produce white
honey. We get our honey here from
alfalfa, sweet clover, and pear and ap-
ple. The honey is of fine quality, but
it candies quickly.

Central Point, Oreg.

Why Do Drones Go With a

Swarm ?

THAT article on page 318, by
Prof. Bigelow, is something out
of the ordinary, and has no doubt
been read with lively inierest by
others as well as myself. 1 can

but admire the courage ot a man who
is not afraid to risk his pate, as he ex-
presses It, by boldly attacking vener-
able traditions well established and
universally accepted. So he will not
feel disappointed if I attempt to voice
some ot the thoughts that may arise in
the minds ot many, albeit 1 am gen-
erally none too conservative as regards
the traditions in general.
To the question, "' Why do drones

go with a bwarm ?' his answer is some-
thing like this :

" With every swarm
there are always to be tound a number
of drones, anU there being no other
satislactory explanation lor their pres-
ence, 1 am led to believe that in every
swarm there are several virgin queens,
and the drones go with the swarm lor
the purpose ot mating with these vir-
gins

I icel pretty sure that Prof. Bigelow
will take it good-naturedly if 1 squarely
take issue with him, and say 1 don't
believe there are several virgins in
every swarm. More than that, 1 don't
believe the majority of swarms have
several virgins in them. More than
that, 1 don't believe that in the major-
ity of swarms a single virgin is to be
found. Leaving the negative, let me
give my positive belief, a belief that I

think IS entirely in the line of accepted
traditions

1 believe that in a prime swarm there
is no queen except the old laying
queen. In these days I think prime
swarms out-number the after-swarms,
and so I believe that in the majority
of cases no virgin is to be found in a
swarm. There may be rare cases in
which"something has happened to the
old queen, and so a virgin goes with
the first swarm, but whether that can
be properly called a prime swarm is a
question. I believe that in an after-
swarm there will be found a virgin,
and only one, unless it be the last

after-swarm. Of course, the first after-
swarm may be the last, but so long as
further swarming is contemplated the
rule of the bees, with possible excep-
tions, is that only a single virgin will
go with the swarm.
At the very outset Prof. Bigelow

questions the teaching that " the old
queen leads the swarm and leaves in
the hive several unhatched queens that
will in the future emerge and provide
for the continuance of the colony." If
" the old queen leads the swarm " is to be
taken literally, Prof. Bigelow does well
to object. I have seen many a swarm
issue, and have seen many a queen is-

suing with a swarm, and never yet did
I see the queen issue in advance of a//

workers. She may come out after only
a few workers have issued, or she may
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come any time after that until the last

workers are out. Indeed, the swarm
may issue and sail about without any
xjueen, even settling for a time upon a

tree, as I have seen many a time with
a clipped queen. I hardly think it is

generally taught that the queen really

leads the swarm. Certainly no experi-
enced beekeeper ought to think so.

But from the fact that he does not
particularize upon that, and from what
he says afterward, that can hardly be
the thing to which he objects, and the

only other thing I can think of is the

teaching that when the old queen
leaves with the swarm she "leaves in

the hive several unhatched queens."
But, Prof. Bigelow, "seeing is believ-

ing," and I have seen the cells of the

unhatched queens often. Indeed, I

think I never had a swarm issue with a

laying queen that I did not within a

week look for queen-cells (to destroy
them), and I am sure there never was
a case when I did not find them.

Since writing the last paragraph it

occurs to me that the thing to which
you object is the teaching that the un-
hatched queens are for the future

benefit of the old colony, with the im-
plied teaching that none of them goes
with the swarm. You say: "I have
made some careful studies, and thus
far I have found that almost invariably
there are several queens in the swarm-
ing cluster." If you should say, " I have
examined a thousand swarms, and in

each one of them I found several vir-

gins," I would have no right to dispute
it, but I could say with very great con-
fidence, "Each of those thousand
swarms was a last swarm ; and if you
will examine a thousand prime swarms
with laying queens you will not find a

single queen beside the old one."

You say, " It is my opinion that there
is no war between the queens of a col-

ony so long as the colony is in flight

or in a clustering condition, but when
the bees have settled upon a home,
then comes the war of the queens, and
and only one survives." I am sure

you would change your opinion if you
should see the proofs to the contrary I

have seen. I have seen two virgins

engage in mortal combat not three

minutes after emerging from their

cells. Certainly that was before they
were " in flight or in a clustering con-
dition." I have seen a virgin digging
into the side of a cell to kill a rival be-

fore it had a chance to emerge from its

cell, and I have seen more than one
case in which a virgin in a nursery,

after having emerged from its cell,

diligently dug into the side of that cell,

as if seeking to destroy a rival sup-

posed to be in the cell. Just put two
virgins within speaking distance any
time, and see if they postpone battle

until having settled upon a home.

You cite a case in which a swarm
had four clusters, a queen in each clus-

ter. Nothing strange about that.

Plenty of such cases. But you don't

say that one of the queens was a lay-

ing queen. You may rely upon it that

such a swarm is always a hist swarm,
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of thousands of opportunities to ob-

serve should at least have met with one

case ? Yet I never yet saw mention of

such a case, and I've read the bee jour-

nals quite a while.

But you insist, "tell me why those

drones go out with the cluster if only

the old mated queen leads the colony."

Honest Injun, I don't know. I don't

know why there are so many superflu-

ous roosters in a flock of poultry left

to itself, nor why as many bulls as

cows are born. It may be that the

drones, like a flock of sheep, follow

the leaders of the swarm. Just go for

fashion's sake. If you press too hard

for a rational answer as to why the

drones in a prime swarm, I may ven-

ture this : It is a common thing for

bees to supersede their queen in the

fall or soon after swarming. I have

found queen-cells that seemed to have

been started about the first of the

brood started by the swarm. Drones
are needed for these young supersedure

queens. What would be the chance if

no drones came from the old colony ?

If drones were started at the same time

as the queens, in the swarm, they would
not emerge until nine days after the

queens; too late to be of service. We
know that no drone comb is built by a

swarm for a number of days, making
it still more imperative that drones

shall come from the old hive to meet

the prospective young queen.

At any rate, it's easier to believe that

drones accompany the swarm for the

sake of meeting future virgins that are

well known to exist than to believe

they go for the sake of meeting virgins

that no one has ever yet seen in a

prime swarm.
Marengo, 111.

Beekeepers I Have Known—
F. W. Hall

BY FR.\NK C. I'ELLETT.

WITH a $5000 honey crop, a

magnificent home, a capable

wife, and three unusually at-

tractive daughters, it would
seem that a beekeeper would

be about the most to be envied of men.

There are bee-keepers; and those who
keep bees. F. C. Hall, of Colo, Iowa,

keeps bees, and then again the bees

keep him; for Hall is one of the few
enthusiastic scientific bee men who
burn their bridges behind them, and

stake everything on making a winning
with their chosen specialty. Most of

us make lots of noise about the beau-

ties of beekeeping, and the pleasures

and profits to be derived in honey pro-

duction, while at the same time we stay

close to shore and keep our barks

securely anchored to some other stay.

When we have a good year we brag

about our production per colony, and
when we have a poor season we live by
means of the prop, whatever that may
be. Few of us, however, enjoy as large

incomes, on the average, or live as well

as the really successful specialist.

Mk. Hall Going Over His Home Yard With the State Inspector.

There are a number of beekeepers

here in Iowa who are doing very well,

and whose incomes are equal to those

of the most favored regions of Califor-

nia or other widely heralded beekeep-

ers' paradise. Hall ranks near the

head of the list, and is one of about a

half dozen men who are the largest

producers, considering the number of

bees kept in Iowa.

In the first place, as a matter of

course. Hall has a splendid locality,

but so have a hundred others. The
real difference, after all, is in the man
and his practical methods. At the bee-

keepers' convention last winter he read

a paper which he had carefully pre-

pared. The paper soon got in his way
and he laid it down and just told us

about it, and beekeepers are talking yet

about some of the things he proposed.

Some of the beekeepers seem to be of

the opinion that it just would not work
to kill off the queens and requeen at

the beginning of the honey flow, but it

works for Hall all right, and he gets

the most honey and the least swarms
per colony of any man I know.

Last year the honey crop was very

short over much of Iowa, and many
beekeepers had to feed for winter

stores. Mr. Hall had 2-5,000 pounds of

honey from something like 300 colo-

nies. We all thought that was a big

showing, and wondered whether he

could do it again. This season is a

bumper one over much of the State,

and to show us the possibilities of a

good year, he has proceeded to roll up

a crop which is estimated to be about

25 tons of extracted honey. As he has

a mail-order market for much of his

honey at 10 cents per pound, it will be

seen that the $5000 honey crop is not

so much of a dream. Then there is no
dream about his fine home. The house

is large, roomy, and contains about

every luxury that modern ingenuity

can devise.

Mr. Hall keeps bees in 6 yards of

from 60 to 80 colonies in each, and
apparently this number is about the

limit of profitable production, for there
is another apiary of similar size within
a short distance of the home yard, with
the result that the production here
falls much below that of the others. At
each yard he has a honey house, where
he extracts the honey on the ground,
and a cellar where he winters the bees,
thus eliminating the element of hauling,
to a large extent.

If you want to know about his meth-
ods, hitch up and drive over to the next
convention and get it straight and first

hand. Mr. Hall is not inclined to be a
" wind jammer," but when he does talk

he has something to say. Yes, do come
over and attend the meeting. We have
great times when the Iowa bee men
get together.

Atlantic, Iowa.

Comb Honey—Sections Well

Filled

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

THERE seems to be an idea in the
minds of some beekeepers that
the most desirable and most
marketable sections of honey
are those which are filled the

fullest, such as have the cells next to

Mie wood filled with honey not only all

around, but capped over so there are

no places where the cappings do not

lap on the wood, thus making the

wood part as solidly full of honey as is

a can or pail when filled with extracted
honey. Such a section is called by
these people " gilt edged " or " fancy."

There is no question but that such
"crammed sections," completed in the
heighth of a heavy honey flow are at-

tractive to the eye, but is that all there

is of the matter ?

The ultimate and logical conclusion
rests with the consumer. The wood of

the section is not the thing which is

brought to the table to be admired and
eaten. Basswood lumber is not eaten

by the lady of the house or her guests
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at the ''tea party." It is the section
which looks best on the//t(/f, and not
the section that looks best on the
counter that will finally win. The more
or less perple.xing problem of getting
the tender comb ont of its covering of
wood without mangling the whole
affair, has got to be surmounted before
it can appear as the choicest ornament
of the tea table. The good hostess will

always choose that section when buy-
ing (where she can have her choice),
which has a row of empty or unsealed
cells all around next to the wood, pro-
vided the rest of the comb is nicely
capped with snow-white wax. With
such a section the servant girl, or even
a child, can see where to cut, and there
is comparatively little cutting to do.
And when the wood of the section is

lifted off, instead of having all the cells

on the sides "dauby" with running
honey, the edges of the cake are all

nicely rounded off, and will remain so.

These transparent side cells will show
the honey through them and set the
mouths of all to "watering" for a

taste.

But with " Bridget " undertaking to

cut the honey from one of those filled

to overflowing sections what do we
have? With a case-knife in an un-
stead} hand she proceeds to cut out the
honey. Half the time the knife wan-
ders away from the wood. Beside the
main square, several thin slices of
comb with running honey have to be
stacked on one side of the plate or put
on top, to the serious detriment of
looks. Then there will be a trouble-
some scraping of the section to save
all the honey, or else there will be a

dauby, dripping thing to dispose of in

some way, with the risk of having
honey dripped or daubed on the table-

cloth, floor, or somewhere else to ruffle

the feelings of any person who cares
how the house looks.

Then, by the time the tea-party is

ready for its meal, the nice comb of

honey is "swimming," so to speak, in

the drip from the broken cells at the
sides

; thus giving it the appearance of
comb honey swimming in extracted,
as is sometimes seen in glass jars on
the market.

Fiillness of section is not the great
desideration some would have us be-
lieve. Yet this fullness of section and
a consequent theory that it looks bet-
ter and will sell better on that account
is the chief argument advanced in its

favor by its advocates. It is claimed
that these full sections will bring a
cent or two moreperpound than those
which are not capped to the wood all

around. I have not fouud it so. On
the contiary. a case of 20 of these filled

to overflowing sections weigh more
than buyers wish them to. This vear
the order has been that the net weight
of a case of 20 sections shall come
within 19>2 pounds or less.

Then these very full sections require
more careful handling than those with
a margin of uncapped cells next to the
wood. My experience has been that
not one person in ten will pick up a

section so as not to mar it, especially
if it has sealed honey all along the
wood. Most persons will pick up a

section with the thumb on one side
and the fingers on the other, generally
taking hold at the top and pressing the
fingers, if not the thumb, into the
honey, which sets it to leaking. Not
being satisfied, the other hand is used
in the same way at the side, while the
section is tipped out of the perpendicu-
lar position it occupied in the case or
on the show table. This results in a

still further damage to the sealed cells

next to the wood.

I once hired a man who was consid-
ered the most careful of any in the
neighbo'.'hood, to help me in taking off

section honey and casing it. Before
we commenced I took particular pains
to show him how the thumb and fore-

finger only were necessary in lifting

a section of honey by the wood at the
top, and that under no circumstances

the thumb or fingers be allowed to
touch anything but the wood of the
section. He worked with me one-half
day, and spoiled more honey than
double his wages, in spite of my fre-
quent remonstrances. Although there
was much comb honey to be removed
from the hives, I told him that it was
necessary for me to be absent in the
afternoon. And it was. for had we
continued further it would have led to
an entire " break " with him, which is
not good between neighbors.
Paper cartons over full sections fare

little better. This is the reason why a
part of those handling comb honey in
the Xew York market still demand that
the section be glassed the same as 30
and 40 years ago. One of the buyers,
to whom I sold for several years, would
not handle any other than glassed sec-
tions. He said that when his back was
turned some one was sure to step in
to look at his honey. Unless it was
glassed, when he looked up he almost
always saw the man licking his fingers,
which meant to him a loss on that
section.

Borodino, N. Y.

A New Method of Introducing

—The Odor Theory
BY DR. BRUXNICH.

ARTHUR C. MILLER gave in
Gleanings in Bee Culture, 1905, a
valuable method of introducing,
invented, as he said, by Simmins.
I tried theproceedingoften with

success, and recommended it myself in
the German bee-journals. Xow he
brings in a recent number of Gleanings
a somewhat modified procedure as fol-

lows:

The dequeened or queenless colony
has the entrance reduced to about a
square inch vv-ith grass or wet >ags;
then three puffs of white, thick smoke
are blown in and the entrance closed.
In from 1.5 to 20 seconds the entrance
is opened and the qu-en is run in, fol-

lowed by a gentle puff of smoke. The
entrance is again closed for 10 minutes,
then opened and not enlarged until the
ne.xt day.
He prefers the method with fertile

queens, if possible, taken just before
from a nucleus. I employed this method
several times with excellent success,
and could always ascertain that the
queen began laying a few hours after
the introduction. This is one of the
greatest advantages of the method.
How is it that with the old-cage

method so many queens are killed, ac-

cording to my experiences ? Fori have
observed that a queen maybe accepted,
but she is mutilated, and therefore in

most cases worthless. I saw at differ-

ent times how a queen was stung by a
worker in the breast, and immediately
was paralyzed in one of her legs or
wings; and often I have seen such
queens in my nuclei, or in colonies of

a neighbor or frien-I It occurs oftener
than one would believe that a queen is
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thus damaged, and if it is an expensive,

select queen, the bee-keeper believes

he has been cheated, while it was the

fault of the unsatisfactory method.
Mr. Miller does not believe in the

odor theory, but I think that with it we
may explain all, and without it many
things cannot find a satisfactory expla-

nation. He says that he found in his

apiary, after a heavy honey-flow, that

the bees of different hives had mingled
to a considerable degree. I think that

this experienee proves nothing. On
the contrary, while there was a dearth,

the bees did not mingle, of course, be-

cause in times of dearth the bees are

exceedingly vigilant, and do not allow

the intrusion of a foreign bee, which
they must absolutely recognize by
smell, or any other emanation of the

organ which doubtless lies in the

feeler. Possibly this sense of recogni-
tion may be quite another for which
we may have no analogon. But be it

in the sense of smell or any other irra-

diation, there must be something, and
if we call it smell (without preoccupa-
tion to the kind of sense), we have at

all events a good hypothesis which
may e.xplain a great many of the phe-
nomena in bee-life.

On the other hand, when there is a

good honey-flow the bees have no time
to watch the entrance, nor is this a

necessity, as the bees do not rob at

such times. We know that if our at-

tention is not directed on some object

we may not perceive it, though our
senses accept the impression. If I go
through a street without paying atten-

tion to the scriptures of the sign-

boards, I may read them without the
impression penetrating to my mind.
So the bees, occupied thoroughly with
honey seeking, pay no attention to the
objects on tlie alighting-board. Other-
wise how would we explain what I saw
some days ago.
A queen was full of lice. I gave her

a little tobacco smoke and cleaned her.

When I put her in the midst of the

bees on a brood comb she immediately
was attacked and balled. Another
queen of mine was killed when I had
marked her with color on the back.
Certainly it was the foreign smell
which caused the bees to attack their

own queen. A great number of similar
examples could be given. I maintain
that, until now, tliere is no stringent
proof against the smell theory ; nor has
there been given a better hypothesis
for explaining the above mentioned
facts.

How, then, are we to explain the bad
success of the cage method ? We
know that the bees practice different

occupations according to their age;
the youngest bees are caring for the

eggs, and every bee-keeper has seen
how those young bees are going in all

directions when we take out the comb.
On the capped brood we find older
bees, which are collecting forces for

the coming flight. On the periphery
outwardly of the pollen-garland, we
find the old, malign, suspicious bees
always snuffing treachery. They sel-

dom, or never more, find their way into
the broodnest, with which they have
nothing to do. The place of the queen
is in the midst of the youngest bees ;

that make a circle around her and
give her the necessary feed. Unhap-
pily the cage is placed, as a rule, into

the district of the old bees, and if the
queen is released, she has at first to

pass them before arriving in the cen-
ter. In times of a good honey-flow
there is no danger. The old bees are
in the field, and are in good humor, but
woe to her in times of dearth when
she is released and her smell is not
sympathetic to the guardians.

With the direct method of introduc-
ing, the peripheric bees on the board
are intimidated by the smoke; there-

fore, the (jueen may pass those ill-tem-

pered guardians and penetrate to her
kingdom, the center, where there is no
longer any danger. The young bees
willingly accept her majesty, and their

tranquility will calm also the older
bees. There is no doubt that there ex-
ists a profound concert between all

bees of a hive. If there is harmony in

the center, each bee of periphery
knows it, and needs not convince her-
self by proper investigation.

Therefore, I recommed by full con-
viction the new method of Arthur C.

Miller, especially for queens reared in

the same apiary. For valuable queens
coming by mail, I could not advise to

adopt this process. Here the only nb-

soliite/y sure method, which gives a suc-
cess of 100 percent, even for virgins, is

the szL'arm method, which is carried
out as follows ;

You make from one or more colonies
by brushing off the bees, a good swarm,
and place them into a swarm-hox.
The queen has been placed before into

a tube of wire, closed at one end with
a cork; at the other end with good
beecandy. Immediately the swarm is

put in an absolutely dark, quiet place
(cellar), and fed near the place of the

queen with honey-water, .'\fter 2 to 24

hours the swarm is put into the hive as

an ordinary swarm. The method is, as

1 said, absolutely sure, if you have not
brushed into the box another queen,

and it has the enormous advantage
that such a colony will work with all

the intensity and zeal of a swarm.

For introducing a valuable queen
into a dequeened colony, one may pro-

ceed as follows : Brush the bees from
2 or 3 brood-combs of the colony into

a swarm-box as before. Place the box
above the colony, but not connected
with it. After 2 days remove the cover
of the box and place it in an empty
super just above the brood nest of the

colony. Gladly the bees of the hive

will join the little swarm and thus ac-

cept the queen, which will soon de-

scend to the hive.

Zug, Switzerland.

Bees and Odors

BY D. M. MACDONALD.

THE sense of smell in bees, wher-
ever we may choose to locate the

organ, is extra acute, as all who
spend a good part of their time
in an apiary acknowledge. The

balmy airs of spring blowing over a

bed of violets gladdens our olfactory

organs; much more does a field of

white clover, a stretch of heather, a

wood of basswood, or a plot of alfalfa

prove attractive to the denizens of an
apiary. Odor, wafted to them by the

prevailing wind, carries miles away the

information that there is the source of

forage.

Let unprotected honey or syrup be
exposed and soon will a large array

be attracted. Let a poorly pro-

tected set of combs in a queenless or
weak colony be scented, and how
quickly will a robbing boom be estab-

lished. Fxtracting in the open is im-

Apiary OF J. B. HoLLOPETER, AT I'ENTZ. PA.— (See " Repor IS and Experiences."
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possible when a flow of nectar is dried
up. Outside feeding, unless very care-

fully carried on, demoralizes a whole
country side.

No less acutely are the organs of the

bee affected by noxious perfumes. This
was acknowledged by beekeepers be-

fore the Christian era. Virgil wrote:
" And suffer not a yew near the bees'

homes; nor burn in the fire the redden-
ing crab-shells, and do not allow them
to be near a deep pen, or where there

is a noisome smell or mire." Bee-
books from that time until now advise

to locate an apiary apart from any
offensive smells. Nothing taints more
readily than both wax and honey when
in proximity to a foul smelling sub-

stance, which is another sound reason
for avoiding what would arouse the
antipathy of bees. Therefore, the even
temper of the workers, the equable
temperature of their keeper, and the

delicious flavor of their luscious sweet,

are all influenced by offensive odor.

Odor also plays an important part in

the well being of the community, be-

cause by it bees know their own sisters

and their own queen, owing to the col-

ony odor being the same. Queen in-

troduction, union of different stocks,

or the amalgamation of separate com-
munities, requires a unification of

odors if the two are to become one
peaceably. Guards "spy" would be
intruders mainly by the wonderfully
acute smell hollows possessed in such
vast numbers in their antennae.

ODOR ANTIPATHIES.

No creatures are more susceptible to

certain odors than bees, and as a result

of experiments, I am led to think that

ire in bees, and the consequent sting-

ing mania, is very frequently produced
by some such cause if matters were in-

telligently analyzed. "The stable odor"
is generally credited with being most
offensive to bees, but this is only partly

true. A sweaty horse is anathema to

them, unfortunately at times for the
horse. Perspiration has for ages been
set down in this list, but again this is

only partially true. Perhaps a dirly

sweat may, but a clean sweat does not
always produce irritation. Well for
many beekeepers that it does not, be-

cause at certain seasons, and under
certain circumstances, he must be a

very cool man indeed who can carry
out a day's work among the bees with-
out perspiring. A " stinking breath "

/,s-

offensive to bees, yet snuff takers, to-

bacco chewers and smokers work
among them unmolested.

I have seen, however, a man arouse
very quiet bees to a state of frenzy by
blowing in a few puffs of a foul breath
when he was " out of condition." At
other times he could breathe on them
with impunity. I once received a very
genuine stinging owing to the use of

corrugated packing paper as a smoker
fuel. It had been used in forwarding
some kind of alcoholic compound, I

afterwards learned, and whatever its

nature it certainly converted generally
good tempered bees into veritable

demons. The whole population it

seemed took wing instantaneously.
The carbolic cloth properly prepared
and applied acts as either a quitener or
a regular intimidant; but cases have
come under my notice when it roused
bees to fury. Sometimes when it was
undercharged, and at other times when
it was overcharged with the solution.

I have consistently advised that the
apiarist should not handle his bees
with unwashed hands. "Cleanliness is

next to godliness "is a truth worth
impressing on the bee-keeper for the
sake of the produce, which, like Cssar's
wife, should be above suspicion. In
addition, however, the rule is a wise
one if we consider only the bees. We
handle so many tools and implements,
so many plants and weeds in our gar-
dens, and so many other articles in the
course of the day—all more or less
tainted with foreign odors—that to
keep the bees' tempers sweet and
equable, it is wise to deal with bees,
frames and supers with clean hands.

The receptacles in which honey is

stored should be very carefully washed,
and then rinsed in clear water to en-
sure that no smell is left from the soap
and other purifiers used in the clean-
ing. The same may be advised in re-
gard not only to the extractor, but also
as to all tools, implements and appli-
ances which may come in contact with
surplus either directly or indirectly.
Much of the honey which is imported
into this country suffers more from
these foreign taints than from the in-
ferior grade of the honey sent us, if it

were consigned in its purity.
Some years ago we had great trou-

ble owing to some foundation used be-
ing rejected by the bees on account of
its offensive odor. Bees worked it un-
der compulsion at times, but in gen-
eral they avoided it, and even swarmed
out rather than accept it. Under more
modern modes of manufacturing it this
danger is a thing of the past, if the
parcels are kept apart from strong
smelling substances. If wintered near
some of these, bees will reject other-
wise perfect sheets on account of the
odor.

BEES AND CHASTITY.
A Strange, persistent undercurrent

runs through bee literature and litera-
ture dealing with the bee to the intent
that the very occupation, or the close
association with so model an insect,
encourages purity, gentleness and
goodness. It crops up in many classic
writers of ancient Greece and Rome.
Then it persists in the classics of early
English literature. We have it, too, in
the Koran, wherein rules are set down
for the guidance of beekeepers.

1. No family may quarrel or live in
discord.

2. Two partners in an apiary must
agree on all points, never suspect dis-
honesty or unfairness in each other.

3. In any house where hives are kept
no stolen object should be permitted.

4. No wickedness of any kind shall
be allowed at such a house.

5. No guilty hand shall be allowed
to touch a hive.

6. The surroundings of an apiary
should be very clean ; otherwise the
bees will perish or leave their dwell-
ings, bringing a curse on the neigh-
borhood.
Perhaps these terse but emphatic

rules are an embodiment of the wis-
dom of the centuries going before.
Perhaps they took their origin in the
strange anomaly of the very existence
of these vestal virgins of the hive, the
worker females ! Th» purity of their
lives cannot be questioned, and the
high moral tone of their efforts for the
existence and well being of the com-
munity is high souled and inspiring.
Self-abnegation is the rule of their
lives. The commonwealth is all in all

to them. They themselves and their
success or failure is less than nothing.
And they go on " toiling and spining "

for the good of a generation they
will never live to see. There is some-
thing so high and holy in this grand
rule of duty first, and the complete
sinking of self for the well being of
others, that we must admire and won-
der, while our admiration must at times
be tinctured with awe. Another enigma
of the hive.

Banffs, Scotland.

Dr. Millers ^ Answers^
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, III.He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Cross Bees

I. Can you tell me why my bees are so
much more cross this season than usual ? I

liandle ttiem thesame as I have always done,
usingsmoke and avoiding undue haste, etc..
and there is no robbing going on. The trou-
ble is not while handling them, but they
have taken to coming up to the door-yard
and lawn, and threatening ;and onceor twice
stinging) any one who happened to be there,

I have always had Italians, until last year
I experimented with Caucasians in the hope

of finding a race of bees better adapted to
this climate. The Caucasians have a good
reputation for gentleness, and last year I
really thought them more gentle than the
Italians, at least to work with, and I am
Quite sure they build up faster in the spring.
Are they more likely than the Italians to
leave thi; hive to hunt trouble ? Can it be
that the crosses are more vicious than
either breed if kept pure ?

2. Can you suggest a remedy ? Would it do
any good to put a shield up by the side of
each hive so as to hide the premises from
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the occupants of the hives? The hives '30 in

number) are in a small orchard of young
trees, and most of them are out of sight of

the house, only two or three being plainly in

view, and it seems to me that the cross has
come from these hives. Would a high fence
be a pretty sure cure for the trouble, or will

it be necessary to move the apiary to a

greater distance from the house, which I

would very much dislike to do. as they are
in a nearly ideal location now?

3. This has been a remarkably good honey
year with me. Is this due in part to my Ital-

ian-Caucasian crosses ? South Dakota.

Answers.— I. I don't know what is the

trouble, but I can make up a pretty good an-

swer by adopting the suggestions made in

your questions. It may be said in advance

that there seem to be times when bees be-

come ^specially cross without any apparent

reason. Caucasians started out with the

reputation of beint' the gent lest bees known;

but some strains of them have been reported

as cross. Generally, too. any cross is likely

to be crosser than pure stock.

2. A high fence would be a help, and might

be a full remedy. If a bee upon leaving its

hive is obliged to rise above a certain level,

it is not likely to go below that level any-

where in the vicinity of the hive. An en-

tirely close fence is not .it all necessary. A
fence with slats or palings having 2 inches

space between them will answer. Vines or

bushes will do. only so they are high enough.

Poultry netting answers. Instead of a shield

at each hive (which, however, might be all

right;, it will likely be better to have a single

fence of some kind to answer for all; say 6

feet high or more. Quite often all the bees

in the apiary will seem cross when really

only one or two colonies are the culprits. If

you will recall, you will probably remember
that at most not 50 cross bees are threaten-

ing you. A single colony can easily furnish

that number. It isn"t the easiest thing in

the world to spot the cross colony, but by

persistence you can do it. and then change

the Queen. For some reason I don't know;

the bees upon receiving a good-natured

Queen become gentle before the bees of the

old stock have all died off.

3. Most likely it's the season that deserves

the chief credit. You're not the only one

who has found this the best season ever.

Questions from China

1. I have several colonies of English black
bees. They are smaller than the Italians,

but more active and diligent. They are so
small that the bees rear drones in worker-
cells, so there is always a great number of
drones in the hive. On this account I tried

to Italianize them, but without success.
They absolutely refused to accept the Ital-

ian Queen. nor were the Italian queens
themselves willing to jointhem.no matter
how long the queens were caged in the
hives. A friend of mine told me that the
English black bees, as well as the native
bees in China and Japan, cannot be re-

queened with queens of other species.
Will you please tell me if there is a special
way of Italianizing them ? What do you
think of the English black bees? Are they
worth keeping for profit ? The worst is that
they have always too many drones which
consume and reduce the honey crop. Hav-
ing such a disadvantage. I wonder why the
British apiarists prefer them to other spe-
cies.

2. I have just bought some Italian bees of
red clover strain from Japan last month,
but I found that they don't work as ener-
getically and actively as the English black
bees. My friend in japan told me that the
Italians are not active during a dearth of
honey, but when the flow comes on they will
excel the other species. Did you have the
same experience with the Italians in your
country ? The queens of my Italian bees
have the whole of their abdomens of dark
red color; the workers have also red abdo-
mens, but with two or three black bands,
and the tip of the abdomen is also black.
Thedrones are very large; they must have
large drone-cells to rear them. Are my Ital-

ian bees mentioned above pure red-clover
strain? China.

Answers — i. I have some doubt whether
your black bees are the same as the black

bees they have in England, which are, I

think, of the same size as the black bees of

this country. I have never seen it stated

that English black bees are noticeably dif-

ferent in size from the Italians. There is no

special trouble in introducing an Italian

queen into a colony of black bees here, and
the same combs that the one kind of bees
build are acceptable to the other kind.

Neither is it the case that black bees rear

drones in worker-cells, unless in the case of

laying workers or a drone-laying queen.

Certainly tiie English black bees are worth
keeping for profit, and probably the majority

of bee-keepers in England think them more
valuable than Italians. Neither do the

blacks rear more drones than Italians. If

you get such black bees, combs and all. as

are in use in England, you can easily change
them into Italians.

2. The reputation of Italians here is just

the reverse of that given by your Japanese
friend. The Italians here keep gathering

at least a little at times when the blacks

gather nothing. Red-clover strains are not

always reliable. Some of those sold as red-

clover bees do not work on red clover. Even
if they do work on red clover, the trait is

not a permanent one, and the next genera-

tion may not work on red clover at all. Red-
clover bees are not considered different in

appearance from others, so that it is im pos
sible to tell from description whether you
have such bees or not. The only way to tell

them is to see whether they work on red-

clover blossoms or not.

Screen Colony House to Prevent Robbing

Have you in your country or elsewhere
ever tried to make hives and keep bees in
the following manner; Seeing the bees in

an apiary, during a dearth of honey or even
in a light honey How. often resort to robbing,
it occurred to me to build the hives with
wire-cloth on the two longer sides, and put
them in an outer case, so that the wire-
cloth sides of the hives touch each other,
and all stand on a long bottom-board which
is divided with scantling for each hive to
stand on. and with a separate entrance for
each hive. The outer case may be built for
holding from one to ten hives, each side by
side crowded together.

In this way. I think, colonies that are so
put together will be prevented from rob-
bing, because the colonies are only sep-
arated from each other by two pieces of
wire-cloth on the sides of the hives, and the
smell of each colony is thereby mixed, so
that when the bees enter any of the hives in
the same outer case, they would not be able
to detect it is not their own hive. On the
front of the outer case the entrances are
separated or partitioned by nailing pieces
of tri-angular boards between each. The
front wall is to be painted in different colors.
Do you think such a combination of hives

in one outer case practicable ? I think it

has the advantages: ist, prevents fobbing
at least among the colonies so put together;
2d, it saves room, as one outer case to hold
10 hives would only occupy about 14 feet; 3d,
it gives mutual warmth in winter, and 4th,
you can take any number of bees from one
colony and put it in the other without fear
of fighting.

If you think my above suggestions are
practicable, and will not affect the working
and well being of the bees. I will make one
and try it. China.

Answer.—Your scheme is quite ingenious,

and ought to work all right if the four foun-

dation stones you mention are all right.

Taking the four in reverse order; the 4th

may be all right; the 2dand 3d certainly are;

but how do you know about the ist. which is

the chief corner-stone ? Have you any proof

that bees will not rob from another colony

having the same odor ? On the contrary,
have you never heard of cases called "silent
robbing?" I don't think they are common,
but they do sometimes occur. A swarm is

found to be carrying away honey from the

mother colony silently, and without any
fighting, and the explanation given is that

the bees of the mother colony do not recog-

nize the robbers as outsiders because they
are of the same odor.

A plan somewhat after the same order
was exploited in the British Bee Journal a

few years ago. but little has been said about
it lately. Two colonies were side by side,

separated not by wire-cloth but by excluder-

zinc, and allowed to work in the same su-

pers. One trouble was that too often one of

the colonies went queenless. perhaps be-

cause of the similar odor the queenlessness
was not recognized in time.

Swarm Prevention

About the time that natural swarming
may be expected to begin go through the
hives, cut out queen-cells and cage all

queens. Seven or eight days later go through
the hives again, cut out all queen-cells ex-
cept a choice one in each hive, and remove
all caged queens. The cell left in a hive
need not necessarily be from that hive. The
choice hives would probably have several
frames with queen-cells in them, and these
could be distributed among the inferior
hives.

I judge from "Forty Years Among the
Bees." that if this method were carefully
carried out. there would be little or no
swarming, but 1 am uncertain as to the effect
on the honey crop. In my locality the sur-
plus season is generally from about the mid-
dle of May to sometime between luly i to 15.

Virginia.

Answer.— If swarming begins, as it does

here, at about the beginning of the harvest,

then you would cut cells and cage queen
about May 15. Then May 23 you would re-

move the queen and leave one of the cells

started after the queen was caged. A queen
would issue from that cell about May 27.

provided the bees started cells promptly

upon the caging of the queen, and provided

you happened to leave one of the oldest

cells. Then, at the earliest, the queen might

be laying eggs about June 4, and workers

would emerge from them June 25. becoming
fielders about June 30. There's a break in

laying from May 15 to June 4, or 20 days, and
all eggs laid in that 20 days could have been

counted on to help gather the crop. In a

good many cases you will find that every-

thing would not work up to schedule time,

making the break still more than 20 days.

I don't just see what you gain by keeping

the queen caged instead of removing her at

Baits—Swarm Prevention

I. One of my colonies did nothing in the
supers (comb honeyjall theseason. I wanted
to give it a new queen. The queenarrived
nearly dead; her company all dead. On ex-
amining that colony it was found heavy, full

of bees. eggs, and every kind of brood and
honey. So I had no heart to kill the queen.
I was so hurried for supers that I made a
few hive-bodies myself, and ordered insides
to come by mail. Before the latter arrived
I put on a home-made super and just threw
in helter-skelter odd pieces of wood. By
the time the insides had come quite a lot of
honey was stored; so I thought I had gotten
those bees to work, and put on a full-fledged
comb-honey super, but in that they again
did nothing. I have this year tried shallow
frames at each side of the super and sec-
tions between, with but very indifferent re-
sults, and cannot thus agree with Townsend
who asserts that such beat hiits.

Baits, I contend, are the thing. What I

will try next year is with some colonies in

the start, to give them supers all full of shal-
low frames, and after work has been done
in them, 'swap "for section supers, and I

will keep on again and again using initia
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torily those same shallow-frame supers; as
after but little work has been done in them
by colonies getting them first, subsequent
colonies might the sooner take to same, pre-
liminary to getting regular section supers.
Would It be best to use a queen-excluding
honey-board with shallow-frame supers ?

^2. In a method of swarm control. J. E.
v.,hambers. of Texas, says that " when a col-
ony is found getting ready to swarm, he re-
moves one comb with adhering bees and
brood, and sees that such comb has. 'at
least, two sealed queen-cells." Will you de-
scribe how a colony would hare to look in-
side before you would apply such methods,
or shook swarming?

3. Is one queen-cell iw/i capped in a whole
colony enough ?

4. It might seem that besides; there may
be few or several queen-cells in a colony,
but no more than one on a frame. How
about then deferring procedure until there
are two queen-cells on some one frame '

On page 301. Miss Wilson quotes Miss
Candler's method of swarm proventing— the
above question as well applies to latter.

Pennsylvania.
.Answers.— I. One cannot help wondering

why the bees began work on those " helter-
skelter sticks and then refused to work on
orthodox arrangements. Just possibly, if

you had revrsed the proceeding, giving the
regular surplus arrangements at the time
you gave the sticks, and then the sticks
when you gave the regular, yon might have
found the action of the bees reversed, for
the flow of nectar may have been the decid-
ing factor.

I have never tried Townsend's way side
by side with bait-sections. One would be a
little inclined 10 give ihe preference to
Townsend's plan in the belief that the
combs on the outside would at least be a
/iirfcr temptation than a single bait-section
in the center; yet the fact of the bait being
in tne center might give it some advantage
over a comb at the side. But with several
baits and a central location 1 would expect
the bait-sections to be ahead. 1 surely know
that I don't have any trouble in getting bees
to start ill the baits if they have anything to
store there, and in a poor season I've had all

bait sections used, mosily tilled and sealed,
and nothing more done in supers.

I think you will do well to use excluders
under your shallow extracting-combs.
That scheme of moving extracting-supers

from one hive to another as fast as work
starts will no doubt work; and so it will if

sou shift section-supers in the same way. It

might be worth your while to try some in
the way you propose, and others merely
with baits, and report results.

2. Just one thing to look for inside to see
whether a colony contemplates swarming
(which is generally equivalent to saying it is

ready for swarming . and that is to see sev-
eral queen-cells started. Id like to be more
definite and iust say how many, but there is

nothing very dertnite about it. They may
start half a dozen, 20. or more. If less than
half a dozen I should guess it was a case of
superseding rather than swarming.

3. As already intimated, a single cell start-
ed would look like superseding, but if a
number of cells are present, and only one
capped, that would be all right, only if that
one has been capped only a short time,
which is likely to be the case, it would be
full as well to wait a little longer.

4. If you find a single cell on each of half
a dozen combs, don't wait; that s just as
well as if they were all on the same comb;
only you will likely always find at least one
comb on which more than one cell will be
found. Having two cells on a comb is a mat-
ter of security, for sometimes it happens
that a cell contains a dead larva. If it suits
you any better you can cut a cell or cells

from other combs and fasten on the comb

you have chosen, selecting, of course, the
best-looking cells. In general that will be
the ones having the deepest indentations on
them.

Parthenogenesis

I have carefully read the clipping referred
to by Illinois," on page 332, current volume
ot American Bee .Tournal. and am con-
strained to repeat the question, is it true ?lam aware that I am stepping upon verv
thin ice." and admit that I am poorly able

to support that " ice " from above or below
except by theory, backed by the lessons
which nature has taught, and is continually
teaching to those who have the ability and
willingness to observe. I venture the asser-
tion that if drone-bees are hatched from in-
fertile eggs, nature, in ail her mysterious as
well as comprehensible processes, has per-
mitted this one lone exception.
With the profoundest respect for vou. and

neartily joining you in respect for the mem-
ory of Dzierzon. I can but doubt the long
accepted theory. It is a well established
theory of physiology that the female is pro-
vided from inception with every ovum
which she will produce during the period of
reijroduction, and that these ova are male
and female. When these are fertilized
they—under favorable environments-bring
forth eachoneafter its kind." The queen-
bee deposits eggs, male and female, in vary-
ing proportions, and from the peculier na-
ture of the work of preparing for race per-
petuation, deposits mostly females, as na-
ture, from the beginning, had provided these
worker bees immature females upon whom
evolves the task of lookingafter the interest
of the race.i who are able to distinguish the
sex of the embryo bee. and proceed to de-
stroy or nurture as the exigencies of the
colony require. Missouri.

Answer.—Not being a scientist, but only

a practical beekeeper, it is hardly in my
line to discuss that Dzierzon theory, or par-

thenogenesis. The safest thing might be
merely to say that so far as I know the the-

ory is quite generally accepted among scien-

tific men, and you are entirely within your
rights to reject it if you wish. Still, it will

do no harm to talk a little about it, even if.

a-; you say. I may be on thin ice. Wouldn't
it be a joke if the thin ice should give way.

and we'd both get a ducking ?

You say it is a well established theory
that the female is provided with every ovum
which she will produce, and that these ova
are male and female. If that be true, it set-

tles the whole business at once, and sends
the Dzierzon theory kiting. I venture, how-
ever, the guess that you may find such a
theory not so well established after all. I

may mention one or two things you must
" buck " against before fully settling down in

that belief. Microscopic investigation shows.
I have read, that when the queen is fecun-
dated her spermatheca is filled with sper-
matozoa from the male; that these same
spermatozoa are found in the eggs in worker-
cells, and that no such spermatozoa are
found in the eggs while still in the queen's
ovaries, nor yet in the eggs in drone-cells.

Moreover, the eggs of an unmated queen, if

she lays at all, will produce only drones, no
matter whether they are in drone-cells or

worker-cells. Doesn't that look as if the
eggs in the queen s ovaries are all alike, in-

stead of being male and female r

You call the hatching of drones from in-

fertile eggs "one lone exception." Beg par-

don; plant-lice also lay eggs that produce
life without impregnation, and perhaps
other things.

Here is what is to be found in the .Standard
Dictionary

;

"Parthenogenesis, reproduction by means of

unfertilized eggs, seeds or spores, as in

many rotifers and polyzoans; production of

a new individual from a virgin female with-

out intervention of a male, as in plant-lice

and some hymenoptera."
Please don't think that's a definition oi my

making. Although I was editor of bee-

terms. I had nothing to do with that difini-

tion. and you see it gives parthenogenesis as

a thing settled. Still, if all this doesn't

"cut any ice" with you. you have the privi-

lege of standing on whatever ice you like.

A Hive Record

For a hive record I drive two tacks in the
back of the hive and drop a "V-shaped piece
of galvanized iron between them. In the
summer the marks are outside, and in the
winter are turned in.

Small slates would be a good thing if made
V'-shaped. Chas. Chandler.
Garden City. Kan.

Dry in Kansas

I started with 3 colonies and haven't al-

lowed them to swarm this season. They
have produced 43 pounds of fine honey, and
have big stores for winter This has been a
fearfully dry season here. J. A. TuFTS.
.'\bilene. Kan.. Aug. 30.

severe drouth we have had over this coun-
try. I am afraid, will kill out all of the old
white clover, and if I am correct white
clover grown from the seed does not pro-
duce much honey the first year.
Yesterday we had the first good rain of

any consequence since the latter part of
June. The corn crop here, which is the best
in the State, will probably be equivalent to
about 's or S of the crop, but the fodder
dried up a month too soon, and has already
been cut.
The apple crop is also practically lost, as

the apples did not grow to more than half
their usual size, and most of them have
already fallen off the trees.
Higginsville. Mo. Leahv Mfg. Co.

A Fair Crop

Poor Honey Crop in Kansas

We had the poorest honey crop this year
that we have had in ten years. \'er*5* few
colonies have sufficient stores to winter. I

have ly colonies and did not get any honey,
but had to feed more or less ail summer.

H F. Hillebrandt.
Osborne. Kan.. Sept. 20.

Notwithstanding the extreme drouth our
bees have made quite a bit of honey of a
very fine quality. Foul brood has not given
us any trouble, for which we are very thank-
ful. H. O. Bader.
Browning. III.

Afraid for Clover in Missouri

WJlat is the general opinion in regard to
white clover for next season ? The very

Good for a Beginner

In Richland Co.. Wis., the honey crop has
been the best in years. While clover
bloomed until Sept. 4. Right now my bees
are working as lively as at any time this
season (Sept. .

I started bee-keeping this spring, bought
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one good colony in a modern hive, had one
prime swarm, cut four bee trees, and made
one nucleus. I have now five good strong
colonies with plenty of stores for winter. I

united one swarm I captured with my uli-

cleus. which made it strong. I use 8-frame
hives with Hoffman self-spacing frames.

L. Bernie Smith.
Richland Center. Wis.. Sept b.

In Good Shape for Winter

Bees are yet storing surplus here, but
soon the yield will slacken off gradually.
We have been much favored here in aril

crops; good honey and yield. Bees, of
course, are in fine order, and will go into
winter strong in young bees. We know what
that means with good care later.
Milledgeville, III. F. A. Snell.

Too Little Rain

Our crop of honey here is very short, only
one gallon to the hive, spring count. No rain
from April 2 until Sept. 10.

Bunceton. Mo,. Oct. 4. J. R. Marye.

^i2H^^I^BI^!l
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Golden all-over Queens. Untested. Si.oo.

Tested, $3 00. Breeders. 55 and $io.

Robert Inshram. Sycamore. Pa.

Phelps' QirEENS will please you.

Queens — Improved red-clover Italians,
bred for business. June i to Nov. 15 Un-
tested queens. 750; select. $1.00; tested. $1.25
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. Clemons. Boyd. Ky.

For Sale—5 to 100 colonies of grood Italian
Bees of Dooiittle strain in Danz. Hives. Will
take Barnes' Power Saw in exchange, if

suitable and in good shape. Edw. L. Hall.
1706 Forres Ave.. St Joseph. Mich.

The Rush for Phelps' queens has been
so great that we will be unable to take care
of any more orders this year. We have
some of the finest breeders for next year
that you ever saw. Give us your orders
early. C. W. Phelps & Son,

Binuhamton. N. Y.

For Sale— Choice virgins. 4"^ cts. each; 3

for Si.oo: untested, bo cts.; tested, ii.25;
breeders. $2.50. Italians or Carniolans.

'

Stanley & Finch. 14S1 Ogden Ave.. Chi ago.

Special — Golden -all -over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind. 5000
mated queens was my sales last season. Un-
tested queens each 75c; 50. $12,50; 100. $60.00.
Tested. $L23. Select-Tested. S2. 00. Breeders.
$5.00 and $10.00. J. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder.
6A7t Rt. 3. San Jose. Calif.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. $1.00 each;
Tested. $2. 00; Breeders. $5.00 and Sio.oo.
2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

For Sale-No. i white comb. $3.50 per
case: No. 2. $3.00. 24 sections to case; six
cases to carrier; clover extracted, two 60-
Ib. cans to case. cents. oAtf
Quirin-the-Oueen-Breeder. Bellevue. Ohio.

For Sale.—Fine. Rich. Pure White Ciovei
Honey; also Light Amber Alfalfa. Put up
in any size packages, any quantity. Write
for prices.
iiAtf Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

Dealers and producers who buy honey,
kindly ask for a late number of the Review,
givinga list of members tiaving honey for
sale. Many carloads are listed in the Octo-
ber number. Address. gAtf
The Bee-Keepers'Review. Northstar. Mich.

For SALe—Our crop of "Elite" white
clover extracted honey. None better pro-
duced. Also. Raspberry extracted, blended
with willow-herb, nearly as white as the
clover, good body and flavor. 8c per pound.
Sample of either free. Address.
E. U. Towiisend & Sons. Northstar. Mich.

Formerly at Remus.)

20.000 Pounds of Honey for sale. Buck-
wheat, goldenrod. aster blend. $8.4oper case.
This is dark honey (golden,. Clover, milk-
weed, raspberry blend of good body; but off
a little in color and flavor, $p.oo per case.
Above honey all in new6o-lb. cans and cases.
120 pound net to case. Sample upon request,
oA2t Ira D. Bartlett. East Jordan. Mich.

Pure Raspberry Honey Was left on
the hives until all sealed and ripened. The
quality is very fine; none better. The rasp-
berry honey crop was very short this year.
If you want some of this delicious honey
better order soon. It is put up in new do-
Ib. tin cans. Price. $6.00 per can. Sample
by mail, 10 cts., which may be applied on an
order for honey. Elmer Hutchinson.

Pioneer. Mich,

"Null's Famous Melilot'^s Honey."
Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala.

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett &. Co..
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago. III.

Wanted—Spanish-needle honey. Ourcrop
of Spanish-needle honey has been very short
this year, and we would like prices and
samples from producers of Spanish-needle
honey. State quantity, price, and how pack-
ed. Dadant & .Sons. Hamilton. III.

FOR SALE

For Sale—Empty second-hand cans, two
cans to the case; good as new; 25c per case.

C. H. W. Weber.
2i4h Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sale—80 acre poultry and dairy farm.
Good location for bees $25 per acre.
Write to P. Sorensen. Sebeka. Minn.

For Sale—Until Dec. 20. 100 second-hand
3-story L. hives with 40 combs each for $5 00.

Each hive on car here.
Geo. W, Riker, Russell. Iowa.

My Entire Apiary of 175 colonies Italian
bees with complete outfit for running same
for comb honey; also International Ha;
vester Auto Truck. Selling on account of
sickness. J. S. Shatters. Fort Lupton. Colo.

Bee-Keeper. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
re nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf Greenville. Tex.

POULTRY

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods: $1,00 for 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne. Hamilton. Illinois..

HONEY LABELS

The Number of enquiries coming in for
honey labels has been so large that we have
decided to put in a stock of these for the
convenience of our readers. Should you be
in need of anything in this line, send for a
copy of our label catalog, which will be sent
free. American Bee Journal.

Hamilton, 111.

SITUATIONS.

Wanted—Experienced Apiarist to help
pack bees for winter, and to get ready for
next season. May develop into steady work
for a year or more. E. H. Bruner.

3836 North 44th Ave,, Chicago. 111.

CO-OPERATION l;|"?1|"h^
and selling right. We are a co-operative
association, and sell the best Bee-Supplies
obtainable at the right prices It will pay
Western Bee-Keepers to send for our Illus-
trated Cataloi;,
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Denver, Colorado

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this
offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 453<5

Perry Street, Chicago, 111.

||r YOLI ^^^ having trouble trying to

live by eating by eyesight,

send for my circulars and receive a slice of

eating by brainsight.

C. W. DAYTON, Owensmouth, Cal.
The Ripe Honey Man

New York State Convention

The New York State Association of
Beekeepers' Societies will hold its next
annual meeting in Rocester, N. Y., Dec.
2 and .3, 191.3. We expect to have the
usual good time renewing old 3cquaint-
ances and forming new ones, and learn-
ing from the advice and experience of
those working in our chosen field. All
those interested in beekeeping are
urged to be present. You can't afford
to stay away, as we offen get advice
free that will bring us many dollars.

Irving Kinyon, Sec.

Camillus, N. Y.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, Circulation, Etc.,

of the .\merican Bee Journal, published
monthlv at Hamilton, Illinois, required
by act of August 24, 1912.

Editor, C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Business Manager, M. G. Dadant,
Hamilton, 111.

Known bondholders, mortgagees and
other security holders holding 1 per-

cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities. None.
M. G. Dadant, Business Manager.
Sworn and subscribed before me this

2d day of October, 191.3.

H. M. CUERDES,
[se.\l] .Votary Public.

My commission expires Aug. 2.5, 1917.

Choosing the Right Present
Are you in doubt about a certain

present ? The Youth's Companion has
proved to be one of the best that can
be chosen. Perhaps you have not seen
it lately, and are not quite sure. Then
let us send you a sample copy or two.
Suppose you ask for the issues con-
taining the opening chapters of Arthur
Stanwood Pier's fine serial story of life

in a boy's school—"His Father's Son."
If you look the paper over carefully,

bearing in mind that there are 52 such
numbers for a year's subscription of

$2.00, we are sure you will say that a
better present could not be chosen,
whether for a young person or for an
entire family.

For the year's subscription of $2.00
there is included a copy of The Com-
panion Practical Home Calendar for
191 4and all the issues for the remain-
ing weeks of this year, dating from the
time the subscription is received.

If you ask for sample copies we will

send with them the Announcement for
1914.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
144 Berkely Street, Boston, Mass.

.\ezv Subscriptions Receii'ed at this Office

EXTRACTED HONEY
Just received car New Utah .-Mfalfa

Honev. 9 cents a t'lmnd f o, b Kansas Citv.
Mo C. C. CLEMONS BE£-SUPPLY CO.

137 Grand, Kansas City, Mo.
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Your Convenience
Is the foundation principle ofthe

NOT the manufacturer s conven-

ience, but the buyer' s convenience

;

not o//r convenience but YOURS.

Take for example one feature—the Inter-

chancreahle Carriages and Platens. On the

average typewriter there is no changing of platens

and the changing of the carriage is almost a ]ob

for a mechanic. On the Smith Premier Type-

writer either is as quick and simple as changmg

your hat. This means that the operator can get

out a rush telegram or change in a second to any

other work without disturbing what she has

already done.

Then there is the ultms platen, for ease in

making corrections, the one stroke, and one stroke

only, in printing every character, and a dozen

other special Smith Premier features. All of

these mean the conveniem-e of your operator—in

other words more elBcient service for \UU.

We ha\'e an ilUistrated booklet on the

Smith Premier Siiecial features which we

shall be glad to send on your request.

Smith Premier

Dei
Remington Typewriter ^l:

Company ^•"

(Incorporated)

821 Pine St.

St. Louis, Mo.

ys;::-.sp

::".-^K

^:

BIND YOUR JOURNALS
So that you can refer to them at any time

The cut illustrates the Big Ben Binder. It is made of heavy cloth, and is

arranged so that each number can be filed as it is received.

We have had a quantity of these made especially for our readers, with the

name American Bee Journal in gilt on the cover. Each Binder holds the

issues for three vears. When bound your Journals will appear to be in genuine

book form. The price of this Binder alone is $1.00. We club it together with a

year's subscription to American Bee Journal, both for $1.60.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois

Bee-Supplies
We are Western Agents for

"FALCONER"
Write for Fall Discounts—we can save

you money. lAtf

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Early (FROFALCON ) Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June 1st Ji.oo each.

After June i. «oc each. Special prices in
large Quantities. A s-pound bucket of
Orange Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for Si.io.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 Milvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

Please mention Am. Bee Jourr.al when writing.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March 20.

Untested, one. Si: six. $5; 12. So; 25. $1750; 50.

$3i; 100. $65. Tested, one. Sr.so; six. $8: iz.

$15. Breeders of either strain. $5. Nuclei
with untested Queen. one-frame. $2.50: six
one-frame.Si5; two-frame $3.50; six twci-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame.
$3.00; six one-frame. $i7-4o; two-frame. $4; six
two frame S23 4o. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark.)

t
HONEY

/ AT ALL
S-^VES -,T^ME^^ . DEALERS

Each, 15c; Doz., $1.05, postpaid
If vour Dealer does not keep them, order

from Factory, with complete instructions.

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.,
Lewistown, Illinois

BEEKEEPERS'

SUPPLIES
Such as Winter-cases. Sections, brood-

frames of every description. Section hold-
ders. Comb Foundation, etc.

Also White Clover and Basswood Ex-
tracted Honey, in 5 and 10 pound pails.

Get mv prices before placing your orders.

R. H. SCHMIDT
Rt. 3, Box 209, Sheboygan Wis.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,
the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever
before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Gentlemen —I should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing Root .\utomatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-
tion as it can be. This machine runs so easily that a few turns to get it ud to speed is all that is necessary; and the men, while using the
No. 17. which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional
man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating The ."V. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers
interests. B. B. HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif,

—HERE ARE A FEW MORE—
A word about the power extractor I purchased from you througli H. L. Jones, of Goodna. 1 found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as
driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding, I consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with the apiary, F, C, COLDER, Pittsworth. Queensland,

Yours of the i6th. also the brake-band for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now, even if f had only fifty colonies.

DAVID RUNNING. Grindstone City. Mich.. July 10, iqio.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape, I set it up and extracted 143 quarts of honey,
sold it at 35 cents a quart. The extractor is just fine—does the work completely. F. D. KI.^JG. Athens. Ohio. Aug. 16, igi2.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.

V, V. DEXTER, North Yakima, Wash., Jan. 10. iqii

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BKANCH OFFICES

New York. I3P-I4I Franklin St.

Philadelphia. 8-10 Vine St,

St, Paul, 1024 Mississippi St,
Washington, iioo Maryland Ave.. S. W.

Chicago. 213-231 Institute Place,
Des Moines. 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls. Maine

A Few Agents Handling tbe.se Goods:
California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno

Madary's Supply Co.. Los Angeles
Colorado Barteldes Seed Co.. Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis
Michigan M. H Hunt & Son. Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co.. Roswell

Missouri Blanke Mfg, & Supply Co.. St. Louis
John Nebel & Son Supply Co.. High Hill

Ohio S. J. Griggs Co.. Toledo
C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnat

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & Mayfield Co., San Antonio

White Sweet Clover Seed
Sweet Clover is rapidly becoming one of the most useful things that can be

grown on the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is well known to bee-keepers, but

its worth as a forage-plant and also as an enricher of the soil is not so widely

known. However, Sweet Clover is coming to the front very fast these days.

Some years ago it was considered as a weed by those who knew no better. The

former attitude of the enlightened farmer today is changing to a great respect

for and appreciation of Sweet Clover, both as a food for stock and as a valuable

fertilizer for poor and worn-out soils.

The seed should be sown either in the fall or early in the spring. 20 to 25

pounds per acre of unhiilled seed is about the right quantity to sow. We can

ship promptly at the following prices for the white variety:

Postpaid, one pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds for 50 cents.

By express f. 0. b. Hamilton—5 pounds for 80c; 10 pounds

for SI. 50; 25 pounds for S3. 50; 50 pounds for S7.00; or 100

pounds for SI 3.00.

We can also furnish the yellow biennial seed. This variety blooms about

two weeks earlier than the white which makes it preferred by some bee-keepers

For the yellow seed add one cent per pound to the above prices. Seed will be

shipped on receipt of order.

American Bee Journal,
Hamilton, Illinois.

Better Fruit
Publislied at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers" paper published in the world
It is handsomely illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-
cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

ITALIAN AND CARNIOLAN

QUEENS

—

for FALL DELIVERY.

The best of eitfier

RACE

Prices : 75 cts. each.

$8.00 per dozen.

GRANT ANDERSON
San Benito, Texas
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Kansas Citv. Mo., Oct. lo.—The supplv of
comb honey is liberal: demand fair. The
supply of extracted not large, but the de-
mand is very good We quote as follows:
No. I white comb, 24 section cases at $3 00 to
S3.10: No. 2. $2.75 to $2,911. No. I amber, S3 00;
No. 2, $2.50 to $2 75. White extracted per
pound. 8@8>2C. Beeswax, per pound 25@3oc.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

CHiCAGcOct. 16 —The market during the
past two weeks has been more active, and
has nearly kept pace with the receipts, but
the accumulations of the previous four
weeks or more are many of them yet unsold.
The white giades of comb honey range from
i6@'i7C per pound for A No. i to fancy, but
the majority of the receipts sell at from 15®-
i6c per pound. The amber grades range
from I@3C per pound less. Extracted honey
is also quiet, with the white grades bringing
from 8@gc per pound, and the ambers from
7&8cper pound, according to kind and qual-
ity. The weather and season of the year is
now favorable for the outlet of honey, and
were it not for the large offerings, the qual-
ity of the crop should command even higher
prices than now prevail. Beeswax is steady
at from 30(?32C per pound, according to color
and cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. Oct. 3. -The demand for both
comb and extracted honey is not as brisk as
it should be for this time of the year. We
are receiving quantities of both comb and
extracted honey. Fancy white clover comb
honey is selling at I6c per pound. No i white
is selliiig at $3.50 per case of 24 sections. Off

grades do not sell. White clover extracted
honey in 60-pound cans is selling from Q@9j4c
per pound. Amber grades are selling from
7J4@8/2C per pound, according to grade and
quantity purchased. Beeswax issellingfrom
$33 to $35 per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co,

Cincinnati, Oct. 22. — The demand for
honey is good. We sell fine table honey in
00-pound cans from 8@ioc a pound, accord-
ing to the quality and quantity. Amber
honey in barrels from 5?'&(?8c. Comb honey,
the very fanciest we are getting, from $375
to $4 00 a case. Kor choice bright yellow
beeswax we are paying 30c a pound deliv-
ered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Indianapolis, Oct. 22.— Honey is moving
freely. Fancy white comb is selling at io(^-

I7c; No, I white, one cent less Finest ex-
tracted, o@ioc in 5-gallon cans. Beeswax is

in good demand, and producers are being
paid 32c. cash or trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

Boston, Oct. ig.—hancy and No. i white
comb, I6@i7cper pound. New fancy white ex-
tracted in 5-gallon cans. io®iic. Beeswax.
30c. Pure white honey in barrels, oc per
pound. Blake,-Lee Company.

Denver, Oct. 22.—Our local market is well
supplied with honey, and our jobbing quo-
tations are as follows: .Strictly No. i white,
per case of 24 sections. $2.70: choice. $257:
No. 2. $2.43, Extracted, white, 8@qc: light

amber. 7@7Kc. We are in the market for
beeswax, and pay 30c per pound in cash, and
32c in trade delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn..

Frank Rauchfuss. .\/^r.

New York. Oct. i«.—The new crop of
comb honey is now beginning to arrive quite
freely; the demand is good for all grades,
and we quote a fancy white at i6c, and some
especially fine lots will bring 17c. No. i
white at 146150: No. 2. 13c; mixed, dark, and
buckheat at ii@i2c per pound. Extracted is
in fair demand, with sufficient supply of all
grades excepting California sage. We quote
white clover at 8@o5ic. according to quality,
light amber, 7i-2<S.Sc. dark, mixed, and buck-
wheat, 7(s8c; southern in barrels, as to qual-
ity, 7ocS3oc per gallon. Beeswax steady at
32c per pound. Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco. Oct. 19.—Comb honey has
been coming in. and the demand is very
light, owing to plenty of fruit. Extracted is
moving slowly. Comb honey, fancy, I4!4c:
No I, 13c: light amber,io@i2c: darker grades
Bnjiic. Extracted, water white, oc: light
amber. 7M@8c; other grades. 5@7C. Bees
wax. 30c for nice yellow; darker grades-
24@25c. John C. Frohliger.

Los Angeles, Oct. 15.—Since writing on
June 30. quoting light amber honey at bUc.
we have received a good many ofiferings
from the producers, and it is possible that
the price named could be shaded an eighth
of a cent per pound on firm offers.

Hamilton &Menderson.

Big Money
Growing Helianti, the
new "wonder plant."
Beats ginseng or any-

thing else that grows. Thrives in any soil or
climate. Write for full particulars. Burgess
Seed & Plant Co.. 3 A. B,. Allegan. Mich

An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and
the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost
anything listed in the catalog at once.
Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too,
should be put together now.
If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly from
the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours
in the car.

The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a
postal-card request for this catalog.
If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of yourneeds
and we will quote price accordingly.
If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results. Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.
We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. Write for
our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

i CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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" if ffoods are ivanled quick, send to Poudcr."

BEE-SUPPLIES
FnillPMFNT -"^'ors room built expressly for the business;
tyuirmtlil laree concrete basement with just enoueh mois-
ture to crevent breakage in sections, no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

nilAI ITV ^ooX goods at factory prices. The kind that I have
yUHLII I 5oi(| fgr nearly a quarter of a century, and the kind
tliat you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, andlassume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding
I- ii^y Sfliilhoi, r.se tlu-

E
K

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOM

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Ask for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PDIOFQ- $200 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.-|\l\^Ea . $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL. FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

^
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^
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BEE - KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET - KNIFE

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

Your Name ami AtUlres.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
the cut, and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is
the e.xact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write e.xact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal^ Hamilton, Illinois.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,

basswood. White Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases,
Brood-Frames. Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

' f.CSNTOEll "^ .

ySwarthmore.0

Am Now Shipp'mg Unteste i :
^

from My

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAIN!
My bees are the product
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swarthmore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like

r- wvw^ beacon lightsamongour'"^ past and present breed-
ers, for the best queens ever produced in the

United States. Never had foul brood.

SWARTHMORE APIARIES, - Swarthmore, Pa.

DO YOU READ

PROGRESSIVE POULTRY JOURNAL ?

It is published in Mitchell. South Dakota,
and is a live paper devoted to the interests
of better poultry and more of it. Has prac-
tical writers of experience in raising poul-
try Well illustrated. Send for free copy.

Progressive Poultry Journal
Mitchell, South Dakota

THE

Discount and Dull Season
is here. Send us a list of goods wanted for
next year, and get our prices—a money sav-
ingproposition. We have the largest, most
complete and best stock of any House vis-

itors welcome Catalog ready in January-
it's free. H. S. DUBY & SON,

St. Anne, Illinois.

WA NTED
NEW CROP HONEY

New York and Pennsylvania

V M B Esp®<:ia»y

Write us. State quantity, quality, style

of sections, when ready for shipment,
etc. Will buy or handle on commission.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.



@ SYRACUSE CHICAGO NEW YORK BALTIMORE

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CANOXSBURG ^

HONEY CANS
All Styles-All Sizes

I Friction Top
Boxed Square Cans

60-Pound Shipping Cans |HONEY PAILS
I Sales orrices : iJe w.TsTstrMtTiiewYoTk Ch^ %

Qiilf^c n§f\nt^€t - 72 W. Adams Street, Chicagooaies WTTices . g^g ^^ ^jj jj^^^j^ ^^^^ york City

Send for our prices
ON

BEESWAX
We are paying higher prices than ever before at this season.

Why ? Because of the tremendous demand for

Dadanfs Foundation
Write at once. We will quote you F. O. B. here or

F. O. B. your Station, whichever you desire

AJ,

fs

y.:

>,
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American "Bgc Jonrnalj

How Far Can a Bee

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Ainerioan Bee Journal
1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. Hamilton, Illinois

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION' PRICE of this

Journal is $1.00 a year, in the United States
of America and Mexico: in Canada, $lio;
and in all other countries in tiie Postal
Union, 25 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indi-
cates the end of tiie month to which your
subscription is paid. For instance. " deci3"
on your label shows that it is paid to the end
of December. 1013.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not
send a receipt for money sent us to pay sub-
scription, but change the date on your ad-
dress-label, which shows that the money
has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted,

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line
6 " I2C

times lie a line
12 " (i yr,) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 25th of the preceding
month.

Celebrated Queens Direct from Italy

Bees More Beautifut, More Gentle, More
Indgstrious. Long Tongned, Tit Best Honey Gatherers.

PRIZES:—VI Swiss Agricultur.ll Exposi-
tion. Berne. iSus. Swiss National Exposition.
Geneva. i8g6. Bee-Keeping Exhibition. Liege
Belgium. iSgo. Bee-Keeping Exhibition.
Frankfort O. M. 'Gprmany . Convention of
the German. Austrian and Hungarian Bee-
Keepers. August, 1007.

Universal Exposition. St. Louis,
U.S.A., 1904, HIGHEST AWARD

Extra BreedingQueens.Si-oo; Selected. S2 00;
Fertilized. $1.50; lower prices per dozen or
more Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed. Write
Member of the/ ANTHONY BIACCI,
National Bee- • Pedevilla. near Bellinzona.
Keepers' Ass'n I Italian Switzerland.
This countrj'. politically. Switzerland Re-

public, lies geographically in Italy, and pos-
sesses the best kind of bees known.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

WINTER MELON 9'°'"'^ anywhere, proninitn nibLVn HHc producer, most lus-
cious taste. Keeps all winter. Only a lim-
ited amount of seed for sale, so you will
need to buy now if you growany next season.
Small sample package. loc. Large package,
23c. Descriptive circular free.
Burgess Seed Co., 13 A. B,, Allegan, Mich.

n A nUrA ' ^oot-Power

DAnlltd Machinery
itead what J jL Farzst jC "naj

coa, N Y., says -w» cat (vitn ol.k
:t your Combined Machinea .?^^'

mnter. 60 chaff hlTee irith 7-in cap
100 honey-racks, 500 brjad frames
lX<fJO honfeyboieBj and a gp^&t d©A.
jf other work, Thifl winter we hav*
io::bietb©amoact of bee.hiv*g.eto.
,3 make, and we expecttodo itwli*?
ibis Saw. It jtUI do aU you aay »
wilL" CataJoff And )prlc&-li8t tr&s

SEE?
That question has been argued "time and again," but it doesn't worry me

one-half so much as does another question,

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SEE?
How many people there are to look and how few there are to see and to think.

The best realms for good seeing are in nature.

The Guide to Nature
tells you how.

It teaches people to see the wonders and beauties of nature.

$1.00 per year 10c a single copy

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Editor
The Agassiz Association, inc.,

ArcAdiA : Sound Beach, Connecticut

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
For Both Extracted and Comb Honey

Would like to hear from those having Fancy and
Number One Comb Honey. State best price de-

livered Cincinnati. We want Extracted Honey,
too. No lot too large or too small for us. We re-

mit the very day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
204: Walnut Street,

'The Busy Bee-Men'
CINCINNATI, OHIO

P. S.—Ship us your old comb and let us render them for you. Our pro-
cess extracts the last drop of wax from the slumgum. We make money for you,
if you will ship us your old combs and cappings for rendering. Write for fnll

particulars.

jpeooGOOoccoooQGOOQeocosiooooeosoooocGeeooeososoosoooQOi

I NARSHFIELD GOODS
8 BEEKEEPERS:—
K We manufacture Millions of Sections
K every year that are as good as the best. The

k CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

H If you buy them once, you will buy again.

4

We also manufacture Hives, Brood-
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

(3ur Catalog is free for the asking.

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis. |
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"Honey-Money Stories"
This is a 64-page and cover pamphlet,

5Kx8>^ inches in size, and printed on
very fine paper. It is illustrated with
over 30 beautiful pictures, all relating
to bee-keeping. Its object is to inter-
est people in the use of honey as a
daily food. It contains a lot of infor-
mation about the uses of honey, and a
copy of it put in the hands of any per-
son should make a good honey custo-
mer of him.
Besides the honey information, it

contains three bee-keepers' songs, the
words of all three having been written
by Hon. Eugene Secor, of Iowa, and
the music of one of the songs was writ-
ten by Dr. C. C. Miller. The songs
are these :

"The Hum of the Bees In the Apple-Tree Bloom."

"The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby."

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey."

The music alone is worth the price
of the booklet.

—SPECIAL PRICES—
The regular postpaid price of "Honey-

Money Stories " is 2'> cents, but I will

mail one copy for 1-J cents, two copies
for 25 cents, or 5 copies for 50 cents.

If wanted by express, charges not pre-
paid, I will send 10 or more copies at

5 cents each. Better send for 10 copies
as a trial. You will want more. They
weigh about 5 copies to the pound.

A Muth Bee-Veil for 65c
I have several dozens of the Muth

wire-and-cloth Bee-Veils—a dandy veil

—which I will mail for 65 cents each.
Order quick if you want one before all

are gone.

Wilder's"SouthernBee-Culture"

This is a 50-cent book which I will

mail for 30 cents so long as they last.

Danzenbaker Bee-Smoker

The $1.00 postpaid size I will mail
for only 80 cents. It's a fine bee-
smoker. Order at once if you want one.

Your Name and Address on a Rubber

Stamp

It is a nice thing to have a rubber
stamp with your name and address.
'VTou can then stamp the letters you
write, or the envelops you use, or any-
thing at the bottom of the booklets,
" Honey as a Health Food," for stamp-
ing your name and address.

I can furnish you a Rubber Stamp,
with your name and address, at the
following prices, postpaid, the stamp
being 2>^ inches long:

One Line Stamp 30 cents
Two " " 45 "

Ink Pad (2)ixB^ inches). .15 "

All orders will have prompt and care-

ful attention. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK
Sandpoint, Idaho

N£^ Bingham
'Bee Smoker

Patented

The New Bingham

BEE-SNOKER
Leads the procession in improve-

ments such as metal legs, turned

edges, metal binding on bellows;

new spring on the valve of the

bellows ; self cleaning, creosote

burning cover ; sits on inside of

fire pot. Try one this season.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

The Beekeepers' Review
Would like very much to enroll a goodly number of new subscribers for the year
U)14. Listen : Besides the 3000-colony series managed from one office, we will
begin with the January number of the Review a series ot articles by a beekeeper
" gray with experience," that we will call the Farmers' Series, or how to produce
comb honey with /ao ;'/.svV.s- a vfcir. The liditor of the Review has looked into
this system quite thoroughly, and believes that with this method that will be de-
scribed in the Keview during 1!I14, that the busy man or farmer can harvest
much more comb honey per colony with this system with about a fourth of the
work that is required with the ordinary system now in vogue.

We are printing 400 extra sets of the Review for the last half of 1913, and as
long as they last they will be included free to all newly paid in advance sub-
scribers for 1914. All progressive beekeepers should subscribe for two or three
good bee journals. We are making a special low price on the Review when
clubbed with other bee journals. Here are two good ones:

American Bee Journal ont year

The Review " "

Gleanings "

American Bee Journal "

The Review "

I 00 I

^''"' ""' ^^" '"'^

$1.00/
7.00 All three for

i.oo\

$1.50

$2.00

/" /<//.•' n(/n!ni<i i^^t' of' t/iis /t):r pn'cc^ all ycmiUunc should hr addressed

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW, Northstar, Michigan

•xxxxxxxxxx:
N
MORDER Your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW

Now you can get what you want and have it ready when you need it.

Prices Now are Naturally Lower than they Will Be Later

We not only name low prices, but furnish high
grade goods as well.

We have been manufacturing Hives, Frames,
Sections, Shipping-cases, etc., over 15 years, more
than 10 years under the present management.
We have satisfied others, and we will try to

please you.

Mail us an itemized list of what you want, and
we will quote you.

We want to save you money.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota

M
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Make Your Hens Lay
Tou can double your egg yield by feeding freeh-out, raw bnnc. It V jcontains over four times as much ej^Kiua-Kintr material as t^rain and

takes tlie place of bups and wornit* In fuwis' diet. That's why It
pives mi-re efrj:s—greater fertility, stronger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S iiS^i: BONE CUTTER
cuts easily and rapidly all large and small bones with adhering
meat ami gristle. Automatically adapts to your etrength. Never clogs. Sent on
10 Days* Free Trial. No raonev down. Send for our free books today

F. W. MANN CO, Box 348 MILFORD. MASS.

^XinrYXTYTTTYTrXX X X ILAJLX X X XX
Organized Co-operation

THE WESTERN HONEY BEE
A new magazine owned and run by the

bee-keepers, filled with Western life as

depicted by the best talent on bee topics

obtainable. Special department on crop

and market conditions during season.

ADVERTISERS I Published Monthly by the

Queen-Breeders' Department California State Bee-Keepers' Ass'n

1 inch, $2.00 per issue

Classified, ISc a line

Write for particulars

Los Aiig-eles, CaUf.

J. D. BIXBY, Editor,

Covina, California.

N
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I Dittmer's Foundation I

g Is the Comb Foundation made to suit S
8 the Honey Bee. R

a It's the Comb Foundation that helps pro- S
8 duce the fu!i capacity honey crop. S

b It's the Comb Foundation to give your b

1^
Honey Bees. b

Ask for more information ; also prices and FULL S

DISCOUNT on all Bee-Supplies. 8

I
Gus Dittmer Company

|

§ Augusta, Wisconsin §
a Q
Q \

A NICE GIFT FOR WIFE,

MOTHER, SISTER

We are fortunate in be-
ing able lo offer to our
readers a real practical
egg beaier. cream whipper.
etc. Ii is called the "Rob-
erts Lightning Mixer."
From the experience of
users here, it welldeserves
its name It is easy to
Clean. Hard to damage,
and a Pleasure to Work.
The spiral perforated

dasher, whirling in everj-
direction, aerates, stirs
and lightens, and at the
same time it completely
and thoroughly mixes every
particle.
We recommend it to our

readers as being well
worth the money.
Sold in pint size. We can

send them, postpaid, from
the factory in Massachu-
setts for so cents.

Address all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, ill.

A TRIAL PACKET of

"cw7"OAf47"0

FREE!
-^'^}

rus* a hoU-p

^nhof ti

r CranJ Rapid*.

Rowr J CRA.SD RAPIDS
MARKET TOMA TOuo, ong-
inatedbyMf Gtoigt £. /iau.r.

(/.. Ed,io- ot THE FRUIT
BELT. Amrr,<a. Crtaliit
frait JUagaiint. Thit iomalo

cropping candid. ,r jnrtdi ab-
undanily, a Crond Shipptr. and
<i tht Moil Dthr.oai ToMl-ng

kti. In Sixt. Iht indimdaat fraiti wtU
vtry ani/orm tn rhape, titv. and coior,
i> tobd. and cull ntr a pttctol bttftleak Ont

t

Mic/i.. told OVER TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS:
of fwo Ihoatand einti Wt "rr antlmg lo iiakt «ii
elo. TTtr Htd Connor In pro^-arrd frvm Serduimn, ai tpt ou« Iht CBtit*
..«* . H-. art QJVINC IT AWAY lo inindatt THE FKUTTBELT. a»d
foa can gtl a patkti. 1/ you ati osio.

America's Greatest

Horticultural Joomal

Showi yoD How to Make MoDcy fUismg Fniit: How to PnnK
ftod Thin Properly: How to Co&tml Inlets ud PUst Dueues hj

Spnjing: What Varieties to Pluih Hew to Set oot New Orckards;

How to "RejoTenate" Old OrcLirdj. THE FRUTT BELT is a Bis
Uhutrafed Ma^razine, Fdled with Good Thin^ fcr Toe.

TRIAL OFFER H"3-^^
FRUTT BELT to yoar

'mairidtr 0/ (Au y%^T, n^
•rly Cenfi. and IH trtU

nd lo yoa. by return mail FREE, a trial pacbtl 0/ Rene* 1 Croud Rapid*
Marktl Tornalo irrd. Don't delay. iKt itocA u Laattd. ..'ddrat • -

THF CDIIIT nriT Ri'z- Hawkins buhdincint riVUlI DLL' GRAND RAPIBS, WOflGAli

Great Family

Combination Offer

We do not know of any Family Weekly
that we can more heartily recommend to
our readers than The Youth's Companion.
It gives us pleasure; therefore, to announce
that we have arranged with the publishers
to make the following offer:

The American Bee Journal ^^^^'r
*1

The Youth's Companion ^2

Both papers together for One Year $2.50

7b takt- adi'anta^e of this thib raU' serui

all s!ibsc7iftio>ts lo this ojUce.

^

ARTISTS
EHQRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
542 550S.DEARBORNSt
PONTIAC BLDG. CHICAGO. R
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Your Convenience
Is the foundjation principle ofthe

NOT the manufacturer s conven-

ience, but the buyer's convenience

;

not 07/r convenience but YOURS.

Take for example one feature—the Inter-

changeable Carriages and Platens. On the

average typewriter there is no changing of platens

and the changing of the carriage is almost a job

for a mechanic. On the Smith Premier Type-

writer either is as quick and simple as changing

your hat. This means that the operator can get

out a rush telegram or change in a second to any

other work without disturbing what she has

already done.

Then there is the tilling platen, for ease in

making corrections, the one stroke, and one stroke

only, in printing every character, and % dozen

other special Smith Premier features. All of

these mean the convenience of your operator— in

other words more efficient service for YOU.

We have an illustrated booklet on the

Smith Premier special features which we

shall be glad to send on your request.

Smith Premier
Department

Remington Typewriter

Company
(Incorporated)

821 Pine St.

St. Louis, Mo.

CREATE A LOCAL DEMAND FOR YOUR HONEY
By Sending Out Booklets, Giving Different Uses of Honey With Recipes, Etc.

HONEY AS A HEALTH FOOD
Is a 16-page pamphlet; envelope size; just the tiling to create the local demand.
The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr.

C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is

devoted to "Honey Cooking Recipes," and " Rernedies Using Honey." It should

be widely circulated by those selling honey. The more the people are educated
on the value and uses of honey as a food, the more they will buy.

Prices, prepaid : Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp ; 50 copies for 90 cents ;
100

copies for $1..50; 250 copies for $3.00; 500 copies for $5.00; or 1000 for $9.00.

Your business card printed free at the bottom or front page on all orders for

100 or more copies. Address all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

" Scientific Queen-Rearing "

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in cloth. By mail, $1.00 ;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $1.60. In leatherette

binding, 75 cents, postpaid ; or with the
.American Bee Journal one year—both
for $1.25. Send to the American Bee
Journal

Early (FROFALCON) Queens

"ITALIANS"
Untested Queens to June 1st Si.oo each.

After June i, goo each. Special prices in
large quantities. A spound bucket of
Orance Blossom Honey delivered at your
door by express for $i.io.

JOHN C. FROHLIGER,
1642 MMvia Street, Berkeley, Calif.

Greater San Francisco, Calif.

Falcon Bee-Supplies, etc.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Try My Famous Queens
From Improved Stock.

The best that money can buy; not inclined
to swarm, and as for honey gatherers they
have few equals.

3-Band, Golden, 5-Band and Carniolan

bred in separate yards, ready March 2o.

Untested, one. $i; six. $5; 12. Sg; 25. $17 50; 50.

$^4; 100. $65. Tested, one, $1.50: six. 58: 12,

$15. Breeders of either strain. $5- Nuclei
with untested queen, one-frame. $2,50; six
one-frame. $15; two-frame $3.50; six two-frame
$20.40; nuclei with tested queen, one-frame,
$3.00; six one-frame, Si7.4o; two-frame, J4; six
two frame $23.40. Our Queens and Drones
are all reared from the best select queens,
which should be so with drones as well as
queens. No disease of any kind in this
country. Safe arrival, satisfaction, and
prompt service guaranteed.

D. E. BROTHERS, Attalla, Ala.

P-O-R-T-E-R
(Trade mark.)

AT ALL
DEALERS

Each, 15c; Doz., $1.65, postpaid
If your Dealer does not keep them, order

from Factory, with complete instructions.

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.,
Lewistown, Illinois

BEEKEEPERS'

SUPPLIES
Such as Winter-cases, Sections, brood-

frames of every description. Section hold-
ders. Comb Foundation, etc.
Also White Clover and Basswood Ex-

tracted Honey, in 5 and 10 pound pails.
Get my prices before placing your orders.

R. H. SCHMIDT
Rt.3, Box 209, Sheboygan Wis.
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u
falcon" Hives,Supplies and Foundation

Everything for

the

BEEKEEPER

''falcon"

Foundation made
in the "falcon"

plant at

Falconer, N. Y.

SUPPLIES FOR 1914-Take inventory of supplies now and figure what you will need for a slim season Get them ready at odd
tmes in "he winter and if there is a sood season you will have ample time to re-order in April and get them for use. We

1 k^to make Inven-ory Sales of " Falcon " supplies, for we know that we are dealing with an up-to-date beekeeper

INVESTMENT-What is the investment of an extra S«.oo in supplies to the loss of 500 pounds of honey ? Resolve to change for

EARLY-oVD"ER^DisCO^j"T-Fo"r'^"Fafco^^^^ we give an early-order cash discount equai to 12

percent per *-ar. You see it pays for a strictly money basis. Write for early-order discounts, and send list of wants for

•' FALCON "QUALITY-In making our beehives, all of our waste lumber is made into cheap toy building-blocks so that we a

able to put better material in our hives and goods. Get a trial lot this fall so that you can see for yourself, and still ha

FREE SAMPLEs''ofoir"famo'ifs "Falcon" foundation, made in our factory at Falconer. \. Y.. cheerfully sent postpaid with

copy of catalog, and name of nearest dealer if desired.

FACTORY W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,
Where the good beehii'es come from

Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.

HONEY
CANS and PAILS

Our Friction-top Honey-cans, Slip

Cover pails, Honey Shipping cans,

Round and Square, are standard con-

tainers for honey.

American Can Company

Chicago New York San Francisco

With offices in all large cities

We Make a Specialty of

Manufacturing

SECTIONS
They are the Finest in the Land

—

None Better.
Our Prices will make you smile. We want
to mail OUR BEE-SUPPLY CATALOG to
every bee-keeper in the land. It is FREE.
Ask for it.

H. S. Duby. St. Anne, III., carries a full
line of Our Goods, and sells them at our
regular catalog prices.

AUG. LOTZ &
Boyd, Wis.

CO.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS
So that you can refer to them at any time

The cut illustrates the Big Ben
Binder. It is made of heavy cloth,

and is arranged so that each number
can be filed as received.

We have a quantity of these made
especially for our readers, with the

name American Bee Journal in gilt

Vin the cover. Each Binder holds the

_ issues for three years. When bound

your Bee Journals will appear to be in genuine book form. The price of this

Binder alone is $1.00. We club it together with a year's subscription to the

American Bee JouR^•.^L, both for $1.6<>.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois

Please mention Am. Bee Jout^ *! when writiiig.

Honey Jars
We carry several styles of honey jars, and

would be pleased to mail you our catalog of
everything a bee-keeper uses. 25-pound jar.
heavy flint glass. $4.;5 gros^.

Heavy cartons that protect. Honey in any
size package from i pound to a barrel.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 Park Place, New York. N. Y.

APIARIES: Glen Cove, L. I.

W.H.Laws
Will be ready to take care of your
queen orders, whether large or small,
the coming season. Twenty-five years
of careful breeding brings Laws'
queens above the usual standard ; bet-
ter let us book your orders now.
Tested queens in March: untested,

after .April ist. About 50 first-class

breeding-queens ready at any date

Prices: Tested. $1.25: 5 for $5.00:

Breeders, each $; 00. Address

^ W. H. Laws, Beeville, Texas.
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Editorial Comments

Our Frouti.spiece

Our frontispiece is a reduced cut of

the famous Dzierzon, the discoverer of

parthenogenesis, with his autograph.

This was mentioned in our October
number, page 344.

VVoiulerlul C:roi) at Dr. Miller's

The subscribers will read with great

interest the marvelous report of Dr. C.

C. Miller's honey crop for 1913, given

by Miss Wilson in the "Sisters' De-
partment." This report shows what
good management, careful selection, a

good crop and a good location all

combined can do. At 15 cents per

section, or $1,80 per 12-pound case, the

returns would be $3;).97 per colony. In

view of the fact that Dr. Miller has
had to fight European foul brood, we
believe this report should cheer up the

discouraged ones who wonder whether
it is worth while to keep bees when
disease is in the land.

The Bigelow Swarming Theory
The article in the October number,

by our good friend Mr. Bigelow, has

brought a flood of protests, only a few
of which were published. It is gratify-

ing to see how quickly practical apiar-

ists come to the rescue, when attempts
are made to wreck some proven facts

in natural history. Yet in some cases

wrong theories are perinitted to float a

long time before they are crushed.

During our trip abroad, we had quite

a heated discussion with an active,

practical apiarist who had propounded

the idea, in print, that the Dzierzon

theory was wrong, because in four dif-

ferent instances he had noticed drone-
brood around a queen-cell. He was
sure that the bees could change the

sex by feeding a different food, and
that they had changed the sex of those

larvx around each cell, in order to

have drones to fertilize those queens
when they hatched. He held to this

tenaciously, and was only vanquished
when his attention was called to the

fact which he could not contr?dict,

that those drones, being of the same
age as the queen, would hatch so much
later than she; that she would be

already mated when they came out of

their cell.

Another man, who was tearing down
all the text-books by asserting that wax
costs the bees only a pound or two of

honey for each pound of wax, and that

he had proven it by the financial profits

which he had reaped, turned out to be

a financial failure, seeking for inves-

tors.

Mr. Bigelow is good-natured, and in

good faith, but he will have to give up
that theory of plurality of queens in

the first swarms, just as the followers

of Alexander had to give up the at-

tempt at keeping several laying queens
in each colony during the season. The
text-books are all right yet.

Since writing the above, we have re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Bigelow, in-

sisting on the "purpose of the drone in

the natural swarm." We do not be-

lieve that it is necessary to show that

nature has a purpose in inducing the

drone to follow the swarm, any more
than in permitting him to join any
strong colony to which he is attracted,

by the noise they make. Many things
in nature have no plausible purpose,
as, for instance, the nipples on a man's
breast. But Dr. Miller sends us the

following which would perhaps satisfy

those who, like Mr. Bigelow, want to

see a purpose in every action, in every

habit of the insects :

On the whole it would be a good
thing for all beekeepers if they could
have at least a little of Dr. Bigelow's
enthusiastic search for reasons, even
in cases where there's no money in it.

Life wouM be broader and more worth
the living. It's a sad thing for al. of
us when we lose the spirit of the child
who pulls the watch to pieces to find

what makes the wheels go 'round.
In the present instance, Dr. Bigelow

sees drones in a swarm, recalls noth-
ing said about it in bee literature, and
then reasons something after the fol-

lowing fashion : The oflice of drones
is to mate with virgins ; drones are
found in a swarm ; ergo, there must
be virgins in the swarm.
At the present day it is the practice

quite generally to prevent after-swarms,
so almost every swarm is a prime
swarm, having a laying queen. We all

know that there are virgins in after-

swarms, the question is whether there
are any in prime swarms. For many
years it has been my practice to scruti-

nize closely every colony with a lay-

ing queen that by any reasonable pos-
sibility might be expected to swarm,
and that about once every 10 days for
about 3 months' time. The object of
the scrutiny was to discover and de-
stroy all queen-cells. If virgins go
with prime swarms, I should among
those thousands of cases have found at

least a few cases in which vacated cells

showed that virgins had emerged be-

fore the issuing of a swarm. I never
found one.
Another thing already mentioned by

another writer. During nearly all of

my bee-keeping experience I have kept
my queens clipped. In spite of all my
efforts to the contrary, I have had
many swarms to issue. They would
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issue just the same as if the queens
could riy, but they would always return
to the hive^ or to some other hive,

after flying about for a short time, pos-
sibly after remaining clustered upon a

tree for a short time. I hardly need to

waste words to argue that no such
swarm would return if a virgin with
perfect wings were present.

In my former article I said I didn't

know why drones should go with a

prime swarm. I didn't; but before I

was through writing there occurred to

me a possible reason, which I offered

in a hesitating way. Having had time
to think it over more fully, I am now
prepared to repeat it with confidence.
I believe drones a necessity for most
prime swarms, and that their absence
would bring disaster. Of course, drones
of neighboring colonies would answer
every purpose, but nature doesn't take
any chances as to there being any
neighboring colonies.

In the normal course of affairs every
laying queen is superseded by the
bees. Close observation shows that in

nearly all cases preparation for this

supersedure occurs after swarming ; in

many cases very shortly after swajm-
ing; in some cases immediately after.

Now let us do a little figuring. When
an egg is placed in a queen-cell a vir-

gin emerges from the cell in about 15

days, and is ready for the drone about
5 days later; thus making liO days from
the laying of the egg to mating. A
drone emerges in 24 days from the

laying of the egg. I don't know how
old the drone must be before he is

ready for service, but if memory serves
it is estimated to be when he is 10 days
old. To be on the safe side let us call

it 5. That makes 2!t days from laying
of egg to mating. When a swarm is

hived and has its combs to build, it is

well known that no drone-comb will be
built at first, only worker-comb. So
long as the queen keeps pace with the
comb-builders, the bees will continue
the worker-comb, and when they do
begin to build drone-comb it will be to

fill it with honey. Later on may come
the drone-eggs, if indeed they come at

all that year. It will probably be a

conservative statement to say that no
drone-eggs may be expected generally
until 3 weeks after the hiving of the
swarm. Add that 3 weeks to the 29

days we already have, and we have 50

days from the time the swarm is hived
until there are drones ready for mating.
When the bees, making their prep-

arations for swarming, consult Dame
Nature as to what shall be done about
the matter of drones, the old lady will

say :
" Well, eggs may be laid in queen-

cells anywhere from 5 to 25 days after

settling in the new home, and 20 days
later drones will be needed for mat-
ing ; in other words, they will be need-
ed somewhere from 25 to 45 days after

swarming. But they will not be ready
until 50 days after that time. So you
would be 5 to 25 days short if you de-
pend upon rearing drones after being
hived. That won't do. Don't take any
chances. There are plenty of drones
here in the hive; take 'em along, and
make sure." .-Vnd take 'em along they
do. And that's the «/;> of drones
going with swarms, no matter whether
they come early or late in the season.
In the case of after-swarms, the matter

is still simpler. A virgin that goes
with the swarm must mate at once, so
there's no other way but for drones to
go with the swarm.

Typographical Error

On page 307, speaking of the peasants

of Gascony who brimstone a part of

their bees every fall, I am made to say

that "each brimstoned colony brings a

return of about $20." For fear that

some of our readers may want to emi-

grate to Gascony to reap such a lucra-

tive harvest, I hasten to say that the

figure should be $2 instead of $20; that

is to say, the contents of the basket

hive which they call a " bournac," bring

them about 4 cents per pound, more or

less according to the " fatness " of the

contents.

The Former Editor a Popular
Alau

From divers editorials published in

the papers of the Northwest, it appears

that our former editor-in-chief, George
W. York, is a very popular man in the

city of his choice, as well as in the

Northwest generally. He was selected

as judge of the honey exhibit of the

Interstate Fair at Spokane, Wash. He
was also elected secretary of the Sand-

point, Idaho, Commercial Club and of

the Sandpoint Chautauqua Association

for 1914.

Uitt'ereut-es in Location

Our good, practical apiarist and

friend, Mr. Wilder, has an article in

this issue entitled, " Not Much Differ-

ence in Locations." We believe it is

necessary to underline the fact that he

is writing this from a southern State,

in a part of the country where there is

probably but little difference between

one spot and another. But we should

not take this as typical of the entire

country. There are spots in the L'nited

States where bees could not make
enough to live, even in isolated colo-

nies. There are other spots where it is

almost impossible to overstock the

region.

In most of our northern States the

most desirable locations are probably

those in which pastures are numerous.

The white clover is the main resource.

There are other spots where a variety

of plants or trees give a sufficient har-

vest. In alfalfa regions many more
colonies may be kept to the square

mile than in corn-growing regions. It

is necessary to study the flora of the

locality, and to have some actual ex-

perience with the honey crops to pass

an opinion. Keeping bees as we have

done for years, in six or eight dift'erent

spots, we have discovered that crops

vary much more than we thought, and
some spots are constantly ahead of the

others.

In most localities of our Mississippi

Valley, bees may be kept profitably.

But some localities will sustain 100

colonies or more, with good results,

while other fields, only a few miles

away, may not sustain more than 40 or

50 with as much profit. Study the con-

ditions, and do not forget that bees

usually do not forage farther than a

mile or two away from home. The
exceptions only prove the rule.

Dequeeniufi: for European Fool
Brood

In the Beekeepers" Review, page 3-53,

J. M. Buchanan, Tennessee State In-

spector, says

:

" In the treatment of European foul
brood by requeening. Dr. Miller rec-
ommends letting the colony remain
queenless for two or three weeks be-
fore introducing the new queen. Per-
haps this is best, as it gives the bees
more time to make a thorough job of

cleaning up. I know of one apiary in

which there were perhaps 50 colonies
of hybrids, most of them badly affected

with European foul brood. No treat-

ment was given them except that the
queens were removed and young golden
Italian queens introduced at once. By
the next season at least 90 percent of
these colonies had cleaned up and
were in a healthy condition.".

In the case mentioned, where there

were 90 percent of cures by the mere
change of queens, it will likely be un-

derstood generally that the change to

different and more resistant stock was
accountable for the result. Possibly;

but there is another factor that may
have played no small part. When an

old queen is replaced by a new one, the

new one does not begin laying the very

minute the old one stops laying. In-

deed, it may be considered successful *
introduction if the new one gets to I
laying within three days after the de-

thronement of her predecessor. That

break in brood-rearing is the factor

meant. Until a better theory is ad-

vanced, it is the belief of the writer

that the disease in a hive is generally

perpetuated by the nurse bees feeding

the young larvae with the juices of

larvae that have just died from the dis-

ease, and that very soon after the death

of such larvae—possibly within two or

three days—their juices become so

offensive that they are no longer sucked

by the nurses. According to that the-

ory, if there be a break of two or three

days in laying, there will be a corres-

ponding break in the feeding, which

might go a long way toward the dis-

continuance of the disease.

Mr. Buchanan seems to have my rec-
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ommendation somewhat mixed with

the Alexander treatment of European
foul brood. Mr. Alexander removed
the old queen, and 20 days later gave a

ripe queen-cell or a virgin just hatched.

In attempting to follow his plan I

made the blunder of not noticing that

a virgin was to be introduced, but in-

troduced a laying queen. Afterward I

changed to the plan of introducing a

virgin immediately upon the removal

of the old queen. I believe that is bet-

ter than to wait 10 days later and in-

troduce a laying queen, since in that 10

days of waiting the bees are in a more
or less discouraged condition, while

with a virgin present they are stimu-

lated to activity in cleaning up the

cells in preparation for her laying.

This plan I still think a good one in

case the queen is poor. Mr. Ale.xander

said the queen of a diseased colony

was generally so poor she was not

worth saving. I believe this is true

where the colony is badly diseased.

But in mild cases the queen does not

seem to be injured to any appreciable

e.xtent. So in such cases I merely

cage the queen between the combs or

at the entrance for a week or ten days.

Indeed I have not killed a queen in

any case the past season. But no case

was allowed to get bad. If a single

diseased cell was found—and it is not

a very difficult thing to spot a single

bad cell in a whole hive—that colony

was at once treated.

As the queen of any diseased colony

was caged at the beginning of the har-

vest, two birds were killed with one
stone. For that caging of the queen

for ten days put out of the bees' heads

any foolish notion they have had about

swarming. And I had colonies so

treated that went above the average in

the amount of honey they yielded.

In at least one case I put all the

brood in an upper story above an ex-

cluder, leaving the queen in the lower

story without any brood. It worked
all right. This plan has the advantage

that there is little or no break in brood-

rearing. It works all right for ex-

tracted honey, but does not answer
well for comb honey.

So it will be seen that I do not rec-

ommend "letting the colony remain

queenless for two or three weeks ;"

and, in fact, do not recommend letting

the colony go a day without a queen in

the hive, although I do stop brood-

rearing for a week or ten days with the

queen still in the hive. c. c. M.

MiSCELUNEOUS^ NEWS ITEMS

California and Northern California

Neetings.—The California State Bee-

keepers' Association will meet in an-

nual convention in the Y. M. C. A.

building in Los Angeles Dec. 9, 10,

and 11.

A letter from Alvin L. Heim, secre-

tary of the Northern Association, states

that this association will meet at Sac-

ramento Dec. 26 and 27.

Indiana to Hold Meeting Tlie annual
meeting of the Indiana State Bee-
keepers' Association will be held in the

State House in Indianapolis Dec 3.

Every beekeeper is urged to attend.

G. W. Williams, Sec.

by the Indiana Beekeepers' Associa

tion. The day is being given publicity

through the local papers in Indiana.

Every one is urged to eat a little In-

diana honey. ^
Washington State Meeting. — The

Washington State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation will hold their 20th annual con-
vention at North Yakima, Wash., on
Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 7 and 8,

1914.

A good program is promised, and a
surprise is in store for all who attend.
A banquet will be served on Thurs-

day.
All beekeepers, whether members of

the Association or not, are urged to
attend. J. B. Rumage, Sec.

Report from New Zealand..—The New
Zealand Farmer reports colonies ex-

ceptionally strong in brood and young
bees. Drones are beginning to make
their appearance in the hives. New
Zealand has its spring and summer
while we are having our fall and winter.

Honey Day.—December 1.5, has been

designated as Honey Day in Indiana

Lively Work at a Fair The follow-

ing is an e.xtract from a private letter

from Allen Latham

:

" When I got home I had to put in all

my time for nearly a week getting
ready for the State Fair at Hartford,
Conn. There I sold nearly lOOO of my
sections, and took $36 in premiums.
Paul and I sold about 6000 honey sand-
wiches during the week. On the after-

noon of the first day. Labor Day, I wish

you could have seen us. Paul was kept
busy slicing rolls and getting out sec-
tions.

" I simply made myself into an auto-
matic machine, which put a slice of
honey into the sliced roll, handed it out
and received the money. For an hour
and a half we had a line (we made
them line up at the left and move
down) about Lj feet long, and it did
not break in all that time. I think we
averaged about seven sandwiches a
minute during that time. But it was
hard work."

No man could compete with such

work as that. But besides being a

very live Yankee, Mr. Latham has had
an experience of 20 years at this sort

of thing, and knows the ropes thor-

oughly.

Exhibits at Illinois State Fair.—Visi-

tors of the bee and honev exhibit at

the Illinois State Fair, this season,

state that the exhibits ranked well up

to what they have been in previous

years. Prizes were awarded to the

following Illinois exhibitors in the or-

der named :

A. Coppin, of Wenona.
C. Becker, of Pleasant Plains.

Jas. A. Stone, of Springfield.
W. E. Miller, of LibertyviUe.
E. H. Wells, of LibertyviUe.
Anthwine Phillips, of Dwight.

The part of the exhibit which at-

tracted the most attention was the live

bee demonstration as given by Mr. and

Mrs. Coppin. Their demonstration in

a cage was e.xcellent, and never failed

to draw an interested audience.

Idaho and Oregon Meeting.—The an-

nual convention of the Southern Idaho

and Eastern Oregon Beekeepers' Asso-

ciation will be held at Ontario, Oreg.,

on Dec, 9. Program is as follows:

Address oE Welcome— Pres. A. I. McCIan-
ahan.

" Lessons of Past Season"—J. E. Lyon. A.
T. Pennington. Chas. Nelson.

" Overstocking"— A. L McClanahan, W.
Pennington.
"Extracting Outfits. Power Driven," etc.

— Benj Paine. H. Crowther.
" Queen-Rearing '— E. F. Atwater.

DINNER.

Election of officers.
"Spring P'eeding"-J. R. Marlowe. C. E.

Dibble, W. W. Foster.
" Making Foundation "—M. Townsend.
Discussions.

R. D. Bradshaw, Sec.

Bee Meetings.—Following is a list of

the bee meetings to occur within the

ne.xt few months, with date and place

of meeting. Other meetings will be

added as the dates reach us :

New York State Association of Bee-
keepers, Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 2 and 3.

Minnesota State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation, Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 3

and 4.

Eastern Illinois Association, St.

Anne, 111., Dec. 8 and 9.
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Iowa State Beekeepers' Association,
Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 10, 11, and 12.

Indiana State Association, Indiana-
polis. Ind., Dec. 3.

California State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation, Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 9, 10,

and 11.

Southern Idaho and Eastern Oregon
Beekeepers' Association,Ontario,Oreg.,
Dec. 9.

Missouri State Beekeepers' Associa-
tion, Excelsior Springs, Mo., Dec. 16

and 17.

Chicago - Northwestern Beekeepers'
Association, Chicago, Dec. 17 and 18.

Northern California Association,
Sacramento, Calif., Dec. 26 and 27.

Washington State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation, North Yakima, Wash., Ian. 7

and 8. 1914.

Ohio State Beekeepers' Association,
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 14 and 1.5, 1914.

Wisconsin State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation, Madison, Wis., Feb. 3 and 4.

Short Course in Beekeeping The On-
tario Agricultural College offers a two-
weeks' course in bee-keeping, begin-
ning Jan. 13 and ending Jan. 24. The
following subjects will be studied:
" Care and management," " Swarming,"
" Queen-rearing," " Diseases and treat-

ment," Quality of honey," "Marketing,"
etc. The course will be under the

direct supervision of Morley Pettit.

Decoy Hive.—The following ques-

tions on decoy hives were asked of Dr.

Bonney, and he has been kind enough
to answer them through the columns
of the Bee Journal

:

1. Will strips of foundation do as
well as " old comb for the decoy hive ?"

2. Is the decoy hive worth while in a
locality where wild bees are not espe-
cially plentiful .'

3. Would a huckleberry pasture, with
high bushes and a good growth of all

kinds of trees, form too thick a growth
to place a decoy hive ?

4. Would it be worth while where
there is a very good supply of ex'ei;ifree)i

trees /

b. Is there any good way to place the
decoy hives so that bees will find them
and people not see them ?

The reason I ask some of these
questions is because I know a man out
in the country who keeps bees in old
box-hives. Swarms get away each
year. He gets little if any honey, and
doesn't care as long as he is at no ex-

pense. There have been those in times

past who put up boxes to catch bees

not far from his farm. He took pains

to find them and blow them to pieces

with a gun.
I am a law-abiding citizen, and do

not mean to steal from any man, but if

I could get some of his "escaping
swarms" they would be a great deal of

help to me, instead of eventually being
the prey of the bee hunter who destroys

all. There is a great deal of bee hunt-

ing done here in Rhode Island, the

most successful ones locating from 10

to 12 in a season.
The bee-inspector tells me that there

Home Apiary of 1 K. Pyles. of Putnam. III.—Mr Pyles Hai i.s is .All "Crippled"
Hives from His Oit-apiaries so that He May Repair Them at Home.

shade. You will catch bees in propor-
tion to the number of hives you have
out.

are about 400 individuals in this State

that have one colony or more. But
strange to say, the great majority are
still in the " old-fashioned box-hives,
and bee-keeping is looked upon as a

joke. I do not think there are more
than 24 successful beekeepers in the

whole State. Gardner B. Willi?.
Providence, R. I.

1. Strips of foundation would be of

no use in a decoy hive. It is the smell

of the old comb that would attract the

bees, if anything. Personally 1 do not
care for the comb, as my observation

has been that the bees go as well into

an empty box. However, they do go
to a house which is full of comb and
honey, and a large amount of comb
may be an attraction.

2. Yes, a decoy hive is valuable where
wild bees are not especially plentiful,

for bees come a long distance to a box.

You may know that it is pretty well

established that bees send out scouts

to find a new homt- when ready to

swarm, and sometimes bees will go
many miles, stopping. I suppose, on the

way to take a rest. I think the small

trunk of a tree, hollow, would make an
ideal decoy hive, and would be apt to

catch a swarm where bees are seldom
seen.

3. No; the bees will find a home in

any kind of a growth of timber.

4. I see no reason why bees should
not seek a cavity in an evergreen tree,

and so find a decoy hive.

5. I would make decoy hives of round
boxes covered with bark, so that your
farmer would have trouble to find them,

I think. Hovi-ever, it is not necessary

to go near his place to catch his bees,

even if he were able to identify them,

for they are apt to go 20 miles before

they stop the second time. Unless

he follows them and recovers them he

loses all title to them. They belong to

any one who hives them. Just put up

your decoy hives where you know they

will not be disturbed, as on the farm of

a friendly farmer, your own yard, or,

if in town, on top of your house, in a

Minnesota Meeting.—Following is a

program of the Minnesota Beekeepers'

meeting w^hich is to be held in Minne-

apolis Dec. 3 and 4:

WEDNESDAY FORENOON.

g:oo—Hour for getting acquainted and
" seeing the Treasurer."
io:oo—President's address.
low— " How My Bees Produced lo Tons of

Honey this Season ' — E. L. Hofmann. of
Janesville.
11:30—"Sweet Clover as a Honey Pro-

ducer"—R. F. Hall, of New Auburn.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

i:?n— 'Carniolans i.c Italians "—Rev. Fran-
cis Jager. St. Bonifacius.
2:w-"The Honey - Producing Plants'—

Prof. Edwin J. Freeman, of the Stale Farm
School.

3 30—Question Box.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

8 00—Popular Proeram—Rev. Francis Jager
in charge.

THURSDAY FORENOON.

000—Wintering Bees"—Dr. L. D. Leonard,
of MinneaDolis.
10:00— " Whv We Use Smoke on Bees' —

Hamlin 'V. Pobre. of Bird Island.
11:00— 'Suggestion in Regard to Organizing

a Honey Exchange"—L. F. Sampson, of Ex-
celsior.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

i:3o-Report on State Fair—Scott LaMont.
of Park Rapids. Superintendent of Apiary
Department.
2:00—Report of the Inspector of Apiaries

—J. A. Holmberg. of St. Paul.
2:30—Business Session—Election of Om-

cers.

England Short of Honey—"Honey
Shortage in England" is the title of a

report by Vice Consul Loop in Lon-

don, writing for the Daily Consular
Reports. The reason for the shortage

is attributed to the prevalence of Isle

of Wight disease throughout the coun-

try, which has in many instances wiped

out whole apiaries. Most of the honey
imported by England comes from the

British West Indies with the United
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States second.

In another report in the same pamph-
let mention is made of the success of

an Australian beekeeper in shipping
his honey to England. Five tons in

the first shipment brought the shipper

7 cents per pound in Sydney, Australia.

Program of Iowa Meeting.—The sec-

ond annual convention of the Iowa
Beekeepers' Association will be held

in Des Moines Dec. 10, II, and VZ. No
progressive Iowa beekeeper should fail

to attend this meeting if it is at all pos-

sible for him to do so. The Secretary
is pleased to be able to submit a rous-

ing program as follows :

Wednesday. December io.

10:00. A. M— Address of the President-
Frank C Pellett. of Atlantic.
Report of SectL-iary—S. W. Snyder, of Cen-

ter Point.
Report of Treasurer— C. H. True, of Edge-

wood.
Reports of Standing Commiltee.
Appointment of Committees.
i:oo i>. M.—" Some Side Lines on the Farm "

—J. W. Jarnagin. of Des .Moines.
' Marl<eting,the Crop "—W. P.Soulhworth.

of Sioux City.
" Beekeeping as a Business"—B. A. .Aid-

rich, of Smithland.
"Selling Direct to the Consumer "—J. L.

Strong, of Clarinda.
Ladies' informal meetingin separate room

in charge of .Miss .N'ina Secor.of Forest City.
8:oo p. M.— " Beekeeping in Europe "—C. P.

Dadant, of Hamilton. 111.

THURSDAY. DECEMBER II.

«;oop. M.—Election of officers.
" Arrangement of Apiary "—C. H. True, of

Edgewood.
"Sweet Clover—What It Will Do for the

Farmers and Beekeepers of Iowa"—Frank
Coverdale. of Delmar.

i:oo p. M.—"Beekeeeping as a Side Line
and the Fun of the Thing"—Hamlin B.
Miller, of Marshalltown.
' Modern Methods of Caring for Extracted

Honey "— E. R. Root, of Medina, Ohio.
8;oo P.M.—"How May We increase the

Consumption of Honey ?"—Eugene Secor, of
Forest City.
"Increase"—J. W. Bittenbender, of Knox-

ville.

"Advertising"—Dr. A. ¥. Bonney, of Buck
Grove.
"Comb or Extracted Haney ?"— C. L. Pin-

ney, of LeMars.

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 12.

Q:oo A. M.—" Beekeepers' Legal Status"—
Russell E. Ostrus. Attorney tor Iowa Bee-
keepers' Association, of Des Moines.
"Treatment of Disease" — Edward G.

Brown, of Sergeant Bluff.
' Helps and Hindrances in Dealing with

Foul Brood"—J. W. Stine. of Salem.
1. 00 p. M.—Address. Prof. W. J. Kennedy,

of Ames.
"ASeason's Work "-F. W. Hall, of Colo
Exhibits-R H. Longworth, of Polk City.

Chicago-Northwestern Meeting.—The
meeting of the Chicago-Northwestern
Beekeepers' Association will be held
at Chicago on Dec. 17 and 18 at the
Great Northern Hotel, Room L, 3(i.

The Secretary has arranged a pro-
gram with papers by several of the
leading beekeepers. As this has been
a good year, beekeepers should make
every effort to attend. Chicago is cen-
trally located, and we should have a
good attendance from Wisconsin,
Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota and Illi-

nois.

A cordial invitation is extended to
every one. If you do not receive a
card asking you to attend, this notice

will be an invitation.

L. C. Dadant, Sec.

bees, and hope that 1914 may be your
best season. N. E. France.

League Fund Exhausted.—In Septem-
ber I advertised in all the bee-papers
published in the United States and
Canada that I would send Honey
Bookletsto all who sent postage. Soon
I was flooded with letters from all over
the States and Canada, and several for-
eign countries, including postage for
various sizes of packages. As fast as I

received them, I booked every order
and began sending them until'my iOOO
books were gone. I then got another
lot, and they were soon gone. I then
had to wait for 30,000 more to be print-
ed, and they were delayed two weeks
by freight. Over 600 orders for the
books came during this delay, some
asking for 100 copies, and many want-
ing more.

The League Fund has been exhausted
in printing, postage, drayage, freight
and help. I have 245 orders that I can-
not supply, and just a sample copy I

can send with return postage to each.
I am sorry that I cannot supply all or-
ders—and more are coming daily. Cer-
tainly the thousands of books I have
sent, if placed in the hands of good
cooks, will create a great demand for
more honey.

I bought these books of the A. I.

Root Company, of Medina, Ohio, and
I believe you can buy them for $4..J0

per 100 copies. With these orders were
reports for 1013, and generally bee-
keepers were selling most of their
honey in home markets. Comb honey
at 1.5 to 23 cents. Extracted at 8 to 10
cents.

I wish you success in wintering your

Missouri State Meeting The annual
meeting of the Missouri State Bee-

keepers' Association will be held Dec.
Hi and 17, at Excelsior Springs, Mo.
The program follows:

FIRST DAY, 2:30 p. M.

Appointment of committees and report of
Secretary.
Address of President.

Paper—' Beekeeping as a Business "— R.
A. Holekamp. of St. Louis.
Address- The Good Bees Do for Human-

ity '—Dr. A. D. Wolfe, of Parkville.
Paper—"Beekeeping in Italy and France"

-C. P. Dadant. of Hamilton. III.

Speech—" Wit and Humor of the Bee and
the Beekeeper "—J. T. Martin, of Liberty.

SECOND DAY-0:00. A. M.

Paper—"Beekeeping in South Missouii
and Northern Minnesota "-H. F. Strang of
Cleo.
Address—"How to Avoid Getting into

Trouble with Your Neighbor on Account of
Your Bees '-M. E. Darby, of Springfield.
Address— ' How to Beat 'Em if You Do"—

A. T. Rodman, of Kansas Citv.
Papers—"Rearing Good Queens "— E. E.

Lawrence, of Doniphan, and L. E. Altwein
of St. Joseph.
Address—" Mistakes of an Old Beginner "

Clay toley. of Missouri City.
Paper—"The Best Way to Increase"—

H

C. Gadberry. of Miami.

Address— A Commission Merchant's Ex-
perience in Handling Honey "-C. C. dem-
ons, of Kansas City.
Address — " Experiences of a Supply

Dealer"-C. E. Walker, of Kansas City.
Address—" How to Get a Good Foul BroodLaw "—J. W. Rouse, of Mexlco-
Paper—"History of the Missouri State

Beekeepers' Association"—W. T. Carey, of
Wakenda.

J. F. DiEMER, Sec.

Bee-I^eping ^ For Women
Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. 111.

Season at Marengo—The Best Ever

At the opening of the season there
were in Dr. Miller's apiary 83 colonies.
Of these, 72 were devoted to the pro-
duction of section honey, leaving 11

for extracting combs. These 11 were
mostly the poorer ones. May 12, 2 new
colonies were made, and others later
on, the season closing with 101 colo-
nies. One of the colonies made May
r2, worked sections, making 73, but 72
was the spring count of the comb-
honey colonies.

With one or two exceptions the 72
were strong and in fine condition in
spite of the presence of some European
foul brood. May 6, there were .57 col-
onies having more than 4 frames of
brood each, which we count fine for
this locality. May 1, the bees had more
than they could do on fruit bloom and
dandelions. May 27, fruit bloom was
over, and just at that time appeared the
first blossoms on white and alsike
clovers. May 29, we gave the first
supers. We had in advance 660 supers
filled with sections, ready to put on the

hives.

White clover was so promising that
it was suggested to Dr. Miller that
more sections might be needed. He
scouted the idea. He said, "There is
no need of more than 7 supers per
colony, spring count. Allowing one
empty super to each colony at the close
of the season, that leaves an average of
6 supers to be filled by each colony,
making 144 sections. We have 660 su-
pers ready, or a little more than 9 su-
pers per colony. We never had anv-
thing like that, and never will have.
No matter how hard the bees are work-
ing now, there are always setbacks, as
you will see, then there will be empty
supers to burn at the close of the
season."
June 19 the first super was finished,

and June 24 we began taking off. But
we put on more than we took off, so
that there were 260 supers on the hives
June 25; 291, June 27; 317, June 30;
and still more afterward. In the mean-
time, importunities continuing. Dr.
Miller ordered 5000 more sections. He
said

;
" I am not ordering these on my
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own judgment; we don't need them;
but my peace of mind is worth some-
thing, and it will not be a very expen-
sive matter to have 5000 sections lie

idle until next year.

But the bees must have had an ink-

ling that a fresh lot of sections was on
hand, for they seemed to put in honey
harder than ever, and by July 30, the

last of the li60 supers were on the hives,

and 1.3 supers more out of the last .5000.

On the same date Dr. Miller ordered
another .JOOH, not needing any great
urging thereto. He had lost all confi-

dence in precedents, and didn't know
what to expect.

July 8, there had been 367 supers on
the hives, and for some time after that

date the number changed but little, be-

cause about as many empty supers
were put on each round as the number
of full ones taken off. The long, even
flow is somewhat indicated by the
number of supers on the hives : July

8, 367; July 30, 368; Aug. 18, 314. July
30, there were 2 hives having on them
3 supers each; 20 with 4 supers; 31

with .5 supers ; 15 with 6 supers ; 3 with
7 supers ; 2 with 8 supers ; averaging a

trifle more than 5 supers each. When
one looked at those supers piled up on
the hives, one could not help wonder-
ing what difference it would have made
on the crop if each colony had been
restricted to 2 supers at a time accord-
ing to the practice of some.

About the middle of August white
clover seemed to be letting up, although
it was hard to tell very much about it.

There was no cessation of flow, but a

seemingly gradual change from white
clover to sweet clover and heartsease,
the latter almost as white as white
clover, although generally considered
amber.
September 22, we took off all supers,

putting back over a few hives some
sections that were filled but not quite
sealed, and putting over these a lot of
sections partly filled but not sealed. It

was a fizzle. The bees didn't take our
view of the matter, and emptied the
honey out of the unsealed cells that we
expected them to finish.

The weather throughout the season
seemed to be made especially for the
bees. It was not too dry; it was not
too wet. When it rained it was gen-
erally in the night, clearing off in time
for the bees to begin work in the
morning. Up to Sept. 20, there were
only two days (wet) when the bees
showed an inclination to rob. When
we took off supers, we could let them
stand open on top of the hives all day.
September 6 some scraps of honey were
placed over the bees' watering-pail for
them to clean up. It stayed there all

day untouched. A few bees visited the
pail, but they didn't want honey; they
wanted water. The honey was then
placed in front of a hive, and it was
more than a day before it was cleaned
up.
Careful account was kept of the

honey taken, and each colony received
the proper credit. During most of the
season the crediting was an easy matter.
No super was taken until it was full,

and so 24 sections werecredited. Often,
however, two full supers were taken
at a time, sometimes three, and in a
very few cases four. But toward the
last of the season the crediting was not

so easy, when some sections in a su-

per were filled and others partly or en-
tirely empty. If a super had credit for
15 sections, that doesn't mean that 15

sections were entirely filled, but that

all the honey in the super would be
enough to fill 15 sections.

When everything was footed up at

the close of the season, quite a varia-

tion was found in the yield of differ-

ent colonies—a thing not by any means
to be proud of. Number 30, which was
queenless a long time, and exception-
ally vicious about accepting a queen,
gave 68 sections. (That's 68 sections,

not pounds, the account being kept
altogether in sections throughout, the

average section weighing somewhere
around liVz ounces.) Next to this

came a colony with 112 sections, and
from that it rose by degrees to 198 sec-

tions, there being just 10 colonies in

all that gave less than 200 sections

each. Then came 23 colonies yielding

between 200 and 250 each. Then 19 be-
tween 250 and -300, and 15 from .300 to
360. The last and best 6 colonies gave
respectively the following numbers

:

383, 384, .384, .390, .39-5, 402. The average
for 72 colonies, spring count, was
266.47 sections each, the total being
19,186 sections. iHow much extracted
there will be is unknow-n at the time of
this writing, as it is yet in the comb.
But that is a separate affair.)

In all the years previous to this, the
largest number of sections from a sin-
gle colony was 300, and there was but
a single instance of that kind. This
year there were 20 colonies that beat
that, one of them beating it by 34 per-
cent.

Why did we do well ? Perhaps the
largest factor in the case was the phe-
nomenal season. Added to this were
bees improved by constant selection
for best gatherers ; surplus room was
always in abundance; and we gave the

From No. 4 were Taken 402 Sections. Filling 31 i2-Section Shipping-Cases
AND Leaving b Sections Over.

I

Some of Dr. Miller's Hives When the Crop was On.
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vfery best care and management we
knew how to give.

Will we ever do as well again ? Very
unlikely; but who knows?

Half-Acre Opportunities

I believe in "half-acre opportunities
for women," and will give my experi-
ence with bees.

Twenty-four colonies, fall count,
have produced 2800 sections of comb
honey, an average of 116 sections per
colony; the highest is 288 sections
from one colony. This colony filled

one super in three days. This is all

white alfalfa comb honey, as supers
were not put on until June 14. The
flow lasted until about the middle of
September.

I use the 8-frame Langstroth hives,
changing the old hive to a new place,
and putting the swarm on the old
stand. Twelve colonies in 1912 aver-
aged 100 sections. This is all sold, and
I am unable to supply the demand.

(Mrs.) L. V. Melvin.
Caputa, S. Dak.

Thanks for your report. If you can
have an average like that every year,
or even half as much, it would rather
look as if you had full acre opportu-
nities.

Dr. Miller's Ai'iarv at the Close of the Harvest.

BiR Western^ Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Wesley P'oster. Boulder. Colo.

The Rising Sweet Clover Tide

The value of sweet clover as a for-
age crop is rapidly being recognized.
The Sept. 20 issue of The Country Gen-
tleman contains a well-written article

which says that sweet clover is des-
tined to become a rival of alfalfa in

many soils, and in some soils is supe-
rior to alfalfa.

The writer says :
" Sweet clover has

proved of real service in worn-out up-
land farms, for it is a soil renovator as

well as a flesh former, a milk maker
and a money maker. It will thrive
where even weeds will not grow. It

prospers on the best soil, and will pro-
duce abundantly on barren wastes. It

is the greatest drouth resister of all

forage plants ; its roots penetrate the
hardest ground, even taking hold in

crevasses in rocks.
Sweet clover is destined to be one of

the greatest crops on the dry lands of
eastern Colorado and western Nebraska
and Kansas. It has long been a ques-
tion whether these dry lands would
ever be fit for anything but cattle

ranges; but farming methods and spe-
cial forage crops, sweet clover includ-

ed, are being adapted to the special
conditions. Prof. P. G. Holden, who
is with the e.xtension service of the
Rock Island system, has just completed
a trip through eastern Colorado. He
advocated the growing of sweet clover
on the dry land. He also made strong
pleas for silos, and more of them.
At a recent luncheon given by the

Denver Real Estate Exchange, among
the speakers were Mr. R. A. Pence,
who said in part: "The growing of
sweet clover for cattle feeding pur-
poses has become a flourishing indus-
try in the dry land communities in re-

cent years. On the Kubanker ranch,
40 miles east of Denver, and 7 miles
from Strasburg, there is a splendid ex-
ample of sweet-clover feeding to cattle."

Prospects for Next Year

A more propitious fall could not
have been designed to help the bee
men. We have had a long warm sea-

son with very late frost. Alfalfa and
sweet clover have made a fine fall

growth, and both should winter in the
best condition, as we have had ample

rains. The soil is moist, and sweet
clover is still green close to the
ground.
The seeding of sweet clover was very

heavy, and the spread of it in waste
places has been going rapidly on. Next
year should see a large growth of this
plant.

The frequent rains have doubtless
been very destructive to grasshopper
eggs, so we hope and expect to be
bothered with this pest very little next
season.
While the honey crop in Colorado

has been larger than in a number of
years past, the severe drouth in the
States east of us has created a market
for Colorado honey, as well as other
produce. Nebraska, Kansas and Okla-
homa are taking large quantities of
honey this year.

Poor Wintering of Colonies Affected With
American Foul Brood

It has been a common experience
among those who have tried to winter
foul-brood colonies, that they do not
winter well, especially if there is much
diseased brood in the hive. I have
seen very strong colonies, with a few
foul cells, go into winter quarters and
perish before Christmas. Other colo-
nies would enter the winter well, but
would die ofi^ rapidly before the com-
ing of settled cold weather. There are
two reasons that very largely afTect the
result:

First, is the lack of a large propor-
tion of young bees, the late broods
mostly dying from the infection.
Second, and I think the most impor-

tant reason, is that a foul-brood col-
ony does not cluster upon its combs
and form a compact brood-nest. The
bees are found more scattered through
the hive. They are disinclined to
launch up in a compact ball. Perhaps
it is the odor of the decaying brood
that is offensive to the bees.

It is a wise rule to winter no foul-
brood colonies unless only a half-
dozen diseased cells are found.

County Agriculturist Wanted

For a number of years the chief agri-
cultural and horticultural countie, of
Colorado have had horticultural in-
spectors and also apiary inspectors.
The County Agriculturist movement is

now sweeping over the country. This
is a strong proof that the people, as a
whole, are realizing that agriculture is

the basis of national prosperity. Why
create another county officer on county
pay ? Why not combine the office of
county apiary, horticultural inspector
and agriculturist in one individual?
The county agriculturist must be a
versatile individual, but he can lend a
great deal of aid to all classes of pro-
ducers if he is the right man.
So bee men among our younger

readers who are ambitious for some
such position, prepare yourselves at

some Agricultural College. A County
Agriculturist must be a good organizer
and have the confidence of the farmers.
It is not required of him that he be an
expert along special lines unless agri-
cultural enterprise is greatly specialized
in the county where he is to work. But
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if he does not know all lines he must
know where to get experts for spe-

cialty work.

Moving Pictures

I am a kodak and camera enthusiast.

To take pictures is my delight. A
clump of trees, a lane, some grassy-

plots, fields with cattle grazing, and
the mountains in the background;
these are things I like to arrange pleas-

ingly on my film. And often it takes

long searching to find the right spot

where a real pic/iire can be had.

I also enjoy looking at pictures. It

would be hard to say how much of my
education has come from them, but I

dare say more has come that way than
in the four years spent in high school.

Several dollars each year, and many
hours, are spent looking at the mov-
ies—I've seen billions of them without
doubt. I will not apologize for their

shortcomings—the National Board of

Censorship can do that.

Every new ra,ifc, as Mr. Scholl calls

this one, has its critics, and they need
them. The worst thing about the mov-

ies is the commercialism of the thing
;

the race for the nickels in Denver ; the
dimes in Boulder; the quarters in

Telluride; and in Reno, I suppose they
charge you a dollar to see the movies.

I object, however, to paying my good
nickel, dime or quarter to see a dys-
peptic husband abuse his good wife's

cooking, throwing dish after dish on
floor, and almost breaking up the home
before the film is run through. Every-
thing comes out sweet in the home
(wrong with me) when the wife dis-

covers that " Buncombe " brand prod-
ucts are all that is needed to make her
cooking faultless. Perhaps "Bun-
combe" products have saved many a

home from dissolution, but I don't

want to pay to be told so in a moving
picture. And I would just as strongly
resent it if I were told in a picture
(after paying my dime) that honey was
the only sweet fit to enter a human
stomach.
People will be entertained and in-

structed if they are shown in moving
pictures the life and work of the bee,

and how honey is produced and pre-

pared for market, but don't make any
special plea—it will defeat its own end.

The Front Colony Filled 224 Sections this Season.
OF Hammonton. N. J.

It Belongs to H. F. Edsall.

Bee-Keeping In Dixie^

Conducted by J. J. Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

Pleasant Emotions

I hope no one will think any the less

of me if I express myself on my situa-

tion as a beekeeper from a business
standpoint.

I am experiencing a general good
feeling over business affairs, and the
result is that my ambition is several

notches higher than it ever has been.
Things are going at a higher pitch for
the approaching season.

It was about the middle of October

when I made my last round for the

season to my Suwanee river apiaries.

The general manager and foreman,
with all the hands, met me with smiles

and glad hearts, and each one gave me
a hearty hand shake. In every way
they could they showed me kindness
and love. When I reached their homes
I found that they had made great prep-
arations for me, especially in the way
of something to eat. In every particu-

lar my stay among them was a feast

and a joyous occasion. One young
man, who has been with us but one
season, and who was recently married,
said :

" Mr. Wilder, I want to stay with
you in the bee-business as long as I

live." We got together and had a con-
vention such as I never experienced
before.

Practically all the season's work was
covered in conversation, in questions
and answers, each one telling the most
serious problems that had come up
during the season, and how he solved
them ; and if such problems come up
in the future he could solve them in a
better way, etc. The result was that
we were all made wiser. When we
talked of the future side of business,
they all wanted to make a big increase
next season, and those who did not
have 600 or 700 colonies in their care,
wanted to reach that number as quickly
as possible. Some of them wanted to
run as many as 1000 colonies, and to
this end they are now making prepara-
tions.

Their orders for the necessary sup-
plies are placed, and some of them are
large ones, too, consisting of over a
half carload of goods. Our little bee-
hive plant has been running full time
for over three months, that we might
keep up with orders and give them the
supplies so they can have them set up
in ample time for next season. The
business situation looks better and
brighter than ever before.

Not Mucii Difference in Locations

The more I learn about the honey-
flora, or the amount of honey secured
in different locations all over our
country, the more I am convinced that
there is not much difference in locality

as regards the amount of honey secured.
If beekeepers would recognize this

they would be more content. There
are too many discontented and restless

beekeepers wanting to move here or
yonder to better locations, where they
can keep more bees and produce more
honey per colony; hunting or desiring
to hunt " the good spot " for the busi-
ness when they are already located in

as good a spot as there is.

I know a good beekeeper who for
years was not pleased with his present
location, and said that it was the poor-
est one in the world. He made great
efforts to get out to some '" better

place," but finally finding that he could
not make a change, " he took off his

coat and rolled up his sleeves " and
resolved to make the best of the situa-

tion. And so he did, scattering api-

aries about over the country. Today
he is doing well, making money every
season, and says that he is perfectly

contented, and has as good a location

as he could find.

I know a number of old apiary sites

from which the bees were moved years

ago, as the beekeepers said they were
in poor locations. Since then other
beekeepers have come into the same
sections and located apiaries on the

same old sites, and they are doing well.

I dare say that it is a fact in nearly
every case where a beekeeper wants to

move to some good spot, that the differ-

ence in the net returns from his bees,

located there for years, would not pay
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today he has a good job as an editor.

T, C. Nall Giving thk Buys their First Lessos ie Beekeeping
' Ten years ago I boutrht a little fruit farm here in Chester. Ark. In tiie deal I eot a few

colonies of bees in old " log gums." As I could do nothing with them in the logs. I made
some hives, the first I ever saw the inside of. I now have 300 colonies in live yards. It

makes going easy for me."

T. C. Nali. Getting His Pay for Teaching Beekeeping

moving expenses.
Many times these good spots do not

prove to be so,. I know of cases where
apiaries were moved for miles across
the country in cars and located where
great crops of honey were reported
nearly every year. In many instances
the result was a miserable failuie, the
good beekeeper became discouraged,
let his bees go to nothing, and quit the
business. This is too often the case,

and beekeepers should know what they
are doing when they make the change.
You know the conditions existing in

your present location, and you are not
apt to know them elsewhere.

things; the consumption of our prod
uct and the building up of our industry-
Photographs of apiaries or of bee-
work could be used with good articles.

Only a few years ago I knew a man
who started writing in this way, and

The Winter Problem

During the winter months there is

always more or less uneasiness among
beekeepers as to whether bees are
wintering well. Especially is this true
of beginners, or those who do not
know the condition of their bees, or
the amount of stores they consume.
To these I want to say that bees do
not consume much stores the first part
of winter, but the latter part and in

early spring they consume much more
because they are rearing young bees in

great numbers. It will be time enough
then to examine them and see how
they have wintered and are progress-
ing.

There are many beekeepers who re-

move but little honey during the sea-

son, for fear that their bees will per-
ish during winter. This is a mistake.
The honey in the supers should be re-

moved ; for, as a rule, they have plenty
of stores in the brood-chamber or bot-

tom story to tide them over winter and
until the honey-flow or stores are

equalized at the approach of spring.

In the South this surplus honey can
be removed any time during the winter,

the supers removed, cleaned, and made
ready for next season. If the supers
are filled with fall honey, or honey that

will quickly granulate, it would be bet-

ter to remove it as it is sold, or it

can be left on the hives and removed
early next spring, or as soon as settled

warm weather comes.

Home Apiary of Mr. J. K. Isbell, of

Wewahitchka, Fla.

This apiary is located on the banks
of the Chipola river in West Florida,

where beekeeping is the principal in-

dustry. It is one of the best kept yards
in the entire South. He has two simi-

lar yards with 250 colonies in each, and
he devotes his entire time to bees, hir-

ing help when his crop of honey is

to be removed. Mr. Isbell removes
the frames of honey as fast as they are

completed or capped; therefore, he
does not have to have so much storing

room. His apiary consists of 2-story

A Suggestion

There is a great number of beekeep-
ers scattered over our country who
have acquired enough knowledge of
our business to write intelligently about
it. I want to suggest that we write
something that will interest and in-

struct the public along the line of our
business, and send such articles to the
editors of our county and State papers.
They will be glad to give such articles

space. This will go a long ways to-
wards educating the people in two Apiary of J. K. Isbell.
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hives, one story for the brood-cham-
ber, and the other for surplus. He runs
entirely for extracted honey, which, he
says, pays best.

Mr. Isbell believes in shading the
hives well, either artificially or nat-
urally, and has a large alighting-board
for the tired, heavy-laden bees. He
keeps a record of each queen, and re-
queens each colony every two years.

Get Ready for a Bumper
Next Season

Honey Crop

It is none too soon to get supplies
for ne.xt season's use, and set them up
so as to have them in perfect readiness
by the time they are needed. If re-

ports are true, all bees are heavy with
stores, owing to a good, late honey-
flow lasting until frost, and as a rule
bees are stronger than usual. This
means that we will undoubtedly have a

bumper honey crop next season.
As a general thing beekeepers do

not order enough supplies for the ap-
proaching season ; not enough hives
for increase or for swarms, thinking,
perhaps, that the bees will not swarm,
or something will happen that they will
not need them. This is a great mis-
take, for it is always best to have a few
hives left over, and not run the risk of
losing swarms for lack of hives. An-
other deplorable fact is that there is

rarely enough storing room in the su-
pers provided, and the result is that
much honey is lost.

I know this to be the case since visit-

ing beekeepers over the country. They
usually buy 1^-^-story hives, having but
one super per colony when they should
have not less than three. Some colo-
nies will not need so many, but others
will need more, and this amount is

small enough even for seasons when
our honey-flow is not heavy.

1 "Wf- '"
'
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same men in the chairs of President,
Secretary and Treasurer; and Mr.
Aaron Coppin, of Wenona, was made

1st Vice-President. Mr. W. B. Moore
was elected delegate to the National
convention.

Notes FromW Abroad
Notes from Abroad

BY C. P. DADANT.

WF,LL, dear rtader, I am again
writing from my desk at home,
after four months of travel.

The 50th anniversary of my
first arrival from Europe, when

a child, almost coincided with my re-

turn home, for I landed in Hamilton,
111., on the 19th of October, 1863, and
my wife and I landed in New York
from our long trip on the 18th of Oc-
tober last. Fifty years of residence in

a country ought to give one a fairly

good idea of the country. I am glad
to say that we returned to America
with the greatest satisfaction, and with
the feeling that it is the best country
of all, even though it is behind Europe
in many things. Mrs. Dadant, of

course, being born here, did not hold
a ditiferent view from mine.

In glancing over the letters written
to the Bee Journal from abroad, I see
that I can confirm what I have already
written about the Italian bees. All

along our route, the verdict was the
same. The Italian bees are more ac-

tive than the common bees; they rise

earlier, stay out later, are fully as pro-
lific, if not more, and prove better
wherever the climate permits them to

follow their inclination. But there are
spots, and some parts of Switzerland
are of that kind, where the very activity

of the Italian bees is to their detriment.
I cannot do better than to give here

a comparison which I have expressed
to a number of beekeepers, and which
illustrates the conditions they face in

some cases and the results. Even
though this illustration is taken from
the vegetable world instead of the ani-

mal kingdom, the reader will plainly
see the point.

When I built the house in which I

now live, here at Hamilton, I planned
to plant a number of hard maples, or
sugar maples (acer saccharum), in the
front yard. These, I thought, I could
secure from the woods around, since
the sugar maple grows naturally here.

But I could get only 6 good trees, and
I needed 21. So I asked a nurseryman
to supply me with the extra 15. These
were shipped from Wisconsin. As
Wisconsin is 2 degrees or more farther
north than we are here, I felt quite
sure that the trees from that State
would be fully as hardy as the local

trees, and would thrive. But the result

was exactly the reverse of what I

thought. As soon as a few warm days
come, in early spring, the Wisconsin
trees evidently take it for granted that
the winter is over, and they send forth

leaves and stems. After a few days a

frost comes that wilts all this growth,
and the trees are set back to such an

e.xtent that they can make but little

growth. The home-grown trees, how-
ever, are so acclimated that they do
not trust the first warm days, do not
hasten to send forth their growth, and
when they do grow, all danger of frost

is over. So the trees from the colder
country are worse off than the others
because they trust an unknown climate.

I believe that where ihe Italian bees
fail, it is for a similar reason. They
are accustomed to the climate of Italy,

and their instinct prompts them to go
out at the first ray of sunshine. But in

some parts of Switzerland, as I pointed
out in my October letter, the bees that

venture out on doubtful sunny days are
often unable to return. The very ac-

tivity of the Italian bees thus turns
against them. Similarly, when a warm
spell during the latter part of summer
induces them to breed, they spend too
much in rearing brood, while the local

bees mistrust the short fair weather
and practice economy. The climate of

the Mississippi valley is certainly more
similar to that of Italy than to that of

the cool valleys of Switzerland. So
the Italian bees art suitable for our
climate, and we may still be sure that

they are preferable to the common
bees, or even to those of Switzerland.

I heard very favorable comments
concerning the Carniolans and the

Caucasians. But the universal verdict

was that the Carniolans are very great
swarmers. Perhaps this habit could
be bred out by the use of large hives,

but if we wish to succeed we had best

begin with the races that are nearest
to our ideal.

I will have more to say concerning
the Italian bees when describing the

apiaries of central Italy. I saw there,

in Bologna, at the home of Mr. Enrico
Penna, the most perfectly kept apiary
that I have seen anywhere, all things
considered, and I propose to give our
readers a full account of it. But so
many have asked me to write an ac-

count of our entire trip, not omitting
even the sight-seeing, that I feel bound
to acquiesce. Thus, if my readers find

columns that do not contain any bee-
news, in these " Notes from ."Abroad,"

they will please remember that it is in

response to the wishes e.xpressed by
many, of a thoro\igh account. I have
a number of photographs, landscapes,
apiaries, bee-meetings, etc., which will

illustrate these notes as we go along.
When we left the shores of .A.merica,

in June last, we found in our cabin, at

the departure of the boat, some 25 fare-

well letters, from our friends on this

side, and an immense bouquet, an arm-
ful of roses. We wanted to mention
this because we still feel the emotions
which arose in our breasts at the sight
of such fine tokens of friendship from
all around. If any of you have dear

friends leaving for far-away shores,

you cannot please them better than by
anticipating their departure with some
such farewell.

Arriving at Havre on July 2, we at

once took the special train for Rouen.
As the train slowly pulled out of the

docks, a swarm of ragged children fol-

lowed it, holding out their hands and
begging for coppers. We were very

indignant at this sight, but were told

that the New York arrivals are the

cause of this begging, because the

Americans amuse themselves throwing
small pieces of money to the children

to see them tumble over each other.

This is a bad practice, and ought to be

stopped. It actually creates beggars

by offering a reward to begging. The
practice of begging is much lessened

in Europe; we did not see a single

beggar in Switzerland, very few in

France, and it is time to put an end to

it everywhere.

I will not say anything about our

visit in Rouen. The August number
contains a sufficient account.

We reported having visited the office

of L'Apiculteur, of Paris, the principal

journal of apiculture of France. Very
few people know that this is now the

oldest periodical on bees in the entire

world. The oldest was the Bienenzei-

tung of Germany, but I am informed

that it has ceased its publication, there

being now several other journals on

bee-culture, in that progressive coun-

try. So L'Apiculteur is now the senior

of all the bee-journals, our own Ameri-

can Bee Journal being next to it in age,

and the oldest in the English language.

L'Apiculteur is now 57 years old. Its

first editor, Hamet, and my father had

very strenuous discussions upon the

advantages of the movable-frame hives

and the modern systems of bee-culture.

It was Hamet who called the honey
extractor " a useless toy." But he has

been dead many years, and his succes-

sors, Messrs. Sevalle & D'Autemarche
believe in progress. The president of

the " Societe Centrale," the National

bee association of France, is Mr. Bon-

nier, a great botanist as well as a bee-

keeper of note. He has lately pub-

lished a "Nouvelle Flore," and an

"Album De La Nouvelle Flore," which

contain descriptions and cuts of the

flora of France. He is now publishing

a " Flore Complete " of France, Switz-

erland and Belgium, with colored

plates of the finest finish. Two vol-

umes of this have already appeared,

and I have secured them. One feature

of his botanical works is that he never

fails to mention the plants that are use-

ful to bees. This is valuable to bee-

keepers everywhere.

We called also upon Mr. Condamin>
the publisher of " L'Apiculture Nou-
velle," which is really the representa-

tive of American ideas in France.

This magazine, which is only 8 years

old, has begun on a progressive method
at once, reproducing many of the cuts

that are published in Gleanings in Bee
Culture. We are informed that it has
many readers on this side of the At-
lantic, some 500 of whom are French
Canadians. Those of our friends who
were kind enough to express the wish
that the American Bee Journal be also

published in the French language, are

respectfully referred to this publica-
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tion, which would probably give them
entire satisfaction.

I have a cousin in Paris, who is ex-
actly of my age, and with him we visited

some of the monuments, but it would
tire the reader to tell him about the
beautiful things in Paris. He can read
descriptions of this kind in any travel

magazine or book. We prefer to take
him with us to the by-ways that the
average tourists does not seek.

We must, however, give a word to

the National holiday of France, the
14th of July, the anniversary of the de-

struction of the Bastile, the political

prison and fortress whose downfall

sounded the knell of royalty in France,
at the end of the 18th century. The
French are lovers of pleasure, and this

disposition showed clearly in the prep-
arations for the National holiday dur-
ing the two days that preceded it.

Flags were hoisted, rows of colored
electric bulbs were hung over the
monuments, and at night many streets

were closed to vehicle circulation to
permit of public dances right in the
middle of the streets. The increase of
visitors and of traffic was such that we
concluded not to remain, for we dislike

crowds. So we departed by rail on
the very morning of the 14th.

Conducted by J. L. Byer. Mt. Joy, Ontario.

Wintering Prospects in Ontario

Bees, I believe, are going into win-
ter quarters in first-class condition.
Our own are exceptionally heavy in

the brood-nests, and our feeding bill

has been lighter than usual. Much of

this honey is from buckwheat, but as

it was gathered in a slow flow, in hot
dry weather, and well sealed, I have an
idea that it will be first rate for winter
stores. In no case have I taken any
from the brood-nests, even if colonies
were so heavy that I gave them no
sugar syrup at all.

get along without clipping the queens,
for in at least nine times out of ten, if

the old clipped queen is caught in
front of the hive at swarming time, the
bees will come back again.

Second-Hand Cans

Mr. Diemer's experience with sec-

ond-hand 60-pound cans is typical of

what often occurs when these used
tins are put on the market again. And
the worst of the thing is that the buyer
of the honey stored in such tins is gen-
erally the loser—not the fellow who
sold the goods. As to the bees being
so plentiful in the honey as to make it

easy to tell the race kept by the bee-
keeper, that is quite a scheme, pretty

much on a par with the dairyman who
has enough hair in his butter so that

the color of the cows may be known
to the customer.

How Much from Beekeeping?

If I may be allowed to criticize Mr.
Wilder's advice to the men who asked
if they could make respectively $20,000,

$50,000, and $100,000 at beekeeping, I

would say that said advice is so un-
likely to come true that it should never
be given that way at all. I believe that

99 out of 100 who start out with that

idea of beekeeping, will be bitterly dis-

appointed in the end, and will more
than likely reproach the one who held
out such glittering prospects.
By all means let us be conservative

in a matter of this kind, as that course
is better for those who are already in

the business, and for those thinking of

engaging in this line of work as well.

Clipping Queens

If there was anything in Prof. Bige-
low's contention that more than one
queen goes with a prime swarm, our
practice of queen clipping might as

well be abandoned at once, as control

at swarming time, when one is in the

apiary, and the assurance that a swarm
will go back if it does swarm while we
are absent, are the main reasons why
we clip queens. Needless to tell any
one, who has tried the plan, that our
expectations are seldom disappointed
in that line either, and in running large

out-apiaries it would be a problem to

Orange and Sage Honey

A short time ago I was favored with
some samples of honey from Califor-
nia, sent by Homer Mathewson, of

Binghamton, N. Y., a friend I had the
pleasure of meeting at Albany when
the National convention was held
there.

The samples were from orange and
sage. The first named was delicious

in flavor, but not as heavy in body as

to be rated No. 1 in that respect. But
the flavor had a decided "morish"
taste, and I would give quite a bit for a

can of real orange honey for our own
use for a change. This latter qualifica-

tion is to assure you that for steady

use I still think there is nothing better

than our own clover honey.
The sample from sage was very

heavy in body and light in color, but

the flavor was not appreciated very

much by any member of the family.

All pronounced it as having an oily
flavor, and one made such a base slan-
der as to say that it had a semblance
of caslor oil. Now, see here, you sage
honey men, please notice that / did not
say that; so don't turn your ammuni-
tion in my direction. Laying all jok-
ing aside, I wonder if the honey was
not mixed with something besides sage,
and if such was the case, no doubt our
California friends would know the
source of this " oily " flavor.

Address Before the Apiculture Club

It was the writer's pleasure to talk to
the Apiculture Club at the Ontario
Agricultural College on the evening of
Nov. 10. The class is a large one, and
I judge that about 12.5 turned out and
listened patiently to a lot of " hot air."

I suspect that the splendid interest
manifested may have been caused by
the desire of a lot of boys, and some

Little Alva Berkv, Age 4 Years.

I am sending you a picture of my little son
taken with the bees. On a walk to a corn-
field 2 miles from my home. June 13 of this
year. I discovered this beautiful swarm
hanging on a limb bent nearly to the ground.
Having 25 colonies at home, and some empty
hives, they looked good to me. so I took my
pocketknife. trimmed the limbs and car-
ried them 2 miles home. I called a friend
in .\tchison. a distance of miles, to come
and take the pictures—the little fellow hold-
ing the swarm of bees is my son. He is 4
years old. and is not afraid of bees; yet he
has been stung several limes.

I started with bees 3 years ago. and have
increased to 25 colonies, and want to reach
a hundred. I like to work with the bees
very much. Walter Berry.
Rushville. Mo.

"Buying Cheap Goods to Save Money is Liice Sioppifig the Clock to Save Time"
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^/V/5, too, to make another " boy " feel
at home. No matter what prompted
them in their actions, we will remem-
ber for a long while the splendid re-
ception given, and hope that at least
something of value may have been
dropped during the rambling address
they heard.

Kingbirds Catcii Worker Bees

Mr. A. D. D. Wood says, on page
380, that kingbirds only catch drones.
I wish that I could agree with him, as
the bird in question is one of the best,
from an insectivorous standpoint. But
I have seen them scores of times catch-
ing loaded workers, in the evening,
when not a drone would be flying. I

have been within a few feet of very
bold ones, and saw them catch loaded
bees just at sunset. Even if they do
catch worker bees, we could almost
afford to spare the birds for the good
work they do in other lines, but from
experience at different times I am
afraid they often catch queens when
on their mating flight.

This is particularly true if the birds
have a nest of fledgelings near the api-
ary. In a case like that an immense
lot of food is needed every day. Find-

ing no worker bees in the stomach of
the birds is no evidence, as I have
often dissected a bird right after
watching it catch many bees, and never
yet found a bee perfect enough to tell
if it was a drone or worker. I believe
that, as a rule, the bee is crushed and
certain parts swallowed, the balance
being dropped at once on the ground.
But if there is anything I am sure of at
all, it is that kingbirds catch worker
bees as well as drones.

Comb or Extracted ?

For a number of years I have ad-
vised inquirers to produce extracted
honey instead of comb. Judging by
present conditions too many have been
following this plan. Present prices
and co?!ditio>is in the honey market, say
with no uncertain sound that the api-
arist equipped and qualified for comb-
honey production can make no mis-
take in following that line of the busi-
ness. Some one has asked the Bee-
keepers' Review editor to change the
familiar "Keep more bees," on the
front page, to " Eat more honey.' First
class advice, and let all who have in-
fluence in these matters in Ontario,
take lip the same slogan.

Contributed ^ Articles^

Disturbing Bees in Winter
BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A
CORRESPONDENT writes thus :

"Will you tell us in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal whether it is

detrimental to disturb bees in
winter. Should one wish to

look after their welfare for any reason,
such as lack of stores, to see at about
what time the queen begins to lay, or
anything that a man with the bee fever
might want to know, would harm come
by so doing ^ Must I positively let

them alone after they are in the cellar
for the winter months, or if left on the
summer stands ?"

During the summer season, with the
mercury at 70 degrees or more in the
shade, the handling of bees by remov-
ing the frames from the hives can do
no harm unless perchance this is done
in time of a scarcity of nectar, and so
carelessly that robbing is started. But,
as a rule, it is better not to disturb any
colony unless something is to be ac-
complished by so doing. If you wish
to post yourself about the inside work-
ings of a colony, then it is better to set
aside some individual colony for that
purpose, and let the knowledge gained
be considered as the financial profit
from that colony, for no colony can
do its best at storing honey where the
roof of its house is removed every few
hours.

Where anytliing is to be gained by
looking after the welfare of a colony,
which is supposed to have a poor or
failing queen, scarcity of stores, poor
combs, etc., then the disturbance of
such a colony is not to be considered,
as the profit will exceed the disadvan-
tage.

But when it comes to the winter
rnonths we have altogether different
circumstances. The bees have "gone
to bed " for a six weeks to four months'
nap, in accord with continued cold out-
of-doors, or with the will of the api-
arist if wintered in the cellar. If the
apiarist has been "abreast the times,"
he will have looked after their stores
in the fall, to make sure that none will
be short until spring opens. Good
stores and a temperature of from 43 to
47 degrees, with darkness, arc neces-
sary for cellar wintering, and good
stores, proper protection through wind-
breaks and packing are all that is re-
quired for wintering on the summer
stands. So why disturb the bees ? Bet-
ter post up for the next season by get-
ting down your back volumes of the
American Bee Journal and all the
looks you can afford which treat on
our specialty.

But if the bee fever of a novice runs
so high that his curiosity must be sat-
isfied as a safety valve, then perhaps it

would be better to disturb the bees of
one colony at their peril than that the

patient pine away under the fever. If
the bees are on the summer stands,
and a day comes sufficiently warm for
the bees to fly freely, there is no harm
in looking at them, for there is very
little if any brood, and should there be
a little in two or three frames, the large
number of bees in proportion will clus-
ter over this brood so no harm will re-
sult. Often there will be a few hours
of sunshine with the mercury up to 50
in the shade, when bees in chafT-packed
or double-walled hives will hardly
wake up enough to fly. Under these
conditions I have thought it paid to
arouse the bees by opening the hive of
such colonies as do not fly, or jar or
pound on the hive a little to wake them
from their winter sleep, so they will
fly and carry over honey from the out-
side combs into the cluster, thus pre-
paring them for a few weeks more of
cold weather.

Where bees have been properly pre-
pared for winter during September and
October, they should be let alone dur-
ing the winter months. If there is a
neiessi'ty for disturbing them I should
not hesitate. Only do not create a
necessity through procrastination or
willful neglect of getting the bees in
the best possible shape for winter dur-
ing the fall months. There is little

question but that disturbance causes
the bees to consume greater quantities
of food, and often sets them to rearing
brood when they otherwise would not
do so.

But I have many times proven that
such disadvantage was overbalanced
by the advantage gained along other
lines. Let me give one or two illus-

trations :

When I had been keeping bees some
two or three years a farmer living two
miles distant, advertised 27 colonies for
sale in box-hives at $5.00 each. This
was considered a big price at the lime,
but like any beginner I was anxious
for more bees, so I went to see them.
He kindly consented to let me look
them over, which I did by carefully
tipping the hives on the benches they
occupied, as they were wintering out
doors. I found that most of them were
light in stores, and that there was only
one colony in the lot that I considered
worth the $5.00. I offered $5.00 for
this one, which he took. I wrapped it

in one of the sheets I had brought
along, put it on the opposite side of
the cutter seat which I occupied, turn-
ing it bottom-side up, and drove home
in the twilight of a cold evening in the
forepart of January. I well remem-
bered how the bees roared, as the
sleighing was poor, and how I in-
wardly censured myself for not leav-
ing them where they were until spring,
as "such a disturbance as this " would
surely cause them to die. When they
got quiet, about 10 o'clock that night,
I carried them to fhe cellar where the
rest of the bees were, took the sheet
off and set them in their place beside
the others, still bottom-side up, as in
the early 70's we always wintered bees
in box-hives that way.
No more of the farmer's bees were
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sold, and imagine my surprise to find

on going there one day the last of

April, that all but 2 of the 26 colonies
left were dead, while the one I had
disturbed "nigh unto death " was One
of the best colonies I had ; it gave a

good swarm that year and stored 120
pounds of " box honey."

After our great loss of bees during
one winter in the latter 8<»'s, a winter
extremely cold and long drawn out,

the claim was made that the bees
" froze to death.'' I did not believe it,

but claimed that no chance to fly dur-
ing 5 months of "long confinement"
was the cause. The argument "waxed
so hot "that one afternoon the next
winter, when the mercury stood at 12

degrees below zero, 1 took a colony of

bees, and with cover and bottom-board
removed, suspended the hive a foot

above the ground, leaving it thus for

36 hours, during which time the mer-
cury got as low as 23 degrees below.
This colony was then put on its old

stand again, and came out in May fully

equal to any of its fellows, which had
no disturbance above the usual winter's

elements.
In conclusion, allow me to say that

if there is anything in this article that

would seem to show that the disturb-

ing of bees in winter does no harm, I

protest in advance against the assump-
tion that I advise such disturbance. I

do not so advise except where some
gain is expected to be made.
Borodino, N. Y.

a climate that would benefit him, and
he has met with many adventures such

as fall to the lot of few men. Detective,

photographer, chemist, assayer mining
expert, explorer, lecturer, editor; all

Beekeepers I Have Known—
"Dr. A. F. Bonney"

BV FRANK C. PELLETT.

THERE are no words in my vocab-
ulary to adequately describe Dr.

Bonney, of Buck Grove, Iowa,
for he is undoubtedly the most
unique character among Iowa

beekeepers. Because of ill-health he
was for years a wanderer in search of

Tliere Are iuo
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Sample of the Post-Card Dr. Bonney Uses.

A F. BONNEV AT 27

these he has been and more in addition

to his regular profession, that of a

physician, and now he is rounding out

an eventful life as a beekeeper in a

quiet little town in western Iowa.

Dr. Bonney has unlimited resources

as an entertainer. His gift of ventrilo-

quism led the Indians to call him "The
man of two voices," and he has many
times mystified his friends by his feats

of sleight of hand. He was a resident

of the southwest in the old days when
every man carried a six shooter to
serve as a lawyer, judge and jury in the

settlement of disputes. The old habits

unconsciously manifest themselves at

times. For instance, in any company
he will take such a position that no
one can approach him from behind.
His adventures in Old Mexico and the

southwest would fill a book, and his

stories fairly bristle with thrills. It is

said of him that he had frequently to

change his sleeping place in the days
when he edited a socialist paper in a

little town in Arizona, because of the

fact the enemies frequently shot
through the rooms where he was sup-

posed to be sleeping. On one occasion
he proposed to a gun man, who had a

grudge against him, that they shoot at

a mark, and the poorest marksman
leave the town forever. Dr. Bonney
won and the other fellow handed over
his gun and left the place according to
agreement.

Dr. Bonney is constantly starting

something among the bee men, either
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with his tongue or pen, and is always
engaged in some good-natured con-
troversy as to whether or not bees rea-
son, or whether they can be improved,
or some other of the many perplexing
questions that are always before us.

The writer and the Doctor cannot
agree for 10 minutes at a time, although
we are the best of friends. It looks
like the only way we can ever settle

our differences is in a similar manner
to the Arizona contest, but as the

writer is a poor marksman, he will
hardly risk such a challenge.

Dr. Bonney is a persistent advertiser,
and sells his honey at good prices.
His favorite means is a comic post
card, in some corner of which appears
a rabbit and the words '" Eat Bonney
Honey." By sending out a batch of
these cards at any time he usually finds
a lot of customers for his product.

Atlantic, Iowa.

A. F. Bonney.

Bee Diseases

BY GEORGE VV. BERCAW.

|Y contact with bee-diseases has
been more from observation
than from experiment, owing
to the fact that none of our
many yards has ever been more

than lightly affected. Some years ago
we purchased an apiary of 100 colo-
nies, and among them found a few
light cases of foul brood. It being in

a very light form, we very readily

M

stamped it out by taking it in hand
immediately.

I do not think any up-to-date bee-
keeper needs to feel alarmed if he will

only heed the advice given, and take
immediate steps to stamp out any dis-

ease that may show itself in his yard,
and do all in his power to assist some
brother beekeeper in his immediate
locality who might be so unfortunate
as to have disease among his bees. In
my travels through different parts of
the State I have come in contact with
various bee-diseases. I have seen out-

apiaries, located ofttimes in out-of-
the-way places, where the owner visits

them about once a year to get the
honey, leaving the bees to shift for
themselves. Here I usually find old
box-built antiquated hives with odd-
sized frames, sun-warped covers and
sides, with bee-entrances on sides, top
and bottom. It is not an unusual thing
to find such bee-yards in this State.

Not all are affected with disease, but a

large percent of them are, and in view
of such conditions, easily succumb.
Contagious diseases spread very fast

among the human family, and this is

no less true in insect life; infected
bees are as a general rule weak, and
are an easy prey to the stronger colo-
nies, thereby spreading contagion by
reason of the robbing of honey.
In producing bees and queens com-

mercially for shipment, extreme cau-
tion should be exercised, taking no
unnecessary chances in shipping any-
thing from a disease-affected yard or
from a locality where it is known that
any diseased bees are kept. I would
suggest that a// persons owning bees,

whether for pleasure or for profit, keep
a close watch over them, and in event
of anything suspicious call for the in-

spector, and do not wait. He will

gladly assist you and give all the aid

at his command to stamp out disease
and prevent its spread.
The time is at hand when these sug-

gestions will have to be handled under
a more systematic method, and much
good can be accomplished by the earn-
est and faithful co-operation of every
bee-keeper interested, whether he has
one or a thousand colonies.

Glendale, Calif.

Weil Preserved Honey— Ex-

tracting by Centrifugal Force

BY DR. A. F. BONNEY.

THE National Geographical Maga-
zine for September, among other
things, contains a statement so
startling that bee-keepers will

no doubt agree that it is utterly

false. However, we must remember
that conditions of heat and moisture
are very different in Egypt from here,
that things were sealed and buried
deep in the earth. Again, the men who
are conducting those excavations are

of well known integrity, and have no
possible interest to deceive. On page
999 I read

:

"The tomb was intact, and the ob-
jects it contained were as perfectly pre-
served as though they had only been
shut up a few weeks before * * *

Two beds of fine design decorated with
gold occupied another part of the
chamber, while a light chariot in per-

fect preservation stood in a corner.

FRESH HONEY 3000 YE.\RS OLD.

" Most startling of all was the dis-

covery of a jar of honey, still liquid

and still preserving its characteristic
scent after 3000 years. 'One looked"
says Mr. Weigal, 'from one article to
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Diagram of Mr. Bonney's Idea of a Wax Press.
W. tank: ^. cage; t\ shaft; D. pulley; /t. water space; /-'. cover; C. honey wax! gate;

///i. walls of cage; /. pivot joint; /. base for shaft.

another with the feeling that the en-
tire conception of time was wrong.
These were the things of yesterday, of

a year or two ago."
If my memory serves me, there was

found while excavating Pompeii, \es-

sels containing fruit so well preserved
that the flavor of the different kinds
could be detected by taste and smell,

which renders a little more probable
this other story, remembering as we
do that cloth, paintings, feathers and
mummies have come down to us as

fresh as though buried yesterday.
When the mummy of Seti was un-
wrapped his features were found so
well preserved that any one knowing
the living king would surely recognize
him. He lived nearly 3500 years ago.
"It is not our knowledge of the past

that makes us proud of the present, but
our ignorance."

A CENTRIFUGAL WAX EXTRACTOR.

For 3 or 4 years the writer has
studied over a cheap simple way to

separate wax from waste, and applying
some of his knowledge of mechanics
and philosophy found that if a machine
is nifiOe a- toUows, from 95 to 08 per-
cent of all the wax can be saved. The
three factors are time, heat and motion :

Construct a tank according to your
needs, say 36 inches high and 30 inches
in diameter. Have the cover fit very
tiwhiiy. possibly clamps will be needed.
In this can is a perpendicular shaft ex-
tending from the bottom of the tank to

a foot above, and on this shaft, inside
the tank, is a shelf almost as large as

the inside of the tank, while outside on
the shatt is .i small pulley.

The table should be of metal with a

few corrugations one inch deep at the
edge, and none at the hub. Around
the edge of the table is a wall of wire
mesh, one-sixteenth of an inch mesh
or larger, or a double wall, the outer
of fine screen, the inner of coarse.

These will be about 2 inches apart and
a foot high.

In the bottom of the tank is a space
for water, and at a height of 6 inches
a honey-gate to draw out the melted
wax. A pipe conducts steam into this
tank, or arrangements can be made to
heat the contained water. I prefer the
steam idea, as it can be run in super-
heated, and will render the wax as
liquid as water.

It will be seen by the mechanically
inclined that if wax of any kind is put
into this cage, heated, then the table
revolved 2oO to 1000 times to the min-
ute, every particle of wax will be
thrown off, as the water is thrown
from washed clothes in the laundry
centrifugal drying machine or the
cream from the milk in the separator.

Any machinist will plan the thing for
you. That the idea is entirely practical

I feel very sure.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Honey Production in Michigan

M
BY IRA D. B.\RTLETT.

|Y apiary consists of 160 colonies,
and I harvested 17,000 pounds
of wild red raspberry and clo-

ver extracted honey, and about
200 pounds of comb honey in

1912. The ground is very level, as you
will note, but to the north and west of
the apiary there are ranges of hills. It

will be many years before they are used
for agricultural purposes. At present
they are covered with wild red rasp-
berry and milkweed plants. In the
ravines are little brooklets, and here
the willows bloom in the spring, and
furnish plenty of pollen and some early
honey for brood-rearing. In these
wet places the goldenrod thrives also,

and blooms later in the fall, and on the
hills where there are some scattering
plants.

To the east the Jordan river flows
from the north, and along the river

bottoms large fields of alsike clover
are grown. For some reason alsike

clover has not secreted much nectar
for several seasons, but years ago we
depended almost entirely upon it for
our honey crop.
We have a very diversified soil here,

so the source from which we get
our honey changes with the season. In
Idl'l it was very wet just previous to

opening of the red raspberry, and then
it was very warm and dry during the

flow. The result was a heavy flow
from raspberry, but the dry and warm
spell during the raspberry and clover
came just at a critical time for the
milkweed plant, and so we got very
little from that source.
We have a great number of honey

plants here in northern Michigan, but
as it is usual in any country, there are
but few plants that give us any quan-
tity of surplus. We have the soft ma-
ples, willows, poplars, water maples,
dandelion and fruit bloom early ; then
raspberry, clover, red and white alsike,

willow herb, sumac, basswood and
milkweed. The fall honey plants are

goldenrod and buckwheat. There are
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also numerous other plants that the

bees work on, but they give no notice-

able amount of surplus.

As you will notice, the hives are

placed an equal distance from each
other both ways, and in pairs. All

colonies face the east. The hives I use
are the 10-frame full depth. I have,

however, about 30 8-frame ones. I tier

up from the bottom by raising all su-

pers that are on, and placing the super

to be put on directly over the brood-
nest. I have a sufficient number of

supers to harvest a crop. The queen-
excluder is used on all hives, being

placed on about July 1. In 24 days all

brood is hatched, and then the honey
is taken off with bee-escapes and stored

in the honey house, where it is heated

to the proper temperature, extracted,

and run into 6()-pound tin cans, cased,

and then they are ready for market.

I have one other apiary similar in

size run the same way. The tall hive

of bees shown in the picture produced
300 pounds of extracted honey in 1912.

East Jordan, Mich.

The Season of 1913 in Central

Illinois

BY C. F. BENDER.

THE difference in seasons is mar-
velous. Having kept bees in

one locality nearly 20 years, and
making honey - production my
business, I had begun to pride

myself on being a good guesser as to

future honey-flows. But my pride as

a forecaster has vanished. If some
one were to ask me now if we were
likely to get a honey-flow from mush-

Mk. Ira U. Bartlett in His Apiarv.

rooms, or whether ginseng honey
would be plentiful next year, I should
answer, " I don't know."
Our season began in .^pril with a

heavy flow from dandelions. Bees
were wanting to swarm by May 1, and
about 10 pounds of dandelion honey
per colony was stored in supers.

That was broken record No. 1. I had
never had any surplus from dandelion
before, and never had to fight swarm-
ing earlier than June.
The white clover looked good, and

we prepared for a record crop, but the
heat and drouth spoiled the bloom, and
the season ended about June 20 with 5

pounds of white-clover honey per col-

ony. Then we had 10 days of robbing,
with a little honey-dew coming in,

enough to spoil all sections of white
clover that were not completely sealed.

I cancelled my order for shipping-
cases, and otherwise took in sail. Ac-
cording to all previous experience we
were slated for a poor season. The
white clover was completely dried up,

and the dry spring had spoiled all

chance for a fall crop.
But another surprise was in store.

About July 1 red clover began to yield.

I am pretty sure it was red clover, be-

cause I took great pains to sift the

evidence. To begin with, the weather
had been so remarkably hot and dry
that there was little else in bloom

;

then a great many of the incoming bees
carried the typical red clover pollen,

and we never get that shade of brown
pollen from anything else. The red-

clover fields showed great numbers of

bees at work ; and the men who cut

the hay complained that the hay forks

and mowing machines were all sticky

with honey. I could find very few
plant lice on the clover plants, and the

bees seemed to be working altogether
on the blossoms.

It was important to be sure that the

honey came from red clover, because I

wanted to know what red-clover honey
was like. I believe that the bulk of

my crop was from that source, and it

is even whiter than the white-clover
honey, and quite as fine in flavor.

I have three small apiaries, and there
happened to be large fields of red
clover in reach of each. Perhaps for
that reason the crop was greater than
I ever got from red clover.

With me the season was also peculiar

in giving a large crop of honey with
no swarming after dandelion. Only
one of my colonics tried to swarm
after June 1. We did not have the
usual intermission in August, the flow
continuing right along, and after the
red clover ceased to yield, or was all

cut for hay, the Spanish-needle began
and lasted until Oct. 1.

About Sept. 20 some kind of wild
aster began to yield, which was an-
other unusual thing. I took off all

supers just before Oct. 1 as usual, for
the storing in comb-honey supers
nearly ceases when cold nights come.
But I was sorely tempted to put them
on again, for honey kept coming in

briskly up to Oct. 20, when we had our
first killing frost. Dandelion also

bloomed freely in October, and likely

helped.
For once we have " gathered grapes

of thorns, and figs of thistles." That
the worthless dandelion should pro-
duce solid cash; that protracted drouth
should cause a bountiful honey crop;
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that this great yield should be gath-

ered without swarming; that supers

should be needed in October, and that

95 percent of all this honey should

come from plants that had never given

me surplus before; these have been
what Dick Swiveler called "staggerers."

Newman, 111.

The Value of Exhibits

BY J. M. KILLI.\N.

ATTACHED is a picture of a bee
and honey exhibit that I made
at our county fair. You will no-
tice that we had an old " bee-

gum," also a box-hive and a

straw skep ; together with several

modern hives. The intention of the

exhibit was to show the evolution of

the bee hive from the straw hive on

down to an up-to-date hive.

I had never seen a hive made of

straw, but from photographs and de-

scription's of them. I cut some rye

when it was beginning to get ripe and
allowed it to cure. Then I twisted

and formed a continuous rope of straw

and shaped it as you see in the photo-

graph. It was the object of much curi-

osity at the fair, and hundreds of peo-

ple asked questions about it. Only a

few of the older ones had ever seen

one. We had quite a display of honey,

both comb and extracted, also bees-

wax and "chunk honey."

But the part of the exhibit that

caught the crowd, was the observatory

hive of live bees, working on a nice

frame of wired foundation. The queen
was the admiration of all who saw her.

A display of this kind does not pay so

far as the premiums given by the fair

are concerned, but as an advertise-

ment of your honey, nothing can com-
pare with it. My honey is all sold

near my ihome ; in fact, most of it in

my owri town ; so you see I met and
talked with the people who buy and
eat my honey; and they like to see and
get acquainted with the man who pro-

duces it.

And, say! you have the finest oppor-
tunity to explain away that old canard
about manufactured comb honey, and
you have no idea how many people

believe it, and how much harm it has

done the bee-industry. It takes con-

siderable self control to be pleasant

and talk kindly to one of those fellows

who tells you that he /;)io7cs it can be
manufactured, for he has bought it,

and the grocer told him it was manu-
factured honey, etc. But I always ex-

plain to him the reason why it cannot
be manufactured, get him to pay me a

visit and see the bees at work if pos-

sible, and after you have convinced
him that it is a mistake, he is always
ready to correct others that he may
meet.

I have been producing chunk honey
for eight years, and selling it for 20

cents a pound.

Rockport, Ind.

JM.KILUAN5

EXHIBIT • —

Exhibit of J. M. Killiax. at Rockport, Ixd.

Dr. Miller*s Answers^

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, III.

He does not answer bee-keeping Questions by mail.

Transferring and Feeding

1. When is the best time to harvest honey
from the bees ?

2. When is the best time to transfer bees
from a tree or box-hive ?

3. When is the best time to feed the bees?
4. I had one colony and lost it by feeding

them only sugar water. Other bees robbed
them and they starved. What is the best
feed, and how and when shall I feed them ?

Texas.

Answers.— I. If it is comb honey, the

sooner it is taken after it is sealed the bet-

ter, because the whiter the sealing the bet-

ter it will sell, and it becomes darkened by

being left on the hive. If it is extracted

honey, you can take it as soon as it is sealed,

or you can leave it on the hive until the bees

are done storing. But if you care for your

future market. don'iextractunripe unsealed

honey.

2. If you want to transfer the bees with

little or no regard for honey, there is prob-

ably no better time than in fiuit-bloom. If

you want to get as much honey as possible,

do it at the close of the honey harvest.

3. The best thing is never to feed them,

but let them gather their own stores. But if

the season is a failure, as it is some years in

most places, then you must feed. The best

time for that is just as soon as you know
they will need feeding for winter; say in

August or .September. October does very
well, however, and even if you haven't fed
until December, better feed then than to

let the bees starve.

4. The best thing is to give them combs of
sealed honey, but it isn't likely you have
them. The next best is a syrup of granu-
lated sugar, probably just what you did feed
them, only there was probably something
wrong about the way you fed that started
robbing. Of course. I cannot tell what it

was that was wrong; possibly you may have
spilled some of the feed, or done something
else that was a bit careless. Be careful not
to leave any cracks open that will let bees
in from the outside. If there is danger of
robbing, it is well to give feed in the evening
after bees have stopped flying, and to give

no more at a time thanthey will clean up by
morning. For fall feeding nothing is better
than a Miller feeder. If you feed early,

equal parts of sugar and water will be all

right; but if you do not feed until after the
middle of October, then you can have 5

parts of sugar (either by weight or measure
2 parts of water.

Evidently you have no bee-book of instruc-

tion, and it will be big money in your pocket
if you get a good one. say such a one as
Dadant's Langstroth.
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Comb or Extracted?

Which would be the most profitable for
me.' comb or extracted honey ? I was offered
bii Jcents per pound for mixed extracted
honey delivered at'Indianapolis. The home
demand about looo pounds) is I5 cents per
poiind for comb honey. As I expect to make
beekeepint; mv occupation, could I afford to

sell extracted honey for bH cents per
poiind? Indiana.

Answer.—It is not an easy thing to say

what would be best; so many things must be

taken into consideration, the peculiarities

of pasturage, market, etc.. but it would
seem that you ought to do considerably bet-

ter with comb at 15 than with extracted at

b'i. There are places where extracted can

be profitably produced at 5J4 cents: but

hardly in your locality.

Introducing Queens—Stores—Foul Brood

1. Should I introduce a tested queen into
my colonies that have not shown much
strength this season, and have not swarmed?

2. Is this the right time to do it. and how
do you go about removing the old Queen ?

3. How much honey should I leave in each
hive, as a winter supply for the bees ?

4. Is it too late to remove any surplus
honey at this time of the year ?

5. How can I tell foul brood ?

New Jersey.

Answers.— I. Hard to say without know-

ing more about it. The likelihood is that

there is not a good queen in a colony which

has not become strong; yet something de-

pends upon how much excuse it has for re-

maining weak. If it was very, very weak in

spring, it is still possible the queen may be

all right. But if it was reasonably strong

early, has good combs, with not much drone

brood, and if there was enough pasturage

so that other colonies built up strong and

did well, then it would be we well to replace

the queen with a better one.

2. It is getting pretty late, as brood-rearing

is pretty much over, and it might be as well

to wait until next season. There's no spe-

cial trick about removing the old queen,

just look over the brood-combs until you

find her. and then mash her with thumb and

finger. But don't kill the old queen in ad

vance of having the new one, for sometimes

there is delay in getting a queen.

3. A store of 30 or 40 pounds is none too

much for wintering out doors, a stronger

colony needing more than a weaker one. and

for cellaring 10 pounds less will do. Better

5 pounds too much than 5 ounces too little

The overplus will not be wasted.

4. No; if supers are still on, take them off;

only in so doing look out that you do not take

away stores needed for winter.

5. You probably cannot tell it at all now. for

it is a disease of the brood, and unless in a

very bad case you can detect it only when
brood is present. The chief symptom in

American foul brood is the ropy character

of the dead larva; stick a toothpick into it,

and when you draw it out it will string an

inch or two in a string. If European foul

brood, look for larvae that instead of being

pearly white are quite yellowish. If you

write to Dr. E. F. Phillips. Department of

Agriculture. Washington. D. C, he will send

you gratis valuable printed matter about

foul brood.

A Cure for Foul Brood 1

In the Western Honey Bee for October,
page 26. and also in the advertising columns
occurs the following by C.W.Dayton: "I

will pay $25 for any case of foul brood (Eu-
ropean or American) that cannot be cured
with 5 cents worth of autibiitn (honey and
water." In the article he makes wonderful
statements on his discovery of antibum and
aQuasun.
Let us know if this man is a fake, for it his

claims were true. New York State would be
soon cleared of foul brood, and Mr. Dayton
would be kept busy making his cure.

New YO'RK.

Answer.— I have much doubt as to the

eihcacy of the remedies named.

Introducing a Queen by Smoke Method

.\s I am just a beginner. I wish you would
explain as clearly as possible how to intro-
duce a queen by the smoke method.

Wisconsin.
Answer.—In Gleanings in Bee Culture for

June I, iiage 370. what you call the smoke
plan of introduction is thus given by Arthur
C. Miller, the inventor: "A colony to re-

ceive a queen has the entrance reduced to

about a square inch with whatever is con-

venient, as grass, weeds, rags, or wood, and
then about three puffs of thick white smoke
—because such smoke is safe—is blown in

and the entrance closed. It should be ex-

plained that there is a %-inch space below
the frames, so that the smoke blown in at

the entrance readily spreads and penetrates

to all parts of the hive, in from 15 to 20 sec-

onds that colony will be roaring. The small

space at the entrance is now opened; the

queen is run in. followed by a gentle puff of

smoke, and the space again closed and left

closed for about 10 minutes, when it is re-

opened and the bees are allowed to venti-

late and to quiet down. The full entrance

is not given for an hour or more, or even

until the next day."

Editor Root is very enthusiastic about the

plan, since having tried it very fully with

great success. In Gleanings for Oct. i. he

directs to start the smoker going, giving a

dozen or tw'O strong puffs out in the air.

When the smoke rolls out of the smoker
into the air dense and heavy, blow 3 strong

puffs in at the entrance, and then close the

hive. After an interval of perhaps 10 or 15

seconds, push the queen in at the entrance,
follow her up with one more strong puff of
smoke, and close the entrance. In all four
puffs are given, all that a large smoker will
give when the bellows is closed clear down
at each puff. In five or six minutes remove
the plug. He says the plan will not work
with a small nucleus in a large hive, even if

the rest of the space be filled with empty
combs.

Carniplans or Italians ?—Divisions

1. Which is the more fitted to Japanese
conditions, the Italian or the C:arniolan ?

This is a rainy and moist section.
2. Colonies often show intentions of

swarming at the close of the honey-flow,
when they haveproduced combor extracted
honey in abundance. Is it better or not to
separate colonies before they show inclina-
tions to swarm ? If it is better to separate,
how is the best way to do it ? Japan.

Answers—:. To get an answer to this
question the two kinds should be tried side
by side. Even after knowing climatic con-
ditions one can only make a guess, and my
guess would be that the Italians are better.

2. Again I am on uncertain ground, but
should think it better not to separate, so as
to have strong colonies for winter.

Precautions in Uniting

If vou were to buy bees by the pound to
strengthen weak colonies, what precautions
would you take to insure a safe uniting ?

Iowa.
Answer.—Shake both lots on the ground

all mixed up, and let them run into the hive
together. As an additional safeguard, be-
fore mixing, dust both lots with flour.

Dimensions of the Dadant Hive

I have been looking through the .American
Bee Journal for dimensions of the Dadant
hive and frame about which I wrote Mr.
Dadant some months ago. but cannot find
them. Will you kindly give them in the re-
plies to queries. The expense of getting a
sample hive here is too great.

C. N. White. England.

Answer.—The dimensions of the Dadant
hive are not given in any previous number

Cross Sectional 'View of the Dadant Hive.
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of the American Bee Journal: they are to

be found only in the Lanestrot^Uadant
book and in Ben'rands " Conduite dii Ruch-
er " iConduct of the Apiary), which has been
published in eight different languages. The
dimensions of the frame are about the same
as those of the original Quinby movable
frame. This hive is especially adapted to

the production of extracted honey, and that

is why it is very much more widely used in

the countries where modern bee-keepers

can secure almost as much fot* extracted

per pound as for section honey. We give

the cut of the hive. The dimensions are to

be found in the Langstroth-Dadant book.

Foundation and Drawn Combs^Splints

1. I have been running my apiary for
chunk honey, but find that I can Hndasale
for quite a lot of extracted honey. I have a

few nice straight combs on medium brood
foundation, wired. What would be the
storing capacity of one colony with one-
inch foundation starters, one colony with
full sheets of thin surplus, and one colony
with full sheets of medium brood founda-
tion, as compared with a colony with full

draw-n combs; that is. if a colony with full

drawn combs could fill 20 frames, about how
much could the other respective colonies
fill, everything else being equal. I expect
to use full sheets of thin surplus for chunk
honey, and full sheets of medium for ex-
tracted. I ask these questions simply to
have some idea as to how much foundation
of each kind to buy this season.

2. I use full-sized Hoffman frames. I have
a good supply on hand, and do not wish to
buy any more this season, or 1 would buy
shallow frames. I notice that i can buy full-

sized sheets of thin surplus to fit these
frames, and expect to use them this coming
season instead of narrow starters as hereto-
fore. Do you tnink I will gain any more
chunk honey by this ?

3. On page sgj. of " Langstroth on the
Honey Bee." youadvocate the useof wooden
splints to support these wide strips of foun-
dation. Do you use these splints in extract-
ing frames as well as in frames for chunk
honey?

4. Do you use splints opposite each other
on the foundation, or do you use them on
one side only? Kentl'cky.

Answers.—I. I don't know. If you want
me to guess. I'm willing to do my best at

guessing. I must premise that by saying

that the answer depends somewhat upon
the flow. If a short and very heavy flow is

on. the fully drawn combs will have a much
greater advantage than they will have in a

light and long-continued flow. In the former

case, whilethe colony with fullcombs stores

20 pounds, the colony with one-inch founda-

tion starters will store from 10 to 15 pounds,

and the colony with full sheets of thin sur-

plus from 12 to 17. With medium brood foun-

dation it ought to do just a little better than

with thin surplus.

In the case of the long, slow flow, while

built combs give 20. the starters should give

15 to 18. and the full sheets of foundation 16

to 10. I can. however, imagine an extreme
case with an immensely heavy flow lasting

only a day or two. in which 20 pounds would
be stored in the built combs and not a drop
in the others. On the other hand. I can im-

agine a very long flow with a very little more
gathered daily than the bees need for their

own use. and very nearly as much stored

with starters as with full combs. But re-

member that all this is only guessing, and
my guesser may not be in perfect working
order. I think the editor-in-chief knows
more about it than 1 do. and I'd be glad to

have his guess, even if it makes mine look

like the guess of a beginner. [My guess

would be a greater difference when built

combs yielded 20 pounds, say 10 to 15 pounds
for starters, and 15 to 18 for sheets of foun-

dation. I have seen sometimes what Dr.

Miller states. 15 to 20 pounds in built combs

^^^^^B!!^^ "t-
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blamed the fox for the theft of the honey ?

Scranton. Pa. F. W. Brady.

lYou do not say whether the bees who took

that honey were the same ones who had
supplied it in the first place. It might have
come from another hive. Don't you think

that, if the bees could accuse the fox of

stealing tlie honey, they might also have
noticed that he was caged ? IE bees always
tried to sting to death those who deprive
them of some of tlieir honey, some of us

would probably have been stung to death by
this time.

Laying jokes aside, it is quite probable
that there was some dispute among the bees
of several hives upon the carrying away of

that honey. This is usually the case Then,
angry behavior and fights being the result

the restless fox was attacked as would have
been other hairy, living creatures close at

hand. At a time of robbing, we have seen
the bees of very peaceable colonies attack
men and beasts at quite a distance. That is

another argument against ever exposing any
sweets in reach of the bees in times of

scarcity. Fighting for exposed sweets ren-

ders them uncommonly irritable.—Editor. I

They work on red clover as well as any Ital-
ian bee. and they gather very little propolis
and cap their honey nice and white. The
Carniolan bee has come to stav in my api-
ary. Edward V. Makek.
Peoria, III.. Sept. lo.

smartweed. dandelion, straggling sweet
clover and other like flowers.

I had 30 colonies, spline count, and in-

creased to ^0, and they >vill go into winter in
fair condition. W.L.Powell.
Arkansas City, K2n.. Oct. lo.

Carniolans All Right

Attached is photograph of one of my Car-
niolan colonies. Please note in the Bee
Journal of October. 1012, on page «i, I made
inquiry about larger hives, and the advice I

got from your valuable Journal shows the
result this year. The colony in the photo-

210 Pounds of Comb Honey Were Pro-
duced BY THIS Colony this Season.

graph has made 210 pounds of comb honey
this season. I can show you several colo-
nies of these bees that did fine this year.
We had a very short honey flow this sum-
mer. It was the severest dry weather I have
ever seen. My Italian colonies did not
get half the honey that the Carniolans did,
and they say the Carniolans are swarming
bees. In my estimation they are no worse
than any others if rightly managed. Please
note the way I am dressed, when working
among my bees. It shows their gentleness.

Good Report from California

I have finished extracting, and took a lit-

tle over 00:0 pounds from 102 colonies, spring
count, and increased to 156 good, strong col-
onies, and they all had at least 30 pounds of
honey; many of them with as much as 35
pounds. Many thanks for your instructions.
My honey for loii averaged 8n pounds of

extracted per colony; 1012.80; IU13. 90.

This is away over the average of this sec-
tion of the country. I am sending you, un
der separate cover, a little bunch of I'olv-
HotiNJH bolaudcri. it begins to bloom about
Aug. 10. I have seen bees working on it

Nov. 4. They are working on it today with
as much vim as they worked on alfalfa or
white clover any time this summer. They
usually store from 20 to 40 pounds of honey
from this plant per colony. It iust puts
them into winter quarters in the best of
shape. Lots of my bees have as much as
three frames of brood now. This little weed
grows on the upland and in rocky outcrop-
pings on land that is almost useless. It is a
member of the buckwheat family. There
are hundreds of acres of it near here, and
in many places the groutid is just covered
with it. W. A Gridley.
Edgewood, Calif., Oct. 8.

1200 Pounds form 18 Colonies

My honey crop was fairly good this season.
I had 18 colonies, spring count, increased to
10. and produced 1200 pounds of extracted
honey. F. .^. WiCKLEiN.
Percy. III., Oct. 7.

Dry in Kansas

This has been the driest season Kansas
ever saw. and the bees have not stored
much honey. They started out well, but
the hot winds dried up the flowers, and 1

had to begin feeding .Sept. i, but soon after
rains came and vegetation sprang up like
magic, and now they are working well on

In Fine Shape in Kansas

I have II colonies to go into winter, p of
which are strong with full brood-chambers,
and I am leaving a full super of honey on
each of them, to make sure that they have
plenty of stores. The other 2 colonies are
young ones of this year; one a fairly early
one with a full brood-chamber; the other
one was a late one. July, and has a fairly
good supply of honey, but I expect to place
for each of these a supply in supers on the
hives.

I winter my bees out-of-doors in a shed,
and wrap the hives well with burlap, and
the tops with tar felt. The original colo-
nies have put an averageof 100 pounds to the
colony into the supers this season; but only
one swarmed, W. D. Stambaugh.
Richfield. Nebr.

I We would advise you to remove the

combs of honey from the supers for winter,

and fill the empty super with forest leaves

or some other good packing material. With
full brood-chambers the colonies will have
plenty of honey to last until spring. Early

in the spring you could replace the full su-

per combs, one byone if the colonies needed
them.—Editor,)
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.Short Course in Beekeeping—404.
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227.
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221.
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Swarming— IRS. 198. 243. 315
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Sweet Clover—60, 120, 407.
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Tarred Roads and Bee Diseases—333.

Tennessee Honey Plant—368.

Texas Department of Agriculture &- Bee-
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Texas Inspection Law—188
Thriving Aniarists in France—152.
Tin Sections—10.

Tin Separators—99.

Too Much Rosiness—374.
Transferring Bees—87. 206. 242. 314. 418.

Trin to Europe—187.
Tupelo Glim Honev—264.
Tvpogranhical Errors—45. 402.
t'niting Bees—23, 314. 419
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tion— 46.
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New York State Convention

The New York State .\ssociation of

Beekeepers' Societies will hold its next

annual meeting in Rocester, X. Y., Dec,

2 and 3, 1013. We expect to have the

usual good time renewing old acquaint-
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ances and forming new ones, and learn-

ing from the advice and experience of

those working in our chosen field. All

those interested in beekeeping are
urged to be present. You can't afford

to stay away, as we often get advice
free that will bring us many dollars.

Irving Kinyon, Sec.

Camillus, N. Y.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, Circulation, Etc.,

of the American Bee Journal, published

monthly at Hamilton. Illinois, required

by act of August 24, 1912.

Editor, C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Business Manager, M. G. Dadant,
Hamilton, 111.

Known bondholders, mortgagees and
other security holders holding 1 per-

cent or more of total amount of bonds,

mortgages or other securities, None.

M. G. Dadant. Business Manager.
Sworn and subscribed before me this

2d day of October, 1913.

H. M. CUERDEN,
[seal] Xo(ary Public.

My commission expires Aug. 25, 1917.

Choosing the Right Present

Are you in doubt about a certain

present? The Youth's Companion has
proved to be one of the best that can

be chosen. Perhaps you have not seen

it lately, and are not quite sure. Then
let us send you a sample copy or two.

Suppose you ask for the issues con-

taining the opening chapters of Arthur
Stanwood Pier's fine serial story of life

in a boy's school—"His Father's Son."

If you look the paper over carefully,

bearing in mind that there are 52 such

numbers for a year's subscription of

$2.00, we are sure you will say that a

better present could not be chosen,

whether for a young person or for an
entire family.

For the year's subscription of $2.00

there is included a copy of The Com-
panion Practical Home Calendar for

1914 andall the issues for the remain-
ing weeks of this year, dating from the

time the subscription is received.

If you ask for sample copies we will

send with them the Announcement for

1914.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
144 Berkely Street, Boston, Mass.

.\'eiv Subscriptions Receii'cd at this Office

Classified Department

(Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at is cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind . Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Phelps' Queens are hustlers.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf 70 Cortland St.. New York City.

Queens — Ijjiproved red-clover Italians.
bred for business; June i to Nov. 15. Un-
tested queens. 75c; select. $1.00; tested. $1.25

each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. lAiy H. C. demons. Boyd. Ky.

Golden all-over Queens. Untested, $1.00.
Tested. $3.00 Breeders. Ss and $10.

Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

Phelps' Queens will please you.

For SALE-Choice Golden Queens that
produce Golden bees equal to any.

Wm. S. Barnett. Barnett's, Virginia.

California's Italian Hustlers equal
the best. Everybody is getting them. This
season only. Tested $1 25 to $2.50.
Mated-i 75c; 12. $8.00: 50.81200; 100.86000.

W. A. Barstow & Co . San Jose. Calif.

The Rush for Phelps' queens has been
so great that we will be unable to take care
of any more orders this year. We have
some of the finest breeders for next year
that you ever saw. Give us your orders
early. C. W. Phelps & Son.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Special — Golden-all-over queens that
produce workers of the brightest kind. 5000
mated queens was my sales last season. Un-
tested queens each 75c; 50.812,50; 100, $60.00.
Tested. 81.25. Select-Tested. 82,00. Breeders.
85 00 and 810.00. J. T. Dunn. Queen Breeder.
6A7t Rt. 1. San Jose. Calif.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will chal-

i

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities. Price. 81.00 each;
Tested. 82. 00: Breeders. $5.00 and Sio.oo.
2Atf J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

For Sale—Finest Pure Honey.
Guy Kintz. R D. 2. Richland Center. Wis.

"Null's Famoi:s Melilotus Honey.'
Sample for stamp. Null Co.. Demopolis. Ala-

Wanted—Comb, extracted honey, and
beeswax. R. A. Burnett & Co..
6Ai2t 173 S. Water St.. Chicago. III.

For Sale— No. \. buckwheat comb. S3.60
per case; No. 2. 8v2o; 24 pounds to case.

Joseph M. F.lsbree. Waverly. N. Y.

For Sale—Well ripened buckwheat honey
in 6o-lb. cans, two to the case at Siic per lb.
Sample loc. to apply on older.

M. C. Silsbee. R. D. 3. Cohocton. N. Y.

White Clover Honey. 24 sections to
case. 8 cases to carrier. No. 2. 8200 a case;
No. I. S3. 25 a case; Fancy. 83 50 a case.

W. L. Ritter. Genoa. DeKalb Co.. III.

For Sale—No. i white clover comb. 83-50
per case;. No. 2, 83. 00 per case. No. i fall
comb. 83 00 percase; No. 2 fall. 82 50 per case.
All cases have 24 sections, and 6 cases to
carrier. Qui rin-the-Queen- Breeder.

Bellevue. Ohio.

Dealers and producers who buy honey,
kindly ask for a late number of the Review,
giving a list of members having honey for
sale. Many carloads are listed in the Octo-
ber number. Address. oAtf
The Bee-Keepers' Review. Northstar. Mich.

For SALe—Our crop of "Elite" white
clover extracted honey. None better pro-
duced. Also. Raspberry extracted, blended
with willow-herb, nearly as white as the
clover, good body and flavor. 8c per pound.
Sample of either free. Address.
E. l3. Towr.send & Sons. Northstar, Mich.

(Formerly at Remus.)

For Sale -Ten tons of sage honey nearly
as red as blood. Produced by correct ab-
sorption of infra-red and ultra-violet rays
of sunlight. No substance on the globe
equals solar carbonized honey as a disease
prevention and health builder. Send for
circular entitled, " Harnessed Sunbeans.

"

C. W. Dayton, Owensmouth. Calif.

Pure Raspberry Honev Was left on
the hives until all sealed and ripened. The
quality is very fine; none better. The rasp-
berry honey crop was very short this year.
If you want some of this delicious honey
better order soon. It is put up in new uo-

b. tm cans. Price. 86.00 per can. Sample
by mail. 10 cts.. which may be applied on an
order for honey. Elmer Hutchinson.

Pioneer. Mich.

,,Extracted Honey -Best nure Illinois.
White Clover and blends with Sweet Clover.
Amber Fall and Spanish-needle grades.
Also fine Western Water-white and Light
Amber Alfalfa. All packed in 5. 10 and 60
lb. cans Some in barrels. .Samoles and
prices Free. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

FOR SALE

Post Cards-is high grade Colored. Em-
bossed Xmas Cards. loc.

Pearl Card Co.. Clintonville. Conn.

For Sale—Empty second-hand cans, two
cans to the case; good as new; 25c per case.

C. H. W. Weber.
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Bee-keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokors. foundation, veils, etc. They
re nice and cheap. White Mfg. Co..
4Atf Greenville. Tex.

Beautiful Pampas Grass, perfectly
hardy; grows 10 ft. high. Good shade for
chickens .ind bee hives, and an ornament
for any yard, city or country. Sent by ex-
press. $1.00 a bunch; not prepaid.

John Scruggs. Mont F.agle. Tenn.

For Sale— Half interest in apiary with
good bee house. 24 by 40; power extracting
outfit, and everything handy to work with.
In good clover and buckwheat location;
average from $5 to 86 per swarm in good sea-
son. Will take some bees in part payment.
8icodown. balance to suit purchaser.

M. C. Silsbee. R. D. 3. Cohocton. N. Y.

.\ Merry Christmas and Prosperous
New Ye.\r to readers of the .American
Bee lournal. and lucky users of the Schamu
Roller Entrance Bottom Board. My new
catalog will be out April i. luu. Send for a
copy, Dr Chas, G, Schamu. Liverpool. N. V.

Honey as a Health Food is a 16 page
booklet giving uses of honey in recipes and
as a medicine. Just the thing to create a
local demand for your honey. We print
your business card on all orders for 100 or
more. Prices as follows, postpaid; 50 copies
«oc. 100 for 81.50. 250 for 83 00. soo for 85. 00. 1000
for 80.00. American Bee Journal.

Hamilton. III.

POULTRY

For Sale — Buff Orpington eggs, pure
bloods ; $1 00 for 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
2Aiy W. H. Payne. Hamilton. Illinois.

HONEY LABELS

The Number of enquiries coming in for
honey labels has been so large that we have
decided to put in a stock of these for the
convenience of our readers. Should you Ije

in need of anytliing in this line, send for a
copy of our label catalog, which will be sent
free. American Bee lournal.

Hamilton. III.

SITUATIONS.

Wanted—Position for 1014. all-around bee
man; 25 years' experience Best of refer-
ence, W^ill go any place. Prefer California
or West. L. W. Benson. Nampa. Idaho.

Dr. Peiro will continue to give the
readers of the American Bee Journal
free advice regarding the subject of
Surgical and Medical treatment.
Many have availed themselves of this

offer. Return postage is all you need
to send. Address, Dr. Peiro, 4536
Perry Street, Chicago, 111.
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1 Make Your Christmas Gifts

I
Attractive At Our Expense

|
^ T^ EGARDLESS of the size or value of the gift itself, wrap it up ^^ W\ in a neat paper, put on a few Xmas seals and Xmas stamps, ^^ *^ inclose a pretty gift card, and attach a fancy tag or express

>J^ label. It is quite the thing to do—the practice is growing year by ^^ year. Besides, it adds a lot to the holiday sentiment. Perhaps you have C<
i^ priced these "fancy fixings" in the stores and found them "too expensive. jg
^ If not, price them now. Then you will fully appreciate this liberal offer. ^

EjiougK (or r^
the Entire &

Family ^

Ejnbossed

in Gold

Look Attractive "-'^ffii^^^^^ '^-
and Colors

Each piece is distinctly designed and colored, beautifully embossed on

fine white stock and fully equal in appearance and quality to the "very

best" subjects offered in the stores at "those high prices." Here is a com-

prehensive assortment, a variety to meet every want and large enough for

the whole family's use.

This 226-Piece Assortment FREE

mi

6 Large Cards
8 Medium Cards
10 Small Cards
25 Large Seals

10 "Do Not Open'

50 Medium Seals 15 Post Cards

16 Stamps 6 Large Tags
50 Small Seals 8 Medium Tags
2 Xmas Folders 10 Small Tags

Stickers 10 Merry Xmas Stickers

OUR BIG XMAS BARGAIN
Subscription Offer

American Be© Journal - - -

The Weekly Inter Ocean and Farmer, 1 year

Farm and Home, 1 year -

Big 226-Piece Xmas Package

Total Regular Price

All for only

$1.50
Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Chicago. Nov. i8—Sales in the agsregate
have been fair during the past month, but
the supply is quite heavy, and prices are
weak. It is difficult to obtain more than i;-

@t6c per pound for the A N'o. i to fancy
grades, and lower grades are more or less
neglected, prices ranging from i@5c per
pound less according to kind, condition and
color. Consignments have not sold readily
owint' to these conditions. Extracted is

also freely offered with prices of the best
grades of white ranging from 8(scc per pound,
and ambers from 7^8c per pound, with the
undesirable flavors difficult to market.
Beeswax is steady and sells upon arrival at
from 3o(s32C per pound, according to color
and cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

San Francisco. Nov. 15.—The comb honey
market is overstocked, and little or no de-
mand at present, and prices have dropped
accordingly. No. i fancy. I3@i5c: No. 2. io@-
12c; dark, 8@ioc. E.ttracted, water-white.
gc: white, ;W®Sc; amber. 6@7c; darker
grades. 5@5/4c. Beeswax. 306320 per pound.
Very little offered. John C. Frohliger.

Kansas City. Mo.. Nov. 10.—Receipts of
comb honey are large: demand fair. Re-
ceipts of extracted not large; demand good.
We quote as follows: No. i white comb. 24
sections per case, $2.75; No. 2. $2.50. There
is a limited demand for light amber at the
same price of white. White extracted, per
pound, 8(a'8;ic; amber, 7@8c. No. i beeswax.
per pound. 30c; No. 2, 25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

Cincinnati. Nov. 3.—The demand for both
comb and extracted honey is not as brisk as
it should be for this time of the year. We
are receiving quantities of both comb and
extracted honey. Fancy white clover comb
honey is selling at i6c per pound. No t white
is selling at $3. 50 per case of 24 sections. Off
grades do not sell. White clover extracted
honey in 60-pound cans is selling from 9(ao!4c
per pound. Amber graaes are selling from
7;2a8;2C per pound, according to grade and
quantity purchased. Beeswax issellingfrom
$33 to $35 per hundred.
The above are our selling prices, not what

we are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Boston. Nov. 10.—hancy and No. i white
comb. i6@i7c per pound. New fancy white ex-
tracted in 5-gallon cans. logiic. Beeswax.
30c. Pure white honey in barrels, oc per
pound. Blake.-Lee Company.

Los Angeles, Nov. 10.—The market on
California honey has been inactive recently,
on account of the failure of the sage honey
crop and the scarcity of other fancy varie-
ties in this State. We think this is largely
accounted for by the fact that there has
been plenty of other kinds of honey pro-
duced both in the western States and in the
East. There is a car of fancy white orange
honey still to be had at Q'A&ohc. f. o. b. Los
Angeles, and there are a few cars of alfalfa
light amber honey which could be sold at
about be per pound f. o. b. shipping point:
also one car. possibly two. of fancy light
amber mountain honey at about 7C. Outside
of this small quantity the honey business in
the extreme West depends upon the sweet
clover and white alfalfa honey produced in
the States lying just cast of California. This
is held now at ti'4@7C f. o. b. shipping point.
There has been a lively demand for bees-

wax at prices higher than usual, and on this
account the producers have sold rather
freely. Eastern buyers are bidding 39c per
pound and upwards f. o. b. California.

Hamilton &Menderson.

Cincinnati. Nov. ig.— The demand for
honev is good. We sell fine table honey in
t)0-pound cans from 8gioc a pound, accord-
ing to the quality and quantity. Amber
honey in barrels from 5H@8c. Comb honey,
the very fanciest we are getting, from $3 75

to $4 00 a case. For choice bright yellow
beeswax we are paying 30c a pound deliv-

ered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Indianapolis. Nov. 18.— Honey is moving
freely. F"ancy white comb is selling at iti@-

17c; No, I white, one cent less Finest ex-

tracted. g@ioc in 5-gallon cans. Beeswax is

in good demand, and producers are being
paid 32c, cash or trade.

Waltsr S. Pouder.

Denver, Nov. ig.—Our local market is well
supplied with honey, and our jobbing quo-
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tations are as follows: Strictly No. i white,
per case of 24 sections. $2.70; clioice. $2.57,
No. 2. $2.4S. Extracted, white, 8@oc; lieht
amber, 7@?'Ac. We are in the market for
beeswax, and pay 30c per pound in cash, and
32c in trade delivered here.
The Colo. HoNEY-FRODUfERs' Ass'n.,

Frank Rauchfuss, A/^r.

New York, Nov. ig.—The market condi-
tion of comb honey remains the same, and
we quote fancy white at i6r. No. i at I4@i5c.
No. 2 at 13c, mixed and buckwheat at io@iic,
according to quality. On account of the
somewhat short crop in the eastern States,
a few cars of western comb honey iiave
been sent into our market, and this in con-
nection with the nearby crop is sufficient
supply to meet demands Extracted honey
remains about the same. There is a fair
demand for white clover which is selling: at
from 8j5@QC, amber to light amber at tViISSc.
buckwheat at 7@7/2C. Southern honey in
barrels is selling at from 6o@75c per gallon,
according to quality with plenty of supplies.

HiLDRETH & -SEGELKEN.

EXTRACTED HONEY
Just received car New Utah Alfalfa

Honev. 9 cents a pound f. o b, Kansas City,
Mo. C. C. CLEMONS BeE-SUPPLY CO.

137 Grand, Kansas City, Mo.

BOOKS FOR BEE - KEEPERS
FOR SALE BY

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping, by Thos.
G. Newman, revised by C. P. Uadant.—Intended
mainly for beginners. Nearly '2U0 pagres. and
over 150 pictures. Bound in strong: paper cover,
showing- bee-brood In all slag^es of development
from the newly-laid cprg-. This book, contains
the foundation principles of bee-keeping-, as Its
name Indicates. Price, postpaid. 60 cts. ; or free
with the American Bee Journal one full year if
paid strictly In advance—by either new or re-
newal subscription at ?1.00.

Fifty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.
Miller.—340 pag-es. hound in cloth, and illustra-
ted with 112 half-tone pictures taken by Dr. Mil-
ler himself. It Is a grood. live story of success-
ful bee-keeping- by a master of the subject, and
shows with clearness just how Dr. Miller works
with bees and produces tons of honey. Price,
$1.00. postpaid: or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year, $1.80; or given Free as a premium
for sending: 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.— It tells how the
very best Qneen-Bees are reared in Nature's
Way. A g:ood authority says: "It Is practically
the only comprehensive bonk on queen-rearing
now In print. It is looked upon by many as the
foundation of the modem methods of rearing:
queens wholesale." Price, bound in cloth, 76
cts., postpaid: or with the American Bee Jour-
nal a year—both for $1.60. The same book bound
in leatherette, 50 cts., postpaid ; or free with the
American Bee Journal one full year if paid in
advance strictly, by either new or renewal eub-
BcrlDtioQatSl.OO.

Biggie Bee-Bool(.~This is a very small
cloth-hound, well gotten up book. Its size is
4x5 1-2 Inches, and it was desigmed to be carried
in the pocket of the amateur bee-keeper. It
contains concise Information regrardlng- the
best practice in bee-culture. An excellent
book for use when a person has only limited
time to give to bee-keeping:. Price by mail, 5P
cents: or with the American Bee Journal one
year. $1.35.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I

& E. R. Root—Over E>00 larg-c pag:es describing-
everything^ peraining^ to the care and manag"e-
ment of the honey bees. It is a veritable en-
cyclopedia on bees. JOO engraving's. Bound in
cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.25. or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, both for $2.75, or given Free as
a premium for sending: five new subscriptions
at $1.00.

A Modern Bee Farm, by Samuel Simmins.
The author is a live Ene:lish beekeeper. He has
kept up with the prog:ress In this line not only
in his own country, but all over the world. His
views are determined, but very well taken, and
his points are made with an accuracy which is
convincing. Cloth bound, 470 pag:es. Price, post-
paid, $2.00, or w-ith the American Bee Journal,
both $3.75.

fnericanj^oy
The SAFE boys* magazine
Twelve months of/\_i ._,/».« „ _,_„_
heallhful brain foodOnly^1 a yCHF
All boy for all boys, not a child's paper. Clean as
a whistlo. full of pictures, 36 to 52 paees e\er>
mouth. Manly, inspiring stories of travel, adven-
ture, athletics, history, school life, written by
most popular boys' authors. Instructive sppcial
articles. Fine articles on football and other
eports. Departments of Mechanics. Electricity.
Photography, Popular Science. How to Malto
Things, Stamp Collecting, Chickens. Pets, (.Jar
dening. Inventions and Natural Wonders.

We ofter the American
Boy and the American Bee
Journal, one year, new or

renewal, hoth for $1,75,

' Read by 500,000 boys
—and endorsed by Ihelr (>arcnls

Send all orders to
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid— Sample copy for a 2cent stamp; 50 copies for 90 cents; 100 copies for

J1.50; 250 copies for $3.00 : 500 for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

The Ideal Hive-Tool Free as a Premium
NICKEL PLATED.

Exactly half actual size.

Price, postpaid. 35 cents: or with the American Bee Journal
one year— both for $1.15; or mailed Free as a premium for
sending us one new subscription at $1.00.

This is a special tool invented by a Minnesota bee-keeper, adapted for pry-
ing up supers, and for general hive and other work around the apiary. Made of
malleable iron, 8}i inches long. The middle part is 1 1-16 inches wide, and 7-32
thick. The smaller end is IJ^ inches long, yi inch wide, and 7-32 thick, ending
like a screwdriver. The larger end is wedge-shaped, having a fairly sharp, semi-
circular edge, making it almost perfect for prying up hive-covers, supers, etc., as
it does not mar the wood. Dr. C. C. Miller, who has used this tool since 1903,
says: "I think as much of the tool as ever."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.
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ROOT'S POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Our new catalog is full of information about these labor-saving machines. With the difficulty of getting competent help,

the power extractors are being sold largely in this and foreign countries, and the present demand is far greater than ever
before. Read what a California producer says in a letter to a disinterested party, which we were permitted to publish:

Gentlemen —1 should like to say a few words in favor of the ball-bearing Root Automatic Extractor, as I believe it is as near perfec-
tion as it can be. This machine runs so easily that a few turns to gret it UD to speed is all that is necessary: and the men. while usin? the
No. 17, which I formerly had. could average only looo lbs. per day. while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs. with but one additional
man. No apiary can afford to be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating The A. I. Root Co. for making an invention that is such a satisfaction, financially to the honey-producers
interests. B. B HOGABOOM. Elk Grove. Calif.

—HERE ARE A FEW MORE—
A word about the power extractor I purchased from vou through H. L. Jones, of Goodna. I found it to work very satisfactorily, and it

will do all it is claimed to do and more. I use the gasoline engine for several purposes besides driving the eight-frame extractor, such as
driving the washing-machine for the lady of the house, and corn cracking and grinding. I consider it one of the best speculations I made
in connection with the apiary. F. C. GOLDER. Pittsworth. Queensland.

Yours of the i6th, also the brakeband for power-extractor, came to hand. Thanks for sending it so promptly. This is my second
season with the power extractor. I would not like to be without it now, even if I had only fifty colonies,

DAVID RUNNING, Grindstone City, Mich., July 1° ,1910.

I received the extractor I ordered of you some time ago. It arrived in good shape. I set it up and extracted lu quarts of honey,
sold it at 35 cents a quart. The extractor is just fine—does the work completely. F. D. KING, .Athens, Ohio, Aug. 16, 1012.

The engine I got of you this spring has done fine. We ran it all fall, and never had any trouble at all.

V. V DEXTER. North Yakima. Wash.. Jan. IP, loii

For Full Particulars See Our Catalog

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES

New York, 130-141 Franklin St.

Philadelphia. 8^10 Vine St.

St. Paul. 1024 Mississippi St.
Washington, iioo Maryland Ave., S. W.

Chicago, 213-231 Institute Place.
Des Moines, 565 W. Seventh St-
Syracuse, 1631 Genesee St,

Mechanic Falls, Maine

A Few Ageuts Handllngr these Goods:

California Madary's Plaining Mill, Fresno
Madary's Supply Co., Los Angeles

Colorado '• Barteldes Seed Co., Denver
Indiana Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis
Michigan M, H, Hunt & Son, Lansing
New Mexico Roswell Seed Co., Roswell

Missouri Blanke Mfg. & Supply Co., St. Louis
JohnNebel & Son Supply Co.. High Hill

Ohio S. J. Griggs Co., Toledo
C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnat

Texas Texas Seed & Floral Co. Dallas
Toepperwein & May field Co., San Antonio

White Sweet Clover Seed
Sweet Clover is rapidly becoming one of the most useful things that can be

grown on the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is well known to bee-keepers, but

its worth as a forage-plant and also as an enricher of the soil is not so widely

known. However, Sweet Clover is coming to the front very fast these days.

Some years ago it was considered as a weed by those who knew no better. The

former attitude of the enlightened farmer today is changing to a great respect

for and appreciation of Sweet Clover, both as a food for stock tnd as a valuable

fertilizer for poor and worn-out soils.

The seed should be sown either in the fall or early in the spring. 20 to 2,5

pounds per acre of unhulled seed is about the rifht quantity to sow. We can

ship promptly at the following prices for the white variety:

Postpaid, one pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds for 50 cents.

By express, f. o. b. Hamilton—5 pounds for 80c ; 10 pounds

for $1.50 ; 25 pounds for $3.75 ; 50 pounds for $7.00 ; or

100 pounds for $13.00.

Seed will be shipped on receipt of order

American Bee Journal,
Hamilton, Illinois.

Better Fruit
Published at HOOD RIVER, OREGON,

is the best, handsomest and most valuable
fruit growers* paper published in the world
It is handsomelj" illustrated and shows the
Western methods which have been so suc-
cessful in winning high prices.

Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year in Advance

Sample copies upon request.

Better Fruit Publishing Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS, ^,„%-;nS
get the best ^oods obtainable, especially
made to meet Western condition. .Send for
new catalog and special price list to

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver, Colorado

English Honey-Spoon.

This fine ooc HoneySpoon and the -Ameri-
can Bee Journal for one year— both for only
I1.75. Send all orders to the American Bee
Journal, Hamilton. III.
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" //' goods are wanted quick, send to Pottder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
FmilPMFNT Store room built expressly for the business;
byuiriTltni large concrete basement with just enough mois-
ture to prevent breakage in sections: no shrinkage in dovetailed
corners of supers and hives.

nilAI ITY f^oo' goods at factory prices. The kind that I have
VUHLI I 5Qid for nearly a Quarter of a century, and the kind
that you can afford to recommend to your neighbors. I might
have increased my profits for a short time by handling other
goods, but I would not have remained so long in business. Many
articles in my catalog can reach you by Parcel Post, and I assume
all responsibility in safe delivery of the goods. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

873 Massachusetts Avenue

^ The Robbers Disturb You When Feeding
SJ l-.axv Solution, Use tin-

Schamu Patent Roller Entrance
HIVE BOTTOM

No worry

When you

are ready,

adjust for

swarming,

or drones.

Asl( for a

free folder

Proper Ventilation for Honey Flow.

PDI^PQ- $2.00 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 8 FRAME SIZE.-rCIV^E9. $2.50 F. O. B. LIVERPOOL, FOR 10 FRAME SIZE.

Dr. Chas. G. Schamu, Liverpool, N. Y.

¥.

^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
S
^

BEE-KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

Your Name aud Ad(lres.s will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
the cut. and on the other^ side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your narne. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to iden-
tify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious. The cut is

the exact size; it is made of best steel. When ordering be sure to write exact
name and address. Knife delivered within two weeks after we receive order.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal—both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, Illinois.

PAGE-KENKEL
MFG. CO.

Manufacturers
OF THE

"NONE BETTER"

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Thirty Years' Experience

Perfect sections from young, white,
basswood. Wiiite Pine Hives and
Supers. Excellent Shipping - Cases.
Brood-Frames, Separators, etc.

We invite your correspondence.

Page-Kenkel Manufacturing Co.,

New London, Wis.

ySwarthmore.o

Am Now Shipping Unteste n

!

from Wy

CELEBRATED
PEDIGREED STRAIN!
.My bees are the product
of many years of breed-
ing by both Swarthmore
and Henry Alley. Both
names stand out like

, beacon lightsamongour
' ' past and present breed-

ers, for the best queens ever produced in the
United States. Never had foul brood.

SWARTHMORE APIARIES. Swarthmore, Pa.

DO YOU READ

PROGRESSIVE POULTRY JOURNAL ?
It is published 111 Mitchell. South Dakota,
and is a live paper devoted to the interests
of better poultry and more of it. Has prac-
tical writers of experience in raising poul-
try Well illustrated. Send for free copy.

Progressive Poultry Journal
Mitchell, South Dakota

THE

Discount and Dull Season
is here. Send us a list of goods wanted for
next year, and get our prices—a money sav-
insiproposition. We have the largest, most
complete and best stock of any House vis-

itors welcome. Catalog readv in January-
it's free. H. S. DUBY & SON,

St. Anne, Illinois.

WA NTED
NEW CROP HONEY

New York and Pennsylvania

C Um D Especi^'iy

Write us. State quantity, quality, style

of sections, when ready for shipment,
etc. Will buy or handle on commission.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.



An Active Season is Here!

A carload of perfectly new goods is just on hand from the factory, and another car is expected any day, and

the factory has booked us for four cars. This brings up our assortment so that we can now furnish almost

anything listed in the catalog at once.
j ,

- -j c
Hives should be ordered at once if they are to be ready for swarms. Frames, and other inside fixtures, too,

should be put together now.
i i r

If you are wanting any special goods, orders should be made at once. Other cars are coming regularly trom

the factory, and we can save you considerable in transportation charges by having your goods come with ours

in the car. ,, -i- , . j
The mailing of our new catalog was completed some time ago. If you are not on our mailing list send us a

postal-card request for this catalog.
. ,- r j

If you want to buy in quantities considerably larger than quoted in the catalog, give us a list of your needs

and we will quote price accordingly.
. . , ,. . j •

If you have never tried Root quality goods, make a beginning this season. You will not be disappointed in

results Our branch is maintained for service in this line and we can give it to your entire satisfaction.

We are sole agents in Ohio for the Roller Tray Incubator and Brooder—the best in the market. \\ rite for

our catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
2146 Central Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

>;

J
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Send for our prices
ON

BEESWAX
We are paying higher prices than ever before at this season.

Why ? Because of the tremendous demand for

Dadanfs Foundation
Write at once. We will quote you F. O. B. here or

F. O. B. your Station, whichever you desire

,
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